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Magical.

Something must be allowed as to the reader's apprehension with

respect to this term. Tales of magicians, and enchanters contain much

of imagination ; and usually much that is exaggerated. Magic, in con-

nexion Avith astrology, is commonly regarded as coming to Europe with

the Moors into Spain; from Africa, and ulteriorly from Arabia. Tasso

seems to identify magic with the Saracens. And, to the present day,

if any thing magical is concocted for the press, the chief actor is a dark

stranger who talks Arabic, and practices his rites only at midnight

;

drawing circles around himself, for self-defence, and evoking sable imps,

or demons. The magic of the late Sir Walter Scott, in his Minstrel,

is as absurd as his astrology in Guy Mannering. From want of definite

ideas, the mind paints to itself its own notions on the subject. And

perhaps every notion, or conception, or prepossession, on the subject

should be laid aside ; in order to a right apprehension, and appreciation

of the matter as contained in the present volume.

There was more, on the subject, interspersed through the first

volume (especially under the heading Miscellaneous) than was at once

fully perceived, or understood. But it was so mixed up with other

matter, as not to be well capable of being discerpted ; had it even been

fully known. It was felt right to postpone this article to the second

volume—a little out of alphabetical order— because, there was not

before enough, nor sufficiently well eliminated, to bear out the state-

ments now to be made.

The collector of these books seems to have set out with inquiries,

and in-gatherings on this point, and the one closely connected of the

Sacti worship. The earliest numbering of books runs on those two

topics to a considerable extent ; which books are known in the Library as

mantra pustacams. They relate to a subject little known, and less

understood ; and are usually indistinctly indicated, as tantrica rites.

There is said to be a right hand, and a left hand way ; the latter being

an objectionable one. Prof Wilson only occasionally hinted at the

subject of the sacti worship, but left it disguised, or mystified : perhaps

he knew no more than was communicated to him by cautious men. But,

in the present volume, there are books with full details on magic, and

sacti mysteries. The two are closely connected ; but an endeavour will

be made to discrinanate ; because though magic rites are uniformly con-
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nected with the sactl worship, they are also connected with other systems,

Jaina and Vaishnava ; but more specially with the Saiva system-proper,

or that which recognizes the masculine, and feminine energies in the

works of creation ; and with some preponderance to the masculine. The

main characteristic of Rudra or liiva, being that of Sancara or the de-

stroyer, malignant spells come more within the province ol the Saiva,

than either of the Jaina or Vaishnava creed. The Jainas, leaning over

to the feminine energy, deal more in fire-offerings connected with spells,

than the Vaishnavas -,
the system of the latter left to itself, being milder

than others. But all classes, and all natives are tinctured with magical

notions, and carry on such practices. Native doctors of all creeds, deal

in charms, and spells. Native servants of all kinds, use them. It

is of importance that Europeans should be on their guard ; that they

should be aware ofthe evil, and of its extent. In this point of view the

collection is a public benefit. And with regard to such as wish the

regeneration of India it is desirable that they should know the subjects

with whom they have to deal, and, what kind of recondite opposition

they have to contend against. Astrology was before pomted out, as one

obstacle ; magic is another one.

The more formal operations of a religious, that is, magical kind

are connected with fire-offerings. Previously, the locality selected

whether by day or by night, is to be purified by exorcism. A binding

the guardians of the eight points of the heavens is a necessary part

of the ceremonies ; and it is this perhaps which gave rise to, or is con_

nected with European tales of the magician drawing circles around

himself, standing fixed, arms crossed, turning round with eyes directed to

different quarters, and connected sounds muttered. The binding those

o-uardians not to interfere is a muttered spell. Fire-pits are made to

represent the sun, moon and planets. They arc to be posited properly

with respect to the points in the heavens. Suitable offerings to each

one are provided ; and such as are consumable are burnt by fire. The

favourable influences of the planets are then supposed to be brought

down to the fire-pits, and to aid in the operations. Possibly this is the

true explanation of stories of witches bringing the laboring moon down

to the earth ; with poetical and fanciful absurdities. It is not the moon,

but its influences brought down ; by simile, as the rays of the moon

may bo concentrated, by a lens, on any given spot of ground. But, besides

spells to the planets, there arc others addressed to mystic and invisible

beings ; a variety of names of such appearing passim in detail. In this
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part the essence of the magical rites more properly consist. The spell

so addressed has two parts. The yentra or diagram which varies greatly

in form, with reference to the being addressed, and the object intended

to be accomplished. Destructive spells of the Saiva kind are marked

by the sulam or trident of Siva pointing outwards in varions directions.

Some yehtras are square, or square within a square ; circles, triangles,

irregular polygons ; and these inscribed, or circumscribed with refer-

ence one to the other ; some are in form of animals ; some with human
form ; and these last are usually deadly in intent. The proper diagrams

must be drawn with attendant ceremonies. Next, to each power in-

voked there is a peculiar letter, usually syllabic : known as the hija.

This is all potent as to that power. Other syallables are inserted in

other places, devoid of known meaning ; usually very harsh in pro-

nunciation. These different syllables are to be whispered, muttered, or

otherwise sounded, a prescribed number of times ; ciLen very many.
When the operator is tired, as it may well be supposed is the case ; then

an act of intensitive meditation Is to follow. The mind retraces the

whole operation ; fixes attention on the diagram, which represents the

power invoked, considers all that is known of such power ; and adds the

longing wish that the rite may succeed, to produce the ishta siddhi or

accomplished desire. So far as known, with this act, the operation ends.

But, in some spells, hairs, feathers, bones, different herbs or roots,

called at particular times, as midnight, the new moon, or an eclipse, are

used ; and in others cruental sacrifices of birds or animals ; and last,

not least, lumps of human flesh, or sacrijice of whole human victims in

past times ; said to be no longer practised. Less malignant, but

deadly in intent, is the making an image to represent any one wrought

against; sometimes taking a stone, with alike typical reference; or,

with ceremonies like the above, digging a pit, burying the image, or the .

stone ; sitting over the spot when filled up ; muttering the syllabic

spells a great number of times ; and returning often to the spot to repeat

the spells in the expectation of successful fulfilment.

In matters less formal, but more comnlon it is a practice to use

certain material, many of them very disgusting, which are contrived

to be administered to people in their food, or drink, or with presented

betel, chunam and areca. The mingling up is attended with spells, and

the administration, if direct, is accompanied by them. This practice is

universal ; and details of objects appear throughout, and other medical

books. All persons of any influence should be on their guard against

such malpractices.
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While books, whether palm-leaf or paper, containing those spells,

have been held in the hand, and attention has been directed to the various

diagrams and figures, often very badly drawn, a perception of puerility,

or else of extreme senility, has been produced. It was difficult to

refrain from emotions of contempt, for these supposed powerful, but

apparently powerless things, like a dead snake, witli its head cut off.

But on a little further, and after consideration it appeared that such

perception, or emotion was not quite the correct decision. An illustra-

tion, by analogy, may be permitted. It must be remembered, that what

is here termed magical is, by the native practisers, deemed religious : they

are doing acts of worship, and appealing to their gods by such proceed-

ings. Now then, take a comparison, that touches only on one point

:

the English liturgy is contained in a book which many regard aright

;

by a greater number perhaps it is looked on, as a book, with contempt,

and this may arise from irreligion, or difference of religious sentiment.

As a book, such may be the case ; but let any such despiser attend a

Cathedral service when the ritual is decently conducted, and with all

attendants of rank and dignity, and pomp of circumstance. Is contempt

then possible? Not so in reality ; it may be feigned, or expressed, but

it will not be real. If the attendant be a patient observer, an impres-

sion of grandeur, and solemnity, and awe will creep over the mind, and

imprison its idler faculties; A something indefinable will be expe-

rienced ; and, at the lowest, the individual will feel that, for the time, he

has been breathing an atmosphere, not that of this world. Such—but on

the opposite scale, may be the effect on the mind of the operator in the

dark mysteries of magic ; and how far such operations may extend in

the invisible world, who can tell ? Let no one be offended by the above

analogy ; there is only one point of contact intended ; which is, the

difference between a rubric, or taritra, and a prayer, or mantra, when

seen in a book, and the entire effect of a ritual, to both eye, and ear, in

its solemnization. If the analogy be still deemed inadmissable, then

consider the scene of Shakespeare's witches in Macbeth ; simply read

over, and with ludicrous ideas of the hags introduced, the language

almost excites risibility ; but it has been understood (never seen) that

the exhibition on the stage produces a dim feeling of horror, and in a

manner freezes the blood of spectators. In the magical rites, now

treated on, it does not appear that there are spectators ; unless it may

be members of one family, or accomplices, equally interested in the

performance. Besides himself therefore the effect must be traced, as far

as may be, into the invisible world. Here then we have two classes of
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minds to deal with. '' The Sadducees say, that there is—neither angel,

nor spirit ; but the Pharisees confess both." With the absolute sceptic,

conviction is hopeless. Such as admit angels and spirits, will also admit

that both are of two classes, good and evil. Now such spells, as are at

present under notice, are not directed to good spirits ; though some

other precative forms used by heathens possibly may. But the object

of magical rites is uniformly sensual, or covetous, or ambitious, or

malignant, or destructive : such as bad angels and spirits delight to

produce or to foster. Now, such beings becoming accustomed to

certain signs and sounds and symbols; and perceiving the intent, may

promote it by means unseen and unknown to us. The sonorous, or

harsh, crashing, clanging, discordant syllabic letters may be intelligible

music to them ; and the matters offered : even the hair, blood, or flesh

of victims may appease, or gratify them. If not—and if magical

practices are a mere nonentity, wasted on the unconscious air, how can

we account for an almost universal faith in such things, and an almost

universal practice of them. The Egyptian priests used magic rites
;

the Babylonian* hierophants did so. Arabians practised them. They

were common in Phoenicia ; they crept into Judeaf. They pervaded

Greece: the Mysteries were connected with magic. The barbarous

northern tribes used such rites. From a very modern work (Harris'

account of an embassy to the Court of Shoa in South Abyssinia) it is

seen, from one of the tales introduced, that rites to the spirits of the

deep, such as described above are practised there. Europe, though a

garden comparitivelV) is not to this day thoroughly weeded of magic and

magicians. Throughout the length and breadth of what is known as

India, buch rites have been immemorially practised ; and are still every

where common. If there had been absolutely no sucess, even if there

had not been a large preponderance of success over failure, such things

would not have continued. Of what use to practise, what uniformly or

most commonly issues in failure ? It results that these rites must have

prevailingly succeeded ; and, as the objects to be accomplished are often

beyond unassisted human powers, it follows, that supernatural agency

must have concurred. There seems a reality in the charge of ** having

dealings with powers of darkness." And a very strong argument is

superadded to others of the importance of weaning the minds of Natives

* 2 Kings, chapter xvii, v. 17.

t Layard, in connexion with Ms excavation on the site of the Tower of Babel, has

much matter of this kind ; and he exhibits copies of counter spells, in Hebrew ; made use of

probably by unwilling captives in self-defence.
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wholly from sucli customs ; turning them to a pure language, and

ennobling them by teaching them to rely on the Providence, and all-

sufficiency of God, the wise, the beneficent, the ineffably pure
; as their

best stay, support, and surety. The writer of the foregoing remarks,

during a long lesidence, and all sorts of exposure, among natives, good

or bad, benevolent or malignant, has relied on no other aid ; and has

hitherto found it to be, in times of peril, as at all other times, a sufficient

security.

Medical.

In so far as the boohs of this collection are concerned, there is a

much closer connexion between tliis section and the foregoi^ig one of

magical, than could be desired. As far as we know, such was the case

in the earliest ages. A document written nearly two thousand years'

since, classes phor77iacojjeia (rendered " v/itchcraft") with eidololatria

or idolatry, and various other m.alpractices. This very word pharmacopeia

was adopted both by the London and Edinburgh Colleges, for their

lists of materia medica ; of course with inoffensive meaning. Anciently

it would appear to have borne the sense of sorcery ; or the use of herbs,

roots, simples, called at particular times; and mixed up with other

ingredients ; to be used for the purpose of stupifying, bewildering,

fascinating, drawing i>ver to any evil, or sensual purpose ; and no inconsi-

derable portion of medical science, as contained in this catalogue, is

directed to like purposes ; as may be seen under the term vasyam

in detail. There is also observable a connexion with astrology ; and a

still more close relation to magic, in reference to spells : the hdla chicaso.

or exorcism of evil spirits, supposed to possess very young children,

is a regular part of the medical ait ; as well as spells used, with

medicines, in the abovementioned objects of enticing, or drawing over

to any particular purpose. It would seem from such accounts as are

given by European medical VvM'iters, that the state of medicine in the

middle ages, in Europe, very much resembled its present state among

native practitioners in India. Some paragraphs in Dr. Willich's

Lectures on diet and regimen, chap.* I, may be referred to as defining

what is meant; they might be quoted, in illustration, only for a daah

of caricature, which rather injures their value.

With so much of remark on defective, or censurable portions

of the native medical avt, it may be stated, on the [other hand, that as
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the different books underwent examination, and brief notation, an im-

pression was left ; to the effect, that Europeans have not properly

understood or rightly valued the better portions of native medical

knowledge. A noble exception exists in the Materia Medica of the

Hindus, by Dr. Whitelaw Ainslie, whose work would bear the being-

edited by an Orientalist, and reprinted. So far as I know, allusions

to the subject by Europeans appear to treat native practise as sheer

ignorance, or mere quackery. Much of European art turns on a

knowledge of anatomy, necessary to surgeons ; but not so needful in

minute details to the healing art. In anatomy the^ natives are sadly

deficient ; but in a variety of curative matters, they are not inexpert.

In diagnosis, prognosis, and the remedial portion of their art, I have

thought, I perceived much deserving commendation. I do not pretend to

medical science; and therefore can only give an opinion with great

diffidence. The theory, and the better part of the practice of native

doctors, would seem to assimilate very much with those of Galen and
Hippocrates, so far as scattered noticesof their works may enable a sciolist

to judge. The natives are not ignorant ofthe doctrine of temperaments
;

but seem to leave out the sanguine. Their uniform theory that all diseases

may be traced to excess, or irregularity in wind, bile, phlegm, gives some-
what of a peculiarity to their system. It would perhaps be desirable,

that large portions of native medical books should be translated

with care. The practice of European physicians in India seems

very much based on rules and prescriptions framed in Europe. But
the two climates differ so much that the same practice cannot be always

safe in both. While it is admitted that there are cases beyond native

skill, it must also be admitted that there liave been cases wherein native

practice has succeeded, when European skill had failed. I am in pos-

session of details ; but they would be out of place here.

It was noted during examination, that books in the Sanscrit

language are incomparably the best ; and, next in order, are those Telugu

books, that are versions, or paraphrases, of Sancrit books, and professedly

based on such books. The Tamil language possesses among medical

works of another order; most of them spuriously ascribed to Jgastya.

None of these occur in the 1st and 2nd volumes of this Avork ; but

there are several to be classed in the 3rd volume. It is believed that

the theory and the practice in these Tamil books, differ considerably

from those of remotely northern books ; and it is the Tamil rule which

guides native practitioners that speak the Tamil language. The rules

are folded up in obscure and difficult sutras ; and the system, if thought
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worthy of being brought to light, could only be educed by the aid of

men well versed in this system ; who would give the recondite meaning

in plainer and more paraphrastic language.

In addition to the practices adverted to in the 1st paragraph of

this heading, truth demands that matters of a still darker shade be not

omitted. It is believed that native practitioners of a lower order deal

freely in the matter of procured abortions ; and for very trifling

remuneration. Native feminine virtue is not severe, if the rules of caste

are not transgressed ; and it is rendered less so by the facility of pro-

curing abortion ; either from native midwives or doctors. Occasionally

however, the unhappy female pays the forfeiture of life, for her fault.

Another dark shade is the use of poison. When editing the larger

portion of the late Dr. Rottler's Tamil and English Dictionary, my
attention was excited by the multiplicity of terms employed to denote

preparations of arsenic : many of them such as would raise ideas of a

curative or beneficent character. Such terms induce a suspicion that

all is not right in native practise; and many minor incidents have

occurred to confa'm the doubt. A commission to inquire into the state

and practise of native medicine, might develope things terrible or dis-

o-usting; at the same time it^would place the good portion of native

practice on a better basis than now ; and it might suggest useful hints

and improvements to the Pharmacy of Europe, and to tlie practice of

European Physicians throughout the entire extent of British India.

MiMAMSA—Ritual, and the Pancha rati'am.

The Mimamsa is properly either the earliest, or one of the earliest

of the six schools of philosophy. As such, it was divided into two parts

;

the purvaoi' Jaimini carmam, and the uttara portion ascribed to Vyasa.

Jaimini was one of the writers of the vedas ; his productions relating to

sacrifices and ritual. His system would seem to have been entirely

confined to the traditional doctrine and practice of sacrifices, without

theoretical speculation ; and it may be, without thoroughly com-

prehending the rationale of cruental oficrings. The custom was adhered

to, as a rule ; and it was made a condition and a means of benefits in

futurity, as well as of many temporal benefits ; and in particular, it was

looked to as an unfailing cause of procuring off'spring, to otherwise

childless kings. The simple origin being lost sight of, the subject

became magnified and exaggerated ; so that some great sacrifices were
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made enormously expensive. If any one will look into the Hebrew

records concerning the dedication of the first Temple, it \Mill be seen

to what an extent animal slaughter was allowed to proceed. That was

as wide a departure from the simple original, as any one recorded in the

Rdmdyanam or Bhdraiam, or other books, Vydsa in the utiara

mimamsa struck the first blow at this system. He reduced the sum

and substance of the Fedam to a metaphysical system^ contained in five

hundred sutras ; being the mystical Vedantam, or end of the Vedam.

This substance was pantheism ; and it is not classed in this work under

the heading Mimamsa, but under the generic divisions Vedanta and

Advaita. The rise of Bauddhism gave the most effecutal shock to the

old system of sacrifice
;
grown cmnbrous ; loaded with heavy expendi-

ture ; and as to use, by common people, impracticable. Mddhvdckarya

adhered to the system of Jaimini ; and Sancardcl'drya opposed it.

Though the practice of sacrifices has grown obsolete, yet several books

commenting on the sacrifices mentioned in the Vedas, or giving rules

and regulations, thereto pertaining, are contained in this great collection
;

and such are chiefly classified in the first volume of the present work.

The assistants employed were found disposed to apply the term mimamsa
to all obscure books, treating on the subject of ritual, sacrifice, or ritual

in general. It was found convenient to adopt the word in a sort of

modern sense of wider import than the primitive term. Hence the

phrase mimamsa or ritual occurs, but discrirainatively ; for all ritual is

not strictly mimamsa. There need be no charge of confusion, where the

transition is easy and gradual. Sometimes Pdnchd rdU-am has been

separated, but more commonly classed with ritual and mimamsa, in its

looser sense, as the root, stem, branches, blossoms, are, after all, but one

tree. Any little diversity of plan, arose in part from each distinct syl-

labus of arrangement having been made at different, and occasionally

distant times. The work is so extensive that it could only be taken in

detail. To go through the whole work of examination before the

classification of any particular portion was attempted, might possibly have

been more systematic ; but it would have been discouraging to the

operator, and dissatisfactory to employers. And the diff'="'cnce is but

trivial. The Mimamsa a. source; the Ritual a chamiti diversified by
islands ; the Pdncha rdtram subsidiarj^ streams.

The i!fwia)w.s« needs no further details; but tlie Pdncha rdtram

requires explanation, because it has practically become a sort of super-

sessional system. The Saivas, proper, never favored animal sacrifices ;

partly because their system opposed one that greatly favored cruental

s 4
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whereas, the

bullock being made the vehicle of /Siwa,rendered the whole of that tribe

of animals, in some sense, sacred. But when I was looking over the

various hooks that treat of festival observances, there appeared great

reason to conclude that, the Saivas were the first to give to the festivals

of many days continuance, common to all, an addition of pomp and

parade and circurastance, to please the multitude. It would seem

probable, for it cannot be positively affirmed, that the Vaishnavas

observing the success of that scheme, became both jealous and emulous.

As an illustration, when tlie sports of Krishna became extensively

popular, the Saivas got up various sports of Siva ; and these, however

incongruous, the gudgeon-people greedily swallowed. Even so, in

medio-feval times, some Vaishnavas finding sacrifices losing their hold

and becoming obsolete, or impracticable, invented a system termed the

Pdncha rdtram, intended to make a pompous ritual, supersessional to

sacrifices; and, by ascribing the same to Vishvu, to mark it as their own.

Suitably enough it was traced backwards, as to origin, to a period of per-

fect darkness. During the Manus, flood, Vishnu, as Ndrdijana, floated

on the waters ; and then during five nigJits of that dark period, he was

fabled to have delivered to SafyavrUta and the seven rzshis the dogmas

of the Pdncha rdtram (five nightiad) as an authoritative rule. This rule

was not implicitly, and universally received. In the McKenzie collec-

tion there is a book which classes the Pdncha rdtram with outer or

heterodoxical sects. Other writers opposed it. A class of purist

Vaishnavas are said to have separated from others on this account ; and

to have refused fire and water, intermarriages, or other relationships, or

civilities. On the other hand there is a modern book (Vol. l-)by a

Brahman at Conjeveram, entitled, " a hook to take out the thoin from

such as deny the Pdncha rdtram.'" Ttie modern system cf the

Vaishnavas, after the deifying Rama and Krishna became very different

from the ancient one: the Pdncha ratram also gradually gained an

ascendency ; from its pleasing the vulgar, and promoting the rule of

Brahmans. The very modern dispute at Conjevaram, between the

Vada(/alas and Tejigalas [or norlhsms and souiherns) obliterated the

remains of the other controversy ; and at the present time, and in the

Peninsula, it is believed that ritual observances, at festivals, of Saivas

and of Vaishnaca.s very much resemble each other; the former adhering

to their old customs ; the latter having a modern revelation, escribed to

remotely past time; so as to justify themselves. The two systems are

brought into tolerable comparison at Conjeveram. Onesomewhat exceeds
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the other in popularity, expenss and glory ; simply because of wealthier,

or more numerous votaries. Both fain would be equal, or rather the

inferior would like to become the superior, in every thing. It has been

understood, from creditable eye-witnesses, that when Siva goes out in

procession from great Conjeveram, Fishmi coraes forth in state from little

Conjeveram to meet his compeer. And then the numerous Brahmans on

either side, instead of civilities, hoiiors, and courtesies, heartily revile,

abuse, execrate each other, and the pretensions of the opposite deities

likewise

—

Arcades amho.

With reference forwards to the headings Sa'iva and Faislmavat

it may be remarked that there is a strikingly close resemblance between

the ritual observances of Brahmans in India, and those commanded under

theLeviticallaw. The sacrifices observed were of varoius kinds, andhave

various names in both. They varied according to the festival, or the

occasion. By reference to Numbers, chap. 7, it will be seen that the

offerings and sacrifices, at tb.e first setting up the Tabernacle, were ex-

pensive and limited to princes, or heads of tribes : though less expensive

than the like matter at the dedication of tlie first Temple. Such offer-

ings are known in India only traditional!}' ; but they are so known.

The ceremonial uncleanness caused by the death of father, mother, or

other near relative, is similar in both. Accidental defilement did not

disqualify for eating the Passover, and it does not impede the eating at

a Srdddha. The principle of ceremonial defilement, by issues, by
menses, by casual contact, as also in reference to eating, and to vessels

used at meals, is one and the same. The punyahava&anam of the

Brahmans, or purifying things and places by sprinkling over them con-

secrated water, is one and the same. The reference upwards may be to

Mesopotamia or to Egypt t if so, it best pleases any one ; but, at all

events, the ritual ceremonials of the Brahmans, bring them into con-

nected relation with early people, not Grecian nor Roman ; but outside

of India; and lead to the belief that all their very early traditions and

records relate to other lands, or localities, than India now so called.

Palmistry.

Any notice of this heading would demand apology, were it not

perhaps connected with the origin of a singular body of people, the

wandering gypsies ; whom the French term Bohemiens, and the Turks,

Zingaries. This latter word is evidently a corruption of the Sanscrit
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srmgara, signifying paradisaic, ornate, amorous. The gipsey language

lias been traced to a Hindu origin. Palmistry, their peculiar science in

Europe, is in India a regular branch of knowledge ; but the practice is

generally regarded, in the Carnatic, as belonging to the Curavan, masc. :

and Curatti, fem. These are Tamil terms, applied to an aboriginal race,

not Hindu of northern origin ; but autochthones of the south. These,

like the gipses, lead a nomadic life, and their habitations are equally

frail. They are the fortune-tellers of the south, and are very fre-

quently introduced in romances; especially those termed Kora-vdnchi.

The Palmistry found in books (as is this collection) seems above their

level ; but it has a surprising coincidence with the like science, intro-

duced to Europe from Arabia. It not only dwells on the marks on the

palms, but on warts, moles, size, and shape of the different visible

members, shape and height of person, length of arms and feet ; and

draws inferences from the whole : instances of which are are occasionally

specified in the Catalogue. The term Sdmudrica-sastram is however

mainly derived from the lines on the hand, or Palmistry proper. There

is abundance of ridicule on this, and the kindred tO])ic of astrology, in

Butler's Hudibras ; which, from its popularity gave a tone to English

opinions. To apply the Baconian tests of analysis, and experience

might be possibly wiser, I have long been of opinion, and before I

saw the contents of this collection, that such a heading as Somatoscopy

might be introduced to our Encyclopedias ; and if well filled up, might

be curious, interesting, and useful. Almost all persons act upon occult

sympathies or aversions; which possibly could be reduced to rule. I

would advert to the ingenious speculations of LeBrun, a great painter,

as an illustration. In gathering materials, from all sources, the contents

of the books termed Sdmudrica lacshana might be of service ; and not

be wholly and altogether worthy of contempt.

Pauranical.

So much has been written on this topic by others, that little

comparatively need be stated here. Abstracts of several puranas were

furnished by Prof. Wilson, to the Bengal Asiatic Journal. He trans-

lated the Vishnu pitrdnam, and published it in Europe. A full trans-

lation of the Bhdgavata purdnam exists in French, as of the Jfari

vamsam also, which might more properly be regarded as an appendix

to the Bhdgavatam, than to the, Bhdratam. Discussions on the age of
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the Purdnas have occurred. Prof. Wilson thought the Fdyu purdnam

one of the oldest, but maintained their general modernity. On the

subject of the four first, as usually classed, Ite was remarkably silent

;

and he classed the purdnas himself in a different order from that one

most common. The order usually in the South of India is— 1. Malsya,

2. Curma, 3. Vardha, 4. Vdniana, 5. Brahma, G. Fainavam (Vishnu)

7.Bhdgavatam,8. Siva,9. Linga, 10. Bduddhita, l\.Naradpja,*l2. Gdruda,

13. Brakma-kaivartta, 14. Kdnda (Scdnda) y \5. Marcandcya, 16. Agneya^

17. Brahnanda, 18. Pudma. Of the last, the one half is Faishnava,

the other half Saiva ; but the two parts are seldom together, and one

of them is rare.

The upa-puranams, or minor works, as reckoned in the South, are

—1, Usanam,2. Capilam,3. CalifKdIicaJ4<. Sanatcumara,5. Sambhavam,

6. Siva tanmam ( Devi Bhdgavatam), 7. Sdiiram (Aditya), 8. Diirvasam,

9. Nandi, 10. Narasinha, \\. Ndra.diyam,\2. Pordsarani, 13. Bhargavam,

14. Angiram, 15. Maricham, 16. 3Ianavam, 17. Fasishta lingam,

18. Fdrunam.

The Saivas \va.ye twenty-eight sacred hooks^ termed dgamas ;

which, with them, supersede most of the Purdnams undupa-puraiias.

It may not be amiss to specify the titles— 1. Kdmicam, 2. Yogasam,

3. Slndhiyam, 4. Kdranam, 5. Achitam, 6. Tipattam, 7. Sucuruam,

8.Jagattiram,9. A7ijumdn, 10. Suprahhedocam, \ X.Fijayam., 12. Nisvasam,

13. Svayambkuvam, 14: Analam, \5.Firam, 16. Relaravam, 17. Makutam,

18. Fimalam, 19. Chandra nydnam, 20. Fimabam, 21. Purotgitain,

22. Lalitam, 23. Chittam, 24. iSanddna sarvottam, 25. Parame'svaram,

26. Kirananii 27. Bhedam, 28. Vatulam. These books are rare, and

very little known. Parts of them very probably occur in the Catalogue,

under other names ; the 22nd and 28th are known to be of the sacti\i\nd.

The Padma piiranam, the youngest of its tribe, presumes to rank

its predecessors under the three classes of Sdivica, Rdjasa and Tdmasa;

or qualities of goodness, passion and darkness. It is no great authority

perhaps ; and the distinction could only subserve native sectarial views.

They are more usually distinguished as Vaishnava or Saiva. The
Matsya, Curma, Linga, Siva, Scdnda, are considered to be Saiva, the

Agni medium, and the remainder Faishnava, or leaning that way.

Various portions oi purdnas, some complete copies of two or three, :xnd

upa purdnas complete or incomplete, are to be met with in this collection.

• I think this duplicate may bo of Siva origin, to exclude the Bhagavatam al-^vays

reckoued as the 18th, iu Northern India,
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The Purdnas generally profess to give an account of the origin

of the world, and all existing beings and things ; they are remarkable

for an extravagant chronology ; and they usually give lists of kings of

the solar and lunar pedigree, which must be taken quantum valeant.

This remark may be illustrated by a modern instance. It is demonstrable

that, in the southern Pdndiyan kingdom at Madura, ihe kings and

people were Bauddhists till the time o^ Arri martana ; when his Minister

introduced the jSaiyas; on a rough estimate about the year 7 or 800

A.D. ; and the Saivas did not get the ascendency till the time of Kuna

pdndiyan (hump-back), whom the Brahmans then named Bundara or

beautiful ; a circumstance not older than a.d. 1000, Yet, some short

time after, the Brahriians drew up a local purdnam, with long genealogy

of Pandiyan kings, the first one termed Sundara, and identified- with

Siva, and then descending through their long periods of the Krita, Treta,

Diuapura and Cali ages—all pure fiction ; and what the Brahmans did

there, their predecessors may have done with regard to the solar and

lunar pedigrees. Such kings probably did not rule in India Proper
;

but the lists may have been imported from Egypt. The whole mass of

native legend and chronology has some reference to antediluvian times
;

but definitely begins with the Manu's flood, the subject of the Matsya

purdnam. Thence we have to educe downwards the above four ages
;

regardless of the extravagant periods assigned to them by pauranical

fiction ; by some supposed to be astronomical. I do not posses*

Talmudical learning ; but, from such scattered notices as I have

gathered, I should be induced to conclude that the Talmud, with the

two Targums or commentaries may be accepted as tolerable prototypes

of Hindu piordnas : they are equally extravagant, and equally veracious.

One circumstance bearing on the subject I may be allowed to state. In

1835, I published a translation of a Tamil M.S., the beginning of which

is taken from the pauranical geography. In section 3 of the translation,

the dwipas are specified ; Maha meru in the centre ; around it Jamhu

dwipa; then the other dwipas, and their seas, *' Outside in a circular

form around these is, Chacr a vali-giri {or wheel-chain mountain), and to

the east of that is, Udaya-giri (sun-rising mountain), where the sun

rises ; and, proceeding to the west, sets again." Sometime after this

publication, I met with a copy of a very old edition of Lightfoot's

Horaj HebraicEC ; at the beginning of which the author gave an extract

in Hebrew, of what he considered to be a curiosity ; but withal not

professing thoroughly to understand it. From his explanations; his

account of Talmudical "geography, and a little attention to the document
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itself, I was surprised to find it tantamount to the contents of the above
section. The mountain on which the Temple once stood, occupying
the position of Maha merit ; the Holy land around it, in the center of

the earth, the place given to Jambudioipa; the other countries of the
world lying beyond

;
and the whole encircled by the identical chain of

mountains from behind which the sun rises, and behind it ao-ain sets

The modern edition, (1822) which I possess of Dr. Lightfoot's works
does not contain that piece ; why omitted I know not : the old book
being borrowed, was returned after perusal. In Europe there are
distinguished Hebrew scholars : and my main object is to indicate to

them that a careful comparison of Talmudical lore, with the contents of
Hindu puranas, may reward the toil.

The Puranas afford indications of like hostility of a relio-jous

kind, between Vaishnavas and Saivas ; as of old, between subjects of the

kingdoms of Judah and Israel. The above is a notable instance in the

Vdishnava portion of the Pddma purdvam, classing the puranas of a

Saioa kind as coming under the quality of darkness ; that is, ignorance

and malignity. The Saivas are rather more adroit in endeavourino- to

twist all alien popular works to their own system : as for instance, in the

Adiydtma Rdmdyanam, and Devi Bhagavatam (q. v; in loc.) as also

in the Siva karnamrztam and Siva lUa, to rival Krishna. A counter

re-action probably produced the j^ancha rdtram {ut supra, Mimamsa).

A ^aiva at Madras, a few years since, printed a book, describing himself

in the title page, as one who knew no other god than Siva. Like
indications in detail will be found under the headings Polemical and
Sectarial Puranas local, or Mahatmyams. A few further remarks
on these may not be superfluous. Prof. Wilson observed concerning

them, that they usually pretend to be taken from some of the larger

purdnas ; but, on search, are not found therein. In no country was
literary forgery carried to a greater extent than in India. Literary men
and especially Brahmans, like the Cretians of old are cei-pseustai : some-
times there is a self-denying magnanimity; the author seems to care

nothing for himself, if his work may but float under the sanction of some
great name or person to whom it is ascribed. It may be seen pasmn,
how liberally the various mahatmyams are stated to be taken from
different 'puranas. Another remarkable characteristic, is the bold, lyino-

audacity of such legends. As for example, in the Madura purdnam,
the statement that the Vedas are old and obsolete books, end that the

substance of the vedam and of true wisdom consists in worshipping the
linnam. in the great pagoda, at that place. In the Sri Rangha muhai-
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vnyam, tliat the goddess manifested in the Cauvery river, obtained the

boon of being equal to the Ganges. In the Parhafii-puremam, that the

carcass of an unburied thief being torn to pieces by vultures, one of

these birds being scared, when flying over the pushcarnnl pool, let fall

one of the bones into it ; which forthwith sprung up in the shape of a

(very rare) blue lotos-flower ; and, by virtue of the bone touching the

water, the soul of the thief was beatified. In the Saiva legend at

Conjeveram, that Suhrahmanya took Brahma roundly to task ; and

confined him in prison, himself undertaking the work of creation. In

Tripety legend that the hill is a peak of Maha, meru. In a variety of

instances, it is asserted that the most malignant of sins ; that is, the

murder of a Brahman can be wrshed out by bathing in a pool. A great

variety of other cases will appear, on a slight perusal. Mendacious

boldness, equal to that of Tetzel in Germany, is a prevailing charac-

teristic. The three kings at Cologne, and the lying legend at Loretto,

are quite in harmony, as to abstract character, with abundance of local

p?/rdnas. To assert any thing that might give the place the go ; and

might bring in money or offerings to Brohmans, to stickle at nothing

attended with such results, seems lo be the general rule. The Brahmans

are vastly superior to the common race of people ; and they have

carried their presumption thereon to extravagant bounds. They are

not overtly, but in reality "the kings of the east"; and a mystic

influence attends on them ; more easily discernible, than admitting a

perfectly satisfactory solution.

Romance—Historical.

This terra was adopted in consequence of there being several

books, and ancient ones too, that could with difficulty be reduced

under any other specific heading : as containing too much of history to

be mere romance, and too much of romance to be history. As a dis-

tant illustration, some of Shakespeare's plays, and some of Scott's

novels, may be adduced. There is romance that is not history ; accord-

ing to the notion of " an ancient sage philosopher,"

" Who swore tlio world, as ho could prove,

Was made of fighting and of love.

.Tust so romances arc, for what else.

Is in them all, hut love and battles .^"

The theory thus announced that the world is made up of fighting

and of love, is usually exemplified by the historical romance. It is not
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easy to class the tales of Hanschandra and Nala, when separate, other-

wise than as the main productions to which they belong as episodes.

But these episodes relate to a particular species which natives term ulai^

in which the principal character passes from prosperity to the depths of

adversity, and is again restored, or raised to greater prosperity : the

book of Job is a connected example. In such pieces, man is not

degraded to a mere fighting animal ; but is represented as passing

through severe discipline, by the malice of adverse powers
; yet still

under the protection of Divine Providence. Books strictly of historical

romance, are the Bhdratam, Rdmdyanam, Mdgham, Kerala ulpatti

Pdrastt Rama vijayam, Krfshna raya vijayam, and the like. The Hari
vamsa partakes of this, and of the 'pauranic character.

It would be scarcely worth while to add more, were it not for the

extraordinary influence exercised by the Rdmdyanam and Bhdratam,

and the two chief heroes therein, Rdma and Krishna, down to the pre-

sent day. The vedas diminish into distant, and diminutive specks in

comparison ; and though the Brahmans have not forgotten to com-
memorate the Vdmana and Narasinha avatarams ; yet the influence,

now a days, is exceedingly feeble in comparison. It is difficult to see

any thing, in either of the two leading characters, to raise them to the

rank of divinities ; except successful heroism. Of the two, Rdma is the

most interesting : in the character of Krishna, what person, with right

intellectual and moral feelings, can see any thing to approve. Hence,

it was with some degree of wonder that I read Colonel Tod's remark in

his big book, that the character of Krishna exercised a softening, and

humanizing influence on the fierce chiefs of Rajpootana. Are they at

all softened, or humane ? Illicit love finds its patron-god in Krishna :

but then the general tendency of such pursuits is to harden and deprave.

Such an attachment as that exhibited by Rdma, softens and humanizes

;

and, upon the whole, enobles the mere man. Rdma might pass very well

as superior to the common herd of kings ; but his character has weak,

unfortunate points, if set up to be worshipped as a god.

As regards the name Rdma, it is Hebrew. The gre"<^^ Hebrew

patriarch bore it. His primal name Ah-Rani signine? i.Lr i/psisfos^

or pater excelsus. It occurs otherwise in names of hill towns, and in the

Mosaic genealogies ; and the circumstance of Cush being made the

father of Rdma, and Rdma having two sons, named Cusa and Lava,

attracted the attention of Sir W. Jones ; though nothing possibly can

be thence extracted.

T4f
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The birth place of Rama of the Rdmdyanain, is definitely fixed to

Ayoddhya (the modern Oude) and he must be regarded as belonging to

India proper. With reference to his parentage, it is given to Dasarat'ha,

by his wife Kausilya ; yet it is observable that the Brahmanical author

of the Rdmdyanain seems loth to allow a god—or Vishnu—to proceed

from a Cshetriya father. Dasarat'hais an old, worn out king, with four

wives, and without any son. By advice, he prepares for a great

sacrifice ; and sends to fetch a young Brahman, who had been living

eastward in Thibet, with his father in a hermitage, never having seen

a woman. He is then affianced to a wife, daughter of a friendly king ;

she has the range of DasaraVha^s private apartments, and her husband

•with her. The young Brahman is the chief operator in the sacrificial

rites ; and, at a particular part of those rites, Vishnu issues from the

flame, bearing a vessel containing the payas (curds) which is to be given

to Dasaratlia and his wives, to eat. After their doing so, all his four

wives became pregnant with sons, who partake of divinity in the pro-

portion of the shares eaten by the several mothers ; the favorite wife

^a^<5%« having received the largest portion, and Rama had, in con-

sequence, more of divinity than his brothers. The enigma is not very

dark ; and any one much less blackguard-like than Voltaire, when

bending attention to the Hindu scriptures, might be inclined to give

the parentage of Rdma rather to Rishi Sj'inga, than to the effete

Dasaratlia; it is not clear that the author did not intend to convey

that inference, from his dark similitudes. Be that as it may, the

character oi Rdma as a lover, and as a husband, is exemplary, up to the

period of his loss. A denial that Lanca is the same with Ceylon, has

been made by me. The reason is partly because (astronomically and

geologically) "i^awa's bridge," and the lowland of Ceylon must havebeen

deep below the level of the sea at the time indicated, however reduced

;

and, partly that the high ridge land running down from the Vindhya range

to the neighbourhood of Madras, must have presented islands just as well

adapted to the scene, and very much nearer to Ayoddhya and to the

"wildorness-abode of Rdma and Sita. That the whole affair is the mere

invention of a poet, grounded on some slight and trifiing circumstances,

is not entirely improbable. But the subject, being challenged, may be

left suh lite for the present. After Rdma's victory and being crowned

at Ayoddhya, his weakness and injustice appear in dismissing the wife,

for whom he had fought so well, and bringing herself and her two sons

into doubtful circumstances, in the hermitage of Vdlmiki. Hence, the

Brahmans discourage the reading the Uttara-Rdmdyanam, and would
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fain destroy it. The poet BJiavahhuti, sensible of that injustice, brings

in Rama self-accusing, sorrowful ; that is, Visluiu incarnate, repentant.

But Riima is never, in early pieces, made unfaithful or unchaste ; which

is Rama versus Krishna, or Vishnu contra Vishnu. The two RdmaSf

moreover, are brought together in dispute and contest ; and the younger

Rama is made to conquer the elder ; that is, Vishnu conquers Vishnu*

This may suit with the ipoetical ala7icdram ,- but it is suicidal, in western

ideas, to the claim of divinity.

With regard to the name Krishna, it is observable that after

leaving out na (borrowed from the name Narayana), the remaining

letters are the same as the Krush of the Hebrew name of Cyrus, in the

book of Isaiah. Cyrus is latinized from the Greek spelling Kuros of

Xenophon ; but the Greek, the Hebrew and the Sancrit spellings, are

as nearly as possible one, and the same. In the body of the catalogue,

I have noticed a strong coincidence between the account of the infancy

of Cyrus, as stated by Herodotus, and the infancy of Krishna, as

narrated in the 10th book of the Bhdgavatam. 1 do not know that

the same has been noticed by others. Early writers were occupied with

silly analogies to the appellative of the founder of Christianity.

Etymologically there is none ; because the Greek guttural represented

in Ch is not found in the Sanscrit k ; in meaning there is none ; and

Krishna is a proper name, but Xristos is an appellative. In fact, there

is only one slight resemblance
;
yet Christ did not kill Herod : and, in

every other sense, the analogy fails. But the account given by

Herodotus of Cyrus is, that Cambyses and J^landane being married,

and the latter pregnant, her brother, then reigning, had a dream, which

was interpreted to mean, that his nephew would kill him, and possess his

kingdom. On this account the infant, when born, was given over to

the king's herdsman, with orders to kill it. The herdsman's wife

took compassion on the child ; and, in its place, exposed her own child.

The young man grew up among cowherds, as one of them ;
and as the

child of the woman that saved his life. In process of time, he killed

his uncle— came to the throne—and, after unexampled victories, was

slain in an unprovoked expedition against the Tartars : the queen of

that country cutting off his head, and casting it into a tub full of blood,

that it might be glutted, with what had been the owner's delight.

Many of the parallel circumstances, in the 10th book of the Bhdgavatam,

are so closely similar, as to induce the impression, elsewhere stated,

that the writer of the Bhdgavatam must have known the accounts of

the infancy and life of Cyrus, the greatest of warriors in the earliest
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ages. There are some correlative circumstances. Mandane has a

meaning in Sanscrit, synonymus, in mere meaning, with Moliini

:

Devaki, the Sanscrit name of the mother of Krishna is evidently titular,

as if implying mdtd by ellipsis. The name of the father of Cyrus is

given to the uncle of Krishna. In the Greek word Camhyses, the final es

is dialectical. Cambusa and Camusa in Telugu, and the Sanscrit Camsay

are the same name. Krishna was vulnerable only in his heel, and came

by his death ingloriously, from the chance arrow of a wild hunter.

In a legend of some considerable antiquity, it is stated that Siva (the

destroyer) appeared to Krishna and delivering a skull, which he carried,

charged Krishna to bring it back filled v^^ith blood. Krishna according!}-,

in his wars, filled it to the height of several palm trees. Close

analogy is not intended ; but here and there a little seems more than

accidental.

A few circumstances would indicate that the avatara of Krishna

Was outside of India proper. I shall state them. Prof. Wilson in his

translation of Cashmirian annals expresses an opinion that the Pdndavas

were rulers in Cashmir. His reasons may be seen on reference. As some

confirmation, I note that one of the titles of Arjuna is Part'tha, or the

Parthian. Krishna thence derives one of his titular names : Parftha

sdradi, or " the car-driver of the Parthian," is the name by which

Krishna is worshipped at the great pagoda at Triplicane, Madras.

Further, the site of Dwdraca, the capital of Krishna, is unknown.

Traditionally, it was swallowed up by the sea. The modern name of an

island on the Gujurattee coast is quite secondary. There is a tendency

to affix modern or local sites to ancient and foreign stories ; even as

a Javanese poet transferred the Kurucshetram, and the war of the

Pdndavasy to the island of Java ; and, for ought we positively know to

the contrary, the real Kurucshetram, near modern Delhi, may have only

been a locality by accommodation, for bloody battles under Haic, or

other worthies, in Parthian Armenia.

Still the current of modern writ, and of verbal tradition is so

strong in favor of Matlaira (hodie Muttra) and the neighbourhood of

the Kdlinda or Yamuna (hodie Jumna) river, as the scene of Krishna's

boyhood, youthful sports and love adventures, that its participation

therein, in some way or other, is not to be denied. It is observable

that Cyrus has nothing specially of that kind recorded concerning him.

In the romance by Xenophon, on the trainingof Cyrus, nothing par-

ticular of that sort is contained. One might almost suppose that two

characters have been blended together, to make up one god : the epitome
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of the world as to love and fighting. But the matter must be left in

its own uncertainty. It is cause for surprise that the worship of

Krishna^ under various names or titles, is so general and so influential.

There is a romance concerning J. /ye^/m's pilgrimage southerly;

made up of illicit love, with an elopement and marriage ; and after a

lapse of years, fighting with his illegitimate son ; which romance

originates with an old Canarese poet, expanding a passage in the

Bhdratam. Other romances, some of them ancient, run into the class

of Tales ; and are usually so classified.

There are some analogies which have induced me to suspect a

connexion between the Iliad, and the Bhdratam. Homer confessedly

wrote and sang disjointed rhapsodies, which were put together after

his death. He gave a definite scene of action, marked by two rivers,

on the shore of a part of Asia Minor ; but whether any such town as

Troy ever existed has been debated v.'ith some eagerness, and critical

acumen. It seems to mc not impossible that some very early tradition

was carried by Colonists in difi'erent directions, and made use of by

two great poets, each one after his own fashion with some resemblance;

and of course with great variations. In the way of general resemblance

Dritarashta answers to Priam; Duryodhana to Paris; Draupadi to

Helen ; Dherma raja agrees with Menelaus ; Achilles combines some-

thing of Kr%s1ina and Arjmia : like the first, he is vulnerable only in

his heel; Ajax agrees vfii\\ Bhima; Diomedes has a counterpart in

Sahadeva; and like similitudes may be traced in other personages. If

there be any thing in such a conjecture it would follow that, the true

scene of the original transactions was neither Asia Minor nor India

but in some distant country, situated between the Tigris and the Araxes.

Sacti.

It is simply astonishing that from a primeval difiference of

opinion as to the mode of existing things, whether caused or self-sub-

sistent, should have resulted wide-spread division, wars, persecutions,

human sacrifices, and a system of worship, such as comes under the pre-

sent heading. It is well known that " the beginning of strife is as the

letting out of water;" and a difference once begun Avith human
passions and pride-working thereon, will account for almost every thing.

Still, on this particular point, there is ground for wonder. The simple

question once was, whether God made the world, or whether it made
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itself; and, as a self-existent divinity, ought to be worshipped. The
subjugated opinion still exists in various countries ; cowers in secret,

veils itself under equivocal terms ; and operates, as its votaries suppose,

to their common advantage.

There is some reason to trace this system up to ante-diluvian

times, and to Casyapa, the father of devas and daityas. The name was

not unknown to the Greeks ; but they made him a female, under the

name Cassiopeia, and placed this female among the constellations.

There is more certainty in looking either at the origin or revival of the

system soon after the Deluge, 'Atri was one of those who escaped on

that occasion. This name was also known to the Greeks ; and the

Atrides of Homer was not so strictly the son oi'Atri as one of the race

oi'Atri. The son oi'Atri was Chandra, from whom the lunar line, a

pedigree, is derived. By an illicit amour with Tdra the wife of

Vrthaspati, he had a son named Budha. A son of Vaivasvata Menu,

" child of the sun," and at the head of the solar line was changed as

stated, into a female, named Ila ; being married to this female. Budha

had a son named Puriiruvas, with whom the fabulous and heroic period

commences. Now the above names Chandra, Tdrd, 'Vr'ihasj)ati, Budha

signify, it is true, the moon, the zodiacal chain of stars, the planets Jupiter

and Mercury ; and hence an astronomical enigma was educed, or

supposed by Wilford and others. I have somewhere remarked that if

an astronomical enigma, it must mean that the planet Mercury was once

a satellite of Jupiter, attracted from its orbit by our moon ; and, falling

towards the sun, found an orbit around it, as the planet Mercury. But

did the early hieroglyphists travel so far ? and is it not likely that as

much violence is done by this supposed enigma, as the reducing Terah,

the father of the patriarch Abraham, to an astronomical sign, or constella-

tion ; which one of that school was bold enough to assert. Does it not seem

at once, more probable and reasonable, that such names were assigned to

mortals as titles of honor, added to their common names ? whatever those

might have been. We cannot very well own the hero Purnruvas as a son

of stars and planets ; but his grand-mother might have been called Stella,

and his ftither Mercury, or Hermes : a name very familiar with Egyptians

and Greeks, as a demi-god teacher. The main, point, however here is the

transformation of a son of Vaivasvata (or Noah; into a woman. Hindu

Pauranic records declare that on this son a curse from Siva and Parvati

rested, to the effect that he should become a woman for the crime of

intruding on their privacy. The reader will meet with frequent re-

ference to this curse in books, catalogued in the present work. Thg
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Mosaic record declares that a curse from Noah rested on a sou of Ham,
for the father's fault. Now it is among the Hamite posterity, that the

system under consideration chiefly existed ; and in a country named

after the said son of Ham the practice of offering human victims in

sacrifice; and of mothers, kissing, coaxing, and then killing* their own
children before the altars of Baal, Ashtar, or Molech, prevailed to a

degree beyond the customs of other nations. It is declared in the

Mosaic writings that, for crimes of this deepened dye, the land was

purged ; and it is declared also, that when the executioners of venge-

ance joined in like crimes {vide Psalm 106, v. 34—42) they were

themselves remanded for punishment. Hindu pardnas and the Mosaic

record agree as to the above specified curse. The question is, whether

the mode of operation by change of sex, as stated in the latter, is a

hieroglyphic, or a simple reality. The Greeks, and Ovid from them,

fabled a Tiresias, of bi-fold sex. The name, which is without meaning

in Greek or Latin, when brought to the test of Sanscrit, is resolvable

into Tiru, a name of Lacnhmi, or simply sacred, as a prenomen, and Isi,

(Heb. isM, Egyp. Isis ) a lady ; mostly used with reference to Parvati>

a personification probably of Egyptian origin. The possible fact of

transformation, when Divine power is in question, cannot be denied; jet

still it seems more reasonable and consistent with the style of ancient

hieroglyphical writing, to regard this alleged transformation as a hiero-

glyphic for a change of opinion in religion ; by substituting a feminine

power in creation, rather than a masculine energy. In this case, the

liberty must be taken to make 'lla the grand-daughter of Vaivasvata-

menu, and a son (became by transformation a daughter) of Ham, corres-

ponding, in the first state with Canaan on whom the curse rested : who
hieroglyphically changed, became the heresiarch of the new, or possibly

revived opinion ; for it would seem to have existed before the Deluge.

To show cause for the liberty so taken, an illustration may be borrowed

from that neighbourhood, and not many hundred years later. " These

daughters are my daughters and these children are my children ;
"
f

though in reality grand-children. Be this as it may, up to this lla

appears to be traceable the renewal, or the commencement of a religious

sentiment on the mode or causality of Creation ; dissentient from a tra-

ditionary and primitive opinion ; and still dissentient wherever it exists

* See Bryant's Miscellanies
; especially a paper, entitled in Greek—Anfhrdpofhusia Jcai

tehwthmia, quarto edition 1767, page 267 ; and the Apocryphal book of Wisdom, chap. 12,
V. 3— 6, 11.

" ^

t Genesis, chap, 31, v. 43.
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from tlie received opinion as to one self-existent, eternal, independent

Mind, (termed El or Elohim in tlie Mosaic writings) causing the

existence of matter ; or, as some have supposed, operating on pre-existing

matter to produce the world and the universe around us.

The human mind when letting go primeval tradition, or v^dien left

to itself, would become embarrassed on this great question. An absolute

nothing is an impossibility. Reasoning thereon, acute minds, without

external aid, might easily come to infer the self-existence of matter ; and

that is almost the same thing with the next proximate conclusion ; one

that makes matter, existing by itself, evolve itself into varied forms*

possessing an inherent spontaneity ; somewhat as the human body carries

within it, an inherent sentient soul. We know that some modern writers,

among ourselves, have recognized only the body and the sentient soul

;

excluding, or not caring to recognize, the mens immortalis. Can it be

therefore denied that ancient speculatists might deny any thing beyond

matter, and its own inherent energy. This was the grand Eastern

system of philosophy ; modified into varied forms, as the Vedantam, the

Sdnchya atheism, the system of Burldha ; and, in the main, the

modern advaitam. The Nyaya school opposed the ancient atheism,

and the Visishfa advaitam opposes the modern form. The Sacti or

feminine energy system pervades, or is connected with all the atheistic

forms. It is by a process of hieroglyphics that the feminine terms

and symbols are employed. I have elsewhere noted that the term

negative power might be used, as in electricity ; only that it might be

confounded with a very different system, which recognises a negative

causation in philosophy* and morals. We have, however, most properly

to take the sacti system of the female energy, just as we find it ; and with

its own symbols and phraseology.

The letirned reader should satisfy himself as to the wide-

spread mention of 'Ila as a name, in the records of early antiquity.

The researches of Bryant, in his Ancient Mythology, contain a mass of

learning ; and, if that work he glanced over, it will be seen that he

proves this name to be originally foreign to Greece; traces it as giving

names to various places in Syria and other countries ; but particularly

adduces a wide-spread tradition as to this name in Greece. The Greeks

were known by a derivative term.

The tradition just adverted to is equally wide-spread over India.

Many of the purdnas and various romances or tales, have statments

* Sco an Essay en Divine Equity and Sovereignty, by Eev. E. Williams, D.D., of

Rotherham.
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or allusions, more or less direct on the point. As names of places, there

is Ellore in the Northern Circars, Ellichpore in the Mahratta country,

and the Ellore near Dowlutabad, famous for sculptured caves. The

sacti system is not in India, traced up to the name, except by allowable

inference ; but it is so traced by Greek writers : the Greeks, very many

of them, holding this system of religion. The so-widely-spread name

argues an extraordinary degree of influence. With the exception of

such traces as are afforded by such writers, I am not aware of any one

else so dating the origin of this system. I submit, it with difiidence, to

the reader's better judgment. It is a system unknown, except to a portion

of mankind, who have always agreed to keep the matter in detail

among themselves, as secret as the Greeks kept their mysteries.

The researches of Mr. Layard at Nineveh have shown, to myself

at least, that this was the religious system of the Assyrians ; otheiwise

plain beyond denial, from the language of the Hebrew prophets. It is

a pity that the word Assyrian has come to us latinized. Xenophon

in the 1st book of his Cyropsedia, mentions the Assurs, as conquered

by Cyrus. In all references to that people, in the Greek Septuagint,

the spelling is Assur. The Hebrew always has Ashur ; except when

another synonyme is used for Assyria, and either Aram or Shur for

Syria; being the suras and asuras of Sanscrit purdnas. The suras ov

devas held the ancient opinion ; the asuras held the dissentient dogma.

More than one of the Hebrew prophets terms the people of Nineveh,

Yonim, sufficiently expressive without comment. In Jerem. chap. 25,

V. 38, as Bryant has correctly noted the word *' sword" (Vulgate

Columbae) is in the original Yonah; and Assyrian is the proper transla-

tion. In chap, 44, v. 17, et seq :
" the queen of heaven" is not the

moon, but the celestial Venus of the Greeks, the Ashlar of the Assyrians,

. and Astarte or Ashtaroth of the Phoenicians—met with it would seem

in these manuscripts, by the name Aschar. The prophet Nahum, whose

fhillipic was specially against Nineveh, has in chap. 2, v. 7, a singularly

sarcastic passage ; being, like many Sanscrit poems, capable of two

readings; one, as given in the authorized English version, and another one

is
— '* And the goddess shall be led away captive, she shall be fetched

up, and her female retinue shall lead on, as with the plaint of Yomm (or

Assurs) beating their bosoms." The prophet Jonah (Heb. Ydndh)

excited extraordinary attention in Nineveh ; not contempt, as might have

been anticipated ; because he bore the name of the goddess, venerated

by the Assurs ; the ordinary rendering of the word Jonah by " dove,"*

* CquIV So5e;i, 11, 11, Tliey gliaU tremble—as a Yow.h out of the hix^-Ashrr,
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misses to account for such an effect ; but the name was given to that

bird secondarily from a fancied resemblance; on which Bryant's

Analysis may be referred to. It will then be seen that the sense of

" dove" is quite secondary and subordinate. In that secondary sense

also, the Grecian mythology appears to make the car of Venus to be

drawn by doves.

From Prichard's Analysis of Egyptian Mythology, it is plain

that this system was known ia Egypt ; and, I think, Wilkinson's recent

researches confirm the point. The temple of Jupiter-Ammon (which

Belzoni sought for, with great pains, and little fruit) was not, I think,

dedicated to Jupiter, but to his sacti ; known to the Greeks as Juno.

We find this name Ammon in very familiar use in Southern India;

evidently a foreign word ; for the termination is the common masculine

form in Tamil ; whereas, the word always means a goddess. The very

old Tamil has numerous identifications with the Greek ; and, it may be

thence be presumed, with the Egyptian. According to Bryant, certain

persons in Egypt termed themselves Ammoneans; forming a confrater-

nity, which he understands of his favorite Hamite posterity. They were

probably worshippers of the female energy ; who have taken care always

to be known to each other.

In Phoenicia, and specially at Tyre and Sidon, this kind of

worship was practised, and it appears to have been followed at Ashdod,

Gaza, Ashkelon and other places southwards. As these last people

were among the most ancient antagonists of the people of Israel, the two

systems were thereby brought into contact and hostility. The mas-

culine 'II, as a name of deity among the Hebrews, and the feminine

'Ila as a name of deity among other nations, may be regarded as indices

of two irreconcileable systems. This appeared when one of the kings

of Israel married a princess of Sidon ; and when she introduced her own
country-worship to a deity named Baal : this orthography does not

correctly represent the Hebrew letter ain, and Bahl is nearer. This word

runs throughout the sacti system, as may be seen in detail by reference

to the catalogue. In consequence, I suspect, that the usual* render-

ing by ** lord," however well supported by learned names is not accurate.

In Sanscrit it designates what is young or youthful, and it does not

stand alone ; as in Bala Sundari, and the like. The literal rendering

• In the sense oihrd or limhcoul, the word is masculine in IlebreTr—the feminine laalah ;

the plural is applied to all false gods; laal shalisha looks like a translation oi Bdla Tripnra :

the question is, Mhother bml was not au imported votd, couloundicd wUk a natiTC Tvord of

like goundj yvIich spoken,
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of that title, is "the young handsome female." But a hostile system

might take the first word, caring nothing about a complete meaning.

In this point of view it is not so properly a Hebrew word, but a word

foreign to that tongue ; if indeed the Hebrew, Chaldean, and Sanscrit,

can be properly termed foreign to each other. In the above specified

reginal introduction the system was for a short time triumphant ; but

at an earlier period it came in by stealth. Hiram, king of Tyre, sent

workmen to aid in the building the great Temple at Jerusalem ; and

these persons found themselves in the midst of a people who, with an

extraordinary degree of zeal, were attached to a system, in no wise,

accordant with their own. Hence, perhaps, the traditional statement of

their forming themselves, into a band, or brotherhood, for mutual aid and

defence ; and it is probable that with them the system, for a time,

vacated that part of Palestine. After its subsequent short period of

triumph, above adverted to, it met with an overthrow, as signal as that of

like worshippers in modern times, in Southern India—as at Kalyana, at

Warankal, at and near Conjeveram, and at Madura : in all equally cruel,

equally disastrous. But the system was not thereby exterminated,

among the Hebrew people ; it revived ; and, with more or less of open

avowal, was continually practised. Let the Biblical student in par-

ticular, look at the minor Prophets, in chronological order ; and notice

the detestation expressed against Bethel (perverted), Baal, Samaria, the

Phoenicians, and Assyrians. In truth, those early books cannot be

fully understood, without reference to this system and some knowledge

of its character.

In Greece, the system was peculiarly prevalent. The term

Ionia, with its derivatives, is sufficiently expressive ; but the subject

runs throughout their literature. Bryant (not knowing very well what

he was about) made all the search needful : I refer to his statements.

They helped me, so much the better, to understand some of these

Sanscrit manuscripts, on the subject. By the Greeks the use of wine,

even to intoxication, on some occasions, was deemed a sacred act ; so

it is among the sacti worshippers in India. The Grecian mysteries were

in all probability, the secret rites of this system, and connected with

human sacrifices. Equally secret, according to intention, are the rites

of the sacti system. Hoiv the books which are catalogued in tl)is second

volume came into other hands, than those of professed votaries, I do
not know. Libri traditi sunt ; but their being where they are^ is cer-

tainly a betrayal of that which was never intended, by any one of the

writers, to be other than concealed and sacred mysteries.
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Apart from the above reference to Bryant's Analysis, any labored

detail of proofs, and authorities may be spared ; they would be out of

place here, and could only appear pedantic, A little illustration may

be quite as convincing. The Society of Arts held their seance, some

time since, in the Old College Hall. One day, coming to my office,

I saw the floor of the room adjoining,,strewed with pasteboard litho-

graphs ; and the one uppermost seemed to be an Indian subject, from its

great resemblance to parts of the Elliot marbles, on which I had them

recently been at work ; as also to sculptures on stone-pillars common on

banks of tanks, or under trees by the road-side. On looking more

closely, instead of the lingam, usual in this neighbourhood, I saw it was

the Yoni (the superficial appearance, in medical language, of the labia

pudendi) and guarded overhead by a five-headed cobra- capella; the

worn appearance of which indicated great antiquity. Jt was termed at

the foot " the Greek honeysuckle ;" and I presume might be taken

for a copy of a genuine Greek original. The conclusion is obvious,

that such was the ancient mode of worship in that country. I have

seen it stated that the figure of Pallas in the Acropolis at Athens,

termed the Palladium, was merely a very ancient sculptured figure of a

serpent; rather, as I conclude, of a serpent-canopy, guarding an

emblem of the female energy : and this designated by the name of Pallas

(a dialectic of Baal or Bala). Other names of the feminine energy,

corresponding in reference with sactis of Hindus, were Juno, Venus,

Ceres, Hecate, Proserpine, Artemisa, and various others. The worship

in the great temple at Ephesus the—" megdle he Artemisa"—of the

Ephesians, was undoubtedly of this kind and character ; and if the

Biblical student will look a little attentively at the epistle of that name,

he will find it to be specifically directed against practices which come

under the heading oi Sacti worship.

Among the Latins, the system would seem to have had but a

limited range. The rites of the Bona dea, and the worship of Vesta

were undoubtedly of this description. On the modified worship of

later times there is no need to enter.

What this worship is, may be briefly stated. The reader is

referred for details to the catalogue, and more particularly under the

heading Sacti, in the 1st and 2nd Family, in the present volume. In

brief, the female form, and especially the distinctive sexual member,

are worshipped as emblems of the universe, or state of things around

us in the world, regarded as of spontaneous production, or self-existent

;

or as typical of primitive, and eternal matter ; whence are evolved al^
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or less of an active agency inherent, or superinduced. Temples of this

worship are built semi-globular, so as to imitate the pregnant female
abdomen. The Sanchya system of atheistical philosophj- and the

Buddhist system of material theology, are related to the sacti system
;

but are distinguishable, and not the same. This system emanates from

the Saiva creed, but is extended to some degree among Vaishnavas.

The rites are secret; and mantap as, attached to temples, so as to admit

many people, have two entrances, each one with double doors, capable

of being securely closed, against intrusion. In acts of homage, whether

in house or temple, the tantra rites are used ; that is, diagrams of

varying forms with syllabic sounds, educed from inscribed letters. In

some cases, the naked female form is employed ; with especial direction

to what is termed the maternal member. The use of wine, ardent

spirits, opium, bang, and flesh, is not only permitted in these rites,

but is highly recommended ; and any one intoxicated, in such services,

performs a high act of homage. A " removed woman," considered by all

others as unclean is, with this sect, in the highest state of perfection and
purity ; and the semen virile is declared to be the purest of fluids ; as

such, in some acts of homage, it is directed to be swallowed, as a most
acceptable offering. Blood is offered ; and, in some cases, drank.

" Their drink ofi'erings of blood" are among the most shocking things
;

but lumps of human flesh, the hairy scalp of human beings, are other

portions ; and human sacrifices have always belonged to this class of

worshippers. The objects to be obtained are quicquid cwpiunt homines

expressed by ishta siddhi, or the accomplished purpose ; and are as

sensual, malignant, and in a word devilish, as thought can imagine.

The Bengal sepoys, of the Brahman caste, were almost all of them of

this kind ; and the tendencies of the system, as developed by those

mutineers, can hardly receive more impressive illustration.

Saiva.

There exist minor variations under this term, as may be seen in

the catalogue ; but after excluding the Fira Saiva, other differences

turn on the degree of liberality shown to Vaishnavas, and other sectaries.

The system of some purdnas, first made known to Europeans, specifies

a sort of triad, Bi'dima, Vishnu and Sit?a ; as representing the creating,

preserving or reproducing, and the destroying energy of Deity, The
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Vayu purdnam considers the names to represent the rajasa, sdtvica, and

idmasa-gunas, or qualities in Deity ; and it is quite common in popular

works to ascribe the rajasa quality to Brdkmd, the sdtvica to Vishnu,

and the ^ttwza^a to 6/t;a ; against Avhicli last, the Saivas protest. The

above system in not in harmony with all the purdnas ; and it is not the

system peculiarly Saiva ; whicli treats the personification Brahma with

extreme contempt, denies the equality of Vishnu, and maintains the

sole supremacy of Siva. This view must have been of some antiquity
;

seeing that the Bhdgavatam tries to meet it, and maintains the union

and equality of the three personifications : in at least one place Brahma
is introduced ; and made to declare that there is no division, or dif-

ference between himself, Vishnu, and Siva. I am not sufficiently well

acquainted with the contents of the Rig, Sama and Yajur vedas, as to

know precisely the extent of authority given by those primal documents

to the paurdnic system. As far as appears from these manuscripts, the

chief reference is the Rudra prasnam, as regards Siva ; and the Purusha

sucti, as regards Vishnu ; these tv/o chants are of continual use. The

genuine upanishadas state, I believe, nothing about the triad, and treat

of the deity as Para Brahm. In modern times, and in the Peninsula,

the disputed point is—who is Para Brahm ? Some say Vishnu, and

some Siva, and the discussion has at times been managed vs'ith heat and

animosity. The votaries of Suhrahmanya in the extreme South, hold a

peculiar opinion, recognizing five Rudras, and a Sadd Siva, apparently

substituted for Para Brahm. But the Saiva system, as held in the

Peninsula, is one which maintains the supremacy of Siva, with the

inferiority of Brahma and Vishnu ; a rival system to that of Vaishnavas

;

and one intolerant of the Jainas, whom the Saivas exterminated.

This system did not always exist in the Peninsula ; but was

introduced earlier than the Vaishnava system. It did not always exist

in North India. From some foreign source it first came to Benares, and

Colonel VansKennedy gives a full translation oi i\\e\egendi oi Divodasa

the king, or chief, who first established the system at Benares. It

existed at Ougein in the time of Vicramdditya, a little before the

commencement of our era ; when precisely it came to Benares, cannot be

exactly determined
;
probably, not many hundred years previously.

From what foreign source it came perhaps cannot be positively deter-

mined ; but some approximation to a conclusion may be made. Various

indices (see Astrological) point to the country around Babylon as the

one whence, at least, the Vaishnava Brahmans proceeded. Its other

name Seshach is a very familiar one in Hindu Mythology. But there
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is nothing to mark the Saiva creed as native there ; such as traditional,

and very ancient worship of what is termed in Sanscrit the matsya

avatdram. But from a very ancient and authentic document, it

appears that captive foreigners* were brought away from their own
land, and located to the North of the aforesaid neighbourhood ; and

this too at a time, which by a rectified chronology corresponds with

the beginning of the Cali-yugam or period of peculiar sorrow, distress,

and calamity, in the reckoning of the Brahmans ; that is between 7 and

800 years anterior to our common 'era. These people were led away

from the country of which Samaria was the capital. This word is taken

from the Septuagint ; but the Hebrew word is Sumroo, appearing to

be none other than Sumeru^ a very familiar word in j3az<r.fl«ic mythology.

They had a secret worship ;•}- and their practices were akin to those of

the Phcenieians, as adverted to above under Sati. They had " two calves"

as '' molten images" of deity. This fact refers our attention upward, to

the great national schism under Jeroboam. He established two calves ;

one north at Dan, which, at the outset, was the most popular; and the

other in the extreme south at Bethel ; to which a large hierarchical

establishment became added. Jeroboam imported this worship from

Egypt; where he had long resided, for his personal safet}'. The like

kind of image, alsoJ borrowed from Egypt, had been used at a much
earlier time ; but then was treated in a very summary§ manner. The

question arises whether the people, in those several cases, were so stupid

as to worship mere calves ? The reply may be aided, by looking at the

state of the case in India. Nandi, the vehicle of Siva, is a small sized

bull. Throughout the manuscripts in this work frequent mention occurs

oi Nandikesvara, or Basavesvm'a ; hoih. vfor^s implying divinity. In

various sculptures and paintings, Siva with Parvati is represented as

seated on a young bullock, so small that it might bs termed a calf. The

image of such, a calf couchant in plaister, on a brick and plaister pedestal*

is always placed outside the gate of every Saiva shrine ; the face looking

towards the door ; and, as if waiting to receive the deity. There is a class

of people who go about leading a small bullock (of the kind familiarly

termed " Brahmany bull"), fancifully caparisoned; and to these small

bulls the people present offerings of food, or money, on the ground of

their being sacred to Siva. But in all these cases, the bullock-vehicle

is quite secondary, and the homage rendered secondary also. I conclude

* See 2 Kings, chapter 1 7, verse 6, f See v, 9, and t, 17.

t Exodug, ctiap. 3, v. * f t. 20,
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that the molten calves as above, were of this kind—hieroglyphical

indices of the presence of an invisible deit}' ; the latter in reality

worshipped. However gross are other symbols or figures of idols, the

Brahmans consider them needful for the vulgar ; and the people, if

intelligent, say they do not worship the symbol, but the deity represented

thereby. It does not appear from any overt statement, that the phallic

worship was introduced by Jeroboam ; but there are some names used not

well defined, or understood ; and the terms " shame" and " abomination"

seem to cover such things by metonymy. I am warranted, I think, in

concluding that the worship introduced by Jeroboam, and continued

down to the captivity of the ten tribes^ was a copy of the Egyptian

worship. The Egyptians had their bull Apis (from descriptions given,

it was of the like breed with the " Brahmany bull") to which divine honors

were paid, as to Nandikesvara ; but, like the latter, I presume secondary,

as the vehicle, a visible token of the presence of an invisible deity. The

accounts of Egyptian mythology, via Greece, are cloudy, and unsatis-

factory. Let us suppose that accounts of Hindu mythology had ter-

minated with the close of the eighteenth century. Then, though

statements, during its course, are as full, and varied, and as particular

as statements by Greek writers, concerning Egyptian gods
;
yet they

would have been miserably defective, or erroneous as guides to future

and remote ages. When looking through Wilkinson's valuable modern

researches, the conclusion forced itself -on my , conviction that ancient

authors had not given an adequate clue to the meaning of Egyptian

sculputures and paintings. One of the idols, is by Wilkinson, named

Seb ; which, in common spelling, is precisely the Bengali mode of

pronouncing the name Siva. That however, from size and position, was

but an inferior god. Siva has a thousand names, and this one (with the

exception of warring against the asuras) is the household, domestic,

ordinary name. We read of the Siva-lila, or amorous sports of Siva :

but not so of Sdmbu, Sancara, 3Iahudeva or Rudra ; which convey other

ideas, more august, or terrible. From Prichard's Analysis (mainly

following Jablonski) it is apparent that Osiris was, by Greek writers,

made to combine the character and qualities, which the class of

purdnas, first adverted to, in this article, ascribe to Brahma and Siva ;

but then, this is no more than is given, by other puranas, to Siva alone
;

and the Saivam of the Peninsula is now quite as high, in its claims, as

any attributes ascribed to Osiris. The First Cause, the cause of all things,

without equal, without superior ; in a v/ord. Supreme. Monotheism

cannot go higher, Osiris and I^is correspond with Mahavara and
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Uma; and then we come to the Phallic worship ; though with differing

legends as to origin, and neither one correct—the true one being in-

dicated in the commencement of the article Sacti (supra). Next,

Horus and Harpocrates correspond with the sons of Siva and Parvati

(nominally) SubraJwianya and Fignesvara (otherwise Kartikcya and

Ganesa). Harpocrates was weakly,* and defective in members ; Gane&a

is lame, and more subtle than powerful. There are many other names,

as Cneph, and the like; but are they different? from such names as

those co-synonymes of Siva, above specified, designating character and

office rather than separate existence. To derive Osiris from the Coptic is

retrorsum,' but if O might be the aspirated Greek article (a close

connexion in the earliest times subsisting) and sii'is may be taken as a

spelling, by the ear, for siras ; then we have, the head : that is the

Supreme. The word with dialectic variation only, ran through all the

most ancient languages, for prince, or chief. Osiris was the chief of

the Egyptian deities. In that mythology we find the most ancient

schism composed, by the union of the male and female energies. This

is a characteristic of the Saiva system proper; represented by the united

symbol of lingam and yoni. The sacti system is a branch of the Saivam

in India; but it differs from it only as to the degree in which the

feminine energy is preferred, or the feminine symbol alone adopted. All

attempts to trace the Vaishnava system (if ever made) to Egypt, have

failed, and must fail ; but the coincidences between the mythology of

Egypt, and the Saivam of India are so strong, so decided, the system

being comparaiively modern in India ; as to lead to the conclusion, that

the origin of the Saivam was Egypt. By what channel ? is the next

question. I have pointed out a channel; that is, brought from Egypt
into Palestine by Jeroboam, about 1000 a,c. ; transplanted to the

country between thj Tigris and the Euphrates, about 700 or 800 a.c,

and thence, possibly—for here the chain of historic evidence is defective,

working its way to Benares, in the time of Divodasa, and thence

southward to the Peninsula ; the latest transit on record being, a large

migration of Saiva-Brahmans, from Benares to the neighbourhood

oiSriSailam; drawn thither by Pratdpa rudra ; for particulars of

which, see my report on the Elliot marbles. The view which I have

taken may be summarily rejected, v/ith contempt; it may be despised

or ridiculed ; but, I submit, that it cannot, with calm and careful

examination, be disproved. And for a book which I have made use of

*See Pricliard"s Analysis, chap. 2, wliere auotlicr name is P/iO«f?'«to, hellcnized; but

said to be explained lay the Coptic Phoch-rat, meaning club-footed orlamt,

t4
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I ask in this placs, for nothing more than its being a historic record,

carefully and faithfully preserved; and as being, at least, of equal

authority, with Thucydides or Livy, or Hindu purdnas.

It may add a particle of weight to the conclusion drawn, if

I refer to 1 Kings 12, v. 32. "Jeroboam ordained a feast in the 8th

month, on the 15th day of the month, like unto the feast that is in

Judah." This was an act of sectarial opposition. The months being

lunar, the 15th day was the full moon, on which all great Saiva festivals

fall. Siva being Soma ndtlia " the moon-lord." The festival in Judah

referred to, as opposed, was in Tisri, the first month of the civil year,

but the seventh of the sacerdotal year, with which last, the Brakmanical

reckoning corresponds. In the 7th month there were three solemnities,

on the 1st, the 10th, and from the 15bh to the 23nd day ; the last is most

probably referred to ; the feast of weeks, and the greatest season of

rejoicing. The following 8th month corresponds with the Brakmanical

month Asvaytja, and the festival on the 15th corresponds with the great

^S'flim festival, i\\Q Nava rdtri, of nine days continuance, to which the

Vijaya dasami a 10th day is added, to commemorate the victory of Devi

or Durga over the asuras. The 15th day of the 8th month is stated, v,

33 (supra) to have been " devised of his own heart ;" that is, not by the

authority which had appointed the 15th of the 7th month. It is most

likely that he brought the time of observance with him from Egypt ; as

the events commemorated, were anterior to the Mosaic institutions.

It is well observed, by Leslie, that institutions of this sort, banded

down through a long succession of ages, are among the strongest of his-

torical testimonies. And the fact that the Saiva Brahmans, now in

India, commemorate annually a great festival, at the same time of the

year, that a like festival was observed for more than two hundred

years by the ten tribes of Israel, previous to their dispersion, seems to

me a coincidence much more than accidental.

At some risk of being thought tedious, I would advert to the

use of vihhuti, or ashes of cowdung consecrated. All in India know
the prevalence of this discriminative mark of the Saivas\ and the cata-

loguejoassm contains evidence of the importance attached to this vibhuti,

and of the extraordinary virtues ascribed to it. In the article of death,

a portion of the ashes is given to be swallowed as a viaticum; and^

during life, its use removes all sin. Now in the book of Numbers,
chap. 19, there is a precept, that a red heifer (the much be-praised

Capila of Brahmans) should be carefully selected. The chief sacerdos

was to take this animal outside the camp to be sacrificed ; and then
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wholly burnt, including the dung ; cedarvvood, hyssop, and scarlet,

were to be thrown in, and the whole consumed to ashes. The sacerdos

was rendered ceremonially unclean, by so doing ; so was the person that

gathered the ashes ; but the ashes themselves were to be laid up in

a clean place, and kept for use ;
" it is a purification from sin." The

use, and the great importance (a neglect involving the penalty of life)

may be seen in the remainder of the chapter. So matters continued

for five hundred years. After the lapse of that period, when Jeroboam

introduced a sort oi Saiva schism., the state of the case was altered. As
the image of a calf was made the emblem of deity, and as such, worship-

ped, a female calf could be no longer killed and burnt ; but '* the dung"

might; this was expressly a part of the original purifier. Hence
possibly, the supernatural power (vibhuti) ascribed to cowdung ashes,

when consecrated. The Brahmans, who are great dissemblers, and

have carefully sought to conceal their true origin, no doubt have

invented a pduranic legend about Siva (who, at least, as a divinity, is but

a mere hieroglyphical personification) but there, as above indicated, is

probably the true origin of the miraculous vibhuti.

Tales.

After making all allowances for tastes, predilections, antipathies,

and the like, it appears to me only just to state that the collection is

peculiarly rich in this portion. An " Eastern tale" has become as familiar

to the mind, as tales of Provengals and Troubadours, were a century or

two since; as if the sunny south and east were the regions proper to

this kind of invention. Such is the case, as it would seem, and to a larce

extent. However, the tales in this collection are quite of a different

order and style of composition from Johnson's Rasselas, Collin's Eastern

eclogues, or the more recent tales of the Genii, by Sir C. Malet : these

last carry an imitation of Arabian extravagance to an extreme, bordering

on the ridiculous. We have to do in this catalogue with classes of

people distinct from Mahomedans, and their languages ; and, as it

seems to me, of better conception, and management. Such tales as the

Vasu charitra, and very old Cdtamhari are of a superior class ; but there

are tales in poetry, or prose, or both mingled, of all kinds, good, bad, or

indifferent. The difference of ideas, of imagery, of illustration, of plot

and development, from any thing usual in the west, struck me much

;

and there is, I think, a new world to be opened to the lovers of fiction,
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romance, and idealities ; if good translations should ever be made of the

Letter portion of these manuscripts of this class. Of the morality of

fiction of any kind, a continuous series of invention, false fabrication, and

real lying, I have serious doubts ; but these are of general application,

to east or west. On the propriety of any one allowing his, or her time,

and mental faculties to be so occupied and dissipated, I have my own

very decided opinion. That tales are every where, more or less of a

loose and licentious character, must also be admitted. These eastern

tales often go beyond European license, in such particulars ; and there

are some which would not be tolerated, unless by Socialists, Mormons,

or the like kind of hopeless beings. By consequence, nothing can be

advanced in commendation of works of this class, without great circum-

spection and discrimination. If the principle of fiction be considered

allowable; if richness of fancy, and embellishment are admired; if

people delight in love-scenes, description of the persons of hero and

heroine ; if painting of the passions creates interest ; if even trickery

and debauchery, when clever, and set off with advantageous accom-

paniments, do not want for amateurs ; then there is abundance of matter

to be supplied from the stores of a people whose tendencies, as regards

the masses, have always been iu such directions. . The Brahmans have

been very little concerned in this lighter kind of literature ; and very

severe lampoons on Brahmans are contained in it. The multiplicity

of copies of some tales has caused remark, in the body of the catalogue
;

and it is best left alone here. I do not know of any thing great or

noble, attempted to be painted in this kind of composition. Men and

women are allowed to have more refined instinct habits and passions,

than brutes ; but still it is the animal-man that is concerned. Occasional

legends of spirits imprisoned in human bodies; and released by the

body being slain ; or a transmigration story following a spirit when

inhabiting very different kinds of bodies, are exceptions perhaps ; and

such as distinguish these works wholly from western productions.

TaTVa—Metaphy sics .

There is a class of writers, making a pretension to divine know-

ledge, which may require a little explanation. Guided by the gar-

hhopaninhada it offers a theory of generation and conception, witli

regular stages as to growth of the foetus in the womb. After birth, the

human body and interior faculties are divided and subdivided. There
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are ten different pulses, ten kinds of prdna, or vital air, and the Saivas

mark six places of the body where Siva dwells, and the Vira saivas have

so much caricatured this last point, that others sometimes designate them
as the shad sfhalaftail, or six-place people. The tatva mystics allegorize

all the aforesaid divisions, interior faculties and the like ; and consider

this spiritualizing as an important part of religious knowledge. Tatvam

properly signifies, that which exists, or is truth, and it is applied to

deity ; sometimes designated simply Tat (or that) to wit, that which is.

Thence, by applying this term to this sort of metaphysics, its votaries

arrogate to themselves truth incontrovertible. Their anatomical positions

are not always strictly accurate ; and their theories of airs, pulses, nerves,

and the like, may be disputable. There is a tendency to deify the crea-

ture ; and because " man is fearfully and wonderfully* made," there-

fore, he is something divine. Led on by such philosophy, the Bauclihas

had their ascetics rising to divinity. The Smartas have their notions of

refined man as one with deity. The Vira Saivas have their moveahle-

symhol of deity in every devotee. When the system does not issue in

such extremes, it bears an appearance of senility. There is an affecta-

tion of knowledge a semblance of profundity ; but, after all, there does

not' appear any thing much more important than Moliere's philosopher :

indignant with his distinction on the terms /or«? Sind^gure, as applied

or misapplied to a chapeau. There is some use in its teaching us what

unassisted reason can do, and how far it can go ; but whether it makes

a philosopher wiser than a clown, may be questioned.

In consequence of seeing a marginal note in one of the books,

referring to an English poem by one of the two Fletchers, I procured

it, and found as stated, that the "Purple island" meant mati, from the

purple fluid flowing in his arteries and veins. The members of the

body are therein allegorized ; the faculties of the mind, and the various

affections, or passions, good are evil, are described, under metaphor

and parable. Had the author known Sanscrit, he might have put Tatvam

at the head of his title ; as some divines of his age were fond of putting-

Greek or Latin words as their titles. Quite in keeping with that poem,

there is one, or more than one copy in the collection of a poem which

describes the human body as a fortress, with its gates, walls, towers,

garrison, besiegers, strong and feeble points of defence, and the like.

I have also read in English something of the kind in an allegory of a

* The Biblical student will find something like a reference of this system, in Psalm 139,

T, 13—16.
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Porter left ii\ charge of a nobleman's castle ; who, by slow degrees and

approaches, betrayed his charge to thieves. The moral of the tatva

system leads on to stoical pride ; otherwise not bad. There is nothing

absolutely bad in Horace's Jiomo integer vitcu scelerisque puriis : yet

the whole runs on to bombast. So on Epictetus, it was written

:

This god-like self sufficient mind,

Which in its own enjoyment blest,

Defies the woes, or sorrows of mankind

To shake its imdisturbed rest-

Is it not poor, weak, impotent, and blind r

Theological.

Except perhaps a few of the oldest and better upanishadas, there

is no book in the collection, containing theology unmixed with baser

material. Still traces of this subject often occur, which I cnuld not fail

to perceive ; even as a miner may follow a vein of gold, though it pass

through common or base stratifications. As noted, under the heading

of Upanishadas, the theology of those early books v/hen genuine is

monotheistic. As shown under Vaishnava, the triple personification of

BraJim&, Vishnu, and Siva, emanates from the dogma of one Being

distinct, and Supreme ; and it probably derives from an early tradition of

a threefold hypostasis in the Deity. As shov,n under Saiva, the Saivas

acknowledge only Siva as the one supreme. The Smartas hold Brahma,

Vishnu, and Siva, to be co-equal, and consentaneous ; but their head

acknowledged the Para Brahm of the upanishadas. Generally, the

Hindu theology is monotheistic ; and, except am.ong the Smartas,

monarchical: the sabaistic personification of the Vedas being quite

subordinate. The divine honors paid to Suhrahinanya, in the extreme

south, must not be forgotten ; nor the general homage to Vinayaca or

Ganesa, as the patron of learning; but these are only manifestations of

Siva ; and like the sactis, Sarasvati, Lacshmi and Parvati, which are

resolvable into their male heads, so all these are resolvable to Ndrdyana

or Para Brahm.

That vulgar o])inion and common practice are grossly mytho-

logical, admits not of a doubt. But I have to deal with written books

and isoteric doctrines. These appear to me, as I have stated,

monotheistic, and mostly monarchical.

The existence of a Divine Being is received : and there are

works controversial against speculative atheists, that denied such
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existence. The attributes of Deity are stated rather by negatives,

what God is not, than positively what he is. But I noticed here and

there a work approaching more to the positive statement. The poetical

fancy of affixing to Deity, one thousand and eight names, or one

hundred and eight names for devotional repetition, according as the

service is to be long or short, obscures this subject with rhetorical

bombast ; but I believe that the Attributes, as recognized by Christian

theology, are discoverable ; except perhaps love, and certainly except

spirituality.

For, in creation, the dogma supposed derivable from the

Scriptures that God created all things out of nothing by his word, is

not held by Hindu writings. Matter is made to be inseparable from

Deity, co-existent, co-eternal ; and thence all the heart-burnings, and

exterminations, connected with the sacti system : the sactl being

personified matter, or nature. And generation, not absolute creation,

is the Hindu mode of expression. This arises from the metaphorical

genius of their language : for instance, chemical affinity is, with them,

sexual union and the union of words, by the permutation of letters,

has the like epithet. I have read Granville Penn's reference to the

Regius Professor Lowth, and the Professor's reply, without being fully

satisfied (as possibly the Professor himself was not) that the Hebrew

word hdra signifies, to form out of absolute nothing. Allowance must

be made for the insufficiency of language. And so the Sanscrit which

signifies either to le or to he born, leads on to equivocation. It is

sufficient to state that the superior Hindu theology recognizes the

operation of Deity upon matter; while the inferior maintains spontaneous

development; or Matter evolving itself, and fashioning itself into

existent forms.

The existence of angels, though under obscure metaphorical

terms, is recognized by Hindu theology. And, in this particular it is

needful to correct a singular misstatement made by some European

writers, that the Hindus worship three hundred and thirty millions of

gods. In their fancy for numerical' classification (as the Greeks had

their seven sages, seven wonders, &c.), they enumerate thirty-three crores

of celestials, using the plural oidera, a god ; but this is no more than is

done in the book of Psalms, in the word Elohim, without any one

charging the writer with worshipping many gods. I do not think this

matter goes higher up than the piiranas. Vishnu has a paradise which

is peopled with choristers, and other celestial attendants. Indra has a

paradise, and to this belongs the said thirty-three crores ; modelled
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much after the manner of the court oi a. Hindu monarch ; and including

courtezans, as well as courtiers. I am not aware that the Vedas or

the upanishadas have treated on this subject. But the Saiva dgamas,

are very full, and particular. The word gana, or company, is used.

The number o^ ganas, Qwdi of individuals in each company is stated.

Ganesa is lord of companies, and he is put at the head of all. There

is a very singular coincidence between this ouranology, and that held by

old school men, such as Thomas Aquinas, and others later ; and such

as the Jesuit Beschi put into Tamil, for the edification of natives

:

whence they gained their minute enumeration of the exact number of

*' thrones, dominions, principalities, powers," &c., it may be hard to say

;

but that the discrimination, ingeneral, existed among the Hebew doctors,

is clear from the names ; and from the known fact that, like Hindus,

they recognized seven heavens, or upper worlds. The reader will please

to recollect that, in this reference, the Sanscrit devatah, the Telugu

devandlu, and the Tamil deverkal ; is to be understood of angels, in the

sense of the Psalmist, " 1 have said ye are gods, ^c."

The present deteriorated and corrupt state of mankind, is

admitted by Hindu books ; but the four ages are hieroglyphical and

poetical ; as much so as Ovid's golden, silver, brazen, and iron, ages.

That man was once pure is theological, by tradition ; that he

degenerated by regular and set gradations, is poetical and fanciful. It

belongs to the Purdnas which, though styled old, are comparatively

modern productions: The retrograde steps do not seem to me to

harmonize (otherwise than as hieroglyphs) with the grand doctrine of

fate or predestination, as designated by the highest meaning of the

word carmam. This is connected with the metempsychosis : and the

pressnt state of being, in various grades or conditions, is the result of

a decree passed upon conduct, in a preceding birth, or state of

existence ; while a future state of being, is the result of a decree to be

passed, at the close of the present state. Man, now, is capable of merit

and demerit ; and, the higher the degree of merit now, the greater will

be the reward ; and vice versa, as to demerit.

The Call yuga seems in truth rather to relate to the political

degradation and general misery of a particular people, than to abstract

theological dogmas. If we accept it in the sense of man's ruin, then comes

in the doctrine of sacrifice. This has been handed down traditionally

;

but the original reference seems to be lost. The doctrine of expiation

waned before the theory of propitiation alone. Sacrifices came to be

regarded as of extraordinary merit; not offered as a culprit, suing for
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pardon ; but, as a royal benefactor, purchasing gifts, posterity, dominion.

Then came a comparison of the modes of merit, v/hether by sacrifices,

by penance, or austerities, and by gndnam, that is gnosis or knowledge.

Sacrifices, or ritual service, designated by cannam in a lower sense of

,the word, is now regarded as the lowest stage; penance as higher; and

the Smartas hold knowledge to be the highest stage, to wit, a knowledge

that the soul of man is one with deity, and that good and evil are alike

of divine causation.

Thence proceeded the wide departure from the old Hebrew
doctrine of sacrifices, as expiatory and propitiatory. One view of the

Christian system places penance and austerities, and the doctrine of merit,

just where placed by Hindu writers: another view abrogates human
merit, and requires hhakti, or fiducial attachment, faith in an atonement:

a doctrine not entirely unknown to Hindu books. Carmam, b/ia/cti,

gndnam, being three modes of service. At the same time anything like

a Mediator, and an atonement, in the Christian sense, is now unknown.

According to the higher dogma of carmam, judgment is a

contiiiuous act; always proceeding and determining the states of

mankind in the way of punishment or reward. The destruction and

renovation of the world (as in 2 Peter, 3, 12, 13), is a common dogma.

The Vaishnavas look for a tenth avatdra ; which has many points

coinciding with the second advent of Christian divines.

The grand doctrine of mocsham or cessation of carmam, or the

law of fate, in predestinating to future births, demands some further

consideration. All Hindu books profess to look to this prime deside-

ratum as the grand, and final end of human existence. Even the Sancliya

system of atheism still recognizes this, as the great end of human being.

BduMisnii which is better, since it obscurely recognizes 'Adl Buddha,

as an intelligent First Cause, holds the like view; but under the term

nibuttiy Sanscrit nivirtti (or release from transmigrations). The com-

mon, and popular Hindu notion recognises Sverga, or the paradise of

Indra, as a lower and sensual paradise ; the heaven of purdnas and

poets. The Vaishnavas have VaiconCha, as the paradise of Vishnu

;

and they use the term Vaicontlia gati, the bliss of that heaven. The
Saivas use the word Cailasa, and speak ongoing to, or ohtaining Callasa ;

but they describe three grades, as nearness—likeness to—and union

with Siva: to which Howe, a Puritan divine, has some striking

similitude from the old schoolmen. But mocsham is properly the

attainment of the satya-loca, the highest of the seven heavens, or upper

w4
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worlds, and tlie presence of Brahm. A common popular notion of

Vaishnavas identifies Vishiu, as Ndrayana, with the sun of our solar

system ; and makes that his paradise : to go through, or by

way of, the sun is the road to the satija-lncam, or mocsham. The

Baivas appear to consider the scuichya or aikyam, as a blending with

deity, losing all personal identity. The Vira Saivas (see that heading)

amplify the dogma into six progressive ascents ; aikya st'halam, being

the highest. The question, whether the Bauddhist nihutti, and Brah-

manical mocham, mean absolute annihilation has been mooted : annihila-

tion it cannot be, since the soul is still considered as existing in, or as

a part of Deit)^ The language used implies a loss of personal identity,

but perhaps it ought not to be strained, on such a theme. The dif-

ference between their views and ours may not possibly be material. To

notice the similarity is of more importance here, than precisely to

discriminate the difference.

But it is impressive to note, that all other than sensual men

appear to hold the body as a prison and punishment; birth, as agony;

and continued transmigrations, as evil. The whole creation groaneth

and travaileth together—waiting for—the redemption—in which word*

(here, and in I Cor. 1, 30), we may perceive a rabbinical sense, and one

coinciding, very nearly, with mocsham. That is the grand consummation

the supremely desiroble attainment. We (some of us at least) profess

the like ; and I confess that I have been sometimes indirectly reproved

by these heathen books. There is an amazing difference as to the

nature and allowance of means j bat in the etid, at all events, we sub-

stantially agree.

On the opposite dogma, Hindu books are very full and par-

ticular. There are seven mj^rnas, or lower worlds ; the highest of

which is PiUala, a world of snakes; and the lowest Naraca, a place of

darkness and ordure. Details are minute and painful ; for instance, in

one of the books of the Bhdgavatam—in this minuteness is to be found

an objection. The Christian revelation describes futurities of both kinds

under impressive, but more general terms; and in this, as in other

points, is better adapted to be a system universal among mankind.

If I have not erred in this brief summary of the theological, as

I have not at least intentionally ; and, if the reader will consult the articles

Saiva, Vaishnava, and Upanishadas—msiy I not ask, on the whole, have

* In the original Greek cq)oMr6sis; which in he : is translated by tlio Sanscrit nirirffi,

Or release, ng tbatisj deemed the synonym <ii mocsham ; or, m PracrU, vmlii.
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we not come to India to find a system, wliich came hither eastward, very

similar indeed to one which travelled westward, towards our forefathers,

from some common locality
; and is there any common centre more likely

tlxan the drya bhumi, the dret::^ hakadosh of Palestine or Judea ?

VaiSiixava.

This term, as already partially intimated, may be taken as indi-

cating a three-fold progressive state of belief and practice—the first is

the simple and primitive system ; the second is with the addition of

herolatiy, in the persons oi Rama Chandra, and Krishna; the third, with

the further addition of the. Pdiicha rdtram ; on which, see Mimamm,
supra. Sir W. Jones, the first successful inquirer into Hinduism,

made known to the world the Vaishnava system under the second

place ; his Pandit being a devotee of Krishna. That dist'riguished writer

left open the inference, that such is Hinduism, at large ; as the common
religion of one homogeneous people. Bishop Heber was the first to

anilounce that the Hindus are not such a people ; and he did so, not

without surprise, though he was forty years later than Sir Y/. Jones.

The two clever men had different objects in view. Sir W. Jones

evidently started on a sceptical basis, as a disciple of Voltaire. His

object was to beautify or magnify the Hindus; or, where he could

not do so, to excuse them ; and this by endeavouring to ally their faults

or follies, with those of Greece: there then existing, in Europe, a
strong prepossession in favor of Greece, from its sculpture, painting,

poetry, oratory, and especially heroism at Marathon, and other places.

The silence of this great and influential authority on the Saiva system,

is remarkable ; a slight casual mention of Siaa and Durga, or Parvatf

was deemed sufficient; though the orgies of the Durga-piija at Calcutta,

were patent to his observation. Either he could not, or would not go
beyond his Pandit's leading strings. If willing, he could not have

explained the Saiva system, without depreciating his favorite Hindus,

On the other hand, Colonel VansKennedy of Bombay, some thirty years

later, goi\\o\(S. o^ •ciSaivo^ Pa7idit:\\Q is just as silent on the Vaishnava

system ; but his book is the best known authority on the Snivam, not

from his assertions, and occasionally glaring falsehoods ; bu much as for

his translations, which have the appearance of being fiiithful : and a

horrible picture some of them give. This gentleman, when starting on

a like career of comparison with Egypt and Greece, freely criticised

SirW .Jones ; declaring that, when he wrote the Essay on the gods
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of Greece, Egypt and India, he was not sufficiently well acquainted with

Hinduism : such was the best, if not only apology ; but it does not

atone for misleading ; and, in the case of such a man, leading a follow-

ing host astray. I have stated above (under Saiva) my opinion, that

Egypt is the source of that religious way: with equal conviction, as to

myself, I state that the analogies of the Vaishnava system are not to

be traced to Egypt or Greece ; and it is very far from having been at

any time, a system homogeneous with the Saivam.

In the Peninsula at the present day, the worship of Rama and

Krishna chiefly prevails. The case of Conjeveram is an exception ; a

•warlike form of Vishnu having been there devised, in consequence of

an extensive extermination of the primitive inhabitants of the country.

The Vaishnava system is more modern in the Peninsula than the Saiva

system. Traditionally, the Sri Permattiir temple is said to be the first

Vaishnava temple in the soulIi ; at all events it became the most famous;

though smaller than the temple at Sri-rangham near Trichinopoly, and

much less resorted to than Tripety, a shrine oiGovinda or Krishna. The

system had to struggle with the Saiva system, previously introduced,

and not always with success. The twelve Aluvar or Rulers, were

mostly plain men ; who, with great zeal, led the way in the first

establishment of the system. By their followers they are next to

deified ; but some of them were grievously lampooned by their adver-

saries. The most remarkable of these 'Aluvar was the latest, whose

Tamil name is Yempramdnar, but better known by the Sanscrit name

Mdmanujdchdri/a, These twelve men composed the works known as

Tiru morhi, or ''sacred word ;" being matters from the Vedas, trans-

fused into Tamil in a very obscure and foreign idiom. The Sri vilUput-

tur Aluvdr in the Southern Pandiyan country is next in fame. His

battles were with the Snivafi there ; but Ramanuja effected a revolution,

as regards the Jaina religion, in Mysore. It was bloodless. Ramanuja,

caused an inscription to be recorded, declaring that, the difference

between the Vaishnava and Jaina system was not material : and so, under

color of union, the Jaina system was superseded ; whereas the Saivas,

in other localities, exterminated both Bauddhas and Jainas.

In the far north (in the division termed Gduda, by distinction

from Dravida), the intioduction of the Vaishnava way is not marked by

historical or legendary record, as in the case of the Saivam. It would

seem to be more ancient than the latter ; and in effect, the system anterior

to the extensive schism caused by Buddha. Most of the puranas

are of this class ; the Mahabharata, Raniayanam and Uari Vamsa, were
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by votaries of Vishnu. The collector of the Vedas, named Vi/asa, is

acknowledged to be a Vaishnava. To his pupil Suta, many purdnas are

ascribed, the latest one to the son of that pupil. The connection of

these early Vaishnavas with Persia, or the region beyond it, is not per-

fectly clear ; but there arc too many traces {v. infra) to be merely inci-

dental. The Jyntishas, or astrological Brahmans are mostly Vaishnavas ;

and under the heading Astrological (vol. i), is an argument tracing the

astrology of this country to Chaldea or Babylon : they accord with the

Chasdim of the book of Daniel. Jn the Madras Journal of Literature

and Science (vol. xvii, 1), is a paper by the gentleman at the head of

the Presidency College, which mathematically traces a sidereal problem

to a latitude and longitude N. W. of Madras ; and agreeing sufficiently

well with Babylon. In the Uttara Rama charitra, the author Bhava
hhiiti introduces the father of Siia, and other primitive persons, and puts

into their mouths language which Prof. Wilson translated according

to the sabaism of the Vedas, but beiug doubtful he gives the original ; and

this is strictly consistent with the belief and language of ancient

Hebrews. The Professor remarks on the killing of cows, for a welcome

festival, as not consistent with modern Hinduism ; but it was quite

consistent with the customs of the old Hebrews. Next to the mathe-

matical and astrological, the strongest argument is the fact that, the

Matsya avatarum or lirst manifestation of Vishinc is strictly that form of

deity which was worshipped at Babylon, under the name Oannes ; and

the idol Oannes was half-man, half-fish
;
just as the said avataram is

represented in some Indian sculptures. Prichard in his Analysis states

just so much as his own conclusion. In effect, the legend of Xisuthrus

as ascribed to Sanconiathon is substantially one and the same with, the

statements in the Bharatam and Bhagavatani ; concerning Vislinus

appearance to Vaivasvata or Satijavriita, and then piloting the vessel in

the shape of a fish, a rope being attached to his horn. The adornments

may differ; as two poets may differ; but the essential fact, commemo-

rated at Babylon, and in northern and southern India, is one and the

same. I may add a slightly inferential argument which, I would

not introduce, if it stood alone, but it may help in company. The

popular account of eclipses in India, ofpauranic origin, is that a serpent

fSans. sarjM, G. draco) swallows the sun or moon at such times. We
have rdhu and ketu (as planets) for the moon's nodes, or dragon's head

and tail. From the Apocrypha we learn that, Bel and the Dragon were

worshipped at Babylon. Bel is well known to be a name of the sun
;

and, as such, occurs at least once in these manuscripts (noted in loco).
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The dragon (draco) might not so readily occur as identical with the

serpent of which Rahu and Kela are the head and tail ; but here I am
aided by the remark of ac English writer, to the purport, that the moon

in its orbit, parsing from node to node, does in effect draw on the line of

sun's path the figure of a serpent ; and returning fills up tlie other side,

so as to produce the figure of a Caduceus(such as was put into the hands

of Mercury by the Greeks) having the head, body and tail of a serpent

on a straight rod. The popular pauranic legend is by consequence of

Babylonian origin : and since at Babylon they worshipped Bel and the

Dragon, they worshipped the sun and the moon, or Vishnu and Siva;

though the latter is subordinate, as in VaishnaVa jiuranas ; and not

supreme as in Egypt, and among the suddha Saivas of the Indian

Peninsula.

As regards the first or oldest system of the Faishuavas, it is very

nearly the one offered to the learned world, by Sir W. Jones, as Hindu-

ism ; only it must be detached from all reference to the three or four

latest avatdras ; that is, from Parasii Rama to Buddha. The name of

God as the synonyme of Para Brahm of the upanishadas, is Ndrdyana;

the only one of the thousand names of Vislmu that cannot be tampered

v»'ith, or twisted by Saivas. This name was rendered moving, or dwelling

in water ; and hence, by Sir W. Jones, a forced analogy with the Ruach

Elohoim that brooded on the waters (Gen. ], 2), and a variety of figures

in his hymn to Ndrdyana, stolen without acknowledgment from the

Christian scriptures, and applied to Hindu writings. Nara has more

than one meaning, and it is unimportant to be particular ; the pauianic

hieroglyphic is, that from the navel of Ndrdyana, beneath the water, a

lotos flower rose to the surface, and bore Brahma the Creator ; who

disposed or set all things in order, from 3Iaya or matter^ and handed

over the preservation to Vishnu, and destruction to Rudra, both emanent

like himself from Ndrdyana. Further, Ndrdyana is identified with the

sun, or the sun is his dwelling, or most striking emblem. The name

Vishnu is not used in that primal sense : all the adjuncts show that the

idea of a man is blended with the term Vishnu ; but afterwards iden-

tified with Deity. Vishnu was with Satya-vriita during the deluge ; but

Satya-vriita seems to have lent him a name Vi-ish-Nu, or " the man Nuh,"

by which the deity was known. The idea of a sacti did not belong to

the original system. That was superadded, at a much later date by

puranas, and, possibly after observing the effect produced by the Saivite

dogma of a female energy. In the Matsya avatara, the eight persons

that escaped the deluge Satya-vriita and the seven rtshis were all males,
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by pauranic account ; but in .the next, or cttrma avatara, Lacshmi the

sacti of Vishnu was produced from the Ocean ; whence Noah's wife

certainly came. We may disentangle the theology from the mythology,

and hieroglyphic, and every idea " ridiculous" in the view of such

writers, as Prichard ;*and we then find the idea of one sole self-existent,

and eternal Being ; either existing under a threefold hypostasis, or man-

fested under a threefold operation ; that is creation, preservation, de-

struction ; and though the system recognizes Maya, or pre-existent mat-

ter, yet this, in the feminine gender is connected with Brahma, or crea-

tive energy, not with Narayana, the Supreme. The system differs,

therefore, but liftle from that of Hebrew Rabbis ; which recognised

One Supreme; but with three sephirofh oxWp^his, the emblemf of which

was a circle enclosing three yods. Another emblem was the letter shin :

this engraven on a metal plate, or written on parchment, was placed on

the forehead of votaries, and fastened behind ; and this letter 57«'w dif-

fered from the ««wia. (or name) worn by Vaishnavas on their forehead,

only by the addition of three dots (or yods) on the points of the trident.

The identification of Vishnu in the matsya avatara with the

half-man, half-fish, of the Babylonian Oavnes, has been above adverted

to; but I refer to the heading Vedas and Upanisiiadas, for my views

as to the way in which Hebrew theology, and Chaldean sabaism came

to be mingled together, and so imported to India by the Brahmans.

Modern ethnologists write about the Aryas, and the Arya races ; what do

they mean ? other than Brahmans and the Brahnanical race ; for Arya
is only another word, as a title, for Brahman; \X\a:\j h, one pure ; and

Arya desam, as applied by them to the mountainous Central India, is

only a translation in terms, of Aretz-hakadosh, or " the holy land" the

centre of the earth, the Jamhu dicipa of the puranas.

In this place, I propose to add a few observations towards an

explanation of the five ^rs,iavataras of Vishnu, or special manifestations

of a power, assumed to bo divine ; but, in the present day, accepted by

* On Osiris and Isis; whom he adds " some \rriters have ridiculously identified with

Noah and his wife." But it so happens that "Wilkinson (snbsequcntlj to the issue of that

opinion) has given drawings of Osiris and Isis seated on the platform of an ark, with attend-

ants ; which ark used to be carried about in procession. "Wilkinson must share in the

ridicule, and he his fully able to do so. Osiris is so comprehensive a name, that it may be

cut into three parts ; one for Brahma, one for Vishmi, one for Siva : hence it is possibly a

synonynie with Kdrdyana,

t See Maurice's Indian Antiquities ; a work of no authority as to Hinduism, but of great

xisc as to liebrew comparison and affinities.
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Brahmans in a literal point of view, and by poets with their alancaram,

or poetical rhetoric, magnified to hyperbole, and absurdity.

The first or matsya avataran is by common consent the Noachic

deluge. If Sir W. Jones wrote the preface to Richardson's folio edition

of Meninski's Arabic Dictionary, as there is all evidence, external and

internal, to believe that he did, then this is full to the point. In that

preface, the existence of the Deluge was denied ; and the proof was

referred to Hindu records, in preference to the Mosaic vi^ritiug. On
coming to India, early attention was directed to that point and Sir W.

Jones was candid enough to record his conviction and conversion, by

publishing a translation from the eighth book of the Bhagavatam^ on the

deluge, and another reference to the same as the matsya avataram from

the Gita Govinda. Prichard, a physician at Bristol, one in nowise

inclined to the ridiculous, in his Analysis of Egyptian mythology,

identifies the matsya avatara with the flood, and the Babylonian Oannes.

There are other witnesses ; but two may suffice.

In the second, or curma avataram (according to the alancdram

oi ihe puranas) Vishnit taking the form of a tortoise, supported beneath

the mount Mandara, with which the devassind asurs churned the milk

sea, whence came up the nine jewels ; the physician Dhanuvantari, the

goddess Lacshmi, and last, not least, the amrita or beverage of strength,

named " undying." ilfo/iiw?, or a personification of illicit love is con-

nected with this avataram. I was early of opinion that, allowing the

extravagance of metaphor to go to the credit of other products, the

discovery of the properties of the fruit of the vine was the main point

involved. But after considering, and reconsidering the extreme hyper-

bole employed, I wavered ; and, thinking the main pillar too feeble to bear

the building, tacitly withdrew the opinion. I was first induced to revise

that conclusion, by the perusal of Layard's researches on the site of

ancient Nineveh. I found that the vine was regarded as a sacred plant

;

as such was represented in temples, and received a sort of divine honor. On
one of the slabs extracted is the figure of a vine, on a sort of espalier-

trellis ; before it, the figure of a royal hierophant, holding a vessel evi-

dently containing therein amrita, or juice of the vine. The asuras (Assurs

or Assyrians) were one of the parties in the first discovery ; and are stated

in Hindu books, to have derived their great strength from the use of
amrita. Afterwards, I perused Bryant's Analysis; and with his success-

ful identification of Dionysios and Bacchus, with Noah, is connected a

great extent of authorities ; as to the sacred nature of wine with the
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Greeks ; the Bacckanalian sacred processions ; and much other like

matter. After this perusal, I could doubt no longer. It became per-

fectly clear that, in the judgment of Assyrians, Greeks, and other

people, the discovery of wine deified the discoverer ; and led on to acts

of worship, in which the use of wine, even to intoxication, formed a

part. In such views, hyperbole of the Hindu poets seemed borne out,

by the amrita alone ; but certainly, when the discovery of gems, of

medicine as a science, and of a goddess to rival the sacti of the Saivas

are thrown into the scale : I retain no present doubt, and consider

that any other interpretation, on equal evidence, is impossible.

In the third, or Vardha avatara, an asurandi\r\edi IHyanyacsha and

Somaca (Assyria and Egypt were always related), stole the vedas, rolled

up the earth as a mat, and hid himself with the vedas in the sea. Vishnu

took the form of a boar ; slew the asura, recovered the vedas, and

bearing up the earth out of the water on his tusk, reanimated and

reinstated the oppressed people. The allegory here also is immense

and incongruous ; but, being guided by the two preceding, and sup-

ported by the.next one following, it appears that we need not be afloat

among all nations, but must look simply to the Hebrew records dis-

guised by their descendants, but simple in the original. Egypt worship-

ped the moon. Somanatlia is a name of Siva, Somacdsura is the

Pharaoh of the Hebrew writings ; who grievously oppressed the Bein-

Israel ; made them forget their religfon, and lose the observance of

their sabbath ; and was, at length, slain with his host in the Red-sea ;

from which the oppressed people were delivered ; and soon after the

LAW (or Vjidam) was given to them, with many miraculous accom-

paniments. The metaphorical language used is not above the subject, by

any means : it is only strange, mixed, oriental. Admitting the facts,

we must admit the majesty of the subject ; much more so, might the

people, and descendants of the people, immediately concerned.

In the fourth, or Vdmana avatara, it is stated that Vishnu assumed

the form of a dwarf; and coming to Mahalali, a chucraverfi or

universal sovereign, asked as much land in gift, as his foot could cover.

The grant being made, thedwarf assumed the tri-Vicrama form ;
one foot

being on the ground, another on Mahabalis neck ; and, rising to

gigantic proportions, he placed his third foot in the heavens. As Maha ball

was a virtuous sovereign, he was not destroyed, but was made a king

in the infernal regions. All this is, of course, hyperbolical hieroglyphic.

Before attempting a solution, it may be noted that, in some of the

manuscripts, the Vdjnanajatjanti, or birth-day of the dwarf, is fixed on
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the fourteenth day of the lunar month Plialguni. The three pre-

ceding avataras are not commemorated by Vaishnavas. The Saivas

observe the Siva rdtri, commemorating the distress of Siva in the second

avatdra ; and this, according to Bryant, was also comn?emorated in

Egypt. But the fourth avataras from its great importance at the time,

still retains a faint commemoration in India. We find from the book

oiha-dassah, that is, " the dasi" or slave girl, otherwise Esther ; that the

day fixed for the general slaughter of the Hebrew people, and the one on

which they subsequently obtained deliverance, was the thirteenth day

of the lunar month Adar, corresponding with Plialguni. In this, there

is a marked coincidence as to time. The occasion was a great one ; and

it is commemorated by the descendants of the " captives of Juda " as

the festival of Purim, that is, of lots ; and it is one of their greatest fes-

tivals. If in India, we find the " outcasts of Israel," then circumstances

may have impeded the more solemn celebration ; and time may have

worn out the impression first made. Let us consider other points of

comparison. Maha hali was a universal sovereign. Ahasuerus of the

Greek Septuagint, Artacsliashta of the Hebrew, probably Ardaschir of

the Medes and Persians, ruled over one hundred and twenty-seven

provinces, from India even to Ethiopia ; or from the western bank of

the Indus to the Caspian sea ; and southwards down to the banks of the

Tigris : that is, quite a sufficient extent of dominion. A dwarf is by no

means an unsuitable emblem, for a little slave girl ; brought into the

royal palace merely on account of her great beauty ; from no more

honorable motive than Circassians were taken into the harem at Con-

stantinople. There was a request made. A foot of land is a standing

place. And the request of Esther simply was that she, and her people

might occupy the ground they stood on, without being cut down by the

sword, where they stood. No riches, honors, or possessions were

sought, besides this one simple gift. On the request being granted, and

the before-devoted people allowed to defend themselves, and slay every

one that assaulted them, the once insignificant dwarf exercised a power

of no small magnitude, throughout the aforesaid one hundred and twenty-

seven provinces ; symbolically putting a foot on the neck of the royal

authority, or order previously issued and unchangeable, '' to destroy,

to kill, and to cause to perish," men, women and children, in one day.

the aforesaid thirteenth of Adar. The third foot placed in the heaven, may
be a symbolicul allusion to the hanging of Haman and his sons, on an

unusually lofty gibbet of 50 cubits^ oi- 75 feet high; which Haman had

prepared for his chief victim. MahabcJi was Jiot killed, and of courso
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Ardaschiv was not ; but the making him, at the natural close of life a

king of Pdtdla, is the utmost that could he conceded ; considering his

drunkenness, injustice to his first queen, his subsequent licentiousness

;

and, were there nothing more, for the extreme levity of consigning an

entire captive people to a cruel death, merely at the solicitation of a

favorite, and boon companion. In this analogy, I have not strained the

Hindu alancdram ; but have rather exemplified it ; and the reader is

left to judge of its correctness.

In the fifth, or Karashiha avaidra, we meet with a king of golden-

form (Hiranya cusipu) who had a son named Prahldda ; one who was

a devoted servant of Vishnu, and much celebrated for his piety, and

many amiable virtues. On these accounts, and especially as being a

votary of F/^/iJzr^, his father hated, oppressed, and persecuted him. At a

time when Prahldda's life was in danger, Vishnu burst from one of the

pillars of the palace in the shape of a man-lion^ killed the tyrant and

drank his blood. Now for the matter of the persecution of the true

religion in its votaries, we know that Nebuchadnezzar set up a lofty

golden image, or of golden form, on the plain oi Dura, and commanded

all to worship it. Three Hebrews refused, and were, with great fury

cast into a furnace heated to extraordinary intensity, by the royal com-

mand. But we must look futher on, another forty years for the proper

development. Darius is latinized ; the Persian word is Dara, and this was

applied to gold coins (as in France, a gold coin was termed a Napoleon).

Darius was enticed into an indiscreet, and unjust proceeding, by the

enmity of certain Satraps, against Daniel, who fully answers to the

character of PraJddda. As next to the king in authority, he might, by
a Hebrew idiom, be termed his son. Daniel was cast into a den of

lions, and remained there for a night ; being taken out the next morn-

ing, unhurt. His adversaries were then cast in a body into the den,

and their bones were broken, their blood and flesh consumed by the

lions. When I first read Layard's researches on the vicinity of ancient

Nineveh, I felt an intuitive perception, that the site of the man-lion

avatarc was not in India, but somewhere in the neighbourhood of a

country in which the pillars of king's palaces were made in the shape of

a winged lion, with a human face
;
yet, I should not have ventured on the

explanation given, unsupported by previous conclusions. Sir W. Jones
fixed on Nineveh for the site of this avatara ; but too far N. W. and
too early ; there being nothing in the fate of Nimrod similar, and no
just comparison arising from the overthrow of the tower of Babel ; any
identification of Pra///ac/a being wanting. It is to be observed that
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this occurrence, in ray view at Babylon, was twenty years earlier than

the event (supra) under Ardaschir at Shuslian in Media, the modern-

Armenia. But the overwhelming importance of the latter event, as

affecting an entire people, probably gave it precedence, in order, to the

instance of an individual, however distinguished ; while his high

place and character, and his representing the religion of his countrymen

probably, secured him the distinction of being recorded as a special

protege, in a singular and very distinguished manifestation of Divine

Providence. i

The sixth avaiara is that of Pdrdsu Rama, and it brings the

Vaishnava system to the purlieus of India. Jamadagni was a rishi or

sage ; who with his wife Renuca and his son Rama, lived in a sort of

hermitage, in some place north of India. The wives of such sages were

pati vri/ia, pre-eminently chaste ; and so cold, that ice did not melt

when held by their fingers. If it did, that was proof positive of libidi-

nous thought at least, if not more. One day Jamadagni sent his wife

to a river to fetch a block of ice ; and, on her bringing it, it was found

to be partially dissolved in her hands. In great wrath the sage com-

manded his son to strike off her head, which he did with (pdrasu) an

axe. Some women of the villagers (paraa) interposed, and Rdma struck

off their heads likewise. The sage, repenting his rashness, proposed to

restore his dead wife ; but, in the hurry of the moment joined her head

to a pariah's body, and the head of another j^ora to her body. Hence

the Pariahs worship Renuca as a goddess. Jamadagni had with him

the cow, Cdma dhenn, or cow of plenty, which a neighbouring chief or

king coveted; and, on its being denied, took it by force. The rnhi

sent his son Rdma, who fought with the powerful king (having a hun-

dred arms) and in a severe combat lopped off his arms one by one, with

his battle axe ; whence the name Pdrasu Rdma. Not only so, but he

exterminated all the Cshetriyas, or soldier tribe, and gave their lands to

Bralimans. The Kerala Vlpatti, and the Kerala mahalmyam, add to

the legend, that Pdrasu Rdma demanded from the sea a further

domain ; which was granted to the extent that, he could throw his battle

axe. Standing north at Gokerna.m (near Goa), he threw his axe a distance

of forty lyo^flwa.? or four hundred miles ; and, to that extent, on a pa-

rallel with Gol'erimm, the sea retreated. He placed fishermen on the

recovered land, and made tliem scmi-brahmans. He returned to Hai~

cshctram ; and tlicnce afterwards brought a colony of pure Brahmans

;

disgracing and displacing the former colony.

This legend seems to have a back reference to Joshua, the war-
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like leader of the Benl-Israel ; who slew many Cshetriyas, or chiefs of

villages or towns, yclep'd " kings ;" and divided their lands among his

followers ; and this is recurred to in the name Hai-cshetram (or town
Ai). But th.e real locality was very different. It would appear that

the precursors of the Brahmans, towards India, were not military men,

but sages ; here and there a wanderer, who separated from his tribe,

and wended his way easterly ; followed by others, gradually, in o-reater

numbers. Such was the case also in the Peninsula. Its first explorer

was a Brahman, named Jgastya; and thence in course of time, the

millions of Brahmans now holding the serfs in subjection. The tale of

the ice points out a northern track; as fur example, from the banks of

the Tigris, by way of Bokhara, or Samarcand, to Thibet, and thence

southward into India. There are said to be no pure Cshetriyas now in

India; the Rajpoots and others claiming the title, being spurious.

But in reality the entire hieroglyphic legend of Bra/wian, Cshetriya,

Vaisyn and Sudra, demands scrutiny. There are now only two, the

Brahviavs above, and the Sudras under their feet ; thoiTgh there are

such as term themselves by assumption Cshetriya-puiras ; and others

who term themselves Vaisyas ; but merely because they are traders.

A very wide-spread legend makes the two Rdmas cotemporarj'. I

do not here enter on the avataras of Rama Chaiidra and Krishna, but

refer back to the heading, Romance historical. These altered the old

Vaishnava system into herolatry ; and, as such now, it chiefly subsists

around Madras : and in various other localities. The avatara of Buddha

for a considerable period, caused a revulsion of another sort; as making

a naked mendicant greater than a king. I have treated on that subject

elsewhere, and do not here enlarge. The final avatora in the shape

of ahorse, so much resembles like prophetic statements in the Hellenis-

tic Apocalypse, that there can be no dispute, on minor points, where all

substantially agree.

If the foregoing premises are correct, the Vaishnavam is originally

old Talmudic Hebraism; modified, in passing through Chaldea; and still

more greatly modified on the plains of India.

Vedas a>'d Upajntshadas.

It may be well to preface what I may have to state, on this head-

ing, by an extract from some papers supplied by the Honorable Walter

Elliot, Esq., as follows :

—

" The Rig is the first in rank among the four Vedas. Its name is
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derived from the verb rich " to laud," and contains hymns and prayers,

for the most part encomiastic, or laudatory, addressed to the elements of

nature, ur the regents or deities who are supposed to preside over them.

The collection is divided into eight parts (Ogdoad) called ashtacas ov

chanda, each of which is subdivided into as many lectures (adhyayas).

Accordingto Mr.Colebrooke, another mode of division also runs through

the volume, distinguishing ten books (mandala), which are subdivided

into moie than a hundred chapters (aniivaca), and comprise a thousand

hymns, or invocations (sukta). A further subdivision of more tban two

thousand sections (varga) is common, it is suited to both methods, and

the whole ctmtains above 10,000 verses, or rather stanzas of various

measures. The composition of successive chapters and even of entire

books of tbese hymns, is attributed to a single (that is distinct) author,

and invocations too, addressed to the same deities, hymns relating to

the like subject, and prayers intended for similar occasions, are frequently

classed together ; the reason of which is explained by Mr. Colebrooke.

Some passages of the Vedas are in the form of dialogue, and in such

cases the interlocutors are alternately considered as Rishi (saint) or " he

by whom the mantra is spoken," and Devata (deity) or " he who is

therein mentioned." Prof. Wilson is of opinion, that of the four Vedas,

the Rig is the most ancient ; and, in support of this view, he states that

parts of this Veda are found in each of the others. This fact has also been

noticed by Dr. Stevenson, who considered that most, if not the whole

of the verses of the Samaveda are taken from the Big, and on search he

found it to be the case. It is therefore not very unlikely, as he thinks,

that a similar inquiry would give the same result in regard to the others.

Mr. Colebrooke also had long before observed that many passages oi

the Yajush have been found to be identical with passages in the Rig :

and to this cause probably, it is, that the Puranas ascribe unity to the

veda, as it originally existed. This arrangement, or recurrence of

passages, seems to have been •made either capriciously or to suit

particular services ; for the compilation is nothing more than a miscel-

laneous collection of sacrificial hymns.

" Tjje number of Sanliitas of the Rig veda, is reckoned in the

Puranas, as sixteen. Other^uthorities reduce it to five. In the

Muktihopauishad, ten. are enumerated as belonging to the Rig veda ; and

the number of its snclias or branches is said to be twenty-one.

'* Sonhitaov Sayumhita, signifies a collection of prayers, invoca-

tions, or hymns : and every such collection belonging to one Feda, is

entitled its Sanhita, The Sanhitas constitute the Sac'has or branches'
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of each veda. The arrangement of the Sanhitas is in a liturgical form,

containing petitions addressed to the sun, moon and stars, to fire,

earth, and water, to Tndra, Yama, Vishnu, Radra, and other deities.

The prayers are partly homologatory, partly doxological, and partly

supplicatory. In them the different gods are invoked to accept the

sacrifices offered, or to confer the blessings sought for, and are regaled

with laudatory ejaculations setting forth their excellencies. They are

therefore, in this respect, no better than any pagan scri})tures. The

Sanhitas supply a good clue to the real paternity of the Vedas. These

hymns are, as has been noticed elsewhere, the devotions, for the most

part of some particular 72/5^/s expressed in some particular metres; and

addressed to some particular deiiies, specified in the piayers themselves.

The names of the Rishi, metre, and god, for every hymn, are inscribed

at the head : hence it is an easy matter to ascribe the origin to its proper

source. In this respect, one cannnot but observe ihe resemblance

between them and the PsaLus of David ; some of which likewise bear

names inscribed at the head of the compositions. [The tune, or metre is

also occasionally given]. Brahmana, signifies divinity, and under this

general head is included every portion of the Vedas, besides the Sanhitas.

According to Jaiminis definition "whatever is not mantra, is Brahmana."
" This comprises precepts which inculcate religious duties ; maxims
which explain those precepts; and arguments, which relate to theology,"

(Prasthanabheda apud Colebrooke). The characteristic sign of it is,

that it very generally contains the particle " so" Hi or itiha ; while that

of the mantra is the pronoun " thee," either expressed or understood,
*' (thou) art." It is on this account that such passages of the Brahmana
as narrate a story—for instance, that of the nymph JJrvasi Sind the king

Pururavas are, designated liiliasas. In a more general view the Brah-

mana is practical.

- " Upanishada is the name given to the tract containing the theo-

logy of the FefZfl, embracing the argumentative portion. In a more general

sense it may be viewed as speculative, compared to the Brahmana, which
is positive divinity. Some of the Upanishadas are \jarts of the Brahmanas,

properly so called
; and others extant in a detached form. The Upa-

nishadas are for the most part short, and are commonly mystical and

obscure. They are considered to be later productions, striving to

harmonize the detached and isolated maxims of the Sanhitas and
Brahmanas, into a consistent whole. The ordinary enumeration of
them is said to be 51 ; and there are others bearing that name, which

are considered to be spurious. In the Mukticopanishada, the number
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of the principal Upanishadas is said to be 108, which is borne out by

the Maliavdkya Retndvali. A list of them is given by Mr. Elliot, in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xx, No. vii. The

whole of the above 51 ZTpanishadas were translated into Latin, by

Anquetil du Perron, and published at Paris in 180 J, in 2 vols., under

the title of " Oupnekhat, seu Theologia et Philosophia Indica." As his

translation was made from a Persian version, undertaken by order of

Prince Dara Shekoh, itis considered to be as unintelligible as the original

Sanscrit. The Ccna Upanishada of the Sdma veda, the Ishopanishad,

and the Kuthopanishad of the Yajur veda, and the Mundookopanishad

of theAtkarvana veda, were translatedinto English by RajahRammohum

Roy, and printed at Calcutta separately; and at London, unitedly in 1832.

These were likewise translated into French, and also into German, with

the addition of the Vrihadaranyakam, by M. Poley, and printed

respectively at Paris, and Bonn. Other versions, &c. are enumerated

by Professor Gildemaster, in the " Bibliothecae Sanskrit!© specimen."

It is stated above, that the iipanishadas are intended to mould

the sanJiitas, and brakmanas into one consistent whole. From this

statement by a learned Native, I am constrained to differ. My infor-

mation on the subject of the vedas is confessedly not extensive; but,

such as ii is, it leads me to conclude that the three first vedas are sabaistic,

or relate to the worship of the sun and planets, the elements—fire

especially—the asvini cumara—and a few other personifications ; while

it is plain from the upanishadas, contained in this collection, that they

recognize no special divinity in such objects, but almost uniformly

acknowledge one Supreme Being, by the name Para Brahm ; and a great

portion of the mystic theology of these later appendices treats on the

mode by which men under severe penance, may raise themselves to

various degress of approximation towards the nature of the divine Being :

according to them the parama amsa is one who is superior to mortality

and a deity in human form ; not very dissimilar to the attainments of a

hiiddha according to the Bauddhist system. The recognition of Deity

how^everis decided ; and as far as I have seen, that Deity is monarchical.

As I have elsewhere observed Vyasa, after the collecting the three first

Tcdas, could reduce their substance to the pantheism of the Bvalima,

sutras ox Vedantan/, and did so; but the upanishadas, are much later

compositions, and not so reducible. They teach the docirine of one

Supreme.

The date of Vyasa is a point of some consequence. We need

not consider him as chirdnjivit or immortal, and reappearing at distinct
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intervals ; but may leave that fiction to the Brahmans. As the son of

Pardsara, and collector of the before-scattered fragments of the

Vedas, he had a definite chronological existence. The date of Pardsara

is said to be fixed, by his recorded observation of the place of the

colures, to 1391 b. c. How far the observation was accurate—considering

the probable imperfection of instruments, and the very slow motion of

the colures, and possible error by refraction, not understood—may be

justly doubted.

On the imperfection of astronomical instruments, and the con-

sequences, it may be sufficient to refer to Vince's quarto work, or to

Herschell's little duodecimo in the Cabinet library. A striking instance

in the former was Dr. Bradley; who, after immense care in observations

on the nutation of the earth's axis, on coming to a small difference at

the end of twenty years, ascribed it entirely, to error in the instrument

;

right or wrong must be left sub-lite. Next, the motion of the solstitial

points being extremely slow (about li degree in a century), a small

error of observation would tell greatly as to number of years. Nautical

men always allow five degrees for refraction. If this be an element in

the case, and not understood by Pardsara, it at once reduces the 1391

B. c, to about 1000 b. c. And if Vyasa could be placed thereabouts,

every object that we have in view would be answered. For then, the

three first vedas would have been collected by 900 b. c, and a foreign

people brought in about 725 b. c, would have been able to compare

the vedaic sabaism with the theology of their own country ; and to write

corrective appendices, if they judged it needful to do so. The doctrines

of the bettor portions of the upanhhadas are not dissimilar to those of

the Essenes, a very retired, and rigidly ascetical sect among the Hebrews.

If such persons were among the first captives from Palestine, they would

be able to read the vedas- I am supposing that Vyasa collected them in

Mesopotamia, or north of the Tigris—and they would approve, or dis-

approve as they found occasion. To supersede them might be impos-

sible ; but to attach modifying appendices, ia more modern language,

would be both possibls and probable.

I am not unaware that Vyasa is stated in the Mahdhhdrata to

have been born on, or near, the banks of the Ganges. But that is an

exceedingly accommodating river: the Godavery is held to be the

Ganges ; the Caveri river is mystically the Ganges ; and by credible

authority of local ^j^zo'owa^, the Ganges flows into many bathing pools

which they celebrate; and the Tigris also would have every requisite

y4
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for the Ganges, if its real name were forgotten, or concealed. The

language of the three first vedas is not the language of the Mahdhlidrata

or of the Rdmdyanam, which are among the most ancient Sanscrit works.

What it is, I hope to be able to indicate ; but, at present, let it be Scan-

dinavian, rather than the language in which Call dasa wrote.

As regards the Atliarvana vedam it is more modern, and more

like the Sanscrit language. It contains the Tantra, or magical rites and

ceremonies : it is very much on ihesacti system ; and, in the worship of

Cdli, deals in human sacrifices. It would seem to have been the work

oi Saivas : -eaidi Fyasa was not such. So also among the tq)anishadas,

there are some which appertain to the fourth veda ; and are of the female

energy class ; and some use the names of Rdvia, Hanumun, and Krishna ;

marking modernity ; and a wide departure from the primitive dogmas,

whether of oldest vedas, or older upanishadas.

If these latter were brought to India proper by early colonists,

coming by way of Thibet ; then, with them, they would bring the sanc-

tion of venerable antiquity, and received authority, to be impressed on

others. That Thibet was the road, appears probable from the oldest

alphabets in the extreme south of India, having a Thibetan impress

;

and Agastya, the inventor of the first southern alphabet, was an acknow-

ledged native of that country; as well as from the fact the oldest in-

scriptions in northern Sanscrit could not be read until M. Csoma de

Koros came from Thibet, having there learnt its language ; and at once

helped the savans at Calcutta to come at the meaning of letters, that

looked something like deva ndgari, without being such.

There still remains one consideration ; which is, how the sabaism

of the older 'vedas and the theology of the oldest upanishadas came to be

reconciled ; for they do not appear at a glance to be accordant. This

union was evidently effected by means of astrology ; once all-prevalent

in Chaldea ; and still all-prevalent throughout India. If the captive

Hebrews came under its influence, and found it capable of giving them

influence over others, and so aiding their subsistence in foreign lands, it

follows that they would receive the sabaism of Chaldea with so much

the less of reluctance ; and, in proportion as they received it, the purer

theology would wane. When hieroglyphics led on to statues, and images

being formed, and symbolically worshipped, the theology of the

wpanishadas (except with an occasional Sancardchdrya or Rdmaniija) of

course would become speculative only, and very little known. Such is

the case at the present day. The rec/as are honored, in a few of their
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formules, little understoood : the nj^anishada.s are merely the shadow of

a great name.

I have thought it might not he amiss to give specimens of the

Veda-language, in the Jonesian orthography, used for eastern words,

in this work. As I cannot pretend to skill of selection, I have taken

one specimen ad aperturum libri from each one of the three voluroes of

Prof. Max MuUer's edition of the Rig veda Sanhita,

Navami mrrcha maha

Tam vra vajesu vajraam vajayasaha sata krati

Dhanamanda sataye.

Tam vra vajesu vajmam vajayasaha—sata krati dati sata—krati —
Dhananam danda sataye.

Dasami mricha maha

Yo rayo-davanir mahuntsu paraha mrinvata saklu

—

Tarama dandaya gayata.

Yah—rayeh—rivatih'—mahan—su—paraha sunvatapa

Sakha—tasmai dandaya gayata.

Volume I., p. 83.

Tattraisha sukre prat^hama

Yo jata prat'hami sana khandevo devan kratuna parya b'huihat

—

Yasya sushma dodasi ab'hyasetam nrmnasya maha sa janasa daiida

—

Yah jata rava prat'hamah.—manakhan—devah—devan

—

Kratuna—pari—ab'hushat

—

Yasya—sushmat—rodasi dati—ab'hyasetam—nrinnasya—maha—sah—
janasha—danda. Volume II., p. 469.

Vrishasi devo vrishab'hah prit'hivya vrisha sundhumam vrishab'hali

stiyanam

—

Vri.shna ta dandur krishab'iia pipaya khadu rase madhapeys varaya

—

Vrisha—risi divah—vrishab'hah—prit'hivah—viishah—sindhunam

—

vrishab'hah- stiya nam

Vrishne— ti—danduh—vrishab'hapipaya—k'hauduh—madhu—peyah—
vaiaya. Volume III., p. 949.

It will thus be seen that the composition is evidently designed

for meabured intonation, by more than one person ; and with recurrin"-

alliteration (as to words and letters) of a peculiar kind. The accents

marked, I knov/ not how to give : but from books in the Catalogue,

specifically on the right intoning of the vedaa, I made out the usual
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accents ; that is, the acute, barytone, circumflex-rising, circumflex-falling.

These the Greeks used, which made their speech musical in the ears of

foreigners. Many years ago, when at school, I noticed such alliteration

in the choruses of Grecian tragedies ; but, on looking again, they do

not seem to me similar to the above. The reader may judge from two

specimens.

Oudeis ton agathon zon kakos

Eukleian aisc'hunai thelei

Nonumos, 6 pai, pai—6s-

te kai su pagklanton ai-

ona koinon eilou

Electra l, 1089—1092.

eith'ho Kullanas,

Anasson eith'ho Bacc'heios

Theos naion ep' akron oreon

Eurema dexato nump'han

Elikomiadon, &c.

CEdipus Tur. 1., 1123—1127.

If read aloud, a resonance is very perceptible to the ear. In the

last extract
—" Bacchus, god of ships on, the mountain peaks," illustrates

a remark above, under Vaislmava. I believe it is one of the passages

adduced by Bryant.

There are books carefully and well preserved, which are pro-

bably quite as old as the Vedas ; and I notice in them greater similitude

as to rhythmical consonances, than in any other productions that I know

of. For example

—

Mi ghamoghah nehuddar bakkodesh

—

Norah t'hihlot'h nyasheh—p'hele

—

Kamit'ha yiminka t'hiblanyemo harctz

—

Nakhit'ha bihasdika nyam—zu gahalit'ha

Nihalt'ha binyaz k^ el— nireh kadsheka

Shamanyu—nyaminyu—nyamim—Yirgaz ruz—
K'hil hakhaz Yushbi—phelasheth.

Exodus, chap. 15, v. 11— 14, Circiter a. c. 1490.

The resonance is chiefly on the broad open ;"i. The measure of

the sixth line is quite Indian-like, and the beginning lines 2 to 4 are

also similar : only that Hindu poetry usually makes the second syllable

resonant. The above is a chant, like the sanhita of the vedas. The
following specimen is partly prose, and partly rhythm :
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Az yidabri Yihoshuan la—Yiliovah biyoni t'heth, Yihovah het'h

—

hamiemdri li p'hani bini-Yishrahil— va—Yomer linyiney Yishrahil.

Shemesh bi GibaySn—dora—vi.

Yareakh bi-njimek ha—Yalon.

Va—yidom ha—shemesh vi—Yareakh nyamad njad— jikom.

Joshua, chap 10, v, 12, 13, Circiter a. c. 1450.

The resonance here is on the long vowel 5, a favorite one in the

plural of nouns by Grecian poets.

The following specimen is of elevated Chaldee, though not poeti-

cal ; of a date posterior to the Vedas ; but, as supposed, anterior to the

tipanishadds.

Khazili hayit'h va halu hilaz bigoha aranej'a vi rumih shagiya

ribah hilana vut'hi kap'h viruraa Yimttiha lishma 3'a vakhazyot'hih

lisop'h ghal aranya. Daniel, chap. 8, v. 10, 11.

The word aranya which twice occurs, in the sense of earth, is a

very common word in Sanscrit, in the sense of wilderness or paradise
;

and it might be so rendered, in the above passage, without injury to the

sense. The shad-aranya, or " six-fold woodlands'' is of perpetual

occurrence with reference to a. paiiranic residence of nshis ;;\nd this

word rishi, of sucli frequent use, is pure Hebrew for a see?-, or sage.

—

It is not vm Greece or Rome, but in the direction now pointed at, that

research may possibly clear aw^ay the mist, as yet, hanging over the

orisfin of the Vedas.

Yedantam.

As above stated, after Vyasa had completed his collection of the

vedas, which ar3 regarded as the foundation of the purva mimamsa, he

formed the uttara mimamsa by a metaphysical abstract entitled the end,

or substance of the vedas. This operated like a dissolving view, in which

Ag7ii, Varuna, and other personified elements, with sun, stars, earth

with its inhabitants, and natural productions, melted away into one

homogeneous Being : and were reproduced, as that Being evolving itself

and causing the manifestation of existing forms only as " the varied

God." It does not appear that Vya.m denied the real existence of the

world, and of its visible objects ; so properly as that he maintained the

non-existence of any thing out of deity, or apart from deity. So taking

a map, as a type of the world, this may be rolled up, and is then one
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thing ; it may be unrolled, and it then presents to the eye—seas, conti-

nents, rivers, ceuntries ; but they are only seen in the map. The

European philosophy, which is traced up to Aristotle, and his " sensible

species," may be further illustrated by one man denying that any thing

further exists than the sensible species, or ideas presented by the map

to the sensoriura ; while another man affirms that these sensible species

are representations of continents, seas, countries, which have a real

existence. The sabaists who preceded Vyasa had gone on with hiero-

glyphics, and metaphors, until they had made deities of the sun, and

planets, of the elements, and personifications of creating, preserving and

destroying energies ; and other inventions for tlie purposes of worship ;

somewhat as astronomers have given the visible heavens to bears, dogs,

serpents, fishes, for the purpose of science. Vyasa taught to resolve all

these hieroglyphics into one simple Being, whose worship was the great

end of the vedam. It might be anticipated that this dogma, if it obtained

prevalence, would seriously affect the practice of sacrifices in the

vedas, directed to different personifications ; for the traditional doctrine

of sacrifice was preserved intact by one people alone ; to which people

Vyasa, in all probability, did not belong. His dogma did get hold, and

gain ground ; and it superseded sacrifices, as detailed under the heading,

iMimaffisa.

The mind is not always in cone for such, speculations; but when

I have been more metaphysically disposed than usual, I have thought

much of the system of Vyasa ; and have endeavoured to place myself in

his position, surrounded by ancient hieroglyphics, and personifications,

and trying to look through them to truth and simplicity. It has then

appeared to me, that an ingenious mind, otherwise uninformed, might

readily enough give into his notion of an evolution of deity, and all

things seen only in deity ; as v,e know a modern writer* did^ notwith-

standing superior advantages.

" All arc but parts of one stupendous whole

Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."

The term " soul of the world," traced up to Plato, fvppears to

correspond with the original sense of Puranidlma—the heavenly soul.

But writers of this Indian school, e&pecialiy such as lean over to the

advaitam^ use the term chU-dkdsham for an exceedingly subtile-ether,

as the vehicle, or substiattim of deity. It certainly is not hnmaterial ;

yet it differs so little from one Omnipresent spirit, as to .seem hardly

' Bolingbroko by Pope.
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worth disputation. We may however distinguish. One of the most

subtile fluids we know of, is the galvanic fluid
;
yefc it is only the instru-

ment of deity—not God. Light is a very ancient emblem of deity
; yet,

like the other fluid, it is subject to polarisation, as also to refraction,

and other laws : it can be guided and controlled by man ; it is not

God,

The bearing of these remarks, if I mistake not, is that on this

topic we have to do with an existence, beyond and above the unassisted

powers of human intellect and reason, and that we ought to be thank-

ful for aid. I think it is Florian, a French writer, who, in an ingenious

apologue of a Parsee, a worshipper of the sun, has laid down the axiom,

that reason is a lanthern to guide our feet in darkness, not a luminary

to irradiate the skies.

The dogma o? V(/asa was made popular and influential, in conse-

quence of being moulded into the latter portion of the Bhagavat gita.

Thence forward, three schools of divinity were formed, of great influence

in the Peninsula of India. Mddhva insisted on the ritual doctrine of

sacrifice ; and, as Jaimuni was one of the writers of the veda, this came

to be termed the Jaimuni carmam. He also insisted on the distinct

existence of God, and the world ; not as one, but as two, and separate.

This view came to be known as the Md^hvam, or dwaitam. Sancard-

chdrya took a diff'erent view, both as to sacrifices, and as to the duality.

He depreciated sacrifices below knowledge (gnosis, gndnam) and par-

ticularly insisted that the soul of man is one with deity. Hence the

advaitum {non-Avi&Wiy). Rdmanuja, the latest of the Vaishnava dluvar

struck out a medium course : he held the distinct existence of God;
and that the human soul was almost, but not quite one with Deity

;

as a thing that is finite, though similar, cannot be quite one with

infinity. This is the visishta advaitam, held by most Vaishnavas in, and
around Madras. A few learned men (termed Vtdantis) go back, I

believe, to the original system of Vyasa in the Brahma sutras, and the

Bhagavat gila; rejecting later glossaries. That the controversy should

have become so extensive, and so animated, as it once was, is matter of

reflexion on the philosophy of mind. Nothing so absurd, said an

ancient, as not to have been held by one or other of the philosophers.

It may perhaps demand apology, if I remark, that the system

introduced to Europe by Spinoza and Malebranche, and patronized by
Lord Bolingbroke, whose ideas were embodied by Pope, in the Essay on

Man, i? substantially one with the ancient vedantam. It has an atheistical
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bearing. I was surprised to meet with it in such a writer,* as the Earl

of Roscommon ; and that too in a paraphrase, on an ancient poem, in

which it is not contained. The passage is

—

Fairest, as well as first of things

From whom all joy, all beautyf springs !

O praise ! th' Almighty Ruler of the globe,

Who useth thee for his empyreal robe.

Praise him ye loud harmonious spheres !

Whose sacred stamp all Nature bears.

Who did all forms from the rude chaos draw.

And whose command is th' universal law.

After this may I desecrate the reader's mind by the burlesque of

Butler in his Hudibras ; who had this philosophy in the scope of his

quizzing glass

:

By help of these, as he profess'd,

He had first Matter seen undress'd
;

He took her naked, all alone,

Before one rag of form was on.

This is the sacti system tacked on to the Fedantam ; and in

Hinduism ihey have been found to bear a very friendly relation.

ViRA SaivaM.

Otherwise known as Shad sVhala margam, and its votaries are

termed Vira Saivas or Jarigamas or Lingadharis ; the first term indicat-

ing their destroying tendencies ; the second one, that they are moving

symbols of deity ; the third, that they wear a male symbol only, not

together with the female symbol. There is a class of them who are termed

'Arddhis, or worshippers ; who retrograde towards the old system,

and are not approved by zealots of the new one.

This quondam ferocious sect arose at Kalyanapura, the capital of

the northern Chdluhjas ; and probably the Galien, visited by officers

of Alexander magnus, who reported their conversations with some

Brachmanes, on the subjects of religion and polity. From a remote

time, ascending to near the commencement of our common era, the ruler

and people of that town were Jainas ; and the Jainas, I apprehend, were

* Termed by Pope, the only moral i^oet in the time of the Second Charles,

t These two lines agree in sense with the Snndari lahari oi Sancaruchdrya,
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those sectsiYxai Bduddkas ; who, in one of the great Convocations at

Mdgadha, were cut off from the body ; because of their persisting in the

worship of fire, which Bauddhisrn disallowed.

At a date somewhere about a. d. 1000, xheixAexoi Kalyana-puri

was named Bijjala or Bizzala. From some adventitious and recom-

mendatory circumstances, detailed in the Basava purdnam, he took one

Basava, a man of low caste and obscure origin, to be his Minister of

State; which individual, in .the judgment of his followers, was an

incarnation of Nandi, the vehicle of Siva ; the word Basava in Canarese

and Telugu, meaning a bull. The Minister of State took offence at the

pride of caste and the ascendency of Brahmans, and resolved to break

the bonds of the one, and degrade the pretensions of the other. He was

a Saiva of high notions, directly the opposite of the system of the Jainas

as to the female energy. Though a married man, he reputedly cohabited

with his own sister Ndgamma, and by her, had a son named Chenna

Basava, the " mark oi Basava'' (not chinna or little, which is properly

a Tamil word). There is no other way of accounting for the fact, that

Ndgamma being unmarried, had a son ; and yet retained the confidence

of Basava, as an inmate of his family. Basava associated with himself

one Allama, to whom was afterwards given the title of prabhu or chief.

With the aid and counsels of this individual— subsequently taken to

be a form of Siva himself—the outlines of a new phasis of the S'aiva

religion were planned; and the measures proper to be taken were settled.

Basava began to be very liberal with the treasures of his master

and to feed large numbers of people ; but on condition that all should

eat together ; should drink, in rotation from the same vessel ; and

smoke, in turn, from the same hookah, an instrument that appears then

to have been known. Besides this bond of fellowship, a distinguishing

badge Wcss, liie wearing a male symbol of Siva, without the otherwise

common feninine adjunct; and some other signs and tokens were

adopted, by v, hich the brotherhood were to knov,' each other. A number

of Brahman^ accepted these terms, on condition of stated maintenance;

In themanner of 5«£?(^,^a (his predecessor, in an opposite direction), several

early converls or votaries, were taken into special confidence, and became

heads or leaders. They are named in the Basava puranam andM'ere not

Brahmans, or at least not all of them. Such proceedings produced

enemies, and Basava was denounced to the king, as wasting his treasures,

and pouring contempt and desecration on the religion of the country.

Basava was more than once called to account ; but by some means (held

z4
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by his followers to be miraculous) he contrived to show the king that

his treasures were safe : and then he the more easily answered the other

charge by silly quibbles, at least they appear so, as detailed in the

aforesaid jouranam. But such evasions could not last for ever, at the

rate of expenditure now attained to ; and, as the confederacy had become

numerous and strong, ultimate measures were resorted to. An individual

appointed to assassinate the king quailed, before the attempt ; and, in

consequence, was rejected with scorn by his own mother. In the end,

this man with two others to help and encourage him, assassinated

the king, in the apartments of his palace ; and in the consequent

confusion, the trusty followers of Basava drew their swords, and slew all

the Jainas that came within their reach : an ante-St. Bartholomew.

A complete revolution took place, and a new form of religion was

inaugurated.

Similar massacres occurred in various parts of the south,—as at

Warankal, in the modern Caranatic, and especially at Madura ; where

the iSaivas still annually commemorate the impalement of the Bauddhas.

Either previous or poseterior to the said revolution, a new

cosmogony was framed. The account of the creation, and origin of all

things differs from the Saiva purdnas ; and is made more complex and

particular. The future world also became more accurately defined.

Six stages, or ascents were marked out, leading up to the highest one

that of absorption into deity. The ordinary Saivas have a three-fold

beatification ; that is, sdmipam nearness, sdrupam likeness, and

sauchchyam identity ; but the viras doubled the stages ; making them

localities with distinct names, which will be met with in the Catalogue.

Whether the idea was borrowed from the Parsees, who have a like

revelation ; or from another common opinion, as to seven heavens, can=

not be determined.

Chenna Basava wrote a supplementary purdnam, containing mot6
legends ofthe class, and keener lampoons on the Brahmans. He also drew
up a regular -treatise, borrowing much from the tatva system, and em-

bodying the so-to-say theology of bis clan. The Prabhu Unga lila

though chiefly panegyrical of Allauia, is also dogmatical, and there have

been some later works eiegeUcal.

As in. the twelve Aluvar of the Vaishnavas of the south, the

last one the most learned, and the most successful, there is a coincidence

with the twelve apostles ; so, in the first outset of the Vira Saivam,
there is a distant resemblance to the community of goods, and fellowship
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of Christians, after the day of Pentecost. One dogma of proof, which

the Jangamas term anuhhavam, is similar in name and nature, to what

divines term, the experimental evidence of religion. The final hearing of

the temptation of Allama, harmonises with apostolic precepts ; but then,

this is brought out through a long series of luscious, sexual details,

adapted to produce quite opposite effects on votaries: just as

Richardson's Pamela might become a guide to Squires Booby {ait

Fielding') so as to dispense with marriage. I do not know that it is

important to mention such coincidences ; but as they occurred to me
in the progress of my work, I do so, with the addition that, when
brought to the test of " fruits," the one system is seen to have had good

supernatural aid, and the other one bad supernatural aid ; and the latter

under a principle of imitation : conformably to a keen remark of a

French writer, to the effect, that ** there is no vice which does not

assume the semblance of some virtue, and even derive aid therefrom."

We all know that counterfeits imply genuine originals, and that if

there were no diamonds or pearls, there would be no paste imitations.

It may be added, that the Vira Saivam, as a religious mode, is

scattered over the Peninsula. Carpenters, bazarmen, and others have

been noticed as belonging to it. They usually have a small silver box

on one arm, or pendent from the neck. Their hierophants have the

title Tambirdn, or lord ; and they go through the rites of their puja in

private houses. At Madura a matam, or monastery of this sect was
seen, and probably it still exists. One of the ascetics therein had a

high repute for Tamil learning. So far well; but to term their system

"mystic quietism" or a "religion of love," if not tending deplorably

to mislead, would be simply ridiculous.
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Orthographical Note.

Rather from inadvertency than design, the 1st volume of this

work was issued without remark, as to the mode used of spelling Asiatic

words. It was taken for granted that Oriental scholars would

recognize the system as Jonesian ; the one most commonly used in

literary works ; readily perceiving the few anomalies ; and that so much

might suffice. As the subject has recently attracted very great atten-

tion, a few brief remarks may not be in this place superfluous.

The defects of the Jonesian system are

—

1. The use of a for the sound of u in but. This objection was

the foundation of Gilchrist's cumbrous scheme. It is moreover a

practical difficulty with the press ; from the greatly disproportionate

quantity of the a required. Native Compositors add to the difficulty,

by fancying that they can spell Oriental words better. The occasional

use of the apostrophe as aVncardm, when perfectly free from equivocation,

may be suggested.

2. The Jonesian C. This was objected to by Prof. Wilson, who

returned to the k of Wilkins, Sir W. Jones consulted elegance to the eye
;

and he reserved the k for a Persian letter, best represented (as by

Gilchrist) by ^ ; which is besides the identical hollow palatal. I like

the C, but never use it before e and i. For the rest, I have not been

particular. If K were always used, a practical difficulty, with the press,

would occur.

3. The use of s, for s sibilant and z palatal. This confusion

occurs in European languages; s., between two vowels, being correctly

pronounced as z. The Sanscrit has two distinct characters, and the

representing one of these by S. capital with an accent, and s, by a dot

subscribed, is inconvenient ; for, sooner or later, the diacriticals are sure

to be omitted; and the number of capital S's required, is double that of

any other letter than r. Sir W. Jones wished every thing native to be

made as elegant as possible ; and perhaps his eye was not pleased by

—

ZivUy zastram, zastri, zudra, and the like. I have not ventured to rebel

against his authority ; but, I think, in correct orthography, the 5 should

be always the sibilant letter only, and the z always used when that letter

and sound occur in the original.

In various discussions on the subject, perused by me, T observed

it stated by all, that the Sanscrit sounds absolutely could not be

expressed by Roman letters, without the aid of diacritical points. My
own recreations in Elocution, some years since, led me to observe, that
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we use in our vulgar orthography {recte, eacography) all the sounds of

that alphabet, without any diacritical mark whatsoever : the connected

consonant being the guide. To enable the reader to judge, I give a

tabular view of the Sanscrit letters, as represented by (^slightly modified)

JoNESiAN signs for them, and the corresponding sounds in words
containing them—as follows :

—

a a, i i u il ri it e ai o au
suitable father inn police hush rule thro' threw there atsle bone cow
ca c'ha ga gha ng,

\\ cap, pac/^-Aorse, gang hurghev, baw^ying.

cha ch'ha ja jha ny,
\\
cha^, churcA-Aill j«g, Idixge-haW, maiw^ard.

at t'ha da d'ha na,
\\
coiter, boa^-Aook, commanc^er, remanci him

internal.

ta iha da dha na, || <ap, ra/-Aole, mode, hKd-horse, tanner.

pa pha ha Vha, ma,
\\
pat, jyai-him bait disturb him, jnau.

ya ra la va
\\
yard, rest /aunch, va/iant.

za sha sa ha csha, ||
co;sen, sham, sir, have, section (sekshan).

1 (palatal) as in hull ; rarely used in Sanscrit, commonly in Southern

languages.

Whoever enunciates the above words correctly, at the same time

enunciates Sanscrit sounds ; which, it has been stated, Roman letters

cannot represent. So that the expressing Asiatic sounds by them is

not so difficult, as, by labored explanations, has been made to appear.

For instance, what plain Englishman, outward bound, and forcing a path

through the forest of Gilchrist's verbiage, would suppose so near an
affinity ? between Oriental and Saxon sounds, as the above table evinces.

The authority of Sir W. Jones, as an Orientalist, was once so

great, and his taste was so refined, that a departure from his rule could

not always be hazarded. Hence, rishi, Krishna, Siva, Sudra, and the like •

though these words would be better s^eh rUshl, Kriishna, Ziva, zudra •

and the like, fcr other words. In cases where he established uo pre-

cedent, I have not been particular. Hence, graha, griha, griiha, and
vrata, vruta, will be met with ; the last mode the best. ]f rishi, Krishna
&c., be written with i, simply as was Sir W. Jones' practice, it leads to a
wrong pronunciation. A Frenchman would pronounce re-chi, and a
German riishi, both correctly. In this work a severe discrimination of
long vowels does not always occur : they are properly a initial or medial,
d final

;
i u 6. If a word appears correctly, once or twice in a page, it

may two or three times appear without the long prosodial mark : this

was judged better than stopping the press, and giving never-ending
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annoyance, while waiting till more letters could be cast. No system-

builder probably has given so extensive a test of practical working, as

is found in this catalogue. At the outset, much delay did unavoidably

occur ; and that admonished me not to be over-particular. The

Orientalist is requested to blame me, in all such cases of apparent

oversight.

The above system, founded on either the grant'ha or deva ndgari

letters, answers perfectly well for the Mahratd, Canarese, Telugu, (with

a little exception, as to the ch) Malayalam ; and, upon the whole, for

Tamil. This last very ancient and original language has various

anomalies. A system constructed for the Tamil, and fitted on to the

others, is presumed not to be so suitable, as an endeavour to attach the

said anomalies on to the more general system— in which for my own

part I do not include the Persic or Hindustani. In Tamil, the vowels

are the same, omitting ri; the vowel uch is never used, in modern times,

but by pedants. The peculiar form of pp is perhaps best expressed

by tt : only it alters the sound of a foregoing a to the slender sound, as

in hat. The yj was expressed by Mr. Ellis zh (as in his pazha mozhi;)

but this is an imperfect, and a lisping sound. The letter is neither more

nor less than the Greek r aspirated ; as in Rhodes, rhoda, murrhine.

Mr. Ellis's zh will be met with, in the 1st and 2nd volumes

;

but I have subsequently adopted rh as the correct expression. The

rough palatal Tamil p and Telugu «« is perhaps best expressed by rr,

though the English r has both sounds ; as in review, and in hoarse.

Any difficulties, as to three n's are obviated by noting that the palatal

n is always followed by d, the dental n by /, and the lingual n by r, the

p then becoming also lingual. Hence, I conceive no diacritical mark is

required for the three n's. As the Tamil alphabet has no j, nor b, nor

h, nor sibilant s, nor sh ; it cannot express Sanscrit sounds, but by

adopting grant'ha letters, usual at Madras ; or by change, as common

south of the Cauvery river. There also, they express the tp by eir /

which is censurable, and equivocal : for instance, one not well

disciplined as to the lingual /, and palatal /, would not distinguish the

word for hill, from the word for rain.

My first Oriental work published in 1835, exhibited an awkward

adaptation of the Jonesian system to Tamil words. It was, 1 believe, th®

first attempt of the kind in the Madras Presidency : the Gilchrist*

• Se« Campbell's Telugu Grammar, and Dictionary.
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system having been rather favored. When I was editing Dr. Bottler's

Dictionary, in 1837-9, I came to the resolve to express Sanscrit words

in their own orthography : writing, for example, not sepam, h\iijapam,

not Takkan, but Dacsha, or Dacshin ; not tuvasa, but dvaja, not

santodam, or varudam, but santosham, varmham—and the like ; and

this rule I have usually followed in the catalogue. The lingual /, and

the palatal 1, have not been always distinguished ; but the latter might

be put in different type.

And it is of importance to observe, that the using many diacri-

tical points, presents a practical difficulty. Your manuscript may be

carefully written, and correctly pointed ; but to get this thrown off by

the press is the difficulty. Hence, it is believed, that only one press in

Madras, can print a page of this catalogue. The matter was managed

by consulting with the Superintendent beforehand; and by reducing, as

much possible, the quantity of the diacriticals. There were two founts

of types, newly from England ; but neither had any italic letters, or

prosodial marks. Italics, and the few signs used, were cast at Madras.

Acknowledgment of the tact, and energy displayed, is fully due.

This may be the place perhaps to observe that, notwithstanding

great care employed, there are a few typographical errors, both in the 1st

and 2nd volumes, and in words, European as well as Asiatic. They are

generally such as can be readily corrected by an intelligent person with

a pen. A list of errata; besides being unsightly, has the disadvantage

of implying that th«re are no other errors ; which never can be safely

asserted, and should not be implied.

W, TAYLOR.

Madras, 2Srd March, 1860.
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Page.

Sanscrit, Giant'ha letter 1

Telugu „ 14— 3;5G,. .{.^-i— 174

Maloyalam ,, 33

7

Mixed, Deva naguri, | s^. o
liengali, Telugu j

;3o8—3o2

Telugu language and letter 47.5— (379^ 691—9Q2

Malaj-alaiu ,, „ G80

Canarese ,. .. nj^l_69()

SYNOPSIS 01' GENERIC DIVISIOXS.

[By means of this Table, il'so lequircJ. the evidence on any one subject

nia} be consecutively read. The inceptive page only is given.]

Advaita, p. 1, U. 3.3S, 352.

Almauacs, p. 354.

Architecture, p. -3-54, with statuary 47-3.

Arithmetical, p. 24, 475.

Art of poetry, p. 2, 25, doG, 478, tiyi.

Ascetical, p. 339, 480.

Astrological, p. 29, 337, 482, (iSO,

Astronomy, p. 680.

Christian, p. 358, 69-.

Common place, p. 490.

CoiTespondcuce, p, 61)3.

Divination, p. 491.

Dramatic, p. 4, 41,3oi'. 4'J-j.

Dreams, p- 44,

Erotic, p. 6, 49, 340. 361, 497, 694.

Ethical, p. 4-5, 340, :369, olfl, 717.

Exegetical, p. 518.

Fables, p. 58, 370, .320, 721.

Geometry, p. 521.

Grammatical, p 6, 59, 341,370,522, 681, 7

Historical, p 529, 680. 682, 725.

Hynmology, p. 65, 370, 529, 731.

Incantation?:, p. 81, 536.

Indexes, p. 732.

Jaina, p. 681.

Law, p. 99, 342, 371, 537, 740.

Lexicographical, p. 122, 373, 537, 742.

I^gi-^al, p. 7, 13'-', 342.

22.

Magical, p. 138, 3-46, 377.

JJedical. p. 162, 542, 746.

Meritorious devotion, p. 1"4, 3S2.

Mimam!?a, p. 7.

Mineral Conchohigy, p. 184.

Mineralogical, p 559.

Miscellaneous, p. 9, 184,316, 383, 560, 717,
3Iusic and dancing, p. 211, 386, 589.

Panegyrical, p. 211, 316.

Pauranical, p. 218, 337, 346, 387, 590,683,780.
Puranas, local, p. 236. .396, 601, 789.

Polemical, p. 214.

Prophetic, p. 683.

Ritual, p. 241, 349, 814.

Roman Catholic, p. 604, 799.

Romance, historical, p. 259, 349, 398, 604,

683, 802.

Saeti (female energy sy.steui) p. 10, 283, 350,

403, 623.

Saiva, p. 278, 447, 624, 684,, 814.

Scctarial, p. 294.

Tale.<, p. 298. 452, 639, 685, 816.

Vaishnava, p. 305, 350, 455. 656, 832.

Vedas, Upanishadas, and Vcdantic, p. 12, 311,

350, 457, 666, 835.

Vetcrinarv, p. 669.

A'ira Saivn, p. 330, 447, 670, 687, 836.





LIST OF ATJT HOES' NAMES CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME.

A.

Abhinavi dandi, p. -503, 656, 657, 832

Acharya dandi, p. 358

Achyuta Krishna, p. 20

Adiuat'ha ananda, p. 286, 4'/'.0, 435, 43G

Adityasauri, p. 248, 301, 793

Agastya, p.261, 273

Agni cavi, p. 362
Ahobaliya pandiitt, p. 725

Ala vantar, p. 80
AUasana peddana, p. 503, 656, 657, 832

Amaruca cavi, p 57, 368

Amrita anauda nat'ha, p. 287, 290, 107, 427,

442
Amrita sinlia, p. 124, 125, 126, 127, 129,

132,378, 542

Anambhaka, p. 7, 133, 135, 343

Ananda gin, p- 218

Ananda Naravana, p. 205, A. bana p. 45, 497,

Anandapi deyulu, p,^ 799, 802

Anandayya cari, p. 601

Ananta bhatta, p. 271, 277, 402

Ananta sayi, p. 212

Ananta tiit'hacharya, 274

Ancadacavi, p. 658

Angirasa, p. -Sil

Anna pandit a, p. 10

Annayya, p. 580, 626

Apara Krishna, p. 372

Appa bhatta, p. 136, 522, 526, 527, 654

Appaji pandita, p. 232

Appaiya dicshada, p. 2, 13, 20, 25, 29», 357,

451
Appayya, p. 654, 681, 696

Avadhuta mahesvara, p. 409

B.

Bala bhadra, p. 568-

Bala Krishna cavi, p. 505, 662

Bala rama, p. 729
Balesvara, p. 748
Balila cavi,

Ballira, p. 765
Banoji dicshada, p. 61, 125, 130
Bariri, hari, p. 496
Basava, p. 570, 836
Basavopadhayya euri, p. 116

Basura ananda, p . 342
Benta pudi Krishnayya, p. 610
Bhagavatananda, p. 19

Bhairava, p. 559
Blkanacayi sunu, p, 51,340,371,452, 453,

454

Bhanu, p. 684

Bharadwaja muni, p. 202, 282
Bharati tirl'ha, p. 12, 16, 322, 328
Bhanni, p. 271, 274, 275, 299
Bhascara raja, p. 407, 410
Bhasu siddhaya, p. o5, 561, 603, 620
Bhatscarachar, p. 671

Bhatta murti, p. 809, 817
Bhatta sishya, p. 62

Bhatta mala, p. 128

Bhatta bhascara, p. 155, 323
Bhatta naga, p. 287, 437
Bhattacharya, p. 443, 445
Bliatti cavi, p. 122

Bliattoji dicshada, p. 6, 59, 61, 65, 64, 65,
118," 126, 190,216, 517

Bhattotp'hala.p. 83

Bhattu bhanu, p. 53, 5o

Bhava bhuti, p. 206, 360, 361- 362
Bhavananda bhagesa, p. 133, 343
Bhava nisa, p. 497

Bhimayya.p, 522, 527, 528, 688
Bhrigu, p. 372
Bhuvana, p. 488
Bilhanacavi, p, 57, 3G7, 640
Bodha nidhi, p. 32

Brihmananda bharati, p. 324
Buchayya,p. 725, 890
Buchi rajayya, p. 529

c.

Cachimanchi timmana, p. 697, 790
Cali dasa, p. 28, 41, 42, 43, 53, 67, 128,

205, 235, 249, 270, 271,273, 275, 276,

298, 300, 301, 357
Calyana malla, p. 50

Camalacara, p. 254
Canchi natha, p. 50, 366
Ganchi sarabhayya, p. 808, 826, 831
Casi pat), p, 363, 368
Casturi rangha, p. 528, 651
Casyapa, p. 355
Cavi sec'hara, p. 4^40

Cavilinga,p. 630
'

Chaeora bhatta, p. 204, 375
Chamacura Vencata, p. 804
Chamundft raya, p. 681

Charikonda Honayya, p. 482, 486
Chaturaagrcja, p. 166
Chavudappa, p. 535
Chella mallu, p. 567
Chenna. Basava, p. 570
Chenna bhatta, p. 344

Clieuna raya, p. 685, 686

AO
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Chenna bhattachaiya p, 715, 717
Chennaiia razu, p. 775
Chitambara, p 205
Chitananda nat'ha, p. 421

Cohalacharya, p. 590
Cotanda Rama, p. 501

Cumara svarai, p. 2')

Cumara giii, p. 42

D.

Dacha-mattiyan, p. 79
Dacshana murti, p. 127

Damodhara, p. 34

Dandi,p. 79, 375
Dasa rat'ha, p. 147
Dasa gosaya, p. 668
Devendra varan, p. 447
Dhananjaya cavi, p. 4, 204, 375, 370, 542

Dherma raja Indra, p. 12, 20, 313, 376
Dherma suri, p. 42
Dherma balu, p. 312 ^

Dhermacya, p. 201

Dinakara p. 344, 371

Dindima cavi, p. 447
Dottivari angitam, p. 536

Durjatti, p. 560

E.

EUanambi, p. 573
EUapa iiiaiitri, p. 6G7

G.

Gada dhara bhatta, p. 135, 343, 314, 345
Ganapati deva, p. 569, 6:'8, 637
Ganga rama, p. 52
Gangadharacharya, p. 327, 564, 568, 624

627, 647, 674
tjanganananda nat'ha, p. 424, 439
Gattu prabhu, p. o(J3, 641, 648, 652
(jauri kanta, p. 7

Gautama, p. 121

Giianendra sarasvati, p. 370
Godagi Tripurada, p. 765
Gokula patti curmuna, p. 7G9
(Jondcpatti Vcucatachala, p. 777
Gopa cavi, p. 561, 580, 693, 822
(jupi nat'ha, p. 212
Goracsha nat'ha, p. 150
Govordhauo, p. 7

(Joviiida puja, p. 199, G. cavi, p. 337
Grant'ha aehari, p. 4'76

Gudda bhuvipa, p. 623
<iurida Kama, p. 363
Guram Capotayyu, j), 643

H.

Ilalayuta, p. 76, 79
llara dhatta, p. 99, 315

Hari hara dicshada, p, 44, 50, 359, 865
Hari Rama, p. 136
Harischandra, p. 123
Haritaca, p. 120, 371
Hemadri, i». 113

I.

Indra kant'ha konda, p. 69
Indra kant'hirava, p. 543
Iruga vada, p. 126, 127

Jaga cavi, p. 588
Jagadisa, p. 345
Jagauat'ha paudita, p. 48, 309, 356, 364,

647, 680
Jaimini, p. 85, 240, 683
Janaki nat'ha sarma, p. 134
Janart'hana Brahma, p. 520
Janga nat'ha sisha, p. 24
Java deva, p. 43, 5tj, 359, 360, 362, 367,

368, 401, 505
Jaya bhatta ruca, p. 128
Jaya Krishna, p. 64
Jaya muni, \>. i-25, 4S7
Jaya Rama, p. 63

K.

Kaivalya azrama, p. 67
Kalagsi rudra, p. 280
Kallola bhatta, p. 375
Kalyana mala, p. 364, 36G, 455
Kama chaudra, p. 50
Karnala cara. j). 373
Kandacuri rudrapo, p.'770

Kandambayya, p. 578*

Kandarpa, p. 637
Katayya vema bhupa, p. 359
Kaukati papu raju^ p. 612
Kedara. p. 28, 29
Kesava, p. 7, 543
Ketana, p. 526, 527, 541
Khanda deva, p. 8, 349
Kocharla kota Kama, p. 671, 673, 836
Kokata, p. 50, 364, 365
Kola chela malli nat'ha, p. 53, 235, 269, 270,

271, 274, 275, 276, 277, 299, 300, 303, 401,
402,452, 453

Kondayja, p 828
Kotta lancu Mritanjayan, ]>. 710
Krishna vidvan, p. 22, 2l2, 257, 258 310, 49j
Krishna dasa, p. 600, 658
Krishna, p. 611

Krishna misra p. 5, 41, 43, 361
Krishna, son of Nrisinha, p. 777
Krishnamacharya, p. 231, 518. 664
Kuchi manchi timmayya, p. 617 (v. C. G.)
Kundala Vcnkatapati, p. 697
Kupana cairi, p. 792
Kuru Narayana, p. 211, 37
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L.

Lacshmana, p, 35, 53, 54, 122, 269, 285, 368,
601, 635

Lacshmi Nairasinha, p. 64, 107
Lacshmi pati eavi, p. 608, 675
LiJa suca, 57, 367
Linga bhatta,, p. 54, 124, 125, 127; 366, 370
Linga dhira, p. 644'

Linga guuta Eamayya, p. 779
LiDgana,p. 631, 670
Lingayya suri, p. 376, 776

M.

Macheima, p. 575
Madhava, p, 550, 680
Madhaviya, p. 7, 113,273, 279, 317, 342
Alagba cavi, p. 269, 272, 275, 276, 299, 303,

401, 402
ilaha deva, p. 344
Wahesvara misra, p. 128
Mahfsvara tirt'ha, p, 260, 261, 262, 267.
Mabesvaracharya, p 4 1

1

Mabimiia cavi, p. 79, 207, 209, 211, 430, 447,
450

Mala reddi, p. 605
Malla aiya, p. 519, 536
Mallayya cavi, p. 731, 778, S2U
Mallicarjuua, p. 485, 680
Mallinat'ha p. 123
Mamada, p. 26
Mamadi Veucatayya, p. 742, 745
Mauavala maba muni, p. 186
Mangalappana, p. 577
Manoranjaiiam, p. 710
Manu mancbidhatta, p. 669
Mai-aj'va cavi, p. 590, 594
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FIRST FAMILY-PALM-LEAF BOOKS.

A. Sanscrit.

a. Granfha letter.

I. Advaita.

\. No. 1026. Advaita dlpica.

By Nrisinha—prose, incomplete, as containing only the 1st

parichlieda. Dipica often means commentary ; but as no other book is

here indicated, the meaning of the title must be—an illustration of the

advaita system.

There is no difference, or division, between the human soul, and

the divine Brahn. The verses of the Vedas, which state that there is

a difference the author interprets according to his own system. The

nature oi Brahm, and of the human soul described.

[As of philological use it is noted that svarupa, literally proper form, is used for

essence, nature. In this book dherma is used for property, attribute ; and dhermi for essence

nature, The Vdishnava.i use seglti for essence and seska for complement, l^f" Nature is

here another thing from Pracrdti matter, or the negative principle, or female energy ; in

such a phrase as " the God of nature."]

Brahn alone is truth ; the world is falsehood, a deception,

delusion. The knowledge of tatva, or abstract truth (or divine truth)

The position— I am one, and Isvara another is herein termed bheda

huddhi, divided sense, or a false notion, a delusion. Divine knowledge

removes that error ; and the tatva gndnam or knowledge of truth, is the

procuring cause of beatitude (setting aside sacrifices, and penance).

These, and other matters of the advaita kind, sometiaies designated the

amarta S3^stem occupy the book ; which, as a section merely, lies

under suspicion of having been taken from East India House Manu-

scripts.

The manner of composition is according to native logic, by objec-

tion raised, and answer given.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, old without boards, and

worm eaten.

2. No. 1027. Sancara hhdsya vt/akydnam.

By Fdcha spati misra : prose with sutras from the vedas : the

1st adhydyam, divided into ionv pdtas ; following adkydyas v/anting.

a



Sancara hhdsya is a comment by Sancardchdrya on the sutras

of Vydsa, which the latter termed Vedantam, the end, or sum of the

Fedas : this boolc is an illustration, or explanation of that comment.

A definition of JBrahm (the Supreme Being). He is the alone source,

whence all elements, and beings, or things composed of them proceed ; by

whom also thej are protected, or preserved. He who in the time o(pralayam

{Brahma s flood) is not destroyed, he is Brahtnam,

All the world is only a manifestation, or appearance of the divine soul.

Even so, there is no proper distinction between existing beings or things ; so

that one may be accepted, and another rejected ; all alike are parts of God.

Such abstracts as vldhi and avidhi (knowledge and ignorance) exist ; but

ignorance must be left behind, and overcome ; and then by means of

knowledge is beatification.

There is nothing [apart from, or outside of JBrakmam. One alone

divinity is spread out into diverse forms, as human, bestial (horses, cows, &c,)

or inanimate things. Wisdom, self-control, mildness (gndnam vairagyam.

zdnti) and the like qualities are needful to any one Avho desires to obtain

(mocsham) beatification. Moreover there is no (avidhi) ignorance in Isvara.

He dwells in every one's mind. He is perfect in blessedness (dnandam). He
is (jyoti mayam) formed of light, or wholly light. Besides there is matter

similar to that in No. 1026 supra ; both might be translated.

This book is long, thick (23 leaves not numbered, then 44

—

132)

old, worm eaten, without boards.

3. No. 10^28. Sancara hhdsya vydkydnam.

By Vdcha spati viisra—prose—another incomplete copy of the

same work, as the foregoing one.

Leaf 1—20 Telugu letter.

„ 1—127 Gmiit'lia letter : and 58 blank leaves, like the written ones, rather old.

The book is long and thick, on talipat leaves, worm eaten.

II. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 1019. Cdvya derpa7iam, miirov oi' [loetvy.

By lidja chuddmani dicsliuda.

. Nine vUdsas, prose and slocas. On the conduct of any poem of

some length, and consequence.

1.) Definition of cdvyam, that is a work that is free from faults as to

words, and tropes, or rhetorical figures ; what are faults defined.

2.) Properties of words, and faults concerning them ; and also as to the

right meaning of words.

3.) Details as to how both words, and meaning should be managed.



4.) Excellent poetry defined, as that which, together with a direct mean-

ing, also carries a secondary, or indirect sense : e. g, a woman is represented

as saying to her lord, AA'hen he is about to go out—" the sun is setting ;

where are you going ?"— this, besides the direct meaning, implies jealousy,

and a wish that he should remain within,

[There are entire poems, higlily valued, which througliout coiitain two meanings ; and

much of the flebrew prophetic poetry carries a primary, and a secondary sense.]

5.) On poetry of medium quality.

6.) On poetry of (admna orJ worst kind.

7.) Further observations on rhetorical faults in poems.

8.) On the nature of rhetorical ornaments in poetry : as to phrases

9.) On the sabda alancara, or tropes ; a figure embodied in a single word

Various details on the above points are mingled with quotations, as

examples, or as authorities : leaf 1—206 complete.

The book is of medium length, thick, old, a little injured. It

seems to be of value ; and worth translating.

2. No. 1018. Sect. 2. Kuvaldiydnantam, a commentary on the

Chandra Idea of Call ddsa.

By Jippalya dicshada.

This is a comment on perhaps the earliest work on this subject

;

the contents, and their order are as in Sect. 1. of No. 1029 infra. The

general subject is on the composition of poems, and rhetorical rules. It

also contains slocas in illustration of the different rules, or definitions,

taken from many different works : leaf 1—55.

This section is much injured by insects.

For section 1. see III.

3. No. 1029. Sect. 1. Alancara chandrica a comment, or critique

on the Kuvaldi ydnantam of Appdiya dicshada.

By Fdidhya ndtlia son oi Rama hhatta suri (see 2. supra) prose,

complete.

—On 7fpama7iam comparison, Avith its subdivisions.

—uleca various points of view in which the same person, or thing may be

taken ; very different in reference to different persons, 8cc.

— Smriti remembered ; hraMidhi doubtful, as not commoTi ; sandeca doubt,

from any cause ; atizaya yucti wonder, hyperbole ; drishtanda example

or simile, vyatireca many points agreeing, one only differing ; vizesha-

yucti specialty, liaraca dipica one nominative to many verbs ; vishada

sorrow iavaguya shame, disgrace ; and many others : one hundred are



said to be specified, in the original Chandra Idea. The whole relates

to the composition of poems ; and the author does not entirely agree

with the Kuvalaiydnantarn leaf 56— 145.

Sect. 2. A lexicon of rhetorical terms, 8 leaves.

By iSambu ddsa : prose.

From ka down ioja complete, not finished. Technical terms in poeti-

cal rhetoric explained ; e. g. Kakutalycma, false inference, or non causa pvo-

causa: a crow is perched on a palmyra tree ; at that time a thoroughly ripe

fruit falls ; it is falsely, or sophistically inferred, that the crow caused the

fruit to fall.

Sect. 3. A continuation from ja down to fha. Slocas.

By Nila kanfha dicshada. Cavi vidamharam, a discourse on

poetr}'. A few ethical examples are introduced : as on the terms

1. griha avesha, 2. sura mata, 3. lacshmi mata.

1 . The possession of an evil spirit causes madness for a short time ; 2, ardent spirits for

H watch of three hours ; 3, wealth acquired by a churl, produces the like effect to the

time of death : 4 leaves

One leaf medical is added, en the medical use of tippili, or long

pepper.

The entire book is long, somewhat thick, very old, and much

worm eaten.

III. Dramatic.

1. No. 1018. Sect. 1. Avalohanam, a comment on a book entitled

dasa rupaca.

By Dhanamjaya cavi: slocas and prose mixed, complete. Author

of the comment not known. The original was composed in the time of

a king (Manji mahipati) for his gratification.

This is a work on dramatic composition ; and as such, related to

the foregoing head ; but the drama is not included in Cdvyam, or elevated

poetry.

The prakarnam is said to be limited to less Ihan 5 ancasoT acts, like a

melo-drama.

The ndtaca is not so limited, but may extend to ten ancas. The bha-

nam is a monologue recitative—describing the conduct of one individual,

during one entire day ; usually vicious buflToonery. [e. g. Matthews at

home, with his tour to Paris] . The 7;?-a//fls«am is a farce, limit not stated.

The ndtaca may be tragic, or tragi-comic ; the prakarnam only comic.

In the regular ndtaca there are five sandhh, relations, or agreements ;

1, viuc'ha prologue; 2, prati mucha opening ; 3, garVha plot; 4, avamarisa



untying ; 5 vimarisa, full developeraent. And 64 angas, or subdivisions are

included in those five ; not abstracted.

A material part, is to describe the lacshanas, or properties of noyaca

hero, and nayicd heroine • {nayaki in other compositions).

The hero.

1. Dirodart'ha, one who has performed some previous heroical act ; such as killing an

enemy in combat.

2. Dira zanta, one who leaves his kingdom and returns to it ; as Dushmantu in Saconfcdn.

3. Birn lalita, one occupied with pleasures in his palace ,• and leaving affairs of stato

with his mantri or mayor de palais.

4. Dim uddhata, one violent, bad; in some dramas tyrannical ; one forcing the Avives of

others (sicnt Maxbnian)-

The heroine.

1. Mug^da, a young woman come to puberty.

2. Mndliva, one of medium age.

3. Prafjalb'ha, one skilful, intriguing.

4'. Sviya, proper wife ; 5. Pnrakriya another's wife.

6. Sadarann, common with others.

%

Rules as to their appropriate gestures, personal appearance, mode of conduct ; and

also matters relative to the conduct of an amour in a drama.

For Sect. 2 see II. 2 supra.

The entire book is long, somewliat thick, without boards, old,

much injured by insects.

i?. No. 1033. An ethical drama, with comment.

1.) Prahhoda chandrodayavi, the rising full moon, by Krishna misra.

Complete in 6 ancas, or acts, slocas, prose ; \y\i\\ pracruti slocas

and vdcya.

Kama, crudha, loba, fnSha, mata, ohancara, damJia, driskna^ or lewd-

ness, anger, avarice, lust, fanaticisiTi, pride, ostentation, pretension, and other

evil dispositions ; VicecOy zanti, kanina, cshama, vaii agya, sraddha, rnalia

viveca or wisdom, gentleness, kindness, patience, self-control, zeal, great wis-

dom, these and other cjood dispositions ; are represented as personified on the

stage ; with language, dress, gestures, &c. suited to each ; and the whole in-

tended to support, and illustrate the adoaita tatca system ; (see I), or that of

the smnrlas leaf 70— 91

.

[This cami' out first, and it was followed by the saucnlpa suri/ddyam, on like personi-

fications, and principles ; advocating the Vaiahnava system.]

2.) Prauda pracdsa ; a commentary on the foregoing Prahhoda, &c,

prose.

By Suhrahmanya suri ; complete.
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It follows the outline of the preceding book which is para-

phrased : leaf 59—90.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

without boards, slightly injured.

IV. Erotic.

No. 1023. For sect. 1. 2 see VIII.

Sect. 3. Anangarangham, Cupid's theatre.

On four classes among women termed Padmini, Sankhini,

llastini, Chitreni {chitreni is usually second in order).

Their personal appearance, habits and mental dispositions. The

tempers ofwomen, occasioned by flatulency, bile, and phlegm ; the last mildest,

and best.

Some quasi medical details, as to the binding up the womb, turning

grey hair black, giving fragrance to the hair—medicines for bringing over

;

philtres ; on turning black hair white ; to cause the female breasts to bear up,

not to hang down ; incense to give fragrance to the hair ; spells, or charms to

draw over to any purpose—dispositions of a young unmarried woman, and

young unmarried man ; fiultsof the latter as to evil dispositions : against inter-

course with wives of others ; character of a female messenger; some other

matters are best left sub silentio.

The chapters are termed st'ha.las, or places, nine of them ; but not

complete : leaf 1—25.

Sect. 4 two leaves Telugu letter.

On the herb, or root muUki, some Sanscrit slocas with a tica in Telugu :

this plant together with its root, is much used in the preparation of philtres,

as above.

[It is very probably tlic licrb moli-, mentioned in the Odvi^sey],

V. Grammatical.

No. 1030. Siddhavta Cdumudi.

By Bhattoji dicshada—36 leaves from /"''/ to sea, old mode of

reckoning by letters of the alphabet.

Three authors preceded

—

Punini, Vararuchi, and Patmijali This one

made a collection from the three in an abridged form. The chapter on Samdsa,

or collection of nouns, the last one only being inflected : and of the kinds

tei'med tat purusha ; avyayi ; hhdva ; bahu, vrihi ; dvand'-a, &c. incomplete.

Talva hodhini, is a comment on the above Siddhanta Caumudl, by

whom not stated. The portion herein contained docs not follow the above ;

but relates to sandhi or coalition of letters ; as to vowels, consonants, and final

h. also svati sandhi or of words ending- Avith ^s-. sibilant.



— Vibhacti artlia nirupanam ; this is in Telugu lettej- : extmplification

of differences in meaning, cau-ecl by the cases of nouns.

— Samcisa praknrana ; tVom the Siddhanta Cciumudi, on the same topics

as above, only being in anotlier letter.

The leaves are numbered 12o— 153 and 1—39, being parts of two

different books.

The book is long, but the leaves of different lengths, thick,

much injured.

VI. Logical.

No. 1020. Three tracts.

1.) Ajiamhhattiyam, a commentary on the TarkJia sangraha ; by

A?iam Bhattu author of both
;
prose : leaf 1—S2.

The four leading divisions, pratyacsha, self-evidence, amundnam,

inference, upamdna, comparison, sahda, testimony.

Seven padartlias, or common places ; dravya, rjuna, carina,

sdmdnya, vizesha, sama vdya, and bhdva.

They are distributed tlirough the four divisions.

2.) Nydya hodhim, another commentary on the Tarkha sangraha,

bv Goverdhana suri—prose, leaves 1--13.

3.) Tarkha hhdsha : malam only.

By Kesava—two leaves only.

On \\\epramdnya vdtam ; or discussion, if the Vedas are a rule, or

standard.

This book goes on the ancient system of sixteen padart^has. A
comment termed Ujvala is by Gauri kdnta.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured

by insects.

VIII. MlMAMSA.

1. No. 10)21. Jciimuni nyaya mdla viztdrana ; prose mixed with

slocas.

By Madhdvlya—and relating to the system termed Madhaviyam

or old ritual code, opposed to the Vedantam.

A selection of sutras from the Vedas with an explanation of their

meaning, concerning various modes of sacrifices ; such as

—

jyotya stoma

darasa puma mdsa, sarvajit, raja suya &c. &c. purcd dasa djya, mode of

using the aryhya in those various sacrifices. On rawrice put into boiling

vessels, and afterwards used for homatn or fire-offering. Some other matter



on sacrifices ; the material of sacrifice; the various shares of iudividuiila in

any sacrifice. Mode of tying an animal-victim to the sacrificiHl post
;

sacrifices during twelve days detailed. Mode of calling in the officiating

hierophants to share in the sacrifice.

The fiuir, of the darasa puma tndsam, and oilier sacrifices, is to

ohtain (not mucshain but) sverga, or paradise.

Many other matters as to the carma cdndain or purva miviamsam

in tlie matter of sacrifices,

7th. Adhydyam and \?>t pdtam to l^th adhydyam and end of the 4th

pdtam ; wanting the beginning 49 leaves with letters of the alpha-

bet, and also i— 104: of value.

It is long, somewhat thick, much worm eaten,

2. No. 1022. Bhatta pradijpica.

By Khanda deva.

On the purva mimamsa of Jdimuni : it contained 16 adhyayas,

113 adlkaranas 76 pdtas, these were formed into a sangraham, or

abridged compendium, by Khanda deva and entitled as above
;
grard'ha

and Telugu letter, the latter prevailing.

After learning the proper recitation of the Vedas the writer asks should

the meaning also be studied or npt, and it is decided that the meaning ought to

be known.

Dherma (virtue, or active beneficence) denned ; its fruit or benefit

;

both visib'e, and invisible : the former in the present life, the latter in a

future state ; udherma is defined as a doing what is evil, or as a defect

in virtue.

The Vedas were not given by any man ; but are aworfj without begin-

ning,or from eternity. The mantras and other portions of the Vedas, being so

recognized, the question is mooted acccording to native logic, are they a rule

or not ? decided that they are a rule.

The Stnriiis, or law books of Menu and others, are they a rule ? as to

dherma and adherma (ut supra) ; decided that they are a rule.

When Vedas and law books do not decide any point there are

authorities, or precedents of great men ; such, for example, as concerning the

Fc/s^/?iid/.v(7,i7am (a sort of opera, closing the spring festivals of Vdishnavos

fanes) and the like. Are such sanctions to be taken as rules, or not ? decided

that they arc ; but in so far only as deemed good, and right, by a competent

judgment.

The case of the sacti puja or worship of the female energy (or

*' Nature" as a goddess) is that practice a rule, or not ? decided that as the
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said custom is not mentioned in tlic Vcdas, it is not to be followed ; but to be

rejected.

Concerning sacrifices various passages from the Vedas are adduced ;

and the meaning stated ; as to the fire offering by butter oil, and the instru-

ment by which it is poured on the fire ; on the yaga stamhham, or sacrificial

post to which an animal victim is fastened. Some other details ; concei'ning

sesham and seslii (peculiar meaning ;) sesham is the benefit, or present good

sought by the giver of the sacrifice, seshi the invisible benefit, not enlarged on

here; the mode of performing sacrifices; Vksutram of the m<»?«>Hsa termed

ecasmam a paraphrase on which closes the book ; which appears to be incom-

plete. From the first adhydyam 1st patam to 3rd adhydyam Zvdi pdtam, not

more. Prose, with obscure sutra^ and comment on them, intermingled.

Leaves 1—13 and 1—ol. The book is long and thin, on broad

talipat leaves, much worm eaten. Though a fragment
;
yet valuable.

VIII. Miscellaneous.

I. No, 1023. Seven pieces.

1.) Two leaves Telugu letter, slocas on playing the game of chess

—

incomplete.

2.) Four leaves, same letter—sixty five drya slocas (sanscrit) in

praise of Perun devi, the sacti of Varada raja, at Conjeveram.

3.) and 4.) see IV, supra.

5.) Patdldnjanam. Telugu and grantlia letter mixed,

Patdla is here used in the sense oi under the earth ; anjanarn eye

ointment, a composition to enable any one, whose eyes ai'e anointed with it, to

see what is concealed under the earth, as gold, jewels, &c. Also a medical re-

medy for ntr suruca, burning heat of urine : and another remedy for the sting

of a scorpion. Another lepanafa or ointment, hand honeste scribere,

6.) Lalita stavam—drya slocas.

Telugu letter leaf 1—12.

By Sancardchdrya.

Praise of Parvati, the sacti of Siva.

7.) Kriya gupti—hidden sense.

16 slocas, Telugu letter, distichs in which the verb is not ex-

pressed, but understood ; hence difficult, a sort of enigmas.

One leaf, with ornate slocas on women, and 18 leaves left blank.

The whole book is more or less of a profligate cast.

It is of medium size, without boards, injured.
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2. No. 1024. Various matters.

— Vidpatti vdta vyakT/dnain, a comment on a particular mode of

dispute in logic.

By 'Anna Pafidita—prose incomplete.

It turns much on verbal subtleties, leaf 1

—

35.

—in Telugu letter. The most dificult words in the 5th and 6th

scandams of the Bhagavatam, explained.

—manana prakarnam, 66 slocas on the vedanta system.

By Vasu deva yeti—incomplete.

—jiva surtipam-Isvara surupa-mucti nirupanam nature of the life,

or human soul ; nature of God ; and an account of beatitude.

—on three kinds of due ham or sorrow, by sickness, by bites of

reptiles, &c. by lightning ; termed ddi daivicam, something like

—

" fore-appointed." Isvara is nydnam wisdom, and dnanda mayam
blessed, and dnanda suru'pa of blessed nature. To be learnt

only by sdtvicas, or meek men. These, and some other matters,

on the vedantam.

—Mahisa stottra, 60 slocas, Telugu letter
;
praise of Durga or

Parvaii, as the great woman, or great lady.

—Siva stuti—8 slocas incomplete.

Telugu letter—Praise of Siva 3 leaves.

—other 3 leaves Telugu letter, prose and slocas on the Fedantam

;

and on the first formation of the foetus.

—definition of Brahma hatti, or madness, as a punishment for

having killed a Brahman—Telugu and Grantlia letter mixed.

The names in the Chandra Idea of Cali dasa, rhetorical terms for

tropes and other figures. Some slocas on a kind of ethics—such as

" The band (or safeguard) of the eye is the eye-lid, and of a cliilJ its mother and father
;

the safeguard of a people is a king; of a woman her husband ; a safeguard of the ignorant is a

learned man."

Some slocas on letters of the alphabet ; and some on the

nigandu or lexicon. Others from the Murari ndtaca
;
quite a hotch-pot

good, bad, and indifferent.

The book is extra medium, without boards, much worm eaten.

IX. Sacti, or female energy system.

No. 1017. Kaula dersanam mirror of the " koolin" system {vulgo

** koolin Brahmans'') ; slocas with prose, mixed.

By Visvdndnda.
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Kula gnuni, is a general term for sectaries of this kind, " family

sophists"; whence they derive the term haula to designate rank, which they

arrogate to themselves , it is said, terming others pasus, or beasts.

There are three divisions :

1, kula durtta ; 2, damhhica ; 3, shatlui : their daily rites {dehor

a

lacshana) and sndna vidhi mode of bathing—mode of putting on cow-

dung ashes—mode of morning, noon and evening homage

—

y6(/a vidhi

mode of sacrifice ; calasa sfhdpanam, placing pots for water of lustra-

tion, sri chacra puja homage to the sacred diagram

—

chacra is not mere-

ly a circle, but sometimes a decaedron, and sometimes a triangle, which

last has a i^eculiar signification, with this class of devotees ; the daily

fire oflfering—and sacti puja kramam mode of doing homage to the

female energy, which is by taking mulier nuda in camera ; and doing

homage, specially to the triangle, as a representation of the invisible

power invoked. These, and like details occupy leaf 1-46.

Other leaves.

Maha tripura suntari stava raja, royal praise of a form of Par-

vati, with homage :

Leaf 1—13.

Sri ndtlia Parayani mahd mantram powerful spell to a goddess,

so named, with mode of homage and praise—magical in kind :

Leaf 1—18.

Kaiilica nirhandanam—slocas Siva to Parvaii—brief on t,he sacti,

ceremonies ; and with it dicsha, or mode of initiation to discipleship :

Leaf 1—4.

Kula pradipam, caste explanation.

By Siva dnanddchdrya—leaves 5-85.

Not complete—details as to the rites, and practices of this sect.

Kulapyja prasamsa—excellence of the mode of homage by the

caste (or craft).

Some rules concerning the sacti worship, and those articles, techni-

cally designated, required for it ; as tlesh, wine, ardent spirits, or the like.

The mode of homage, its fruit, or benefit. The entire contents of the book

relate to the female energy system ; or worship of dea Natura ; the secondary

or material cause of the universe. Tiie leaves are strung upside down, and

other 60 leaves blank in the midst, -and at the end.

The book is of medium length, very thick, much worm eaten.
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X. Vedanta.

1. No. 1025, Three tracts.

1.) Brahma sutras ; Telugu letter.

By Vydsa 1st adliydyam 1st j)diam to 4th adhydyam and 4tli

patam ; complete.

The original work ascribed to Vyasa, after he had collected the matter

of the Vedas, as their sum and substance ; reducing the whole to Pantheism

or, God throughout all things, and all things only seen, or developed in God.

This systen was expanded in the Bhog'ivat fjita ; and from both arose the

advditam, and visiskta advditam, differing from the ritual system of Mad/iava

:

leaf 1— 16.

2.) Nyaya vrutta, a comment on a work, entitled Nydya mala

sanyraliam, ascribed to Vydsa ; the comment by Bharati tirrtlia vinni,

Nydya mala, so called because it contains some sections from the vedas.

They are nydyam, equity ; and mala or wreath, is a stringing them, or

putting them in order.

Brahm is the essence of the whole Vedantam ; it proceeds from Him.

The Snjicliya matam (atheistical) is opposel, and declared to be a mistake,

and a crime. Some sruti verses from the Vedas which appear to be contra-

dictory, as to the five great elements, are reconciled. On vidhi, not as fate,

but as the result of the said elements. A paraphrase on several verses of the

Vedas. Attributes of Deity : Omniscience ; including all souls in one essence,

entire freedom from sin (or holiness )

Ofojection ; what certainty is there that there exists any God ? Exis*

tence of deity proved from many sources.

Vaishnava nara; this is Jire; not in the human body ; not in the sun ;

but in Brahmam.

The uttara mimdmsa of Vydsa, contain 192 sections. In yranfha

letter leaf 1—86.

3.) Nydya mala sangraham ; a fragment of 3 pdtas-slocas in Telugu

letter, leaf 1—4.

The book is long, of medium thickness, somewhat old, and worm
eaten, without boards. It is evidently of a superior class of writing

;

and quite capable of a better interpretation than is usually given.

2. No. 1031. Two books.

1.) Vedanta pari bhdshya; mulam.

By Dherma raja Indra : prose.

Complete ill ei^fht parich''h<;das, or sections.
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Leaf 1—29. This is the original work, and the contents will

appear from the following commentary.

2.) Veddnta siclidmani : prose, complete.

By Rama Krishna son of the above author, 8 sections as above.

The Brahma gndnam or knowledge of the Supreme, according to the

system of the Vedanta,\s explained or asserted by the logical sources of

intuition, inference, comparison, and testimony ; and that knowledge leads to

beatitude. On the being of Isvara and his sacti, the sutras of the Vedas are

a rule or standard. Sarvatmam is the universally diffused soul {anima

viundi.) The Sawatma surupa, or soul clothed with universe is Brafimam

(the Supreme divinity.)

To suppose that the soul of man ind God are distinct, and different is

{mayam) delusion. There is other matter similar, in effect, to that in other

books on this system ; and though not expressly Adtaita, yet the learning is

towards the system of Sancardcharya, The mode of discussion is by objection,

and answer, according to native logic, leaf 1— 113 ; valuable as complete.

The book is long, and somewhat thick, worm eaten ; and one

side, injured by termites.

o, No. 1032. Vedanta kalpa tarn parimalam perfume of the

Vedanta tree of plenty.

By Appdiya dicshada; there should be four adhydyas, but they

are defective.

As the world existed before the deluge so Brahma created it again

afterwards : the same in all respects, and with the same names, as sun, stars, t^c.

The vedas arc {nitya) eternal. All souls (jiva) are the br.ath of a

former state of existence.

The soul of any one who obtains (mocsham) beatification, issues out

from the crown of the head, and goes by the way of the {suri/a mandalam)

solar orb to {Brimha Idea) the world of the supreme. Notes as to the meaning

of special words in the Vedas. Hiranya garVha (the golden-womb) in the Veda

means the supreme Braltm ; and also Brahma the creator. Clay is one

substance, but many kinds of pottery vessels are made from it. Tree is

genei'ic ; but there are many species, or different kinds of trees, and indivi-

duals ; so the supreme Brimham is the all prevading owe, and various existences

in the world are all so many parts, or portions of Him ; and various names, or

appellations, o,ll different designations of the same being- As we see various

unrealities in a dream, so all we see in the world is deception, a lie, or mere

visions. Para Brahm is ananda mayam of blissful form. The author quotes

from the mimamsa (the uttara portion) to prove his own dogmas.

The book wants the beginning, and the ending. The 1st adhydyam
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wants the 1st and 2nd pdtas and beginning of the 3rd pdtam. The 2nd

adhydyam wants part of the 1st pdtam at the beginning. The 3rd

ad.hydyam wants the 1st and 2nd pdtas, and has only the beginning of

the 4th fdtdm. The 4th adhydyam wanting. The book is long, thick,

old, and much woi-m eaten.

[Apart from Pope's Essay on man, elsewhere referred to, as teaching this system,

there is a remarkable coincidence with the above book, in a Hymn by Thomson attached to

his Seasons ; in some passages of the poet Akenside ; and in a multitude of other books

wherein the word '• Nature" is used as a substitute for God. This philosophy with the

" revival of learning" was imported from Greece.]

h Telugu letter.

I. Advaita.

]. No. 374. Yoga Fasishtani, docas ; Vasishta to Rdma, in ^owie

places comment. From llth to 34th sarga; appears not to finish,

and the 10th and l5th sargas are incomplete.

Definition of the right rule, as to the advaita system. The world

which we see, and use, with its enjoyments, is a mere visionary deception like

that termed Indrajalam, explained below. Any supposed difference between

the human soul, and Brahmam is mayam, a delusion. A description of moc-

sham, on this system : it is a pei'fect union, and unity with deity ; of the

which the wisdom of the advaita man is a sort of earnest, or foretaste. On
the practice of asceticism. The world, and things in it, compared to the mirage,

a deceptive appearance of water. The world is a lie. In exemplification,

Bhargava updkhydnain, or tale of a rtsJii is given,

Bnndbanam is the tie that binds soul and body together : at death

this tie is broken.

A tale is narrated to illustrate the phrase Indra jalani (atmospheric water, or mirage).

There was a certain king to whom a magician appeared : and unfolding a j)eacock's

tail, a horse was seen. The king was told to mount it, tliat he might see all the world. He

accordingly mounted, and the horse carried him at full-speed into a forest. He laid hold of

a branch of a tree, and the horse went from under liim. He fell from it to the ground ; and

became faint from hunger. A chanddla woman appeared, of whom he asked food : she said

.she would give him if he would marry her. At lirst he declined, as being of high caste
;

but at length, he complied. Ho lived with her, and had children by her. Many years thus ap-

peared to pass away. At length he awoke from sleep ; and found the whole transaction only

a dream, that hud occurred within a very short time, not a great many minutes .- such is Indra

jalam, a sort of magic ; and such is the tale of human life, a mere dream, thus illustrated ;

leaves 73—222.

The book is long, and thick, injured by insects.
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2. No. 401. Two subjects.

1.) Gita arfha sangraha ; one copy mfdam.

1— IS adhyayam complete ; one copy tica, to the same, also

complete.

The mulam is the text of the BJiagavat gita ; and the tica explains

the meaning in an advaita sense.

2. Uttara gita, mulam, in slocas, incomplete. From the asvamedha

parvam of the Bhdratam.

1—3rcl adhyayam. On modes of yoga, or bodily austerities :

pulses, vital airs in the human body. From tlie tip of the nose to the

top of the forehead, are two sections, called Brahma tiadi and sushii uma :

between both is a space, which is the seat of the soul ; and like matter :

some pertaining to the sanchya, and other systems of philosophy.

The book is long, rather thick, having a brass pin, recent.

3. No. 401. Sruta pracdsica—sutras.

By Sudarisana sm'i, with a tica to each sutra. One stttra is then

taken as a text ; and the remainder of this large book is a comment, or ex-

position of the entire subject.

Jivatma Paramatma bhedam ; on the difference between the human,

and divine soul ; the latter nitya eternal, the former anitya finite, Hmited as

to gndnam or knowledge.

An enquiry as to the deluge ; avantara pralayam is a partial deluge ;

perhaps a MemCs flood : maha j)ralayanfi is a total deluge, or rather perhaps

an entire diss-ilution of all things, when creation ends, and Brahma dies.

Bralimdnda pravidnam, on the measure, or dimension of the universe'

Enquiry as to varnas, colors, or castes, and dzramas, orders ; and as

to the carma or duties, or deportment proper to each one.

The existence of Para Brahm the supreme proved by the logical

sources of evidence, inference, and comparison ; and, in like manner, proof of

the existence oi pramanam a rule or standard of judgment ; usually consider-

ed to be the vedas, or " Scripture rule." The title means ; " an illustration

of the vedas."

On srishta, sChiti, layam, or creation, preservation, destruction : all

referred to Para Brahm ; no mention of Siva or Vishnu. On the jndna
suritpa or spiritual form (or nature) of Para Brahm,

The book is long, and very thick, with a brass pin, and in good

order.
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Although pUiced here I am not quite sure of its behig advaita

in kind. It is clearly monotheistic
;
quite superior to modern idolatry

;

and such as perhaps a Hebrew Rabbi would not disown. I was told

that, as a scarce book, it had been sent to the college at Benares ; and

thence returned. A translation would be very desirable ; though pos-

sibly difficult to be made.

4. No. 407. Vaiyasica nyaya mala, it has both miilam and tica.

The comment by Bharata tirt'lia muni, 1—4 adhydyam ; to each

chapter 4< pdtas or cjuarters ; and is complete, but injured.

The intention of the Vedanfa-wovd is to make known Para Brahm,

the Supreme.

Jiva and Param, the Imman soal, and the heavenly are united, or one

Para Brahm is without body, and without gurias, dispositions, qua-

lities, or attributes. On the pramanam, or rule.

The elements, prWhioa, earth, appit, water, tejas, fire, vayu, wind,

akdsa, ether (or electricity). The union of the elements by the power of Para

Brahm forms the human body. Even so a potter forms a vessel of clay, large

or small, just as he pleases ; and breaks it again if he pleases so to do.

As things seen in a dream so all visible things in the world are

uncertain ; a lie.

On the surupa form, or nature of Para Brn.hm Various advaita details.

93 leaves ; one at the end dtmandtma vivecam; of which there

is a fuller copy in the collection.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, eat into

on one side by termites.

5. No. 408. Gita bhdsya; mulam Y{\i\\ ?i tlca^hy Sancardchdrya

;

incomplete.

1—6th adhydyam the 6th incomplete. This comment gives an

advaita sense to the Bhagavat gita ; which is not generally admitted :

53 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

6. No. 419. Sancara hhdsyam, ; a comment on the Bhagavat gita :

the miilam and iica in 18 adhydyas, complete.

This is the ylta as narrated by Savjaiyya to Dritarashtra.— SancarA'

chdrya so terms, or interprets, the names and titles oi Krishna as to make them

designate some name or property of Siva ; and by means of this work teaches

the advaita system.

Leaf 1— 160. The book is somewhat long, and thick, old, with

a few leaves broken.
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7. No. A'25. 'Alma hodha prakarana dipicd, an illustration of a

chapter in some book entitled "soul instruction"; slocas: the illustra-

tion by Sancurdchdrya ; not complete.

On the unity of the human soul with the divine soul, or God : no

division, or difference. An advaita comment on the vedanta.

" As the rays of the sun are hidden behind a cloud, but re-appear when

the cloud has passed, so the mind of man is naturally clouded, by ignorance ;

but when by tupas, or penance, and a comprehension of the secret meaning of

the ved'is the mind becomes enlightened, then the cloud of ignorance departs,

and the human intellect shines forth clear as the sun."

[The pity is, that in this state oi clairvoyance the mind sees no difFerence between

good and evil^ leaf 8- -2-1].

The book is of medium length, thin, very old, damaged, without

boards.

8. No. 474. FivSca chuddmani ; slocas.

By Sancardcharya.

This book contains a brief digest of the advaita system.

•—On the birth of man ; it is after great trouble sustained. On inferior

births, as of animals, &c.

— The best stage above tliose lower births is to be born a male ; above

that to be born as a Brahman ; above that a Vdidica or religious

brahman; above that a pandita or learned brahman.

—dtma andtma, on rational and ii'rational being ; including trees, hills, &c.,

—Parama Brahma yndnam the wisdom of the supreme is the acme of

all attainment,

—identification with the supreme, or mocsham^ cannot be attained to, until

after many births by transmigration.

—so far appears to be introductory.

On the mode of rendering homage to Para Brahmam—on know-

ledge, as finite and infinite, limited or eternal.

He who desires to obtain beatification must possess the six

good qualities ; meekness, &c.

Brahmam is truth ; the world a lie.

Mode of homage to a preceptor.

On the (nature) suriipa of Brahmam. The entire world is the visible

ioTva. oi Brahmam. Distinct species of visible objects are seen as in a dream.

Example, clay is one substance ; but different kinds of vessels of divers appear-

ance are made from it ; even so the human soul universal is one, though it

appears as Krishna, as a king, as a brahman^ as a laborer, &c. &c,

c
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—spiritual nature o? Bralanmn ; immeasurable, infinite, eternal a /.ar^c

ante et posteriori, without defect, fulness (omnipresence ?) very splendid,

as light, and the like. By ascetic meditation Bralimani may be ment-

ally seen

.

For the rest the advaita system, in detail : the book ascribed to

the author of that system ; as such, and as being complete, of value.

It is of medium size, without boards, and much injured near the

end.

9. No. 375. Jivan mulda vivecam.

The wisdom of one beatified while living

—

sJocas with prose,

complete.

There are many differing kinds rf Sanniyasams, or ascetic modes.

The ascetic of the advaita class cuts off the (caste) hind lock of hair,

and rejects the scholastic thread ; he wears only one garment and adheres to

the use of sacred ashes. On the duties of such an ascetic. Mode of ascetic

practice ( Yogdbln/dsaiTi). Thejioan multta defined, as one who has no remain-

ing earthly passions, to whom pain, and pleasure are alike : and though alive

in a human body, his existence is mocsham, or beatification. Viracia (whence

vdiragyam) absolute self control (Greek encrateia) the case of one pure and

zealous ; one who has no desires as to house, or home, or friends, or relatives
;

but possesses an entire control over his senses, or animal nature.

The world is maya surujxan, a deceptive form, or appearance. The

image of the sun seen in smooth water is one : if the water be agitated

the appearance is manifold ; even so to the troubled human soul, there seems

to be many human souls, while there is only one.

That kind of deception is bewilderment :

The soul is one, without duality. It has no (^oihdrain) mutability ;

it has no (dosha) defect or crime ; it has (nitya suddha) constant pureness,

a spiritual form, and like properties.

The Jivan mulda is one who represses anger, docs not kill any living

tiling', is true, faithful, liberal, meek, no slanderer, benevolent, not variable,

or desiring every thing seen, tender or compassionate ; modest (or sage) pure ;

possesses fortitude j such should be his qualities.

On Yogdbhyasyam, or the pi'actice of asceticism. Use of the pilgrim's

staff, platter ; these are described. Motive nui*t not be to acquire earthly

fame, or [)raise, or favor, or to gather dLsciples to himself; but he should

gather them with a view to their eternal benefit. He should not so much as

hear mention of gold, nor ask its nature, nor desire things |)rocurable by it ;

he should not look at it, nor touch it. Such a one. is aham BraJim (I am god),

possessed of a divine nature (confer 2 Pet : 1 v. 4),
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The temper—duties—worship of the Yeti, or close ascetic, is the

sum, of the -whole ; but, in this book, according to the advaita inter-

pretation of the vedas.

It is on 61 leaves; in tolerable order. It would seem to

deserve translation.

10. No. 476. Brihadaranya hhdsya ilea, a verbal glossar}- upon a

comment, on an upanishada, termed the " spreading forest." This

comment is otherwise termed nyaya nirnayam, a spiritual discrimi-

nation.

By Bhagavatdnanda gndna : prose.

In eight adhydyas or chapters, complete. The whole of ritual ceremo-

monies, including all kinds of sacrifice, is herein designated carma. The

designed effect of carma is to produce mental purity.

The result is to qualify for, and to attain beatitude.

^\xt gndnam or knowledge is a more direct path. Hy gndnam the

result is immediate, as a second step beyond it is mocsham, or beatitude.

On dherma beneficence, and adherma its defect. From the former

results the attaining sverga, a sensual paradise : and from the latter come

sorrow, pain, disease, and other evils.

As clay is one, but is moulded into many different kinds of vessels, or

utensils ; so Brahm is only one, but assumes many and differing shapes, or

forms, in animated beings.

In worship the homage of the soul is needful ; the mode, or method of

that homage.

From being entangled with family, and family cares, comes avidya

ignorance.

When that ignorance departs, then gndnam or wisdom is acquired :

the result is beatification.

Brahm is not born, and does not die ; or is without birth or death ;

and does not suffer destruction, or is eternal.

The above positions are illustrated and defended in the comment

according to the advaita system ; they exhibit a system of pure theism : the

advaita matter probably being only in the comment; leaf 1—294 and 12

blank leaves.

The book is long, very thick, with a brass pin ; and quite new.

11. No. 478. Blirigu vali hliadsya vyakya an explanation of a

cox^tnent on the Bhrigu vali ; otherwise known as vana mala the

forest wreath: in prose complete.
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By Achyuta Krishna ananta tirtlia.
^

An inquiry on matter and mind, and on the relation of the human soul

to the divine nature. The soul has no division from deity, and is indivisible.

This book is taken from ancient advaita authorities : and contains a digest of

that system : leaf 1---130.

It is long, and sonievi'hat thick without boards, recent.

12. No. i91. Siddhantalesa ; sangralia.

By Jppaiyya dicshada ; prose, complete.

A compendium of the advaita system ; in 4 2jarich''hedas, or

chapters.

On the cause of the entire universe ; its birth or origin. On the

nature of Brahm ; his properties ; on the nature of the soul, and of Jsvara ;

being one according to -this system. Jivdikyam, the unity oi life or only one

universal soul, not many different souls.

Brahm has universal knowledge of these varied forms of soul : and of

all other beings or things.

In Para Brahm is found the Vedanfa or substance of the vcdas ; the

upanishadas refer to his being, and properties.

The visible world is falsehood, a deception ; which the author labors

to prove.

Other matters, in a brief epitome, similar to those detailed in foregoing

notices ; leaf 1—66.

The book is long, of medium thickness, Avitliout boards, a little

injured by insects.

13. No. 494. Vedanta pari bhdsha.

By Dherma raja advari Indra prose. In Sparich'hedas, complete-

By the logical sources of intuition, inference, and comparison with

testimony of the vedas and other authorities, the author maintains that Isvara

exists; there is no difference between the human soul, and Para Brahm;

the world is delusive or a lie ; this point argued ; Para Brahm has no parta

or members, as hands, feet, &c. and no visible bodily form (apart from the

universe) ; is nirguna without properties (the Vdishnavas say no bad qualities

the Smartas deny qualities altogether.)

In the way of question the author asks is there a pralayam ? meaning

usually a lapse of the universe, but used technically by .Sw ar^as for life as a

dream or delusion of the senses ; and he replies in the affirmative. What is

mocsham or liberation ? he describes it. lie gives an exegesis of many pass-

ages from the vedas : but on the uet/awto principle of interpretation : of the

Brimha yndnam or knowledge of God ; mocsham or l>eatification is the reward.
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(Hence this is a sort of Gnostic system). Other vedania matters on tlic ad'

vaita mode of explanation •. leaf 1--31
; 7 leaves blank.

The hook is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

14. No, 511. Vdcya vrutta pracdsica, a comment on an advaita

book, prose.

By Visvesvara pandita, complete.

An enquiry as to creation, preservation, destruction : the cause of these

being the jivdfma human soul, and Paramatma divine soul. Discussion con-

cerning them ; with their nature, and properties. Concerning voirdgijam , or

abnegation of self, and other good dispositions, assumed to be within the human

nature- Also concerning evil dispositions, the six great crimes, lust, anger, 8cc,,

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

15. No. 518. Facha spati vivarariam. This is a comment on the

sancara bJidsyn, or explanation of the vedanta system by Sancard-

chdrya, on the advaita principle. Incomplete ; only the 1st, 2nd

and half of the 3rd pdta of the 1st chapter.

The human soul, and the divine soul are one. On the padart"has, or

classes of things existent; how many; and what things. Enquiry as to

birth, or origin. Para Brahm is lord of the entire world. Concerning dlieima

(virtue, or active beneficence) and odhermn, its negative. On the fruit of

rarrna, or ritual sacrifice, &c. Concerning mukfi liberation, or beatification.

Other details ; knowledge (gndnani) is stated to be the chief, and superior to

all other homage. This knowledge is that of the soul being one with god : the

usual consequence from whicli is, that good and evil are alike of divine cau-

sation : leaf 1— 137-

The book is long, thick, old, without boards slightly injured.

16. No. 519, 520. Both numbers appear ; the former on the side

labels the other on the end label.

1.) Naishcarmya siddhi— the mfdam or original, slocas, complete in

4 chapters.

On the advaita sense of the vedantam leaf 1— 26.

2.) Naishcarmya siddhi chandrica.

By Njdna uttama, a prose comment on the original ; also in

4 chapters.

On the vulgar notion or opinion, as to difference between the human,

and divine souls, or human beings and God.

There is an dikyam or unity of the two ; lierein illustrated by an

awkward simile, to wit--" if any one, after the moon is risen, be seated under

a tree, having various branches and these agitated by the wind, he sees the
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moon, in appearance, not as one object, but as many ; even such is the decep-

tion of the senses, as to visible forms ; but all beings, and things are in God,

seen in him only, and one with him."

Condemnation of family life, witli its cares ; it is a want of sense.

On the padarfhas, or generic classes of worldly objects. They are to

be regarded like as the human soul ; all are in God : besides this wisdom or

knowledge, there is no other (mukti) beatification.

Leaf 1—66 with the above 26—92.

The entire book is long', somewhat thick, old, without boards,

slightly damaged.

17. No. 521. Brahmdndam, or 2)ancha dasi, slucas with tica, or

glossary.

By KrisJma vidvan. In 5 chapters including 10 prakaranas,

incomplete.

On the five elements in the human body. Discrimination of the

Jivdima., and Paravidtma, or human soul, and God.

On their unity and eternity. Fruit or benefit of carma, or various

kinds of sacrifice ; enquiry as to imihti or beatification.

The diyilta-mala described, and condemned; in order to the establish-

ment of the advaita system.

On Yetis or strict ascetics, wliat they may do, what not do.

On the great bodily, or mentiil, sins hmna, crodha, Idha, mohn, mafa,

mdcharyani, or lewdness, wrath, avarice, lust, fanaticism, malice ; their evil

nature, and bad ctFects on body and mind.

Leaf 1— 117.

The book is long, thick, recent.

18. No. 550. Gita hhdsya, complete.

By Sancardchdrya, mularn and tica.

In 18 adhydyus corresponding with the Bhoyavat (jita ; on which this

book is a comment by the founder of the advaita system. It gives the mean-

ing of the song of Krishna in the sense of teaching the oneness of the divine,

and human soul, leaf I—20G.

The book is long, very thick, worm eaten : it should be restored,

in a copy ; being of value as a leading work.

19. No. 66G. Tatva suda, a comment.

By Svayampracdsa Ycli, on the Dacshana murti stava, or praise

of the Saiva god of learning, by Sancaracharya.
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It inculcates, or insinuates the advuila system. The original

^stava has only 11 slocas with the comment 20 leaves ; or leaf f2o4—354.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, recent.

20, No. 946. Tdtparya hodhini, instruction on the meaning (of the

vedas?) the mulam with a prose tiQu or glossary. The original by

Vidydranya (or Sancardcharya).

The glossary by Rama krishna Pandita.

The subject is tl-.c adcaita sense of the Vtdajita system. The world is

only a lie, or deception ; or outwiird manifestation of Juvara, or God : illus-

trated by water bubbles reflecting various colors, Ike.

The Jivatma and pnramdfjna are one. Concerning inward faculties of

the body ; ns prana life, manassu, mind, btiddhi sense, reason; iiidrya/a heavt

reins, and other deha talvu, or material metaphysics.

lUuhti vicharanam, enquiry as to release, or absorption, or beatification
;

that is freedom from any further transmigration of soul into various bodies,

and unity with deity ; with other details of the advaita system : leaf 1—25

with 12 blank ^38.

21. No. 947. Advaita Sliddhi : prose.

By Sassa dhara. A comment, in 3 sections, on some other book,

not named : 1st and 2nd sections right, 3rd unfinished.

Jivatma paramdtma surupa—On the nature of the human, and divine

soul.

Illustration by comparison, or example, as to how they are both one.

As people see objects in a dream so is every thing in this world^ with

its yugua (ages), all illusive, unreal, finite, a lie.

If any one proffer an ohji-cticm as to visible o' jects— t'.ie cause why and

how they appear to be real stitted. :?ome tilk of seven worlds, the hoio

illustrated— " as the moon seen through a latticed window, or through the

branches of a tree appears as if five or six moons, so from the illusive nature of

Isvara is the appearance of various worlds"—as if merely an optical illusion.

[A logical mistake as to the value and extent of comparison, as a proof, it will be seen

pervades this system with all its writers : it is a common Oriental failing to mistake a com-
parison in illustration for proof ; and there is mental weakness iu the ostentation of mental
strength].

The human soul is not self sufficient to discern, and understand this

universal prevalence of illusion.

The five elements induce various rjunas (dispositions, or tendencies) in

the human body ; such as the great sins, kaina^ crodha, cj-c. how the elements

operate to produce them

.
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As the sum of the whole, no one has any right or property In this

world. He cannot say " this is mine ;" for every thing is Ifvara ; as all things

belong to Isva>'a, or emanate from God : leaf 1 — 187 plus 20 blank leaves.

The book is long, and thick, broad talipat leaves, very small

writino-, stronsj boards.

22. No. 949. Fragment.

One chapter in 3 scandas, on the advaita scheme— Sanscrit

prose, with a verbal glossary, in Telugu.

Paramdtnin surupa, nature of the divine soul ; as a binda, or atomic

form, it enters the human body, and forms the soul of man, a common soul in

all. There are six kinds (ji mdritjas, or internal faculties ; their surupa or

nature described.

.An enquli-y as to the five elements and on the mode of formation, or

origin of the world, with its dastruction : both ascribed to Isva>a : so far only.

(The leaves are marked by letters of the alphabet, an old mode of reckoning).

The book is long, and thin, without boards, and very much worm
eaten.

2'6. No. 950. Advaita vedantam—prose.

By Janga ndClia sisha. It has also a verbal glossary by the

same author.

The world is rnityai a lie.

Thejiodma or human soul is an anu or atom. That atom in the body,

is tho para /ndf ma, or God : Jicdlina paramdtma aikr/am on the unity of the

two, or their being simply one.

On defects or evils affecting the body ; such as sleep, pain, sorrow ;

these hinder the soul from possessing real knowledge (tatva gnunain) like the

knovvledo.e possessed by God. On the five elements as composing the body,

and other like mattei'S.

On the nature of five internal faculties derived from the five senses,

sight, touch, taste, smell, hearing ; leaf 1— 60.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured.

II. Arithmetic.

I. No. 755. Lilavatl v7/dkt/a—oth.evwise entitled Ganita pdtti, a

comment on the Lilavati by Cdli ddsa. The comment by Bhas-

cardchdrya. The slocas or sutras, and a verbal glossary.

On aritliYnetical problems. The slocas are so contrived as to give an-

swers to geometrical problems, as to superficial ccmtents of various diagrams ;

by giving measurement in rods and looking for the results in the slocas.

Also various problems, as to how many birds in a pond ? how many flowers
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offered to an idol ? answered by certain data from tLc slocas ; apparently an

amusement rather than useful.

Two leaves of another copy of the same book arc at the begin-

ning, leaf 31—43 plus 18 blank.

2. No. 890 for sect. I see X.

Sect. 2. Sapta sloici; slocas with a verbal glossary, amplified.

On the measures of the world, length and width of seas (not pauranic)

orbs (or orbits) of the sun, moon, planets (these are mandalas) regions ;

on some unknown system : 3 leaves only, following sect : 1, which has 50

leaves

.

The whole book is long, on talipat leaves, much worm eaten.

III. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 650, Retndpana, jewel market, a comment on the Pratdpi,

rudriya (see 5) of Vidyandtlia by Cumara svdmi soma 2^it'hi in 9

chapters.

Art of poetry, relative to rhetoric.

On the rasas, or poetical feelings, .or sentiments ; both as to heroic

poems, and dramas; their respective properties described. On iho utfama,

madhya, adama^ envyam, or best, medium, worst kind of heroic poems.

Descriptive properties of the nayaca hero, Vixi^ nayaki\\evoir\Q. On figures

rhetorical ornaments, and the like matters ;
1—228.

The book is of medium length, very thick, on very narrow leaves.

2. No 652. Sect. 2. Alancdra chandrica.

By Vaidhya ndtlia.

This is a comment on the Kuvala dnanda, itself a comment, on an origi-

nal work by Cdli ddsa ; and it has various slocas, extracted from different

works, as proofs or examples. From the upamdna or comparison, or simile

thenceforward one hundred kinds of rhetorical tropes : leaf 1—37. For sect. 2

see XXXII.

3. No. 667. Kuvala dnandam, a comment on an original work of

Cdli ddsa, by Ap^^ayya dicshada. It has both mulam and tica,

complete.

An enumeration, and illustration of one hundred kinds of rhetorical

figures ; as upamana—anambcyya—pradipa—rupaca—smri'i—hrdntimat

atichaya-yocti—slesha, kc. &c. The comment adduces illustrative slocas

from other books, and describes properties more fully than the original,

leaf 1—67.

The book is of medium size, a little injured by termites.
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4. No. 685. Cdvya pracdsam—slocas with pros6.

By Mammarda.

1— 10 uldsas, complete.

Proof as to benefits of poetry.

Meaning of words defined. A definition as to the differences of the

rasas, or poetical sentiments.

The states of mirid, or disposition, inducing the different rasas. There

are

1

.

Vibhdva, state of mind preceding any action.

2. Anubhava, existent state of mind, as evidenced by external indications.

3. Vibachdram, wavering, unsettled state, 33 kinds specified,

4. Satvica, mild, composed state of mind.

On the nayaca hero and nayaki heroine.

On passions or sufferings to which both arc liable ; and on mental

eflfects produced by the one, on the other.

Various passions described, and traced to the hdranam or source.

Many similes, and other rhetorical figures, specified.

On equivocal words ; an apparent sense, but carrying also another

meaning.

Faults as to the words employed with like matters, examples given :

1—86,

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, very

slightly injured.

5. No. 697. Sect. 1. Pratd^ja rudriyani.

By Vidyandfha (see 1. No. G50).

It contains Sanscrit and pracruti ; and slocas and prose of both,

lu 4 prakaranas, or sections.

1

.

Nayaca p : rules as to hero and heroine ; description of their persons, and like matters.

2. Alancara p : rules as to the various rhetorical ornaments, or figures.

3. Kuvija p : rules as to good and bad words ; and the proper, or improper places.

4. Rasa p : rules as to poetical feelings, tastes, or sentiments.

48 Leaves ; for Sect. 2 see XXVI.

The whole book is long, and thick.

6. No. 700. Pratdpa rudra yasoVhushanam.

By Vidya ndtlia, slocas with prose, ihreepralcaranas^ one wanting.

1, Naynca—dtroclartlia, firm, and persevering of himself, dira lalitan acting by counsel

of mantri, or minister ; dira zdnta living in seclusion, giving over power to his minister,

dirddhata of evil disposition ; such a one as Havana.
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2. Alancara ; tipamdnrun ; uf2)recsha, hyperbole, svahhavocti accuYUte description, A'/)flc«?rt

nmplification, slcsha double meaning, branti metonymy, or mistake e. g. a piece of rope,

for a snake ; and many others with the peculiarity of each.

3. Cavya : snbda-dosham faults as to words ; art'ha d : as to meaning, cavya rdjana,

if untruth be mingled, and others.

Leaf 1—6 and 48—88 in all 47 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured

at one end.

7. No. 768, Sect. 2 Sriita hodha, slocas only complete, Telugu and

grant'ha letter mixed. In part a reference to grammar. The

eight ganas or classes of letters, their properties, and slocas as

examples ; in order to shew how they are to be used in writing

poetry, 8 leaves—Sect. 1. has 90 leaves; and, in part, refers to

poetry as an art ; but is more properly classed under VIII. q. v.

8. No. 772. Sect. 1. Sahitya retndcaram.

By Si-i dherma mamshi, slocas with a iica, and other prose in the

middle. 1—10 tarangas—complete.

Px'operties of a heroic poem : of words ; of meanings ; and faults, as

regards both.

On the upamdna, and others of the one hundred rhetorical figures.

Properties of hero, and heroine.

Description of nine kinds of amorous, or poetical sentiments, or affec-

tions.

One leaf added in praise of Fishnu 1—85, for sect. 2 see X.

The whole book somewhat long, and thick, damaged.

9. No. 774. Sect. 1. An incomplete comment on the chandra

Idea of Cdli ddsa ; author not stated : it has slocas with their tica.

On various rhetorical figures, on 17 leaves, not numbered.

For Sect. 2 see VIII.

10. No. 813. Cavi kdnfha pasam : slocas. By Pingala muni.

Complete, but damaged.

On the eight ganas or classes of letters, and their right places in slocas,

needful to be understood, and on the benefit of a full knowledge of these

classes ; 5 leaves only, being Sect. 2., for Sect. 1 see XIV.

11. No. 820. Two subjects.

1.) Some slocas on 7 leaves, from the Raghii vamsa, and other

works : apparently as specimens or examples, much damaged.

2.) Sdrada tilacam—verbal glossary, and other prose, being a

comment on the Vritta retndcaram in 6 chapters.
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On the letters termed ganas or designating classes, of peculiar use in

the composition of poetry. Some properties of the mdttiri prosodial times,

or measures, with indications as to caesuras, or else pauses at the end of

certain feet : 27 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, without boards, much

damaged.

12. No. 8£5. Three tracts.

1.) Vritta retndcaram, slocas, and prose.

^y Keddra 1—6 ddhydya, complete.

On the properties of the eight ganas or class letters laghu, guru,

lacshanam prosodi.al long, and short, letters described.

Specimens of some vruttas, or stanzas, according to the different ganas.

2.) Disodhini, test of meaning.

By Tirttlia nayaca suri. This is a tica or comment, on the fore-

going, and also in six chapters; together leaves 1—i^5,

3.) Sahitya kanda Cdtdram—a taking out thorns from poems :

slocas, sutras, and prose.

The thorns are faults in slocas, these are pointed out for correction, or

to be avoided. Examples of defective slocas, with prose critique, and rules

for right composition, put into hr'ie? sutras to aid the memory, leaves 1—18 in

all 43.

Tlie book is long, and thin, without boards, and variously

injured.

13. No. 830. Vritta retnacdra vydhyd, a comment on the retna-

cdra—prose.

By Sri ndfhapandita, incomplete.

Two chapters right, the 3rd unfinished on class letters, and on

prosodial measures ; with rules for drya-vruttam, or Sanscrit poetry

leaf 1—23.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

14. No. 8G4. Sriita bodha, ear guide.

By Cdli ddsa, 46 slocas incomplete.

On the ganas or classes of letters, as designated by one of them ; and

this one used when referring to the entire class. The letters must be used in

special places.

On long, and short, and double letters, as to prosodial properties : 5

leaves.

Medium length, without boards.

I
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15. No. 874. For section 1. see XIV
Sect. 2. Fritta reinacdram, slocas and prose.

By Kedara.

Chapters 1—4 incomplete.

On class letters, prosodial measures, rounded stanzas, and yeii (caesura)

or feet pauses : leaf 140— 160 both sections.

The book is of rcedium length, thin, without hoards, old, a little

damaged.

IV. Astrological.

1. No. 251. For Sect. 1. see XXIV.

Sect. 2. Jyotisham,.

Discrimination of lunar mansion, and of the ascendant, as proper times

for journeying, and the consequences ; as to auspicious times only.

Anigvnda, a lexicon of various words, as designating lunar mansions,

yrihas or planets, and st'hanas, places or zodiacal signs.

On suitable, and unsuitable times for a first menstruation ; what result

from each detailed : leaf 1—8. This is the smaller portion of the book.

2. No. 371. Kdla nirnaya chandrica.

By Sita Rama chandra ; slocas and prose, incomplete.

This work first gives definitions of times and seasons, and special

days ; and then states the particular ceremonies as they fall due on

those days. Hence it is a sort of calender or almanac, for direction as to

those ceremonies, as they ought to occur ; the same regulated by
astrological details.

Mahci kalatn is a great time or period. Its subordinate divisions :

laguna being the zodiacal sign in the ascendant. Time is reckoned by

moments (an eye wink) minutes ; hours of 2\\ minutes ; days ; lunar days ;

solar days ; lunation, brighr and dark half ; months ; seasons (rutus each of 2

months) ayana sun's course in the two hemispheres, years. Complement of lunar

and solar year, one lunar month being added.

Mala masa, is that on which either two new moons, or two full moons

occur ; what things roay be done therein, what not.

The planets Jupiter and Venus are liable to what is termed valayam,

applied to their first appearance as morning stai's, after having been in con-

junction with the sun. A definition as to what things may be done, and what

things not done, at that time. In like manner on their disappearance in

the west, by reason of approaching conjunction with the sun, what may then

be done, what not done.
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In some lunar days food must be eaten only once. Vratas, or special

facts, proper to certain lunar days.

Beginning from the bright half lunation in chaitra month, the 1st day

of the northern year, detail of ceremonies as they befal in course, throughout

the year, to the close. Many parts of this detail elsewhere appear ; and the

whole is only suited to an almanac : leaf. 1—200.

The book is long, thick, recent.

3. No, 551. Kdlamrita7n ambrosia, of time, original slocas, with a

comment in prose ; on Astrology.

On the proper lunar days, days of week, signs in the ascendant for the

preformance of auspicious ceremonies, such as at birth, giving a name, first

feeding, cutting birth-hair, boring the ears, assuming the scholastic thread,

beginning to read the vedas ; marriage especially ; and a few others.

The mode of performing those ceremonies, as regulated by sacerdotal law.

Twins or other brothers, or sisters : may npt be married on the same

day.

There are feca vimsati dosha) 21 faults to be avoided in the matter of

betrothal, and marriage : the first of which is to avoid improper birth

nacshetraa ; in some cases very evil, in others of less consequence. [They

will be found detailed elsewhere].

On the visha iicidi., an evil time occurring once every day : for example,

on Sunday 3| Indian hours 1 h.—25' reckoned from sun rise, the 26^ Indian

hour to 30th ; so that if the sun rise at 6 precisely the evil time will be | past

4 to G p. M. On ]\Tonday it will be from h past 7 to 9 P. M ; but the

calculation varies with the sun's rising : [another bond of superstition added

to the very many already recorded].

On proper times for shaving, and for journeying, and also for renewing

the scholastic thread.

Gauli cdcuna, omens from a lizard, if it fall on any part of the person ;

or derived from its chappcring sounds. Omens from other sources, as to

taking a journey.

On the ajiara vi&haya, or mournful duties ; the suitable time, and the

mode of proceeding. In this case is meant waiting for a good sign in the as-

cendant, on the day of occurrence.

Discrimination as to the sayicranii, or passage of the sun from one sign

to another, so as to pour out water in homage.

Also suitable times for sowing seeds in fields : leaf 1—249.

The Look is long, thick, slightly injured.



4. No. 552, Bhava dipica, birth lamp

—

slocas only, and incomplete.

—dhana bhdva lacahanam, mode of determining, from the horoscope, how

long the native will be prosperous, or the reverse.

—suta bhdva lacshanam, the like as to how many male, and how many

female children the native will have.

—7-ibu bhdva lacshanam^ the like, as to how many enemies, and how

many friends.

—kalatra bhdva lacshanam, the like as to how many wives, one, two,

three, or four.

—vyaya bhdva lacshanam, what losses^ and gains, both of different kinds.

—purana and svalpa ayush, long, or short life.

—the raja yogam described ; being that of five planets in conjunction,

and culminant ; indicating the birth of a king : leaf 1—64.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

5. No. 553. Pardsarhja with tica, a work ascribed to Pdrdsara,

with its glossary ; both incomplete.

On the influence (or fruit) of the twenty seven lunar-mansions, from

asvini.

On the nature of influence of the nine planets.

ddtaca nirnayam, judgment on a horoscope, as to health, wealth, sorrow,

time of death, &c.

Nava gr-uha stoftra jiraise of the nine planets ; whether belonging to

this, or to another book, uncertain. The leaves ai"e not regularly strung.

1— 16 and 64—86.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

6. No. 554. On astrology and divination ; slocas—diagrams—cal-

culations : it appears to be complete.

On foretelling, from the horoscope, any diseases to which the native

will be subject. On results from the opposition of planets ;
good, or evil.

[It would seem that the native asti-ology makes the nature of the aspect to

depend on the nature of the planets]. On i\\Gjannan nacshetra or place of

the moon at birth, results therefrom. The result from different (solar) days of

the week. On the proper time to begin the study of any science. On the

influence of the zodiacal signs, results stated. The kidiu dosham described ;

or results fi'om any one being born on an dindvasi. (The complement between

the end of the 14th lunar day, and the conjunction)—life uncertain. That is

s,pu72ya hdlam or meritorious time ; suitable for gifts —On a good time for

laying the foundation, and beginning to build a new house. On the proper

time for entering on a new house ; or for bringing a newly married bride home.
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On horary questions, as to things lost or stolen, or divided ; as to

sickness—mode of answering such questions.

On omens, or signs, seen by the way ; such as a serpent crossing the

road, which is very evil—or if a cat cross it—if a crow fly from left to right

good, if from right to left bad, &c.

On the evil of being born in a time of eclipse.

Sila Rama cAacrfl, a magic diiigram with letters—object not stated.

Trisul yentra, triple trident without letters. Yatra yentra serpent figure,

to procure good journies : leaf 1— 105.

Book is long, of medium thickness.

7. No. 555. Kdldmrltam—ambrosia of time. [This seems to be

a generic title, not limited to a particular book]. Slocas only,

and incomplete.

On suitable times for the suha shddasa carma, or sixteen auspicious

ceremonies ; from birth to marriage and beyond ; the good lunar and solar

days, lunar mansions, and zodiacal signs in ascendant.

What times of birth are evil, or unpropitious, both to child and mother.

Proper time for commencing a vrata, or religious fast, with other

observances.

What lunar days and lunar mansions are favorable as to a first men-

struation occurring ; and what are evil,

Roga nirnaynni, discrimination as to diseases ; if on such a lunar

day it will soon end ; on others, not so ; but will be lengthened out.

On driving a stake into the ground before beginning to build a house,

or temple : what days of the week ai'c good, or suitable for so doing ; what

days not so.

Vara mlam, on what days of the week journies should not be taken

in different directions, as Sunday W. Monday E. 2<.c. 37 leaves ; one at the

end, only numbers.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

8. No. 556. Sect. 1. Nacshetra chnddviani.

On the fruit, or influences of the twenty-seven lunar asterisms
;

from asvani onwards ; whether for good or evil.

For Sect. 2. sec XVI.

The entire book is very thick, short, recent.

9. No. 557. Surya skldluinlam, the original, with a verbal glossary,

and calculations, incomplete.
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— The four ijugas or ages, ana other divisions of time. On the five,

divisions of time, used in almanacs with the mode of calculating them.

—Cycles of the sun, moon, planets, orbits or way, one within that of the

other.

—Mode of calculating eclipses of the sun and moon ; the rest wanting

leaf 1 - 40.

[This book contains the Northern system of astronomy, and astrology. See As ;

Researches Vol. 2, it is not a purely astronomical work].

It is long, of medium thickness, very narrow leaves, old, but not

injured.

10. No. 558. Briha jdtacam, slocas, the original work, author not

stated. Jagat chandrlca, a comment thereon by Bhaitotpliala ;

complete, in twenty-five chapters.

On the difference as to influence between the twelve zodiacal signs

and also difference as to the influence of the planets.

If the day of conception be made known, astrology will determine on

what day the child will be born.

On the birth of a child ; according to lunar asterism, and other matters,

to tell how many days, or how long a time it will live. Ou the rajayofjam, or

culminating of five planets together.

On the looking at, or opposition of the different planets : results stated.

On differences in the horoscopes of males and females, and prognosis

from both.

Long, or short life determined from the horoscope. If any one be told

the exact time of birth, he may state, by aid of this book, how many lights

were in the room at the time, how many women inside, how many men out-

side (if true, silly) : leaf t — 164.

The book is long, thick, old, slightly injured by insects.

11. No. 559. Sarcart''ha chintdmani slocas hom. \?,iio9\.\\chA^ter,

for other following chapters see No. 5Q'i< infra.

An extract on two leaves is prefixed from a book, termed udu dasa, a

description of the laja yoga, one born to be a king.

From the horoscope, or birth aspects it is shewn—

•

—In what years the native will be rich, or poor.

—At what time any one will sell his landed property, and go away a

pilgrim.

—How many male, or female children will be born to the native.

—How many times a man will be married, once, or more than once.

—Death (Jdtaca hhanga) foretold, in such, or such a year,

e
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A supplement to this book on the raja yoga or conjunction of five phi-

nets in medio codi (of course very rare) : leaf 1—46.

The book is of medium size, old, without boards, injured by

breakiug.

12. No. 560. Kdla nidana padadhi ; a chapter on determining

times, llO slocns, complete.

It contains a discrimination of good times for performing certain

customary ceremonies ; as nishecam, pumsavanam, simontem, ])7'asudha, graha

punyahavasam or on husband and wife coming to live together, on pregnancy?

at 6 or 8 months, and lustration of the house after child birth. Also on first

learning to read, on assuming the scholastic thread, on beginning to read the

vedas.

Afterwards on marriage ; on a king's learning the use of arms ; on

anointing a king ; on sowing seeds in fields ; consecrating an idol j beginning

to build a temple : leaf 85, 87—95.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, without boards, a little

damaged.

13. No. 561. Jyotisha derpana, rmvxox oi?L's,Xxo\o^jy\— {2 ddhydya

incomplete.

On zodiacal signs, planets, lunar days : lunar asterisms j but these

have other names given them than those usual.

A detail of good and bad times, as common in native almanacs. Mode

of calculating almanacs for the different years, and shewing which planet is

king, which minister, &c.

Details of measures of the earth, and of the cycles, or orbits of the

planets. On the peculiar customs of countries ; in some of them Brahmans

eat flesh, &c.

On dreams, their results ; such as occur nearest the early morning are

of earliest accomplishment ; if before midnight, not accomplished till after

many years.

On diseases incurable by medicine ; for these spells, with intensitive

meditation on them, arc to be used, but only at chosen astrological times.

On first menstruation, as to good, and bad times ; and results prognosticated,

from lunar mansions ^c.

Prognosis from the horoscope, as to serious accidents, or violent death.

On the shodasa carm,a, or the 16 auspicious ceremonies, the proper

time for them determined : leaf 1---135 does not finish.

14. No. 562. DamodJiariyam—slocas.

By Damodhara incomplete.
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On propitious times for assuming the scholastic thread, beginning study,

and on finishing it ; for marriage ; and going on a journey. On the nine

planets with a mode of reckoning them, or reckoning by them. The nature

good, or evil of diflferent planets : leaf 75, 101 not ending.

The book is long, thin, very old, without boards, and very much

damaged.

15. No. 563. Ddivaynya vilasam : slocas.

By Lacshmana—two vilasas, leaf 59, 60 wanting.

Some details as to the height and size of images in a temple, where they

may be placed, where not ; and then the proper astrological times for fixing

them.

Various chambers are built within side a temple ; the good times astro

logically determined for putting in doors, and other appurtenances ; leaf 1—31.

The book is of medium length, thin, and a little injured by

insects.

16. No. 564. SarvarVha chintdmani, slocas, adhyaya 9— 16. 1—

8

wanting.

On the fruit, or influence of the zodiacal signs. On the indications as

to long, or short life. On the rajo. yogam, or five planets culminant, or nearly

so ; any one then born will become a king. Mode of erecting a horoscope, or

" casting a nativity," and giving a judgment thereupon. The planetary as-

pects that indicate insanity ; and those which indicate great skill.

Results which are indicated by the dififerent planets, in different signs ;

each planet in each one of the signs.

Results which are indicated by each one of the lunar mansions ; in some

cases parts of two signs : leaf 35—91.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, without boards.

[If a complete copy can be made out by collation, this might be a good

compendium for translation : the influence of astrology is epidemic],

17. No. 565. Pliala gran^ham, on influences, slocas, incomplete

(see 20. No. 570 infra).

Discrimination of zodiacal signs, good in the case of a woman, and good

in the case of a man ; or promising benefits.

In like manner what planets are good or bad, to either of the two sexes.

The like as to the lunar mansions.

If a man and woman are born in the same lunar asterism ; as asvini, &c.

they must not be married to each other.
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According to the lunar mansion of any one's birth, length of life deter-

mined ; how often married, how many children, &c.

The book is of medium size, with one board, old, and variously

damaged.

18. No. 566. Jdtacdharanam, horoscope jewel.

By Rama chandra—slocas, incomplete.

On the friendships and enmities between the nine planets— the

benefit conveyed by friendly planets—and the evil by those that are inimical.

Also on the influence of the zodiacal signs. If a sign, not in itself good,

be in the ascendant together with a good planet ; or if the lord of ascendant

be a good planet ; then the influence of the sign is changed, and rendered

good.

Leaf 1— 12 rest wanting.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, recent,

19. No. 567. Parasariyam, slocas ascribed to Pardsara ; incom-

plete, see 553.

In estimating a nativity, the time of birth, and the laguna, or sign in

the ascendant, are leading points. From ihe position of the sun, and other

planets, inclusive of the lunar nodes, the dasa and bhakti are determined, e. g.

One born in 10^' o( astmii the first half o^ vih/ia (aries) has the keta dasa,

which contains 7 years ; which period will include the bhakiis of the nine

planets ; thence are derived prognostications as to future good, or evil. When
one dasa with its bhakfis has been gone through, then another dasa wiih

its bhalitis is taken in hand ; and so on throughout the nine planets—whence

good or evil, health, sickness, prosperity, poverty, death, &c. are determined

[at all events very artificial] : only 5 written leaves, others blank ; of

medium length, without boards recent.

20. No. 569. Sarvartlia chintdmani ; slocas, incomplete.

—graha bhdvam, influence of the planets.

•

—

dasa bhdvam., the like, as to zodiacal signs ; whether prosperous or

adverse : (see 19 No. 567).

If sol is in aries how long good fortune, when a change may occur, &c.

Compare as to dasa. art'ham with No. 1208 Uriya letter. Voh I.

Leaf 169—194.

21. No. 570. Pliala granfham, slocas, incomplete, (see 17 No.

565 supra).

On planetary influences.

A list of the lunar mansions, by other names than the usual ones
;

thus asvini is termed tiuagam, &c. a list of the zodiacal signs mesha <j-c. also
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called by other than the usual names ; as mes/ia termed aja ; rishahlm is via &c
The sun, and other planets have ulso altered names.

Influences or ri-sults from lunar mansions, signs, and planets, simple

and combined.

Good, or bad indicated by the time of a first menstruation. Also on

good, or bad omens, when setting out on a journey.

Health, or sickness in a child, determined from the time of its birth,

Titlii siilavi, vara sulam ; on what lunar, and solar davs it is not

ad visible to journey in specified directions ; and other days on which alloAvable
;

with results in either case.

Horary questions, as to a cow ; whether lost or stolen. Mode of

answer. At the end two ycntrus, or diagrams, with letters of a mantra.

Leaf 15—33 and 34—39 blank, then '^O—50.

22. No. 571. Jdta carmu padad/ii, a chapter on birth ; 20 slocus.

By Pali Bhata ; only the 20th adhynyam. Bhdra sdtana niru-

panant ; on the lagiina or sign in the ascendant, at the time of birth of a

child ; with results, whether good or otherwise, 2 leaves ; on two other leaves

tables of figures, and a diagram with letters in it.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.

23. No. 572. Stlidna nigandu : slucas, incomplete.

A lexicon of other than the common names given to the zodiacal signs,

planets, lunar mansions, and sions in the ascendant at birth.

On the proper time for anointing with oil ; not from 6 to 9 a. 3I.— after

9 A. M it is allowed. There are some days suited: others nut permissable.

Discriniination of varja an evil time, occurring every day once ; but varying

according to the days ; it is eleswhere noted as visha nddi.

Leaves 1—6 and 14 left blank.

The book is long, and thin ; without boards, slightly injured.

24. No. 573. Gralia bhdsyam, slocas ; oii]y \\\q \%t udhyayam \\\i\\-

out tica.

On the powers, and influence of the nine planets ; their nature good, or

evil.

On two leaves, horary questions as to property lost, or stolen, with

answers : in Telugu tica to this portion : leaf 1— 5,

The book is short, and without boards.

25. No. 574. Sata yoga yyianjeri, on the yogas.

The yoga is the fourth astrological division, to determine auspicious

times ; but, in this book, the term is used otherwise, for certain situations.
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and aspects of the planets, tlicir distance, &c. from the Ingnna^ or sign in the

ascendant.

— Vasu yoga : indicates wealth.

—Dheri yoga „ musical skill.

Siva „ ,,
great prowess, and so on ; as is the yoga in

which a child is born, so will be the results in future life.

Leaf 1— 10, at the end 5 blank.

The book is of medium length, no boards.

26. No. 575. Plialas, inflviences, diverse leaves collected together.

—Place of the planets. To every planet a particular zodiacal sign is

ascribed, to some planets two signs, as a house : when any planet is

in its own house the result is good, and when in the house of a

friendly planet good; in some other planets' houses bad : [this accords

with the European system].

—lagunas—nature or influence of different zodiacal signs in the

ascendant described : length of life thence predicted. Horary

questions, as to loss of property, thence determined.

—

Amrita y6(ja,\\h&t is done on this day will succeed, or prosper.

—Marana yoga, the opposite, and fatal to life.

On the ihvee gan as, or classes; that is deva, manushya, rdcshas ;

their results ; for example one born under the rdcshasa gaiui may go

any where at night, without fear or danger.

—Some diagrams, without letters in them.

—Bhdva plialas,. On the general nature, or influence of zodiacal

signs : without any special regard to the ascendant : leaves 1—55.

The book is of medium size, with banboo boards, recent.

27. No. 576. Pdrasariyam, slocas with tica, incomplete (see 5.

No. 553 supra).

On hhdva, zodiacal sign, lagicna the sign in ascendant, grahas, planets

nacshefras, lunar mansions, the different influences, and results from each one

stated, down to a description of the raja yoga, or 5 planets culminant.

One leaf contains diagrams with letters, or figures, in some of the

compartments. [One figure having two crosses (as in a union jack) is

like the figure of a horoscope used by European professors of this art

:

but I have not met with the mention of houses in that artificial sense.]

The book is long, thin, without boards.

28. No. 577. Two subjects,

1.) Vdncha nadiyam, slocas.

By Vd^icha ndllia, complete.
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The twelve zodiacal signs, aud the differences between them des-

cribed ; with the influences of each one.

2.) Pdrdsari, slucns complete.

By Pdrdsara.

On the influences of lunar mansions, and planets
;
jdtaca p'halam,

results from the horoscope. At) ur yoga on the length of life, determined

by the horoscope.

Leaf 13—38 and 10 blank leaves.

29. No. 578. Jijdlisham ; slocas, incomplete.

-—Indications of short life, and long life.

—Indications from planetary aspects, whether wealth, or learning, or

lands, may come to be possessed : leaf 1— 14.

Two leaves at the end ; at what times instructions in the Sdiva

credence may be given, and when not given, astrologically determined.

The book is of medium length, without boards, slightly injured

by insects.

30. No. 579. Kdlamritam, docas.

(See 3 No. 551 and 7 No. 555—incomplete.

On auspicious times for performing the shodasa suba karma, or sixteen

auspicious ceremonies, from birth onwards.

Also horary questions, as to suitable or unsuitable times, for taking a

journey, or for making {ydtra) a pilgrimage.

Leaf 1—75. The book is long, of medium thickness, without

boards.

31. No. 580. Vastu devasta, slocas.

Details as to building a new house—the suitable times for the diflferent

parts of the work, with putting in doors, digging a well (the moon in bharhit,

and a good planet in the nadir, suitable for excavations) results that follow

those various operations, at different times— if not well chosen, evil. Hence if

any partictlar result is desired, an astrologer must be consulted, in order to learn

the appropriate time.

Description of the rdja yogam, or conjunction of five planets, culminant

:

leaf 85 —97 incomplete.

The book is of medium length, old, without boards, much dama-

ged at the beginning.

32. No. 581. Laghu manassu—mulam with a tica aud calculations
;

it is a ganita sastram, arithmetical in part.

On the mode of reckoning, or calculating the tit'hi, vdram, nacshetra-

yocja-karana, the five divisions used in almanacs. Rules for calculatinf the
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positions of the planets, so as to know their places in the clay time, though not

seen. Disci'imination as to the exact time oi sancranti or passage of the sun

from one sign into another one : so far here : but the book does not finish ;

21 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured by insects.

o3. No, 5S2. Jyot'ishain ; astrology ; various chacras, or diagrams,

incomplete. Horary questions and answers to them : by a sort of

divination ; that is, reckoning the number of letters the question

contains, and then answering by certain rules.

6 leaves suddhi yogani^ good or propitious times for journeying, or

other proceedings.

—amrita yogam—this is good ex. gr, if the fifth lunar day fall on Wednes-

day, or on Monday.

—marnna yogam— this is bad ; auspicious occurrences, such as marriage,

or the like, must not then be attempted, as the results are fatal to life.

—the rncshasa yogam, is also a bad time.

— I'^duri pdnch''i.ngavi, from it are takea the vara p'kalam, or discrimina,

tion of what is suitable, or unsuitable to be done on difterent days of

the week (solar),

—2 leaves nashta Jatacam, the horoscope being lost, early or premature

death of an infant predicted, in some cases, from the lunar mansion and

zodiacal sign in ascendant, if known at the time of birth : in all 12 leaves.

3k No. 583. Plialas influences ; slocas, with prose, and glossary

in Telugu, incomplete.

On the zodiacal signs, and differences of results from each one. Dasa

nd/ha p'halam, certain periods allotted to the sun, and other planets, as

Successive reigns ; and results as to health, sickness, and various other matters,

thence predicated ; the entire course of these decemtirs extends to 120 years

(see 19 No. 597 supra).

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

injured by insects.

S5. No. 584. Deva keralam—slocas. Fragment.

A king of Kerila desa named Achyutam performed severe penance ;

when VrUiaspali (regent of the planet Jupiter) appeared to him in a visible

form ; and instructed him in Astrology. The result of the dasns, cycles or

periods of the different planets, with indications of health, sickness, &c.

Notice of .some <iranc?a.<f, or ill-conjunctures ; when, according to the horoscope,

accidents may be expected to happen to the native.

—Not finished: leaf 1— 11. The book is somewhat long, on

broad talipat leaves, without boards, injured by insects.
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V. Dramatic.

1. No. 412. Sect. 2. Prahodha chandrodayam, Sanscrit and Pra-

cruti; slocas and prose of both. By Krishna misra.

1st to 6th anca, an ethical drama.

Evil dispositions, kama, crodha, loba, moha, damba, are personified,

with appropriate dresses and language, and also good dispositions in the same

way, as chama, sraddha, zanti, tnshma, the evil as men, the good as women ;

and the dialogue is intended to support the saiva advdita system. [The

Sancalpa surydoaya is the converse Vaishnava drama].

For sect. 1. see XI. Sect. 2 see XXXII.

The book is of medium size, old.

2. No. 603. Prahodha chandrodayam.

By Krishna misra, slocas, pracruti.

1st to 3rd anca right, and about half of the fourth.

Part of a drama, as above, advocating the advdita system, leaf

1—38 and 10 blank.

The book is long, of medium thickness, bamboo boards, recent.

3. No. 604. Three dramas.

1). Sacontala, slocas, prose, •pracruti.

By Cdli dasa 7 ancas, complete.

King Dushmanta when out hunting saw, and fell in love with a very

young girl, brought up in a hermitage. A gandharha marriage followed,

with gift of a ring, which was lost, and miraculously recovered : birth, and

recognition of Bharata a sovereign of the northern empire.

2.) Vicrama Urvasiyam, slocas, prose, and pracruti, in both. In 5

ancas or acts complete.

By Cdli ddsa.

The enemies of the devas captured Urvasi, a courtezan of /nrfra'A' court,

Pururava, an early monarch, went and conquered those enemies, and released

her. Both became enamoured ; a gandarhha marriage ; with passion, suf-

ferings from absence, according to the ars poetica.

3.) Mdlavica agni mitreyam,

By Cdli ddsa, in 5 ancas, complete.

Haridhatta and Ganadasa had a dispute concerning their skill in

teaching music, and dancing. The latter of the two had trained Mdlavica a

figurante. She was of royal descent, and was brought to exhibit her teacher's

skill, and her own talent before the king. He became enamoured, and she

also. Poetical matters, devices ; and, ultimately, a left handed marriage.

/
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The above three come under the term Sringara ornate, amorous

:

leaf 1—192 and 40 blank.

The book is of medium length, very thick, a little injured by

insects.

4. No. 61G. Cicmara giri rajiyam, a new comment on the Sacontala

of Cdli ddsa.

By Cumara ghi raja; prose, incomplete.

—There should be seven ancas but they are not all here. [There

is an older comment, entitled Fdihanasxyam by Vdikanasa\.

Leaf 1—82 and 74 blank.

The book is of medium length, thick, recent.

5. No. G26 Vicramorvasiga, a drama.

By Cdli ddsa ; Sanscrit, pracruti, sldcas, and prose in both :

5 aneas complete.

Urvast having been taken captive by an asura, king Pururuva went

with a car ; recaptured her ; became enamoured, and married her ut supra:

Cumara giri rdjiyam, a. comment thereon.

By Cumara giri raja in 5 ancas complete.

Leaf 1—60. The book is long, of medium thickness, without

bt)ards, recent.

6. No. QSQ. Naracdsura vyayoga.

By Dlierma suri ; slocas, and pracruti ; both verse and prose,

complete, no ancas.

On the general subject of Krishna's killing Naracasura, with varied

details, and illustrations : leaf 44^—55,

The book is somewhat long, without boards, a little injured by
insects.

7. No. GQ^, Three subjects.

L) Sacontala—By Cdli ddsa,

ancas 1—4 wanting : only 5 to 7.

2.) Vicrama urvasiyam, by Cdli ddsa 1—5 ancas complete.

3.) Mdlavaca agni mitram^ by Cdli ddsa 1—5 ancas complete.

Agni mitra, the name of a king See 3 No. 604. 3) supra.

Leaf 31—^117. The book is long, of medium thickness, injured

;

notched as a mark.
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8. No. 675. Prasanna Kdghavam.

, By Jaya deva cavi, slocas, prose, with pracruti verse and prose :

anca 1—4 complete, with only part of the 5th anca.

A selection of incidents from the Rdmdyanam ; the marriage of Rama
and Sita— Sita carried ofi by i2aya«a—consequent war—jffawia '5 encounter

with Pdrasu Rama.

Names of different kinds of dresses, or costumes, worn by actors, are

antra dharanaltan— tandydyana—vidushaca—kubja— bechu : leaf 1— 39.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

9. No. 693. Jagan mbhana ndtacam, only 66 slocas, incomplete.

A drama contrived to exibit the costumes, and toilet of different women.

—Saiva women—their dress, and mode of putting on beads, and ashes on

their body.

— Cdrnata women—their dress, jewels, personal appearance, gait.

•

—

Andhra women > • ,1 i i.
• ^

tr > as m the last instance.
lavana women 3

Also their modes of painting their eyes, and other parts of their toilet,

on first rising, and before going out : their different modes (dante davadi) of

cleaning their teeth, and manner of putting on the {tilacam) forehead spot,

and other feminine ornaments ; leaf 1— 10.

The book is of medium length, leaves narrow, without boards.

10. No. 699. Sacontala ndtacam.

By Cdli ddsa—slocas, pracruti.

1—7 ancas complete.

On the amour oi Dushmanta with Sacontala
;
gandharha marriage,

birth of Bharata, &c.

Leaf 1—55. The book is somewhat long, without boards, worm
eaten.

11. No. 719. Prahodha chandrodaya.

By Krishna inisra—slocas and pracruti.

1—4 ancas the 5th a little defective at the end ; an ethical drama,

on the advaita system.

In the guise of men—lust, cruelty, avarice, lasciviousness, pride, &c.

In the guise of women, meekness, integrity, friendship, affection, favor

or goodness, wit or sense, self control, &c. dress, and language appropriate.

Leaf 1~40. The book is of medium size, witliout boards.
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i2. No. 7G7. Murdri vyakhya, a drama.

By Hari hara dicshada—iica form.

1—5 ancas, incomplete.

A comment on an original—the svibject taken from the RdvicU

yanam, but not in a regular order, and adapted to scenic representation :

leaf 87—163. The book is of medium size, without boards, very old,

Tery greatly, and variously injured.

13. No. 770. Three subjects.

1.) Title not legible, appears to be a hhdnam or monologue drama ;

subject, the amours of Siva and Parvati : 15 leaves, much injured.

2.) Murdri ndtaca—rejecting all the prose, the slocas only are taken

out from 7 ancas, and put together in a string ; this extracting

being the work of Fencatd suri : the subject, incidents from the

Rdmdyanam, but not in regular order ; 42 leaves.

3.) Sacontala—only the slocas, as in the last instance, and taken

from the entire 7 ancas : 1\ leaves, in all 68. The book is long, of

medium thickness, without boards, old, much damaged.

14. No. 771. Mut'drivyakya—/ic« form.

By Rdmdnanda malm yogi.

Another comment on the murdri (known also by the title anarclia

raghavam) but only to the 1st anca : as above, incidents from the Rdmdya-

nam : leaf 1—37.

The book is long, on talipat leaves, very much, and variously

damaged.

15. No. 999. Sect. 2. Prabodha chandrodayam.

By Krishna misra, slocas, and pracruti—only 3 ancas ; wanting

the others v. sujn-a leaf 1—27. For sect, 1. see XIY.

VI. Dreams.

1^0. 568. Brihaspati mata grantliatn—the z6pa7ia adhydyam or

section on dreams only, 24 slocas, incomplete.

The night is divided into four ydmas, or watches ; and according to

the occurrence, in any one of these watches, dreams are classified, as to force,

and period of fulfilment.

Good and bad dreams described, e. g. if, in a dream, a crow is seen to

enter a house the import is bad. If a river with a boat, or ship on it be seen,

a relative in a distant land will soon return : and the like. Only two leaves

broken at one end.
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VII. Ethical.

1. No. 411. Bhagavat gitn, slocas.

1st to 18th adhydyam, the origiual complete without comment

—

leaves 1—31.

2. No. 415. Bhagavat gita,slacas,

1st to 18th adhydyam, the original complete, without glossary-

Prefixed are 1 leaf praise to Vhhnu 3 leaves from the 3rcl cdndam of

the Amara cosha—leaves 1—73.

The hook is long, of medium thickness, old, without boards,

injured.

3. No. 426. Bhagavat gita, slocas. Ascribed to Vydsa : it has a

tica in Telugu, by whom not stated. At the beginning 20 slocas

are wanting ; otherwise the 18 adhydyas complete: leaf 4— 129.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, damaged.

4. No. 42S. Bhagavat gita ; slocas a.n(\ tica in Telugu 1—18 arZ-

/jyayn.? complete. Original 37 leaves
;
glossary 73 leaves— 110.

The book is of medium size, recent.

5. No. -430, Gita hhdsyam, comment on the Bhagavat gita.

By Rdmamijdchdrya.

It is complete, including the original in 18 chapters ; the comment is

in prose, and gives that view of the vedanta, known as vlsishta advaita :

leaf 1—156.

The book is long, thick, with brass pin, recent ; of value, as the

southern Vaishnava system.

6. No. 470, Subodhini, a comment on the Bhagavat giia ; only

1st and 2nd chapters.

By Sri dhara svdmi.

It has the slocas of the original, corresponding to the comment

;

but wants 16 chapters of both : leaf 1— 19. The book is long, without

boards, slightly injured.

7. No. 471. Uttara gitaiyaha, matters founded on the Bhagavat

gita.

He who has the knowledge of Brahm must attend to tlie following

things ; that is to say : He must bring the mental idea of God to be within

the space between his eye brows ; and fix his meditation upon that idea ; the

mode of doing so.

The surii/pam form, or rather nature of Brahm described, or defined ;

as nirmalam without defilement, prahha stmyam light, manassu mind, butfi
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sense, nirmayam without bodily pnins, or concerns

—

sarva sunyam-nirahdsdm

witliout trifling cares—so far matter of the 1st chapter. In the second chapter,

on druda one perfect, or accomplished in asceticism ; arurucha one who ascends

towards perfection. The two described. There is a unity between the human

soul, and God. On pulses in the human body ; these are Brahm^s seat or resi-

dence : with some other like matters. 3rd adhydyam, he who properly vene-

rates, and honors Brahm, does what is right, and ought to be done. The

nature of Brahn again described.

A copy of the original of the Bhagavat gita is attached in 18 chap-

ters complete, slocas only. And also the 49lh adhydyam from tlie zdnti

parvam of the Bhdratam, Bkishmas homage to Krishna 137 slocas.

And further Krishna stuti, praise of Krishna from the mocsha

dherma 82 slocas ; with two other small pieces containing praise of

Vishnu. The book seems made up of different pieces, as the leaves are

numbered 1— 10 and 1—34 and 1—10, and 3 without No.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

damaged.

8. No. 510. Ji'yaw wiM^^i?'itJecfl!7?i, 5/m?a5, prose, (see 1. 9: No. 475)..

This is an incomplete portion, chiefly ethical, of an advaita work.

On zeal in asceticism—the pilgrim's staff ; such a one must not put on

sandal, perfume, nor use flowers nor betel leaf, &c. He must avoid the evil

dispositions of lust, anger, covetousness, fanaticism, and malice ; must control

or overcome them. He must not strike or abuse superiors, or aged people.

He should acquire good wisdom. Some duties peculiar to the yeii are stated.

By the various means stated, such a one is jivan mukti, already beatified while

aHve: leaf 1—12.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

9. No. 630. Anyobadesa— \00 slocas.

By Pandita raya. I uldsam, others wanting.

As fable teaches by way of apologue, so one object of this book is to'

convey instruction to rational beings, by professing to address parts of th^ irra-

tional, or inanimate creation ; as a bee, a bird, a tree, to convey lessons to a hus-

band, or a king.

O bcc I thou oughtcst not to leave the Camalam or lotos, to suck honey from every

baser flower,

O bird ! thou oughtcst not to leave thy own nest, to sleep in other nests.

O tree ! tliou art a standing refreshment from heat, and fatigue giving shelter ;- ao

ought a king to be to his people : leaf 1—9, with 28 blank.

The book is of medium length, new.
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10. No. 636. Prasanga retndvali, slocas.

A selection of beauties from -various authors ; chiefly such subjects as

the following—the duties proper to this last age ;
praise of Brahmans ; on

learning ; and on poets and poetry
;
properties of friendship ; on good, and

evil people ; on fate ; on desire ; on asking alms ; on a bad son ; on poverty

;

on rectitude of character ; on the temper of a mantri or chief adviser of a

king ; on the art of dancing. Also specimens of antar Idhhi and hayar Idbhi :

the latter open meaning, the former recondite ; in which letters are taken from

different words to form a word, in reply to a question ; for example ; if a

woman be asked the name of her husband a direct reply is thought indelicate ;

she therefore gives a word or two, from which possible names are formed, and

one selected as the right one : 633 slocas.

Leaf 1—89 and 15 blank, this book is a copy, from another

one 13. A. c.

The book is of medium size, new.

11. No. 0)5^. Vidacta mucha mandanam.

By Sdrangadhdra—slocas, complete.

On good and bad people : on poor and rich men, on family concerns
;

on poets or learned men ; on women or wives ; on husbands ; on beasts, and

birds. In all a difference of good, and bad noted. As to birds the hamsa

and parrot, good ; the crow bad, &c. (Curzon, a late writer on Armenia,

mentions large flocks of red geese ; which species seems to be the hamsa,

fabulous in India; but fables derived from the north west.)

Some matter on the antar labhi and hayar IdhhL Hero the former

designates a word concealed in a sloca, which is to be picked out from many
letters.

Mdja niti, or kingly morals treated on ; and some rules for people how
to obey : leaf 1—Y2.

(This also seems to he a copy, as above.)

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

12. No. 669. Prasanga retnavali—slocas: in padhatis, or decades

of slocas, incomplete.

Elegant extracts, on various subjects, resembling the Bariri

hariyam.

Suhhashita padhati—on elegant writing.

Samsara
,, family duties.

Chatur yuga ,, the four ages.

Vidvat ,, on learned men.

Mitra „ on friendship.

Sctjana
,, on good people.

JDurjana „ on bad people.
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Danddhra padhati—on poverty.

Bhn(jya ,, on prosperity.

Karma p'ftala „ fruit of destiny.

Ydchaca ,, on alms begging.

Leaf 1— 15. The book is of medium lengtli, thin, without

boards, slightly injured.

13. No. 683. Prasanga retndvdli, slocas,

63 padhatis or decades, of which the following are a few subjects.

(See 10 No. 636).

Eulogy of Urahmans ; on the poor, their becoming temper ; on the

rich, their conduct, with an eulogy ; on the good and bad dispositions of family

men
;
good people described, and praised ; bad people described, and censured

;

description with praise of the ten avatarasoi Vishnu ; covetousness condemned ;

on 'those who live by begging alms ; praise of good oflFspring ; evil dispositions

condemned : benefit from gifts ; duty of hospitality to guests : and various

other matters : leaf 1-—50, not finished.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, without

boards, recent.

14. No. 692. Chdttu slocas 90, Varieties.

Various distichs collected, each one distinct in subject, ethical

chiefly (as in 9 No. 630 supra) example translated.

O bee ! that sipp'st the lotos flow'r.

Why flit about from bow'r to bow'r ?

Can other flowers more honey give,

Than she with whom thou ought'st to live ?

O bee ! be wise, in thy frail hour.

And keep thee to thy lotos flow'r.

5 leaves only 66—70. long, no boards.

15. No. 748. Anya upadesa prastdhham.

By Jaganafha pandita, slocas, incomplete.

1—3 ulasas, the 1st right, J2nd and 3rd defective (see 9. No.

630 supra).

Indirect instructions, given under the semblance of addressing a bee, a

bird, different beasts, and through such medium conveying moral lessons on

good and evil.

Leaf 1—14 and 17—21, at the end 1 leaf, an account.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

16. No. 761. Sect. 1 Prastab'ha slocas, incomplete ; dialogue form :

examples—if any one thinks to destroy another, the deity will

destroy him. It is not right to associate with a bad man, even
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though he may he learned ; for if a serpent were twisted in with a

long string of beads, and offered to you, would you accept the gift ?

For sect. 2—3 see XX,

17. No. 1016. Chdttu slocas ; varieties.

Detached distichs on many subjects, not connected, though

mostly of moral bearing ; as

For example—other women are to be regarded as one regards a

mother ; other people's property should be regarded as worthless potsherds
;

other people should be regarded, as if one's own-self: he who acts thus is a

Pandit (learned man). A sloca on giving food. On inequalities in the

present life. Some learned men are poor, some stupid men are very rich, some

persons unaccountably prevail, some in like manner succumb ; some men live

by catching snakes, elephants, birds : when I see aU these things I conclude

that Isvara is powerful and that such results are from vidhi, fate or destiny ;

leaf 1— 18 and 35 blank leaves.

The book is short, on narrow talipat leaves, without boards.

VII. Erotic.

1. No. 81. Anancja rangha, Cupid's arena.

\_Ananga (without members) is an epithet of Cdma or Manmata ;

ranglia an island in a river, of hieroglyphical reference]. No author's

name, 10 st'halas or places : the last one incomplete.

On the four classes of women Padmini, Chitreni, Sankhini, and Has-

tint; their bodily appearance ; dress ; habits; mental qualities. Discrimina-

tion as to men, their personal appearance, and dispositions. Ditfercnt qualities

and tastes in women of various countries described. The lllas, or sports which

they prefer. On the means of causing barren women to become pregnant, by

aid of medicine. On the use of medicines, as philtres, with mantras, or spells

accompanying. On certain bodily appearances (doshana) in young women,

rendering marriage with them not advisable ; such as long teeth, short arms,

bristly hair, bearded upper lip. On like indications in men ; such as short

arms, indolent habits, a being fond of much eating ; very tall stature, sickly

constitution. Qualities of heart are to be discovered only by acquaintance ;

such indications are for the guidance of parents, or friends of a woman.

On the mode of imparting a sweet breath to women, by medicals for

the mouth, as betel-leaf ; folded up with nutmeg, mace, cloves, all spice, &c. An
unguent to turn grey hair black. Other details hand honesta. [Such books,

as a whole, may be mischievous ; but the native mind is tinctured by them,

and to know the latter, the former must be known also]: leaf 1—24.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

9
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2. No. 96. Rati rahasya pracsica—a comment on a worlc entitled

Ratirahasya{ars amoris). The covcwnewthy Kama chandra. Only

part of the 4th paricliheda, defective at the beginning, and ending.

On the dispositions common to women. On alinganam, or endearments

by women. Other matters as regards men non modeste. Spell used by men,

to draw over women. Tilaca a forehead spot, put on by a man, with like in-

tent. On medical philtres. Ointment for dying grey hair black. Powder to

take oft' superfluous hair from a female's arms, cheeks, or lip. Medicine to

cause easy delivery in child-birth. Perfumes ; and some like matters : leaf

44—69 and 50 more, not in regular order, leaves wanting.

Tlie book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, worm
eaten, and leaves broken. The work, original and comment, complete

or incomplete, is elsewhere found.

3. No. 105. Rati rahasya, slocas.

By Hari hara—the original.

3 ParicKliedas or sections. Dispositions of women, classified as

kamanini lustful, mugda a girl, viadkya a mature woman, pragalb'ha one bold,

and intriguing. Also as svtya one's own wife, parakrii/a another's, samdnya

common. Dispositions, and demeanour, of each described.

Farther classification as Padmini, chitreni, sankhini, hmtini, a division

not pertaining to caste ; as this book states that the Padmini may be found

among i he lowest outcast. On the indications of countenance (^dnshta bheda)

as to dispositions. On three classes of men anukiila constant, sa€ha roving,

dnshta bold. Witli other matters doubtful, or obscene.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, in a very small

handwriting.

4. No. 123. Ananga rangham ; slocas and prose.

By Cavi Calydna malla ; a fragment of 10 leaves 1—9 intro-

ductory portion.

On the mugda,, madhyd, and pragaWlia, as above ; how the affections

of each are best engaged. The nayaca^ or lover, described, On the sviya,

parakriya, and samdnya as above. Dicsrimination of character, and conduct,

et alia hand honesta.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

5. No. 129. Rati rahasyam ; slocas, with prose. By Kokota.

In \0 paricKhedas or sections, with a dipica or comment.

By Cdnchi ndtha, left incomplete.
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Description of the Padmini, chitreni, sankhini, and has^tini, w'lih their

gestures and demeanor. How best to please each one respectively. On spells

and philtres. On roborific medicines to men ; some matters as to lunar days,

moUia fundi tempora ; and other matters obscene.

The comment has 83 leaves ; and 3 distinct, on the kala st'hiti,

or varying idiosyncrasy.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, old, a little injured.

6. No. 230. Sect. 1. Kald sutram.

—a fragment of 13 leaves, without the beginning, and ending,

slScas only. On the dispositions of Padmini, chitreni, sankhini and

hastini ; witli a few other matters, not according with western ideas of

delicacy. For sect. 2, see XXVI.

7. No. 601. Two books.

1.) Kalinda mukunda ; sMcas,

On Kn&hna of the Jumna river. The northern Matliura described

On Devaki i\\Q moih^v 0? Krishna ; and his birth described. Praise of him.

His boyish sports. An Asura woman named Pdtana tried to poison him ; and

he killed her. He also killed Sacatasura. A description of the town of

Droaraca ; and of iir?s/<?? a';? marriage, first Avith Jamhuvati, and afterwards

with Rucmini ; sporting in water of the Jumna river : leaf 5—69.

2.) Hari bhaJcti sudaranam.

By Narayana tirWha, slocas with prose.

The milk sea of devotedness to Krishna.

From the birth of Krishna to his killing his uncle Catnsa : includ-

ing many details of Krishna s life.

Leaf 1—7 and 16—20, 22, and 30—38 and 42—68, very defec-

tive.

The book is long, somewhat thick ; and a little injured by insects.

8. No. 602, Gat'ha karpura ; 21 slocas complete.

A poeticaldescriptionof clouds, especially in a rainy time ; as generally

supposed to excite amorous desirts in females. And sringcira tilacam 23 slocas

complete, ascribed to Call ddsa.

On amorous matters ; by the risino; of clouds amorous emotions are

caused in women. On various signs, or gestures employed by them ; and on

their confidential intercourse with female friends.

Leaf 1—5 and 1 1 blank leaves.

9. No. 608. Uttara Cdtambari prose.

By Bhdna Cavi sunu.
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The supplementary part complete of an old romance. Chandra pit^ha

the hero, and Cdtamhari the heroine ; their mutual complacencj, pains of

absence, and like common-places

Tale of Fundarica raised from the dead, by the penance of Mahasveta

his wife, and being restored to her.

1 he marriage of Chandra pifha and Cdtamhari, interspersed with des-

criptions of sylvan scenes ,- the rising of the moon ; evening and morning &c.

as usual in love tales ; leaf 1—99.

The book is of mediun) size, without boards.

10. No. 609. Vasanta tilaca hlidnam.

By Varaddchdrya of Conjeveram ; known as Animal hhdnam,

prose and verse mingled.

The adventures of a debauchee from one sunrise to the next day's sun-

rise, as passed on a festival occasion at Conjeveram, described ; including cock

fighting, playing with dice, various gestures and conversation with ddsis, or

female slaves of the god. A monologue drama, one person coming forward

and uttering the narration, as if to a friend, at a little distance ; with answers

or supposed remarks thrown in ; said to have been Avritten in old age, in re-

venge for sarcastic remarks on the author, by ddsis overheard ; but more pro-

bably ascribed to him from some sectarial pique.

The book is long, thin, and recent, a copy, and notched as a mark.

11. No, 619. Vasava dhatta, original only.

By Suhhanda cavi, verse, prose, and sUshas, or double meaning

words, on the alancdra (or ornamental) system.

The amours of Chintamani a king, and Vasavadhatta a female, their

personal beauty, and confidence in each other, before marriage. The valour

of Cldntamani described ; with a friend of his named Macaran, he went into

a wilderness called Vindhyatapi. The poetical rasas are introduced ; such as

fainting away, sickness, insanity, attended with emaciation of body. The

rising of the moon, and the appearance of the stars, described. In the end

details of the marriage of the pair ; a fictitious love tale ; leaf 1—28.

The book is somewhat long, without boards, recent.

12. No. 624. Nduha—a comment.

By Ganga Rdma, on a work entitled Rasa iaravgivi, the river

of sentiment ; divided into eight turangas or waves. Tiic original is

not found.

Description of the Na.yaca hero, and Nayahi heroine. Their personal

appearance, or beauty. The interchange of amorous gestures described. A
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discrimination of looks, as indicating anger, aversion, love, desire and the like.

A description of the rasas, or sentimental emotions ,• eight arc usually enume-

rated. This book does not exceed limits : that is, it is not obscene.

It is of medium length, very thick, with a wooden pin, and

recent.

Leafl— 174, and 32 blank.

13. Nos. 625 and 627. Properly one book, but divided into two,

and the last No. is wrong, both ought to be put together as No. 625.

Stuti ranjani—a commentary.

By Lacshmana suri, on the ashta pati or Gita Govinda of Jaya

deva ; including the original slocas.

The 1st book has 1st to 6th sarga complete ; so fiir on leaf 1—58.

The 2n(l book has 7th to 12th sarga on leaf 1—G4 and so made two books.

On the ten avataras of Vishnu, and especially as Krishna. The

amours of Krishna with his aunt Radha, love pains, jealousy, visits ; rising

of the moon ; and other common-places^ interspersed.

Translated by Sir W. Jones, and published in the Asiatic Re-

searches.

Both books are of medium size, without boards ; the first recent,

tlie other a little damaged.

14. No. 627. Cumara Samhhavam—slocas.

By Call ddsa—only the 8th Sargam.

Sanjivini, a comment thereon.

By Kola chella malli ndtlia. suri, prose.

Only the 8th sargam—on the amours of Siva and Parvali,

before the birth of Cumara : if complete the book would be elsewhere

classified : leaf 1—31. The book is long, without boards, not injured.

15. No. 628. Krishna karnamrita vyakya.

By Ti7-wnala Bhatta putra, tica form.

A comment on an original work, which has three satacnms, or

centos ; but in this the 2nd only is found. The subject is chiefly on

the sports of Krishna with the gopis, or cowherdesses, in the river

Jumna. Leaf 1

—

^G.

The book is long, without boards.

16. No. 651. FuTva Cdtamhari
;
prose.

By Bhatiu bhdnu ; a fragment.

At the beginning are 3 leaves, on the ornate rhetoric of any

poem ; ars poeiica.
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The tale itself, leaves 40— 210 ; wanting the beginninj; and ending.

The chief persons herein are Chandra ijWha a king, Vaisdmpaya his minister,

and Cdfambari a female, with Vilasa saki her confidante, in the interest of

the king. Description of the beauty of the king and of the female, and of

the splendor of his court ; of the sea ; of forests ; of the moon &c. The office

of Vaisampaya is to negociate a marriage. Many other portions of the

romance are in the collection.

This book is long, thick, without boards, damaged by insects.

17. No. 655. Kdlinda mukunda vydkya.

By Linga hhatta. A comment on an original work (see 7 No.

601—1).

Description of the town of Mafhura ; praise of Siva ; description of

Dwaraca puri. An account of Devaki as pi'egnant ; birth of Krislma. His

boyish sports. Putajia a woman killed by him, when presenting poisoned

nipples to suckle him. He killed a racshasa. named Zacata. Two savages

tried to squeeze him to death, between two wooden oil mills ; he killed them

both. Marriage >vith Rucmini, sports in Kalinda river ; which, it appears, is

another name for the Jumna. Mukunda is a name of Krishna.

The book is long, somewhat thick, old, a little injured by insects.

18. No. 668. Ashta pati, otherwise known as Gita Govinda ; mu-

lam, and tica.

The original by Jaya deva. The comment entitled stuti ranjini,

by Lacshmana suri 1—12 sargas, both complete.

On the ten avaidras of Krishna. A description of spring. Anger of

Radha; it was appeased. Krishna s sports in the Jumna ; description of sun

rise. Other following matter, as to Rddha : leaf 1— 87.

The book is long, somewhat thick, witliout boards, a little

injured by insects.

19. No. 676. Vasunta Ulacam a bhdiiavi ; known as Ammdl hha-

nam, a monologue.

By Varaddch.drya of Conjeveram.

Description of Conjeveram and of the Vaishnava (May) festival:

Praise of Varoda raja the god. Description of the Ananla saras, a pool

:

and ironical o£ dasis ; with the complete one day's transactions of a debauchee ;

see other notices : 23 leaves.

The book is long, without boaids.

20. No. 680. Krishna karnamrita»

100 slocas with a tica, being the 3rd xatacam or cento.
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On the childish, and youthful sports of Krishna ; and afterwards with

the Gopis, at Brinddvanarn, and in the Jumna river. A description of his

person. Incident of protecting the cowherds &c. from the anger of Ayni,

by uphokling the hill Goverdhana : leaf 1^—32.

The book is long, on narrow leaves, without boards, damaged by

breaking.

21. No. 702. Krishna karnavirija.

300 slocas, in 3 satacas complete, the original only, without comment.

Birth; boyhood; youth; and maturer age of iiTm/irta ; incidents there-

in, turned to panegyric; leaves 1-—46.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without bpards, old,

and worm eaten.

22. No. 706. Uttara Cdtambari, prose.

By Bhatla bhdna suri ; this supplementary portion is complete.

On the amours, and marriage of Chandra pWha a king with Cdtambari
;

description of their person. An episode, or account of Pundarica and

Mahasveta ; their marriage described. The marriage of Catambari to the

king was brought about through the intervention of a mantri named Vciisain^

payan, and oi Kpaju vriga and Mahasveta. Interspersed with a description of

Cdtambaris flower garden, and like details : 86 leaves written on, 54

blank,=140.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, quite new, a

copy.

23. No. 713. Amarukam, slocas with a tica, ascribed to Sancard-

chdrya.

—From the 2oth to the 85th sloca, and comment on the same—not

more.

An erotic work ; see other notices.

The book is of medium length, thin, no boards, injured.

24. No. 717. Fasanta tilacam, a bhdnam or monologue drama

slocas and prose, complete.

By Varadar&chdrya of Conjeveram.

Description of Conjeveram—of the Ananta saras, a pool ; of spring ;

and of the May festival; praise of the god, description of the entire day of a

debauchee ; and the object, sarcasm, or mockery ofthe ddsis^ or female slaves

of the god, see notices ; under ^ a. b. et alibi.

The book is long, and thin, without boards—a recent copy.
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25. No. 722. yhlifa paii, aliter, Gita Govinda ; by Jaya deva cavi

;

the original and also a tica entitled sanjivird by Tirvmala raja

1—12 sarfjas complete. Chief topic the amour of Krislina with

Rddha ; see other notices.

At the end are 5 leaves containing chdttu slocas, on detached ideas : e.

g. it is useless to teach any other than a sensible person, : what benefit can

resuh. from teaching over and over again one like a stone (i. e. a blockhead):

leaves 1— 105.

The book is of medium size, without boards, variously and much

damaged.

26. No. 733. Fragment of the Bharciviyam ; slocas the 7th sargam,

and this not complete.

On Arjuna amusing himself during his penance, with some women

when bathing ,- if complete would belong to XXVI.

Two leaves a School master's account of his dues, or income.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, much

injured.

27. No. 736. Purva Cdtambari, prose.

By Bhdna cavi. (See 22 No. 706).

Tliis is the first part of the said romance. Details of the mutual

passion between Chaiidia pitlia a king, and Cdtamhari. Description of their

persons. The intervention of Vdisampnyan the king's minister, to bring

about a gnndharbha marriage ; which latter is the main subject of the

second part. Various poetical descriptions of the moon ; sea; clouds; the

spring and other five seasons; of the town of TJcKlrhii (or Ougein) ; and other

liice ornamental matters of fictitious invention; leaf 1—60, one leaf a horoscope.

Tlic book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, worm

eaten, and a few leaves broken.

28. No. 737. Rasa wanjeri, a comment on the Amdrukam, having

60 slocas out of 100 of the original, and verbal comment on 40 of

tliem only.

Women classified as girl, young woman, mature, bold and intriguing;

and men as bold, changeable. Various gestures, and modes of beliaviour.

See other notices.

14 leaves and 31 blank at end. The book is long, without

boards, recent.
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29. No. 739. B'dhanam— 100 slocas complete.

By Bilhana cavi.

Divided into purra and uttara panchasati or first, and second

fifty, or part.

Matandbirama a cliief had a daughter named Vasanta tilaca. Bilhana

was employed to teach her the poetical art, with the intervention of a screen ;

issuing in an amour ; on discovery of which the father threatened the teacher's

life. He escaped by telling stories of kings, who died with those they had

ordered to be killed. See other notices.

This book is merely 4 long leaves, very closely written. One
leaf broken.

30. No. 742. Amarukam—mulam and tica.

By Amaruca cavi, as herein stated.

1—74 slocas, to each one a verbal comment, incomplete.

On the persons, qualities, and manners of different classes of men,

and women.

See other notices, leaf 1— 10, other 15 blank.

31. No. 749. Krishna karna7nrita—WO slocas.

By Lila suca—the 2nd satacam only.

On the boyish, and youthful sports of Krishna : leaf 3— 15.

The book is of medium length, very old, a little injured.

32. No. 751. Vdsava dhatta—slocas with prose, but no tica or

comment.
^

By Suhhanda cavi, incomplete.

Chinldmani a king had a son named Kandarpa heht -the, story of his

amour and marriage with a female named Vdsava dhatta a king's daughter.

Description of the beauty, and conr^ge o^ Kandarpa ^e/?/, and the person of

the said female from head to foot described : leaf 61 70.

The book is of medium length, without boards, a little injured

{v : supra).

33. No. 759. Amarukam; 100 slocas ascribed to Sancardchdrya,

with a tica.

On classification of women, and men, with various other matters,

ut supra.

34. No. 768. Sect. 1. Sringdrasdram.

By Vencata Ndrdijana dicshada.

1—6 uldsas, complete, slocas with prose.

h
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Some matters on ornate poetry as an art, faults as to places of words

in a poem, and faults as to meaning.

Various classes of hero described ; such as DMro dhatia and three

other kinds ; their temper, and dispositions. Females classified as Padmini,

Chitreni, Sankhini, Hastini; their temper, and personal appearance described.

Another classification, as mugda, modhya, pragalb'ha, sviya, and 'parahriya

described, with other matters common in such books ; but not perfectly decent

in detail.

On the rasas, or poetical sentiments sringara and others, nine in num-

ber ; otherwise detailed : leaf 1— 90.

For Sect. 2. See III 7. The entire book is of medium size,

without bocirds, on narrow leaves, worm eaten.

35. No. 774. For sect. 1. See HI 9.

Sect. 2. Amarukam, mulam and tica both complete.

Reference to various notices ; supra and in Vol, 1. Leaf 1—50

older than sect. 1.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, without boards,

worm eaten,

36. No. 828. Sect. 2. Mdgham.

Only the 8th sarga ; mulam without tica.

An account of the amorous sports of Krishna, at a hill named

Revati.

Leaf 4—8. For sect. 1 and 3 see XIV.

IX. Fables.

L No. 639, Pancha tantram ; sUcas, and prose, complete.

By Vishnu Sarman.

1. Mitra bhedam, a dividing friends.

2. Suhrrta Inbham, benefit of good rendered.

' 3. Zanti vi(/raha, on peace and war.

4. Lubdha nasarn, on loss of property,

5. Asamprecsha liaryatvum, on rash procedure.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent, in small fine

handwriting.

2. No. 682. Pancha tantra ; slocas.

An incomplete copy.

1. 3fi.tra hMdanii 2 suhrrta Idbham, comiiletc.

3. Zdnti viyraham, defective ; leaf 1—40.

The book is of medium size, damaged.
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X. Grammatical.

1. No. 395. Sect. 1. Gana lacshana.

On 8 ganas, or classes of letters, the explanation of tlieir pro-

perties, and the results from their use stated : 2 leaves, 3 blank leaves.

For sect. 2 see XVIII.

2. No. 621. Samdsa sangraham, prose.

3 copies, each one being complete.

On six kinds of samdsa, or composite words, the last one carrying the

sign of inflexion ; with verses extracted, exemplifying each one. The six

classes are— 1, tat-purusha ; 2, karma darigam ; 3, bahu vrikiki ; 4, dviguhu ;

5, dvandvam, 6, avvyayam : poetical licences.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, recent.

3. No. 622. Samdsa sangraham, prose.

Intended for young persons, four classes of compound works :

that is,

1, avihhdva ; 2, tat-purusha ; 3, dvandva ; 4t, bahu vrihihi : so far

complete, 5 leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.

4. No. 623. Samdsa sangraham, prose.

On the foi'mation of six kinds of compound words, the same as spe-

cified, 2, No. 621, supra : complete bn 4 leaves,

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.

5. No. 635. For sect. 1 see XXVI.

Sect. 2. Sabda pustacam, prose.

On the formation of cases of nouns, ending both in vowels, and

consonants ; incomplete.

Sect. 3, Sa^ndsa chacra, prose, complete. On the formation

of six kinds of compound words, as above ; with stanzas quoted in

exemplification.

The book is composed of leaves differing in length, of medium
thickness.

6. No. 772. For Sect. 1 see III.

Sect. 2. Siddhanta caumudi.

By Bhattoji dicshada, uttara arfha.
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A comment on the siUras of Panhii ; the portion known as linganU'

sassanam or definition of genders. Three accents are used to distinguish the

genders ; and a svara, or note, when two words are conjoined.

The whole book on 63 leaves damaged.

7. No. 801. Sect. 1. Ashta adhydyi.

By Pdnini ; a name by v/hicli his grammar in sutras is known :

incomplete.

1st to 6th adhaydyam with 4 pdtas to each one ; without tica or

comment. On the two leading divisions of nouns, and verbs and matters

thereto pertaining : leaf 1—54.

The book is long, and somewhat injured.

For Sect. 2 see XXXII.

8. No. 805. Ashta adhydyi suiras.

By Panini, complete.

1

—

S adhydyas, 4 patas to esic\\=d2 pdtas ; 1st division, all mattets

relative to nouns, and indeclinable words.

2nd division—all matters relative to verbs ; as prat^hama, madhyama,

uttania, purusha, first, second, and third persons, &e. &c.

Leaf 1—48. The book is of medium sizt.

9. No. 806. Sect. 1. Churddiprah-iy a, sutras and tica, or glossary.

On that division of grammar which i elates to roots and verbs ; a few

roots only are given ; their formation into words ; with variations of mood,

tense, persons, and the like; leaf 116— 190 or 75 leaves. For sect. 2 see

XXVI, sect. 3 XXXIII.

10. No. 807. Kaiyattam, a tica to the ashta adhydyi of Pdnini.

One chapter is right ; but the book is incomplete, as a whole. On the

five kinds of sandhi, or coalition of letters, and some of the samusas or com-

pound words ; 1 25 leaves, much damaged.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, without boards,

old, broken and worm eaten.

11. No. 808. Three pieces.

1.) Pracriya Cdumudi—sutras and tica.

By Rdma Chandrdchdrya.

On the tignantam referring to roots, and kritantam incremental

letters to form complete verbs.

By means of ten I letters, time, in some roots, is discriminated :

as to past, present, future : leaf 1—53 and 3 blank.
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2.) Suhanta suira Jcrama—sutras incomplete.

On five kinds of sandhi of vowels and consonants, and also on

samdsa or compound-words.

3.) Tignanta sutra hrama, sutras, incomplete.

A list of dhdtus or roots, with their meanings : leaf 1—21 in

all 77.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without hoards.

12. No. 814. Malta hhdsyam—it contains the sutras of Pdnini,

and full commentary with the above title, by Pdtanjala.

The 1st adhydyam lit patam, and in this nine anikas or pauses.

The suhantam part, on five kinds of sandhi, and on three accents,

acute, grave, circumflex; also on vibhacti or cases of nouns : leaf 26^104

incomplete.

The book is of medium size, without boards, old, very slightly

injured.

13. No. 815. Siddhanta cdumudi.

By Bhaitoji dicshada. '

A comment on Pani/ii's work, including the original sutras ; but in-

complete.

Chapters on sarnqnya, letters ;
pari hkdsha foreign words, ocliu sandhi

coalitioa of vowels, AfflZ sfl/2c?^i coalition of consonants, visarga sairdhi o^ the

final h ; svdfi or nasal m. The whole of the consonants, and some of the

words, have their genders specified ; six chapters, others are wanting : leaf

1—13.

The book is long, without boards.

14. No, 821. Madhya siddhanta cdumudi.

By Banoji dicshada, sutras, and vrutta or paraphrase complete.

The Siddhanta cdumudi, as above, is a grammar founded on Pdninis

sutras, of medium repute. This book is an abridgment of its contents, includ-

ing both the division on nouns and indechnables, and that on roots, and forma-

tions of verbs : leaf 1— 145.

The book is long, somewhat thick, old, much injured, bamboo

boards.

15. No. 823. Tatva hodhini, prose.

By Njanendra sarasvati.

This is a comment on the siddhanta caumudi of Bhattogi dicshada, itself

a paraphrase of Pdnini s sutras.
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The beginning on sandhis wanting. Then on vowels and consonants

which begin words, and the cases of these Avords, how formed ; and on samdsa,

or compound words ; of all matters twenty-eight kinds. Also a detail of indecli-

nable words ; and how, or in what places, they may, or may not be used : leaf

182—266, or 85 leaves.

The book is of medium size, very slightly injured.

16. No. 825. Pracriya cdumudi.

By Bliatta sishya, sutras and tica.

This is another paraphrase on Pdnini's sutras^ incomplete. On six

kinds of sandhi, as above from scungyiya down to svdti : leaf 1—24.

The book is long, on narrow leaves, without boards.

17. No, 835. Dhdhi pat'ham ; sutras, and prose; does not begin,

nor end.

Several dhdtus, or roots, with their meaning, and without unadi affixes,

or terminations ; only the mere roots, and their sense given. Pracrilti and

vicruti are words technically used to denote root and affix : leaf 46

—

5Q, or 1

1

leaves.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

18. No. 859. Pracruti cdumudi vyakydnam.

By Vitaldcharya, sutras and tica.

The original sutras by Panini and a comment on them— both incom-

plete. The tica is arranged under the sutras.

On five sandhis—samgnyi., parihhasha, achu, hal, and visarga ; the

ordinary enumeration : 53 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, old, and damaged.

19. No. 863. Unddi sulram : sutras.

On various ganas or classes of letters, or words ; seven chapters are

occupied witli one of them.

Other two ganas, are termed dhdtu, mdlica, and gana pdta. On

vowels and consonants, their union, and formation of cases, and mode of

forming words from roots. Some roots of the second gana are given, with

the meaning of each stated in prose. The third gana relative to the uniting

indeclinable words. Of the three classes only so much as is in common use

is given in this book.

It is somewhat long, ofmedium thickness, without boards, recent.

20. No. 867. Two tracts.

1.) Kdracd 2^tirich'hedam, sutras and vriitti.

By Rudra Bhaltdchdrya.
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Only one chapter, complete.

On the meaning of roots, as to past, present, and future time, and also

the various words by union {prutyai/am) of other letters, or affixes to them

forming words {sahda) ; with their meaning as to the three times.

2,) Samdsa vdta art'ham—sutras and tica.

By Jaya Rama, complete.

Twenty-eight samdsa chacras or modes of uniting words, so as to form

compounds, the last one only bearing any sign of inflexion (of course of great

service in poetry) : leaf 1—43.

The book is long, without boards, and very slightly injured.

21. No. 871. Two pieces.

1.) Siddhanta cdumiuli, prose tica.

By Bhattoji dicshada, fragments.

Leaves!—23 and from 50—70 and 108— 172. Subjects by conse-

quence not connected. A little on sandhis ; a little from the chapter on

nouns ; some matter on sam.asas ; and also the harnca kriya, ut supra 20.

2.) ylshtddldyajfi—the 8 chapters of sutras. By Pdnin'i, complete
;

1—8 to each, 4 pdfas or 32 sections in all. In this work the diiferent

subjects do not come in regular order ; as in ticns ; the matter on

sandhis is at the end : the siibanta and tignaata complete : leaf

173—225.

The book is of medium length, thick, on narrow leaves, in one

place injured

.

22. No. 872. Prdndha manorama.

By Bhattoji dicshada—a tica to his work entitled siddhanta

cdumudi, itself founded on Pdnijiis work. The purva artlia or first

part only ; leaves wanting in the midst. The subject on the subanta only,

as to sandhi, sawAsa, svara accents, and avvyaya, or indeclinable words.

Leaf 1—76 and 106—210.

The book is somewhat long, thick, not injured.

23. No. 873. Siddhanta cdumudi.

By Bhattoji dicshada, found on the sutras of Panini. The purva

and uttara artlias, both complete.

Purva, the subanta on 5 sandhis on nouns with genders and cases,

and 28 kinds o( samdsa, or compound words, and on indeclinable words; with

kdraca kriya, or formation of words from roots.
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Vttara. the tignanfa -roots (there are 4,000) form of three times^ and

three persons of verbs, with singuhxr, dual and plural (eca^ dvi, hahu, vachanaj,

leaf 1-261.

The book is long, twice the usual thickness, with bi'oken wooden

pin; of recent writing, valuable copy.

2k No. 881. Sect. 1 Ashtddhiyayi.

By Pdnini. 1—8 adkydya, in 32 'pdtas 4 to each chapter. The

suhanta, nouns and indeclinable words ; tignanta, roots and formation of

nnite verbs : leaf 1—48, long, very much worm eaten. For Sect. 2.

see XXXII.

25. No. 882. Vlldsam, prose tica.

By Lacshmi Nrisinha.

A comment on the slddhanta cdumiidi : only the suhanta, the

other part wanting : on the .5 sandhis, cases and genders of nouns, and

the various samdaas not regular ; 209 leaves not in regular order, as to

numbers on the leaves. The book is long, very thick, old, without

boards, much damaged.

26. No. 884. Suhodhini, prose tica.

By Jaya Krishna.

Another commentary on the siddhanta cduviudi. Three prakriyaf, 1

vaidtea, 2 svara, 3 tignanta, under 1, the 5 sandhis, genders and cases of

nouns and samdsas. 2, various accents, especially rising, falling, and prolonged.

Under 3, roots and their formation into the different moods, tenses, and

persons of verbs : leaf 1 —38 and 1 —76=115.

The book is very long, of medium thickness, without boards,

looks recent; but is much worm eaten.

27. No. 886. Siddhanta cdumudi, sutras and tica.

By Bhattoji dicsJiada, incomplete.

Part of the subantam, on sandhis and nouns and part of the tignanta: but both

incomplete ; the numbering of the leaves not uniform ; in all 168 leaves, and 68 blank leaves

are intermingled ; an unfinished copy, intermediate parts skipped.

The book is of medium length, thick, on talipat leaves, damaged.

28. No. 887. Siromani, prose, tica.

Another comment on the siddhanta cdumudi, the latter portion

having also original sutras. The iignantam, on the formation of verbs,

with kriyn mala, a list of roots, of three times, and difference of form,

corresponding with such meanings ; leaf 3— 159.

The book is long and thick, without boards, very slightly injured.
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29. No. 800. Sect. 1. Prdudha manorama.

By Bhattoji dicshada ; a ilea to his comment, entitled siddhanta

cdumudi, prose, incomplete ; it has only the beginning. On the suhan-

iam—the 5 sandhis ; genders of nouns, how formed from the root, termed

kdracam : leaf 1—50.

For Sect. 2 see II. The book is long, and much worm eaten.

30. No. 891. Tatva hodhini, prose, tica.

By Njdnendra sarasvati, incomplete.

A comment on the siddhanta caumudi, including the original sutras,

without quoting the siddanta caumudi it proceeds upon it, and is more copious,

or particular where needed.

Only the former part, on the suhanta and this not fully—the 5 sandhis

on nouns, their genders, and nW the samdsas ; also indeclinable words ; and

harucakriya, or forming Avords from roots, by increment : leafl — 81, and

1—28, and 1—59=. 168 leaves.

The book is long, and thick, without boards, old, injured by

insects.

31. No. 1007. Sect. 1. Siddhanta cdumudi.

By Bhattoji dicshada, sutras and tica^

The tignanta, part only, incomplete.

Among four thousand roots, some few selected, with formation

from them of tenses and persons of verbs : leaf 175—237.

For Sect. 2 See XV. The book is long, without boards, in-

jured by insects.

XL Hymnology.

1. No. 26. Eight short tracts.

1.) Gayatri sahasra ndma, slocas.

A form for repeating 1,008 names of the Gayatri, taken from the

Vedas, complete.

Worship of the sun ; if repeated, good results.

2.) Gayatri hhujangam, 13 slocas, complete.

Brahma to A^ar<?<ia-—praise of the gayatri, put into the form of

a serpent ; if repeated, good results.

3.) Gayatri chacra stavam, QQ slocas, complete.

Siva to Parvati, squares subdivided, one to Ganesa one to

Suhrahmanya 8fc.

'' Benefits will follow homage to these diagrams."
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4.) Gayatri hrudayani—mantra and slocas, complete. Sign by fin-

gers, and touching different members of tlie body. Origin of the

gayatri from the Vedas. Vishnu caused the heat of his spirit to

enter water, by which a bubble was produced, and on its bursting

Aum issued, from which came the gayatri.

5.) Gayatri cavacham, viantra, slocas, complete.

The mantra used with motions of fingers, followed by the stottra,

praise.

6.) Pardshtottra satam, slocas, 108 names of a sacti of Siva, in praise.

7.) Para sahasra nama, slocas, complete.

1,008 names of the said sacti^ in praise.

8.) Nama sdra stavam—slocas, complete.

Praise to Syama, a sacti of Siva, including homage. [The three

last have a relation to the female-energy system ; but it is not needful

to separate them, as they come under the present head] : leaf 1—33.

The book is long, without boards, one leaf broken.

2. No. 68. Siva sahasra nama stottra; slocas 1,008, names said to

be from the Padma purdnam ; used in praise, to procure the favor

of miraculous aid from Siva, with motions of fingers, and eulogy of

the benefit : leaf 1—16, and 18—28, and 30—32.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, damaged.

3. No. 72. A collection of short pieces in sZoca*, and some fZawc^acas,

long chants.

—Siva ashtacam 8 slocas, praise.

— Siva bhiijangamS „ put into the form ofa serpent. By Sancaracharya.

—Bhujanga prayata st'havttj 23 slocas, imitating the trail of a serpent,

praise of Siva,

— Uma Mahesvara sahasranama, sfottra, incomplete—praise o£ Parvati

and Siva ; part of 1,008 names.

Siva bhujanga st'hava—ttca in Tehigu, the slocas, and Telugu version.

—Havana hhujayiga—prais6 of Siva, ascribed to Havana.

— Tandava stava—praise of Siva dancing at the time n^medi pradosha

.

—Ashtacas or octaves, named after Vira, Bhadra, Ganga, and Chandra

sec'hara,

—Aditya hrudaya stottra mantra.

Praise of the Sun said to have been taught by Agastya to Rama to

enable him to kill Havana.
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—Aditya cavacham ; spell for protection by the Sun,

—Syamali dandacam^ a chant.

By Cali dasa to a sacli of Siva

.

—Other dandacas or long chants, to Ramalinga, a stone placed by Rama
to Soinesvara the moon ; to Vif^neavara: and to Surya the sun.

—Amba dandacam in Telugu, praise of Parvati.

—Ayama slocaa, Sdiva in kind.

—

Karuna kasagi, slocas with a Telugu tica ; Vira Suiva in kind^—on the

tatva system, as to the members, and faculties of the human body

.

Some other Jangama matters

.

—Aparddha stavam, praise for the pardon of any fault ; addressed to Siva.

— Siva pifja vidhi, mode of homage to Siva.

—Rudra cavacham, aid of Siva invoked.

—Siva rdtri vrata calpavi, benefit of observing the night of Siva, in

February, and many others similar in kind.

The book is long, and thick, a little injured by insects.

4. No. 74. Two pieces.

1.) Savundarya lahari, 60 slocas, incomplete.

By Sancardchdrya. Praise of the person of Pdrvati from head to

foot.

2.) Siva ananda lahari, 108 slocas.

By the same. Praise of Siva's greatness and glory, with invocation :

no personal description : leaf 1—20.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

damaged.

5. No. 75. Sduhhagya verddhani, prose.

By Kdivalya dzrama, 102 slocas of the Savundarya lahari

commented on, having the original ; and made to relate to Kdmacshi

the consort of Ecamhesvara, at Conjeveram. The goddess described

from head to foot : leaf 1—53.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

injured.

6. No. 76. Mahimna stottra vyahydnam, a prose comment on 30

slocas, including them. Praise of the glory of Siva, complete :

leaf 1—14.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured.
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6|. No. 78. Three pieces.

].) Guru stuti—from the scanda purdnam slocas in 4 adhyayas—Mahes-

vara to Uma. Praise of preceptor ; a term sometimes apphed to Sioa.

2.) 'Ananda lahari—41 slocas, complete.

Praise of Siva,

3.) Saundarya lahari—43 slocas, incomplete.

By Sancardcharya. Praise of the beauty and members of the person

of Parrati ; accommodated to Kdmacshi, her form at Conjeveram : leaf 1^—20

and 1—8.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

injured.

7. No. S'l'. A collection of many small pieces, chiefly stottrasc

—Vira Bhadra ashtaca—two octaves, praise of Vira Bhadra.

—Ganesa ashtacam—an octave in praise of Ganesa.

—Linga mahatmyam, and in Teiugu, mangalashtacam—two octaves,

relative to the symbol of creative power

—

Saiva.

— Vishnu ashtacam—an octave in praise of Vishnu.

Nandikesvara Siva—ArtVianisvara—Imga ashtacas, octave in praise of

each one.

—Marcandeyastuli—praise of Siva as having spared Morcandeya's

life, when in danger.

—Rudra cavackam, with stottra, a spell for protection, or safety of soul.

.— Vydsa ashtacam, praise of Siva^ ascribed to Vydsa.

—Siva ashslottra sata ndma vali—praise of Sivx by 108 names in prose.

—Indracsha mantra—^spell of the sacti kind for gaining matters desired.

— Vira Bhadra hadda hanala mantram^ a malignant spell, to kill ene-

mies.

— "Nila Jiantlia stottra mantram— praise, and spell to the blue-throated

Siva.

—Sancara ashtacam (in Teiugu)—an octave in praise of Siva.

—Dacsha vutfi Isva.ra ashtacam—an octave, in praise of a local god.

— Sivashiacam—an octave in praise of Siva.

—Vrishabha stuli, praise of the bullock vehicle of Siva.

— Visvandtlia ashtacam,, an octave in praise of the form of Siva at Be-

nares.

—Linga stottra (in Teiugu)—praise of the Saiva symbol.

—Bhuvanhvari asldottra, sata vdma stottra—praise by 108 names of a

sacti; on the female-energy system.
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—Anna puma ashtacam, octave in praise of a local Ceres, (a form of

Parvati) at Benares, &c.

—Prasdda panchdcshara mantram, a spell or prayer, used over offered

f(jod, and some other of like kind : leaf 1— 53.

THie book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

8. No. 88. Various small pieces, laudatory.

—Siva puja vidhi—fragment on Saiva mode of homage.

Mahesa vidnasdtsava,..sl6cas^

By Ittdra kanfha konda,

1.) Puja Jthanda, sect on homage.

2.) Stdttra „ „ on praise.

Each section has 16 padadhis, or decades; worship to Parvati

with praise at early dawn, at noon, at evening, at night.

— ArthanaVhi&vara varna, praise of the form, which is Siva on one side

and Parvati on the other side.

—Kant^ha uparivarna, praise on the neck (of Siva supposed).

— Sarva uparivarna^ praise of all the members of Siva's body.

—'Hari hara brahma ahhcda varna, praise of the undivided Vish'

nu- Siva-Brahma (^Sa?icarachdrya's doctrine).

—Siva mantra prasamsi, spells, or prayers of special use to Siva.

— Vibhuii, rudrdcsha stuti, panegyric of ashes, and beads, deemed sacred

— Siva stuti, praise of Siva, with an ascetical bearing.

Siva puja vidhi, repeated, and complete.

Leaf 1— 108 and 5 blank leaves.

9. No. 92. Three pieces.

1 ) Siva ashsiotira, sahasranama stdttra, slocas, the 1008 names of Siva

complete, used with praise for obtaining any desirables ; classed as benefi-

cence, property, pleasure, or beatification ; as the mind of the devotee

may happen to be.

2.) Surya namnscdra vidhdna with the puja vidhi. Mode of doing

homage, and reverence to the sun, with the benefit ; that is health, cure of

diseases, or things desirable : complete.

3.) Siva ashsfottra, suhasrandma vali, prose list of i 008 names of iS'e'fa,

used in praise complete : leaf 1—20, and 24—35 ; no chasm in tlie sense.

The book is of medium length, and without boards.

10. No. 107. a. Six short tracts (No. 107. b. comes under

XXXIII),
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1.) Chitavibara sloltra, praise of the ether-clotlietl Sita ; used as a spell

to gain things deemed desirable.

2.) Chitfirnbara shodasa upasdra puja vidhaiiam, on sixteen modes of com-

plimentary homage to Siva.

3.) Chitambara ashiacam, an octave In praise of Siva. «

4.) Majigala pdtas (in Telugu), epithalamium, addressed to Siva.

5.) Chitambara Svam Saijayapadrica (Telugu), two epistles addressed to

Siva.

6.) Chitambara puja vdma vali (Sanscrit)—a list of some few names used

in Saiva homaoe : leaf 1— 12 and 14 others.

The book is short, and thin.

11. No. 108. Various short tracts, chiefly stottras.

— Siva sahasranama stottra, slucas complete, from the latter part of the

Pddma purdnam, the thousand names of Siva in praise, connected with a

discourse of Krishna, Mdicandeya, VycisOy and others

— Siva sahasranama stoltra, slocas, incomplete ; the same, as if related

by Vishnu.

— Siva sahasranumavaU prose-list of 1,000 names, with pliala sruti or

benefit of hearing them, Agastya to Raghava from the Siva glta, the

oth adhyaya of a yoga sastra.

— Siva sahasranama stottra the same, but delivered by Siva to zanmuc'ha ,

— Siva ndma mahima, a few slocas ; glory of the name of Siva.

—Siva ashstottra sata ndmavali, prose, complete
;
praise of Siva by 108

names.

—Sarahha Siva ashstottra ndma stottra, praise of a fabulous animal by

108 names, complete.

ISlva assumed that form in order to punish Vishnu in the Noraslnha avntara. Tlie

Sanscrit karablia a lion, and sarahha, appear to me radically the same words, with the

Hebrew words Cherub and serap'ha ; but with different rcforcnce ; and I think tlie allego-

rical reference of both probably illustrated by the winged lions, and bulls of Assyrian anti-

quities],

—Nila kantlia stottra—slocas, complete ;
praise of the blue-throated

Siva .

—Rudra cavacha stottra, a charm invoking protection from Siva; said

to be taken from the Vayu purana m.

'—Siva cavacha stottra, the like in import, said to be from the Brahman-

da puranam.

—Rudra bhashyamov Madhdvlya vcdarCha pracasa,hy Narayandchdrya.

A comment, or cxjdicatlon of the 11th anuvdca oth j'rasfia.
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4th Cdndam of the Yojur veda^ on the supremacy of Siva: leaf 1—83.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

12. No. 111. A collection oi stottras (the first twelve appear to

belong to the sactl systems : see XXVIII, but are in j)lace here).

1.) Lalita sahasra nama stottra, from Tlayagrica to Agastija ; praise of

dea Nnlicra by 1,008 names ; usually taken for a form, or name of

Parvati.

2.) The same^both in slocas, and complete.

3.) Lalita sahasra namavali, a prose-list of 1008 names of the same ;

panegyrical.

4 ) Lalita ashsiottra sata nama stottram.

The like praise by 108 names ; slocas.

5.) Lalita ashstoitra sata namavali^ a proselist of 105 names, panegyrical.

6.) Bliuvanesvari ashstoitra sata nama stottra, praise by 108 names of

mundi dea, a form of Pa7'vat.i, complete.

7.) Kirarta varahi stottram, praise of a forest form of Parvati.

8 ) Varahi cavachayn, invocation to the same for protection.

9.) Indracshi stottram, praise of a form of Parvati, or a subordinate energy.

10.) Sdubhagya vidya Isvari Brahma vidyct together with Tripura sun-

dari maha mantram, felicitous knowledge, and spell, directed to a form of

Parvati It appertains, to thh kaula matam, or worship of the goddess

Nature as rerum causa ; not borrowed from Greece, as in the case of our

modern moral philosophers.

11.) Kirarta varahi mantram, a spell directed to the forest-dwelling Par-

vati, the object malignant—to kill enemies.

12.) Bhagald mantram, a spell directed to the female verendam

deified ! in order to obtain plenty : so far the Kdula matam,

13.) Devi puja vidhanam, mode of doing homage to devi, the consort

of Maha deva, on the ordinary Saiva system.

14.) Sitala stottram, praise directed to a sacti, for cure of small pox,

or of erisypelis ; to reduce it, or to lessen the evil called spofhacam.

15.) Anna puma mantram, a spell to a local Ceres, a form of Parvati^

for plenty.

16.) Sarasvati piija and stottra, homage to Sarasvati, goddess of

learning, with praise.

17.) Kirarta varahi, and Lalita sahasranama see o) and 11) supra.
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18.) Surya sahasranama stottra, praise of the sun by 1,008 names
;

said to be from the Scanda purdnam,

19.) The same, ascribed to Visvamitra.

20.) Surya cavacha stottram., invocation, with praise to the sun, for

protection.

21.) 'Aditya hrudayam, " heart of the sun," an original spell, ascribed

to Agastya.

22.) Aditya mala mantram, a string of secondary spells, founded on

the last ; with an invocation to the sun for protection.

23.) Tricha culpa vidhdnam, on the mode, and benefit of homage to

the sun.

24.) Basava ashstottra sata ndma valiy prose list of 108 names of the

vehicle of Siva, in praise.

25.) Vinayaca puja vidhi, with vrata calpam, and also ashstottra sata

ndrnavali.

Mode of homage to Ganesa with the benefit of service to him,

and praise by a prose list of 108 names.

26.) Vignesvara stottra and sata ndrnavali, praise of Ganesa, and list

of 108 names.

27.) Sarahha cavacha Vira Bhadra cavacha, ; Aghora Vira sarabha

sdlva and sarahha mala mantram, three spells for protection, and a

string of charms founded on one original ; they appear to be partly

destructive in intent.

28 ) Bhdirava cavacha, and ashstottra sata ndrnavali, invocation

for aid to a destructive form of Siva, and praise by 108 names.

29.) Betdla mantra and cavacham, spell, and invocation for aid, to

an evil demon.

30.) Pancha mucha Hanuman, mantram, cavacham and stottram,

spell to the five-faced monkey, with invocation, and praise.

—27) to 30) have more, or less of evil intent.

31.) Two ashstottra sata ndma stottras, two laudatory pieces directed

to Rdma and Krishna.

32.) Vishnu panjaram,, Vishnu's nest for refuge, " as a bird flies to

its nest."

33.) Lacshmi Nrisimha pvja vidhdnam.

Mode of homajre to the manlion avaldra.
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(34.) Gariida dydnam, meditation on the kite vehicle of Vishnu,

against snakes.

35.) Nava griJia stottra, and sani stottram, praise of the nine planets,

and of Saturn,

36.) Svarnacaracarushana Bhairava, a charm directed to Bhairava

to obtain possession of gold.

37.) Hari liara ashstottra sata ndmavdli, praise of FisJmu and Siva,

by 108 names.

38.) Vignesvara ashstottra sata ndmavali, praise of Ganesa by 108

names.

Leaves 1—228, with some left blank.

The book is long, very thick, on narrow leaves, recent.

13. No. 118. Sivananda lahari, 101 slocas, complete.

By Sancardchdrya.

" The overflow of Siva's bliss," on the glory of Siva ; he is Para

Bralim &c, in the way of laudation : leaf 1—23.

The book is short, thin, old, slightly injured.

14. No. 125. Krishndshstottra sata ndniavali and stottra, both

complete, list of 108 names of Krishna, and the same repeated with

praise : leaf 1—4.

The book is long, without boards, injured.

15. No. 126. Panegyrics.

1.) Sananda stottram, slocas.

Sdnanda with joy ; Sdiva in kind.

2.) Siva stottra—praise of Siva, as from Yama, Brahma, Vishnu,

Suta : the piece in the name of Yama has details concerning naraca,

or hell ; the three others are sectarial devices, in praise of the Sdiva

symbol.

3.) Rudra sahasrandma stottra.

Praise of Siva by 1008 names, complete.

Leaf 1—17 at the end one leaf on divination, from a lizard falling

on any one.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, small writing, damaged

by insects.

k
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16. No. 135. Three pieces,

1.) Uma Mahesvara sahasranama, in the mantra form, with slocas

added.

It relates to the bi-forraed Arf^hanaCheavara having Gdttri on the left

and Siva on the right ; but only half of each— 1008 names of this mystical

figure, preceded by the use of finger signs and vianiru—the names are complete

—6 leaves, 16 left blank.

2.) »S'jya5^of^ra(Telugu language), praise of a Saiva kind, incomplete;

2 leaves, and 16 left blank.

3.) Sdmhava stuti, incomplete
;
praise of Samba or Siva, from the

head, whereon Ganga is seated downwards.

2 leaves, and 4 blank leaves ; in all 46.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

17. No. 146. Fourteen pieces.

1.) Rama mdnasica puja vidhi, 70 slocas ; mode of rendering mental

homage to Rama.

2.) Rama cavacha stoitra, slocas, complete : invocation for aid with

praise.

3.) Rama stava raja slocas ; high or royal praise of Rama.

4.) Rdmdshstottra saia ndma stottra, complete.

Praise of Rama by 1 08 names.

5.) Rama mantra cavacham., slocas, spell with invocation for aid

with praise.

6.) Vishnu sahasrandma, slocas, complete.

The 1008 names of Fishnu, in praise.

7.) Sahasra7idma mantra, a charm founded on the 1008 names, used

in homage.

8.) Trdi locd mohana maniias and slocas refers to Rama, as bewilder-

ing the three worlds ; from the Sdiva, or kdula book ydmalam ;

and containing magic spells of the sacti kind ; such as to tie up the

tongues of opposers, to bind the guardians of the eight quarters of

the heavens, &c.

9.) Rdma purvottara tdpaniyam, a spurious imitation of the Jtliav-

vana veda, 5 Ichandas, incomplete : slocas difficult to understand,

without a glossary.
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10.) Talasi stultra, slocas, complete
;
praise of the tulsi plant, sacred

to Krishna.

11.) Lacshmi stottram, slocas.

Praise of Lacshmi, asserted to be the substance of the Vedas. The

vedanta is compared to a forest, and Lacshmi to a bh'd in every part of tho

forest, at will.

12.) Triveni stottram—slocaf.

By Sancaracharya, complete.

The Ganga, Sarasvati, and Yamuna rivers, praise the place of

their junction at Prayagi.

\o.) Hari stottram slocas, complete
;
praise to Vishnu.

14.) Rama cavacha-panjaram, invocation ; flying as a bird to Rama
for protection : slocas incomplete : leaves 1—78.

The book is long, of medium thickness, two leaves broken.

18. No. 154. Two subjects.

1.) Sivananda lahari, 100 slocas, complete.

By Sancaracharya.

Praise of Siva from the head downwards—he is the sole cause of

the universe, his glory declared : 10 leaves.

2.) Rdvana hhujangam, 14 slocas, complete.

Praise of Sioa ascribed to Rdvana.

Praise of Sica from head downwards ; his excellence. The manner

technically termed prasa slocas, letters repeated, as attata rat(ata : 2 leaves,

= 10 in all.

The book is long, without boards.

19. No. 157. Bald stottram, 28 slocas, complete.

Praise of Parvati as a girl.

Description of her person her glory ; this Gauri is above all other

goddesses : leaf 1— 13.

The book is short, without boards, slightly injured.

20. No. 159. Two pieces.

1.) Sivananda lahari, 100 slocas, complete.

By Sancaracharya—no tica.

Various praise of Siva ut supra.

2.) Kanacadhdra stuti, 17 slocas, complete.

By the same. Praise of Parvati, of golden form.
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Leaf 1—9. This book is on paper : but placed among the palm

leaf MSS.

21. 1^0. 242. Laudatory pieces.

1.) Mahimiia stottram, 51 slocas.

Praise of the glory (of Siva).

2.) Mulhana stavam, o7 slocas.

By Mulhana, praise of Siva.

3-) Bilhana stavam, 38 slocas.

By Bilhana, praise of Siva.

4.) Annamaya stava, 34 slocas.

By Dindima cavi, praise of Siva for the removal of sickness.

5.) Halayuta stavam, 67 slocas.

By Halayiita.

G.) Sivandnda lahari, 32 slocas.

By Sancaracharya, praise of Siva's great happiness, by corpo-

real members.

7.) i5*iya Bhujanga—two different copies.

1st copy—11 slocas ; 2nd copy, 21 slocas.

By the same—praise of Siva, put into the form of a serpent.

8.) Tdndava stava, 20 slocas.

Praise of Siva dancing.

9.) A great variety of ashtacas, or octaves, all Sdiva in kind, 8

slocas each one. Some of them are these

—

Vydsa asht

:

—Sanca-

racJiarya asht :
— Upa?nanyam., asht :— Vasishta asht :

10.) Guru (fita slocas—4 adhydyas, praise of a teacher.

11.) Siva gita slocas.

By Suta—glory of Siva ; Rdma by doing homage to Siva gained

a victory over Rdvana &c. It contains an account of the nature of the

human soul, with upasdra or minor homage, and the mode of obtaining

beatitude— IG adhydyas in all : leaf 1—54, and 82— 190. Some blank

leaves.

The book is of medium length, very thick, has narrow leaves,

recent.

22. No. 412. Sect. 1. Sri guna retna cosham, 60 slocas, complete.

By Sri BJtatta ndCha. On the jewel dispositions of Lacshmi, as

Rangha nayaJci at Trichinoj)oly ; leaf 1— 5.
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For Sect. 2 see V. For Sect. 3 see XXXIT.

23. No. 445. Vishnu sahasrandmavali, prose, complete.

A list of 1,008 names of Vishnu, used in homage : leaf 1— 10.

The book is long, old, damaged.

24. No. 449. Various matters, chiefly ashstoUrds, praise.

1—6 leaf, finger signs, and the rudra hhdsya mantra, from the vcda.

1—4 leaf, mode of homage to Cdli for wealth.

1—22 leaf, various pieces ; as

Ramashstottra sata nama stotiram, slucas; tie same list of 108 names,

in prose.

Krishnashxtottra sata ndmavali.

Sivashstottra sata Jidmavuli.

Vinayacdshstotfra sata ndmo-vali.

Kali and Tripura sundari ashstottra sata ndraavaU—108 names of

two saciis.

Lalita ashstottra sata nama stottram, slocas of 108 names of a sacti

(dea natura)

,

Other prose lists of 108 names of Lalita, Nnsimha, Hayngriva, Hanu-

mdn, Vencatesvara, Sita, Rdma, Gauri, Sancara.

Lalita (risat'i ndmavali—prose list of 300 names of a sacti (dea na-

tura).

Siva sahasranama vali— 1008 names of Siva.

Vishnu sahasranama stdttiam—original slocas containing 1008 names

of Vishnu.

Rdma sahasranaviavali—prose,

Siva „ „ stottra, slocas.

Siva „ „ vali, prose.

The hook is of medium length, slightly injured by insects.

25. No. 452. Sri rangha raja stava.

124 slocas the purva khanda or 1st part complete ; with a prose

commentary.

On the glory of Vishnu, as Rangha nat'ha at Trichinopoly ; his

disposition, his ornaments—he is Para Brahm, he must bo followed, that is

worshipped, and obeyed. Praise of his devotees. Many matters tending to

maintain that Vishnu is supreme ; leaf 1—43.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured by insects.
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26. No. 459. Two pieces.

1.) Rama sahasranama stottra, sheas, said to be from the linga

purdriam, comphte. Siva told this panegyric to Parua^i; and, if

repeated, the benefit is great.

A panegyric of Rama by 1,008 names : leaf 1—8.

2.) Sdundariya lahari, 1,00 slocas.

By Sancardchdrya.

A description of the beauty of Parvatis form, from head to foot—with

praise ; 17 leaves, 25 in all.

The book is short, a little injured.

21. No. 460. Four pieces.

1.) Siva mantra sahasra ndma, mantra form, wanting at the end

:

IG leaves.

950 mantras used in Saiva homage ; no meaning or intention, is

given wilh them.

2.) Siva stottram—slocas

Praise of Siva, incomplete, 8 leaves.

3.) Ramdshstottra sata ndma mantra ; mantra form, 108 names,

complete ; 5 leaves.

4.) Asducha nidhl, some verses from the Vedas concerning ceremonial

uncleannesses : 12 leaves, in all 41.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, injured

by insects.

2S. No. 461. Vishnu sahasranama stottram, praise of Vishnu by

1,008 names ; said to be from the Bhdratam , slocas : leaf 1—22

The book is short, thin, without boards, recent.

29. No. 462, Vishnu saha&randmavali, prose list of 1,008 names

of Vishnu : 7 leaves.

The book is short, old, extremely damaged, ,

30. No. 489. Vishnu sahasranama stottra, praise of Vishnu by 1,008

names, slocas from the Bhdratam, from Bhishma to Dherma raja:

leaf 17—22.

The book is long, without boards.
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31. No. 502. Narasinha slotiram : slocas, the ?/n//«»j witli a prose

tica; from the seventh scandam of the Bhngavatam : praise directed

to the man-lion avatdra; not by a string of names : leaf 1— 11.

The book is of medium length, without boards, old, a little

damaged.

32. No. 614. Sita stavam—39 slocas.

By Rangka ddsa—the mnlam, complete, with sila stava

vyakydnam, a comment on the same, also having the mulavi.

By the same author, complete.

On the glory of Sita the consort of Rama ; her excellent disiiositioiis
;

and general panegyric : leaf 1—40.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

33. No. 665. Five tracts.

1.) Mahimna stotlra, slocas and tica.

By Mahimna cavi, the tica by Dichd-mattiyan, praise of Siva's

glory.
^ ^

2.) Mulhana stottram, slocas.

By Mulhana cavi—and a tica by Decha-mattiya, both complete
;

praise of Siva.

3.) Annomaiyya stottrdm—slocas.

By Dandi ; and a tica by the above.

—Amayya a disease, a family is compared with a disease, and the

privative is applied to Siva ; an address to him to bo delivered from

family cares.

4.) Haldyuia stottra, slocas.

By Haldyuia hhatta—with a tica by the above named—botii

complete.

Praise of Siva.

5.) Nilacant'hct stottram, slocas from the vnyu purdnavi, with a tica,

by the above named.

Praise of the blue-throated Siva. The subject the same in all the five

and in some his bodily form, with Ganga and Chundi-u on his head, serpents

around him.

The book is long, somewhaj thick, and old ; 1) is injured, and the

boards are pierced by a kind of beetle.

34. No. 678. Three pieces.

1.) 'Ahati nirvarana stottra, 30 slocas, without tica. It refers to

Rama, and contains eulogy, as a preservative from trouble by thieves

;
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and in other like clangers. If this panegyric be repeated, {dicitur)

dangers will depart.

2.) Govinda vishaya stdtlra : slocas ascribed to Sancarachanja, 5

leaves, incomplete ; a legend, pjobably spurious.

While Sancardcharua was seated beneath a tree, with his dipciples, a

man came near, and asked to he allowed to learn sanfras, grammar &c. Sancaru

cliarya said " you have no need, danger is near ; repeat the name of Govinda^

The man did not do so ; and a snake came, and killed him. Sancardcharya

pointed out this circumstance to his disciples ; and thence urged the need of

using the chant contained in this piece : which dwells on a repetition of the

name, of Qovinda, i. e. Krishna.

3.) Anna p{irna mangalam, 12 slucas.

By Sancaracharya.

Praise of a form of Parvati at Benares ; and otherwise a local sacti

elsewhere worshipped. Ceres, goddess of corn, or giving food in plenty ;

3 leaves oidy^—in all 1 1 leaves.

The book is of medium length., without boards, not injuredl

35. No. 743. Two tracts.

1.) Gadya treyam, 3 prose sections.

By Vedantdclidry a, complete.

Praise of Vsihnu as Nardyana, the excellent dispositions—many such,

as qualities or attributes, specified ; creation, preservation, destruction, are by

him, or under his direction, or control. He is eternal. His glory deduced

from the whole.

2.) Sri retna guna cosham, 21 slocas, incomplete.

Praise of tlie jewel dispositions of Rangha nayaki^ a form of Lacskmi

at Trichinopoly : leaf 1— 13 to both pieces.

The book is of medium length, narrow leaves, a little injured by

insects.

36. No. 750. ^Ala vantdr stottra, 68 slocas.

By 'Ala vantdr dluvdr, with a tica.

It contains praise of Vishnu, by one of his special early devotees.

Leaf 15—31, taken from some larger book : but in itself complete.

The book is long, without boards, and much worm eaten.

37. No. 753. Mulhana stuti, 65 slocas.

By Mulhana without tica.

Saiva in kind. The writer addresses Siva, asserting that he is without

equal, and praises his supremacy : leaf 1^— 18.

The book is short, without board.s, old, 1st leaf broken.
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38. No. 7G0. Sect. 2. Suhrahmanya ashstoitra safa ndmo, sUcas.

Praise of Kartikcya by 108 names ; laudatory epithets. For Sect.

1 see VII.

16 leaves written^ 20 left blank t French paper; but classed among

palmleaves.

39. No. 763. Sect. 2. Bhadra achala Bxima stoitram : slucas,

complete.

By Pdvana amattya.

Praise of a form of Rama, worshipped on a hill named Bhadra

:

where not known ; leaf 147— 154, complete. This section is on very narrow

leaves, different from Sect. 1. for which see XXVI.

40. No. 809. Sect. 4. Sarasvati stottra, incomplete, on two leaves

—sldcas.

Praise of the sacti of Brahma, goddess of eloquence—distinct from

other matter, for M'^hich see XV.

41. No. 1012. Three pieces.

1.) Krishndshstottra sata ndma—slocas-, no iica. Praise of Krishna

hy 108 names, as designating his sports, and his glory.

2.) Krishnashstottra sata ndvid, mantram, prose form of mantras,

complete.

Repetition of 108 names, adapted for acts of homage^

3.) Siva, sahasra ndma, mulam, slocas. Praise by 1,008 names,

incomplete : leaf 23—36.

The book is of medium length, without boards..

XII. Incantations.

1. No. 4. Various minor pieces.

—Bhuvanesvari sammohana cavacham, slocax and proee mixed, as usual

in such pieces ; Siva to Parvati—complete.

An invocation to a form of Parvati as bewildering the world ; with

this is connected the Bhuvanesvari upanishada, probably spurious.

— Yogdpyasa vidhi, an ascetic mode of homage for bodily preservation ;

from the dditya puranam ; Krjshna to Ahimanya.

— Siva gita—chant of Siva—from the Padma pitrdnam ; with a variety

of other matters, including some sahasrandmas , all Sdiva in kind.

—Rama cavacham, and Ilanumdn cavacham, for protection.

—At the end three leaves on Tripura sundari of the sacti kind • leaves

1—45 and 1— 17 and 1—9 and 1—4 &c. different pieces, tied up

together.

The book is of medium size, much worm eaten.

I
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2. No, 12. Various matters.

—Nrtsinha purva topaniyam—the first part of a comment on an

tipanishada, of the aVharvana veda, by Sancaracharyo,

—On Vishnu ; the mode of using the pranava, the original formula of

the Vdishnavas ; an([ the gayatri cavacham as therewith connected.

The fruit, or result is either the attaining things temporal, or beatifi-

cation, according to the mind of the devotee: leaf 1—34.

Nrysinha uttara tapaniyam—the 2nd part as above commented on, by

Ganda pdta—in nine padalas, mode of homage ; Nrisinha is Para Brahm.

Pranava padalam meaning of the mystic aum or o'ot, with its majesty ; and

some extracts from the afharvana veda, as to spells, and connected praise.

A few slocas are appended of an advaita kind : leaf 1—72.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards,

3. No. 16, Various mantras either spells, or prayers.

The first is magical ; the others ascetic ; or, on the female energy

jsystem.

—Aghorastra mantra, from a book called prayoga sara, to destroy

enemies, and to acquire desirables.

—Hat'ha yoga vidhi, by Svoyampracasa Ramanta yogi, from a work

entitled yoga retnacara, on restraint of the breath, and various other

bodily exercises ; the object being to attain to seeing God, within their

own mind.

—Raja yoga siddhanta rahasya.

Siiva to Parvati, mystery of the higher ascetical attainments.

— Siva yogi pradipica, incomplete.

By Siva yogi natlia : 5 padalas.

The mode of mental homage, and outward worship, illustrated.

— Vedarfha pracQsica otherwise known as madhaviyam meaning of some

parts of the Vedas, explained, on the dvaita system of Madhava.

—Rama Kriahna mavlras, various invocations, having reference to

Rama to Krishna, and others.

•

—

Saura mala mflwYra, a string of invocations founded on one original,

and addressed to the sun,

—Devica pdtaca pvja mantra, formule as to wofahipping the foot of Par-

rati. Mdidngi mantra, with stavam, spell with praise, addressed to the

mother-member ; sometimes termed syama, or the dark colored. These

are of the sacti kind, which deify the female form ; as emblematic of

universal Nature.

Siddhanta mantra, a formule relative to Parvati for aid.
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—Avaduta glta a chaut, by Sancarachdrya—in praise of Siva.

—HaVka pradipica—4 upadesas or lessons, by Svdtma, or Rama. yogi, an

ascetic.

— Suca yoga dharavati—27 slocas, named after the lunar mansions, one

to each ; containing a reference to various ascetical exercises.

—Matana gopala matitra, with cavacham ; a spell named after Aniruddha,

grand-son of Krishna, for strength of body ; to draw over people to any

purpose ; and, in general, for things desirable.

—Mdmashstottra ndma stottra, slocas, a recital of 108 panegyrical names

of Rama—with various other spells, and panegyrics : 96 leaves, not in

regular order.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, without boards, in-

jured by book worms, and by termites: the leaves of unequal lengths,

4. No. 21. Five pieces.

1.) Sapta vimsati slocas, incomplete, there should be twenty-seven : Sdiva.

Invocations for wealth, for beauty of person, for beatification.

2.) See XXIV.

3.) Hanumanta mdld mantra, a string of spells founded on one original,

with fire ofierings, to bind the guardians of the eight points, and other

matters : incomplete.

4.) Parvati stuti, 100 slocas, praise addressed to Parvati.

5.) Minor spells, relating to Siva ganas or celestials of Siva's world :

incomplete, 177 leaves.

The book is of medium length, very thick, narrow leaves, very

old, one triangular board, damaged near the end.

5. No. 24. Miscellanies, chiefly mantras or cavachams.

—Bdld ashstottra sata ndma, stottrant, slocas ; complete, praise of Par-

vati, by 108 names, to obtain desirables.

—Bdld cavacham ; to the same, for protection.

— Chulini, mantras with yentras or diagrams ; mode of writing, and

using them described ; object not stated. The three are sacti in kind.

—Anna purnesi mantra raja stava, spell and praise, directed to a form

of Parvati. Hayagriva ecdcshari mantra, a spell of one letter for

learning ; to a form of Vishnu.

—Hayagriva ashstottra sata ndma stottra, praise of the said form, by

108 names.

>

—

Medha dacshina murti mantras, spell to the patron of learning among

the Saivas,
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—Svapjia >idhydi/a ; 36 slucas, on the fruit, on meaning of dreams.

— Narayana cavacham, stottra and mantra, invocation to Vishnu, or to

the sun, for protection.

—Bindu Mixdhava ashtaca stavam.

By Sancarachdrya it relates to Krishna.

—Nava retna malica stavam.

By Sancarachdrya—praise to Parvati possessing the mine jewels.

—Triveni ashtaca—an octave in praise of the triple junction of the

Ganges, Jumna, and Sarsootee rivers, near Allahabad.

With some other mantras, yentras, or stottras ; partly of ambiguous

usage.

Leaf 1— ,58 and, in the midst, some leaves not numbered. The

book is long, and thin, vs^ithout boards.

6. No. o2. Five small pieces.

—

Mahimna stottra, 36 slocas.

•— Comment on the same, prose form.

Praise of Siva's glory.

— Gayatri shadacshara mantra^ the six-lettered spell of the Gayatri, to

remove sin, and to gain things desirable.

—Lacshmi ganapati mantra, a spell to gain wealth, sacti in kind.

—Vana durga mantra, spell to a forest goddess, to destroy enemies.

Leaf 1—26. The book is of medium length, thin, without

boards, slightly damaged.

7. No. Sd. Sdngydyana tantram, slocas, and mantras, incomplete.

—From 1st to 1 6th padalam, a little only of the 17th.

Mula mantras, original spells to Tripura sundari—to Jaya durga,

to Vana durga and Bald, with the ritual, or mode of using them.

Thoy are addressed to female personifications of Nature, under various

aspects ; and are for sexual objects, or wealth, or destructive in intent.

The excellence of those divine personifications stated : leaf 1—10.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, some leaves at the

end are broken.

8. No. 41. Spells, and panegyrics.

—3uf.a suddhl prakarna, mode of purifying the five elements in the

bodies of worshippers, and in things offered, before service (ritual, or

ambiguous) is done.
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Anfar mantrica ) inside tlie diagrams andoutside : tlio former are letters

Bayar „ J
or syllables, the latter finger signs : and the spell,

or service directed to Parvati,

—Mode of homage to Rama, ascribed to Ayastya.

—Siva sahasrandma slottra, from the Siva rahasya : 1,008 names,

panegyrical, for benefits expected.

—

Aparddha stavam, 18 sloras by Sancarathdrya, Sdica in kind, asking

pardon for faults : complete.

— Veda stava ; Saiva, panegyric, founded on the Vedas.

By Jaimuni.

— Triyamhaca mantra, spell directed to Siva for iskta siddki, or desir-

ables : leaf 14—29 and 31—76.

9. No. 42. Six books of spells.

1.) Pancha mucka Hanumdn mantram—from the Vatula tantram, a

book so called ; slocas, mantras, prose, incomplete.

The bija mantra, or one special letter, and mula mantram, or original

spell, without the string of others founded on it.

The prana pratashtlia vidhi, or mode of infusing a soul into the image

of Hanuman \Yith the homas, or fire offerings then used.

2.) Bohula mantram—prose, incomplete.

Mode of invoking any deity to be present.

3.) Santala Gopdla mantram, complete.

Mode of homage, and invocation to Krishna to acquire wealth.

4.) Aqni cavacham, prose mantra, incomplete ; praise o^Agni, god of fire ;

and invocation for his protection.

5 ) A spell against venomous reptiles ; the Sancrit letters, and certain

Telugu words added, not as explanatory, but distinct

.

6.) Vibhuti mantram^ Sanscrit, with Telugu prose of different meaninf':

incomplete.

The ashes, after the spell has been said over them, are given to people

to clear the sight—gift of clairvoyance, for finding treasure, &c. &c. : leaf 1—52.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, worm
eaten near the end.

10. No. 43. Various brief pieces.

Mantras, slocas, prose.

—Sudarisana homa with mantras, a fire-offering and spell named after

the discus of Vishmi ; also a zanti japa or litany, having reference

thereto.
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—Klrdta Vardha mantra—Saiva in kind, to bind the guardians of the

eight points and to secure other objects ; doubtful at least.

—Rama devata ashtdcshari mantras, eight -lettered spell, referring to

Rama.

—Rama mala maiitras—a string of spells founded on the foregoing

original.

•

—

Rama cavacham, slocas, from the Vishnu jmrdiiam—for Ramans aid.

—

Ramashstottra sata nama, praise oi Rama, by 108 names for an object,

—

Sudarisana stottra—pi*aise of Vishnu's discus by mantras, from the

Vedas.

—Medha dacshana murti mantra, praise of the Ayaica genius of learning,

in order to obtain intellectual skill.

—Rama tdraca mantra, spell to Rama, as relinquishing his family.

— Lalita ashstottra ndma mantras, praise of a form of Pa r«a<i by 108

names, for gaining desirables. This name is uniformly associated with

the female-energy system ; which excludes any deity, other than the

goddess universal Nature : leaf 1—27.

The book is short, thin, without boards, slightly damaged.

11. No. 44. Various short pieces.

•

—

Garuda manti-as, h-om the Garuda upanishada, incomplete, against

snakes.

^—Hanuman cavacha ma.ntras, from the Brahmottara hhanda, Brahma

to Nareda, for protection, and aid.

—Aghora vira Lacshmi mantra, object not explained, probably malignant.

—Bhairava mantra cavacham, with diagrams and letters inscribed.

•

—

Garuda yentras and mantras, these differ from the above.

— Panchdcshari mantras and yentras, these, and others similar, on 25

leaves.

Other 21 leaves have medical spells, against fevers, excessive menstru-

ation, and other disorders—in all 46 leaves.

The book is short, and thin, without boards.

12. No. 47. Ten sections.

1.) Vana durga mahd mnntra, prose added to the letters—motions of

hands and fingers, with dhydnam or meditation ; mode of fire offering, and

some veda extracts : the intent being to propitiate the sacti, and to gain

learning, or other objccts^—it pertains to the female-energy system. In

the midst is a pundhcharanam ; that is, if any defect occur to begin

anew, and go over the whole again.
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2.) Malini mantras—prose with them, to gain over a S'iva-sacti, and to

get learning, &c. of household usage.

3.) Triyamhaca mantras, spells directed to Siva as possessing a triple

Parvati used in temples when worshipping therein ; slocas accompany

the spells.

4.) Anna puma mantras, slocas with them, hand and finger signs to gain

over a form of Parvati, and to get wealth, or plenty.

5.) Sivashstottra ndma—l copy has the formule of spell, the other the

names in slocas, praise of Sira by 108 names : the mantras (formule) is

that used in homage ; the other one merely a detail of names.

6.) Krhhnashstottra, slocas, complete. »

Praise of Krishna by 108 names, of daily use, for prosperity.

7.) Siva piija vidhdnam, mantras with prose, mode of homage to Siva, of

household usage.

8) Para Brahma stavam, ^/oca^, incomplete
; praise of deity, Saiva in

kind, as the said name is herein given to Siva.

9.) Varunam mantras, incomplete; »mw/ras with hand and finger si^ns,

directed to the god of i-ain.

10 ) Girija vishayam, slottra and mantras, used in houses, object not

known ; but directed to young Parvati, as a nymph mountain born.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

13. No. 51. Six sections.

1.) Amrita panchdcshari, mantra form, only 1 leaf, incomplete,

Saiva; the Z>ya letter and prayer down to the meditation : object

not known.

2.) Rama sahasrandma, slocas, Siva to Parrati 1,008 names, com-

plete ; if repeated will procure beatification (diciturj.

3.) Anna puma stavam, praise of a form of Parvati at Cdsi, and

other localities : slocas, one leaf, incomplete.

4.) Siva ma7iassu puja vidhdnam, slocas, 4 leaves, complete ; mental

homage to Siva.

5.) Raja mdtangesvari, 3 leaves only, mantras with slocas, relating

to the Sacti puja, or female-energy system.

6.) Prdna isvari mantram, 2 leaves only, used with finger signs, in

fire offerings : in all 25 leaves. The book is short, and thin,

•without boards, ends damaged.
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14. No. 54. Three sections.

1.) Gayatri hrudayam ; mantra from the vedas, complete ; used with

finger motions.

2.) Gayatri cavacham, slocas, with mantra, and stottra for protec-

tion.

3.) Brahma yagnyam; smarta offering to ancestors, and certain

rishis, daily homage to them ; said to be from the vedas ; a prayer

is used with palms of hands closed, one upwards, one downwards,

33 leaves. The book is short, thin, without boards.

15. No. 55. Various short pieces.

—Syamala dandacam—sacti—chant.

By Cdli ddsa—praise, or homage.

There is a legendary story as to the reputed author that he was a stupid boor ; and

one evening in a temple of Call fell asleep, and was shut in for the night, by oversiglit. On

awaking at midnight he was terrified; and appealed to the goddess, who appeared to him ;

and wrote on his tongue the bija or special letter of Saraswati ; immediately after which he

composed this chant : and became thenceforward distinguished as a poet.

—Devi ashstottra sata ndma stottra.

Praise of Parvati by 108 names, slocas.

—Amhi stava, praise of Parvati.

—Laghu syamala mdtanga isvari mantram, a brief spell addressed to a

goddess, on the female-energy system : the object being to obtain

desirables, and especially wealth.

—Ambd stava—panegyric on Parvati.

—Laghu syamala stavam, panegyric of the above-mentioned goddess.

—Aditya hrudayam, spell to the sun, incomplete.

—Kr'ishnashstottra sata ndmavali.

Praise of Krishna by 108 names, incomplete.

— Varanasi isvara stavam, 8 slocas.

By Vyasa, panegyric on Siva at Benares.

— A una puma stavam. ] , ,

r^'7 ni • . ^incomplete.

—

Kala Bhairava stavam.
]

'

Two panegyrics, one of Parvati, one of Siva : leaf 1— 19, and 9 others,

variously numbered.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, old, and damaged.

16. No. 58. Four pieces.

1.) Gmil cavacham, slocas tind mantras, complete ; mode of homage to

the feet of a teacher ; with the motions of hands, and fingers, as usual.
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2.) Vaduea Bhairava mantra, with some prose, incomplete ; spell to a

Siva murti, or form of Siva, with finger motions.

There are eight Bhairavas : of which this is one.

3.) A packet of mantraSy or spells.

—Indracshi yentram, and mystic letters inscribed ; relating to the sacti

system.

—Sita chacram, with mantra^ inscribed : spell in the name of the

consort of Rama.

— Grahochattanam, yentra, or diagram, with mystic letters inscribed.

—

Racsha yentra and a mantra inside it.

—Mritanjeya yentra and mantra ; several of these directed to Siva as

rescuing from death—with some others similar in kind

4.) Pratyangira mantras—slocas and prose : verses from the vedas to

procure an eloquent tongue : accompanied by an intensitive meditation, in

slocas, 14 leaves written, blank 10 leaves.

Note. I observe that one spell is to be written on the hands, and others on other

bodily members—object, or intent not usually stated.

The book is short, thin, without boards.

17. No. 61. Various short pieces.

—Hanuman mala mantras, a string of spells founded on an original, for

all things deemed desirable.

—Dattatreya mantra, the like object. «

— Sudarisana cavacha stottra and mantra, appeal to the discus of Vi&hnu

for deliverance, in all kinds of distress, or difficulties.

—Surya cavacham, invocation to the sun, for health, or freedom from

sickness ; said to be from the scanda puranam.

—Dattatreya ashstottram sata ndma stottra, praise of a minor form of

Vishnu for things deemed desirable.

—Hanuman cavacha stottra mantra, invocation to Hanuman for safety,

&c. with a few others : leaf 1^—24.

The book is very short, thin, and without boards.

18. No. 67. Numerous pieces.

— Sapta sati, or 700 slocas, otherwise the Devi mahatmyam^ hova iho

Marcandeya puranam; \ 6 adhyayas, hut with other numbers than

1— 16. The wars of Devi with the asuras, and her killing Madhuhai-
taba, and Mahishasura, with praise to Indra, and others. Also

the slaying of Chandra, Shumba, Nishumba, and other asuras ; but the

book is put up with the rest of the matter, because from 1 7th to 22nd

m
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ddhi/aj/a it conisdna the Devi mantra; the bija letter explained with use

of ihepuja or precative, and its excellence, or power illustrated. There

is also puja rahasyam or secret homage, of a kind resembling the sacti

puja, and various other matters coming under the general head of

incantation.

—Kdtyayna ta?itram, a formule with mantras. From Isvara to Parvati

20th to 23rd padalam, so much complete.

It relates to a mode of rendering homage to Devi, the heroine-form of

Parvati.

—Lalita ashstottra sata nama st6tt7'a.

Praise of Parvati by 108 names, but pertaining to the female-energy

system.

—Tripura sundari tatva vidya mantra, with sahasra nama stottra : the

genuine spell for the acquirement of learning, addressed to dea Natura,

with a thousand epithets of praise ascribed to it, or to the goddess.

— Itaja syamala mantram— 108 sutras, by Gdura paid, these are used in

the secret rites of the female-energy system.

— Ddld sahasra nama stottram, 1 ,008 names, panegyrical ofyoung Parvati

on the said system.

—Lalita trisata nama stottram.

Praise of the aforesaid socti, by 300 names.

—Medha dacsJiina murti mantram., spell to the Saiva genius of sense,

and learning.
*

— Tirascarani mantram, a spdl to render any one invisible by others,

when in their midst.

Lalita sahasra nama itottra.

Praise of the above sacti by 1,008 names.

—

Dacshana nn'irti cavacham—and upanishada-—invocation to the smarta

god of letters ; and extracts professedly from the Vedas concernixig him,

•

—

Sarabha sdlva dva trimsati acshara m,antra, a spell of 32 letters, with

malignant intent, such as the killing of enemies.

•

—

Sudarisana mnntram, a spell named after one of the distinctive emblems

of Vishnu.

—Pancha vactra Hanuman mantra, a kind of spell, named after the five-

faced Hanuman.

— Gayatri Rdmdyanam ; the gayatri is termed the mother of the Vedas,

and it is also said that the gayatri is in the Rdmdyanam ; the mode of

exemplifying which statement is to take out slocas ixom the Rdmdyanam,
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beginning with each following letter of the Gayatri, until 32 slocas are

excerpted, taken from different candams of the Rdmayanam and then

entitled as above.

— Vishnu stottra, praise of Vinhnu.

—Devi stottra, praise of Devi,

—Devi cavacham, invocation for aid, from Devi with other spells, and

diagrams : leaf 1^—51 and 1— 15 and 52—274 with 7 blank leaves.

19. No. 73. Six pieces.

1.) Katdosha satacam, 100 slocas.

Praise of the favorable side-glance, or kindness of Kdmdcshi, the sacti

o£ 'JScambesvara, (or Siva) at Conjeveram.

2.) Tripura sundari mantra—spell to the sacti (dea Natura), to gain

over others to any object, and then to use them to any special ends.

3.) Tripura sundari taala mantram.

A string of spells, founded on the preceding original ; for prosperity.

4.) Siva piijo, vidhi—slocas and prose : mode of homage to the symbol of

Siva.

5.) Kcila hasta siva ashtacamS slocas.

An octave in praise of the symbol of Siva at (yulgo) Calaastri

.

6 ) Para devata prasannam, a dandacam, or long measured chant of 28

syllables, giving praise to Siva as supreme.

Leaf 1—40, and 27—103 but wanting 8—102.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

20. No. 79. Various short pieces.

—Namascdra dasaca stottra, ascribed to Veda. Vyasa 10 slocas, homage

to Parvati.

—Nirvana stava, ascribed to Sancardcharya praise of mocsha, or libera-

tion on the advaita system ; a reflux into universal deity.

—

Yoni kamalashtacshari mantram an eight-lettered spell, termed lotos

flower by metaphor—on the female-energy system ; used for wealth,

health, &c.

— Sduhhdgya retnacaram, various spells and 109 stitras, these by Gauta-

patachari, generally for wealth, or prosperity.

—Indracshi maniraw— spell to a sacti, a form of Parvati i female-energy

system.

—Dhumra vardha mantra calpam, a malignant spell of the said system,

to destroy enemies

.
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— Sarabha salva mmitram, a Saiva spell of like intent.

— Sarabha chit kala mantra, a like spell of similar intent.

—

Hanuman mala mantra—string of spells founded on an original, gene-

rally for help, or deliverance.

—Agni cavacham, invocation to fire, personified ; said to be for soul

preservation.

—Pratyangara Paramesvari sucta pardyanam, a spell to Parvati, said

to be taken from the vedas to remove any evils, designed by neighbours,

or others ; leaf 1—66 not homogenous.

On the whole, the book is long, of medium tliickness, without

boards, damaged.

21. No, 83. Various stottras and mantras.

— Ganesa ashfacam— 8 Telugu stanzas, praise to Gamsa; usual at the

beginning of any literary work. -

—Bhuvanesvari slottram—Sanscrit. Praise of Parvati, but on the

Sacti system.

— Viva aghora maha ugra. sdlva sarabha stottra, a spell, apparently for

malignant objects ; nnmed after the form which Siva, assumed when

Vish?iu was drunk with the blood of the victim, slain in the man-lion

avatara. Sioa then pecked his head, and let blood out of it—say the

Saivas.

—Raja rajesvari stottra, 7 slocas royal, or special praise of Parvati.

—Devi stavam—20 slocas.

By Sancaracharya —praise of Durga.

— Tripura Su7id :7'i ashtacam 8 slocas, praise of a form of Parvati, on

the Sacti system.

—The same^—eight Telugu stanzas.

—

Brahmaramha ashtacam, 8 stanzas in Telugu
;
praise of a Siva

sacti, at Sri Sdilam ; one of eight sactis, or varied names, possibly

corersponding with the eight JBhdiravas.

—Anna pui'na ashtaca—octavo 'in praise o^ sacti o( Siva at Benares

and in other localities.

—Ashta dasa sacti pitlia desas—on the countries, or localities special

seats of 18 sactis such as Lanca, Cdnchi, Simala-dtvipa, &c.

— Sarada ashtacam., an octave in praise of Sarasvati for learning.

Itacti chamunda nianiram, spell in diagrams ; object, vindictive, to

kill enemies.

—Mangala stanzas, concerning the pit'has or seats of 8 sactis in diflferent

localities.
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—Devi churnica —prose panegyric of Diirga

.

—Hanumdt dandacam - long chant in praise of Hanumdn.

—PancJiacshara ashta saia $tava, 108 slocas in praise of the Saiva

5-lettered mantravi.

—Linga ashtaca ; an octave in praise of the Saica symbol : leaf 1—21

and 50—60 and 65—67.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

22. No. 87, Various short pieces.

— Siva cavacha with mantra and stottra, invocation to Siva for protec-

tion bodily, and mentally, and for obtaining desirables.

—Bdlh cavacJiam, to young Farvati, sacti system for things desirable.

—Bald, hrUdayam ; Parvati's heart, praise for things desirable.

—Bala mantram, spell to the same, to obtain wealth.

—Bald stava raja, special praise of the aforesaid young sacti.

—Bala ashstottra sata ndma, praise of the same, by 108 name?, for

ritual homage.

— Gayatri mudras, signs with hands and fingers, used with the gayatri,

—Betdla manlram, spells to an evil demon, for obtaining things deemed

desirable and few others. In this book the magical is so mixed up

with other matter, as not to admit of separation.

Leaf 20—53. The book is short and thin.

23. No. 89. Miscellanies, chiefly spells.

— Gayatri hrudayam with stottra and mantra.

,, vandana stottra, Lomage.

„ mantra raja - special spell.

„ panjara — for refuge.

,, bhujangam—put into serpent form.

„ ashstottra sata ndma, 108 names.

„ cavacham for protection.

— Chulini mantram, spell to Parvati, for things desirable.

-

—

Sactra mantrdgama, a book of spells, relating to the sacti puja, or

worship of Nature, by feminine symbols.

—Buta suddhi, cleansing elements, before any ceremony, or service.

—hardyana hriidaya sfo^fram —praise of Vishnu.

— Sarasvaii ashstottra sata namavali, praise of Sarasvad, consort of

Brahma by 108 names, for eloquence.
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—Sri siicta vyakynnam, comment on a hjmn from the vedas relating to

Lacshmi, consort of Vishnu.

—On the mode of putting on sacred ashes.

— Sarabha saha dvatrimsati acshari, on a 32-lettered mantra, des-

tructive in intent.

—dacuhana murti, ashstottra sata nama stoltra, praise of the smarta

genius of learning by 108 names.

—Lacshmi Ganapati mnntram, a spell, on the sacli system, directed to

Qanha, as bestowing wealth.

— Sarasvati stava raja, special praise to Sarasvafi for eloquence.

-

—

dacshana murti cavacham, invocation for learning, and intellectual skill,

— Pancha vactra Hanuman mantram, spell to five-faced Hanuman for

desirables ; among the rest, the death of enemies.

— Ganapati— Gopala—Siva— Devi, praise of each of these, by 108

names,

•— Vana durga stotlra mantra, a spell to a forest goddess, sacli system,

to kill enemies,

— Varaha upanishada, incomplete, an alleged Veda, supplement, probably

spurious; with a few like matters : leaf 1 — 196, and 5 blank leaves.

The book is long, aud somewhat thick, nearly new.

24. No. 91. Many small pieces.

— Nrisinha sahasra nama stuttra, praise of the man-lion Avatara, by

1,008 names,

—Afhaivana tdpaniya upanishada, bhdsyam, comment on a supplement to

the fourth veda by Sancarackdrya. Meaning of the Nrisinha mantra,

Nrisinha is the possession of supreme bliss —the cause of the universe—
through him are all the original mantras, with many subordinate spells,

and diagrams.

—Narayana purva tdpaniyam and uttara tdpaniyam from the At^harvana

rahasyn. The necessity of using the Narayana mantra with details

as to the mode, and results.

—Rama purva tapaniya, with prose tica ; four (so termed) upanishadas,

explanatory as to the Rama mantra, mode of using it with prayer, spell,

diagram, ritual—by Visvesvara.

—Rama uttara tdpaniyam with a tica called suta suta. By Bhagavat

bhatta styled also maha mutgala suri or most harmonious poet. The

Rama mantra must be used. He is the cause of the universe, he ia

Sachidanandam, or possessed of supreme bliss.

— Chatur shasti pvja vidhdna—64 slocas.

By Sancaracharyoj complete.
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Mode of homage to Lalita a name of Parvati, ou the sacti system.

—With manasu pvja, mental homage, 68 slocas.

•—Rama tapaniyam purva and uttard. Praise of the glory, and excellence

of Rama.

—Guru stavam. praise of a preceptor.

—sacti stottra varna dhydnam, descriptive praise of a goddess, with

meditation, on the female energy system.

—Raja rajesvari shodasa acshara mantram a royal spell of 16 letters, to a

divine queen, with hand and finger signs.

—Mudra lacshanam—signets or signs by fingers, in a variety of spells,

and some like matters.

Leaf 1—4 and 1—21 and 1, 2. and 1—33 and 1—21.

The book is long, and sonaewhat thick, slightly damaged.

25. No. 117. Small sundries.

—Puruska sucta, a spell or hymn from the veda, referring to Para
Brahm,

— Zaiitis, precative litanies, from the redas,

Sri sucta, a hymn, or spell referring to Lacsh?ni.

—Namaca^ a spell to Sica from the vedas (familiarly namaca chamaca).

—Pasupatdstra prayoga mula mantram a spell named from Sica's

weapon : for things desirable, including destruction of enemies.

>—Devi stavam, 6 slocas praise of Durga.

— Sivashfacam, an octave in praise of Siva.

'Ecambhcara ashtncam, sis slocas, praise of Siva at Conjeverara.

— Sambe Para Prahrn, 13 slocas praising Siva as Para Brahm.

— Sancara gila—chant of the destroyer 2 adhydyas^ or chapters.

— CK'hayya puvisha mnhdtmyam. A devotee keeping the sun when
rising, behind his back, looks westward, and sees his own, or some other

shadow ; described, and its excellence detailed (a phenomenon of this

kind occurs in mountain regions).

— Shadvarna mantra ashtaca—8 slocas octave in praise of a six lettered

spell of sada Sira .- leaf 1—36, and 21 blank leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness recent, the boards bored

by beetles.

26. No. 127. Three tracts.

1.) \Abha vdhdra marifras—complete. They refer to Bama. In any time

of great trouble, if these spells are repeated the distress will depart.
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2.) Nadi siottram, slocas., complete.

Brahma told to Ndreda. Praise of rivers as the Ganges, Kruhna

Godavery, Nerinada, Toorabadra, Kapila, Pampa, Cavery, and others ; by

remembering them all kinds of sin will depart.

3.) Hari siottra slocas, praise of Harh Krishna told Arjuna that by the

mental remembrance of the two sjUabic letters ha-ri, even tbe sin of

killing a Brahman, the greatest of all crimes, would be removed : leaves

3 and 3 others blank.

The book is long, very thin, without boards, recent.

27. No. 131. Saiva mantras some slocas; some of these are used

hy smartas •dtraoxmn^, noon, and twilight with hand and finger signs.

Others are used in temples, on going before any image therein.

— Siva piija majitras, those used generally in saiva homage.

Siva cavacham, praise with invocation for protection : 25 leaves irregu-

larly strung.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, much damaged by

breaking.

28. No. 133. Two pieces.

1.) Shadacshari ashtaca mantram : 8 slocas an octave, on the six

lettered spell, complete.

This spell is termed chief among other spells ; and is classed

even with Brahma, and Siva.

2.) Sarahha cavacham, slocas complete : Siva assumed a form termed

Sarahha-sdlva. This spell is thence named, and is taken from the acdza

hhdirava calpam, a sacti book, the 44th adhydyam.

It is worded in this fashion.

Sivaha sira pdfu; Siva guard my head /ac/d/o nidalam patii—guard

my forehead ; Nila kdntlia kdntliam pdtit— blue throated one ! guard my
neck &c. &c.

Siva tells Parvali that if any one repeat this charm three times

daily, he will obtain all liis desires. The hand, and finger signs to be

used described.

—Meditation by means of veda extracts. At the end one leaf

praise of Siva.

17 written leaves, 13 blank.

The book is of medium length, thin ; without boards.

29. No. 136. Two pieces.

1.) Indracshi stotfram slocas.
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Praise with spell to a sacii with finger signs, said to be to preserve

from sickness.

2.) Sarabha sdlva mantra rajam,

Sarahha as above, a special formule with homage, incomplete in 9 leaves,

and 5 blank.

The book is very short, without boards, recent.

30. No. 138. Two subjects.

1.) Bala cavacham, slocas from the Rudra ydmalam, a kdula book.

An appeal for protection to young Parvati, on the female energy

system.

2.) Golapuri vijaya Lacshmi, dandacam, praise of a sacti at Golapuri :

with spells for binding the guardians of the eight points—some

Telugu and Hindostani, and diagrams without letters. Som»e notes

in Telugu, referring to money transactions.

The book is short, and thin, with very narrow leaves.

31. No. 141. Two short pieces.

1.) Siva panchacshara mantra, slocas.

The Saiva five lettered spell.

2.) Siva cavacham, slocas from the Brahmottara khanda, 12th adhyayam.

Invocation to Sica for protection, with record as to time of its use ;

hand and finger signs.*

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

32. No. 148. Pardsara samhita, a work ascribed to Pardsara, slocas

and mantras 1—65 padalas : Pardsara to Maitreya.

Matter in general as to teaching the use of spells ; and then the twelve

lettered spell of Hanuman ; the midam or original, on which a string of

others is elsewhere formed. A dandacam, or measured chant to Hanuman.

Description of his birth, spells used when bathing, to bring Hanuman near.

Daily mode of homage to Hanuman with finger signs, and fire-offering to the

same.

Legends of Capita dwaja dhatta, and Casyopa ; who, by homage paid

to Hanuman obtained benefits.

Hanuman was born as a bhagnvan or deity. A seven lettered spell

directed to him. What things are useful, and what things are not required

in this said homage.
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Sdla grama lacshana, description of petrified shells, with more matter

as to mental homage to Hanuman, and fire-offerings. The book has 232

leaves, not fully written, as 94—106 and 193 to 198 and 202—208 are left

blank.

The book is long, very thick, with a brass pin ; recent.

33. No. 150. Nrisinha uttara tdpaniya vyakydnam, by Sancard-

chdrya, said to be an upanishada from the Atliarvana veda ; matter

vedaic in kind, with a prose tica, 1—9 khandam.

The pranava or primary symbol is herein made to be four letters a, i,

n, m. This symbol is stated to be ddi midam, or primitive original of the

Vedas.

In addition it is stated the Para Brahm is Nrninha, or the preserver

of the world ; suitable to be worshipped by all. Passage from the redas

relating to Narasinha are quoted. Mode of homage, with the mantras used

therein ; leaf 1—94 complete.

34. No. 152. Rama upanishada vyakydnam, by Rama yeti, com-

plete.

Passages from the Af'harvnna veda with a prose tica : Rama alone is

lord of the universe ; spells and diagrams referring to Rama. Rama mdlct,

mantra a string of spells, founded on an original.

Others entitled mu mucsha upasyu Rama tarara mantras—the family

renouncing Rama spells, for those who wish to obtain beatification.

The book is long, and thin, without boards.

35. No. 156. Various matters.
*

These are Vaishnava in kind, spells, slocas and in some places ilea

in Telugu, complete.

Tim. mantras : These are used by Rrahmans at morning, noon, and

evening, with the appropriate hand, and finger signs.

— Clmrana sloca mantra the closing meditation, and prayer.

—Periya tiru mantra tanniyam, this is partly Tamil, and relates to the

Periya cduvdr.

— Parancusa svdmi tanniyam, a mode adopted by a particular guru.

Vara yogi tannii^am, the secretum of Vara an ascetic.

•

—

Bija relna coshaslocns letters of the alphabet, from a to cha, to what

god each letter specially pertains, in the matter of spells; as a to

Vishnu: in any spell the hija is the essential letter.

•

—

Ajapa mantra, used as a zanti or precative in the morning to remedy

any oversight, or omission of duty during the night ; leaf 1-16.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, recent.
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36. No. 158. Four pieces,

1.) Sudarisana mantras, spells directed to the discus of Vishnu.

2.) Nrnimha sahasrandma stottra, slocas, praise of the manlion avaidra

1008 names,

3.) Said Tripura snndari, mantras, spells to a Saiva sacti, with hand

and finger signs, on the female energy system.

4.) Gauri mantras —speWs relating to a form of Parvati.

The book is short, and thin, without boards ; some leaves broken.

37. No. 454. Sect. 1. Surya namascaram having mantra, and

sahasrandmavaii. Mode of horoage to the sun, with spell, and

repetition of 1008 names : 7 leaves written, and 5 blank.

For sect. 2 see XXXII.

XIII. Law.

1. No. II. Dherma prasna—mulam ox original only : \he dchdra

cdndam, ecclesiastical law.

On the shodasa carma, or sixteen auspicious ceremonies, beginning

before birth, and carried onwards to the assuming the scholastic thread, and

to marriage.

— Ujvdla, or splendor, a comment on the same.

By Hara dhatta.

On the ubandinam, is given a precept for twisting a triple band of

grass, to be tied around the waist, to remain so till marriage.

A deer's skin to be cut into strips, for the shoulders, to be used in

times of prayer.

-

—

Danda nirupanam—on the ascetics staflf : in case of a 3rahman it

must be made o^ palasu wood ; in the case of a king of the arasu tree,

and in the case of a merchant, or cultivator of the atti, or country fig

tree. Mode of living by begging alms ; and manner of eating food, so

obtained.

On the studying the Vedas, and proper mode of apprehending sacred

learning.

Rules as to the married man ; when he may read the Vedas, and on

what days forbiden ; as on new ; and full moon days, and the first day after

each, and on the eighth lunar day after the new, and full moon, A zdnti if

accidentally touching a dog. On the mode of eating, and other houshold

matters.
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The deportment proper for the military, mercantile, and servile classes

defined. Some jivayaschitas expiations, or punishments for faults, or crimes.

Rules for fire-offerings leaf 1—84.

A mantra or spell to be used by a husband, to cause pregnancy. The

meaning of some sutras, detailed ; as a comment by sudarisana acharya on

fire-offerings, and various other ceremonies ; seemingly an affix, from some other

book ; leaf 1—74,

The book seems made up of four separate portions ; and, as a

whole, is long, and very thick, old, has one board, and is much damaged.

2. No. 202. Vigndnesvaram, slocas with a tica. A comment on

the code of Ydgnyavdlcyahy Vigndnesvara,

The Vivahdra cdndam ; but only the 2nd adhydya or chapter,

on secular law.

On the seat, or place of judicial enquiry—on the king taking counsel

with his mantri, or minister; and on the proper time for legal investigation.

A description of evil, or guilty persons. On disputes concerning

boundaries of land. Punishment for murders. Law — as to buried treasures,

when discovered ; as belonging wholly neither to the king, nor to the finder :

how to be appropriated.

Mode of examining witnesses. Punishment prescribed for bringing

forward an excessive number of witnesses : such as thirty. Two are sufficient.

On newly written money obligations. Rule as to the amount of such

bonds.

Rules as to swearing witnesses.

Discrimination as to dherma, and a<:?Acr»?a or equity, and want of equity.

On division of property among relatives, or among members of a family.

On the property to be apportioned to the widow, from her deceased

husband's estate. If any one die without a son, his property goes to tl^e

widow of the deceased.

On public repairs of tanks, or large water reservoirs for cultivation.

If any person claim the property of another person, who is absent in a

foreign land, the legal mode of proceeding.

If any one speak to another very angrily, or abusively, a punishment

is provided. Also a punishment if any one unlawfully appropriate the

property of another.

If a father and a son quarrel, and a third person interfere, saying " I

will decide," a punishment for such interference is awarded.

Punishment of thieves. Punishment if any one escape from con-

finement.
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Punishment for adultery ; and a vai'iety of other punishments, and

modes of deciding disputed causes. The book is of high authoritj in the

South ; and, as such, any portion of it is of value.

Leaf 1— ] 13 and 14 blank leaves.

The book is of medium size, quite a recent copy, and in very

neat hand writing.

3. No. 203. Hemadri, slocas.

The prayaschita cdndarn, complete.

Fines, or other punishments for the following crimes— murder of a

Brahman—of a spiritual teacher, or of any one of the military, mercantile, or

servile classes— drinking ardent spirits—stealing ; such as gold, or a Brahntayis

property of any kind—adultery, by a disciple with the wife of his spiritual

teacher—killing any horse, cow, bull, bullock or ox, elephant, ass, sheep—cut-

ting down trees—teaching the sense of the zreofo* to i5/T/A/na?i children, for

money ; the vedas must not be taught for gain—unnatural crimes—remarriage

in the case of a Brahman widow—taking improper things as gifts ; such as a

blanket, a buffalo, a bed, oil-seeds ; Wedding- pumpkin ; if the seeds be taken

out, and the gourd filled with gold, then the present is good.

Punishment of widows— if a widow transgress any rule, such as speak-

ing with a man, smiling on him, or partake of betel leaf, he. with him, or scent

a flower, or sandal-wood given by him, a punishment is prescribed ; as also for

proved adultery.

Dosha zanlls, some evils, or taken for such, have precative ceremonies

prescribed—as if a lizard, or camelion fall on any part of the body, or when

indications of evil are given by any member of the body—such as twinkling

of left eye, throbbing of left arm, thigh, leg, in the case of a man, and on the

opposite side, of a woman, then a zanti provided. Such indications on the

right side of a man, and on the left side of a woman are deemed auspicious,

A precative in case of an evil dream ; another if a son be born in the same

nacshelra as the father ; with like matters.

In case of evil death, a sacrifice termed Narayana bali provided ; and

the same is usual at the funeral of a, t/eti, or strict ascetic; cliati/rmdsa vrata

calpa, details as to a penance of four months : left incomplete j seems

appended to the book : leaf 1— 194.

The book is long, and thick, recent, yet slightly injured.

4. No. 206. Hemadri, slocas.

The prai/aschita cdndarn, or section on punishments—incomplete,

a prose version at the end.

If a judge or^Qr & Brahman to be flogged, and he die under it, a

punishment.
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If a Vaisya kill a Brahman unwillingly, or without intention, aa

expiatory punishment for the homicide.

If a Brahman order a Chanddla to be flogged, and he die under it, a

punishment for the Braliman.

A punishment for drunkenness.

Punishment for thefts, and killing animals, as under the last number—

and for adultery.

If a Brahman plough his own field, he is to be punished for so doing.

If any one sell himself for a slave ; or a son, wife, mother, sister, female

servant, or children—punishments in each case.

If a Brahman sell rice-corn, wheat, rice-corn in the ear, molasses

salt, cotton, turmeric ; areca nut, skins, staff, hair, food, wine, flesh, petrified

shells, lingam, beads—for the crime of such peddling, a punishment.

On the crime of stealing children, women, or cows—punishments for

the said thefts.

If the proper time for performing anyone of the sixteen auspicious

ceremonies, beginning with pi'egnancy, be allowed to pass by, an expiatory

punishment is prescribed.

If a king give his own weight in gold, as an expiation for great crimes,

he who receives the same is criminal—a punishment providedfa le 1— 115

from 116 to 150 left blank, and 151 to 295 written—20 blank leaves at the

end ; in all 215 leaves.

The book is long, and very thick, on narrow leaves, with a brass

pin, recent.

5. No. 209. for Sect. 1. see XXVI.

Section 2. Abi nava shada shiti a commentary on a law-book

—

slocas with a iica.

By Suhrahmanya.

On various kinds of ceremonial uncleanness, from difierent causes ; as

follows :

Childbirth—death of any relative—death of an infant occasioned by

cutting the umbilical cord-—if it die before that cutting— if a child die, when

more then ten days old— on the death of a virgin—death of a young man before

assuming the scholastic thread—on any one dying in a distant place—various

other causes, some ten in number—on an evil death, affecting an entire town-

ship—occasioned by the death of a father, or other near relative ; and if

another person accidentally touch such a one before the burning, with other

causes of unclcannoss ; and, in all the above cases specified or indicated, the

mode of purification, with Its duration is detailed. The last day of the most

serious cases is known by the term chandrdyana ; 76 leaves 2 or 3 broken.

The book is long, of medium thickness, injured by worms.
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6. No. 210. Smritl chandrica : ^/oca^ with «;e'Ja extracts, and some

prose : incomplete, at the end.

Mode of daily ablutions—some extra bathing, termed anga sndnom.—
daily mode oi mantras or prayers—mental prayer manassu jnpa mode of daily

homas or fire offerings : on various observances, as to such offerings, betvveen

Srautas (adhering to vedas) and smartaa (adding codes of law) two classes

of Saivas—mode of homage in general—on proper dispositions of spiritual

teacher, and disciple ; order of studying the vedas, the duties of householders—
modes of eating, and kinds of it—after eating, duties till evening—duties of

the royal, or military class as to protecting the good, and punishing the evil

—

modes, and times of sacrificial offerings ; duties of the four colors or classes

Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaisi/a, Stidras—duty of releasing an ox from ploughing,

when exhausted ; if over worked a great sin—on the sixteen auspicious cere-

monies, from pregnancy to birth, and child-hood up to marriage — a discrimi-

nation as to ceremonial pollutions, and that caused to relatives by the death of

any one distant from home—infants are to be buried, not burned ; mode,

or order of proceeding—mode of proceeding, if both father and mother die

naturally on the same day—how to proceed in sraddhas on the occcurrence of

ceremonial uncleanness ; and many like topics. The whole appears to relate

to the dchara cdndam.

This book is also a great authority in the South, especially in

Telingana, leaves 1

—

25Q.

The book is long, very thick, on narrow leaves, some of them

broken off.

7. No. 211. Two tracts, or books.

1.) Pardsara smriti, sacerdotal law.

By Pardsara ; otherwise called pra3/o^a padadliis practical sec-

tions, slocas with extracts from vedas.

Daily, and special bathings. Mode of sipping water with finger signs,

wearing sacred ashes. Putting on cotton threads at times of sacrifices. Mut-

tered prayer daily ; walking round an asvaia tree—walking round a Saiva

fane. Doing homage to the feet of a spiiitual superior. Beginning to read

the vedas. Daily offering water from the hands to gods, sages, he. Mode of

homage to houshold god, keeping up the perpetual houshold fire. Taking

care not to speak to others, nor to rise up, when eating the ordinary food :

The preceding are duties during the day time. From leaf 64 to 80 on obser-

vances during the mght, not complete. It is proper to keep awake during

the first watch 6 to 9 o'clock, to sleep during two watches 9 to 3, and on the

4th watch to rise for morning devotion.
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2.) ' Shodasa carma Jcarica—slocas.

On the sixteen auspicious houshold ceremonies. Before often

specified.

In connexion therewith a cehbate Brahman should wear a girdle of

twisted "rass ; use strips of deer skins with mantras; carry a staff of jja/asa

wood : and should learn to suppress the breath, while doing homage.

Manhas on marriage ; others used with the daily sacrificial-fires ;

during the homam the wife takes her part by holding one end of a bit of grass,

the husband holding the other end. If two wives, the service is separate, and

then both are made one service, A penalty, or expiation if the houshold fire

be allowed to go out : leaf 1—32 and 82—163.

The book is very long, thick, old, slightly damaged.

8. No. 214. D/ierwa /J/'ayarcZtf/zi, a commentary on sacerdotal law,

with other ordinances.

By Ndrayana—slocas wiihsutras and iica, and some veda extracts.

On the division of property among sons, and various other kindreds :

what is the sliare of each one.

On offering water with sesame seed therein, on any gift. On bathing

with the clothes on, otherwise forbidden.

Mode of putting a ring of cnsa grass on the ring finger of the right

hand.

Mode of putting on the sacred thread, with appropriate rituals.

Expiation for the omission of any duty, proper to any peculiar time.

Mode of sipping water, and pouring it out from the two hands, at

morning, noon, and evening. Muttered prayers, or mantras'^.used at the'same

times. The things used in fire offerings, morning and evening. On giving a

little food to crows before meals. On offering food to the five prcmas, or

vitals airs within the body. On the propriety of keeping strict^ silence at

meals. Mode of homage to gods. Daily srdddha, a giving food to one Brah-

man, on account of ancestors.

The shodasa carma or sixteen auspicious houshold ceremonies : often

before specified.

Harka vivaham, ceremony before marriage for the third time.

Expiation if the sacred fire be allowed to go out. The foregoing are

all suba vidhi, auspicious in kind. Besides,

The annual srac?JAa, or commemorating the death of father, &c. giving

food to Brahmans.

IJirani/a sruddka and anna sraddha, giving gold, and raw rice to

Brahmans.
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Details as to periods of ceremonial unclcanncss, occasioned by death of

father, aud other relatives.

Gifts when at the point of death ; as land, a cow, an elephant, and

tila or sesame seed along therewith, removing dosham evil, or crime from the

giver, and transferring it to the recipient—some poor person in desperate

circumstances.

Prayaschitas, expiatory punishments for drinking ardent spirits ;

killing a cow, and the like.

Observances on nine days of festivals, as Ramans birth day, Parasu

Rama's biith da/, and the Durga puja ; to this last a tenth day or vijaya

dasami is added to comraemotate the Amazon victory.

On the sancranti of each month, or the sun's passage from sign to

sign.

A discrimination as to the accurate dates for different festivals ; 167

leaves in all.

The book is long, thick, old, in one place especially very much

injured by termites.

9. No. 219. Ndrayana sundha.

By Karmaldcara, slocas and tica.

The 3rd paricJiheda only complete^

Chiefly on funereal observances. There are six srdddhas.

1.) Nifya S i The son of a deceased Brahman as long as he lives gives

food daily to a Brahman ; this is a perpetual offering.

2.) Naimitlicam S. As on a new moon, or the passage of the sun into

another sign ; and the like occasions, termed n'lmittam ; a commemoration

by giving food.

3.) Kamya S. A voluntary commemoration of a father, or of any other

ancestor.

4.) Vrutti S. An observance at the close of any ceremonial uncleanness

from any cause.

5.) Sapinda S. A ball of food prepared with ceremonies, and afterwards

given to a cow.

6.) Pdrvana S. on new and full moon days, seated on cusa grass, especi-

ally at the new moon ; reflex benefit to ancestors.

Srdddha hula nirnaya, some discrimii.ation as to times, &;c.

A young man before assuming the sacred thread cannot perform the

funereal ceremonies ; but he holds a bit of grass which another lays hold of

;

and this last person goes through the ritual, the other participating.

n
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Tiirec Brahmahs are terniecl reppoctivoly Visia dcva, Pitru dcvala uiid

Vishnu devata their mode; of eating the sraddha offerings.

The articles proper to be used. The vessel for rice of what kind, and

what not. Mode of fire offering on such occasions.

When the three above mentioned Brahwans are eating, should one of

them vomit through repletion ! aprat/aschita is prescribed.

If any one be ceremonially unclean he cannot join in the sraddha ;

but may do so after ten days, when purified. If any uncleanness occur at the

time, after tlie sxncalpam has been writtc n, and the grass ring put on the

finger, the ceremony must proceed.

On vibhakta, and avabhakta a united family, and a family the property

of which has been divided, having separate houshuld fires ; the mode in each

case as to performing srdddhas.

On the periods of uncleanness, caused by the death of relatives : the

cases very numerous, and before specified.

If a Brahman has a son by a sudra woman, and this son dies : the

Brahman father is not thereby ceremonially unclean.

If any one die in a distant place his relatives in any house &c., are

ceremonially unclean.

The Ndruyana hali, 2^ ceremony at the funeral of a strict ascetic, if

this ceremony has been once performed, an annual commemoration is not need-

ful.

The mode of proceeding if both husband and wife die at the same time.

If a woman die during menstruation, or in lime of child-birth, the mode of

proceeding.

The Yeii samscaram burial of a strict ascetic : salt is put under the

body, and over it : so far leaf 163.

Leaf 259—280 expiations which ought to be passed suh silentio, only for

the position given to a widow who marries again ; a prayaschita for a brother

committing incest with an elder, or younger sister— for a widow that marries

again—for an unnatural, and bestial crime in a house : veda mantras accompany

the expiations ; seven leaves at the end, are shorter, prose ; on modes of un-

cleanness ; not complete—in all 191 leaves remain.

The book is long, very thick, narrow leaves, recent.

10. No. 221. Vig7idnesvaram or Sarasvali vildsam, slocas with a

prose iica, complete.

Ascribed to Fratdpa Rvdra.

Oil a king's judgment seat—distribution of vices or crimes, as against

good morals ; on the proper character, and disposition of the rnantri, the
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king's head assistant. Description of the proper times for judicial proceedings,

on taking council with the mantri. Then follows the vivakdra vartam^ina,

or mode of legal procedure in civil or criminal cases (excluding only sacerdo-

tal, or ceremonial). Cases between husband and wife, or between relatives,

as to land, wealth, &c. On Dhenna paricsha, or examination of a case ; or-

dering officers, or peons —hearing both sides, that is plaintitf and defendant—
an enquiry into a feioned, or spurious cause, in which one who should be de-

fendant takes the initiative, as a deception. On reconciling, contending par-

ties, before any decision is given. Mode of deciding causes in which the

circumstances, involved therein, occurred in a distant place.

On debts or bonds, and proof concerning them. Examination of wit-

nesses, on both sides : punishment of false witnesses. Examples defining any

crime, and modes of deciding, as a judicial guide : leaf 1 — 168.

The book is somewhat long, thick, neat, small hand writing,

recent.

11. No. 222. Aga sodhmi—slocas with a tica ; a comment on a

book called sliada siti, the original by Kdusica dditya the comment

by Lacshmi Ndrdyana 1—5 prakaranas, the 5t\\ not complete.

On ceremonial uncleanness occasioned by birth, and death to relatives,

and to a woman, by reason of child birth. The like caused by the Cesarian

operation, when resorted to. The death of a child before the navel string is

cut causes a longer period of uncleanness than when it dies afterwards. If the

birth of a child concur with some de-ith, in the same houshold, the rule as to

the double period of uncleanness, both conjoined ; or ten days for the birth,

eleven for the death, or 21 continuous days. If both father and mother die to-

gether, the period of uncleanness to children is not lengthened ; but is reckon-

ed simply as one. Rule as to the aniigamanam, or a wife burning with the

dead body of her husband.

If news of any one's death come ten days after its occurrence, then the

eldest son only is ceremonially unclean, for ten days, not the rest of the family.

Rules as to death of various classes of persons, as to the uncleanness

caused to others and rules as to various gifts ; such as gold, land, a cow, ele-

phant, horse, &c. &c. made at the approach of death by such persons.

A definition as to the lunar days, in each half month, and matters

thereto pertaining.

Punishments for drinking ardent spirits, and for associating with a

woman of inferior caste.

Rules as to the jayanti or birth anniversary of Rama, Parasti Rdrna,

Narasinha, one day for each of the two last, and nine doys for the first.

On a ceremony to Vinayaca on the fourth lunar day ; and a fast to

Brahat Gauri, or the magnificent Parvnfi.
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On adoption —rules as to reaving adopted cliildren. One who has

ah-eadj assumed the scholastic thread must not be scleeted.

On long absence from home : if any one has been absent at a distance

for more than 20 or 30 years he must, on his return, first go to the temple,

bathe his face in butter-oil, and look at the god : he may then go home, and

look at the faces of his parents.

At the end, the ceremony closing the Ananta vrata, and the mode of

homage to Vydsa : in all 155 leaves.

The book is long, thick, slightly injured.

X'H. No. 225. Yellapiyam, slocas with tica and veda verses, some

prose.

Dherma sastra—sacerdotal law^, incomplete at the end.

Chiefly on ceremonial uncleanness, and expiatory ceremonies in

various cases—at the end a little on propitious ceremonies. Eleven leaves on

apara kriya or funereal observances, seem attached to the book ; but not

properly belong to it. Two other leaves on the question whether, in the event

of any ceremonial uncleanness befalling, a strict ascetic may continue his

penance —determined, that he cannot till purified.

Here begins the book proper.

The custom of flro- offerings at new and full moons, and the first day

after each, by husband and wife ; begun on their marriage, and continued. If

omitted from any cause, a 'prayaschlta is provided.

Fire offerings, with the ball of food, offered to ancestors, and with vv^ood

of the palasu creeper.

Prayaschita if any one die in a foreign country and the bones can be

had, and brought, the ceremony therewith performed.

An expiation if any one die by lightning.

The Ndrdyana hali on the funeral of a strict ascetic ; used also in any

case of evil death.

On daily fire offerings in Brahman housholds. The mantras used,

with ten kinds of gifts.

On giving alms after the decease of any near relative ; especially a

father. On the use of a stone put into a hole in the ground to represent the

deceased, during funereal ceremonies : a prcnjaschitu, if any neglect, or error

Some precautions as to any apparent signs of life—if they do not

re-appear ^woihar prayaachit a must be performed, before removal. If life be

re;su.sciLated, the individual must not return to his home, or people, but must

become an outcaste.

I
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If a dog touch the ball of food to ancestors a prayaschita prescribed ;

and another ball of food must be prepared.

The ceremony of gathering up the bones, the day after burning, sprink-

ling them with milk, and burying them with water, or casting them into

water.

If a BraJwian die before assuming the scholastic thread, prescribed

mode of funereal rites.

On the tenth day of funereal observances, cutting off from the neck of

a widow the token of marriage, given by a deceased husband.

Sraddha of nine days, and of sixteen days. On the periods of

ceremonial uncleanness, caused by the death, of various relatives ; usually

eleven days, and that caused by a birth ten days, commemoration of the anni-

versary of the death of an ancestor ; especially the first year. On the duty of

maintaining silence while eating of the srdddka offerings. The sitting on

grass, at the annual commemoration. The annual commemoration must be

postponed a while, in the event of any ceremonial uncleanness befalling, until

this time is passed,

Vdi.wa deva—giving a portion of the daily food, to ascetics, or to

crows.

At the close, matter on the mode of assuming the scholastic thread ;

and as to marriage rites; leaf 1—89 and 101— 147, with 13 leaves introduc-

tory, 150 in all.

The book is somewhat long, thick, injured by insects.

13. No. 226. For sect. I see XXXIl.

Sect. 2. Pardsara dherma sastram.

1— 12 adhydyas—incomplete, slocas with prose.

Rules as to eclipses, what works may be done just then, as to srdddhas,

and other indispensable matters.

Mode of receiving, and honoring guests. Definition of ceremonial

uncleanness, by reason of childbirth.

If the sancalpam as to any vrata or religious performance is recorded,

and mournful news arrive, so as to cause ceremonial uncleanness, this last

does not hold ; tlie duty is first to be performed, and the uncleanness to be

afterwards adjusted.

An expiatory ceremony, on account of any one who has come by an

evil, or untimely death.

If two women are each one in mens : and, if one touch the other, then

neither of the two may eat till after bathing. Without such contact, each one

might eat, being apart.
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The caiidan is the son of a married man, by anotlicr than his own wife,

and the golaca is the son of a widow ; neither of these two are allowed to par-

take of food offered in srdddhas, nor to join in other religious ceremonies.

If a golaca or chandula and some others be killed a prayaschita, or

punishment for the fault.

1^ a, Brahman unwittingly eat m z. pariar's house, for that an expia-

tory punishment.

If any one of superior caste, through bewilderment, converse with an

inferior woman, and the mistake become known, then an expiatory punishment

is provided.

Chandrayann. vrata lacshanam definition of the Chandrdyana, that is

if any one wilfully commit any fault, then he is condemned to eat his rice

boiled in his own urine, for 40 days.

On the properties of ten kinds of bathing i. e. over the head, up to

the neck, up to the loins, &c. also mantra sndnam spells, as a substitute for

bathing.

On the five products of a cowr, as to preparation for ceremonicvl

use. This section has 49 leaves, and is much the larger portion.

The book is long, and worm eaten.

14. No, 228. Two subjects.

1.) Smriti arClia sdram, essence of law meaning ; slocas to a con-

sidei'able extent, and afterwards prose : complete.

The ritual on new, and full moon days.

Days on which a Brahman may, or may not study the vedas.

Daily duties of a Brahman from his first rising in the early morning ;

such as cleansing his teeth pouring out water from his hands, &c. down to deva

archana, or homage —after which he may eat.

Modes o{ sraddhas defined ; discrimination of matters proper, and im-

proper to be eaten.

In the case of uncleanness, caused by the death of a child, an expiatory

ceremony.

If any one die by means of fire or water or by falling from a precipice,

in such cases the Ndrdyana bait is provided—a kind of sacrifice.

So far on what are termed suha and asuba, or propitious, and mournful

occasions.

A book called karma vihhdgam relating to pra.yaschitas, fines or

punishments, or expiations ; for one who has forfeited caste.

—For spirit-drinking, stealing gold, silver, 8cc. or jewels ; or

—If any one kill a woman, or take away other life -homicide, or murder.
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ii.) Garyhya sumhita, slocas and prose.

On the lunar asterisms as favorable or unfavorable, as to the

birth of children in them. If deemed unfavorable a zdnti, a sort of

precative litany is provided. If a child is born within the amdvasi. this

is termed kuhJcu—it is very evil ; but a prayaschita or expiation is

provided : as also for any evil birth asterism.

The ahnanacs indicate three evil times vditriti-vyafi p'/ialatn-rdhu ;

a zcinti, or litany, if a child be born in any one of them.

A zdnti for a child born in the mi'da nacsheira which is worse than

most others. The zdnti is accompanied by a fire offering, and certain grains

are made up in a leaf, and given to Brahmans, and mafitras are used.

The book is long, thick, old, variously injured.

14^. No. 237. Various ceremonies, many of them pertaining to

dchdram, or ecclesiastical law : with some stottras.

—Five slocas used at sun rise, directed to Rama ; and four others

to Krishna.

General slocas, referring to Sdmhii, Jaganafha, Fislmu.

Astrological rules, as to building a house, time of entering it, as

a residence : some matters as to oblations thei"eupon.

On modes oi sraddha—funereal.

Medicines and spells to gain over enemies, and make them friends
;

others to gain over a cross, or angry husband.

— Garudopanishada, a veda appendage.

—Brahma yagnya—a sitting on grass by Brah maris on some

occasions. Eight slocas in praise of Cdsi and of Visvanatlia the

form of Siva there.

On examination of gofras or tribes, preparatory to marriage : the

parties may not marry if the rishi at the head of the respective gotras

be the same. Agnikaryam fire offerings, by pouring butter oil on fire.

Kadali vivdham ; a nominal marriage to a plantain tree, by winch a

poor Brahmdchdri renounces his vow of celibacy, and poverty ; and may

afterwards dress and eat in the fashion of the world : (the marriage with

an asclepias shrub differs).

Mrityala Idnguta mantra—a spell to kill enemies.

On the trt'o ceremonies during the state of pregnancy— these

only out of sixteen.

On the sVhali hhdgam, a fire offering at new and full moons, by

newly married people.

Charities, and duties of the husband of a pi'cgnant woman.
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Bonds or deeds of gifts, lands, &c.

Leaf 3,'3— 140 but 92—98, 131, 134 are wanting, and 16 leaves,

without numbers, are confusedly strung in the part relating to bonds.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, old, damaged

near the end.

15. No. 238, Dherma sastra.

—Kushmanda libma—incomplete, a fire offering with the marriage

gourd, and some veda mantras are used at the same.

—dtwa saniydsi—fragment, a mode of speedily making any one a

saniyasi at the point of death ; chiefly used by the advcitas.

These matters are considered to appertain to the prayaschitas or

expiations of sacerdotal law. 22 leaves irregular.

The book is ofmedium length, old, without boards,much damaged.

16. No. 245. Dherma sastram.

The dchdra cdndam, or sacerdotal law.

Certain customs, or practices, allowable in former ages, are not

allowable in the present kali yuga, A cow—a horse—a man may not

now be killed, to be offered in sacrifice. A brother may not beget a

son for deceased brother, from the latter's widow. Flesh must not be

eaten at srdddhan.

Matters, or duties that are to be done ; a boy must begin learning

when five years old A wife when she is left, for a time, by her husband

must perform the part of a strict a?cetic.

Written by Purushottamn dnanda sarasvati.

If a father become a strict ascetic, he is virtually, or legally dead.

The duties of a son in that case. Dhatta vdmdmsa a book so called is herein

included. On adoption . Question —must the children of one adopted go to the

line, or posterity of the person adopting, or to his own line. Some say to his

own line; but this book, by many arguments, and logical rules, proves that

the posterity is to be reckoned to the race of the individual adopting.

On the question—if a king have many children, to which one of them

does the inheritance of the kingdom pass ? Answer to the child of the eldest

lawfully married wife.

Various other questions on the subjects of adoption, and inheritance ;

together wdth the mode of adoption fire ofl'ering at the time. (If the dhatta

miinamsa be not already translated, it woukl be worth translating).

Ahinava shada shila rynkydnam a commentary, otherwise called

Dherma jtradipka, on a work entitled Ahinava .sada shita.
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By Suhrahvianya sudhi, i. e. pajidita.

On the periods of ceremonial uncleanness, caused by death of children

at various ages ; also on birth and death afterwards, at various times, soon

after birth—with other matter on ceremonial purifications, caused by death—

previously noted. .

Smrtii hhascaram—the various ceremonies from pregnancy forwards

to be followed, or observed, by Sudras ; with the apara krit/o, or funereal

ceremonies, as to Sudras; leaf 1^—5 and 1—190 ; at the end three leaves as

to who must light the pyre, and a few like matters by Naradiya, or ascribed

to him.

17. No. 247. Two books.

1.) Heviddri—dherma sastra.

By Hemddri, slocas, incomplete.

Chiefly on prapaschitas, or expiatory punishments.

On the duties of the Brahman, Cshetrlya, Vdisya and Sudra, accord-

ing to their class. If they do not fulfil the precepts of the Vedas, concernino-

them, they incur guilt ; nevertheless, in such cases, an expiation to remove

the guilt is provided : and for such matters as theft, adultery, drunkenness,

&c., the specification is minute, and in great variety ; and, like Den's theology,

might suggest, to innocent persons, crimes or vices, not otherwise known, or

even thought of.

2.) Kdla Madhaviyam—slocas.

By Mddhava complete.

The two dyanas and dark half lunations, lunar days, and mala mdsatn

in which two new moons, or two full moons occur, the mahdlyam in Sep-

tember—October. These various modes of noting time are described, with

full details ; as also what mny, and what may not be done in them. The
mahdlyam is a commemoration of ancestors for 15 days from full to new moon
according to the tWhh on which each one died, though in other months.

Jayanti nirnayam, adjustment of the exact time for the observance of

Krishna's birth day.

Siva ratri nirnayam, adjustment of time for the special night of SivOf

in the month of February.

Adjustment of special days, on wliich one meal only is to be eaten.

Regulations as to gifts, on days of special observance.

Details of the 4th lunar day, as devoted to Gane.sa, and various other

fasts, or observances in each tillii tliroughout the year.

Duties to be attended to at the time of eclipses : leaf 1

—

5 and 1 23
and 1— lir.

P
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The book is very long, thick, on narrow leaves, injured by

insects.

18. No. 249. Two books,

I.) Visvesvara smriti sdram.

By Svapracdsa yogi, slocas.

Enquiry as to the form of entering on the profession of Sanniyasi ;

what is to be clone, and what forbidden ; with the fruit or result. Properties

of the pilgrim's staff used by ascetics.

Daily duties of sti'ict ascetics. Their mode of bathing, and manner of

seeking alms. Practice of the yogam or meditating on God, and on their own

mind. The virtue of piija or ritual homage, by an ascetic is very great.

Praise of Hari or Vishiu. Mode of annual commemoration of the death of a

sanniyasi : leaf 1—52.

• 2.) Dheryna pradipica, slocas.

By Subrahmanya suti : complete.

A commentary on a work entitled Ahinava shada siti.

Description and periods of ceremonial uncleanness from various causes.

What things many be done during such times, and what things are forbidden :

leaf 1—13.

The book is of medium size, and a little injured by insects.

19. No. 254. Smrityatya sdrani, an epitome of sacerdotal law, in-

complete.

What are suitable duties to be performed in the Cali yttga, and what

are not now permitted.

On the sixteen propitious ceremonies, and the suitable times for them

prescribed.

Mode of making the sacred thread, as well as of putting it on. Des-

cription of deer skin strips, and a staff as pertaining to a Btahmuchari.

Srdvana vidhi or npacarma vidhi in the event of not reading the Vedus, or

of laying aside the sacred thread, a prayaschiia, fine or punishment in expi-

ation of such an omission, quasi penance, and absolution.

On what days the Vedas may be read, and what days are prohibited.

In the case of a proposed betrothal an examination prescribed, as to

the respective gotras or tribes of man, and woman. The relationship of tribe,

or family must not be too near. If the rnhis, at the head of the two gotras,

are different the marriage may take place ; but if, as may happen, the rishis at

the head of both are the same, then the pair may not marry.

On noon clay bathing, and sitting on grass, and at evening time also.

Mode of evening firc-offcrinc:.

I
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Sraddha or mournful raattero ; what may and may not be eaten on

those occasions. Fire offering to remove any accidental uncleanness : leaf

1—45.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, somewhat
injured.

20. No. 255. Two books.

1.) Asldyana kdrica—slocas.

Dherina sastra achcira cdndavi.

— ^talica pdca, a kind of domestic fire-offering—its mode prescribed.

The shodasa carma, or sixteen propitious ceremonies up to marriage ;

often before particularized.

— Srdvana carma (or dvani avuttam in Tamil) the ceremony on an

annual change of the scholastic thread.

The preceding are piirva, or primary.

The apara carma, or subsequent duties^ are mournful in kind.

—Purvana sraddha, yearly commemoration of death of ancestors.

—HasH savjayanam, down to the end of funereal ceremonies, i. e. sapin-

da carma.

This karica, or brief compendium, contains four adhydyas, and so far

complete.

Appended

—

mangaldshtacam, an octave of benedictions, on auspicious

occasions.

2.) Zdntis, precative chants.

—If a male and female crow are seen.

—If white ants (termites) appear in a house.

—If a child be born on an amdvdsi, or a little before the new moon.

—If a child be born in mula asUsha or jyestliya, lunar asterisms ; that is^

the moon being in them at the time of birth,

—If a child be born at the time of an eclipse.

—To prevent sickliness of constitution.

—ujya aveshana, a mode of zdnti soon after birth : a vessel of butter oil

is provided ; the child's image is thence reflected, the father must look

on the image only, and afterwards the butter oil is given to a Brahman.

Addedsraddha Brahmana nyema lacshana, or careful selection of

a Brahman suitable to prepare the sraddha, and to eat the food then given.

Mode o( sraddha for a Sanniyasi or strict ascetic : leaf I—78.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, and damaged.
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21. No. 257. Vignanesvaram.

The vivahdra cdndam complete.

The prayaschita cdndam incomplete.

The vivahdra section, civil jurisprudence.

—On division of property^—mother's share, or mother's property, how

divided—a daughter's share, t\\e stri ddnam—on division of ancestral

property-—difference of portions among children, as maintained by some

authorities, by others an equal division is enjoined. (There exists an

English translation of the preceding matter).

Definition of vivahara or legal control.

— Quality of a manlri as adviser to a king.

—Modes of examining in legal cases,

—Examination of plaintiff, and defendant ; and of examining witnesses.

—On securities, on proportioning fines to the means of the parties,

—On written bonds, or securities.

—On disputes as to boundaines.

On thefts, as the stealing cows, sheep, &c.

The Prayaschita candam.

Mode of penalties or punishments to expiate various faults, or

crimes.

Penalty for theft ofjewels—for drinking ardent spirits—for some faults

as applicable to women, and children—for theft of gold ; for adultery— for

breach of a strict ascetic's vow^—for the sale of a child—for leaving off the

custom of reading the vcdas :

Leaf 1—24 and 1— 213.

The book is long, very thick, has only one hoard, is much worm

eaten, and some leaves are broken, parts only remaining.

21 1. No. 270. Vigndiicsvara dipica, the mulam Sanscrit, the com-

ment Telugu.

By Basavopddhayya suri.

The Vivahdra cdndam, 8 praJcaranas.

A description, or definition of jurisprudence.

Definition of a bond, or engagement, to do any thing stipulated.

On pledges, or deposits of valuables to receive something valuable.

Characteristics of an evil person.
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On hidden treasure found on land, if after the selling the land, to

whom the treasue belongs, seller, or buyer.

If treasure is recovered after having been stoled by a thief, what
is to be done with it—how apportioned.

On debts, and their payment.

On bail—securities—what kind of person can be accepted as bail.

On the subject of witnesses.

Daya vibhdga—division of property : what property can, and

what cannot be divided. The case of a father giving his daughter to

another man in marriage, the father having no son, and saying to the

husband—whatever is born of my daughter is my son, as well as yours

—

the proceeding as to division of property in the case of such a child;

this is Dviyamushayayana. Twelve kinds of sons described.

The case of ajati prasht'hana, or one fallen from caste; his pro-

perty goes to others : stri dhanavihhaga on the division of the property of

women.

Ten kinds of marriage defined Brahma, ddiva ^-c.

If any one sells another's property without the owner's consent,

the mode of proceeding. Punishment for stealing goods and chattels,

taken forcibly from a house
;
great severity allowed : specimens only of

multifarious matter—see other notices : leaf 1—90.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

22. No. 288. Tula purusha padadhi, a chapter from the code by

'Atreya or Hemddri—slScas with prose and veda extracts, complete

On good, and evil days

—

veti pdta evil, some days .are defective in tli^

proper number of lunar digits ; on such a day nothing important should be

done.

The Yugddi beginning of an age ; upa rdga or grahana, eclipse ; san-

crdnti passage of sun from one sign to another, chaturdasi fourteenth lunar

day, and ashtami first and last quarters ; the full and new moons— these are

all bad times, and any great affair—such for example, as a king giving his

own weight in gold—ought not then to be done. The mala mdsam is when

two new moons happen in one solar month. Important matters should not

then be transacted.

But with such exceptions, and selecting good lunar days— then any one

may go and do homage to Ganesa in a temple, or on the bank of a river^—or

may perform the consecrating water for lustrations, or may perform fire offer-
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in.c^s, or may make tlie tuJd nirvidnam weighing self against gold for a gift to

Brahnians ; and other matters.

The book seems designed to adjust the time for this said great

gift, with precision : leaf 1—44.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

23. No. 314. Vigndnesvaravi , or Ydgnavdlcya dherma sastra

vivriiii, a paraphrase on the code of Ydgnavdlcya.

The three divisions dcliaram, vivalidra, prayaschita cdndams are

nearly complete : the last one only defective.

1.) The dchdra cdndam—the ceremonies from pregnancy up to

taking the vow of a celibate Bralnnan student—also on cleansing

after evacuations ; on closing the nostrils in homage—on the morn-

ing, noon and evening homage—details on marriage—discrimi-

nation as to duties—what food may be eaten, what not—also on

sraddhas.

2.) The vivahdra cdiidavi, for details see preceding notices, and

especially/?. A. b. No. 1141, Vol. I.

3.) Prayaschita cdndam—the Ndrdyana bali, a mode of sacrifice as

an expiation—various modes of uncleanness expiated—who may

perform a prayaschita—on the expiation of venial faults—on other

faults—as drinking ardent spirits—adultery—murder, and associ-

ates in such crimes—punishments for principals, and associates, or

accessories ; this part, as above stated, is not complete : leaf 1—359.

24. No. 317. Four pieces.

1.) Vigndnesvaram—the prayaschita candam—incomplete: it seems

as though it would joint on to the end of No. 314 ; and so render

that complete.

•—The punishment of adultery with a chanddla woman—punishment for

killing any woman, and especially a Brahmani—and for cutting open

any fruit, and unintentionally killing any worm therein (perhaps enig-

matical, y/-«z/ for womb) and for cutting down any poisonons shrub, or

any other shrub, or tree. A punishment, if a Sanniyasi in any wise

fail of fulfilling his vow. The various modes of marriage defined ;

from Ga»fZ//-a?&a upwards ;
penalties lie against one or two of them.

Various other punishments, or penalties for various faults, or crimes :

leaf 1 58.

2.) Asducha nirnayam—si6cas with prose.

By Bhattoji dicshada.
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•—The uncleanness caused by abortion, of hov,'- many days continuance—
if in the midst of one unclcanness another supervene the mode of pro-

ceeding ; in the ca?e of death by drowning, or other violent deaths,

the uncleanness thereby caused to relatives, and mode of proceeding.

If any one die before assuming the scholastic thread, the period of

uncleanness to relatives—mode of proceeding as to the funerals. If

during the ceremony of putting on the thread an uncleanness occur, it

must not impede the completion. On the natural death of father, and

mother iu one day— the mode of proceeding : if any woman die when

under removal, an expiatory ceremony. In such a case pollution docs

not attach to a silver pot, or ^'essel with the woman, but it must be at

once removed. If two or three srdddhas happen on one day, what is

needful to be done,

3.) Dliatta mimdmsa—law of adoption—enquiry as to an adopted

son—the portion that comes to one adopted, or daya hhdga. If a

child be adopted before the navel string is cut the bond is much
closer than otherwise ; and then if the child's own father and

mother die, the uncleanness occasioned to the child is slight.

On uncleanness, by reason of menstruation-—kind and duration.

At what time the assuming the scholastic thread, and marriage may

not take place—not when the mother is fully pregnant—or in her menses^—
nor in the same year with that of a father's death. Mode of performing the

ceremony of assuming the scholastic thread. What things the husband of a

pregnant woman may not do.

A pregnant woman may not cook food for her household.

Description of the mala masam or when two new moons, or two full

moons occur, in one solar month.

Mode of sraddhas in such a month. Discrimination as to an eclipse ;

what may then, or may not then be done. Rules concerning many kinds of

gifts.

4.) Pardsara krita dherma sastram, the code by Pardsara—slocas.

Definition of law in the four yugas. Rules, or laws as to

observances by the four colors, Brahma, Cshetriya, Vdisya, Sudra.

On sacerdotal observances by Brahmans and others : leaf 1—76.

,

The book is long, somewhat thick, recent.

25. No. 318. Seven brief codes,

1.) Vydsa smriti docas, complete, law ascribed to Vydsa.

2.) Atreya s?nrifi, slocas complete, ascribed to Atreya, eleswherc

Hemddri.
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3.) Sddatapa smriti sUcas, complete. By Sdddtapa rishi.

4 ) Pdrdsara smriti slocas, complete. By Pdrdsara.

5.) SandUya smriti slocas, complete. By Sandilya.

6.) Hdritaca smriti slocas, complete. By Hdritaca.

7.) Menu smriti slocas, complete. By Menu through Bhrigu rishi.

The subject is similar in all these tracts ; to wit, the duties of a

ceremonial kind from the early morning to the evening ; as they ought

to be observed by all Vdislwavas. There is a general agreement, vi^itli

some difference, as to the exact kind, or extent of observance ; on which

account the seven different authorities are brought together for com-

parison of agreement, or difference.

The duties of the four colors, Brahma, Cshctriya, Fa?.v?/a and Sudras

;

and of the four a^ramas orders, Brahmdchdri, Grahasta, Va7iaprasfha, and

Sunniyasi ; some of the authorities are full, others brief: leaf 1— 174.

The book is long, thin, with a brass pin, recent.

26. No. 319. Wrong title on the label.

The book relates to dherma sastra—dchdra cdndam—in measured

prose.

At what time three of the colors ought to put on the scholastic

thread; the Brahman at 8 years, the Cshetriya at 11 years, and the

Vdisya at 12 years of age. Duties of the Vanajyrastlia or hermit.

Modes of marriage. Duties of the Grahasta or householder, and duties

of the Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaisya, Sudra. Periods of ceremonial

uncleanness in each case, on death of relatives.

What things may be eaten, what are forbidden ; Surd bdnam or drink-

ing spirits and theft, are forbidden.

Crime of adultery, in a disciple, with the wife of his preceptor. Des-

cription of various crimes—punishments to be awarded. Expiations for various

sins, and the fruit of such faults, or the diseases which they cause. (It seems

to be a settled rule, that every disease is the punishment of some sin, in this

life, or a former one) : leaf 1—24.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, injured.
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^7. No. 872. Two subjects.

1.) Abinava shad ziti nlrnaya ; dchdra cdndam of dherma suslra.

Ceremonial uncleanness defined ; and specification of cases wherein

tlieir occurrence must not impede progress. For example—if a person is per-

forming a sacrifice, and a relative die, the sacrifice must be concluded, without

any hindrance. In like manner if a marriage ceremony is in progress, and a

relative die, the marriage must not be thereby hindered ; incomplete.

2.) Vivctha canya varana niyama, definition of affinities within which

marriage is not allowed ; and on what principles, as to gotra^

tribe, kula, family, &c. the selection must proceed :

Leaf 1—-13 complete.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, in tolerable

order.

28. No. 450. Sect. 1. Gautama dherma.

By Gautama, 16 sutras complete.

The book relates to 3rahmans only. A prayaschita expiatory punish-

ment, if, through ignorance, in the darkness of the night improper familiarity

be held with a near relative, and the mistake is afterwards discovered.

A similar punishment if by mistake, or ignorance, any one eat of a

sudra's rice.

Like punishment, if familiar intercourse of a social kind, be held with

Mlechchlias, or foreigners.
""

An expiatory punishment if any one steal gold, silver, or any

other article of value : 9 leaves only.

For sect. 2. see XXXII.

29. No. 585. Three pieces.

1.) Trimsa sloki vyakydnam—30 slocas with a comment, or para-

phrase, complete.

On ceremonial uncleannesses. That occasioned by birth of a child to

the father, and mother of the woman in parturition ; and to other relatives ;

how many days of separation, in each case.

In any case of death occurring, how many days of separation to rela-

tives, and when they may bathe, and return to their family, or other duties.

2.) Dherma sdstra, slocas.

Discrimination of various kinds of crimes. How to be enquired

into by means of witnesses—their character and value—rules of evidence;

if the crime be proved, the nature of the punishment, in each case, to be

awarded : 1—IS leaves, incomplete.
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3.) Dhernia sdstra, slocas, incomplete.

Rules as to lighting the funereal fire ; if a husband die without

a son, the wife, that is widow, must light the fire—various other cases

provided for ; the point being, that the individual, lighting the pyre, be-

comes entitled to the deceased's property : a primary point in Hindu
law: leaf 1—3, in all 21.

XIV. Lexicographical.

1. No. 586. Dvi rupa cosham.

By Sri Harisha—slocas, complete.

A collection of words which are spelt in two or more different manners,

by various authors ; which yet are one and the same, as to meaning ; as Ha-
numan or Ilanuman, In some words there are thi-ee, four, or five variations

though two, as the more common, is specified in the title. (The cause may be

difference of age, as the spelling of Ennius is not that of Virgil. The spelling

of Chaucer not that of Pope ; the spelling of Froissart not that of Voltaire).

The book is of medium size, thin, without boards, much injured

by insects.

~. No. 613. Amara cosha, slocas.

The three cdndams complete, and without lacune. Apparently

a complete copy has been but recently made, from other copies in the

collection, rarely complete.

The chamjni Rdmdyanam, ascribed to Bhoja raja is appended
;

possibly as an exemplar of words—prose and verse.

By hacshmana cam.

The hdla to \X\e sundai a cdndam ; wanting the 7/uddha cd7idam.

The story of the Rdjiidyana adapted to court minstrelsy : leaf 1— 118,

The book is of medium size, and looks new.

3. No. 638. Bhatti cdvyam, slocas.

By Bhalii cdvi, 2 sarc/as, with a Hca, or verbal glossary, by him-

self.

The birth and nurture of Rama, and his marriage with Sita, to \\\a

meeting with Jamadagni ov Pdrasu Rama. The main object, it appears, is

not the story ; but to exemplify the greatest possible number of Sanscrit roots,

in memorial verses. The Sanscrit is said to contain four thousand roots, and

many of them are contained in this fragment of 14 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, without boards, slightly injured.
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4s No. 756. Dasa Nigandu slocas.

There are ten kinds of lexicons, or dictionaries in Sanscrit—

a

specimen from each one of these is given in this book : 27 leaves,

incomplete.

The book is of medium length, old, without boards, slightly

injured.

5. No. 855. Ndnarfha nigandu slocas ; incomplete at the end.

By Harichandra.

In five cdndams or books, the 1st word of one syllabic letter, the

second of two, nnd so on to five syllables ; the various meanings and limited

to words, which have more than one meaning ; leaf 1—68.

The book is of medium size, without boards, neat, and quite

recent.

6. No. 802. Two books.

1.) JVdndrt'ha sangraha, slocas.

By Harichandra-—incomplete.

Fifteen vergas or classes of woi'ds—different meanings of one

word : the term verga is used in reference to the consonants as lea, k'hu,

ga, g'ha, &c.

Leaf 1

—

22 and 4 blank leaves.

2.) Amara pata parijatam.

By MaUi ndVJia.

A tica or glossary on the Amaram, containing also the original

slocas, and the three cundams com^XQie. The 1st has \2 vergas, the 2nd

10 vergas, the 3rd 5 vergas. The root and the increment for the for-

mation of words stated : leaf 61—227 and 14 blank, in all 207.

The book is long, and very thick, a neat book, in small hand

writing.

7. No. 803. Suta, a tica on the Amaram : without the original.

By Ra.ngJvdchdrya, prose, but with slocas in the midst, in exem-

plification. 1st cdndam sverga to vari— 12 sections of the glossary :

no more, leaf 1—44 and 10 blank leaves.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, bamboo

boards, recent.
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8. No. 804. Ainara cosha vivarti, a glossary on the Amnram
without the original : and containing only the ndndrfha verga of

the 3rd cdndam. It gives both pracriiti and vicriiti, or root, and

affixes for forming words : leaf 1— 60.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, at the

end some leaves are damaged.

9. No. 810. Linga hhattiyam.

By Linga suri, another ilea or glossary to the Aniaram.

Two copies of the second cAndam. The 1st complete, the 2ud incomplete. There are

the original sutras, the tlca or verbal ghjssary, and some other prose paraphrase.

The 1st copy 12 vergas, bhu to sudra, 10 sections so far complete; the 2nd has no one

verga complete.

Leaf 1—71 with 6 blank and 1—13 and 44—63.

The book is somewhat long, unequal leaves of medium thickness,

with rude boards, recent.

10. No. 811, Amaram, slocas.

By Amrita sinha, the original, incomplete, the 1st and 2nd can-

dams only.

1st Cdndam, sverga verqa to pdtdia verga ; 3 sections wanting.

2nd Cdndam, bhii\. io sxidra v. 10 sections; but the last section defective.

At the beginning are three leaves, accounts, let Cdndam 15 leaves, 2nd Cdndam 50

leaves, in all 68 leaves.

The book is of medium size, the first portion recent, the othei'

part very old, with ends of leaves broken.

11. No. 812. Linga hhattiyam, dig\os,s^vy,-d% aho\Q, oxiihe Amaram.

By Linga hhatta (bhatia and suri synonymous).

A glossary on the 2nd and 3rd cdndam, both complete.

2nd Cdndam bhu v. to sudra v, 10 Sections.

3rd ,, vizeshanigna to avvi/aya 4 „

T\ie pracrid i and vicriiti, or roots and affixes leaf 1— 133. The

book is long, thick, with broken wooden pin, recent.

12. No. 813 Sect. 1. Amara pata vivruti.

By Linga suri—tica (without mulam) on the Amaram, the same

work as 9, and 11.

The 3rd cdndam only complete, in 5 Sections ; from vizesJianigna

to the end : leaf 1—132.

The book is long, somewhat thick, old, very narrow leaves.
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13. No. 818 Amaram—slucas.

By Amrita Sinha—the original.

The \ St cnndani sverga v, to vari v, 12 vergas complete ; 2nd and 3jd cAndams

wanting ' 317 slocas, on 10 leaves.

The book is long, vvitliout boards.

14. No. 822. Sabda linga artlio chandrica.

By Sujana cavi, mulam with tica.

In three candcims :

1. eca linga cdndam, words of only one gender.

2. dvi ,, ,, words of two genders.

3. tri ,, „ words used sometimes in all three genders ; from ka to ha

being all the consonants, leaf 1—23.

The book is long, without boards, slightly injured.

15. No. 824. Amaram—the original.

By Amrita sinha, 3 cdndams.

Ist. sverga to vari verya 12 Sections.

2Dd. bhu to sudra „ 10 ,,

3rd. vizeshaniyna to avvyaya ,,5 „ complete; only that some leaves are

broken, leaf 1—170.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, very narrow

leaves, damaged.

16. No. 827. Linga hhattiyam.

By Linga suri, a tica to the 2nd cdndam of the Amaram, the

sufras quoted, a tica or verbal glossary, and a prose explanation added.

Only the 2nd candam, and this one complete, from bhu to sudra.

The roots and affixes to form woods are given, thus 7}iri root, formetl by

increment into marana death, whence comes martiya a mortal; with a sutra

to show authority, and use : leaf 1— 114.

The book is long, somewhat thick, in good order.

17. No. 828. Sect. 1. Bhanoji dicskadij/ama, a. tica to the Amaram.

By Bhanoji dicshada.

Only 4 vergas of the 2iid cdndam, bhu to vanaushadi. Prose comment is added to

the glossary.

The roots and affixes are stated, with sutras, as examples of use : leaf 1—42.

For Sect. 2 see VIII. leaf 4—8

Sect. 3. Dvi rupa cosham—slocas.

By Sri Harisha, o cargas complete.
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Some special words have more than one form, or are variously

spelt by different authors, the variations specified.

Leaf 1—9 and 6 blank leaves ; in all 62 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards,

18. No. 829. Amaram, slocas.

By Amrita sinha—part of the 2nd candam, bhu to vanaushadi, or

4 vergas, leaf 1— 10.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

19. No. 831. Amara cosha mulam.

By Amrita sinha. The 1st candam in 12 vergas and 565 slScas

complete : leaf 1—46.

The book is of medium length, without boards, slightly injured.

20. No. 832. Two pieces.

1.) Kfiya nigandu, slocas, complete.

By Bhattoji dicshada.

Several dhatus or roots of one meaning, with the meaning of

Words formed from them, past, present, future times. In some cases

ten roots will give one meaning, such instances are specially detailed.

2.) Acsharanta nigandu, list of words ending in all the letters of the

alphabet : not common words, but special ones ; their genders stated,

and discriminated.

21. No. 833. Sect. 1—4 and 6, 7.

Sect. 1. Ashta anga Nigandu, 5/ocas with a Telugu /^ca ,• one

anga out of eight, incomplete ; words in common use of various classes,

but chiefly relating to medical plants, and shrubs.

Sect. 2. Shad rasa Nigandu, slocas with a Telugu tica. A
lexicon of six essences ; as acid, sour, sweet, aromatic, bitter, acrid

things.

Sect. 3. 'Ecacsharci Nigandu, slocas.

By Iruga vada dandddhi naCha.

The candam containing words of one letter complete ; other

cdndas, on two and three letters wanting.

Sect. 4. Sahda nirdesam, slocas.

By Bhattoji dicshada, incomplete.

A string of some words of the masculine gender only.

Sect. 5. See XYII.
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Sect. 6. Dacshana murti Nigandu.

By one named Dacshana murti : slocas.

Two scandas incomplete. It is like the ndnartlia retna mala ;

that is, a list of words having more than one meaning.

Sect. 7. Dhanuvantari Nigandu.

Ascribed to Dhanuvantari—slocas with a iica in Telugu, 1st and 2nd

saj'gas, incomplete, a materia medica, see other notices.

For sections 8—10 see XVII.

The book is long, very thick, with a wooden pin, recent.

22. No. 834. Amarani'—mulam.

By Amr'ila sinha, slocas only.

The 1st cdndam, sverga to vari verga, 12 sections complete ; the

other candams wanting. The book is long, thin, without boards, slight-

ly injured, leaf 1— 14.

23. No. 836. 'Ecacshari Nigandu.

By Iruga vada danddti ndt'ha : slocas.

The 1st cdndam only complete.

The various meanings of words of onl}' one syllabic letter ; 5

leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

24. No. 837. Linga hhattiyam.

By Linga suri. A comment on the Amaram, the 1st cdndam

from sverga to v&ri verga, 12 sections complete.

The meaning of words, with roots and affixes, and also gender of

each word : leaf 1

—

52.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

25. No. 843. Amaram. mulam, slocas only 1st and 2nd cdndam,]

The 1st complete, the second not so.

1st. sverga v : to vari u : 12 sections.

2ncl. bhu pura vdisya, sudra, vergas ; intermediate sections missing.

Leaf 1—13 and 1, 2, and 18—23.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

25i. No. 849. Five pieces.

1.) Visva Nigandu^ slocas.

By Fisva cavi 1—12 candams complete; names of gods, men,

beasts &c.
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The Tamil Niyandu is on the like plan.

2.) Visva pracdsa—slocas.

By Harichandra wawa—complete.

Another lexicon from ka verga to csha verga—the whole of the

consonants 35 vergas.

3.) Pariydya arnavam,—slocas.

By JSila kantlia misra, incomplete.

1—5 tarangas, a lexicon as above, names of gods, men, &c.

4.) Sabda sabdarfha mavjusa.

By Vira misra ruja pandita.

1—3 apa varacas, incomplete.

If complete, it would contain thirteen classes of words.

5.) Pariyaya pata retna mala.

By Mahesvara misra—slocas.

1

—

3 pariclikedas a lexicon of beasts, birds, trees, &c. The whole

book leaf 1—^3.

The book is long, very thick, with a brass pin, old, in good order.

26. No. 850. Seven lexicons, or dictionaries.

1.) Avvyaya varnava—slocas.

By Jaya hhattaruca—3 tarangas, or waves of the sea of words,

complete.

It contains indeclinable words.

2.) Acliyata chandrica—slocas.

By Bhaita mala complete.

Various roots, their meanings, each root bearing more than one

meaning, and distributed into vergas, or sections.

3.) Ndndrtlia pata yiChaca.

By Sujana " ark of various meanings."

Words arranged by their various terminations, as suc'ha, muc'ha

and having more than one meaning—a sort of rhyming dictionary.

4.) NdndrCha sabda retnam.

By Cdli dasa—complete, slocas.

In three nibnndhas.

Ka to csha all words inclusive, that have more than one meaning.
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o.) Parii/aya pnfa manjeri.

By Vidhya vira misra.

Garland of synonymes, in three guchas or bunches.

6.) Nama lingdna sassanam—slocas.

By Jmrita sinha. In 3 cdndams complete : see various other

notices.

7.) Sabdartlia manjusa pracdsica.

By Mardri misra,

" Splendid casket of word meanings." A lexicon of words used

with respect to the upper, middle and lower worlds, or sky, earth, under

the earth {sverga, madhya, pdtdla).

8.) Ndndrt''ha sabda retna vyakydnam.

By Nipda caviyogi Indra— a comment in prose on the ndndrt'ha

retnavali, in three nibandhanas, complete ; the original by Cdli ddsa

(see 4).

Leaf 1—207 and 29 blank ones.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

27. No. 851. Two pieces.

1.) Amaram, slocas only.

By Amrita sinha. The Snd cdadam only, complete, bhii to sudra

verga, or 10 sections.

Leaf 21

—

Q^ older than the following.

2.) Amara sesham, supplement to the Amaram, slocas.

The 2nd cdndani complete, the 3rd incomplete. Certain words

wanting in the Amaram are supplied by this complement : giving also

the gender of the nouns.

Leaf 1—28 and 57—59, and 78 to 100.

The book is of medium size, slightly injured by insects.

28. No. 853. Peyramaram ; or, in Telugu, Perlambiti : slocas with

a tica in Telugu.

The 2nd and 3rd cdndams^ the 1st wanting, the 2nd has 7 vergas, from

vanaushadi v ; to sudra verga.

The 3rd has 3 vergas, from vizeshanigna v : to ndndrt'ka verga : leaf

19—125 ; blank 15 at the end. The book is long, thick, with a brass pin,

some leaves broken.
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29. No. 854. «S'z</a, a comment on the ^//Mflra?;?- without the original.

By Bhcmoji dicshada—incomplete, the 1st cujidam only ; tliis is

complete in 12 vergas from sverga to vari.

In addition to the simple meaning, this glossary gives the root

and the modes of formation from it, by incremental letters or syllables :

leaf 1—87. The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

30. No. 8.56. Bdia prahhodica—a comment on the Amaram in

Telugu— without the original. The 1st cdndani from sverga to

vdri, in 12 vergas, complete. This glossary also gives roots and

increments, with explanations, in Telugu : leaf 1— 118.

The book is long, somewhat thick, without boards, recent.

31. No. 857. Guru hdla prahhodica— the 2nd ca?i(/am, without the

original, being another glossary on the Amaram from hhu to

cshetriya verga, 2 vergas, wanting two sections. The Sanscrit tica

is retained, with the meaning of the roots and the increments to form

Avords : an explanation in Telugu is superadded, leaf 1— 176 and

24 blank=200.

The book is long, very thick, recent, a handsome book.

32. No. 858. Ndndrfha pata pefhica.

By Sujana cavi, slocas, complete from the first consonant ka to

ha, the last one ; 33 varnas in letters, the words of various meanings

coming under those classes: leaf 1— 14.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, one side

injured.

SS, No. 860. Fdijayanti, a lexicon.

Three cdndams, incomplete

—

slocas.

The 1st m/if/flw, nouns of masculine gender.

2nd ,, „ of feminine ,,

3rd „ „ of neuter „

In each instance with the meaning of the words: leaf 1— 15.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

34. No. 861. Ku sumanach cdndam.

By Vdcha spati misra : tica form, with slocas in illustration.

This lexicon is limited to rare words of unfrequent occurrence.

It is difficult ; for the use of the learned, as Pandltas, &c., to them

acceptable.

Leaf 88—109 complete, 6 blank leaves.

The book is long, thin, without boardsj recent.
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o5. No. 863. Sahda linga arVha chandrica, a prose tica by Mayura

cavi, on an original in slocas only by Bhanavjaya ; both are here :

leaf 1—10 mulam, and leaf 1— 12 tica ; but only the 1st sarga is

complete : containing the pulinga, or words of the masculine gender

only.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

36. No, 868. A^nara paiam mukuram, a speculum of words in the

Amaram : the mulam, with a tica by Rangdchdrya incomplete, only

five vergas of the 2nd cdndam, from vanaushati to cshetriya verga.

An abridgment of the Amaram, leaving out words not in use, and

retaining such only as are of practical value : in this way the vanaushati ver-

ga is very much reduced in size : leaf 48—86.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

37. No. 869. Ndndrfha nigandu, slocas, fragment of a lexicon of

words that have various meanings : leaf 1— 8.

It is long, without boards.

38. No. 870. Ndndrt'ha retna mdla ; slocas.

Two cdndams complete, the 3rd not so.

The meaning of words of one syllabic letter only, of two syllabic

letters—and of three such letters : this last incomplete : leaf 1—38.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

39. No. 874. Sect. 1. Dhananjaya nigandu slocas, 2 pariclihedas,

so far complete ; but incomplete as a whole.

The meanings of words, according to an alphabetical arrangement.

For sect. 2. see X. The book is of medium length, thin, without

boards, old, a little damaged.

40. No. 875. Amaram, slocas.

A fragment of the 1st cdndam—or 85 slocas from sverga verga, names

of gods—no tica : 10 leaves. The book is of medium length, without boards,

slightly injured.

41. No. 877. Amaram, slocas.

The 2nd cdndam from bhu to vanaushati verga, or 4 vergas :

leaf 1—12.

The book is short, thin, without boards.
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41 i. No. 878. ylmaram— the mulam.

By Amrita sinha.

The 1st cdndam—sverga to vdri verga 12 vergas, so far complete ; leaf 1—25.

The book is of medium length, without boards, at the beginning-

damaged.

4:2. No. 906. Nigandu rdjiyam.

By Narasinha pandita, slocas.

1—6 verga and i 1—14 does not finish, 7— 10 wanting. Names generically arranged^

as tree, all names of trees, beast, all kinds of beasts ; &c. &c.

Leaf 152—183 blank, \M—213 and then 2H— 253 does not finish.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

damaged at the end.

43. No. 999. Sect. L Gum bdlaprabodhica, a tica to the Ama7'am.

The 1st cdndam complete in 12 vergas, from sverga to vdri verga :

the other portions are wanting.

The roots are stated whence the words in the original are derived :

leaf 1—96.

The book is long, thick, without boards, very much worrc eaten.

For section 2. see V.

44. No. 1008. Amaram—slocas.

Fragment of the 1st cAndam : parts of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th sections, no one -af them

complete. At the beginning are two leaves and at the end two leaves of accounts, 20 leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, injured.

45. No. 1010. Amaram—slocas.

Part of the 1st cdndam, the sverga, vyoma and die, vergas a.TQ comphte, the kdla

verga incomplete : leaf 1— 12.

The book is long, without boards, recent,

XV. Logical.

1. No. 809. Four pieces.

1 ) Gauri kdndiyarn, on logic.

10 leaves—prose, incomplete.

A discrimination of some of the podarfhas, and on the principle

of there being only seven.

a.) DM diti—logic, prose, incomplete.

By Tarkhica siromani, 4 leaves, a list of sixteen padarfhas, the

names only without amplification ; 4 leaves left blank.

3.) Bliave nandiyam, logic, prose.
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By Bhavdnanda hhdgisa, complete.

Two pracdsfwis, that is, iha pratyacsho, and anuwaii.

This book maintains seven padorVhas, under pratijacsha, it is asserted

that manassu mind, and dtma soul, are two distinct existences.

The jnanassu is an existence without perception, or consciousness, a

sort of vital air; but by junction with dtma all sensation, or perception, with

knowledge thence resulting exists. In sleep the two are disjoined, so that

there is no right perception, or knowledj^e as to the external world. The object

is to prove the existence of atma, denied by some disputers. [It would seem

that manas!iu, is tied to the body, a sentient soul ; dtma is that which passes

from body to body : a distinction of the kind existed anciently among various

nations, as animus and anitna ; pneuma and pysche ; nismdt and nephesh.^

40 leaves.

The book is long-, of medium thickness, very old ; it includes a

few smaller leaves.

For Sect. 4.) see XI.

2. No. 816. Tarkha sayirjrahavi.

By Annan hhatta vidvdn, prose complete.

Four khandas—pratyacsha—anumana vjiamdna ?ir\^ sahda.. There

are seven padarChas, these are discriminated and described ; knowledge of

them is mocsham, liberation (from ignorance ?) leaf 1-— 6.

The book is somewhat long, without boards.

3. No. 817. Bhavdnandiyam—a comment on the s2ro/wa72z, on logic-

By Bhavdnandam siddhdnta vdgisa.

In four pracasam.% incomplete.

The fratyacsha, anumati, upamdna, and vyapti, this last defective.

Definition of the seven •padari'has. Then foUovv's dtma vichdram, an

enquiry as to the jivutm.t, human soul, and parai>idtmn, divine soul. This

discussion proceeds on the advdita principle of their being one.

Chacraverti lacshanam, properties of a universal ruler over mankind.

Mitra lacshanam, qualities of a friend—how he should conduct himself

—

vyapti, on the omnipresence of Isvara : 74 leaves, not numbered.

The book is of medium size, old, slightly injured by insects.

4. No. 819. Gajddhara tarkham, prose, incomplete. It con tains-

seven vdtas or disputations.

1. Anumati vdta, doubtful, is there a god (Isvara) or is there not ?

2. Vyapti v : On omnipresence.

3. Upa samhara v : agaiust atheism and materialism ; confuting the chartvacag.
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4. Upddhi I- : olijcclions ugainst deity considered,

5. Prncshafa rdia
]

(). Linga karumnta V : > These wei-e not examined.

7. Kevala vynti recki v : \

The last vdtam is defective, the leaves broken.

The book is of medium size, old, with thin bamboo boards, in-

jured by termites and wear.

5. No. 838. Matliura ndtliiyam.

By Mat'hura ndtlia, prose incomplete.

Four rahasyas, mysteries (for sections) ; 1, pratyacsha ; 2, anumidhi ; 3,

upamidhi ; 4, sahda, this last defective.

On dravya, and the other seven padart^Jias: discrimination and proper"

ties. Enquiry as to utma, Isvara, carma, indriya, on the Nyaya school.

The book is of medium size, very old, extremely damaged by

worms, and breaking.

6. No. 839. Mukta vali, logic.

By Visvcmdilm hhatta—prose, complete.

Four khandas— -I
,

pratyacsha ; 2, anumdnam ; 3, upamdnam ; 4, sabda ;

divided amongst seven padart'has, from dravya to ahhdva ; each padart'ha

defined and described. Some faults as to a correct definition pointed out : such

as including in a definition what is applicable to more than one person, or

thing : leaf 1—3G.

The book is long, thin, old, without boards, injured by worms

and wear.

7. No. 840. Siddhanta manjeri^

By Jdnaki ndt'lia sanna—prose.

In three parichViedas, incomplete, on pratyacsha, anuniu7ia,vpamdna,

the last one defective, and sahda wanting.

It maintains seven padart'has, and condemns the older system of

sixteen.

Leaf 1—22. The book is of medium length, thin, without

boards, injured by worms.

8. No. 841. Mukta vali, logic.

The pratyacsha section only, and this defective ; dravya, one of the

padart^has, subdivided into nine, from bhumi to manassit : leaf 1—21.

Four leaves are appended, chdtu slocas 96— 166 distichs on various

subjects, moral, or ornate.

The book is long, thin, without boards, slightly injured.
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9. No, 84i3. Chinldinani, logic.

1st leaf wantino-—prose, incomplete.

The subject is an enquiry as to the padartltas; nature and pro-

perties ; seven, not more : leaf 2—71.

The book is of medium size, injured by insects.

10. No. 844. Gada dhari, logic.

By Gada dhara hhatta, prose, incomplete.

It contains only the anumdna khanda. The chief contents are a

discrimination between the jlvdtma, or human soul, and the paramdtma, or

divine soul ; with an enquiry whether there is 2iny pararnatma ; the affirmative

sustained. Profuse ilUistrations are givea by vdfa, objection, and prafi vdta

reply : leaf 1—40.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, old, and

injured, very neat handwriting.

11. No. 845. Gduri kdntiyam " perfume of Parvatf logic, prose,

Two vdtams—the pramdnya vdtam and the ptameya vdCom.

The first is a discussion on the need of a standard or rule of judgment,

of authority on controverted topics ; and maintaining, against opposers, that the

vcda is such upramanavi or rule.

The other is a discussion concerning certain theological, or mythological

facts; as for example the ten avatdras of Vishnu—objected to, as denied by

some ; maintained against them to be true ; and in this vntarn there are

various illusti-ations : leaf 1 32.

The book is long, thin, without boards, the 1st leaf broken, the

others slightly touched by insects.

12. No. 846. Annamhhdttiyam, logic.

By Annam hhatta—a ilea to another book.

Four hhandas— OY pratyacsha, anumdva, upanidiia; sabda. This book

condemns the old system of 16 padart'has, and admits only seven. The seven

are defined and described, to understand them is rnukti, liberation.

—7 leaves, avvydpti, is a dosham, or fault, consisting in a definition of one

thing, or subject, which contains in part what may be predicated of

something else ; according to this view a correct definition is that

which applies to the subject in hand alone, and to nothing foreign thereto.

—adhi vydpti—if a definition is intended to be applicable to a class, or

genus, and any one part of it does not apply to some individual, or

species, then this fault of incorrect definition is adhivyapti : leaf 1—40.

The book is of medium size, without boards, and slightly injured

by insects.
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13. No. 84T. Chandrica, logic.

By Mucunda, a comment on the Tarkha sangralia, two sections.

1, pratyacsha ; 2, anumdnnm. On the seven padcirt'kns from drnvya to nhhdvam,

and on buddhi, mind, sense ; whether dtma, or soul, exists or not—from the nydna vdtam.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, worm eaten.

14. No. 848. Tarkha sdrum—epitome, prose, incomplete.

The pramdna and prameya vatams, vide supra. Their qualities ; with

proofs as to the distinct existence of Deity, and the human soul. The nature

of the soul—on the indrii/as or internal faculties ; srolriya faculty of hearing,

faculty of seeing ; manassu, mind, is added as a 6th indriija. Subdivisions of

the dravya padart'ha from bhuini to kdlam, as classes of beings, or things.

The discussion throughout has reference to opposite systems : leaf I-—8 and

1-38= 46.

The book is of medium length, slightly injured by insects.

15. No. 855. Vynopatti vdta artlia.

There are sixty-four vdtmns, or discussions, which relate to the

Tarkham, or Nyaya school of philosophy.

This vatam is one of them.

By Hari Rama, prose, incomplete.

On four kinds of karma., or kriya here meaning— motion ; that is up-

wards, downwards—projection straight-forward—cui'ving orbicular.

— dravya—guna karma- ihxQQ of the padartlias. Enquiry as to «<-

ma buddhi --manaasa—the union of the three forms gndnam,^ know-

ledge or wisdom.

Enquiry as to meaning of special words in the Vedas . as, Isvara^ and

enquiry as to a pramdnam, or authoritative rule.

Dherma and Dhermi are ufeed technically, the first means any concrete

substance ; the second its quality as to value : leaf 181.

IG. No. "^65. Frabhd, a comment on the dipicu, itself a comment

on some logical work, by Appa Bhatta.

Four khandas -pratyacsha, anumandm, upamdnam, sabda.

Seven padarChas maintained defined, described.

The reason for a comment upon a comment is stated to be, that in the

dipica V : infra 18, some passages were left obscure, or insufficiently explained
;

to remedy which defect this book was written : leaf 1-43, two khandas, and

again 1 -40, two other khandas.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on narrow leaves, no

boards, much injured at the beginning.
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17. No. 866. Sect. 1. Siromani.

By Siromani hhattdchdrya—prose.

This is a fragment of a work, on which there is a comment ; not

here,

soul.

It is a disquisition on Isvara (or Para Brainn) as the universal

Sect. 2. Chintdmani, on logic.

The prat?/acsha khandam, incomplete. Seven joac^ar^'Aca, dis-

tributed among the khandas ; only a p^rt here : leaf 1—24.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, damaged by breaking.

18. No. 876. Dipiki, a comment on the Tarkha sangraham, no

author's name.

One khandam, the anumdna, and this not complete. Discussion

as to a doubt on the unity of Deity with the human soul, defective.

The book is long, thin, without boards, worm eaten.

19. No. 879. Sect. 1. Mukta vali.

1 parich'heda, prose, incomplete.

The fratyacsha khandam.

The padarfha termed dravya has nine subdivision?: some of

them are described by their qualities : leaf 1— 8.

For Sect. 2. see XXV.
20. No. 880. Sect. 1. Extracts from various books on logic ; •gh-

ing specimens of the 2JMrz;a pccs/m??« or objection, and siddhantam

or reply—28 leaves in the granfha letter.

Sect. 2. Tarkham, a fragment—on some of the padart'has 24

injured leaves.

Sect. 3. SacH vdlam, discussion as to whether there be a

negative (or feminine) cause of creation : 13 leaves.

For Sect. 4. see XXV.
2\. No. 888. Tarka sastram, logic.

In 4) prakarnas, incomplete, prose.

The padart'has, without being particular as to their number are divided

into causal and consequent ; karanam a cause, haryam the eflfect. To these is

added nimitta karanam, a cause occasioned, or produced by some other

external power ; not voluntary causation,

—

sdmiya nirupanam : the foregoing

distinctions are illustrated by descriptive examples ; and managed by way of

objection end answer : leaf I—87, 7 blank.

The book is long, thick, without boards, damaged.
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22. No, 889. Chatur dasalacshani,"fowTteenipro^erties"— it seems

to be a comment on the Gada dhari by Gada dliara hhatta, but has

only a portion of it, on the anumati khandam ; the seven padarVhat

describef], as to properties; and the " fourteen" in the title appears

to relate to properties distributed among the seven padarVhas.

Concerning d6shns or faults, 1 ; nvvi/npfi; 2, adkivyapti; 3, asambhavam- -than proper-

ties -. sec other notices (as 12. No. 846) leaf 1— .58 complete as far as this chatur dusa lac~

thana is concerned; but only part of a larger book.

This one is long, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

neat handvvTiting, a little worm eaten.

23. No. 980. Maflmra ndtliiyam.

The sahda khandam^, or chapter on testimony, the last of the four

.principal divisions. This book is in Bengali characters; and beyond

the general indication as to subject, the contents could not be fully

examined : 244 leaves not injured, see 5. No. 838.

24. No. 1005. TarMa sa7Z(7ra//c, a ^ii'ca to that book : prose, incom-

plete.

A \>axt o? lh& praiyacsha khnnda/n on foar pndarl'hris—bkumi—jalarn— tejas—vayu

or earth, water, light, wind : 8 leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, much injured.

25. No. 1007. For Section 1 see X.

Sect. 2. Tarkha sastram, prose.

The sdbda khandam mcoxn^l^iQ, from the chapter on testimony, the

pramanam discussion as to the Vedax being an authoritative evidence in

proof; and another on the nature of /s '•«/«, or the Divine being.

The book, as a whole, is long, of medium thickness, without

boards : this second section is on narrow leaves, very much worm eaten.

XVr. Magical.

1. No. 1. Mantra pustacam ; a book of spells, or charms.

— Samara Dhairava m : to kill enemies.

—Aditija hr'iudayain, given by Agastya to Rama, who thereby destroyed

Havana.

—hdrdyana verma, and Nhrdyana mantra from the Bhdgavatamy to

obtain desirables ; as the state of mind may be.

— Siidarisana stottra mantra, like object.

—Bhagavata uttara gito, four chapters on renouncing desire, and prac-

lice of asceticism.

— Vuhnu saJi-asranumn hhasyam a comment on the 1008 names of Visknu.
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— Gayatri cavacham—invoking the Oayatn to give aid, or defence.

— Chintdmani mantram, to gain learning.

—Lacshmi Oanapati mantra, to gain wealth.

—Bala Tripura sundari mantra.

— Suddha sacti mala mantra, these three are on the sacft syKtem, for

desirables.

—Suddha siva maid, mantra, a string of spells founded on one original.

— Sri chacra nyasa krama, this is of the sacti kind. The word chacra

here designates a particular ^gxxvQ, used as the vehicle of the spell.

Several books follow with the title of upanishadus— as,

Scanddpanishada These exalt and

Ndrayana up ; praise the names of

Amnta biiidhuup : persons, or things

Sactiga up : intimated by the

Kdldgni rudra up : titles ; the language

Kdivulya up : is obscure ; and it is

Garbha up : not certain that they

Brimha up : are all of them genu-

Pranava up : ine adjuncts of the

Hamsa up ; Vedas.

Sandhya vandana vidhi, mode of homage at morning, noon, and

evening with the use of spells.

Gayatri krudayam, heart of the gayatri ; and many other mantras,

with the yentras or diagrams of various shapes in which they are inscribed.

The malignancy of intention being excepted, they imply senility ; leaf 17—41

and 50—212 and 98—103, and from 128 to 191 deficient.

The book is long and thin, very much damaged.

2. Nos. 2, 42, 27. Three books in one.

The contents are as follows :

— Ravaniyam, a book of spells ; in this, and others, slocas, mantra-let'

ters, and prose are intermingled. The contents of this portion are of

evil intent.

Hiranya devi sucta mantram, directed to Lacshmi to gain her over to

aid in any design, and to Sarasvati for a fluent, voluble tongue-
*— Sri suctam in. hymn firom the Vedas, directed to Lacshmi, to g^m

wealth.

—

Karta viryarjuna inula mantra and cavucham : an original spell with

invocation for aid, intended to be used in any time of fear, or danger.

—Pancha vactra Hanuman, mantra a spell to the five-lkced. Hanumdn ;

said to be to discover hidden treasure.
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—Padma malini mantram, relates to Lacshmi to gain her over, ns the

giver of wealth.

—Bhu suctra mantram to Lacshrai for wealth, and eloquence.

—Sani stottra and rnantram, praise and spell directed to the planet

Saturn ; to remove pain, or disease of body, of which it is supposed to

be the cause,

Uhairava mantras —i\\(ire z,v(i eight Bhdiravas, s.s Siishti, samhdra,

acdsa, &c. and the spells to these are of various import, malignant, sexual,

deadly.

— THpuTQ Sundari lalita muntra. These, as well as many of the

JBhdirava mantras, are of the sacfi kind or female energy system, homage

paid to dea natura through a feminine symbol, and with rites obscene ;

to gain wealth, or any other desired object.

Sudarisana japa stdnam, mode of putting writing into a diagram of

the discus of Vishnu, and using the same as a charm ; as stated, to secure

triumph in any dispute.

—

Curma chacra lacshana, a figuie in form of a tortoise, to strengthen the

effect of any foregoing charm.

— Siddhdvi chacram, if this succeed, the person using it will have no

enemies : leaf 1—42, 13, 14 blank, 23 to 38 also blank.

—

Dattdtreya mantram, and terpanam. pouring out water.

—Rudra ashstottra sata ncima, a string of 108 names, to bring over the

destroyer, and to conquer enemies.

— Gartida bhdirtinda Narasinha maatrn, eight kinds of charm, designated

tiger-face, boar-fdce, kite-face &c.., to evoke Nardyaaa, and to go to

war without fear.

— Sitdla deva yenlra to propitiate a goddess.

—Lacshmi mula mantra an original spell to the goddess of wealth.

— Agni puja mantra, a, spell in tire-worship, said to be to purify the

mind.

The above mantras have their appropriate yentras or diagrams,

of various forms; and there are several others in addition to those

enumerated: leaf 1—87 and 104—^27.

3. No. 5. Book of spells, very various.

—Mode of fixing the five rudras, portions of Siva the destroyer,

mode of bringing them over by the union of spell, fire-offering,

homage, muttered prayer, and pouring water over the symbol.

— Triyamhaca calpatn, benefit of a ceremony to Siva, a spell with the

mode of repeating it.
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—Mode of forming a pit for the fire-offering, used in all spells, for pro-

curing desirables ; and among them, the destruction of enemies ; the

foregoing taken from a book entitled Vasishta samhi/a, 15 padalams

or sections.

— Sudarisana calpnm^ including the diagram, the meditation, muttered

prajf^r, &c., how to wiite the spell, how to use it, 9— 12 adhyuyas tho

13th defective. The object, or benefit various, as may be ihe mind of

the votary in such practices.

— Triyambaca manttam, a spell addressed to Sioa.

— Gopcila Krishna Shadacsha/iy a six-lettered spell to Krishna ; said to

be for offspiing.

—Ardhra pattesvara manira, from ihe kalica ugama, lOth lo \5ih pada-

lams to destroy enemies.

—Piatyangira yentru calpam,

36 modes of diagrams, with spell, prayer, fire offering, with construc-

tion of fire- pit, and mode of practising these rites,- the result being to cripple

any one ; to reduce to a sitting posture, unable to move any limb.

—Pisachi karana literally " devil's work" to infatuate any cne, to make

him quasi a devil.

— Andikarana to make any one blind, with mode of Jjvjo, &c
•

—

Nardya'ia cavacham or verma, appeal to Ndrdyana for protection,

and safety.

—

Namaca matitra from the veda on Siva—the meaning given in Te-

lugu. A mode of praise, or of homage to Siva.

—Vana durga mahn v'ldyd a spell to bind the i;uardians of the eight

quarters of the heavens, and then securing the de>-ired object.

—Mala mantra, a string of spells, founded on the Vana durga mantra.

— Sri c/tacroofA'iro, this c/ioc/'a is of feminine signification, in the sacti

puja : the object to gain wealth, &c,

—Lalita sahasra7idma, and Lalita cavacham, 1008 names of a Siva-

sacti ; and i«n invocation for aid ; wholly on the female energy

system.

—

Said Tiipura svndari mantrn and cavacham, spell and invocation for

aid ; addressed to young Parvati, on the above system, and not ad-

mitting of decent description.

The book contains niaiiy other ma7itras with their diagrams,

directed to various male, or female deities ; it would be tedious, and

useless to specify all of them : leaf 1—2o3 and 260—^80, some leaves

are blank in the midst, and at the end.

The book is long, very thick., recent.
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4« No. 6. Book of spells.

1.) Sapta sail, slocas and mantras; chandrica navacshari mantra,

a spell of nine letters.

Devi cavachum, \ The whole of these have reference to Devi

Ckandarica hrudayam, J or Burga, in a warlike or Amazonian form.

3.) Devi mahatmyam, from the Mdrcandlya purdnam, 12 adhydyas,

beyond uncertain. On the warlike feats of Devi. Qy her aid

Vishnu killed Madhu and Kditapa. Devi fought with, and conquered

Mahishdsura, and his army. Indra and other celestials rendered

praise to Devi, ^c. (The Greek accounts are on the side of the

parties defeated. See Bryant on the Amazons).

Devi mantra and puja, as spells for invoking destructive energy :

the 21st adhydya is marked, but only 12 can be traced in order.

3.) Rudra ydmala, 6 adhaydyas : Siva to Parvaii.

This book is one of the standard works of the sacti worshippers ;

it contains various diagrams with spells written in them, as

—rdja chacra, with mantras inscribed.

—moha ,, „

—devi „ ),

~vira „ ,.

—pasu „ „

a connected description is given of articles, or substances used, such as

flesh, spirits, wine, &c., with cant terms ; such as wine the thing, flesh

pureness, &c. The rites are intentionally secret, nocturnal, Grecian
;

for the rites practised in Ionia, and other parts of Greece were precise-

ly on this system. The feminine symbols need not be specified ; the

ubject is wealth, prosperity, or whatever else is considered desirable by

human pravity.

4.) Bdladhydna mantra,

\

Jiama shudacshari, \ .u • ^ • z,j wjt.-
„. , ,

.' >the import unta sidam.
oiva pancf/acsnari, i

"^

Sacli panchacshari, )

Lalita sahasra.7iama—the 1008 names of a feminine personifica-

tion of dea v.atura— used in homage.

—Muha vidya, a spell to vana Durga a forest goddess, the design

is to kill enemies.

Lalita sata ireya nama stottra, a string of 300 names of the

above mentioned personification, said lo be from the uttara khanda of

the Brahmottara purdnam. Also various others ; both spells and dia-

grams detailed, leaf 1— 114. and 24 blank leaves.
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Another, and an older book.

Mantras from the yajur vedam : leaf 1— 100. The mantra used

when three Brafimans are fed, preveous to reading the Vedas before others

of the family eat of the sraddha oflferings.

The first Brahman represents Visva deva, the second Brahman re-

presents father, grandfather, &c., the third Brahman represents Vishnu:

sic dicitur. The entire book is long, and thick, slightly injured.

5. No. 7. Book of spells. These are very numerous, and various
;

and mixed up with ascetic details.

— Guru mantra ; Sarva raja rasamcari ; Yoga tatva upanishada ;

Bija nirnayarn ; Ajafa gayatri.

—Sri vidya with diagrams, spells, homage, praise ; this is whoUv
of the sacti worship kind.

—Bala Tripura sundari mdnassu puja, 71 slocas by Sancdrchdrya ;

mental homage to young Parvati.

— Tripura sundari mdriassu puja vidhanam, 70 slocas bv the same.

—Hafha jjradtpica, slocas.

By SvaVhina Rdma yogendra.

Four vpadesa, or instructions on various practices of ascetics, as to

njode of sitting, breathing suppression of tlie five senses, concentrating the

mind ou itself, within itself, and so seeing God.

—Lalita sahasrajiamam, 1008 names o^ dea J\atura ; sacti system.

—Syamala puja padadhi, a chapter on the mode of homage to the same,

under another appellation syamala sahasranama, the 1008 names of

the same.

—Bala dhydnam, meditation on a form of Parvati.

—Bhagala chacra udhara, diagram for spells, addressed to the feminine

symbol.

— Santdna gopala mantra, a spell to Krishna as said, for offspring.

—'Atura sanniydsi vidhi, mode of speedily making a dying person a

sanniydsi; or close ascetic ; as a passport to beatification.

—Para ashstottra sata mama stottra.

Praise by 108 names of a form of Parvati,

—Sahasranama, or 1008 names of the same ; sutras by Gautama on the

dchdru or ritual of the sacti pvja ; ut supra 4.. 3. )

Leaf 1—146 and 1—31.

The book is long, and thick ; recent, yet slightly damaged.
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6. No. 8. Book of spells.

—Kirarfdrjuna ma7itram, and homam, with j.entra, and mode of writing

the spell within the diagram ; the mode of homnge accompanying the

fire-offering ; the object being to destroy enemies, or to gain desirables.

— Kdivalija cavacham, an appeal for aid, separate, but connected with

the one precevling.

—Mahesvara told these to ^ Uina.

—
- Vadda Mahesvara tantrum.

S/ocas and prose—ritual of this kind of spell, or homage ; leaf 1—25
and 2 leaves different at the end.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

7. No. 9. Stottras and mantras very numerous ; a few specified :

— Siva gita from thepwrra khanda of the Padma pw'anam, 16 adhyhyaa

,

prai?e directed to the destructive power,

—
'Aditya hriidayam, heart of the sun, spell directed to the sun

;

Agastya to Rama.

— Rudra prasna mantram, a passage on Siva from the veda.

— Siva and Vira Bhadra sahasrandma stottra, list of 1008 naraea of

each
;
praise to gain over, for vindictive objects

—On the excellency of the vibhuti and rudracsha beads.

— Pancha dnaa sfottra w antra, a spell of fifteen letters to Tripura

sunda>i, a sucti of Siva.

— Siva cavacham—appeal to Siva.

—Bilkana stava— praise of Siva, several asktacas or octaves of slocas

panegyrical ; the hilva tree, praised, its excellence ; dedicated to Siva.

— Devi mahatmyam, vide supra.

— Savuntarya lahari, praise of Parvati, by the various members of her

body ; by Sancardchdrya.

And a number of other stottras and mantras generally used

together, the siotlra first, the mantra following ; the whole too numer-

ous to detail : leaf 8—26 and 29—286 ; five leaves, at the end, not

numbered.

8. No, 15. Varieties, sl6cas, prose, sutras from the vedas, mixed

up together.

— Siva siotlra, slocas, praise of Siva.

By Marcandeya.

— Upamanya stdttra, 22 slocas.

By Upamanya, refers to Sina.
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—Dana sloki stuttra, 10 slocas.

Spell to Sarasvo.ti, for eloquence, or learning.

— Savuntari/a lahari " flood of beauty," by SancardcJidrya—beauty of

Parvad's person, from the feet upwards, 100 slocas.

—laghu Mdtangi mantram, a brief form of homage to the female emblem ;

object, to gain wealth.

— Siva panchacshai'i mantra, tlie five-lettered spell ; to gain things

desirable.

—Dacshana mui'ti mantra, spell to ihe Saivu genius of learning, for get-

ting learning. Bhuvanesvari stoitra, and maha Ganapati mantra

these are of the kdula matain, or sucti kind ; for all desirables.

—Hanuman murti prathht'ha, the putting an image of Ilanumdn on a

couch, and then rendering it homage. Hanuman is tlicn sujiposed to

be present, to aid in any object.

— Vishnu, Siva, pratishtlia, said to be from the Dhavishottara purunam,

to bring Vishnu and Siva present in magical ceremonies.

— Siva linga pratisht'ha kramam, mode of consecrating a sdiva symbol,

for like objects. Vira tantram, ritual with that symbol by Vira sdioas.

—Namaca chamaca mantram, from the redas called Rudra prasaiia ; a

mode of propitiating Siva, of various usage.

—Siva sahasrandmavali, complete ; a string of 1008 names of Siva, of

various usage.

Many other matters relative to mantras leaf 1—47 and 57—59

and from 70—187, wanting 71.

The book is of medium length, thick, not damaged.

9. No. 17. Mantra sastram, slocas, prose, &;c.

1.) Kdla rdtri calpam, slocas.

Siva to Parvati " fruit of the black night" 12 padalas or sections,

complete ; diagram, and ritual of using the mantras therein ;
objects to

kill enemies—to influence, or gain over others—to hinder, or impede in

various ways : to bewilder sexually—to allure, or draw over to any pur-

pose—to divide friends—-to drive away : to kill, &c.

2.) Bhuvanesvara mantrodhara vidhi, in ten padalas or sections,

classes of spells, as

—vasya, to draw over, to allure, fiiscinate.

—vidvAshana, to divide friends.

—stambhana, to impede, hinder.

t
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—uchchdtana, to drive away, disperse.

—niurana, to kill.

—mohuna, to infatuate sexually.

These and some othei's, as to magical influence, directed to the

feminine symbol.

3.) Mantra upayogam, practice of some spells, directed to Chinna

masta, a name of Parvali, or the female energy ; together with

homas, or fire-offerings.

4.) Rudra ydmila, a section of this book called kutta rahasyam, the

word kuttam may mean a crowd, but it is equivocal : 32 'padalas.

Wholly on the suh rosa, or secret, rites of the hdula matam ; such

rites being always supposed to have power, and merit to accomplish designed

objects. What most men have agreed to term vice, this sect, regards as

virtue,

— Devi mantrodhara, and the cJiacrodhara diagrams with spells in them,

directed to Deci destructive, or for desirables.

-Garhha kauldgama '• the womb kaula book," in 24 padalas or sections,

the mode of the sacti puja, or homage to the female symbol, detailcil at

length.

—Haridra Ganapati kalpam in 8 padalam.s, a mode of honoring Gancsa

by turmeric balls—the rite is variously intended for vaxya, stambhatn

8cc. &c, and pertains to the above system.

—Rudra prosna mantram from the veda on Siva, vide supra.

—Laghu stottra, brief praise, directed to Devi, 22 slocas.

— Charch'ha stottra, 22 slocas.

Praise of fighting, or war.

— Mdtrica pushpa mala stavam, 52 slocas.

Panegyric of Parvati.

—Amhi stavam— praise of the same.

•

—

Sacala janani stavam, the same.

—

Pratdpa stavam, praise of courage.

— Cdmacshi stavam, slocas.

By Rama chandra arghya, praise of the sacti of Ecamhesvara or Siva,

at Conjeveram.

These and various others similar, complete : leaf 1 — 146.

The book is long, thick, without boards, slightly injured by
insects.
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10. No, 18. Maiitra pustacam, slocas, prose, and the mantra form,

— Vivdha yauri m. to succeed in marriage, &c.

—Santdna gopdla m, for offspring.

— Sam tnohini gopala m. to ftisciuate sexually.

—Kirarta vardha m. and k. v. stottra, design to destroy enemies, &c.

—Rdjarajcsvari, Brimha vidya and 8ri Tripura sundari w. for ishta

siddhi or desirables in general.

— Gayatri chacra and Gayatri mantra iidliara vidhi, by Vasishla, diagram

and spell to the sun for health, &c.

—

Suddha cjanapafi m. for desirables.

Bhdirava dgama—slocas in 17 padalams.

The preceding more or less pertain to the sacti system, but this

last is specially so. On evil spirits termed ?/«c«/za, i'acshasa,2:)isdcha, their

origin, or birth—their taking possession of human beings— the kind of

sacrifices then needed : with diagrams, spells, and mode of using them.

—Reija sydmala mantra, spell to the female symbol, to bring over

kings to any design : to acquire wealth, &c.

Pancha vactra Hanumdn mantra spell to five-faced Hanuman to

kill enemies. Vana durga maha vidya of like intent. Vana durga puja

pardyanam, homage to the forest goddess to gain desirables ; with

various other like matters.

The book is of medium thickness, leaves of diflfering lengths,

without boards, worn.

11. No. 19. Various matters.

1.) Tricha calpam or surya uhdsana vidhi, rites directed to the sun.

Vessels of bronze, or bell metal are provided, and oil-seed, rice, grass,

red sandalwood are put therein, with spells used ; the fruit being to remove

diseases occasioned by bile, flatulency, phlegm ; diseases present, or future ;

mode of using finger signs ; binding the eight guardians of the octave points

not to oppose ; a making the surya c/iacra, sun diagram, and ritual homage to

the piVha or seat. Twelve jewels are placed in the midst of the bimham or

figure, and twelve kinds of homage with praise to Siva &c. (apparently de-

signed to impose on. wealthy credulity).

2.) Sani slotIrani—praise of Saturn.

By Dasa ratlia—complete in slocas said to be from the scanda

purdnam. The intent to remove any radical disease from the human

body, caused by Saturn,
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S.) Smaller pieces.

—AsivatVia Naraya7ia stottra, slocas complete ; the tree Jic. rel. is

made an emblem of Ndrdyana^ homsge to it as such, sai'l to be a dis-

course, of Drnhmn to Nureda, in the Bralnndnda purunam.

— Vana durga mantra and stoltram, spell and praise to a forest goddess.

— Sunya mantras, to kill others.

—Kirarta Varahi stottra and riidra mantram, praise and spell to lengthen

one's own life, and destroy that of enemic s.

Parvaii cavacham, Viva Bhadra and Lacshmi mantras and various

others.

— Laghu tricha kalpam, brief homage to the sun, for health, removal of

disease, leaf 1—47 complete.

12. No. 20. Mantra pustacam—slocas.

—Srimat anuttara gndndniavam the illimitable sea of wisdom, in which

is included sapta parayam stottra in 51 padala7ns or sections, com-

plete by Siva: female energy system. Mode of repeating the TOon^ro^

\v'\i\\japa or muttered prayer, the hdld nyn.yam and drawing the hdld

diagram {hold girl) the mula nyasam or special finger sign, forming

the entire chacra and other seven modes of forming diagrams : then

the mode of repeating the mantras when fully Avritten in them.

Mode of the homa or fire offering, and of sprinkling consecrated water.

By these and other means detailed the goddess Tiipura sundari is

gained over, or propitiated ; in order to obtain wealth, honor, all

desires, as promised to the deluded votary : leaf 1— 62.

The book is long, of niedimn thickness, without boards, very

slightly injured.

13. No. 25. Various spells

—

slocas prose, some Telugu tica incom-

plete.

—Mama shadacshara viantra, this is o'm, — dd,— sa—ra f/ia—ye used

with Udma cavacham, with praise for protection.

—Pancha. mucha, Hanuvidt cavacham, spell and finger signs with praise

to five faced Hainmdn for aid.

- 'Sarabha kali mantra— a spell addicsscd to Siva, in the form of a fa-

bulous eight-legged bird, or beast.

-—Adifydti graha mantra, a spell addressed to the sun, and other planets

to remove any evil influence, caused by them.

—Asha vardhi mantram— spell to the weapon bearing Parvaii used for

the purpose of gaining victory.
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— Tripura sundaii uchddana mantra, spell to dva Nntura used to drive

out evil spirits, and to remove all evil possessions.

—Bald stamhhana maniram, spell to young Parvati, said to have force to

tie up any one's tongue.

— Hanumat pancha dasa tnahtva, a spell of fifteen letters, used witli anja-

nam or eye-salve ; and with the intent of discerning, and discovering

buried wealth.

-

—

Sudarlsana manfram, spell to the discus of Vishnu, to gain learning.

— Shodasa chacram, sixteen kinds of diagrams, used for holding spells of

various kinds.

—

Proyoga nivirtti mavtra, a spell to avert any evil arts, practised by

any one against the person using this charm : countermining the enemv
;

leat 1—44, 45, 46 blank 47—55.

The book is long, thin, recent, without boards.

14. No. 31. Mantra pustacam.

The yentras and mantras or diagrams, and inscribed spells of many
deities. In some places the Telugu language is used.

— Sitala mantras, these are of the female energy system, and some of them

of evil import, as to cause to be beaten, to kill, &c.

—

Brahiva racshasa ddvina yentra, to exorcise any one seized with an

evil spirit, that of a bad Brahman departed.

—Jvara hara mantras, spells to remove fevers.

— Pancha mu(:ha Hanumanti mantras, vide supra.

— Siddhdii chacra sddya lacs/ianam to compare the last letters with the

last letters of any person's name, and thence to divine good, or evil.

Various other small matters ^ or | leaf each one, 46 leaves in all.

The book is of medium size, without boards, old, and broken.

15. No. 45. Yentra pustacam.

Various squares, circles and other figures, various inkindanduse;

as for driving away demons, stopping the mouths of tigers, &c. as follows :

1.) Bald grih^, against supposed possessions of children by evil spirits ; a

common practice in medicine, when a child cannot explain its suflering.

2.) Vydglirama again.st tigers, and other evil beasts, as bears, &c. to tie up
their mouths.

3.) diagrams with spells against headache, and other disorders to remove

them.

4.) pacsha dosha, if birds fly over the head of a child, it is supposed that

a sort of disease is produced, a diagram and spell to remove it.
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5.) Crodha slamhhana yenti a to prevent evil efl'ccts from any one's anger.

6.) Garbhiiii ganda yentra to prevent abortion in a pregnant woman.

Various others, directed to masculine or feminine deities. The

book is filled with such forms : leaf 1—52.

It is short, without hoards, not injured.

16. No. 49. Two pieces.

1,) Sdmrdjya medha mantra, in some places slocas with a comment.

Various praise to Bhadra Cdli, to propitiate and gain over by

flattering repetitions ; certain offerings also are to be brought, not always

of the best kind : the intent is not stated ; but of course is destructive.

2.) Cdli sahasra ndma, in the mantra form 992 names, therefore

defective. A mandalam or circuit of forty-five days prescribed

during which the said string of names is to be repeated ; and, at

the end, this vindictive goddess is supposed to he propitiated,

brought over, and made obedient to the sorcex'er—for evil, of

course.

Leaf 1—51.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards.

17. No. 52. Mantra pustacam.

Some prose writing mingled.

—

Durga ma7ifras, said to be the forms used in temples, and of the ordi-

nary Sdiva kind.

—Durga ndmavali mantros, list of names of the warlike form of Parva-

ti; used as a spell, or with spells.

—Bald yentra and rriantr i, diagram and spell to young Parvati, on the

sacii system.

—Hanumdnta yentra and mantram.

—Narasinha uchchdtana mantram; see other notices for the intention.

-

—

Ashia muclia ganda Bhdiranda ma/ilra, a ni} thological eight-faced

bird ; to gain it over, and to be without fear.

-Bhadra cdli mantras, spells to a destructive goddess.

-Siddhari chacra and mantram, to be without enemies, or without

fear of them.

Various homas, or offerings by fire are connected with the said

spells, which may be classed among the worst kind.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent,

leaf 1—30.
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18. No. 5S. Four pieces.

1.) Durga mala mantra, a string of spells from one original to Diirga

and taken from the book entitled Accisa Bhdirava tatva which

is a large work on the female energy system, or symbolical wor-

ship of a woman : prose is mingled with the various spells : \2

padalas complete as to this particular portion.

Durga—Kapdla —Bhdirava— Chulini, Dahin, are among the names of

various beings, real, or supposed, that are herein specified ; with the mode of

gaining them over, or subjugating them, for the various purposes of the magi-

cian, or devotee performing these dark rites. Tlie hijacshara or special syllabic

letter of each one stated. Words without meaning, as kra/n—krini ij'c. ^c. are

used, and the motions of fingers, and hands proper to tliese rites are also stated :

with homa vidhi or mode of fire-ofl'ering, for the pui-pose of binding the eight

guardians of the octave points in the heavens : also the dhydnani or intensi-

tive meditation, on the whole process, supposed to add power. There are some

slocas ; remark is superfluous.

2.) 3fdrl mantra, some prose.

This is a local goddess of small pox, the bijarsluira and spell ; used it

is said to drive away goblins, or evil spirits ; this worship has been noticed in

villages, at times wJjen the small pox prevailed.

3.) Uchchista Ganofati yentra vidhdna vidhi, slucas, incomplete.

Mode of drawing various squares, circles and other figures for

one kind of the female energy worship : but without the letters ; which

are inscribed when the spell is complete.

4.) Bada hdlula Rdudra, a so named spell to Hanuman : with prose,

and complete. A mode of calling on Ilaniimdn ; asking if he will

come ? an answer received, he will come ; a using anjanam., or eye-

salve, to see treasures buried under the earth.

[There are European pretences to this clairvoyance ; and, in some books, magic rites

witli calling on Orion, or young Otion, &c. to come and to answer questions ; the mind must

be sunk very low that yields to such things] : leaf 1— 32.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, tolerable

order.

19. No. 57. Mantra pustacam, diagrams with prose, and spells.

—Pratyangira mula mantra^ and other spells, for the fire-offerings :

these are of the female energy class.

—Raja vasi/a, diagrams, and spells for bringing over kings to any pur-

pose.

—Narnsinha yentra and mantra; diagram and spell to the man-lion

avatdra of Vishnu.
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—Jcara mantra with diagram, useil to remedy fever.

—Ndga vali, this is written on a betel leaf, and given as a remedy in

some cases ; witli others similar.

At the end are finger and hand signs, v/ith spells, diagrains relative

to Rama.

The book is short, thin, without boards, damaged.

19j. No. 59. Rama shadacahari mantra; a fragment, the spell of

six letters, directed to Rama ; this piece has the motions of hands

and fingers, down to the dhydnam 6th and 7th leaf written. 15 leaves

blank ones.

Book of medium length, leaves narrow.

20. No. 62. Mantra pustacam.

—Hauuman 77i{da mantram, original spell to Hnnuman, with hand and

finger signs, used to obtain desirables.

-

—

Prati^angira jtaramSsvari mantram, spell on the female energy system ;

for desirables ; ranked under the four classes of duty, wealth, plea-

sure, beatification.

— Syamfda puja vidhi, mode of homage to the female symbol, to gain

wealth, or prosperity.

—Pranava panchacshari mantrnm.

—The Sdicu five-lettered spell of very general usage

•

—

Aghora Narasinha manira. and yentra, spell to the cruel man-lion, to

do injury to enemies, destructive.

—

Maliyala chacra yentram, diagram for a spell to a hill goddess, or one

worshipped on the Malayalam coast.

— Vasi, nara chacra, a human figure, used in magic to do harm.

— Vasicara Vardhi mantrnm, a spell to Parvali to gain over kings, or

others to any purpose.

—Aghora Isvara mantra designed to bind the regents of the eight points

of the heavens.

— iSyamdla stavam, praise of the female symbol of deity, to gain favor.

With many spells, diagrams, and stottras, the latter always for

favor: leaf 1—58.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards.

21. No. 64. For sect. 1. see XXVIII.

Sect. 2. Spells.

— Mdtrica mantram to the female energy, for desirables.
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Hanumdn mantram, spell for self-preservation, and destruction of

enemies.

Madhyana vardhi mantram^ to Parvati, to kill enemies.

Sudaj-isana nianfram, spell to the discus of Vishnu.

—Svama Bhairava mantra^ to gain wealth.

—Bandlia mmochana mantravi, spell to unloose bonds, to escape from

confinement, if imprisoned, some others similar : 101 leaves, not regu-

larly numbered.

The whole book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, on

broad talipat leaves, very much damaged.

2?. No. Q5. Mantra pustacam.

—Nnsinha cavacham, for aid ; to the man-lion avatdra of Vishnu^

— Vira sarabhn sdlva mantra, with stotlra ; praise, with spell, to the

form assumed by Siva, to attack the man-lion avatdram.

—Bhima sena bnda bdnala mantram, Bhairava mantram, Pralaya kala bhdiravarn

A bhududhtra Bhairava manlram, Kdla Bhairava st6ttrum, Nila kant'ha badu bdna-

la, Vira bhadra bada bdnala, Rudra hriidayam stdttram.

The names indicate malignant objects ; but they are said to come

under the generals of desirables—soul safety—conquest of enemies : leaf

1—53.

The book is short, of medium thickness, old, injured.

23. No. 69. Mantra pustacam,

A charm against scorpions, and another termed Nila, hard'ha^

against snakes, with medical remedies ; also

In Telugu—a medicine against the bite of a dog, rat, or any venomous

reptiles. Sanscrit— ^'orzirfopo^MA'Aarfa- against snakes, or venom in general.

— Vira Bhadra bada bdnala mantra—a large fire called " mare's foam"

is made, supposed to have power to arrest the sea, and prevent its

overflowing the land : also a charm against enemies, to kill, drive

away, &c.

—^Apadhanohdrana mantram, Bhairava mantram, to free any one from

imminent danger.

— Kaduca bhairava mantra, for desirables in general.

—

Svarna bhairava mantram with ye?itras or diagrams, for wealth, or

prosperity.

— iSp'hodaca mantram used against confluent small pox ; and further by

invocating certain evil demons to convey the said distemper to an

enemy, and so to cause his death.

V
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In the Telugu language some chants in the form of the Sdira mantra,

na, ma, si, va, yi ; supposed to be beneficial as to obtaining desired objects.

In Sanscrit.

—Acjhora Isvara mantra, to kill enemies.

—Sarabha salva mantra, with diagrams, against enemies, and for obtain-

ing desirables.

— Vira Hannmat cavachatn, praise and invocation for aid, against vari-

ous evils : leaf 1 — 25.

The book is of medium length, thin, very old, without boards
;

some leaves are broken at the ends.

24. No. 93. Mantra pustacam.

—Dacshana Cdli cavachum.

By Virupacshi for protection.

—Again Cdli cavacham, from the aghora i/dmalam, a sacti hook, and

another Cdli cavacham, from the Cali rahasi/a?n a book.

A fourth Cdli canacham, from the Cdli (antra a book,

— Cdlica stava raja, special praise of Cdli, the vindictive form of Farvati

from the kuldchdra chandra udiyam, a book of the sacti system.

—Dattdtreya calpam, benefit of mantras directed to an inferior form of

Vishnu. The following is a string of articles to which the name

Dattdtreya is,°prefixed.

—Mala mantras, spells on an original one.

—Mula mantra, the original, for desirables.

— Uchchatana, to drive away enemies.

—Stambhana, to bind, tie up, impede.

—Mdhana, to infatuate sexually.

—Marana, to cause death, to kill.

^- Dicbandanam, to bind the regents of the octave points of the heaven, so as to prevent

the approach of enemies.

—Cavacham, for protection.

—Vajra cavacham, adamant coat, or strong protection.

— Upanishada, probably spurious.

—Chacram, diagram, with some other diagrams, spells, and panegyrics : leaf 1

—

2-i.

The book is long, thin, without boards, sliglitly injured.
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25. No. 94. For sect. 1. see XXII.

Sect. 2. Namaca bhdsyam, or chatur Rudrdstacam, 11 anuvdcas^

complete.

By Bhatta Bhascara, a comment, or explanation, in Telugu, of

certain parts of the vedas turned into Sdiva mantras,

—Spells to gain a kingdom —for wealth —to drive away invading enemies

—

to procure children, and afterwards to promote their prosperity—to

destroy enemies—to preserve relatives, &c. to procure long life— again

for wealth—for conquest in battle ; and other like matters : leaf I—48,

14, 15 blank,

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, slightly injured.

26. No. 110. Chiefly mantras.

—Atharvana sutras, extracts from the fourth veda, relative to the

—Panchacshari, five lettered spell ;

— Vibhuti, sacred ashes.

—Rudrdcsha mdla, string of beads, the value, or excellence of each one.

—Linqarchana vidhi, and lingadharnna vidhi, mode of homage to the

Sdiva symbol, and of wearing it on the person : Vira Saiva in kind.

—Mimdmhica, or Raja rajesvari stoUram, 10 slocas in praise of Parvnti

sacti in kind.

—Bala ashstottra sata ndmavall, praise of young Parvati, by a string of

108 names, sacti system.

— Tripura sundari piija mantra, and tantra ritual, spell and homage to

a form of Parvati, on the sacti system.

— Gayatri hhujdnga, 13 slocas in praise of the manlra to the sun ; put

into a serpentine form.

— Gayatri acshara dhyanom, 24 slocas, a meditation on the gayatri.

— Guru stuti, and Vishnu stottra, praise of a Saiva teacher, and of Vishnu.

—Blnivancsvari padalam, a chapter in a book, on mantras, relative to

Parvati, on the sacti system.

Mode of putting together the different letters, according to the

object in view—different order of the same letters, as the object differs.

Homani or fire offering in general. Mode of practising the spells, to

make them effective. How often each mantra is to be repeated ; some-

times for one, two, or more lakhs of times, (a lakh is 100,000) and for

a continuous period of two or three months. The yentras, or figures

are described, but no diagrams are in this book.
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The following names ox\\y oi ma7itras in this book

—

Bhadra

Cdli—Bh dirava—Mah a vira Bhadra—Dacshana murti— Chulini—Rama
—Kangha Bhdirava ; with p{ija hovia Sec. &c. : leafl—34.

The book is of medium size, no boards, recent.

27. No. 115. Kacha put! tantravi, slocas in 23 padalas, or chaipterfi.

By Ndgdrchana siddha.

—Various kinds of medicines, with attendant spells, and mode of using

botli together. Among these are

-

—

dgarisana, different modes of using prayers, or

—uchchdtana, charms : with the suitable mulicas or

—mdrana, he. herbs, or simples.

By means of the herb, and the incantation accompanying, various

magical results are said to be produced ; such nH—sammokana prai/oga, the

effect of sexually bewildering, or otherwise enchanting every kind of person ;

— Vasya prayoga, the effect of bringing over kings, women, &c. to any

purpose :

— Stambhana frayoga, impeding the ordinary j-esults from svvords, rock-

ets, fire, water ; infusing panic, and the like ; applicable when hosts

are met for combat.

— Spells to produce enmity between any two persons ; such as a king,

and his mantri or chief adviser,

—Kautica vidhi, tricks of legerdemain, or magic, only to please specta-

tors.

—Keraja vidhi—mode of sitting, or flying in the air,

—Katagndna yvjd—knowledge of future events . leaf 1—130 complete.

28. No. 120. Mantra pustacam.

— Sa,rabha sdlva manlra, to kill enemies, and to procure all desirables.

— Svapna Varahi mantra, to cause sleep.

— Vasikarana Varahi stotiram^ praise to a, sdcti, io procure influence

over others.

— Uchchista Ganapati mantram, for ishta siddhi, or desirables in general.

—Bhagala Brimhdstra mantra, spell of the divine arrow of the feminine

symbol of deity (sacti system) to destroy enemies.

—Saubhagya Vidyesvari Brahma vidya mantram, similar to the last one.

—Layhu Matanga Jsvari stottra, hriei praise to the feminine symbol

goddess.

Tirascarani mantram, spell to a goddess, the effect said to be to render

any one, seated in the midst of a company, invisible to them, or others.

I
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—Anna puma mantra, spell to a sacti for plenty, a cornucopia goddess.

—Bhuvanesvari asktottra sata nama stottram—praise of the lady of the

world, by 108 names ; sacti system,

—Kirdrta Vardhi mantram, spell to a forest Purvati, to destroy enemies.

'—Saurashtra mantram, spell to the sun, for health, or recovery from

sickness.

•

—

Bald piija vidhanam, mode of homage to the feminine energy ; taken

from a book entitled Tripura Sundari siddhanta, the 18th culpa.

— Trailokya Mohini cavacham, appeal for aid to the goddess, fascinating

the three worlds.

—Bhagalaniki sahasrandma slottra.

Praise by 1,008 names of the feminine symbol of deity, on the sacti

system.

—31aka Lacshmi hriidaya stottra, praise of the heart of the great

Lacshmi.

—Bhairava ashtacam. and viaiitram, an octave in praise, and a spell ad-

dressed to a form of Siva, \

—Fancha muc'ha Hanumat cavacham, with stottra, appeal, with praise

for aid to the five- faced Hanuman.

—iSvddha sacti mala mantram, a string of spells for desirable, to pure

Parvati.

—Nana vidha yacshini mantras ; the yacshini is properly a female savage ;

but it is used of female gnomes, beings of an evil character ; various

spells addressed to many such : leaf 1—63.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

^9. No, 121. Mantra pustacam.

A little mixture of Telugu with the Sanscrit.

—Vira Hanuman 7?ta7<<ya?», for protection of self, and dcstiuction of

enemies.

—

Maha Bhairava mantra, like intent.

— Sudarisana mantram, to remove any evil influence.

—Malaydla vira Bhairava, for protection, and destruction of foes.

Narasinha, mantram^ for desirables.

—

'*Apa dudhdra Bhairava, for deliverance from any danger, or trouble :

leaf 1—27.

The book is short, and thin, witliout boards, one leaf broken.
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30. No. 124.. Mantras.

In Telugu—spells against the bites of serpents. Names of snakes,

fancifully arranged according to the day of the week, when the bite

occurred ; as Sunday

—

'Jnanta, Monday Fasuki, Tuesday Tacshaca,

Wednesday Karkodaca, Thursday Sanklia, Friday Gulica, Saturday

Padma and mahd Padma.

In Sanscrit—Medicines with spells, and diagrams, against the bite of

snakes.

—The like to remove fevers.

—The like to gain over different kinds of persons.

—Hunumat cavacham., ) n .

,

— Vira Bhodra „ ]

— Siva pvja vidhnnam—mode of homage to Siva.

In Telugu —Siva mangala pattalu, epithalamia to Sica.

— Spells against snakes : leaf 1—40, in the middle a few blank leaves,

and 37 blank at the end.

The book is short, thick, old.

31. No. 128. Mantra pustacavi.

—Certain forms used in the early morning, at noon, and in the evening.

In the midst of these are others of like usage by sannii/d.vs only.

— -Siva ndmavali, a list of names of Siva, used in homage.

—Pratyangira manttam, female energy system ; spell to kill enemies.

—Bella Tripura sundarimantram, spell to young Parvati {sacti system)

designed to kill enemies ; and for all desired objects.

— Devi nava retna mala, 9 sldcas, in praise of Devi, a warlike goddess.

—

Sarahha cavacha stottra and mantrani, inula or original one, and mdlci

string of others suboi-dinate ; to overcome enemies, and the like.

—Rama skadocshara mantra, six lettered spell for desirables.

— Pratdpa^Anjaneya mantra and Pratapa Hanuman vidla mantram

spell and string of spells to Hanuman, to protect self, and to injure

enemies.

—Karteri mantram, to cause enemies to vomit blood, and so to kill them.

— Yacshini mantram, to do feats of ocular deception, or legerdemain.

—Devi stottra, praise of a sacti.

—Bala Paramesvari puja vidhi, mode of homage to the jvivcnile female

enerpy, as the supreme deity.

— Pradosha panrhacshaii mantra, five lettered spell, recited in the evil

hour at eventide ; for desirables.
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— tSacti piija kramam, mode of homage to the female energy.

—Rama manassu puja vidhi, mode of mental homage to Rama.

—Resavaii, and other twenty-four names, by which Vishnu is praised, in

24 slocas, one to each name.

Leaf 1— 130. This book has the various yentrds, or diagrams

marked, and the letters of the spell inscribed.

The book is short, somewhat thick, without boards, recent.

32. No. 137. Gunja mdlaka yOgam, slocas, and mantras, incom-

plete ; delivered by Sira to Parvati.

On any Sunday, beneath a tree that has milk, seven stones are to be

brought, and put in a pit or hollow : these are shifted as the prescribed spells

are recited. Then being covered over, and the person seated on the earth,

that covers them, the sorcerer has to repeat a Sdiva mantram (destructive)

one hundred thousand times. The performer will then be exempt from all

sickness, and will gain whatever he, or she desires. [The symbolical burying

of a stone, or image is always malignant in intent.]

At the end one leaf svalpana Vardhi vidi/a mantram incomplete, it

seems to be sacti'm kind, to procure favorable dreams, or the accomplishment

of such : leaf 1— 10.

The book is of medium length, without boards, a little injured

by insects.

So. No. 139. Mantra pustacam.

— Mantras—slocas with some Telugu tica.

—Anguld prajvalanam, a spell is used with a leaf of the lotos-plant, this

leaf is then dried, and reduced to powder, which is rubbed over the

forefinger. A bit of cloth dipped in oil, is wrapped around the fino-er—

the cloth if lighted will burn, without any injury to the said finger.

•—A recipe for making gold,

—Ndgavali yentra, with spell, these two if written on a betel leaf, and

given by any diseased person to another will transfer the disease ,• if the

leaf be cast upon another the disease will pass over with it.

A few like subjects : the foregoing leaf 1— 8.

— Siva vishaya bhasma dkarana, the mode of putting the sacred cow-

dung ashes with the precative litany, and verses from the vedas ; used

for the removal of evils.

— Chulitii and Ddkini, spells to two evil spirits, with die handhanam, or

binding the octave points of the heavens : the foregoing leaf 9-—20.

—Pancha vactra Hanuman mantras, spell to five-faced Hanuman.
—Drishta dosha mantra, spell against the eflfect of evil eyes.
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—Various diagrams in the shape of serpents, scorpions, and related forms,

indicating malignant purposes ; the foregoing leaf 21^—37.

The book is of medium thickness, leaves of differing length,

without boards, recent.

34. No. 153. Mantra pustacam.

Mantras, slocas, with some tiea in Telugu

—

nidhi calpam, concerning

buried treasure ; the earth above it vv^ill have the smell of sand^ilwood ; the

time for digging it up, and spell to be used.

—Various spells against snakes and scorpions.

— Vasikara mantras, spells for bringing various pei'sons over to any

desired purpose,

—Bala griha yentras and mantras, spells to exorcise evil spirits, suppos

ed to possess children.

—Dhana labha yentram, with mantram, a spell to acquire wealth.

—

Tripura sundari stottra, 16 slocas.

By Sancarachdrya—panegyric of the sacti of ^SVca, or female energy ;

leaf 1—16.

The book is long, vi^ithout boards.

^5. No. IGO. Kama retnacaram.

By Natlia—slocas, mantras, yentras ; the title very imperfectly

indicates the subjects.

— Vidhi nirnayam mode of proceeding in magic. Manner of gathering

different herbs for use, in magical dealings.

Mode of drawing over women, men, kings, &c, by means of medicines,

and the use of spells, with their appropriate diagrams. Manner of sending

evil demons against any one ; so as to possess, or to injure.

How to check any one's great anger. How to stop tigers, or tie up

their mouths : the like as to other evil beasts of prey. On binding water, so

as to walk on it. On impeding the effects of fire. Mode of detecting, or

catching thieves. To induce different diseases on any foe, or hateful person.

To hinder conception, or pregnancy ; and some relative matters. How to

subordinate evil beings, or bring them into subjection to the magician : and

how to send such beings against others, to do them mischief.

—Nidhi dersanam—mode of discovering hidden treasures, by magical

means.

Other like matters, not detailed : at the end, 1 leaf praise of

Dkanuvontari, and 10 leaves blank : leaf 1—52.

This book has the diagrams with the mantras inscribed. It is

written on thin country paper, fly covers, not injured.
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36. No. 161. Gdrudi mantra pustacam,

—Some explanation in Telugu, incomplete.

— Stri vidhra vanam, "i spells with modes of proceeding : as to women—PuTusha „ ,, > and men ; gaid to destroy the entrails of the

) person wrought on.

Mode of drawing over rajas to the mind of the operator.

•

—

Gduli mantra, lizard spell ; but said to relate to an evil goddess.

—Spell to stop serpents.

—Spell to open doors that are locked.

The whole appears to be magic of almost the worst kind.

The book is short, thin, vyith rough boards, recent.

37. No. 391. Chitamhara rahasya.

—'Asu Gana'pati calpam—complete.

The spell, prayer, fire-ofFering, and mode of forming the yentras or

diagrams.

Mode of homage to the chacra representing the female energy, and of

writing in the syllabic letters of the speil. Taken from a book called chi^

tambara rakasi/a, a discourse between 'C/wa and Mahesvara, as told by San-

cara ; the 40th chapter in the said book. This belongs to the kdula matam.

The object is said to be to acquire learning ; but vidija, with that sect, has a

recondite meaning. So far leaf 1— 7.

— Siva pujamanfra, with the tantra or formule of rite—mode of homage

to Siva or the masculine energy.

At the end a few slocas from the Bari'rihari satacam ; leaf 1—8.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

38. No. 556. For sect. 1. See IV.

Sect. 2. Chacra jJustacam.

The various yentras or diagrams used in reference to various

divinities.

— Yuddha chacram, by its means a mode of divination, whether

war may be made or not. Diagrams for the planets, and their

influences. Rajasvala—grdma—Rama, so named figures, with

others.

The book is short, very thick, recent.

w
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XVII. Medical.

1. No. 833. For sect. 1—4 see XIV.

Sect. 5. Muttra paricsha, slocas, with a lica in Telugu.

The 3rd prakarana or section only, from some larger book.

On examining the urine of a sick person, for the diagnosis of disease,

and also some remedies so indicated.

For sect. 6, 7, see XIV.

Sect. 8. Vdidhyam—slocas, incomplete ; divided into vargar

or classes.

—guna varga—on hygeia.

—cskira „ „ milk.

—daddhu „ „ curds.

—ajija „ „ butter oil.

A discrimination as to the use of the said articles ; in some dis-

eases proper ; in others not so.

Sect. 9. Vdidhyam, medicine, together with mantras or spells :

explanations in Telugu prose. After some of these spells, are details

on medicines ; and then other spells ; but without diagrams.

The trick of burning a cloth dipped in oil without injuring the finger

on which it is rolled (as above XVI. 33.) is here also given. Afterwards

from leaf 9 1 as follows :

— Stri vasyam, mode of bringing over women, to any purpose^ by medi-

cines.

—Mode of preparing pdshanam or arsenic (a baneful part of native

practice, much needing to be looked into). Modes of preparing sin-

duram, or red calx of lead, and tamana hhasmam powder of calcined

copper, and especially raaa. bhos^nam, itowder of calcined mercury, or

calomel, &c. A spell for detecting thieves, and for impeding them in

their operations.

—Alchemical on preparing gold, from other materials.

Transition to diseases—of the navel—ears : on emetics, and powders

to cause appetite, from sect. 9. leaf 1— 57, different paging from the previous

part.

Sect. 10. Vdidhyam, slocas with a Telugu tica, incomplete.

On preparing an electuary from kushmanda, or large pumpkin, to make

the human body robust or stout : and the preparing from the same a clarified

oil. An electuary from the hiha and other myrobolams against bile. On
powders from cubebs, and various other spices, for medical use.
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Pills figainst fevers.

Rahta vdndhi churanam, a powder against vomiting blood ; and a

variety of other remedies, not needing to be more fully particularized : this

section leaf 1 —43 distinct.

The whole book is long, very thick, (237 leaves) with wooden

pin, recent.

.2. No. 901. Dkanuvanfari nigandu—slocas, incomplete.

Description of some herbs with their nature, and properties—such as,

— Guluchi, against bloody flux, fever, leprosy.

— Manjishta, phlegm in throat, and internal ulcers.

— Ackuli, venereal disorders.

•

—

Moha nimba, bloody flus, phlegm.

—

V^'ducam, bile, phlegm, fever, thirst.

—Bharfhi, colic, fever, asthma,

-

—

Karkdiacam., flatulency, poison, or venom.

— Sri param, fever, bloody flux, bile.

—Jivanti, against cataract.

And the like with various other herbs, and simples : leaf 1— 17

blank 13.

The book is long, thin, not damaged.

3. No. 902. Ganapattam ,• slocas; chiefly a materia luedica, in-

complete.

Mode of cleansing and strengthening the teeth. Qualities of water,

cold, hot, various kinds—quality whether good, or ill, and in what cases.

•

—

Shad rasa vastu guna, nature, or quality of six kinds of substances
;

as—salt, sugar, things sour, spices, &c.

•—Powders prepared from different kinds of dried herbs, how used.

—Vaisva?iara churnamy to cause appetite.

—

Sudarisana churnam^ to improve the bodily appearance, when without

disease ; and various other powders, for special purposes,

—Cshira varga, class of things allied to cow's milk.

—Duddha varga, relating to curds.

—Nava nidham, relating to butter, from milk of different aniraals.

—Dhdnya varga, grain, corn, nature, and properties.

—Mwnsa ,
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4. No. 903. Rajiyam or Bhanuvantari nigandu, slocas, incomplete.

Properties of some herbs, as nacshetra vricsha gulu uchi—kdkoti—deha

dMi—angdracam—tdvibra vali—sangha pushpi.

Some remedies ; as

—

—Loha rasayanam, against consumption.

—Loca nafha rafta)}i. for flatulency, bile, and phlegm in throat,

—Sucskicd paranam, against epilepsy.

—Pancha ddna rasam, an anti-aphrodisiac.

—Kdlagni judra rasam, to cause great appetite.

Oils or balsams.

— Visha mitshti tayalam, against paralysis.

—Harcka cshira tayalom, balsam from a milk of the asclepias ,• eighty

kinds of flatulency stated to be thereby removed,

—Bangamalaca tayalam, balsam from a small chebulic myrobolam.

Electuaries.

—

Kutaja Ukhyam, against vesania, or excessive bile.

Aileyaca lelihyam, clears the visual faculties.

Various c/w^'wams, or powders. Diagnosis of different diseases, such

as mania ; in some cases remedies, in others only prognosis : leaf 1—39.

The book is somewhat long, thick, with a wooden pin, recent.

5. No. 904. Sutra stdnam, slocas with a tica, incomplete.

—Ayush kamiya vichdrana.

On hygeia, or preventing the approach of diseases that affect life, by a

timely administering simples.

•

—

Rutu chariya, how to live during the six seasons of the year, so as

to prevent the access of disease, incident to those seasons. A discrimi-

nation as to proper times for eating, or abstaining therefrom.

On the bodily causes inducing the dispositions termed kdma, crodha,

loba, and other evil tendencies.

—Diagnosis of various diseases.

—

Rahta pittam, blood, bile, or atrabilious habit. Pdndu, spotted skin,

or leprosy. On the manner of breathing, as an indication of health, or

disease. Diseases of nerves, and tendons, how known. On diseases of

the male, and female organs of generation.

A list of different kinds of diseases : as how many kinds of fevers ;

and so on.

Symptoms of such diseases.
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Mode of making calcined powders of gold and other raetals for medical

use ; to what diseases suitable—how administered ; leaf 65—258.

SoQie intermediate leaves are blank.

6. No. 905. Two subjects.

1.) Nidhdna granfham, i^oco^, incomplete.

On diagnosis.

Eighty kinds of examination as to symptoms of disease ; as by
the pulse—urine—tongue—sound of voice—touching the body (dropsy)

and the like.

On flatulenciesj and bile—their variations, or nature (pracruti)

on great internal heat ; an examining if it exists ,• as it is a cause of

indigestion— qualities of nine kinds of fevers as vdta jvaram, sanipdta

jvaram ; dma jvaram 8fc. Sfc.

Diagnosis as to cshayya roga, or consumption.

Different kinds of suli, arthritis, colic, indications ; on worms in

the intestines, a remedy.

Gandu mdla ; goitre, or king's evil in the throat ; and so on to 80
kinds.

2.) Sariracam—slScas, and prose ad populum by various rishis.

Description of duties proper to all kinds of people—if fulfilled

dkermam, if not so then adherinam.

An enquiry into the benefit of sacrifices, and the like offerings.

Charitable gifts, or bequests, are prescribed where diseases are

deemed medically incurable.

A discrimination as to different modes of death, whether good or

evil as to result ; for example if any one fall into a well, that is durma-

ranam, and its fruit (after death) evil : leaf 1—86, in the midst 4 leaves

blank.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

7. No. 907. Chicatsd sdra sangraham, slucas, incomplete.

Site of pulses, especially the wrist.

Various kinds of pulses—down to adriishta Tzarfi—imperceptible pulse.

Indications of diseases from examination of the urine—tongue—sound

of voice—perspiration of patients.

On the benefit of hifigariam, or entire abstinence from eating, as a

remedy for fever.
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Properties of rice conjee (gruel) as a diet, or regimen in various die-

'OTciers.

—megha vdi'ha bhasmaw, a calcined metallic powder, against venereal

heat, or fever.

—a medicine prepared in powder, and exposed to the sun's rays to be

ox3^genizeJ ; tlience deriving medical virtue, in some diseases.

—decoctions, against fevers or heat from bile (bilious fever ?)

—electuaries, from the asva gavdha plant, to give strength, and matana

kdmesvara, a stimulant, or aphrodisiac ; leaf 1— 56.

The book is somewhat long, medium thickness, without boards,

a-ecent.

8. No, 908. VdidJiya sdstram—slocas, various recipes, or remedies,

—grahanica vdtam—to give appetite.

—

Tc/ichd hcdhi rasam, against tertian ngue.

•

—

trisuli rasam, against colic pains^ bile phlegm, flatulency,

—vdta racshasavi^ to expel flatulency.

—dnanda bhdiravam, against fevers.

—-jaya mungala rasam, for fits, convulsions.

—meghnntaca, antidote to venereal ulcers, and like sores,

—

rasa sinturam, general use.

—bdla suryodhya churnam, to promote appetite.

-

—

raja cJiandi Isvara^ against fever.

—gin vajra rasam, to give strength,

—ckandrodaya churnam " moon rising powder^' stimulant ; name frx)m

exposing the composition to the moon's rays, or dew.

—

aghora astram-, against intermittent fevers.

—

sinturam, against colic : and other like remedies for other disorders.

Also a mode of judging as to fevers, by feeling the pulse : leaf 1—44,

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

S. No. 909. Ahhiddna rvtna mala or shadrasa nigandu^- slocas,

with Telugu. tica.

By Chatura agraja.

Divided into seven scdndas ; six of them relating to the six rtisas^

here meaning tastes ; such as salt, sour, hot, sweet, bitter, acrid or as-

tringent. In each scdnda a list of all the articles that come under each

head of sweet, sour, &c.

I
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In the seventh scdndam a list of living things, wjiich may he
turned to medical use, or referring to medicine : leaf 1 —69. Four
other leaves contain a medical prescription termed ashta murti rasOy

against fever ; 26 other leaves blank.

The book is of medium size, and recent.

10. No. 910. Rasa retndcaram.

By Nityu ndCha.

Modes of cleansing, or purifying mercury by means of the juices

of different kinds of herbs ; and th6n of reducing it to a calx, and

powder, (hhasmam) for use. In like manner, a mode of purifying

apracam (talc), and then reducing it to a calx, and powder.

Mode of purifying a diamond, by rubbing it over with sulphur
;

and then reducing it to calx and powder ! (cui bono ?J

On powdered calces of gold, copper, vengam (bronze ?) and others ;

in the general pancha luha bhasmam calcined powder of five metals.

Afterwards preparations of different medicines.

Amalaca tayalam, oil of chebulic myrobolan.

Frdna dhdna churnam, powder of a root against blood in the

intestines (flux ?)

— Vdta racshasa, against flatulency, Jeaf 73— 103.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

11. No. 911. Suta prati pakavi, sldcas, rasa sasira, on mercury,

incomplete ; alchemical, but with medical materials.

Properties of a doctor to teach the nature, and properties of

mercury, and of a pupil to receive instruction.

The said nature, and properties explained.

A lingam is to be made of mercury, with some other material,

and then homage is paid to it : the benefit of such homage.

—Divvya aushadi, with the juice of a herb called aushadi and

mercury, gold can be made, dicitur.

Mode of melting five kinds of metals, and thereby refining them.

Certain faults in those metals pointed out.

Jpracam and vaikrantam (talc and burnt diamond, or magnet)

these, being purified, aid in making gold.

-—Lead and sulphur, mixed and formed into a powder ; an eye

medicine.
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—Raja avarttam ; this is a miiJica, herb or root ; by its juice gold

can be made. Various purifications of diamonds, and other

minerals, or materials : leaf 91— 138.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

12. No. 912. Three subjects.

1.) Visha chicatsa ; slocas, with, mantras, antidotes against poisons

from things, under the class stavaram or inanimate ; as trees,

shrubs, roots, &e., tl e like against venom of living things, as

serpents of various kinds, scorpions, rats, &c. : leaf 1

—

25.

2.) Sdrisam, or garhha vakhrdntiyam. !•—4 adhydyas prose, in-

complete.

Marks, or indications as to the shape or condition of the womb,

as adapted to child-bearing or otherwise. Reasons why some women
bear children, and others are barren. Description of sixty-four places,

as the site of the nerves, ganglions, or other general sources of nervous

energy : leaf 1—19.

3.) Yentras with mantras, diagrams with spells ; the use, or intention

being to induce pregnancy.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent*

13. No. 913. Vdta nidhdnam, slocas,

^j Narasinha Pandita— only the 1st adhijdyam. The subject

is on flatulency ; and this is subdivided into eighty sections : as causes

of different diseases ; such as

—urdhva vntam, the whole body.

—sirb V. in the head.

—parsva v. in the side.

—ari'ha anga v. in half of the body.

—hampa v. entire paralysis.

—kikasa V.

—gonita V. in the blood.

•

—

tirniru v. palsy.

—7ietra v. in the eyes &c. &c. kavcs 218—227.

The book is of medium length, very thin, without boards,

14. No. 914. Shad rasa vaslu guna pdttam, slocas, incomplete.

7Virfds//a or three sources of disease are vutam—jnttam-slesham, or

wind, bile, phlegm ; by these many diseases are occasioned.

Herbs adapted to remove those diseases, are classed under six heads, or

ra.ia^. tastes.
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Technical names of some herbs, not common

—

manjist'ha—dtird— lab-

han—manduca —vrifmi—liachbran—harkalaca—strinyi—kdkoti —nili —pin-

ti, and others.

The book is long, thin, without boards recent.

15, No. 915. Cshayya roga niddnam, slocas, incomplete ; diag-

nosis as to consumption. There are two kinds of consumption.

The nature—indications—remedies, against them. The two Jiinds are otherwine

sub-divided, as vdta cnhayyani flatulent consumption.

pdittya „
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If witlioLit any kiiowu cause (such as contusion) the two knuckles of

the little fingers,* or of the little toes, turn black, such a one will die within

three days.

The tongue being black, the face red, the upper and under lips turning

black, and the under lip swollen, such a one will die within nine days.

So much by way of specimen ; there is much more of like kind

in the Look.

It is of medium length, without boards, damaged.

18. No. 918. Drav(ja retnavali, slucas, incomplete, jewel-wreath

of things.

Introductory on the adaptation of various substances to the

human system ; as conveying health, or disease.

On water from mountains—tanks—wells—hot water—dew water

good in some diseases, bad in others.

On milk, curds, butter oil, from cows, and other animals ; nature

and use, as above.

On oils, such us palma cliristiy or castor oil, nature and proper-

ties ; oils are good in fevers.

On various kinds of food, prepared from rice ; when good, or

otherwise.

On roots ; barks
;
juices of herbs, &c.

On different kinds of unripe fruits, or nuts, such as myrobolans

:

species, nature, and properties.

On the suitable times for bathing, with the usual accompaniment

;

evil of neglect of bathing, or of bathing at improper times.

On calcined powders of iron, copper, brass, gold, and medical

qualities of each, hliasmam : leaf 1—93.

The book is of medium size, has triangular boards, recent neat

handwriting.

19. No. 919. Dkanuvantari, slocas incomplete.

Without the diagnosis.

A disease is named, and the remedy stated.

Various diseases from vdiam, pitlam, sleshma, wind, bile, phlegm.

On phlegm in the chest - on fever ; meg/ia karacam, a kind of disease,

sula rotja^ arthritis ; diseases of the teeth ; on diarrhoea ; dysentery ; o\\ pina-

sam bleeding at the nose ; us/i?ia v^iyu flatulency from heat

* My assistant stated tliat lie knew a case of this sort, in the head of a matam, or

monastery in Mysore.
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flowers, fruits, have their preparation stated, notliing of minerals or mineral

powders : leaf 1— 54.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

20. No. 920. Vaidhya sastram, slucas, incomplete : chiefly on re-

gimen, and diagnosis.

On the proper rrgimen, to be observed in diarrhoea ^dysury— venereal

heat —disease ofwomb—disorders ofpregnant Avomcn - diseases ofeyes—female

lues, or gonorrhoea—with two remedies— 1, pieghantaca rasam for lues, and

2, vata racshasa rasam for flatulency

Diagnosis of diseases arising horn vdfa7n, pUtain, sleslima ; among others

phlegm* in throat—confluent small pox ; cancer on the back ; and cold—dysen-

tery : 2 1 leaves.

The book is short, thin, old, without boards, slightly injured.

21. No. 921. Niddna yoga retnavali siocas, incomplete.

Discrimination as to pulses— and as to dyspepsia—a remed ' called

arfhanat'hesvara, is stated to be good against vatam—pittam—sleshma.

JRdma hhdna rasayanam, also a sort of general remedy.

Badda hdnala rasam, a mercurial preparation against dysentery ; or

ague and fever.

—a decoction against flatulency.

—a balsam against sitajvaram, cold-fcver (ague ?)

—Hasti harna tayalam, f,n oil against tertian and other agues.

—Remedy against madness, and another against extreme thirst.

—Decoction against fever, in tlie case of a pregnant woman.

—Bdja Toga "royal disease"—the five amrHas are a remedy.

—Kushmanda rasayanam, a medicine from the large pumj)kin, to give

strength.

—Harcka cshira tayalam, an oil, or balsam from the milk of the as-

clepias (which is acrid, and caustic).

— Vringa amalaca tayalam, a balsam, from a myrobolam, against bile.

—Kitiki tayalam against head ache.

—Various powders, as,

Megha tyati chuniam anti venereal.

Vasanta kusuma churnam.

Kahba, may perhaps be pus from the hings.
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Meshdti churnam.

Drdcsha churnam.

Sula kesari churnam, and others ; except the indications as to pulses,

this book has nothing of diagnosis ; but is limited to curative remedies of

diseases : leaf 1— 151.

The book is long, and thick, without boards, recent.

22. No. 922. Vastu gima pdtta.

By Matana gopala, sidcas, incomplete.

Nature, or properties of various articles in a medical reference : as

karpura, camphor, good, or not as to kahbam, phlegm at supra; ddham thirst

worms in the intestines, and flesh ulcers.

Casturi, musk, fits and all disordei's of that kind.

Sri gandlian), against excessive bile : {gondham simply is a name of

several medical substances).

Jdti kayt, nutmeg, against flatulency, diarrhoea, venereal heat ; and

it also causes sleep.

jRakla chandanam, red sandal wood ; a medicine for diseased eyes.

Lnvangam, cloves ; removes thirst, good iu convulsions, and side

pains.

Yelam, cardamura, against, bile and phlegm.

Ndga kesaram against visha kasam colic (or iliac passion ?)

Sarald (?) against disease of throat, or ears, or eyes.

—Pippali or tippili, long pepper, against epilepsy, fevers, small pox ;

side pains, venereal pains, and diarrhoea.

—And in like manner as to various other ni' dical materials, leaf 20—45.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards, recent.

23. No. 923. Hasa retnacaram, slocas incomplete, on medical pre-

scriptions only ; not diagnosis.

—

Matana kdmesvara, aphrodisiac, various chumams or powders named

putddi—rasiid—vnisva nara —trihaduca—jivantica—dracshddi—kaii-

na ashtaca—yogddi, technical terms.

—Jvara sinha panclmnga, a compound of five materials against fevers.

Other preparations among them one from pomegranates, and one from

wood apples (feronia) Vermilion^ and powdered load-stone are also included

as medicines ; with various mercurial powders.

The book is short, thick, old, a little injured.

\
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24. No. 924. Three subjects.

1.) Sdriracam, slocas, incomplete.

Qualities described of fertile and barren women. Causes why
children are born as kulijan very small, or defective, or deformed as to

some members. On menstruation, and on the defect, or evil of non-

menstruous women : leaf 1— 18.

2.) Faidhya lacshanam, slocas, incomplete.

Qualities of a medical man, or good doctor ; knowledge of his

profession required—also an acurate knowledge of simples, as to qualities

of herbs. Before administering medicines he must enquire into anti-

cedents ; such as, whether any other person has given medicine, and

what, or of what kind ; and after such enquiry only administer any

medicine of his own &c., 8 leaves.

o.) Ananda hkairavam, prose.

In cases where medicines are useless, it is stated that homage
should be paid to a sacti, and the mantra or japa being performed, sim-

ple water given to the patient is deemed sufficient—for the cure : 10

leaves.

The book is of medium ^ize, leaves not of uniform length, with-

out boards.

25. No. 925. Churu chariyam, slocas.

By Blioja hlmpati—incomplete.

Mode of cleansing the teeth, and benefit of so doing - on anointing the

body with oil, its benefit. On the use of oil as poured into the cars—mouth

nostrils ; as tending to remove some diseases.

Nature of bathing—relative benefit of warm, and cold water in bathing .

Properties of clothing of various kinds; as— silk—flannel - shawls

cloth (woollen) variegated shawls— blankets ; benefits, or beneficial tendency

of each one.

On perfumes, or essences from flowers, such as at''r of roses &c., benefit

of rubbing in such, or sprinkling them.

On eating—the advantage of moderation —disease is caused by excess

in eating.

Use of betel leaf, with areca nut &c., benefits, or tendencies from use.

Different kinds of rice, and other grains—use and benefits.

Properties of milk, butter, oil, &:c., benefits from use,

How to make various kinds of medicinal powders.
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On fruits, as mangoes—jack-fruit, plantains &c., nature and benefits

of use.

In like manner for various other articles : leaf 1—23.

This book, though placed with the palm leaf MSS. is on country

paper, with rough paste board cover, not injured.

XVIII. Meritorious devotion.

1. No. 38. Three subjects.

1.) Vana durga cal^mm, slocas, and some spells, in 5 padolas com-

plete ; mode of worshipping a wilderness or forest goddess, and

benefits thence resulting ; female energy system.

2.) Sdrada ttlacam—slocas.

The 2nd padalam only.

3.) Kirarta vardhi calpam.

Benefit of homage to a form o^ Parvati as a savage, or huntress
;

like system.

This book is related to those under XXVIII. It is short, thin,

old, without boards, soniev/hat injured.

2. No. 77. Vrata pustacam.

—Keddri isvara vrata calpam.

Mode of homage with its fruit or benefit as rendered to a goddess cf

Avilds, or desert places, two days before the new moon, in October, for wealth

—

increase of corn—and in the case of husband and wife, for children ; narrated

by Sanatcamdra to Vyasn, and from the Scanda puriinam.

— Vara Lacshni vrata calpam.

Mahesvara to ' Uma from the Bhavishottara purdnam.

Mode of puja to the gift-bestowing Lacshmi on Friday bsfore the full

moon in Sravana raonth^—with the fruit, or benefit—the acquisition of wealth.

—Kedari isvarl vrata calpam—with mode of homage—complete.

A tale illustrating the benefit of homage in woods or wilds to a

female goddess—in the Tclugu language : leaf I—529, and 5 blank

leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin.

3. No. 80. Vrata pustaca»i.

1.) jlnanta vrata calpam, with a form of homage to the Jumna

river— complete, said to be from the Bhavishottara puranam deli-

vered by Krishna to Yuddhist'hira.

The service to Vishtiu is on the fourth lunar day, bright half in the

Bhadra pada month ; for desirables, as Avealth, pleasure, &c.
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2.) Dwadasi orala udydprmcnn, from the scanda purdnain, close of a

bi-monthlj observance, 12th lunar day.

3.) Vara Lacshmi vratam, service to Lacshni, for wealth &c., supra,

4.) Vinayaca vrata calfam, homage to Ganesa on the 4th day

bright half of Bhadrn pada nionth ; to remove any difficulties, and

to acquire learning.

5.) Bhdni vara vratam, homage to the sun, with a tale illustrating

the benefits—good sight, health, to remove sickness.

6.) ' Uma Mahesvara puja vidhdnam and ' Uma Mahesvara vrata

udydpanam, mode of homaga to the Sdiva female, and masculine

energy ; and close of the ceremony.

7.) 'Eca dasa guru vara vratam, service on the lltli lunar day,

when it falls on any Thursday : said to be from the Bhav'ishottara

purdnam.

8.) Taddca kupa pratlslitlia calpam, benefit of consecrating water

reservoirs, and wells—there is much merit accruing from digging

such ; Bliavishottara purdnam.

Similar to the above there are a few others, not particularized.

The book is of medium thickness, the leaves long at the begin-

ning, and shorter towards the end, somewhat damaged ; no boards.

4. No. 103. Mantras, with vratas.

This book is of mixed character, not wholly on the female energy

system, and having magic connected with that portion.

1.) Pratyangira die handhana mantras spells {sacti system) to tie up

the guardians of the eight celestial points, so as not to intrude
;

and to render them propitious : the fruit, or benefit, to remove any-

thing unpleasant— to kill enemies—to procure desired objects ; con-

nected with

—

Pratyangira rack, or an extract from the Atluirvana

veda,

2.) Sarasvati sahasra ndma stotira : Sanatcumdra to Ndreda—slocas.

Homage to the goddess of eloquence, by 1,008 names, panegyrical.

3.) ' Uma Mahesvara vrata udydpanam.

Mode of ending the homage to the Sdiva female and masculine

enei-gVj slocas ; with a tale in prose, as to benefits.

4.) Bindu dwadasi vrata calpam from the Bhavishuttara purdnam.

Benefit of vow, or service on the 14th lunar day, a little before

sun-rise.
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5.) Sduhhdgya vidJiesvari Brahma viJya, malm inanira'ii.

This contains spells, and modes of homaye (nou honeste) to the

female energy, hona dea, or goddess Nature ; ascribing thereto the

causing of existing things, and giving the title of Para Brahm. see

XXVIII.

6.) Ajapd goyatri, the early form the gayatri so turned, as to render

homage to the female energy.

7.) Pratyangira die handhanavi, with mantram—as above 1). leaf

11—36.

5. No. 218. Nirnaya sindhu, slocas, and prose.

There is some mixture in this book of matters pertaining to

ecclesiastical lavs', and fast, or festival observances.

The monthly sancrdnti or passage of the sun from sign to sign

defined : if this passage occur in the birth nacshetra of any one, then a

prayaschita or expiatory ceremony is given.

If any vrota or ceremony be relinguished in the midst and left incom-

plete, this is a fault or crime, and an expiatory ceremony is given.

Mode of fasting and homage on the 11th lunar day, with the benefit.

A vrata for four months applicable to iho sanniydsi or yogi ; it con

sists in eating rice only during that time without salt, or condiment.

On bathing and giving gifts at the time of an eclipse.

On festivals ; as

Pamsu Raina jaynnti, \

Nariixhihn jayanti, birth-day observances.

Krishna jiiyanti, )

Varada Fi/iayacn chaturdhi, a ceremony on the fourth lunar day to

to Ganesa for v/it and learning.

Various similar cbservcinces, detaihd in foregoing portions of this

work.

On the time of a first menstruation, of good or evil import, accoi'ding

to the lunar asterisra at the time ; an expiatory ceremony in case of an evil

time.

Also the times proper for the sixteen propitious household ceremonies,

often defined heretofore, leaf 1— 170, and 15 blank at the end.

The book is somewhat long, and very thick, old, slightly injured.

6. No. 220. Dana hemddri, golden hill of gifts, slocas with prose.

Mode of removing any evil influence of Said (tlie planet Saturn)

by a gift in a leaf with a zdnti or litany. Kapila ddna vidhi mode of

giving a dun cow.
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A golden image of tlie sun is put into a vessel of milk, \vitli a

mantra, and given as a present ; to remove fever. If any evil befal a

kingdom, sesame is ground to powder, and with it is made an image of

Durya, which is given to Brahmans.

If a child be born either on Tuesday or Saturday, a zdnti is

provided against the evil.

A silver image of Ganesa is placed on a heap of rice-corn, with

a mantra ; and both image and corn are given ; to remove impediments.

Vada Bhairava ddnam, an image of a dog, of silver or of gold, is

given to avert danger from evil planets.

If a neighbour's property has been unjustly appropriated, an

image of Krishna made of gold, and called santana gopdla, is given to

Brahmans.

Cuvera murti ddna, an image of the god of wealth, made of gold,

is given to secure from sinking into poverty.

Mahisha ddna, an image of a buffalo made with gold, given to

avert an evil death.

Gift of a figure of Sarasvati, to obtain learning.

Gift of an image oi Jgastya, to remove disease.

Ratlia ddna vidhi, gift of a festival car, in miniature to remove

all kinds of fear.

Gift of a figure of Siva to obtain wealth. Images of the nine

planets personified to remove sin.

Gift of a small axe, to remove a sense of sin from the mind, or

conscience.

Various other gifts to remove diseases : Medical treatises under

XVII prescribe gifts in cases where medicine is unavailing : leaf 4— J 10

and 120—204.

The book is long, and thick, with narrow leaves, without boards,

old, and very much damaged.

7. No. 235. Two subjects.

1.) Amdvdsya purnima ishta karma slScas with veda extracts. A
mode of performing a ceremony at the new, and full moons ; in-

complete.

2.) Vdisacha mata mahatmyam.

By Suta, from the Scanda purdnam :

y
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Legendary account of the month from the middle of May to the mid-

dle of June. In it bathing, benefactions : as gift of common fans, of beds^

of sandal wood, of fans of cusa grass, and umbrellas -^ by such gifts there is

special merit.

If water be not given in that month to way-faring people the defect is

a crime. On an image of Vishnu—his glory—prostrate bodily homage due.

The achetiii or 3rd lunar day in that month, and the 12th lunar day are

special—suitable for bathing Avith mantras or prayer, and feeding Brakmansy

which are works of merit These are illustrated by many legendary tales

from itihasas, or narratives of yore. In 24 adhydyas or chapters complete :

leaf 1—10 and 1—88.

8. No. 239. Sancalpas, records.

It is customary on bathing in sacred rivers of repute as the Godavery,

Krishna, Cavery ij'c, to make a record of the transaction in Sanscrit lines as

to year, ayana, month, day, hour, at which the ceremony for the removal of

sin occurred— a general form is here given.

Another custom is to record the gift of a cow to a Brahman just before

death, in order to remove sin, and procure an easy dismissal— form for general^

use given : both are in prose, leaf 1— 5 blank 7 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

9. No. 243. Vratas.

1.) Kedara vrata calpani, complete from the Bhainshottara pnrdnam.

A ceremony in corn fields, or wilds in October the 14th lunar day,

flark half, or tlie amdvdsi in^i before the new moon—families are said to join

in the rite ; which is for prosperity, directed to Isvara.

2.) Vinayaca vraia calpam, a service to Ganesa on the 14<th lunar

day bright lialf in Bhadra pnda month ; homage by 108 names

with fasting and other rites ; with a legendary tale exemplifying

the benefits of the observance.

3.) Fara Lacshmi vratam, from the Bhnvishottara puramam—chiefly

used by women ; rarely by men—and on Friday, before the full

moon, in the month Sravnna—object wealth, prosperity ; legendary

tale in illustration.

4.) Sanlcutta, chaturdhi vrata calpam, from the scanda purdnam a

service to remove troubles ; observed in the 14th lunar day, dark

half, in the montl] Sravana.

5.) Chilra gitpta vrata, incomplete. Chitra gnpta is the accountant

of Yama keeping an account of every one's sins—a ceremony to

tim ; the fruit papa :idnt'i, propitiation for sin. Oa the first
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^eventli lunar day, of the year, in the month January O. S. CMtra

gupta, Yama and Surya are said to be propitiated thereby.

6.) Soma vara amdvdsi vratam from the Bhavishottara purdnam.

Observance on Monday, when new moon day—it consists in walk-

ing round an asvafha^ or arasu tree by women—for i&hta slddhi^

as a child, or wealth.

7.) Vinayaca vrata calpam incomplete.

8.) Chelku dvadasi vrata calpam ; chelku is a foreign word— the

ceremony relates to Vishnu in Asvaja month l^th lunar day, in the

bright half ; observed by women for ishta siddhi or desirables.

9.) Rama aslistottra sata ndmavali, praise of Rama by 108 names,

in homage ; and Mritanjaya stoitra—praise of Siva ; with a few

other like matters : leaf 1—9, and 1 —6, and 1—4, and 1—7, and

1—2, and 1—9, and 1—5, and 1—3, and 1—6 by consequence

separate pieces, tied up together ; 13 leaves, at the end, are with-

out numbers.

10. No. 246. Two subjects,

1.) Vana pratisht''ha calpam, prose complete.

In forming a new garden, or grove of trees, the astrological times most

suitable are stated, as to lunar asterism, lunar day ; day of the week, and good

sign in the ascendant together with ihapuja, or mode of homage on the oc-

casion : leaf 1— 6.

2.) Taddca pratishi'ha calpairu.

The like matters, to be observed, when beginning to dig a new water

reservoir, usually square and large ; leaf 1—9. Both are said to be from the

Bhavishottara purdnam.

There ar« besides 18 broken leaves, more or less gone ; subjects

on the five products from a cow, some expiations

—

sutras from the gram-

mars of Pdnini, Vara ruchi, and Patanjali.

This book is of medium length, without boards.

11. No. 253. Vratas.

1.) A legendary tale, relating to the benefits arising from walking

round a Nimb, or arasu tree, on Monday, when it is the new moon
day.

2.) Gbpadma puja vrata calpam.

Obseved from ' Ashadha to Kartika month, on the 12th lunar day of the

bright half; it consists in planting lulsi shrubs, and making floor marks with

wheaten flour, walking round the same, and giving food to two J3rahma?is.
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The ceremony procures the fiivor of Lacshmi - Nardyana ; and if performed

by women for five years, it will procure all wealth : dicitur,

3.) Chelcu dvadasi vrata with the udydpanam or close, and fuja

homage {chelcu is taken for bindit) if when the sun rises there

remains from 1 to 3 Indian hours, not expired on the 12th lunar

day ; then, in that brief interval, ceremonies are performed of

special merit : leaf 1—7 and 1— 14 and 1—3 ; or three distinct

tracts.

The book is somewhat long, without boards, slightly injured.

12. No. 260. Bindu dvadasi vrata iidydpana caljpam ; slocas from

the scdnda purdnam, complete.

Observance on the 12th lunar day of the bright half in sravana month.

A planting tulsi shrubs, and surrounding them Avith white marks,

intending this little garden to represent Vrmddvanam, the residence of Krish-

na ; and then making homage to Vishnu, or Krishna, thereby ; the object, to

gain things desirable, and chiefly pleasui-e : leaf 1— 13.

The book is of medium length, no boards, slightly damaged.

12i. No. 264. Two pieces.

1.) Vinayaca puja vidhi, slocas, prose and veda extracts, 4 leaves

incomplete.

Mode of pouring out water to Ganesa, and other details of

homage ; to remove obstacles, &c.

2.) Keddra vrata calpam—mantra—slocas—prose—said to be from

the Bhavishottara purdnam : complete.

On Asvija hahula amdvasi, or the new moon in Awija month, women

^n woods or wilds render this form of homage to Art'ha ndt'hesvari, or the

form half Siva half Farvali ; given to every member of the body, from the

feet upwards, to obtain offspring, or other desired objects. Usually the large

stone image used for this purpose is merely the linga and yoni ; but sometimes

with a statue of the aforesaid, near at hand ; leaves 14 and 18, two books in

one.

It is long, thin, and medium thin, without boards, slightly injured.

13. No. 265. Vratas—slocas, prose and some mantras.

1.) Rishi panchami vrata, vfiih iha udyapana i7"c?^«, or mode of close : re-

ferred to foregoing notices.

2.) \Amuhta dbarana saptayni vratam, with spell ; used by iSdivas on the

seventh lunar day.
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3.) Arundhatijja vratam, incoinplete, used by woman—A rundhati the

wife of Vasishfa, a pattern of conjugal fidelity.

4.) Kedara vrata cafpam, complete with mantra used by Saivas in open

fields, or wilds.

5.) Sani pradosha vrata calpam, complete, used by Saivas on a Saturday.

6.) Ashtami vrata calpam—benefit of a ceremony to Gauri, on the 8th

lunar day.

7.) 'Uma Mahesvara vrata, used by Saivas on the last quarter of the

raoon ; a mode of homage, and 1,008 spells are used, with a hilva leaf.

8.) Ananta vra'a udi/dpana tidhi, complete, close of^ a. service to Vishnu.

9.) Paramesvari puja vidhi, mode of homage, to Parvati, as supreme.

10.) Yamuna puja vidhi, mode of homage, by women, to the river Jumna.

11.) Lacshmi JSiardyana vratam complete; ceremony to the feminine

and masculine energy in creation.

12.) Santana gopala vrata, complete to Krishna, for wealth, or children.

A few others but illegible ; the leaves being broken— 168 leaves in all.

The book is somewhat long, thick, on very narrow leaves, with-

out boards, old, damaged at the beginning and ending.

14. No. 267. Vrata calpams, slocas prose, and mantras.

There are many of these services ; some are specified—mode of homage

with 100,000 lamps— ceremony in honor of the sun and moon—the ritual of

the ceremony with lamps — ceremony to the shell and discus of Vishnu—
service with reference to a cow—offering with homaoe to Dhntri^ the earth—
fast as to the pradosha of Siva, an evil time— closing ceremony as to the Siva

ra^/^—mode of homage with 100,000 sprigs of tulsi, or sweet basil— ceremony

to Gunesa—the kedara or forest ceremony—mode of homage to Siva in the

iSiva rdtri, or special night of Sica: 115 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, old, damaged
;

parts only of some leaves remaining.

14f . No. 272. Karma vivdha, slocas, veda extracts, and prose :

1 parich'heda.

In order to remove the effects of some sin in a former birth ; or, in the

present life, to obviate the effects of some sin, bearing on a future birth ; the

kushmanda konia vidhi, or a fire offering with the large marriage gourd, or

pumpkin.
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A zanti or litany to propitiate the nine planets. A zdnti with spell

directed to Ganesa, to remove impedimenta.

Mode q{ ydgnya or sacrifice to the nine planets. Raja patya krichram

a ceremony directed to Brahm, to remove sin.

A regulation as to the amount of w^ealth to be given, before entering on

any ceremony oi praynschita, or propitiation. Karshyam, to remove emaci-

ation, caused by sin in a former birth.

Zdntls are given against kushtam leprosy vrishana rogu sarcocele ;

elephantiasis, rough skin and swelled leg ; or against being under evil influ-

ence from any planet^ or planets ; gifts are to acompany the litanies.

Others against evil gods, or goddesses, evil spirits
; gifts as before ac-

companying : leaf 114—185 and 4 blank, then 190—259.

The book is long, somewhat thick, only one board, slightly

damaged.

15. No. 284. Chattir mdsa mahatmyam—slocas 1—27 adhydyas

complete.

The four months are from August to November ; beginning with the

tenth lunar day in the first, and ending with the full moon, in the last ; stated

to be the proper time for vratas or service s, directed to Vishnu, Details of

causes, or motives for such vows. Mode of performing them during those

months. The body is branded with stamps of the five weapons, (or emblems

of Vishnu). Different kinds of bathing —properties of prayers—mode of fire

offerings-and of household homage— kinds of food used, and gifts of food.

Some legendary matter : Bhu-devi {earth, goddess) asked f^am/m

(Vishnu) about srishti—stit'ki—layam, or creation—preservation—de-

struction ; and answers on these subjects were given to Dharini (another

name of the earth). Discrimination as to Vishnu bhakti, or the Vdlshna-

va way ; and the benefits resulting from different vratams ; the vratam

being strictly a specified condition for the attainment of a defined be-

nefit : leaf 1

—

66.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

16. No. 377. Vrata pustacam.

1.) Sravana dvadasa vratam.

Surya to Ydgnyavdlcya hom.t\\Q Matsya purdnam, complete-

A ceremony to Vishnu when the 12th lunar day occurs in the Sravana

lunar mansion ; both that and the 12th lit'hiheing sacred to Vishnu; when

the 12th lunar day occurs in Bhadra pada, it is more special.

2.) Uttara gduri vratmn, a ceremony to Parvati, when the sun is in

the lunar mansion tdlara phalynna.
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fi.) Futra Ananta vrata calpam, from the BJiavishotlara purdnam,
complete^ a ceremony to obtain a son from Vishnu ; it takes place

in Margasiras month, when the sun is in the mrtgasiras lunar man-
sion (May, June).

4.) Putra sancrdnti vrata, complete from the Padma 2^urdna7n ; a

fast to the sun,^ when passing from one sign to another : to obtain a

son.

5.) Putra Ganapati vratamj complete ; a cevemomy to Ganesa, like

object: leaf 1— 11.

The book is of medium length, without boards, slightly damaged.

17. No. 381. Two pieces.

I.) 'Apa niodrana stottra, sldcas, complete. Praise to Rdma for

deliA'erance from danger, or to obtain deliverance.

2.) ^Aditya hrudayam— slocas.

From the Yuddha cdtidam of the Rdmdyanam 107th sargam.

Praise or service directed to the sun, taught by Agastya to Pdma ; the

result being that Rdma killed Rd^ana. This section has a relation to

XII and XVI.

18. No. 382. Roga zdnti, on the services for removing disease.

From a work termed Hemddri.

When diseases are declared incurable by medicine, recourse is had to

zdntis OP precative litanies, and to gifts : the present work mingles astrology

with both. The zdnti is according to the lunar mansion in which the disease

began. If in Axvini this is favorable ,' a ran^?" provided. Modes of za??fi a»

to the asterisms Rohini, Amiradha , Jyest^ha, Uttara-bhadra, Revati ; and

these litanies are connected with gifts, and mantras, spells or prayers. The
asterisms specified, being deemed flivorable, the ceremonies are performed on

those days.

The diseased person should begin to give gifts from the first day after

the full moon to the following new moon or 15 days—using also mantras.

Vessels are to be prepared for feeding Hrahmans, and gifts being added with

mantras, the disease will departs.

A series of can<?*s called vara zdnti for the several days of the week

prescribed against fevers of kinds, with libations of water. Another person

as a representative of the patient, and on his behalf, stands up to his neck in

water, and pours forth water from his hands as an offering : leaf il07—218.

The book is long, without boards, recent.
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19, No. 395. For Sect. 1. see X.

Sect, 2. Karma vihhdcam, incomplete.

Certain diseases are deemed incurable by medicine ; such as some

kinds of fever^

—

Sita jvaram or cold-fever (ague ?) disease of eyes— of the

liead ; raja i/acshn, or cancer on the back

—

kvshta roga leprosy, gunma roga,

its seat in the womb, or bowels of women, and men. For these diseases pre-

cative litanies are prescribed, with gifts to Drahmans : leaf 214—218, 5 leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.

XIX. Mineral Conchology.

1. No. 389. Sdlagrama paricsl/a, slocas with sioltra, &c. complete.

Mode of examining the different murtis that is divine forms, or

species.

Their color and spirals described, and discriminated. Some good,

some bad. The good are to be worshipped ; the bad not so. Benefit

from homage to the good kinds.

[They are petrified shells, found in a river, and otherwise, near

the base of the Hhiidlayas],

The book is of medium length, thin (leaf 161— 173) without

boards.

XX. Miscellaneous.

1, No. 35. Eight pieces.

1.) Lalitdmba sahasrandma, slocas, complete; panegyric of a 5acf«

or form of Parvati, by 1,008 names : it relates to the female energy

system. 15 leaves.

2.) Ndtliadi maniram, spells to Ndtlia, and other ganas or attend-

ants on Siva—magical in kind—and to obtain desirables : '20 leaves.

3.) Bhdrata savitri— this in the granVha letter 1—5 padadhi the 6tli

incomplete ; description of Siva and of his glory, and other Sdiva

matters: 14 leaves.

4.) 'Amdnya dicsha niddnam.

GranVha letter, complete, slocas and mantras—otherwise termed

Paramdnanda tantra, Siva to Parvati. The mode in which a guru or

teacher initiates a disciple into the various details of the Sdiva homage
IG Icsvcs.
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5.) ' Puma dicsha vidhdnam.

Granfha letter complete, slocas, mantras. When a disciple has

been instructed a whole year, a fire-offering, called purna dicsha com-

pletes the course : 1 1 leaves,

6.) Mantras of a Vaishnava kind ; slocas, with the mantra forms, as

Vardha vi : Narasinha m : and various others, 68 leaves.

7.) Vinayaca vrata calpam—slocas, homage to Gancsa, with benefits,

incomplete.

8.) Mdld mantra, spell on one original, sacti in kind—3 leaves.

The book is thick, leaves of unequal length, without boards,

injured.

2. No. 37. Eleven pieces.

1.) Rudra prasna hhdsya— a comment on a portion of the yajur ve'da,

By Vidya tirt'ha 1— 11 anuvdcams, complete. There are eleven

rudras or forms of Siva ; and these, with Prahhu-sacti, or eternal-matter,

from their union, became the originating causes of all beings, and things.

2.) Vedartlia pracdsica.

By Vidyaranya or Ndrdyana, extract of some pieces from the

yajur veda, with a comment on them in prose, giving the meaning of

some forniules in the Veda.

3.) Perfhiva lingapuja vidhi, slocas, complete.

Mode of homage to a I'niga made of earth—to another made of

wheaten flour—and to another one of barley meal. The plialam or

benefit of such homage.

4.) Siva sahasrandma, slocas complete, praise of Siva by 1,008 names.

5.) Sivdrchana mantram—complete.

One thousand forms, or spells used in Salva worship.

6.) Siva mdnassica sndnam, slocas, complete ; mental baptism, or

homage to Siva.

7.) Bdla Gopala mantram, the bija vydsa mantram and hcma-man-

iram to young Krishna, to propitiate and gain over, for any pur-

pose.

8.) Garuda upanishada, some portion from a veda, and bija mantra

to propitiate Garuda, used against snakes, or serpents.

9.) Vdci^dtini mdld mantra complete, a string of spells founded on

one original to Sarasvati to propitiate ; and to gain learning.
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10.) Sudarisana mantra, complete.

Various spells to the discus of VisJmu, for knowledge, learning,

&c.

11.) Sdvitri ashldcshari, complete, eight lettered spell, to the south

goddess ; sandhi east ; Sdvitri south, gayatri west, Sarasvati north.

This is not common; but appears to have a relation to the sacti

system : leaf 1— 127.

The book is short, of medium thickness, on very narrow leaves,

very slightly injured.

3. No. 71. A mixture of subjects and language.

1.) Sanscrit.

— Sudarisana mantra, spell to the discus of Vishnu.

—Nrisinha—Krishna—Rama, praise to each one, by 108 names.

— Vishnu panjara stottram, praise to Vishnu, for repose of soul.

— Yeti raja vimsati, 20 sJocas, in praise of Rdmanuja the dluvar, by

Vara muni, or Manavdla maha muni, head of the Tengalas.

2.) Telugu : ^^ri'/^a^awc/ica five meanings according to the Vaish-

nava system : these are,

—

—sva surupa^ the human soul.

—para surupa, the deity.

—punishart'ha surupa, beatification.

—ubaya surupa, the way to heaven.

—virbdha surupa, tlie opposite path ; each of these five subdivided into other five ; not

pirticularized here.

3.) Sanscrit

—

Cshama shodasa.

By Vedantdchdrya, son of Veda vyasa.

Sixteen stanzas on the clemency of Rangha naVha or Vishnu at

Trichinopoly. Chatur sloki—four slocas on Perundevi or Lacslimi at Conje-

verara.

4.) Telugu. Tatva trey a ; this term on the Vaishnava system,

designates chit—achit—Isvara ; animate beings, inanimate things,

god ; or, by some, knowledge, ignorance, deity. A few other

matters, on the bodily members, as a part of the tatva system, trans-

lated from the Sanscrit.

—

Charana sloca, refuge in God.

—Jlahasya treyam mystic triplicity ; this is said to be an explanation

of the eight lettered Vaishnava mantram, an explanation of the
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dwaiyam of two letters, and of the charana sloca, meaning as

above.

— Vaicontlia gadyam, a prose description of the paradise of Vish-

nu: leaf 1—37 and 1—16 and 1—10 and 1—20 and 1—5 and

1—9 and 6—4, several books put together, and 26 blank leaves.

The book, as a whole, is of medium size, very narrow leaves, old,

some leaves broken,

4. No. 102. A collection of twenty-seven pieces.

1.) Siva stoftram, praise of Siva; this is in Canarese.

2.) Linya mahima, excellency of the Saiva symbol, and mode of

homage by bathing &c., in Sanscrit.

3.) Rdvana bhitjangam, praise of Siva ascribed to Rdvana, and put

into the form of a serpent ; Sanscrit.

4.) 3Iangala stanzas, congratulatory ; Saiva in kind—Telugu lan-

guage.

5.) Kdlagnya rudra upaiiishada.

Ascribed to Sanatcumara : by way of question and answer. It

is stated to relate to the use of vibhuti (sacred ashes) on the forehead,

and other places of the body ; the mantra used in putting it on ; its

god, that is Siva—benefit of use.

6.) Vajra suchi upanishada—the diamond point. On the duties of

a Brahman.

7.) Kdivalya upanishada.

Concerning Para Brahm.

8,) Hamsa upanishada.

On the classes of ascetics—nature of asceticism— and on Para

Brahm.

9,) Bhu suctam, veda, praise of the earth, incomplete.

10.) Sanjya gayatri stottra ; slocas, complete
;
praise of the yayatri.

11,) Pranava panchacshara mayitram.

The mystic aura, combined with the Saiva spell

—

na—ma—si—
va—yi, with the praise of Siva, by 108 names, complete.

12.) Paipaldta upanishada, incomplete.

On Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva.

Rudra, is Parafparam, the heavenly of heavenlies, or the supreme.
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13.) Shadacshari nyasam, mode of using the six lettered spell to

Stibrahmanyo. Origin of the reda, and dgamas Sec, account of the

purdnams, and minor jmrdnams.

14.) Upanishadas, said to pertain to the Atliarvana veda—Salva,

and perhaps spurious.

15.) Atliarvcma sac ha, a branch, or portion of the 4th veda.

16.) Heramba upanishada, a veda supplement concerning Ganesa.

17.) Kdivalya upanishada ; supra 'I).

18.) Niralamha iipanislida, on the abnegation of house, and home,

and all worldly possessions.

19.) Garhha upanhhada, on the five elements ; on conception, and

formation and growth of the foetus in the womb.

20.) Hamsa and Brihma upanishada.

On asceticisim, and Fara Brahm.

21.) Karicas—apothegms on the pit'ham or pedestal, lijigam, or

symbol &c., if these are broken, mode of repairs, and of consecra-

ting afresh.

22.) Kdldgna rudra upanishada supra 5).

23.) Rudracsha upanishada.

On wearing sacred beads ; such a one is faithful, otherwise not so.

24.) Linga dhdrana upanishada.

On wearing the Saiva symbol.

25.) Extracts from the Bhdratam, Bhdgavata?n, Vishnu purdnani ^-c,

as to sacerdotal customs of Brahmans, on sacrifices, and on morn-

ing, noon, and evening devotions.

26.) Mangala pdtas, epithalamia, in the Telugu language.

27.) Yoga upanishada on asceticism :

Leaf 1—75 and 1—19, 9 leaves blank. From 5 to 9, 12 and

14, to 20 with 22 and 23 ;
probably, if they aie genuine, relate to

XXXIl but to divide such a book belongs to a work of general colla-

tion. As a whole, it is of medium size, and not uniform throughout.

5. No. 140. Varieties.

—A spell in the Hindostani language against scorpions, and remedy for

the sting of sucli. '1 he following in Sanscrit —a spell against sciatica or

hip-pain ; another against sprains of nerves, or tendons ; another against

various kinds of venom by bites, or sting ; this is of the sacti system

class.
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—sarpa mantra, charm against serpents.

—Rama chandra ashtaca an octave o? slocns, in praise oi Rama.

—Rama Lacshmuna stottra, twenty-two slocas in praise of Rama, and

his brother.

— Siva ashstottra sata ndma—praise of Sioa by 108 names ; they are

then given in plain prose form.

— Sandischara stottra, 2ind mantra, from the scanda purdnam ; praise

and spell to the slow moving Saturn ; for favor, and freedom from

sickness.

— Garuda mantiam - against serpents, with a few others.

The book is short, leaves unequtil, thin, with clumsy boards.

There is another No. 140 see XXV.

6. No. 151. Various subjects.

1.) Rama purva tapaniya vyakydnam in five hhandas complete. A
comment on a work which holds Rama to be chief in the world. There

are some mantras ; but the greater part is prose, 10 leaves.

2.) Siva stotiram— Siva puja mantras ; hhu suddhi mantras for purify-

ing the ground for any ceremony ; others for iire-offerings : aparadha

stavam to remove any accidental or unintentional faults, in any ceremony ;

praise of the charm of 5 letters, and of six letters : 20 leaves.

3.) Malhana krita, slocas, praise of Siva, incomplete, 4 leaves.

4.) Vriskahha cavacham..

Invocation for protection to Nandi the vehicle of Sica : 5 leaves.

5.) Tri satandma, three hundred names, used in public service in tem-

ples ; of an advdita bearing ; 14 leaves.

6.) A definition of the proper times for festivals in honor of Gduri, JBdla,

Tripura Sundari as to year, month, day, with some mantras or spells to

those saclis, on the female energy system : 1 1 leaves.

7.) Linga yogi ashtacam—an octave in praise of an ascetic named Zzn^a

yogi.

Some medical remedies for bloody flux, warts, and venereal heat :

these in the Telugu language : 2 leaves. In all &Q leaves.

The book is long, but the leaves unequal of medium thickness,

damaged.

7. No. 162. Four pieces.

1.) DatiJitreya avaduta granfJiam, slocas mantras 1—7 praharanas,

others wanting. Some mantras referring to Dattdtreya an inferior

form of Vishnu—tatvamasi, a form applicable to Brahm, has been
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applied to Sum in an advdita sense—as " thou art the heavenly

Brahm.'" " Sarvam Siva mayam jagatT the universe is but the

form of Siva ; and " the 14 worlds (7 upper 7 lower) are thy naked

form." This information was given by Dattdtre'ya to Goraku a

rishi.

2.) Yoga sastram, slocas, mantras, complete.

On tapas, or ascetic penance ; the devotee occupied in profound me-

ditation, closes the apertures of the five senses—six are here mentioned, but

this includes the percipient faculty, or brain. Mode in which an ascetic

is seated in meditation. Ydina prdna yaydma scdsa or modes of raising up

the breathing, and depressing it, and the like " bodily exercise"—narrated to

Sa7n knti rishi by Dattdtreya.

3.) Kuldrnava raliasyam— '* mystery of the caste-sea" 1— 11 uldsas,

the 12th incomplete.

This book, when enth'e, is a compendium of the homage, and opinions

of the /edw/as, who consider themselves to be the only Aw^a or family, worth

any notice. The rites, homage, spells are all intended to be secret ; the

feminine symbol is worshipped as an emblem of the power of Nature, or

spontaniety ; as it appears to pass by, in silence, any active energy, and to

give an inherent power of production, and reproduction to the material uni-

verse. The spells are for wealth, or pleasure ; and many of them very ma-

lignant : occasion will occur to be more full on this topic. Their modes of

homage, and meditation ; and views of the excellency of their own tribe are

herein given.

4.) Dacshana murti piija 7na7itras, incomplete.

Mode of homage to the Saiva genius of learning, as used in tem-

ples, by Saivas and Smdrias. Sometimes this name veils the female

energy system : leaf 1— 125.

The book is a little more than medium size, very slightly in-

jured by insects.

8. No. 232. Eight pieces.

1.) Shadasiti—86 slocas.

Discrimination of ceremonial uncloanness, occasioned by the birth of a

child— by the death of a father, or other relative—how long the period in

each case, and what is to be done. There is a tica in Sanscrit prose.

2.) 'Asdusa nirnayam.

Bhattoji dicshada, author of the Siddhaiiia caumudi, a grammar.

Cases of abortion, and of uncleanness thence resulting—the like as

occasioned by the death of any relative in the houshold—the like occasioned
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by following a dead body to the burning ground— if within ten days of the

death of a father, the mother also die, then what is to be done, is prescribed.

S.) Yeti samscara vidhi—mode of burying a Sanniydsi, with salt

on the body, and the use of viantras : it is customary to break the

skull with a cocoaiiut.

4.) ^na vrishti zdnti prayoga incase of want of rain, Brahmans,

under orders of some secular superior, go and stand in the bed of a

river ; they look at the sun ; and perform certain ceremonies, with

oiferings to bring rain, and to remove the evil, or offence consider-

ed to have occasioned the drought.

[I heard of a case of tliis kind occurring several years ago at Madura ; the river Vuigdi

being the scene of operation].

5.) Jdtaca bhdva, a few slocas only.

On horoscopes—the good or evil results from certain times.

From the ascendant the yogam or good, or karanam evil, time is calcu-

lated.

6.) A few verses on sacerdotal law.

7.) Atura Sdnniydsi vidhi—mode of speedily making any dying

person a Sanniydsi. Attached is the Ndrdyana halt prayoyam

used on the funeral of a Sanniydsi ; the ceremony is in the temple

or monastery, the 12th day after death : it is the closing ceremony,

and ends with feeding Brahmans.

8.) Durmarana prayaschita, an expiatory ceremony with offerings

in case of any evil, or violent death : slocas on the dasa ddna—
a cow, land, oilseeds, gold, butter-oil, clothes, corn, molasses, silver,

salt : leaf 1—20, and 17 others, in all 37.

The book is long, without boards, slightly damaged.

9.) No. 244. Itihdsa samuchayam.

1—20tli adhydyam, incomplete, slocas : part of another copy, put

first in order, has 1—3 adhydyam.

After the great war Yuddhisi'hira being grieved at the death of

relatives, Vydsa and many other rishis came ; and, by many narratives,

condoled with, and comforted him, Many of the tatva principles are

detailed. Legends of Senajit— Gdutami-Mudgala, and many others. On

the great value of gifts. On seeking an assylum near some one, as a master,

a king, the deity. On holy lands, sacred rivers— hallowed mountains—these

are discriminated. On the sins which tend to Naraca—and the virtues that

conduct to Scerga : on good conduct and how discriminated. Legends of Nahu-
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sha —and Prahldda —duties of a householder —value of gifts ; of a cow—land

food : and other matters. The smaller copy leaves 111—124 : the larger one,

leaves 1 11— 169, both apparently detached from some other books.

This book, as a wliole, is of medium size, slightly damaged.

10. No. 271. Six pieces.

1.) 'Atura Sannif/asi. vidhi, the mode of making a dying person a Sanni-

ydsi, if a father so made a Sanniydsi, die, the mode of srdddha how per-

formed. The following Ndrayana bdli, supra 8. Some extracts from

the vedas, and a few other slocas : leaf 1—9,

2.) The mode, and ritual of adoption, with the tire offerings, 2 leaves.

3.) Datta mimamsa, on adoption.

When a boy being of one gotra is adopted by one of another gotra

(tribe), some rnhis, or other authorities, have stated that the child of such an

adopted son returns to his father's tribe : this author, on the contrary, asserts

that the child passes into the tribe of the person adopting. There are other

questions about the sacred thread, and marriage, with reference to intricacies

occasioned by adoption. The slocas have a tica : leaf 1—44, See No. 2,450.

4.) 'Atura Sanniydsi vidhi, and yeti samascara vidhi : ut supra : leaf 226

to 228, 230.

5.) Vara Lacahmi vrata calpam, homage to wealth bestowing Lacshmi

;

on a Friday, the day before the full moon, when in sravana.

6.) Jyodsham,, astrolog}^, slocas and a few other matters 10 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, much injured by termites.

11. No. 275. Three principal subjects.

1.) Rituals ; mode of sowing grains on festival occasions—expiation if the

household sacrificial fire go out—fire-offering in sravana month

—

punak

santdnam a kind of fire-offering, to supply any omissions—the household

fire of a newly married pair—a fire-offering on the 1st lunar day^—cere-

mony on pregnancy being ascertained. Nandi sraddha this is an offer-

ing to ancestors, before beginning any propitious ceremony ; the materials

of the offering ai'c given to Brahmans to ensure prosperity. Ceremony on

the 5th or 6th month of pregnancy : some vratas as raja vatya—sdumya,

vaisva-dcva Sfc, leaf 10—27.

2.) Sundries 7 leaves without any number.

— Yajur veda mode of chanting it, as to inflexious of voice, and barytones.

— Visha gadicd, on things not righ}, or fitting to be done, at night.

—Kuhu zanfi, when the complement after the 14th tithi to the conjunc-

tion occupies a day and night (not usual) that term is called huhu, if a

child be born in that time a zanti to I'cmove the apprehended evil.
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3.) Bhoddyana kuricas, 400 of them.

By Bh6daya7ia rishi.

These haricas ave brief aphorisms, on various matters, relating to sacer-

dotal law. As, apraj/aschita if the vessel for holding sacrificial fire be broken,

a pravaschita, if the sacred fire go out during the first six days after marriage

(it is a rule to look very carefully to it, during those six days). On feeding and

clothing Brahmdcharis, or celibate students. Ceremony when a son puts on

the scholastic thread. Various modes of fire-ofierings, and other rituals. How
to act if any ceremonial pollution occur during a marriage ceremony. The

ceremony 6th to 8th months after pregnancy, and other details : leaf 1—21.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, old, and

somewhat damaged.

12. No. 418, Four principal subjects, relative to law—poetry,

grammar—logic.

I.) Manu smriti, selection of 170 slocas, for special occasions. On
secular law—and decisions of kings—on witnesses, false and true

;

punishment for adultery, and theft : 9 leaves.

2.) Vdsuvadhatta, slocas and prose incomplete. Chintdmani a raja and

Vasuvadhatta a female—description of their beauty. Bravery of Chin-

tdmani. After marriage they were separated ; love pains described.

Chintdmani called on Macaranta a friend, and they both went together

to a forest, or wild of the Vindhya mountains. There are various sleshas,

or double meanings throughout this fragment : 6 leaves.

3.) Vritta mani cosham ; jewel casket of prosody, slocas, complete

1— 6 vishcamhhns.

On the eight ganas or classes of letters, of great importance in

poetry—on long and short betters, as to quantity—mode of ai ranging

the ganas to form a sloca ; if not right the metre will be faulty. Differ-

ent kinds of composite verse described. On the dandacam or lengthened

chant, its properties : 5 leaves.

4.) Muta vali, logic, prose, incomplete.

On the pratyacsha section only. Discussion as to the need of a

recommendatory preface to an author's book ; known as mangala vdtam.

Seven padarfhas—dravya, and some others of them, defined : 21

leaves, and 31 blank leaves.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, very much worm
eaten.

a1
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13. No. 421. Three fragments.

1.) Gita hhdsyam, mulam, and tica, the comment by Rama chandra dnanda

Sarasvati, it is limited to stating the grammatical meaning of the words.

2.) Horoscope of one Cuvera svami ; only one leaf.

3,) Praise of Gmiri, or Parvati, 2 leaves only.

The principal piece 1) wants the 5th and 8th adhydyas, out of 18.

Leaf 1—45, 54, 65 and 71— 136.

The book is long, medium in thickness, a little injured by
termites.

14. No. 423. Three pieces.

1 .) Subodhini a comment on the Bhagavat gita—has the mulam also
;

By Sridhara. 1— 18 adhydyas original, and paraphrase complete
;

only that leaves are broken.

The comment is limited to the grammatical meaning ; without intruding on the dog-

mas of this metaphysical, and most mischievous poem ; 86 leaves.

2.) Vishnu sahsrandmahhasyam. ^y Saneara charya—only the tica.

1— 10 satacas incomplete. This is a labored attempt so to twist

the 1,008 names of Vishnu, as to make them designate Siva. The

author's dogma was that Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva mean one, and the

same being : 59 leaves.

3.) llama md7iassu puja vidhi, said to be from the 35th adhydya of

the Agastya samhita. The mode of mental homage to Rama :

6 leaves, in all 151.

The book is of medium length, somew^hat thick, old, injured so

as to vitiate the coherency of meaning.

15. No. 427. Four tracts.

1.) Vishnu sahasranama vyakhyanam.

The original, and comment ; the latter by Sancara bhagavat pdtdcharya

.

The 1,008 names of F?>/i«?< simply expounded, not twisted ; incomplete :

leaves 1—44 and 75—93, the end 45—74 wanting.

2.) Smriti vdcyam. Extracts from law books, on the prayaschit, that is

penalty, amercement, or penance imposed with reference to various kinds

of illicit sexual intercourse: 14 leaves.

3.) Ndrd.yana. ashstottra. .•^atam, sldcas, said to be from the Brahmdnda

purdnam Varaha Svdmi to Bhumi devi. Panegyric of Vlshiu by 108

names—if read, benefit will result : 3 leaves.
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4.) Pancha anga Rudrdhisheca vidhi—symbol of «Su*a of five different

materials, and mode of bathing them in homage : incomplete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, much
injured.

16. No. 446. Various matters.

1.) Govinda stuti, sloeas, praise of Krishna, ascribed to Sancard-

chdrya, complete.

An ascetical turn is given to Krishna^s adventures ; and therefore in union with

Sancara's habit of twisting. So Sir W. Jones would pass off the Gita Govinda for a religi-

ous poem !

2.) Ndrdyana varma, the varma, or cavacham is an invocation for

protection.

3.) Rdma purva uttara tdpani ; it belongs to the aVharvana ra-

hasj/a— the first and latter part of " Rdmas splendor " It has mantras
—yenlras—japa, in a word, magicals ; covered by the name of

Rdma ; but relating to a secret system—complete.

4.) Purusha suctahhdsyam—a comment on a part of the F(?'<ia rela-

ting to Vishnu by Sayandchdrya ; complete.

5.) Surya cavacham, said to be from the Scanda purdnom, an invo-

cation to the sun, for health, or cure.

6.) Kdlagni rudra upanlshada, a supplement to the Veda, concern-

ing Siva.

7.) Brimha upanishada, the like, on Para Brahm.

8.) Kaivaiya upanishada, the like ; see former notices.

9.) Sudarisana upanishada, referring to the discus of Vishnu, on tie

branding the P'dishnava marks, on the bodies of votaries (such as

practised at Tripeti)—probably spurious, as an upanishada.

10.) Ndreda upanishada ; said to relate to puting the urdhva mark

on the forehead of Faishnavas, with the benefit
;
probably spurious.

11.) Garbha upanishada, details as to conception, the formation of

the foetus, and its growth in the womb : not medical, but vedaic.

12.) Vardha upanishada.

Vardha to Sanatcumdra (spurious ?)

On the manner of putting on the urdhva, or forehead mark.

13.) Gayatri cavacham, the gayatri, .used as an invocation for aid.

14.) Gopdla purvoitara tdpani; mantras, yeniras, in the name of

Krishna ; the older part ; the -/"ruit ishta siddhi, for desirables
;

magical.
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15.) Lacshmi stuti, praise oi Lacshmi, said to be from the 1st amsa

9th adhydyam of the Vishnu purdnam.

16.) Veda pdta stavam, said to be concerning Rdma.

17.) Cshamaca bhasyam, paraphrase on a much used passage from

the vedas.

18.) Rdma and Hanumdn yentras with Rama chacra ; diagrams for

spells, and the latter a mode of divination, whether any matter will

succeed or not : leaf 62, 63 and 1, 2, 4—68 and 65—84, other five

without any number.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, a little damaged.

17. No. 456. Five pieces,

l.j Amha stava or stottra ; 12 slocas.

By Sancardchdrya ; praise oi Parvati ; incomplete on 7 leaves.

^.) Govinda ashtaca, 8 slocas.

By Sancardchdrya ; praise of Krishna 2 leaves.

3.) Antar lahhi hhdva 7 slocas.

These are distichs purposely made very obsciire, as enigmas : 2

leaves.

The nominative case, verb and object are requisite to complete perspi-

cuousnes?. One or other of these is purposely omitted ; and renders the sense

difficult. The hhdva is still more obscure. By one or two significant words,

something else meant is indicated. A brief legend to explain, may not be un-

acceptable.

Knshnn pnt something privately into a small box, locking the box, and taking the

key. On one side of the box he wrote the word Sivu,R,nA on the other side Hanumdn; these

two words are hhnva. He sent the box to one of his wives, ^he asked—what is in it ? the

same question is put to be solved.

The solution is thus—women wear on their heads two jewels called Chandra and

Surya (moon and sun). Siva bears Ganga and Chandra on his head—therefore the box

contains the chandra jewel.

Hanumdn when born, seeing the sun lately risen, mistook it for a fruit on a tree,

and leaped to get it, till repelled by Indra, therefore the word Hanuman indicates that the

box also contains the surya jewel.

[The Hindu intellect is adapted to such things, being quick and shallow;

but wanting the higher, and weightier faculties].

4.) Kaivalya art'ha avabodham.

Brahma to \-isvalayana, prose, incomplete. Explaining the meaning

of beatification. Form of the universe—how produced. Brahma iaiva suru-

pam, or Brahma's real form. In order to attain to Brahma the soul must

acquire gnana tntva surnpam, or real mystical knowledge : 25 leaves.
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5.) Sanandi Lacshana—sldcas, properties of an ascetic—niodeof bodily

exercise, as a devotee ; 7 leaves, incomplete : in all 4.5 leaves.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, damaged.

18. No. 527, Five tracts.

1.) Bhagavat giia, the original only, ^vithout comment, complete.

1— 18 adhrjdyam.

2.) Gita sdram, sldcas, complete, the essence of the gita—the espe-

cial mystic meaning ; an epitome of the Bhagavat gita.

3.) Advdita bodham—slocas.

By Sancardchdrya—incomplete : mode of ascetic services, for

the perception of the soul ; which is one with Para Brahvi ; see 19 No.

528—5).
J

4.) Siva gita—slocas.

Siva to Rdghavo (or Rama).

1— 12 adhydya the 13th defective.

On devotedness to .S/'i-a— on ascetic zeal, in renouncing home, and

family, the commencement of discipleship. The excellence of the vibhuti, or

covsr-dung ashes, and merit of bearing it. Rama rubbed ashes on his body.

Siva shewed to Rama his visva rilpa or universal form.

Description of the faculties, and qualities of the human body ; as the

seat of passion &c. On the tatva system.

Some details concerning the nature of proceedings in Cdilus i, the

paradise of Siva.

5.) Yoga siddhdntam, slocas, incomplete : description of the many

modes of ascetical observations by a yogi ,• such as stopping the

breath ; sitting in a particular way ; and the like : leaf 1—46.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, without

boards, recent.

19. No. 528. Five pieces.

1.) Uttara gita—sldcas, incomplete.

Different modes of performing tapas, or penance. Description of the

JBrahmdndam or universe, under the metaphor ofmatters contained in a fruit.

Description of the soul. Faculties of the body. What faculties of the body

produce the bad dispositions kdma, crodiia, Uiha &e. Delivered hj- Krishna to

Arjuna—that is an extract from the Bhagavat. Gilo 3 adhyayns.

2.) Anu smriti—slocas. complete. 100 slocas from the 48th adhya-

yam of some book. Various praise of fisknu.
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3.) Bhishma stava rajyam. slocas incomplete. In the Bhdratam

Bhishma is said to have invoked Krishna before his death. This

piece is royal praise of Krishna by Bhishma.

4.) Yoga dharavali, slocas, incomplete. A description of various

modes of performing penance.

5.) Advaitu. hodham, slocas.

By Sancardchdrya 1—o adhynynm, incomplete. On the smdrta

system ; but introduced by other matter.

On the performance of h(jmage to a god : while sc engaged the mode

o^yogi asceticism, by stopping the breath, breathing through one nostril &c.,

a description of tlie atma darsanam, or percepiion of the soul ; where the soul

is situated. Said to be seen by means of the yogi exercise ; when it is seen

that is god; not diifereat from God, Hence abheda, advaita, undivided,

non-dual :. leaves 1—25. The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards.

20. No. 533. Nine tracts.

1.) Sandya vandanam hhdsyam.

By Vidydranya (a title of Sancardchdrya).

The morning, noon, and evening homage ; with the mode as to

taking up water with the hands, stopping the nostrils, and repeating the

mantras; which have their meaning explained.

2.) Panditaraya satacam, slocas, complete : anywpadesa, indirect

instruction.

Panditaraya was a poet near a king of some influence, whom he

wished to instruct without offence; and therefore professedly addressed other

persons, or things—as " bee ! thou hast sipped the honey of the parijata

flower of Paradise, canst thou now settle, and draw honey from any inferior

flower ? A native version of this is "O king'' ! having tasted of thy bounty, can

I now go ask aid from any inferior ? But it evidently has a further meaning ;

elsewhere noted.

3.) Chdttu slocas—various distichs, such are some times loose
;

but these are of a moral kind ; as

—

'For a good ma,n to deceive a good and simple minded man, is that skill ?'

'To kill any one whose head reposes on thy thigh (in eonlidence) is that courage ?'

4.) Dacshinasamucha Dacshina murti stava vyakydnam. Praise of

the Saiva genius of learning, facing the south—this is by Sancard-

chdrya. The comment on it herein contained is by Svayam pra-

cdsa'yogi Tndra in prose, complete. This subject is to panegyrise

the genius of learning; and, at the sametime/to insinuate the advaita

system. [Ganesa and Dacshana mdrtihy Saivas ; by Vaishnavas

Hayagriia\
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Brimlia Garuda upanlshada mantra, spell to remove sorrow.

Mani karnica sfava.

Praise of a river somev.'here in the north.

^Atma bodha slocas, complete.

By Govinda Bhagavat puja pdf^dchdrya ; soul teaching, vedmitic,

advaita side.

Hari tatva mukfavail stava.

By Sancardchdrya, complete.

A. panegyric on Vishnv!s real blessedness, making Hari
(
Vishnu) and

Siva) both one ; the smartu creed : the subject otherwise advaita.

At'harvana upanlshada.

Said to be a supplement to the 4th vcda : leaf 1

—

3Q and 1

—

52,

ers at the end.

riie book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

No. 634. Bartri horl—the mulam with a commentary entitled

r'udaya diiandinl hearts ease, by Sri Rdma chandra.

Ills is one poem ; but the contents so varied as to require to be classed

'hree satacams ; what is usually the 3rd is here placed first.

ragya, 2) nifi, 3) sringdra.

. . . decades, or dasacas.

contempt of all desires,

relingnishing all pleasurable objects,

ndemnation of begging alms.

3 vanity, and uncertainty of pleasure,

lue, and excellency of time,

course between a king and an ascetic, &c.

= satacam is complete,

ides.

obstinate, or ignorant persons,

wealth, or property,

^t^. 1 bad people. ("4.) on good people.

f5.) test of fortitude ; with 3 others ; there should be ten in all.

I.) docndes.

fl.) ex>;ellency of women.

W.) dej'Cription of the six seasons, and others to 30, complete ; as contradictory as may be

I'l© the miragya section : leaf 1—234 blank 12.

""he book is long, very thick, recent.
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'22. No. 648. Three pieces.

1.) Kirartarjunya vi/aki/dnam a counnent on the work of Bkdravi

Srd and 4th sargas have a tica.

15th sarga, the miilam only.

Subject the tapas of Arjuna, as in other notices ; leaf QS—57 and

130— 140, two fragments, detached from a book.

2.) Brimha mimdmsa, sutras.

By Vydsa or ascribed to him 1—4 adhydyas to each one 4- pdtas.

It appears to relate only to the purva mimdmsay on sacrifices
;

these may be made to Para Brahm : leaf 131— 129.

o.) — dvi rupa cosham, slocas, complete.

By Sri Harisha.

Words of one, and the same meaning in various forms of orthography ;

as used by different authors collected, and brought together. [As if any one

were to collate the modes of spelling various words by Chaucer, Spenser,

Shakespear, Pope &c.] : leaf 1—8.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, very slightly

injured.

23. No. 657. Three books.

1.) Bhariri hari, slocas without any comment, and complete. 3

satacams (1) 7dti {2) sringdra (3) vdiragya : v. supra 21 No. 634,

and other notices.

2.) Cdvya dldbam a comment on the Megha sandesa or cloud messen-

ger ; the purva or former portion : a tica to 5Q slocas not complete.

3.) Bharaia sdvitri stbttra—slocas only, from the Scdnda purdnam,

complete. Krishna is represented as narrating to Vidura, brief

details of the war of the Pdndavas, and Kauras, from the Maha

Bharatam : leaf 1—88.

The book is of medium size, on narrow leaves, injured.

24. No. 6G0. Seven pieces.

1.) Vdsuvadhatta, original.

By Subhanda cavi, prose and poetry.

The work is considered to be a trial of poetical skill, owing to

the many sleshas, or equivocal words used.

Chintdmani was a king, and Vasuvadhatta a female—a description of

their persons, and accomplishments —their mutual attachment before marriage
;

the prowess of Chintamani he and his friend Macaranta go to a wilderness to
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reside—description of love pains—of the rising of the moon, of the sun, of tlie

stars. In the end Vdsuvadhatta came to that wilderness, and a Gandharha

marriage followed : leaf 1—34, complete as to this tale.

2.) Chdtlu slocas—various disticlis, amorous in kind ; 4 leaves.

3.) Naracdsura vijayam, a drama.

Jij Dhermdcya, slocas, pracniti, prose, complete. The subject is

the slaying of Naracdsura by Krishna, with a variety of ornamental

matter.

4.) Pratdpa rudra yeshohhushanam.

By Vidya nut'ha, slocas with prose.

This is a work on the rhetoric of poetry or alancaram ; imperfect at

the beginning. Properties of a heroic poem—of a drama— of ornate, or amo-

rous poetry ; what faults are to be avoided 3)4) have 56 leaves.

5.) Sahrudaya anandini—a commentary on the nlti sataca oi Bartri

haris work v. supra 21 No. 634. By Rama chandra 34 leaves,

. 6.) Amarukam, the original 100 slocas, with a comment, or explana-

tion.

An erotic treatise ; see various other notices.

On different women, as ?/iyo(/« girl, ?H«f//(?/fl woman, prdudha matron, hnpila high

tempered, sviya and jyaraklya own, and other's wife ; chapula coquette, vyabasnrioa loose

or wanton, and otliers ; manners described; with description of the lord; or gallant &c. an

immoral, and indecent work ; 53 leaves.

7.) Vdsuvadhatta vyakydnam, a comment or explanation on 1) supra

defective at the beginning and ending : leaf oQ—54.

The whole book is long, of double thickness, recent.

25. No. 689. Eighteen short pieces, in Telugu and Canarese letter,

mixed.

1.) Agastyashlacam, an octave, homage to the feet oiS'wa, by Agas-

tya.

2.) Vira hhadrashtacam. Canarese letter, an octave, in praise of

Vira Bhadra.

3.) Vasishtashtacam C. an octave in praise oi Sivahy Vasishta.

4.) Nandikesvarashtaca C. an octave in praise Siva's vehicle.

5.) Brahmdshtaca C. an octave, praise by Brahma of Siva's glory,

and form.

6-) Pushpdshtaca C. an octave ; as if offering flowers to Siva.

7.) Fishnic ashtaca C. an octave, praise of Vishnu,

8.) Art'hajiat'hesvardshtaca C. an octave in praise of the form, half

Siva, half Parvati, a symbol of the universe.

Bl
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9.) Vihhuii viantras—on what parts of the body the cowdung ashes

are put.

10.) Sivdbishega mantras a formula on pouring water over the Sdiva

symbol.

11.) Puja mantras, prayer used in Saiva homage.

12.) Nila kanfha stava, praise of the blue throated, that is Siva.

13.) Lingdshtacam C, praise of the ndtha-linga BraJima.

14.) Krishnashtacam C. an octave, Saiva in kind.

15.) Mahadevdshtacam C, an octave in praise oi Siva.

16.) Sivdshstotira sata ndmavali, praise of i^ita by a string of 108

names.

17.) Kdla Bhairava ashtacam C. an octave in praise of a dog-headed

form (hieroglyphic) of Siva.

18.) Ruira cavacham, aid invoked from Siva.

The whole book is of medium size, damaged by insects.

26. No. 695. Chdttu slocas 170, distinct distichs. They are va-

rious ; but reducible to ethical—erotic—enigmatical.

1.) Niii as—one who does not know how to speak should be silent—one

ought not to do service to a person void of honor, who cannot be trusted
;

one should attend on the great and honorable ; what is the use of waiting

on persons of no worldly consequence : sententious matter ; like proverbs

to be quoted when speaking. ^

2.) Srtngara, the hdla, ?nu(jda, prateda, classes of women ; their disposi-

tions, and morals. A description of tbe persons of tlie two sexes.

3.) Enigmas, a mode of replying by one word or syllabic letter to many

enquiries ; involving the antar Idbi, or inward meaning and hahar Idbi or

outward meaning.

In some questions, one sj-llaLle contained in it points to the answer—as in wiiat place

is beauty ? the syllable pu in that question points to the answer, as it means body. To whom
did ItAma shew his prowess—the syllable csha points to the reply

—

racshasa ; and so on
j

sphinx-like riddles.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

27. No. 740. Four pieces.

1.) Siva Icarnamritam, slocas SCO.

By Bharadwdja muni.

3 satacam.ty complete. In the first one, the glory of Siva described ; in the 2nd tl.e

beauty of liis body—in the 5rd his amours with Parvnti described.

1. 103— 130 on the model of the Krishna harnamritam.
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2.) Sri saila sancalpa, prose, complete ; description of a Saiva tem-

ple in Telingana ; on the extent of the hill—its excellency ; the

same as to the temple—and the form of Artlianesvari worshipped

there, 1. 140—148.

3.) Gita sdram—slocas 78, complete.

It appears to contain an epitome of such parts of the Ehagavat gita as

relate to the description of a yogi, and tha mystic portion of that ignis fatuus.

4.) Agastya ashtacam, an octave of slocas ascribed to Agastya, a

sectarial device. Agastya is made to consider Siva as the one

supreme, and to utter matter in his praise : 3) 4) leaf 190—195.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

28. No. 754. Prastdhha slocas.

Nothing consecutive—detached distichs, conveying some sort of

sentiment ; such as,

" A work on science is poison to one who is unlearned. To a dyspeptic patient food

is poison. There are three things on which the entry may be pleasant, but the getting out

always painful ; these are an employ, the womb, and debt. There are two ways by which a

disciple may get learning from his teacher ; these are are either a doing cheerful personal

service, or a gi\^g much money . If friendship be made with a great man poverty will

depart, but if with a poor one what is the benefit ?"

And so on ; leaves 44. The book is short.

29. No. 761. For Section 1 see 7.

Sect. 2. Some matter in prose from the acAara caw<f«»i of Z)A(?r»2a

sdstram ; on sacerdotS,! law.

Sect. 3. Some benedictory slocas.

Sect. 4. Panegyrics Saiva in kind, these on 10 leaves, 17 in all.

The book is short, on narrow leaves, without boards.

30. No. 764. Bartr'i hari, 300 slocas.

The satacas complete without comment 1) niti, 2) sringdra, 3)

vairdgya, the usual order. Each centum has decades, the subjects to

please various, and even opposite tastes. See foregoing notices, as

No. 634 &c. leaf 1—88, long, without boards, recent.

31. No. 765. Five pieces.

1.) Surydshstottra saia ndma, prose.

Praise of the sun, by 108 names, used in the way of address,

with homage, in order to remove some kinds of sickness, 2 leaves.

2.) Mulhana stavani, 37 slocas, complete.

By Mulhana cavi. Various kinds of praise, directed to Siva :

leaf 48-52.
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3.) Siva pvja vidhi, slucas, and prose.

Mode of homage to Siva—on wearing the symbol, on what parts

of the body it may, and on what parts it may not, be worn : leaf

241—254.

4.) UrdJiva punra lacshanam, slocas, incomplete. On placing the

ndma or Vdishnava forehead mark. Mode of doing so, and con-

nected matters : 62—64.

5.) Syamala dandacam, measured prose, complete. Description

of the Sacti ; her glory, panegyric : female energy system : leaf

40—45.

32. No. 852. Eight tracts, grammatical, and lexicographical.

1.) Pariydya sahda retmam, slocas.

By Dhananjnya hhatta, complete.

3 sargams, synonymes, or words of like meaning, or nearly equal

meaning.

2.) Sabda linga art'ha chandrica, slocas in three cdndams, complete.

By Sujana, on the genders of nouns.
^

3.) DrisJdanda siddhantam, prose, a vyatcydnam or paraphrase on the

foregoing work of Svjana, by his grandson Vldvat kaldla hhattd-

chdrya, also in 3 cd7idams, complete.

4.) Saratvyakydnam, another comment on the above comment

;

enlarging it for the sake of greater perspicuity, by Vidvat chacora

hhatta, grandson of Vidvat kaloha hhatta, a philological tree to the

5th generation,

5.) Sarasvati vildsam, prose, slocas.

By Sarid vallahha misra, in three adhydyas, complete ; a lexicon

of words of two letters only, with their meaning.

6.) Vishamrita panditya rasdyanam.

By Triyambaca misra, complete words of dvi rupa or two

letters, with the meanings of such words.

7.) Jmara kandanam, a critique on the Amara cosha, as being an

alleged defective work : slocas, and prose.

8.) Fisva me'dini nighantu, slocas.

By Sarva vidyana vddya sarasvati misra,or Sarasvati waisra a teach-

er of all learning. 3 cdndams complete : leaf J— 191, and 7 blank ones.

The book is long, thick, recent, No. 852 is on the side label,

and No. 857 on the end paper.
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33. No 883. Thirteen pieces.

1.) Gauri dasacam, 10 slocas.

By Cdli ddsttf praise of Parvati. '

2.) Lacshmi dasacam, 10 slocas, praise of Lacshnii.

3.) Srdddha kriya kdrica, slocas, 1 leaf ; mode of proceeding at fu-

nerals.

4.) Rama stottra, slocas, 1 leaf, praise of Rdma.

5.) Kriya nighaniu, prose, 4 leaves, incomplete ; some roots of verbs.

6.) Amaram 7 leaves.

1st cdndam, sverga varga.

7.) ^Ecdcshara dvi-acshara nighaniu, slocas 8 leaves, list of words of

one, and t«'o syllables, with meanings.

8.) Cdvya lacshanam, slocas 17 leaves ; rules for dramatic writing.

9.) Prauda pracdsica, a tica to the Frahbdha chandrodaya, 20 leaves,

and 4 blank ; the comment is only on the 1st anca.

10.) Cdvya retnam, miilam, and tica, the original by Chitamhara, the

comment by -Jnanda Ndrdyana, 3 sargas. Distichs so contrived

as to be capable of three interpretations, conveying the meaning of

the Bhdratam, Rdmayanam, and Bhdgavatam ; and not by a selec-

tion of special circumstances, but of the whole ; only much abridg-

ed. This is almost incredible ; but the varied meaning of Sanscrit

words, renders it possible, leaf 1—57, grantlia letter.

11.) Raghu vaynsam, mulam. the 1st sarga only, complete. An ac-

count of king Dilipa, and of his reign.

12.) Sabda alancdra yamucu, a rhyming dictionary of ornamental

words : relative to the art of poetry, 21 leaves.

13.) Pdtuca sahasrandma ; grantlia letter, various figures, and verses

corresponding ; a chapter on ornaments for the one thousand slocas

in praise of the slippers of Ranglia ndtlia at Trichinopoly. Pueri-

lity for grown up children ; by Vedantdcharya, leaf 1— 10.

The book is short, and thick, on talipat leaves, injured by insects.

34. No. 892. Five subjects.

1.) Tarkha sdstram: prose, incomplete.

2 pariah'hedas—anumdnam—upamdnam ; on the modern system

of seven padarfhas.

The principal topic is a discussion of the Nyaya school as to Isvara

and the human soul, whether distinct, or one. Maintained that they are two,

or distinct : leaf 1— 11.
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2.) Chandra loca, tica, granfha and Telugu letter mingled ; a com-

ment on the work of Cdli ddsa, on a variety of metaphors, as poe-

tical ornament : leaf 1—45.

3.) Mdlati Mddhaviyam, a drama.

By Bhava bhuti^ slScas, pracruti.

The 1st mica only, and that not complete : an amour of Mddh-

ava a kino- and Mdlati a female. Also a tica on it, prose form, the

1st anca, incomplete : 18 leaves.

4.) Tarkha sastra, prose ; the anumdnam paricliheda ; only 13

leaves.

5.) Sdiva parabhdsha, prose.

By Siva yogi, incomplete.

Advdita—polemical ; to establish the oneness of the Divine, and

human soul.

19 leaves—40 blank ; 146 in all.

The book is somevrhat long, thick, without boards, worm eaten.

35. No. 998. Eight pieces.

1.) Srdddha vishaya, slocas, how to proceed on days of funereal ob-

sequies ; but so much damaged as to be illegible : 10 leaves.

2.) Vara Lacshmi vriita calpam, from the Bhavishottara purdnam,

slocas and prose, complete, 5 leaves ; benefit of a service rendered

by women to Lacshmi, the bestower of gifts.

3.) Vinayaca vriita calpam, slocas, complete ; homage to Ganesa, on

the 4th lunar day, leaves 6.

4,) Jiva vdra ecadasi vr'ita calpam, slocas and prose, complete : 6

leaves. Homage on the 11 th lunar day, as supposed by Smartds.

5.) Gopadma vr'ita udydpanam, slocas, prose, complete, close of a

ceremony by women, with cows, and flowers, 8 leaves.

6.) Sarasvati puja, slocas and prose ; complete 3 leaves : homage to

the goddess of eloquence.

7.) Amdvdsya soma vdra vriita calpam slocas, prose, complete.

When the new moon occurs on Monday it is a special service with

the Saivas, its benefit : 13 leaves.

8.) Grahana ganitam, prose, calculations.

Mode of foretelling eclipses, words are used for figures : 2^ leaves.

The book is of medium size, worm eaten.
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36. No. 1000. A word book, or common place.

1.) On declensions of words, with specimens of seven cases,

2.) Kdricdvali, some slocas extracted 'from a book on logic.

3.) MuJctdvali, selections here and there, from the pratyacsha khan-

dam in logic.

4.) Purva pacsha, and siddkantam.

Objections and answers from books on logic.

5.) Jgama vivdtam avail, a list of exceptions to general rules ; as in

the Veda a prohibition against killing any living beings, or taking

away any life, except for sacrifices ; and so on.

6.) Parmdrna gita, some slocas from it ; a reveille to arouse any one

from sleep, by a chant appropriate.

7.) Bhdgavatavi some slocas taken from it, on the subject of Krishna.

8.) Raghu vamsa 1st sarga, some unusual words extracted from it,

and the meanings of them given.

9.) Kuvalaydnandam, some slocas from this work, on rhetoric.

10.) Chdttu slocas, various separate distichs, on distinct subjects.

11.) Naishadham, some slocas, taken from different sargas. Vari-

ous other small matters of one line, half a line &c., leaves 75.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, and not

injured.

37. No. 1001. Ten pieces.

1.) Srdddha vidhi, prose with mantras, mode of conducting funereal

observances : leaves 1—3.

2.) Mahimna stottra, slocas, incomplete.

By Mahimna cavi.

Panegyric of Siva, and his supremacy.

3.) Mulhanam, slocas, incomplete.

Praise of Siva, describing his body or form.

4.) Siva ashstottra sata ndma, tic a, a prose commentary on the 108

names of Siva—incomplete.

5.) Paramesvara stottra—slocas, praise of Siva, as the supreme, in-

complete.

6.) Amhd siuti, slocas, incomplete
;
praise of Parvati, as the univer-

sal mother of the world.
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7.) Siva cavacham, sheas prose, mantras iucomplete. Tbe aid of

Siva invoked to protect each member of the votary's body.

8.) Basava ashstottra stuti.

Praise of Sivas vehicle, in So peculiar stanzas, incomplete.

" Thou art the cause of obtaining mocsham,'" and so on.

9.) ' JJma Mahesvara saliasrandma.

Panegyric of Siva and Parvati, by 1008 names, or epithets of

both together, slScas, complete.

10.) Paramdna7idam. On Para Brahm, praise of deity by this name,

a mixture of Sanscrit, and Telugu language.

Specimen.—" Thou by mayam (power or matter) didst form the

world. Thou, and I are one ;" and so on.

Leaf 1—27 and 45—98.

The book is short, somewhat thick, old, damaged.

88. No. 1004. Six subjects.

1.) Yajur veda, vedaic prose, incomplete. On the mode of sacrifices.

—The lord of each sacrifice, or individual paying the expenses

—

benefit to him if the sacrifice be fully completed : leaf 14—20.

2.) Sahda pustacam—wordbook, prose incomplete. On words end-

ing with vowels, and others ending with consonants ; declension of

some of them by cases : 14 leaves.

3.) Vishnu stottram, slocas, incomplete.

Panegyric of Visltnu, and supplicatory.

4.) Linga nirnayam, slocas.

By Rama suri, incomplete
;
genders discriminated. Very unusual,

and therefore difiicult words are quoted in this tract
;
giving the gender

masculine, feminine, or neuter of each : 5 leaves.

5.) Bala Rdmdyanam—slocas.

By Vdlmiki, school epitome, 3 leaves.

6.) Vedam, Yajur supposed, prose, incomplete.

On the four varnas or colors that is Brahman, Cshetriya, Vdisya,

Sudra; and on the four azramas that is, Brahmdchari, Grahastlia, Vana-

prasCha, Sanniydsi—how these colors and cloisters ought to behave, or

conduct themselves : 10 leaves.

The book is of medium, size, without boards.
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39. No. lOOG. Fourteen pieces.

1.) Varanasi Fisvandt'ka a^Atocawi, an octave in praise of the glory

of Siva at Benares.

2.) Linga ashtacam, an octave, in praise of the Saiva symbol.

.3.) Nama sivayi ashtacam, an octave, in praise of Siva ; each distich

ending with the words namasivdyi.

4.) Mahimna stottra, 37 slocas, complete.

By Mahimna cavi ; praise o{ Siva, and his glory ;
Siva has no

superior.

5.) Hara gana mala, Canarese.

Praise, and homage to the ganas, or classes of celestials in Siva's

paradise, incomplete.

6.) Havana satacam, 1 1 slocas, incomplete, on the power, and might

of Siva ; as if from Havana.

7.) Aparadha sundara stottra, slocas.

By Sancardchdrya—incomplete,

as
—« forgive the faults I have hitherto committed, and henceforward

preserve me" &c.

8.) Jangama stliala mahatmyam, slocas, incomplete ; Vira Sdiva in

kind.

The Jangama st'hala, is a superior state, or station : praise of those

who attain to it.

9.) Pancha pracdsa gadyam, long chant, concerning Basava, and

declaring his glory.

10.) Namascdra gadya, prose, complete, Sdiva homage, either when

looking to the eight points of the heaven, or in the presence of an

image.

11.) Mahesvara pdta mahatmyam, slocas, incomplete, glory of Siva's

foot.

12.) Cshetra pdla Bhdirava ashtacam, an octave, addressed to Bhai-

rava protector of the body : but Cshetra is equivocal—it is sacti

in kind.

13.) Linga ashtacam, an octave, complete; the soul is addressed,

correcting it ; and stating that the Sdiva symbol must be worship-

ped, not any other god.

14.) Siva sancara ashtaca, defective
;
praise—each distich ends with

*' O ! Siva^ the destroyer."

cl
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One leaf is thrown in on Guru mahatmyam, praise of a teacher by

a disciple: leaf 1—4 and 9—19 and 42—105.

The book is of medium size, old, on the label is a list of subjects

contained.

40. No. 1011. Five pieces.

1.) Siva linga ashtacam, 8 slocas, panegyric ; to each sloca four feet

completed by the reiteration of " Siva linga.''

2.) Rdghuvdshxtottra, an octave.

Praise of Rama, and his brother ; each word made applicable to

bwth ; and each slnca, ends with Rama, Lacshwa.

3.) Bhdrata, doca form. Panegyric of Krishna from evetits in the

Blidratam.

The hostile meeting of armies under D aryodhana, and the Pandavas.

Mention of chiefs slain in battle, as glorifying Krishna. Distribution of

troops after the battles. The succour given to the Pandavas, by Krishna,

turned to his praise.

4.) Bhdirava ashtacam, an octave.

Praise of Dhairava, protector of the body ; glory and power described,

with a Ynmucti, an alliteration at the beginning of any foot in a caesura ; as

yana—yana - yana ; pana—pa.ta—pana S^c.

5.) Sarasvati stottra, slocas.

The tongue personified as a female ; then praised as the goddess of

eloquence ; and asked to rest on the tongue of the writer or reciter ; as if by

words inspired : leaf 12—54.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

41. No. 1014, Six tracts.

1.) Srdidha vidhi, slocas, incomplete.

Mode of conducting funereal rites.

2.) Md'a mdsa nirnayam, slocas^ incomplete.

Discrimination as to months within which two dmdvdsis occur. Mar-

riage, and other propitious ceremonies must not take place therein ; an excep-

tion as to pumsa vana in tiie 6th and simanfam in the 8th month of pregnancy :

these cannot be deferred till another month. Other absolutely necessary

matters may be done.

3.) Tarpana vidhi, slocas, complete.

Offerings to ancestors, usually by pouring out water from the

hands ; sometimes rice or sesame seed. It is an observance on the

dmdvdsi, as an anniversary of the death of father, or mother.
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4.) Kailasesa stuttra, slocas, with prose, iucoruplete. Praise, and

homage directed to Sioa, as dwelling on Cdilasa.

5.) Mahimna stottra 11 slocas.

By Mahivma cavi, praise of Siva, as having no superior.

6.) Nava rdtra puja sancalpam, prose and mantra form. Record

as to completing the observances of the nine days festival to Durga

the Amazon ; as far as to cleansing the place, and putting pots of

water ; the rest wanting : leaf 1— 15.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards.

XXI. Music, and Dancing.

1. No. 757. Bharata sdstram, slocas and prose, incomplete.

• -lasyam a mode of carriage, or movement, by women ; a man beating

tlie cymbals.

- nrittam, a night dance, with cymbals.

—nartanam, in streets by day, a man only.

- padakdi—tnpadakai, and many others ; modes of using the hands,

and fingers in dancing, to express various meanings.

— idlam, or cymbals for keeping time, ddi tdlum, eca tdlam, sama tdlaiVj

different modes, or measures, as to time.

—parvdi (Tamil) modes of looking with the eyes as spuritam, laUtnm

&c., many technical terms applied to signs by the eyes, to express

passion, or other meaning.

—drohanam and avarohanam, on rising and falling notes in singing, and

also forte and piano.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards slightly

injured.

XXII. Panegyrical.

1. No. IQ5. Sudarisana stottra, 100 slocas, complete, with a tica.

By Kura Ndrdyana.

The author had lapsed into some grievous sin, which oppressed

his conscience ; when the god Rnnglinnaynca at Srirangham, appeared

to him in a dream, and told him that if he praised the chacra, or discus,

his sin would be absolved. On awaking he set about composing distichs,

and completed the centum : describing the chacram, and slating its ex-

cellence, Ike, &c. in the usual way. It is in a metre called yamuca, two

long syllables as J^7a/a! mala prevailing, with special alliteration : leaf

1—80.

The book is of medium size, slightly damaged.
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ji. No. 503. Savuniarya laliari, a cluuit.

By Sancardchdrya, mulavi with Hca, Loth defective : the lica \»

only to the 41st sloca.

A description of the person of Parvati from her face down to her feet,

with praise. She is the mother of the whole world ; the sacti or female

energy, or negative quality of the universe. [Though the author inclined to

this system, he did not hold it esclusively ; and his philosophy differs from

his poetry].

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

2, No. 637. Krishna hhushanam.

By Narasinha, slocas, two sargas.

Praise oi Krish?ia as a prabhu or prince ; his disposition—it was good

—the character of his ancestors. Krishna s good conduct—his liberality—his

learning—and like matters ; with general panegyric. This it appears is not

the demigod ; but of one, named after hira, a merchant, who could afford to

pay the panegyrist.

The book is short, thiii^ without boards, recent.

S. No. 654. Surya satacam, the origmaMn slocas (100) hy Mayura

cavi ; the tica by Gopi ndfha.

In the comment the words are taken in the order of construction, and

not as they occur ; the meaning of each word is given, and then a connected

prose rendering of the entire distich.

Description of the car of the sun—its seven horses— Aruna the chario-

teer—the mandalam, or rays around the sun — glory of the sun in general^ and

praise, not in homage, but poetical—like the poet Thomson
;

" Around thy beaming car high «een."

'« The seasons dance" &c.

39 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, bamboo boards, some-

what old, and damaged.

4. No. 738. Bala mandramo-, a tica, or comment on a book entitled

Mani manjeri, by Annnta sayi, the 1st and 2nd sargas. Introduc-

tory on the glory of Ndrdyana, as lord of the universe, and then a

transition to Rama as if an incarnation of Ndrdyana. Because

Rdma killed Tddaca—Maricha-karan— Dushana Fdli; and in

the end Havana—all of them being evil persons, therefore his glory

is extolled leaf 1— 18.

The book is long, thin, without boards.
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5. No. 745. Siva kesava sdmya hhavga satacam, slucos 5'2, or the

'purva art'ha (first half) only.

The author describes the glory of both 67fa and Vishnu {Kesava)-

and then, without deciding, says " whichever is greater of the two, him I

worship."

Leaf 146—151.

The book is short, thin, on narrow leaves, without boards.

6. No. 746. Cdsi gita, slocas, witli prose, by Ndrdyana tirrtlia

sishya.

1

—

5 2Wukarunas, complete.

Glory of Cast (or Benares) as a place.

Visva ndCha and homa naCha^ forms of Siva at that placp. Praise of

their glory. Anna puma and Lalita avihd are names o( sacds ; their glory

also praised : Ma7ii karnica, a river bank (of the Ganges) its glory. On the

taraca mantra, its excellence : leaf 1^— 15.

The book is long, thin, without boards, very slightly injured.

7. No. 752. Satgura stbttrani.

By Pdlakur soma cari : 100 chants complete, of the kind of

verse termed rdgali.

Basava is a satguru (or good teacher) his glory -description—the

name designates the vehicle of Siva, and also a head of the Jangamas— the

latter presumed to be meant— praise, each line ending with satguru: leaf

20—28.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

8. No. 1009. Guru patlii, slocas, and prose, complete. Panegy-

rics of some gums and yetis, and diuvdr ; such as Ramanuja yeti ;

Alavantdr diuvdr ; Kurataluvar ; Nam diuvdr ; Fardsara Bhatta ;

Parakdla yeti; and other ascetics. Also gurus, as Palalocaclidrya,

Anantdcharya Tirumdldchdrya, Loca ndfhdchdrya, and other

teachers ; their excellency : 7 leaves, and 6 other blank.

9. 1013 Two pieces.

1.) Visva naVha ashtacam, 8 slocas, complete.

The glory of Siva described, and praised.

2.) Satguru rdgada, complete, a kind of prose chant. A disciple

declaring the praise of his teacher. He is one who specially teaches

the vvay to obtain beatification ; he is the lord of spiritual instruc-

tion. To relinquish family cares is not sufficient, without the aid

of such a teacher : 7 leaves, and 11 blank ones.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

injured.
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XXIII. Polemical.

1. No. 402. Sruta pracdsica.

By Sudarisana suri prose form.

Only the 1st pdta of the 1st adhjayam.

This book is on the visishta advdita system of Ramamtja.

There is a difference between jfra the human soul and parama Isvara,

Isvara has nitya gndnam, eternal knowledge, or wisdom ;
the human

soul has anitya gnanarii limited, or finite knowledge. An enquiry into

the pralayas (deluges) from their birth, or origin.

The measures of the different worlds termed dnda ; as Brahmdn-

da is the universe.

By the union of karma sacrifice or rituals, and gndna knowledge,

beatification is obtained. (The advdita system makes giidnam the alone

cause).

That Isvara exists distinctly is a pramdnam or rule. Isvara is

Ndrdyana. This being is sachiddnandam, or infinite in knowledge, and

bliss.

Other 7}iatas or systems, such as the advdita, are condemned.

165 leaves. The book is long, thick, recent.

2. No. 414. Vedart'ha sanqraha dipica.

By Sudarisana suri, a glossary or comm.ent on a work entitled

Ve'ddrfha sangraha, or digest of the sense of the Veda. The subject is

the praise of Vishnu, representing him as the supreme ; and disallowing

any equivocal use of the name as applicable to Siva. Vislmu, being

Para-Brahn, is lord of the world. There is a difference between dtma

the human soul, and Param the heavenly one, or supreme. This point

is proved, against the advaitas, in some detail : 115 leaves.

3. No. 417. Two pieces.

1.) Vishnu sahasrandmd hhdsyam.

By Sancardchdrya.

The 1008 names of Vishnu arc taken to pieces, and are endeavour-

ed to be so turned as to mean Siva. It is asserted that Vishnu and Siva

are not different. The comment is enforced by extracts from Vedas,

and smiitis : 52 leaves.

2.) Govinda ashiaca ilea.

By the same. A comment on an octave in praise of Krishna,

so turned as to denote praise of Siva : 1 1 leaves.
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(It must be confessed that such quibbling is unworthy of so

learned a man as Sancardchdrya).

The book is of medium size, without boards, and somewhat

damaged.

4. No. 422. Rdmanuja Ihdsyam.

By Rdmnnuja. It has the slocas of the Bhagavat gita, with a

tica or comment on them, giving to that work a visishta advdita sense
;

opposed to the comment by SancardcJidyu.

When the gltn is viewed in its connexion with tlie entire Bhnrnt.uin it is obvious that

the author intended it as a splendid sophism to serve a particular purpose ; but the fashion

has been to treat it as a distinct work ; and to make it a doctrinal authority. Ramanuja's

view that the human soul is related to Deity, but not undividedly one with deity, is more

rational than Sancaid/hdryi s bhasyan. This book gives the verse from the Veda in proof

of each marked point of Rdtnanaja's comment, which is a special feature.

The book is long and thick, recent, very slightly injured. In so

far as such a controversy may be interesting, this book is valuable, and

worth translation.

5. No. 424. Two connected subjects.

1.) Advdita mala 7itrupanam, slocas, with extracts from the vedas. A
defence of the advdita scheme ; and proving, from the vedas, that

the Divine and human soul, are not distinct, but one and the same.

Budhavasti is the state of man to whom some things are unknown
;

muktavasti is the state of Deity to whom all things are known.

The objection thence arising is sought to be obviated by attributing

this ignorance of the human soul to its union with the body. When
separated from the body, and reunit^-d to Deity, then it becomes

muktavasti and knows all things. [This seems to me a very clear

admission of at least present distinction, and difference], leaf 15—804

incomplete.

2.) Sancardchdrya vijaya, slocas and prose by Anantdnanda giri or

the •' hill of endless joy." The beginning wanting ;
from 15 to 74

prakarana, or 60 sections.

Sancardchdrya with his disciples travelled about to many places. He

disputed with Mddhavas, Vdishnavns, and Kdpdlicas, and others ;
confuting

them by the sastras, and overcoming them in argimient ; and established the

Sancnra matam, the Sdura niatam, and the maha Ganapati matam, making

them illustrious. (The Madhavas were those adhering to ritual, and rejecting

the Vedanta. The Kdpdlicas are described as a class that went about the

streets with a skull in their hands, uttering mournful tones, acknowledging no
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vedas, '1 he Scmcara matam is the admitani, the Saiira mafaiii wor.^hip of

the sun, and the other matam though veiled is the female energy system ; to

which Sancardcharya is often stated to have had strong leaning : it is quite

consistent with the advaita philosophy, though not consistent with his acknow-

ledo-ment of Siva, or Para Brahm : error is usually self contradictory in

some one point or other) :

65 leaves. 1) is short 2) long, book somewhat thick, with one

board, and injured.

6. No. 429. Gita bhdsi/a vivechanam.

The gita hkasyam is a comment on the Bhagavat gita by Sancard-

chdnja and the vlvcchanQm is a critique, or discrimination of falsehood

or truth, by 'Ananda gnana, consequently against Sancardcharya. There

are 18 sections, prose, following ihe original, complete leaf 1—,'349.

The book is long, and very thick, has a copper pin, with brass

head, and is recent.

7. No. 484. Upanishada vdcya vivaram.

By Sri Rangha Rar.ianuja muni prose, incomplete. (It is not

quite certain whether this is some one else than Sri Permaiiur Rama-

nuja ; but if so, the system of both is the same). This work contains a

detailed explanation of certain extracts from various upaiiishadas, or ap-

pendages to the Fedas in favor of the Vedanta system of Ramanuja,

often termed hhnsyam ; that is to say, a medium between the dwaita and

advaita systems, and therefore termed visishta adimita, or almost non-dual.

The SfHtem of Raj7ianuja js shewn to be consistent with Vedas, and

their supplements ; and it is then further amplified, and enforced. This

book opposes the advaita. notion of the non-reality of the visible world;

maintains that it is real (realist versus nominalist). The advaitas say

that Para Brahm is without qualities ; this author says—is without evil

qualities, but has all benevolent or good qualities. [It is observable

that both systems argue for a divine unity, and ignore the worship, and

practices commonly known as idolatry].

On the label of this book the title is Vishaya vdcya pradipica

sesham :

Leaf 1—85 and 38 blank leaves : it nevertheless wants the begin-

ning. It is of medium length, somewhat thick, quite recent- As

a popular system it might merit translation.

8. No. 499. Tanlra ddi adikara nirnayam, a discrimination as ta

the authority of various rituals.

By Bhatloji dicshada.
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The systems into which this author looks are

—

i\\e pdsupalam, or

pure Saiva ;

—the pcincha rdtram, or idolatrous Vaishnava ;

—the Ydmilam, the Saiva sacti system
;

— the Vdmdcharyam, a variation of the female energy system

»

—the Sdnchyam, or ndstica, or atheism
;

—the Bauddha, seemingly including the Jaina.

He condemns their ways, as to rites and ceremonies. The pdsu-

pdta dicsha, or Saiva initiation is condemned.

There is a custom (as at Tripety) of branding the marks of the

five weapons of Fishnu, on the body of votaries. This practice he de-

nounces. And whereas some extracts are made from the vedas to the

effect that the above marks should be worn, he replies—yes, by gundas

or children of adultery, or by golas, sons of widows after the death of

their husbands ; but not by Brafimans.

He condemns the mode of initiation into the pdnclia rdtram :

other modes are censured, but especially \Sxq pdncha rdtram, and stamps

on the body.

He appears to have been one of the purer Vaishnavas ; who,

with great reason, reject the modern ritual of idolatry : leaf 1—25

complete : highly worthy of translation. The book is of medium length,

thin, without boards, recent.

9. No. 505 and 506. Both Nos. on the label Brahndndndom,
original slocas;

By Vidydranija muni, a title by which Sancardchurija was known
—" forest of learning."- This work has the appearance of a labored

system. The first four prakaranas appear to state the opponent system.

The term is then changed to adhyayas, and these are on the advdita

system.

1

—

if prakaranas 5—9 adhyayas in all nine sections, or chapters.

Chapter 1. pancha hduclha prdnam, on the five elements ; each one a life.

Chapter 2. pdnchn kosa viveca prakarnam, en the five receptacles of the said five

leaves. The same in effect as tiie body.

Chapter 3. Dicdita v'lvicn praMranam a definition as to the human soul, what it is
;

and then of the divine soul, what that is.

Chapter 4. Malta vdcya viveca praknranam, quotations herein are taken from the

i"t'(/«s witli a comment on them, on the supposition of a difference bet^^cen the divine and
human soul. So far possibly a statement of the position intended to be confuted.

Chapter 5. Brahmdnda adhtjdya an enquiry if there is or is not in the universe such

a being as Pura-Brahm perfect in bliss ; settled that there is such a Being.

Dl
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Chapter C. 'Alindnihula aJliynyam. Is the human soul the same with that i'am-

JBrahm, the enquiry stated.

Chapter 7. Advditdndnda adhyayam.

The dima (human soul) and paravidtma divine soul, are asserted to be one.

Capter 8, Advaitdnnnda adhydyam Enquiry whether Para-Brahm has hands,

feet, and other members, as seen in images. The reply is that Para-Brahm is pure intellect,

or wisdom. (In Dr. Owen's tract against Biddle tlic like controvcrciy is discussed).

Chapter 9. Vishaydndndam. On ascetical zeal in the service of Siva—op relinquish-

ing evil dispositions—in these is the acquisition of like intellectual wisdom, and the attain-

ment of oaeness with the Deity.

[Thus in the advditam, as also in the Vtra Saiva, the Bauddhist

and Jaina, systems, there is an agreement that man possesses within him-

self a power, if rightly exerted, to raise himself to the scale of Deity ;

the Christian system, in its highest features, approaches towards the re-

sult, but by very different means], leaf 79— 138.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

10. No. 507. Sancara vijayam.

By Ananda giri : slocus and prose, complete 1

—

1^ pralearanas.

The work has been termed sacala mata diishana, an abusing all systems.

It contains some biography of Sancardchdrya, with an account of

his polemical exploits v: supra 5 No. 424—2).

Birth—nurture—study of sasiras. On coming to mature age he

travelled over the entire country, with some disciples. He disputed with

votaries of various matas or sects ; such as

—

drddha matam—hhaJcti

matarn—hhdgavata matam— Vdislmava matam—sacti matam—kdjjdlica

viatam—Jaina matam—Manmata matam—Sunchya matam—and others.

He conquered them by the sdstras, and established the advaita matam.

The two first designate the Jangama system ; the third proba-

bly means the followers of Krishna. As to the eighth it is said that some

persons worship Manmata (Eros) as the chief god.

The book might merit translation, as a literary curiosity : leaf

1—108.

It is long, somewhat thick, recent,

XXIII. Pauranical.

1. No. 21. For other sections see XII,

Sect. 2. I)em mahatmyam, sheas from^the Mdrcandeyapurdnam

1—18 adhydyas, so far complete. Mdrcandeya related to rishis the wars

of Darya the Amazon, with the as7iras, and the slaying of Madhu-Icefa,

Dtim-racshasa, Chanda-mandu, and many others.

The whole book is of medium size, and very thick.
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2. No. 147. Devi mahatmyam, from the Mdrcandeya purdnam the

1st to 13th adhydyam, complete, the 14th adhydyam defective.

The wars of Devi, or Durga, ut supra—eleven leaves are added,

Siva cavaclia stottra, Brahma to Ndreda, from the scanda purdnam :

shorter leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

3. No. 201. Vishnu purdnam, slucas.

1-7
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6. No. 216. Sridharii/am, prose.

By Sridhara. A comment, in plain prose, on six amsas of the

Vishnu purdnam : the 1st has 22 adhydyas the 2ncl has 16, the 3rd has

18, the 4th has 24, the 5th has SQ, the 6th has 8 adhyayas.

At the end are

—

dru ruchu, five slocas on the relinquishment of

lust, fraud, lying by those who desire beatification ; and on the wis-

dom by which it is procured

—

namaca bhdsya an explanation of a for-

mule from the Vedas : leaf 1—160 and 2 and 38 blank=200.

The book is somewhat long, thick, slightly injured.

7. No. 217. Scdnda purdnam, slocas.

1—52 adhydyas.

These contain various legends ; said to belong to that purdnam.

The legend of the Sku or isthmus at Mamiseram. On Rama and his

brother Lacshamana. On various tirVhas or pools, named Jadayi—agni—
chucra—sanchu—yamuna.

Legend of the Ganga gaya river, and chira-kanda pool.

Legend of the Rama ndfha linya, or symbol said to have been fixed

by Rama. Account of bathing pools, r'ishis &c., in all 202 leaves, 30 not

numbered.

The book is long, thick, on narrow leaves, partially damaged.

8. No. 223. Vishnu purdnam, slocas.

I—6 amsas, incomplete. The 1st has 22 sections, the 2ncl 12, the 3rd 18 ; so far

coiaplete, the 4th 1— 14 adhyaya not complete, the 5th 12—38 adhyaya incomplete, the 6th

1—8 adhynyas complete.

The work having been translated into English, abstract is not

required.

Leaf 1—135 and 162—230.

The book is long, and thick ; injured, on one side, by termites.

9. No. 227. Padma and Scdnda purdnam. : from the Padma—the

mdgha mahatmyam.

On the merit of gifts, when given inside temples, in the months Vdi.

.sac'ha, Kartiheya and Mdgha ; or when given on banks of rivers, or of water

reservoirs, when bathing—the great benefit, thence arising, detailed—from the

Scdnda purdnam—great merit of gifts in the Vdisac'ha month.

At the end Siva hhvjangam, the praise of Siva, put into the form of a

6Ci"pcnt, by Sancardchdrya.

The book is long, thick, old, much injured.
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10. No. 23J. Scdnda 'purdnam, sldcas Qn\y : SiUa samkita.

1.) Glory of *S'ti'a—he is sapreme in the universe— it is a duty to obtain

his approval ; discrimination as to kinds of Brahmans; their appropriate

duties or employments—on the excellency of bathing pools in, or near

temples, &c. so far 13 adhydyas—it is called the Siva mahatmya. khanda.

2.) Nydna yoga hliandam—concerning the i?rrtAwac/ian — description of

Para Brahvi, his form or nature—his service—how to obtain his favor
;

sarva papa prayaschita, expiation for all kinds of sin—benefits resulting

from various kinds of gifts—the chief one is to give instruction in learn-

ing (this is often quoted, and applied to charity schools) Dehdtpati krama
— on human life, from the formation of the foetus in the womb. Ashtanga

yoga a kind of bodily homage, with eight members ; connected with

prayer and other ascetical matters : 20 adhydyas.

3.) Mukti khandatn—on the means, and mode of obtaining beatification,

as serving a guru—praise of Siva, meditation thereon, various gifts, &c.,

9 adhydyas.

4.) Vdgnya vaibhava khandam.

47 adhydyas—fame of sacrifices ; what can be eaten at them, what not.

On moral retribution— the cause of lameness, blindness, consumption, and other

defects or diseases ; here stated to be that in a former birth the sins of an an-

tecedent birth (or life) were punished in part, but with a remainder of demerit

carried forward to the debit of the present life, and leaving open a state of

probation for punyam to be rewarded, or pdpam to be punished, in a succeed-

ing one. (This is the oldest Hindu system ; coming down from the earliest

time).

So far the purva hhdgam, or 1st part the uttara bhdgam or second

part.

Siva is the Paran or supreme. He must be served. He is designated

in the Vedas as their end, or object : 8 adhydyas to both.

5.) Siva dherma sdram, termed an upa purdna to the Scdnda purdnam.

By Nandikesvara.

Glory of Siva^oi puja, o^ stotf.ras, &c., of which he is the object.

Benefit of giving food to flowers of Siva. Value of the vihhuti, or cowdung

ashes, of the rudracsha beads, &c., &c., 12 adhydyas in this itpa purdnam :

24 leaves. The whole book, leaf 3—141, the 128th wanting.

The book is very long, thick, old, without boards, worm eaten.

11. ]No. 241. Scdnda purdnam.

The Brahmottara khandam, slucas.

1

—

22 adhydyas.
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On Sica~\ns votaries—spells—penance ; homage, as directed to him

—legends —devotcdness—these with their fame, or excellency are narrated.

Or, more particularly—excellency of the five lettered spell—glory of

homage to Siva at meritorious times^—benefit of homage to Siva at the even-

ing hour of dancing, on the 13th lunar day (at which time the vedas must not

be readj^nor Vishnu worshipped)-—Benefitfof fasting, or penance on Mondays,

especially in the kartikeya month

—

Siva cavacham, coat of mail, to protect the

body of the votary—excellence of the cowdung ashes—'value of the triple

horizontal mark, on the forehead of the votary—Benefit of penance directed to

' Uma and Mahesvara—the excellence of the sacred beads. General eulogy

on the Saiva system of homage : leaf 1—90.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

damaged.

12. No. 251. Sect. 1. Brahmottara khandam. 23—M) adhydyasy

probably a continuation of 11 No. 241 supra. The contents

appear to harmonize very much with No. 241 but this seems occa-

sioned by the legends relating to those common place topics.

For sect. 2, see IV.

13. No. 252. Padma purdndm—slocas.

Vasishta to Dilipa—the Mdgha maliatmyam 40 adhyayas, defec-

tive at the end.

Chiefly on the great benefit of bathing in the early morning, in such

rivers, as the Caveri, Goddveri, Bhagirati, and others, in the lunar month

Mdgha [July August.) The mei'it, and the fruit of such bathing ; such as

removal of sin, and the procuring cf things deemed desirable. Legends of

persons who, by this means obtained their wishes, are specified : leaf 49— 172,

but wanting 52, 66, 170, 171.

The book is long, somewhat thick, without boards, old, and

greatly damaged.

14. No. 258. Two pieces.

1.) Brahmdnda purdnam—the cshetra vdihhava hhandam, and in

this the legend of srilta giri or sitddri a hill—the glory of that hill,

and of its lord—merit of walking round the hill, keeping it on the

right hand.

Value of bathing in two pools, named after Rama and Sita, and on

the excellence of a Rama linga said to have been placed there by Parasu

Rama : so ftir 12 adhyayas complete, the 13th defective—it contains the ex-

cellence of the Brimha kundi, a river which flows from the South side of the

hill of Sri Sailam (the one in question apparently) and runs into the nilara-

nyam, surrounding the Goverdhana hills : it loses itself therein : leaf 1 - 56.
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2.) Vishnu dhermolluram—on tlie duties of" Fdlshnavas, detached

from a purdnam. The 27th aud 25th adhydyas transposed, and

incomplete. General subject the glory of Vishnu; homage, me-
ditation, praise, remembrance—houshold homage morning, noon, and

evening ; the merit of these observances : leaf 62—72.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

damaged.

15. No. 269. Scdnda picrdnam.

By Suta, 1— 12 adhyuyas, and 121 .v/ocas perhaps intended for

O.

The contents are termed the nagara khcmdam. Visvacarma created

the worlds (plural) order of the universe : on hills, seas, the planets, the lunar

mansions. On rtshis, and their various orders. On gods, men, on Qandhar-

hns, and racshasas. On guhica or guhus, a class of inferior beings (as gnomes) ;

the mode of their creation, and existence. Origin of the five elements.

Origin of the foetus in the womb. Legendary stories of the sons of Visva-

carma, Arts, ceremonies. Description of the world, &c. In the last portion

is a description of the marriage of Parvati.

16. No. 279. Brahmdnda picrdnam, slocas ; the Tirtlia khandam
1—96 : adhydyas, appears complete ; though taken out from some

larger work.

An account of pools for bathing, deemed sacred. They are classed

under a fourfold ascending series, as mdniisha—drasha—asura—daiva, the first

being the lowest, and the last the highest in value. Legend of Ganga's birth ;

of Parvati's marriage with Siva. Excellence of the Gautama pool. Others

are named Kartikeya— Garuda.—Galava —chacra Ndga—linga—surya—koti

—Devi—satru— Vigna—Agni—cumhha—'Atreya—Janardhana ; and there

are many more specified, with their value and excellency. Panegyric also

of some rivers : leaf 131—299.

The book is loi.g, and thick, with a brass pin, recent.

17. No. 280. Marcandeya purdnam, slocas.

1—138 adhydyas, complete.

The following are a few indices of the contents. Bala deva went on

a pilgrimage to various sacred pools, and temples—life of Harischandra-—on

conception, and growth of the foetus in the womb—various «araca5 such as

Raurava and ttiaha raurava—description of the pains (ydtana) inflicted by

Yama—on sins which lead to naraca ; and on sins wliich lead to other births

—on the excellency of a chaste wife—details of the miner avdara oC Datta-

treya., as a son of Brahma, and his consort ; Dattdtreya was a r?.s7i?' (Vishnu
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son of -S^'aAwrt) tliere is no tlifterence between the soul of man, and Isvaiu

or God. The rules and customs of the four castes of Brahman, Cshkriya^

Vaisija, Sudra, and the four dzramas of JSrahmachari, GrihasCha, Vana-

prnsi''/ia, Sanniijdsi. On the birth of Ganga. Description of the creation of

the world, and of the beings contained in it—description oi Jamhu dvipa. Talc

o^ Manu—marriage of Svarochlsa manu. The Devi mahatmyam, or popular

legend of Durga. killing Mahishasura (known as the sapta sati or 700 slocas)

the "ods praised Deoi for the achievement

—

Rahta-hhtija and Sumba were also

killed by Devi ; some spells, or formules, that have reference to the secret wor-

ship of Devi, with the connected fire-offerings. Chandrica archana vidhi ^mode

of ritual homage to Devi; chandrica hriidaija— Devi's heart; praise used as a

charm—details as to the fourteen Manus, governing as many manuvdntaras.

Origin of Mdrtdnda, or the sun. Adiiya stoiira praise of the sun. Details

of kings of the solar, and lunar races. On the excellency of this puranam

;

and the great benefit following from hearing it read ; a common mode of

closing a work : leaf 1—263, and 63 blank leaves.

The book is long, very thick, and recent.

18. No. 281. Padma purdnain, the uttara khanda7n containing the

Mdqlia mahatmyam : 1—27 adhydyas, complete so far, Vasishta to

king Dilipa.

Chiefly on the merit of bathing in the month Maglta ; illustrated by

lec^ends. Occasion for a fuller abstract will occur under the Telugu trans-

lation of this 2nd part.

—Mriga sringa mahatyavi a legend to illustrate the miraculous etfect of

bathing in the Caveri. It is abstracted elsewhere.

— Ganjendra mocsha mahatmyam, this differs from the episode in the

BJu'tgavatam—punishment of various sins in the world of Varna.

— Siva rdtri mahatmyam, and some others : leaf 1— 102.

The book is long, somewhat thick, slightly injured.

19. No. 282. Padma puranam, slocas. The pdtdla khanda—Srd to

68th adhydya, incomplete—narrated by Seahan to Bhadsiyq,yana

rishi.

Birth and life of Rdma—origin of Rdvana, down to his being killed hj

7?«»m —beginning of an asvamedlia ydgam by Rdma—the horse seized by

Chevana, by Chitrangan, by Pushcara, each one a king, and each one killed.

Kusa and Lava seized the horses. Rama went, and overcame them. The

matter is like that of the uttara Ramayanam ; but it may also belong to

the Padma puranam : leaf 6—114.

The book is long, somewhat thick, recent.
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20. No. 283. Linga purdnam slocas.

By Suta— 159 adhydyas—complete.

1.) Purva bhdgavi or first part.

On creation—preservation— destruction—glory of Siva—on the origin

of the linga and its excellence — Fi»7t«?< praised Siva—mode of homage to the

Saiva symbol— Sica is Paratvatny or Fara Brahm—the dhermas, or duties

proper to the kreta, treta, dcapura and kali yugas. Description of Jamhu

dwipa, and of Maha wtru—regions of the sun and planets—description of

them— birth or origin of the devatas or celestials—the solar line of kings— on

the burning three towns " Cities of the plain" {Tripura dahanam) ; excellence

of the five lettered Siva spell ; some so termed upanishadas relative to Siva.

On C«5j or Benares—on Sri Sailam'in Telingana—excellency of those places—
the legend concerning Ntisinha and Sarahha ; or Siva's assuming the shape

of a fabulous bird ; and, with its beak, taking blood out of the head of Vishnu^

who had drunk the blood of his victim. On the burning of Manmata, son

of Vishnu—marriage of Siva with Parvati.

2.) Uttara bhdgam—On the observance of the 11th lunar day as a fast

—

on the glory of FzsAn?^—description of the qualitifs of devotees who

worship Vishnu; glory of Ambariska a king and devotee of Vishnu. On
the pasupata vriita, a penance directed to Siva—mode of initiation, as to

those who wear a lingam on their persons. On the Canyu dhnam, or gift

of a virgin in marriage, paying expences ; the pasupati yoga^ a kind of

ascetic exercise : leaf 1—299 and 13 blank leaves.

21. No. 286. Brahmdnda purdnum the purva and uttara hhdgas,

the latter defective : slocas 1— 114 adhydyas.

1.) Purva bhdgam, containing.

(1.) Art'ha panchaca vivaram 1— 30 adhyayas glory of Vishnu generally.

(2.) Sri rangha mahatmyam 1— 10 adhyayas, see other notices.

(3.) Vencata giri mahatmyam 1— 10 adhyayas, see various other proceeding notices.

2.) Uttara bhdgam.

The lalitopakhydnam, 4 khandas, Saiva in kind

—

avirhhdva—
yuddha—dyattana—mantra.

The avirhhdva hhanda has 10 adhyayas, on the origin of Siva. On

Dacsha^s sacrifice, with its consequences, and the burning of Manmata—on the

six places of iSai'va^, specialties of the human body— on renouncing family

cares, with mantras, and their excellence, and on expiation for anything omit-

ted, or by oversight wrong, in those mantras ; with other matters. The other

khandas were not particularly examined : leaf 1—270.

The book is long, very thick, with a brass pin, and recent.

El
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22. No. 287. Vd}/u purdnam, slocas.

1—35 adhydyas, this is little more than the beginning—incomplete

The height and breadth of Maha niciu—on some smaller hills ; as Caldchala

—Goverdhana giri— Vindya parvatam—Himaut girt, with others, their

heights, and other measures—Dimensions of the worlds ; on the paths, or orbits

of the sun, moon and planets ; and on the region of the fixed stars—on the

divisions of the moon's path into twenty seven daily mansions ; ascending and

descending nodes. On Jyotisha, or astrology : description of duties proper to

the Call yvga, and on the adherma, or defect in duties ; some details as to

Siva^s swallowing the poison of the serpent Vasuki in the Curma avatdram —
and description of the Triptira dahanam or burning three towns—so far only

here.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, recent.

2d. No. 289. Vardha purandm, slocas with prose 74th adhyaya

defective 75— 122 adhyaya 123rd defective.

The base of Mount Meiu described; forest—river— hills—men,

women, their form described—seven hills— called ktdachola, description of

kusa divipa and krauncha dzvipa (^p° Nardyana delegated power to fara-

mdtina—Paramatma to Para Drahm, by whom Brahma and all things, and

beings were created, or formed. Other matter; among them—on the gift of

a cow—its various productions, which are all given with it- great benefit re-

sulting from that gift—praise of FiA"/mw— religious duties o? JBrahmaris

—

various kinds of sins, or crimes ; many kinds of charitable duties, or acts of

merit—the different works proper to be done in the six seasons : and other

matters. The work is not complete ; and of what there is only a few matters

can be taken out : leaf 97—148.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

24. No. 290. Bhdryavaupapurdiias, Ideas, the uttara khajida com-

plete 1—40 adhydyas.

On the Bhadrica azrama fane.

iSarayana related this to Naran. Glory of VisJmu as residing on

Vaiconfha. Loca'matrii—the seven mothers of the world, or of all things ;

especially on Lacshmi ; on tapas or penance, as purchasing beatitude—desci-ip-

tion of Vishnu-hhakli, or devotedness to Vishnu. List of kings in the satya,

trela, and dwdpura yugas : 276 to 342 or 07-

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent, no boards.

25. No. 291. Pardsara upapurdnam slocas i— 18 adhydyas, com-

plete, Saiva in kind. Siva is possessor, or lord of the world.

Assumed to be proved from the Vedas, which are stated to be an

authoritative rule.
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Also said to be from the Vedas, a description of Saiva modes of

bathing, of prtiyer, of penance, and of various modes of ritual observance.

Glory of Brahmans ; and in particular of the haulina hrahmans of the

sacti piija, OY iem^\Q energy system. On the respective results from /)2(wyam

moral merit, and pdpam crime. Value of the rudrdcsha beads, and the bhas-

mam or ashes; and on the importance of wearing these on the body. On the

importance of the 6ve lettered spell, muttered, and the syllables counted on the

finger joints. On sins of ignorance, removed by mantras, as an expiation.

Siva pvja mahatmyam g\oxy of the Saiva ritual: leaf 37- 78=42, with 10

blank leaves.

The book is of medium size, very thick, recent.

26. No. 292. Brahma ^^urdnam, the uttara khanda which ir. Saiva

{the jyiirva khanda I—22 adhydjjas, which is Vdishnava, is nol in

this book) uttara khandam 23—44 adhydyas, slocas.

Excellence of the five lettered spell, and of homage on the Siva rdiri;

the legend of Go/tema—homage to Siva in the pradosha hdlam, from about

5 to 6 P. M. on the I3th lunar day ; this is a good time only to Siva^ he

then danres ; to others it is a bad time. Excellency of daily homage rendered

to i^iva. Details of certain matters made by Siva to Nandi—they relate to

mukti or beatification. On the excellency of Siva cavacliam, or spell for

protection. On the value of vibhuti or cow-dung ashes—the like concerning

the triple stripe of ashes on the forehead. Sharada mnhatmyam glory of a

sacti goddess—excellency of the sicred beads ; how they ought to be worn.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.

27. No. 295. Brahmdnda purdnam slocas, 1—-20 adhyayas the

21st defective Vdishnava in kind.

On the kallii avatara—how it will happen ; is to be born of a Biuh-

man, and having the face of a horse.

—Benefit of daily homage to Vishnu—seva mahatmyam importance of

service ; and of daily seeing an image of Vishnu. On the importance

of coiis'jcrating any new temple : utsova mahatmyam^ or glory of

festival processions. On the excellency of washing the feet of an

image. On vpasaram or minor services, as lights, food, ornaments,

bathing ; and others, like them, in temples. Excellency of mental

homage. At the end are matters on the early avataras : as Matsya—
Curma^ Vardha &c., leaf 1—56.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, without boards,

very slightly injured.
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^8. No. 296. Scdnda purdnam slocas.

Saura samhita 1— 18 adhydyas incomplete, ascribed to the sun. Chief

matters—on the contents of the four vedas. On Siva—he is the Supreme lord

of the world. Others (as Vishnu &c.) are his followers, or servants; the

spells of five, and of six letters, and other Saiva mantras—glory of those

spells—there is no difference between Isvara, and the human soul ; illustra.

tive legends of secular events : leaf 1—38.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

29. No. 297. Pata yojana, a comment on the Cdsi khanda of the

Scanda purdnani.

By Vencata Ndrdyana—no mulam, from 31— 65 adhydyam, in-

complete.

(A larger comment is entitled Brihadvyakyanam ; this book is

a shorter one).

It relates to Saiva matters at Benares ; as kala Bhairava—Danda

pani—Rudra ; many lingas, their glory. On pahmistry, and many other

matters, not capable of abstract. Some fuller notice of the Cdsi khanda, will

elsewhere appear.

Leaf 6—262.

The book is somewhat long, very thick, with a brass pin—recent.

30. No. 298. Curma purdnatn, slocas.

1—44 adhydyas not in regular order.

This book was not particularly examined owing to the contents

of the puranas being better known, than those of many other books.

Its name would imply its being Vaishnava ; but this is a studied deception,

as the book is Saiva in kind. It goes through the usual range oi pau-

ranic legends ; and might merit translation.

The book is long, very thick, with a brass pin recent.

30^. No. 299. Suta sanhita, the Yagnya vaihhava khandam, slocas.

1

—

S^ adhydyam, and 20 slocas of the 34th from the 4th khanda of

the scanda purdnam.

Oil different kinds of sacrifices. A discrimination concerning them, and

their value stated in detail.

On the power of the panchacshari or five lettered Saiva spell. Mode

of wearing the distinctive marks of a Saiva devotee ; as ashes, beads, &;c.

Siva is supreme, and sacrifices must be offered to him alone.

At the end one leaf of an almanac, Chiira month of Visvavasu je&r.

leaf 51 -87.

The book is long, thin, without boards, sliglitly damaged.
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31. No. oOO. Paid i/i>jana,uo 7nulam, n comment on i\i\i Cdsi khanda

of the scanda purdnam, by Fencata hldrdyana.

68—100 adhydyam, consequently in advance of 29 No. 297, but

still incomplete.

Account of Cdsi, Legend of krit/.i tdsa Isvara ; and on O^m-kara Isva-

ra his glory. Legends of various other gods, or else forms of ^^2»a worshipped

there, in different temples ; Isvara gave a divine gift to the risM Durvdsa-

When Vydsa lifted up both his hands to declare, or svrear that Vishnu is

supreme, Siva ordered his hands to remain that way fixed, to teach Vydsa his

own supremacy. DitTerent Cshetras (places or temples) and tirt'lias (bathing-

pools) are described ; and have their value m:ignified ; leaf 1— 125.

The book is long, somewhat thick, and recent.

32. No. 301. Scanda purdnam ; Bhima Ichandnm, slocas. Leading-

object, the Bhimesvara linga ; but with matter introductory, or

subordinate.

Glory of Benares. The sacrifice of Dacsha in detail. Description of

Dacsha vdtti, atown. Glory of F?s/i«M at Praydyi (Allahabad) and of the

same at Jaganafha pari ; with bathing pools, and votaries. Fame of Sinhacha-

la. On the form of Siva at Prit'ha-puri—its fame, Agastesvara or Sanga-

mesvara, forms, or representations of Visvandi^ha, and Ganga at Cdsi.

Panegyrics of Anna purni, and Visaldcshi, goddesses at Cdsi,

Bhimesvara livga is in Dacshi vdtti town—this is the chief subject.

The seven rishis^ and Surya also, paid homage on the banks of the

south sea (lake?). Panegyric of ;-i\?Aw—ascetic service by prostration, or

by being seated, some enquiries into the meaning of Vedaic passages. An
enquiry as to Para Brahm, on the cCdndita scheme. Mode of pvja, or homage

to lihimesvara ; leaf 1—83, or 1—32 adliydynm.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

?to. No. 302. Scanda purdnam.

1.) Samhhava cdndam 1—50 asvdsas.

Praise of Siva—Sivarahasyam, or legend of the birth of Subrah-

manya—the burning oi Manmata— the devas and others rendered homage
to Siva—Ta\Q of the marriage of Siva and Parvati—glory of Suhrah-

manya described

—

Suhrahmanya warred with, and overcame Tdracdsura,

and others—details on that subject, 8 adhydyos.

2.) Tdracdsura cdndam.

Births of Tdracdsura, and other asm as. Legend of Casyapa, a son

of Brahma—by Diii, one of his two wives, millions of asuras were born.
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the genealogy of these asuras—their conduct—^peiiance— strength, cour-

age, described : 15 adhyayas, leaf 1—78.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on talipat leaves, small

writing, recent.

o4. No. 303, Scanda purdnam.

The Vaisacha mahatmyam^^slocas, 24 adhyayas, complete.

On the distinguished excellenee of the lunar month Vdisac'ha (May,

June) and great benefits following from bathing and gifts, in that month. It

is good to bathe in the early morning. Gifts of water to drink, of an umbrella,

of a fan, of shoes, of a bed or mattras, are of great value in this month. On

gifts of garments, of ornaments, of sandal wood ground to a paste with water.

If homage is rendered to Krishna by tlie tulsi plant this is very beneficial.

In that month if water be not given to the thirsty, the person who refuses it

will be born as a bird. Tales in illustration of foi'egoing points. Legends as

to worship ; and benefit of such tales read.

The 11th lunar day bright half in Vaisacha month is a time for earIj'-

bathing, and for gifts—followed by great benefits ; leaf 67— 103.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

25. No, 309, Pdta yojana, a comment on the Casi khandam oi i\\e

Scanda purdnam, prose, incomplete.

By Vencata Ndrdyana 1—30 adhyayas.

Dispute of the Vindhya mountain with Nareda— it rose so high as to

hinder the sun's course— the celestials complained. Agaatya was directed to

humble it.s pride. His wife's chastity, and general excellence. On the hill at

iSri Sailam—and on the merit of going on pilgrimage to bathe in celebrated

pools. Legend of Siva sarmam ; details of his life, till he was beatified. Ayni

born—form described—the world of fire 'described^—on doing penance to Siva

because he is lord of water. Description of the world of Varuria i. e. region

of clouds, and rain. Legend of Vayu the god ofw.nd. Curera^ the genius of

wealth, did penance to Sivay and became a siddha. On Chandra the moon,

Sucra Venu.s, Guru Jupiter, Sani Saturn—and on the seven rishis. Glory

of Cast or Benares—and of the river Ganges ; leaf 1—99.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

36. No. 313. Vayaviya samhita, the purva hhdga, from a Saiva

purdnam..

Praise of Siva ascribed to Brahma. Legend of Fayic deoa, coming to

the rishis in the Naimisara wilderness.

Description of the surupa, or nature of Pura Brahm, according to t'je

Advaita system. Sica is truly Para Baalim. Ho is sarta vyapi or omni-

present, lie sees all things, and hoars all things. His hands (power) and
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))is feet (presence) are everywhere, and in all things. He is Pardtparam

higher than the high (most high) or more heavenly than the heavenly.

Divisions of time by a^/a/za^ or half years, rwi?/ season, ma^a month,

varusha yeiir, &c.

Origin of the world. In general, and in various ways, the glory of Siva

declared : 38 leaves 1— 18 adhyayas.

The book is somewhat long, thin, very old, and ver}- much in-

jured.

37. No. 334. Suna pacskiyam, a comment on the Bhdgavatam.

Only the lOth scandam 87 adltyayas complete. On the birth, early

habits, and life oi^ Krishna ; leaf 1 - 33.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

38. No. 335. Muni bhava pracdsica.

Another comment on the 10th book of the Bhdgavatam, by
Krishnamdcharya.

A fragment of another work is prefix(^d 73 adhyayas, the 32nd and

34th defective ; to whom this comment belongs is not apparent.

Then follows the work specified— /;?i?-rrt hhciya 1—50 adhyayas, uttara

bhaga. 51—73 adltydyas not finished ; in the midst are a few blank leaves.

The book is long, very .hick, old ; but in good order.

38|. No. 338. Bhdgavatam.

By Suca, slocas, with some prose.

The 1st to the 4th scandam, so far complete.

A somewhat full abstract of the earlier portions of the Bhdgava-

tam will elsewhere appear.

The book is long, very thick, slightly injured.

39. No. 339. Sri dliariyam, a prose comment on the Bhdgavatam.

By Sri dhara.

The 4th, 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, lOth scandas ; the 3 first, and the 7th with the 11th an

12th wanting.

The 4th scandam 31 adhyayas. •

5th „ 26 „

6th „ 19 „

8tb „ 2+ „

9th ' „ 24

lOih „ 50 ,, on\y to the QX\(i. oiihc purva bhngam.

Leuf 1—285 the 6th and Sth scandams are continuously numbered, as though there

were no oraission.

The book is long, very thick, with brass pin, recent.
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40. No. 340. Bhdgavatam.

By Suca, slocas with some prose mingled, 6th and 7th scandas

complete.

6th scandam 19 adhydyas.

7th „ 15

Leaf 1—68.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

41. No. 341. Sri dhariyam, prose.

The 7th scandam wanting in No. 339, is here made a distinct

book, 15 adhydyas.

The more prominent matters are

—

—The legend of Prahldda—a description of the duties proper to the four

castes (or colors) and the four orders of celibate student, householder

bermit, and close ascetic A full explanation ef the latter, or Sanniyaais

duties, and also of the *• heavenly duties" of a householder : leaf 191 —233.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

42. No. 34)2. Bhdgavatam, a comment on the 10th scandam.

By Appaji Pandita ; from bQ to 95 adhyaynm both mulam and

comment, incomplete, and the leaves strung in reverse order , leaf

1—220.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

43. No. 343. Bhdgavatam.

By Suca—slocas.

The loth book 1—91 adhydyas.

11th „ 1—31 „

12th „ 1—13 „

Leaf 1— 190.

The whole life, and adventures of Krishna, with connected

episodes.

The book is long, thick, not injured.

44. No. 344. Sri dhariyam, a comment on the Bhdgavatam, with-

out the mulam.

30th book uttara bhdga 51—90 adhyayam,

11th „ 1—31 adhyayam. •

12th „ 1—13 „ leaf 1—165.

The book is long, and thick.
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45. No. 370. Scanda purdnam.

The Nagara khandam—slocas.

1—9 adhydyam the 10th defective. It is also termed Visvacarma

updkhydnam.

Description of the Nairmsara vana and of rishis, or anchorites there.

They asked Suta concerning the origin of all things, and Suta replied:

stating that Devi asked Siva about Visvacarvia. Description of Maha vieru ;

and the form of Visvacarma described. Glory of the mystic O'wj— of

the live Srahmas-—^of the five Saiva-sactis or mothers, and of the five

devas ; concerning the eighteen puranas. In this one it is stated that from

the thousand headed Brahm,, all gods, men, &c., were born or produced.

The name Visvacarma is here applied to that being ; it is equivalent to Creator

of all things. Oi'igin of the Trinnirti, ; or Brahma, Vishnu, Siva. On the

four colors ; or Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaisya, Sudra. Origin of metals. The

sun is the visible image of the T/imurti. On the shodasa carma or sisteen

auspicious household ceremonies. The, gayntri—its god—glory of the gayalri.

On the dimensions, and proportions of fire-pits, for offerings. On vpearing

the vibhnti or cow-dung ashes, and also the rudrdcsha beads. Men are descend"

ed from Manu (the 1st Manu is Adam, the 7th Noah) differences among men,

as to form, color, &c. described. There are five Brahmas ; colors of the five.

The sons of Visvacarma—how they were born : description of the origin of

the universe. Details as to Ganga—breaks off, not finished.

The book is somewhat long, thin, has no boards. It seems

curious ; and, in parts, worth translation.

46. No. 376. Three pieces.

].) Gajendra mocsham—slocas.

1—4 adhydyas—7 leaves, 1 broken ; an episode from the 8th

book of the Bhdgavatam.

2.) Dasama scanda—Bhagavatam.

14 adhydyas 10th book—on Krishna 177— 180 or 4 leaves.

3.) The 3rd sargam only from the Bala candam of the Rdrndyanamt

only 3 leaves, and unimportant to transfer—in all 14 leaves.

The book is of medium length, and damaged.

47. No. 393. Brahmdnda purdnam.

The Varuna vaibhava hhanclam from Brahma to Ndreda—life of

Mduktica rishi—slocas incomplete.

Origin of the Brahman, and other three colors. Differences in the

modes of performing ceremonies—on the formation of eighteen classes by an

intermixture of castes—Legend of Jdnu/nan an asura.

Fl
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Legendary tale of Mauktica rishi Vuvacarma is sLatcd to have made

a large Ydga salt, or hall for siacrifice, on the banks of the Ganges. On the

slaying Jdnuman asura. As the principal incident relates to the above rishi

this piece is known as Mtikti rishi purdnam,.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards ; the leaves

are broken.

48. No. 394. Suta samhita, slocas.

By Suta.

The 1st khafidam 1—12 adhydyas, and part of the 13th. An enu-

meration of the puranas and upa purdnas. The samhitas'.hy different authors,

such as ParGsam, &c. defined. iSawAifa appears to correspond with ouvrage,

work.

The Pasupati vrilia, a kind of homage to Siva, explained.

The practice of gndnam (wisdom, or asceticism) leads to beatification.

Description of time by its divisions. Some upakhndnas, or biography

of legendary kind, illustrating the benefits accruing from the pasupati vriiiam,

leaf 1—22.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

49. No. 396. Sri Bhdgavatam.

1— 12 scandas—slocas—complete.

1 iScihas 19 adhyayas 7 5c ; has \^ adhxjAyas.

2 „ 10 „ 8 „ 2t

3 „ 33 „ 9 „ 24

4 „ 30 „ 10 „ 9!) ,,

5 „ 26 „ ri „ 31

6 „ 19 „ 12 „ 13

Creation and various legendary matters, Vaishnava in kind. The ten

avatdras', a nd specially that of ^/vW^^ja. See other notices. The leaves are

correct ; and, as a complete copy, the book has value. One leaf, at the end, is

is a fragment, on homage to Sarasvati : leaf 1—276.

The book is long, of double thickness, old, slightly injured.

50. No. 400. Bhdgavatam—slocas.

The 8th scandom 1—24 adhyayas, complete, only injured. On the

Curma avatdram, or churning the milk sea by the devas and asuras, with the

issuing of various products, especially the umrUa ; the dispute about it—and

some other legends : leaf 48— 81.

The book is somewhat long, and thin ; without boards, very

much damaged.
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51. No. 632. Cumara samhhavam—mulam by Call ddsa with a

ilea, called Savjivini by Kola chela malli ndtlia. .

1—6th sarga—but wanting the 4th, five remain—the tica of each fol-

lows at its end.

Description of Himalaya ; birth of ParvaH—the penance of Siva, and

down to the marriage of Parvati, not beyond, leaf 1—5 and 1— 83.

This is a maJia cavyam or classic poem ; but the matter pdura-

nical.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent,

small writing.

52. No, 670. Sanjivini, a comment on the Cumara sambhava, by

Koia chela ndtha suri.—The tica alone of the 1st sarqam. Descrip-

tion of mount Himdut ; and of Parvati, from her head down to

her feet : 30 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, one leaf

broken.

5S. No. 679. For sect. 1 see XXVI.

Sect. 2. Brahmdnda purdnam, slocas, about 4 adhydyas, from

its damaged state the exact number of chapters cannot be determined—
the subjects—the glory of Vishnu ; description of the world, with its

inhabitants : 46 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin, very old, and much damag-

ed, no boards.

54. No. 711. Cumara sambhava.

By Cdli ddsa, slocas, incomplete 1—6 sargam 7th wanting ; 8tli

right ; no comment. As before, with the marriage of Parvati, and

birth of Cumara or Subrahmanya : 1—29 leaves.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

55. No. 718. Cumara sambhava vyakhydnam—hy Kola chela malli

ndtlia.

The 60 slocas of the 1st sargam with a comment on them, birth

of Parvati on Himdut mountain : leaf 1— 19.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured.

5Q. No. 725. Cumara sambhavam.

By Cdli ddsa—60 slocas 1st sargam.

The 2nd sargam, SiXso of QO slocas, has the comment on them,
Sanjivini, as above : subjects as above indicated : leaf 56—67 and
14—28.

The book is of medium length, thin, injured.
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XXIV. PuRANAs, local or mahatmyas.

1. No. 224. Setu mahalmyam, said to be from the scanda'puranam ;

slocas ; the 8th 52nd and 45th adhydyan.

Legends as to the excellency of bathing pools, named respectively papa

vimocha—mangala—ecanda—Rama— Agastya—Rama—Lacshmi—Agni—
Siva^d'^hanush—koii and various others ; tending to illustrate the high

virtue of the set.u or isthmus, known as Rama's bridge. Some matter also

on the excellence of ashes from the pit of a fire offering to Brahma. One

leaf at the end. contains a veda verse, used when bathing in the sea: leaf

36—252.

The book is long, thick, old, damaged.

2. No. 248. Three books.

1.) Vencata giri mahatmyam, legend of Tripeti ; said to be from the

Vdmana puranam.

Another name is Vencatddri—account of its bathing pools, especially

the one named after Capilu, which was told by Sanatcitmdra to Agastya, and

others. Also concerning the sodmi pushcara pool—which may be said to

include all others ; even the Ganges flows into it. Legend of Vishnu's incar-

nation at this place. On his visva 7-upa, or universal form—its display

Great benefits flow from gifts made on that hill to its temple. Various other

matters as to the hill—its pools, and the glory of Vishnu : from 20th to 44th

adhydyam.

2.) Nilddri mahatmyam otherwise Mukti chintdmani or Purushot-

tama cshetra mahatmyam or Jayandt'ha mahima ; that is Juggernaut

in Orissa.

Details of sacred pools there—if any die at that place (as many do)

beatification will be obtained—at that place no distinctions of caste are recog-

nized ; even pariars and Brahmans eat together. The legend of finding the

wooden images, floated thither by a river,

3.) Sri rangha cshetra mahatmyam.

Legend of the shrine near Trichinopoly, on an island in the

Cavery river.

On the excellency, and divine origin of the shrine, with various hyper-

bole.

The Cavery mahatmyam—or glory of the river—legend of Chandra

/?Ms/icara, a bathing pool—glory of the lord of /SH rangham—legend of his

descent there, with other details ; said to be from the iSrahmdnda puranam.

Fuller notice will elsewhere be given : leaf 1— 158, and 12— 14.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, w^ith narrow leaves ; some

of them broken, pieces only remaining ; and, in other parts, damaged.
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3. No. 256. Legend of a pool at Sri sailam.

Five leaves containing 36 slocas are prefixed, containing praise

of Siva, by Malhana,

Then,

—Main kunda tirtlia mahatmyam. Kunda is properly a vessel to re-

ceive offerings ; by metonymy applied to a pool at ^'r^ sailam. The

legend is said to be from the Scanda furdnam. This pool is consider-

ed to be the sacred presence of Parvati—its excellency, and the benefit

of bathing in it, amplified : lO leaves irregularly strung, and broken.

The book is of medium length, without boards, damaged.

4. No. 259. Vencata giri mahatmyam, stated to be from the Vard-

ha ptcrdnam.

The celebrity of Tripeti : by Vi^hmis order ddi sesha, became visible

there, in the form of a hill. Legend of Vishnu^s''Avst coming thither with Lac-

shmi, and dwelling there. Vishnu s hunting, and other amusements, on that

hill

—

Atijindchala— Vencafachala— Vencatddri are other names of the hill, or

its peaks— Vishnu received permission fiom Brahma to come, and reside there,

for the benefit of the world at large. (It was once a &aica fane). If groves

for shelter, or pools for bathing are formed there, the doing so is very meritori-

ous. Tiie merit as to quantum described.

On the Svdmi pusltacarini, and other pools—their excellency, and the

glory of Vishnu as residing there : with many like matters. In exemplifica-

tion of the said particulars, a variety of legendary tales are narrated.

1-—6 adhydyas 7th defective and 34th to 62 adhydyas : leaf 1— 16,

and 1—48-

The book is of medium size, v/ithout boards, damagedby termites.

5. No. 261. Hasti giri mahatmyam legend of Couj^evevaxn—said to

be from the Brahmdnda purdnam, slocas 1—18 adhydyas.

Description of the locality—a sacrifice there by Brahma ; in anger Sa-

rasvati took the form of a river, and quenched the fire of the sacrifice ; it was

renewed by Brahma, In the end Varada raja came forth, from the flame of

the sacrifice as a warrior ; and devouring the entrails of the sheep offered.

Brahma's act of praise to Vishnu, in that form. The mode of closing the

sacrifice. The excellence of the hill, known as Hasti giri in Sanscrit or dnai

malai in Tamil, and of the temple of Varada raja built thereon : leaf 25—81

and 45 blank leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

[The above silly legend is not only believed, but multitudes of in

tellectual Hindus go from Madras to pay their devotion to the warrior

god; and to—the dasis].
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51. No. 262. Four pieces.

1.) Tirfha Ichandam from the Brahmdnda purdnam —slocas, 1—12

adhydjjas not complete. On the Pendkinni, a river near Conjeveram.

On the garuda pool, and Vegavati river, their excellence, and value

for the removal of sin.

2.) Tirfha cdndam, from the Scandapurdnam slocas, 1—14 adhydyas

incomplete.

On the Jgastya—Arjuna—Pardsara ; Marga, tirt'kas or bathing

pools, their excellence, and cleansing virtue stated.

3.) Vencata giri mahatmyam, slocas 1—10 adhydyam, incomplete.

On the rangha vimanam—the chandra pushcarini pool, the

wpaya Odveri another pool, and generally, on the locality and temple

of " Seringham" near Trichinopoly ; see other notices : 107 leaves in all.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

damaged.

5|. No. 278. Siva rahasyam, or Cdla hasti mahatmyam, slocas

1—90 adhydyam complete. From a multiplicity of headings a few

may suffice.

iS'iva became incarnate by the desire o^ Brahma— Vishnu, in some

placos. paid homage to Siva. High excellence of Cdla hasti, and some other

Saiva shrines. Details of modes of penance practised at them. Brahma^s

first creation of the world. Origin of gold, and other metals. Vital energy in

living being how formed. How the six great sins arise in the human body.

On differences of pulses, and vital airs how formed, their places or sites—

•

spiritual qualities of ihe soul described. The benefit of a horse sacrifice, and

of other sacrifices described. H>>w the hota and ruchvia iu sacrifices, must

be managed

On the fcur classes of Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaisya, Sudra, their sub-

divisions, and various duties,

Sica's supremacy over all—suitable to be \worshipped by all men—his

glory. Intermediately on the excellence of Visvamitra and other sages. This

local purdna was told by Momasa to Bharadvdja ; leaf 1—391 two leaves 145,

255 broken.

The book is long, more than doubly thick, with a brass' pin, re-

cent, a few leaves damaged.

6. No. 293. Sveta giri mahatmyam, slocas stated to be from the

Padma purdnam.

The *' white mountain" is said to be in Svetadwipa, or " white

continent," and the site of the Curma avatdra : 1st to 30th adhydyam.
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the last one defective. Fame of that hill, as Vishnu there assumed the

form of a tortoise
;
glory of Vifthnu. There is also a form of Siva wor-

shipped, by the name of Njdnesvara—his glory : 27 leaves.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent ; the last leaf

broken.

[If Wilford had not pitched on the white cliffs of Albion for his

*' white island," he might have alighted on Sweden, and turned the

Baltic into the " Milk Sea." Sweden seems to be a Sanscrit derivation
;

and Scandinavia implies the region of Scanda, or Suhrahmanya. Both

however must be secondary terms. The original sites being farther

eastward.] •

7. No. 294 Mukti Chintamani, another name for ISIilddri maliat^

myam or legend of Juggernaut. From a book entitled Vishnu

rahasyam-, only the 21st adhydyam—slocas, a little prose.

Near the South sea is a hill, known as Nildchala, and on it a

Vaiu (or pool) a temple also. In the fane is a dahi furushottama an

image of Vishnu, formed of wood. It came thither of old, from Vai-

contlia. The glory of that jagat cuta (peak of the world). If any one

die in that temple, or do penance there, his beatification {mukti) is as-

sured. Hence its glory. The high virtue of the water on that hill.

These various matters are sought to be authenticated by srilti (tradition,

and smritis) written books ; various slocas and other verses are extract-

ed from other books : leaf 1—28.

The book is somewhat long, without boards, recent, v supra and

310 infra.

8. No. oOl. Pattasa c&hetra mohatmyam said to be from the

Scanda purdiicm, Sula to other rishis ; Yet is also termed

Cumara samhita.

The tirfha ydtra khandam.

The Bhadra kundam is a bathing pool on the banks of Gautama's river

(the Cavery.) the excellpnce of that river. The Vira linga Siva-~\ts gloi-y,

and value. On the sacrifice of Dacsha—self immolation o^ Sati—the pattasa

cshetra is a circuit of 5 coss—and that place is like Casi. Bathing there

on the SivJ. rdtri is very meritorious—death then is followed by beatification.

Vdli and Sugriva, by bathing in the Bhadra kundam washed away their sins.

Mode of formino the Sri chacra, a diagram to be worshipped according to the

^acti piija, or female energy homage—Legend of Bhdrgava or Purasu Rama,
Surya (the sun) fixed the Vira linga. Rama after killuig Ravana bathed to-

gether with his brother in the Bhadra hundam. Cumara vijaya vritanda, or

conquests by Suhrahmanya. Legends of Prahldda, Uiranya casipu, and

Bhii>hma, 1—44 adhyayas :
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Leaf 1— 162, but there are many omissions of passages, leaving

lacunes in different places.

The book is somewhat long, thick, recent, but blackened so as to

look old,

9. No. 308. Cdnchi mahatmyam, slocas said to he from the scanda

purdnam.

Legend of the large Saiva temple of 'Ecambesvara.

The glory of Ecambesvara ndtha. The special benefit of sraddhas,B.n6i

other ceremonies when performed at Conjeveram. Benefits resulting from

various kinds of gifts made there. On some personal observances, before and

after sun rise. The benefits of homage directed to Uma and Mahesvara.

Concerning the excellence of the symbol named after Agastya, and the mode

of homage thereto. If any decay or want of repair occur in the temple of

'Ecambhvara, or in the outer court, or in the surrounding wall, or any other

part of the building, then to repair the said defect, or to build any part anew,

will be followed by immense benefits.

On the duties, or proper deportment of the four castes residing in

Conjeveram, or of the four orders of celibate student, householder, sojourner

in wilds, or strict ascetics. The chapters in this book are not regular ; and

the numbering the leaves 1—30 not in order.

The book is long, without boards.

10. No. 310. Purushottama cshetra mahatmyam, slucas complete.

By Jdimini, yet from the scanda purdnam.

Glory of the temple of Jagandtlia.

Praise of the hill termed Nildcliala. It is on the north shore of the

sea—on the south bank of the Malta nad'i, or great river. Praise of the place,

ascribed to Brahma.

On the glory of Krishna, as worshipped there. Excellence of Vaishnava

votaries at that place. Many legends in reference to the temple, or its pre-

cincts. The excellence of Vishnu -blLaid i, or devotedncss to Vishnu, there

practised. A tale of Casi ra/a. Legend of the vfz^y heiwQon Pasupat'i {Siva)

and Krishna ; Subhadra a sister of Krishna, worshipped there, is a portion of

Lacshmi. The legeftd of Indradhyumna, a king of yore in that neighbour-

hood. Days for the public procession of Juggernaut. Many legends about

the wooden images floated down by the river, and now deemed gods.

[The word /a^awa^Via or " lord of the universe" is one of the

best in Hindu usage ; but pitiably misapplied in this instance. It

should be remembered to distinguish between contempt for the name

itself, and that for the block of wood to which it is unhappily applied] :

leaf 1—116.

The book is long, and somewhat thick, recent.
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XXV. Ritual.

1. No. 3. Eight pieces with others smaller.

1.) Fumsha sucta bkd<;7jnm, a comment, or explanation of a passage

in the Fecias, which declares Fishnus glory, and is used in ritual

services.

2. ) Sani ischara stottra slocas.

Praise of the slow moving Saturn, considered to be the cause of

disease : and this piece is a sort of flattery for its removal.

3.) Siva pratishtlia vidhi • mode of consecrating an image in a Saiva

fane ; not in any other locality.

4.) Prcma j^rcitishtlia vidhi, mode of injecting life (or deity) into an

image, by means of mantras : before this act it is the mere materi-

al ; after it, a god.

5.) Partliiva liyiga puja vidhi : mode of homage to an earthen sym-

bol of Siva V. 6, No. 36.

6.) Stavara deva pratishfha vidhi, mode of consecrating an image

fixed in a fane ; as distinguished from one taken out in processionSj

which is never more than a representation.

7.) Grahdrchana i^ratishtlia vidhi, mode of consecrating a god, when
brought into a house by the intervention of a water vessel.

8.) Grahana samprocshana vidhi, mode of purifying a house, some

verses from the vedas are used ; as the Ndraydna suctam and the

Rudra prasna, which last is herein explained. These are the prin-

cipal pieces ; but there are others smaller, not needing detail : leaf

\—32, and 1—22 : from the first set leaf 16—18 wanting.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

2. No, 10. Three pieces.

1.) Smriti sdra sangraha, an extract from the book so called. If

any one have lost his caste, a mode is herein described of declaring

him virtually dead. A vessel of water is provided, which is

broken and cast into a larger one, with attendant ceremonies. The
person is then considered dead in law ; and, until a recent enact"

ment, was incapable of holding ancestral, or other property, slocas.

The matter pertains to sacerdotal law.

2.) Shad carina diandric^ on six Brahmanical ceremonies : yag-

nam sacrifice by one's self
;
ydjayiam, sacrifice by anot her, as by

proxy? ndhi iiayana reading the vedas—adhydpana teaching to read

ol
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the vedas—Jawa giving alms

—

dddna receiving alms. In the prose

of the smritis. The above matter is preceded by other, stating

that Vishnu is entitled to precedence over Brahma and Siva.

Then follows the detail of the above ceremonies, with other details as

to sipping water—cleansing the teeth—suitable garments - mode of bathing

—

putting on the forehead mark—the morning, noon, and evening devotions^ use

of the gayatri. or homage to the sun— if the stated devotions are omitted, an

expiation appointed—mode of fire-offerings—duty at noon-day ; offering of

water poured out from the hands—mode of ^/6'm« puja, or homage to an idol

—

on forbidden kinds of food-—on chewing betel leaf &c.—mode of lying down to

sleep, varying with circumstances—on sexual, and other ceremonial unclean-

nesses—such as" the birth of a child &c.—mode of bathing on such occasions,

and also after recovery from severe sickness.

S.) Sandhya hhdsya—vedaic prose.

By Krishna pandita.— four guchas or flower bunches : chiefly on

the morning, noon, and evening devotional ceremonies prescribed to

Brahmans. The meaning of the same explained : leaf 162—368, im-

plying that the whole is taken from some larger book. This one is long,

thick, recent, yet insect-bored.

3. No. 22. Panchami stavam, from the Rudra ydmolam, a fanira

book, slocas, mantras, and prose. At the beginning are mantras

relative to Tripura Sundari and relative to XXVIIL with modes of

forming' diagrams ; and stotros intermingled ; but the larger part of

this book relates to the anushtdnam or daily ritual by Smartas in

their houses, and throughout the day, bathing, &c. irom early morn-

ing until reposing at night : leaf 1— 195.

The book is short, thick, insect-pierced.

4. No. 28. Pratishtlia tantram from the Karandgama ; modes of

consecration, relative to Saiva temples,

Vaslu puja \Y\\h. homa—modeofhorange with fire-offering to a sup-

posed deity of the soil, requ sted to quit. Anc?/.rdpanam sowing corn of kinds

on any solemn occasion. Pmicha gavya karvna on fire products from a cow :

or milk, ghee, curds, urine, dung— all alike deemed sacred. On the mode of beat-

ing the great kettle drum nt festivals. Ceremony of hoisting the flag—the

churnica a homage chant then recited. Mangala ashtaca, an octave on the

marriage of the god and goddess. On immersing the image in water of a tank

or otherwise ; then taking it out, and putting it into a large vessel full of corn.

A detail as to all the members of the idol, down even t'l the finger-nails. On
opening the > yes of the imago ; that is causing ihe deity to enter it by means

of charms. The punyahavdsatia or consecrating water of lustration to be kept

in earthen vessels for use. Minute of the exact time of fixing a flagstaff for the

fane, with some similar matters : leaf I—29,

I
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[As all this is Suioa It follows that iiiuch of the pdncha rdtram, of

some Fdishnavas must have been borrowed from Saiva customs ; and a

reason for the opposition of other some appears ; in as much as the ob-

servances belong to a hostile credence].

The book is long-, thin, recent, without boards.

5. No. 30. Three small pieces : slocas and prose, Ganesa puja,

Lacshml puja, Sarasvatipuja. Homage of a ritual kind to Gane&a,

Lacshmi and Sarasvati, for desired benefits; leaf 21—29, and 12

blank leaves. One leaf at the end—on the period of life of men

—

an elephant, a lion, a monkey, a crow, a serpent, &c.

The book is long, thin, recent.

6. No. oQ. Two pieces.

1 .) Partliivesvara fitja—ma7itras and slocas intermingled ; complete.

Oa the mode of making an earthen symbol of Saiva and Parvati, (Ihiga

yoni) as a representation of the biform Art'hanesviri on the right side tS'eDa

and on the left side Parvati ; and this as typifying the masculine and feminine

energy of the universe ; an active cause, and passive eternal matter. Homage
is rendered to this symbol of d; ity, by verses from the vedas, by the rudra inula

mantra and by the gayatri., with many offerings as food, &c. the mantras used

are herein ^iven. The hilca leaf a trefoil is used, and with it a spell.

Dhydnam, or meditation to give it intensity, follows. After the whole of this

singular symbolic homage is ended, the symbol used is taken to a river, and

dissolved therein. It is stated that, if this course be practised daily, riches

will be acquired.

2.) Rudra nydsam mantra form.

Five vessels are placed to represent the five-faced Rudra (the five

elements personified). To each vessel is assigned a bija letter written

on it—then follows the mode of signs with fingers and bodily members,

some verses from the vedas are recited, doing homage to the aforesaid

vessels, as if a god—then the pnja or ritual worship is made. [So much
symbolism is not immediately plain to a western mind ; we may perceive

however what natives mean when they say that their homage does not

rest on the symbol, but passes beyond]. There are three leaves at the

end on Jyoti&kam, or astrology : 55 leaves in all.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

7. No. 39. Njdna arnavam—sea of wisdom : slocas, S'aiva in kind
;

13

—

IGpadalas, incomplete.

Yentras and mantras relative to the consecration of images in

Saiva fanes.
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Certain squares or other diagrams, and the influence or fruit of each

one described. Specification of letters inscribed, or circumscribed.

Cleansing the ground—putting the halasas or water pots on it—mark-

ing the diagi'ams near each vessel—putting other diagrams beneath the ground?

or under the intended site of the ^vi^'Aaca, or pedestal, for the idol—or, accord'

ing to other usage, putting them on the hands or feet, or under the arms &c., of

the images. Then, proceeding to the foet upwards, the various mantras are

used to bring life into the image—along with the use of spells, water is poured,

or sj^rinkled on the head of the image, termed mantra snanam—here the book

is inj ured.

Leaf 57—G9 and 8G—94 and 223

—

226. [The said charlatanerie

is not much superior to that of a mountehank at a I'air ; but it is apparent

that the Brahmans, finding that they had to deal with inferior intellects^

gave themselves something to do, and adapted to magnify them in the

eyes of the slaves that feed them].

The book is long, thin, damaged, very old ; without boards ; two

fresh palm leaves used instead.

8. No. 40. Shaddmandi/am, slocas with viantj-a.i 82—87 and a little

o[ the 88ih adhyd !/am- On six modes of 6«iya ritual worship in

temples.

Concerning certain mystic sounds as a continuous O'm and bindu

7)dtiam of Siva sactis [or mothers] with mystic lingas relating to supe-

rior worlds.

Kundatini Jiomn—mantras—spells used with offerings in fire-pits in

some Saiva fanes. On Amha and other goddesses in Saiva fanes— the bija

letter, or chief letter in the charm directed to each one. On the -mula si'hana

or fdta pit'ha, that is seat, or pedestal of each Siva sacti. Upasdra vidhi

mode of subordinate courtesies to Sahhopaii, and other Saiva forms, by means

of lights, and other ornamental appendages : 56 incomplete.

The book is long, of medium thickuess, without boards, old,

several leaves are broken.

9. No. 4(3. Five pieces.

1,) Nava griha puja, mantras and prose, incomplete and damaged.

Mode of ritual homage to the sun and other planets, with the

mantras used therein.

2.) Charana viyogam—mantras and prose.

In the four vedns are noted patam—kramam—jadi, the differ-

ence of these exemplified. They are signs, or notes in chanting—

a

chorus, or repetition after one singing or leading the chant
;
^what is by
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some termed " intoning," of heathen origin). Six angas defineJ, or

described. The result is, the benefit that accrues from meditating on

the vedas,

o.) Rama sahasrandma, complete, homage to Rama by 1008 names

of various usage.

4.) Rudra nydsam—mantras and prose.

Meditation on the different members of the body of Rudra
(or Siva).

5.) Ananta vratodhyapana, slocas.

The closing part of a ceremony directed to Vishnu—incomplete:

leaf 1—75.

The book is short, of medium thickness, very much injured.

10. No. 48. Shaddmandya anushtdna krama ; mantra with prose,

Saiva in kind.

Daily routine of a sixfold lioiuage in fanes—names not of ordinary

occurrence. To Swa—to Sabhdpati- to Vinayaca—io the mula sfhanam—
to purna Gduri \o hdla Tripura Sundari -to Chit Sacti nafha— to para-

ma Siva naf'ha 'to Sri nat'/in these and various other forms of deities :

partially on the iSncti system. Then motions of hands and fingers, and hriidaya

nyana mant>a, or meditative intensity : pdtnca pvja mantras, or liomago

to the feet, and bali mantras various offerings with spells. And other like

matters—incomplete. 1 20 leaves.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, slightly damaged.

11. No. GO. Three pieces,

1.) Guru cavacham,^^ slocas mco\n\i\eic; properties of a Guru, and

praise of such a one as is described : refers to XII.

2.) Siva puja vidhi—slocas with veda verses. Said lo be from a

book entitled Sancara samhita—the ritual of homage to a Saiva

symbol, with the mantras, prayers or spells then used.

3.) Siva cavacham, slocas, said to be from the 12th adhydyam of the

uttara cdndam of the Scanda puranam.

One chapter containing praise of Siva, with spell, and invocation

for protection ; refers to XII : leaf 1—9.

12. No. 106. Samprocshana vidhi or SanndMya samprocsliana

vidhi, slocas, complete. It relates to Vaishnava temples. Modes of

expiating faults, or crimes by sprinkling water from a vessel or by
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humas, but especially by sprinkling on occasions ; such as if a dog,

cr a pariah enters the temple, [Aqua benedicta appcjirs to have

had a hedthen origin.]

The book is short, thin, on narrow leaves, without boards,

slightly damaged.

13. No. 119. Four pieces.

1.) Siva puja vidhi, XBode of homage to a Saiva symbol.

2.) Vlra Sdiva lingarchana, mode of homage to a symbol, by Jan-

gat/! as.

3.) Nila kant'ha astrn tnaha mantram a spell to the blue throated

(Siva) the benefit is acquiring desirables. This, and the following

relate to XII.

4.) Pdnchdcshaia malia mardra; from the Varna deva samJuta—
slocas the five lettered Saiva spell : leaf 1—24.

The book is long and thin, without boards, part ne\v, part old,

and niuch damaged.

14. No. 122. Tricha calpa vidhi, worship of the sun—said to be

from the dditya purdmam.

Pvlodes of rendering homage to the sun, with praise and spells ; the

object being health, or delivery from sickness. Arghya ddna kj-amam, water

with flowers, poured from the hands, as an offering to the sun. Piija krama

ritual homag'^ to th'^ sun. Surya stavam another kind of praise, Aditya.

dradasa nama'n— the twelve different names of the sun according to the

monthly signs of the zodiac. Surya Nardyana cavacham an invocation for

protection to Nardyana, as dwelling in the sun^

—

Saurashtacshari mantrom

the eight-lettered spell, directed to the sun. Sancolparii, record of the exact

time when the tricha calpam was finished. Kalasa archana consecration of

water in various vessels, for service to the sun. Ashta data pujam with saura

yentram eight petals formed to imitate an expanded lotos-fiower ; and Yentra

pranri prafishfham, ceremony to bring life into that diagram. Homage to

the pWha or pedestal for the aaid diagram. [This pedestal and figure united

occur, more than once, on the Elliot marbles.] Die pvja homage to the eight

quarters of the heavens, Avdhana, shddosa upachdras. Sixteen ceremonies

complimentary, to bring down the presence of the sun, Dvddasa dvnrana

puja - homage to the circle surrounding an image of the sun, with twelve

petals or rays, one for each dditya or monthly sun.

Appended

—

Siva hhujanga stotlra.

By Sancardchdrya—42 slocas, put into a serpentine formj praise

oi Siva: leaf 1—71.

The book is short, thick, recent.
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15. No. 132. Linga fujana vidhanam, mantras and prose, com-

plete.

Spells employed when taking up clay or mud, from tlie north, or east

side of a river or tank ; making a symbol with it ; forming a pWha or pedestal

for the symbol—pouring out water to it, with spell— offering camplior light

and incense
;
pouring on it butter oil, with the appropriate spells. Inlensitive

meditation when the homage is ended.

The book is short, thin, without boards, slightly injured.

16, No. 134. Siva pitja vidhi—^/oca^, complete.

One sloca is appropriated to each distinct act, or part of Saiva

homage—as one for taking up the arghya, one for pouring out the wa-

ter, and the like : 3 leaves only.

In the Telugu language four stanzas, ending vnih jaya mangcla,

relative to Siva; praise: on one leaf, 10 others blank.

The book is very short, thin, recent, no boards.

17. No. 140. (for duplicate 140 See~XX).

S .ivofs^va vidhi—s/ocr/5, and in some jilacesinajifras '. incomplete.

On public processions, connected with Saiva fanes.

On placing vessels for hnldaig water, consecrated at the time of fes-

tivals—the spell used in that consecration—each vessel is then closed with

a cocoanut—the water is used for purification of persons, places, and things.

Ancurdpama vidhi on sowing different kinds of corn to grow during the

festival, for augury. On consecrating the flagstaff—mode of hoisting the flag

at festivals. Mode of preparing the site for a yd;a sdli, or place of sacrifice ;

properties of sacrifices. The sammohana mantras used before taking the

image outside, to cause it to fascinate all beholders. A ceremony to obviate

any fault, or omission snabann vidhi; so far 15 leaves ; 2 others

—

slocas, with

mantras, praise to Vindyaca or Ganesa^ 1 Ici-.f Vishnu pa.njara stottra, lefuge

in Viahnii^s nest : 18 leaves in all.

The book is of medium length, thin, v/ithout boards, slightly

damaged.

18, No. 145. Sri vidya viJdsam, or kdulagamam, slucas, viantras

prose, incomplete.

The saivas use a kind of meditation on first rising, which is herein

contained. On mental pvja or homage, without external signs. Mode of

bathing. Mode of putting on vibhuH with spells ; certain formules thrice

repeated ; at morning, noon, and evening. The form of pouring out water

{terpana) to rishis, gods &c. Afterwards the mode of public homsgo in tem-

les.
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Gopdla sundari puja vidhi—mode of homage to a form of Gduri

which seems designed to assimihite to some Vaishnava rites, Parama hamsa

hija mantras —i^GciaX letter, and spells, used with reference to a jwrtion of

deifi/, or a small image placed near the great one of Siva ; Ganapati^ and

Subrahmanya spells, used in temples to those two sons of Siva, as lords of

companies (some spells called by the name of Ganopali are sacti in kind)

spells used in temples having reference to Siva\' train of attendants. Tatva

nyasa mantras, spells M^iile the hand of the person using them is laid on the

jiitlia or pedestal of the image. A form used when seating the image,

which is named the lotos-flower diagram. Puma ubishegam, mode of full

ablution of the image, previous to its being carried out, in any great festival

procession—this is the secondary image, used in the ten days festivals. Vessels

of wafer are prepared in the usual way of consecration, and then the contents are

poured over the image : with a few other like matters : leaf 1—25 and

48

—

g6 not regularly strung. [The sacti litual would appear to be mingled

with other matter]. See under 2nd Family.

The book is long, of medium thickness, broad talipat leaves.

19. No. ^07. Kcila darisanam ; slocas and prose.

By Aditya saiiri, complete.

A discrimination of times, in some measure referring to sacerdo-

tal law.

Definition of the 11th tit'Jd or lunar day ; a mode of fasting, or other

observances, according to the lunar asterisms on that day. The sancalpa

commen:orative record of any observanc''. Observances at new and full moons

discriminated, and described. In the Mahalya pacsha, the mode of general

commemoration of ancestors, Mriti litJii nirnayn. a discrimination as to the num^

ber of Indian hours in a lunar day ; certain fractions go either to one day, or to

the next one following. If the exact lunar day in the month of any one's

death be not known, then the same is to be commemorated on the amavasi, or

new moon day in ^4.s7mrf/to month, or in iVor//ia month. The mode of obser-

ving the recurrence of the lunar tithi every month, till a year is past ; when

the commemoration becomes annual.

If any one die without a son, thon the p.Mson who lights the funeral

pile, and performs the attendant ceremonies, inherits the deceased's property.

The proper day and hour for anointing the body of any one, after bath^

ing : certain days, and times are not suituble* The like as to shaving the

head. The time proper for sacrificial offering : leaf 1— 145.

'J'lic hook is somewliat Ion''', .'tmi thick, recent.
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20. No. 229. Four subjects.

1.) Siiddha chandrica~i\\e author not known, with a vyakhydnam

or comment ascribed to Call ddsa ; slocas and prose, complete.

Whether any fire offering may be made, when the offerer is under any

ceremonial uncleanness ? reply negative.

The nt persons to conduct a Sraddha defined. On the periods of cere-

monial uncleanntss, consequent to the death of various relatives—and the

period, if father and mother happen to die at the same time.

Prayaxchita or expiation, consequent to death by drowning, or by fire.

Mode of proceeding if a Saunhjau die in the public road.

If a eunuch (Klipa) die, the term of uncleanness to relatives is only

2 or 3 days.

If attendants on any one who is I'eciting the Rig Veda diuing a sacrifice

become ceremonially unclean, this circumstance does not affect, the sacrifice.

The duty must be attended to, after the sacrifice is ended. Details on some other

modes of uncleanness, and the period of duration.

2). Dasa sloki— 10 slocas
;

On modes of uncleanness, and the especial causes, such as the

death of father or mother.

3). Sata sloki, 100 slocas.

On the same subject, but more diffuse.

4). Abhinava shadhasUivyakhydnam.

By Suhrahmanya—.slocas with prose.

The original by Abhinava with a comment; ceremonial unclean-

nesses defined, and explained.

Most of the causes which may occur in the course of any one's life, ore

detailed. On uncleanness by reason of child birth.

The term of uncleanness as to the four castes Brahman, Cshetrhja^

Vaisya, Sadra. Here stated that all alike must be held uucIcdu for ten days.

On uncleanness of a town, or of a house.

At the end 20 leaves arc bitten by rats ; in all 111 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, old, without boards, in-

jured.

21. No. 234. Four pieces.

1.) Vdisva deva prakarnam, on a ceremony in households, commenc-

ing in the early morning, sacrificial fire-offerings, and rice. Some
of it put outside for dogs to eat. It is usual also at meals to give

a handful oi boiled rice to beggars, or crows, under this term of

Vdisva deva. |

Hi
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2.) Kushmanda homa kramam, incomplete—a fhe-ofFcring with the

hirge marriage gourd.

o.) Bivdii d'vddasa vratam, a ceremony in a fractional part of the

12th lunar day, directed to Vislmu, with food given to Brahmuns,

for the removal of sin.

4.) Kushmanda hbma vidhi, supra 2) and a little similar matter.

Leaf 33—37 and 61—77.

The book is of medium length, thin, the leaves differ much as to

age, Szc, uo boards, partly injured.

22. No. 236. Titlii pradipica, slocas, with prose.

By Pratdpa Nrisinha suri.

Definition of time— the mode or order of tWIns or lunar days dis-

crimination as to night-time —of days following fasts—gifts when proper -

vratas when proper—if a srdddhn and an eclipse coincide, the first overrules

the other (to eat forbidden at the time of an eclipse ; but the sraddka even

then must be eaten) Divided, and undivided families, severally how to act in

matters o[ sraddha. Detail as to the 15th tit^his with the fasts, and festivals

occurring in them.

Janmashtami tii^ii of Krishnns birth-day ; discrimination as to the

jayanti ashtami nacshetram—its beneficial results, (the 8th lunar day does not

always precisely coi<icide with tlie lunar mansion Rohini—hence different

people hold somewhat diiferent time as to observances). Description of the Sri

Rdmanavami, or nine days festival commemorating the birth o^Rama [in this

also there is some difference as to the exact time]. Discrimination as to the

10th and 11th lunar days—fasten the 11 th on that day even the sraddha

must not be eaten. Discrimination as to the 12th and l3th lunar days. On
the Ananta chMnrdasi ; a day for vrata or fast, &c. on the Siva rdtri, and

the sancranii on the Mahdlt/a, and other matter.

The naraca chatiirdnsi otherwise termed dlpdll - commemorating the

slaying of Naracasura on the dawn of that day : leaf 1—87 and 1 leaf i?/i«-

dhana sassanam a record, and 72—78 dliydnn slocas or meditation on V'ina-

yaca— Siva— Parvati—astra-raja— Vrishabha—and Vastu purusha.

The book is long of medium thickness, old, without boards,

slightly damaged.

23. No. 21'0. Shudcarma chandrica.

V>y%Tirumala snmayajin ; slocas and prose, complete.

Plow to proceed if a woman removed bo seized with a disease that

prevents bathing, yet must be brought into the house for medical treatment,

for cxamiilc on the third day ; in this case mantras or spells arc substituted

for the usual bathing on the 4th day, when in health.
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Mode of homage to the salagrama or petrified shell representing Vishnu,

Mode of sitting on grass, in honor of rishis gods, and ancestors.

Mode of homage to Siva.

The /loma or fire-offering called aubasuna vidhi, daily, morning, and

ev(!ning.

On walking round a temple, keeping it on the right hand ; and mode of

prostrate adoration. If a flower be put on any image of Siva it must not be

touched by the hand, or taken up. and smelt. (The Vaishnavas are not so

strict)

.

Vaisva deva krama, a handful of food given to crows, dogs Stc. before

meals ; with other details as to use of betel, with areca nut, and food ; leaves

46, and 6 blank.

Small subjects, or fragments.

Murdri ndtacam
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25. No. 266. Shddasa-carma kdricu, or Ahhirdvia cdrica, slocas.

By Nrisinha.

A comment on sixteen auspicious ceremonies.

Agni hotra—mode of daily fire-offering Vivaha tantra korva, ritual

form of the marriage ceremonj, without the prayers.

Mode of behaving to great people, during the ceremony,

Mode of freely giving a daughter in marriage, with present of fruit, as

distinguished from selling, in an inferior marriage. Agni pratishfha conse-

crating the marriage, and future household fire, to be kept up throughout life.

In a good muhurtam [hour] the fire offering is made by pouring on

rice to be consumed. Auhusana tidlu, daily homage by means of the house

hold fire.

Aqni stalahlidga vidhi, a ceremonial fire offering, especially on the

bride, and bridegroom being brought to their future dwelling.

Fire offering on the first day following the new, and full moons.

Upa carma vidhi, minor ceremonies, such as renewing the scholastic

thread; yearly in the month of August : 65 leaves in all.

The book is long, ofmedium thickness^ old, very much damaged.

26. No. 305. Various observances.

Said to be taken from the Scanda purdnam—and in that the

Krishna pushcara mahatmyam ; slocas, 9 adhydyas.

An especial ceremony by bathing in the Krishna [Kistna] river when

the planet Jupiter is in Virgo, occurring once in about 12 years— gifts of

food— gifts to Drahmans on the new moon days, have at that time an especial

value, and following benefit.

Like bathings in the Ganges when Jupiter is in Aries ; and in the

Godavery river when the same planet is in Leo. When in Virgo, as above

in the Krishna river.

Fame of the Sdlagrama shells—benefit of homage paid to them.

Description of the inward satisfaction which charitable persons, the

donors of the various gifts above specified will enjoy.

The benefit of giving a virgin in marriage either /ree by the father ; or

by some patron paying the marriage expenses. Benefit flowing from the gift

of a cow to the donor.

One leaf appended contains modes of offering water, libations to Brah

ma, Rudra and Indro, when Jupiter is in JjQO : leaf 1 to 25, and 5 blank

leaves.
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27. No, 315. Two books.

1.) Dlierma pravriitti, slocas with prose.

By Nurdi/ana—the ac/^ara cancZam of sacerdotal hiw : hoih suha

and apara karma, oy auspicious, and funereal duties.

On cleansinjij the teeth, and bathinfj—on wearing a ring of cusa grass

—

on the schohasiic thread— on wearing cowdung ashes—on rejieating spells,

when sipping water, with the nostrils closed—on libation of water with both

hands, with spells directed to various gods—duties connected with eating

raeals—duties of a pregnant woman, and of her husband. The Shodasa carma

or sixteen ceremonies, beginning with 5th month of pregnancy, and ending

with marriage of offspring. See previous notices.

Any two children from the same womb are not allowed to p;o through

any one of the auspicious ceremonies on the same day, e. g. two sisters may
not be married at the same time. Any violation of this rule, in all tlie cases,

will be followed hj ahayam—some kind of evil. On tire offering -on ihe

harcka-vivdha, a ceremony before a celibate student can marry, or before any

one's taking a third wife. The preceding Rve purva former, or auspicious.

The apara after, or funereal follow.

On burning the body—gathering the bones—food given to nine

JBrahmans —food to sizteeu Brahmaiu. On eating the sapinda, or ball of

food. Modes of ceremonial uncleannesses. occasioned by death of relatives.

Mode of burning the body of a woman, if dying while in mensem—or if

pregnant

.

Mode of cleansing articles, if considered to have become polluted, as

various kinds of corn—garments &c.

Prai/aschitax (or 3rd Candam) for different faults or crimes ; that

is penalties, or modes of expiation.

On the nine days festival in honor of the birth of Rama—and

eight days festival on the birth day of Krishna ; and festival of four days

in honor of Ganesa.

Various vratas or penance days : on 12th lunar day in Sravana—

•

on the maha navami or nine days festival to Durga. On the Vijuya dasami

or next following day—on the dipali—on the Siva rdtri. Rules as to

observances on eclipses—on the mode of using oil after bathing— some

matters on adoption—so far the Dherma parvriUi.

2.) Asvaldyana Icarica sutras.

The stliali hhdga or first lighting the houshold sacrificial fire of

newly married people.
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The shodasa carina— from pregnancy onward to marriage, sixteen

in number—mode of performing the said ceremonies. Aiihdsana Jcrama

mode of fire offeiing. On giving food to Brahmans—^ii aysascliita if

the sacrificial fire happeii to go out : and a few like matters.

Gralialvija pradip'ica, a paraphrase or comment in 3 adhydyas on

the foreirointj karica. leaf 1—28 and 54 blank leaves.

28. No. 316. Nirnaya sundJba ; s/oca*-, with prose.

By Camaldcara bhatta.

In 3 parichliedas, or chapters, not distinctly abstracted ; but a

few particulars, from multifarious ones, are taken out.

On six divisons of time, year, half year, (ayaiia) season {rutu) mouth

I month (pacsha) day (divasa). 'l"o the year appertains sdvana, saura—
chandra—nacbhetra—cycle of jupiter—five in all.

Names of years from Prabhava the 1st one to the end of the sixty

cycle years.

Explanation of the ayanas hemispheres ; and six rutus, seasons. The

month is two fold sdura solar, and chandra lunar.

The two pacshas, i. e. siccla and kruhna or bright and daik half

lunations. The lunar days— prathami 1st, &c.

Description of the meritorious time of sancranti—passage of the sun

from sign to sign, but especially the solstices ; certain rites are then to be

performed by BraJunatis,

Mala warn, month in which two new moons accur—the 1st is termed

dbdica ; this, and other days, with their appropriate, ceremonies The vratas

as they occur in order, according to the different lunar days ; a sort of—" red

letter almanac."

'Anica smriti to wit— washing feet—cleansing teeth—bathing—sip-

ping water— putting on cow dung ashes—mode of putting on the scholastic

thread.

Jupa vidhi, modes of homage, morning, noon, evening. On the excel-

lency of the yayatfi formule ; and also of the Brah'uans.

Mode of chanting the vedas.

Mode of libation of water, at noon, to the sun, as a god.

Mode of homage to Vishnu; and of honor rendered to guests,

Discrimination as to what things may, and what may not be eaten.

On the fast of the eleventh lunar day.

Mode of bathing in the sea, on special occasions.

Festival observance? on the birth days of Rdina- -Krishna, and

Nrisinha.
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It is not riglit to bathe, in rivers in tlic months of Jul}- and August ;

ll)e doing so will cause an uncleanness, like that ot a removed woman.

An expiation for not having read the redi. when needful to do so.

On various observances, as—on the 12th lunar day of sruvana; on

the mahalayam or general commeraoration of ancestors—on the nava rdtri^

tlie dasari—on sacti ptija indistinct

—

vrala to Lalita, a goddess, on the

saell system—on the Cartikeya and Dipdvali festivals — on the winter

solstice, as a special observance—on the sixteen customary ceremonies, from

pregnancy to marriage of offspring —on the value of cow dung ashes—the

sacred beads—the lirufa—of a mode of bathing by the use of the nelli cayi a

myrobolan. Mode of funereal observances. Concerning ceremonial pollution,

and the period of uncleanness. Need of a gift in case of evil death of any re-

lation. Other matters on various kinds of death, including that of a sa?««i-

yasi: leaf 1—32 and 1—318, complete.

The book is long, extremely thick, with a brass pin, recent.

29. No. 385. Karma vibhdc/a ; slocas, vacyas from the Vedas, and

other authorities.

By Kisvesimra, son of Fedda hhatta.

On Brahmahatti and other great crimes ; the results are various

diseases in a following birth, such as leprosy, consumption, &c.

To remove these consequences some zdntis are provided ; and a ])7'aya-

schita, or penalty, in expiation, is declared to be absolutely needful.

On a mode of using the large marriage gourd as a fire-offering. This

offering must be made for the removal of all kinds of sin. One form pre-

scribed by Jamadagni, and another foi'm by Bhodayana. The nature of

the ground to be used for zdnii-o^ering% , and what kinds of ^ra/twaws

ought to be present. Especially in the mind of the individual chiefly concerned

there ought to be paschatdpa (melting sorrow). Mode of studying the Vedds'>

and of reciting the liudra prasna, otherwise termed namaca. Properties

of a fire pit for offerings _ya/)a

—

homa, &c. Tho purusha sucta from the Vedos

is read for the remission of sins—also the thousand names of Vishnu repeated.

Also offerings to the nine planets—some vraias ; as chandrayana—
paiiovrafa—govata vrata, a zanti for having killed a cow— a fast once

monthly—these and others.

There are likewise a number of praynschitas expiations for a variety

of bodily diseases specified ; on the aforesaid principle, that they are a punish-

ment for different sins in a former birth.

Prayaschita if a child die in the womb, if it is still born—or if it die

soon after birth. Modes of performing various prayaschitas detailed : leaf

1—305.

Other matter.
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Pasupata dirshn, the 69th adhijdi/om, fiom the Vdma deca snmhita ;

slocas complete. Initiation to the Vira Sdiiia credence ; and also some de-

tails as to their dchdram, or ritual homage p : 306—325.

The book is long, very thick, with wooden pin—recent.

SO. No. 40G. Two subjects.

1.) Sastrart'ha dipico, a comment ; oir tire m/mamsa system. Ilea

form.

By ParVha sdradi misra.

On sacrifices, and their benefits from 7th to ]j2th adhydya to

each 4 patas or 24 patas in all.

Vishnujif ydgam—Jyolishstoma-yagnya — Sarvnto viucliam— iSd-

mamja yagnyam—at new and full moons—description of the benefits following

from each kind of sacrifice.

If any default of mon^ra happen durinij the sacrifice, the defect is to

be supplied by a prayaschita, which is provided. Metciclt, a taking out the

bowels of sheep, and with 7na)itras, dividing them among those present.

Tlie principal performer in the sacrifice when making the homa ; that

is pouring huiter oil on the flame. The retoich stationed in different eight

quarters —he repeats certain mantras, sounds without meaning. Other details

on sacrifices, and komas.

2.) Nydya ratna mdla^ prose.

—A fragment on the tarkha sastra, or logic : in all 222 leaves.

The book is long, very thick, old, very much damaged.

31. No. 453. Gri/^?/a 52«^ra5, brief sentences, for household ceremo-

nies.

— Vivdha, stliala hh.aga, at new and full moons, and first day after

cach^—and for three or four months continuously, on newly married

couples coming to their dwellings, and making special homas or fire

offerings. Mode of performing the shnantcm—jdla carma—nama

rarma—a?ma prasna—chavulam—vpanainam, which are the chief of

the sixteen auspicious riics, IG leaves.

32. No. 455. Two subjects.

1.) Bhdradwdja sutras, 14 complete.

Mode of gifts at the time of funereal ceremonies—a yuru must go

and teach the dying man—mode of so doing by whispering in his ear.

Mode of fitting up the body after washing it ; that is marking on it

ncimas, and other signs.

Brahma inedha vidhi—mode oi oil^ering with a gift : leaf 1— 8.
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2.) Yeti samscdra vidhi, mode of interring a strict ascetic, v/iih man-

tra prose form—incomplete.

— Aiura sanniydsi vidhi—mode of at once making a dying secular

a sanniydsi, which strips him, at the same time, of all earthly

possessions; and by which act his sins, how great soever, are at

once forgiven.

Some modes of h6ma with veda viantra.-i, to what related not

clear : 20 leaves together 28 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, injured.

33. No. 480. Nirnaya calpdvali, a commentary on the mantras

used in the sandhya vandanam ; prose, and vdcyas.

By Sri Krishna pandita.

The morning—noon—and evening devotions ; various connected duties

—evil of neglect of the proper time—with meaning o? the 7nantras, and

especially of the gayatri, then used : leaf 1— 110.

The book is long, of medium thickness, narrow leaves, recent.

34. No. 481. Shad carma vichdra.

By Paramdnanda gana—slocas, vacyas, Sfc.

An extract from the smriti retna mahadi : anicam is a book that

describes the duties of a devout man, from one sunrise to the next one :

this book is of that kind.

On the six Joannas.

1. Yajna, a sacrificing. 2. Ydgana, causing to make a sacrifice,

as a king &c. 3. adhydyana reading the vedas ; 4. adhydpana, teaching

the veda ; 5. ddnam gifts ; 6. adana receiving gifts.

First morning meditation—looking at the god—on bodily evacuations,

and cleansing—washing the feet—sipping water—if in so doing the pei'son

happen to look to the west or south a prayaschita is appointed ; he should

always look either east, or north. Mods of cleansing the teeth—on some lunar

days the teeth must not be cleansed. Mode of bathing—on the terpanam or

libations from the hands of water to gods, and ancestors— on I'ejectiiig clothes

saturated by perspiration, and putting on dry ones—putting on gopichan

yellow side lines by Mddhavas (other Vaishnavas use white side lines) on

putting on cow-dung ashes—and a variety of like duties up to evening of

each day.

Not allowed to shave the head in the Canya month, nor first half of

Macara and Phalguni, nor in the last half of Carcata (or Cancer). Some

things as to bathing in the sea—mounting a hill—or making a sacrifice. On
il
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eating the srdddha offering, this must not be done by any one whose wife is

pregnant ; neither may such a one go on pilgrimage. Some modes of homao^e

—and more matter about eating, on fire offerings, &c. leaf 1— lOi.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

S5. No. 490. 'Aba stambha sandhyavandana hhdsyam; prose, vac-

yas, slocas.

By Krishna pandita, 4 guchas complete.

A comment on aphorisms for morning, noon, and evening

devotions by 'Aba stambha, a muni.

If the said duties be omitted a fault lies, and a prayaschita is

prescribed.

Many Brahmans go through the ceremony wtihout knowing the

meaning of the mantras—the meaning should be known ; herein detailed.

The exact time, morning, noon and evening when the Vandanam

is to be performed, as to the number of Indian hours. There are vari-

ous other details, as mantras used, including the meaning of the

Gayatri, but they do not require to be particularized here : leaf 1—48.

The book is long, of medium thickness, new.

36. No. 549. Sastra dipica, a tica.

By Soma ndtlia.

One adhyayam in 4 pdtas or sections. By means of seven logical

common places the mimamsa rule, as to rites and ceremonies, is sought to be

estabhshed.

Enquiry according to the Vedns as to Para Brahm—whether

possessing qualities, or without quality.

(Some say sarguna good qualities, and some nirguna without quality.)

The fruit or benefit of various modes of sacrifice stated, and illustrated*

Enquiry, as to various kinds of fire offerings used with sacrifices.

These are the chief subjects of the book ; which, in part, pertains to

XV. leaf 1— 17.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, and damaged by

worms, and termites.

37. No. 879. For Sect. 1 see XV.

Sect : 2 Mimamsa sastra—prose.

Some rules as to the performance of sacrifices, some inantras relating

to them—with an aecouat of their influence, or benefit.

In order thereto the sacrifice should be completely gone through ; not

left unfinished.
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[The whole of the book was not examined : such books are full of teclinical terms
;

not well understood by secular Brahmans']. leaf 1— 72.

The book is rather long, of medium thickness, without boards,

damaged by worms, and termites.

38. No. 880. For Sect: 1—3 see XV.

Sect. 4. Mimdmsa sastra ; grantlia and Telugu letter are min-

gled : sutras and tica form—incomplete.

Various kinds of sacrifices described. Some rules as to the right

performance. Enquiry as to the meaning oi mantras used in the various

sacrifices: leaf 1—23 and 1—12 the two differ in appearance.

39. No. 948. Sutra hhdsyam ; a comment on Veda sutras—on

sacrifice.

By Sancara hhacjavan (or Sancardchdrya) sutra and tica 1—

4

adhydyams to each 4 pdtas or 16 pdtas. At the beginning advdita

matter is introduced, as to the jivatma and paramutma ; both human
and divine soul are one, not distinct or different. This point being-

settled the author proceeds to enforce the nature, and benefit of

sacrifices.

The asvamedha and jybti st'homa ; rules for the performance of them,

and of various other kinds of sacrifices.

Mode of conducting them as to ritual. The benefit if any sacrifice

is carried out to the end without impediment, or defect. Loss, or injury

follows, if impeded, or not fully and regularly completed.

The benefit accruing to the lord of the sacrifice, or to him at whose

expense, and for whose advantage it is conducted by hierophants, &c.

Benefit to aids or assistants in the work ; and so on, as to various

matters in detail Avith respect to sacrifices, and their accompaniments. At

the end 1 leaf medical; leaf 1— 163.

The book is long, thick, on broad talipat leaves, much worm eaten.

XXVI. EoMANCE HISTORICAL.

1. No. 209. Sect. 1. For sect. 2 see XIII.

Mdgha cdvyam 6th sargam, containing a description of the seasons,

a fragment of 12 leaves, defective at the end.

2. No. 230. For sect. 1 see VIII.

Sect. 2. Amrxta kaddcam, a comment on the sundara cdndam of

Rdmayanam. It wants the original slocas, and, as a tica is incomplete

1—26 adhydyam. On Hanuman s embassy to Lanca, and his discover-

ing /S'/7a to be there ; with connected matters: leaf 1—84, leaf 1— 13

=97.
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2|. No. 285. Hari vamsa, slocas.

1

—

177 adhydyas ; the rest wanting.

The following are some of the multifarious contents. Account of

Prii'^M—details of kings of the solar line from Mauu downwards. Fabu-

lous account of a lost gem ; issuing in the marriage of Krishna with

Jdmhuvati. Krtshna^s adventures—his killintj various rdcshasas—and at

length killing Camsa his uncle

—

Uyrasena crowned instead. On Jarasan-

dha taking away Rucmmi, he was slain by Krishna. On the river Vavmnu.

A young woman was promised to Bala Rama and, not being given, he in

wrath, struck the river, and caused an alteration in the level of the country

there. Maya an artificer built Dioaraca. The n-a^am varam of Rucmini

there. Narocdsura killed by Krishna. On the parijdta flower ; Krishna went

to Indrd's world—fought and brought away that flower to give it to Satya-

bhdumi &c. &c. leaf 1

—

243.

The book is long, and very thick—recent.

3.' No. 325. Rdmdyanamtatvadipica.

By Mahesvara tirCha, prose.

1 Bala cdndam 77 targas complete.

2 Ayodhya ,, 117 „ unfinisheii.

3 Aioin/a „ 75 ,, complete.

Leaf 1—69.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on talipat leaves, recent.

4. No. o26. Rdmdyanam slocas.

By Vdlmihi.

The Bala and Ayodhya candams.

Bala 77 sargas complete.

Ayodhya 74 sargas incomplete.

From the beginning of the poem down to the intrigues of Kaikeyi

mother of Bharata to cause her son to be crowned, and to send Rama with

Lacshmatia, and Sit.a into a wilderness : leaf 1— 92.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, very

small handvvviting.

5. No, 327. Rdmdyanam tatva dipica.

By Mahesvara tirtlia, prose, a comment on the Rdmdyanam—
this contains only the Bdla cdndam, which supplies a deficiency in

No. 328.

Leaf 1—70 appended, a horoscope, and a gift of land, with

other securities 1—16 loose leaves of dilFerent size, and damaged.

The book is long, of medium tliickncss, without boards.
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6. No. 328. Rdmdyanam taiva dipica.

By Mahesvara tirl'ha ; prose.

Bala candam wanting v : supra.

A comment on the Ayodhya, Aranya and Kishkinda cdnduvis
;

these are complete.

The Sunddra cdndam from 11th sarga to 68th sflr^ct the end ;

beginning defective : leaf 40

—

^QQ.

The book is long, and very thick, one board injured by beetles.

7. No. 329. Bdla Rdmdyanam, slocas.

By Vdlviiki, or >Sancshepa rishi, complete.

An epitome of the poem in one section, very incorrect—a school

book: leaf 1— 15.

The book is of medium length, without boards, coarse hand-

writing.

8. No. 330. Bdla Rdmdyanam ; leaf 1— 15 slocas, complete, but

faulty.

The book is of medium length, a school book.

9. No. 331. Adhydtma Rdmdyanam slocas, deieci\VQ dit\)Q<g\nYimg

and ending. Ayodhya cdndam from 4th satgam to 9tli the end, 1st

and 2nd sarga wanting, 3rd incomplete.

Aranya cdndam 1st to 8th sarga, the rest wanting. As to

authorship it is termed Uma Mahesvara samvdtam, a discourse between

Parvati and Siva, and accordingly it is a Sdiva version of the poem,

with various sectarial differences : leaf oo—77.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, without boards, injured

at one end.

10. No. 333. Njdna Vasishta, slocas ; Valmiklto Bharadvdja ; 13

sargas. A kind of Rdmdyanam. It has the opening of that poem,

and before Visvamitra took Rdma to his hermitage Vasishta is

introduced, and is said to have come to Dasarafha, and then, in

the public assembly, to have discoursed before the king and his

son, on a variety of ascetical, and other connected matters.

Legends of Bhargava (a name of Pdrasu Rdma) and of many
others ; the whole leaning to the advdita form of the Vedarita

school ; as for example—on Mayi and Brahma the soul not dis-

tinct from the deity—the true meaning of the advdita system.

Hence the popularity of the Rdmdyanam, and the naine of Vasishta

are made use of as vehicles to promote a system.

The book is long, of medium tliickness, recent.
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11. No. 337. Bala Rdmdyanam.

By Sancshepa rishi ; slocas, complete leaf QQ—74 an epitome for

schools.

The book is long, without boards.

12. No. 337. Rdmdyanam ultara cdndam, slocas \—43 sarga the

44th incomplete.

The narrative is brought clown to the crowning of Rdma at

Ayodhya; but does not contain the banishment of Sila.

[Always finding a reluctance, in native assistants, to investigate the uttara candam

I enquired the cause ; and was told that Brahmans had indu.-:trionsly diffused an impression

that if any one read it through, he will lose his wife. They thus try to save the godship of

The book is long, medium thickness, a little damaged.

13. No. 345. Bhdrata hhdva dipa; a prose commentary, or para-

phrase on the ddi parvam. By Nila kantlia so far only complete,

leaf 1—121.

The book is long, and thick, with a brass pin, one leaf broken.

14. No. 346. Ehdrfltam, slocas.

1 adl parvam 1
—

'25 adliyciyam wanting ; from 26 to 250 adliyayam-, continuous to.

the end.

2 sahlia parvam. \—l^adhyayam complete. Thebook is witliont r/m ; leaf 43—Gi.*].

The book is long, and very thick, soirewhat old, and damaged

by termites.

15. No. 347. Bhdratam, slocas.

The Sahhd pdrvam 1—75 adhydyas.

The hall constructed by Maya. The gaming match, and disgrace

of the Pa77davas, and of Draupadi : leaf 1—86.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

16. No. 348. Bhdratam bhdvadipam.

By Ntla kantlia, prose comment.

The sahha and aranya parvns complete: ,s'rt?;/;« leaf 1— 6G no section arfl«7/rt 305

adhynyas leaf 1— 154.

Bhavam is used for meaning, and dipa illustration ; an explanation of the meaning

of the Bharatam continued from 14 No. 346.

The book is long, and very thick, with a brass pin, recent.

17. No. 349. Bhdratam, slocas.

The Jranya parvam 1— 113 adhyaya7n complete. The dwelling

of the JPdndavas in a wilderness—the episode o{ Nala and other matter:

leaf 1—274.

The book is long, vtM-y thick, with a brass )>in, recent.
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18. No. 350. Bhdratum, slocas.

The Virata j)cifvam 1—75 ad/i^a /jams complete. The residence

of the Pandavas in disguise with the Virata raja : leaf 1—131.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, without boards, a little

damaged.

19. No. o5\, Bharatam slocas.

The udyoga parvam, complete: 1—200 adhijaija. Consultation

of the Pandavas before the war—the embassy of Krishna—the sage

counsel of Vidura to DhritarasJitra to give up the disputed kingdom
;

and, if need required, to put Durijodliana in prison—else the Kdura
race would perish &c. leaf 1—244.

The book is long, and very thick, recent.

20. No. 352. Bharatam slocas.

1—20 adhydyas— Bhishma parvarn. It includes the Bhagavat

gita and other matters : leaf 1—18G.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

21. No. ooo. Another copy, slocas.

1— 120 adhyayam complete, leaf 132—335.

The book is long, vei'y thick, with brass pin, recent.

22. No. 354. Bharatam, slocas with prose comment—termed

lacshdbaranavi on the label, and otherwise known as Vyasa gatta,

sicca, vykydnam or an explanation of Vydsas boundary distichs.

A fable invented—to wit—that Vyasa composed and dictated, while Ganesa wrote

down the matter, but Ganesa wrote so quick, and his grunt calling for the next was so fre-

quent, that Vyasa could not supply him fast enough ; so, that here and there Vyasa put in

a distich of peculiar difficulty ; and while Ganesa licsitatcd as to the meaning, Vydsa had

several distichs ready to go on with. The not fabulous fact is, that the Bharatam has diffi-

cult passages, on which this book is a comment. It is not complete, leaf 1—49.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

23. No. 355. Bhdratavi, slocas.

1, the salya parvam 1—30 adhydya complete.

2, the gada „ 1—37 ,, ,,

Bhimd's combat with a mace : leaf 1— 107.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.
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2i\ No. 356. Bharatam, slocas.

1, dnusdsuica parvnm 237—243 adhydya,

2, dniisdsnica parva cat'Iia anukramanica—a list of the tales, or

legends contained in the above book of the Bharatam.

3, asvamedha parvam 1—49 adhyayam, the 50th defective : leaf

1—53.

25. No. 357. Bhdrata hhdva dipa, or Nila ka7it'hiyam v. 13. 16

supra.

1, the Kerna parvnm \—95 adhy : complete.

2, the dnitmsnica parvam 1—78 adhyayam,.

3, tlic Bhishma parvam, not in the reguhirorder of tlie books—prose, leaf 1— 111

.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

2G. No. 358. Bhdratam, slocas.

The ddl parcam 1—83 adhyayam, and 89—250 adhyayam S'i—88 wanting, from 63

to 83 written on newer, and a different kind of leaves : leaf 1— 110 and 131—350 ; instead

of missing leaves arc inserted others, numbered 111— 144.

The book is long, of treble thickness, with broken wooden pin,

in part recent.

27. No. 359. Bhdratam, slocas.

1, 'Asvamedha parvam 1

—

^117 adhy: complete.

2, Azrama vcisa ., 1— IG „ „

3, Mdugala „ 1—9 „

4, Maha jrrastnnica ,,
1—

3

„ „

5, Sverga drohdna „ 1—

5

„ „

Abstract is not needful, as -having been already given. See Vol. 1.

p. 668.

The book is somewhat long, of double thickness, with brass pin,

recent.

27|. No. 360. Bhdratam,, slocas, the udyoga parvam 1—199

adhydyas complete.

Leaf 1

—

^Z25 and 27 blank leaves.

The book is long, very thick, recent,

28. No. 361. Bhdratam slocas.

T\\e udyoga parvam. 1—201 adhy: complete.

Leaf 87—276 and 14 blank leaves at the end.

The book is long, very thick, injured.
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29. No. 362. Bhdratam, slocas.

1, Kerna parvam 1—103 ndhy : complete.

2, Salya „ 1—30 „ „

3, Gnd(t „ 1—37

4, Sduptica ,,
1— 19 „ „

5, Vizoga. „ 1—8

6, Stri „ 1—29

The leaves of 4 are numbered 1—25 and the rest 1— 279.

The book is long, of treble thickness, with a brass pin, in good

order.

30. No. 363. VyaJcydna retna mala.

By Fidydsdcara muni—prose.

A comment on the zdnti parvam of the Bhdratam 1— 18i2

adhydyas, complete.

The number of the slocas is given to aid reference, and the comment is

a rendering in the order of construction ; as in the Delphin classics. The

author is otherwise known as Ananda piirna muni : leaf 1—257-

The book is long, of double thickness, with a brass pin, recent,

31. No. 364. Bhdratam, slocas.

The zanti parvam—the furva hhdga.

1

—

]7S adhydyas, raja dherma, kingly equity ; the uttara bhdga

1— 190 adhydyas, mocsha dherma or ascetic duties: complete, leaf

1—364, leaf 1— 14 different; but subject continuous.

The book is long, of treble thickness, with a brass pin, slightly

injured.

32. No. 365. Bhdratam, nmlam..

The dnusdsnica parvam 1—299 adhydyas, and 12,000 slocas

complete
;
prefaced by an index to the contents ; as follows.

Aditipuja vidhi—mode of homage to guests—on the discus of Vishnu

— On Visvamitra sending Tfisanca to f,verga—on the devotedness of the

followers of Bhayavon, as meaning Vishnu—on the different awards to equity

and impiety—the excellence of a variety of iirt'has or sacred pools. Benefit

to donors of a cow—land—food—the four colors of Brahman, CsMtriya,

Vaisya and Sudra described. What things may, and may not be eaten on

srdddhas, and other occasions. Penalties for different faults or crimes.

Discrimination as to f-cclesiastical, and secular observancts. Some Sdiva

matter. Bacsha's sacrifice—burning of three towns—glory of Vishmc— praise

of Krishna by Bhismdchdrya—Bhishma'^s obtaining sverga : leaf 1^—355.

The book is long, treble thick, sjigjitly injured.

Kl

"^
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33. No. 366. Bhdratam, a prose comment on the Asvamedha

parvarn, a sloca at the beginning ascribes the work to Sri Krishna, at

the end it is stated to be by Nila Kant'ha ; therefore a continuation

of the Bhdva dipica—a running prose version, or paraphrase ; leaf

1—49 and 15 leaves blank.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

damaged.

34. No. 367. Hari vamsam, slocas,

A supplement to the Bhdratavi, ascribed to Suta rishi—no

comment 1— 123 adhydyas—but not complete.

The following are a few of the matters contained in this book. Some

slocas are prefixed, describing what are purdnas and what are upa pzirdnas,

with a detail of names.

Mode of creation -origin of Dacs/m, and the other eight Brahmndi-

cns —origin of Z^etJos and Danavas, of Gandharbas and Racshasas—origin of

the five elements—on king FrWhu and his coronation —the establishment of

eight guardians of the celestial points, as E. SE—^<S. &c.

Tale of Prit'ht—definition of the Mantis, and the period of each

Manuvantara^ Measures of time, from a twinkling up to a Calpa, or day of

Brahma, On the twelve ddityns^ or the sun in each one of the twelve signs.

List of kings of the solar and lunar races. Details as to Rdmd, Trisanca,

Harischondra, and others. Legend of iSdgara and his many sons. The sun

is to be worshipped in anniversary sraddhas, for reasons herein stated. Matters

indispensable as to sraddhas. Legend of Piiniruvasa of the lunar line.

Birth of Dhanuvantari from the sea. Legend of Nahusha, Tale of Puru,

details as to the wife of Vasudeva father of Krishna, Tale of the syamantaca

jewel lost and regained. On the greatness of FisA?2M — and on the Vardha,

Nrisinha and Vdmana avaiaras. Datidtreya was a portion of Vishnu's

essence incarnate. Details of the avataras of Parasu Rama-, Cotanda Ruma,

and Krishna. War of devas and asuras. Surya was the father of Kerna,

Indra of Arjuna — Yama of Dherma-raja, the Maruts of Bhima, Asvini

Ciimara oi Naatla and Saha deva ; the eight Vasus are amsas or small por-

tions of Vishnu, On Bhishmdcharya—on the pregnancy of Devaki and the

birth of /vrzs//wa—his sports in Brinddvanam— Sacatasiira slain, killing of

Kaliya a king of Ndr/as. Others killed by Krishna : on the upholding of

Goverdhana, k'lWmg of 6'«wsa- War with Jarasandha, Mode of living at

Matltura - proclamation of marriage with Rucnmii. Building of Dwaraca—
description of the town—on the treatment by AV/.s-Am of AWaiya «««« ami
Musukundu. Defeat of Jara'sandha. War with SisupaJa- forcible abduc-
tion of Rucmini -tales of betrothal, and nmrriage. So far only in this book,
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and parts only taken out. The work was translated by M. Langlois ; but as

1 do not know of any English translation, I have written out notes taken on

the examining the book : leaf 1—275 and 233 — 276.

The book is somewhat long, of double thickness, with a brass

pin, recent copy.

34j. No. 369, Hari vamsam, slocas.

Part of the purva hhdgam ; defective.

The famo of liala Rama—war Avith ISaracdsura—killing him ; legend

of t]|e parijata flower— given to Sati/ab/idumi 124—149 adhyd?/as, a con-

tinuation of 34 No. 367, being an addition of 1 1 adhjdyas io iha Jst part.

The uttara bhayam or 2nd part.

The parijata flower again—war between Indra and Krishna— Pra-
' dijumna killed Samhurasura—Bdndsura s praise to i^iva—war on the subject

of Aniruddha and Unha, daughter of Bdndsura—defeat of Bdnasura, Siva

and Vishm 2iYe(ahhedam) undivided. Detail of Vislmu^s visit to Cailusa.

War between Idimha and Bala bhadra ^killing of various asuras. The va-

raha avatara— and also details of the Nrisinhx avatara ; killing of Hiranya-

casipu; details of the Vamana avatara. Tripura dahanam or burning three

towns 132—332 adhyaya. Consequently the end of the 1st part, and begin-

ning of the 2nd part are in re-duplication, and excess.

1st part leaves 1—45.

2nd „ ,, 1^220.

The book is very long, of double thickness, recent, yet slightly

damaged.

35. No. 375. Rdmdyanam iatva tica, an epitome of the Rdmd-
yanam.

By Mahesvara tirtlia. It is a comment on the Bdla Rdmdyanam
for school children 1 sarga complete, leaf 1—23.

The book is long, and thin, slightly injured.

36. No. 379. Rdmdyanam, slocas.

The Ayodhya cdndam 1— 1 19 complete. Court intrigues against

Rdma, and his going away with Sita to a wilderness ; leaf 1—97.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, slightly injured.

37. No. 380. Rdv)dyanam., slocas only.

By Vdlmiki.

\, Bala candaml—77 sarg-ws complete. v

2, Ayodhya „ 1— 119 „ „

3, Aranya „ 1—75 ,, „
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4, KlsJtk'tnda canduni 1— (17 *Y<r^rt5 coinplete.

5, Sundara ,, 1—63 ,, incomplete, mrgax 4 are wantinj^ ; the Yuddha
cdndani also wanting : leaf 1—2.')8 in regular order.

The book is long, thick, old, slightly injured.

38. No. o83. Rdmayanam, sheas.

By Vdlmihi.

1. The Bala catidam 1—77 sargas complete.

2. Ayodhya „ 1—52 „ incomplete.

The early training, and marriage of Rama. Court intrigues ; and

Rama, Sita and Lacshmana crossing the Ganges to go to a \vilderness-*-not

fiirther : leaf 1— 284.

The book is long, thick, recent.

39. No. 384. Bdvidyanuiyi, slocas.

By Vdlmiki.

Candam 1 wanting.

„ 2 'Ayodhn 53—1 1 9 adhy .- incomplete.

„ 3 'Aranya 1—75 adhy: complete.

„ 4 Kishkinda 1— 67 „ ,,

As above—in the wilderness, killing MaricM who sent a deceptive deer. The abduc-

tion of Sita by Rfivann—and as far as to Rama's friendship with Sugrlva ; leaf 1—245.

The book is long, of double thickness, with iron pin, recent.

40. No. 386. Rdmayanam, slocas.

The Yuddha candam 83— 134 adhyaya incomplete ; death of Cumhka-

kerna, brother of Ravana, and of Indraj'U, his son. Death of Rdvana ; dis-

comfiture, and slaughter of his army : leaf 1— 117 and 53 blank leaves.

The book is somewhat long, thick, recent.

41. No. 387. Sect. 1. Uttara Rdmdyanam.

By Valmiki, slocas : 1— 110 sargas complete.

After the crowning of Rama the visit to him by Agastya—who gives

a long detail of the genealogy of Rdvana from Pulast'hya with a variety of

connected incidents, many of them erotic ; account of the war ; and subsequent

events, as to Rama's dismissing Sita—birth of her two sons in a hermitage

&c. See other foregoing notices

For Sect. 2 see XXXJ.
Leaf 1—146.

42. No. 388. Rdla Rdmdyanam.

33y Valmiki—slocas, complete.

In one sarga a school epitome : leaf 1—5 a few slocas from the large

poem are added.

The book is long, without boards.
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43. No. 431. Bhdrata hhcivdrtlta dipica.

By Nila kani'ha, n comment on the meaning of the Bhdratam :

prose.

—The Virata parcnm 1— 71 adhy : complete.

— Bhishma „ the BJmgavat gita I lo 18 ndhynijas, to this is given an advdita

construction : leaf 1—183, .nnd 4 blank.

The book is long, and very thick, recent.

44. No. 606. Champii Bhagavntam.

By Sri Padma '>'dja nama ; only the 1st sarga, prose and verse,

complete: leaf 1— 12. Bhagavata champu vyakga called Cavi ranjani

by Sri Rdghavdchdrya 1st sarga only complete.

The ma?riage of Decaki to Vasudeva. birth of her eighth son Krish-

na— his childish sporis—his kilhug two imprisoned Gnndharbas. The subject

relates to XXIV ; but the matter is in place here ; leaf 1— GO.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

45. No. 612. Magham— slocas.

By Mdgha cavi 5, G sargas of the 4th sargarn only Go docas—
Also

Gant'ha paVha a prose comment on the 4th sargam complete.

By Kola chela malli ndtlia silri.
*

4th description of Raivata mount.

5th encampment of Krishna's army there.

6th description of the six seasons : leaf 1—27.

The book is long, without boards.

46. No. 615. Three pieces.

1.) Bhojacliampu, prose and verse.

By Bhoja.—The subject matter of the first five cdndams of the

Rdmdyanam adapted to public recitation.

2.) Lacshmana champti.

By Lacshmana cavi, a pupil of Bhoja. The remaining 6th

cdndam so adapted for minstrelsy in king's courts : leaf 1—60.

3.) Sri Rdmdrchana chandrica—slocds an appendix incomplete

—

on the properties of teacher and disciple—mode of instruction,

and initiation—on various ceremonies—diagrams and spells—with

the result of the use of each one, e. g. the Rdma mantra Sec, leaf

1—12 and 10 blank.

The book is of medium size, narrow leaves, recent.
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47. No. G19. Siiddlii c/tandrica.

By Rama ndma—a comment on tlie Blipgavata chmnpu vyalcya

V, 44 supra prose, incomplete : leaf 1— 10.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

48. No. Q'ZO, Another copy, prose, incomplete.

Birth and rearing of Krishna ; for minstrelsy.

The bcok is long, thin, no boards, recent.

49. No. 629. Raghu vamsa, a comment termed Sanjivini, on the

10th sarga, by Kola cliela malli ndtlia ; this portion complete.

Rishi srtnga called by Dasarafha—the sacrifice called putra

kdmest'ha, "desire of a son"—obtaining the payas — Kdusilya bore Rama—
Kdikegi bore Bharata, Sumitra bore Lacshvi na and Satrugi/d, Their boy-

hood, and yoiUli . leaf 1— 18,

The book is long, without boards.

50. No. G35. Sect, 1. Raghu vamsa.

Two sargas the 4th and 5th ; the 4th has a tlca ; conquest of

various countries and rule over them—munificient gifts to Brahynans

&c., for Sect. 2, 3, see X. The 3 sections are parts of three different

books.

51. No. 640. Raghu vamsa ; slocas.

By Call ddsa,

5th and 6th sargas complete, 9th 10th defective, 5th sarvnjit, a cere-

mony for conquest, when it was ended Raghu had not the smallest coin to

give to B,rishi who asked money for teaching ; but see other notices.

6th. Svayamvaram of Indumati and his daughter's marriage with

ylja, 9th, crowning of Dasarafha, &c.

10th, Birth of Rama and others :

Leaf 1—14 and 1—6 and 1—4.

The book is of medium length, without boards, old, damaged.

52. No. 611. Raghu vamsam. The 6th 5//r<7a of a comment entitled

Sanjivini by Kola cliela malli ndtlia, otherwise called Pedda Bhatta.

At a svayamvaram by Indumati many kings' sons assembled, when

Aja father of Dasuratlia was chosen by the young princess for her

husband : leaf 1— 19.

The book is long, without boards, recent.
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53. No. 644. Raghti vumm—slucas.

By Call ddsa, 4th sarcjam.

Raghu f/;oing to the East, conquered various countircs and made a great

sacrifice called visvajit, used in commemoration of conquests : leaf 1—8.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

54. No. 645. Cumara samhhavam.

By Cdli dasa ; 3rd to 8th sarga with a comment called savjkini,

by Pedda Bhatta : they are intermingled in this copy, mularn and tica.

Burning of Mcnmata, sorrow of Rati his wife—with a few other

matters ; see XXIV. leaf 28—1^23.

The book Is of medium size.

55. No. 646. Bhdraviyam, otherwise Kirariarjuniyam, by Bhdravi

mulam I—7 sarga complete 8th only (Gantlia) 26 s/ocos, with a

comment called GanVha fata by Kola chela malli nat'ha.

On the penance of Arjuna in the Himdbjas to obtain the death arrow,

with much ornamental matter, as to seasons &c. see oilier notices; leaf i— 115

and 32 blank leaves.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, recent.

5o\. No. 647. Sahitya manjusica ; a tica to the champu Rama-

yanam.

By Rama chandra bhutendra.

A comment on two kdndams ; the 4yodhya and Sundara ; the

contents of which are elsewhere noted : leaf 160-215.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, not injured.

56. No. 649. Bhdrata c]ia7npu.

By Ananta Bhatta, slocas with prose 1

—

5 st'/iapacas, or flower

bunches, complete, the 6th a little defectivco

Outline of the tale of the Bhdrata down to Bhishma's coming to bat-

tle ; in a way adapted to public minstrelsy : leaf 1—36 and 10 blank.

The book is long, thin, recent, very small handwritting.

57. No. 662. Mdgha cdvyum,

1st and 2nd sargas—the 1st has 75 slucas, only—and the 2nd

118 slucas, with a ^ica, called Sarvdncusha hy Kola chela nai''ha suri.

Nareda's visit to Krishna advising him to kill Sisupdla— the evil must

be destroyed, and the good protected : leaf 1—4 and 23—51.

Th.e book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.
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58. No. ()73, Raghu vamsa vijakydnam no mulam—\\\e 2nd, 3rd

4tli sargas of a tica only, and this incomplete.

Account of Dilipa and his reign— birth of his son RagJni—who

when king took 56 countries, and ruled justly ; leaf 1—56.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

59. No. 674. Mdgha cdvyavi—slocas.

By Mdgha cavi 1

—

S sargas complete, 4th wanting 5— 16 com-

plete, 17th has only 65 slocas.

Nareda's visit to Krishna -the lattei's expedition from Dioaraca—en-

campaient at mount Raivata—which is described -sojourn there—the six

seasons—various sports with women—tales recited—poetical description of

elephants, of evening, and mornintr. This fragment might be put under VIII

;

but, as the beginning of an historical poem, it is placed here : leaf 1—14 and

19—76.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, and worm eaten.

60. No. 677. Champu Bhdgavatam-, mi'Uam by Sri Padmardja,

and tica by Rama suri 1

—

5 sargas.

Marriage of V^asu deva and Devaki birth of Rala bhadra and Krishna

—the boyish sports of both of them—the killing of KawzntJ and A rjuna by

Krishna for their artful malice.. Chamura one of Camsa^s people was sent to

kill Krishna, who killed him. The killing of Camsa himself, by his nephew

Krishna.

The original is first given, and the tica afterwards, and separate

leaf 1

—

2o5. The book is somewhat long, of double thickness, recent,

copying.

61. No, 679. Sect. 1. Mdgha cdvyam, slocas only i\\e \st sarg

a

—
ISareda's visit to Krishna. For sect. 2. see XXIV.
Medium length, old, no boards, damaged,

62. No. 681. Bdla Bharatam, slocas.

Ascribed to Agasiya 1—20 sargas not more.

From the birth of the Pandavas, down to the fight in which Kerna

commanded. An epitome of the Bharatam for schools, 1

—

A9 leaves.

The book is long, on broad talipat leaves, no boards, recent.

63. No. 684. Raghu vamsam vyakyana7n prose the 11th sarga

1—75 slocas, the tica thereon, but without the mulam.

Visvam.ifrd's coining to Dasarat'hn and taking him to a sacrifice— the

killing of Tddaca—completing tlic sacrifice

—

Rama's visit to Janaca jniram,

and his proposal of marriage to iSifn. ; leaf 1— H.

Tlie book is of nicdiuin length, no boards.

1
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CI-. No. GST. Raghu vamsam.

By Call ddsaslocas with tica in Telugu 4th 5th sargas, mulani

and tica,

6th sargn, and Sanscrit lica to COth shea not beyond. On the crown-

ing of RcKjhu and his conquest of various countries ; he made the Visvajit

sacrifice—and gave to Kautsa-rishi 14 crores (of cowries) 58 leaves and

5 blank.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent,

fine handwriting.

Appended are 14 leaves, on genders of nouns ending in vowels

and consonants—subject pertaining to X.

Q5. No. 688. Bdia Bhdratam—sheas.

By Agastya 7 sargas 14—20 so far right.

On the war down to the defeat, and death of Kerna : leaf 76—118.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

m. No. 697. For sect. 1, see III.

Sect. '2. Magha cdvyam, sheas with a tica—there are five com-

plete sargas, but not in regular order.

1st sarga midam and tica.

2ikI ,, tica only.

6tli ,, mulain and tica.

8th „ the same.

13tli „ the same.

The general subject is Krishia's expedition against ^SiVj/pa/a

/

but the catastrophe is not in this fragment : leaf 1— 126.

The book is long, and thick, slightly injured.

67. No. 703. Ragliu vamsam.

By Cctli dasa, muhm with tica ; the comment by Mahohadhaijya,

another title of Fedda Bhaita.

1st and 2nd sargas wanting.

3rd and 5th midam only—leaf 1— 10 tale oi Raghu 15th and 16th have

each two copies of the same tica 17 midam and tica, leaf 1—90, 18th miihm

with tica 19th the same. From the 15th the acts of Rama down to the

killing of Ravana.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

Ll
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67|. No. 704. Bhdrata tatparya nirnayajn.

By Ananta tirVhdchdrya—slocas 1

—

32 adhydyam complete.

From thfi birth of the Pandavas and their adventures— to the obtain-

ing the aid of Krishna—the death of Ker7ia, and others of their relatives in the

great war. Detail of subsequent events: of their going to sverga ; 1—221

leaves.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

[As the name of the author is a title of Madhvdcharya, it is probable that the scope

of this book is to support the dvilita system ; but it was not so very particularly examinedi

as tD be certain.]

68. No. 707. Bhdraviyam, or Kirartarjuniyarn.

By Bhdravi.

The 6th to 13th sargam and 2nd to 9th sargam, part of two copies
j

mulam only.

The penance of Arjuna, S^'c. leaves 4-13 and 16—46,

The book is of njedium size, without boards.

69. No. 709. Kirartarjuniyarn.

By Bhdravi, vv'ith tica by Kola chela malli ndVha ; two sargams.

3i'd sargam, mulam with tica.

4th „ „ „

Matters preceding the penance of Arjuna ; leaf 55—90.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a little injured.

70. No. 710. Mdgham : mulam, with tica.

.3rd saryam has nn'dam and tica leaf 1^20.

9th „ has tica only on 57—87th sloca,

10th , ., (leaf 48—68. 10 blank.)

11th „ „

11th—12lh ,, mulam only leaf 1— 8 defective.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

71. No. 712. Kirartarjuniyarn.

By Bhdravi : mulam with tica.

7th sargam—two copies of this section mulam and tica, both correct, 22 leaves.

8th sargam—the mulam only, complete.

4 leaves.

10th sargam—mulam and tica 18 leaves.

17th 18th sargams—only the tica 16 leaves.

The tica is by Kola chela malli nat'ha.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards?, slightly

injured »
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72. No. 715. Rayhu vamsa vyakydnam, a comment, known as

Sanjivini ; by Ko/a chela malli ndfha.

14th to 16th sargams—the residence of Rama with Sita in the

wilderness: leaf 154— 176.

The book is long, thin, no boards, damaged.

73. No. 720. Kirartarjuniyam.

By Bhdravi—4th sarga ; mulam with a tica called Gantlia pata,

by Pedda bhatta. Sarat rutu or October November, season described,

as to clouds, flowers in the forest &c. One leaf, at the end, is a fragment

from the Rdmdyanam : leaf 1— 18.

The book is long, thin, no boards.

74. No. 723. Kirartarjuniyam—slocas.

By Bhdravi—14th to 18th sargain— or 5 sargams of the mulam

only.

These five relate to the contest between Siva, and Arjuna, ending in

the latter's obtaining the Pasupatastra : leaf 19— 34.

The book is of medium length, thin, no boards,

75. No. 724. Raghu vamsam, slocas.

By Cdli ddsa ; the 6tli sargam only ; of this two copies. The

1st defective by 18 slocas. The 2nd has 85 slocas complete.

On Raghu, and on the mode of his ruling his kingdom.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, injured*

76. No. 726. Raghu vamsam

By Cdli ddsa 13th sargdm, mulam with Savjivini a tica by Kn\a

chela malli ndtlia distinct in 77 slocas, and this is placed first ; leaf

86—93, and mulam numbered 49

—

5Q in reversed order.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

77. No. 727. For sect. 1 see XXX.
Sect. 2. Raghu vamsam ; muldm 13—17 sargam, or 5 sargams.

This portion relates to Rama ; his residence in a wilderness, and

to incidents there occurring : leaf 1—37.

Sect. 3. Magham ; mulam.

By Magha cavi.

Sarga 1 wanting 2—7 found 8,9 wanting 10th and 11th found,

or 8 sargams ; not more : leaf 37—64 and 76—89.

Sect. 4. Kirartarjuniyam, mulam.

By £hdravi2nd 3rd 4th sargams, on 20 leaves : see other notices.

The book is of medium size, old, without boards, injured.
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78. No. 728. Bac/hu vamsam.

By Cdli ddsa—10th sargam, mulam and ilea tlie latter defective.

On the reign of Basaratha, and down to the birth of Rama
Lacshmana, Bharata, and Satrugnd : leaf 1—5 mulam and 1— 12 tica.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, and damaged.

78|. No. 729. Ragku vamsam, slocas.

By Cali dasa.

Only 4 sargas, the 1st, 2nd, 7th, 9th, the 7 is defective, 1st and 2nd

Dilipd's conquest and mode of governing his kingdom 7th Rama's birth &c.,

9th subject continued leaf 28—38 and 11— 19 and 31—40, only 3 leaves of

7th sarga, 8 blank leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly injured.

79. No. 730. Raghu vamsam.

By Call ddsa. The 5th sargam, mulam with a tica by Kola chela

htalli natlia.

An extravagant laudation of the liberality of Raghu in his gift to a

poor disciple. .

The book is long, and thin, without boards, slightly injured:

leaf 1—18.

79^. No. 731. Raghu vamsam ; slocas only 68 slocas of the 8th

sargam: leaf 14— 18.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

80. No. 732. Gantlia 'pdta, a comment on the Kirartarjuniyam,

by Kola chela malU ndfha 4 sargams.

7th sargam tica only

8th „ mulam and tica

12th „ only the tica

16th „ „

A description of some high born females, who came to witness the

combat between Siva and Arjuna—description of Arjuna's hermitage—and

of the combat with Siva, on mount Hhnafit.

Leaf 1—17 and 1—11 and 1—15 and 1—10.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

81. No. 734. Mdgha cavyam, slocas.

By 3Idgha cavi 1st and 2nd sargams 1st 75 slocas, complete

2nd 65— 118 defective. The subject Ndreda's visit to Krishna ; and a

discussion between them as to the intended killing of Sisupdia.

This book is in grantlia letter and should be transferred : it

is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly injured.
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82. No. 747. Sanjivini, a iicato the Cumara sdmhhava of Cdliddsa.

By Kola chela inalli nafha.

On the 3rd sargam only, and on 76 slocas.

The amour of Parvati after penance on the Himdlya mountain :

leaf 8—21.

The book is of medium length, without boards, damaged.

83. No. 758. Magha: slocas.

The 2nd sargam 118 slocas, complete, with a iica on 82; the

remainder wanting.

Ndreda's discourse with Kruhiia about killing Sisupdla^ and some

talk about dherma, or equity : leaf 1—24 and 11 blank.

The book is long, thin, with clumsy boards.

84* No. 763. Sect. 1. Mdgham.

9th and lOth sargas, original, and also a comment entitled Sarvancuska

by Pedda Bhatta—description of dawn, and sun rise : leaf 1— 32.

For Sect : 2 see XL
The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

85. No. 766. Bhdrata champu.

By Ananta bhatta, slocas, prose 1—12 stliapacas, complete.

The general subject of the Bhdratam in epitome ; adapted for

public recitation, leaf 1— 60.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, without boards,

variously injured.

S(5. No. 806. For Sect. 1 see X.

Sect. 2 Cumara samhhava tica.

1st and 2nd sargam only, without the original, 20 leaves not

numbered.

For Sect. 3. see XXVIII.

87. No. 1003. Three subjects.

1.) Cuviara samhhava tica.

By Kola chela malli nafha.

Only iSQ slocas of the 1st sargam: poetical description of mount

Himdut leaf 1— 13.

2.) Kirdrtdrjuniyam ; mulam only ; the 10th sargam defective.

A description of spring, and other seasons, as they occurred while

Arjuna was doing penance : 6 leaves.
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o.) Raghu, vamsam ; mulam only.

The 3rd sargam defective.

On Dilipas conquests, and on his being for a long time without

an heir, 6 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards, injured.

XXVII. S.uvA.

1. No. 116. Ten pieces.

1.) Funyahavasana krama ; mode of consecrating water for sprink-

lings, and purify ings ; especially when placing an idol in a new

position.

2.) Mantapa puja krama ; the mantapa is a temporary lodge wherein

the image is placed, in idol processions ; and figurantes dance, and

sing before it. The mantapa is prepared by homage to the guardians

of the eight points, with the addition of zenith, and nadir.

3.) Pancha gadya vidhi ; mode of doing homage with five proceeds

of a cow ; to wit—milk—butter oil—curds—urine—dung.

4.) Pancha kalasa arcliana vidhi, mode of homage, using five water

vessels.

5.) Agni homas—use of fire-offerings of various kinds—and mode of

purifying the fire-pit, as prescribed, by rule.

6.) Sivashdottra sata ndmavali, praise to Siva by a prose list of 108

names.

7.) Die pdlaha nava graha archana.

Mode of homage to guardians of the eight points, and to the

nine planets.

8.) Suhrahmanydshstottra sata ndmdvali, praise of Cumara, by prose

list of 108 names.

9.) Vignesvara ashstottra sata ndmavali. Praise of Ganesa by prose

list of 108 names.

10.) Pancha mucha stottra^ praise of the five faced Siva (5 elements)

leaf 1—52.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

2. No. 215. Sata sanhita tatparya dipica, slocas—vdcyas—tica.

By Mddhavala 1—43 adhyayas, incomplete. The suta sanhita

is a Saiva book in various sections ; said to belong to the scanda purd~

nam ; tatparya is meaning ; dipica, illustration or comment ; an expla-

nation of the meaning of portions of the said work.
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Whether sacrifices ought, or ouglit not to be performed ? (Ictermineil

in the affirmative.

Prana vicharam, enquiry as to Saiva explanation of the mystic

O^m. An enquiry as to the human body ; and on its being distinct from the

souL

An enquiry as to Siva b/iakti ; on six special phices in the human

body, and six special localities in the other world ; on which Vira Saivas

especially enlarge.

Para tatva vichdra, an enquiry as to the nature of the Divine Being.

Mai/i vicharam—on the female energy, negative power in creation ;

that is matter.

Pracriiti vicharam enquiry as to the modus operandi of vikrilti active

power, or Deity, on jyracriUi or matter. [This is the direct opposite of the

Bauddha, Jaina and saiva-sacti, philosophy as to theory of creation, or of

spontaneously existent things].

This book gives the sense of the Suta savhita. [It seems specially

antagonistic to the Bauddhas']. Leaf 105—210, part of a large book.

The book is long, somewhat thick, slightly damaged.

3. No. 306. Tati^arya dipica, a comment on the Suta sanhita,

slocas, vdcyas, prose. By Madhava manlri. This is a much fuller

copy, containing 4 khandas, and two supplementary pieces.

1.) Siva mahatmya hhanda 13 udhyayas.

On the thread of life, and its lord {Pasupati) a name of Siva.

Mode of homage to Siva. On the Saiva sacti puja at some length.

Homage to Saiva devotees. Means of acquiring mukti or beatification.

Description o? jdti, or caste. Value of water reservoirs.

2.) Gndiia yoga kliandam, 20 adhydyas.

On the traditional descent of the g?idna yogi : azramah vidJii, or

state, and proper deportment of the celibate Brahmdchari, the Grihastlia,

the Vanaprastlta, and the Sanniydsi.

Dana dherma pltala nirvusana, or description of charitable, or

religious gifts—on the foetus in the womb—on the ashtdnga ybgam, or

discipline with eight members of the body.

Mode of being sealed, as an ascetic ; mode of suppressing breath-

ing by the nostrils—mode of meditation—mode of a Sanniyasis burial.

3.) Mukti kliandam—9 adhydyas.

On beatification, and the means leading thereto. On the begin-

ning of a state of nydnam or wisdom. Mode of a disciple going \o guru
or teacher, and serving lam—learning from him, and the_excellency of

this noviciate,
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4.) Yagnya vdibhava kha?idam jourva b/icir/am or 1st part 47 adhydyas

;

uttara Ihdgam or 2ncl part 20 adhydyas. This khandam has not

been abstracted ; but an idea of the contents is conveyed, by 2,

No. 215 supi'a.

Two appendices, or gitas.

1.) Meaning of the vedas— of the pranava or mystic O'm. On asce-

tic zeal. On the six lettered mantra. Finite, and eternal thinsfs

discriminated. On the import of the Siva I'mga. Importance of

wearing co iv-dung ashes. On the union of the human soul with

Bralim. On some 'cshetras, or special places, a visit to which at

once gives beatification.

2.) Meaning of Vedas as to Bralim : concerning divine bliss. One

universal soul is the Brahmatvam or Divinity. Bralim is thus

difl'used througout all bodies. Ahan (or the abstract I) is Siva and

only Siva (something equivalent to " I am"). Description of tli^

soul in the abstract. Meaning of all vedantas briefly given. Quota-

tions in support, or proof from veda vacyas, smritis, purdnas, and

other authorities. Leaf 1—295.

The book is long, of great thickness, with brass pin, and recent.

4. No. 466. Four pieces.

1.) Kdldgni rudra upanishada.

By Kdldgni rudra to Sanatcumara.

Mode of putting on the triple horizontal lines by (Sa/t-as—bathing

at the time of putting it on—dimensions— the mantra then used, the

presiding deity the benefit &c.

2.) Sri saila vdsa mangalaradi.

Seven chants in praise of Siva as resident on the hill at Sri

sailam.

3.) Siva puja vidhi—slocas in meditation on the guru, or teacher, on

the fixed symbol, and moving symbol, or devotee. Mode of put-

ting on cow-dung ashes, and of wearing the sacred beads. The

five lettered mantra, homage to the symbol of Siva.

4.) Sancara siuti, slocas, and lingashtacam, an octave o^ slocas.

Praise of Siva as the destroyer, and of the symbol : leaf 2

—

15.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

injured.
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5. No. 467. Vdidica dchdrya nirnaya.

By Sachiddnanda : sJocos, prose.

In order to obtain beatification, devotees must render homage to Isvara.

Proof of the existence of Isvara. This Brahm is the cause of the

universe. His nature, and properties. By many quotations, as alleged, from

upanishadas, it is proved that Sica is parama Brahm, and that he ought to

be worshipped.

Preference is due to Siva. Panegyric of cow-dung ashes, and sacred

beads.

The custom of branding the discus and shell of Vishnu on the shoul-

ders, and other members of votaries is censured, and condemned.

On a mode of homage, by bathing the Sica symbol.

Various other Saiva customs, and modes of homage described.

Leaf 1—30 and 3 not numbered.

The book is long, and thin, on narrow leaves, old, and much
injured.

6. No. 468. Lingdrchana hramam; taken from tlie Vizesha artlia

j)racdsica, a comment on a book called Siva siddhanta tantra—t\ie

2nd adikarana—sJocas, prose.

This piece contains details of the mode of homage to the symbol

of Siva, leaning to the Vira Saira practice, and the opposite of the

Saiva-sacti system.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

7. No. 508. Fe'da pdla stavam ; the original by Jaimuni from a

dictation by Veda pdta, with a tica called Siva taiva by Surya

Ndrdyana suri, both complete.

At Pundarica puram, the form of Siva is called Maha nai'ha—this

deity is lord of the world—no one else is like, or equal to him— excellency

described, ;.nd praise of it : leaf 1— 120. This book has a relation to XI.

It is short, thick, recent.

8. No. 530. Chatiir veda tutparya sangraham, prose, incomplete.

The title would imply a compendium of the sense of the four t'ec/as;

but the real intent is to extract from the four vedas the dogma of Siva's great-

ness, and supremacy ; leaf 1— 12. The book is long, and thin, very slightly

damaged.

9. No. 587. Sanatcumdra sanhita, ascribed to Suta rishi—slocas

said to be from the Scanda purdnam 1— 10 adhydyam, incomplete.

Siva Ls the most excellent being : he is fit to be worshipped—he is the

first cause of the universe. Benefits flowing from homage, and devotedness

to Siva described.

Ml
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On the sun'ipa or nature of Para Drahm. The moveable, and im-

moveable (animate and inanimate) components of the universe : on Siva mayam

(work or appearance) Maha dcva is the sum total of Brahma, Vishnu and all

other gods—also of men, and of all other living beings—also of things inanimate

—all are onlj^ manifestations of his divine form.

31aha deva, in the work of creation, assumed—or divided himself into

the forms of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. The human body is composed of

five elements—their nature described. By one muya, Siva has very many

appearances. The nature of that maya described.

Condemnation of family mode of life—description of the ascetical mode

of meditative lift-. Excellence of the Saiva mode of homage ; of the cow-

dung ashes ; of rudracsha beads, of hilva leaves, and like matters. The

benefits of mental homage to Siva—homage to the symbol— praise of it, as to

benefits—such are the chief points, leaf 1—61.

The book is of medium size, without boards, much damaged.

10. No. 642. Siva karnamr'itam.

By Bhdradiodja muni, slocas.

In three satacams., or centos.

Praises of Siva— tales of his conduct, not very exemplary—his disposi-

tion—his excellency, or glory—homage to him &c., (got up probably to rival

the Krtshna karnamritavi) : leaf 1—38 and 7 blank leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness.

11. No. 694. Siva karnamriiam, this copy has only one satoca^?

of 100 slocas.

In addition to the above—duty of Saivas to forego family cares
;

snakes, skulls, and other ornaments of Siva described : kiritas or sexual

amusements with Gduri (ox Parvati) leaf 124— 130 taken from a larger

book. This one is of medium length, thin, without boards, damaged.

12. No. 762. Three pieces.

1.) Uddharana padyam, or Siva iatoa vizldra ; by Somasa cavi,

slocas, complete.

On the true knowledge of Siva, and his supremacy
; praise

founded on his glory.

2.) Vrishahha ashtacam, 8 slocas.

By Somasa cavi ; Praise of Nandi, the veliicle of Siva ; both of

the above on leaf 8

—

33.
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3.) Basava gadyaniy or dandacam.

By Somasa cavi, prose, complete.

Description of the power, or energy of the vehicle of Siva—its excel-

lency set forth in various praises : leaf 1— 10. The leaves of this piece are

shorter, and narrower than those of the two others.

The book is of medium length, thin, a little injured.

IS. No. 1,002. Five pieces.

1.) Siva puja Jcramam—s/6cas with ^tose a.ndi viantras. This relates

to anickam a generic teriri, including cleansing of teeth, bathing

of different kinds, putting on cow-dung ashes and beads with

homage paid to the jS'arya symbol : 24 leaves a glossary in Telugu.

2.) Siva puja vidhi, slocas, complete.

In what manner ritual homage is to be conducted—and its

benefits—praise of Siva intermingled : 17 leaves.

3.) Bhavdni vachanam ; two leaves in the Telugu language. Siva

and Parvati being separate, this piece expresses Parvatis pain,

during absence.

4.) Rudram, two leaves containing a veda extract on Riidra, his

glory &c.,

5.) Siva gadyam, complet?, a prose chant, declaring Siva's glory,

3 leaves.

The book is of medium size, but has a mixture of differing leaves.

XXVIII. Sacti (or female energy system.)

1. No. 13. Two pieces.

1.) Savuntara lahari vyakydnam—a comment by Lacshmi dhara, on

a cento by Sancardchdrya. The 100 slocas of the original are also

contained in it. It describes the person of Parvati, from her feet

upwards in a lengthened paraphrase. Parvati is the general

sacti ; the energy being much subdivided, and distributed in other

books, leaf 1— 100.

2.) Sri chacra puja kramam ; slocas and prose. The cl/acra is any

circular, or other diagram ; but the term Sri confines it to a magi-

cal diagram of this sect. As such it represents imdenduin muliebre,

as that is understood to represent the self-productiv:^ universe ;

any male energy (as of saicas) or active cause, being passed by, on

this system.
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To the Sri cliasra a variety of homage is made ; those herein specified

are.

•

—

Gura puja, homage to initiatory teacher.

•

—

P'Ctha nyasam, finger signs to the pedestal.

— Vacya piija verbal homage.

—Atma pvja mental homage ; with a placing many jewels in the c/m-

cra, and rendering homage to them. On the outside, the chacra pvja,

is ptfja to the die palacas, homage to bind the gaurdians of the points,

so that they may not interfere : 53 leaves in the grant'Aa letter.

2. No. 14. Various pieces.

1.) Nava rdtri kalpam, said to be from the Brahmdnda puranam.

In the asvija and cartikya month the Dasara or Durga festival

occurs. The first nine days are the maha iiuvami, and the 10th

the vijayanti, commemorating the amazonian conquest of asuras.

The mode of performing vows, and benefit of vows, and obser-

vances are herein stated—they are for ishta siddhi, all desirables
;

not always benevolent—mode of homage to different forms of Par-

vati or Durga. (This homage prevails in Ca'cutta and Bengal

;

and kaula Brahmans are more numerous in that province, than in

the Peninsula.)

2.) Sri vidya, this term which might be rendered " sacred learn-

ing" is technical with this class for their own religious way. It is

herein said to be a revelation from Siva to Uma, of the mode of

sacti homage.

1st. Adi chacra the original diagram.

2nd. the mantras or spells inscribed and repeated,

ord. the order of the ritual service.

3.) Panclia dasi hhdsyam, an explanation of the fifteen lettered

spell ; connected with the praise of Cdivdcshi (lustful eye) the

name of the sacii oi Ecdmhesvara at Conjeveram.

4.) Spurious upanishadas, Devi upan : ommanya upan :—samhita

upan

:

—samhita upan :—vyakya by Siia Rama. Many so called

upanishadas are coined by this sect.

5.) Sacti treya ashtaca vyakydnam, a comment, by Sita Rama, on

an octave by Sashdchala, containing praise of three sactis, Cdli,

Lacshmi, Sarasvati.

6.) Sarva dgama arnava sanyaca, compendium in four parts of the

sea of the dgamas ; books o^ Saivas : leaf 1— 105.

The book is long, of medium thickness, one board slightly

inj urcd.
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3. No. 23. Sdrada tilacam, sheas.

By Lacsliman a charya, mantras. 1— 2o padalams the end 1st

leaf wanting.

— Shad hala nydsam, finger signs, as to six venereal rites,

—Acshara devata nirupanam, description of the mode of assigning a

letter of the alphabet, and a divinity to each of the lunar mansions, as

influencing respective births.

— Para mitra sodhana, examination of agreement, or difference of

divinities in certain cases

—

hurmachacra vidhi a figure like a tortoise,

with magic letters inscribed.

The four following pertain to temples.

•

—

Mantapa lacshanam, properties of a temple-porch ; with avcurdpana

vidhi mode of sowing various grains before consecrating an image.

—Kunda lacshanam, properties of a pit for fire-offerings.

— Samanya avaranam, the initiatory teacher makes eight circles to

instruct the disciple.

—Kaldvati dicsha nirupanam, an introduction to the venereal rites of

this sect in Saiva temples.

The following are of less restricted use

.

— Vedamdi dicsha nirupanam ; mode of instruction on the vedas.

— Dasacshari vagisvari, an original spell of ten letters willi the diagram

in which it is written.

—Agneya yentra, a diagram to the god of fire.

— Chatwacshara Lacshmi yentram, a four lettered spell to Lacshmi.

—Description of the pouring water over tlie different representations of

deities.

—One lettered, and three lettered spells to Bhuvanesvari " lady of the

world," in Saiva fanes.

-~-Diirga hriidayam, praise to Durga.

—A spell directed to the conquering Z)//rgiTt in temples. Spell of one

letter to Ganapati, and various others of like kind, used in sacti wor-

ship : leaf 2—191. See under 2nd family.

The book is somewhat long, thick, old, damaged.

4. No. 34. Kama Jcala vydkydnam, a comment : the slocas of the

original are given, with a prose tica, in Sanscrit.

The conmient by Punydnanda n/Mii,
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Tripura sundari, a form of Pareali, her excellence, and description of

her form. Spells and diagrams, used in homage to that sacti. The sri

chacra and other diagrams. Four forms of the sacti deva (hala surupa) not

decently translatable : leaf 1—23 complete.

The book is long, and without boards.

5. No. 50. Three pieces.

1.) Siva, dhydnam, slocas incomplete ; and tatva dhydnam, medita-

tion on Siva, and on truth ; this piece is not sacti.

2.) Syamala dhydnam, slocas incomplete, meditation on the " dark-

colored" goddess. The dhydnam is used after the spells have been

completed, to give intensity.

3.) Ashta trimsati kalu vyakydnam, a comment on some other book.

It relates to thirty-eight forms of passive, or productive nature.

Leaf 1—5 written, 6— 1 1 blank, 12—25 written.

The book is short, without boards, much damaged by termites.

6. No. 56. Three subjects.

1.) Sudarisana dhdrana, diagrams and spells, named after the dis-

cus of VisJum.

The Sudarisana diagram has six angles and in each one a hija

letter.

The mode of infusing life, or deity, into that figure ; after which

process it is worshipped. The fire offerings, and spells employed.

2.) Tripura Sundari pvja vidhi ; slocas, mantras and prose. The

motions of hands and fingers, and afterwards the mode of homage :

complete.

3.) Lacshmi vishyam, incomplete ; some finger motions, spells, and

meditation referring to worship of Lacshmi 25 leaves.

The book is short, without boards, slightly injured.

7. No. Qo. Fifteen tracts, containing mantras and tantras.

1.) Tripura calpani, slocas, complete.

By Adinafha dnanda Bhdirava.

In 16 padalams.

Mula mantras or original spells, with japa and stottra, and the sacti

gayatri. The intention of the whole to propitiate the sacti ; to bring her

over to any purpose ; and to gain desirables.

Homage to the slipper of the goddess.

Mode of writing the chacra or diagram, with its pi'opertios and uses,

spells to make the retinue of that goddess to enter the said diagram. With

like matters of magic, and mystery.
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2.) Vdmahisvara tantram, 400 slocas, and therefore known as chdiur

sati.

Mode cf homage to maha Tripura Sundari. In wliat way the goddess

is to be brought over, and her acquired influence used.

The mantra andjapam used in these ceremonies, with fire-ofFerings
;

in six padalams.

o.) Artlia retna avail, this is the title of a comment on the fore-

going chatur sati.

By Sri vidya dnanda ndfha.

In 5 padalams prose ; subject as in the original.

4.) Ruju vimari sani, or right consideration. By Sivdnanda muni

—a commentary on a work entitled Nitya sJiodasikarnava. In five

padalams—it contains mantras, fire-ofFerings, japa, homage, &c.

connected with this peculiar way, and having a reference to the

sixteen auspicious ceremonies in general usage ; though with

differences of ritual.

5.) Tripurasara samuchaya, vmlam.

By Bhatta naga—in XQ padalams.

On the mode of the sacti homage. Occasion will occur for ful-

ler details, further on in the volume.

6.) Sampradaya dipica, a comment on the foregoing piece, in 10

padalams.

Mode of purifying the elements—description of the form of the

goddess ; and her train, or retinvie. Mode of homage.

7.) Uttara shadca miilam : said to be extracted from the Rudra

yamulam, a kaula book ; in 6 padalams.

8.) A comment on the same, without any distinct title : spells, and

other matters relative to the kdida worship.

9.) Yogini hriidayam, with the Vamakesrara tantram. In 3 pada-

lams relative to the same sect.

10.) Yogini hriidayam dipica.

By Amrita dnanda yogi.

In 3 unmeshams (winks, or opening of the eyes). A comment on

the foregoing piece. Yogini is usually understood of a female demon ;

but with this sect it appears to denote a minor portion of the universal

female energy.

11.) Mdtrica chacra riveca ; in 5 khandams, wisdom of the motherly

diao^ram.
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12.) A comment on the same, without title.

By Sioa dnanda viuni.

It contains the various modes, and object offormihg diagrams for

spells, on the female energy system.

13.) Nitya sliodasasikdrnana, the mulam or original of 4) sea of the

16 continual ceremonies.

14.) Manorama, delight of the mind ; another comment on 13) in

22 padalams.

Details of spells and diagrams, with various other sacti matters.

15.) Siva samayanca matnca.

By Singha chiti ndtlia, in 16 uldsas.

The general subject relates to the kdula, or sacii system.

Leaf 2—368 the end, 1st leaf only wanting.

The book is long, very thick, on broad talipat leaves, damaged.

8. No, 64. Sect. I. Various pieces. ,

•

—

'Ananda tantram, taken from the Nitya shodasikdmava : supra

13)

—

slocas. In 20 padalams ; various matters relating to the

sacti homage.

—Maha svachluindu sdra sangralia, mode of uniting the spells with

their diagrams, as used in the homage to the goddess Tripura

Sundari ; the ritual homage and mental homage included, with

stoitra or praise.

Thirty-six mudras ; seals or motions of hands and fingers used in

spells ; and mode of using them with eifect ; also fire-offerings em-

ployed.

—Sarira ufpatti krania, on the formation, and growth of the foetus

in the womb.

— Guru mandala arcliana, homage to a form, or body of teachers

—

or to a particular diagram when possessed, or dwelt in, by the

goddess.

For sect. 2. see XVI. Those spells, though more directly magical,

yet all have a reference to the practices, and mysteries of this female

energy homage.

The entire book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, on

broad talipat leaves, and very much damaged.

9. No. 82. Syama arcliana tarangini.

By Visvesvara somayajin.
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Details of observances of the sacdpiija imitating those of other

sects.

Observances on first rising in the morning ; such as—cleansing the

toeth, bathing, putting the black spot on the forehead, (their mark) using

beads; and spells with them; the repetition reckoned by the beads. The

sandhya vandanam^ morning, noon, and evening homage. The hdlika gayntri

or gayatri accprding to this sect ; with spoil, muttered prayer, and pouring out

water from the hands.

Dwdra pdla puja ; homage to two warders, or door-keepers of a

temple.

Buda suddhi, a purifying the elements Mdtrika mantra nyasa

vidhi, mode of writing the maternal spell in a diagram.

Homa krama, mode of iire-ofFering.

Parivdra devata archana, homage to the retinue of the goddess.

Sydma archana with stoitra, homage, and with praise to the

" dark colored" goddess.

This is the chief point in the book.

Madka ddna vidhi, mode of giving honey or sweet, which designates

fermented liquor or wine,- an essential part of rites in this sj'stem.

Bala Tripura Sundari mantra.

A spell to young Parvati. a term peculiar to this sect.

Sacti pttja, other parts of the said homage.

The essential point is worship of a woman ; and specially of the vulca,

as a type of the female energy ; as the Saivas make the litiya a type of the

masculine energy.

Homa vidhi, mode ot fire-offering.

To kill sheep, and eat the flesh, and to drink wine or ardent spirits, in

this homage, is stated to be no crime (contra to Saivas) but is rauier an act of

merit, or virtue.

Sri chacra archana, mode of ritual homage to the vulca-diagraxn

;

which when life is put into it, by power of spells typifies the goddess—or

universal Nature. Various other details of homage to the female energy ; such

as shun the light, and are intentionally closely kept secret by votaries ; leaf

1—228.

The book is long, very thick, without boards, some leaves are

shorter than others.

Nl
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10. No. 112. Tripura Sundari iuntram.

By Amrita dnanda ndl'ha.

Formules and other matters of rites to tins goddess. Her glory.

This sacti formed the whole world ; in effect, the whole world is tliis

sacti. Under its command Brahma, Vishmi, and Siva, act and obey.

Devi dkydna, meditation of the goddess Kdiildcltara mahatmynm,

legend of this mode of homage, and mahima its glory.

Sri chacra udhara kraina. Mode of writing, or forming the special

diagram. It is not strictly a circle, or wheel ; but' polygonal, with many

angles ; the spells used, with mode of muttered prayer. What may, and what

may not be eaten when u?ing the prayer. Bala pnja vidhanam, manner of

homage, Bala is an alias, and often prefixed to Tripura.

3Idtangi calpam, benefit of homage to the "^naternal member."

An7ia purria puja vidhanam—moile of homage to a Ceres, giver of

food. Bhuvanesvari mantra ; puja ; yentra, or diagram, spell, ritual homage to

the ''lady of the earth- paradise."

Cdliprasamsa, praise of Cdli ; also mode of homage to this sacti of Vira

Bhadra. Cdlica sliiti, other laudation. [It is not quite certain whether kdula.

matam the designation which they adopt, is from kula tribe, or kali the sacti

of V^i/ra Bhadra.

Mdtangi puja vidhanam mode of spell, fire-olfering, prayer to the

" matron-member."

Varahi mantra pvja spell and homage to a sacti of Vishnu, but only

\x?,e:(\.hy Saiva sactis. Cdli mantra— Lacshmi mantra, Sarasvaii mantra—
three spells n.amed after the Sactis—of Siva, Vishnu, and Brahma— iov varied

benefits expected. There are as many as 101 vrdia calpas beginning as

above with Blmvanesvari; which of course need not all be specified.

Devi sandhya kramam, mode of homage, morning, noon and evening

to another variation, or S'iva sacti,

'Ananda lahari vyahydnam.

By Sadd Siva. A comment on a piece of 40 slocas, by Sa7icardcJia-

rya incomplete, leaf 1 —4G, 49, and 1—4 and 1—13 and 21—23 and 76—98.

The book is long, thick, without boards, old, very much darn-

aged ; in various cases, only bits of leaves remaining.

11. No. 114. Many matters, but of one kind.

1.) Kama Jcald angaria mldsam.

By Punya dnanda, with a comment by whom unknown. Kama
liala anyana it appears is the name of a sacti ; olherwiisc not tran.'jiatable,
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rildsnn is amusement ; but commonly applied to books, or sections of

books.

On the supremacy of the sactiy or female cncvgj ; that is, as the

Vaishnavas say that Vishnu is th.e supreme, and saicas that Siva is tlic

supreme, so this book states, that the sacti is the supreme. Sacti stuti praise

of this supremacy.

Sri chaca, or diagram representative ; mo<le of forming it. Descrip-

tion of its angles. Spells to bring different goddesses, or portions of the sacti

inlo its various angles. Different mnyas or forms ; such as icha sacti—gndna
sacti—kriya sacti—zanta sacti—with the angles of the diagram, in which

they dwell.

The mula sacti, central or principal form. The world is sacti mayam ;

not so much illusion,as uncaused, or self developed.

Ashta kona, eight principal angles, and the powers or goddesses therein

concealed or resident.

SJioclasa ara, sijiteen chambers, or compartments, contained within a

circle, or other diagram. Their appropriate powers, form, mode of homage to

them.

2.) Samvidya rnahalm [jam, or \egev.d of '''mixed knowledge;" said

to be from the book called Tripura sicld/idnia. In this system there

are ca?it terms: samvidh is a term for opium, or spirituous liquor.

Kalavja vaeshana prasamsa, praise of drinking wine, or ardent

spirits.

Auacreon was a poet of this sect, wliicli undoubtedly jirevailcd in ancient Greece ;

and iiis pieces are hO many nacred iiymns : there are various counterparts in sacti books].

Properties descriptive of mixed beverages as kalanja, mingled

with other things, as spices, &c.

Sri vidya jorasamsa, i^va.ise of " sacred knowledge" (that is the

sacti v/ay) connected with magic rites to the Sri chacra, ut supra.

3.) Tripura upanishada, a spurious appendage to the vcdas. In

Hindu ethical books kdma or lust, with it accompaniments, is

ranked with deadly sins.

In this veda it is rated very highly ; declared most excellent, and

virtuous. In various ways this sect goes contrary to the common

sense, or imiversal opinions of mankind.

Connected, or distinct, are various yeniras, diagrams, and mantras,

spells for various purposes ; as vyacra, to bind tigers ; sarpa, to bind

serpents ; biida, to bind goblins
;
preta, to bind dead bodies, or ghosts ;

pisdcha, to bind evil spirits.
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4.) Bhdirava yentra and mantra ; the term means a dog-headed

form of Siva ; but it is used technically, for spells, and ritual of a

terrifying, or destructive kind, in which this sect largely deals
;

assuming the power of killing any one hy magic, at pleasure.

5.) Sahara mantra, designates a spell to a hunting goddess ; con-

nected with it, as suj^posed, are :

—

Praise of the sacti located in the centre of the sri chacra (quasi, os

ticcae). The spell, ritual, and manner homage paid to this sacti symbolically

Deci dicftha krama, formule of initiatory rite of discipleship to tlie

worship of Devi. Mode of forming the diagram, and inserting the spell.

6.) Minor pieces.

—Govata prayaschita, a punishment, or expiation for killing a cow,

incomplete.

—Lalita cavacham, praise and appeal to a goddess ; name of

frequent occurrence in the sacti system ; complete.

—JmmarMya stava—praise of the Ammen, a goddess.

—Bhagala muchi stottra and mantra this name like Lalita is un-

translatable ; but it designates a goddess : praise, and spell used

in this sort of homage.

— Traijambaca mantra vyakyanaw., a paraphrase on a spell named

after Siva ; but technical only. Meaning, and power of this spell

stated.

— Yogdna sdssanam, sutras said to be on asceticism.

—Siva stuti, slocas, praise of Siva.

—Krishnashstottra saia namavali, prose, list of 108 names of Krishna

with praise ; these two last are foreign to the general subject.

—'Ananda vrilta udydpanam ; mode of closing a kind of vow, or

practice by females.

The leaves are not regularly strung : leaf 2—•44, 81—98 and

lOG—120, and 126—141, other 10 leaves not numbered.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, slightly damaged.

12. No. 130. Three pieces.

1.) Bala sahita Pardmesvura puja vidhi. Mode of homage to young

Parvati, together with Siva. This, though not strictly sacti, is

known to be such by the term Bala, not used by Saivas.

2.) Shadchacra pracaranam ; the language Telugu. Mode of six

diagrams ; either six concentric circles, or other distinct figures.
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Seven petals are attached to form a lotos-flower ; and in eacli of

the petcils a hijdcshara, or special letter is written. The mode of

muttered prayer, used with this figure is given.

The piece has Sanscrit slocas, with Telugu stanzas, and prose.

3.) Makutdgamam , crown-book ; whether this is connected with the

sacti system, or is general, is not known.

Description of the form of the world—of the seven seas— of the divipas

or great islands—of the nine planets, with their distances from each other

—

of the twenty seven lunar stages—on the formation of the foetus, and of limbs

progressivly of the body, leaf 1—28, wanting 6.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

13. No. 143. Mdtrica pushpa mala stottram, 55 sl6casi(\Q.ova\Aete.

By Sancaraclidrya.

The " maternal garland" lauded.

Alphabetical slocas from a to csha, each one beginning with a letter

in order.

General subject—declaring that the sacti. (or Parvafi) is mother of the

entire world—the passive energy in creation—together with description of

beauty, personified as a female.

This book is formed of narrow slips of paper, pasted together.

14. No. 1G3. Kuldrnva maha rahasyam, the great mystery of the

caste sea.

In IT u/nsas complete; slocas.

[This sect term themselves the tribe or caste. From kiihe tribe, it is said comes liattla-

mntam, the .lacH system : and its followers are Mulina (termed koolin in Bengal.) They

affect to despise other devotees] .

On daily motles of homage, an 1 fjrms of prayer. Details as to the

self-affected superiority of this class of worshippers. Description of spells

of their usage. Their construction of the sense of the FtJrts; what kinds of

food they may, or may not eat. Mode of homage, on special days. Their

special caste observances. Six different mode of initiation. One, a probation

of six months, one of a month, one of a year, &c. Some household ceremonies,

Kdmya or sensual benefit, as to pleasure. The book will come under further,

and possibly fuller notice, further on, in the 2nd Family of this class of AISS.

leaf 1—73.

The book is long, of medium thickness, with wooden peg,

slightly injured.
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15. No. 164. Kularnava malm raliasijam.

In 17 uldsas—slocas—incomplete, just at the end only. Another

copy of the above.

Mode of homage in temples. The greatness -of their class, or tribe.

Mode of mental homage. Modes of initiation. Observance on special days.

Properties of teacher and disciple. Patvka bhahtl locshonam properties

(or otherwise description) of homage to the foot of tlie goddess, [Homage

to the foot of Vishnu or Buddha, is common with Vdishnavas and Bdud-

hists].

Kuldchcha vidhi—mo(]e of caste observances ; besides various other

matters 67 leaves in all. This book is an authority^further notice, as stated

above.

16. No. 806. For Sect. 1, see X. for Sect. 2, see XXVI. sect. 3,

Lalitamha saha^randma. Praise of a subordinate sacH, by 1008

names ; stating her glory, and used in worship : 27 leaves, some of

them destroyed by wear. This portion is more recent than the

foregoing sections ; the leaves are gnawed at one end : in ail 122

leaves.

XXIX. Sectarial.

1. No. 27. Rama purva and uUara tdpaniyam ; each has 5 khan-

das. Alleged to be an upani&hada of the atliarvana veda in the shape

of veda verses ; but, in all probability, spurious as an upaaishada. It

has a prose ilea.

By Ndgcsvara.

It rejects the human nature of Rama, and seeks to establish only

his divine nature.

His chit surupa describe.

l^CJut dlnm is tlie most subtile ether possible ; only just material, and the ne.vt tiling

to pure immaterial spirit].

In Para Brahm there is no hheda, that is division or difference

(implying that Rama is Para Brahm.)

A tetragramma a, i, u, m, is applied to' the family of Dasarai'ha,

a. Bharata—i, Lacshmana—u, Satrugnd— m, Rdma.

By this means a secret, or cabalistic meaning is sought to be

given of the atliarvana vedam.

In so large a book of course many other, but like, matters are

contained.

At the end is the Curma chacra ; on one leaf a diagram with

letters rclatin-g to Rdma, to compare with the last letter of any person's

name ; and thence good or evil is inferred ; a sort .of divination.
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^. No. 144. Saiva tantrum ; slocas witli vdcrja extracts.

A discrimination of the internal divisions among Saivas ; which

tend, more or less, to mutual alienation.

1.) Samdyya saivam, this class receive the Vaiahnava system, together

with their own: Vishnu and Siva are regarded as coequal,

2 ) Purva soivum. This class insist on the priority, and superiority of

their own way ; with the supremacy of Siva

3.) Mitra saivam. They are friendly towards Vaishnavas ; intermarry

with them,

4.) Suddha saivam. This class maintain that their system is the only

pure system ; by consequence hostile to other systems.

5.) Sruuta saivam. This class profess to follow the vklas only, as to

sacrifices, Avhich the smartas Avill not do.

6.) Marga saivam, not particularly examined the name denotes a pecu-

liar way.

7.) Vira saivas— these carry the sa2»a credence to monstrosity, caricature,

and violence ; and especially against the female sacti system of Baud-

dhas and Jainas. They are termed Jangamas (moveable symbols) and

Aradhjos (worshippers. It is said they will not enter an ordinary

Saiva temple : leaf 1— 11 complete.

The book is of medium length, without boards. A translation

of so brief a book would be interesting, and probably useful.

3. No. 2G3, Two pieces.

1.) Blidrata sdrata sangraha stottram.

By Appaiya dicshada ; slocas, complete.

Various matters are extracted from the Bhdralum, in order to

shew that Siva is higher, or greater than Brahma or Vishmi ; that

Siva is Para Brahm ; that he is specially to be worshipped ; and is the

Pirst Cause of the Universe, leaf 1—22.

2.) Rdmdyana tdtparya nirnayam.

By Appaiya dicshada; complete, slocas, and vdcyas.

In like manner as in the foregoing case, extracts are made from the

Ramdyanam, and are commented on ; in order to shew that Siva is greater

than Rama or Vishnu. Moreover that &iva is sarvottama. superlatively

best. Rdvia did homage to Siva. Rama consecrated, and established a sym-

bol of iSzoa at Ramcsvaram ^or worship. Wherefore Siva is Jagai-kdrajia,

the cause of the universe, and also Para Brahm, the alone Supreme : leaf

1—21.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.
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There are tracts pro contra by Ananta iirt']ia ,• vide supra XXVI.

4. ISlo. 276. Saiva sanjivini, slocas, witli a Canarese tica hy Siddha

livga Siva yogi 1— \0 parichliedas, leaves of the last one broken,

otherwise complete.

Another copy of No. 144. On the different sub-divisions of the

Saiva way. as Samanya—Purva—Mitra— Suddha— Srauta—Marga— Vira,

with Saicam attached to each term. In addition to what is noted above may

be added, the mode of admitting a disciple or young pupil—difference of

mudras, or finger signs in homage—sacerdotal ceremonies described. 13rah-

ma's form by some ; Vishnu by others ; used as a lingam. Ritual, in fanes,

of those who insist on the duty of worshipping in a state of nudity. Ceremony

of making a Sanniyasi at the point of death. Saiva ascetic observances ; by

such as renounce domestic life, and live by mendicancy : QQ leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, the two last leaves

broken.

5. No. 307. Uma samldta ; slocas, Siva to Parvati, incomplete
;

said to be from the Scanda puranam.

Tale of the Rdmdyanam ; a long yarn, iivisted.

Description of Caildsa—glory of the name of Rama—merit of even

pronouncing it. Some vidhyadhdras thereby obtained beatification. The

Ramayanam contains 24.000, slocas—-lis, excellence. After Ravana was killed

Rama being guilty of Brahm Jiatti placed a lingam at Ramesoaram ; in

order to expiate the crime. This is the chief point ; and connected therewith

is a brit-f abstract of the six candams of the Ramayanam : leaf 1— 58.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

6. No. 312. Siva gita ; from the Padma puranam ; slocas; 16

adiiyayas, complete.

Merit of Saiva homage ; and of v/alking round a temple, keeping it on

the right side. Enlargement on the glory of Siva, jigastyatnu<rhi Rama
a dicsha or initiation to the homage of Siva. The samsaram or family life

is proved by Agasfya to be nisaram insipid. Some matters on vairagyam., or

ascetic zeal.

On the power and tingly conduct of Rama. He was taught the

Pasupati vriila; a Saiva observance, destructive.

After the performance of this ceremony and the like, Siva appeared to

him ; Rama obtained various kinds of gifts, in the shape of destructive

weapon.

Description of the nature of Para Brahm. Siva shewed to Rama his

risva riipa or universal furm ; as in himself embodying all being, and things.
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On tlie five elements as component pnrts of the human form, and on

tlieir destructibility. Details as to the body, and as to the soul. Upasanam, or

mode of honoring Siva.

An account of mocsham or beatification. Description of the kind of

hhahfi or devotedness to Siva that insures to its possessor beatification. On
the way to beatification ; and on any one, who. being in that way, is fit for

the boon.

By favor of Siva, the liero Rama conquered Jidcona, and others :

leaf 1—36.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

7. No. 378. Vaisya sandhya vandanam, slocas, mantras and prose

complete.

Sdlangdyana to Vaisya muni ; said to be from the Scanda

puranam.

On three varnas or Braliman, Cshetriya, Vaisya. Of the third,

the form of morning and evening homage, directed chiefly to the sun.

[The yayatri is similar in object ; bat the use of this is restricted

to Brahmans) : leaf 95—97. The book is of medium length, without

boards. Compare with the following number.

8. No. 392. Kanikd piirdnam, slocas.

By Sdlangdyana muni, in seven adhydyams, supposed to be com-

plete.

On the Vdisj/as : their genealogy—rules as to measures of yngas.

Origin of the Vaisyas—legend of their devotedness to ^y/ra— gift or favor

thereby obtained—by command of S'ira to Vishnu this merchant-caste

became wealthy on earth. Legend of Bhascardchd>-ya their guj^i (not Bd-

manuja.) On the river Gautama at Pdnar—their location, by there building

a town— thence they emigrated and spread themselves over the towns of the

Calinga desam. Account of A"M«M/Haw—he was very charitable, and rich, as

a Comli—he performed & yagnya or sacrifice to obtain a child. By the favor

of Parvaii a son, and a daughier were born to him ; their growth, nurture, &c.

Vishmi Verddhnna 01 Tallcdd, CHvas on a conquering expedition. He
saw the virgin daughter of Kusumdn ; and desired to obtain her, details of this

affaii-, as to the catastrophe, and deification of the young woman.

An episode is thrown in, as to Marcandeya, a devotee of Siva.

This caste allows of the marriage of first cousins, or children of brothers

and sisters. Mode of marriage described : leaf 124— 159.

ol
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9. No. 496. Ndrdyana sahda nirvasanara or Ndrdyana pata nir-

vasanam.

The author endeavours by various authorities, as to roots, anrJ by quo-

tations from many books, so to turn, or twist, the name of Nd'di/nnfi, as lo

make it mean Sica. It is the only name of Vishnu which cannot easily be so

turned. Saricardchdri,a h^g^u this kind of twisting, which is conjienial to

tlie Hindu mind. If the name could be so perverted, the disiinct esis^tence of

Vishnu would be thought blotted out, and that all his names are names of

Sica. Hence the subject continues a controversy among Saivas ; from

Appait/a dicshada of old (as verbally stated) down to Rama Sasfri of Mysore,

a Pandit in the Sudr Court, professing to have accomplished the yrarid

object : leaf 47— 64.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

10. No. 515. Avarochdna anuhyudi.

By Sancardchdrya, 144 s/oca^.

In this world ignorant people consi<^er Ndrayana and Siva to be dis-

tinct, and different; but the author is of another opinion ; and, addressing

Bdma, observes—" You ! Para Brolim aie in your,-elf Brahnw. Vishnu-,

end iSiva^ (1 do not vouch for this piec" being the genuine p"oduction of

iSancarachdrya. How3ver, he, wiih his Sinaria followers, hold ihe entire

unity, and agreement of ISrahma, Vishnu, and Siva, and refuse to set the one

against the other ; as is very commonly done by other classes).

11. No. 525. Tatva kaustubham, or mata diishana grantlia, slocas

prose.

Only the 1st ^oarich'hedam, or section.

The puranas which declare Vishnu, to be supreme are of the quality of

taniasa, or darkness, while the linga and other Saica pu/dnas are sutoica or

excellent.

By means of this last purdna it is proved that Siva is fafva purushn,

the " real man" or supreme Being ; as such his glory is stated. It leans to

the advaita system ; but is rather Saioam the extreme, leaf 26—3^.

The book is somewhat long, without boards, recent.

XXX. Tales.

1. No. 605. An assemblage of classic poems : in whole or in part.

Some of these pieces are elsewhere entered ; but this book, as a

whole, can only be classed here.

1.) Cumara samhhava, by Cdli ddsa.
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The 7th sargam 89 slocas of the mulam or original ; sanjivini, a

comment on the 7th sargam.

By Kola chela malli ndClia,

Also the 8th sargam, original, and comment ; both complete.

In tiie 7tli is an ornamental description of Parvafi, as to personal

beauty, at the time of her marriage ; and, in the 8th, details following marriage,

immodesfe.

2.) Megha sandesarn, \\\e purva and uttara, by Cdii ddsa ; and com-

ment on both of them, by Kola chela malli natlia.

This, as an entire copy, might be put up as a distinct book.

3.) Kirartarjuniyam : slocas.

By Bhdravi.

From the 1st to the 8th sargam.

Ganda pata, a comment on the same, the comment follov/ing each

sargam, and distinct. By Kola chela malli nafha.

The general subject Arjuncts penance on the Himdlyas.

4.) Mdgham., slocas.

By Fanin Magha—5 sargams.

—SarvarMishu, a comment on the same. By Kola chela malli jiaVha.

It follows each sargam, distinct from the original.

The general subject Krishna's expedition against Sisvpala, with des-

cription of halts, or military encampment, and with ornamental, and erotic

matter ; much of this last throughout, though not entirely such : leaf 5—270,

but not so written.

The book is long, of double thickness, with a wooden pin, recent.

2. No. 610. Ndishadam— slocas.

By Sri Harisha cavi, the 2nd sargam.

A prose comment on the same.

By Kola chela malli ndtlia ; in the book this is placed first.

The //Gw^a bird describes to A^a/fl the great personal beauty of

Damiyanti ; leaf 1— 29.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

3. No. 611. Sanjivini, a prose comment on the Megha sandesarn

1st part only.

By Kola chela malli natlia; defective. *-

The 1st part is descriptive of localities ; and extends to the arrival of

the cloud at AlacapuH : leaf 1—48, from 2 to 20 new leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.
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Prose with an occasional sloca. Tales by thirty-two nyraplis, imprisoned

as statues on the steps of Vicram area's throne. On Bhuja raja attempting

to ascend, each statue told a tale of Vicramarca's great liberality, causing

Bhoja to retire abashed ; see former notices ; leaf 1—34.

The book is long, with bamboo boards, injured on one edge of

the book.

5. No. G56. Naishadam, slocas.

By Sri Harislia 1—3 saryas.

Jivdtu, a comment on the same.

By Kola chela mallindt''ha.

The size of Nishadha desam. Description of Ndishadha or Nala—

•

his mode of charitably protecting the country — his catching a hamsa bird in a

pond ; and, at the bird's request, sending it on a marriage errand to Damayan'

ti: leaf 1—77 and 13 blank at tlie end.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

{). No. G58. Hamsa sandesom^ WO slocas.

By Vedantdchdrya—-2 uchvnsams. HamCa san^'su lippani—

a

iica or comment on the same, probably by the same author.

Rama beino on Malya. hill saw a hamsa bird in a pond, near at hand ;

and, as he had come to a knowledge of Sita's abode, through the means of

Haimman, he caught the bird, and charging it with a detail of his alFections

&c. he despatched the bird with th") message. A mere poetical play of

imagination, apparently an imitation of the foregoing, and following works.

Descriptive details of places by the way, and fully so of Lanca,

Avith a description of Situs person.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured.

7. No. G59. Meyha sandesau:, mulam.

By Call ddsa.

The pi'irca 67 slocas; ihGUt(a7'a 53 slocas the uttaia is erotic, but

the whole is tolerably well known, through the medium of Wilson's trans-

lation, leaf 1-23.

The book is short, without boards, sliglitly injured.

8. No. G61. Naishadha vyakya— r\, tica.

By 3Iahobadyaiya, 5—9th sargam.

f). NnrcrJa went to Indra. with iiitcllip,oncc of Nfihi'.t inaniage contract with Damayanti
ill nrclcv to enihanaf.s the same ; recomniciuling Jiiflra to licconic a suitor.
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6. Indra, Agni, Yfi/na, Varuno, these four set out to meet Nala ; iind, on doing so put

liim in fear, eliarging him to go and say, that each one of them would come and marry
Dumayanti : Nala engaged to do so. (A sort of proceeding termed ddudhya.)

7. Nala in disguise went and spoke with Damayanti ; and delivered the mcss;iges sent

by Indra, and the others. She declined the proposals, being engaged to Nuln.

8. Description of Damnyunti's person, from her foot to lier head.

9. The aforesaid four came in disguise, and sat down to discourse with Duinayauti
leaf 1—16).

The book is somewhat long, thick, old, not injured,

9. No. 664. Naludaya tica, a comment on a poem by Cdli dam the

Nalodayam.

By Jditya suri. 3 nchvasams complete, the 4th defective. A
description of Nalas person, and good qualities ; and the like as to Da-
rnayanti—not beyond : leaf 1—35.

The book is long, without boards, slightly injured.

iO. No. 671. Nalodayam, mulam.

By Cdli ddsa, with a tica by 'Aditya suri, 1—3 uclivusams—
Nala and Damauanti described. A fragment of two leaves on the

same subject, giantlia letter from some other book : leaf 1—76.

The book is of medium size, very narrow leaves, without boards,

damaged.

11. No, 672. Bhoja charitra ; slocas, with prose, said to be com-

})lete.

While Bhoja ruled, he partronized many Pandifas, and poets, the

former taught him learning, the latter panegyrised him, and all received

gifts. Cdli ddsa, Bhavq bhtiti, and Dandi were distinguished ; and the

first one was a great favorite with Bhoja. It is stated in the book, that

Bhoja as a trial of skill gave the three poets three words, without meaning, to

be the close of a distich. These words were merely (jidu, gvgidu, giiyulu. Bhuva

hhuti and Dandi failed : Cdli dasa produced this distich.

Jambu p'halanl paguviini patanti vlmalc.

Jale kapi kamhita sacambbj o gulu gugulu gugulu.

'A Jambu tree with branches over a pond bore ripe fruit ; a monkfy shook the

' branches, and the fruits dropped into tlie uater, with the continuous sourids

—

gulu ynguhi

' gugulu.'

Bhoja acknowledged this to be his meaning ; having seen the thing

when out hunting.

Details of Bhoja's conduct in the management of his kingdorri.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent,

slightly injured.
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12. No. 686. Bhdsha manjeri, prose.

By Vengaldrya vibhuta ; incomplete.

In Cali?i',a desam was a king nanucl Subhutti. A Brahntan went

thither, from Conieveriim, and had an interview with that king ; who asked

who he was, whence he Ciime, and by way of what countries, wih the hke.

The questions and answers yiehl a continuous colloquy, expressly int( nded to

aid students in acquiring the hm^uajje of polite conversaiion—the object of

the slight fiction employed, as a vehicle. See another copy 24 No 7'i4 infra .

leaf 1— it).

At ihe end of the book are two leaves Samasya parnam, an amuse-

ment : one person is to guess at what another person thinks in his mind, by

means of one word, or more than one. Example, one person gtated ten differ-

ent synonymes for the word samtidra, sea, and then demanded what was his

metital thought. The other replied that he thought on the ten heads of

Havana, for reasons given : i2 leaves, 15 blank.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent*

13. No. 691. Vicramarca ckaritra—prose with some slocns.

This copy is very much damaged, and thereby rendered incoherenti

and not complete. The places dipped into were, hunting in a forest— pre-

sents 10 Panditas from various countries—rule of his kingdom. 8ee 4. No. 643.

The book is long, thin, without boards, veiy old, and greatly

injured.

14. No. 696. Bdlananduna, a comment on the Nalodayam, with

the original s^ocas by Call ddsa 1

—

i uchvnsams, the tica by Sura-

pura Vencatdchdrya. Tale of Nala the kamsa bird—description of

the person of Damayanii— marriage.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent,

slightly injured.

15. No. 698, Megha sandesa vydkydnam, iica form, without the

mulam. The comment on purva and uttara both complete.

A yac^ha banished by Caret a, charged a cloui to carry a message to

his wife — progress of the cloud by Ougein to A la cdpiiri-^ minute descrip-

tion of the {jcrson of the yacs/ia's wife - translated ; leaf 1— 88.

The book is short, of medium thickness, slightly injured,

16. No. 701. Vista guna darisarmw.

By Harisana i)dla Vencaldcharya, slScas and prose mingled .

complete.

A discourse between two ^a?;r//ior?;fl.'?, as a vehicle

—

Krisanu abusing

and Visravasu piaising, the sun

—

Narayana ; Uhadrica azrama—^mi—
Ayodhya Giirjuru-desam—Maliaroshlra desam— Car?iata'-desam— Vudava
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cshetram— Andhra-desam— Canchi-pnri, Cliola arnl Pandiya-dcsavis— Siva,

Vishn'i, and other gods

—

Brahmans, Cshelriyas, Vuisj/as, Sudras, Chiindd

las— BJiagirati an J olhttr riveis. The Ttnaa/as oi' Conjev(n-ara come in for

abuse alone which is the intended sting of'tlie hornet : L af 1—46.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

injured.

17. No. 708. Mdgha injakydnam prose.

By Kola chela malli naCha.

Only the 8th sargam, 17 leaves.

Krishna's sjjorts in water wi'h women ; plucking flovver?! in tlie forest : and the like'

"i 5 sloca.s i)i t\\ill\\ sargam, in Iliam only on .5 leaves added.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, injured.

18. No. 714. Mdyham, tica only.

By the same author.

75 sloca.s of the 7th sargam are expUiined, the gathering of flowers

during ihe march oi Kiishuis army ; leaf 38—52.

The book is of medium length, without boards, injured.

19. No. 716. Mdgha cdvijam, slocas.

By Mag ha cavi.

The 6th and 12th sirgamx., w'vh. ii tica on ihe same, by the above

author, Thi^ 6th contains a description of the six seasons. Thtr 12th relates

to exercising elephants, and horses in milita?-y evolutions : leaf 24—46 and

59— 80.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly injured.

20. No. 721. Jivdtu,Q.com\-neaton.iheNai!ihadham; \\\t 9 1]\ sargam

only 1

—

\QQ slocas.

By Kola chela malli natlia.

Nala, disguised, discharged his commission, and Damayanti refused

to marry any other than Nala ; lenf 1 —24.

The book is of medium length, without boards, somewhat injured.

21. No. 727. Sect. 1. Naishadham.

By Sri Harisha cavi, mulam only, 1st and 2nd sargams, as far as

to Nalas catching a hamsa bird : 18 leaves.

Sect : 2, 3, 4 alibi.

22. No. 735. Naishadham, mulam only.

By Sri Harisha cavi.

The 5th sargam, 138 slocas complete.

Ndredn's visit to Indra to disturb the intended marriage ; and the

professed suitorship of Indra, Yama, Agni, and Varuna.

The book is of medium length, without boards, very slightly

injured.
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23. No. 741. Bhoja diaritrani, chdltu slocas, grantlia letter.

Distinct clistichs by various persons on the good disposition of

BJwja raja ; svicli as cournge, fortitude, gentleness, generosity, &c. and

these variously described so as to display the verbal skill of the authors :

leaf 85-91.

The book is long, without boards, injured.

24. No. 744. Bhdsha manjeri, prose, complete.

A colloquy between a learned Brahmjin ami a king. The former ask-

ing: a gift and the latter putting a variety of questions ; such as, who are you ?

what family have you ? and the like—only extensively varied. The Brahmaii

replies, and the king dismisses him res|)ectfully, sending him home. See 12

No. 680. As there noted, the intention seems to be to teach the modes of

polite language to persons unused to courts. As the language is a dead one^

except among Brahmans, its usefulness is less than would be otherwise the

case : leaf 1— 20, and 40 leavf s blank.

The book is long, without boards, recent, a dye has been used to

make the letters more legible.

25. No. 769. Naishadham., mulam.

By Sri Harisha.

3rd to 6th sargam, with a tica to the same.

By Kola chela malli ndt'ha.

From NaWx catching the hamsa bird, and sending it with a message

to Damayanti, down to the return of the bird, with a favorable reply and

his preparing to journey : leaf 1 — 83.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has only one board, and

is damaged.

26. No. 773. Damayanti catlia.

By Trivicrama Bhatta, slocas with prose mingled, not tica 1—

5

uchvasams, only a little of the Gth.

Description of the good disposition of Nala, and of Ids bodily form.

Kandina. the town of Damayanti is described. A description of her person.

Her love for Nala,

Tlicrc is ;i studied use of xUsha, or words of double meaning : for example—" she

13 like the xanrUnjfi" or twilight. Now the dawn and evening arc soraetimes red, but this

also denotes desire , so tiiat the meaning is " of roseate hue, and fond of Nala." 46 leaves.

The book is long, on talipat leaves, no boards.
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XXXL Vaishnava.

1. No. 204. Driddha bhakti lacshanam or quality of firm devoted-

ness ; from the Vishnu dherniottara—27 adhydyas—from the midst

of a larger book ; the general subject is the Vaislinava dhennam or

duties of Vaishnavas ; Gariida to Marichi.

— Aditi puja, homage to a guest on arrival.

— Var7ia kravia dchdram, customs or observances of Brahman, Cshetrya,

Vaisya and Sudra.

— Pati hhakti, devotedness of a serf to his feudal head.

— Vishnu puja, mode of homage to Vishnu.

—Tulasi mahima, excellence of sweet basil.

— Vishnu sishmha, working gratis in a Vaish?iava temple.

— Sdlagidvia pnjn, homage to kinds of petrified shells.

— Dhean puja, homage to a cow.

—Bhumi ddnam. gift of land.

—Anna ddnam, gift of food.

—Eca dasi upavdsam, fasting on the eleventh lunar day.

—Punya apunya kriya, meritorious works, such as building temples, &c.

and the defect of such merit. «

— Guru sishusha, gratuitous service to a spiritual teacher.

By attention to the aforesaid duties, and by being firm in the service

of Vishnu,- mukti or beatitude, will be acquired. Those who are without de-

votedness to Vishnu do not obtain beatitude : leaf f— 112,

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, variously

damaged.

2. No. 213. Brihandrediyam, slucas.

37 adliydyas or chapters.

-Sraddha
'"^/^^^'^^^'^l Excellence of funere.tl rites ; of deity; of

-Bhagavata „ V
devotedness to a teacher.

•

—

biuru bhakii ,, )

— TzH'Aa mrwfl?/a?>i, description of many bathing pools, modes of

expiation of various crimes, with intermediate details, as to

Vishnu s glory : 72 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very old, and very much

damaged. .

3. No. 233. Vishnu dhermotldra : slocas.

1—27 adhydyas 1st and 27th defective.

Excellence of Prahlada, as a devotee of Vishnu, and excellence of

dhermam or equitable beuevolence—mode of homage to (aditi) a guest—the

Pl
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due deportment of a Vaishnava—dat'ws and deportment of a chaste wife. On
the merit of going to look at {L e. pay homage to) an image cf Vishnu^oxi

the value of the tulasi plant, and of sprinkling water, in which it has been

put, on the head. Value of giving lamps (or lights). A special value attaches

to gifts for the homage of Vulinv^ on the full moon of Vaisaclia month, or on

the iSrdvana dwddasi, and on some other days. To go, and see a temple of

Vishnu is of great merit. Value of sdlagramams or petrified shells. Merit

of digging tanks or pools, and of planting groves of trees near them. Mode

of doing homage to Brahinans.. Great value of gifts made to them : such as

a cow, land, food, &c.

Importance of the fast on the eleventh lunar day. Description o? nara-

ca and sverga ; yama furi is the capital of the former ; sufferings there des-

cribed, and the happiness of sverga, tlie paradise of Indra.

Nydna yogam—merit of knowledge, with reference to beatitude.

Description of the four ages, krlta, treta, dwdpara and ca/i—with other

matters.

The book is long, of medium tliickness, recent.

4. No, 36S. Sesha dherma, extracted from the Hari vamsa,sI6cas,

By Suta. 57 adhydyas incomplete.

Specification of various kinds of dhermam. Glory of Vishnu, and of

his acts in creation, 8fC. Account of various votaries of Vishnu—and a dis-

crimination of what such ought to be in mildness of temper, and in right

conduct. The merit of gifts of food, of a cow, of land. Praise of Sat; that

is an excellent man. The benefit of friendship, or intercourse with such a

one. Value of the sa'dagrama shells. Benefit of bathing in the Ganges, and

of observing the lilh lunar day, as a fast. As also of giving water to

thirsty travellers, and of honoring guests. Benefit of walkng round a Vaish-

waua temple, keeping it on the right hand. On the great sufferings of the

foetus, when confined in its mother's Avomb. On family troubles ; which a»e

very great. Discrimination as to a wealthy man, and a fraudulent debtor.

The former, if charitable, will go to Sverga after death, the other to Na7'aca.

The excellency of the Camri river—of the chandra pushcara pool near it

—

glory of Rangha (or Vishnu) dwelling there. Legends of otlier temples, as

Vencatadri (Tripeti) Ilastigin (Conjeveram) their excellence. On the birth

day of Krrsh?ia ; and on the nine dayft' festival to Ixdnria. On vows of four

months' continuance. On a special observance, on the srdvana dwddasi. Bene-

fit of fasts on Sundays, and Mondays—with various other, and similar matter ;

leaf 1-180.

The book is somewhat long, thick, old, but not injured.

1
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5. No. 373. Capila dhenu lacshanam.

Properties of the tawny-colored cow. Vnisampayan said that Kesava

told this legend to Dherma putra. It is an extract from the 100 adliyayams

of the Vishnu dhcrindtara sas'ra. Some of the contents— qualities of the

tawny cow— its milk is excellent for Jwmas and the like matters. To eat its

flesh is a crime leading to JVaraca. If a Stidra keep such a cow, and sell its

milk his doom is Naraca. A Brahman must not accept a gift fi'om such a

Sudra— ii he does, a prayaschita or atonement must be made. The milk of

this kind of cow is good to be used in all yagnya?, or sacrilices. Laudation

of the tawny cow. Benefit of walking round it. There are seven varieties

of this species of cow. A gift of this cow to a Brahman, or a temple, removes

all sins—when it is proper to be given. More laudation of the cow. The

five products, if taken inwardly, produce great benefit (licet, milk, curds, butter-

oil, sed—urine, dung ?) A Brahman must not sell the milk of such a cow to a

Chanddla (or outcast). If a Chandcila even taste it, his lot is Naraca !

Leaf 1—9 and 4 blank ones left incomplete.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

6. No. 387. For Sect. 1, see XXVL
Sect. 2. Sesha dhermam, sldcas.

1

—

2o adhydyams—incomplete from the ascharyu parvam of the

Bhdratam.

On the glory of Hari (or Vishnu)—Homage and devotedness to Hari

lauded. Excellence of gifts, as of land, a coav, food, water, and m.arriage por-

tions to virgins. On the benefit of strict truth—a lie should not be told, even

to preserve life. On the great benefit to be expected by any ruler by duly

protecting his people. Benefit of homage, on times termed puvya kdlam me-

ritorious. Benefit of giving sdlagrama shells. On the five colors

—

Brahman,

Csketriya, Idisya, Sudra^ ind on the four orders Brahndchaii, GrihasVIia,

VanaprasCha and Sanniyo^i. Their respective duties, and proper deportment.

Discrimination as to degrees of crimes ; specifying such as lead to I a;«a's

world. Explanation of concpption in the womb; which is almost always made

a part of the Hindu religion—Avith various other matters : leaf 1— 57, and 29

left blank.

7. No. 403. Four pieces.

1.) Tatva dipam, an illustration of the cJuirana sloca, an especial one>

with a very long paraphrase.

By Sdumya jamatur muni— slocas are quoted in exemplification,

and also passages from the Vedas. Atma surupam nature of the human

soul. Srima Ndrdyana mrupam, on the nature of deity ; an enforcing the

Ndrdyana mahatmyam and on the excellency of the Ndrdyana mantra.
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On sesU God, and seshatva mankind. On three modes of obtaining

beatification ; being karma, gndna, and bhakti. Discussion concerning

them.

IKarma here means the old doctrine of sacrifice—(/?ia«a»», the refinement of the

San&hijn, Bauddhist, and Advaita tenet that knowledge alone suffices, bhakti is devoteeism

to any particular god, as Vishnu or Siva exclusively],

A casuistic doubt resolved—whether when a disciple has been

taught by a guru, and has received his instruction, he will assuredly

obtain beatification ? The affirmative asserted.

Glory of Ndrdyana as the great First Cause, producing Rudra

and all beings, or tilings besides.

2.) Stottra hhasya—tica form, complete.

By Vedantdchdrya.

,In four adikarams or chapters.

Ndrdyana has no equal—He is all— his glory stated—reference to

a hieroglyphical form with shell, discus, and other emblems—these are

discussed, with laudation,

3.) Yeti indra mala dipica, a comment on another book
;
prose form

;

complete in 10 avatdras.

By Srinivasdchdrya :

This writer adopts the dialectics of the w?/a?/a school ; \, pratyac-

sha ; 2, anumanam; 3,sabdam ; 4<,pracriiti; 5,kala;6, nitya vibhuti;!,

buddhi ; 8,jiva; 9, Isvari; 10, dravya ; and, by these logical appliances

illustrates a book called Yeti indra mata, in a way peculiar to some asce-

tic of a Vaishnava class; probably partaking of the Sanchya- Yoga school of

Patanjali. Also some vedanta discussion, on the difference between

God and the human soul ; which difference is here maintained.

4.) OihQV vedavta matter, but Vaishnava in kind^—prose incomplete.

The difference between the human soul, and God maintained ; under

the iQxm?, jivdtma, and Paramdtma : 220 leaves, and 25 blank leaves.

The book is somewhat long, very thick, with a wooden pin, re-

cent. [It bears upon the religious, and philosophical controversies of

Peninsular India.]

8. No. 413. Stottra bhdsyam, prose.

By Vedantdcharya, in 4 adikdrana complete, a comment on, Ala-

vantdr stottra, a work by an Aluvar on Rangha ndtlia at Trichinopoly,

as Vishnu or Ndrdyana. See 7 No. 403. 2.) supra.

There is no superior to this God—no one equals him—inferior to none

—Lord of the universe. Ho has no evil quality, (such as the tdmasa gunam).
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A description of the image of Rangha nayaca from foot to head—with some

veda extracts in proof or illustration : leaf 1— 76,

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, damaged.

9. No. 416. Adhydtma ckintdmani, 1— 132 slocas. Meditation on

the means, Vaishnava in kind, of obtaining muldi, or beatifi-

cation ; in contemplative distichs, 12 leaves. The book is short,

without boards, old, damaged.

10. No. 420. Six pieces.

1.) Vishnu chintiyam— a comment on the Vishnu purdnam—only the

tica.

1—6 amsas or parts.

1 has 1—22 adhydyas complete.

2 „ 1-16 „

3 „ 1— 10 and 16— 18 adhydyas defective.

* „ 1-10

5 ,, 1—38 „ complete.

6 „ 1-8

2.) Nyasa tilaca tica, complete.

By Raghu pati, a comment on a book named nyasa tilaca.

On the duty of abandoning wife and family, and all property : giving

them up to the God Rangha as if the spot (tilaca) on his forehead
;
(and of

course for the benefit of the Brahmans his servants.)

3.) Rahasya manjeri, slocas.

By Saumya jdmatur yogendra.

The suitable dispositions of teacher and disciple—proper times of giving

instruction. The secret is the duty of renouncing family cares, and manjeri

garland is merely ornamental, quasi the " dupe's chaplet." The piece is com-

plete.

4.) Nyasa vimsati vyakyd—tica only.

By Ndrdyana muni, a Sanniyasi, properties of teacher and disci-

ple ; duty of relinquishing worldly cares, and the excellency of that

mode of conduct.

5.) Sri vachana hhushana vyahyd.

By Jagandtlia.

The Sri vachana hhushana appears to be a Sanscrit book in slocas ;

this is a comment on it, in which Tamil stanzas are extracted from the tiru-

vayi morhi. A mixture oiveda and vedanta doctrine applicable to Vaish"

navas ; and in general, the glory of Vishnu stated.
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6.) Rahasya treya sara sangraham.

By Vedantdchdrya.

This is an cpitomf of some other book. The " triple mystery" is va-

riously expounded ; this book appears to refer to theological disputes— a three-

fold mode of obtaining beatification.

(1.) By sacrifices— the carmi marga : if not available, from its expensive-

ness, then.

(2.) Gndna margam, 'w\%diOV0LS way, by acquirint? the hidden meaning of

books, and learning the true nature of God.

(3.) In default of that, from want of learning, then bhaJiti margam, devo-

teeism to a god or teacher, abstract meditation ; ignorance the mother of

devotion : the issue beatification, briefly stated.

Some discussion on the dtma surupam and Parama surupam, or nature

of the human soul and divine soul as distinct, separate ; 240 leaves, 20 blank.

The book is long, of double thickness, leaves narrow, recent.

11. No. 432. Two pieces.

1 .) Vivatarfha sangraham.

By Rangha ndtlia a few slbcas, but chiefly prose, complete.

In order to obtain beatification three ways are sometimes specified, that

\s—harma—gndna—hhahti, but better than these is parapatti margam, or

implicitly obeying a teacher. That is, a stupid, or ignorant man should go to

a teacher, and be taught to repeat mantras, &c. which is the road to beatifica-

tion.

The book meets an objection against ViaJmu in the form of Rama :

who, on losing Sita, and not being able to find her, wept. The book states

that this w^as only a worldly spectacle, or something to exhibit before men
;

unreal. AH must worship Vishnu.

2.) Prapa7ina pdrijdtam, slocas, the flower of paradise.

Description of the form of Ndrdyana—Description of the form of Vis-

vacsetia, and of other attendants around Vishnu. Some say that Lacshmi is

not glorious ; this book asserts her glory.

Qualities of a teaching guru, and on the example which a disciple re-

ceives from him. Among other matters it is stated, that criminal intercourse

with women is an obstacle to the attainment of beatification.

Leaf 1—24.

The hook is long, without boards, recent.
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12. No. 479. Anusmriti vyakydnam.

The midam has 138 sJbcas herein given ; ascribed to Vydsw
The comment by whom not stated. As fiu" as 50 slocas the comment is

in Telugu ; the remainder Sanscrit prose.

The excellence of Vishnu described. Praise of Vixlinn with connected

matter. Vishnu is Paran, or Supreme ; and also Jagat kurana. the cause of

the universe. By remembering, and repeating the names of Vishnu all sin

depart*. His glory. He is Para Brahm ; and like matter.

On Vdsu deva or Krishna, and mantras directed to hinri. Many other

exclusively Fa«s/mau« matters, sectarial : leaf 1— 160.

The book is of medium size, old, without boards.

13. No. 529. Sruti gita hhdshya, a prose comment on the 92nd
adhydyam 10th scandam of the Bhdgaratam ; also vath some ex-

tracts from vedas, in proof of some assumed positions.

On gentleness, and other mild dispositions which are described ; includ-

ing also fortitude, and bravery, or courage ; such as tend to victory. After

these matters, it is stated tliat Ndidyana possesses those excellent dispositions,

and that he is Para Brahm; which point is sought to be proved from the

vedas. On the glory of Ndrdyana.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, damaged in the

middle.

XXXI. Veda and Vedanta.

1. No. 66. Nrisinha purva idpaniya vyakydnam, slocas, with prose.

By Sdncardchdrya, complete.

Homaoe to the man-lion avatdra of Vishnu; zdntiY\i?ix\y, homa ^re-

oWer'mv— mantra spell or prayer, dln/dnam, raeditaiive intensity. The cava-

c/<a manrra or spell ft r protection. Benefit of homage rendered to this form

of Vishnu.

The Nrisi'dia mahatm.ya or legends concerning this incarnation.

There are internal sub-divisions ; but the scope of the whole is the glory of
this incarnation : leaf 1— 173 and 40 blank.

The book is short, thick, somewhat old.

2. No. 70. Tdlttiriya upanisliada b/idsyam.

By Sancardcltdrya ; the sruti and the vdcya or comment, both
complete.

An explanation is given of this appendage to the vedas, so as to support

the adcaita scheme. Other portions of the vedas introduced are interpreted,

according to that system.

The jiva or human soul, and Brahm God, are described, and are only

one.
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One leaf, the end of tlie kali santaruna upanishada : leaf 1—22 and

1— 36 and 1-9.

The book is very long, of medium thickness, without boards,

worm eaten.

3. No. 74. Sect. 1. Namaca mantra, with stottras ; from the

veda.

Purusha sucta, a hymn relating to Vishnu, used with a fire offer-

ing '"- the us'id butter oil ; incomplete.

Rudra 'prasna, mode of using a part of the vedas, relating to Rii-

dra or Siva; for Sect. 2, see XVI: a comment on the two Saica por-

tions of the above in Telugu ; the spells are for various purposes, some

good, some malignant: leaf 1—7 and 1—48.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a little injured.

4. No. 155. Two pieces.

1.) CJihardi Brdhmana—a part of the veda in 12 panchadis or sec-

tions, complete. Ydgnyavdlcya states that such Brahmans as are

unacquainted with the vedas may study this portion ; and they will

acquire the merit of knowing the whole : 6 leaves.

2.) Brahma ydgnyam, complete, a mantra daily used with pouring-

out water from the hands to gods, rishis and ancestors. Sancalpa

mantras, used to commemorate the date of any special act, or cere-

mony : 6 leaves.

The second piece is shorter than the other ; no boards.

5. No. 226. Sect. 1. Preti sdc.yam or acshara samdmanayam,

incomplete : from the yajur vedam : on accents, when intoning the

vedas—different quantity of letters—half measure is termed venja-

man : from what organs the letters proceed ; as guttural, labial, &c.

Three accents, acute, grave, circumflex : leaf 1— 13.

For Sect. 2, see XIII.

6. No, 405. Rdmdnanda vritti, a paraphrase by Bherma balu on a

book entitled Rdmdnanda sutra : the original not here, 1—4 ad-

hydyas ; to each one 4 patas, complete.

On the nature of the jivdtma and Paramdtma, or human and divine

souls— proof from the vedas that the two are distinct. The body, as compound-

ed of five elements, is anityam, mortal. According to the vedas the human

soul is liable to the rajh and tamo gunas, or irascible, and depraved disposi-

tions. Para Brahm has only the sat guna, or excellent disposition. He is

omniscient ; the human soul not so. As lord of the world he has 7iHya disva-
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ryam, eternal fiilnc-ss. The glory of his world. Description of such as are

entitled to beatification. Other matters. Vaishnava—vedanta or visiskta, and

condemnatory of the advaita system.

The book is of medium length, very thick, recent.

7. No. 409. r^^a?z^« pf/ri/;/iai/trt, an epitome of the re(/<;//^a system.

frr By Dherma raja advari indra.

1—8 pcu'ich'h'idas, complete.
.i^s, ail. (.

1, prati/acsfia, self-evident proof of deity,

2, anumdnam, proof of the same by inference.

3, upamana/Ji, the same by analogy.

.4, aganiam, by vedas and other authority.

5, art'/ia apatti ; 6, anuhalahdi ; 7 vichara^a.

8, prayojanam.

The world is a lie. Para Brahm is without body—Avithout giinas or

qualities. Four pralayas described, sleep and dreaming being one. and the

delusion of matter another. To know the entire vedas causes inward joy,

which is dnanda rupa Para Brahm. Under 8 it is stated that gndnam wis.,

dom is mukti or beatificatinn.

The book is long, thin, old, without boards.

8. No. 410. Three tracts.

1.) Vedartlia sang rait am, prose.

By Ramdnujdcliarjia complete.

Concerning the four colors or castes, and the four azramas of celibate

student, householder, hermit, and strict ascetic.
'

The human soul is anitya gncDu, or of limited knowledge, the Para-
mdfma is nifya gndni, or a being of et(a'nal or infinite knowledge. There is a

knowledge extending to all things, the limited human soul knows only a few of

those things—with like argument of the visiskta advita, and against the

advaita dogma.

2.) Veianta dijKim or Brahvia-sutras.

By Rdmanuja muni.

It contains the Brahma siitras, ascribed to Vyasa, with vedanta prose,

aiv\ a, tica or paraphrase tobidito each 4 al'i/tya.i having each one 14

pdlas complete.

Discrimination as to the jivutma and Paramdttna, or human, and di-

vine souls. Para Brahm has sat gunas or good qualities, some perfections

described—bad dispositions relate only to the human soul. Para Brahm is

the generator, or primal cause of all beings, and things besides,

Ql
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[This tract is as miuli opposed to the Sanc'hyas as to the AdvaiUis ; uiid, in so far

as this alone is concerned, Rnmanujn is worthy of honor. I have observed that his system

comes nearer to Christian theology than anj of the adverse systems].

3.) Bhdshya vedanta vyaJcya art'hum.

Bhdshya is Rdmanujas comment on the end of the vedas, or

vedantum. As that comment was rather obscure, another was made a\>

it, also obscure. The present is an explanation of the second commmt

hy Rdmcmuja; that is a further elucidation of his own work. It con-

tains the u.sual discussions as to tUejivdfma, and the faramdtma—but

this tract 3) is incomplete.

The following are some included matters.

—praja dherma ninipanam ^populsir morality ; mukti vicharam an en-

quiry as to beatification, and the persons wlio shall attain to it. On two

'pralayams^i or deluges partial, universal ; there is a technical use of

this term. See 7 No. 409.

This bock is somewhat long, very thick, leaf 1—244, small hand-

writing', a very neat book, recent.

9. No. 412. For Sect. 1 see XI. For section 2 see V^

Sect. 3. VedanUi sdram.

, By Rdmanuja yoqendra.

Sutras, veda vdcyas, and prose.

1—4 adhydyas, to each one 4 patas or \Q patas complete.

(3n xhajlvdtma and puramdtma— their hhlidam,, or difference. The

human soul is in one sense amtyam, finite ; as in certain cases, it merges in

the supreme, and loses identity. The paramatma is properly nityam or eter-

nal, a parte ante et im^terlori.

This book contains the statement of a system ; but nc t so controversi-

ally as in some other productions by Rdmanujn . It obtains very much aroong

Vaishnavas around Madras.

In all 3 sections 78 leaves.

The book is of medium size, old. [I was told'that it had been

sent to Benares, and was returned thence.]

10. No. 433. Vedanta sdram.

By Rdinanujdchdrya, prose.

1—4 adhydyas to each 4 patas.

This appears to be the first comment on the last tract, above ;

further explained, in a fuller hlidshyam^ see 8 No. 410. 3).
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The pi'operties of Para Brahm as the First cause of the universe. On
the powers or faculties of the human soul, so as to cause any effect without.

This power comes from the sanction, or permission of Para Brohm. Some

extensive details on the glory of the said Pora Z^raAw ; which cannot be

fully expressed. Even the vedas do not contain all concerning it. Omnis-

cience, immutabilify, eternity, freedom from ignorance, and every other defect,

poodness, pity, compassion, patience. These benevolent qualities are to be

compared to a sea. The advaita system, as to nirguna, or no quality in the

Divine Being, is opposed. On chit and achii, or living beings, and inan-

imate things ; these are in a manner, the body witn which the deity is

clothed (following the pantheistic redanta.) The adroilas do not recognise

a difference in chit and uchiu Rdmanvja holds a relation of the soul to deity, and

the soul an avisa or part, without absolute unity. The vinculum of relation

must be sought for in his works. [In the Christian system the vinculum is

the Holy Ghost; and this system rejects any clothing of deity with matter,

as body to a soul.]

The book is of medium size, recent.

11. No. 441, An upaniskada said to be of the yajur vedam. It

can be made out that the subject relates to the world, the human
soul, and Bra Jim, or God. It has only the ancient text : leaf 1—28.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

12. No. 442. Five pieces.

1.) Purusha siicta bhasjjam, a hymn or passage from the vedas, having

reference to Vishnu : its meaning explained, as to the divine nature,

under the name of Vishnu.

2.) Mantra, prasna bhdsyam.

By Hari dhatfa.

A comment on some parts of ved i mantras used on ceremonial occa-

sions ; as vaisva deva before eating— Brimha yagnya, libation of water, and

mode of doing it ; terpana vidhi a pouring out Avater from the hands, of fre-

quent use.

3.) Sandhya vandana bhdsyam, prose with matters from the vedas.

On morning, noon, and evening homage, being seated, closing the

nostrils without breathing—repeating the gayatri—its meaning, and

words from the vedas used, are explained.

4.) Shaddzita, or 86 slocas.

On ceremonial uncleannesses ; the subject derived from the vedas,

5.) On marriage—modes of: as, Daiva—Brahmava—asura—pdis-

dcha—racshasa—ydndharha, &c.
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Expiation for an omission ol' some of tlic lesser duties.

Gotra pravara karica, brief sutras, on examining the Irib'S of pro-

posed bridegroom and l)ride. Anotlier form of the same, as stated by one

Mukta vali kdra.

Some prayaschiias, or penalties for adultery. If an amdvasi eome with-

in the 10 days for funereal ceremunics then the ceremony to ancestors, on that

day, must be set aside : 99 leaves in Sections, as 1—4 and 1— 7 and 5 - 10., &c.

The whole of the matter seems derived from the vedaa, though

not all in reda language.

The book is long, of inedium thickness, old, and much damaged.

13. No. 443. Varuniyam. an upanishada with lar/I/u dipica a

brief comment. The comment is placed first—it is on two anuvdcas,

but incomplete.

Para Brahm of ananta rnpn or eternal nature, has no qualities. The

human soul, or soul in the general, is one with him. Para Brahm is Omni-

present. He is Lord of the universe. He receives, in the end, the homa;ie

of all sacrifices ; to what god soever directed. The origin of the elemental

principles of the world, as water, earth, &c.

The words of the upanifthada are stated to be from Brahma vid?i

to yevdm veda.

Then the mulam or text of the said upanishada, in the form of

veda verses; this is without defect; the comriient not extending to the

whole: leaf 1 —f27.

The book is long, without boards.

13i. No. 444. Upanishada.

Istprasna from the yajur veda, G leaves.

On Brahm, and duties.

The book i.s long, without boards, recent.

14, No. 147. yJrunarn ; said to belong to the yojiir vedani, vedaic

form.

1

—

?)2 panchalis, complete.

Vishnu has metaphorically a thousand eyes, and a thousand hands or

feet. He pervades all the world. His attributes, or qualities described.

An enquiry on the creation by Brahm. Results of sacrifices, and all other

carmas by the people ; benefit tends io sverga or /vjr/ra'* paradise. The whole

turns on explaining the sense of tha vedas ; and may bo a sort of comment

;

leaf 1 30 and 19 blank.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.
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IT). No. 448. Mddhaviy am,, or vedartlta 'pracfdsa : " z;tY/fl-n:can-

ing light."

By Sayandchdrya.

Yajur-sanhita 4th cdndam 5th jrrasna 11 anuvdcams.

The original known as Rudra prasjia witli a coiraiient or Budra
mahatmyam on the glory of Siva: leaf 1—26.

The book is long, very narrow, injured.

16. No. 450. For Sect. 1, see XIII.

Sect. 2. Yajur veda vpanishada 5 khandas, prose, incomplete.

On Para Brahm with questions as to the Being, and attibutes of

God: 21 leaves—medium length—no boards.

17. No. 454. For Sect. 1, see XIL
Sect. 2. Ydgniki upanishada vyahya, or Vedarfha pracasica.

By Mddhava, prose, incomplete.

From the Brakmanam of the veda.

The commentator maintains that Brahm is to be worshipped, and

his nature known, by sacrifices ; not by gndnam, as taught by the advai-

tas.

18. No. 457. Nine pieces.

1.) Ydgnyavdlcya sutras, they relate not to law, but to theology

—

on the nature of Para Brahm.

2.) Nirdlamha upanishada.

It asks—who is Braltm? who is Isvara? what is life? what is

/)raciM/2 (matter) what is Paramdtma? who is, Brahma? Vishnu? Ru-

dra ? their natures ? who is Indra ? what is manassu ? (the mind, or

sentient soul.) What are the sun ? the moon ? asuras? 8zc., each ques-

tion is answered. A translation desirable.

3.) Jrunopanishada.

4.) Manducopanishadam, see 7.)

5.) Kdivalya upanishadam.

6.) Sdlagrama mantra—letters onl3^

7.) Manducopanishada vyakyanuin a comment on 4) prose.

The soul is,pure knowledge. In one passage the soul is repre-

sented as saying " I am not a man, nor a god, nor a yacsha, nor a

Brahman, nor a Cshetriya, nor a Voisya, nor a Sudra, nor a Brahmd-

chari, nor a Grihasfhya, nor a Vanaprastlia, nor a Sanniydsi—but I am
pure knowlcdgo-posscssiiig form " (or nature) suddhn gndna snrvpam.
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8.) Hastdmalci^a—ii proverbial term, for any thing very plain ; an

easy explanation of some part of the vedam.

9.) Panchicaranam. On the five elements—they are the secondary

cause, or material of the human body. On the qualities of the five

elements ; the linga and prdnavam internal life are one and the same
;

between the foetus in the womb and Brahn i\\exe is a union, or no

division.

The book is of medium size (62 leaves not regularly strung),

without boards, old, damaged.

[Under the 2nd Family, or Paper books opportunity will occur

for a somewhat fuller notice oi upanishadas],

19. No. 458. Four pieces.

1.) Purusha sucta vyakydnam, a iica or comment on a hymn relating

to Krishna ; as the thousand heads and thousand feet possessing

Para Brahm (metaphorical for wisdom and ubicj[uity). He is lord

or ruler of the world, &c. incomplete, 7 leaves.

2.) Samhifa upanishada veda and tica, 1— 12 anuvdcas—complete.

Concerning the existence,'and nature of Brahm—o^ creation, and

like matters.

3.) Taittiriya upanishada vyakyd, a comment on the supplement, so

named.

By Sancardnanta, miilo.m and iica, 1—4 pdtacas, incomplete.

Enquiry as to Para Brahm—on six kinds of sacrifices, or karma, of

special order. The umbrella of Para Brahm is spread over his votaries.

Enquiry as to mukti, or beatification.

4.) Yajurdranyacam, an upanishada from 6 to 64 anuvdcams—incom-

plete.

On the nature of God ; but very little understood.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, (108 leaves)

without boards, very much damaged.

20. No. 463. Upanishadam.

Concerning the nature of Brahm ; and on duties. After the

duty of reading the vedas— other moral duties said to bo enforced. The

Purusha sucti is added ; a hymn concerning Vishnu, as Para Brahm,

wise, ubiquitous : leaf 1—46 and 8 blank.

The book is of jiicdium si/c, a little injured.
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.^1. No. 464. Utidra pras7ia or as. hmWiarly termed namacacha77ia-

ca, from letters na and cha recurring in it.

On Rudra or Siva, with praises, complete : leaf 14—25.

The book is short, old, damaged— no boai'ds.

22. No. 105. Seven pieces.

1,) Dasa sloki vyalajdnarn, called niddhanta hindu,hy Mala sutana

muni.

The ten-distich piece is by Sanrardchart/a, coutaining liis construction

of the Vedantam ; this is ?,\\ enlarged paraphrase on the advaita system.

Isvara is entirely sepiirated from ignorance and vice ; and is perfectly pure.

The union of agndnam with a soul of man is a bandham, or tie to earth ;

which being unloosed, the soul flows into the supreme. And this unity is

fnocs/mm or liberation.

The nature of Brahm described.

2.) A prose fragment of three leaves, lite subject; mind, in differ-

ent states, is the hhandam tie, and also the means of mocsham. Ahan-

cara personal identity, or selfishness, is the cause of three avasVhas

necessities, or defects— not detailed in the fragment.

o.) Brahma sutra kravta, complete.

By Krishna diLwipaijana ; 4 adhnjdyas.

On Brahm, and the human soul ; advaita view of the vedantam.

k) Aparocha anuhlinii, s^ocas 145.

By Sancardchdrt/a.

Detail of the advaita system.

5.) Manducopanishada, mulam only.

On the nature of Brahm.

6.) Hamsopanishadam, mulam only.

Like subject ; and on the soul partaking of the divine nature.

7.) Trisica Brahmanam,, and the Brihnopanishadam a like general

subject—very little understood : leaf 1—43.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, old,

damaged.

23. No. 469. Sicsha chliandamsi, prose ; on the prosodial recita-

tion of the vedas. Mdtri, on quantity of the letters ; with rising,

falling, and prolonged inflexions of voice in utterance.

The organs concerned in the enunciation of letters, throat, tongue, &c.
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Voice loud ur soft, or low—rapid with various notes, or modes of utUv-

ance^on three particulars—letter

—

svara sound— mdt7-i time, or quantity.

Elocution, as to intoning the vedas.

[If any one acquainted with elocution uill read from an accented Gieelc book, accord-

in"- to the accents, he will convey to himself, and others, an idea on tlic above subject.]

Leaf 1—31 and 19~S{2 and 33—36. some few blank, book defec-

tive.

It is of medium length, thin, recent.

2i. No. i<72. Upadcsa granllui vwaranam.

By Bodha nidlu, complete.

Vedanfa in kind, sheas and prose with hJtmychii, or comment on

both.

By iretins oi vedanfa vdcyas the Brahma qnanam is acquired ; and by

mea'is of that acquirement all ignorance departs, together wiih ail the evil

consequences of i^inorance.

An enquiry concerning Isvara. Description of the nature ot Brahm.

Isvara is formed by a union of truth, jind purity. Isvara formed the

world ; and also avidz/a, privation of knowledge, proceeding from himself. In

consequence of avidija the soul (a part of Brahm) enteis into family cares, and

relalions. GentUness, and self control, described; with the mode of being

united with gnanam wisdom ; wiierehy an individual comes to know and say

" I myself ara Brahm, '' and acquires beatitude (in the present state of being).

As the sky or atmosphere is one, but the air, in a closed vessel, and

that in a room, are diverse, so the atrna (universal soul) is one, and every

where ; but it exisfs under various m mlfestations, as to outward appearance.

An enquiry as to Vcdanta aright , meaning of the Vedanta, and on

adopting it to the adcaita system. The discussion is conducted in anushtup

slitcas of 44 each—forming the pad^/a bhdgam,

— U-padesa granCha gadya hhdgain. prose—part of the same book,

also on the vedanta, with various a^/^xr/^a details : leaf 1—IGO

and 84, 85 and 300—339.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

25. No. 473. Various matter.

—Rudra prasna or namaca chaniaca, a passage of common use re-

lative to Siva.

—Some riichs used as zdntis or litanies.

—Hamsa upanishada, on Para Brahm.

'—Sdricopanlshadu Brahma vidhi upa7nshada.
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—Brahmopanishda—Aranyopanishada—Kdivalyawpanishada— Tri-

sica—Brdhmana—what is body ? what is the soul ? what the first

cause, &c.

—Manducopanishada.

Samhhavi mudra lacshanam,, description of hand and finger signs

in homage to Siva.

Garudopnnishada and GarhJiopanishada. [Reference to the 2nd

Family, or paper books].

Atura Sanniydsi vidhi vyakyanam.

By Angirasa, an explanatory comment on the summary mode of

making a Sanniydsi, in articulo mortis : leaf 1—-8 and 1—3 and 1— 10,

in all 28 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, slightly injured.

?6. No. 477. Two pieces.

1.) Kat'hd vali upanishada, muldm, six avalis, vine branches, com-

plete.

—Bhdsyam on the same, a comment.

By Sancaracharya—6 avalis, complete.

The illustrations are of course on the advaita system. The

jtvdtma and Paramdtma are not dual, or diverse.

2.) Tdittiriya upanishada mulam.

Jiva— dherma—Brahm, these and other matters defined, and

described: leaf 1—5 and 1—23, with 12 blank, and 1—7 with 2

blank.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

27. No. 482. Chandugya upanishada, hhdshyam, com.plete, prose.

In 8 prapdttacas, a comment, otherwise termed vivaravam on the

following.

27|. No. 483. Chandogya vpanishada. In 8 adhydyas, complete,

veda form ; see the following No.

The tvvo pieces are in one book, long, thick, without boards,

recent.

28. No. 484. Chandogya hhdshyam or vicaranajn, a commentary

on the upanishada, by Sancarddidrya.

The original has 8 adhydyas, and the comment 8 prapdttacas.

Rl
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The duty of one wlio associates this book vvitli the knowledge of

Brahm, the soul then attains the achardii 'vay to beatification, and will

ultimately attain to Brahma s world. But hevala karma, or rite sacri-

fices, &c. form the dumati way, or ^loky path, which tends to chandra-

loca, or the moon. Such persons as miss both of these ways, sink into

a low depression of being {naraca &c.) full of sorrow.

[There is a common idea, it. seems among Hindus that the vayu (wind, pneuma) of

the soul flies up to the moon ; it exists among other people also].

Advaita dtma gndnam, or knowltdge of the non-dual soul is absolutely

needful to be acquired.

Description of the nature, and piopenies of Brahm. Meaning of the

pravava or mystic aum. The prdna of the heart (life, sentient soul) has

various names, according to its dwelling in different parts of the body ; these

are detailed with their properties. The meaning of the gaijatri explained :

Utgita updsana piuhhava^ value or excellence of practising the above

pranava. Matters relating to Brahm. Mode of reverencing Brah/a. His

nature —Tatca gnanam, or true knowledge is both the assurance, and cause of

beatification. He who acquires mocsharn, or beatificatiun is not again born j

that is does not transmigrate.

The tradition of the Vedanta gndnam from Para Brahm to

Casyapa ; from the latter to Menu ; from Menu to the people, (this

claims divine authority). A detail of various meanings of the vedunta.

And thus the above iipanishada has its meaning explained (nothing

favoring idolatry at all events). Leaf I— 121.

The book is long, somewhat thick, injured near the beginning.

29. No. 485. Adhicarana retna mala.

By Bhdrati tiri'ha muni—slocas and vacyas— complete.

This appears to be a comment on a work by Vydsa, termed

Nydya mala ; the slocas or sulras of that work have their meaning ex-

pounded in this one, which has 4 adhyayas each oi A* pdtas.

Chapter 1. Brihm is the sum of the meaning of all the versions of the

vedanta, by various sectaries.

Chapter 2. A reconciliation of various passages of the vedas which

appear to bo contradictory ; for example, such as ascribe attributes or quali-

ties to the supreme, and such as deny any quality ; or such as ascribe body,

and such as deny it to an incorporeal deity.

Chapter .3. Tafva vidhi— true knowledge ; that is, as to the means,

and causes of attaininp^ to beatification.
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Chapter 4. The benefit of such knowledge defined ; tliat is, its fiuit is

niucuharn. Explanation of the meaning of many sutras and vdcyas of the vedas,

in reference to the nature of Brahm.

Condemnation of t!ie Sanchya and other schools of materialism,

or atheism.

On the evidences of the existence of Brihm, or God. What is the

s'jul ? what is Brihm ? both are one.

Brihm is tlie cause of creation. A pardnam or atom, the Gtli

part of a ray of light, is the cause of different things, not destructible

:

so bhumi fardnam is the cause of the earth.

Brihm has no body, no gunas, qualities or attributes; but has

maya, or a negative power ; that is, matter.

On the human body, what ? the vitals what ? the jivdtma is power-

less. Para Brahm is all-powerful.

Brahma ridya, or knowledge of God is the procuring cause of

moc&ham or beatitude —with the like vedanta matters, leaf 1— 119, the

70th wanting, 20 blank leaves at the end.

The book is of medium size, recent.

30. No. 486. Namaca hhdsyam.

By Bhatta Bhdscara.

11 anuvdcas or sections, complete ; a paraphrase on passages of the

that relate to Rudra or Siva. Leaf 125—142.

The book is long, of medium thickness, no boards, recent.

31. No. 487. ACharvana maha Ndrdyana upanishadam—veda ionn.

In 8 adhydyas, complete.

Ndrdyana is the alone Paran or Supreme—the author of creation,

He preserves— destroys. He alone is to be worshipped* He is the giver of

bsatification. These and like matters, as to the supremacy of Ndrdyana.

Leaf 1—15.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

32. No. 488. Aitreya upanishada or atma shadcdm—seven chap-

ters on six properties, or qualities of the human soul : prosaic

form.

Aitreya upanishada hhasyam a comment on the same, by

Sancaracharya.

The above matters expanded ; with the usual discussion, on the

oneness of the human, and divine soul.
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Leaf 24—41. The upanishada has, othevwhe the ti\\e of Bahrij

a

Brachmana.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

33. No. 492 \rp .. ,

jLf^cy > iwo subjects.

1.) Vacya suta tica, prose, complete.

By Brihmdnanda Bharati.

On the vedanta, according to the Advdita interpretation.

2.) Ashtavacra gita, and dipica.

By Visvesvara.

The chants of ashtavacra a riski, exphiined by Visvesvara.

These also are on the meaning of the redonta ; on the advaita

system.

Leaf51—TSand 1—59.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

34. No. 495. Five upanishadas.

L) Maha Ndrayana upanishada. Vishnu to Brahma.

Ndrdyana is Para Brahm—he created the world—he must be

worshipped'—he gives mukti.

2.) Kdivalya upardshada.

Paramesti (or Brahnd) to Aslayanu a rishi. Brahma vidhi or

knowledge of the supreme Brahm—his nature—attributes— the mode of

obtaining admission to his presence.

3.) Parama rahasya Siva tatva, an uj)anishada. On the divine nature,

as pertaining to Siva. Mart'andeya to Savu7iaca, and other rishis,

4.) Kdldgni rudra upanishada. Kalagni rudra to Samatcumara.

It relates to the use of vibhuti, or sacred ashes, and to various

other matters,

5.) Ndrdyana upanishada—on the nature of Ndrdyana, as supreme ;

leaf 1—46.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.

S5. No. 497. Maha vdcya retndvali.

A selection of 1180 sentences from 108 ?^j0fl!wi67iacfa5, as from

Isadhi ashsiottra saia npanishada, the 1st and 107 others.

By Rdvia chandra.
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32 letters are a grant'ha ov an annushtup verso there are 720 (jrant'has.

TheW^ veda has 21 unc'has or branches,

Yajur „ 10!) ,,

Siima ,, 1,000 „

At'harvana 50 ,.

Each sac'ha is an appendage of the veda.t and as such becomes an upanishada.

Rama (says this book) told to his messenger Hanuman the whole

108 upanishadas from which Rcima chandra made this selection. Hence
tan or tat, in this writer's sense, means that Rama is Para Brahn.

Oa the Jivatina nnd Paramdfma surup'im, or nature of the human
and Divine soul; here treated as if one

—

adraita. non-claal.

Mode of reudi^ring hotuage to Brnhm. Description of handham the

soul bou!;d (or imprisoned) in the body ; and of moadiavi, the soul liberated

re-united to its universal self.

The world is an appearance, alio. Brahm alone is a certain existence.

Jivd muhtan lacshana, the properties of a perfect man of ^eiy high attain-

ments, who IS liberatoil from the trammels of the body ; and is one with the

deity, in the present state of being.

Chandra, Sunja, Siva he. Indra, Agni are tan tan ; that is Rama
says they are only himself, as Para Brahm : dni, m.adhya, anta (beginning,

middle, end) exists not except as predicates (.f Brahm

Other attributes described ; chiefly negatives, as

iSachiddnanda—true happiness possessing. Suddham,, purity.

Sucshmnm subtilety (spiiituality ?) Nirakaram without body, or

shape, Nirvikaram, immutable.

Niranjanam, without spot.

Apramanam, immensity.

Anyirdesa, unlimited immensity.

Uptamdnam, ineffable.

Utli indriyam, without bodily senses.

Nirlepacam, nothing defiling adherent.

« [In the sense of an old \\riter who says "though the sun's rays strike on a dunghill

they are not the less pure.]

Nirabhayam, without calamity.

Uchalam, without locomotion.

Druvan, firmness.

Satg'hanam, fiall of truth.

Chit glianam, full of knowledge : Jiityarn eternal.
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Ananda glianam full of bliss.

Avvayayam, without danger, or loss,

Sampuranam, fulness.

Visvata mucham, ali-set'ing.

Ahet/am, without dishonor.

Jnamaca, without name.

Arupaca, without shape.

—Anashrayam, without local dwelling, leaf 1— 23.

The book is long, recent, without boards.

3Q. No. 500. Ydgnyavdlcya upanishada ; miilam only, ved'd'ic^ovm.

The subject appears to relate to jivdtma the human soul, prdna the

life, sentient soul ; Puramdtma, the divine soul ; but antecedent to dwaita and

advaita disputes.

On the label is the name Bri/iadaranya, the more ordinary title ; it is

ascribed toYagnyavdlcya, as its author, leaf 35— 60.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

37. No. 501. Two pieces.

1.) Namaca hhdsyam, prose.

By Sa,yandchdrya, a comment on a prasna of the vedas; relat-

ing to Rudra or Siva, and his glory ; here not complete.

2.) Uchliodaraca vyakyanam, a comment on another book, the sub-

ject relating to the svaras, tones, or accents, used in chanting the

vedas, inclusive of prosodial quantity : leaf 1

—

32.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards,

38. No. 503. Mitacshari, a conunent on the Brihadaranya {stipra

2SS) and sometimes called Brihadaranya hhdsyam, the 5th and 6th

adhydyas, these complete ; the rest .wanting—prose.

By Nityananddzrama.

An enquiry whether varna (here meaning sacrifice) is proper to be pre-

ferred—answer it must be done,

On dhtrnfa, active benevolence, and adherma, its defect, variously illus-

trated ; soul practice, that is a meditation on the nature of the soul, and on

God, recommended ; from which exercise quietude of spirit results.

On the ascetical devotion of such persons as are desirous of obtaining

mukti, or beatitude.

The book is long, somewhat thick, without boards, recent.
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39. No. 504. Vicriiti dipica; a comment on vicriiti of the redas.

By Gangadhardcliarya 1st padalmn only.

On some verses of the vedas termed jadd ; that is repeated three times ;

but each time in a ditferent way ; supposed to be difierencc of accent, or per-

haps time : the meaning is always the same—the intoning only differs ; 28

leaves in confused order.

The book is somewhat long, old, without boards, damaged.

40. No. 512. Malia Ndrdyana vpanishada from the afharvana

veda: 1—8 adhydyas, incomplete, vedaic form.

Description of the pralaya kdlam or time of the deluge—an account of

mdc^/mwi — glory of Ndrdyana as the supreme, 21 leaves not marked.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

41. No. 514. Ten upanishadas, prose form, and each one com-

plete.

1, Kenopanishada : 2, Mandncya iipanishada : 3, Sariraca up : 4,

chandocya up : 5, Vajra suchi up : 6, Kalvahja up : 7, Btihmopanisliada : 8,

Brahma hamsa vp : 9, G arhha vp : 10, Brihadaranya vp : leaf.l— 14 and

21—34.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

42. No. 516. Fedatita paribJidsa ; prose, incomplete.

An explanation of the Vedanta system. On the jivaima and

Pai'amdtma, and the non-duality or oneness of the two ; the usual topic
;

leaf 1—5.

43. No. 517. Three pieces.

1.) Nirdhnnha iqyanishada—veda form complete. The world is a

lie: all things contained by their classes, are also a lie. There is

one Para Brahm, and he is apparent in all existent things, or in-

cluded by them.

2.) H'dja yogdmritam—slocas.

Taken from the saiva siddhanta rahasyam—said to be told by

Siva to Parvati; only the 1st padalam.

Various kinds of tapas or penance— on the exercise of a yogi—many

such described—the rdja yogam is chief—its results stated—the leading result

being, that the interior soul is discerned by mental vision, and is discovered

to be Para Brahm.

3.) Gita sdram ; .slocas, complete; Krishna to Arjuna,
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By various tapas, a knowledge of the soul is attained; and its parama

tatvo, or heavenly nature discovered : leaf 1— 7.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.

4k No. 522. Tdtparya bodhini.

The mulam in slocas by Bliarata tirfha.

The tica prose form by Rama Krishna vidvan.

\n S prakaranas, or chapters.

Chapter 1 Chitra dipri, on the internal parts, and qualities of the body.

Chapter 2. Tripti dipa, on the nature o( para?ndnanda7)i, or Para Brahm^ with

qualities.

Chapter 3. Padari'has, how niiiny generic distinctions in worldly things : nature and

properties of the same, other matter deficient : leaf 1—92.

The book is long, of medium thickness, with brass pin, recent.

45. No. 523. Seventeen upanishadas veda form. 1, Mditrayana np

:

2, Kdiishatahi up : o, Brihojdpdla vp : 4, Suhdla vp : 5; Cshurika

up : 6, Mantra up : 7, Atma prahodha up : 8, Malm up : 9, Nrisinlia

purva tdpani up: 10, Yoga sic'ha up: 11, Vdsu deva up: 12, Pra-

nava up : lo, Kdivalya up : 14, 'Aruna up : \^, Rudracsha jdpdla

up : 16, Dhydna up : 17, Bhasma japala up: leaf 1—68, complete.

The general subjects, are—concerning the nature of Para Brahm—
on mocshnm or liberation of soul from body—on the nature of the

human soul—origin of all beings and things in the universe—on

the four colors Brahman, CsJietriya, Vdisya, Sudra, and four

(azramas) dwellings. B/ahmdchari, Grihasfha, Vanaprastlia, San-~

wi?/Gsi—various matitras and connected matters—on the Pranava

or mystic aibn—on Vdsa deva or Krishna—on sacred ashes, and

beads, and ascetic matters. Something fuller will appear under

the 2nd family of these Sanscrit books.

This one is long> of mediufn thickness, writing and leaves not

quite uniform ; no boards.

46. No. 524. A collection of all the upanishadas attached to the

four Vedas 108 in number ; cliiefly veda form, complete.

A few of tbe names are :

—

Brihmopanishada—Kdivalya vpanisJtada—Japala up i Hamsa up :

Parama Hamsa vp: Arunica up : Garbhn up : Ndrdyana up ; Amrita.

hindu up : {Saiva) Ami^ita nat'ha vp : {Saiva) Artliavana Siraup: Briha

jdpdla up : Mditrdyana up : Nrisinhu up : Kdldyni radra up : Maitreya up :

Stibdla up ; Cshurica vp : Mantraca up : Sarva sara up : Nirdlamba up :
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Nara up : Rahasya up : Surya up : and so on up to 108—the whole of the

names will elsewhere appear : leaf 1—191.

The book is long, and thick, on broad talipat leaves, recent.

This is a valuable book, and could it be fully translated, would

leave nothing to desire, as to the theology and philosophy of the append-

ages to the Vedas*

47. No. 52Q. Veda namaca chamaca, prose form—the namaca

complete, the chamaca defective. On Rudra, or Siva, his glory :

leaf 1— 15.

The book is of medium length, without boards, very slightly in-

jured.

48. No. 652. For Sect. 1, see III.

Sect. £, so much injured that the title cannot be made out. It

seems to contain the doctrine of Mddhava.

Discussioa as to ^^j«a—if there be a soul or not—this is affirmatively

determined. Is there a Paramatma or not ? The affirmative : that there is a

God, maintained.

On disputes about matams, or religious modes. Customs of various

sectaries stated, and objurgated. Such, in particular, as say sacrifices are wrong

(Bauddkist &c.) are reprobated. Sacrifices (animals slain) are needful ; 14

leaves, 51 in all.

The entire book is long, of medium thickness, old, without boards,

injured.

49. No. 801. For Section 1, see X.

Sect. 2. Ndrdyana upanishada mantra.

It appears to be some formule extracted from that upanishada ; and

some matter, in ordinary prose, on dherma-sastra, or ecclesiastical law is

mingled up with the other : this is only 4 leaves, with Sect. 1. 58 leaves.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, a little injured.

50. No. 866. Sect. 1. Siromani, theology.

By Siromani Bhattdchdrya—prose.

Isvara or Para Brahm is every where, or omnipresent—description of

the nature of the human, and divine souls : not complete.

For Sect. 2, see XV ; in all leaf 1—24.

The book is of medium length, old, damaged.

51. No. 881. For Sect. 1, see X. Leaf 1—48.

si
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Sect. 2. Sutras with tica, or comment, incomplete. On the

internal parts of the body—the soul—intellect—-to these matters are

added others ascetical ; a condemnation of the family mode of life, with

its attendant cares : leaf 1—49=93.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, damaged,

the leaves of Sect. 2, differ from the foregoing portion.

XXXIII. ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 29. Vdifula ta7dram,sI6cas.

In 10 padalas complete.

Chap. 1. Tatva hheda, difference of beings : as Para Brahm and inferiors, including

discrimination of truth.

Chap. 2. Varna bhsda, easte difference; but nioie especially different i'«>-gi«A- or

classes of letters, and to what gnd each class, or distinct letter belongs.

Chap. 3 Triverga blieda nirupnnain discrimination between dherma, art'hii, hama

or beneficence, wealth, pleasure ; these do not relate to fara Brahm, but <inly to men.

There is besides an attempted detail of the divine nature, in the superior world.

Chap. 4. Chacra bheda, on the difference of diagrams used for viantras or spells :

eight concentric circles is a form used by Vira Saivas.

Chap. 5. Mantra bheda, difference of spells ; as of one letter, of t^o letters ; of

five letters, of si.K letters, and other Saiva mantras, the god, or goddess to which each

one relates

Chap. 6. Pranava bheda, the triliteral a, u. m, written as one syllabic letter ; they

jcfer to four mystic lingas.

Chap, 7. Brimha bheda bida Iheda
,
pinda bheda: Srrshti st'hiii. lay a. bhedaa,

discrimination on God, departed souls ; creation, preservation, destruction.

Chap. 0, Anga bheda, difference of bodily members, six in number—heart—head

—

crown of head—eyes.

Chap. 9. mantra bheda, the spells here are only sact'i in kind—to what goddess or

portion of the universal female energy each mantra relates.

Chap. 10. Kilacam, same sulyect, the power of each letter used in spells ; as m,

without vowel, the heart, and so with others.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent, in part magical,

and sacii in kind.

2. No. 95. Siddhanta sichdmani said to be from a Vira Saiva

book, entitled dherma nirnayam^ slocas coiTiplete, and with a

verbal glossary in Telugu.

There is no difference between Brahm, and the human soul.

Sdmhu (a name of Siva) is Omniscient, From a defect of knowledge

the human soul involves itself in family cares and troubles. The soul is of

more consequrnec than the body.
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Isvara is <^ieater than the soul. IL; is the luler, or conductor

CprerecaJ. Birth and death compared to the continued revolution of a wheel,

as 10 any one soul, at the end of the curriculum is mocsham, or liberation from

further births, and deaths. Saiva dicsha krama, mode of initiation as to a

young m:in. or a proselyte. Mode! of putting the //7i^a on the body —and of

using cowdnng ashes, and rudrarsha beads.

The panchacshara, or 5 lettered spell with japa &c., and the excel-

lence of that form ale.

Sambu—smarana—archana. -vnndana —kirfana, meditation, ritual wor-

ship, homage, praise of Saivi, and by those means mahirna or glorv.

The value of giving presents to l^iva, or to any of his votaries.

Sivdrddkana p'/ialam, betiefit of homage to Siva. Siva gndnayoga^on

asceticism, with various praise of the Saiva -w^y, and devoteeism of the ascetic

kind. Siva pvja vidhi, a tr^ict on ritual homage to the Saiva symbol, slocas

ynd piose, with a Telugu tica : leaf 1— 198.

3. No. 104. Various pieces.

Vira dgama— slocas, some details concerni'ig the mntas, cr monasteri-

ums of the Vira Saiva credence, with the modes of observances in them
;

and praise of the excellence of the Vita Saiva way.

— Concerning head teachers as Revd, and others ,• their offices, and other

details.

Bhdcanhvan f^tottram. praise of a name, or form of Parvati "mistress

of the Vi^irld ;" this is o^ sncti kind.

— Bliuvanesva<i ashxto'tra sata nama siottra—panegyric of the said, by

a string of 108 names or epithets, complete.

— Guru stottra, Siva stottram, praise of head preceptor, and of Siva.

— Shad st'hala nirupanam, slocas with tlca in Telugu. On six symboli-

cal places in the linya, referrible to parts of the human body, and to steps

or degrees of attainment ; and also to steps of ascent, in superior worlds.

—Japa malica krama, mode of a string of prayers counti d by beads.

Pancha muc'ha sarabha saiva mala mantra^ a string of spells founded

on one original, directed to the five-faced sarabha (half beast, half

bird), assumed by Siva to punish Vishnuin the man-lion avatdra —the
object to kiU enemies.

— Sri Rama cavachavi-, invocation with spell to Rdma for protection.

ACharvana sirasa ; from a book having this name is extracted the Surya
tdpaniyam containing spell, japa, ritual of homage and praise of the Sun ;

w^ith the mode of these for health, or other benefits. Surya cavachavi—from

the Scanda puraJiam ; spell and invocation to the sun, for health and protec-

tion.
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Trai locya mangala cavacham, ascribed to Sanatcumara, spell, with

invocation, to the delight of the upper, middle, and lower worlds, for pleasure,

prosperity, and the like. Sacti in kind.

—Ndrdyana ashtacshari mantra an eight-lettered spell

—

O'm-no-ra-ya-

na-na-ma-ha, for all kinds of benefits.

Indracshi stottram, praise to a sacti for all desirables.

Dacshana murtipanjara, nest of the Saiva tutelary genius of learning ;

for learning, money thereby &c., said to be from thti Brahmanda puranam.

— VdtSsvara stuti—slocas—praise of Siva dwelling \n t\\Q Fie : Ind.

tree, asking protection : leaf 1—32.

The book is short, medium length, thin, without boards,

recent.

4. Duplicate No. 107, (the former 107 under XI), A variety of

matters, in 26 padalas, slocas^ complete, with a supplementary joaJa-

Ia7n, on mode of initiation to the Vira Saiva way.

On shad stliala, six places, V.ere said to be represented by as many di-

agrams, in each of which i-i a Z/m/a, designated by tiie name o£ bhakti s :

Mahesvara s : prasada s : prana linga s : sarana s : aihya s ; these have a

typical reference (o the human hotly ; but more especially fo degrees of ascent

in superior worlds ; union wiili Hiva being the highest.

The pure soul described as a linga. On the benefit of wearing the hair

on the head uncut, and not combed : (this is ihe jadx of ascetics ; sometimes

braided, and formed into a so'-t of coronet).

Origin of the sacrtd ashes ; and benfit of wearing them on the body.

The parts of the body on which these are to be smeared. Benefit of wearing

the rudracsha beads. The panchdcshara mantra, or five-lettered formule ; its

great excellence.

On certain head teachers named 1, Revana ; 2, Marula ; 3, Rama deva;

4, Pandit arddya ; their matas or monasteries, where situated ; and particulars

concerning them, as leaders of this Sect.

On the various sacerdotal, and food eating observances of the Vira

Saivas. Siva puja p'halam, benefit of ISaiva homage. Lingas are made of

various materials as rubies, emeralds, crystal, gold, silver, copper, &c., the

benefit of making such, and of worshipping them when made. 3Idnassu puja

krama, mode of mental homage. On the kinds of flowers proper to be used

in various pujas.

— TJpasarana vidhi. mode of complimentary service ; such as fanning

witli a chowry, bcwing and the like.

—Bhicsha pdtra vidhi—the proper kind of basin for collecting alms.
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Linga dicsha vidhi, raoJe of consecrating a symbol, and other matters

pertaining to the rituals, and observances of the Jangamas, or Vim Saivas.

(Just the opposite of the sacti system, and no less indelicate) leaf 1—222.

The book is of medium size, on narrow leaves, without boards,

recent.

5. No. 113. Two distinct books put together.

1.) The rituals and observances of Vira Saivas—Lwgarcharna prahhava

—value of homage to the saiva symbol,

— Vibhitti dharana krnma mantra, the spell used at the time of smearing

on the body, cowduug ashes.

—The dchoram. or sacerdotal customs of the Laingicas, or Jangamaa.

— Sica dicsli.a prasamsi, praise of the mode of initiation.

—Binna livga nirasana, repairing a stone symbol, if it happens to be

broken.

— Guru stottram, praise of head teacher.

—Jangama linga lacshana, properties of the living disciple. \_SChapana

linga is a fixed symbol ; jangama linga is one moveable ; that is, the devotee ;

whuse entire person is cons^idered to be a mere symbolic type of the indwelling

deity : hence the worship of such devotees is allowed, sometimes inculcated.]

Of like kind there are other matters ; wholly pertaining to this

class, or system of the Linga dharis.

2.) Various chants used in saiva homage.

-

—

Mulhann stavam, 36 slocas.

By Malhana ; praise of ^iva.

—Mahimna sfoftra, 38 slocas with a tiea in Telugu ;
praise of the ^lory.

— Annamayya stottra, 34 slocas, with tica in Telugu ;
praise to obtain

health.

—Halayuta slavam, 32 slocas with tica in Telugu ;
praise of a weapon

of Siva.

Other Jangama matter.

Linga dharana prasamsa, praise of bearing the symbol of Siva,

Siva dicsha mahdtmyam, excellence of Saiva initiation.

Jangama linga prasamsa, praise of the living, or moveable symbol.

—Sivapuja vidhanani, mode of ritual homage to Siva from the Vird-

gama, slocas.

In 25 padalams, complete.
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Linga pitjci vidhanam, mode of ritual homage itt supra 1,) leal'

1—97, ;3) leaf 1—97.

The entire book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.

6. No. 205. Three pieces.

1.) Anuhliava sutram, slocas, complete from the Vatlmla siddhantam

,

1

—

8 prakaranas. On shadstliala or six places in which the supreme

Brahm resides; the ndVlia BraJim linga in all.

1, anga s; 2, linga anga sahetga s ; 3, prana linga s : 4, aarana s :

5, aikga s. 6, kriyavesa vishranti s :—various gradations through which the

libeiatc'd soul p^isses to the last one : which implies an entire labsorption inlo

deity.

2.) Vishartlia pracdsica, a comment on the foregoing piece: com-

plete in 5 prakarnas. Mode of instruction, as to the aforesaid six

places, or gradations.

—Mode of rt^ndeving homage to the symbol of Siva. The teaching of

the fjuru is th^ means of leading to die possession of Sims favor. If any

fault or defect occur in the said services, a prnyaschita, or penalty for the

same : so far 46 leaves and 34 left blank,

o.) Chatur veda tatparya sangraha, selection from the vedas ; also

slocas with Lica—-incomplete. The object is to prove the supre-

macy of Siva, as for examrde. Isvara saroa hkudan, Isa is all

existing beings or things. That Siva, is supreme is assumed to be

proved by extracts from all four vedas: 12 leaves, and 10 blank

ones, 102 leaves in the entire book.

It is long, somewhat thick, with a wooden peg, recent.

6|. No. 273. Basava purdnam, slocas.

1—42 adJiydgam. as in No. 268, with statement of others over-

come in disputation.

Referred to 2nd Family: leaf 1— 141.

The book is of medium size, recent, a neat compact book. '

Q~i. No. 274. Vira Sdiva dharma nirnayam, slocas 20 pariclihedas

complete.

Description of Cdilasa—the glory of Siva seated there—mode of initia-

tion of a disciple, and suitable place for it. At the age of 10 years, having

put on the scholastic thread, the pupil goes to the house of a preceptor, and

becomes an inmate there. The being declared a proficient is attended with a

ceremony in a temple, or house: the place described.
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The putting on tlic symbol and wearing it. is a matter of jirrat excel-

lence, if with the approval of the teacher ; but of no value if without that

approval.

As regards cowdung ashes and the udracsha beads, when to hi put

on, or used, or worn. Glory of the five-lettered spell declared.

Description of (luru bhakii, or devotedness to a trachcr. Mode of

doing homage to a teacher ; and mode of giving gifts to good persons ;
and

mode of doing penance directed to Siva.

The sarana si'/ialam or approval of ^'fm : if the a!)ove duties are per-

formed, they entitle to dikyam, or oneness with Siva. Sancara smnJiita vpara

hhdyam a supplement by Sancara 80—85 adhydyam.

Differences of credence among the Virn Saivtu, and the excellence of

that class ; th'^y are chief, &c : leaf 1—86.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, worm

eaten.

7. No. 277. Sancara samhita—from the scandam furanam, 80th to

85th adhydyam, slocas with mantras, complete.

On the daily observances of Vira Saivas. The mantras used when

putting on the rudracsha beads, and cov^^dung ashes.

Mode of daily use of the principal five-lettered spell ; and of

ritual homage to the symbol of S>va. On puja or homage rendered to

guests on their arrival. The mode of eating the remains of butter-oil

oifered to the god.

[The symbol of stone is so contrived as to have a wide groove at

the lower part, with a spout ; the ghee poured over the top trickles

down, fills the grove, and passel off by the spout ; beneath which a

sufficiently capacious vessel is placed to receive the droppings ; these

are nearly the whole, and this is the perquisite of the attendant Brah-

man. It is variously prepared ; but eaten with boiled rice only, is con-

sidered a delicacy. No wonder that Brahmans heretofore encouraged

gifts of money, and lauds for what in Tamil is termed neretiiyam. The

• wonder is that dupes, and dolts could be so easily deceived.]

On devotedness to a guru, or head teacher. If the foregoing

observances are attended to, the Vira 3fahesvara worshippers will ob-

tain beatification ; at least so Iludra told to Scanda or Subrahmanya ;

and Suta related the same to the rishis, oi hermits, 36 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.
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8. No. 268. Basava purdnam ; slocas.

1— 13 adhydyam so far right, 14th defective.

Legend of Basavas birth, as an incHrnation of Siva's vehicle—his

childish actions, his studying the sastrns—he wrote an explanation of the veda

and vedanta, givin<T both an iiiterpretat'on in favor of ^Jurt, as supreme, and

the Paramdtma or heavenly Being. He overcame many persons in disputa-

tions. This is merely the beginnino: portion. Under the 2nd family, oppor-

tunity may occur for a complete abstract of this audaciously mendacious book ;

87 leaves and 52 blank ones.

The book is somewhat long, and thick,

9. No. 311. Sancara samliita, slocas {vom the upa vibhdgatn oi the

scanda ptirdriam ; 81

—

85t\\ adhi/dyavi.

Mode of homage to the Saica symbol. Account of the acharam or

sacerdotal customs of F«Vo MU'a.?. Honor of wearing that symbol, and merit

of feeding votaries. Fellowship with lingadhai-is prais'd. Praise of Sica ;

with other matter ; comjare 7 supra.

The book is long, thin, 32 leaves without boards, recent.

10. No. 390. Sri Sdila sancalpa, prose.

When any f^ira Saiva performs any special ceremony, this is the

form of record of the said observance ; leaf 137,138.

Vira Mahesvara drudhana hriya vidhi, prose and slocas ; the mode

of ritual service of various kinds ; and the mode in particular of pvja to Siva

as Vira Mahesvara : leaf 67—79.

The book is short, narrow leaves, no boards.

11. No. 451. Various matter; Jangama, and sacti intermingled.

Some Telugu stanzas in praise of the guru, who teaches, and

uses mantras, and on yoga asceticism. ?

Samvidhi mahatmyam^ excellence of " concentrated knowledge ;" but

this is a flash-word of the sacti bhahtis, i'or opium, or ardent spirits, or other

strong venereal stimulants. It is herein stated that forbidden food, such as

flesh, may be eaten, and spirituous liquor drunk. The doing so is praised, as

evincing knowledge.

More Telugu stanzas, on the excellence of the guru, or teacher.

In Sanscrit

—

dtnia guru linga, on sixteen kinds oi puja, or ritual

homage, modes detailed.

On 1128 names of different pujas, with the use of flowers. By
Chitamhara kesava avadhuta slocas. The said names untied, and given again

in prose form: leaf 1,2, and 1—15, and 1--21, with 22 blank leaves in

diffisrent places.
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A few leaves at the end on strivasyam in slocas, on bewildering

and persuading women. The whole book is long, of medium thickness,

narrow leaves, recent.

12. No. 532. Fira Sdiva dicsha vidhanam, preceptive rule as to

initiation : slocas, and prose, complete. In the form of instruction

from a teacher to a disciple.

Vessels of water are suitably placed and the water conaecrated, by the

use of veda verses. An earthen symbol is formed ; and, by means of the con-

secrated water bathed and worshipped. Afterwards specimens of the mode in

which a teacher instructs a disciple or pupil ; leaf 214—22o.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards.

C. Malayalam letter.

I. Astrological.

1. No. 2328. Jyotisha, slocas,

A little matter on astrology ; and other matter on raja niti,

or royal ethics.

The book is short, thin, on talipat leaves, cut down to small size.

2. No. 2322. Jyotishamy slocas, incomplete.

On the twelve rdsis or zodiacal signs ; the nacshetras or lunar mansions ;

the grahas or planets ; and the influence according to sign and lunar mansion.

The book is short, and somewhat thick ; on cut talipat leaves,

the writing only on a part of each Iccif, the larger space blank.

3. No. 2330. Sucra nadi, slocas and tica in Malayalam ; on astro-

logy.

Planet—sign—lunar mansion

—

laguna or sign in the ascendant. On

good and bad influences. The ganda signifies the probable time of death, as

indicated by the horoscope.

The book is of medium length, very thick, on cut talipat leaves,

the writing not close.

II. Pauranical.

1. No. 2315 and 2327 in one book.

Siva raliasyam, or Sancara samhita of the Scanda paranam: slocas.

1—The sambhava cdndam 1—50 adhydyam, on the marriage of

Siva with Parvati, and the birth of Cumara, or Suhrahnanya,

2, No. 2326. Siva rahasyam.

Three cdndams of the Scanda purdnam,

Tl
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1

.

Deva cdndam, birth of the devas.

2. DacsJia cdndam, on the sacrifice of Dacsha, and it8 disastrous termination.

3. Upadcsa cdndam, conrersation of Siva with Parvati, on various matters, about the

world, creation, &c.

The book is somewhat long, thick, on talipat leaves, and fully

written.

SECOND FAMILY.

1st Division. "Dafters." *

The Proprietor of these Manuscripts in a Telugu Catalogue of

1838, divided them into Ancient, and Modern form ; by the latter mean-

ing paper books, bound in the European fashion ; and by the former

term Palm leaf books, and a kind of books procured from Benares and

Calcutta ; which he termed " Dafters." They are written on slips of

paper, variously colored, shorter and broader than palm leaves ; but put

together in similar manner, with thin boards over them, and folded up

in cloth wrappers, colored red, white, blue. As paper books they come

under the 2nd Family ; but being of peculiar form, the distinctive term

" Dafter" is retained; and, as the oldest, they are ranged under the 1st

division.

I. Advaita.

1. No. 794. Rdmdnandiyam.

By Rdmdnajida, 2 adhydyas, but not complete. A tica or bha-

syam on a work entitled Retna probhd ; the general subject being

advaita ; for which see foregoing notices

—

passim.

The white cloth wrapper contains eight books, from 793 to 800.

2. No. 799. 'Ananda purdnamy only a small fragment, leaning to

the sacti system.

3. No. 951. Chiitra dipica.

By Rdma Krishna suri, the original in Telugu letter, with a tica

by himself, 1—5 adhydyas, complete.

On \.hejivatma, human soul, a^nd paramat7na, divine soul ; the subject is

discussed ; and they arc maintained to be one.

Pancha buda vivaranam, details on the five elements,

Brimha dnanda nirupanam, a proof of the supreme Brahns possess-

ing blessedness. Sacti nirMpawam—maintains the material, or negative cause

of the universe ; the female energy ; but not excluding a higher cause. The

sense however is that Mind and Matter arc co-existent, and eternal. It

amounts to the Aristotelian doctrine on the euhjcct.
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Written on good glossy country paper, without boards, check

wrappers.

4. No. 95^. Brihadaranya hhashyam or 'Ananda giriyam, Telugu

letter.'

By Sancardchdrya, 1—8 adhydyas complete.

An advaita comment on an upanishada, entitled Brihadaranya, " the

spreading forest." The leading topics are, on carma, or preJestlnation, as a

reward, or a punishment for merit, or demerit, in a former state On the

jlvdtma and paramdtma. The divine and human soul, not dual.

The dimensions, inches 10x6x3, country paper, thin boards,

red cloth wrapper.

5. No. 954. For Sect. 1, see II.

Sect. 2. Malia vdcya retndvali.

By Rdneachandra svdmi, slocas with a tica. By maha vacya is

meant the veda, and retndvali its words—jewels strung. A discussion

founded on the Vedas as to the unity of God : that is Para Brakm ; and

on the nature of the human soul. Para Brahm is one—his spiritual

form—his glory. On the soul. Perhaps it is doing the advaitam too

great honor to class this tract here. It evidently merits translation,

as a theological document.

II. AsCETICAL.

1. No. 926. Bhaktl ret7idi:ali, slocas, deva ndgarilettev : defective.

The tract begins, but does not end.

The subject is a guru's explanation to a disciple of devotedness,

or fiducial attachment to God, or to a teacher.

[Such is the general sense of bhakti ; but the term is sometimes distinctive, and

polemic : bhakti, iapas, gndnam, are three roads to heaven, of which the Smartas hold the

last to be the bcstj.

The book is 8 X 3 X | inches, country paper, black and red letter,

in a paper case.

2. No. 953. Viveca sindhu.

Balband letter, and Mahratti language.

A mystical book of the tatoa gndna system ; which allegorises, or
" spiritualizes" the members, and faculties of the human body.

Size 9x3x2 inches, yellow colored country paper, red and black

ink, wooden boards, red cloth wrapper, as a book a curiosity.
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3. No. 954. Two pieces.

Sect 1. ^Atma hodha dipica, a tica by Sancaracharya, complete.

'Atma hodha, or soul instruction seems to be the title of an origi-

nal, on which this one is a paraphrase.

On the duty of relinquishing family, and ftimily cares ; and of seeking

for, and obtaining gndnam knowledge, as the means of beatification. For

Sect 2. see I 5. supra. A doubt is felt as to the classification of this book :

both sections perhaps present the advaitam under its least objectionable

phasis.

Size 9x5 inches, wooden boards, country paper. Sect 1. and 2

differ, blue and green cloth wrapper.

III. Erotic.

1. No. 798. Raja tarangini, or Butdnanda sindku : ndgari letter.

" Royal waves" is a term sometimes applied to kingly genealo-

gies, but the other title shews a relation to the sacti system ; and to the

sringdrd or ornate and amorous. It is Sect ; 6 out of 8 in one book,

each section having a different number.

2. No. 974. Piirva Cdtamhari.

By Bhdna cavi, diva ndgar'i letter, incomplete.

An ancient love tale of the amours of Chandra pif'ha, a king's son»

and Cdtamhari a female ; with the usual intervention of mantn (minister) and

saJii (confidante). Much scenic, and poetical description. The former pro-

prietor sought out this book with much enquiry : and there are several copies

in Telugu or Canarese.

Size 12x4 inches, yellow colored superior country paper, no

boards, red cloth wrappers.

IV. Ethical.

1, No. o22. Ildjd dherma tiyakydnam, or Bhdrata hhdva dip am.

By Nila hanfld : sometimes called by his name. A paraphrase

on a part of the zdnti parvam of the Bhdratam, the dpadherma, or

duties proper to a season of affiction, or severe trial. Also some details

of duties having reference to the desire of full liberation from further

transmigi'ation : 1—188 adhydyam, complete as to subject.

Very superior country paper, like one \ sheet of demy cut into

three pieces ; the writing transverse ; the book is thick ; thin teak boards,

red cloth wrapper.

fl. No. 435. Bhagavat gita: mulam, and tlca.

The latter termed subudhini by Sridhara,
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1— 18 adhydyam ; both complete-

Hot pressed country paper, as above, the book is thin, has only

one board ; red cloth wrapper.

0. No. 437. Bhagavat gita ; mulam.

Telugu letter, and the sancara hhashyam by Sancardchdrya, 1— 18

adhydyas.

The parahprase is advaita in kind ; the whole of it not here.

Size 6x4 inches, not thick, teak boards
;
glossy country paper,

red wrapper.

4. No. 438. Bhagavat gita, slocas ; deva 7idgari letter. 1—IS

adhydyas^ complete.

Size 6x3x2 inches, country paper, damaged by damp; paper

case, without boards, or wrapper.

5. No. 439. Bhagavat gita, slocas ; ndgari letter, the wM/aw only,

1— \d) adhydyas, complete.

Size 5x3x2 inches, country paper, red and black letter, tied

with a string, without boards or wrapper.

6. No. 440. Bhagavat gita, i\\e mulam m C02Ct?>e ndgari \eitev
',
tica

or paraphrase in Mahratti : midam, I— 18 adhydyam complete ; tica

1— 10 adhydyam defective.

Size 11x5 inches, country paper, thin teak boards, injured by

damp, red wrapper.

7. No. 531. Bhagavat gita.

Mulam and tica ; the latter entitled subodhini by Sridhara 1—18

adhydyam. Two copies in one book. 1 copy transverse, writing in

good order : 1 copy folded, and damaged ; both are on country paper

;

only one board ; blue plaid wrapper.

8. No. 796. Visva guna darsanam ; deva ndgari letter.

An essay on despising secular things ; and in part commending

them. See other notices.

In a book with white wrapper, containing 8 pieces, or sections.

V. Grammatical.

1. No. 895. Tatvd hodhini, Telugu letter.

A tica to the Siddhanta cdumudi, both sutra and tica on the pur-

vart'ham, or subantam ; the part of grammar which treats of nouns, and

particles, but without the verbs, This part complete, in its various details,
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This piece is the first one out of six, contained in the book, with

white wrapper.

2. No. 977. Sect. 6. Madhyacdumudi ; sutias on the suhanta

division of Sanscrit grammar. The last of six pieces in one book,

with red wrapper.

VI, Law.

1. No. 797. Mddhaviyam ; w«^an letter.

By Mddhava.

A tica to the Pardsara smriti, or law in force in the Cali yuga, : the

subject, on ceremonial uncleannesses, and regulations thereto pertaining.

The fifth piece out of eight, in one book, with white wrapper.

2. No. 800. Asducha nirnayam.

On ceremonial disqualifications, by reason of pollutions.

The last piece of a book containing eight bundles of country

paper, without boards, in white wrapper.

3. No. 970. Pardsariyam ; the code of Pardsara, ndgari letter.

The dchdra cd7idam, on ceremonial uncleannesses. See previous notices,

passim.

Size 12x4x2 inches, country paper, one board, red wrapper.

4. No. 971. Nirnaya $iadliu, deva ndgari letter; ^/occr^, complete.

Discrimination as to sa?icranti, passage of the sun from sign to sign ;

pacsha half lunation ; titld lunar days, asaucha kdla times of ceremonial un-

cleanness : the reference is to sacerdotal law.

Size 12x4x5 inches, country paper, no boards, red wrapper.

VII. Logic.

1. No. 793. Uttara vari vasya.

By Bdsura dnanda, mulam and tica.

—A fragment without beginning or ending, a vdtam of the nydya

school : but having an advaita bearing.

The first of eight pieces in one book, on yellow country paper,

wooden boards, white wrapper.

2. No. 795. Karicdvali, mulam or original ; •n which the muhtd-

vali is a ilea, or a comment, by Visvanafha Pandit. A compendium

of the four cdndas—pratyacsha—anumdna—upayndna—sahda.

The book is on the modern system ; holding se\cnpadart'has, or

universal s.

Sect : 3 of the book supra.
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3. No. 893. A fragment of the dinakaryam v : infra.

4. No. 894. Gadadhara.

By Gadadhara hhatta ; pramdnya vdtam.

On the need of an authoritative rule.

On the knowledge of Isvara ; and that knowledge is such a rule.

The above 3, 4 are the two last sections, in a book containing

iive ; white wrapper.

5. No. 896. Muktdvali. Telugu letter.

A comment on sutras known as karicas.

On the pratyacsha cdndam only.

The modern system of seven universals is maintained.

6. No. 897. Tarkha pracdsica.

By Sri kola. Telugu letter, complete.

A comment on a work entitled Siddhanta manjeri.

On the four cdndas—pratyacsha—anumana, upaman a,and. sabda.

Nine padarfhas or universals are herein mentioned.

7. No. 898. Siddhanta manjeri tica.

By Sri kantlia dicshada.

Another comment on the same original ; this is incomplete.

8. No. 899. Tarkha sangraham.

By Anam hhatta.

This is a popular work on the subject ; of which there are seve-

ral copies in the collection.

On the 4 cdndas, ut supra, and 7 padarfhas.

A little only of a tica on it entitled chandrica.

On some of the topics, the mode of objection and answer is fol-

lowed.

9. No. 900. Bhavdndndiyam.

By Bhavdndnda.

This is a comment on some other book, not known, as the piece

is incomplete ; what there is relates to the pratyacsha cdndam.

The foregoing five are following sections, in one book, contain-

ing six : country paper, differing in size ; the whole is 14x6x6 inches,

in a white wrapper.
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10. No. 95G. Chlntdmatii; miilam.

The Chinidmani vyaJcya is a comment on it, entitled Siromaiiij 1:

on the anumdna cdndam only, and this complete.

11. No. 957. Dinakara bhaitiyam.

A fica to a work entitled Mulddvali ; itself a comment on

Icoricas v : sjtpra 2. 5. On the 'pratyacsha cdndam only. The two

preceding books are the two first pieces of a hook containing five, in a

white wrapper.

12. No. 976. Three sections.

1). Dinakara hhaltiyam ; Telugu letter.

By Maha deva, tica form.

The pratyacsha cdndam, (defective), of a comment on the

Muktdvali,

2). Gadadhari : deva ndgari letter.

By Gadadhara hhatta.

Two khandas incomplete, on the mangala vdtam, &c.

3). Clienna hhdttiyam ; ndgari letter.

By Chenna hhatta, defective.

On the pratyacsha cdndam.

1). A little larger in size than the others ; country paper, two

small teak hoards, red wrapper.

13. No. 977. Six sections.

1). Muktdvali ; tica to a karica.

By Visvandtlia, incomplete.

The pratyacsha cdndam. It maintains 7 padartlias.

2). Muktdvali ; wants the beginning, but has the end ; being on

the sahda cdndam, or evidence from testimony, or authority.

3). Muktdvali.

The pratyacsha cdndam, defective at the beginning, but has the

ending.

4). Dinakara, a tica to the Muktdvali,

By Dinakara, or Mahadeva.

The beginning of the pratyacsha cdndam ; but without the

ending.
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5). Dinakari.

The anumdna and upamdna candams, complete, the sahda

edndam defectiveo

For sect. 6, see V.

Six packets 10x3 inches, country paper, two satin wood boards,

red wrapper.

14. No. 978. Three sections. Telugu letter.

1). Gadadhari; tica form, incomplete.

By Gadadhara hhatta.

The anumana candam ; and on the pramdnya and ryapti

vdtams ; with some others.

2). Dinakari tica, as above.

Fragment of the pratyacsha edndam, beginning and ending deficient.

3). Siromani, a comment on the Chintdmani, containing the anumdna

edndam, and a little of the upamdna edndam.

Size 15x3x2 inches, slips of country paper transversely cat,

with two lignum vitse boards.

15. No. 979. Jagadisiyam ; Bengali letter.

By Jagadisa : incomplete.

On the vdtams styled vyapti—pacshata—pardmarisa and avaiya^

va—size 16 X 3 inches, tawny colored paper, wooden boards, red wrapper.

16. No. 981. Two books.

1.) A commonplace book of extracts on the general topic of Tark-

ham, or logic : Telugu letter and prose, as are all books on this

topic.

The siddhanta pdtita from the Ja^disiyam.

The hetvabhashyam from the Siromani.

The samdnya niructi tipp'tni from the Gadadhariyatn— the vyapti vd'

tam from the Siromani ; and various hke excerpts of difficuh language, as being

loaded with technical terms : following the apothegm that " the use of lan-

guage is to conceal a meaning."

Size 12X3 inches.

2.) No name. Bengali letter.

It appears to be on the subject oiTarkTia, or logic : size 20 X 3 X 2

inches. This piece is on colored country paper. Red wrapper over

two boards.

vl
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VIII. Magical.

No. 548 \ Tantra sdram, slocas.

162) Bengali writing.

Some leaves from the midst are wanting ; and there are lacunes,

or blank spaces, without any writing.

Reference to Telugu bound books 2nd division. Tantra sdram on

the guru—the puja, &c. Size 22 X 4 x 4 inches, tawny colored paper,

1 board beech, 1 board deal, red wrapper.

IX. MlSCELLA]SiEOUS.

No. 973. Bartri hari—mulam and tica 1—3 satacam, the last one

imperfect ; in ihe order niti, sringara, vdiragya, which is the correct

order. Each chapter includes many padhadis or decades, each one

of ten slocas.

The subjects various ; see former notices.

Size 15x4 inches, country paper, deva ndgari letter, one frag-

ment of a teak board, red wrapper.

X. Panegyrical.

No. 927. Jdnaki sahasrandm stottra, slocas—deva ndgari.

Praise of Sita the consort of Rdmahy 1008 names. [This is not

usual in the south]. Size 8x3 inches, a few transverse leaves in a

paper case.

XL Pauranical.

1. No. 320. Devi Bhdgavatam.

The 9th scdndam 1—25 adhydyas slocas. As the adhiyatma Rd-

mayanam, gives to that story a Saiva turn ; so this does the like to the

Bhdgavatam ; properly a decidedly Vaishnava work.

It may be accounted for, by the extensive prevalence of the wor-

ship of Devi, Durga or Parvati in Bengal. The work is properly an

upa purdna.

The book is very beautifully written with some red ink amid the

black ; on thick and superior country paper.

Size 15x6x1 transverse slips, strong boards, red wrapper.

2. No. 321. Bhdgavatam, slocas.

1—12 scdndas complete, seemingly a superior copy ;
country

paper, hot pressed, ornamented writing.
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6. No. 96^. Siva purdnam—ndgari divided into two parts

—

puvva

and uttara complete. It is stated to be copied off in Telugu letter

in another book. Vide 2nd division.

Size ISx-ixS inches, on country paper, teak boards, red wrap-

per.

This purdna is also scarce.

7. No. 968. Narasinha purdnam, slocas,

1—22 adhydyas, ndgari letter.

This is properly an upa purdnayn.

Size 12x4x3 inches, on country paper without boards, red

wrapper.

8. No 964. Vayu purdnam, slocas, Telugu letter, 1—93 adhydyas

incomplete.

This is one of the oldest of the eighteen purdnas and scarce ;

there being, it is believed, no other copy of the work in this collection:

Size 18 X 10 inches, on country paper, old, the outside crumbling

to dust, it has mango wood boards, red wrapper.

9. No. dQ5. Brimha Kdivarta purdnam, slocas. Telugu letter

;

about 45 adhydyas incomplete. On the Saiva dhermam, a substitute

for the B. Vaivarti p : which refers to Krishna as Vishnu.

Size 18x8x 1 transverse slips, much injured by decay, broken

boards, red wrapper.

10. No. 966. Narasinhapurdnam. Telugu letter 1

—

59adhydyanu

Another copy of the up>a purdnam, supra 7 No. 963.

Size 10x8 X 1 inches, on country paper damaged and outside

crumbling to powder, wooden boards, red wrapper.

11. No. 967. Brahmdnda piirdnam.

Telugu letter 22 adhydyas : stated to be a copy from another

book.

Size 14x6x 1^ inches, on inferior country paper, in sorry con-

dition, red wrapper.

12. No. 168. {a) Garuda purdnam, lie:\\xgVi\eiieY,\—(j1 adhydyas.

Size 12x6x2, on country paper, decayed, and crumbling J

wooden boards tied.

No. 168. {h) Garuda purdnam^

Telugu letter, 1

—

(j5 adhydyas.
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Size 10x5 inches, on country paper, decayed and crumbling, no

boards ; red wrapper.

13. No. 969. Vardha purdnam, slocas.

Telugu letter 1

—

^So adhydyas, Vishnu to Bhu devi. See fore-

going notices. Some matters on devi, and the sacti system, are in the

midst: size 10x6x3 inches, on comitry paper, much injured, teak

boards, red wrapper.

14. No, 972. Padma purdnam.

Telugu letter—two khandas.

\, pushacara 1—78 adhydyas.

2, bhumi 1— 106

But both sections are incomplete.

Size 20 X 8 inches, on good counfry paper, outside crumbling,

teak boards, red wrapper.

15. No. 982. Scanda purdnam.

The Sri saila khandam.

1—65 adhydyas. Description of Sri sailam—the glory of Mal-
licarjuno, the form of Siva worshipped there—the excellence of the

devarshi, a high order of prophets—many rishis* did penance there in

ancient times, legend of the temple, or sfhala purdnam.

Size 16x8 inches, on country paper, transverse slips, crumbling

through age, teak boards, red wrapper.

XII. Ritual.

1. No. 958. Bhdita pradipica.

By Kanda deva, a comment on another book of which the sut^'as

are included in this one, with the tica. Only one adhydyam, or chapter

in ioux pdtams or sections ; chiefly on sacrifices ; and also on the nature

of the Paramdtma, or Divine soul. This is the third of five books,

under one packet. The pieces are put between 3 teak boards, with a

white wrapper. The Nos. are 956, 957, 958, 893, 894.

XIII. Romance, historical.

1. No. 324.-'* Sanat sujdtiyam.

1.) Yrom the udyoga parvam oi the Bhdratam, 1—5 adhydyas—on

warlike preparations.

* Clearly compounded of the Heb. roos " a seer" aiid w/i aman; the latter transpoged

to shi ; the Southern enunciation is, rooshi.
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2.) Extracts on ethical topics from various parvams—as v/rala—nd-

yoga—Bhishma—Drojia—Kama—Salya—sduptica : slocas ascribed

to Vydsa.

1) on yellow paper in parts ; 2) white country paper, hot pressed,

teak boards : size 16x8 inches, printed cotton wrapper.

2. No. 975. Naishadam ; ndgari letter.

By Sri Harisha cavi, slocas, the mulam without tica, 1—22 sargas

incomplete.

On the sufferings of xVa/a, inflicted by Sani, or the planet Saturn.

Size 10x3 inches, on country paper, in transverse slips—differ-

ing in quality—old, injured, no boards, coarse canvas wrapper.

XIV. Sacti.

1. No. 547. Kdlika purdmam.

Bengali or Nandi ndgari letter.

The leading work of the Kdula matani ; improperly termed a ^m-

rdnam; but that sect perverts words at their pleasure. It has legends

of different forms, or names, of the female energy, with tantras and ma-

gical formules. Vide 2nd division infra.

Size 14x3|x6 inches, on yellow colored country paper, of or-

dinary quality, wooden boards, red wrapper : a curiosity.

2. No. 799. 'Ananda puranam.

Only a fragment—it was entered under advaita, but is more pro-

perly on the sacti, or female energy class.

It is 7 in No. out of 8 books in one packet, with a white wrap-

per.

XV. Vaishnava.

1. No. 436. Vishnu sahasrandma vyalcdynam. Telugu letter, tica

form 3 copies, the 2nd defective and damaged. Two ticas by San-

cardcJidrya, the third by Acharya svdmi.

A direct comment on the meaning of the names or titles of Vishnu;

not the one twisted to a Saiva bearing.

One of small size, two copies larger. On country paper, injured

by insects, broken boards, red wrapper.

XVI. Vedas and Upanishadas.

1. No. 955. Upanishadas.

One book containing 15 sections : these upanishadas (or for the

greater part) are believed to be genuine.
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1.) ^Im vdsya hhdshyam, prose.

By Sancardchdrya, complete.

A comment on an appendage to the vedas on the nature of Para
Brahm.

2.) Mdnduca upanishada, the mulam or original, incomplete.

2.) Mdnduca, hhdshyam.

By Sancardchdrya.

A sectarial comment on 2) incomplete.

4.) Mdnduca hhdshyam.

By ^Ananda giri.

Another comment on the same, incomplete.

5.) Prasnopanishada—mulam, and a tica or comment ; the latter by
Sancardchdrya.

6.) Mdndukopanishada ; mulam with a tica or comment : this by
Sancardchdrya, incomplete.

7.) Kena vdcya hhdshyam, or tippani; that is, a prose version.

By Sarvesvara a commentary, by paraphrase on the Kenopa-

nishada.

8.) Tavalaca upanishada hhashyam, tica form incomplete ; this com-

ment.

By Sdncardchdrya.

9.) 'Isa vdsya hhdshyam, another, but incomplete, copy of 1) this

comment by Sancardchdrya.

10.) Tdittiri upanishada hhdshyam.

A comment on Yagnyavalcya's piece.

By Sancardchdrya, complete.

11. Tavalaca rupa vivaranam, a paraphrase on the Tavalacopa-

nishada.

By Sancardchdrya, incomplete.

12.) Tavalaca zipanishada hhdshyam, a tica or comment on the same

by Sancdrachdrya, incomplete.

13.) ^Isdna—mulam, a small portion from a veda. Telugu letter.

14.) Aitare upanishada—mulam only, complete.

15.) Kafhd upanishada, mulam only—and complete.

Size 8x5x2^ inches, on country paper, transverse slips, wooden

boards, red wrapper.
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[Under the 2nd division, near the end, a book will be met witli,

containing a large collection oiiipanishadas, some genuine, some spurious,

and an indication, as to contents, will there be given.]

Taken as a whole, the books of this first division seem to be of

greater value than any other equal quantity of MSS. of this 2nd class^

unless by selection, or as copied from these. They much need looking

after; so as to be restored on more durable materials. Some appear to

have been re-copied ; but in a different written character,

SECOND FAMILY.

2nd Division. A : Sanscrit.

b. Telugu letter.

" Modern form," or paper books, bound in the European fashion.

I. Advaita.

1. No. 442. Two volumes, Sancara hhdsyam.

Vol. 1. jyurva hhdgam.

2. uttara „

By Sancardchdrya.

Each part has two adhydyas, and to each adhydyam there are 4

patams or 16 pdfams in all.

A comment on the Vedas or Vedanta system, in order to esta-

blish the union, or non-duality of the Divine, and human soul.

The former proprietors note :

" The Sancara hhdsya—a religious work of the highest authority

* among (smarta) Bramins."

" This book was obtained by me secretlj^ with great difficulty

;

* and the transcribers were obliged to copy it with so much haste, that

* they committed innumerable mistakes. These have all been corrected,

* and though the book therefore is full of blots, and interlineations, it is

* wholly free from errors (i. ;^e. orthographical) ; and quite complete

* in three volumes." See 3 No. 444.

Small folio, thick, full bound in sheep, country paper, damaged

by insects.

2. No. 443. Fachaspatya hhdshyam, being a supplement to the

Sancara hhasyam, tica form, complete : subject as above.
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" This book like the sancara hhashyam though rough!)' copied, and

' full of interlineations is wholly free from (orthographical) error, and

'quite complete; excepting where in the original, the worms had

' injured a few lines."

Thin folio, full bound, in sheep, used, country paper, slightly

injured.

3. No. 445, 444. Two Sections.

I.) Pratyacta vivecam; from a book entitled Pancha dad, mulam

and tica.

By Rama Krishna.

On the dissemination of jndnam (gnosis) which has a technical

meaning among Smartas.

2.) Sancara hhasyam 1, 2 adkyayas.

No. 444 may be the 3rd vol. referred to under I No. 442.

These are two numbers from a book, that bears 7 Nos. and hits

9 sections.

4. No. 631. Gita hhasyam, mulam o!i the JBhagavat gita and tica

or comment.

By Sancardchdrya.

1— 18 adhydyams, complete.

The non-dual system maintained, from the metaphysical portion

of the gita.

Narrow folio, of medium thickness, Europe paper, half bound,

lettered on paper labels.

—ViSISHTA ADVAITAM.

5. No. 446. Gita bhasynm, mulam and tica.

By Rdmamija.

1— 18 adhydyams, complete.

A counter comment on the metaphysical portion of the Bhagavat
gita : maintaining that the human soul is almost, but not quite one

with deity. [It is much nearer the truth than the opposed system.]

Thin folio. French paper, half bound in green cloth, and calf;

lettered.

wl



II, Almanacs.

1. No. 421. Almanacs for ten years.

1). Rudrotgari, cycle year ; northern system.

Mesha to Mdgha or eleven months.

2). Tdrana, cycle year.

Chditra to Pdushya, 10 months.

3). Partiba, c. y. Chditra to Fliahjtma 12 months.

4.) Vicruti, c. y. Chditra to P'halguna 12 months.

5.) Kara, c. y. 12 months.

6.) Virodhi, c, y. 12 months.

7.) Sarvadhdri, c. y. 12 months.

8.) Vrusha, c. y. Chditra to Asvija G months.

9.) Chitra bdnu, c. y. 12 months.

10). Svahdnu Chditra to Pdushya 10 months. French paper, IG

cahiers, tied hy a string.

III. Architecture.

1. No. 524) T.
r]Q I

^'^^'° pieces.

1.) Mayanu silpi sastram ; otherwise termed Cdsapiyam : slocas and

prose.

1—7 padalains incomplete. The part noticed treats of the mode of

constructing the base &c. of a Saiva symbol—statues of gods, propor-

tions of the rat'ha or chariot for festivals—[apparently the origin of the

Latin word rheda].

2.) Vdstu sdstram, slocas vv^ith a tica in Telugu : 1—6 adhydyams.

By Sanat Cumdra, incomplete.

On foundation work—'digging the ground, nature of ground

—

building a house, statues of Fignesa, and other gods—characteristics

—

proportions, &c.

The bdla yentra was noticed in the midst, shewing the mason-

order to be of the female energy class.

2. No. 519. Cdsyapiyam—ox sihpi sastram, slocas, mcom^leie.

The book is in the ndgari letter, and from it as supposed, a copy

in Telugu letter was made.

Measures, and dimensions of statues, and buildings,

(Short folio, thick country paper, full bound in sheep, used.
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3. No. 52!i. Mdnasdram, or vdstu sdstram, or silpam.

Imperfect adhydyas, not in regular order ; a list is prefixed ; but

this was stated to be incorrect: 6—68; but thus as to lacuncs 6, 17,

19, 25, 26, 30—32, 33—42, 44—48, 51—59, 64—68.

On joints, or joists of buildings—on cars

—

anga bhushanam or

ornaments ; on the vimdnam or shrine in temples—the raVha or festival

csir—gopara or tower over gateway, &c. &:c., rules for the construction

of these, and other matters.

" This volume on Architecture was copied from a very ancient,

" and imperfect manuscript, found at Tanjore. The work is of extra-

" ordinary rarity ; and even Sir W. Jones, who enquired for it, in vain,

"imagined it was no longer in existence."

Extra quarto size, thin ; country paper ; full bound in sheep and

lettered ; binding worn.

4. No. 529. Cdsipiyam, sldcas.

By Cdsyapa, padalam 1—20 incomplete.

This is founded on a larger work more ancient, entitled Mava
silpa sastram. Casyapa, on that model, formed this abstract ; and there

is frequent reference to Mayas work in the course of this one.

The portion noticed, treated on statues of Vignesvara, Gduri, Art^/ia

naVhesvara— the saiva symbol, and other images—their measures, relative

proportions, 8fc., some remarks as to meditating on those deities, &c

In the book there is a reference to

—

'* Ward Vol. 2. p. 468," with the remark,

'* The Maricham is a more modern w^ork on silpam.^'

Quarto, thin, English paper, half bound in calf, and lettered,

5. No. 532. Silpi sastram, slocas, incomplete.

—On materials, as clay, wood, stone—proportions of various statues,

of gods, &c.

This is probably copied from a palm leaf MS. in the Mackenzie
collection. It is the 7th in a book having seven sections, which is letter-

ed " Sanscrit Poems Vol :
1."

6. No. 533. Silpi sdstram, slocas incomplete. *

Proper measure of statues, as to height, &c. of Brahma, Vishnu,

Siva, Vignesvara, &c. &c. as appears, only statuary. The book is the

second of three numbers in one book, lettered on the back.
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IV. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 462. Cdvya derpana, slocas with ^ica, 1, 2 uldsas, incom-

plete.

On faults in the letter, and on faults in the meaning of heroic

poems.

The piece is the third in a folio book of five sections, and num-

bers.

2. No. 463. Alancdra chandrica.

This is a ^<ca or glossary to the Kuvalaydnandam ; which is a com-

ment by ^/?pa?/?/a dicshada on the chandra Idea ; not generally approved ;

and this work is a critique thereon.

It is the first piece in a thick folio, bearing seven numbers.

3. No. 464. Rasa gangadhira; slocas without any tica—a small

fragment—see the next No.

This is the fourth piece in the above book.

4. No. 466. Rasa gangadhara, slocas with a tica.

By Jaganafha Pandit, complete.

On the nine poetical rasas or sentimf^nt?, (for which see previous

notices) ; and on the one hundred and eight alancdras, or metaphors, tropes,

Sec, being eight in addition to Cdli ddsa's figures.

The first piece in a thin folio of two uumbers, French paper,

embossed-paper, bound and lettered.

5. No. 467. Nduka vyahjdnam, a tica to the Sdhitya retnacdram.

By Vencata suri—1, 2 tarangam, incomplete.

On the propeities of the nayaca hero, and nayica or nayaki

heroine—not beyond.

The fifth piece in a book of seven ; a thick folio, lettered " Sans

;

Poems, Vol. 1."

6. No. 469. Sahitya retndcaram, a ilea to it by Dherma hhatt,

incomplete.

^

On the ndyaca and nayica—details—the rest wanting.

7. No. 470. Alancdrendu sec'haram, slocas with prose.

On the properties, and modes •of behaviour, in varying circum-

stances of the ndyaca and ndyica, incomplete.
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8. No 472. Chiti'a mimdmsa, slocas and prose, incomplete.

On the properties of heroic poems ; and on a right elocution or chanting .

OB the nine poetical sentiments, or emotions ; and on figures, as upamdnam or

.
simile, and others.

This piece is the third in a folio book, containing 7 numbers,

thick, in boards.

9. No. 500. Two pieces.

1.) Chandra locam, slocas, mulam.

By Cdli ddsa, complete.

On one hundred tropes, metaphors, or other poetical figures—the

rule and the exemplification.

2.) Kuvalaydnandam "joy to the eartli." a tica to the foregoino-.

By Appayya di^shada.

Some slocas are excerpted, in addition to the running comment.

It appears that lacshyam is used for anti-type, and lacshanam for type; or the proper

form, and metaphorical description of that form.

Long folio, thin, superior French paper, full bound in calf, and

lettered, binding injured.

10. No. 501. Four pieces.

For Sect : 1—3 see VI.

Sect. 4 Cavya ddarasa vyakyd.

By T'acha spati, tica form.

1—3 parich'hedam.

A comment on the Cavya adarisa, as to the art of poetry—faults

as to letters or words ; as to meaning ; and as to cacophony.

A long, thin, folio ; on French paper ; bound in sheep and worn.

11. No. 520. Sect. 1. Pratdpa rudriyam.

By Vidya ndfha—slocas and prose.

1—9 prakaranam, complete.

On the vdyaca and ndyicd, or hero and heroine ; on faults in heroic

poems—on metaphors, or other ornaments ; these and like matters, exemplifi-

ed to Pratapa rudra, as if addressing that prince.

For Sect. 2. see XX.

12. No. 521. Cavya pracdsam, mulam with a iica.

1—10 uldsum complete.

On the benefit or use of heroic poetry, on the sound or enunciation,

which has a reference to difierence of meaning j one by insinuation of some
difi"erence, and one guna or simple.
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On the nine rasas or poetical emotions. On metaphors, &c.

The book is a long, narrow folio, of medium thickness, on country

paper, injured near the end, bound in sheep.

12i No. 538. Cavya darisanam.

By Acharya Dandi—slocas.

\—S parich'hedas, incomplete.

On faults in poems ; and more particularly faults in words—in mean-

inf^ in sound, or cacophony ; knowing these, then a poem may be written.

The second piece in a book bearing seven numbers, a thick folio.

13. No. 611. Vri'itta retnacaram.

1—6 adhyayas—slocas.

A chandasu or work on prosody. On the feet of verses—on properties

of the ganas or class letters, quantity of vowels, and consonants.

The ninth piece, out of ten, in a small, but thick quarto.

V. Christian.

1. No. 493. Sri Christa sangita.

One parvam, or Book.

Yeshu uipatti parvam.

1—7 adhydyam, the 8th incomplete.

A discourse between a teacher, and a disciple ; it has some back

reference to prophecy by Isaiah.

Dr. Mill's work, in verse, on the life of Christ.

In seven small cahiers, on French paper, tied together with a

sti ing.

2. No. 494. Christa sangita, slocas.

One book only, and of this 1— 14 adhyayas.

Introductory matter on the nature of God, and of the human body—on

penitence—various persons introdced, with reference to the incarnation of

Christ.

The tenth in a book having so many sections with 8 Nos. a small

but thick quarto. It is disgraced by the other books ; of which it is last

in order.

3. No. 633. Dayuda gita, slocas,

150 chants : that is. Psalms.

The Psalms of David in Sanscrit verse.

" The Psalms translated from the Hebrew into Sanscrit verse by the

1
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"Calcutta Baptist Missionaries
;
printed at Calcutta 1839."

" The present transcript is made in the Telugu character, frora the

original printed in the diva ndgari character. Transcribed at Madras 1843."

A narrow folio, on superior paper, half bound, cloth and calf,

lettered.

VI. Dramatic.

1. No, 453. Prasanna Rdghavam. A ncUacam.

By Jaya deva.

1—6 ancas, 1—5 complete, the 6th not so.

The subject, selected portions from the Rdmdijanam ; but in trans-

posed 01 der.

The fourth piece in a small, but somewhat thick quarto.

2. No. 454. Murdri iidtacam or Anarga Rdgkivam ; with a dis-

tinct tica : 1—7 ancas complete.

Variously arranged ; selections from the Rdmdyanam for public act-

ing—the favorite of pedant Pandits, because of its studied intricacies, and

ditficult combinations of language.

AJ]Lhin folio. French paper, fully bound in calf, slightly injured.

3. No. 456. Sancalpa suryodayam.

By Vedantdchdrya ; mixed language, I

—

\Q ancas, complete.

Cdma, crodlia, damha, &c. bad dispositions represented in cos-

tumes by men.

Cshama, sraddha, hhahti, Sec. good dispositions, in like manner, by

women.

A drama polemic against the jyrahddha chandrodayam, an advaita

production. In this one the dialogue is so contrived as to teach that the

divine and human souls are distinct or diverse, on the Vaishnava system.

The first piece in a book having seven numbers ; a thick folio.

4. No. 460. Murdri ndtacam, a tica to it by Hari hara dicshada.

1—7 ancas, complete.

The fourth piece in the above book.

5. No. 481. Cumdra giri rajiyam, :i tica ov explanatory comment

on the drama of Sacontala ; 1—7 ancas, complete.

By Kdtayya vema hhupa.

It follows the order of Cdli ddsas piece.

6. No. 492. Mucunddnatida hhdnam.

By Mucunddnanda, various metre, 8cc,
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A monologue, describing the amours, sports and illicit marriage

of Rddhavida the 7idyaca, and of Panchajani, the ndt/icci ; a low, and

obscene production.

7. No. 498. Five dramas.

1). Frasanna Rdghavam.

By Jaya deva, mixed metre, &c,

1—7 ancas complete.

On the subject of the Rdmdyanam, in transposed order.

2). Mdlati Mddhaviyam, ndtaca.

By Bhava hhuti, 1— 10 ancas, complete.

An interesting drama, the site of which is near Ongein. It is

translated in Wilson's Hindu theatre.

3). Maha vira charitram, nataca.

By Bhava hhuti, 1—5 ancas, complete.

The subject is taken from the jmrva Rdmdyanam; as another

of the same author's dramas is taken from the uttara portion. See 10

No. 508, 3.)

4.) Naracdsura vijayam, natacam.

J^y Dherma suri; of the kind termed vyayoganu The subject

is the killing of Naracdsura by Krishna.

5.) Frahasnam, a farce, slocas both Sanscrit and Pracruti.

A hhdnam, or monologue by one actor only, detailing the auiours of

JSipunica a woman, and Jambuca a man, with an especial aim at broad

farce.

A narrow folio of medium thickness, country paper, full bound

in calf, and lettered.

8. No. 501. Four pieces.

1.) Mdlavica Agyii mitreyam.

By Cdli ddsa, 1—5 ancas, complete.

A sham contest between two dancing masters, with a view to bring

their pupils to perform before Agnimitra a king. Malavica excelled ; and,

the king becoming enamoured, incidents followed, ending in a gandharba

marriage.

2.) Vicramorvasiyam, ndtacam.

By Cdli ddsa, 1—5 ancas, complete.

Sanscrit

—

j^^'^^^'^'^^—slocas—prose.
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Urvasiheing captured by a demon, her companions appealed to Puru-

rttvax, who followed in an aerial car, and recovered the prize ; with which

he fell in love ; and Urvasi became enamoured with her deliverer. Puru-

ruvas procured the consent of his wife— again lost Urvasi, and went mad

—

their otfspring succeeded him as a king. A splendid, though licentious pro-

duction ; in which the only noble character is the king's wife. The great

art of the poet lies in his description of the person, and sentiments of

Urvasi.

3.) Sacontala, ndtaca.

By Cdli ddsa, 1—7 ancas, complete.

The well known master piece of Cdli ddsa ; in the skilful drawing of

the heroine lies his superiority.

Bharata, the son of Dushmanta and Sakuntala succeeded to the

throne.

For Sect. 4, see IV.

The book is a long folio, thin, on French paper, full bound in

sheep, worn.

9. No. 505. Sangita retnacara : it has a reference to the mechani-

cal part of acting, dancing and singing; but is best perhaps refer-

red to XVII.

10. No. 508. Three pieces.

1.) Prahodha chandrodayam, the rising of the moon of intellect.

By Krishna misra, varied language ;
1—6 ancas, complete.

A drama inculcating the advaita system—see former notices.

2.) Sancalpa Suryodayam vyakyanam—a tica or comment—on the

opposed, and latter drama ; maintaining the Vaishnava system

—

like in plan ; see former notices, ancas 1, 3— 10.

3.) Uttara Rdma charitra, ndtacam.

By Bhava bhuti, 1—7 ancas, complete.

A powerful, and magnificent work, full of scenic description—in

.
which Rdma is made to condemn himself, for banishing Sita. Though intended

to express the poetical rasa, karuna, (kindness, or tenderness,) it fails from

the advanced age of the pair ; and the hyperbole of Lava's shooting arrows,

so as to discomfit an army, verges on the ludicrous.

The book is a folio, thin ; French paper, full bound in calf, and

lettered, used.

11. No. 510. Prabodha chandrodayam, a translation into Telugu

by Singhayya cavi pungava ; padya cdvyam.

xl
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1—5 asvdsas complete.

See former notices of the original.

The book is a narrow folio, very thin, country paper, injured,

bound in sheep, worn.

12. No. 513. Three dramas.

1.) Dhananjaya vijayam, 7idtacam.

By Jaya deva, complete.

Founded on the war, narrated in the Bharatam. Dhananjaya is

a name o^ Arjuna ; who is the hero of the piece.

2,) Mudra rdcshasa, ndtacavi.

1—7 ancas, complete.

A political, or Machiavelian drama. Chanacya minister of Chandra-

gupfa wishing to bring over Rdcshasa (the minister of Nanda, late king,)

who was leading on an array of foreigners to jivenge the desth of his master

—

accidentally got possession of the seal of Rdcshasa ; and thereupon proceeded

in a long course of croolsed devices, ultimately bringing about the desired

effect ; and then Chanacya retired to private life. An ordinary measure of

stupidity, in any one of the agents, would have upset the whole ; but Chana-

cya's agents understand him as if by intuition, and act without a single mis-

take ; they could not have been Hindus.

3.) Mahd ndtacam^ or Hanuman-natacam, slocas.

A composite drama, founded on the events of the pun'a Rdmd~
yanam, 6 : supra.

A small quarto, of medium thickness, English paper, bourd in

calf, and lettered.

13. No. 514. Three dramas.

1.) Canialina Calahamsam—Sanscrit ^rf?crM/^i, slocas and prose.

Camalina a woman, and Calahamsa a king—a representation of

their amours, and Oandharha marriage ; in 4 ancas, complete ; an in-

ferior style of comed3\

2.) Veni samhdram, ndtacam.

By Agni cavi, 1—6 ancas complete, varied language.

Veni means the hair-knot worn by Drdupadi, which Duryudhana

rudely untied ; inriplyijig a particular intention ; whereon Bhima secretly vowed

vengeance ; many years afterwaids accomplished by his killing Duryodhnna

in battle. The drama is founded on those circumstances.

3.) Mdlati Mddhaviyam, natacam.

By Bhavd hlinti : mixed language,

1—10 ancas.
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When Malati was taken off to" be offered as a sacrifice to a form of

Call., Madhava gives to his friend varied details of scenery, and faints away

several times in the midst of those scenical descriptions. With this incongruity,

and a few other defects, the drama is very interesting ; and very particular

attention should be paid to this evidence, as to human sacrifices, and drinking

blood in the Sacti worship.

A small quarto, of medium thickness, on two kinds of paper,

bound in calf;, and lettered, the binding worn.

14. No. 515. Five pieces.

1.) Jnanga Brimha vidya vildsam, a hhdnam or monologue, in one

anca complete : slocas and prose.

A description given on the stage of the conduct and behaviour of

women with mimic imitation ; as to indications by the eyes, and in other

ways, as to their varying mode of gait in different countries, and the like

—

farce of a very low order.
f

^,) Misra bhdnam, slocas and prose.

By Gunda Rama.

One continuous piece. Selections of well known matters among a heap

of love tales, (such as Krishna and the gopis), are made by the author ; Avith

some inventions of his own, and more by the actor ; who is left at liberty to

dilate as he pleases.

3.) Vasanta tilaca, bhdnam ; slocas and prose.

By Varaddchdrya—complete.

Various notices were given in Vol. I. The introduction to the mo-
nologue merits considerable praise.

4.) Ndtaca pari bhdsha ; slocas, complete. How to compose a dra-

ma as to the number of acts, and other rules. It has a reference to

IV.

5.) Vencatesa 'prahasnam.

By Vencatesa—varied language, complete.

Description of spring—of women as to their persons, and manners-^

broad farce.

A small quarto of medium thickness, on two kinds of paper, full

bound in calf, and lettered.

15. No. 516. Two monologues.

1.) Mucunda dnanda bhdnam.

By Cdsi pati—varied language.

Only one anca continuous, v : supra.
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^.) Vasanta tilaca bhdnam.

By Varaddchdrya, varied language.

Description of Conjeveram. of debauchee's day there ; of the saras pool

;

ironical praise of ddsis &c. ; see former notices.

A small quarto of medium thickness, French paper, cloth binding,

much worn.

VIL Erotic.

1. No. 14. Three pieces.

1.) Kald sastram^ slocas with a tica.

1

—

8 parich'hedas, complete.

By Kokoca cavi.

An ars amoris ; one out of several, from the Amarucam downwards.

It treats of the four classes of women ; with details as to the persons of the

sexes ; and other matters of great interest, and importance with natives ; but

unfit for details.

2.) Ananga rangha, slocas.

By Kalydna malla.

1—10 stlialams, complete.

See page 6 IV. No. 1023.

3.) Chandra rekha vildsam.

By Jagandtlia cavi—TeXugVi padyas.

1—3 asvdsams incomplete.

A bitter (and said to be clever) diatribe, against Niladri raya of Ra-

jahmundry ; who, having been a patron, had discarded the poet. This last

prays Siva to bless his former patron, with Siva's vindictive eye ; makes the

chief to have fallen in love with Chandra Rekha daughter of a pariah woman,

kept by the author—and mingles elegant phraseology, on the topic of love

with coarse, and filthy phrases of the lowest colloquial usage : the whole with

intent to sink the chief into popular contempt—from a note, it would appear,

not without effect.

The book is a thin folio, the binding worn.

2. No. 87. Ananga rangha : slocas.

1—10 sfhalam, complete.

Sexual description, &c. v : supra.

The 4th piece, in a book containing four sections, a long, thin

folio, boards.
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3. No. 107. Rati rahasyam—mulam, slocas and with a ilea—kala

sastram.

By Kockoca carl.

1— 10 parich'hj^os, complete.

An ars amorls, substantively the same with 1, No 14, supra.

The second piece in a book of four Nos. a long folio, half bound
in sheep.

4. No. 113. Rati rahasyam, slocas.

By Harl Jiara.

1—3 parick'hedas, incomplete.

[I believe this to be the proper name of the autlior, and tlie above a poetical epithet.]

The second, in a book of four pieces ; a small quarto, bound in

sheep.

5. No. 114. Two pieces.

1.) Kala sastram, mtilam with ^/ca, incomplete, 5— \0adhicdrams,

The above name is generally given to any thintr; on the same topic—
the real title may be wanting. It is part of an ars amoris,

2.) Kama kala sutram with a tica, incomplete.

Kama kala appears to be the name of a sacti—her glory, and mode of

homage ; resolvable into worship of the veneranda fcemina.

At the end of a book of 5 Nos; a folio, in boards^ the tracts on

differing paper.

6. No. 122. For Sect. 1, see XV.

Sect. 2. Kdutlca chintamanl, "jewel of pleasure," otherwise

termed Garuda mantra sastram : slocas.

1

—

3 dipti, incomplete.

It appears to be occupied with what have been termed coeundi modi.

The former proprietor's note.

" This book is similar to what is called Aristotle's masterpiece."

"This is exceedingly rare. The 1st Chapter was discovered in

a MS. in the grant''ha character at Trichinopoly ; the 2nd was found at

Rajahraundry in the deva ndgarl character." It is now found in very

bad company, par mm impar.

The book is a medium sized quarto, calf bound, and lettered

—

like a jewel.
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7. No. 1j28. Two subjects.

I.) Rati rahasyam, or kala sastram.

By Cdnelii ndfha, mdlam and ilea.

1— 8 parichliedas, incomplete^ See othe#-notices.

2.) Ananga rangham, miilam only.

By Kalydna onalia.

1

—

sfhalam, incomplete.

See reference at 1, No. 14, supra.

A small and thin quarto, on French paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.

8. No. 451 . Kalinda mucunda injahjd, a comment with the original

indicated, by only one foot in a line. By Linga hhatta.

It relates to the sports, and adventures of Krishna, in and near the

Jumna river.

The book is a long and narrow folio, thin
;
goodFrench paper, half

bound, calf and marble paper, and lettered, neat looking.

9. No. 458. Pushpa hhdna vildsam, slocas with a tica complete.

On one of Cupid's arrows. Chiefly on the amours of Krishna ; and

then deducing various conduct, disposition, looks, and the like matters as to

the nay alii, or female, in varying circumstances.

The 1st No. in a book of 8 Nos. and 10 pieces—a small thick,

quarto ; half bound in cloth and calf.

10. No. 477. Kalinda mucunda—mulam only; 506 slocas—the

original of 8, No. 451, supra^

The sports of Krishna in and near the Jumna river.

The last No. in a book of three sections, thick folio, boards.

11. No. 478. Mdgha cdvyam,.
,

The 3rd and 7th sargas with tica.

A description oi liaivata cjiri, where Krishna's army encamped—and

of the sports in water oi Kiishna with women, and other amatory matters.

The fourth piece in a quarto book, containing ten sections.

12. No. 480. Mdgham, mulam only, the 7tli sarga : Krishna's

amours with women at Rdivati, gathering flowers ; water sports.

A medium sized quarto, boards, the piece before this one is the

first five sargas of the same work. See XIX.
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13, No. 482. ICrjshna kamamrita, oOO slucas.

1—3 adhydyas, complete.

l^Y Lila suca.

Chants^ commonly sung—on Krishna s boyish sports—afterwards with

f/opis, &c. ; loose in character ; but very popular.

In four ordinary copy-books, on country paper, tied by a string.

14. No. 483. Bilhanam sldcas only.

By Bilhana cavi ; complete.

The Indian Abelard and Heloise— see various foregoing notices.

The 3rd No. in a thick folio, containing seven pieces, lettered

" Sans. Poems Vol. 1."

15. No. 484. C//a^/?« s/oca5— sundries, detached distich?, on the

qualities, tempers, passions of women, and similar details ; mingled -with

others on ethics, as to the benefit of good associations, and evil of bad

companions.

This is a very usual, but very singular combination. Three

copy books, in a country i)aper cover

16. No. 486. GHa Govinda, or ashta 'pati ; mulam and ttca.

By Jaya deva, 1—5 sarga, incomplete.

Chants on the 10 avaldras and then details of Knslvuis amours with

Radha. Translated by a Chief Justice of Calcutta ; and highly praised by

Colonel Moor, in his Hindu Pantheon.

The 6th No. in a book of 7 Nos. thick folio, half-bound, calf, and

wavy cloth.

17. No. 496. Ch(Uiu dhara 110 shkas.

Distichg selected from the Bhartri hara and otiier books, on amorous,

and ornamental topics ; with particular details as to the signs, and gestures

which convey their meaning wilhout words, used by Indian women.

18. No. 509. Gito Govinda, ov ashta pati, iiiidam hy Jaya dcva.

Sniti ranjini—a ticahy Lacshmana suri, 1— 12 sargan complete.

[Being composed in octaves, it has tlie familiar name—the eight -liner. The original

is adapted for public recitation ; and, according to Sir VV. Joues, Natives of Bengal sat out

in tlie open air whole nights listening to the performance; of course giving the following

day to sleep away the effects of the opium t.ikcu during the recital : t.uch people '* letter

aad more moral than Europeans ''']
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binding worn.

19. No. 512. Gita Gdvinda, miilani.

By Jaya deva.

Sriiti ranjini, a tica or comment.

By Lacshmana sari, 1—12 sargas, complete. Vide supra.

A folio, of medium thickness, on French paper, half-bound in

calf, and lettered, looks like a rough copy.

20. No. 522. Four pieces.

Sect. 1. See XVII.

Sect. 2. Amariicain, vuilam 100 slbcns.

By Araaruca cavi, or Sancardcharyo.

Sringdra dipicd, a commentary.

By Venia hhiipati.

An ars amoris ; aud apparently an original from the north ; whence

many versions, or imitations in Telingana, aud farther south. See notices in

Vol. 1.

Sect. 3. Rangha ridVha p)rahasiiam, a farce hy Ranglia ndVlia,

in various language, and composition.

The amours, dalliance, and language of Nipunica a Avoman, and

Jamhuca, in burlesque, to provoke laughter.

Sect. 4. Mucunddnanda hhdnum.

By Cdsi path; various language.

A monologue describing the amours o£ Jlddha vita, a man, and Pane ha

jani a woman—for the million.

Copies of 3 and 4 are entered under VI.

It was not needful to disjoint this book, as the pieces are in

place here also.

A (|uarto, of medium thickness, sheep, bound and lettered.

21. No. 523. For Sect. 1, see XI.

Sect. 2. Gita Gdvinda miilam.

By Jaya deoa—and with a tica in Telugu, the author not

named.

1— 12 sargas, complete.

Chant on the avatdras—Rddiia a jealousy, visit to KrisJina, &c. for

recitation.

This piece is on French paper, in a short, and thin folio, sheep,

bound.
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22. No. 531. Hamsa sandesa, mulam.

By Vedantdchdrya—2 asvdsas, with a iica, its author not named.

A modern imitation by a Conjeveram Brahvian of Call dam's Me'gha

Sandesa, or cloud messenger. In this the messenger is a hamsa bird ; and in

so far an imitation of the Naishadatn, Such imitation always indicates second-

rate ability. The topic, of course, is a love message.

VIIJ. Ethical.

1. No. 433. Prasanga rettidvdli, slucas, incomplete.

Various padadhis in the manner of the Bartri hari ; on elegancies of

language : the avatdras ; good and bad people , and the like.

"This volume contains the Sanscrit anthology ;" hut if by antho-

logy be meant songs, or ballads, then this can only be a small part. It

is contained in a very thin folio, French paper, half bound in calf, and

lettered.

2. No. 485. Niti sastram—slocds with a Telugu tica.

On kingly ethics, and some selections, from books on like topics.

3. No. 488. Chdttu slocas.

Detached distichs, the ethical and amorous mingled, as customary.

These two pieces are the 4th and 5th in a book containing 7 sec-

tions ; a narrow thick folio, boards.

4. No. 534. Prasanga retndvali, slocas in padadhis or decades.

These decades are

—

Subashifa, elegancies, dasavatdra, on the \0 ava-

tdras. Sujana, on good people, durjana, evil people, &c. There is also

(as usual) a mixture of the sringara, ornate, amorous, &c.

This is the last piece in a book which contains 3 sections, a

medium sized folio, half bound in calf, and cloth.

5. No. 1015, Chdiiacya niti satacam.

By Chanacya ; deva ndgari letter.

105 slocas, complete.

On ethics of kings—of people, of women, &c.

For example under royal ethics, persons, or things which attract, and
so assume influence—fruit trees attract birds, a tank with water the same, a
wood attracts beasts, an odorous flower attracts a bear, a king having sense, a
mantri, a wealthy man attracts women ; and in each case, the privative "if
none (they) fly away."

Under female ethics it is stated, that a wife must regard her husband
as a god.

The book is written on eight slips of country paper, found among
palm leaf MSS. Sanscrit, Telugu letter.

Yl
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IX. Fables.

No. 495. Pancha tantram, Tprose with some slocas; ascrihed to

Vishnu sarmam.

The five devices complete—see various foregoing notices in Vol.

I, and under the 1st Family Vol. 2.

This book is a thin quarto, on royal demy, folded in two ; it has

neither cover, nor boards, and is injured at the edges.

X. Gb,ammar.

1. No. 602. AVharvana vyaJcaranam, or Trilinga sahda anusdssa-

nam, slocas 1— 10 cdndams, incomplete.

On suhanta—tignanta—on sandhi
;
gender, &c. The author not

stated.

The 1st. No. in a book of four pieces a long folio, of medium

thickness, boards,

2. No. Q32. Mugdd hodham, sutras and tica, incomplete.

On suiantam, from letters to details of the five sandhis—und chapters

on nouns, with their cases,

A long narrow folio, thin, on superior wove paper, half bound

in sheep.

3. No. 727. Tatva bodhini vyaJcya.

By Gndnendra Sarasvati.

A comment on the hritantd a section of the siddhanta caumudiy

by Bhattoji dicshada—the tica is complete, so far. It has a list of roots,

used in the formation of verbs.

XI. Hymnology.

1. No. 489. Bdnuviyam.

By Mayura cavi, 100 slocas, complete.

Praise of the sun.

The sixth piece in a narrow, but thick folio containing seven

sections—boards.

2. No. 523. Sect 1. Surya satacam.

By Linga cavi—100 slocas with a tica.

Description of the sun, and praise, as to a doity.

For Sect : 2 sec VII.
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By Kura Ndrdijana jeyya : inidam 100 slocas, and ilea dis-

|ct.

Description of the glory of the wheel, or discus of Vishnu:

h. praise.

A small quarto, on fine country paper, and paper cover ; it has

ink drawn portrait of the author.

I. Law.

Jl. No. 369. Hariia smrUa, slocas.

By Harita 1—8 adhyuyas, incomplete,

—modes of daily duties, as bathing, &c.

—punishments for various faults, or crimes.

—mode of daily homage to gods, or benefit thereof : with hke matters.

The book is a long, and thick folio, French paper of two

lorS; boards ; the back injured.

2. No. 370. Three pieces.

Sect. 1. Vasishta sjnriti slucas.

By Vasishta 1— 10 adhydyas, incomplete.

J)\\ii&% oii\iQ ionr colors, or Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaisya, Sudra—
«dof the four asramas, dwellers; or i?/-c/<??i«c/m/-/, Grihast'ha, Vana'prast'ha,

id Sanniydsi—the shodasa carma, or sixteen auspicious household ceremo-

es, from the pumsa vanam, on conception, and quickening, up to hirth, and

iarriage.

For Sections 2, 3, see XXI. Saiva.

3. No. 371. Three piece?.

For Sect. 1, 2, see XVIII.

Sect, 8. Harita stiiriti slocas.

Harita rishi to Amharisha a liing, 1— 8 adJiyayas, incomplete.

—Proper duties of colors and dzramas—as above, 2 No. 370.

Parama dherma nimpanam, or heavenly duties defined ; especially a

elinquicliment of secular concerns, or asceticism. Daily duties of household,

r otherwise ; both as to men and women. For defects, or breach of various

uties prayaschilas, or punishments.

The book is a thick folio, mill boards, the back injured.

4. No. 372. Nirnaya siiidhu midam or slocas without iica.

Bv Diiiacara hhatla.
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Some of the sixteen causpicious household ceremonies : but not in re
lar order. Some discrimination as to lunar days, as good or bad.

The third out of eight pieces, in a large quarto, boards, back damag

5. No. 373. Smriti arVha sane slocas and tica.

—on ceremonial observances.

—part of the daija hkUja—on dividing paternal, and other
heritances.

This is the second piece in the same book.

6. No. 409. Mdnavam, or Menu smriti.

By Bhrigu from Menu 1—12 adhtjdyas.

This ancient law book having been translated, and published

Sir W. Jones, abstract is needless. It has been sophistically argued
as representing the Hindu mind of the present day ; but it relates to

different state of society. It is acknowledged to be obsolete in tl

Call yugam.

Note by the former Proprietor.

" Manw smrUi in Sanscrit, transcribed in the Telugu charactei

" from the edition printed in deva ndgari character, by Sir G. <

Haughton."

It is a long, thin folio, French paper, half-bound in calf, an

lettered.

7. No. 410. Five Codes.

1.) Vasishta smriii— slocas.

1— 10 adhijdyams, complete.

Duties of the four colors and four dwellers, as above. The sixteei

auspicious household ceremonies. Eules as to ceremonial uncleanness. Oi

the duties of a wife.

2.) Sandilya smriti—slocas.

1

—

5 adhydyas, incomplete.

On the sixteen auspicious household ceremonies—2?«r/5urfrfAaw, clean-

nes of body, without and within.

Modes of homage to some gods, and goddesses.

3.) Apara Krishniyam—sldcas with a tica.

By /Ipai^a Krishna, complete.

On (;cremonial uncleannesscs, and especially on such as are occasioned

by the death of relatives.
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4.) Yellajiyam, docas with prose, examples—by Yellaja.

— Asaucha khandam, or section on ceremonial uncleannesses ; by death

of relatives—and vslt'ious praT/aschitas, or penalties for crimes, or faults.

5.) Kamaldcara smriti, slocas with a tica, incomplete.

On the duties of the four colors, and of the four dwellers, ut sttpra.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, full

bound in calf, and lettered.

8, No 423. Nirnaya sindhu.

By Kamaldcara bhatta, slocas.

Good and bad lunar days discriminated ; as adapted to various circum-

stances.

Disciimination of bright, and dark half lunations ; with nmdvasis, or

complement of the l4tli day up to new moon,

Daily carinas, or duties ; such as bathing, and the like.

Festivals, on birth of hero-demigods, and thence established ; the proper

days for them, astronomically defined. The Avhole in nine suchicas or abstracts

from a fuller original.

Folio cahiers. French paper, tied together by a string. The

author's name differs fron* the one 4. No. 372, supra.

XIII. Lexicographical.

1. No. 600. Amara cosha, slocas.

By Amfiti sinha, 3 candams, complete,

1. Svsrga, to vdri v :
1— 10.

2. Bhti to sudra ,,
1—10.

3. Viseshanigna to avyaya 1— 4.

The first piece in a book of five sections, folio, of medium thick-

ness, boards.

2. No. G04. Amaram, mulam.

1—3 candams, complete,

1. Sverga to vdri verga.

2. Bhu to sudra ,,

3. Viseshunigna to avyaya ,, complete.

The first piece in a thick folio.

3. No. 605. Guru hdla prabodhica,

A tica or glossary to the Amaram, incomplete. Sverga verga to Kali

verga, or four sections only, both viulam and tica.

Three sections, quarto demy, unbound.
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4. No. 606. Bdnu dicshadiyam, a comment on the Amaram.

It follows No. 604, and is also complete.

The second piece after 604 in a thick folio, French paper, boards,

back injured.

5. No. 607. Ndndrtha nighantu, slocas, incomplete : from candam

to yandam—words having various meanings.

The second piece in a book of four sections, a long folio, country

paper, boards, the back injured.

6. No. 608. Guru bdla prabodhica, a, tica to the Amaram—only a

little from the beginning.

The second section following No. 600 in a folio. French paper,

rough edges, boards injured.

7. No. 609. '£^cdcsA''/7'a?;aZi, a lexicon of words of only one syllabic

letter, complete : shewing the meaning, or many meanings indicated

by each one.

Twenty-four copy books, quarto, country paper, tied together

by a string.

8. No. 610. Aneca artlia dvani manjeri.

60 slocas of 1st candam incomplete ; words of many meanings : seven

pages written in a folio section, unbound, French paper,

9. No. 612. Fourteen sections.

1). Avyaya arnavam, slocas.

By Bhatta cavi,

1—3 tarangam, that is three " waves in the sea of indeclinables."

A list of particles with their meanings.

2). Akhyati chandrica, slocas, incomplete ; the tignantam, list and

forms of various dhdtus or roots.

3.) Ndndrtlia pata pettica.

By Sujana.

" A box of words of various meanings." From ha to csha, the

included words, and the various meanings which they bear, incomplete.

4). Ndnartlia sahda retnam.

*' By Cdli ddsa^

1—3 nihandhanas, complete.

A list of words of various meanings.
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5.) Pariyaya pata manjeri, slocas.

1—3 guchlianis, or flower bunches complete.

A list of select words, not of ordinary occurrence, with their

meanings.

6). Sahda ndfha manjuslia, tica form.

By Murari.

1—3 apavaracams, pauses, or sections, complete.

The meanings of some very rare, or diflicult words.

7.) Ndnarfha sahda retna vyakydnam—mulam and tica—the latter

by Nichula cavi complete.

8.) Pariyayya sahda retnam.

By Dhananjaya bhatta.

1—3 sargams. An arranged list of rare, or difficult words.

9.) Sahda linga arcliana chandrica.

By Sujana cavi : slocas.

1—3 cdndams, complete.

A detail of the gender of various unusual, or difficult words,

10). A tica, or comment, on the last piece (9).

By Kallola bhatta, prose, complete.

11). Chandrica vyakydnam.

By Chacora bhatta—prose, complete.

Another tica or glossary to the same work (9).

12). Ndnartlia retna mala, mulam.

By Dandi ndfha.

A lexicon of various rare words of various meanings ; incomplete.

13). NdnarVha sahda retnam.

" By Cdli ddsa" only a little.

14). Dvi rupa cosham—slocas.

A list of dual words, or those having only two meanings.

A somewhat thick folio, two kinds of paper, bound in calf and

lettered, the binding much injured,

10. No. 613. Amara sesham, slocas.

By Purushdttama.

1—3 cdndams, complete.
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This is a supplementary filling in of words, omitted in the Ama-

ram ; in the same order of candams, and vdrgas.

A narrow folio, thin, on country paper, injured, bound in sheep,

worn.

11. No, 614. In 3 volumes.

Sahda arfha calpataru : tree of plenty on meanings of words.

By Vencata arya.

To each volume 3 hhdgas or parts, with a Telugu tica to the

Sanscrit words.

Ka to csha syllabic letters, a list of such words, with the mean-

ings attached : by initials, and terminations ; the latter useful for

poetry.

Large, thin folio, on country paper, injured by worms, vol.

1 sheep, vols. 2, 3 calf rough.

12. No. 615. Bdnu dicshidiyam, or suta^ a tica to the Amara

cosham, without the original slocas.

The comment follows the order in each candam of the original. It

includes linga nirnayam, definition of gender, and art'ha fiirnayam, meaning.

The roots, and increments to form words are stated.

The book is a thick folio, French blue paper, bound in sheep,

used.

13. No. 616. Linga hhdttiyam, or a comment on the Amara
cosham.

By Lingayya suri—prose.

1—3 candams, following the order of the'original, some slocas

of the original are without notice in the manushya verga, 2nd candam.

Genders are stated, and words how formed from roots.

Note by the former proprietor :

" This commentary is a very popular one ; but is meagre, and far

' from satisfactory. It is modern ; and is not^known but in the Peninsula.

' In the present copy the variations found in various manuscripts are noted."

14. No. 617. Dhanavjaya nigliantu.

By Dhananjaya : slocas.

A general lexicon, but incomplete.

Deva—manushya—and other vergas, or classes.

One section royal 8vo. in a paper case.



XIV. Magical,

1. No. 29.- Amayidya maiUra mdlica ; slocas, mantras, pvose.

This book contains forly different pieces ; for attracting towards
;

for bringing over to any purpose ; for using the aid so acquired, in

various ways. Statements as to the powers of tlie invisible beings ad-

dressed : in short tampering with the unseen, unknown ; and being

subjugated, while professing'to subjugate familiars.

Specimens of some names.

Graha akarhhanam^ refers to planets.

Sarabha sdlva mantra, vindictive.

Kadga ruvanam, power to the sword.

Nila Kantlia hadda bdlanam, to Siva,

Vira hhadra hadda hdlonain, vindictive.

Bhairava suddha hadda bdlanam. lb.

Nrmnha mantra

m

} , i • r *•

„ 'T . > sexual, and vmuictive.
Hanuman mala mantrom.

j
'

Die handhana rnantrax, for binding the regents of the cardinal, and

semi-points.

JBhogisvari mantras, female energy.

Lacshmi Naxdyana cavacham,, spell defensive, for protection,

Sydmala cavacham, the like ; to the female energy.

Sulini (or Chulini) yentra and mantram; spell to a name or portion of

Cctli.

evil.

Sani ischara nama n antra, spell to the ^low-moving Saturn, to avert

And so on, up to forty ; it is useless fo detail all.

A medium sized quarto ; the binding worn.

2. No. 38, 115, 54<~three Nos. in one book.

It contains a varietj' of pieces ; some of the sacti kind, others

not so.

Gayatri hriidayam, to conquer enemies.

Gayatri mantra rajam,'\ The gayatri is a simple invocation to

Gayatri yeutram, ^ the suj^posed representatives of deity ; but

Gayatri panjaram, } diese pieces pervert the original purpose.

Terpana vidhi, mode of pouring out water from the hands, to Saras-

rati and other sactis.

Rudra maritra, *S'«n'a— destructive.

Surya mantras, for health, or its recovery,

zl



Sactagamara—a book or books, on the female energy system ; which

deals much in magic spells.

Mritxi Idngiila f.tottram, a queer title ; praise of Yama.

Ndrdyana hriidaya slottram.

Sara$vati ashsto/fra sata suddha sacti.

Praise of Sarasvati by l08 names,

Kadga mala slottram, praise of the destroying sword.

Pancha vactra Hanumanta rnantram, spell to the five-faced Hanu-

man.

DacsJdna Cdl'i cavacham, an appeal to the evil goddess fcr protection

[mant?'a the offensive \iince, cavacham the coat of mail, and shield], Sam-

hdra octa maha vldya calpam.

Vidya (lit : learning) is a cant term with the sacti bhahtis for their

mysteries : this piece states the fruit of the destroying feminine energy.

More of the like kind ; a general collection of short pieces :

magic in ordinary.

The book is a medium sized quarto, on good paper, the binding

injured.

3. No. 42. Fdma deva sam/iita, -flocas—purva,Sinduttara bhagams.

The 1st part has 30 adhydyas, the 2nd part 42 adJiydyas : an

abstract cannot be attempted.

— Vidya pvja vidhi, mode of the knowing homage

—

prasdda pnja vidhi

mode of food-offering homage.

—Purascharya-^an expiation for any oversight, or mistakes, not inten-

tional.

—Homage to Siva, dacshana murti, Nandikesvara and to other gods, or

demons, in the nava rdtri festival, which commemorates the vctiory

of the Amazons.

Intermediate notices of tapas, or yoga vidhi, asceticism.

From some marginal notes by the former proprietor, it further

appears that the formation of the world by sactis—that is spontaneous

developement—is one portion. There is a spell to find gold. The

noblest {si fas est) is the spell which professes to re-animate a corpse.

The former proprietor's note. ^
*' A Sanscrit treatise on the worship of demons, magic, and the

" like.

'' A treatise on magic with the spells to be used on different

" occasions" (steganography). *' It is very rare ; but three copies were

" collated, and various readings marked."

The book is a handsome folio, bound in figured paper.



4. No. 59. Various matters.

Prapanja sdra sangraham.

By Girvdna Indra—docas with tica and mantras, padalam 1,2

to 15; wanting 16

—

32.

Gods having sactis, others without such. Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra,

Mahesvara, and other male deities. Fruit, or benefit of spells directed to

them. Female deities as Bala, Tripura, Sundari, Lacshmi and others ;

mode ofpuja and mantras directed to them, with benefits resulting. Much

sacti matter. Hanumanta—Bhairava^ and other spells with die bandh'anam, SfC.

The former proprietor's note.

*' Mystery. The book regarding mantras used (not by sactya

heretics, but) by Vdishnaviies is incomplete" steganography, January

1832."

5. No. 61. Twelve pieces.

1.) Sivdnanda lahari, " Siva-seB, of bliss," slocas incomplete

;

praise to Siva.

2.) Guru mantra vivecam, prose, or mantra form.

Instructions to a. guru, or teacher, how to use spells, and their

relation to his office. [For example, Sancardchdrya is traditionally

regarded as an accomplished magician].

3.) Bhagald mucin mahima, slocas, prose mantras. Bhagala muc'hi

{vulvce prosopam prcedita) is the name or title of a sacti—mantras

addressed to her, and her glory praised.

4.) Arghya ddna vidhi^ prose, incomplete.

Mode of pouring out water, and connected ceremonies.

5.) Indracshi cavacham, slocas.

Appeal for protection to a sacti; her praise, and glory stated.

6.) Rudra cavacham, slocas, complete.

Appeal to Siva for protection, wuth praise.

7,) Part'hivi linga puja vidhi, slocas, and prose.

Mode of homage to a Saiva symbol, made of earth, or clay.

8.) Dacshana murti panchacam.

Five slocas to the genius of learning ; with praise, complete.

9.) 'Jpa duddarana mamtram, prose, or mantra form ; incomplete.

A precative, or spell in any time of great sorrow ; as, for exam-
ple, at the point of death.
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10.) Bhagala cavacham, slocas.

Appeal to the vulva-goddess for protection, with praise.

11.) T)asa die handhanam ; prose.

Mode of binding the guardians of the eight points, and of the

zenith, and nadir.

IS.) Devi mahima, slocas.

Praise of Durga, but of a less violent form : sacti worship, com-
plete.

Three cahiers, country paper, not bound, but tied together, a

little injured.

6. No. 104. Ye7iira chintdmani.

Various ye^itras ; that is diagrams of different forms, with mantras

or syllabic letters, or words inscribed
;
prose.

—stamhhana yentra, hindering, stopping.

—vasya ,, bringing over.

Ganapaii mala mantvam, a string of spells, founded on an original.

Lalita yentra, female energy diagram.

Hanumanta yentra, similar; and others of like, or varying

character.

Words used have a meaning, as detn dhatta of frequent occurrence
;

syllabic lettei'S as liram, cshdm, cshrim have no known meaning. At the end

is the special diagram, used by the sacti-bhaktii^ : two circles, two inscribed

triangles, intersecting at the apex of each, a diaiuond space between ; in that

space a very small circle ; with, or without a central point. By that hiero-

glyphic is intended what other materialists have termed " the laws of universal

Nature."

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, the cover much worn.

7. No. 122. Sect. 1. Kama kdutucdm.

*' Sexual fruition," but otherwise terraed Garuda mantra sastram,

which more properly indicates the matter of the 1st section
;
prose,

yentras, and mantras.

Upadesa (instruction) 1— 16 complete.

Times proper for vasya, or seduction (tempora vitiosa agendi).

Different kinds of roots, and herbs used in the making of philtres, &c.

At what time to be plucked, or culled.

— Stri vasyakarana, on seducing women by such means.

—agni stamhhanam, preventing the ordinary effects of fire,
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—jala stamhhanam, the like as to water.

—pdtucd jala gamar^am, to walk with magic slippers on water.

— spells to stop elephants, tigers, &c. Herbs, and other matters

used, with spells against various distempers.

The book has a great many more diagrams, and spells in them
;

under the generalities of slambhayiam—mohanam—vasyam, and the like.

For Sect 2, see VII.

The book is a medium sized quarto, good French paper, calf

bound, and lettered, the binding injured.

8. No. 123. Chitambara vadanrwi, slocas.

1—27 padalams, complete.

Various diagrams, and mode of forming them ; such as

—

—Hari liara chitambara chacram.

—Darisana „

—Pancha Brimha ,,

Remedies by muUTcis, roots &c, for various sicknesses, with use

of spells.

On the glory of Chitambara nadesa ; and matters pertaining to

homage.

The first piece in a book of four sections.

9. No, 121. Cachchapati tantram.

By Ndgdrjitna siddha, slocas.

1—23 padalams, incomplete.

Kula ndyaca, and other gods, modes of homage to them.

Kdlagnana ybgam, a kind of tapas, or penance, to obtain the gift

of prophecy.

And a variety of other matters.

Note by the former proprietor.

*' The Cachchapati tantram. This is a treatise on magic with all

*' the old whimsies about owls, corpses, dogs, feathers, and so forth
;

" and abundance of stupid obscenities about rules for enamouring
" people."

The third piece in the above book.

10. No. 138. Bhuta tantram, slocas, padcdam 1— 13 complete.

BiUa means a fat goblin, or demon, or sprite of gigantic human
form.
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Practices with regard to such.

The fourth piece in the above book, a long folio French paper,

half bound in sheep.

XV. Meritorious devotion.

1. No. 139. Various vriita calpams, slocas prose, and mantra form.

Rishi panchami vriita and udydpanam.

A ceremony on the 5th lunar day to risMs by women ; and close

of the observance.

—Arundhati vrutam.

—Siva rdtri vriltram.

—Siva Krishna ashtami vrHlarn, and the udydpanam, or close.

—Kartica Soma vara vriltam, and the udyaTpanam.

Ashstottra sata namdvali—praise of Siva by 108 names ; and

other like matters.

2. No. 140. Parihdra st'hapanam, slocas, vrutas i^erformed in tem-

ples ; incomplete.

The proper places in Saiva temples for Fignesa, or Ganesa,

the lingam, &c.

Mode of initiation by a guru.

Rules for the conduct of public festivals not finished.

The two Nos. 139, 140 are contained in a long, and thin folio,

French paper, boards, the back injured.

3. No. SQ5. Adkica mdsa mahaimyavi ; from the Bhavishottara

purdnam.

1—11 adhydyas, incomplete.

Adkica masa coi responds with the Hebrew veadar, a supple-

mentary portion to make up the lunar to the solar year.

The siddhanta and vacya systems are so harmonised. Some kinds of

gifts and observance, in that intercalary period, are thought to have special

merit.

The last piece in a long folio of four numbers, country paper,
boards.

4. No. 374. Ananla vriita upakydnam, Telugu padyas.

1—5 adhydyas—see various notices of this ceremony in Vol. 1.

The last piece in a book of four sections, with three Nos : a

short, thick, folio, French paper, mill boards, back injured.
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5. No. o80. Dana hemadri, slocas, prose. Dherma sastram.

Various modes of gifts to remove otherwise incurable diseases, or

sins ; such as an elephant, a cow, sesame seeds, &c. &c.

The last piece in a thick folio, containing five numbers.

XVI. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 62. Thirteen pieces.

1 .) Kama kala ch'uhali ; mulam and tica.

By Nat'hananda ; complete.

Kama kala (coeutidi concupiscentia) is the name of a sacti, of the chit,

or subtile eiherial form. It is considered to be united with the sacti of Siva,

i. e. Parvati—The glory, and praise of this goddess !

2.) Siva karnamrita, 26 slocas.

Glory and praise of Siva, induced by the popularity of the

Krishna karnamrita.

3.) Sdcta wpanishada, vedaic form of metre, complete. Spurious,

unless perhaps as an appendage to the At'harvana veda. It relates to

the sacti puja, or worship of the female symbol of Nature.

4.) Dicsha vidhi, slocas, complete.

Mode of initiating a disciple by a guru into the mysteries of the

Saiva, or of the sacti system.

5.) Ganesa ashstottra ndma vali.

Praise of Ganesa by 108 names, complete.

6.) Ganesa upanishada, complete.

It relates to Ganesa and the sacti system ; spurious, unless to the

4th veda.

7.) Lacshmi Ganapati stottra, slocas.

Praise to the wealth-bestowing Ganesa ; but on the sacti system.

8.) Mantracshari stottram, slocas, incomplete.

This seems to be a special bija letter, personified as a goddess,

and praised.

9.) Gayatri hriidayam, slocas, '' heart of the gayatri,'' a spell ; its

praise.

10.) Ganesa cavacham, slocas, complete.

Appeal, with praise, to Ganesa for protection.

11.) Ganesa nava retna mala, slocas, complete: "nine jewelled

necklace," praise of Ganesa, *' the belly god."
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12.) Vignesa aslistoUram, slocas, complete.

Praise of Ganesa, by 108 names.

13.) Bivacya mangala dhyanam, slocas; in tensitive meditation on

some portion of the universal sncti, named divacyamangala.

The book is a thin quarto, bound in sheep, the binding worn.

2. No. 125, 117, 102. These three Nos. are in a book, containing

five sections.

1.) Rdmdrchana chandrica, slocas SLwdjiYose.

1

—

S padalams, incomplete.

Mode of homage to Rama.

2.) -Dacshana murti maniram, with a stottram.

The ritual of homage to the Saiva genius of learning, with a sacti

bearing.

3.) Ananda taniram., slocas, padalam 1—5, the 5th defective.

Details of the linga and yoni worship ; sacti and magical in

bearing.

4.) Tantra sdra, two tantras.

a, Bhairava, male ritual.

h, Dacshina Kali female ritual.

Details of the two, only to the 1st padalam.

5.) Vignesvara puja vidhanam, slocas and prose, complete.

Mode of homage to Gariesa.

A string of names prefaced by aum ! and ending with namahd !

3.) No. 119. Varieties.

These appear to be copies from different portions of the Palm

leafMSS.

Samhara Bhairava mantra, a spell to a destructive form of Siva

to destroy.

Aditya hriidayam, "heart of the sun," taught by Agastya to

Rama, to destroy.

Surya ISldrayana cavacham.

Sudarisana cavacham.

Hanumdt cavacham appeals to Vishnu in the sun, to the discus

of Vishnu, and to Ilanuman, with praise, for protection : counter spells.

Uttara gita, the latter portion of the song of Krishna, the meta-

physical part.
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Vishnu sahasrandma hhdsyam, an explanation of the 1008 names

of Vislinu.

Vivdlia calpam benefit, or fruit of marriage ; said to be Saiva.

Bala piija vidhi, the mode of ritual homage o^ Baal, or the youth-

ful feminine energy.

This piece entirely belongs to the sacti system., and there are

many copies of it scattered throughout the collection. The foregoing

are a part of the varieties in this book, of similar character.

Thirteen folio copy books, French paper, tied together by a

string.

4. No. 431. Bartr'i kari, midam and tica.

3 satacams, a, niti, h, sringdra, c, vdiragya, each cento containinn-

decades, on ethical—ornate and amatory—ascetical subjects. Reference
to foregoing notices.

The book is the second of two pieces, in a quarto volume of

medium thickness, half bound, and lettered.

5. No. 471. Visva guna darsanam.

By Harisdna pdla Vencatdchdrya.

Various metres and a little prose.

Invective and laudation put into the mouths of two gandharhas (like

" twa dogs") named Krisdmi and Visvavasu, and directed for, and ao-ainst

various countries —people—modes of religion—places, such as Bhadrica, Cast

&c. the iusult by Krisami, the praise by Visvavasu. See other fore'^oino-

notices. This copy is not complete.

It is contained in four papers, folded into 8vo. thick royal paper
no boards, nor tie.

6. No. 473. Bartr'i hari, midani or slocas only, 3 satacams, complete.

Niti ethical, sringdra ornate, v-aivagya ascetical.

The first piece in a book that has four sections ; a sm.all quarto
half bound, open back.

7. No. 487. Chdtu dhara, slocas,

A selection of distichs from various books, especially tlie Bartri hari
satacam, on ethical, ornate and amorous subjects, with matters rhetorical and
dramatic ; but chiefly the two first.

The first of two pieces in a folio of medium thickness, half bound
in cloth, lettered " Sanscrit Anthology." i

a3
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8. No. 490, A comment on tlie Bartri hari satacam— /ica form

:

complete ; said to be by the author of the original v : supra 4

and 6.
^i

The second piece in a small quarto, French paper, half bound,

open back.

9. No. 491. Bartri hari satacam.

The sringdra and vairagya satacams ; that is the ornate and

ascetical parts ; the niti, or ethical is wanting.

The last piece in a book of seven sections.

A thick folio, French paper, half bound, cloth and calf.

Note by the former proprietor :

'' The Bartri hari satacams, copied in the Telugu character from the

edition printed in the deva nagari character at Calcutta, together with the

Hitopadesa, by H. T. Colebrooke."

10. No. 532. Sect. 1. Visva guna darsanam, various metre. By
Vencatcdhdrya.

A dialogne between two Gandharbas, one of whom praises and another

vituperates gods, men, cities, castes, sects., &c., see foregoing notices.

11. No. 537. Prasanga retndvali.

Various padhadis, or decades of slocas.

Suhhashita p : dasavatdra p : sujana p : durjana p : cavita p :

see foregoing notices.

There are also some prasna padadhis, questions ; that is puzzles :

dark questions, or riddles to be answered.

The second piece in a folio of medium thickness, French paper,

lettered, " Sanscrit Anthology."

XVII. Music and Dancing.

1. No. 505. Satigita retndcaram.

By Sarangha deva, slocas with a prose tica.

1—5 adiiydyas, incomplete.

On dancing—on musical tunes—on metres—musical instruments—as

used in concerts, or in the performance of ndtacas, or other dramas. On mo-

tions by hands and fingers. Various properties of musical modes. On the

rising and falling intonations. Variations of sound ; perhaps forte piano.

Some figures, or signs which are used to indicate rests, or pauses. The work

is connected with the Bharata sastram ; though apparently not a part of the

book so called.
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The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in calf and lettered,

the binding injured. *

2. No. 511. Bharata sadrum, padyas.

By Govinda cavi.

1—5 savdsam, Telugu language.

6th „ Sanscrit slocas, with prose tica in Telugu.

On time, with rests—measured by a kind of cymbal—modes of dancing,

use of instruments, especially the cymbal. Mudras or signs by hands and

fingers ; this last in Sanscrit and Telugu, complete, so far ; but as to the

whole uncertain. There being no complete copy of this sa^iriim known, the

full contents remain undefined.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, on fine country paper,

injured by insects, sheep-bound, the binding damaged.

'S. No. 528, 611. Bharata sastram, slocas with a tica in Telugu.

1—4 adhydyams, incomplete.

Chiefly on action by hands and fingers in dramas, or other public

exhibition by danseuses.

The 8th section in a book of ten pieces. A small thick quarto,

good French paper, half bound in cloth, and lettered.

XVIII. PURANAS.

1. No. 351. Vayu purdnam.

Slocas 1 Jchandam 1—60 adhydyam ; this khandam is complete.

This is part of one of the oldest of the Purdnas.

Abstract by Prof. Wilson is contained in the journal of the

Bengal Asiatic Society, to which it may be best to refer.

The first of two pieces in a thick folio, half bound in calf, and

lettered.

2. No. 852. Siva purdnam.

]—75 adhydyas, the purva hhdgam complete.

This appears to be a more recent transcript from No. 354 infra,

A medium sized, handsome quarto, French paper, sheep bound,

and lettered.

3. No. ^bo. Siva purdnam slocas.

1—59 adhydyams, incomplete.
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Glory of Sioa -two kinds of deluge—duties of the 4 colors, and four

?^nds of dwellers— creation of the world from pre-existing elements; and

many like matters.

The first piece out of three, in a thick folio, French paper.

4. No. 354. Siva purdnam, slocas.

Sanaca to Suta rishi.

1—75 adhydyas, the piirva bhdgam complete.

Origin and glory of Siva— Tripura vijayam his destroying three towns.

His battle with asuras—his bow named pinaca. Creation is ascribed to Siva.

Of course any thing like a full abstract cannot here be attempted.

The book is a thick folio, countr}' paper, sheep bound, the back

part and binding worn.

/>. No. ^55. Siva purdnam.

2 Volumes. Vol. 1. from 1—25 adhydyams.

Vol. 2. from 26fh—62nd adhydyam, incomplete.

Glory of Sancara the destroyer. Burning of Manmata the 1st and

reproduction as Aniruddha. On the virtue of various gifts—such :is food, &c.

On ilxayoQa marqa or way of asceticism, and various other matters. A little,

.here and there, may be noticed in such books : full abstract is out of the

question. ,

These two volumes are long, and narrow folios, country paper, half

bound in calf, and lettered.

C. No. 356. Gdruda piirdnam.

Slocas 1—32 adhydyams, incomplete.

Benefit of dhermam, beneficent justice ; and consequences o? adhermam

or the defect of equity
;
punishment by Varna of criminals in raiother v.orld ;

and of course various other matters.

The piece is the second in a thick folio.

7. No. 356. Brahma kdivarla purdnam.

1—30 adhydyam, said to be complete.

Mangalddri, stutadri, Bluhtiyadri, Dhermddri and other mountains

described. Bathing pools in them, and otherwise, with their glory described.

Paratatvam, the deity defined or described, and other matters. The

Brahma vaiverta is Vaislmava the Brahma haiverta is S'aiva.

The second piece in a book of three sections, a thick folio, on

differently colored French paper, bound up together;
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Siccus, 1—5 adhydyas, complete.

Various matters on creation—glory of VisJam ; and Vais/tnava in

general. Translated by Prof. Wilson.

Tbe first piece in a book of live sections, a thick folio, French

paper, boards.

9. No. 361. Brahwdnda purdnam.

" Legend of the universe" sloc.as.

The purva and uttara hhdgas.

purvt 1— 20 adhydyam.

uttara I—23 „

Various worlds and divipas. On the churning the milk sea, and its

proceeds. Legend of Alohishasura. In the 2nd part on Tdraca Brahm.a

i;lory of the divine being, not in a visible shape ; with, of course, many other

matters.

The book is a medium sized quarto, French paper, half bound

in sheep.

10. No. 364. Brahndnda purdnajn.

Slocas, madhyama hhdgam, middle portion.

1 — 98 adhydyams in transposed order.

Various worlds, upper and lowir, Jamhc dwipa, and other islands,

with their seas of milk, sugar cane juice, &c., on the pauranical geography.

Different kinds of meritorious gift specified.

On the tapas or penance of Jamadagni ; and of course a great variety

of other matters.

The book is a medium sized folio, French paper, half bound in

sheep, and lettered.

11. No. ^QQ,S6I1. Agneya purdtiam.

About 150 adhydyas, but not in regular order, some of them

defective.

—On the ten avataras of Vishnu.

—agni Rdmayanam, the substance of the story of the Rdmdyanam.

—on bathing, and other daily duties.

—modes of ceremonial uncleanness described, with a variety of vriitas or

ceremonies to obtain a definite benefit ; and other matters.

The book is a narrow, but very thick folio, French paper, half

bound in sheep, and lettered.
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12. No. 395. Bhdgavata vyakydnam.

A comment on the Bhdgavatam prose only, without the original
;

but an indication as to each sloca is given.

The 1st book wanting, from 2 to 8 right.

Scdndam 2 1—\0 adhyriyas. Scdndam 6 1

—

\9 adhydyam.

3 1—33 ,, 7 1—15 „

4 I—^St adhydyam. 8 1— 11 „

5 1-26

The book is a medium sized folio, French paper, half bound in

calf, and marble paper.

13. No. 396, Bhdgavatam slocas.

The 10th scandam, or book.

1—90 adhydijas—so far right.

Details as to the birth, and infancy of Krishna, and some incidents in

his life.

The book is a long and very thick folio, superior French paper,

bound in calf and lettered, used.'

14. No. 398. Marcandeya purdnura.

Marcandeya to Jaimini, slocas.

1— 138 adhydyams, comT^leie.

On the excellencey of beneficence. The excellency of Dattdtreya

praised.

Karma vihhagam the results of merit, or demerit in a former birth
;

predestination as a decretive award of justice.

The devi mahatmyam, or sapta safi, on the exploits of Durga the

amazon—the killing of 3Iahishdsura, and other asuras with other topics.

The book is a long, thin folio, on good French paper, bound in

calf and lettered, worn.

15. No. 400. 2 volumes Sri Bhdgavatam.

The two contain the 10th book only.

Vol. 1—46 adhydyam.

—2. 47—97 „ complete.

Details of the birth, infancy, youth and manhood of Knshna.

The books are medium sized quarto, Finglish paper, bound in

sheep, worn.
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16. No. 40:3. Devi Bhdyavatam.

Slocas 1—5 scdndam,

1, from 1—20 adhynyarn complete. 4, from 1—25 adhyuyam complete.

2, „ 1—11 ,, incomplete. 5, ,, 1—35 „ do.

3, „ 1—30 „ complete.

Glory of Devi, the sacti of Mahadeva,

A Saiva parody on the Bhdgavatam. Much of the Vaishnava purdnam

is contained, but turned to a Saiva bearing ; as for example Rddha the aunt

and mistress of Krishna is made to be Devi. Many events are ascribed to

the sacti of Siva. It is an tipa purdnam.

The book is a medium sized folio, good French paper ; calf

bound, and lettered.

17. No. 403. Five volumes, the Devi Bhdgavatam, slocas without

tica.

Vol. 1. the 1st and 2nd scandams.

1st Sc. 1—20 ndhydyams, complete.

2nd 5c, 1—12 „ do.

A thin folio, bound in calf, French paper, binding injured.

Vol. 2. the 3rd and 4th scandams,

3rd Sc. 1—30 adhydyams,

4th Sc. 1—25 do.

Origin of the devas, and of the subsequently destroyed asuras and

cshetriyas.

The book is a medium sized folio, good French paper, bound in

calf, and lettered, worn.

Vol. 3rd, the 5th scanda7n.

1—35 adhydyams, complete.

On the slaying the asuras —herein Mahishdsura is made to be killed

by Chdmunda a Siva sacti ; another name of Deci or Cali ; always in a

ferocious sense.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, good French paper,

bound in calf, and lettered, worn.

. Vol. 4th, the 6th, 7 th and 8th scandams.

6th 1—31 adhydyaw. )
7 th 1—19 „ ] slocas.

8th 1—24 „ )

jpevendra killed Mntasura. Account ci divipas, &c. List of kings

of the lunar, and solar lines ; with legends of some of them;

The book is a long thick folio, on good French paper, bound in

calf, and lettered.

Vol. 5th. the 9th scanda7n.

1—51 adhyctyas, complete.
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Origin of the &iva sacti, ov coming into the world. In the midst,

tales about Krishna anJ Badha-y the latter praised as a sacii.

The bodk is a thick folio, bound in calf, and lettered, injured;

good French paper.

18. No. 404. Vishnu pitrdnam : slocas.

1—6 amsas, ccmplete.

1. J

—

2'1 adhynyas. 4. 1

—

2^adhydyas.

2. 1— 16 ,, 5. 1—38
,,

3. 1—18 „ • 6. 1— 8 „

A Faishnava work, translated by Professor Wilson.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, on French paper,

bound in sheep, and injured.

19. No. 405. Fishnu jityam, a comment on the Vishnu purdnam,

prose.

By Fishnujit 1— 6 amsas.

1. 1—22 adhynyams complete. 4. 1— 24 «rf%a?/ams complete.

2. 1—16 „ „ 5. 1— 38 „ ,,

3. 1—18 „ „ 6. 1- 8

It follows the order of matters contained in the pwdnam ; but is

without the original.

^20. No. 406. 'Aditya purdnam, slocas.

By Suia rishi 1—66 adhydyas, complete.

Glory of Benares, Visdlacski (large eyes) a j^odJess there praised.

Saiva hhakti or devot< dness to Siva described. Legends of Siva and of

Vishnu, with many other subject-, us usual in purdnas. It is an upa purdna,

or minor performance ; not one of the eighteen.

The book is a thin folio, good French paper, bound in calf worn.

21. No. 408. Devi Bhagavatam.

The 9th Scandam 1—9 adliy : incomplete.

Jiddha being considered as Devi is praised v. supra.

The book is a medium sized folio, country paper, a little injured,

bound in sheep and worn.

22. No. 411. Tv/o volumes Bhagavatam.

The 10th Scandam. With a new commentary entitled Sue ha

hriidaya ranjmi, by Narasinha guru, alias CanddUa Singhandchdrya.

The 1st volume has the purva and the 2nd vol. the uttara hhdgam of

the 10th scandam 1—99 adhydyas, in both volumes.

Birth, boyhood, dangers, sporls, amours, wars, marriages, &c., of

Krishna, a comprehensive biography of the Indian Napollyon. The former

proprietor's note.
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" This is a modern commentary on the Sii J3hdgava*am, composed at

Trichinopoly by a learned brahmin, who was in my employ Canddlla Singana

chart; who told me it had cost him more than 20 years labour, and was fin-

ished in 1825. The comment on the 10th book is contained in these two

volumes. The comment on the remaining eleven books is more brief. The

object of the Commentator was simply to explain the text, in the clearest

manner possible ; refraining from the sectarial discussions that fill the older

Comijientaries, The author died in my service at Masulipatam in September

1831."

" The 10th book, being the life of Krishna is the favorite portion of

the Bhdgavatam ; and has several separate commentaries."

The book is a long thick folio, superior French paper, bound in

calf, and lettered, binding worn.

23. No. 413. Sri Bhdgavatam : slocas.

The 1st scandam 1—6 adhydyanif the 7th defective. Introductory

with reference to the expected death o( Paricshita; the sacrifice by Jama-

meyjaya, and other matters still earlier— in a discourse from Suta to Savunaca.

The Bhdgavatam properly begins with the 2nd scandma.

Six cahiers, French paper, tied together by a string,

24. No. 415. Pddma purdnam.

The uttara khandam.

1—60 adhydyams. See forward No. Qo5. The piece is the

third in a book containing five sections : a thick folio, French paper,

boards, the back injured.

25. No, 416. Nine pieces, " Summaries.''

1.) Linga purdnam sucshica ; an epitome in prose of the pur va and

uttara bhdgas complete as to the brief contents.

2.) Vardha purdna sucshica, a prose epitome of \\ie purva and uttara

bhdgas : as such complete.

3.) Gdruda purdna sucshica, a prose epitome, complete.

4.) Vdmana purdna sucshica, a prose epitome of the purva and uttara

hhdgams complete.

5.) Marcandeya purdna sucshica, a prose epitome, complete.

6.) Brahmanda purdna sucshica an epitome of the purva and uttara

hhagams both complete.

7.) Siva rahasya khanda, a prose epitome of the purva and uttara

parts complete : containing an account of Siva's lilas, or amuse-

ments, and other actions.
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8.) Vayu purdna sucshica ; a prose abstract of contents, complete.

9-) Padma purdna sucshica, a prose abstract, incomplete.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half bound and lettered,

used.

26. No. 417. Devi bhdgavata sucshica.

1—5 scandas abstracted, incomplete.

A partial epitome of the Saiva iipa purdna, a perversion of the

Bhdgavatam.

A thin folio copy book. French paper, and paper cover.

27. No. 419. Two pieces.

1.) Vishnu purdna sucshica, prose.

1—6 anisas complete, as an epitome.

2.) Curma purdna sucshica, prose ; the purva and uttara hhdgams

both complete, as an epitome.

'i'hree folio copy books, French paper.

28. No. 420. Indexes to ten purdnas, and other works.

1.) Lingn puranam, the purva and uttara hhaijams, incomplete.

2.) Siva ,, prose, incomplete.

3.) Scanda, „ „ „

4.) Parana samhita „ „

.5.) Siva rahasyam „ „

6.) Cala hasti mahatmyam „ „

7.) Brahmanda puranam „ „

8.) Garuda „ ., „

9.) Vamana „ prose incomplete ; also including the Rdmarcliana

Chandrica.

10.) Vishnu purdna sucshica, prose incomplete.

The book is a small, but thick folio, country paper, half bound,

and lettered.

29. No. 422. Bala Bhagavatam, slocas.

1—3 sargams, incomplete.

An epitome, for schools, of that part of the Bhagavatam, which

relates to Krishna.

The fourth piece in a large quarto, French paper, boards, back

damaged.
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30. No. 426. Deri Bhdgavatam.

1st candam 1—81 adhydyams—slocas.

The former proprietor's note,

" This is translated (in Telugu letter) from the Vauxhall Manu-
script, written in the Bengali character."

The book is a long, thin, folio, superior French paper, half

bound in calf and lettered, worn.

31. No, 618. Bhima khandam.

1—23 adhydyams.

3I5. No. 619. Bhima khandam, from the scanda purd7iam, 27—32

adhydyas incomplete, v. infra.

32. No. 620. Tdtparya dipica, a tica, or comment, on the Suta

sanhita o{ l\\e scanda purdnam, 2 khandams.

By Madhavdchdrya.

1 khandam 1—20 adhyayam.

1 „ 1-33 „

The gndna muAti, and yacjtiya parts see Vol, 2. p. 278 supra XXVII. 2. Nos. 215, 1st

Family.

The book is a thick folio, on good French paper, bound in calf,

and lettered.

33. No. 621. Dhernia khandam, from the Scandam purdnam ; slu-

cas, 1—113 adhydyas.

On various modes of duty and observances prescribed—sacredotal in

bearing only.

The book is a narrow thick folio, French paper, full bound in

sheep, used.

34. No. 622. Suta samhita, fron the scanda purdnam. Two khan-

das, witTi consecutive adhydyas : 1

—

53.

This appears to be the niulam of 32, No. 260, supra which see.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, on French paper, half

bound in calf, and lettered.

35. No. 623. 'Uma samhita, from the Scdnda jjurdnam, \— 12

adhydyams, incomplete.

Legends from Siva to Parvati.

3Q. No. 624. Casi khandam, from the Scdnda purdnam, slocas.

I— 100 adhydyas, complete.
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The excellency of Benares, and a great variety of general matters, all

of Saiva bearing.

The book is a thick folio, French paper, full bo.und in sheep,

damaged, and tied by a string.

37. No. 626. Nagara khandam, from the Sctinda purdnam, 1

—

\2

adhydyams, incomplete.

The work of creation ascribed to Visvacarma.

38. No. 628. Brahmottara khandam, from the scdnda purdnam

;

slocns 1—73 adhydyas, complete.

Oil the Siva rdtri and a variety of other observances, saiva in kind.

The book is a narrow, and thin folio, superior wove paper, half

bound in calf, and lettered.

39. No. 639. Sri saila khandam, from the scanda purdnam, slocas.

The purva bhdgam, 1—65 adhyayams. Legends of the temple, sym-

bol worshipped, &c. &c., as regards Sri sailam in Telingana.

Note by the former proprietor.

" This book was transcribed from a faulty and imperfect copy. I

have another very good copy."

The book is a narrow folio, of medium thickness, country paper,

injured, half bound in calf, binding much damaged.

40. No. 635. Padma purdna, slocas.

The Jst khandam, 1

—

\^i adhydyams.

See 24 No. 415 supra. One part of this />Mra?ia is Vaishnava, the

other part Saiva, It abounds in various vriltas and ascetical observances,

bathing in the month Mdgha, and the like.

—Local purdnams, or Mahatmyams.

41. No. 358. Mangaladri, slocas. Siva to Parvafi, said to be from

the Brahma kdiverta purdna.

1—30 adhydyams.

A description of the " prosperous hill," with its excellency. The like

as to Muktddri, and Dhermddri, these names are mere epithets of hills ; possi-

bly at Sri sailam or some such locality. Compare 7- No. 359.

The piece is the first of two sections, in a medium sized quarto,

(see 379).

42. No. 359. Legends of Mangaladri, Stutddri, Mukiiyddri, Dher-

mddri and other hills ; described ; bathing pools there described,

with exccllencyj &c.

From the Brahma kdiverta purdnam.
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Parafatvam is used for the Divine B^ing : nature, or properties

described.

This is the second, in a book with three sections 353, 359, 371-

a thick folio.

—Th^ No. 359, recurs as third, in a book of four pieces 602, 607, 359, 365, and is

iMangalddri onakatmyam from the same purana :, a little only, as to the hill.

This folio is of medium thickness, country paper, boards.

43, No, 377. Kodi tirVha mahatmyam, from the^ Brahmanda

purana7n, slocas.

1—3 adhyayams incomplete.

This is the name of a bathing pool in some locality, not defined. As

the name somesvara is given to the idol, the fane must be saiva,

44. No, 379. Vencdtachala mahatmyam.

A description of the hill at Tripeti, and what god and rtshis did penance

tthcre. Legend of 'Adissshan, &c, see various foregoing notices.

The piece is the second in a thick quarto, country paper, mill

(boards, back damaged.

45. No. 381. JaganaVha 7nahatmyam.

A selection from vai'ious purdnas, to illustrate the glory of Gopala or

tthe cowherd, i. e. Krishna.

The fourth piece in a thick folio, French paper, boards , back

injured.

46- No. 424. Tri cdlaJiasti mahatmyam.

1—6 adhyayam, regular ; but the book does not finish.

Various legends of a temple at a place, commonly known as Calastri

north of Pulicat. Some of the most ridiculous tales have been adopted by the

Vtra Saivas.

The piece is the sixth in a large quarto, French paper, of colors,

boards,

47. No. 425, Hdldsya mahatmyam.

1

—

71 aihydydms, incomplete.

Indras killing Vr'itasura—glory of the former forest, of the town and

temple of Madura : and the sixty-four amusements of Siva : concocted to rival

the sports of Knshna. This is the original on which the Madura sChala

purdnam was founded. An abstract of this purdnam was published in Or-

Hist. M.SS. translated. Vol, 1. 1835.

This book is a long folio, of medium thickness, French paper,

half-bound in cloth and calf, injured.



XIX. Romance Historical.

1. No. 357. TirVhiyam, a tica to the 6a?a Rdmdyanarii^ 1—771

sargas ; and of course fuller than the epitome, as to details of the ^

Rdmdyanam.

Attached to this No. or to the following one No. 374 is sesha <

(Iherma, an upa-hhdga or appendix to the Harivcansci'/n, 1—33 adliya-

yams, complete.

A brief abstract of the tale in the Bhdraiam ; an account of Krishna
;

various kinds of dhermani, or duties defined.

The 2nd and 3rd piece in a book of four with three numbers,

382, 357, 374.

A short, and thick folio, French paper.

2. No. 362. Adhytdma Mdmdyanamy here stated to be the uttara

hhdgam of the Brahmdnda purdnam.

1— 5 cdndams, hdla to sundara delivered by Mahesvara to 'Uma;

and giving the whole a Saiva turn.

The second piece in a thick folio, half bound in calf, and lettered.

3. No. 382. Uttara Rdmdyanam. v

1— 110 adhyayams complete.

Agastyas narrative of the race of PulasChya down to Rdvana, and his

brothers—the war—the banishment of Sita., &c., see former notices.

The first piece is a short, thick folio, French paper, mill boards.

No. 383. Rdmdyanam, sldcas.

By VdlmiJii, — 134 adhyayams.
|

The yuddha cdndam, this complete. '

The war, or scries of battles with Rdvanv

i
Note by the former proprietor.

In chap. 129 v, 22 it is stated that " Rdma adored Siva a passage

wherein the Vaishnavas give a distorted meaning to the words" The Saivas

on the other hand draw from it very large consequences.

The book a long folio, of medium size, French paper, half

bound in sheep.
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5. No. 384. uidhi/dlma Rdmdyanam.

By Visvamitra, slocas.

1—7 cdndams, hdla to uttara.

A tica to the first six, that is Z;ft//2 to yuddha cdndam.

-A &/?>« version of the Rdmdyanam.

The hook is a medium sized folio, half hound in cloth and sheep,

French paper.

6. No. 385. Mnha Bhdratam.

The sabha parvam, 1

—

75 adhyd>/a7ns, incomplete. Construction of a

hall of audience—gaming m&tch— Dufyodhana's injuries, and insults.

The second piece in a long and thick folio, see 391 infra.

7. No. 386. Bhdratam.

The ddi parvam, 132-250 adhjdi/ams, the end of the parvam ; the

complement of the same book No, 391 infra.

The book is a long thin folio, French paper, half bound, calf and

marble paper.

8. No. 387. Bhdratam.

The Kerna parvam, 1— 94 adli.ydyams incomplete.

The^ light under the command of Kerna, who was killed.

The first piece in a long, thick folio ; see No. 476 infra.

8i. No. 388. Bhdrata hhdva dipica a tica, or prose comment, on

the ddi parvam of the Bhdratam. By Nila kanCha.

The first piece in a long, and thick folio, of six sections.

9. No. 389. Rdmdydrtam.

1—3 eandams hnla ayoddhya aranyn.

1. sargas 1

—

11

\

2. „ 1—19 > complete

3. ,, 1—76j

Birth, training, marriage of Rdma and his leaving the court of his

father with Sita, to dwell in a wilderness.

The book is a medium sized folio, on French paper, cloth bound,

and lettered, the back injured.

10. No. 390. Maha Bhdratam.

The Virata pnrvam, 1—75 adhydyams.

The dwelling of the Pandavas, in disguise, with the king of Virata

puram.

The first piece in a thick folio, see No. 392.
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11. No. 391. Maha Bhdratam, slocas.

The adi parvain, 1— 131 adhydyams conlinned \n No. 38G supra.

Matters genealogical, and introductory to the birth of the Pdndavas.

The book is the first piece in a long, and thick folio, French

paper, calf bound, and lettered.

1^. No. 392. Maha Bhdratam,

The udijoya parvam, slocas.

1—201 adhydyams, comi>\ete.

Failure of iiTm/iwa '5 embassy, and of all peaceable counsels—prepai'a-

tions for war.

No. 390 precedes, and has the foregoing /jorwam.

The second piece in a thick folio, French paper, half bound, cloth

and calf, and lettered.

13. No. 393. 'Aranya parvam, sucshica.

Udyoga parvam sucshica.

Epitome, or abstract of those two chajDters.

The 4th and 5th sections in a book of 5 numbers. A long, and

thick folio, French paper, boards, back injured.

14. No. 394. ^Adi parvam sucshica, a prose epitome of the 1st

chapter of the Bhdratam.

The second section in the preceding book.

15. No. 397. Sahhd parvam sucshica, Si prose epitome of the 2nd

chapter ; the third section of the same book.

16. No. 399. Bhdratam, two volumes.

Vol. 1, 1-177) „ , , .

jiyg 2Q2 >adliyayams, Aranya parvam incomplete.

Medium sized folios, French paper, bound in calf, and letter-

ed. The binding of the 1st volume, very much injured.

17. No. 401. Bhdratam, slocas.

The Drona parvam.

1—205 adhydyams, complete.

The combat with Drona at the head of the KAiiras and his death.

A thick folio, French paper, bound in sheep, worn.
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18. No» 407. Ilari vamsam, two volumes, slucas.

1—344 adhydijama, complete.

Biography of Krishna—and many other details. Translated into

French by M. Langlois,

^Medium folios, good French paper, bound in calf, and lettered,

worn.

19. No, 418. Drona 2^arva mcsMca, epitome.

The last section in a hook of six sections, and five nunibers, a

long and thick folio, hoards.

20. No. 428. Harischandropakhyanam.

428. Another copy of the same.

In both 1—61 adhydyams^ complete.

Tale of Harischandra-, loss of his kingdom, and restoration.

The former Proprietor's pencilled note, on the cover of one copy.

" This bears marks of being copied, or translated from the Telugu

poem, written by Sancara cavi of Nelloor."

Both are thin folios, French paper, half bound in calf and cloth,

and lettered.

21. No. 452. Ndishadam, a cdvyam.

By Sri Harisha, the original with a tica.

By Kola chela malli ndtlia.

1

—

-1 sargas, incomplete.

Account of king Nala, and his amour with Damoyanti ; as far as to

his being sent as a messenger by Indra, and others.

The book is a long, and thin folio ; French paper, half bound in

calf, and lettered.

22. No. 468. Prasana Rdghava.

By Jaya dera cavi, various language, and metre.

A historical drama, on the subject of the Rdmdyanam ; only the 1st

unca: unintentionally omitted under VL
The second piece in a book of eight sections, a small, but thick

quarto.

23. No. 474. Mdgha cavyam. •

By Mdgha cavi- The mulani or original, with a ilea called Sar^

vdnciisha, by Kola chela malli ndCha suri.

1— 15 sargams, so far right
i but the work is not comyilctc.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, French paper,

half bound in calf, and lettered,

c2
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24. No. 475. Magliam, the mulam.

By Mcic/ha, with a tica called Sarvdncusha.

By Kola chela malli ndfJia, 1— 5 sargams, so far with the tica,

the 5th defective.

The subject is the setting out of Krishna^s expedition against Siswpdla

to the encampment at Mount Raivata, see VII. 12.

The book is a medium sized quarto, good country paper, boards,

book injured.

25. No. 47(5. MdgkacdvTjam, the original only, sargams 1—3, 7, 8

but only 1, 2, 7 are complete, 3 and 8 defective, 1—3 on the expedi-

tion, 7, 8 ornate, or erotic.

The last piece in a book of five sections, a folio of medium thick-

ness, boards.

The same No. 476 occurs in a book of two sections, the Mdgliam,

mulam and tica (as above) sargas 1—3, 11.

The book is a long and thick folio, French paper, boards.

26. No. 479. Mdgham cavyam, the mulam.

By Magha cavi. The 7th and 8lh sargams only.

The Vana vihara varnano, or amusements in a forest ; or wilderness ;

in the language of the former proprietor " lusus sglvatd ;" he appears to have

taken much pains with the prosody.

Five octave cahiers of thick royal demy folded, tied with a string,

27. No. 520. For section 1 see IV.

Sect 2. Bhdrata champu.

By 'Anaiida hhatta, slocas, and prose.

1— 12 stlidpacams, complete.

A compendium of the subject of the Bharatam, in varied measure j for

public recit.ation at a court.

The book is a long, and thick folio, French paper, bound in

sheep, used.

28. No. 530. Bdla Bharatam.

Ascribed to Jgaslya, 1—20 adhydyams ; an epitome of the^/iara-

iam for young persons, or use in schools.

The sixth piece in a book of seven sections, a thick folio, half

bound in cloth and calf, lettered " Sanscrit poems, Vol : 1.
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XX. Sacti, or female energy system.

1. No. 1. Five principal subjects.

1.) Mantra mdlica, garland of spells ia the prose form of such

subjects, incomplete.

1—160 mantras ; such as :

Suddha mdla mantram, pure garland.

Suddha vidya mantram, pure knowledge : such is the apparent

sense ; but suddha, with this class is a covert term for flesh-meat ; and

vidya means their secret system.

Mdtangi mantram. The '' maternal member" spell. This is

the direct worship of the female symbol. The entire series in this sec-

tion appear to be of the same class ; not requiring minute specifica-

tion,

2.) ' Acasa hhairava calpam, mantras, slocas, ])vose, incomplete,

from 7th to 70th adhydyam, short chapters.

Mohana mantra, spell to fascinate sexually, either sex.

Utchdtana nigraham, a spell to terrify, cause a panic, drive

away.

This book is a compendium of rites, and 'spells on this system.

The title is one of Siva's terrible forms ; but the book is on the saiva

sacti principle ; and there are matters vindictive, and malignant, among
the other sexual topics.

3.) Karta virya Arjuna calpam, slocas and mantras. Mahesvara to

' Uma.

The title implies fighting, or single combat ; but such titles are

arbitrary for distinction-sake : G—8 adhydyams, incomplete.

Karimya Lacshmi mantram, spell to the tender Lacshmi; and

very mady other matters.

The discourse to ' Uma is termed secret.

4.) Nila kanfha pratyacshara vidya; slocas and mantra form:

knowledge of the appearance of the blue-throated {Siva or Siva)

Mdla ma7itra, a string of eleven spells, founded on one original.

1—11 adhydyam, but not complete.

.) Kalpocta hdld ashtacam : slocas, eight mantra, and twelve others,

somewhat different from Bdid miila mantra, the original spell of

the young (Parvati)diO\yn to tatva sodhana mantra, which literally

is the true-test spell ; but language has not its direct meaning on

(his system.
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The book is a quarto, bound ; the binding injured.

No. 2. Sdubhagya udayamy otherwise sdubhagya retndcaram,

slucas.

The book is divided into 30 taraiigams (or waves) and these are sub-divided th us,

The 1st has 20 sub-divisions.

•

2nd
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" The commentary, in another volume, entitled shodasa nltya

Tantra vyakyu manurama."

From this title it would appear that there is some parallel to

{hesJwdasa carma or sixteen household rites of the Brahmans, on the

ordinary system.

The book is a thick quarta, in good order.

4. No. 4. Three pieces.

1.) Vdma deua samJiita.

2.) Garhha mala arnavam.

3.) 3Iantra daiva pracasicam.

Slocas and prose, but incomplete.

15—18 adhyayams and 36 chap: distinct. jThe contents refer to

Bhairatd and other sacti deoata ; with benefit of penance, or like observances.

The former proprietor's remark.

" The first sixty pages contain miscellaneous spells, correspond-

ing in part to those in the 'AcdsaBhairava'' this part is imperfect.

Then follows extract from another book, perhaps the JRudra

yamalam, leaf 53— 73.

Next an extract from the Vuma deva samhita leaf 74—101,

hap. 16—is, and 36.

Then a fragment p. 87—92 from Mantra arnava.

Then Vdma deva samhita chap. 6—23 with another fragment-

Then the Bija cosa p. 102—114. Then, extract called 7midra

nidana lacshanam. Then fragment deva raliasya tantarm. Then
mantra daiva pracdsica chap. 5—7 and 29, the beginning and ending

wanting. The leaves are numbered 147—383.

The book is a thin, small folio, the binding much injured.

5. No. 5. Eight pieces.

1.) Rudra yamalam, sldcas, mantras.

Siva to Farvati 1—32 imdalanis, incomplete.

It contains the Kdlica cavacham and other matters of the Sacti

homage. " Collated from two MSS, one from Palnaud, and one from

Yanam, properly" only a section ; the tricuta''raliasyam''—or " secret of

the triple apex ; sufficiently indicating the main subject.

2.) Bhairava yamalam sldcas, and mantra, form. Various spells

and rituals, directed to ChuUni, Durga, and other names, or

forms of the female. energy.
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3.) Prayoga retndvali slocas, mantras.

]

—

16 padalams, incomplete.

Practical detail of rituals of this class.

4.) Pratijangira calpam a prose comment, on the preceding original

but it is incomplete.

5.) SuddJiasacti mantras.

The " pure godless" seems a name, or epithet. These spells are

directed to her, as a portion of the universal energy.

6.) Nrxsinlia stava Rdjyam royal praise of the man-lion avatara.

7.) Nfrsinlia ayuta acsliaram names of the same.

8.) Nr'isinha saliasranamdvall, and Nrisinha aslistottra sata

praise by 1008 and 108 names. These three last pieces are said

to be from the Narasinlia iijpa jpurdnam.

8). It is not needful to be in any wise particular as to the contents of

these eight sections. The first one is the largest, and the most im-

portant. It is frequently alluded to, and sometimes quoted from, ia

other books of this class. The contents are quite at variance with all

ordinary notions of common decency. Three last pieces are less objec-

tionable ; but they may have a recondite sense, as being found in com-

pany with books on the Sacti rites, A lai'ge proportion of the popu-

lation of ancient Greese practised these same rites, and mysteries.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, in good order.

6. No. 6. Six pieces.

1.) Dacshina murti samhita.

1 padalam containing 9 avaranams or divisions, which are sub-

divided into 133 lesser sections.

These are ascribed to the Saiva genius of learning ; but per-

tain to the secret sacti system.

2.) Bhuvanesvari cacli'lia putam, slocas, no mantra or puj a.

I—10 padalams, the 10th defective.

The glory of the " lady of the world," declared.

3.) Malta Lacshmi retna cosliam, slocas.

1—5 adhydyains, incomplete.

" iacs/im^'s jewel casket" glory and praise of that sac
h'—the

piece elsewhere occurs.

4.) Sduhliagya cavacham slocas from the Vdmakesvari tantra.

By this appeal, with praise, to this ishta devata eight kinds of

riches will be acquired. See 2, No. 2.
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O.) Nava cha7idi pnja, slocas with mantras.

Homage and benefit of it, directed to a Sacti devaia.

6.) Divvya mangala dhyanam, slocas and viantram—divvya martgala,

' divine prosperity' is the name given to a sacti.

The piece is an extract from a hook entitled, raja rajesvari tail'

tra; and is an intensitive meditation, following the sacti homage.

The book is a medium sized quarto, in good order.

7. No. 7. Two treatises.

1.) Vari vasyam, a tica to some book.

By Bhdscara raja, complete.

Various spells addressed to diiferent sactis with the benefit of using

them. The proper times of use—the vasyam or bringint^ over tlie said god-

desses, so as to be propitious to the' object in view ; whatever thai may be.

The former owner's note :

" This is an unintelligible treatise on the magic syllables—down-
*' right nonsense ; but the Brahmans consider it a great curiosity and a

•* highly important book."

2.) Tantra raja vyaTcydnam; miilam and tica, incomplete ; not regular

as to leaves.

A book is entitled tantra raja, supra 3, No. 3, "royal ritual," to

which this one is a comment. It contains spells in general ; some addressed

to Suhrahmanya or Viyiayaca ; and various others to Sactis under different

names ;
portions of the universal Mother : for special private objects, or in

general homage. Of the two treatises, this one is the largest ; but it is with-

out beginning, or ending.

The book is a medium sized, neat quarto, the binding somewhat

worn.

8. No. 8. Yogini hriidayam, miilam and tica, in two sections.

1.) The midani, mantra sastram.

The Vamakesvara tantram, I—3 padalams not complete.

2.) The dipica, that is tica, or*comment.

By Amritdnanda yogi Indra.

1—3 unmeshams " winks" or sections.

Modes of tapas and ritual to various personified feminine deities,

to whom the term devata is applied.

The ritual in detail : mantra-siddha the answer or accompfishmcnt.

[As noted before Yogiiii usually means a she iojp, or fairy ; and such beings

may have more to do, as to these mantras, than every wiseacre may imagine.]

The book is a thin folio, in good order.
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9. No. 9. Fifteen pieces.

1.) Katycmanit difficult prose, with a tica.

Modes of ritual homage to Call and other sactis, or goddesses.

2.) Garhha kuldrnava)n, slScas.

The " sea of the womb-family :" who regard the womb, with its

appendices, as typifying universal Nature : the 3rd adhydyam only,

various spells, &c. The glory of the Siva sacti mantras explained.

3.) Vana Durga malia vidya, prose and mantras.

On the ritual to bring over this forest goddess ; and others also.

The bandhanam, or binding down: either not to hurt, or to aid

in any device, with stuti or praise.

4.) Ashta mucha Narasinha mantra, the spell of the eight-faced man-

lion ; mantras and prose.

—Die handhanam, binding the regents of the eight celestial points
;

and other formules direct.

5.) Angirasa die handhanamantra ; ^wawZ/'a and prose form. Another

spell to bind the eight points, ascribed to Angirasa, a great rishi, of

high antiquity.

6.) Para puja vidhdnam, slocas, mantras and prose.

Mode of homage to a sacti named Para which appears to be the

feminine of Paran, the supreme.

7.) Bhadra Cdli mantram, from the ^Acasa Bhairava calpam,

a work on the kaula mysteries. This is a spell to bring over the

sacti of Vira Bhadra, for evil purposes.

8.) C/mlini mantvam, a spell to bring over a sacti of vindictive

agency.

0.) Sarabha sdluva mantram, a spell addressed to the form

assumed by Siva, to punish the man-lion avatdra ; for vindictive

objects.

10.) Smasdna rudra mantram, a spell to bring over Siva, as

dwelling in cemeteries; of course as a deadly destroyer.

11.) Maya prayogam, a praxis on maya the ordinary term for

matter ; in the highest acceptation the sacti of Brahma, but often

used in much lower meaning.

12.) Mdtrica terpanam, mode of pouring out water from the

hands, as an act of homage to " the mother i' to bring her over, so

as to aid.
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33.) Chandrica puja, prose.

Form of ritual to a sacti named after the moon, or perhaps after a

jewel which is moon-shaped.

14.) Chaturzashti hhairava 7nanfram,'-grose spell to a terrific form

of Siva, for aid.

15.) Amr'ita mr'itanjaya mantram.

Spell to the ''Ambrosia death-conqueror" directed to Siva, whom the

sacti hhaktis recognize ; but only as subordinate to the feminine power.

The book is a medium sized quarto, the back injured.

10. No. 10. Two treatises.

1.) 'Ananda calpdvali, " joy fruit-string.''

By Avadhuta viahesvara, "the divine teacher" alias Tejananda

ndVha " lord of splendid bliss," sldcas, prose, mantra form.

Farispandam 1—13 that is, sections.

Stri-ndtlia puja, a mode of ritual homage in temples to the

" female lord."

Nitya puja, daily, or constant ritual.

PlVlia puja, homage to the pedestal, or shrine of the image ; with

a statement as to order, or precedency, among the various goddesses.

Pard Siva puja, and homa vidki, ritual to the feminine power,

with Siva ; and mode of fire offering. If any defect occur 2^, p)rayascliita

or expiation, is provided.

[As temple service for the first time occurs, it may be noticed, that this retiring sect

does not commonly possess distinct temples. However there is one at Periapolliam, connect-

ed with the Siva koil, but on the other, or western side of the river j and one of more regular

construction at 'Arani on the eastern bank of the same river. I also casually ascertained

the existence of one at St)-i Permatiir ; it was equivocally termed Iswara Koil; but the

sjDeaker, finding his marks to be understood, admitted the fact ; and stated that there were

about thirty families of that persuasion, in that town ; and that they paid no respect to the

large Vaishnava fane.]

2.) Nydna arnavam, sldcas.

1—26 padalam, complete.

Excellency or glory of the letters used for spell ; the term Varna

mdld may also designate a sacti ; and her glory.

Bdld sttdi, praise of the girl sacti.

Tripuresvari stuti, praise of that goddess ; with Tripura sundari

puja mahima; glory of the ritual to the sacti of Tripura i. e., Sancara

or Siva.

d2
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Stri vidya lioma, daily fire-offering to the feminine symbol,

described.

Njdna lioma vivaranmn, a detail of the " wise fire-offering " for

learning, or knowledge.

Dicsha vidlii, mode of initiation to the mystic rites of this sect

—

the sacti hhahtis.

Guru vandanam, homage to the religious teacher.

Guru stuti, praise of the same, and other like subjects.

A thick quarto in good order.

17. No. 11. Lalita sahasranchna hhdsyam.

By Bhdscara raya or Bhdsivdnanda.

The tica to the original sldcas.

1—11 kolas, or divisions, complete.

Praise of Lalita a sacti by 1,008 names, or titles, the meaning of each

one paraphrased, or explained. Mode of ritual homage to the said Lalita—
her glory declared—so much for substance.

A thick quarto fairly written, in good order, lettered " Mystery,

Lalita 1000 names, with commentary." The word 'Mystery' is letter-

ed on many volumes of this class ; seemingly as synonymous with ' a

secret.' Very likely the Eleusinian, and other mysteries were of this

class; but the more legitimate native use is for isoteric doctrine, witliin

some external exhibition ; such as Vishnu rahasya the monotheistic

doctrine. The sacti system is wholly secret.

12. No. 12. Four tracts.

1.) Tri zati namdvali pracdsica, a paraphrase or illustration of

the names of a goddess. By Sancardchdrya, 1, \^ pracdsanam or

sections.

Sri vidhya is applied to the recondite knowledge of the class. It is

used also for the sacti, and three hundred names, or epithets ; are illustrated in

this tract.

2.) Tripura tdpani, prose.

The 3rd hhandam only.

Between the two words, either sundara, or sundari may be un-

derstood. The piece declares the glory, or excellency of the deva or

devata; but the real leaning is to the sacti, or female energy.

3.) Vdma dchdra siddhdntam ; slocas.

By Mahesvara dchdrya.
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The 1st padahnn only. It appears to belong to the Vmna deva
samhila, and gives the correct ritual, as to mode of homage to deva the

god, or guru the teacher.

4.j Bhagala muclii, slocas, mantras, from Vac jaya drita yamala, in-

complete.

The natae {mihcn prosopa) is applied to a sacti or goddess; with a

thousand nameg or epithets. Some spells are contained; the excellence of

the said sacti is declared.

The book is a thin folio, neat writing, in good order, lettered

** Mystery."

13. No. 13. Three pieces.

1.) Pardsara samhita, slocas.

"By Pardsara, 1

—

65 padalams, incomplete.

There are other notices of this work. The part looked into of

this one relates to Hanuman. The pancha muc'ha Hanuman mantra,

or spell of the five-faced Ilanumdn. Praise of Jnjini, by which name

also heis known.

Drv&ja dhattam, a tale of him; the words appear to be an epithet of

the same. A filthy legend, as to the birth of Hanumdn is contained. The

ordinary legend makes Hanuman to leap at the sun, mistaking it for a fruit

:

here, by an improvement, he is stated to have swallowed the sun. Again we

find Ilanumdn educated by Siirija (the sun) who gave him to wife his daughter

Silverchain.

Trisula roma vdtam—the slaying of one named " the triden t

7?owa."

Sumuc'ha charitra the tale of one named from a good counte-

nance.

The bearing of the whole apparently is to show the importance

of Hanuman, and of the mantra named after him.

[A small proportion of Vaishnavas lean over to, or adopt the sacti system ; and name*

and persons of their own class, not using Saiva names.]

2.) Paramdnanda lahari ,• slocas; otherwise termed sliodasa ash-

stoitra sata ndma—no iica. It is the second section, taken out

from the garhha hularnavam, v. 9. 2) supra.

Paramdnanda may mean "celestial joy ;" but the term dnandam
has been adopted by this sect, with reference to their own ritual.

It appears here to be applied to the sacti; with a variety of epithets

involving praise.

I
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3.) Tatva pracdsica, ilea form.

It is a paraphrase on a book entitled stuti sucia mala.

It aj)pears to be Saiva and ascetical ; but was not very particularly

examined.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, neat writing, binding

damaged, lettered " Mystery."

14. No. 15. Sarada tilacam, dbcas and mantras, 1

—

25 j^adalaras

incomplete.

The forehead spot of Sarada, a godde&s. A salutation to B.tc-

shina nitirti the Saiva genius of learning, to Siva (or Pdrvati) to Siva

and to Vignhvara (Ganesa.)

Mode of propitiatory homage to Indra, and the rest of the 8 guardians

of the celestial points— placing calasams, or vessels holding water—with fire

—

offerings to propitiate,, bind, or bring over.

Praise of the aforesaid. As the Vira Saivas have invented a cosmo-

gony of their own, so in this book there appears one differing from the ordi-

nary Hindu puranas.

The main part of the book is on the sacti secret homage ; not admitting

of full detail. The representative of Mdtanffi (the maternal member goddess

is not, in this book, any altar with diagram and spells inscribed, as most

usual; but a living pariah girl ; who is to be treated in every way with respect,

and presents ; so as to propitiate. She is to be placed on a pedestal in an

imaginary shrine, after the preceding spells have been used. There is a form

for inspiring her with the goddess; and thenceforward she is no longer a mere

Avoman; but the goddess incarnate; and care must be taken not to provoke

her displeasure, or curse; which would be the curse of the goddess. The piija

to Mdtangi is made, not attended vvidi any gross outrage ; and the individual

hired, as above, is dismissed civilly, with presents. The object is to obtain

wealth ; and sometimes, for purposes more malignant. Light needs to be

thrown on "the dark places" of this country ; and some sacrifice of pro-

priety must be made in consequence.

The book is a thick quarto, in good order, lettered "Sarada

iilaca Mystery."

15. No. IG. Sixteen brief pieces.

1.) Kula arnavam, slocas.

G—11 adhydyams,

A part of the leading book of this class on the mode of purifying

materials, used as offerings ; with details as to the excellency of this mode

of horaai^e.
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2.) Garhha kula arnuvarn, slocas.

1

—

IS padalams.

Sdtthhagya, an epithet of the goddess— mode of offerings, and lionmfe

to that goddess. Mode of night homage, usual, but not peculiar to tliat class.

The fruit, or benefit of such homage.

3. > Lalita staram—slocas.

Lalita one of the names or forms of Parvati ; praise to that sacti.

4.) Sri chacra lekhana vidhi, slocas, prose, mantras.

The Sri c'/acra is the diagram of the sect ; but it is varied, according

to various purposes intended to be answered. The suitable manfra is after-

v/ards written in : mantra siddhiis the accomplished purpose. [The question

arises whether people would obstinately usethis, or any other system of magic,

if always in vain ; and if the mantra siddhi occur for their encouragement so

to continue ; then, by what agency ?]

5.) Siva ananda lahari—slocas 210.

*' The flood of Siva's bliss" ; the glory of Siva, and praise render-

ed ; including praise of the sacti of course.

G.) Chitavihara natanam —4 slocas.

At some periods Siva dances ; these slocas are on an exhibition

of that sort, in the great temple at Chitambaram,

7.) Mahesvara ashtacam, 8 slocas.

Praise of Siva—his glory declared.

8.) Sduvdarya lahari, 100 slocas.

By Sancardchdrya—The '' flood of beauty ;" a description of

the bodily members of Parvati, with laudation.

9.) Shada amndyam, mantras, and prose.

The mantram of Sydmala devi.

The mantram of Varahi [it is this form of Darga that has a lion-

vehicle ; as one of the seven great mothers ; having no relation to the Vara-

hdvatdram\

Mantras' to bind the six points of the heavens ; that is, the four

cardinal points, with the zenith and nadir.

10.) Panchami stdva raja, slocas, royal praise of Tripura sundari,

and other forms of the female energy.

11.) Kdla adarisam, slocas, prose.

Mode of ritual homage to Kdld or kdlicu, which is to be dis-

tinguished from Kdli the sacti of Vira Bhadra, v. No. 17.
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12.) Yogini hriklayam ; slocas.

1—3 upadesa, so far complete ; attributed to Annitdnanxhi ndCha

vide 28 No. 30, but extracted from the Vamakesvara tantram.

The mode of tapas or penance, so as to produce benefit ; and of course

various details, and tnantras of the sact.i system.

13.) Sacti Ganapati vid/id?2am*sl6cas and mantras, X— \5 padalams,

so far complete ; taken from the siddha yamalam.

Details of homage intended to bring over the goddess, so as to be propi-

tious ; and to aid in designs, of what nature soever.

14.) Uclihista Ganapatiyam, slocas and mantrams. Mode of homage

to Ganaj)ati to obtain learning or intellectual skill ; but Ganapali is

sometimes used merely as a covert term for sacti rites.

15.) Sveta calpam, slocas.

The 5th padalam only.

Sveta (of the same meaning as Gduri)i?, the name, or epithet of a

sacti— praise of her ; and benefit of homage directed to her.

16.) ''Aschdrya aslistottra satam.

One hundred and eight names of a sacti tei'med 'Aschdrya (wonderful)

with praise said to be from the Garbhakula dgamum.

The following note, by the former proprietor, is prefixed to this volume.

" Consisting of extracts from various treatises. These extracts are

transcribed unaltered from a palm leaf volume found at Ttichinoftoly.

They regard the ultimate, and mo»t hidden parts of the mysteries. The

volume is excessively rare, and vigilantly concealed. These are indeed curio-

sities. The original M S. is in the diva ndgari character, and very ancient,"

Date, and place not given—the note must have been written at an early period

of enquiries. This collection has several copies of some of the pieces.

The book is a medium quarto ; the binding a little injured.

16. No. 17. Two treatises.

1.) Kdlicdgama, slocas, prose mantras.

1—21 padalams.

With reference back to No. 16, 11 it now appears that hdlica is shad

hald six-fold, or formed ; that is hdlica—hdla rdffi, lidla dicliva—Bhadra

Cdli—hala rupi—mritya kdlicd. These are all terrific forms ; and drinking

the blood of victims offered in sacrifice was among the rites.

Praise of those goddesses, or of the one sextu^Dle—glory—mode
of ritual homage, and the like.

2.) Pdrasu Rama sutram., su/ra form, incomplete.
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This recondite piece contains chants, or hymns, in praise of Indrdai,

Vignesa, Cdldtma, Adi-bindhu., ai;il other names, or forms of portions of the

universal female energy, or Xatuke. The sculptures on the Amardvati (or

Elliot) marbles, which harmonize with the sacti system, represent these forms
hierogljphically by very small circles, within a large circle ; or by many dots

within a circle. In addition to the said chants, the worship, or ritual homage,

to a naked woman as above explained, is given with the direct worship of the

vulcautdea; symbdical of coarse ; though surprising, this homage is less

obtrusive tlian the Saha worship of the lingam, or jjhallus.

The book is a ibin quarto, the binding a little worn.

17. No. 18. Siva archana chandrica.

By Srinivasahhatta; slocas, mantras, prose; from the 25 tk

pracdsam (splendor) to the 35th incomplete.

The title would imply the ^J'^'^^'^^^-worship ; but it is equivocal
;

Sivdrchana ma.y relate ciiher to Siva, cv Siva, (Parvati.)

Rules fur forming the diagram—mode of repeating the Durga man-

tram, homage to Devi, as if seated in a .splendid temple ; meditation on the

imaginary form, of pleasing, and agreeable countenance. Another mode of

meditation on Durga, with, matted hair ; a neckltce of skulls ; and quite naked.

Homage to a living representative of the goddess Natuee, as before explained.

Gazing on such a type, and especially when menstruous, is deemed meritorious.

Adultery with the wife of another man is herein stated to be an act of the

greatest possible virtue. If there be an exacerbation it is this, that oblations

of the blood of goats, buffaloes, of men, and of hares are directed to be made
;

together with the flesh of cats, aud the hair oi Pariars.

Much of the poetical, and imaginative is mixed up with the other, and

grosser matter ; and in the most extravagant kind of oriental allegory. The

splendid temple, for example, abovementioned is brilliant as gold, has a

pillar entirely formed of gems, and a hundred golden windows. The goddess,

in one portion, is drawn with all the minute personal description of eastern

poets, as a lovely young female; and, anon, is an Amazunian fury, with

dishevelled hair, a necklace of skulls, and attributes of terror. All this might

be passed by, as mere poetry, though idolatrous. However in the pl.^in,

tangible, and intelligible matters of fact, as to manners and moral?, these

run counter to the commori sense, that is, to the almost tinicersal opinion

of mankind.

The book is a medium quarto, the binding a little used.

18. No. 19. Siddhdguma iantram: said to be from the Rudra
yamalam, slocas.
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1—8 2^adalams and the 87th and 89th padalams, ccstera desunt.

On the Sri vidya, general learning, or science of this peculiar

sect.

Mantras or spells directed to Durga— Vana Durga the forest

goddess, Dacshina murti v. supra—Bhagala (dea vulva) Garuda—to

bring them over, so as to aid. Modes of hornage in connexion with

the spells—jfajja muttered prayer

—

tdpa burning, or intensive desire

in meditation—and the like matters. The title indicates magic; the

substance gives the specific kind.

The book is a thin quarto, the binding a little used.

19. No. 20. CalpaJcduslubham, from the Rudra yamalam, sheas*

1—5 2)adalams, and 83

—

89 padalams.

Siva is represented as stating that he worships Tripura—the

mother of all—by poets termed Maya or Pracruii, &c., but her prime-

val name is Fana Durga (the wild, or forest Durga.)

Eules for forming yeyitras, or diagrams, and inscribing the magic

letters, or syllables therein, matters to be used in offerings, flesh, fish, wine, &c.,

also drugs, as opium, and the like, and flowers. One of those offerings, it is

stated, will cause the votary to live six hundred years.

The whole relates to the worship of the female energy, as paramount

to the masculine energy. Analogous to Cybele, the "mother of the gods;'*

or to the "celestial Venus " among the Greeks.

The book is a thin quarto, the binding injured.

20. No. 21. Four treatises.

1.) Sudarsana samhita, slocas, mantras.

1—27 padalams.

Parvati asking Siva, mho now protects the world ? on Vishnu*s ceas-

ing to become incarnate. Siva states some matters as spoken by Vishnu, to

his discus (Sudarsana) and adds that Hanuman, under the orders oi Rama,

now preserves the world. The spell of Hanuman, octo-syllabic, is given,

with the mode of silent repetition—and describing the form of Hanuman.

Benefit of meditating on that form, with use of mantras; a string of which

on the mMa mantram is given.

The kinds of diagrams used for those spells.

2). Pratdpa Hanumanta calpam.

3— 8 padalams, slocas, prose, mantrams.
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Pratupa means glorious ; and it may be understood of Hanuman,

or of tlie benefit accruing from his worship.

The pancha ractra or five-faced Hanuman-?\)e\[ for (akarishanam)

drawing, or oraiiiing over —bandhanam for binding down, not to oppose;

vnsijam to «educe, or fascinate

—

vidces/iaria to divide, cause enmity between.

The various spells, witli fire offering, used for these and Hke purposes.

[Th'^se two pieces tend to explain the use of tlie word^ Sudarsana and Hanuman
as to iheir employ by Sniuiix ; whicli might lead to mistake, A small proportion of

Vaishnavns are fallen off to the Sacti way, and such pieces, as the forej^oing, may have

been intended to draw such entirely over to the Saiia sacti system ; and No. 22 infra

may yield another exemplar.]

o. Siirendra samhita.

1— li padalams—slocas.

A.ccount given by Siva to Parvati, at her request, as to the mode

of ritual homage to Syamala devi ; that is to a portion of herself
;

and this, it seems, originally was told by Ndreda to Indra,

The Mdtangi vidhi, or homage to Mdtangi is described, wiih the

mantra used in that ritual. Mention herein occurs of the " right handed"

and the " lefc handed" way ; which may need further elucidation. The in-

struction here is to choose a C/iat/ddli, or Pariar girl, in her first men-

sttuation, on Tuesday, or Sunday of the dark half lunation ; and, after the

preparatory purification of the place, and binding the guardians, as often

nofed above, to inspire the said individual with Aldtaiuji ; to which being

oblations are made, and the spell repeated one hundred times, with motions

of the hands accompanying. This book allows the preference to be given

to a woman of the military, or mercantile caste, or to a cnmmon prostitute.

Sandalwood paste is to be put on her body ; food and drink given ; her

eye-lids are to be tinged with antimony. The magician must be self-col-

lected, or restrained ; or he may go mad. With all this, a small combustible

image is to be at hand, and the operator is to write his enemy's name upon it,

and it is then to be burnt on the hearth ; it being added, the said enemy will

die within a fortnight. Then follows the direct worship of Ueshista Chan-

ddli (the px'opelling Pariah) with the use of wines, or ardent spirits. It is

added that any votary who makes known this secret worship is guilty of

incest with his mother. In the 5th parfa/am are rules for the forms of dia-

grams ; in the Gth the forms of what are termed pit.'ha<i pedestals (quasi

altars) and fire-pits ; the articles for oblations, and the kind of flowers to be

offered, described : rules for fascinating kings, chiefs, a Brahmani woman,

or Sudra girl are given. Spells for offspring ; for release from bondage ;

and other objects. Spells to Cdli. Mdtangi and Sijaynulii for impediment

in war ; for arresting the sword ; stopping the mouth, l)ewildering the mind
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of adversaries ; laming the feet ; blinding the eyes ; and, in a word, all that

magic aims at. The potency of the spells is lauded.

[It has been thought right to be a little pavlicular with this book The system pre-

vailed in the province of Bengal ; and mutineer sepoys were probably oi' this class. It is a

depressed system in the Peninsula ; but as the result of enquiry, it is found that it per-

meates every where; always existing where there is a small shrine appended to Saiva tem-

ples, termed Amman Kovil. They are the Ammoneans of Bryant ; whom that learned

writer has managed to find every where.]

4.) Bhadra kritya prasamsa, or " praise of the vengeful-doing ;"

slocas.

41—48 adhyayams, incomplete ; but stated to be extracted from

the Maha Lacshmi retna culpa [v. No. 22 infra.)

liitual of homage to the said goddess, to gain over her influence, or

power, for use— for the cure of distempers, for the destruction of enemies

and the liiie. The somewhat prudent precaution is given, that if the conduct,

of the spell, or spells is without fault, the rite wdl succeed; but if faulty it

v^ill not ; and will recoil on the operator.

The book is a medium sized quarto; the binding used, or worn.

21. No. 22, Maha Lacshmi retna cosham, slocas 1—42 and 45—88
adhyayams the 43rd and 44th being wanting, and it does not seem

to finish.

Isvara relates to Parvati, the glory and excellency of Lacshmi, with

details of her worship ; especially as to the spells, with their accompaniments

which are used, and are taught in this book. The kinds of diagrams for in-

scribing the spells ; and thtir great value. In the midst the Garuda

dhydnam, an intensiiive meditation is given. On five modes of purifying

the five elements. External, and mental modes of homage. Times of offering

sacrifices. Some fire offerings for use of women, making this kind of homage

—fire pits for those offerings—their forms or properties, and the like things.

[Lacshmi is apparently synonymous with Ndrdyani. one of the

seven great mothers, or forms of eternal matter, personified.]

The book is a thick quarto, bound ; the back injured.

22. No. 9a. Four pieces.

.1.) Bhagala calpam, slocas, and mantrcM.

1—3(5 padakwis, complete.

Ritual for bringing over this sacti—fire offerings to be used— the dhya-

nam or intensiiive meditation

—

akarashanam securing, or binding down to

do the required kinds of service.

2.) Sapta safi, iiiG " seven hundred."
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1—21 adhydyam, incomplete.

Part of the ClihandipaVh of Dmga.

Durga urgalam the door-bolt oi Durga.

,, cavacham, praise and invocation for aid.

Vagisvari stottra, praise of the sacti.

Devi stuti praise of Devi or Durga ; both names are chiefly used

with reference to the Amazonian war ; the subject of the C1ihandifat''lu

3.) Lalita sahasra ndma, slocas, the 1008 names, used in the worship

of Lalita, one of the sacti forms, or names of Parvati ; complete.

4.) Sri vidya vildsam, slocas, prose and mantras, complete.

Sri vidya, a goddess, otherwise, the sacti system. Ritual of

homage.

Cdlasa sf'hdpana, the placiuo; vessels of water to be mantricised, and

then used in lustrations

—

prdna pratisMha, spells for infusing life into any

diagram, or image, or inspiring any person with the goddess ; causing any one

to become possessed. The ckacras ; that is, the kinds of diagrams, used for

spells or homage ; the triangle and circle in chief; but variously combined

or posited.

23. No. 24. Akila mantra sangraham or Sri vidya sutra dipica, a

compendium of illustration of the Sri vidya, as above.

This book forms a receptacle for a great variety of pieces, under

distinct headings, on the subject of the Sacti worship, and other modes
of magic ; according to a manuscript note, collected at Masulipatam in

1831.

To detail the whole is useless, some are as follows :

Sri madana gopdla mantras.
"

Dhdrana gopdla „
Murti panjara „

Mta Mahiskinydsa „ The.e have chiefly relation to^e.a.-a and other „ > Krishna.
latva nyasa
JRetna gopdla mantra hramam.
Madana gopdla stottra.

Gopdla upanishada (spurious.)

J

Nava retria stuti, nine jewelled praise.

Pdtuca stottra, praise of the slipper.

'Abarana devata stuti, praise of the jewelled goddess.

Gfinapati npanishada (spurious.)

Dacshana murti sahaaranama, the 1008 names of the Saiva genius of

learning.
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Raja rajesvari siottram, praise of the royal-queen goddess, (" queen of

heaven," Jerera : 44, 17— 19.)

Bala cavarham with fvja, defensive spell, and mode of ritual to the

young Parvati.

Bhairava mantram, see other notices.

The preceding headings include 95 pieces, or subjects ; and the

remaining pieces are placed under three headings.

The book is of medium quarto, the binding worn.

,24. No. 25. Eleven pieces.

1.) Kartaviryarjuna calpam, slocas, prose and mantrams.

Mode of homage, and its benefits of a vindictive kind.

2.) Kojtamryarjuna onantravidlianam, 5/ocas, explaining the use of

the spells. The directions being followed, the desired object, or

objects will be attained.

3.) Raja rajesvari adhydyam, slocas : intensitive meditation upon a

ritual, and spell to a sacti, as above.

4.) Laghu malm vidya kramam, or otherwise Pratyangira vidhanaw.

A brief ritual to Pratyangira a sacti.

5.) Sahara chintdmani.

By 'Adi nafha, slocas, and some Telugu prose, distinct 1— 10

padalams, not complete. Ritual mantrams, &c., in the usual way,

directed to Cdli, and other sactis to bring over, and render obedient to

any designs.

6.) Betala calpam, slocas and prose.

1— 11 padalams.

Betala is commonly understood of a subservient familiar demon ; as

in the tale of Vicramarca. It is therein connected with Call, and human

sacrifices. It belongs to the sacti class of notions ; and, in these Sections arc

directions as to homage to the Betala—its glory or excellence, &:c. The design

to obtain, and use its services.

[Shakespeare's beautiful fiction of Ariel may be taken as a specimen ; though the

ideas attached to a Betala, are more consonant to a Caliban].

7.) Avesha Hanumanta mantram, prose with mantras.

Avesha is usually understood of a subtile, or spiritual form of some

unearthly being, that comes over, and possesses people; a belief every where

current. These are spells, and other matters so to bring over, and use ffantf-

wnv, as to possess and infatualc ; and ^iomc of the matters are of a licentioufi

character,
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8.) Indrdcshi mantra vidJtdnam, slocas and mcmtras.

Spell and connected ritual to a sacti termed Indrd's eye
;
possibly

synonymous with " stella."

9.) Kdlikd vidhanam, slocas.

Mode of ritual, &c., to a sacti v. No. 17 supra.

10.) Killa nayica pi(ja vidhanam.

Order of homage to the " family lady" or goddess of the locali-

ty, among sacti hliahtis.

11.) Kuldr/idra padadhi, slocas, incomplete.

Directions as to daily ritual, and custon)ary duties of this class.

The book is a small quarto, the binding worn, and the back in-

jured.

25. No. !28. Six pieces : this is the 3d vol. of " Sactija mis-

cellany ;" a collection of spells, &c.

1.) Sarahhd Kdlicd agamam, slocas with a Telugu tica : 1— 12

padalams.

Spells to drive away—disperse, &c. : some medical charms against

agties, and other diseases.

2.) Pratyangira prayoga vidlii—slocas incomplete. The practice of

rites to bring over, bind, &c. Pratyangira a sacti.

3.) Maha Lacshmi calfam, slocas.

Ritual to Lacshmi, with its benefit stated v. suiyra 21, No. 22

4.) Pratyangira upanishadam 32 ruchs.

On the majesty of this goddess : if genuine, it must belong to

the Atliarvana vedam.

5.) Bhagala mantra vidhdna kramam.

Mode of ritual &c., &c., to this sacti above defined.

6.) Ayina purrtesvari mantra calpam, slocas with, prose ?iX\(\ mantras.

\^Anna purna is the name of a gacti at Benares, and other places. The mode of

ritual, the spells to be used, and the glory of this sacti. Col. Moor in his Hindu Pantheon

states that, in the Deccan, this goddess is publicly represented by a naked woman, outside

of a temple j whom devotees walk around in homage, and pour upon her offerings of corn
j

the name means " fulness of food'' quasi Ceres]

.

26. No. 27, Two treatises.

1.) Lalitdrchana padadhi, slocas.

By Chitdnanda ndtlia.

1

—

2 paricli hedas complete, some prose and mantrams, Lalila a sacti.
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Concerning ihe oiliciatinji; liicrophant. Meditation on the ishta dcvuta,

or preferred goddess -on cleansing after evacuations, Honiage to the ndva

natlia (pilot ? )

Dwara devata pvj'i, homagd to the guardian of the door Matrica

jnija homa'ic to " the moiher". Pitlia puja ktamam, order of the pedestal

(altar) homage. Mode of placing calasas or WBter vessels for lustrations, and

the use of the water. Ritual to various sactis, with the fruit, or benight

stated

.

2.) Sahhariya calpdvali slocas, prose.

By Srinivasa cavi.

1—5 sfhdpacams, the 6lh defective.

Ch^havdi a name, or epithet of an Amazonian goddess. Mode of

homage, three times daily, analogous to the sandija vandanam of other classes.

The whole was not particularly examined.

The book is a medium sized quarto, the binding a little worn.

27. No. 28. Five pieces.

1.) Chulini Durc/a vidhdnam.

1— 14 upadesams (lessons) complete.

The title limits the homage to a terrific form ; and the chief points

are akaiishanam propitiating, vasyam gaining over ; then, by the aid acquired

uclCchadana driving away enemies &c., stambkanam impeding progress.

The full order of ritual is given.

2.) Ganapati calpam—slocas.

1—14 padalams.

The ritual is termed Uch^chista (yanapati pvja for gaining over, and

for driving away enemies, or the like. The spells are stated ta be shadprayoya.

of six-fold practice; and may correspond with the shod kald, before noted.

The matitrn siddhi or accomplishment of the design. Praise is given to tlie

terrifying Ganesa, for the result.

3.) Kartaviryarjuna calpam, slocas.

The benefit of homage to the Sacti. The name appears to be

only distinctive.

4.) Kdumara samhita^ slocas.

1—9 adhydyam.

The Vidya Ganesa mantram, with various adjuncts of ritual

homage.

5.) Trisati ndmam—slocas prose, and 7nantras. Praise of Lalita-

devi, by three hundred names, or epithets. Giory, or excellence of

the .said sacti.

The book is a medium sized quarto, the binding worn.
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28. No. 30. Two pieces.

1.) Yugiiii lu'lldayam, slocas with tica, the ilea by AriiTitananda

naVha.

1—3 sanhetam, complete.

Praise of the ishta devaia, or pi'eferred goddess ; mode of teaching

books on this system to other persons, as pupils. Some diagrams, with dif-

ferent names, and objects ; which, with their mantras inscribed, and recited,

have the power of the sacli inherent : one with nine angles ; one with ten

anyles, but not regular polygons.

Trailocya mohana chacram, spell, and diagi'ams, fascinating

three worlds.

Sarva ruga liara chacram^ the like, that destroys every disease.

M'udra vivaram, motions of hands and fingers, used with various

spells.

Kdula mata lacshanam, a description of the peculiarities of the

sacti mode of homage, and credence. Various modes of penance for

obtaining desired boons ; and the like matters.

2.) ^Ascharya ashtottra sata.

Praise of a sacti by 108 names : her gloi^ ; and connected

matters.

[^j^schar is the name without inflexion. Mr. Layard, at Nineveh

read a name in a symbol, clearly of this sect, as if it were AhJiuv-

Quer}^ if both are not the same ? as the Assyrians, according to the

Hebrew writings, were Yonians, or sacti hhahtis. Ashtar was tho

Phenician word, according to the same testimony. Athor was the

Egyptian name.

They are probably one name. Tlic word " wonderful'' used

above is, irTSanscrit, dschdryam.^

20. No. 31. Four pieces.

1.) Sangyayana tantram, slocas, prose and various /iuiut>\(iits.

1- -36 padalams.

Bhagala calpam, the benefit of ritual homage to this sacll
;

0'pified by the feminine symbol
; as lingani is the masculine symbol of

other Saivas.

Concerning iuitiation to this way, or system by a (jnru—mode of

ahuhegnvi or pouring out water on the neophytes [quasi baptism) excellence

of this kiiad of homage, /jentru prfiyofjani, formation of diagrams

I
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homage'to Bhagala, repeated.

2.) Lalita sahasrandma—slocas complete.

Praise of Lalita devi, hy one thousand and eight names ; which

are used in. ceremonial homage.

3.) Si'i vidya ptfja hrama ; slocos with various inantras. Mode of

ritual homage to a sacti, bearing a name, which is also applied to

the recondite science of this class in general. Fomaation of diagram,

spell inscribed : direct homage paid to it.

4.) Sapta sati, slocas with prose, and various mantras 1—16 adliy-

dyams. ¥vom the Alarcandeya purdnam.

Praise of Devi, who led on the war of Amazons, and destroyed

various Asuras (or Assyrians J. The chief is the Maliisha vdtam, with

Dwmhi'a lochana, Rakta hija, Nishumhha ; and many others.

There are also some rites, and mantras to the said sacti a name of

Par rati.

The book is a medium sized quarto, the back loose, and the binding

worn.

The former owner wrote inside this book, the following :

" Mysteries of sacti pvja. This book contains copies of 4 books, re-

garding the most bidden mysteries of the sacli pvja,, i. e., the worship of ,i

naked woman, celebrated in secret with flesh and wine ; which the worshipers

eat and drink. Hence all (?) castes are confounded; and inconceivable abomi-

nations are practised."

" The goddess BagaJii or Vayald muc'hi is a form of Mnt/a, the sister

of Kriah/ui and is \vorsbi})ped as a ciip of water" embleraatic of the vulva.

This book professes to be a supplement to the Ctdarnaram and

Garldia Cidamavaw.^'

30. No. 32. Sri vidya mlasam.

By Gangamdnanda natlia, slocas, with prose and mantras 1—

7

uldsarns complete, " amusement of sacred science."

Srividtja goddess. Mode of wiiting or forming the diagi'am—homage

to it— its excellency or glory

—

pit' ha puja hramam, order of homage to the

pedestal, or shrine; the fire oflering used. The intensitive meditation, and mut-

tered prayer, conveying the wish of the votary ; worship of the different meni-

hers of the said Srividyn, personified as a female. Praise of that form. Proprr-

ties of the successful spell : that is, when it answers to the intention.
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Properties descriptive of the mudra.% seals or signs, by motions of

hands and fingers ; and on what places on the body of the worshippers the

hands and fingers are to be put, during the progress of homage.

The book is a thin folio, the binding worn.

31. No.' 33. Three treatises.

1.) Pdushcara dgamfim, slocas.

1—8 padalams.

On the different padart7ia7}7s, ox genera of existing things.

Bindu surupa—on the nature or properties of Para Brahm—
tatva nirwpanam—detail of properties

—

Maya vivaranam, an illustra-

tion as to the negative cause, or female energy.

Pasu padartliam, the genus of cows, or brutes ; some other castes are

so termed ; as the old Hebrews were accustomed to call aliens, dogs. Kala

sacfi, six sactis, some good, porae evil. What is the pramanam, or measure

of things, some are finite, some illiniited, or infinite. Said to pertain to the

purva iSaiva, or ancient system.

2.) Sarva gndna uttaram.

One ctgania or book ; slocas.

On the elements of all things ; on the mantra and ianira or

formule with its mantra^ or its appropriate diagram ; an enquiry, or

discussion thereon.

Agni kdrya vivaranam,, mode of fire offerings. On initiation. Mode
of sacrifices in some cases ; and with reference to the karta, maker or person

appointing the sacrifice, and paying the costs.

Siva vriita surupa, on the form and conduct of Saiva festivals, or

other observances.

Throughout the preceding two sections are mingled details on the for-

mation and proportions of lingas, or masculine symbols, with modes of ritual

homage, according to what I believe is termed " the right handed way" j as

the following more properly relates to " the left handed way."

3.) Matanga paramesvaram, a Saiva agavian, 1

—

i'7 padalams com-

plete. On the work of destruction and preservation ; herein termed

layam, and bhdgam. Detail of the names of several sactis. Vidya

tatvam, Maya tatvam, kala tatvam; these are technical terms. Niti

surupa, atma huddhi, guna nirupanam, are other terms of a mental,

or spiritual bearing. Sata, asata, wisdom and ignorance described ;

and other like matters.

The book is a thin folio, old, the paper inferior, and somewhat

damaged, the binding worn. [The contents would seem to be of

remoter antiquity than usual].

j2
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32. No. 34. Two treatises.

1.) Yogini hriidayam—slocas with a tica by Aniritananda naVha,

1—3 unmeshams.

Praise of the preferred goddess.

Modes of instruction in books of this class.

Mode of forming various diagrams—to each a sacti power—diagrams

of nine, and ten angles, the seals, or signs used with each one. A diagram

and spell, fascinating the three worlds—an enquiry into the rites, and practices

of the hdula mutant, or family system. Modes of penance, and others of ritual

homage to sactis, worshipped by that class of people.

2.) Ascharya ashstottrasatam.

Praise by 108 names—an alias is said to be Sduhhdgya devi of

frequent occurrence, supra.

The book is a small quarto, the binding damaged.

No. 35. Stated to be " lost."

33r No. 36. Lalita upahhydnam, said to be from the Brahmottara

hhandam of the scandapuranam, 1

—

33 adhydyams.

Communicated by Hayagriva (a centaur) to Agastya; slocas.

On creation, preservation, destruction—origin of the world'—nature of

men ; ancient wars. On the satvica-rajasa, and (dmasagu?ias. The tatva guna

or truth is always inherent in Vishnu. If the paramatma become manifest

in the flesh it will always manifest the tatva gunam.

[^Hayagriva is the genius of learning among Vlshmi-bhaktis ; and the first person is

used as " I (Vishnu) create, preserve, destroy." The name Lalita belongs to the sacti way
;

but this book seems more general. The book, on many pages lias Latin interlined, or notes

by tlie former owner ; who states that the extract is from the Brahmdnda jmrdnavi].

It is a large quarto, of medium thickness, the binding injured.

34. No, 37. Three pieces.

1.) Kala arnavam, slocas only.

1— 17 uldsams, complete.

On the birth and death of mankind. Excellency of the kula matam,

or family sect. The ritual used in it. Modes of yogam, or penance for desir-

ed boons. Excellence of the mode of homage to the female power. Mode of

initiation by a gicru ; the excellence of the said teacher.

Various other matters : it is an authority with this class; and

other notices may be consulted.

2.) Garhlia kula arnavam, slocas.

1

—

2i padalam, complete.
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Elsewhere noted— rites in the worship of Sduhhugya—various festivals,

modes of homage therein—as the nava ratri (nine nights) the great Durna
festival in September—the full moon—the new moon—and Krishna angaraca

chaturdasi, or Dipdvali, and others.

The book is a medium-sized quarto ; tlie binding worn.

3.) Chatur shasti stavam, 64 slocas.

By SancardcJidrija.

A description of the members, and person of Parvati. It may
be a part of the Sdundari lahari ; but comparison was not made.

The book is a medium sized quarto, tbe binding worn.

35. Nos. 51, 39, 39, 43. Four pieces.

No. 51. Tripura sundari calpam.

By Amritdnanda miVha, slocas.

1— 101 calpam (or fruit).

—Glory of Tripura (of course not a "demon") and glory of Tri-

pura sundari, the sacti of the destroyer of three towns. The excellence

of that Jcula, family, or caste. A discrimination as to what kinds of

flesh may, and may not be eaten. Mode of homage by diagrams, with

spells inscribed.

Bhuvanesvari puj'a, to the earthly paradise lady, Cdli puja to

the sacti of Vira hhadra, and to other names or portions of the general

negative, or passive power.

No. 39. Garhha kula arnavam.

1

—

24: padalams, complete.

See preceding notices No. 37 ei alibi.

No. 39. Bhagald calpam, slocas.

1

—

10 padalams, complete.

Various fire-offerings and rituals for alarishanam, subduing;

vasyam, drawing over ; and the like ; see foregoing notices.

No. 43. Siddlianta scd'haram.

6— 10 parich'hedams— slocas.

Nine kinds of snapana vidhi, or lustrations for minor faults, or

purifications, Pratishlia vidhi, mode of consecrating an ima^re.
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Jirna udhdranam, repairs of temples, or other sacred buildings.

With other matters of the Saiva right-handed way. It does not belong

strictly to the sacti system ; except as those shrines are often found

within the boundary wall of Saiva temples, and near the larger shrine.

The former owner's note on this section.

" This is a kind of Saiva code of worship, defining the lingam,

with rules for erecting, and w^orshipping it—properly this is a portion

of the silpa sastramJ'

The entire book is a folio, of medium thickness, in good order.

36. Nos. 41, 40. Two pieces.

No. 41. Siddhanta iec'hara, slocas.

6—36 paricli'hedams, incomplete.

Another copy of the preceding No. 43.

No. 40. ^Ananda tantram, sldcas.

I—20 jmdalams, complete, vide infra No. 52.

The book is a small quarto, the binding used.

37. Nos. 44, 52. Two treatises.

No. 44. Siva samaydnca mdtricd.

1—16 uldsams complete, sldcas.

Mdtrwd, an epithet of Parvati, as seated on the lap, or thigh

of Siva,

Mode of dcharam, or worship in temples ; and also homage in.

rtiantapas or choultries.

[If a judgment may be formed from ouo specimen seen, they differ from the open

niantapax of other sects.]

Excellence of the spell used in the homage to this sacti. The

'^nja plialam, or benefit of homage rendered.

No. 52. 'Ananda tcmtram, sldcas.

1— 20 padalams, complete,

^Ananda riipa^ "form of joy"— a symbol so termed—the cause of

creation, destruction, &c. Vidya su7-upa, another form or symbol. Benefit of

homage. The recondite services or rites, of the sacti bhaktis are contained in

the book, analogous to what l;as been already stated.

The former owener's note :

" Siva Sama dnca Maluca.
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'Ananda tantram or Bhaga Mdlini samhita—two treatises that

explain, in the amplest manner, the most recondite mysteries of the

sacti puja, or worship of the good goddess"
;
(he translates bona dea.)

The book is a folio, handsomely bound in green calf, a little roue
;

that is, worn.

38. Nos. 82, 46. Four subjects.

1.) 3IcUnca chacra viveca/m.

1—5 khandas, slocas only.

Various diagrams with their inscribed spells, used in the worship of

Matncu "the mother," emblematized as usual. The excellency and power
of the gaid diagram, &c. Siva sacti nirupanam, a description of the feminine

power.

2 ) Mdtrica chacra vyakya— tica.

By Slvdnanda, 1—5 khandas.

An exposition, or paraphrase of the preceding original.

o). Tflsati hhashya, tica form.

By Sancardchdrya.

This is a comment only, on three hundred names of the sacti

(see No. 28, 5) supra.

1—15 pracasanains ; illustrations.

\_Para dcvata is a name of the sacti; and Fara Faran seems to be the true construction

of the word, in Tamil-Christian usage, for God],

4.) Siva samaydnca 7ndtricd ; sldcas.

1—16 uldsas complete.

See 37. No. 44, siqn-a.

The entire book is a folio, half bound, with paper back : marble

inside.

39. Nos. 109, 47, 116. Four tracts.

Sect. 1. Njaridrnavam, slocas.

1—26 padalams, complete.

Mode of ritual and homage, directed to many forms, or names of the

passive power, or nature. Among others the following :

—

Varna mala,—letters, and the sacti or power to which each one

belongs.
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BaJa Tripuresmri. 'The young lady of tbe three towns;'' or

youthful Parvati.

Tripura sundari, the same ; but as matron.

Sri vidya "the sacred learning" of the sect, or name of a sacti ; of

frequent occurrence, supra ; with various others.

The title means " the sea of wisdom ;" and self-praise is quite

usual with this class.

Sect. 2. Sec YIT. 4 supra.

Sect. 3. Parasu Bdma sutra.

Sutra form (brief, obscure) complete.

These sentences relate to many names or forms of sad is, with

some recognition of the masculine, or positive power in creation, &c.

Excellency, and matters of homage stated ; among others to Indriydni

—Lalita Ganapati—Adi-hindu—Kaldtma, &c.

Sect, 4. Narasinha uttara tdpani,mulam, and tica, incomplete.

This professes to be an adjunct of the Veda. It is entitled from

the 5th avataram of Vishnu. It was not very particularly examined.

The book is small quarto, in plain sheep binding,

40. Nos. 88, 106, 48, 105. Seven pieces.

I.) Dadhichi samhita—sldcas.

2—30 adhydyams, incomplete.

A Saiva dgama (one of 28) is stated to be explained by this

book.

On the glory o^ Sarahha deva; oi Praty angiri; o{ Bhuvanesvari;

and various names or forms masculine or feminine, connected with the

Saiva system. Some votaries honor both energies; some prefer the

masculine ; and some mainly, or exclusively the feminine—which is the

sacti system.

2.) Maha nydsam, sldcas with prose.

On the use of hand and finger signs ; -with various mantras of

a Saiva kind.

3.) Mahimna stavam, mulam and tica.

By Mahimna cavi ; incomplete.

Praise of the glory of Siva and sacti, with A'arious description.
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4.) Matrica chacram, tuulam, and tica.

Uttara bhdgam (the 2ncl part) and incomplete.

On the diagrams and spells used in the worship of the " mother
goddess," ut supra.

5.) Sri vidya retna, di tica ox comment.

By Vidyaranya—complete.

The "sacred learning jewel" a sacti form, excellency, mode of

homage.

For 6) and 7) see VII. 57.

7) is on the worship of Kdma-hdlh, a form, or name of a sacti or

goddess.

The enth-e boob is a folio in boards ; but the tracts differ as to

size, and paper ; the back is injured.

41. No. 48. Sdradd tilacam, mulam, with a tica^ the latter by Bhat-

taraca.

1

—

25 padalams, complete.

Sarada the name of a sacti or Q-oddess.

See 14 No. 15 sujjra.

In addition—a few other notes may be made, on the earlier

portion of the book.

Laudatory verses to Siva and Parvafi ; and salutation to the guru or

teacher,

^Adi bindu (original atom) is stated to be the primal cause, forming

Sdmhku, and from Sambhu.ca.me Saddsiva. Thence Rudra ; who pro-

duced Vishnu, who produced Brahnd, who created the world. Detail

of creation, and of kinds of birth ; some beings from perspiration,

some from eggs ; human kinds from ordinary generation. Composition of

the human body materially ; whence luunan passion and death. Origin of

deities, and formation of spells. Magical powers of the letters of the alphabet.

Rules for building temples, and for their consecration. Properties of fire

pits, and altars ; the latter in the term of the leaf of the aswaVha, peepul

or arasu tree, which is uniformly employed by this sect, as a type of the

female organs. On preparatory rites of purifying the place, and the body of

the votary, considered as a temple. Rules for fire offerings. Names of

opium, and other drugs, used in homage. Formation of diagrams. Mantrns

to various sactis. Hymns to the same. Names of the train, or attendants on

the goddess. Fire offerings to bind opposing influences. The Tripura wan-
tram. Motions of hands and fingers, conveying the power of spells to various

parts of the body of the worshipper. On feeding Brahvians of this class,

Then hymns to Matarigi, and worship of the same in the person of a pariah
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girl, caused to become possessed, aa before described, A variety of spells to

various names, or powers follow ; and some rules for tlio tnpas or penance to

obtain boons, towards the close. [Any further remarks on such a system

must be quite unnecessary.]

The book is a thick folio, country paper, done up with stiff paper

covers, the back injured.

42. Nos. 60, 99, 100, 101, 50. Eight pieces.

1.) Kctla ireya pdrdyanam, or observances at three times of the day,

morning, noon and evening ; slocas, prose, incomplete.

On bathing; muttered prayer; ritual homage ; meditation; and

the like.

2.) ^Ananda lahari vyakya, tica only.

The original by Sancdrdchdrya : this comment is incomplete.

'Ananda lahari, " a flood of joy" may be intended as to Siva or

Parvati, or to the Saiva system in either of its parts. It is laudation,

Saiva in kind.

3.) Sdradd iilacam ; mulam..

The 1st and 2nd padalams, a fragment.

4.) Sdrada tilaca, tica, prose.

Part only of a comment, 1st padalavi.

5.) Siva dhermam ; slocas.

1 — 5 adhydyams, extracted from some larger work. Duties,

w^orship, and deportment of the ^aifa-devotee.

6.) Tardra rdjam ; slocas.

1—3 ad/iydyams, incomplete.

This is on the ritual of the sacti homage.

There are preceding notices.

7.) Mantra mahodadi, slocas.

5—8 adhydyams, incomplete.

Mantrams or spells addressed to various sactis or powers—also

to B-udra and Finayaca.

8.) Lolla, or Sdmidarya lahari vyakya, the original by Sancard-

chdrya together with the comment. Praise of the members, and

personal beauty oi Parvati.

The book is a medium sized folio, done up with paste-board

binding, back injured.
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1—20 palalauis, coinpletie ; vide supra 37, No. 52.

The book is a small, neat quarto ; the binding a little worn,

44. No. 55. Five pieces.

1.) Sitndanpurva idpanii/am, prose and mantra form, 1—7 Ichandam

incomplete.

On the mode of homage to Tripiira sundari—diagrams, and modes

of forming them ; with the usual concomitants-

2.) Sundari uttara tdpaniyam, prose.

The concluding or supplementary part of the foregoing. On
the advantage, or benefit of the mode of homage therein given.

3.) Heramha upanishadam. ; vedaic form.

Heram is a name of Ganha ; but the affix would make out a

sacti of Ganesa ; not usual. The glory of Heramha' stated. If properly

an iqmnishada, it must belong to the 4th vedain.

4.) Lalliv. upanishadam, vedaic form ; concerning Lalita, or

Para devata of whom enough appears in foregoing notices,

5.) Bala inija vidhi, prose, incomplete, Bala is the jung-fraiv,

or Parvati, unmarried. Mode of ritual homage described, with

other details ; in the usual style of these books.

The entire book is a small quarto, country paper, -without

binding, and slightly injured.

45. No. 58. 'Aiidnda tantram, slocas, pradipa vyakliya, a

paraphrase.

1—5 adhydyariis, the comment relates to this, and to No- 53,

supra q. v, and see also 37, No. 52.

The book is a small quarto, country paper, paste-board covers.

46. Nos, 71, 63, 85, Three pieces,

1.) Tripura siddhanfam, sldcas.

1—61 calpa/m (fruit), incomplete.

Siva to Parvati. Details of the sacti. worship.

Importance and excellence of the mantra, or spell of Tripura sundari.

Aula onatci mahiina, or glory of the " family scot/' the worshippers

of the feminine energy.

Samvil mcdiima, glory of opium aad bang ; for which samvit is a slant/

term

.

g2
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On the mode of presenting flowers, and leaves in ritual worship.

—Bala mantra ifirayorjam.

Hhuvanesvari ,, ,,

Kalika ,, ,,

On"the practical use of spells to three forms of the passive energy;

that is to young Farvati ; to the " earth paradise lady," and to the " six-fold

form" above noted ; and the glory, or excellency of those rites is superadded.

The spells, and the practical ritual with them, and direct hqmage to

Mdtangi, as heretofore stated.

Mcttangi uc/ihisla, repelling, or destroying. JVaadi—Si/dma— Vardhi

—Bkairavi, and other forms, or names, or portions of the general principle

or universal Nidture.

2.) Lalita sahasranama.

The 1st part wanting; the uttara pitliaca or 2nd part

—

tica

only, or comment on a portion of the 1800 names of Lalita.

3.) Narasinha uttara tdjxnii vyakhya, a comment on an alleged

appendage to one of the Vedas : the purva portion is wanting,

and the original of the uttara also ; the matter being tica only.

1—9 I'liandam. It relates to the 5th avatara of Vishnu, and

the connected sacti.

The book is a handsome quarto, French paper, half bound in

sheep, used.

47. Nos. 91, 64. Two pieces.

1.) Maha svachanda sdra sangraJiam, sldcas.

9— 4t4: padalams, incomplete.

The subject has a general relation to the worship of Tripura

mndari.

On the excellency of the Tripura mantram. Two kinds of

homage described ; the one mental, the other external, by the hands, &c.

of the votary.

The mvdra seals, or hand motions ; the fire oifering ; the pour-

ing water over the symbol, termed ahisMgam ; and the various other

details of ritual service.

2.) Shodasa nifya tantra : mitlam with a tica entitled 3Iandramd,

or " delightsome" by Snhhagdnanda,

1

—

22 padalams, incomplete.
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Praise of Ganka—of the guru. On the qualification proper for a dis-

ciple.

The formation of a variety of diagrams is stated, together with spells

and ritual homage to various {quasi) goddesses.

A discrimination of the proper times for such ritual homage.

The names of a variety of such goddesses are given ; as —

Kuli sundari jvala mtilini—Lnlita— Vasini—Mohini—Jayani, and

others : with modes of worship, and the instruments, or utensils employed

therein [There are no marginal notes to this book.]

It is a medium sized folio, half bound, cloth and sheep, French

paper.

48. No. 65, Yof/ini lirudaya dipica.

The mulum in slocas, with tica ; the latter by Panydnajida ndfha,

1, 2 sanketam incomplete.

Many specimens of diagrams ; some higher, some lower in value, or

power. Excellency of those figures. Modes of tapas or penance for boons

directed to that goddess. Her glory, and praise.

The book is a medium sized quarto, French paper, bound in

calf, and lettered, a neat volume, but used.

49. Nos. 77, 66. Two pieces.

1.) Tripura calpanii slocas.

By ' Adi ndfhdnanda, 1— 11 padalams, incom^Xeie. Excellence

of the Tripura mantram anushldtia vidhl, mode ol regular or daily use

of it—mocie of ritual homage— the hand and finger signs employed.

Various processes that are preparatory to the worship of Tiipura; and

others that follow it.

2.) Bhagala padadhi, slocas, with prose, and forms ofmaiitrams.

A chapter on the worship of a sacti, before sufficiently explained.

Praise by a thousand names. The ritual of homage—meditation

thereupon intensitive ; v/iih stottras or praise.

The mala mantram, or string of spells founded on one original.

A tolerably full compendium of the worship of deified Nature.

The book is a medium quarto, bound in calf and lettered, French

paper.

50. Nos. 67, 80, 112, 110, HI. Seven pieces.

1.) Siddhanta. sichamani, slocas.

1—20 parichliedams, incomplete.
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It appears to be the same work as No. 43, supra ; but fuller, as

Laving more sections.

Matters of dchdram, or sacerdotal observance generally, among

Saivas.

2.) Purva and utfara Nrisinha tdpani.

By Gauda pata ; niulam and tica.

1st part 5 khandams,

2nd „ 9

The sacti system adapted to Vaishnavas, glory of the 5th avata-

ram : mode of bringing over, and using the acquired aid.

3.) Kdla rdfri calpam, slocas.

1— 12 complete.

The title is literally " fruit of the dark night."

Various magical and ritual details ; as to vosi/am, fnscinating, and

drawing over; stavib/ianam, stopping, hindering, stupif}in^ ; mohanam, sexual

bewilderment; akarishanam, securing, binding down, &c.

4.) Bhuvanesvari calpam, slocas.

1— 10 padalams, complete.

Miidros or hand and finger signs— jwj/ji'a, ritual homage, dhydnam,

meditation after homage rendered, and benefits of such worship of the -'earth

paradise lady."

5.) Mantra mala, prose and spells.

A tissue of spells, used in the service of various sactis ; such as

Mdlrica, Vagisvari, Mdtangi, &c. &:c.

6.) Chliinna masta calpam, slocas.

Mode of homage to a headless goddess—ritual fire offering, &:c.

7.) Haridrd Ganapatl calpam, slocas.

1

—

8 padalams, complete.

Haridra appears to be a name of the sacti of Ganesrt. The name

Ganapatl is sometimes a blind. The subject is the ritual worship of the

feminine energy.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, bound

in calf, with marble paper.

51. Nos. 73, 68. Eight pieces,

].) Tripura calpam, slocas.

By 'Adi mfhdnanda.
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1st juatZa/am defective, 1

—

16 padalams.

On the excellence, and benefit of the spell, and ritual, directed

to Tripura.

2.) Chatur sati, 400 slocas, complete.

1—6 padalams.

Two modes of homage to Tripura sundari; one great or fuller, and

the other brief. Mode of forming, or placing diagrams ; and other rites of

this kind tif worship.

3.) Chaturzati derpanam, a mirror, or commenton the foregoing piece.

By Vidydnanda : tica form.

4.) Ruju hhinarsini, another comment, on the same, by Sivdnanda.

6.) Tripura sara samucJichayam.

By Bhatta ndga, 1— 10 padalams, complete.

Kula nayica puja, ritual homage to the " family lady." Sndnam,

mode of bathing. Mudra handhanam—the use of seals, or hand and

finger motions ; and mode of writing, or forming diagrams for spells.

6.) Sampraddya dipica, a tica or comment to the foregoing piece 5)

also by Bhatta ndga.

1— 10 padalams, complete.

7.) Uttara shadcdm, slocas.

By Vidya pit'ha, 1—6 padalams.

Kula akuld vibhdgam, distinction ; a being of the " family," and

not of the " family,"

Mode of ritual in this " family" kind of worship. Delia tatva vivaram,

df'tails of the liuman body ; as pulses, vital airs, nerves, bones, &c. physico-

theulogy. Kama tatva vivaram. On affections, or emotions of the mini ; as

concupiv^cencr, and all SfXual emotions ; which are herein stated to be good.

Other Hindus reckon kuma with crodha, 8fC. amonfr the great sing.

Yoga japam, on muttered pruyer, in ascetical services— holding the

breath—posture of body ; and the like '' bodily exercise."

8.) Kula. dipica—a tica or comment to the last piece 7.) 1— 6

padalams.

It follows the order of the original.

The book is a thick folio, on French paper, bound in calf, and

lettered ; used.

52. Nos. 69, 70, 72, 17. Cala retna calpa : slocas, prose, and

mantra form.
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1—10 padalams, complete.

A collection of many short pieces spells offensive, ami defensive, and

the like matters. They are very numerous ; and as specimens a few are

—

Bhuvanesvari mantra calpam.

Sarahha saliiva ,, „

CKhina masta calpam, supra 50. No. 67, 8fC. 6.)

Renuca cavacham, with stuti.

Apamarjana stottram.

Narasinha mala mantram.

Betala isvari maniram.

JBhagala mantram— Hanumanta mantram ^ Rajasvala stottram; and

many others.

Several of these occur supra : the second would seem to connect this

worship with the Asuras. [The •Asurs, or Assyrians were of this class, and

the Suras (or Syrians) most probably worshipped tlie male energy. I have

long been of opinion, from various reasons, that the original difference and

subsequent wars of the devas and danavas, arose out of this difference of

opinion, as to the object of worship].

The entire book is a narrow quarto, French paper, bound in calf,

worn.

53. Nos. 98, 90, 124, 84, 94, 78. Six pieces, corresponding with

the numbers.

No. 98. Syamala archana tarangini.

By Visvesvara soma ydjin.

1— 11 vich or " 11 waves of the sea of the syamala ritual;"

sldcas, prose, &c.

Syama or the " dark colored" is in the title; but other names,

or forms, of the female energy are included in the piece.

On fire pits and offerings therein, with a variety of matters con-

nected ; archana is a general term for the whole of any ritual service

;

vide eiiam infra No. 97.

No. 90. Kama kala vilasam, slocas with iica.

The glory of a saeti, with an untranslatable name : a fragment.

No. 124. Kula drnavam, sldcas.

1—G uldsam, complete.

See preceding notices of this leading work. •
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Jiva siiChi, state of human life.

Kula dravya lacshanam, description of the various articles used

in offerings, or otherwise,.by that class of worshippers.

Details of ritual homage to the " Lady of the family." Glory or

excellency of the kula matam, or family sect.

Many other matters.

No. 84. Sri vidya vildsam, slocas, prose.

By Gagandnanda ndfka, 1—5 ukUams, incomplete. See former

notices.

Worship of the pifha shrine, or altar. Mode of forming dia-

grams ; and homage rendered to them, when the sacti is brought within

them.

No. 94. Mantra mailed, a string of spells ; and other matters,

taken from the book called Acdsa hkairava calpam.

Spells to Bdld—Suddha vidya—Mdtangi—Bhuvanesvari—Kaly-

ana mdtangi—Dhumavati and others ; spells for " quicquid cupiunt

homines, " wealth, fame, pleasure, death of ener.Mes.

No. 78. Vdtula tantram, slocas.

1

—

\0 padalams. This is also a leading book

A three fold division :

IJ Siva tatvam ; 2.) Sada Siva tatvatn.

3.) Mahesa tatvam; and mauy other subdivisions.

Brahvidhhedana nirupanam, or i>roof of no division, as Bralnnd,

Vishnu, Siva in the divine being. They are one in operation, in creating,

preserving, destroying.

Mode of homage.

There are a few MS. English notes to this No. only, accord-

ing to which—all gods derive from Siva—the sactis from a bindu (or

particle) and these create, preserve, &c.

The whole book is a broad folio, French paper, edges uncut,

mill boards.

54. No. 81. Lalita updkydnam.

The uttara hhdgam from the Brahmdnda purdnam, 1—33

adhydyam, incomplete ; slocas without any tica.

Lalita a devi is here introduced in a warlike form; (a contradic-

tion to the name) she fought with, and killed a. rdcshasa named Bhandd-

sura, who had thirty lakhs (or three millions) of men at his command.
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Vishanaca asura was afterwards routed ; and other commanders of armies

were killed seriatim.

In the midst are details concerning loca srishti—stitlii—layam—
creation, preservation, destruction.

On the divine and liuman souls, and like matters of a Pauranical

cast.

A few English notes on the conquest of Bhanddsura agree pretty

well with the above.

The book is a thick quarto, French paper, half bound in calf,

and lettered.

65. No. 83. Kula matam, slocas.

By Cavi sec'hara, o— 16 padalams, incomplete ; seals, or finger

signs used in homage to kula nayaca, the " family lady."

Bdlaca samscdram, instruction to young persons, on receiving them

into this class of worshippers.

The character and conduct o^ guru and s'lsha, or teacher and pupil.

Shad-carma vidhi, six kinds of duties, or rituals. Virasdtanam, on

boldness, or bravery. Yogini satanam, the daring produced by Yo'jini, with

a securing ber aid.

The book is a narrow folio, country paper, worm eaten, boards.

5Q. IS OS. 84, 79,92. For 87 See VII.

No. 84. \lnanda lahari, miilam wdth a tica entitled Sduhhagya

verddhini.

Stanzas in praise of Sioa and Porvati, the commentary relates only to

the sacti, as a person, whose members, and general personal beauty are praised.

No. 79, Ilaninnan maid miuitram, slScas, prose, and a string

of spells founded on one original. The spells are directed to a j90zi;er

named Rdjaydjesvari, "the queen of kings."

No. 92. Trigamhaca updnana vidhi ; slocas, prose, and various

spells, complete,

Rudra updsanam krawam, ritual, or order of bringing over " the des-

troyer" to aid in any design.

Avahanti stotiram and Tndrdcshi stottram. Praise of two powers so

named.

Gayatri calpam, fruit of the primal mantram. Gayatri savitri, to re-

lease from the effects of atiy curse. Gayatri hrildayam, praise of the gayatri^

as stava raja royal praise ; panjaiam nest, security ; upanishada andashstoC-
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ttasala 7iama, pi'aisc by lOS uauics. Jiltujaufiam a ]);nie,2:yrir, wnltcii willi-

iu the form of a serpent.

Praise of Surya, the sun, by 1008 names.

The whole book ia a lon^, thin folio, French paper, Itoard.s, tiie

back injured.

57. No. 93. Yoglni Jirilda^jadipicaoY tantram,\.\\(i sl6cns\\\i\\

a t'lca, the latter by Pimydnanda naVha ; sanhetam 1, 2, the 2ud defective.

Some diagrams directed to Vogini are named, and described, with mode
of ritual homage ; and a variety of connected matters.

Nine quarto copy books, French paper, unbound, tied by a strino-.

58. No. 95. Six pieces.

1.) Shad amanayam, slocas and prose.

Six parts, as directed to six poAvers, or to Irtlica six fold i/t .wpra.

The excellency of 'the Vaivhi mantra is stated, ram/siis a warlike

form ; vehicle a lion.

2.) Pancluiml stava rdjain, slocas with prose.

Royal praise of Tripurn s>iiirJ(iri.

3.) Kdula dhernw, sldcas.

By Visvdnainhi

.

Duties, obligations, immunities of that cla.^is who call themselves

the " family."

4.) Yugini hrildaijam, sldcas.

1— 3 npadesam, complete.

Names of diagrams—mode of ritual homage—on the form of

the power—mode of ta.jxis for boons.

5.) Alma piija vidh'i, sldcas, prose.

On mental homage, apart from any ritual.

6. SutrociaijadadJil, sldcas, with a prose tica.

A chapter from some other book on the Sri chacra pyja vidhi, or ritual

and mode of homage to the special diagram of this sect ; designating the female

power.

The M'holebookis a short, narrow folio, French paper, half bound,
in sheep.

h2
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59. No. 96. Scmcliyayana tantram, slocas from a book called

sJiad-vichja.

I—13 padalams, defective in the midst.

Details of ritual, and of the practice of spells, directed to ChuUni,

Durga, Bliagala ; and other forms or names of the feminine power ; the

title may be rendered by 'sea-shelliana-YituaV

Octave slips in a paper case, which is worn—French paper.

60. No. 97. iS/jamu archana iarangini (sea).

By Visvesvara sd7naydgin—slocas.

1—16 vl-ichi (wave) complete.

See 53 No. 98 supra : this is another, and fuller copy.

Some matters on abhitions, and on the elements in the human body.

On mental homage. Meditation en the sun. Ou fii'e pits, and homas, or

offerings therein.

Papa punya punishah moaram—detail on " the sin-meritorious man"

fquidne?) Hands and fingers signs; intensitive meditation, praise in the ritual

worship of Syama specially, and of other sactis.

—Lights before the symbolic image, and j^)7;a/«wi or fruit of the various

services.

— On the use of opinion, in this species of worship, with the mantras, or

spells used therewith.

—Meditation on the man of sin with intensitive spell, or prayer.

— On shame, and invocation to various stellar or other influences, such as

dacshina kali and the like.

•—On the use of Avine in these rites, its kinds ; its sacred character, and

other liquids that may be used instead of it, and a spell to free wine from a

curse laid on it by rishi.

—On the direct homage, by worship of the female form, termed Yogini

pvja with the use of wine, and various ceremonies ; such as may be gathered

from various portions of these abstracts.

The book is a long quarto, country paper, bound in sheep, worn.

70. No. 108. Two pieces.

1.) Yogini hrildayam, y^'iih a tica.

]}y Amritandnda naVha.

1—3 sanclwtam, complete.

Various modes of writing tljngrams Avitli ritual homage, .md connected

matters, sec foregoing; notices.
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2.) Ascliatya ashstottra satam, from the Garhha hdarnavam., slocas.

Praise o{ Aschar, a fe'rainine power : see a foregoing number.

This book is a medium quarto, French paper, bound in c.df, used.

71. No. 118. Five pieces.

1.) Kdlica dgamam, slocas, mantrams.

9

—

\5 padalams, incomplete.

Vide No. 17 supra, Kdlica a sacti, or a six-fold form. Mode of

gaining her influence ; so as to conquer, and the like.

2.) Trisati namd vali, slocas.

Praise of Lalita devata, by three hundred names, or epithets.

3) Varia durga calpam, slocas.

1— 10 padalams, complete.

Glory of Vana durga as the primal cause of all things. Ritual,

and attendant matters.

4.) Tripura siddhantam, slocas.

Calpam 1

—

20 and 31—50, incomplete, diagrams—mode of

homage. See foregoing notices.

5.) Bhagald mahd Lacshmi calpam, slocas.

1—23 padalams, incomplete.

This sacti usually occurs in a Saiva relation. It is here identified with

the sacti of the Vaislmavas. The ritual, fire offering, various spells used, and

benefits to be derived, are herein contained.

The book is a medium sized quarto, French paper, bound in

calf, worn.

72. No. 120. Tantra sdra, slocas.

By Bkattdcharya : some prose.

On matters relative to teacher, disciple and discipline.

Kald, surupa : appearing to be a deifying of sixteen viodi coeundi,

each one as a goddess, with the chacram or diagi'am appropriate to each.

Further details on the way of drawing such diagrams, with a description of

the laguna, which here must be technical ; and the fruit, or benefit of homage

rendered to the said diagrams.

Modes of homage to various sactis or powers ; and especially

Bhuvanesvari.

[As in Cuttack there are 1,000 small temples close together, named after Bhuvanes-

vara, a name of Siva, so it is probable that this particular name of Bhuvanesvari is common

in that neighbourhood, whence these books came].

This volume is a thick quarto, good French paper, bound in calf,

and lettered ; the binding worn.
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73. No. 129. Tripura sundari tantram, slocas 1st calpam, 2nd and

3rd wanting, then 4— 18 calpam, the end.

Generally on the kula malam, or "family sect." Glory or excellency

of Tripura sundari, and other goddesses.

Great excellency of samhin, or opium ; elsewhere termed samvit.

[The use of this dangerous article, is uniformly encouraged by these sacti

books.]

Kuldchara mahima, the glory of the ritual system of homage, by these

sacti-bhaktis, and a variety of other matters ; some of them noticed in other

copies, supra.

A thin folio copy book, good French paper, not bound.

74. No. 130. Two pieces.

1 .) Siva siddhanta tantra, slocas.

1—5 adikaranam, not complete.

Rites, formules, spells, and like matters ; apparently pertaining to

both right, and left hand modes of this worship.

2.) Vatida tantram—slocas with tica,

1— 10 padalams.

This is a standard book of this system, extracts from which

appear supra.

It contains some metaphysical matters and discriminations ; but

the chief things are magical formules for various purposes, and objects-

—always to the feminine energy.

The book is a thin folio, blue French paper, half bound in cloth,

and lettered " Mystery various."

75. No. 131. Two pieces.

1 ,) Rasa retna karam, slocas.

By Nitya ndt'ha, 1

—

20 j^^dalams.

Ranaranihhavam, to ascertain the proper time far bringing over any

sactis, or female power, to aid in any design.

The mode of meditating on various diagrams, symbols of goddesses.

The practical ritual, offerings, spells, &c-, for drawing over various

sactis, to aid in any purpose, and like matters.

2.) Njdmrnavam, wisdom-sea, slocas 1

—

2Q padalams, complete.

Various modes of homage to different names, or forms of sactis

;

always resolvable into the feminine symbol.

Shodasa kald V. 72 No. 120 supra.
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Rituals and spells to various powers as

—

Bald —Tiipui-esvari—stri

"Adya—Durga— Vdna Durga, and others.

The book is a luedium sized folio, French paper, half bound in

calf, lettered.

76. No. 133. Kalica purchmm, slocc.s.

1—90 adhydyams complete.

Marcandeya to various rishls. [It is properly an vpa purajiani],

iWo/iisAasMra, and others, having greatly troublfd mankind, the sacti

of Siva, as Kali, Clicimundi, Durga, Devi, &c., fou<iht with and killed those

amras. This matter is probably taken from the Marcandeya-pwdnajn ; but

there are other matters, ritual, mystical ; pauranical in character.

The following notes are by the former owner :

" The Cdlica purana, in Sanscrit transcribed from a MS. written in the

Bengali character 1838.

*'The Calica purdnam a celebrated Tantram, or demoniacal work.

It is very rare in the south, I wrote to Bengal for it, in vain ; and at last,

obtained a MS. in England, in the Bengali character, from which the pre-

sent volume was copied. It was given to me by a friend, who had been in

Bengal, and who did not know the name, or sulject of this volume.

" Regarding this work see Wilson's Vishnu purdnam, page 57.

At the end of the book

—

" The 56 »^«zVi joiya, or virgin worship is in Devi Bhdgavatam part 3^

chap. 26, ait Kennedy apud As: Journ ; March 1841, page 146.

Chap. 63 gives precisely the sactya rules ; and the goddess is worship-

ped naksd— Yoni mandale.^'

The book is a full sized quarto, French paper, calf bound, and

lettered.

77. No. 135, Two volumes Tantra sdra.

By Bhattdchdi'ya, slocas and prose.

Properties o^ guru and of disciple,

Shodasa kald surtipa, or nature of sixteen powers, modi coeundi per-*

sonified, as objects of worship.

Various specimens of ypn^/'os or diagrams, with spells, and ritual of

homage directed to those typical symbols : at what times this homage to be paid.

Some cavachavis, with stuti, praise on defiensive spells, with reference

to the aforesaid sixteen personified symbols ; and as there are 2 folio volumes,

of course other like matter—it is fan essence, or compendium of the entire

system.

Note by the former owner

—
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" This book was transcribed for me in the Telugu character from

" a MS. written in the Bengali character, which I found in the shop

" of a London Bookseller, when I was in England in 1836. I bought

" the MS. on mere speculation for a guinea ; neither the bookseller nor

*' I was aware what the title was."

78. No. 137. 'Ananda tantram, slocas,

1

—

20 padalams, complete.

See previous notices.

A variety of diagrams, and modes of ritual homage with spells. Vidya

surtipa, form or nature of a goddess ; and of course a variety of other matters

:

all pertaining to the sacfi system.

A scroll occurs often in the margin, made to resemble the shell turris ; but as the

Telugu letter S. is the basis, it is supposed to mean Sri, i. e, sacti.

The former owner writes

:

" This is the authentic facsimile transcript of the most ancient

MS. of the ' Jnanda tantram. The book is to be printed from this

copy."

The volume is a small, thin quarto, half bound, and lettered,

worn.

79. No. 141, 'Ananda tantram, slocas.

1—20 padalams complete, deva nagdri letter ; and probably the

copy from which No. 137 preceding was transcribed.

It is a thin folio, cloth bound, and lettered.

80. No. 375. Kdlika purdnam, slocas,

1

—

56 adhijdyams, incomplete.

In the early chapters are re ferences to the common legends of Sita—
Sati^ and Dacsha. Maya (the negative power) became daughter o£ Dacsha;

and was named Sati (pure) as the first consort of Siva. Other legendary

matter, including the attack on Siva, by Manmata. The chief details are on

the Kdula maiam ; and they may be gathered on the whole, from foregoing

notices. The book is a minor purdnam.

Not bound, as not complete ; and consisting of 28 cahiers, or

copy books, tied up together; French paper.

81. Nos. 5oQ, 528. So placed in a book often pieces, and eight

numbers.

1) to 4) in preceding books.

5.) Cliarcha stottram, slocas, complete.

On Parvati. A sort oijeu d' esprit ; an affected raillery, pretending to

find fault, and to tell her what she ought to do j badinage turned -to praise-
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6.) Amba stavam, slocas, complete.

Praise of Parvad direct, and not in the mode of tlie last piece.

7.) Sacala janani stavam, slocas.

The name implies the source of all heings and things. Parvati is

addressed. " Thou art the mother of all beings ;" and praise is founded on

that assumption.

The entire book (as several times noticed) is a small quarto, thick
;

half bound, and lettered.

XXI. Saiva or ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 56. Two pieces.

1.) Mahimna stavam, slocas.

By Mahimna cam.

Praise of Siva, as the supreme.

2.) Pancha retnam, five jewels.

Five paragraphs, each one of five slocas.

All ought to be votaries of Siva. He is asserted to be lord of the

world. He bestows beatification.

The book is unbound, country paper, small quarto.

2. No. 57. Three subjects.

1.) Pancham.a yoga vidhi, slocas, &c.

1— 15 tarangam, others wanting.

Mode of conducting what is called oth sacrifice. Properties of the

sacrifice ; what articles are suited to this sacrifice—with mode of regular

ritual.
*

2.) 'Ananda lahari, slocas.

By Sancardclidrya.

Praise of Siva.

3.) Sdundarya lahari, 100 slocas.

By the same.

Praise of Parvati describing the different members of her body, and

eulogizing her perfect beauty.

Two small cahiers, country paper, not bound.

3. No. 75, 74. Two pieces.

1.) Sdundarya lahari, mulam axidi tica mclndimg i\\e 'Ananda lahari

with tica ; originals by Sancardchdrya. Comment by Dindima cavi.
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2.) Lola or Lacshmi tara, followed by the Sdundarya lahari ; the

latter is the original, the former a comment on it, by Lola Lacshmi

tara—a description of Parvatis person, as above.

The book is a folio, on French paper, ornamentally bound in

calf, worn.

4, No. 76. Supra hheddgamam, or Pratishtlia tant^am, slocas.

In two pdtams.

The 1st has 1

—

55 padalams complete.

2nd 1—i^defective.

Siva narrated this ritual to Vignesvara.

Siva tantra vibhdgam, the section on the Saiva ritual. Daily bathing,

mode of offerings ; festival observances to Siva, and others ; on the observances

of special days. On the qualifications of teacher and disciple.

Sdiva ufpatti kramam, origin of the saiva system.

Bhucola hrama, on the earth—its measures—mountains, seas,

dwipas, on the pauranical system.

Sdiva dhermam—lustrations ; and a variety of other duties, and

observances.

[This volume, though not sacii in kind, contains a lithograph of a bunch of leaves of

the asvath'ha Sanscrit: Ravi chettu dcu in Telugu, Peepul leaves].

The book is a folio, French paper, half bound and worn.

5. No. 103. Rudra calpam, slocas.

From the scanda purdnam.

Sada rudra, the universal destroyer ; his glory. Cdli of three kinds

of power or ability. Puja mahima—glory of the ritual homage ; and pVialam

its fruit, or benefit. Mantra viahima, power of the spells used in this homage.

A thin quarto copy-book, country paper, the cover worn.

G. No. 132. Pancha vimsati vigraha vivaram ; slocas, with prose tica.

Twenty-five amusements. A collection of various pieces, Saiva and

Fira Saiva : as

—

acshara varanana, properties of letters.

—devata nirnayam, description of deities,

—pancha fjavya lacshanam, on the five products from a cow.

—dsana vidhi, moflo of sitting in Saiva homage. Then the shad stliala,

or six places in the human body, where Siva dwells ; and these, on the

Viva Saiva system, are typical of various higher worlds ; 3Iahesvara

sChalam, Sarana stlialam, Aikya st'halam, ^c.
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Parana smriti hhedam—diflerence between piirdnas, and law treatise.'^.

Mode oi puja to ^iva.

There are twenty -five subjects, indicated by prefixed index, in

Telugu letters ; it is not needful to copy the whole.

The book is a long quarto, thin, French paper, cloth bound
;

lettered sacala dgama sangraham, (which is too magnificent.)

7. No. 136. Viva dgamam, sloeas.

Two Tihandams and 1—68 padalams, complete. A Vira Saiva

work.

Description of the various places in which Siva dwells ; uf. su pra.

Prdna linga st'halam,

Sarana sCkalam.

A ikya st'halam and others.

The excellency of those places.

Njdiia yoga nirupanam, on the union of divine knowledge with the

practice of a scetical penance.

Glory of the Vira Saiva hooks.

Linga hhechi, difference of typical symbols, and their excellency.

Proper mode of conduct, according to the Saica dgamas, or religious

hooks.

The bouk is a thin folio, French pap3r, half bound, cloth and

calf, and lettered.

8. No. 363. Basava 2)urdnct.

1—16 adhydyartis, but incomplete.

A leading work of the Vira Saivas, of which an abstract will be

given from the Telugu language.

The 7th section in a folio book, which contains eight pieces.

9. No. 368. Siva dherma, sldcas.

Two khandas.

The 1st contains 1—12 adhydijams.

2nd 1—6 adhydi/ams, both of thcni incomplete.

Various duties of Saiva devotees ; among others, that of inculcating

their doctrines ; and,, on the excellency of various kinds of gifts.

i2
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Ten copy books, country paper, not bound, but tied by a string,

10. No. 370. Three pieces. For Sect. ], see XII.

Sect. 2. Amibhava sutram, sidcas, from the Vdtula tantram,

1—8 adikaranams, complete.

On the experimental part of the Saiva, or Vira Saiva system.

Sect. 3. Mahimna stavam, 35 sidcas. =

By Mahimna cavi.

Praise of Siva—he is without any superior ; claims homage, and

otherwise lauded.

The book is a small quarto, thin, French paper, boards.

11. No. 376. Ganesa purdnam, sidcas.

1—15 adhydyams, incomplete.

Mode of homage, to Ganesa—excellency of this ritual—muttered prayer

for desired boons; and other matters. The name of Ganesa, or Ganapati,

sometimes covers sac^i matters ; these were not observed in this book.

Six copy books. English foolscap paper^ neat writing.

] 2. No. 414. Siva dherma.

One adhydyam only : the piece incomplete. Duties of SaivaSj

as above noted.

The fifth section in a book containing eight pieces.

13. No. 427. Three subjects.

1.) Linga dhdrana dipica, sidcas and prose.

It appears to be the original, with a comment ; the subject being pane-

gyrical of wearing the lingam, with extracts from SmrUis and purdnas on thig

topic.

2.) Sraddha siddhanta 2^adad]ii.

By Goracsha naVlia, sidcas, prose.

Some mystical statements were noticed, on anda the e^g, that is the

universe, and on pinda the ball, or foetus, but meaning the human body.

3.) Siva prasdda cliinidmani, sidcas with a tica in Telugu ; complete.

On the origin of the Siva linga and its glory. The need that people

i^liould obtain Nina's favor, or prasdda; which is also applied to food, eaten

altf.i- having been offered in oblation.
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The book is a small, thin quarto, French paper, bound in cloth,

and lettered,

13. No. 441. Sic'harani mala, i\\Q mulam ; Siva iatvavivecam, the

tica or comment ; the latter by Ajopayya dicshada, complete.

On the sat gunas, or exceRent dispositions of Siva—his chit rupa, or

immaterial form. On Sha hhahti or devotedness to Siva. If any one insult

Siva he cannot prosper. Various other praise of Siva.

On a fly leaf in front is the following note by the former owner.

" The silcharini mala—a series of sixty-four verses in praise of

the Saiva creed ; with a voluminous commentary or exposition, entitled

the Saiva tatva vivecom.

" This rare volume was presented to me by a learned pundit, a

descendant of the author : he has revised, and corrected the whole."

" The author was the celebrated Appaiya dixita. He wrote the com-

mentary."

" This treatise is on the Saiva creed, and pays homage to

Bramins ; accordingly it is opposed to the Vira Saivam.'"

The book is a large thin folio, half bound, marble paper and calf,

lettered ; the binding damaged.

14. Nos. 625, 627.

—Sancara samliita.

80—86 adhydyam, incomplete.

—Sri rahasya hhandam.

1—2 adhydyam on the formation of the world, and various other

matters.

— Siva tatva suta vidhi.

1—10 adhydyam, incomplete.

On the true nature of Siva.

—Setu mahaimyam, local legend of the Isthmus at Kamiseram;

from the Scandapurdnam, Saiva in hesir'mg.

1— 10 adhydyam, incomplete.

These are the closing portions in a folio book of 8 Nos. and nine

subjects, thick, two kinds of paper, boards.
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15. No. G30. Amtdl Viva Saiva sangraham.

By Siddha Virana, slocas.

1

—

27 prakaranas, complete.

On the s/iad stliala or six places, the seat of Siva in the human hody

—as the sarana hheda, aikija and others ; see former notices. The glory

of those places. Description of rites on the Vira Saiva system. Extracts

from inirdnas enforcing Vira Saiva dogmas, and the like.

The book is a thin folio, on superior paper, half bound, cloth

and calf, and lettered.

XXII. Tales.

1. No. 370. Devcuiga charitra.

From the Brahmdnda purdnam.

6—19 adhydyam, incomplete.

Legendary account of Devdnga, a rishi—his birth— training

—

travels as a teacher, and connected matters. The last section in a book

of 8 Xos. and pieces, a large quarto.

2. No. 430. Bhaja eharitram, slocas, and prose, complete.

Born as a son of Munja raja—his reign—his encouraging a compe-

tition among Pandits, or poets^ and giving them rewards, [a gathering up of

traditions; hut not of much authority.]

The first one of two pieces, in a medium-sized quarto, half

bound.

3. No. 455. Uttara Cddamhari, prose.

By Bdna cavi : the second part, complete.

An old romance on the loves, of Chandra piCha Vi young king, and

Cddamhari a female. The second part contains their marriage. See foi'e-

going notices.

The first piece in a book of 3 Nos. a medium-sized folio, half

brmnd in calf and cloth, and lettered.

4. Nos. 457, 461.

1 .) Megha sand4sa vyakydiiam ; a comment on Cdli ddsa's poem,

by Kdla chela malli ndfha, entitled sanjivlni ; prose.

It follows the original of the cloud-messenger. The purva being

tlie first 50 !il(jQQ.Si the iittam, tbc remaining 50, complete,
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^.) Uttara Cddambari, prose.

By Bdna cavi, complete.

As above ; and in other notices. ^

These are the two first pieces, in a book of seven ; a narrow, but

thick folio ; country paper ; boards.

5. No. 459. Nalodayam, dawn of Nala; by Cdli ddsa, with a

comment by Kola chela malli ndtlia ; ucJivdsam 1, 2 complete, 3rd

defective.

On the birth of Nala, and introductory matters, as to his marriage

with Damayanti.

[Prof: Wilson considers that this author must be another Ciili ddsa, of later date .

his reason does not seem solid].

The matter is contained in five quarto copy books, unbound, with

a loose paper cover.

6. No. 465. Cumara samhhavam.

By Call ddsa, mulayn and ilea, four sargas, from 3 to 6 ; the rest

wanting.

A classic poem : this portion is on the birth of Cumara or Kar-

tikeya.

The fourth piece in a book of 5 Nos., a folio, French paper, boards,

injured.

7. No. 483. Vasava datta, miilam and tica.

All Old romance on the loves of Chintdt^ard a king, and Vasava datta

a ftraale— their amours, and marriage. See former notices.

The second piece in a book of two Nos., a thin folio, French

paper, bound in embossed paper, and lettered.

8. No. 497. Suca saptati, slocas.

Seventy tales of a parrot (supposed to be a translation.) Dindldpnnica

daily tales. -Suca a parrot told the same to a king, named Vanni Bhupdti.

Some refer to the Rdmdyanam, and other great works, for incidents. It is

not known whether this, or the Persian work, is original. In the case of

another work—Fables ascribed to " Bidpai,^' the original is the Pancha

tantra cad/ia.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, fine foolscap paper,

bound in calf, and lettered.
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9. No. 502. Purva Cadamhari.

ByBdna; prose incomplete.

Th# introductory portion of an amour between Chanda piCha and

Cadamhari ; with many details, and episodes ; as a love tale.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, French paper, calf

bound, and lettered.

10. No. 503. Uttara Cadamhari.

The second, or concluding part, narrating the marriage of the pair. It

is in deva ndgari letter v. note infra: defective.

The book is a long narrow folio ; thin ; French paper, bound in

calf and lettered; but worn, and injured

11. No. 504. Purva Cadamhari.

By Buna cavi. Telugu letter, prose churnica : v. supra.

Note by the late owner :

" It is asserted that a knowledge of this book is requisite if we

would fully understand the Telugu Fasu charitra. This first turned my
attention to the necessity of discovering it.

" The poet's name was Edna or Vdna, also called BJidna chora,

and Bhuccunda. The metre, or description of prose, here exhibited, is

churnica, which Colebrooke, by error, calls dandaca. As: Res: X. 445.

" This copy of the Cadamhari was made from one in the Cdsi

character, found at Trichinopoly. It has been collated with one, in the

Telugu character, published at Madras ; the various readings found in

which are here interlined. Subsequently at Masulipatam I discovered

other copies ; and finally was so fortunate as to obtain the second part

or Ultara Cadamhari, which is so rare a book, that the most respect-

able scholars in Bengal have declared, that it did not exist ; 1830,

V2. No. 507. Nalodnyam., mularn,.

By Cdli ddsa ; and tica called Suhodhini by Pragnya cava misra.

uchvasa 1—4 complete.

The tale of Nala and Damayanti, from an episode of the

Bhdratam.

The tradition is, that Cdli ddsa wrote this piece, in a very obscure, and difScult

style, in consequence of having been jeered for writing over easy conaposition. He wrote

a tica to it in his old age ; but this tica is much more recent,
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Note by the former owner :

" Nalodayam is a poem on the well known adventures of Nala,

Written by Kali dcisa. It is a series of puns on a pathetic subject

;

every verse being so framed as to bear two meanings." Colebr : apud

Ward 390."

The book is a narrow, and very thin folio, French paper, half

bound in calf, and lettered, used.

J3. No 527. Suleiman charitra ; slocas. »

By Kalydna malla cavi. *

1—4 padalams, complete.

Details concerning Suleiman, son of David, a king of Canaan, inten-

tionally sringara or amorous ; similar in subject to a poem by Prior, but

much more black-.^uard, and burlesque.

The former owner's note :

" The history of Solomon in Sanscrit verse- This is evidently a

modern composition, written at Tanjore or Madura."

The book is royal octavo, thick demy paper, bound in calf, and

lettered, used.

14. No. 634. Suca saptati : slocas.

Dmdldpanica 1—70 daily tales.

Told by a rishi in the form of a parrot, to Vatii bkupati, a chief, to

amuse him.

The book is a thick folio, on superior paper ; half bound in

clcth and calf, and lettered.

XXIII. Vaishnava.

1. No. 89. Rdmarchana chandrica.

By 'Anandn vana : slocas.

1—5 padalams, complete
;
prose and mantras are contained ; the

whole relates nominally to the mode of ritual homage to Rclma, and

therefore is put here ; but it veils matters connected with the sactipiija,

or female energy system.

I have found that an image is carried about in a box, said to be of Rama : while the

chant, used by the person exhibiting, is addressed to Parel sucti.

The book is a small quarto, bound in sheep, a little worn.

2. No. 126. Rdmarchana chandrica.

By Sishydnanda or 'Ananda vanavi, slocas prose and mantras.

1— 5 padalams, complete.
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Ritual homage as directed to Rama, &c.

Properties of teacher and disciple. Praise of Rama in veda

pafa, or imitating the vedas : vide supra.

The book is a medium sized quarto, country paper, cloth bound,

and lettered.

3. No. 127. Two pieces.

1.) Mama tdpani vyaJcydnam, a tica or comment to a spurious

upa7iishada, referring to Rama. Glory o^ Rama and duty of all to

worship him : not complete.

2.) Agastya samhikt, slocas.

1

—

o5 adhydyams incomplete.

Brief outline from the birth oiRdma to the destruction of Ravana.

A country paper copy book, not bound, the outside injured.

4. No. 412. Vislinu rahasyam, slocas.

1—55 adhyayams. complete.

Description of the orit;;in of Brahma : account of Maya—on the cause

of existing beinps, and things in creation. On the five elements in the

human body : tiie control over them by Karma. Note, here meaning predesti-

nation—the results, either remunerative, or punitive ; consequent to merit, or

demerit in a former state of being— future results, as regards Karma, from

the present life, operating on the future ; and from Karma in another sense,

for sacrifice, or ritual homage.

Other details of an isoteric system, having little or nothing to do with

esoteric idolatry.

Copied from a McKenzie MS.

The book is a medium sized quarto, French paper, bound in calf^

and lettered " Vish : raha : from the Vasishta upa-puranam'\

5. No. 432. Two volumes. Tatva sangraha Rdmdyanam, slocas.

In seven cdndams from Bdla to Uttara.

1. Bala, 1—35 adhydyams. 5. Sundnra, 1—17 adhyayams.

2. Ayoddluja, 1—32
,, 6. Ytiddha, 1—42 „

3. 'Ara7iya, 1—20 „ 7. Uttara, 1—22 „

4. Kishldnda, 1— 18 „

The abstract is not confined to the Rdmdyanam ; but contains

other matters; the object being to exalt Rama: proofs from other

works introduced.

The book is a long, and thin folio, French paper, half bound in

calf, and lettered.
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XXIV. Veda, or upanisiiada.

No. 134. Two volumes. Upanishada mah'ima nirupacam—
slocas. An exemplification of the glory of the upanishadas.

Brief abstract of the contents, or the substance o{ upanishadas

y

99 in No., wanting 9 of the ordinary number, which is 108. [Referred

to, under 1st Family.]

The Brahma—Kaivalya—Jdbdla—Hamsa— Garhha—Parama-

hamsa; and so on, to ninety-nine.

If this book could be fully depended on, a full verbal transla-

tion would be desirable. Meantime—as " the Oupnekat" of D'An-

quetil, from the Persian, is declared, by competent authority, to be "ob-

scure as the original ;" and as an abstract of these two volumes by some

native, learned in Sanscrit, was met with among papers supplied by the

Honorable Walter Elliot, Esq.—it may be desirable to do, what can be

done, at once ; that is, to give a faithful copy of the said abstract ; not

correcting the idiom, nor in any wise altering the sense ; now and then

only altering the spelling, or throwing in a word to clear the meaning.

It is in this way, the testimony of a Native, fairly quoted ; and the like

evidence it gives, be this what it may, has not been tam^iered with, or

garbled. It is the following :

1.) Brahmopanishada.

This upanishada opens with a description of divinity, and enjoins that

a wise man (^Buddha) should shave the lock of liuir (sikha) on the crown of his

head, and cast oft the sacred thread [sutra), and devote himself to the acquisi-

tion of divine linov.dedge. It further declares, that there is but one god, in-

herent in all beings ; and illustrates that, as oil exists in scsammn orierUale,

clarified butter in curds, water in a stream, and fire in wood, so does the

universal spirit (^Atmd) pervade the soul, and that as a spider spins and gathers

back (its thread) so does the soul proceed, and return.

2.) Kaivahjopanishada.

This npanishnda opens with an account of Asvaldya7ia, soKciting

divine knowledge from Paramesti (Brahma ;) and of his instructing him to

adore Siva. It likewise teaches the doctrines of the yoga or deep contem-

plation on the deity ; restraining the organs of senses fiom other objects, by

a certain process ; which chiefly consists in the management of the breath.

It further inculcates the doctrines of the Advaita school ; which consists ia

believing in the identification of the supreme being, with the universe. This

upanishada reveals, that he who believes that he himself is the universal-soul

will bo delivered from ihe trammels of the world ;
" every thing emanated
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'' from me, everything rests in me—and everything will be absorbed in rae

—

" I am the Brahm,^': we frequently read in the Bhagavatglta, that Krishna

spoke in this style ; " I pervade all things in nature, and guard them with

my beams." See verse 13, L. 15.

3.) Jahalyopanishada,

This upanishada comprises six sections, or paragraphs.

Sect. 1. Brihaspati commends, to Ydgnyavalkya, the holiness of

Avimucta (Benares.)

Sect. 2. Ydgnyavalkya, at the request of 'Afri, communicates to him

that the infinite (ananta) and imperceivable (avyucta) spirit (atma) exists

only at Avimucta (Benares ;) and that beatitude is attained there by his

means.

Sect. 3. Ydgnyavalkya, at the request of a Brahmdchari, recommends

to him the Sata Budriya, or hymns in praise of Siva, as the means for at-

taining immortality {Amrittva.)

Sect. 4. Yag?iyavalkya, on the application of Janaka, of Vedeha,

communicates to him the mode of entering into the o.'der of a Sanniyasi, or

ascetic.

Sect. 5. 'Atri desires Ydgnyavalkya to inform him whether a man

without a sacred thread can be consiiJered a Brahman, and the latter replies

that a Sanniyasi does not require it, because he is always pure.

Sect. 6. The life a Sanniyasi or ascetic is recommended, as the

means to attain beatitude.

4.) Sweiaswataropanishada.

This upanishada comprises in six lectures (adhydyas). The first lec-

ture treats of the nature of divinity. The second teaches the yoga or the

method of contemplating upon god, as the means to attain beatitude ; and the

remaining four lectures establish the supremacy of Siva, and inculcate the

doctrine of the Advaita school.

5.) Hamsopanishada.

This vpanishada opens with a dialogue between Sanatcumara and

Gautama, in which the former recommends the adoration of Hamsa, or

Brahma, the universal spirit ; and communicates the doctrines of the yoga, or

abstract meditation on the deity.

G.) Arunihopanishada.

This treatise recommends the state of a Sanniyasi, or ascetic, as the

means to attain bliss.
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7.) Garhhopankhada.

This upanishada opens with a description of the internal parts of the

body ; and proceeds to state, that the chyle produces blood, which creates

flesh.

It engenders medlia (serous or adipose secretion that spreads among the muscular

Sbres) from which bones are formed. Mojja or marrow which is created from the bones,

converts itiself into seminal fluid (sucla) which with sanguis muUeris (sO)dia) causes the

foetus ; on the first night it is but watery substance, which in seven days forms itself into

a bubble. In a fortnight it becomes embryo (j)i.nda) which is hardened in a month. B/ two

months' time the head is formed ; on the third month it possesses the feet ; on the fourth

month, the belly and waist are made. In the fifth month the backbone is formed. In the

sixth month the nose, eyes, and ears are produced. In the seventh month the foetus is

quickened—and in the eighth month it becomes completely organized. Male infants are

produced where the male fluid exceeds the female seed, and the female infants vice versa.

Hermaphrodites are the issues of tlie equal portions of the two fluids. If the male, or female

be in a perturbed state of mind, during the injection of the male fluid, the infant will be

born blind, lame, short of stature, or dwarf; when the male seed divides itself, when injected

into the cavity of the womb, twins will be produced. It is further stated that the infant in

the womb, being endowed with a knowledge of past events, grieves for the sins committed

in a former birth, and prays to God to prevent future transmigration.

8.) NdTayanupanishada.

This tract, which is distinct from another of this name, or Brihana-

rayana, establishes the supremacy of Ndrdyana, or Vishnu., by attributing to

him the power of creation, and of supporting the whole universe ; which is

stated to be subject to be absorbed in him.

9.) Parama hamsa tipanisliada.

This upanishada opens with a dialogue between Ndreda and the supreme

being (Bhagavan) in which a description of the Parama hamsa, an ascetic

of the highest order, is given. He is described as an ascetic, who is equally

indifferent to pleasure or pain, insensible of heat or cold, and incapable of

satiety, or want. He goes naked, in all Aveathers, He has not the lock of

hair on the crown of his head, nor does he wear the sacred thread, nor carry a

bamboo-staff in his hand.

10.) Amrtta hindopanishada.

The upanishada (which is composed in anustup metre) opens with a

lecture on the subjugation of the mind ; and reveals that there is but one god,

who is supposed to have diverse forms, as the reflection of the moon appears

in waters ; and lastly inculcates the doctrines of the Advaita school, as the

means of attaining beatitude.

11.) Amrita nadopanishada.

This upanishada teaches the yoga, or the method of restraining the

mind, and confinino it to internal meditation on the syllabic " 0'7n" the mys-

tic name of the deity.
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1'2.) Adharva siropanishada.

This tipanisJiada assigns supremacy to Siva,

13.) ACharcan sikhopanishada.

This upanishada, consisting of three sections or para^, opens with a

discourse between Sanatcximara and At'harco ; in which the latter recommends

to the former, to meditate on the syllable O'm, the mystic name of the deity.

14.) Kaishitikyopanishada.

This vpanishada consists of 4 lectures {culhyayas). The first lecture,

containing six sections, opens with a dialogue between Arima, Swetketu and

Chitra a descendant of Garija. Being required to inform, to what place the

departed souls go, CJiitra replied that they rise to the moon, Tvherc thoy enjoy

the fruits of their good actions, and whence they return to this world to ani-

mate new bodies of animals, or men ; accordin^j to their deserts. The wise,

liberated from worldly tramuK'ls. ascend yet higher to the abode, and court of

Brahma.

The second lecture, which comprises 10 sections, contains a disquisition

on the supremacy of the soul, in conference betwc n KosMti and Painga.

The third lecture, containing nine sections, opens with a dialogue

between Indra and Pradardhnna regarding the life {prana), perception

(pragna); and the sensible organs.

In the 4th chapter which consists of 7 sections Jjata satni, king of Cast,

communicates divine knowledge to a Priest Baloka, a descendant of Gargu

after a long discussion.

1 5.) Brihajjahalyopanishada.

This upanhhada consists of 8 lectures, (a din/ayas).

The subject of the 1st 5 lectures, is a dialogue between Bhi.'SJinta,und

Kdldgni Rudra. ; in which the latter, at the request of the former, enjoins him

to mark his forehead with tripundra or triple transverse lines (^) ; with

vibhtUi, or ashes of burnt cowdung, from an oblation offered to god ; or with

the ashes taken from the sacrificial fire, and to besmear certain parts of his

body with the same.

The sixth lecture contains the following anecdotes :

A certain Bramin by name Dhanavjaya, a dcscenilant of Basislita, hat! one hundred

wives ; and begat npon his eldest consort a son named Karvnn, who married a wife called

Suchismita. Karnna being envious of his (half) brothers, visited Narasinnli on the banks of

jBhavdni, and stole a lime which had been offered to the deity. Those who were present

cursed him, and bid him to become a fly, and live in that form one hundred years. He accord-

ingly assumed the form of a fly, but his brothers destroyed it by putting it in oil. His

wife who had observed it, placed over the dead fly, the ashes of the sacrificial fire, by meana

of which he was restored to life, and to his former shape of man.
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Tho second anecdote is that the celestials who were present nt the

marriafje of Gautama fell in love with his consort Ahalya, but repenting of

their conduct, requested DuTvasa to absolve thera from the sin, which they had

cora/nitted. He prescribed to them to besmear their bodies with vibhiiti or ashes,

and by these means, they regained their former purity.

The 7th lecture contains a dialogue between Janaka and Yagnyavalkya

regarding the bhasma or ashes.

The 8th lecture unfolds the merit of daily recital of this Brihatja'

balyopanishada.

16.) Maitrayanopanishada.

This uyanishada consists of four lectures, (prapatakas), and opens

with an account of a king named Brihddradha, who abdicated his kingdom

to his eldest son, and retired to a wildernesss, where divine knowled<j-e was

communicated to him by Sunkyayana.

17.) Kaiishitikyopanishada. See No. 14.

18.) Brihajjahalyopanishada. See No. 15.

19.) ISIarasiiiha tdpani.

Purva tdpani, or the first part.

This part of the z^pam.sAa(/a which consists of five lectures, treats of

the mantra or spell of Narasinha, an incarnation of Vishnu, and the merit

thereof.

Uttara tdpani, or the last part of this upanishada, assigns supremacy

to Narasinha.

20.) Kdldgni Rudropanishada.

This short upanishada contains a dialogue between Kaldgni Rudra

and Sanatcumara, in which the former enjoins the latter to mark his head,

forehead, breast, and the shoulders, with tripundro. or triple transverse lines

(=) with cowdung ashes, muttering certain formules.

21.) Maitraye upanishada.

This vpanishada consists of three lectures (adhydyas). In the 1st

lecture which consists of four sections, Sankyayana communicates divine

knowledge to a king named Brthadradha, enjoining him to abandon the prac-

tices of caste.

VarnasramdchAra yuta vimudha karmanu sarena p'halam lahhanti.

The ignorant, who observe the practices of the caste (varna) gaia the fruits or

rewards suitable to their actions.

Varna dharmanhe parityajanta Sivanandah htrusha Bhavante.

They who abandon the practices of caste, &c., enjoy true felicity.
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The second lecture contains a dialogue between Maitreya and

Siva, in which the latter communicates divine knowledge to the former,

and warns him against adoring idols.

Pdshdna, loha, 'iriani, mrinviaya, vlgrakeshu puja, punarjanana

bhoga kari mumuksho.

Adorations to the idols made of stone, metal, precious stones, and

clay subject a person, desirous of attaining beatitude, to future trans-

migrations and to earthly enjoyments.

The 3rd lecture inculcates the doctrines of the Advaita school.

22.) Suhalopanishada.

This upanishada consisting of 16 sections, treats of the creation

of the universe ; and contains an account of Raikma having been instruct-

ed in the theological doctrines.

23.) KshurikopanisJiada.

This upanishada treats of the yoga or spiritual worship of God,

by sitting in a retired place, with the body firm, the eyes fixed on the

tip of the nose, and the mind intent on the deity.

24,) Mantrakopanishada.

This short upanishada describes the nature of divinity.

25.) Sarva soropanishada.

This upanishada opens with several queries on theological doc-

trines—which are explained, and the divine nature is defined.

2G.) Niralamhopanishada.

This upanishada also opens with several questions, on theological

doctrines, viz.

What is Brahma? who is Isvara? what is soul ? what is nature

(Prakriti) ? who is the supreme being (Paramatma) ? who is Brahma ?

who is Vishnu? who is Rudra? who is Indra? who is Samana? who
is the sun ? who is the moon ? who are Suras ? who are Asuras ? who
are infernal beings (pisachis) ? who are men ? who are women ? what

are the animals, &c. ? what is an immoveable thing ? who are Brahmins,

&c. ? what is caste (jatij ? what is action (Karma) ? what is improper

action (akarma) ? what is gnana ? what is pleasure (sukham) ? what

is pain (dukham) ? what is sverga (Heaven) ? what is Naraca (Hell) ?

what is the bond (handlia)? what is liberation (Moksha)? who is to

be adored (upasyaha) ? who is disciple (sishya) ? who is learned (vid~

van) ? who is ignorant (mudha) ? what is Asuram ? what is acceptable
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(grahyam) ? wliat is to be rejected (agraJujam) ? who is Sanniyasi

(ascetic) ? This upanishada concludes with answers to the foregoing

questions.

27.) Hahasyopaiiishada.

This vpanishada opens with an account of the rishis having re-

quested Brahma to communicate to them Rahasyopanishada, and of

the latter having complied with their request, by informing them that

Siva at the desire of Vyasa, communicated divine knowledge to his son

Suka. The four principal formules of the advaita school, viz. Pragya-

nam, superior, or sublime knowledge

—

Brahma, the universal soul

—

Aham Brahmani, I am Brahma, and Tatvamasi, thou art the Brahma—
are described. The three constitutent letters of the phrase, Tatvamasi,

mz. Tat-tvam and asi, are separately instructed, as so many spells.

28.) Vajra suchi or needle of adamant.

This upanishada opens with the following verse.

*' Vajra suchem pravakshyami.

*' Sastra magnana bhedanam.

" Dushanam gnana hinanam.

*' Bushanam gnana chakshusham.

I shall communicate vajra suchi (adamantine needle)—a weapon

to dispel ignorance ; abomination to those who are void of understanding,

and an ornament to the wise (gnana chekshush).

It proceeds thus : There are four castes (varna) viz. Brahma, Cshetriya,

Vaisya, and Sudra. The law, in accordance with the vedas, propounds that

the Brahman is the chief of them. This is strange. What constitutes the

Brahman ? Is it his sentient soul ? his material form ; caste ; or his know-

ledge ; or his pecuUar rehgious observance ; or his works of merit ? It is

asserted that none of the above could make a man a Brahman; but that a

knowledge of true god constitutes Brahmanism.

29.) Tejohindu upanishada.

This upanishada which consists of 6 lectures (adhydyas) gives

a description of the divinity ; and inculcates the doctrines of the Advaita

school.

30.) Ndda hindopanishada.

This upanishada opens with an analysis of the component letters

of O'm, the mystical name of the deity ; and inculcates the doctrines of

the Advaita school, and of yogam^
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81.) Dhydna b'mdopanishada.

This itpanishada is written on the yoga, and teaches the impor-

tance of meditating upon the mystical O'm.

o2.) Brahma vidyopanishada.

This upanishada opens with an analysis of the mystical letter

O^n ; and teaches the yoga, and also the doctrines of the Advaita school.

33.) Yoga tatvopanishada.

This upanhhada teaches the mode of practising the yoga, which

is said to be of four kinds, viz. Mantra yoga, Laya, Hatha, and Rdja-

yogu ; and prescribes a peculiar diet to be observed by the practiser.

34.) Jtmabodhopanishada.

This upanishada recommends adoration of Ndrdyana or Vishnu,

and inculcates the doctrines of the Advaita school.

35.) JSldreda parivrajakopanishada.

This upanishada consists in 9 lectures (upadesas).

The 1st lecture opens with an account of Nareda having visited

the forest Naimisara, and communicated theological doctrines to the

rishis inhabiting it.

The 2nd and the subsequent lectures contain the details of

iVaret^ahaving visited ^m/^wa accompanied by the Rishis, and requested

him to communicate the method of entering into the order of Sanniyasi.

Brahma proceeds by telling him that the following persons are disqualified

to take the degree of a Sanniyasi,

1. Shandha, a, E\in\xch. 11. Z/«rad{/a, a bramin, or atcndant in -b'jya'*

2. Pallia, an out-cast. temples.

3. Avvavi/iala, the maimed. 12. Bhritkabhynpaka, a bramin teacliing the

4- Badhira, a deaf man. vedas for hire.

5. Arbhaha,&hoj. 13. Siiiyisto, a leper.

6. Muka, a dumb person. 14. Naynika, a bramin who has not main-

7. Pashand, a heretic. tained the sacrificial fire.

8. Chakri, an oil grinder. 15. Vairagyavaiitu, a religious mendicant.

9. Lingi, a worshipper of the luif/a. 16. Stri, a woman.

10. Vniijhansa, a bramin, or attendant in

Vishnu's temples.

A Sanniyasi is required to posesscs the following qualities—con-

tentment, forbearance, self-comniand,honesty, purity, self-denial, modesty,

learning, sincerity, and dispassionating, (i. ^.absence of desires)he should

not be in possession of more than two pieces of cloth, (Jcarepenam) to

cover his nakedness, a quilt, and a staff.
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He is prohibited fi-om lying down on a cot, putting on white

cloth, having intercourse with women, sleeping in the day time, and riding

in any conveyance.

Rules are prescribed for taking the degree of a Sanniyasi on the

point of death.

Sanniyasis are stated to be of six classes.

1 Kutichaha. 4. Parma hnmsa

.

2. Bdhiidaku. 5. Turiyyntita.

3. Hainsa. 6, Avadhidn.

Kutichaha has the lock (aikha) on the crown of his head, wears the

sacred thread, carries a staff and water pot ;
possesses the kaupena and kant'ha,

respects his parents, and priests, takes but one nipal, and marks his forehead

with a perpendicular line made of white clay. Bahudaka has the lock (sikha)

on the crown of his head, wears the sacred thread, and eats but 8 morsels of

food, which he gains by begging. He marks his forehead with iho tripundra

or tri|jle, hne (:^)made of the a?he3 ot cowdung.

Hamsa has his hair on the head matted, and marks his forehead either

with perpendicular lines (urdha pundra) or triple horizontal lines with ashes

of cowdung ; gains his food by begging, and has a tangoti to cover his naked-

ness. Parma hamsa shaves the lock of hair on the crown of his head, and

wears no sacred thread ; lives upon the food obtained from five houses ; has

a kavpna, and a cloth dyed in red ochre, and carries a staff, and a water pot.

He besmears his body with the ashes of cowdung.

Turyalia lives either on fruits or on the food obtained from three

houses. He goes naked.

Avadhuta has no rules to restrain hira ; eats with any class of people ;

and devotes himself to the contemphition of deity ; delighting in his own soul.

If an Attira, or a bramin who has taken the degree of a Sanniyasi, on the

point of his death, happens to live, he should take the vow, according to form.

The remaining part of the upayiishada prescribes the duties observed

by the Sanniyasis, ^.tid teaches the mode of performing divine worship.

36.) Trisikha Brahmanopanishada.

This upanishada opens with an account of Trisikha Brahmana , having

visited the sun ; and requested him to explain, what is this material form ?

What is the sentient soul ? What is the cause ? and what is the universal

soul ? He replied that all these are identical with Siva himself ; and incul-

cated the doctrines of the yoga ; and rules are laid down to foreknow the

approaching death of a person.

37.) Sifopanishada.

This xipanishada contains the narrative of the Devas, or gods, having

requested Prajapati or Brahma to inform them who was Sita, and what was

1.2
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her form ? and that the latter replied that slie was the Mulaprakriti, or tliat

principle which opex-ates in the agency of the instrumental cause of action.

She is likewise represented to have partaken of the human nature, in the per-

son of iS<7a, consort of /?awa. It is further stated, that there are only three

vedas, as they are called Trayi, viz. Rig, Vajiir, and Sdma, to which the

fourth Atliarva is added. Twenty-one sdhhas are said to belong to Rigveda :

one hundred and vnne saktias to Vajurvedu ; one thousand sa/i/tos to Sdma
veda, and five* to At'harva. The vedangas, or the subordinate sciences of the

vedas are enumerated to be six, viz. kalpa, (the details of religious cere-

monies) vyakarana, (grammar) siksha, rules of accentuations to be observed in

reading the vedas ; niruct.a, (the explanations of the dithcult words and

phras(!s which occur in the vedas ; Jyotisham (Astronomy,) and clianda

(prosody). The upancjan or subordinate sciences are stated to be, Mimamsa

ov moral philosophy (?) Nyaya or logic, Dherma sastra or jurisprudence,

and Pwra/ja history. The upa vedas or supplenK ntary t'ec^a* are said to be

immediately deduced from the vedas. They are enumerated to be four ; viz..

1st, vastu veda, architecture ; dhannrva veda or archery ; gandharva, vocal or

instrumental music ; Ayur-veda, a treatise on medicine. It concludes with

assigning supreme power to Sita.

38.) Yogachudamani apanishada.

This iipanishada teaches the doctrines of the yoga, or the spiri-

tualism of the Hindu philosophy.

39.) Nirvanopanishada.

This upanishada contains the theological doctrines of the Brah-

mans, as regards the yoga.

40.) JlJandala Brahnanopanishada.

This upanishada treats of the doctrines of the yoga.

41.) Dacshana murti upanishada.

This upanishada contains an account of Markandeya having re-

vealed to the Rishis, the mantra or spell o^ Dacshana murti, or Siva.

12.) Sarahhopanisliada.

This upanishada opens wiih an account of Paippala and others having

requested Brahma to inform them which of the triad, viz. Brahma, Rudra

and Vishnu was superior, and wortiiy of adoration ; and of his having com-

municated to them that Siva was their superior ; for Vish?iu and himself

were born of him. He further stated that Vishnu in his incarnation as man-

lion (A^a/vi-smZ/a) having threatened the whole world with destruction, Siva

under the form of Sarabha, (a fabulous animal with eight feet) destroyed him

with his beak, and talons.

* Compare page 325 supra.
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4S.) Scandopanishada.

This upanishada identifies Siva with Vishnu; and teaches the

doctrines of the advaita school.

44.) Malta Narayanopanishada,

This upanishada, which consists of ei<^ht lectures, {adhydyas)

opens with a dialogue between Brahma and Vishnu—in which the latter

communicates divine knowledge to the former, and prescribes rules for

making a diagram of Nardyana.

45.) Advaita Tarlcopanishada.

This upanishada inculcates the doctrines of thfc Advaita school,

and of yoga.

46.) Rama Rahasya upanishada.

Sanaka and other yogis, as wxll as the rishis, having solicited divine

knowledge from Hanuman, the chief of the monkies, he revealed to them the

supremacy of Rama ; and taught them his spell, or incantation
; prescribing

at the same time the mode of making an enira or diagram of Rama.

47.) Rama tdpani.

This upanishada consists of two portions ; viz. purva tdpani and

uitara tdpani, the first and last part.

Purva tdpani.

This part of the upanishada, consisting of five sections, opens with a

declaration that Rama is the supreme being ; and then gives an account of

his life and achievements on the earth. Rules for drawing a diagram, insert-

ing in it the letters composing his name, are also given.

Uttara tdpani.

This part, which is also divided into five sections, contains a discourse

between Dhdradtvaja and Yagnyavalcya, regarding the supremacy of

Rama. Siva is stated to have practised devotional austerities, and requested

Rama to remain at Cdsi, and deliver the people fiom all kinds of their sins.

The viantra or spell of Rama is lauded, and recommended for silent recital,

in order to attain beatitude.

48.) Vasudevopanishada.

This upanishada contains a discourse between Nareda and Vdsu-

dcva, in which the latter recommends the former to mark his forehead

with a perpendicular line, made with gopechandana or yellow ochre, or

with the clay at the root of the basil.

49.) Mudgalyopanishada,

This upanishada contains explanations of Purusha sucta, a section

of the veda.
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50.) Sandilyopanishada.

This upa7iishada, which consists of three lectures, contains a dis-

course between Sandilya and At'harva, in which the technical terms or

the principles of the yoga, and theological doctrines are explained, and

inculcates the doctrines oi the yoga.

51.) Pamgldpanishada.

Thisupanishada, which, consists of four lectures, contains a dialogue

between Paingala and Yagnyavalkya ; in which the latter communicates

theological doctrines to the former.

52.) Bhikshnkopanishada.

This upanishada contains a description of the ascetics, viz. Kuti^

chaka, Bahudaka, Tlamsa and Parma Ilamsa ; and of their duties.

5S.) Mahopanishada.

This upanishada, which consists of six lectures, opens with assign-

ing supremacy to Ndrdyana or Vishnu, and attributing to him the creation

of the universe.

The second and the remaining lectures contain an account oi Suka

having an interview with Janaka king of Videha, and acquiring from

him theological knowledge.

54.) Sarirakopanishada.

This upanishada, which treats of metaphysical ethics, opens with de-

scribing that the material form is co-ordinate with the primary elements, earth,

&c. ; the solid parts of it are assimilated with earth, the liquid portions with

water ; the warmth with fire ; the moving parts with the air ; and the hollow

portions with the ether. The organs of sense are the ear, &c. The ear parti-

cipates in the properties of the ether and air ; the skin in that of fire ; the

eye partakes in the qualities of water ; the tongue in that of the earth ; and

the nose of the ether : the objects of these senses are sound, touch, form, taste,

and smell. The organs, or members of actions (harmendriya) are the mouth,

ths hands, the feet, the anus, and the organs of generation : their functions

are the speech ; giving motion ; voiding by stool ; and happiness. The re-

maining part of this upanishada contains a similar description of the mental

properties.

55.) Yoga sikhopanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Siva and Brahma, in

which the former teaches the latter the doctrines oi yoga.

56.) Turiyyatita Avandhutopanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Brahma and Ndrdyana ;

in which the latter gives a description of Turiyyatita, Avadhuta, or an ascetic

of the highest order, and of the duties observable by him.
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57.) Sanydsopaiiishada.

This upanishada contains rules for entering into the order of a SannU
yasi or ascetic, with the details of the duties observable by him,

58.) Parama Jiamsa parivrajakopanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Brnhmn and Nardijana
In which rules for'entering into the order of Parama hamsa are prescribed.

59.) Akshamdlikopanishada.

This upanishada opens with a discourse between Brahma nnd Guhn,
in which the latter, at the request of the former, describes that rosaries consist-

ing of corals, pearls, crystals, conch, silver-beads, gold-beads, sandal, piUrajiva^

(a certain tree) dates or plums, and strung in gfold, silver, or copper wires should

be used : certain rules are laid down for their consecration.

GO.) Avyactopanishada^

This upanishada, consisting of seven sections, contains an account of

the production of 5raA;7ia from an invisible being {Avyactd) ; ofhishavingr

performed a penance, and of his interview with a being having an animal face

(Mrif/a-mukha) and human body, with the goddess of prosperity ( Sr'i) seated

on a golden car, (rat'ha) and covered by the hood of a serpent (scsha.) It

is further stated that he afterwards created the whole universe ; the vedas

having been previously produced.

61.) Ekaksharopanishada.

This upanishada lauds the supreme being, inherent in the single letter

O'w.

62.) Annapurnopanishada.

This upanishada, consisting of lour lectures, (adhijayas), contains a

dialogue between Nidugha and Rihhu, in which supremacy is assigned to the

goddess Annapurna ; and the ductiines of the advaila school, and of the yoga

are prescribed.

Qo.) Suryopanishada.

This upanishada assigns supremacy to Surya, or the sun.

64.) Akshupanishada.

This upanishada opens with an account of the deity, in the form of the

Hamasa or swan, having proceeded to 'Aditya or the sun ; and after praisino-

to a considerable extent, solicited from him divine knowledge : and of Surya

having communicated the same to him.

Q5.) Adhyatmopanishada.

This upanishada contains the theological doctrines of the adcaita

schooL
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66.) Kundinakopanishada.

The term kundika denotes " Student's waterpot." Hence Kundiko-

panishada ; which prescribes rules for entering into the order of a Sanniyasi,

or ascetic ; with a description of the duties observable by him.

67.) Savitrytipanishada.

This short upanishada appertains to Savitri ; the goddess presiding

over the holy verse of the veda.

68.) Atma vidyopanishada.

This upanishada opens with a description of 'Atma the living

soul ; Anlardtma, that portion of the supreme soul which is supposed

to be the foundation of life in all animal creatures ; and Paramatma

the supreme being, considered as the soul of the universe : who, it is

stated, was produced by Angii'a ; and teaches the doctrines of the

advaita school.

69.) Pasupata Brahmopanishada.

Valkhilya, son of Brahma, having solicited from his father, divine

knowledge, he communicated it to him, by revealing that he is the chief of

the three worlds, &c., and that all the other deities have their peculiar duties

assigned to them.

70.) Brahmopanishada.

This upanishada contains the theological doctrines of the Brahmans.

71.) Avadhutopanishada,

This ,vpanishada contains an account of Sankufi having solicited Dot-

tatreya to inform him the duties of Avadhuta the highest of the ascetics ;

and of his having communicated them to him.

72.) Tripura tapaniyopanishada.

This upanishada appertains to Devi, under the name of Tripura ; and

prescribes rules for forming a diagram inserting in it the name of the goddess,

It consists of 5 chapters {upanishada s).

73.) Devyupanishada.

This upanishada extols Devi or the goddess. The dtvatas, or deitic^s

are said to have approached the goddess, and asked her, who art thou ? She

replied, " I am in the form of Brahma ; from me the universe emanated,"

&c. &c. Then the gods prostrated themselves before her, and acknowledged

her supremacy.

74.) Tripuropanishada.

This upanishada appertains to Devi,
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75.) Katkupanishada.

This upanishada prescribes rules for entering into the order of the

Sanniyasi or ascetic with a description of his (hities. It is a dialogue be-

tween the Devatas and Brahma.

76.) Bhavanopanishada.

This upanhhada appertains to the Devi or Sitcfl ; and teaches

the mode of worshipping her mentally.

77.) Rudra Hridayopanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Vijnsa, and his son Sulia'

The former, at the request of the latter, reveals that Rudra is llie superior,

to all the deities ; and enjoins that he should adore hifti.

78.) Yogakundalijupanishada.

This upanishada consists of two chapters. The 1st inculcates the

doctrines of the yogi ; and the second prescribes rules for a particular des-

cription o^ yoga called khechaii.

79.) Bhasmajabatopanishada.

This upanishada contains an account of Siva, at the request of Bhu-

sunda having prescribed to him to mark his forehead, and several other parts

of his body, with triple horizontal lines (EE) made with the ashes of cow

dung ; and enjoins him to adore Siva.

80.) Rudrajahalopanishada.

This upanishada contains a discoui'se, between JBhusimda and Rudra ;

in which the latter prescribes to the former to wear on his person Rudracshas

or the berries of eleocarpus ganitrus (Rox.) ; stating at the same time, that it

was produced from a tear which dropped from his eye, during his battle with

Tripuras.

This matter is better stated in one of the foregoing b loljs. When Siva burnt the

{Tipura) three towns, he shed tears ; which were re-produced as berries of the eleocarpus,

81.) Ganapatyupanishada.

This upanishada extols Ganapati, and assigns supremacy to him.

82.) Darsanopanishada.

This upanishada contains a discourse between Dattatreya and

his disciple Sankriti ; in which the former, at the request of the latter?

inculcates the doctrines of the yoga, and impugns the worship of idols.

83.) Tarasaropanishada.

This upanishada opens with a discourse between Brihaspati and

Ydgnyavalcya, in which the former extols Avimucta, or Cdsi, as a holy
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place, where the individuals on the point of their death, are saved by

Siva. Bhdradwaja solicited Ydanyavalcyatom^oxm hirnwhatis Tarakuy

(preservation) what is that which saves ? he replied that the spell

O'm Na7Jid ISldrdyana saves ; and it is to he meditated upon.

84.) Maliavakyopamshada.

This upanishada contxins the theological doctrines of the Biahmans.

85.) Pancha Brahmopanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Paippalada and Mahade-

va, in which the latter gives a description of the Pancha Brahmas ; viz.

Sadyojota, Aghora, Varna deva, Tatpurusha and Isana ; each presiding over

an element, and recommends the adoration of Siva.

This accords very much with the Buuddhist system ; only the names differ.

8G.) Pranagnihotropanishada.

This vpaiiishada enjoins that the taldng of a mouthful (?) should be

considered as an efficacious oblation.

87.) Gopdla tdpani.

This is divided into two portions, purva and uttara.

Purvu tapani or the first part.

This part, consisting of five lectures, contains praise oi Krixhna, and

enjoins to recite his maniram, or spell. This is a dialogue between the saints

(Munh) and Brahma.

Uttara tdpani.

This part of the tipanishada opens with the following narration :

Once on a time, certain women, who had spent tlie whole night in an agreeable man-

ner, asked Krishna the cowherd, and the lord of all, to what Brahman they should present

food. He replied to Durvasa. They rejoined—"How could we cross the Ja»mn«?" He
told them,—"Just say that Krishna is a Brahindchari (a person whose chief virtue is con-

tinence) and the river will give you way." He further proceeded by stating—" By thinking

of me deeps will become shoals, the Avicked will become virtuous, &c. &c." They accordingly

went to the river ; and, on uttering the abovementioncd word, the river gave them way ;

and they went to the other side, and satisfied Durvasa by presenting him with delicious

viands, &c. The rtshi asked them, how did they manage to cross the Jainuna ? one of them

replied, tliat they said Krrshna is a Brahmachnri. The rrshi first reflected how could Krish-

na be a Brahtnachari ; and reasoned thus : although the sound issues from the atmosphere, yet

tlicy both differ from one another, and so on. He concluded that Krishna is of two-fold nature ;

one of divinity, and the other human. The women having requested the rishi to give them an

account of Krishna^ lie revealed to tlicni tli.at lie was an incarnation of Ndrdi/ana, and his

history had on a former occasion been unfohled hy Brahma. He related the tale in full

which contains a description of Madhnra, and the gardens .surrounding it. Kruhna him,<ielf

enjoins to worship tiie idol made in Iii.s likeness. Tlic remaining part of this M/wni5ftac^<»

extols Krishna as the supreme being.
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88.) Krishiiopanishada.

This upanishada relates that tlie (wives of) Rnlds residing in the forest, seeing the

beautiful Rnmachandra expressed a desire to embrace him. He prevented them from doing

so, by telling them, that he would incarnate himself as Krishna, at a future period, and then

they shall as shepherdesses embrace him. The remaining part of it contains a brief account

of Krishna ; and of the celestials having assumed various forms to please him on the earth.

89.) Ydgnyavalkyopanishada.

This M/}aw^5/^ac?(2 contains a discourse between Ydgnyavalkya, and.

Janakaoi Videha, in which the former reveals the method of entering into

the order of a Sanniyasi or ascetic, with a description of his duties, and

states that he needs no sacred thread, since lie is pure in himself.

90. ) Vcirahopanishada.

This upanishada consists of 5 lectures (adhydyas).

The opening of the first lecture is a dialogue between Varaha

and Rihhu ; in which the former explains the twenty five branches of

metaphysical ethics ; and the remaining lectures contain theological

doctrines ; as well as the principles o^ yoga sastra,

91.) Satyayanopanishada.

This upanishada contains rules f-T entering into the degree of a San-

niyasi with a description of his duties.

d'i.) Hayagrivopanishada.

Ndreda having solicited divine knowledge from Brahma, the hitter

enjoined him to adore Hayagriva (an incarnation of Vish?m with the head of

a horse) and communicated to him the spells of that deity.

93) Dattatreya upanishada.

This tract contains an account of Narayana having communicated to

Brahma the spell of Dattatreya.

94.) Garudopanishada. v

This tract opens with an account of the Garuda-upanishada having

been originally communicated to ISidreda who is stated to have related it

to Brihatchena. He narrated it to Indra ; from whom Bharadivaja learned it ;

and he initiated his disciples in it. The subject of this upanishada is the

mantra, or spell of Garuda^ the vehicle of Vishnu, and a bird commonly called

" Braminy kite" It is said to be an antidote to poison, (i. e. venom of

snakes.)

95.) Kalisantarnopanishada.

Tliis short upajiishada contains an account of Nareda having solicited

from Brahma, the means for the clearing from sins in the Call yuya or present

age ; and of his having communicated to him that the constant recital of the

m2
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names of Ndrdyana, or Vishnu, which the following verse contains, would clear

a man from all kinds of sins.

Hari Rama, Hara Rama, Rama, Rama.

Hari, Hari, Hara Kri^shna, Hart Krishna.

Kruhna, Krijshna, Hari, Hari.

This verse contains the 16 names of Fishnu.

96.) Jahulopanishada.

This upanishada opens with a discourse between Jahali and Paippa-

liida, in which the supremacy of Siva is recognized ; the besmearing of the

ashes of the sacrificial fire, and a marking the forehead with tripundra, or

triple horizontal lines, are recommended ; as the means to clear from sins.

Sanatcuviara is one of the dialoguists in this upanishada.

97.) Sduhhagya Lacshmi upanishada.

This upanishada contains a dialogue between Nardyana and the deities,

in which the former communicated to the latter the spell (mantra) oi Lacshmi

or the (yoddess of prosperity, and recommended her adoration. They are like-

•wise enjoiiied to practise the yoga in order to meditate upon her.

It is stated that ''Asvalaydna at the request of the rishis, revealed to

them 10 slocas or verses in praise ot Sarasvaii, or the goddess of learning, as

the means to attain proficiency in the arts and science, or to be able to com-

pose v<n'ses. In one cf the verses Cashmlr is used, viz. Cashmir pura vdsinv

Oh thou who residest in the town of Cashmir.

98.) Mucticopanishada.

This upanishada contains a discourse between Rama and Hanuman ;

in which the former enumerates the number of the vedas and names one hun-

dred and eight upanishadas ; and communicates to him theological knowledge.

Ten* more are wanted in order to complete 108 upanishadas;

but either the abstracter paused, ox the last leaf of a frail China- paper

cahier was torn off, and so lost in transitu. Either way the defect can-

not be deemed of consequence. We are reminded of the adage

—

omne

ignotum pro magnijico. At the same time these upanishadas are perceived

to be the roots of much spreading foliage in these Manuscripts, passim.

The numbering was incorrect ; hence ys> uot99, as ou page 457 17)18) are duplicates.
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FIRST FAMILY: PALM LEAF MANUSCRIPTS.

B. TELUGU LANGUAGE, AND LETTER,

1. Architecture with statuary.

1. No. 473. Silpi sastram, slocas, with a Telugu tica 1—3 adhyd-

yam the fourth unfinished.

On the construction of temples—rules—proportions—measures ; to-

gether with the melting of metals, and casting molten images : leaf 1— 18.

The book is long, without hoards, in good order.

2. No. 485. Maya chelvam, slocas, with a tica in Telugu: 12

adhydyas complete.

By Grantlia dc/idri.

The measures and proportions proper in building a temple ; how long

how broad, also dimensions of the inner chapel, or sanctuary.

Rules for molten images ; the making them, when proper, when faulty.

Mode of fixincr the images ; Some rules as to the construction of vari-

ous vdhanas, or vehicles for processions.

The book is somewhat long, thin, old, slightly damaged.

II, Arithmetic.

L No. 697. Pavaluri ganitam.

By Malhana, in pddya cdvyam, with a few slocas. Two leaves

prefixed.

One containing praise to Ganesvara, and one on the tafva system

of the human body.

By Pavaluri Malhana the following :

On land measuring, or practical geometry. On weighing gold. On
the reckoning of time. On the measures of grain. On bazar, or averdupois

weights. Numeration table. On the different names given to integers as 1,

2, kq.

On partnership ; or distributing a total according to respective shares
;

leaf 1— 19, incomplete.

Appended are four leaves not fully written ;—On times and modes of

music—a few amorous verses—some English w^ords written in TeluG^u letter,

with the meaning in Telugu ; such words as God, Father, Mother, Brother,

Sister, I, my, me, of me, &c.

The book is long, of medium thickness, only one board, very

much injured by insects.
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2. No. 701. Pdvalur (/a?ntam pad/fa cavyam.

By the same ; only 80 leaves, a fragment.

The book is long, without boards, in good order.

3. No. 702. Ganita sastram 'padya caz;?/awz, in seven sections,

T. prat'h'ina pari cfirma integer?; with cyphers, measures of time.

2. dvitaya binna, on division aud quotients.

3. prakirna —gaida—various.

4. rule of three—of five, of sevdn, of nine, of eleven.

5. reckoning by the shadow of objects.

6. on gold, fts weight &c.

7. on fractions under the different headings, many examples are given.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, damaged*

4. No. 703. Sutra ganitam, vakira fadya cavyam 27 leaves, in-

complete.

Various modes of account: the book teaches a very short mode

of bringing out a total, or difference, or parts.

The book is of medium length, without boards, in good order.

5. No. 704. Sutra ganitam, padya cavyam ; 20 leaves, incomplete.

Various arithmetical accounts, and modes of performing short opera-

tions in arithmetic.

The book is long, without boards, in good order.

6. No. 705. Pavaliiri ganitam,

(It is not quite certain whether this work is a reckoning according to the custom of

the Village called Pavalur ; or whether that word merely means the birth place of the

author Malhana or Malayya: to prefix the birth-place to a man's name is a very common
native custom ; aud then it is analogous to an ancient European custum ; such as W^ 1-

liame of Wyckame, or Matthew de Paris.)

A fragment of 19 leaves, land measure by yojana, kadam, &c.,

time measure, minutes, hours, &c., grain measure—land measure as to

area. Numeration extends to oQ cyphers added to 1. On these various

points, modes of account are founded.

The book is of medium length, without boards, somewhat old,

but in good order.

7. No. 706. Ganita sastram, joadya cavyam.

Pavalur ganitam by Pavalur Malayya a peculiar village mode of account, brief.

2. dwltiya binna ganitam, 2nd section on fractional remainders.

3. trutya praldrna ganitam^ various.
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4. chaturdhi trni rdsya (janitnm, rule of three, four, five &.c.

5. wanting.

C. shashta cshetra ganitam on land measuring.

7. gada gunitam on cubical measure.

S. ch'hagi/a ganUnni, mode of measuring by means of the shadows of objects.

9. starna ganitam, weight of gold.

The 1st, 5th, 10th sections are wanting ; the rest are complete

The author is stated to be a slave of Mallicarjuna, a. (onn of Siva at

Sri Sdilam.

Appended.

Lilavati, incomplete.

By Devindra varan. It contains—numeration'—various modes of

account—rule of three. On interest—on weighing gold ; and other

connected matters.

130 leaves, but 1— 11 and 41-60, and 97— 110 differ from the

other leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in good order, letters and

edges blackened.

8. No. 707. Sutra ganitam, padya cdvyam.

7 leaves, a fragment.

On various brief modes of working arithmetical operations.

Four leaves fragments are added.

1 on th<- pains of love,. 1 chant to Skn, I ethical, 1 praise.

This book is of medium length, thin, without boards, in good

order.

9. No. 708. Ganiia sasiravi, padya cdvyam.

Four classes of account.

1 Cshetra ganitam, lund measuring, however difficult or irregular may be the foim,

2 Sutra ganitam, various kinds of account in the briefest form, totals, &c.

3 Svarna ganitam, weight of gold, according to its quality, and mode of adding up.

4 Binna cshetra ganitam, on fractional iiceounts in land measure (the division of

lands is of such a nature as to render fractional arithmetic of the greatest consequence. Near

Madras it is customary to divide the whole lands of a village into 5 parts, and the smallest

portion held by an individual usually is ^'^ of
J- ; but, in extensive lands, still smaller parts,

are held by single cultivators. Then the whole product has to be divided; very small frac-

tional shares going to the five classes of village servants, &c.)

The book is of medium size, in £food order.
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10. No. 709. Ganita sastram, padya cdvyam.

—multiplication table -2 leaves.

—brief operations in arithmetic—2 leaves.

—pavalur ganitam, a particular mode.

This is incomplete.

—various other particulars of arithmetical computation.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

11. No. 711. Pavalur ganitavi.

By Pavalur Malayya, complete.

On integers up to the highest amount ; rules— as A<ldiiion, Subtraction,

Multiplication, Division, &c.

Accounts of kinds—money, weights, grain measure, land measure, &c.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in good order.

III. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 48. Bdghaviya pandaviycim.

By Surayya; padya cdvyam, with glossary. Only the 1st asfa-

sam, and this complete.

This is u difficult book; exemplifying what is considered a

high poetical excellency, in using words capable of a continuous double

meaning. Here the words, taken in one sense, gi\*e the story of the

Rdmdyavam ; but, taken in another sense, contain the narrative of the

Bhdratam,

In this section—on the birth of Rdma, Lncshmana, JBharata, Saf-

rugna, or o^ Dherma- Raja, JBhima, Arjuna, Nacida, Sahadeva : leaf 1— 14

other 3 leaves, various stanzRs ; and 1 1 blank le-ives.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent, bamboo boards.

2. No. 79. Cavi alancara sajigraha.

By Sdrada murti niurti ; padya cdvyam.

On dramatic composition ; 4 asvdsas are right, the 5th incomplete.

Description of the disposition of the hero, and his personal appearance.

On the rasas, or poetical sentiments. Description of the hero in his amours.

The proper character of a drama. Discrimination of differencis between a

heroic poem, and a drama. Mode of distinguishing theatrical emotions, or

sentiments. On the knowledge, and discrimination of amorous signs. On
the sdivica, or mild temperament. A discrimination of three defects in

words ; as to meaning, and manner of union. An epitome of ornamental

words ;with other details on rhetorical, or dramatic composition ; incomplete

leaf 1—86, and 26 blank leaves.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.
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3. No. 84. Cavi alancdra chuddmani.

By Vinna hotta peddayya
;
podya cdcyam. 1— 8 uJdsaa com-

plete the 9th, not so. Two leaves are prefixed ; on indications as to the

lunar asterisra under which any one was born.

On tLe qualities of the hero and heroine.

On the nine rasas, ar poetical sentiments. On various rhetorical

divisions, and their properties. Rules and proprieties as to composite stanzas :

Words which are not good to be used in certain places. On fsiults of mean-

ing ; such as ascribing to Rama, actions proper to Sica. With various

other matters : 73 leaves, in all.

The book is long, of medium thickness, one board damaged.

4. No. 103. Cavi alancdra chuddmani.

By Peddayya namadhiya cavi
;
padya cavyam. The 7th

uldsa complete, the 8th not so.

On the poetical sentiments—properties of the hero and heroine

—

mode of fitting up dramatic exhibitions—right mode of composing; as to

meaning, and as to forming stanzas : leaf 1—69.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, yet a

little injured.

5. No. 221. Rdghava fdndaviyam
;

By Surayya: padya cdvyam in four asvdsas, complete (see 1

No. 48.)

This book is an exercise of genius, and skill. It exhibits parts of the

story of the Rdmdyanam and Bhdratam by means of words of two meanings:

the words of as/oca, read in one sense, give the former, in another sense the

latter : this effort does not relate to the eniire works ; but to special parts

only : leaf 1—62 and 7 blank leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

6. No. 222. Rdghava 'pandaviyam; vyakyanam.

By Surayya, prose.

1—2 asvasas are complete, ord not so.

A comment on the preceding, as far as it goes.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very old, and very

much damaged.

7. No. 475. Vasu charitra vyakyanam ; a comment on the Vasit

charitra.

1 asvdsam, complete, the 2nd not so.
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Chiefly an explanation of the measures, and wonls of litis difficult

poem ; but without coherence as to the story : leaf 1-37 and 56—74, 18

leaves wantinfj.

The book is long, thin, old, damaged.

8. No. 680 Chandasu sastram, some composite stanzas, relating to

poetry as an art.

On syllables—and eight principle lettrrs of classes, ma^ya, ra, chn, da,

Vhn,ja, na. Their relation to astrological signs, and a-teiisms. The proper

time for composing verses. Various rc^sults detailed. Rules for the composition

of some kinds of vers;', and the like.

The book is of medium length, without boards, in good order.

IV. Ascetic.

1. No. 35. For Sect. 1, see XXXIV.

Sect, 2. Jiva prahodha; padya cdvynm.

By Vdsu deva 1—3 asvasus complete.

4ih defective. On the nature of the soul : its sinful state, and

tendencies ; and the means of removing them ; with the mode of obtain-

ing beatification. The reference to deity is by the name Brahm. It

so far resembles the itpanishadas.

2. No. 305. Sect. 1. Sampagi mana sataeam.

On the tntoa system, or corporeal members, mystically considered :

otily 47 kanda stanzas ; a fraii^ment, and a mere prefix lo an erotic book ; in

a way which though singular, is common.

For Sect. 2, 3, see IX.

3. No. 484. Sampagi mana satacam.

By Paramdnanda yeti. 115 kanda padyas.

On the tatva system

—

.sampagi mana would seem to be some local name

of a deity : half leaf, loose stanzas.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, injured.

4. No. 623. Vijndna pradipica an illustration of real wisdom
;

padya cavyam.

By Virayya. Only the 2nd asvdsam.

On ascetic metaphysics, and wisdom ; compare No. 607 : leaf

9—19.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.
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5. No. 624. Three pieces.

1.) Sddana chatusktaii/am, prose with some slucas. On four modes

of sentiment, and practice.

(1.) Brihm is eternal, the world finite : this truth must be known, and acted upon.

(2.) All secular desires, and passlono must be relinquished, and self-control maintuined,

(3.) Sama, ddna, uparedha, tWhicuhdy anmadhdnam, sraddhit, these must be relinquished.

The terms are technical.

2.) Siddhanta sdram, prose.

The essence of rectification— my^^tic. Sorrow fittaches to the soul hj

reason of ilie body. The body is the result, or consequence of sin in a formc^r

state ; and sin came by roga divesha, passion, involving disease ; that carae by

abimanam (carelessness ?) that by ajniinani want of wiedom, and this igtio-

rance (ratio in circido) came from sensual desires.

If you ask how the said sorrow will depart, the reply is by gud}tapi, or

wisdom ; which proceeds from atmandtma vicharani, or care of the soul.

If you ask what power will he po-sess who has the said care, the rep'y

is, he will possess the anubandhan chahtshtaiyam, or fourfold concord; to wit

1, a'likari ; 2, bhishaijam ; 3, samandam ; 4, vrojei/a^iam ; such as possess these

four, zregndnis, or Avisc-mcn. (I do not recognize what is the exact system

of this section ; perhaps Jaina).

2,) Sacal'jpanishada saravi, essence of all the upanishadas : prose

with slocas mingled. The sum seems to be to extract thence the

vcdanta doctrine, with the vS>ub-joined practice of asceticism. Modes

of it, variously described : 9 leaves and 9 blank ones.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

6. No. 630. Siddhanta saram, prose complete ; v. supra 5. 2.)

The various evils incident to mankind, from mental ignorance, to bo

removed by true knowledge. The mode of acquiring this knowledge stated.

The book is of medium length, thin, somewhat old, and damaged.

7. No. Goi, Sarvartlia sdram, padya cavyam.

By Vencaia pati, ovd asvasam only, or

1. Isvara tatva viveca prakarunam, i\i^ c\ri^t(^c on the knowledge of deity, chita'rna

tatva—kevnldtma tatvam.

2. Sddana chadushtaiya prakaranam.

3. SadanSpdyu tatva prakaranam.

4. Jivan mukti prakaranam.

5. Jagat prAndi vrilti prakaranam , a chapter on worldly desires.

k2
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Scuicalpa or summary—all creation is the work of Isvaj'a, and

the evolution of his form ; vedantic, or fatva metaphysics : leaf 1—49^

some wanting.

The book is long, without boards, much injured by insects.

8. No. 636. Two pieces.

For Sect: 1. see XVI.

Sect : 2. matter from the Bhdratam,

Vyasa conversed with Dhenna roja on the duties of spiritual know-

ledge—on the vagrancy of the human mind, in glancing at things remote
;

this must be repressed, or kept in order. They who reject the delusive cares

of family are truly wise—and like topics ; stated as if given by Stcta to sages

in the Naimisara park : leaf 1—24.

The whole book is long, thin, without boards, injured.

9. No. 640. Gada ckacra nirvayam, on the earthen vessel {i, e.

the human body) prose ; and in a few places, slocas, with a tica.

Details on the universe—On the five elements composing the human

body—the product of each single element—details as to the mental, or spiritual

faculties. On the ten vital airs—their location, and descriptive of them— the

effects of their influence ; as sorrow, sickness, joy, &c.; description of the vari-

ous pulses—mode of growth of mankind. [This union of physics, and meta-

physics is deemed religion]. Complete, leaf 141— 154 ; hence taken out from

some larger book.

It is long, without boards, recent.

10. No. 641. Gada chacra nirnayam, on the earthen figure or

vessel ; the slocas in it have a Telugu tica.

PrWhivi, appv, tejas, vciyii, dcdsam, these five elements, their properties

and nature. The five indriyas or five senses—harmony of elements, and

senses. On avastlias or defects ; as watchfulness, sleep, swoon, indolence,

(s«m&a?)— talking in sleep, sickness, &c.

On the six (matas) infatuations or sins ; as kama, lust, crodha, anger,

&c. On hones, flesh, nerves, details. On dcha taioa, bodily properties, &c.

Complete, leaf 48—58.

The book is long, without boards.

V. Astrological.

1. No. 721. Jyotisha retna carmn.

By CharikondaHonayya,pndija cavyam, complctc/uifivc asvdsas.

Narrated by Fasishfa to Garyheya,
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Year

—

ayana Lalf-year rutu, six; of two months esich—month—pacsha

half lunation, described.

Tit'hi lunar day, vara day of week, nacshetra lunar asterism, yoga

good time, carana (or avuyoga) bad time. Lagna p'halam, influence of

zodiacal signs ; especially when ascendant.

On six kinds of horary questions. The lunar place for a day is a

nacshetra ; wliich of the 27 g are good, which bad for a child to be born in.

Thus, the first half of Aries (solar signs) is good, the second half bad, &c.

On the situation of the planets at the time of birth, and their influence.

On gaudam, or accidents, as from snakes, water, &c.

The proper time for assuming the scholastic thread, according to the

birth nacshetra, supra.

The same as to marriage ; shaving the head ; first menstruation ; preg-

nancy ; and bathing, or anointing a king.

Such are a few, but there are various other details : 120 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, and thick.

2. No. 722. Five pieces.

1.) Sassiydnandum, padya cdcyam.

On natural astrology.

At such times as the sun first enters the lunar asterisms Anuradha

and Mula there should be a little rain ; if none, then there will be none for

fourteen days after, in each case. If the sun and Jupiter are in conjunction

in the lunar asterism JyesHta, in that year, there will be much rain, or a

" good monsoon." Other like matter as to rain or none, in other months,

and asterisms, with the good or evil thence resulting. See further No. 744

infra ; especially as to times of sowing corn.

This tract leaf 17—30 is complete.

2.) Retndcaram : padya cdvyam.

The character and fortunes of a child, according to the nucshetra, and

laghuna at the time of birth. Eesults of the lunar asterisms : as for exam-

ple ; Asvini, good form—sensible—fond of his wife.

Hharini, brave, bold, secret, reserved or taciturn, charitable.

Critica, poor, lustful, fond of others' food, very bold.

Rohini, fond of jewel ornaments—good sense, conqueror of others by

power ; will possess land, horses, places, or houses. And so on.

Influence of signs in ascendant—as Mesha (Aries) poor, good dispo-

sition, servant of a king, or soldier, handsome, hairy body.

Rishahha (Taurus) popular, excellent disposition, tall in stature, length

of years ; splendid as the sun.
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Mli'huna (Gemini) fond of women, and of music, self- conceited, honors

kings, handsorap, lustre of body.

Carcata (Cancer) weak borly, slender, wealthy, beloved by relatives,

fond of talking, learned in all things. And the like.

The results stated throughout the lagnas or signs—with other

matter on judicial astrology.

S.) Sassiydndndam, padya cavyam.

This is a fragment from the midst of the tract. On cycle years,

their influence.

A curious sloca on forming a ring of nine jewels to represent the

nine planets, benefit of wearing it : leaf 50—53.

4.) Pdrdsara hera, padya cdvyani.

1 asvdsam. astrological, from a comparison of the lunar asterism, zodia-

cal sign, and planets places—results calculated, or foretold ; leaf 54—64.

5.) Another copy Sanscrit, original slocas ; Avith a tica in Telugu. Con-

tents as above. Also some matters on sacunas omens, good or bad : leaf,

84—112.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent

two leaves injured.

2. No. 723. P'hala grant'ha, book of influences, slocas with Te-

lugu meaning.

—

tard jnialam, influence of the lunar mansions.

—masa p'hatam, influence of different months.

—sancranti p'halam, results from the sun's entering each sign of the

zodiac.

— vara plialam, influence of solar days, taken with planets.

Slripushpavati—on a young woman's coming to maturity, the lunar

and solar day, the asterism, yogam^ harana, and kdlnm, lime, (day or night)

are noted; and from the whole, good or evil is predicted.

Some incomplete observations on the results of the time of birth.

The book is long, thin, without boards, leaves diverse.

4. No. 726. Jyotisha sasiram, slocas, in some places Telugu prose:

known as Gduri pdnchdngam, told by Siva to Gduri,

Chiefly on muhuftas, or good, and evil times of short duration. In the

course of twelve months, seven days are specified, with the muhnrtas by day

and night, in which it is suitable to go out to war, and others the opposite;

with the good, or evil results in each case.
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On the infiuer.ces of ilie planois. In the aforosaiJ nvihurtas, some sijrns

are used as marks to (^G^ignate ihein in an arbitrary and h'cldrn sense (as chemi-

cal ointment, &c ) The terms rdjasa and tdniasa ajiplicd to times— in which

of them it is proper to proceed in any affair, and in which not so. The pro-

per «flC5/ie//-as and WM//w/7as, suitable for journeyinn;, on various days of the

week. On sacunas, or omens, as to journeys. When any horary question

is asked, by observing how many letters are contained in the question, a good

or evil result is divined. These and like matters. Some ?chemes of horary

questions are given, asexamplcF, incomplete : leaf 1—46 and 12 blank leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, in good order.

5. No. 727. For Sect : 1 see Yll,

Sect 2. Bhctrgava pdnchdngam.

A ])l.inet is stated to have power according to the lunar mansion in

which it is posited. A discrimination of such positions, as referring to each

planet. The results from the opposition of planets. Answers to horary ques-

tions, by looking at the places of the planets. The formation of a figure, or

scheme of the heavens : and from that deducing results. Diffen nee of cfits/e

among the vacshetrus, or lunar mansions. Some Sanscrit slocas relative to

answering horary questions. A lunar mansion has four patas or divisions.

A letter proper to each one is given ; variously used. Other details on horary

questions : 28 leaves—incomplete.

The first section is wholly on divination, and the second runs into that

subject ; an almost necessary result of belief in horary questions.

The book is short, of medium thickness, bamboo boards, recent.

6. No. 7f28. Sutras on astrology, with tica in Telugu.

By Jaga muni.

On results from the opposition of planets, and on determining

length of life.

The book is small in size, without boards, recent.

7. No. 730. Siddhanta pdnchdngam; the ganita bhagajn, ov calcu~

lation, slocds, with the meaning in Telugu.

By Mallicarjuna.

Mode of calculating the five parts of an almanac, on the northern sys-

tem ; said to be known by the term astral sastram. It contains a list of high

numbers ; complete, leaf llO— 129,

The book is long, thin, recent.

8. No. 732. Jyotisha retna mala, slocas, with the meaning in Telugu :

25 prakaranas or chapters, incomplete.
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Oa the results of birth ; on marriage ; and various other matters on

astrology. Author not stated ; the leaves are without numbers.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

9. No. 733, Jyotisham, slocas with tica.

Influence of planets. On the formation of the foetus in the womb

—

with various technical terms—complete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

The Gciuri /?anc//an^aw is appended, complete. The part noticed was

on the elfect of any aifair undertaken during eight rnuhurtas, by night, and

as many by day.

10. No. 734. Jyotisha retna karam.

By Konnayya—padya cavyam, with the meaning.

In five asvdsas, complete, said to have been delivered by Garg-

haya maha muni to Fasishta.

It contains kdla chacras, horoscopes, or other diagrams and

figures.

In the three worlds there are gods, men, beasts. On the planets,

lunar mansions, yogas, karanas, &c. Their influences, and how produced.

Al?o on the influences ascribed to cycle years, to lunar months, and to lunar

days. These mattei's are so applied as to enable any adept to answer

horary questions ; the most common requisition, and perhaps found to pay

best : leaf 9—97, 1— 4 wanting.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, slightly injured.

11. No. 735. Sarvatobaddra cJiacra lacshanam, slocas, With. Telu-

gu tica. The title imports to be a charm against every kind of

trouble ; but the contents are astrological.

Mode of forming a horoscope ; the various divisions and circumstances

requiring attention— the nature of days, but according to the horoscope

—

whether the results will be good or ill. The like as to different months, good,

or evil circumstances, mode of erecting a marriage pillar—entry on a new

house, the day proper for so doing. On the vara sulam or inadvisableness of

journeying in different directions, on certain days of the week : Monday and

Saturday not E Tuesday and Wednesday not N. Thursday not S. Friday and

Sunday not W. ; with some similar matters.

The book is long, thin, in good order.

12. No. 736. Sripati jdtacam, slocas, with the meaning in Telugu.

An individual, under the title of Srijmti calculates his own nativity.

Graha sputtam, planetary position. Layna sputtam, sign the ascendant ; dr'ish-
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iiphalam opposition of planets, results. Pacsha phalam result of birds ; see

VII No. 725, ayana p'halam ; influence of the sun in the N. or S. hemisphere ;

varusha phalam, fruit of each cycle year. By these and other means, he fore-

tells what good, or evil is to befal him : 17 leaves incomplete.

The book is long, old, without boards, injured.

13. No. 737. Sutras on astrology, with the meaning in Telugu.

By Jaya muni.

In two chapters, conaplete.

1, Drishti pliala. The 12 signs and the 9 planets being considered

with aspects, and especially oppositions, to determine on answers to horary

questions, as to whether any proceeding is good, and bt-neficial, or the reverse.

2, Ayudham. By considering the signs and planets in a horoscope to

determine what will be the age of the individual concerned ; or how long he

will live.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

14. No. 744. Three pieces. «

1.) Sasnydndndam, \^2ii\xvsi\ astrology
;
padya cdvyam. Description

of clouds : nature of the earth at different seasons or times ; as to

productiveness.

The particular influences of lunar months; as Kartika, Jyeslifha,

Margasiras, Pushya., Magha, Chditra, Vdisac7ia, &c. Chandra yoga p'hulam,

the efiects of the moon's being in different yoj'as or divisions of orbit, which

of them are productive of rain, which not. Mode of testing or examining

water. Good or evil results, as to agricallure, from the places of dilFerent

signs wherein eclipses occur. Certain properties attendant on the rising, and

setting of the planet Venus, and of other planets ; and, thereby, probabilities

as to rain inferred— incomplete : leaf 1— 2b».

2.) Svapna adhydyam, slocas, wuth tica. in Telugu. According to

the time of night, or early morning, when dreams occur, results, and

how long afterwards accomplished. Also according to the nature, or

kinds of thiaigs seen in dreams. Health, or the contrary prognosti-

cated : leaf 1—9.

3.) According to the nacshetra on which a child is born, so will be

his disposition, temper, &c.

Rama rhacra, a magic diagram so formed as to answer questions by

divination. A few sianzas laudatory of Parvati ; 4 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards.
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15. No. 745. Jt/otisham, slocas, with lica in Telugu.

By Bhuvana pradipica.

It treats on various kinds of liorary questions—how to be answered

—

in what way good, or the contrary : 21 leaves, incomplere.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

16. No. 746. Jyotisham, slocas, with tica in Telugu.

On p'halas or influences.
'

—nacshetras—lords of zodiacal signs ; tara jj'halam, a 'echnical term, a

comparison of lunar mansions on some accasioiis ; their fruits or results. On
fixed, and unfixeii lun-ir mansions, On inspection of lunar mansions before

going on a journey ; and before shaving the head. On birth of any indi-

vidual, aspects and their results. On horary questions. Details on the above

sul jects ; 35 leaves complete.

The book is somewhat long, thin, without boards, recent. It

might merit translation.

17. No. 747. Jyotisha sastra, slocas, with tica in Telugu. As-

cribed to Sanatcumara.

Astrological directions as to time of founding a house—fixing doors in

it— entering on it, as a dwelling—and these according to the sign in the

ascendant, the lunar mansion, day of the week, and the like matters ; the

fruit, or results in the cases specified determined : leaf 5—30 a fragment.

It is long, thin, without boards.

18. No. 749. Two pieces.

1.) Vastu slocas, padi/as and tica.

The results of founding a house, or a column in each lunar mansion,

and in each zodiacal sign ; whence the one most suited to the intent is to be

selected. [I note, by the way, that old Cairo was intentionally founded on

some aspect of the planet Mars, receiving the Arabic name of that planet ;

with the intent of conquest in Avar. It has been conquered oltcner tha"

usual with cities ; and always notorious for the plaguej.

f2.) Amsas, prose-form.

The amsa is a technical fraction of any zodiacal sign, the lunar man-

sions are divided each int j four saranas : the coincidence of these is noted ;

such a amsa (f the sign, such a sarana of the lunar mansion. Thus Asvin'is

four snranas have amsas four ; 1, Mesha ; 2, Eishahha ; 3, Mitliuna -, 4,

Carcata ; Bharini's four saranas hnvo amsas £our ; 1, Leo ; 2, Virt/o ; 3,

Tula ; 4, Vricshica ; and so on.

The 2nd piece is shorter than tiic other ; without boards ; recent.
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19. No. 750. Cumdra vdstu, slocas, with tica in Telugu.

On building a house—iixing tloors in it—placing pillars - gathering

grain into it—placing the rice pestle— bringing cows into it; binding up a

book, tliese and like matters ; these proceedings have results stated ; as to be

expected, according to the lunar mansion, the zodiacal sign, the lunar day, the

sign in ascendant, &c. A few Telugu stanzas are added, on the same general

subject, 28 leaves complete.

The book is of medium length, and has no boards.

20. No. 751. Jyotisham, slocas, with tica in Telugu.

The lords of the different zodiacal sit^ns, Aries, Mars ;
Taurus, Venus

;

Gemini, Mercury ; Canc(^r, the Moon ; Leo, the Sun ; Virgo, Mercury ;
Li-

bra, Venus; Scorpio, Mars; Sagittarius and Pisces, Jupiter, Capricorn,

Aquarius, Saturn.

On the opposition {drishti looking at) of the different planets, and signs.

Effect of the tara or lunar asterisms. Lunar influence, and influence

of the different months, as the sun is in different signs, with various other

astrological matters ; orjly 9 leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, much injured.

21. No. 754. Jyotisha, slocas, with tica in Telugu.

— acshara prasna, looking for, and giving a reply, according to the letters

contained in any question.

—anga prasna, doubtful, as having technical words without tica.

—proana lagna, replies to qutsiions according to the Signs in which

different planets are posited : leaf 6— 11 a fragment.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

22. No. 755. Six almanacs, tied up together.

1. Taruna year, with 2 leaves chants to Rama, CiJiuplete, 52 leaves.

2. Chitra bdnu year, incomplete, 22 leaves.

3. Dundubhi year, complete, 46 loaves.

4. Rudhotgari year, complete, 46 leaves.

5. Crodhana year, complete, 40 leaves.

6. Ananda year, complete, 44 leaves ; with Vicrnma year, incomplete, 21 leaves irregular.

These contain the usual five divisions ; lunar and solar day—lunar

mansion, yoga, karana, the two last, portions of time that are propitious, or the

reverse.

Also aspects of the planets
;
good or bad muhurtas ; or two Indian hours

each day, deemed special. And the pit'ha, that is, a prognostication, at the

beginning of each year, as to its general character ; such as war—abundance of

grain, &c.

The several books are without boards, not injured.

o2
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VI. Commonplace.

1. No. 6. Sect. 1. Subhashita retnavali.

By Barlri hari ; padyas, slocas, 8cc.

A compilation of extracts ; when entire it is in three parts , and then

often classed under the heading Miscellaneous. This is a portion of the ethical

part ; containing decades on obstinately ignorant people, on those well taught.

On the brave ; on property ; on bad people ; on good persons, on doing good

to others ; on the gods ; on ritual works, or ceremonies—such as might be

copied into a commonplace book, classified.

For Sect. 2. see IX., for Sect. 3~G see XXVIII.

The whole book is long, thick, recent.

2. No. 300. Chcittu cdvyam, excerpta.

Selections to suit different occasions. Stanzas on various su'gects,

and in various kinds of metre. A brief epitome of the destruction of three

cities (Tripura). On the Ramdi/rmam ; a spy having reported to Jf?«wa

the state of Baimna's army, Rama launched a destructive rocket. Stanzas on

ther parts of the Rdmdijanam. At the end from another book, 10 leaves

on medicine.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

S. No. oOI. Chdttu cdvyau.

A variety of verses adapted to special occasions ; so as to answer ob-

jections, or to meet any particular case ; or so as to convince, or persuade, or

silence. Various metres, down to lalla or lullaby. On the laws of versifica-

tion ; the subjects, fur the most part, are chief : not the metres : a sort of com-

monplace book for use.

At the end 8 leaves on borrowing, and re-paving loans.

The book is of medium size, recent.

4. No. 310. Chatlu cdvyom.

Among lesser matters are :

Nila nagdti nayaka satacam, 70 stanzas.

Suddmanda satacam,^ 39 stanzas.

These two arf ethical in kind.

Hasya vaidhya sostram, risible medicine ; a jocose imitation of me-

dical books, in the style of Dr. Sangrado in Gil Bias, or of Moliere's Medecin

malyre lid.

Some lists of tribes : chants, &.C., &.c.

The book is of medium size, recent.
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5. No. o27. Various stanzas.

A S( lection of commonplace extracts from various books, and of very

different kinds of poetry, and versification, ornate, laudatory, lalla pdttu.

The book is of medium size, thin, without boards.

6. No. 359. Anydya puri panchacam.

Five slocas, on a ruler of Nilequity town : whose decrees were

unrighteous.

A jest book for buffoonery.

Each sloca is made the foundation for a brief tale in illustration.

Examples.—A man went to buy rice from a dealer, which last reversed

the measure, and filled in to the small end ; and the doing so caused a dispute
;

carried before the king ; who said since you cannot agree as to which end let

the measure be laid flat, and rice be poured thereon—of course yielding nothing.

A washerman's ass caused aboriion in a woman by a kick, and got its

leg liroken. Complaint by both parlies. The king decreed, let the husband take

the ass, till its leg can be cured; and let the washerman take the woman till

he can riturn her to the husband pregnant : leaf 1— 15 and 8 blank ones.

The book is very small for the pocket.

7. No. 506. Extracts from various books " by desire of a king" by

one Rdmasvdmi; only 7 leaves. One stanza from Rdmadliaraca

satacam, two from the Calahasti satacarn, 3— 7 from the Nara sinha

satacam, 1 from another book on Calahasti, 1 from the Bhdscara

satacam, 1 from Sumati satacam, 1 from the Venugcpala satacam, and

others.

VII. Divination.

1. No. 313. Palmistry, and like matters ; six pieces in all.

1.) 3 lesiYBS padi/a cdi't/am—Vines on tl^e hands, spots, moles, or other

marks on the body, curls in the hair— their significations ; a sort of

gipsy lore.

2.) 4 leaves Stri lacshanam, on the female person : special marks on

the face ; and kind of forehead, eyes, nose, &c., thence character, or

propensities divined.

3.) Purusha lacshanam 4 leaves, the like as to men ; a sort of phy-

siognomy.

4.) The like generally, as to both sexes.

5.) Sanscrit slocas, with Telugu tica, 11 leaves.

6.) Composite stanzas, with prose tica, 27 leaves ; and 3 others sisa

mulica, lengthy stanzas : on the same general topic.
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The sum is " fortune telling." From hand marks, curls of hair,

spots, moles, and other such things, to determine the length of life

—

incidents ; such as sorrow—good fortune—dispositions—tendencies.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

S. No, 314. Sdmudrica sastram.

Composite stanzas, complete.

Leaf ]— 12 on lines in the hand of women, with moles, and like

matters, v. supra, leaf 13—20, the like as to men. From both, events of

life, time of death, dispositions, and such matters said to be determined.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, neat appearance.

S. No. 315. Sdmudricam. Palmistry.

Ascribed to Prahlada ; padya cdvyam—only a fragment of six

leaves.

To judge by the members of the body, from the head down to

the feet, their size, appearance, &c., what will be the character, and du-

ration of any one's life. Especially on Palmistry—determining by the

lines on the hand, the length of life, and the prosperity, or adversity

of the individual concerned.

The book is long, without boards.

4. No. QS2. Sect: 1. Svara sastram, dwipada metre. 50 leaves,

complete.

This is a divination from the mode of breathing through the

nostrils ; and, with reference thereto : the astrological commonplaces of

day of the week, lunar mansion, sign in the ascendant, bright or dark

half lunations, month, season (rutu) are to be considei'ed. From the

whole, results as to life, health, &c. &c. are predicted ; which must be

more or less an imposition, on the weak and credulous.

For Sect 2. see X. infra,

5. No. 724. Sdmudrica, Palmistry.

Composite metre, with prose version 95 stanzas, on 19 leaves,

incomplete.

By lines on the hands of women and men, and also from marks,

warts, moles, on different parts of the body, prognostications of good,

or ill, length of life, or the contrary ; various other matters are also

assumed to be predicted.

The book is long, without boards, injured.
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6. No. 725. Pancha pacshi sastram, augury from five imaginary

Birds.

These suppositious birds are designated by the vowels a, i, u, e, o, to

determine their order. Next their order, according to the lunar days—then

weeks—then according to the eight points E. S.E. S. &c. these matters jn-e

explained. As the said birds, according to the said different orders are con-

sidered to be slee()ing, waking, &c. so results are augured, as to any event.

Different times of feeding by these birds in the bright, and dark luna-

tions : squares or diagrams to illustrate the same. Other matters are con-

nected with sorcery, and astrology.

Signs of the zodiac, and som.e binary divisions of each sign, for

horary questions. (The word hora is used) also triple divisions

;

nonal divisions—duodecimal divisions, with like reference. On the sun
and other planets, as lords of signs. Drishti krama, or oppositions of

planets, or signs.

Ashtaca varga ; eight squares for divination, or sorcery.

Ganda dosha kramam, accidents, or ill results from the birth of

children, to themselves, or to their parents : slocas with Telugu tica.

Lagna sputta kramam, mode of forming an "opinion from the sitrn in

ascendant at the time of birth. One leaf from the chandriki on shaving

the head, on the tenth day after journeying. See Divination in the

Introduction.

6 J. No. 727. Sect : 1. see V. sup'a.

7. No. 729. Nava griha chintdmani.

On divination.

In this book there is a great variety of answers to such questions, as

are likely to be propounded. Tlie mode of proceedintj is to have nine couries

(small sea-shells) answering to the nine planets. These are thrown nine

times ; and the number thrown each time is reckoned (flat side 1, convex 0) the

nine are added into one total ; this is divided by nine, as distributed to nine

persons. The remainder is used for divination, in answer to any question, e«

g. if 1 see the 1st leaf, and take the first line, as an answer ; if 3 look at leaf

3, take out the 3rd line, as an answer. [Evidently to amuse a weak mind;

but with what recondite evil connected is not so apparent].

The hook is short, thick, not injured.

8. No. 738. Sacunam, on omens.

These are of five classes.
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1.) By the Rumdyanam, by means of a string held in both hands, a leaf

of that book is cut or marked—then from the character of the contents

just there, good or otherwise is opined.

2.) By sneezing, the day, 1st, 2nd or 3rd watch, from what side heard—and

thence good or ill portended.

3.) From w^eek days compared with the planets ruling each one; the

numbers of hours in each day, which are told off to each day planet ; and

conclusions ihence deduced.

4.) GduH sastram, lizard omens ; from the chapperin^ of lizards, accord-

ing to the days of the week, and the points of the compass whence heard,

good or evil is augured ; but sometimes of a trifling, or vicious character.

The foregoing are complete.

5.) Gmiripdnchangam., it has reference to eight muhurtas by day, and eight

b}' night ; if any work be begun, in any one of these, the results foretold.

This is incomplete.

The book is short, and not thick.

9. No. 739» Nimitla chuddmani, prose.

" The head jewel of signs ;" complete.

On divinaiioa, from hearing any one sneeze according to the eight points

of the compass whence heard ; and according to the day of the week when

heard ; and also according to the watch (dav or night). Thus, if any one is

heard to sneeze coming from the R. on the 2nd day of the week, and in the

1st or evening watch : and so on.

The book is small for the pocket, not injured.

10. No. 740. Sacuna Rdmdyanam, acskara prasna. I'he practice

resembles the sortes Virgiliance. While one holds the book another

one passes a string between any two leaves : the passage is then

read, and is taken to be oracular. A trial was made, and the book

opened on the place where Lacshmana conveys Sita to a hermitage
;

which was then said to be a good omen : sJocas with the meaning-

complete.

The book is small, and recent.

11. No. 741. Sacunam—on omens, prose, complete.

A die, or cube has marks 0)0)1*0) ^^^ '^'^ four sides only. A good

day being selected, these are thrown three times ; and, according to the

number turned up, reference is made to corresponding^ parts of this book,

which yield a divination—the book giving the particulars ; they relate to

food, clothes, health, and other common benefits : the few numbers that

were tried, the better to understand the book, gave only favorable results.

The book is small, not injured.
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12. No. 742. Sacunam, two kinds.

1.) Gduli sacunam, lizard omens.

If a lizard is heard to chirp, or chupper, the qiia-ter whence heard is (o be

noted ; and thenc« a result divined. It would seem as if this piece is limited

to the side whence heard ; usually other points are noted.

2.) Tumma iml sneezing science.

When any one is heard to sneeze, the day of week, watch f)f day or

night, quarter of the heavens, are to be noted, and thence various results are

to be divined, as the book specifies.

The book is short, of medium thickness, (23 leaves written 55

blank) recent.

13. No. 743. Nava gr'iha chuddmani, "nine planet jewel": on divi-

nation.

The person consulting must be ceremoniously, and otherwise, clean.

Then after making puja^ he casts nine couries, nine times (see 7 No. 729

supra) then takes the total amount of value upmost, each reckoning one. After

dividing the total by 9, the remainder is used by I'eferririg to the same leaf,

and line of this book ; so remainder 2 on the 2nd leaf and 2nd line is read

" This is true, without mistake," and so on, 108 leaves 8 blank.

The book is short, and thick, with bamboo boards, not injured.

14. No. 757. Sect 1. Sdmudricam, padya cavyam.

On Palmistry : a fragment relating to marks, lines on the hands of a

man, with moles on the body ; and from these the fortune told ; 4 leaves.

Sect : 5, duta lacshana sacunam, composite metie 13 leaves, in-

complete.

By the messenger ; as to number, one, two, ho., and from other cir-

cumstances, as to speech or manner, the doctor, when sent for, divines the state

of the patient, and forms a prognosis : one messenger is good, two bad, &c.

For Sect. 1, see XVI. For other sections see XX.

VIII. Dramatic.

1. No. 28. Sacontala parinayam.

By Krishna cavi, padya cavyam.

In 3 asvdms, complete. A poem founded on Call dasa's drama. De-

scription of Hastindpuri. Nureda came to Dus}imanta~i\\e\v discourse ;

description of the sis rutm or seasons. Dushmanta's hunting excursion—and

enquiry into the parentage of Sacontala— Gandharba marriage. Her journey
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with her son Bharata—-ring lost by the way

—

denied— Ndrdj/ana, and other

gods, brought in to solve the difficulty ; ring recoveied

—

Dushmania acknow-

ledged her, and her son—the latter crowned as second king, and successor

;

leaf 1—71.

The book is long, of mediuin thickness, without boards, recent.

2. No. 43. Bhaktangiri renu natacain, otherwise termed Vaijayanti

vildsam.

Another name is Vipra ndrdyana charitra. It relates to an

Aluvar whose secular name was Vipra Ndrdyana : but by superior

direction, he was styled Tondu reddi podi 'Aluvar.

Some s):ecial circumstances in his life ; one form in pad/ja cavgam

4 asvdsas ; another form yecha ganam various metre, adopted to scenic repre-

sentation ; exhibiting a character, deemed sacred, to ridicule.

Vaijayanti was a danseiise, who pleased the king by her performances ;

and be gave her a mdnit/am or glebe, tax free, in the temple at Srirangham.

She, atid a companion made a sort of wager ; by which she engaged to bring

Vipra Ndrdyana under her influence. She began, on seeing him gathering

flowers for the shrine—with great difficulty she brought him to ask, who she

was, and enticed him to her house, whence he was driven, and beaten by her

parents. By his prayers the god gave him one of the five golden cups us^d

for offerings, which he gave to the ddsi. The cup being missing, the Brahman

was brought into trouble. He cast himself at the feet of the god, who rescued

him from his distress, by stating that he himself gave the cup to the Brahman ;

directing him thericeforwai'd to be named Tondu reddi podi ^Aluvar. The

skill of the ddsi is applauded, by the term jayanti (^victrix) added to her name.

It may be easily seeri how much scope there is for licentious farce ; directed

alike to god and votary. The drama is probably written with like animus to

Moliere's Tartufle.

The book is long, of medium thickness, the drama is old,, the

poem looks recent,

3. No. 67. For Sect. 1, see XXXI.
Sect. 2. Viti ndtacam, a farce.

By Sri ndtlia. Composite stanzas.

Subject ornamental, amorous, farcical ; leaf!—5 the 3rd wanting.

For Sect. 3, see XXXI.

4. No. 208. iVa/aca, various metre.

An exhibition of the t('.sha (disguise or costume) worn by Satyahhaumi,

Rucmini, and Lacshana, Avives ot Krishna.
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The costome of Art'handt^kesvari, a form half Siva, half Parvati.

Costume of Krishna and various of his lewd frolics, publicly acted over

again. The beginning, and ending are wanting : 36 leaves remain.

The book is somewhat long, one leaf is broken.

5. No. 283. Nala ndtacam, 3 ancas.

The story of Nala dramatized—his marriage with Damayanti—the

distress to which both were reduced, by the enmity of t^ani (the planet Saturn)

and their subsequent return to prosperity.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has only one board.

IX. Erotic.

1. No. 6. For Sect. 1, see VI.

Sect. 2. Rasica jana manobiramam.

By Timmana cavi ; padya cdvyam.

In 6 asvdsas complete. As if narrated by Nareda to Varijasana.

Desoiption of the persons of females, and discourse with, or concerning

them. V. 26. No. 178. infra.

For the remaining Sections see XXVIII.

\\. No. 14. Chandra reh'ha vildsam,, part of the 2ndi asvdsam, a.

fragment, 14 leaves no boards.

Amour of Nilddri raja, and Chandra rek^ha, a dancing girl. See

2d Family.

2. No. 2L Fragments.

1.) Leaves 1—31 but 10— 19 wanting.

By Bhava nisa : 1 asvdsam.

The subject the amorous adventures of Krishna,

2.) Vasu charitra vyakydnam, only 10 leaves of a comment on the

Vasu charitra.

o.) Cavi alancdram, 2 asvdsas, not complete.

By Sarada murti.

Rules of poetic art, as to the hero and lieroine, their emotions, gestures,

passions, &c.

4.) Rasdharanam, jewel of sentiments.

By 'Ananda, 4 asvdsas, incomplete.

On poetical, and amorous sentiments and passions.

p2
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5.) Four leaves only from the 'Amuhta mala, concerning Vishnu

jit, or Namdluvar.

The book is long, thin, recent.

3. No. 22. For Sect. 1. see XXXIL
Sect. 2. Svarochisa manu charitra, 1—3 asvdsas, see 6 No. 30

infra.

This copy has 1—6 asvdsas, complete, padya cdvyam, considered

very difficult.

Adventures on Himaut, or Himdhja, Birth of a son by a Gandarhha ;

the mother gave the child the name of Svarochi ; and caused him to be

trained in all learning. One day while out hunting, and being seated, a

timid woman came, and asked his aid to kill an asura, that oppressed her father.

After intermediate adventures, the father died ; and the remaining pair mar-

ried. Svarochi had three sons, by three women ; and established them as

kings in three towns. Again he met a woman in a forest, and by her had

a son named Svarochisa ; who arrived at the dignity of second Manu. (The

1st being Svayamhhiod) governing the second 7nanuvantaTa.

The entire book is long, thick, recent.

4. No. 25. Two pieces.

1.) Satydhhauma asvantam, padyas.

By Sri Kdmesvaru I—4 asvdsas, only wanting two lines at the

close.

Ndreda came to Krishna and told liim that Naracdsura ought to be

killed, because of the trouble caused by him : Krishna consented. Satyabhaumi,

one of his wives, requested leave to go with him, and went a little distance.

On his leaving her, she suffered from his absence ; the main object of the

poem being to describe in detail female emotions, passions, and actions, during

the absence of a lover. Krishna killed Naracasura in Prayotisha-puri his

capital ; and then returned to his own town.

2.) Manu charitra, padya cdvyam.

By Pedda ndfhayya.

A siddha, or magician, told a Brahman and his wife, matters about

Udayagiri in the Himalayas. The Brahman determined to go thither.

When there a woman saw him, and fell In love with him ; but he avoided her.

The usual execrations of the moon, and Manmata are given. A gandarbha

assumed the DrahmarCs form. By him she had a son named Svarochi. For

the rest see 2 No. 22 Sec, 2 supra.

The recondite language of this poem is the main cause of its high

esteem. The entire book is long, thick, recent with many blank leaves.
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5. No. 26. Sect. 1. Rddha Madhava samvdtam, padya cavyam.

By Fe?icatapati cavi ; founded on a portion of the last part 10th

book of the Bhdgavatam.

Intercourse, jealousy, alienation, reconciliation, and so forth, as to

Krishna and Rddha his aunt. See 2d Family MSS.

For sect. 2 see XVI. The book is long, thin, without boards.

6. No. SO. Svdrochisa manu ckaritra.

By Pedda ndt'ha, son of Chockupddhya, padya cavyam 1—

3

asvdsas.

Subject as in 4, No. 25 mpra sect. 2 down to the Gandharhas dis-

appearance : leaf 1—50, not complete.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

7. No. 31. Svdrochisa manu charilra.

1, 2 asvasas complete, 2 leaves of the 3rd ; same tale—the copying only

begun, and left imperfect.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

8. No. 32. Vasu chantra vyakydnam, a comment on the Vasji

charitra of Bhatta murti, by Soma ndt'hayya. It extends to the 3rd

asvAsa, but not beyond ; following the recondite original, word by word.

The subject fictitious, and amorous romance.

The book is long, thick ; with the appearance of having been

written at intervals.

9. No. 44. Vasu charitra vyakydnam.

By Soma ndllia.

The 4th and 5th asvasas—6th defective.

The book is very long, thin, recent.

10. No. 58. Two pieces.

1.) Rddha Madhava samvdta, or vildsam.

By Vencatapati—complete in 3 asvasas.

Rddha was younger sister of Krishna's father. Account of their early

intercourse, and amours, or jealousies ; and of Krishna taking her home to

his house.

2.) Suca Rhemba samvdtam, padyas, a fragment of 6 leaves in irregu-

lar order : but the name Rhemba indicates the subject. Rhemba tempt-

ed Suca rishi but failed.

The book is long, of medium thichness.
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11. No. 65. Three poems.

1.) Tarasa sesanca vijayam, padyas.

By Vencata pati ; in 5 asvdsas, complete.

Founded on a pauranic legend.

Chandra (the moon) was the son of Atri, He became a pupil in the

house of Vrihaspati (Jupiter) Tara (lunar orbit) became enamoured of

Chandra ; and, at length, when Vrihaspati was called away to a sacrifice, by

Indra, she succeeded. Chandra became enamoured. Vrihaspati on his return

reproached his wife, and sent Chandra away. Tara sent a female messenger

to recall him. In due time Budha (Mercury) was born. A dispute as to the

right to the child. The celestials, being called in, decided in favor of Chandra,

See further 2ad Family M. S. Books.

[Willbrd makes the pauranical tale to be an astronomical enigma ; but if so, Telugu

poets have taken great liberties with it]

.

2.) Cohoko kald sastram, padyas.

Only the 1st asvdsam.

By Yariya namadheya cavi.

On four classes of women, and some discriminations as to personal ap-

pearance, dress, habits, phlegmatic or other constitutions ; modes of endear-

ment, &c.

o.) Ahalya sancrantana vildsam, padyas fragment of two leaves.

Ahalya was the wife of Gautama.

There are two full versions, elsewhere of this pauranic legend ; one of

them close, one very free.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

12. No. G8. Sect. 1. Velpu satacam.

By Balita cavi ; 69 stanzas only.

On the amours of Krishna and Rddha ; some Idlla stanzas on the 10

avataras ; and a few other miscellaneous chants, or stanzas.

For Sect. 2. See XXXI.

13. No. 81. Raja Krishna vildsam ; padyas.

By Krishna ddsa.

1, 2 asvasas complete, 3 defective. Introductory matter on the life of

Krishna. His building the town of Dioaraca, on the sea shore ; and living

prospcrsously, with his wives, in his repalli, or hamlet. His amours ; but

especially the one with Radha, Rddha sent a messenger to Krishna, yv\\o

delivered her errand. Rucmini took occftsion to ask her, who is RadJia ? and
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how came there to be any connexion between her, and Krishna. The mes-

senger enters into a circumstantial reply ; the main object of the work : leaf

2—72.

The book is of medium size, old, and very much damaged, many
leaves only half remaining.

14. No. 82. Six pieces.

1.) Calahasli linga satacam, 100 sisa padj/as.

A devotee praises the emblem of Siva.

2.) Paravati gajancusham ; vriltta stsLnzas.

Some sectarial praise of Siva, as being the only God. From the con-

nexion in which it is found it appears burlesque.

3.) Faraha narasinha satacam, 43 sisa paclyas, 6 leaves only ; a

fragment.

In it a woman, not named, expresses the pains of love towards Vishnu

4.) Sri saila satacam, 18 sisa padyas.

The pains of love, as if expressed by the sacti of 3lallicarjuna, a

form of Siva.

5.) Velpu satacam, 82 sisa padyas.

By Ballira cavi.

Praise of Krishna, on his amours with Radha and others : 20 leaves

incomplete,

6.) Kaluvdya chinna Krishna satacam, 100 sisa padyas on 24 leaves

complete.

One of the wives of Krishna expresses the pains of love, during his

absence.

The book is long, thick, recent.

15. No. 85. Sunanda parinayam.

By Cotanda Rama ; padya cdvyam.

In 5 asvasas, complete.

A fictitious love tale. Pradhipa, a king of Hastinapuri went out to

hunt, and hearing, when he reposed, from his mantri that Bhima Sena's

daughter, named Sunanda devi, was away alone in the forest, and of great

beauty, he allowed himself to be led to see her ; when a mutual passion arose ;

and both afterwards suffered, being apart. At length she contrived to send

a messenger ; and the result was her being taken to his town, as his

wife, with full and varied description of their amours : illustiating, also

the craft of mantris to detach kings from public business.

The book is long, and somewhat thick.
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16. No. 87. Rucmini parinayam.

By Timmaiyya ; <padya cavyarn.

1, 2 asvasas, right ; but not finished.

Rucmini, was adianced to Sisupdla ; but did not lil>:e him. She was

a'ttached to Kruhna ; and sent a messenger, asking him to free her from the

other en"-af>'ement. As a i eply did not quickly come, she is herein represented

as sufferinp; pain, and anxiety : the rest wanting.

The book is long, thin, without boards, and much damaged.

17. No. 96. Three pieces.

1.) Uma Mahesa satacam; 100 vriitta padyas ; 13 leaves complete.

The part looked at, represents Ganga as thinking on Siva, and express-

ing the pains of love.

2.) Kaluvaya satacam, 32 sisa padywi ; leaf 15—20 defective.

A wife of Krishna expresses pain and grief in his absence.

3.) Hanumanta dandacam; complete.

Ostensibly [-raise of Hanuman ; but of a different character.

One loose leaf from the beginning of the udyoga parvam of the

Bhdratam.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

18. No. 108. For Sect. 1. See X.

Sect. 2. slocas 3, stanzas 3, on 2 leaves, amorous chants, affixed

to an ethical book.

19. No. 116. Satyahhaumasdntvanam.

By Sri kamesvara ; 2J(idya cdvyam.

In 4 asvasas complete.

A complaint was made to Krishna as to the oppression of Naracasura.

Krishna promised to take his wife with him to the war, but broke his promise

The grief and suffeiing of Satyabhauma, in consequence, is described. After

a time Krishna sent his son Pradhyaduma. to bring her. Their meeting, and

intercourse described. The kilUng of Naracasura. Statement of Krishna.

having 16,000 concubines ; the whole got up for licentious tastes.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

20. No. 121. Krishna lila vildsam.

By Timma raja cavi ; padya cdvyam.

1, 2 asvdsavi, the 3rd defective.

Account of Krishna's birth, and nurture. His aunt saw, and fell in

love with him, He and Jiddha were associated for a time—then separated

—
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their sufferings described. Krishna built for himself a suitable place, that is

Dwaraca. Afterwards messengers from, and to Rucmini ; ending in a marrian'e

with her. Various matters, thereto pertaining detailed.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

21. No. 157. Siva lila vildsam, padycis.

By Timma Cavi— 1. 2 asvdsas, complete.

Under the fiction of having been relati^d, by Bhiskmdchdrya to

Aijuna.

Origin of Ganga ; and the reason of her being reared in Samhadayya's

(a fisherman's) house. Siva, having put on the disguise ofSiJangama, came
;

and made signs to her. At length Sica and Ganga were married. A quarrel

between Ganga and Girija (or Parvati). Siva came and settled it ; giving

to Ganga the privilege of being borne on his head, and to Parvati that of being

one half of himself : 21 leaves.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

[The ascribing lilas of this sort to Siva, by poets, seems intended to rival the popula-

rity of the sports of Kruhna].

22. No. 160. Manu charitra ; padyas.

By Allasana peddana : 1—3 asvdsas; but only a part of the whole

poem.

In ^Ay-iydnavda desam, a Brahman named Pravaran-arhjct varta

went to Himdnt ; and, when returning lost his way. On his asking a woman
the road, she fell in love with him ; but as he took no notice, and continued

his journey, she suffered great pain. A qandharha knowing this circumstance,

assumed the Brahman s form ; and afier cohabiting with her, for some time,

he made false excuses, and left her ; not more here

—

v. swpra.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, injured, no boards.

23. No. 170. Suca Rhemha samvdtam,padya cavyam: Brahma to\d.

to Ndreda

Indra sent Rheynba, a courtezan of Sverga to nullify the penance of

Suca-yogi. Her advances, and conversation detailed. On receiving suitable

answers to every proposal, or subtlety of device, she returned disappointed,

ashamed and vexed to her place. 15 leaves complete.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

2'1. No. 173. Ballira kari velpu satacam.

61 sisa padyams—incomplete.

Praise oi Krishna in his various lilas, or sports and amorous adventures :

34 leaves.

The book is of medium length without boards, recent,
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25. No. 177. Two fragments.

1.) Krishna lila vildsam; padyas.

By Rama raja, defective at the beginning.

Radha, suffaiing the pains of absence, sent a messenger once and again

to Krtslina ; who visited her ; and returned. Then, on hearing of i2^<cm^w^'5

passion, he concluded a marriage with her ; and afterwards toolc Safyabhaumi,

and other inferior wives : 32 leaves remain.

2.) Hamsala divi satacam.

35 sisa padyams, the 36th unfinishecl, 5 leaves. Praise of Xm/i:^n.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

26. No. 178. Rasicajana manohiramam.

By Timma cdvi, padya cdvyam.

1—3 asvdsas ; but not complete, as a whole.

Archisdnanda, a king oi Kalyanapuram, had a son named Rudra dvaja^

who one day went out to hunt ; and, at tlie end, halted under a banyan tree.

Beingr spring time he, with his companion Mati manta (slow-sense) wandered

into the wilderness ; and ascending a hill, termed Cailasa, saw the wonders

there ; when returnins: he heard the daughter of a f/andharba with her

friends singins:, and on going near to see them he became amorous ; but,

after much entreaty, the said daughter refused him ; and her companions took

her away. The young man without listening to the counsels of his friend

gave way to violent grief —not more here : 72 leaves in all.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

27. No. 180. Suca Rhemba vildsam.

Brahma to Ndreda : padya cdvyavi.

Suca-yogi performing penance, Indra became jealous as to its inten-

tion ; and sent Rhemba from Sverga to nullify it. She came to Suca, splen-

didly attired ; and endeavoured to attract his attention. She also proffered

verbal instruction ; but as he steadily rejected her advances, she was abashed ;

and with great vexation returned.

The book is long, thin, without boards, a little injured : 1 leaf

at end slocas, praise of Hari.

28. No. 185. Raja gopdla satacam.

102 sisa padyams, complete.

Various praises of Kris^hna, and of his sports, and amours ; leaf 1— 17.

The book is long, recent, without boards.
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29. No, 210. Two pieces.

1.) Snngara manjeri, ornate garland : leaf 20—29, sZocgs and jt?ac?-

yas.

They contain an ornamented description of the nayaca and nayaki, or

lover and mistress.

2.) Wants the title ; 2nd to dlh.ulasa the end.

By Bala Krishna cavi.

The purport is similar to the above.

Leaf 125—137 and 139—144.

The two pieces have leaves differing in length ; as a whole of

medium thickness, no boards.

30. No. 236. Ashtapatakf.

By Jaya deva, yecha ganam, incomplete ; otherwise known as

Gita Govinda.

Rddha tells her love-pains to her aald. or confident, who jroes with a

message to Knshnn, and returns with the relation of bis corresponding suffer-

ings : 17 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, slightly injured.

31. No. 244. Tdru vana krita-.

By Pinnaca poti: 204 peculiar stanzas.

Ndredas report to Sica of the beauty of the rishVs wires in the Tdru

woodlands. He went, in the form of a Jangama, Siud infatuated the whole of

them. The ruhis their husbands, became incensed, and devised or tried

various schemes of revenge ; until ascertaining his proper form, and character,

they became reconciled.

25 leaves, and 4 blank.

The book is short, of medium thickness, recent.

32.^ No. 252, Krishna lila vildsam.

By Mdmardja padya cavyam.

1st asvasam complete, 2nd defective.

Birth and nurture oi Krishna—intercourse with Rddha; while living

in Dwaracapicri, a Brahman came to him, and told him the great beauty of

Rucmini, daughter of Bhishmaca : not more here : 49 leaves confusedly

strung.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured

especially at the beginning.

q2
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33. No. 253. Two pieces.

1.) Siva parijatam, or Saura mani ndtacam.

By Rama linga—yecha ganam—or mixed metre.

While Siva was with Parvati, Ganga devi, unable longor to bear the

pains of separation, sent a female messenger to Siva. In the interim Ndreda

came to see *Sira, and gave him a necklace of jewels—which iSiva bestowed

on Parvati. Thereupon Ganga being irritated, went to Siva, and some

words occurred between them both. After reconciliation, Siva lived with

Parvati and Ganga, without any discord ; and he praised them both.

2.) Petit haUt: leaf 32-39.

Siva, Parvati, Durga, in appropriate dresses, appear on the stage,

and dance together. At the end 3 leaves contain some ethical matter ;
praise

of Siva ; and some Ulas, or sports of Siva.

The book is long, thin, old, without boards, one end damaged.

33|, No. 25i<. Nine pieces.

1.) Gola vesha cafka ; mixed metre.

Story of Krishna, &c. delivered by one disguised as a cow-keeper. Va-

rious matter on the Yadu, or cowherd race ; birth and training of Krishna :

he was of Vadu race ; hence, as they say; that is the highest caste. Humour,

or broad farce, founded on this assumption of. cowkeepers being the highest

caste ; stated to be adapted for scenic representation at night.

2.) The same ; fragment of 14 leaves.

By Potla durti.

3.) Bhoja raja cat'ha, mixed metre.

By the same. (There is another tale of this name).

Story of a daughter of Bhoja, named Nilavati. She was askod for

in marriage by a king. The father refused ; seeing she was already aiTianced

to Vishnu. He retired incensed ; and in his own town, offered a reward to

any one, who would bring away the said female. A clever man made a sub-

terraneous passage, and took her avv^ay at night, while sleeping. On the pas-

sage she awoke ; when a voice was heard to the effect that, if she invoked

Vishnu, aid would be given. She asked it ; and the thieves were destroyed.

She was then taken by Vishnu (i. e. Krishna) to his palace at Dwaraca.

[The difference between the eras of ^m/i/ia and Bhoja of course is nothing

in a work of fiction].

4.) Krishna vesham; mixed metre, with some slbcas.

A bhanam, or monologue representation, by an actor, in the character

oi Krishna-, narrating his obscene sports; for scenic recitative at night :

29 loavos.
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5.) Rddha vesham.

The aunt of Krishna—his birth—mode of life, her seducing the boy

Krishna—their amours—in his absence, her grief, &c, 5 leaves.

6.) Satyahhauma vesham, mixed metre, fragment of 10 leaves.

Satyabhduma -was the head of Krishna's inferior wives—her seeking

for Krishna—lamenting his absence—finding him -thfir quarrels—her abuse

of the moon, and of Manmata—ihQ quarrel about the Parijata flowei", &c.

7.) Kalinga marddhana—mixed metre.

On killing a naga (snake, or pariah) by Krishna's dancing on its head.

The life of the ndga was spared at the intercession of his w^ite : 23 leaves,

8.) Sarangadhara natdcam, mixed metre.

By Suba raya cavi.

A drama founded on the |)opular tale of Sdraugadhara ; in the end

he became one of the nava nat'ha siddhas : 44 leaves.

9.) Ella sastra, 1 leaf only.

On the four classes of women

—

hasfini—sankhini—chilreni—padmini.

The book is long and thick, has only one board.

34. No. 265, Krishna lila vildsam, padyas.

Vasu deva and Devihi had a son, named Krishna—who was reared

in the house of Nanda and Yasodi (cowherds) his youthful sports— ^a/msra

gopa's daughter Radha, one day seeing the behaviour of Krishna, fell in

love with him ; and an interview followed, in which they came to an under-

standing with each other. After Rddha had left, Krishna's grief nt her

absence is described—breaks off : leaf 1—7 and 4 blank.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

35. No. 271. Sect. 1. Aluru raalla vira Sancara satacani] 105

rounded stanzas.

Parvafias vri^eof Siva, suffering from love-pains, addresses him insult-

ingly in scorn—the refrain is

—

muru malla vira sancara or courageous de-

stroyer ! of the young god of love.

For section 2 see X.

S(^. No. 280. Sect : 1. a loose song.

A woman addresses her gallant, with a varied change of rd ra nd intikirti, calling

him to her house in the evening—husband awaj'—relatives will not meddle—to stay the

night, and go away in the morning ; and this is followed sect, 2, by praise of Rama, for

which see" XVI.
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37. No. 304. Kala sastram, padi/as.

By Yerria ndmadheya cavi.

1. 2 asvdsams complete, 3rd defective.

Prefatory landation of the author by others.

Much on the female person—effects of different lunar days—tempera-

ment—a caste woman, and chaste wife—philtres for both sexes ; and other

matters, haud honesta. They seem derived fro.T) the Sanscrit Amarucam, or

like books : 54 leaves.

The book is long, without boards.

38. No. 305. For section 1. See IV.

Sect. 2. Usha canya charitra; yecha ganam metre, complete ; by

Visvandt'hayya.

Banasura son of Balachacraverti ruled in Sonadri-purom. By
penance he caused Siva to become a warder at his gate. At length, as he

liad no adversary to contend with, he challenged Siva; who, being incensed

at his pride, told him that another stronger than himself, would come and

fight with him. i

Then follows a dream of 'Usha daughter of J3d7idsur, and a message

sent by her saki or confidante Chitra rekhi, to J jjiVufZAa grandson oi Krishna-

A furtive amour following, Anirudha was caught, and imprisoned by Band'

sura, Krishna came to the rescue, with an army ; first fought with, and over-

came Siva the warder ; and, was about proceeding, when Siva, intercedf^d ;

the quarrel was compromised ; and 'Usha was publicly mari'ied to Anirudha.

Sect. 3. Kdutdla lama satacam, Hi sisa padyas, incomT^lete.

A husband, or lover expresses the pains and sufferings caused, by love

of some female.

The book is of medium size, has only one board, recent.

39. No. 321. Fragment, without title: leaf 41—71.

Composite stanzas of amatory kind. In some a man exisresses the pains of love, and

asks relief from a woman ; in others a woman is made to address a man. Matters ofUke

kind as to Krishna and Satyabhaumi.

The book is ef medium length, without boards.

40. No. 332. For sect: 1, 2, see XVI.

Sect : 3. Chandra dushanam—abuse of the moon

—

padyas—
fragment of 3 leaves.

Women scold the moon, on its rising ; as being a received cause of amorous emotions

The sul)ject is common place ; and may bo from the manu charitra, or like other book.

This 3rd eectioii is recent iu appearance.
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41. 'No. 462. Yera hula kora-vanchi in yecha c/anam, or mix-

ed metre.

The kora vdnchi is a kind of poom that represents Siva and Parvati,

sometimes others, wanderini^' about as gypsies, seeking each oth r, and actin<»'

in the character assumed ; till they meet, and recognize each other. The

yeravdndlu are wild foresters of inferior race. In this book a fictitious female

discourses on palmistry, the pulses, and principle of life ,• ai.d is so learned,

as to quote Sanscrit slocas, and t(dls a tale of a h'on that loft its mate ; the book

does not seem complete : leaf 1—116 ; four other, and miscellaneous leavss,

are added. One on Sled's anger in killing Mnnmata ; and a bridal chant on

Pujvat.i.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

42. No. 474. Vasu charitra vyakydnam, only 7 leaves of a com-

ment on the Vasu charitra.

The book is long, without boards.

43. No. 519. Extract from the 10th book of the Bhdjavatam, the

subject being the youthful sports of Krishna : 9 leaves, padyas.

The book is long, without boards.

44. No. 523. Krishna karnamritam, slocas and padyas mixed;
complete.

A poetical description ("as nectar to the ear") of the sports of Krishna with 16,000

gojyis or cowherdesses in Vrinddvanam.

The book is long, thin, recent.

45. No. 527. Siva parijata, mixed metre, complete.

This book, and others, on like principles as to Siva, seem to have

been induced by the popularity of the foregoing subject, in a rival sys-

tem.

The subject of this one is the sports of Siva as Blallicarjuna. Ho
assumed various disguises ; and, in them, came and danced (being the Tdndaca
rdya or royal dancer) to wit.

Gola vesha, as a female cowkeeper.

Yerucala „ as a wild forester.

Cheyizi „ as one of an inferior race of aborigines, north of

Pulicat.

Harihara „ as Vishnu and Siva, in one person.

JBdlahi ,, as a young woman.

Bhagirati „ as a river (word equivocal).

Padmdcshi „ as a goddess ("lotos-eye.'')
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Kanaka Durga vesha, as a gold colored fiend.

Parvati „ as his own wife.

Ganga ,, as his mistress.

There is a tale of Ganga falling in love with him ; enquiring aft(.T him ;

sending a female messenger to him ; and finding him in company with Mindc-

shi, the form of Parvati at Madura. The loves of Siva and Ganga are detail-

ed. It is needless to note the suicidal tendency of such low ribaldry.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

46. No. 542. Basavana pendla-pdttu (of the kind of verse termed

mangala). A marriage epithalamium oi Basava, author not known.

The book is thin, old, very much damaged.

47. No. 642. For Sect. 1, see XX.

Sect. 2. Kald sdstram, matters in ordinary preliminary to the

physico-mldwifery of Sect„ 1. The seminal fluid in men, and women,

is supposed to circulate ; to rise on the left side, and sink on the right

side, according to the lunar phases: and to effect the predispositions,

according to the site. This section is the smaller portion of the book.

X. Ethical.

1. No. 89. For Sect. 1, see XII.

Bartri hari satacam ; slocas, with a version in Telugu stanzas.

Only the 1st satacam —on niti or ethics ; and lihis also defective; leaf

79-94,

The book is long, recent.

2. No. 108. Sect. 1. Niti sdstram eihia \ .9Zoca5, 67, with Telugu

tica on 14 leaves.

For Sect. 2, see IX.

The entire book is long, and thin, without boards, recent.

3. No. 109. Matrii-satacam. 101 vritta stanzas ; 94 to 92, defec-

tive ; leaf 1—18, 20.

A mother is of chief importance among men. The mother preserves

the husband's children —many examples given: excellence of mothers, with

many examples deduced from books ; such as the mother of Knshna ; the

mother of the Pandavas ^c.

The book is short, thin, without boards, injured.
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4. No. 205. Sect. 1. Bhdscara safacam, 102 vritta stanzas, on 9

leaves, complete.

A centum on common peaces, moralities : example—If the aid of acrue^

person be invoked, it will either be small in amount, and soon fall away ;

or else it will cause mischief ; even as shell-lime with betel leaf and areca

nut is acrid ; a little may be used, but if too juuch the tongue will become

ulcerated.

Four sisa padyas, on one leaf, descriptive of the colors, black, red, yellow, white.

For Sect. 2, see XXVI.

The entire book is somewhat long, of medium thickness.

5. No. 230. Bhdscara satacam, 106 vnita stanzas, on 14 leaves,

complete.

On moral subjects of various kinds, with exemplifications. Another

specimen :

When any one's physical strength is gone, then, however wealthy he

may be, he cannot protect his goods, or resist invaders : fiven as

—

Arjuna

who had overcome Siva, and many others ; when, in advanced age, he was

conducting the wives of the deceased Krishna to a place of safety, and was

attacked by *Boyis, was fain content to yield these females into their hands ;

and himsielf remained alone, as one worth nothing.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

6. No. 257. Three fragments.

1.) Mdtrii satacam, 35 vntta stanzas, on 6 leaves, a panegyric on

mothers ; as above 3, No. 109.

2.) Sampagi mana satacam, 125 Icanda stanza, on 12 leaves, defec-

tive.

By Paramdnanda yeti Indra,

On the tatva grianam, or metaphysics of bodily members, and organs ;

in a moral reference.

3.) Four leaves appended
;
praise of Siva ; and of spiritual wisdom.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

7. No. 266. Two fragments.

].) Sumati satacam, 80 kanda stanzas, on 8 leaves, defective.

Various ethical teaching ; see other notices.

2.) Four sisa stanzas, on the colors, black, yellow, red, white ; the

last not finished.

The book is of medium length, very thin, without boards, slightly

damaged.

* Boers, agriculturist tribe.
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8. No. 2G7. Matrii satacam, 101 viitta stanzas, complete, on 8

leaves.

There is no giirii or god besides (superior to ?) the mother of any one ;

very In^h. panegyric throughout : ex. gr.

There is no equnl to a mother ; who knowing the time of a child's

hunjjer, places before it five kinds of food, and causes it to eat what is suitable.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, very slight-

ly injured.

9. No. 270. Sect. 1, Rama linga satacam ; sisa stanzas, on 4

leaves, e. g.

However wealthy any one may be ; yet as he can carry nothing away

with him from this world, if he here be miserly, and neglect the duty of alms-

giving, i«i he worthy the name of a rational creature ?

For sect : 2, see XXX.
10. No. 271. For sect: 1, see IX.

Sect: 2. Stanzas on persons, who must not be provolced, or vex-

ed ; as—a cook, a poet, a doctor, a minister of state (king's chief advi-

ser) a sorcerer, a back-biter, one who is associated with an enemy ; a

great or wealthy man, any worldly ruler ; any one to whom the speaker's

secrets, or private affairs, are known : if these, or any of them, be spoken

to, in anger, very bad results may follow.

Kirtanas or chants, in praise of Siva, and on spiritual wisdom : leaf

10-23.

The whole book is long, thin, without boards, scorched at one end.

11. No. 272. Sumati satacam, 95 kanda stanzas, on 11 leaves, de-

fective.

A variety of ethical matters are stated in this poem e. g.—Money
acquired, and not used aright, will either go to strangers, or to kings.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

12. No. 296. Prastlioda rctndcaram slocas with the meaning in Te-

lugu, complete ; ascribed to Suca yogi.

Specimens—if the dust from a flock of sheep—if tlie dust from a troop

of boys—if the dust from any one sweeping—if the dust from a woman's foot

—if the brcatli of her moutli, when vacantly or dissatisfiedly gaping—come

upon any one, his riches will depart.

If any one in an antecedent birth Cor state) would not give in charity^

he will again be born poor : by poverty sin will be occasioned ; by that sin

the pains of hell will be suffered ; and, after suffering awhile there, he will

again be born poor {quasi in circulo),

, The book is short, of medium thickness, recent.
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13. No. S2o. Fur Sect. 1, 2, sec XXXll.

Sect: 3. Ethical slocas, witli tica in Telugu, \o leaves.

The whole book is long, thin, recent.

14. No. 351. Vi'mana satacam, kanda stanzas, defective on 34

leaves. Morals, &c.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

15. No. 353. Sect. 1, Sumati satacam.

80 kanda stanzas, defective, leaves transposed. The general

subject on morals.

For sect. 2, see XXXII.

The whole book is long, thin, without boards, damaged.

16. No. 360. Vemana satacam, \,i)Qd kanda 'iVa.wziis, 15 wanting in

the middle, leaf 1—71.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

17. No. 361. Vanana padyas, 878 stanzas, not complete, on 67

leaves.

Ethical, proverbial, and the like ; a very extensive series, ascribed to

Vcma reddi ; many of ihera collated, and translated into English. A com-

plete copy is rare.

The book is long, of mediimi thickness, slightly injured.

18. No. 3G2. Vemana satacam, 785 kanda stanzas, on 57 leaves.

Moral ai:othegms am] proverbs ; a sort of omnium gatherum, ascribed

to Vema.

The book is long, thin, in good order.

19. No. 363. T^emanarn, 502 stanzas, on 21 leaves, not complete :

proverbial, and ethical.

The book is long, thin, neat and recent.

20. No. 365. Vemana satacam, 505 stanzas : part of an ethical

and sententious poem.

The book is long, tliin, without boards.

21. No. 367. Femanam ; two fragments.

1. from 1 to 401,')
\ a ^ c ,. a •

i i
•

i

"^ from 1 to 93 i

delcctive
:

ethical, proverbial, quaint

sayings.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boardS; recent.

fl2
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22. No. 368. Vemanam, 152 stanzas, on 9 leaves; a mere fragment.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

23. No. 369. ^ema;m,ya^aca?«., 309 stanzas ; on 17 leaves, defective.

The book is somewhat long, thin, no boards.

24. No. 370, K^/na?2a /)arf^a/i/, 605 stanzas, leaf 154— 181, defec-

tive.

The book is long, tliin, without boards.

25. No. 371. Vemana satacufn, two fragments
;
prefixed 1 leaf,

stanzas in praise of Bf.javaddi a river, probably the Krishna.

Veinanam, •'557 stanza;-, leaf 1— 43.

Ibid 240 stanzas, leaf 1—21.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

26. No. 372. Vemanam, 608 stanzas, leaf 1— 12 and 14—32.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

27. No. 373. Femana padijalu, \,OSS st-dnzas: leaf 1— 104, a fuller

copy than usual.

The book is of medium size, only one board.

28. No. 374. Femana padyam, 1,000 stanzas; leaf 1—93, not com-

plete.

The book is short, of medium thickness, no boards.

29. No. 375. Fewawa 6'a^aca?,7, 300 stanzas, on 1 5 leaves, defective.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

29^. No. 376. Femanam, kanda stanzas ; 57 leaves remain.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, very old, and

greatly injured.

30. No. 377. Vemana satacam, two copies.

1—322 stanziis, wanting 23 in the mid.st ; leaf 1—6, 8 — 14.

2—111 stanzas, on 9 leave.'.

The book is long and thin, one old, one recent.

31. No. 378. Vemanam, kanda stanzas 120, Gita 576, Vritta

6=702 stanzas, on 54 leaves.

Specimen. In distress, look at the conduct of relatives, regardless.

In troublesome times look at the conduct of servants, they run away. In

poverty, look at a wife's conduct. To come, to go, to die, belong to ignorant

man ; an insect thut flies into the fire.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.
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olh. No. 3T9. Vemanam, stanzas 1— f206, in regular order, then to

445, not in order, on ito leaves, not regularly strung.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly injured.

o2. No. 380. Vemanam, 551 stanzas, on 34 leaves, not in regular

order.

The book is long, thin, •without boards.

32^. No. 3S2. Vemanam, f200 stanzas, in various metre, on 15

leaves.

Morality, religious wisdom ; contempt of the world.

The book is long, thin, no boards, recent.

S3. No. 383. Sect. 2. Vemanam., 123 stanzas, on 8 leaves.

For sections 1, 3— 5, see XXXII.

33^. No. 385. Vemanam, 990 stanzas, on 88 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

34. No. 386. Vemana satacam, 498 stanzas
;
prefixed one leaf;

chant in praise of Rama ; and one leaf, slocas, en pnja, or ritual ho-

mage, leaf 1—24.

The book is long, without boards, slightly injured.

25. No. 387. Vemanam, two fragments.

1st stanzas 2,093 ; 2nd 308 stanzas : 38 leaves.

Tiie book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

SQ. No. 388. Vemanam, 320 stanzas, on 15 leaves.

37. No. 389. Vemanam, 463 stanzas.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

38. No. 390. Vemana satacam, 1,000 stanzas ; leaf I—93.

The book is of medium size, no boards.

39. No. 39 J. Ft'wmwa?;?, 204 ^awrfa stanzas, on 22 leaves ; not in

regular order ; leaves of different lengths, thin, no boards.

40. No. 392. Vemanam, 152 kanda stanzas ; on 7 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thin, no boards.

41. No. 393, Vemana satacam, 194 stanzas : leaf 9— 16.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

42. No. 39i. Vemana satacam, 354 kanda stanzas, on 30 leaves.

Appended is a fragment of two leaves, from the kusala rdghava

satacam : 10 vrilia stanzas, praise of Rama.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.
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43. Nt). 394. (duplicate) Femanam. 1 1 1 kanda stan/as, on 9 loaves.

The book is of medium len^^th, no boards, recent.

44. No. 395. rt'?««??a «//acfim, 500 stanzas, leaf 82— 123.

Ti)e book is of medium length, without boards.

45. No. 39(3. Vcmanapadyalu, 309 stanzas, on 11 leaves: specimen.

Tliougli modes of worship are various. God is one ; even as jewels are

various, the gold in all is one ; co-.vs arc various, but their milk dug ; food is

various, hunger one ; flowers various, pvja with them one.

The book is long, has one board.

46. No. 397. f'emana satacam, 182 stanzas, on leaf IG—27, moral

and sententious.

The book looks old, has no boards.

47. No. 398. Vemanam, 148 stanzas, on leaf 1— 12 moral r;pothe-

gms.

The book is long, thin^ very narrow leaves, without boards.

48. No. 399. Vemanam, \—91, /to72t('« stanzas, on leaf 2)3—217, or

4 leaves on]}-.

The book is long, recent.

49. No. 400. Three fragments.

1.) Account of rice cultivation, on the mode customary in the

North ; so many cawnies of land to so n^.ariy persons, 14 leaves ; 1

leaf a stanza of T'emana, 1 leaf slocas praise of Vishnu.

2.) Vemana saiacam, 1— 19G kanda stanzas, on 2G leaves.

3.) Vemayia satacam, 1— 591 stanzas, 16 in the midst wanting : on

leaf 1—67, in the midst, 2 leaves wanting.

Tlie book is of medium size, without boards.

50. No. 401. Vemanam, 1—37i kanda stanzas, on 16 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured,

51. No. 539. Siddhappa vachanam, padyas incomplete, A work

by Siddhappa, addressed to Vira cdli ; but on ethics, wisdom, ho-

mage.

The book is long, thin, recent, but much damaged.

52. No. 543. Sects. 1. Sumafi -satacam.

Composite stanzas, complete.

The word Suiiiad. means " good sense " and whether it designates the author's name,

or the suhject is uncertain. It is in the usual stylo of native etliics.

For Sect : 2, sec XXVI II, which is different as to the leaves.
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58. No. (jll. Two pieces.

1.) BJiayavat cjila. 'Y\\e mulain, or slocas, in IS adhijayams, com-

jjlete, with a comment, in Telugu, by Tiruoialappa : leaf '^4—315.

From llie Tik'uhma p trvam of the U/idrafam : Krishna to remove

Arjuna^s doubts gives liim metaphysical insiruciioiis ; enjoin? obedience ; and

tt'rrifics byjshe wing his r?si;« ?•</;;« ,• followed iiy ascetic matters wljich hjok

foreign to the subject , but arc tiie root of the advailam.

2.) Uttara yila ; ww/awj, a'.id vydkydnavi.

The comment by Puramdnanda tirClia, 1st adlnjaya wanting.

From the asvnmeda parvaw, of the Bharatam. In reply to ylrjiDias

enquiries Krishna gave many ethical lessons, to console on the death of

friends and relatives which he had prompted. The doctrine of the soul,

on the vedanta system, is taught, leaf 114— 121.

5\'. No, 619. Two pieces.

1.) Bhagavat gita, docns with iica in Telugu : only 2 adhydgas, leaf

202—212, the comment by Sridhara svdvii cavi.

2.) Utiara gita, from asvamedka parvam, slucas, with Telugu iica

or comment, by Sudarisanu thtlia cavi, 3 adhydyos complete ; leaf 1— 17.

Both subjects as in the last No. only the comments by other

authors.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

55. No. G2T. Bhagavat gita.

A Telupu translation, in composite stanzas of 3 ndhyayas, the 4th not

finished ; by Dhatoji Pandita cavi.

From the Biiishma parvnm, as above. Sanjayya. repeated to Drita

raxhtra the metajdiysical disroiu'sc of IC> uhnn to Arjiina, nl avpra.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

56. No. 632. For Sect: 1. see Vir.

Sect. 2. Various prakaranas, or chapters on ethical, ascetical,

and iatva metaphysical subjects.

1.) Sahda jjrakaranam, prose with slocas.

2.) Rdga dioesha prakaranam, revengeful dispositions in returning

injury for injury should be rejected ; as also anger, covetousness, lustj

fanatic zeal, envy, hatred, ostentation, pride, by those who wish to obtain

beatification ; and sraddha hhakti, or mild devotedness should be cul-

tivated.
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3.) Sadana chatushtya pralcaranam (see IV).

Fuur kinds of knowledge oi' duty. (1.) It must be known that Brahm

is nilya, or eternal, &n(\jagat tlie universe anhya finite. (2.) secular desires,

as to women, children, he, ought to be rejected ; even as peoph.' rej^ct dung,

and things unclean. (3.) The vagrant desires (or sins of the mind) must be

rejected, and superior ends regarded ; otherwise bealificalion cannot be obtain-

ed. (4.) But they who both know and act accordi:)g to the above rules will

obtain beatification. [This is so like the doctrine of St. Paul, under some

variation ol'terms, that 1 wonder whence it originally came.]

4.) Si'hula prakaranam, on the gross corporeal body of man.

5.) Siicshma prakaranam, on a subtile refined body ; which exists

after the death of the body ;
'• shade ;" or "ghost" of the High-

lands of Scotland.

6.) Kcirana prakaraiiam, on the mens immorialis, or universal soul.

7.) Maha karana prakaranam , ok God, the first cause, or Creator.

8.) Nijdiianda prakaranam, on true bliss, or eternal happiness,

[A remarkable book, ascending from morals to recondite religion.]

Leaf 1— 109, complete.

As a whole, the book is short, very thick, recent.

XL EXEGETICAL.

1. No. o\2. Kdlagndnam ; prophetic knowledge.

Twenty-five names of celebrity are mentioned such as Vyasa,

Marcandeya, Suca, ixud others, as having uttered predictions; but the

book chiefly consists of vaticinations by Fira Bhattayya, by Krishnama-

charya, and Sarvdgnya : they declared future tlnngs, as recorded in this

book.

I'ira J3ha(f, future wonders ; these appear to be vaguely stated

—

indefinite in character ; and with names artificially constructed, so as to suit

the nietre, and rhythm.

Krishnamachdrya, in every land there are to be agrahdrams (or alms-

houses) for Brahmans ; and sacrifices will be every where oifered.

Sarvagnya ; Siva is to appear in a certain town. There will be nine

rulers. Some of them good, some bad. Ddsis (or temple prostitutes) are to

rule ; and various irregular, and incestuous proceedings are to take place,

under their rule. A certain iirCha or fiesh water bathing pool, is to become

salt ; and the like prodigies.

At the end are various accounts of different individuals, on ^1

leaves : in all 105 leaves.

The book is long, thick ; inane, but a sort of curiosity.
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2. No. 316, Kdlagndnam, foreknowledge, prose.

A fragment which does not finish.

By Virama.

Tbi-i Viravia assumes the office of a prophet ; and foretels things, good

or evil, to come alter his time ; in the manner, as he states of the sastras. In

the few passages looked at there is various mention of a wide, and general

destruction— |jeo|)le peiishing—and towns, even the memory of the names

gone— ten men to one woman —calamities to the Vauhnavas— and to other

sects : the whole in vague, and gi-neral terms ; not definitely affixed to any
country j or places ; but such as a disturbed imagination might dictate ; only

14 leaves.

The book is long, and has no boards.

3. No. 601. Rama stava rdjam ; padyas.

By Malta drya, in 3 asvdsas, complete.

Assumed to be narrated by Vydsa, to Dhermardja, and afterwards

by Suta to' Savunaca rishi.

Praise of Rama, whence the title ; hut other matters follow. V/jasa dis-

coursed to Dherma rdjn on charities. The human mind runs tliioughout the

world, in search of its objects of desire : these desires shoull be restrained.

They who reject and hate the domestic life are truly wise ; on the nature cf

beatification; on the proper demeanour of a disciple towards his preceptor

Other matters as to the soul—so far of grave complexion.

Dherma raja uses a metaphor mukti kdnta (odour of heaven) and asks for a descrip-

tion. Vyasa is represented as replying to the same mfctaphor, in the style of the Persian

Ilaliz ; and hence the anther contrives a burlesque of the serious ; indulges in ornate parallels

and makes out Moore's " heaven on earth ;'' beatification and happiness being found in a

beautiful woman ; and so forth ; 46 leaves.

The book is long, thin, recent.

4. No. 615., Sect. 1. Rdma stava rdjam, padyas.

By Malla arya cavi ; 3 asvdsas, complete.

Vaisampayana to Dherma raja, and Sata to Savunaca. Praise of

Rdma and Krishna. Vyasa taught Dherma raja concerning wisdom,

devotedness, charity. On the cause of the entire universe. The soul

should not be allowed to wander after various objects ; but should adhere

to one of superior importance. They are truly wise who relinquish all

family concerns—the nature, or properties of beatitude—excellence of

a guru, and due behaviour of a disciple ; and like matters.

Afterwards Dherma raja, enquires the meaning of a term used, refer-

ring to beatitude ; and Vyasa replies, using figurative language, for the love
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of the sexes ; and thence cleseiibes the nature of beatitude, ut supra,

35 leaves. For Sect. 2, see XXXIII, and for Sect. 3, see XXXV.
5. No. 629. fivd prabudJiana, pndyas, with some diuipadu stanzas

;

only 8 leaves.

By Janart' thana Braltma.

Brahma is represented as instructing a (jivutma) human soul— in sub-

stance as follows.

On yiict/i jiva the intellectual sou), and niuhtijiva the spiritual soul

The latter is conerned in questions of moi'ul merit, and in the great subject of

beatification.

The ?/MC/i/t/'a from not understanding tlie proper mode of conduct

readers its possessor liable to a thousand births, by transmigration, and sub-

ject to pass through twenty-eight hells.

The rmiktijioa : ten dispositions (guna) are needful to be known ; to

each one of these there are two vrpta gunas, in all twenty vrttta gicnas. To

those who understand these, and act accordingly, the reward is final beatifica-

tion. Moreover the merit of such a rare character will extend, by reflex action

to deceased ancestors, now sutfcring pains in hell.

It does not clearly appear to what class of votaries this book re-

lates -, and it is therefore classified here : it has a connexion with IV,

and X.

The book is recent, and without boards.

6. No. (372, Guru hala prabodhica, slocas, with the meaning given

in Telligu ; 1 cdndani.
^

Instruction from a teacher to a pupil.

Concerning sverga or paradise, and pdtdlam or the upper l-.ell - matters

pertaining to them dotailed= On the celestials ; on clouds ; on the ashta die, or

eight points of the heavens. On times or periods. On intelligencies, or beings

havinf^ intellect ; on sounds, or voices. On various gestures in dancing—on

dasis or female dancers— on various kinds of water : what nature or properties

the aforesaid possess. By what means the different names, were acquired.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

XII. Fables.

1. No. 3. Fancha tantraon : padijas.

In 5 scction.s a complete copy.

1. mitra bhucUim, division of former friciirlsliip.

2. sukrUa Ifibham, x(i\ys\.vA oi gooi\ actions.

.'?. zanti vigraham, deceptive treaelicry.

4. lahdn vusrtnam, loss of pns.sos.*ions.

.'). asainprcc.'^Jinnn , on rnsh procedure.

The book is long, thick, recent.
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2. No. 77. Panclia tantram, padyas.

The version by Ndrdyana cavi.

The 1st and 2nd sections, mitra bhedam and sttkrtta Idhham.

The book is short, of medium thickness, injured.

3. No. 89. Sect. 1. Pancha iantram ; slucas, with version in Te»

lugu prose.

Only the 1st section, leaf 79—94.

For Sect. 2, see X.

4. No. 153. Pancha taptram; slocas and tica in Telugu. Only

the 1st section, 45 leaves.

At the end a fragment from the Bhdratam.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

5. No. 189. Sect. 1. Pawc/m^flw^raw?, prose, withafewsZocasmingled.

In Pdtala putra jmram, a king commissioned Vishnu sarman, to

teach his imbecile son worldly wisdom, and policy. On this foundation five

kinds of political devices are founded, t" ; supra. This copy has the whole

complete, on 127 leaves.

For Sect. 2, see XXXIV. For Sect. 3, see XXX.
G. No. 292. Pancha tantra catlia.

The 1st and 2nd sections, mitra bhedam and suknfa Idbham complete,

leaf i— 140.

—another piece leaf 6—88, wanting 66, an epitome of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

6th sections, the 1st section wanting.

The book is of medium size, the first piece recent ; the other

old, and partially damaged.

7. No. 507. Pancha tantram, padyas.

A fragment, part only of the 1st section.

The book is of medium length, thin, no boards.

8. No. 534. Pancha tantra catlia, jjadyas.

The five sections without defect ; a complete copy.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

XIII. Geometry.

No. 710. Cshetra ga^iitam.

A fragment without beginning or ending.

On mensuration, and land surveying ; teaching how to ascertain the

area of the most irregular figures. It contains some diagrams—squares,

triangle, rhombus, irregular forms.

The book is of medium length, thin, old without boards, slightly

damaged.

r2
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XIV. Grammatical.

1. No. 651. Two books on prosody.

1.) Sulacshanam, ?i chandasu ; slocas, chiefly padyas. By Timvia

cavi.

Origin of magham and a$hta ganas or eight class letters. The ddi

devata, or divinity pret^iding over each of the classes.

To each ga7ia belong guru long, and laghu short letters : their modes

and time.

The fruit of each gana ; some propitious as m, some not so, as ?*.

Mode of elision of short vowels. Divisions of the ganas.

The yati jyrakaryiavi, ox chapter on caesuras, or pauses. These, and

other prosodial qualities of vrUta or rounded stanzas described leaf, 1— 23

complete,

2.) Bliimana chandasu, j^adyas.

By Bliimana,

The properties of the yaii^ caesura, or pause—and of the prdsa the

rhyming syllables, or alliteration. Mode of composing stanzas, from tight

letters u)> to a greater number, as forming a line or a verse. Qualities of the

sardula nigredila a kind of stanza, and of the viadepa, another kind ; also

the utpala mala and various others ending Aviih the dandacam ; a line that

may extend to 27 syllables : leaf 24—43,iricomple;e.

The book is long, of mediutB thickness, without boards, recent.

2. No. 652. Yati prakaranam.

By Appana I'andita, padyas.

On coalition of vowels, and consonants ; distinction of letters, as to

proper places. On pauses, or caesuras—brief pauses— alliteration, recurring

with every 4th foot, termed easy—on difficult alliteration, and other like pro.

sodial matters : on 29 leaves, incomplete. 3 blank at the end.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

3. No. 655. Cavi cliintdmani chandasu

By Velanki tdtam hhatlu; padya cdvyam.

In 4 adikdras, or chapters.

On pure Sanscrit words —village colloquial, and desya or pure Telugu.

On vihhacli or cases of nouns ; with genders, varna color, or caste.

On rhyme and caesura : their proper places.

On faults as to words—as to sentences— as to coalition of words.

And various other matters pertaining to Telugu prosody, delivered in

sutraSf with an easier explanation : leaf 1— 31.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.
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4. No. 656. Ananda rangha raj chdndasu.

By Casturi Rangha; composite stanzas ; vvitli a glossary, as to the

meaning.

In 4 asvdsas, complete.

Amon^ other matters—the tlii'fe giirus that were born from the three

pyes of Siva made up the letter ^ m, and this letter made or produced the

other seven ga7ias.

The eight ganas having been born in ci^t jamas in whatsoever jama

(watch) the poet tirst begins to compose a poem, he must commence with the

letter produced in ih.2it juiaam. A definition of the bijacshara or special let-

ter, belonging to Surasvati, or some other god, or goddess, invoked.

On letters long and short in quantity ; their proper positions, &c. Dif-

ferent kinds of stanzas , as handa—dsam— utjjala mdla—champaca mala—
dwipada, these and other kinds of feet, or measures.

The gods of the 8 ganas— their nacshetra (asterism), rtipa (form), gha-

nam (honor), jafi (caste), grtha (house), rdsi (sign) plialam, (influence) ; and

like matters detailed.

Of 50 letters the kulam (family), griham. (honse)y p^halam (influence)'

ddi devata (primal god), &c., are detailed.

—duscara prdsam, various alliteration.

—aiifya „ at the end.

— dwi „ double.

— trip „ triple.

These and other properties of unusual alliteration, stated.

—guda, svara, yati, kakusvara ; various sorts of caesura, or pauses.

These, and many other matters prosodial (pedantic fetters) with suitable

exemplifications : leaf 1—109, complete.

The boolv is long, somewhat thick, recent.

5. No. 659. For Sect. 1, see XIX.

Sect. 2. Chandasu sastram, padyas.

On the ashta ganas or eight class letters, with their guru— laglm (long,

short) letters, their aJi-cft'ya^a (god), \\vi\rhulam (family), ^a^/ (caste), and yati

prdsas, or pauses.

On vowels, and con.sonants, and measures of different hinds of feet—as

utpala mala, champaca mala, &c., the whole relating to the prosodical art :

complete, leaf 49—61.

The book is long, thin, recent.
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6. No. G61. Six pieces chiefly on grammar.

1.) 'J.ndhra vyakarana sajigraha, prose.

Telugu words, ndma nouns, kriya verbs, avvyaya indeclinables
;

v^'ith sub-divisions called saungna jjarichlieda.

On sandhi.^ or coalition of nama, kriya, avvyaya ; to each a section.

The difFez'ence of tatsamna, pure Sanscrit words ; tadhhava

Sanscrit derivations, with Telugu inflexious, atsa or pure Telugu words

grdmyamu village dialect ; avya desa foreign words. And on Sanscrit and

Telugu roots; as connected with Telugu grammar, leaf 1— 11, not complete.

2.) 'Andhra vyakaranam, padya cavyam.

By Pattdbhi Rama jjandita, incomplete,

leaf 12—27; subject as above.

3.) Nannaiya hhattyam, Sanscrit sutras, with the meaning in Te-

lugu.

The well known Telugu grammar ; the oldest extant : leaf

28—36, defective.

4.) 'Andhra vyakaranam, slocas, with a tica in Telugu ; the same

subject as 2.) leaf 37—48.

5.) See XIX.

6.) Cavi vdcbaridham, padya cdvyam.

By Tikkana somayjin.

On the composition of a poem (kriti) what letters are to be used in

eertain special places : and at what times the said letters are to bo used, or

inserted. The author was a distinguished poet.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

7. No. 663. Chandasu sastram, padyas.

Origin, and nature of the eight class letters.

On the long and short letters in the 8 classes.

Discrimination as to what are the yui^u and layhu or long and short

letters.

The proper letters to be used in their proper places ; these are describ-

ed, and defined.

iLhejdti or caste of the letters.

In making a poem certain letters are adapted to proper positions : the

result or benefit of so placing them ; according as the intention of the author

is not benevolent, or otherwise.

With some connected matters, leafl—8 ; and 6 blank leaves at the end.

The book is of medium length, thin, recent, no boards.
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8. No. G64. Chandasu sastram, padi/as.

On prosody, and versification.

On long and short vowels ; and consonanfs, bearing the anusvaram, or

nasal m.

On class letters, caesura, alliteration.

On chanipaca mala— vtpala mala—on mattepam—sisam ; and otlicr

kinds of verse. The proper letters for special places, and ihe kind of feet (as

spondees, dactyls, &c. )

Composite stanzas from the Bhdratam, and Rdmayanam, to exemplify

the different cases or rules. With other prosodial matters : leaf 1—30 ; but

15—20, are left blank.

The book is somewhat long, thin, recent.

8|. No. 665. Two pieces.

1.) Sulacshana sdram ; padyas, with slocas, and a ilea to them in Te-

lugu.

By Timma caiii.

From Siva's three eyes were born three gurus ; by these the letter w
was produced ; and by m were formed the 8 ganas, to wit y, r, s, t, j, b'h, n,

OS5, ^, i)y ^, K, tfT^ c^,

On the order of the long, and short letters.

The 50 syllabic letters, their properties, their adipaiis or lords, ^. e.

different planets. Their lunar asterisms ; their color, or caste ; their plane-

tary house, their zodiacal sign, their kulam or family, their p'halam or influ-

ence ; their ghanam(h.ouor ), as deva, raja, mdnava, &c., their ^o^raw or tribe;

their jana7ia jdmam, or iii what watch of the day or night born, or produced ;

and like matters detailed.

The mode of bringing the nacshetras to the letters. The various results

by friendship of the respective planets, or their houses—properties of that

friendship. These things relative to the chandasu sastram, as connected with

Jyotisham or astrology are detailed, leaf 1—40, complete.

2.) Chandasu sastram, padya cdvyam.

By Timma cavi.

—sdungna prakarnam, on vowels and consonants.

—gana „ on the 8 class letters.

—prdsa „ rhythm, alliteration.

— yati ,, caesura, pauses.

These detailed—but defective ; leaf 41—47.

The book is long, thin, much damaged, without boards.
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9. No. 670. Amllbra sabda cJiintumani.

By Nannaiyya hhait, slocas, padyas, Hca.

Divided into 5 farichliedas, and complete. 1 sdngna.. 2 sandhi, 3

achania, 4 hahntn, 5 liriya; or on letters, coalition of Avords, coalition of

all vowels, of all consonants, and on verbs, leaf 1—41, but 13, 14 are wanting.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, without hoards,

damaged.

10. No. 676. Andhra sahda chintdmani, 90 slocas.

By Nannaiyya hhait.

The Telugu grammar given in Sanscrit verse. Parts of speech, etyrao-

lo^'y, sandhi or coahton of letters, vowels and consonants.

—achanfa parich'hedam, all vowels.

—halanta ,, all consonants.

— h-iya „ verbs.

On two leaves, at the end, is a l%ca, giving an explanation of the portion

on verbs : in all only 6 leaves.

The book is long, without boards.

11. No. 678. Chandasu sastram, padyas.

By Appa cavi.

On vowels, consonants, and both united in syllables, words so formed.

Examples of composition, and other matters, pertaining to grammar.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

12. No. 679. 'Andhra vydkarana, vriitta and padya stanzas, with

some slocas.

—On the union of vowels and consonants.

—On long and short letters.

—Difference of words, or parts of speech.

—Mode of transferring Sanscrit words to Telugu ;
pure, or by native

inflexion.

—On words of many meanings.

These, and connected matters.

The book is long, of medium thickness, no boards.

12i. No. 682. Three pieces.

1.) 'Andhra bhcisha bushanam ; padyas, with a lica, in some places.

By Ketna.
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Sanscrit is the mother of all languages : hence several words in Telugii

are taken from it. Others are self-originated, or of local origin. The five-

fold distinction

—

tatsamma—tadbhava—atsa—desyamu—gidmyamu. They

are described with specimens —other prosodial matters ; but this copy has only

the boginnirig, leaf 1— 13.

2.) Ndnartlia retna mala ; 20 slocas with a iica in Telurju—a fraff-

ment, leaf 14—18.

Sanscrit worJs that have many meanings,

o.) Chandasu, prosody, composite metre.

By Appa cavi.

The proper places for the peti^ caesura and gana, class letter, vriltta

acshara the proper places for letters in the four feet ; afterwards vadi or pauses.

The book is long, thin, no boards, recent.

Jo. No. 683. Chandasu, padyacdryam.

By Ehimayya, incomplete.

On guru and laghu, long and short letters.

—MoJe of forming padyas, or composite verses. How many feet are

proper to each kind of padyam, and how many letters in each foot

—

Avith various suitable examples.

The book is of medium size, no boards.

13|, No. 686. 'Andlira ndma sangraham.

On the deca, manava, stavara, tiriya, vergas ; these are complete, the

ndnarfha verga is incomplete ; 23 leaves, 1 at the end praise o^ Krishna.

The book is long, without boards.

14. No. 687. Chandasu sdstra ; padyas, complete.

On long, and short letters. On the mdttiri, or quantity of letters.

What metres are to be used in writing poetry. How many syllables in

each foot. A little matter on letters, proper or improper, with which to begin

a poem, or a stanza.

The book is short, thin, without boards.

15. No. 690, 'Andhra hhdsya bushamim.

By Ketana ; padyas, complete, vide XIX. No. 692, 3).

On kinds of words

—

tatsamma pure Sanscrit tathhava, derivative, desa

native, grdmyam rustic. Mode of traufusing Sanscrit words into Telugu. On

sandhis, and other like matters.

The book is long, thin, recent,
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IG. No. 691. Three subjects.

1.) Bhimana chandasu^ jyadya cdvyam.

On the guru, and layhu, long and short letters.

On the upaganaSi subordinate letters as, /t, Z, SfC.

On the 8 principle ganas: when they were produced, jdmam watch,

clChayal color, griham planetary house, lunar mansion, zodical sign, &c., &c.

On the four pdtas forming a vritta padyam. What letters are suitable to begin

each foot. The number of feet in a line ; the line being of differing length,

according to the kind of (eet~champaca mala long lines, mattepam long lines

utpalla mala a quatrain of long lines, kandam one long and one short line

giiam a quatrain of short lines sisam, octrain 4 long 4 short.

Yaii j)rdsa lacshanam, properties of rhythm, caesura, alliteration.

Details on letters, with examples in all the different cases : leaf 1—24,

complete.

2.) SulacsJiana sdram.

Leaf 1—7, a fragment, but as far as it goes the same contents as

in 8|, No. QQ5, supra.

3.) Chandasu sastrmn— 10 leaves.

VrHta lacshanam, properties of rounded verses.

Gdna vivaranam, on the 8 class letters.

Yati lacshanam, caesura—defective.

The book is long, thin, without boards ; the leaves are not of

uniform length.

17. No. G95. 'Andhra sahda chintCimani.

Savgnya parlch'hedam., parts of speech.

Sandhi ,, on coalition of letters,

Achanta „ on vowels.

Halanta „ on con&onant.s

Kriya ,, on verbs.

These are complete. At the end are examples, or illustrations

of the above five sections : leaf 1

—

So, complete.

The book is short, thin, on broad talipat leaves, slightly injured.

18. No. 69G. Sect: 1. Bhimmia ^handasu.

By Bhimana, padyas with iica in some places only. From
Siva's three eyes three gurus proceeded

; from them the letter m was
formed

; and from m the other ganas proceeded.
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On long, and short letters. Details as to the 8 ganas. Examples as

to the properties oi vrilta stanzas, as the madhecam—the -champrica mala—
tlie utpala mala—kandam—gitarn—s'lsam—maita—cocila— tarala— sracda-

ra—mahct sracdara—thesa and other rni^as —properties of each one. The

number of letters proper to each one—order of pauses. On the god be-

longing to each class letter— color, caste, house, plialam, rdsi, nacshetra, &c.

On rhythm, and alliteration , Examples, and like matter, vide, 13. No. 683,

and IG. No. 691. supra, for Sects. 2, 3 see XIX.

XV. Historical.

No. 179. Rangha rdvu chariira, padyas.

By Narayana : two asvdsas are complete ; but the book does

not finish.

Ndreda related to ladra, who was surprised. In Bohhalli a town of

Telmga7ia, there was a king named Rangha ravu; against whom the Delhi

padshah, and Nizom All, the ruler of Calinga desam, came with forces to war

because of Avithholding the sircar's tribute money. Nizam All, Mosa JBosi

(Monsr. Bussy) Hyder Jung, these and others, came with a great army, and

encamped on the banks of a river near Rajamahendri (Rajahmundry). They

called on all the rajas that paid them tribute to come to them. All came ex-

cept Ravgha Rao. They made ready ; and as he would not come to terms

they made war on him—breaks oif, 63 leaves.

The book is of medium size, recent.

[In the Mackenzie MSS. forming Vol : 3, arc much fuller details ; the above is most

probably copied thence ; but left unfinished],

XVI. Hymnology.

1. No. 56. For Sect. 1, see IX.

Sect. 2. Vencatesa satacam— lOS padya stanzas, complete : 15

leaves.

Praise of Vishnu, and of the shrine at Tripati. These leaves are

shorter than in Sect. 1.

2. No. 83. Three centos.

1.) Angara kanva linga satacam ; stsa padyas.

By Buchi rdjayya ; complete.

Siva stottra—Praise of Siva.

2.) Curma, or Gopdla satacam ; both titles are given : 100 stanzas

complete.

Praise of Vishnu ; especially in the avataram of Krishna.

The name of the writer does flot appear, as the leaves are injured.

s2
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3.) Sri saila safacam : 105 sisa stanzas.

By Nucana, complete.

Chiefly describing the sufferings of 6rfl!MW; during a time of absence

from Siva.

The three pieces begin and end ; but leaves in the midst are deficient

in each one.

The book is long, thin, without boards, very much injured.

3. No. 1 10. Two pieces.

1.) Ddsarathi satacam, 65 vritta stanzas ; not complete. Various

praise of Rama, as a son of Dasaratha,

'

52.) Maha navami chants ; 6 leaves, not complete.

Chants used by children at tlie Dasara festival ; on the day known at

Madras as Pilii/ar sauti; going round to parents ; and asking a present for

their teacher.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

4. No. 129. Cdlahasti Ihiga saiacam, 100 stanzas, complete,! leaf

praise to Ganesa.

Praise of the symbol of Siva at the above place.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

5. No. lo9. Two pieces.

1.) Sri girijd satacam, sisa stanzas.

Praise of Parvati, as mountain-born, and of Siva her consort.

2.) Nagaresvara satacam; 75 >tawc?a stanzas, not complete.

Praise of the snake lord, or of Sioa, as weai'ing .serpents—all ought to

Worship Siva,

The book is long, thin, without boards.

6. No. 167, Krishna karjiamritam, \\\ slocas, with a Telugu ver-

sion in padyas; 2 asvdsams, so far right, but not the whole : 21

leaves.

By Vellnca pndi Peddayija.

Praise oi Kns/ma, as *' ear-melody ;" on his sports with gopis, and other

adventures : it has a relation to IX.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

7. No. 188. Eleven short pieces.

1.) One leaf, multiplication table, and 6 blank leaves.

2.) Ndgardsa satacam, 23 Jcanda stanzas. On 3 leaves, and then 5

blank leaves ; supra 5, No. 139 2f.
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3.) Rchna chandra satacam ; 102 ^cwcZrf stanzas, on 10 leaves com-

plete. Praise directed to Rama.

4.) Vignesvara dandacam, 1 leaf complete.

Homage to Ganesa.

5.) Viva Bhadra dandacam ,- two copies, one complete, one not so,

on three leaves.

6.) Sumati satacam, 67 kanda stanzas, on IG leaves ; incomplete,

ethical, see X.

7.) llanuman mantram, 1 leaf ; spell so named.

8.) SbmcSiVara satacam, padyan ; and slocas, in support, quoted.

Praise of Siva on 21 leaves ; not complete.

9.) Siva stottra and vihkuti mantravi, on eight leaves, incomplete.

Praise of Siva, and spell on using cow-dung ashes.

10.) Siva stuti, 68 stanzas, on 5 leaves, not complete. Praise of Siva.

11.) Various stanzas on two leaves; and three leaves at the end

contain arithmetical accounts.

The book is somewhat long, the leaves not of equal length, thick,

not injured.

8. No. 212. Sect. I, Ballira kari velpu satacam : 22 sisa stanzas,

on 3 leaves.

Praise of Krishna, and of his Idas, or sports, for Sect. 3, see XXIII.

Sect. 3. Kirtanas, songs.

Chiefly praises of Rama ; and part in Hindustani, part in Telugu : but

the whole in Telugu letter.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

9. No. 228. Vira Bhadra satacam.

76 vrMa stanzas, on 12 leaves, others blank.

A devotee variously praises Vira Bhadra, an emanation from Siva

and asks his protection, &c.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

10. No. 256. Five pieces.

1.) Jdnaki pati satacam 117 v rit ta stanzas.

A devotee praises the lord of Janaca's daughter, Slta in various ways

founded on the actions of Rama: 25 leaves.
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2.) Sri Rama stottra 12 sisa stanzas, on 5 leaves defective, and Sri

Jaganatlia stottra.

Praise of Rama and Kiishna,

3.) Jagdnatlia stottra Narasinlia stottra Krishna stottra,

5 vritta stanzas/'j

4 sisa ,, > on 3 leaves.

3 vritta ,, j

Praise oi Krishna ; of the manlion avatara ; and again of Krishna,

4). Various praises of Krishna, Rama, Rangha nayaka at Trichino-

poly ; 3 leaves.

5,) Parvati stottra—dandacam, or long line chant; 3 leaves complete.

Praise of the sacii of Siva.

The hook is long, thin, without boards slightly injured.

10|. No. 258. Jdnaki patt satacam : 60 vniifa stanzas, on 12 leaves,

4 blank ones, defective ; a devotee praises Rama, and asks his pro-

tection v: supra 10-256. I).

The book is somewhat long, without boards, injured.

11. No. 276. Veda Ndrdyana satacam: 110 «;r?;^^a stanzas, on 12

leaves, complete.

A devotee by various ethical, and other common places, glorifies Vishnu.

The book is long, no boards, slightly injured.

12* No. 277. Bhadfddri Rama satacam.

105 Jcanda stanzas, on 4 leaves, complete.

A devotee variously praises Rama of the Bhadra hill, as eternal, &c.,

and asks his protection, or deUverance. One added leaf contains the names

of the cycle years.

The book is of medium length, old, without boards, damaged.

13. No. 280. For sect : 1 see IX.

Sect 2. Jaya rdma rdma satacam ; 28 sisa stanzas, incomplete

on 9 leaves ; others blank.

A devotee, in a variety of ways, praises Rdma, as a god.

The book is of medium, length, without boards.

14. No. 295. Four pieces.

1). Isvara dandacam—chant.

In consequence of Siva having relieved Visdldcshi (big-eye), who was

suffering the pains of love, ho is herein addressed in a long string of epithets ;

and a man implores his help : complete.
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2). Siirya dandacam a devotee praises the sun ; complete,

o). Surya dandacam another chant, addressed to the sun.

4). Nama Sivdyi rayale ; 67 feet, a chant, founded on tlie five letter-

ed mantra ; defective.

The book is of medium length, various leaves, without boards

damaged.

15. No. 309. Three pieces.

1). Mdkinldijagana saiacam, 9H stanzas; complete. Praise of the

glory of Rama, by one named Mdkinidi jaxjat.

2). Saintva mditi titiva satacam, o2 stanzas, incomplete. Praise of

Vishnu.

o). Vencaidchala svdmi stottra, 93 sisa stanzas.

Praise of Vishnu at Tripeti.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

16. No. 326. Kirtanas ; chants.

—Ganddipati k : to Gancsu.

—Bhdirava k : to a dogheadcd form of Siva,

—Siva k : to Siva.

—Sdmhu Siva h : to Siva, as self existent.

—Ecambesvara k : to Siva at Conjevernm.

—Amba k : io Parvati, with other like chants; and also soma epithalamia ;

some vivas to arouse the sleeping images, in the early morniug ; stanza* on presenting

offerings of butte:' oil, by pouring it over the symbol; and a few sUcas- The whole

relates to the homage or service of Siva—in all 42 leaves.

The book is long, recent.

17. No. 332. Sect. 1. Narasinha dandacam ; \2\edi\e^ die.ieci\ve.

Praise of the actions of the manlion avatara.

Sect. 2. Haniimanta dandacam, 15 leaves, irregular, defective.

Praise of Hanumdn : for sect. 3 see IX.

Sections 1, 2, old, damaged, sect. 3 recent.

The whole book is long, thin, without boards.

18. No. 345. Rangha dandacam^ 17 leaves.

One leaf prefixed, homage to Vignesvara.

By Ndrdyana cavi.

On the appearing of Vishnu as Rangha ndtha at Trichinopoly. He
is the protector of men ; and praise founded thereon.

The book is long, thin, recent.



19. 352. . Rama prahhu kirtana.

Three chants on seven leaves.

Praise of Vishnu ; and especially in the apparition of Bdma Chandra,

The book is without boards.

20. 459. Alavantdr stottram

67 sheas, with a Telugu, version.

Various praise of Vishnu, by his attributes, and other topics ; ascribed

to one of the 'Aliivar.

The book is old, without boards, a little injured.

21. No. 460. Two pieces.

1.) Fdrasu Rd)na satacam, 100 stsa stanzas, in praise of Vishnu.

2.) Gajendra satacam, padya stanzas, 215 ; incomplete. The leaves

are numbered from 154 to 166.

The book is long, thin, recent.

22. No. 464, Sect. 1. Cdla hasti satacam.

41 sisa stanzas ; not complete.

Praise of the symbol of Siva at Calahasti.

Sect. 2. Rajamahendri syamalamha satacam 62 sisa stanzas

not complete.

Praise of the sacti of Siva at Rdjamahendri (or Rajahmundry.)

The book is long, thin, without boards.

23. No. 478. Chinna maldisvara satacam, 29 stanzas, wanting the

rest : the 2nd leaf is gone.

Praise of Siva, as a local god.

The book is of medium length, very thin, old, injured.

24. No. 486. Drdcsha Rama Bhimesvara ashtacam. Six octaves,

and each octave in a different metre.

Bhimesvara is a name of Siva ; and the whole bears on the praise of

Siva ; leaves complete.

The book is long, without boards, a little injured.

24|. No. 510. Kirtanas songs.

On Siva hhupala, and Devi bhupala, or Siva and Parvati as world guardians. Hin-

dustani songs on Sivuy in Telugu letters. An epithahimium on Parvati, some stanzas oa

j'lpa or prayer, its nature. Marviago songs on JBasava. An octave epithalamium to tha

game.

Octave cpithalamift on the pramata ganaf, or celestials of Vira saivas.
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Epithalainia on the ten manifestations of Vishnu, and many others. Also Idla pdtalu

lullaby to children, or to newly married couples, leaf 1— 176, but defective.

The book is of medium size.

25. No, 512. Cdla hasti isvara satacam.

Vritfa stan:.as 104, a little defective

.

A devotee adores Siva with praise.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

26. No. 513. Kirtanas, songs.

On Vignesvara—on Rama—on Fa?s/tw«fa matters—on Amhika a name

oi Farvati—others on Vaishnava topics again. In this way the chan ts are

various ; apparently two boobs, put together.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

27. No. 514. Kirtnallu, songs.

On Siva and Vishmi; also mclueohcpuLi, songs to awaken ! the imagesin the early

morning-, a reveille ; as they were rocked to sleep with a lullaby, over night. Also manga-

las or epithalamia, leaves aL the beginning, and the end wanting.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

28. No. 517. Soma ndriia siottras.

Praise of jy/wfl, as " raoon-lord," or bearing the moon; the famous

"Somnauvh" of Diu, of Mahmoud of Ghizni fame : leaf I 24— 130, or 8 leaves,

out of some larger book (E. I. MSS. perhaps) Sugriva vijayam is erroneously

marked on the label.

The book is of medium length, no boards.

29. No. 520. Vignesvara dc.adacam.

One stanza, praise— a lengthened chant, the same. Two slocas on his

108 names. Also pvja vidhi or mode of homage to the said Ganesa ; 18

leaves, others blank.

The book is short, and thin,

30. No. 521. Sect. 1. Vencatesa satacam, 51 stsa stanzas, defec-

tive on 12 leaves.

Praise of Vishnu at Tripeti.

Sect. 2. Chavuppa satacam.

By Chavudappa 1—71 handa stanzas, every line ending with

appa, "
! father."

Subjects of an ethical kind. Two distinct books put together.

As a whole, long, thin, no boards, recent.



31, No. 522. Various pieces

.

].) Rama ndma stottram, complete.

Praise of the name of Rama ; a few words, ending always with Raman

Rdinanb

!

2.) Ndrdyana ndma stottra, 5 leaves, complete.

Like in kind, with repetition of the name.

3.) Govlnda ndma smarana ; 7 leaves, of like kind; addressed to

Krjshna, remembrance ; meaning, in effect, praise.

4.) One leaf ethical, with a sloca in praise of any river, when bathing

on an eclipse day.

Two leaves on kingly morals, in sisa malica metre, Names of the 14

Menus, and of the nine continents, on one leaf.

The book is short, thin, without boards, old, but not damaged.

82. ISio. 614. Kirtatias; 120 chants, on 27 leaves.

By Dotilvdri angitam.

The subjects are advaita, and mystical in kiad.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

33. No. 636. Sect. 1. Rdma stavam rdjam.

By Mallandriya 2 asvdsas, only.

Praise of Rdma, and Krishna. For Sect. 2, see IV.

34. No. 757. For Sect. 1, see VII. For Sect. 2, 3, see XX.

Sect. 4. Rdma stditram, 8 sldcas. Brahma to Ndreda, from the

Brahmo.nda puranam praise of Rdma : a mere inject in a medical book-

For Sect. 5, see VII. Sect. 6, see XX.

XVII. INCA^^TATI0K.

No. 841. Bula chicatsa,^TOS(i.

Spells, having reference to a child, or tj children. In the 9th month

of pregnancy, certain ceremonies are observed; anl some articles put into an

earthen platter, ore taken to a distance, to carry away evil.

For 11 months after birth ceremonies, like in kind, are used each

month ; directed to a different goddess, or deity. Afterwards once a year, for

12 years, to another sort cf deity. These matters form the subject of this

book. [The term, in the above title, often occurs in medical books, for a

spell to drive out evil spirits, supposed to causa pain and disease, in very

young children]. 9 leaves only.

The book is short, without boards.
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XVIII. Law (sacerdotal, or civil),

1. No. 161'. For Sect. 1, see XXV.
Sect. 2, Vigndnesvaram, padi/as or composite stanzas. By

Abhinava Dandi, translated from the Sanscrit.

It appears to be a complete copy of the dchdra sacred, vivahdra

civil, and frayaschit penal cdudas or books; and, as such, of great

value : complete copies being rare.

On the duties of the four pjreat divisions; civil duties; and

modes of judicial procedure ; and on expiations, or punishments.

The dai/a vihhdgam, or division of ancestral, and other property.

For Sect. 3 see" XXXIV.
2. No. 319. 'Achdra vidhi, prose.

On the first division, or sacerdotal law.

On the four great divisions of people. The shodasn carvia or IG pro-

pitious ceremonies ; as pUDisa vana, simantfm,jdtacam,ndma-carana,k.c. up

to upanainam , or assuming the scholastic thread.

On marriage—rules for all castes. Eules for tlip conduct of the jmti

vrtili, or chaste wife.

Regulations as to the adoption of a son. Rules for the grihasi'ha, or

respectable householder.

Oji the distinction of days, good or bad.

On the conjunction of the sun and moon, with auspicious, or evil stars.

On lagna, tithi, yoga, kcnana, rules for their discrimination.

Apara vishayam, or funereal rites, for the four great castes. And on

the sahagananam or burning of widows with the body of tlieir dead husband.

On the four states, or orders of Brahmachdrya^ Vanapra&(ha, Grxhat-

tlia, and SanniynsL

The proper funertal rites for each class.

Some rules on the daya hhdga or division of property : leaf 1— 115 ;

appears to be complete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

XIX. Lexicographical.

1. No. Q?y. For Sect. I, see XXXIV.
Sect. 2. Andhra ndma sangraham.

;
padyas.

By Paidi pdtti Laoshmana.
The book contains five rarf/a* or classes, deva—niinava—stdvara—firiyac—nnnart'ka

and so far, complete, leaf 227—210.

There is a memorandum that the Siva dicsha vid/ubiam, which came

between these two sections, was transfered to the Sanscrit books.

The entire book is long, very thick, recent.

t2
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2. No. 653. Amaravi.

The 1st and 2nd candams in rnvfrsed order. The 1st candam, one
leaf excepted, is complete; ivom svergalo viari xarija ; but it is greatly da-

maged. The 2nd candnm has from bhu down to sudra verga ; but this last

is defective : leaf 1—59 and 2—19 or 78 leaves.

The book is long, of iiiodium thickness,

3. No. G5i. Five treatises.

1.) 'Andhra vdma sangraha, padijus.

By Lacshmana.

Tbe dei-a—mdnava—gfhavara— tirii/ac, vcrgas are complete ; the ndndrt'ha vcrga

defective. ]eat 1— 13 others wanting.

2.) 'Andhra refnacarnm oiad^a^.

B}' Paidi pdtti Lacslimaaa.

In 3 a.«i'a.«as,compIete.

A lexicon by the same auLiior, as the above, words with their mean-
ings, leaf 34—40.

3.) 'Andhra sesham, padyas.

Ey Surayija.

This is a supplement lo the above 1) containing the words, with their

meaning, that are omitted in that book ; complete, leaf 41— 50.

4.) iSdndrCha n/rjapdu, padijas,

A lexicon of words havin;^- many meanings. For eJcamj,le : Hari

means Ind>-a, surjju, a horse, a snake, a frog, \isRnu, Vami, a deer, a mon-
key, a I'on.

Other words, in like manner— not complete, leaf 51 — 60 and 62 67.

5.) Zacata re'tnavali j^ftdyas.

By Perayya.

A treatise on the two Telugu r*s ; the one a soft labial, and the other

a rough palatal : the 1st as in paramount, comparable, and 2nd as in Pope's

imitative line.

"The hoari-c rough verse should like the torrent roar."

Shewing by examples how used with vowels, single and double conso-

nants ; leaf 68-76.

[There seems to be a common conspiracy to exclude the rough r from English, Ta-

mil, and Ttlugu, greatly to the emasculation of language.] This sect, i), properly per-

tains to Grammar.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, recent.
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4. No. 658. ^maram; sIdcas,\\ithTe\ugutica. The 2nd cdndam.

BM—p^ira—saila—vanaush(uli~s'7ihddi—manti.ihya—hrahma—cshelriya—vauysu-

dra, vargd ; or 10 vargas complete, with all adjuncts ; leaf 1—94, leaf 95 06, the begia-

niag of the 3id cundain.

The book is long, somewhat thick, old, a little injured.

5. No. 659. Sect: 1. 'Andhranamasangraham.

By Lacshmana padi/a, cavijam.

deva to ndndrt^ha -five varyas leaf 25— 48,

For Sects, see XIV.

6. No. 660. 'Andhra ndnia sangraham, padgas.

One copy as deva, mdfiava, sfhavara, vargas complete ; the tiriyan not

so ; and the 5th wanting 1—22.

Another fragment has padi/as Avith fica, part of the deva varga, as far

as to the various names of Jndra leaf 1— 25.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness without boards,

the first copy is old, and the other a begun copy, recent not finished.

7. No. 661. For sections 1—4 and 6 see XIV.

Sect. 5. 'Andhra ndnartlia sangraham; 88 composite stanzas, with

a iica.

Sansciit words of various meanings, according to their usage in Telu-

gu, leaf 49—73, not complete.

8. No. Q)Q>2. 'Andhra ndma sangraham.

By Lacs1ijna7ia : padgas, with a fica.

A fragment—part of the dcca varga, containing the names of gods,

leaf 1—31.

The book is of mediuai length, without boards.

9. No. 666. Amaram.

Part of the 1st cdndam, containing the following vargax ; sverga, viyoma

diCy kdlu, di, vdcUf sobdati, nattya, pdtdla, hhoyi, naraca—these are com-

plete ; the last one vdri defective, l^af 1—71 and 7 blank leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

10. No. 667. 'Andhra ndma sangraham ; padgas. By Lacshmana ;

a fragment.

Only the deva varga, and this defective : on 7 leaves.

The book is of medium length, recent.
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11. No. 668. Amaram, with Telugu tica.

The 2nd cdndam-tica is entitled Guruhdla prabodhica, a teacher's ex-

planation.

It has a verbose description, in Telugu, as to the cause or reason of the

name ; giving, the thing—its name—cause of the name ; from bhu, to sudra

verga, or 10 complete, leaf 1 — 321.

The book is long, very thick, with, bamboo boards, recent, a

little injured by termites, on one side.

12. No. 669. Amaram, slocas with tica in Telugu 1st and 2nd

candams.

1. Sverga down to vdri verga, 12 complete-

2. Bhu ,, Brahma ,, 7 „

The 8fli verga, cshetriya, defective.

The book is long, and thick, one end gnawed.

13. No. 671. Amaram; ^/ocas, with a Telugu ^ica ,• the latter by

Sri ndgadeya hhatta.

In o, cdndams, complete.

1

.

Sverga to vari verga 1 2 vergas

.

2. Bhu to sudra „ 10 „

3. Vizesha nigna to llnga sangraham 4 varfjas.

Appended 3 leaves containing 23 ;7atf?/a stanzas on the \Q avataris of Vishnu; ani

1 leaf nacshetra nigandu, slocas, names of the lunar mansions.

The book is of medium size, old.

14. No. 673. Amaram, the 2nd cdndam.

Bhu to vandushati, 4 vargas right, not more ; leaf 1— 16.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

15. No. 674. Amaram, slocas with the meaning in Telugu ; the

1st cdndam, from sverga to vdri-verga, 12 vergas ,• a little defec-

tive, at the end.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, very slightly injured.

16. No. 675. Amaram, slocas with the meaning in Telugu, 1st

cdndam.

From sverga to vdri, 12 vergas complete, only wanting the 1st leaf.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

17. No. 681, Amaram, slocas with the meaning in Telugu, by

Mavidi Vencayya.

The '2nd cdndam—from bhu verga to Brahma verga—wanting the remainder.

3 leaves from the Appi cavyam on grammar perhaps belonging to No, 678i

The book is long, thick, recent.
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18. No. 684. Amaram, slocas, with tlie Telugu meaning ; the 1st

cdndam, complete.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

19. No. 685. 'Andhra ndma sangraham.

Composite stanzas by Paidipdtti Lacshmana cavi 5 varyas 1

deva, 2 mdnava, 3 stavara, 4 tiriyac, 5 ndndrfha.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

20. No. 688. 'Andhra ndma sangraham ; padyas—fragment of 6

leaves, from the 2nd or mdnava verga.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

21. No. 689. 'Jindhra ndma sesham composite stanzas, 8 leaves,

complete.

A supplement, containing words not found in the 'Andhra tidma san-

grahavi ; and 1 leaf praise to Rdma.

The book is long, without boards, one leaf broken.

22. No. 692. Five pieces.

1.) Nanarfha nigandu, padyas, a fragment of 9 leaves words of vari-

ous meanings.

2.) 'Andhra ndma sangraham, padyas.

By Pdidipdlti Lacshmana in 5 vargas, deva—mdnava—sfhavara

—tiriyac—ndnarfha.

3.) 'Andhra bhdsha hhuslianam padyas.

By Ketana. On 5 classes of words.

1 tatsama, pure ; 2 sanserit ; 2 tadbhava, deri\ied from Sanscrit ; 3 atza

tenugii, pure native Telugu ; 4 deshyamu, less pure, or foreign ; 5 gramyamu

vulgar, provincial.

The mode of adopting Sanscrit words into Telugu— on sandhi or coali-

tion of vowels, and consonants—work complete.

4.) Amaram—slocas with meaning, a fragment of 20 leaves of the 1st

candam.

5.) Anu muni sandham, padyas.

On long and short letters—also mode of making verses : relate to XIV
and III.

The book is long, of medium thickness.
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23. No. 693. 'Jndhra ndnia savgraham.

By Lacshmana son oi 'Ecamharamantri, padyas a fragment the

deva varga right. The mdnova varga only 1 leaf.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

24. No. 696. For sect: ], see XIV.

Sect. 2. Dhananjaya nigant''hut slocas.

By Dhananjaya. The 1st candam.

In this there are the synonyraes for hhumi, jalam, Indra, Chandra,

Varuna, Ayni and other words, 5 leaves only.

Sect 3. Ndma lingana sassanam, or the Amaram, slocas, by

Amrita sinha the 3rd candam.

The vizesha 7iigna 3inii sangirna Are r\ght, the rianarf/m deftclive, 8 leaves with 21

blank leaves at the end.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured.

XX. Medicine.

01. No. 716. Three books ; 1 and 2 incomplete.

1.) Vdidhya sastram, s/ocas and prose.

On remedies for different disorders. On mineral, and other pre-

parations.

2.) i^as/z^raf/zpico' on mercurial preparations. "These two Dha-

mivantari delivered to the Asvini Cumdra ; and then Aqasfya narrated

the same to 'Atreya.'"

3.) Retna paricshai, padya cdvyam.

On testing nine kinds of precious stones, then cleansing, and calcining

them for medical use.

The book is short, and thin, for the pocket.

001. No. 720. Vaidhya sastram—slocas, and prose.

On medical cure—purifying mercury and making from it various pre-

parations. Go-sastram, or suhadeva matam : on judging the value of cows

and oxen, by marks—disorders—symptoms—suitable remedies. On older

leaves—tho preparing naediciual balls for cows ; and so that, when sulphur

enters tho composition, the whole is not inflammable ; and the like. At the

end one leaf, on judging of human diseases by the pulse.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.
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1. No. 740. Vaidhyam, prose.

3 fragments : 1st leaf on medicine 2nd leaf veterinary, diseases

of horses, with medical remedies ; 8 leaves, an old fragment-

On flatnlenc}'—bile—phlegm, as causes of diseases. On ague— fever

—and ordinary {^var— proper regimen ; if this be neglected convulsions come
on : with other medical matters.

The book is long, thin, w-ithout boards, damaged.

2. No. 756. Vdidhyam, slvcas with tica.

Diagnosis of various disorders, and pains. Mode of preparinj; meni-

cines adapted to each disorder. Nature of diseases or j)ro<inosis. On balsams,

electuaries, decoctions, &lc„ mode of making and like matters ; complete.

The book is long, thick, recent.

3. No. 757. For Sect. 1, see VII.

Sect. 2. Various medical matters ; slocas, with Telugu tica ;

on 27 leaves, complete.

On balsams—symptoms of 21 varieties of mec/ha vydti which include

venereal infections—on powders, electuaries—use of clarified buiter— pills,&.c.

Sect. 3. Vaidhya chintdmani, slocas with tica by Indra hant"

hirava vallahham ; 14 leaves complete, as regards only the 1st vilasam,

or essay.

On fever, fits, and seat of different disorders.

For Sect. 4, see XVI. For Sect. 5, see VII.

Sect. 6. On various modes of preparing medicines, and the

diseases to which they are adapted : slocas with prose in Telugu.

This is the larger portion of the book ; on 238 leaves.

The book is long, double the usual thickness, and recent.

4. No. 761. Vdidhya chinldma7ii padyas.

By Kesava: in 4 asvdsas, complete.

Eight modes of examination as to the diagnosis of disease ; that is the

pulse, the general appearance, the touch of fleshy parts, two kinds of excre-

ment, the tongue, the voice, the eyes-

Four kinds of indigestion, described. Two kinds of fever

—

ahika

jvaram and sabda jcarom described

On thirteen kinds of convulsions or fits, and whether curable, or other-

wise.

On the periods of disease as to crisis, or to termination—prognosis a»

to fevers.
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On mercury, and nine kinds of gems - tlieir purification and mode of

reducing them to calcined powders, for medical use ; with various medical re-

cipes, or lemedies

On nasyam or sternutatories, such as hellebore, euphorbium, &c.

On avjanam, ointment for eyes ; medical only. On kashayam, or

decoctions, &c., &c.

At the end there is a small treatise, in a different style— on the treat-

ment of various diseases

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

5. No. 762. Vdidhya sastram, slocas with a Telugu tica.

On flatulency—bile—phlegm—as the causes of fevers. Symptoms of

such fevers : they are discriminated by a differing action of the pulse. Also

a diagnosis by the appearance of different parts of the body ; limited to symp-

toms of fevers : 19 leaves not fiiiished.

The book is long, without boards,

6. No. 763. Sect. 1. Vdidliya chintdmani, slocas and fica at the

end of the Sanscrit.

On pulses—the tongue—the sound of the voice

—

rupa form or gene-

ral appearance : from the discrimination of these a diagnosis is to be formed,

as to various kinds of fm^ers, fits, or convulsions and other diseases, leaf

] 31—213 Hi] slocas.

Sect. 2. A commentary in Telugu.

By Vallahhendra, tlie Isl vilnsam or essay, on discriminating the

symptoms of various diseases : leaf 228—260, some leaves, in the

midst, wanting.

The book is of medium size, recent.

7. No. 764. Vdidhyam, and connected matters
;
prose, and a few

slocas, with fica.

Various description of diseases ; and mode of preparing various I'erae-

dies. What remedies are adapted to the various diseases. Some mantras or

spells. Anjanam eye salve ; both as medical, and magical, for fascinating

others ; or for discprning things otherwise not visible ; such as hidden money

or valuahles. Some matters on vasyam or bringing over, either men, or wo-

men to sexual purposes.

The book is short, very thick, very slightly injured.
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8. No. TG5. Fdidhija sastran/., prose witli a few slocas in some

places.

Symptoms, of vaiious diseases, anti rrmedies adapted to them. Mode

of purifying some minerals, &c., as talc, mercury, sulphur, copper. Mode of

calcining the minerals, and reducing; thtm to powder. Some mantras, or

spells ; partly to rept-l diseases, partly on vasjjam, v. supra. The remedifs

that are indicated, by different diseases. The disease is suid to ask the reme-

dy ; as in some English books '•mercury, or opium is indicated"' : leaf 1—266

but 190—199 warning.

The book is short, very thick, slightly injured.

9. No. 766. Vdidliya sastram : slocas with tica in Telugii.

On the symptoms, and nature of various specified diseases. Suitable

remedies to each onc^ with ihe mode of preparing ihem, in the usual manner

as stated in other treatis; s supra. On calces, powders f;om them ; oils, electu-

aries, &c, &c.

The book is of medium length, thick, old and damaged.

10. No. 767. Bdsava rajiijavi, so called.

By Nila kanVha hoiur : slocas with tica in Telugu. In 6 pra-

karanas, or chapters.

On the test of disease by the pulses -symptoms of many diseases

—

calcined metals, reduced to powder— balsams -oils— red calx of lead, reduced

to powder ; and modes of preparing these, and various other remedies as sui-

table to the diseases dtscribed : 14G leaves, but defective.

The book is long, thick, with rough boards.

11. No. 768. Vdidhyam, slocas with, ci Telugu. flea.

Mode of purifying copper, iron, futenaga kinds of arsenic, talc, borax?

(velligaram) then calcining, and reducing them to powders.

Recipe for ihepuma ehandrodayam (full rising mooniad) a very com-

plex, and apparently very heating, and stimulating medicine.

The hala suryodayam, another very composite medicine ; and, in like

manner other names of medicines.

Symptoms (or diagnosis) of all kinds of fevers, and also of colics

—

colds— rheums. The remedies proper to various diseases ; what remedy such

and such a disease asks for (indicates) rcciuircs : leaf 240—343 the end.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

y2
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12. No. 769. Vdidhya sasiravi, slocas with a Tclugu iica here and

there, not full.

On mercury— talc—copper—mica—of various jewels— mode of first

purifying, and then calcining, and reducing to powder.

Details of various disorders.

Suitable medicines for them— in the ?hape of powders -electuaries

—

decoctions

—

gritam a kind of balsam, &c. These, and other matters are fully

described : 207 leaves complete, a few blank leaves at the end.

The book is very long, and very thick, recent.

13. No. 770. Vdidhya sastram : two books.

1.) Vdidhya chintdmani, padya cdvyam.

By Vencata narsu : 3 asvdsas complete.

Diagnosis, or indications of disease from pulses, whole personal appear-

ance, voice, tongue, &c.

Many kinds of fever, and fits described. Mode of preparing suitable

remedies to the various diseases ; as balsams, electuaries, powders, he.

On pdndu rogam, or spotted leprosy ; hdmdlam {or mdlai) jaundice ?

on arthritic disorders. Remedies for each one, leaf 1—60.

2.) Various medicinal remedies are specified, leaf 68— 73.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

14. No. 771. Matana Icdvia retnacarana ; slocas, in some places

with meaning, and in other places prose.

This book, as indicated by the title, is a medical wo»"k on sexualiiies ;

Buch as subduing women to men's purposi^s ; with the medicines as philtres

to be used ; and other roborific medicines to give masculine vigor to such as

are destitute of virility.

The work is limited to such kind of matters.

15. No. 772. Vdidhyam, slocas with the meaning, and in some

places padyas.

On copper— talc—mercury—sulphate of iron and of zinc— or blue and

white vitriol—sulphur ; arsenic- nine kinds of gems ; purification of these, and

other materials, for making calcined powders.

On bile, phlegm, flatulency, as causes of vaiious disorders ; such as

fevers of kinds —colics—spotted skin—leprosy—these, and others described;

with decoctions, electuaries, spirits (essence distilled) powders, &c., with the

mode of preparing them.

The book is long, and very thick, with an iron pin.
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16. No. 773. T^'risha rajiyam, slucas, \\iih the raeiimng.

On examination of pulses and discrimination of diseases thereby. Va-

rious diseases, and remedies for them specified. On purifying mercurial pre-

pai-ations—making calcined po\vd(rs— pills. On lead— copper— bell-metal

—

brass—purifying, calcining, and reducing them to powders.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

17. No. 774. Nidana muctdvali ; slocas, with tica in some places.

On examining pulses, and judgment thereon, diagnosis of diseases

—

how many days the different kinds of fever take for their course. Fifty-six

diseases are made to correspond with the 56 countiies of/)aM?'an?c geography.

These primary diseases are subdivid( d into several others. The class megha

has twenty subdivisions—^symptoms of the different diseases—disorders of the

bowels, conntcted with fevei-, on uysentry, diarrhoea, &c. On white spotted

skin, leprosy, &c., sokai or white-swelling—dropsy—on kinds of arthritis.

Diseases during pregnancy, in each of the nine months ; symptoms ; remedies-

Diseases of children, and treatment, including bdla chicotsa, or exorcism.

Diseases of the eyes ; tooth- ache. Diseases of the nose, as polypus, &c. Vari-

ous other diseases, with remedies, an'l mode of preparing them.

Also some directions for purifying mercurial preparations, and

making calcined powders from them.

18. No. 775. Vdidhya sdstram ; slocas with the meaning.

On the virtues of different kinds of roots- capable of many applica-

tions, or uses. On the mode of drao'ing ever women sexually ; on magical

ointment for the eyes, and hands; so as to bewilder others ; or to aid, as

stated, in the discovery of lost property. Some matters on magic, as to pro-

ducing strange or miraculous a|>pearances ; such as the appearance of blood

on cutting a lime (following of course from the knife being washed over with

a suitable alkali). Mode of rendering the body invulnerable. It is stated

that a mango kernel, wrapped in a cloth, can be made to grow, to produce

flowers and fruit, and again to become a kernel (no great magic). In the midst

are two brief sar^^as from the silpi sastra, description of kinds of images that

(on the authority of Vdlmihi), conceal riches behind them. Then some

mantras or charms against snake bites, sting of scorpions, possession by evil

spirits.

At the end are various medical preparations—mercurial ; decoctions

&c., as usual in medical books ; and some alchemical matters, on the making

of gold.

The book is long, of medium thickness, only one board.
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19. No. 776. ChhUdmani ov cliicatHi sdcara scnigraJunn ; chiefly

prose, a few slocas with the meaning.

Symptoms of diseases—medical vehicles in which medicine is given,

such as milk, honey, &c,^— pills -on purifjini; mercury—on decoctions— calces,

oil—balsams— mercurial preparations.

The Look is long, of medium thickness, recent.

20. No. 777. Vdidhya sdstram, docas, with tica in Telugu : the

original is ascribed to Dlianuvantari.

Some prefatory matter on the yygas, and tracing up the origin of dis-

orders to different ?//i^a5-—on examination of pulses, symptoms of fevers, and

of various other disorders, with the remedies proper to each one. On pills,

oils, balsams, electuaries. On purifying medical materials, especially

mercury. Various calces of mercury; dt-coctionLs. I'aaijam, or mode of

drawing over women— some mantras or spells ; and further medical matters.

The book is long, thick, recent.

21. No. 778. rdidliya chmtdmani ; slocas, with tica :n Telugu.

On pulses—fevers—eyes, as symptomatic ef disease. On purification

of mercury for medicinal use. On balsams— calcined minerals, reduced to

powders— electuaries. Mode of drawing over women. On diabetes, and re-

medies ; on many other diseases, and remedies ; as usual in njtdical woiks.

This book is of medium length, thick, recent.

22. No, 779. Fdidhya sastram, padija cdvijam.

By Perayya, v.-ho gives an account of his genealogy, parentage,

birth, &c.

Examination as to eight kinds of pulses. Diagnosis of fevers. On
purifying materia medica, as procured in the bazar. Purifying mercury, a.-d

other minerals, calcining and then reducing them to powder. Cleansing nine

kinds of gems, and reducing them to powder, for medical use. Pills—vehi-

cles of medicines, and mode of administering them.

On arthritic pains—polypus in the nose. Diseases of women— and

treatment alter conception, and immediately afer delivery. Bala gr'iha

chicatsa, spells to guard young children against evil spirits, or to exorcise if

possessed, &c.

At the end is one leaf on examination of a horse, and from its colours

and other properties judging whether it will be an advantageous purchase or

otherwise.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.
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f3o. No. 780. Trdilocya chintdmani ; chiefly prose, Lut with a

few slocas.

The triple mineral list seems to bo the following :

1 rasa nigliunhi-, s. IcAicon of mercurial preparations.

2 guna nigliaiitti, lexicon of symptoms, and nature of proper remedies.

3 Purification of minerals, such as talc and metals ; and a list of the names of medi-
cal roots.

At the end some remedies for diseases are stated, in the usual

manner of such books.

The book is short, of medium thickness, much injured towards

the end.

24. No, 731. Miscellany, .c/ocGi: with /ica.

ExHraination of pulses—diagnosis of diseases— mode of puiifyiD-Tf nxr-

curial preparations; and, after calcina,tion reducirig minerals to powders.

Oils, balsams—decoctions—pills—mode of making r].em. On diseases of

children from the day of birth to the eleventh day ; and tlien month by month;

afterwards annually. An e^il spirit is supposed lo seize on children ; ai.d

charms, rather than medicines, are provided.

The book is long, very thick.

25. No. 782. Ayurcedofadesam ; slocas with a tica in Telugu.

On fevers—on pulses, and the diseases thereby iiidicated. On mer-

curial preparations, and to what diseases suited. On balsams — oils—powders

from calcine.] minerals— various decoctions— pills, and other m.atters. Dif-

ferent name s of fevers. On deafness -polypus in the nose— asthma— tifects

of diseases on members of the body— disease's of children. &c , S:c., with sui-

table remtdits, in the different cases stated.

On preparation of metallic malerlais, fur use as medicines.

The book is of medium length, of treble the usual tliickness,

with metal pin ; old, but in tolerable order.

26. No. 783. Nava pdshana siddhikali ; the whole is in Telugu

prose.

On preparation of nine kinds of arsenic, and some of them for alche-

mical purposes. On sulphur—on linga (red orpiment supposed) on viram

i. e.— balsams, essences, or sj.irits — on making bee's wax ; on making butter.

A mode of preventing the evaporation of mercury, called binding or

tieing it. Some nunifras or spells for this use. Towards the end, modes of

preparing medicines ; and ihcir use^in different diseases.

The book^is short, very thick, recent.
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27. JSJo. 784. Gaiia nigliantu, or catlia sanjivanam.

By Mddhava cavi.

1.) Gana nigliantu, a list of diseases and of the reinedies proper for them

by name ; but the mode of preparing them not stated.

2.) Catlia mvjivinam, the cause of fevers, whether flatulency—bile

—

phlegm. On the lunar day, lunar asferism, and month, in which such

diseases are likely to he produced. (Signs ''hot, moist, windy," &c.)

3.) Dhanuvantari nig'hantu^ list of medicines—discrimination of diseases

—

doubtful indications as to diseases. Prepnrations of mercury. Some

directions, as to discriminatincj ganas, and purif_ying them—treatment of

various diseases, and pspecially of the twenty varieties of megha vydti.

Also on bilious disorders.

The book is long, thick, with a peg, recent.

28. No. 785. Chicatsa sdra sangraham, slocas, with the meaning

in Telugu.

Discrimination as to fevers. Mode of making decoctions, and infu-

sions—making of pills, on discriminating the state of health, by the mode of

breathing : judgment as to heat, causing arthritic pains. Mercurial prepara-

tions— distillation of materials— disease of the nose, and eyes ; symptoms and

remedies ; fevers in children. Diseases during the different months of preg-

nancy ; and remedies for them, with other remedial directions, in various cases.

The book is long, very thick, with a metal pin, recent.

29. No, 786. Vdid/iyam, slocas, in some places with the meaning

in Telugu.

On purgative medicines. Vira vicrama rasa, strong, powerful mercury.

Rasa hhupati " mercury a ruler of the earth." Rasa chinturam vermilion.

These, and various other medicines, described, with the mode of preparing them.

Symptoms of various disorders, with the suitable medicines.

The book is of medium length, very thick, injured by termites.

30. No. 787. Basava rajiyam, slocas with a tica in Telugu. This

book stated, by Dhanuvayitari, to be especially adapted to the call

yuga.

Various usual matters in medical books List of various other medical

treatises, under the head oi' calpam, with a preface— generic arrangement of

disorders, and remedies. As

—

mdiava calpam, hheshadst calpam, bhdirax^a

calpam, dyur vedam, asclniya calpam..

Puja or homage is directed to be made to roots, and other materials.

Chintdmani—on pulses, c/imfwram vermilion. Matandaram prognosis

of disease. Symptoms of disease from the sound of the voice. Eemedies for

various diseases™

The book is long, of medium thickness.
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31. No. 788. Chicatsa sdra sangraham, slocas, with the meaning

in Telugu.

On examination o{ pulses. On oils, balsams, &c., mode of preparing

them, and making decoctions. On mercurial preparations — boluses and pills.

Vasyam or biinging over women. On the preparHtion of talc, sulphur, and

other materials. On calcining metals, and reducing them to powders. Vari-

ous kinds of fever described ; remedies— on leprosy— arthritis—flatulency

—

mumps, &c., in children. Treatment of pregnant women. Various other

medical matters.

The book is long, thick, recent.

32. No. 789. Dravya nichaya sdra sangraham, s^oca^, with mean-

ing to some of them in Telugu.

On various kinds of roots, herbs, and other simples. Their qualities,

as adapted to diseases ; occasioned by cold, heat, and other causes. Flowers

their qudlities as cold, heating, 8cc. Fruits, and their qualities. On bazar

articles ; such as rice, peas, vetches, millet, &c. Qualities of water, as sea,

river, reservoir or well. Milk of different kinds ; as of cows, buflfaloes, sheep

goats ; their qualities—also on curds of milk their medical use, Quality of but-

ter milk. Different kinds of butter, and their use. Butter-oil, and its use

On the milk of the cocoanut—and on juice of sugar cane, its quality.

On discriminating pulses — and use of this knowledge, in diagnosis of

diseases. Directions for an accurate discrimination, as to the different kinds

of fevers—and of many other diseases—with suitable remedies for them—
mercurial—electuaries— balsams-—powders—decoctions, &c.

The book is long, thick, recent.

^^. No. 790. Vdidhyam, prose and poetry.

Symptoms of various disorders—from inspection of urine—eyes—voice.

On the means of discriminating diseases—various remedies for them, as pro-

per to each.

The book is of medium length, old, in tolerable order.

34. No. 791. Vdidhya sastram, slocas with meaning in Telugu

prose : leaf 1— 132 ; but 12 leaves in the midst, are not written on.

On bilious blood, supposed to mean the same as " atrabilious habit j"

the liver not acting properly, tending to jaundice, and other diseases, reme-

dies to be applied. On consumptive disorders. On excessive heat of system ;

including venereal infections.

On lumbago, arthritis, and the like. On various kinds of leprosy. On
diseases occasioned by flatulency. On the disorders incident to women, Other

matters.

A lacune in the middle—not certain that the book finishes ; though the

sense, at the end, is complete,

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.
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,
prose, complete, some slocas,

with meaning here and there.

On the different pulses, and nerves—on tlie cleansing of vessels ; and

on the symptoms of vaiious diseases. On magical ointment, ibr the eyes

—

charms against snakes—and mode of conducting the ai/uta ptija, or worship of

implements.

The book is of medium size.

S5},. Duplicate No. 793. Fdidhtja chintamani, slocas, with prose

explanation, in Telugu.

Leaf 2—98. 2 leaves and 5 blank at the end. Ascribed to DJia.

nuvantari.

On diseases of children, possession by an evil spirit, and exorcism.

On purifying mercui-ial preparations, and mode of adminisiering them

in vehicles ; as sugar, honey, aid the like.

On oils—ointments—clecluaiies. Diagrams witb spells in them

against diseases.

Purification of g<^ms; and calcining them for medical use.

Remedies against bites of venomous reptiles.

Purification of arsenic for medical use. On judgment by means of

the pulses.

Preparation of pills, and other medical matters.

Origin of fevers.

In the Tirita yuga—attigata jvaravi—fever from nerves or bonos.

—Iretayuga—ralita gatn jvaram—from inflamed blood.

—dwdpara y : mdmsajv : from flesh.

—call y : anna pdna jv : from eating, and drinking.

A doctor shouLl know that this last causes fever. It makes unclean urine, which

excites evil in the blood, and body ; bilious disorders with fever follow ;

Examination by the pulses.

Mercurial preparations, ointments and other similar matters. So far is

complete—two leaves on the treatment of fevers unfinished, and 5 blank leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

36. No. 794. Rasa pradipica : padyas—another copy v : supra

No. 71G. 2.)

In two parts.

1. treating of mercurial prei)arations.

2. ,, of various diseases.

The Ist asvasam complete the 2nd only 2 leaves Agastyn to 'Atr'h. but the real

autlior's name is Mtidnmba Vencatdcharyn.

The book is long, of medium tliickncss.
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the leaves arc not regularly numbered, and the book not complete.

On mercurial preparations, and decoctions, with the proper treatment

of diseases, arising from flatulency, bile, and phlegm, when in excess. On
diflforing kinds of leprosy, and cure. On thirteen rarieties of fits, or convul-

sions and mode of treatment. On tlie sixty four different preparations from

mercury ; herein termed "the entrails of Siva." Mode of purifying, and cal-

cirung mercury. Mode of mixing these preparations with other medicines, as

prescriptions in diseases. If the body be feeble, or reduced, it will be

strengthened by medicines specified—roborifics. At the end are composite

Tehigu stanzas. This book is also ascribed to DhamcvcmtarL

It is long, thick, recent.

38. No. 79G. VdicUiija sastram, padyas and a few slucas, with their

meaning in Telugu.

The first 9 leaves—on the origin of mercury, told by Dhanuva/ilari

to the asvlni devas, and by Agastya to 'Atreya, ut supra, not complete.

Two leaves, praise of Vishnu in prose.

Ten leaves-^a treatise " by Indra.^' On various medicines, slocas

with meaning. Forty three leaves—on medicines—pulses—origin or descent

of diseases, with the mode of treatment— s/dcas and prose.

A packet of books ; as a whole, long, thin and in tolerable order.

39. No. 797. rdidhya sasiram, prose.

A little on medical treatment ; on barren women ; and on vomiting

daring the second mondi of pregnancy ; but chiefly on medicinal preparations

of mercury calcined {bhasmam) ; the larger portion of the contents.

The book is short, and of medium thickness.

40. No. 798. Fdidhyasastram,2oadyas ; Kh'agment of only S\ea.xes.

Remedies suitable to various diseases, as arising from bile—flatulency

—phlegm.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

41. No. 799. Aushata yoyam, slocas with the meaning in Telugu.

The contents are limited to a discripuon of various diseases, and ths

appropriate remedies.

The book is long, thin, in good order.

42. No. 800. Vdidhya sastram—slucas and prose—the leaves are

in irregular order, several wanting ; the work of course incomplete.

On making decoctions— on medical comforts, in convalescence—on

mercurial salivation~il;s treatment—cure of gun-shot wounds—on the vari-

w2



Gus disorders of women—on leprosy and mediciRCS for it — on boils and ulcers

—on feeling the pulse, and judgment thereby—on purifying mercury for cal-

cination—on giving purgative medicines—on purifying cinnabar. !Nine

kinds of calces mercurial—on calcining other metals—calcined corals ; and

various other medical preparations.

The book is long, of medium thickness, ends of leaves damaged, the

leaves differ in size, and the appearance is that of an assemblage of leaves

pilfered, from other medical books.

43. No. 801. Vdidhya chintdmani.

By Vallahhendra, slocas, with meaning.

The beginning of the work is in 54 No. 813. infra.

[Signs of disease by the mode of speaking—and by the eyes—and by

the urine. Other modes of diagnosis in diseases

—

bcila chicatsa or expulsion

of evil spirits, as causing disease, in very young chidren ; with diagrams, and

spell accompanying.]

On the treatment of various diseases ; both as to remedies, and regi-

men to be observed. Also on purifying mercury for calcining and reducing

to powder.

The book is of medium size, somewhat old in appearance.

44. No. 802. Detached leaves, on medicines, slocas with the mean-

ing.

On various diseases, with the appropriate lemedy to each ; and, in

some cases, directions as to regimen.

This is one out of several other books which has the appearance, like

them, of being mere detached leaves, taken from other books, and thrown

together without regular order of numbering ; indicating carelessness, or some

intended assortment, left unfinished.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent copying.

45. No. 803. Rasa pradipica fadyas.

(See SQ No. 794. supra). Ascribed to Agastya as delivered

by him to 'Atri maha mimi.

On the formation of mercury, its nature and properties—thirteen

diseases are specified, with the mode' of cure. On the quicksilver of Dara-

zantara desam—the procuring it thence. Various kinds of chenduram or

vermilion. The rasa &/«asmfl»? or powder of calcined mercury, mode of use

in medical treatment, and regirnen to be observed on taking it. The whole

in one asvdsam, without any subdivision. Some additional matter on philtres>

given by 'Women to their husbands. Also on diseases, and on mercurial pre-

parations— not finished.

The book is long, and thin.
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46. No. 804. On IMedicine.

On the purification of mercurial preparation—on philtres—medicines

to expel a dead foetus from the womb. Also various remedies, adapted to

different diseases.

The book is of medium size.

47. Ko. 805. Puma c/ia7idr6dayam, or the " I'lsing full moon;"

slocas, with meaning, and padyas, also with prose meaning.

Mode of preparing various medical remedies ; and of purifying dif-

ferent medicines, chiefly mineral.

On good and evil omens when about to journey, or when journeying ;

a virgin with a pot of water is good— a cat crossing, evil—a snake crossing

the path, worse, &c.

Mode of preparing chendiiram, a red calx of mercury.

The book is long, and thin, the leaves of various ages, the oldest

are damaged.

[The title given to the book is also the name of a very composite, stimulating prepara-

tion ; frequently occm'ring].

48. No. 806. Dhanuvantari nig'hanfu, slocas, with vyahya, or ex-

planation in Telugu, and some Telugu, stanzas ; a medical lexicon.

On the diagnosis of diseases ; and the proper remedies. On mercurial

preparations, and how mingled with other materials, for medical prescriptions.

On the pregnancy of women from the 1st to the 9th month—symptoms

and incident disorders. Treatment after child-birth from 1st to 10th day.

Each day an evil spirit seizes the infant—spells against such possession

—

Diseases of children from the first to the 11th month specified ; and the pro-

per treatment prescribed : leaf 55 to 322, wanting the beginning.

Also acshara nig'hantit—Sanscrit letters used to designate various sim-

ples, or medical preparations, which are specified, and explained in Telugu.

Some following matter on the treatment of diseases.

[This probably is a valuable book of its kind—the native system is too little knowa

to Europeans] .

The book is long, and very thick.

49. No. 807. i'didhyam—slocas and Telugu stanzas with prose

explanations.

The leaves are not regularly numbered throughout ; but each subject

has its distinct enumeration.

On consumption—asthma—ague—fever ;—fever from dysentry, or

excess of phlegm in the habit—treatment of women immediately after child

birth—plasters—ointments ; and various other medical matters.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent—the numbering

of tbe leaves is not consecutive, but the book is properly one,
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50. No. 808. Vdidhya sastram, sUcas, with the meaning in Tclu-

gu prose.

At the openinp; some directions conoorning tlio proper times for gather-

ing or culling simples, or other natural productions ; aslrologically determined.

On the climate of different countries, and the diseases most frequent

in them, or peculiar to them.

On various remedies for diseases. There are also instructions for pay-

inr» homage to the remedies, or articles used for medicines (as the Egyptians

worshipped onions, &c.) Leaf 17-—71, does not begin, or is taken out from a

larger book

.

The book is long, of medium thiclrness, recent.

51. No. 810. Vdidhya sastram, prose.

Leaf 297—308 taken out from some other book. Mode of calcining

coral, and copper—some mantras or charms, against fever—side pains^—bowel

complaints—shortness of breathing, or asthma, and on exorcising medicinal

materials.

Philtres to be administered to women ; and many other medical

recipes.

This book indicates a low state of medical practice— it has more of sor-

cery than of medicine.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

53. No. 811. Vdidhya sastram, ^xo^Q.

On cold in the head, and remedy administered by the medium of the

nostrils. Diseases of the nerves, or tendons. On disorders occasioned by too

great heat of body ; especially lues venerea— \is causes, sysmptoms, dolor, and

cure, by mercury, by ointment, &c., 21 leaves in all.

The book is long, thin, old, damaged.

53. No. 812. Vdidhya chintdmani.

By Valkibhendra—slocas, with explanation \5 leaves w^'itten, 5

leaves blank.

In diagnosis doctors should attend to eight common places of the

human system ; that is—the pulse—the general appearance—the gait or modo

of walking ; the speech ; or voice ; the eye, the stools, the color of urine

—

the tongue (the under hp is not specified).

Explanation as to indications by the pulse.

The book is of medium length, thin, recent.
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54. No. 813. Vdidhija chintamani,sl6cas, with the meaning; by
Vallabhendra, son of Amaresvara—another copy.

Leaf \o2—309—yet the beginning is here.

Examination by pulses. Symptoms of various disorders ; and suitable

medicines indicated; including mercurial preparations for diseases specified.

The book is long, thick, recent copy.

55. No. 814. Vdidhya sastram ; sloeas with, meaning in Telugu :

12 leaves, not regular. On strangury, or stoppage of urine. On
consumption—on bowel complaints, on arthritic disorders. On the

ailments, or diseases of women after child birth. Various other dis-

orders defined, with the appropriate remedies.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, and much damaged.

5G. No. 815. Vdidhyam, slocas with explanation in Telugu.

On bhasmam, or calcined powder of various mercurial calces, or oxides.

On oils, ointments, electuaries.

The book is of medium size, many leaves deficient, very old,

very much damaged.

57. No. 817. Vdidhua sastram ; prose, with now and then a s/aca

and its meaning.

Medical remedies. Preparation of decoctions. Mercurial preparations.

On knowledge, and discrimination of pulses : any one not acquainted with

these is not properly a medical man : 33 slocas on this topic ; some with, and

some without translation.

The book is long, thin, some leaves fresher than others. 5o leaves

written, with numbers not regular, 20 blank leaves.

58. No. 818. 7 a/if/zT/awz prose, with various lacunes—not written on.

On philtres to be given to women. Remedies against the bites, or

stings of snakes, scorpions, and other reptiles. On disorders of pregnant

women—medicines for these, and also for children's diseases.

Panclia rasa bhupati, a medicine termed a ruler ; compounded of five

kinds of mercurial calcined powders.

lidla sanjiti rasa a mercurial medicine for children.

Names of the sixty-four mercurial preparations ; fancifully formed

on the five elements ; 64-=-S= 8 divisions ; and five of these divisions are

applied to the five elements ; the remaining three less powerful, are applied

to ordinary use. Directions for purifying, preserving and making powders

of mercury calcined.

The book is short, and thin (pocket size) recent \ written | blank.
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59. No. 819. Various pieces, chiefly medical.

I.) sabda paricsha, diagnosis of disease, from the sound of the voice

£) netra paricsha, the like from the eyes.

These two pieces are wholly in slucas.

3.) Two leaves only, on the proper letters to he used in certain

places, when composing a poem.

This matter in Telugu padyas.

4.) prayana suha suhangalu the most propitious times for journeying,

and the evils that will result from going at times not proper to go,

in directions specified.

5.) A remedy against megha vyati in women, disease of the womb,

or venereal : also an electuary, as a roborific.

6.) The larger half of the book contains, recipes for medicinal pre-

parations, and calces of minerals, especially mercury—this portion

is recent.

The book is short, 4 only is damaged, no boards.

CO. No. 838, Vdidhya sastram, prose with some slocas, and their

meaning.

At the beginning are various mantras or charms. Diagnosis of asth-

ma ; suppression of the menses—diseases arising from heat of body, among

them venereal infections—on head-ache—fevers of kinds—various sorts of

fits, &c., &c.

Also the mode of making decoctions, oils, mercurial preparations, and

the like.

The book is of medium length, thin, the beginning old, damag-

ed, the remainder recent.

61. No. 839. Vdidhya sastram—prose incomplete. On venereal,

and arthritic complaints, with causes, and remedies,

Tl^e book is long, thin, without boards.

Some matters which appear to belong to midwifery are put at

the end of this section, from the want of any better place.

G2. No. 612. Sect. 1. Pindotpatti—sloe as with tica in Telugu,

Siva to Parvati.

On the five elements—the five senses ; the nature of the five, and

difference as to causation. On the male and female fluid concerned in con-
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ceptioii. The male fluid termed sticla, the female fluid sonitam, and con-

sidered to have an affinity, like that of acid and alkali ; forming by union a

new compound. The mode in which the foetus is formed in the female

womb ; with its state, and growth during nine months. The child will be

according to the dispositions of the mother, and father ; with connected mat-

ters.

For Sect. 2, see IX.

The entire book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

Go, No. 731. Svara cki7iidmani, slocas and prose. Parvati hav-

ing enquired, for the benefit of the world, Siva replied as in the

book.

Means of discerning from the symptoms ofpregnancy, when the time of

parturition will occur. On the influence of lunar tWhis or phases— monthly

influences—the influence of the nacshetras, or moon's daily places in the

zodiac. Influences of the sun and moon. Benefits resulting from each one,

and all. Results also from the time of delivery. (There seems to be notliin""

which is not made subservient to astrology.)

The book is of medium size, complete and recent.

XXI. MiNERALOGlCAL.

1. No. ooG. Reina sastram, stanzas.

By Bhdirava cavi ; but as if told by Agastya to other munis.

On the qualities, faults and Aveights of the nine kinJs of gems ; that

iBvajra, kuruvindavi, ma?ictiram, maragatam, Indra nilam, vaidura, pushiJU'

rdgam, vidurma, gomedicam : 6 leaves complete.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

2. No. 494. Three pieces.

1.) Retna sasiram padija cavyam, ascribed to Atjastya ; from him

to other munis.

Another copy, and complete of the proceeding work. On the quali-

ties, and defects of the nine kinds of gems ; on 10 leaves.

2.) Prayoga retndvali, slocas with their meaning : leaf 4—9 a frag-

ment.

On discriminatino between good, and bad qualities of precious things ;

as gold, silver, &e.

For Sect. 3, see XXXII.

The entire book is long, tliiu^ without boards*
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XXII. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 1. Six subjects.

1.) Gaula sacunam, kanda stanzas.

On divination from lizards ; 2 leaves only.

2.) Cdlahasti mahatmyam, ijadyas.

By Durjatti : 4 asvdsas.

Description of the town of Cdlahasti, and glory of the god Vlsvesvara, a

form of Siva worshipped there. Various lej^ends. A fuller abstract may here-

after be given. One relates to a female domestic of a Yadava rdja, A Jangama

passed down the street, whom she invited to her house, and fed, he. Her office

beiiifT to cleanse vessels at the palace, she was missed ; and, on her return, the

chief being angry, ordered her head to bo shaved (a great disgrace). She

complained of the affront to the Jangama; who by phicing his hands on her

liead, caused a choice growth of superior hair. The chief astonished ;

sought out the Jangama; who told him to build a Vira SaicaidDQ, which

lie promised to do, &c., leaf 1— 1 13.

3.) Anuhhava sdram, slocas, with a tica in Telugu. Mystic. It

opposes the going to temples, and on pilgrimages and compares

the doing so to one, who having the five amritas at home yet goes

abroad begging.

Moreover they who know the taste of the five ambrosias ( meaning

an enjoyment of communion with deity within themselves) do not^ boast

of the same abroad, but keep it to themselves for their own benefit.

\_Aniihliava sriram, \s, i\iQ lacvAal intoxication caused by entliiisiasin ; and it is not

limited to any one class of false enthusiasts. There is such a thing as a true, and noble

enthusiasm], leaf 1— 10.

4.) Sarira traya manamam, prose.

A three fold distinction of the human body ; an orthodox Hindu
dogma.

(f .) Stla'da sariram the gross, corporeal part.

(2.) Sucfihnia dcha, a small delicate refined body, which survives the death

of the foregoing one.

(3.) JCdi'ana sariram the causal boJy. or soniient soul—Psyche. These

are defined—but the piece is not finished : leaf 41 5o.

[The sucshmd dcha is sometimes termed yntana deha, or that wliich suffers punish-

ment, after the death of the grosser body. The dili'orence between the simply credulovis,

and the sceptic Sadducec, may perhaps never be settled ; but ii is nevertheless (rue, that

" Millions of spiritual beings walk tin earth,

Uuwccu ; both when we sleopj and wlnjn wc awake."
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5.) Mail vriilta: 12 vriiita stanzas.

Tamil language, Telugu letters-

Praise of the peacock as the vehicle of Suhrahynanya or Cumara

svcimi : leaf 56—60.

6.) Nizdmdnta rahasijam, composite stanzas.

Yayati, a very ancient king, was making a sacrifice called raja suya

ydgam. Ndreda came to it. The king enquired how the sea of family cares

could be safely passed over. Ndreda replied by details of the tatva njdnam ;

the object of the book ; to which the fiction is merely subservient : leaf

61—69 and 6 blank leaves at the end.

The above is of medium length, very thick, a very recent copy

:

2) and 3) are Vira Saiva relative to XXXIV.

li. No. 10. Six pieces.

1.) Vdisya •puvdnam otherwise known as Canica purdnam : in 8

a^ya^as complete.

By Bhashcara acharya, padya cavyam.

Chalancayana, a great sage, told this narrative to the Vaisyz

munis.

Origin of the Fa 25?/o5, commonly termed Cometies. The means of their

acquiring beatification. Chitra ratlian^ a gandharha cursed them ; and they

returned the curse, owing to a female of their tribe. The Vaisyas having set-

tled at Pennaconda, two among them, Casmi chetti and Cusma gandi, his wife,

made a sacrifice in order to get a child. Two children were born to them

Virupacsha a son, and Vasava canya a daughter. The abovementioned

gandharha, owing to a curse, was born on earth as Vishnu Verddhana, king

of Talcad. In )he course of his conquests he came with an army to Penna-

conda ; and, seeing there the said Vasava, fell in love with her, and asked her

in marriage. He was refused ; and thereupon manifested anger. In dread

of its effects the 614 r^ofras.' lied to the four quarters of the compass. The
said female entered the fire, and some of her people with her. On hearing

this sad intelligence Vishnu Verddhana was so deeply affected that his head

split ; and he died.

After some lapse of time the people who had fled returned to their

dwellings. The girl who had burnt herself, rather than suffer dishonor, was

exalted to the rank of divinity ; and is still worshipped by this tribe as a god-

dess.

There follows a detail of the tribes of the said Faisyas, and of

their ritual in the said gynolatry.

^'>
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2.) Another copy of the same work, but in divipada stanzas, with-

out divisions ; both pieces are complete.

3.) Niti slocas, with an explanation, in Telugu, examples.

In various transactions of life, which are specified, fear (or false shame)

should be relinquished ; q. d. " the fear of man bringeth a snare."

If a Brahman be bathed, and his body rubbed dry, and he then be fed ;

or if cows be well rubbed, and protected ; or if herds of cows, when feeding

are carefully guarded ; the merit of these acts is so great that it will remove

the sin of Brahmaliatti or killing a BraJanau,

4.) Sahhdvati vachanam, G leaves 239—245,

Panegyric of one named Sahhdvati who relinquished everything that

ought to be laid aside, or ought not to be done, and who did everything that

ought to be done ; and consequently was perfect. Nothing as to caste, or

tribe, or country, or town.

5.) 'Azirvcida kramam, general matter, on customary modes of be-

stowing benediction.

6.) Fragment of o leaves: tale from the aforesaid Vaisya purunam,

relative to the attack by Manmata on Siva ; and on the penance

made by Farvati to procure a husband.

The book is long, very thick, in good crder.

2. No. IS. Bartri hariyam, midam in slocas, with translations into

Telugu padyas, by Lacshmana cavi. In 3 asvdsas,

1 niti, 2 sringara, 3 vdiragyam.

The work is complete—an abstract of the multiform contents

was given in Vol. 1. Sanscrit, Grantlia letter
; i^age 141.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a recently made copy

from the above MS.

3. No. 47. Bartri hariyam, slocas 300, in 3 asvdsas, and Telugu

padya for each sivca by Locshmana cavi : another copy of the

foregoing. One leaf is added, slocas on kinds of roots used in

medicines, their qualities: this is a little injured.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

4. No. 95. Four subjects.

1.) Bkdraia savifri, prose epitome.

The embassy of Kr'Uhna to Ilastitiapuri from Dhenna raja to

Burybdhana. The latter refused to divide the kingdom, giving one-half to

i\\Q Pavduvas. The commencement of the prcat war, and the de.^truction of

the Kdurns, briefly stated ; leaf 1— 8 complete.
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2.) Raja Unga satacam, 102 s'esa 2^tti{'JGs.

By Narasuiha, on 19 leaves, complete : chiefly ethical matters,

3.) Siva stottra, 5 sisa padyas ; and Sangaviesvara satacam, 15 vr'itta

^flc/^/a^, similar m subject ; both incomplete: leaf 20—22.

4.) Rama faraca satacam, 108 sisa padyas, complete leaf 1—21.

Praise of Rama for killing Taraca, and like topics. At the end one

leaf iSringara, ornate, or amorous.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent, but injured.

5. No. 115. Five subjects.

1.) Chenna mallu sisdluj S2 padyas.
,

By Vira sdiva aclidrya, leaf 1—6.

Praise of iSiya, but with a vedanta bearing, complete.

2.) Sura bhandcsvara, padya cavyam.

By Gattu prab/m namadheya, a satire.

In Gasi, or Benares, a Brahman was on terms of too great intimacy

w^itli a woman, who sold spirituous liquoi's. One day, her husband unex-

pectedly returning, she put the Brahman into a large vessel, used to contain

spirits, or palm tree sap. The top being covered over, and the matter forgotten

the Brahman was suffocated ; and, on the lid of the jar being removed, he

v/as found to be miraculously transformed into a lingam : thenceforward an

object of worship

»

3.) Nandi isvara ashtacam, 8 slucas on one leaf, complete. Praise

of Nandi the vehicle, without whom there is no happiness.

4.) Vishuvashtacam, 1 slocas, complete, on two leaves, praise of Siva.

Other two leaves 6 slocas, praise of Siva,

5.) Kirtanas, chants ; they represent women as calling out one to

another to go and look at Siva : 6 leaves, blank.

The book is long, but leaves not equal, of medium thickness

the second piece is damaged.

6. No. 107. Four subjects.

1.) Amaram, only 24 slocas from the 1st cdndam, on the names of

gods, 8 leaves.

2.) Krishna satacam, 85 khanda padyas, 8 leaves, praise of Krishna.

On a distinct leaf 1 stanza praise of Krishna.

3.) Maha navami chants, 3 leaves ; used by children on the Basra

festival ; addressed to Ganesa, Saradambha or Sarasvati, Vishnu,

and Siva.

4.) Telugu accounts, arithmetic, or yenchuvadi in all 22 leaves.

The book is long, and without boards,
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1.) Prasanna Rdghavd satacam, 187 vr'itta padyas. An epitome of

the entire Rdmdyana : complete.

2.) Jdnaki pati satacam, 105 vfitta padyas, complete.

Praise concerning lidma, the lord of Sita.

3.) Dasaratlia satacam, 102 vr'itta padyas.

By Gopa cavi.

Praise of Mama, the son of Dasa/atlia.

4.) Blidscara satacam, 102 vr'itta padyas the 1st leaf wanting, other-

wise complete. •

On ethical matters,

5) Sumati satacam 105 kJianda padyas.

Also on ethics— complete.

6.) Sdrangadhara charitra ; padya cavyam.

A fragment only, from the king's going out to hunt, and his return-

ing ; with his hearing the feigned tale of his young wife Chitrangi : not

more.

7.) Vaijayanti vildsam, padya cavyam.

The tale of two ddsis, and of Vipra Ndrayana, a Brahman, at Tri-

chinopoly.

The 1st asvdsam complete, the 2nd not so. From the beginning to the

wager of Deva devi with her companion, that she would conquer the

Brahman—her putting on the disguise of a man as a dasari or temple drum-

mer—offering to help him in his garden, so as to serve the god— after a few

days, allowing him to perceive the disguise, &c.

8.) Rdma taraca satacam, 99 slsa padyas.

Praise concerning Rama the slayer of Taraca.

9.) Varaha Narasinha satacam 95 sisa padyas.

The sacti of the man-lion avatara, in his absence complains, and ex-

presses the pains of love.

The book is long, and thick, variously injured.

8. No. 181. Five subjects.

1.) Ganga vivdha dwipada metre.

By GMigddhariya; but as ii related by Bhishmacharya to Ar-

juna, complete.

The mode of Ganga's growing up to woman-hood, in a fishei'man's

hut; and the progress of an amour, and marriage with Biva described; 17

leaves.
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2.) Chatur veda sdram, 230 sisa padyas.

By many examples from smi'itis, and other authorities, it is sought to

be proved that iSiva is the alone Supreme Being ; and that he alone ought

to be worshipped.

Vishnu, Brahma, and all other gods worship him alone. [Monotheists

have only to agree as to a name]. Complete on 47 leaves.

o.) Kirtanas—chants on two leaves : ethical in their bearing.

4.) Ganga siva raja yoga vildsam, 53 sisa padyas ; on 8 leaves, not

complete.

Praise on the royalty of Siva. •

5.) Bhavdni sancara vachanam, 63 padyas on 31 leaves.

A devotee addresses Siva, as the possessor of Parvati. Suppose a

thousand faults committed, yet if the culprit think on them, the sin Avill be

forgiven. A tale is given in exemplification. A I3rahma7is widow kept a

vedan, or wild hunter, as her fancy-man ; and, as he desired flesh to eat, a

calf was killed, by mistake, for a sheep. On discovering the error she cried

out Siva, Siva ! and, in consequence her sin was mildly punished, by

being born, in her next birth, as a low-caste leper. Id that form she went on

a pilgrimage ; and by the way, cried out through hunger. A passing devotee

of Siva gave her one flower, out of others, that he was carrying to a temple
;

which flower she dropped ; but as it fell, it became a linga?/). The writer

then apostrophizes Siva " by this lingam thou gavest her Cailasa, (paradise)

and therefore save me ; and pardon my many sins, O Wiavani sancara /"

The book is long, of medium thickness, slightly injured.

9. No. 182. Two subjects.

1.) Siva lila vildsam ; 2^adya cdvyam.

By Timma cavi. Bhishmdchdrya told the same to Arjuna : the

1st asvdsam but defective.

The birth of Ganga—by the curse of Siva, she was reared in a fisher-

man's hut. At the suggestion of Ndreda the disguise of a Jangama
was assumed by Siva : in that way he observed Ganga, while she was playing

with her friends in the Udayana vanam. He then came, and spoke with her

—so far only : 27 leaves.

2.) Jagandyaca satacam, vrita padyas 99, on 17 leaves. Praise con-

cerning Vishnu^

One leaf at the end Rama stottra, praise of Rama.

The book is long, of medium thickness, 2) has leaves a little

shorter than 1).
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10. No. 187. Three pieces.

1.) Haja Ihiga satacavi, 81 sisa padtjas on 13 leaves, not complete.

Some wife of 'S'iva herein expresses the pains of love, and absence.

2.) From the Rdnidtjanain, special kind of verse. From the com-

ing of Marichi in the deceptive shape of a deer, and following

abduction of Sita, down to the killing of Vali, and crowning of

Sugriva.

3.) An extract, on three leaves, said to be from the Fedas. In the

midst of this book are blank leaves.

The book is of medium length, leaves not equally long, thin,

slightly injured.

11. No. 197. Ten subjects, or pieces.

1.) Dherma raja stottram— slocas only.

Panegyric of the cider of the five Pdndavas.

2.) Raja sechara vilasam—padya cdvyam.

By Timmayya, in 3 asvasas, complete.

Balhana rcija had two wives, named Chellama and BleUama. As ho

was reputed to give whatever was asked. Siva came as a Jungama to try

him. The request was for a chaste woman, or virtuous wife. As the town

could not otherwise supply what was wanted Balhana gave his wife Chellama-

See other notices of the tale.

3.) Sdivacharya sangraha padyas.

By Tirumalla ndfha, 3 asvasas, complete.

DiiFerent modes of sitting, when doing ceremonial homage. On the

excellency of cowdung ashes, of rudracsha beads, and certain specialties of

the lingarchanam or symbol-worship, On the excellence of the five lettered

mantra. The pouring melted butter over the symbol ; and on rolling the

body around the temple. These, and other matters stated. At the end are

Sanscrit slocas, used when gathering fiowers for temple use.

4.) Sugriva vijayam, mixed metre.

By Rudradiran.

On the friendship of Sugriva towards Rama, when Ihe latter w\is

vainly seeking for iSita. Hatred between Sugriva and Vali. The killing

of Vali. Crowning of Sugriva. These and connected matters.

From the Rdmdyanam.

5.) Sdmbu siva vildsam, mixed metre.

Siva, under the name of Lacshmamsvara, saw Ganga, the creation of

Brahma, and fell in love with her -courted; and obtained her, Parvati was
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incensed, and >Siva went to appease lier. Again seeking Ganga, he could

not find her; and expressed re^Tcts. Nareda knowing this distress, told Siva

where to find her. Afterwards Siva placed Ganga on his head, and made

Parvati half of his own body ; complete.

6.) Gauri Kalydnam, mixed metre.

By Peddyycif complete.

Siva sent ruhis to carry messages to Parvati, and afterwards invited

all the gods and ri^shis to his second marriage. Pdurantcal (\iii\.u.h are given

at length.

7.) Cwpotavdcyam, divipacla metre.

When Svgrlva adviseil the rejection of Vibtshana, as being the

brother of an enemy, Rama related to him the tale of a pigeon that burnt

itself as a sacrifice on the death of its mate, enforcing the need of pity and of

self-sacriSce, to rescue a wife This is a common, and popular episode fi'cm

the Rdmaijanam ; complete.

8.) Surabhdndesvara, diolpada metre.

By ISlara mantri complete.

In Casi (or Benares) a Brahman, seeing a shanar woman, fell in love

with her—they mutually made an assignation ; but the husband of the

woman came, and tapped at the door. The woman, in haste, put the Brah-

man into a liquor-jar ; and then opened the door to her husband. After-

wards on going to look at the Brahman, he was found to be transformed to a

llngnnu The woman was about to kill herself, when Siva appeared, and

stayed her ;
promising Cailasa another time. [A satirical lampoon on

JJrahviaiis ; a common place with Hindu poets].

9.) Siva Wa vildsam, padya cdcyam.

By Timviayija, 2 asvdsas, complete.

Bhishmdcharya to Jijuna.

The birth and nurture of Ganga ; she was seen by Siva. In the dis-

guise of a Jangama he fell in love with her. In the end he assumed his pro.

per form ; took Ganga to Cailasa— placed her on his head ; and made
Parvati half of his own body, (art'ha dcha).

10.) Siva stottra ^\\([ Arijanaya stottra.

Praise of Siva one leaf, and praise of Ilanmnan ; 9 slsa padyas, on

two leaves. In all 243 leaves.

The book is long, very thick, recent copying".

12. No. 218. Four fragments.

1,) Cl/cUa mallu sisalii, two dsa stanzas, by Chdla^maUu ; praise

of Siva,
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2.) Various accounts of labour^s' work, on one leaf.

3.) Eight blank leaves.

4.) Frasa7ija Rdgkava satacam.

32 Vr'itia padyas on 6 leaves, not complete.

An epitome of the story of Rama from the beginning up to his break-

ing the bow of Sioa, at the Svayamvaram of Sita^ the daughter of Janaka.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards.

lo. No. 235. Five pieces.

1.) Bhdrata sdvitri, prose.

Dherma raja requested Kruhna to go to Hastindpur'i on an embassy

to Duryodhana who would not listen to the proposals made. Preparations

for war. Brief account of the battle, during 18 days ; complete on 10 leaves.

2.) Garuddchalam, mixed metre.

By Vdihhayya mantri.

Sri Naras'mha (Vishnu in the man-lion avaiara, or possibly a yadava

king so named) went out to hunt. He saw a Chenjl woman (of an inferior

aboriginal tribe) : he was infatuated, and did not rest till he had attained his

ends. On his return Lacshvii gave him a good scolding, She was appeased,

and reconciled. The father of the Chenjl woman made enquiries, as to the

rape of his daughter ; and on finding out the person concerned, came with

heavy complaints. Lacshmi appeased him ; and at her instance, Narasinha

gave him everything that he demanded : leaf 1— 19, complete,

3.) Capota Vdcyam, mixed metre.

By Bala hhadra.

"When Sugriva objected to receiving Vibishna, apprehending a strata-

gem, Rdrna replied by the tale of a pigeon that burnt itself on account of its

mate v : supra leaf 1—23 complete.

4,) Balhana raya chatitram ; divipada.

By Gangadhara, only one leaf; see other notices.

5,) Govinda stuti, slScas.

They who meditate on Krishna will be released from all sins : 2 leaves

The book is long, of medium thickness without boards, slightly

injured.

14. No. 240. Three fragments.

1,) A woman, being in love with Rdma-, is represented as sending for

him by her chcllis, or friends ; who these are is not apparent—two

a'tsa staaxas on one leaf.
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2.) Various stanzas on two leaves, from tlie Bhdshcara and Sumati

satacams. V raises o( Krisluta, VinaTjaca, Sarasrati and Lacshni ;

10 stanzas.

3.) Ranghasdyi salacam, 61 vi'iilia padyas on 8 leaves. The form

of Vishnu at Tric!iino])oly is variously praised : incomplete.

The book is long, thin, without boards, the leaves differ in length,

and in age.

1.5. No. 249. Four pieces.

L) NUi saslram—slocas, to each one a corresponding paJijam, 105

stanzas.

On various ethical matters c. g. " Tlic sound of a drum is heard at the distance of a

hdia/n (of 10 miles) the sound of a c'lOud (thunder ?) is lieard at the distance of twelve

kdtains (120 miles) ; the sound of ahnsglviui;- is heard throughout the three worlds {i. e,

upper, middle, lower ' heaven, earth, under the earth').

" To the fool, the sastram Cscicnce) is poison, to the dyspeptic, food is poison ; to the

poor, talking is poison ; to a young wonuin, ;iu (..Id man is poison,"

2.) Bhdgavatam, the 8th scan lam, o\\\y two leaves—brief account

of three Menus—ScayambkuDa—SvarocJiisa— Uttama—beginning

and end wanting.

3.) Malia navami chant—a stanza on one lecif—sung at the Basra ;

praise oi Burcja.

4.) Various ; as 3 leave-s' s'ocas, on sringara or amorous topics.

Nava retna mala, by Sancardckdrya, in praise of Vishuu ; and

four lines on an ethical topic.

The book is long, thin, very sligh.ily injured.

IG. No. 250. Eighteen pieces.

1.) Siva yogdchdra, padya cavyam.

By Ganapati deva—the viirva hhdgam or 1st part, the 1st dsvdsa

wants the beginning, the 2nd is complete, the 3rd defective.

A description of the universe ; on the properties of living beings.

On the life of a hermit—homage to the poor—benefit of that homage—on

the benefit of associating Avith good people.

The legend of Ndsiketu's, going to Ynma's world, where he witnessed

various sufferings.

—On the tapas, or penance of Udholdca ; it was nullified by means of a

woman.

—On his son's going to Varna's world ; and various other matters : but

as a whole, left incomplete.

y2
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'2.) Manyola hariti—chants o{ a. Sdiva kind, on religious, or scc-

tarial topics.

3.) Prose on like subjects.

4.) Amha Jdrtana—praise of Parra/?.

5.) Samsiya samadhdna panchaca.

A quintain by Basavescara, rcraovini^ doubts entertained by his fol-

lowers.

6.) Suniati satacam, 112 kanda stanzas.

On ethical matters.

7.) Aniba satacam, vriitla pad/jas, 100, in praise of Farvaii.

8.) Amha kirtana, like subjects.

9.) Prose, on religious topics.

10.) Siva Parvnti samvdtam ; peculiar kind of stanza. Playful

discussions, more Jupiter gc Juno.

] 1.) Advaita vachanarii, prose, on the smarta system.

12.) SJiadchara nirnayam, the meaning of using the six-fold, or six

angled diagram ; by marking the same on the body of votaries.

13.) Siva stottra, sisa padyas.

By Pola-palli Basavayya.

Praise of Siva.

14.) Siva kirtana, chants in praise o{ Sivn.

15.) Prose, on the wisdom of the Saiva way.

16.) Karana liasiga.

By Chenna Basava ; on the bija letter of the vira Saiva.s, and

a sort of moral philosophy, or physico-theology of that class of

people.

17.) Siva stuti, praise of Siva, and also melucolupa stanzas to arouse

the images of god, and goddess, in the morning.

18.) Panc/ia re(^?2«, five jewels.

Five stanzas in praise of Nandikesvara.

Ashtacas or octaves in praise of Visvesvara, of Anna pwma, of

Bhairava, oi! Brahma : Bhemba, ?i name ol Parvaii ; and various Saiva

chants.

Leaf 1

—

256, but 7 leaves from the midst are missing.

The book is long, thick, recent.
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17. No. 255. Twelve pieces.

1.) Go-rentla Madhava satacam, 52 sisa padyas on 18 leaves: no:

complete.

Some wife, or mistress of Krishna represented as suffering the pains

of love, in his absence ; anJ, unable to bear longer, tells her saki, or confi"

danto, to go to him, and bring him to her.

2.) Narasinha satacam, two stanzas onh', on one leaf
;
praise of the

man -lion avatara,

3,) Asva paricslia, 18 stanzas on two leaves.

Description of the marks of a horse, and thence a judgment formed of

its temper, and qualities : incomplete.

4.) Siva Kama Simdari satacam.

47 vr'ltta padhas-, on seven leaves, incomplete. Praise of Parvati, as

inspiring Siva with the passion of love.

5.) Sada Siva satacam, 110 vriUta piadyas, on ll* leaves, by

Dacshana niurfi.

Praise of Siva, by detail of his actions : complete.

6.) Desamma vdri dandacam ; complete.

Flattery of an evil goddess ; supposed to preside over the disease

known as cholera ; in the Tamil country termed Mdriyamma.

7.) Nava rztna mdllka : 9 sisa padyas.

On 4 leaves complete. Praise concerning Parvati.

8.) Ganapati ashtaca^n 8 vrifta padyns, co\nj)\ete on 2 leaves. An
octave in praise of Vinayaca, or Ganesa.

9.) Hanumanta dandacam, complete on o leaves. Praise of Hanu
vuui.

10.) Cdla hastisvara dandacam.

When Siva was going throug;h the strc<ts of the town of Calahasti,

in the guise of a Jangama, a vara stri or dcisi
(
tiiat is pagoda-sla^e ) saw,

and fell in love with him. Hit mother, on learning so much, came, and

gave her good advice, to which she would not attend.

They both praised Siva; and the result tliat might be anticipated

as to a strolling vagrant took place : 7 leaves.

11.) Surya dandacam, 3 leaves complete.

Praise of the sun.

12.) Siva dandacam, 1 leaf complete.

Praise of Siva.

The book is of nictliu.m size, recent, yet sliyhtly injured.
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18. No. 260. Three pieces.

1.) A multiplication table.

2.) Smhddri Narashiha satacAtni.

When the town of Dioaraca was surrouncled by JarascmJha, and his

" Yavanns,'^ a devotee beseeches Krishna to destroy them.

3.) AmnJcta mdllJca a comment; it lias only the beginning, 8 leaves

and 2 blank.

The book is somewhat long", and thin, without boards, recent.

19. No. 263. Three subjects.

1.) Arundchala ragala, a long chant.

By Pd'payya. 15 leaves complete.

Details of tlie public prucession of the festival of Trinomaldi, near

Madras.

The discourse of tlie people when going to see tlie procession in the

month of Kartiki or November ; their praise of Arunackalesvara , and speak-

ing of his glory. The mode of buiniijii camphor lights. The ])ublic pro-

cession of the a:od throuarh the streets—four of them—at nigrht—nnd also on

the following day. TI)e conduct of the towns* people on these occasions. At

the close, on the dispersing of the p' ople to their respective abodes.

2.) Ahalya sancrantana vildsam.

By Vencata krisfmapa ; pnd/ja cdryam.

In 3 asrdsas, complete : 81 leaves.

As if narrated by Vaisampayana to Junamejaya.

Notices of early sages, or kings, as Visvamitra, Paruravas, Nala,

Citvera, &c., and also of females in Iiidras court, such as i?/tew,(^a, and others

Thero Avas a quarrel concerning tliese females, when Indra interposed, and

appealed to JBrakma ; who expressly created a woman, named Ahalya, and

said there was no equal to her. Tndra fell in love with her ; but she was

given to Gautama a sage. Indra intrigued, by means of messengers, and

otherwise ; and won her consent (but the tale is otherwise variously told.)

lie one morning very early deceived Cnutama by the crowing of a coclo

which caused the sage to rise, and go out to bathe, when Indra took his

place. On the return of Gautama, he cursed Indra, who was made ashamed -

and Gautama condemned his own wife to be turned into a stone. As here

stated she fell at the feet of Rama, who removed the curse.

3.) Sarabhesvara dandacam, on 6 leaves, complete.

According to this piece Cimdra Svdmi asked Siva what was the

skull which he iicld in his haiul ; and iSica replied, when Vishnu assumed
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the appearance of a manlion, and killed Hiranya casipu, ilic blood of tlia

latter was drunk by Vishnu who thereby became if'toxicated. Sica sent

Vim Bhadra to heal that disease. As Vis/imi would not listen to peace-

able proposals, P^/ra Bhadra assumed the form of the fabulous bird (or rather

winged panther) Sarab'ha, and picking the skull of Vishnv^ let out blood

and cured his drunkenneps. Moreover, said Siva, he brou<iht that skulk and

placed it in my hands : G leaves complete.

The book is of medium size, recent.

20. No. 287. Eleven pieces.

J.) Vig7id)iesvara dher-ma sastram, ipadyas.

A translation by Ketana of the code of Vignancsvara^ in three parts,

arJulra, vijaoakcira-, and prayaschitn ; but very much abridged ; an epitome.

2.) Balhana. jidi'dcam.

By Peddana.

Balhana harl two wives Chellamma and Mellama ; and he never refus-

ed any request ; but gave whatever was requiied. Sica came as a beggar,

and asked for a chaste Avoman. In the end CJteUammaycu'ii given lo him— of

whom Slca was born as his own child— afterwards taken to his paradise.

o.) Siva muhuuda satacavi, 110 kanda stanzas, complete. By Pera-

mdnunda Yatesvara.

Praise of Siva and Kruhna, as not dilTerin^-; conseqtien'Iy peace

makinor ; and religious. [That the two are difleient, and'the one is superior

to the other, forms a grand polemic topic in Southern India].

4.) D'lttdtreya salacam, 103 kanda padyas.

By the same, complete.

Praise of Vishnn.

.5.) Skadlicca stlcalam, dicipada, in^-omplete, Siva narrat',s to

Parvati the excellence of Saiva temples.

G.) Kirdrfdrjuna, mixed metre.

By EUanamhi.

Translation from the Sanscrit, of the tale of Arjumis peaance—his

fight with Siva, who came disguised as a hunter ; and afteiwards his obtain-

ing the gift of the pasupatustram, or life des'troying rocket. There is much
ornamental matter inwoven wiih the leading details. The whole is founded

on an episode in the Bhdratam.

7.) Pakali mahatmyam, or praise of smoking—narrated b}^ Ndreda
to Devendva—4 leaves in dandacam metre ; a sort of jcudenprit, or

luock-joke.
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The story of Hanvmaii going to the lower world, and therft subduingj

Maihdvana, cnf of the adherents of Havana. This is probably a copy from

the Mackenzie JNLS.S. and a full absti-act will be given under that divi-

sion.

9.) Sichi yarasitilia aatacnm, 174 stanzas, incomplete. On sacu-

nula or signs.

When a messenger comes on any errand to judrre by his appeansnco,

and manaer, whether good, or evil should be anticipated. On divination

from a lizard chirping from the 8 points of the heavens ; by the number of

sounds, and the quarter whence tht'y proceed. The like by such sounds at

the time of an eclipse ; and further by observing the positions oi the planets

just then.

PalU /?/c<0< —indication by a lizard dropping down on any part of the

body as—on t!:e top of the head, disease—on the right shoulder, harm to,

elder, or younger brothers. Any part of the head some relntions will die.

If in front of any one wealth will be lost— if on the point of the tuft of hair

on the head— d!::ath. If on the forehead marriage ; or relatives will come
;

or pardon of any fault.

Tonda pdttu— divining from the large lizard, or chameleon—the in-

dication, if it fail on an\- part of the person ; also from a snake crossing the

path—or the pdlli pacshi a kind of biid— ihe Garuda or white necked kite
;

from the bliaradwaja a bird ; and the vasayam another bird ; with other

kinds. These form the subject of augury : 14 leaves.

10.) Parijatapa haranuvi—mixed metre, complete. The episode

in the Bhdcjavatam of the flower of Paradise ; many times occurring".

11.) Sri mantlni vijayam,

Sri 3Ianf.ini had a liusband named C/iandroiu/ada. It had been

foretold that he would lo?e his life, in her fourieenih year, .'^he advised with

Maitre^i, a matron, and performed the Soma vara, x-rata. At the lime indi-

cated, she and her husband being in a boat on the Jumna river, the boat up-

set, and her husband was m danger of being drowned ; but by the interposi-

tion of a Tacshasa or king of Ndr/ns he was restored to life ; and they after-

wards lived happily together.

[other subjects are mentioned, in a list prefixed, but tbc above only .appear].

The book is long, very thick, on narrow palm leaves, recent.

21. No. ilSS. Five subjects: a list states nine, but five only arc

found.

1.) Soma vdtlia saiacam, 107 rr'H'a stanzas.

i'>y Sica Rama, complete.
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sico-material syslem. The stanzas have a prose explanation ; and the mean-

ing is confirmed by extracts from other works,

ii.) Brahmdnda, vaclianam. prose.

By Mdchenna : complete.

Siva replies, to Parvatis enquiries.

A description of the universe— thp upper, middle, inferior, regions (or

"heaven earth, and undor the cariii.") On the sevi^n upper, and seven

lower worlds. On the 3Ianuva?iforas, or periods of Monm including the

four yugas or ag(^s.—The origin of Indra, and other gods. On the Jangavia^

or moveable inhabitants of the world—the world wss created for such—con-

cerning the first cause of all things—by this Being came the Trimurd or

JBrnhma, Vishmt, ^iva : the birih or origin of men.

3.) Kammaii/a saf.acam, gita i^fidyam, incomplete. On the wisdom

of the tatva system.

4.) Uttara gitalii, slocas with meaning.

By Sudarisava tirffia 1

—

3 adhijayas.

Metaphysical matters on the Vedanta svstem ; from the Bhagavat

gila, or another portion of the Bho.ratam.

5.) Gopica gitalu, SO chants, or songs, each in different measure,

and with varying number effect. The ^o^/.v, in the absense of

Krishna, express the pains of love ; and, on his appearing anion"-

them, give way to strains of joy.

The leaves are. from 1 to 205, but there are iniermsdiatc deficienccs, from 103 to 131 •

ami from J42 to 147, and from IrfU to 1 Do : and iliey might contain the foxu- missing
sulijects.

The book is long, and thick, recent.

22. No. 289. Four subjects.

1.) Betala caiha.

Twenty-five captious tales, or riddles, by a Bctala or famiHar demon
of Vicramaditya.

2.) Ndgmdra Unga satacam, 41 sisa padyas.

—Praise to Siva.

3.) Bhoja virajyam, prose and verse mingled.

Camboja raja was afflicted with leprosy : and went on a pilgrimage

to the Ganges. The goddes Ganga, assumed the form of a female, and convers-

ed \Tith him. He received spells from her. He afterwards saw Batta yogi,

and was cured of his leprosy, Afterwards at his request Dattatreya maf/a.
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muni recited to liim the Srirangha mahatmyam, tlie Hernia cula mnlial-

myam, and Prrn/oyi muliahnyarn. ; containing leading tales, and smallei* ones

arising out of tln-m.

4.) Kira hdndu, 'padya cdvyam.

1, 2 asrasas, the ^rd incomplete,

3Iolana senu WA?, \Mq son o^ Hnridat'a and Snmati. He married;

and, after sometime, and intervening circunistances, he set out on some com-

merc al enterprize ; in Sf ar< h of wealth. The l^ing of the town saw his wife,

and endeavoured to obtain her. She assented, and made an assignation
;

but two birds .sdram and kl.ram detained her thirty one nights, just as she

was setting out, by narrating to her tale:-, which arrested her attention ; and

kept her at home, till morning : there are 29 tales, the 30th defective.

The Look is of medium size, recent.

23. No. 294. Ten pieces.

1.) Praise of Parvati when sleeping, and when awaking.

2.) Syamala dandacam, stanzas ascribed to Cdli ddsa, in praise of

Parvati.

o.) A ilea or glossary to the foregoing ; two pieces in Telugu.

4.) Seven stanzas, praise of PariKiii.

5.) Av.imavdrl dandacam, praise of Jmnia, or Parvati.

G.) Siva cdma sundari satacam, 47 vriitta stanzas ; on Parrati, as

beloved by Siva.

7.) Nava rcina mala, 9 sisa stanzas, in praise of Pa7~fati.

8.) Vemana vacya driddham, on the veracity of Veiva's proverbi-

alities ; though other things be false, these are true.

9.) Ammardri Idlla pditu, 17 stanzas.

A lullaby or chant, on a marriage.

10.) Dana vdttra, sisa mdliko, a deed of transfer of land, as a gift.

Leaf 1—29—91' but 50—60 and 65—C7 are wanting.

The book is long, and thin.

24. No. 297. Sixteen pieces.

1.) Krishna Arjuna samvdtam : a quarrel between Krishva, and

Arjima (overwrought fiction).

Krishna went to JBhndrica, dzravia to see a hermit there, liising

the next morning to bathe, and offer water to the sun, it so happened that

the spittle of a Gandharha passing in the air, f(dl into his hands. Incensed

at this insult, lie launched a straw, as an arrow ; which followed the Gand-
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who brought him to Arjuna ; and Arjuna launched a Brahma astram, which

overcame the straw. The news was taken to Krishna who levied an army,

and made war. Jinshna launched a Vaishnava bdnam, and Arjuna a

Ndrdyana bdnam; these struggled toj^ether, to the endangering the universe.

The celestials went to Brahma aud Rudra ; who came and settled the

dispute ; restoring peace, and protecting the offending Gandharba ; complete,

[Such extravagancies are not favorable to any high estimate of Hindu intellect.]

2.) Bhoginl dandacam, complete,

Py Bommana Potayya.

This has been before abstracted.

3.) Riicmini dandacam, complete.

Rucmini is represented as praising Vishnu through the mfldium of

the ten avatdras.

4.) Mupavati dandacam.

By Sesha yarayya, complete.

There was a king of the Kerala country named Sri Rama hhupdla;

while ruling he one day, after eating, mounted his horse, and went out in

procession. In his progress he was seen by one Rupavati (lovely female),

who became enamoured of him ; and, by the aid of her mother, conveyed

her mind through the means of a woman named Chandra rehhi ; with tho

usual result in such cases ; a mere fictitious love tale.

5.) Siva dandacam praise of Siva,

6.) Hanumanta dandacam, praise of Hanuman.

7.) Surya dajidacam, praise of the sun.

8,) Hanumanta dandacam ; by Vdsu deva—praise to Hanuman
through the wonders ascribed to him in the Rdmdyanam,- complete.

9.) Narasinha dandacam.

By Mungarappana : praise to Vishnu, through the story of

Prahlada, in the Narasinha avaiara.

10.) Magadhdtula dandacam.

Praise of Vishnu in reference to Magadha,

11.) Ahrura dandacam, praise to Krishna.

12.) Ramanuju dandacam, -praisQ of RamaTiUJa, one of the aluvar

of Vishnu.

13.) Vira Bhadra dandacam.

Praise of a terrible form of iS'iva.

Z2
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14.) Sancari retna mala, 10 stanzas.

Praise of Parvati a sacH of Sancara. Two leaves attached contain

unconnected stanzas.

15.) A discrimination of golras, or tribes ; on two leaves only.

16.) Some stanzas on yogi asceticism, and praise of deity.

The book is of medium size, and recent.

25. No. 298. Four subjects.

1.) Sampaki mana satacam, 105 stanzas.

On the tatva nydnani, or physico-metaphysical details, on the human

body, and its members ; turned to a sort of I'eligious meaning.

2.) Kora vdrichi, mixed metre.

By Kanddmhaya.

Nareda having told to Siva that Hima gixi roya would give hira his

daughter in marriage, Sica caused a female curatti (fortune telling tribe )

to be produced, and sent her to Parvati. She told to Parvati her fortune,

and in return received gifts. Siva himself came, with retinue and splendor ;

and after the marriage returned : complete.

3.) Siva utcarisha purdna 'pramanam.

Two leaves slocas in Sancrit.

Various exemplifications of the great merit of wearing the linga by

jangamas.

4.) Sacunam two leaves on omens good, or bad.

Mixed up, in the midst, are some leaves containing chants, or songs.

The book is of medium size, recent, 69 leaves, the 15th and

16th wanting.

26, No. 299. Four pieces.

1.) Ghenna mallu sisdlv, 32 sisa padyas.

By Pdla Jcuri somesa : complete.

In them a devotee offers homage and thanks to Siva.

2.) Maha linga mizratpanam : prose.

Detail of the mode of lingarchana, or ritual homage to the S'diva

gymbol : complete, on 4 leaves.

3.) Prarna gana mdla dwipda stanzas.

It contains a list of 1000 names of celestials in -^S'/ra'^ world : promis-

ing deliverance from guilt, and beatification to all Avho use it : 12 loaves

complete.
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4.) Mangala haratalu an epithalamimn.

Praise of Siva : 4 leaves.

The book is of medium leugtli, thin, worm eaten.

27. No. ?m. Six subjects.

1.) Manu chariira, padya cavyam.

By Peddandrya.

Only the 1st asvdsam, and that defective.

The genealogy of Knitipati—description of the Aryavarti demm—
Pravera was born iu a town there—his history—not further: leaf 1— 10.

2.) ^Ecdnti vdrl vachanam.

High praises of /i'ira—besides him no other god: leaf 11— 15.

3,) Panditdrddhya Siva p2ija vidhi.

Panditaradhya a devotee of Siva details the mode of homage to him :

dwipada; leaf 16—28.

4.) Calahastisimra, satacam.

129 vfitta padyas, complete.

Various praise of Siva as worshipped at Cdlahasii : leaf 29—45.

5.) Visva Brahma pur^nam—prose.

Ages of the various gods— detail of time—glory of Siva— Visva cartnui

as formed by Siva., made the entire world. Vishnu, Bi^ahma, and other gods,

with their several places, or thrones—Aveapons held in their hands

—

Visva-

carma made for men all things needful for them. The four classes

lirahman, Vaisya, Cshetriya, Sudra were made by him. These persons, and

everything besides Visvacarma made, or formed. Siva detailed to this

Visvacarma everything relating to the pindotpatti, or formation of the foetus

in the womb. Other details of Visvacarma s operations : complete, leaf

46—98.

6.) Vastu slocas, 226 slocas with a Telugu tica.

By Sanatcumara.

Mode of divining, by books and signs, whether the building a new

house will be prosperous or not— on the twelve months of the year as suitable

for building, or otherwise. Mode of foundation—of fixing the door—placing

the doorposts—need of examining the ground—benefit of so doing—kinds

of timber fit for building houses. On lunar and solar days, lunar asterisms,

zodiacal signs—sign in the ascendant—good or evil according thereto prog-

nosticated.

These, and other details relative to silpi or architecture ; complete,

leaf 99—149

The book is of medium length, thickj neat hand writing.
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28. No. 303. Three subjects.

1.) Ddsaratlia satacam 101 vfitta padyas.

By Gopa cavi; complete, on 12 leaves.

A devotee praises Rama, the son of Dasarat'ka.

2.) Udyoga 'parvam, from the Bhdraiam, padya cavyam : 18 leaves,

1 asvdsam only.

When the Pdndavas and Kauravas were suramoned to the war,

Salya met Dherma raja by the way, and practised a stratagem or device

upon him : the rest wanting,

3.) Curma avatdram, extracted from the Bhdgavaiam, padya cav-

yam, 14 leaves.

—a fragment, the beginning, and ending wanting.

When the devas v/ere oppressed by the asuras they went to Vishnu,

who advised them to yield semblance of obedience to Bilichacraverii ; and

to get the milk-sea churned, by means of both ; and the aid of the serpent Va-

suki, used as a churning cable : by this device the amrita would be pro-

duced to give them bodily strength—to conquer their foes—the rest wanting.

The book is long, thin, without boards ; slightly injured—

a

boot of extracts.

29. No. 306. Five pieces.

1.) Sarvesvara satacam, 132 stanzas.

By Annayya : incomplete.

Praise of Siva, as universal lord.

Pramata gana mdla.

By Mallicarjuna : complete.

A list of lOOO names of Siuas attendants ; with the addition that

whoever properly recites them will have his sins removed; and will attain

beatification.

3.) Nija lingayya chickayya chariiram.

The legend of Chickayya.

By Nimmayya.

Chickayya was of the tribe termed 31unnuiti (three hundred) in Jtalyana puram-

As a prodigal, he made away with his ancestral property : giving ii to vara strilu, or

prostitutes ; and having also run into debt, and being unable to pay both debt and interest

he ran away through fear ; and, joining himself to thieves, became a robber. One night

in the dark, he crept into the temple of Basav^svara. He there observed the worship

of the Vira saivas with wonder ; ani, forgetting the object with which he came in, he

became r worsluper of JSasnva : wearing the Unga on his person. In the Carnataca coun-
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try one named Gangadhara goiug to gather flowers, saw him; took him to his house;

and treated him with hospitality. This man was a tallari, or watch man, anrt leaving his

guest in the house he went to his watch. Oa that eamc night the wife of his h-st made

advances ; which were rejected , and dc went away. She however cut off the symbol, which

he wore, and put it into his bag, which siie retained. On missing his bag he came back.

Meantime the woman, on her husbands return, had falsely accused the man, and produced

the bag in evidence. The husband complained to the assembly of Jangamas. They sent a

messenger named Vira dushtulu who thoua;ht the charge wastrue, aud cutofFthe man's head.

The head and trunii being brought to the sabha, the head giive an account of what had really

taken place ; and an aerial voice declared the statement to be true. The people, henring

the voice, were so terrified that they died. Gangadhara drew his own sword intending to

kill himself; and thereupon Siva appeared. He raised up the dead people, and gave

beatification to all present ; not omitting the accusing wife, [The purdnas of the elder,

and lesser Basavas are stuffed with such legends].

4.) Moral, or ethical slocas in Sanscrit.

5.) Siva stottra, prose.

The writer recites accounts of very great sinners, who had b^en taken

to Cailasa the heaven of Siva, and thereupon asks the same favor, incomplete.

The book is long, thin, recent, without boards.

30. No. 308. Six pieces.

The three first from the Rdmdyanam.

1') 'Adi cayan yiiddha. The fight of Adi cayan, son of Rcivana^

with Lacshmana, and the death o? Adi cayan.

2.) Pcitdla homa. AVhen Bdvana was grieved at the death of his

troops, by the advice of Snc7'a the regent of the planet Venus, and

^Mrz^ of the ^/ac^/^a^, he began to perform the Pdtdla homa; the

effect of which was to be the production of weapons, and his own
invulnerability.

Vibishana told Edma that if the sacrifice becamo complete, evil would

follow

—

Rama sent the Vanaras with Angada at their head : these fought,

and troubled the sacrifice. 31andotiri wife of Ruvana cautioned him, but not

attending to her remonstrances, he prepared himself to go out to war : divi-

pada complete.

3.) Angada rayaharam, the embassy of Angada son of Vdii to Rd'

vana with a message from Rama, to which Rdvana would not

attend; and Aiigada did not wish that he should respect it.

Angada after some bravado, and affectation of prowess, returned, and

reported his ill success to Rama ' dwipada complete.

4.) Kora vanclii.

Sarnsvatl took the form of a Cvratti, or gipsy fortune teller, and going to

JRvcmini, foret dd to her that Knshna would be her husband ; and Maiimala would be

born as her son. Brahma also assumed the gip*y form ; and in that guise, came and took

away his wife Saraxvati !—mixed metre complete.
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5.) Chollu stanzas, varieties in various metre, on four leaves; chiefly

erotic stanzas ; women express amorous sentiments, and the like mat-

ters.

6.) Parijatapa haranam fragment, the episode from the Bhagavatam,

on the flower of paradise, and Krishna s going to Indra's world,

and bringing away the tree. See various other notices.

The book is somewhat long, thin, in good order.

31. No. 320. Ten small pieces.

1.) Stanzas on the tatva system of metaphysics: leaf 38—74.

2.) Siva Parvati samvatam, 2 leaves.

Parvafi asks some questions on the tatva system, and Siva gives

suitable replies,

3.) Kali sataeam, 60 kanda stanzas, incomplete.

Praise to Siva by Digambara ; on tlio tatva metaphysical system, 4

leaves.

4.) Vidya vati dandacam, 20 leaves.

By Vencatdchdrya cavi : complete.

A voung man saw a young women named Vidydi'ati : and he herein panegyrises her

excellent qualities.

5.) Niti sdram, slocas with tica in Telugu, 17 leaves, incomplete.

Ethical stanzas.

6.) Rama linga sataeam, 15 sisa stanzas.

«Sjtja is the origin of all things

—

Rama rendered homage lo him, as is

contained in this chant : fragment of 4 leaves.

7.) Uttara gita, slocas with tica, in Telugu ; the 1st adhydya only,

on 12 leaves from the asvamedha parvam of the Bhdratam.

Various reflexions on the issue of the great war ; with instructions as

to the nature of the Divine, and human soul.

8.) Mangala stanzas, on Siva 1 leaf wishing prosperity, a sort of

viva I

0.) Chandra sechara acshara mala o5 kanda stanzas, complete, 3

leaves.

Praise of Siva, lines beginning with the letters of the Telugu alphabet.

10.) Gopdla acshara mala, S5 kanda stanzas, complete, 4 leaves.

Praise of Krishna in like manner alphabetical. At the end 5 blank

leaves.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness.
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32.) No. 32i: Two subjects.

1.) Gajia Santajndndhhyana satacam 103 wii/a stanzas, on 21 leaves,

complete.

Praise of the ganas, or celestial ranks in Sivas world—by Paggada
naga rdja.

2.) Nine leaves—8 stanzas on ornamental poetry—4 stanzas on the

colors gteen, black, white, red—8 stanzas on sexual, or amatory

matters.

The book is of medium length, thin, a little injured.

33. No. 328. Various matters.

A few stanzas on Rdma ; and otbers in praise of Vishnu ; sheas

without tica.

Some stanzas on amatory subjects. Abuse of Manmata by women,
for causing the pains of love. The matter is confused, and like topics are

found recurring without regularity, or appearance of one regular book : 38

leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, very slightly injured.

34. No, 333. Four subjects.

1.) Murka charitra, composite stanzas, on 8 leaves.

Varna asking who are the greatest sinners on earth, in the Cali

yugam, Chitra putra relates, in reply, the story of Murka, in order to ex-

emplify the worst kiiids of vices, or crimes. He hindered all auspicious pro-

ceedings ; he hindered the reading of good books ; he beat his parents, &c.

2-) Titla dandacam.

A tissue of abusive language ; ending by stating that if demands be

satisfied, they will give blessings ; that is, good Avords. Who are the par-

ties is not apparent.

3.) Bdlinta vesha Icat'ha.

Tale of the child's house. On the symptoms of female pregnancy ;

on birth of children ; and various like matters.

4.) Chandra rekha vildsam, fragment. The 1st and 2nd asvdsams

are wanting.

The 3rd defective : composite stanzas.

J^iladri rdja, saw a woman, in a forest ; and on her account, fainted

away. He was missed, and sought after by his minister, and others. They
found him; and offered various modes of sympathy : see notices of f/V/wa

books in Vol. 1, also 2nd Family Vol. 2.

This book is gf medium length, thin, without boards, recent,

several leaves arc blank,
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35. No. 339. Six subjects.

1.) Dasa vidha, Vaishnava nirnmjam, slocas with a Telugu ticay in-

complete.

On ten kinds of Vdishnavas, named adveshi— anithula—divvya noma'

dhari—chacrdnQilcL—mantra patliaca—vauhnava— srt vaishnava ~pra-

panar—ecdnti, and parama ecunti— these ten variations of Vdishnavas aro

describe! ; with tbeir conduct, or mode of life, and religious observances.

Besides it is stated ihat opposers of the vaishnava creed have no prospect

of wmA/z or beatitude. The carma margam or sacrificial and ritual is also

declared to be wrong ; and the tatva, or metaphysical doctrine is supported ;

leaf 1—10.

2.) Vdsava canya, on a young woman ; as putting her to sleep by

singing love songs to her, 32 stanzas, leaf 24—28.

3.) Devdnga rishi vamsam.

Siva being in full court on Cailasa observed that the devas, munis,

garudas, gandhurbas, siddhas, vidyddhdras, apsaras, pramala ganas, and

all the rest, were without garments. He took pity on them, and causing

Uecdnga'Tishi to exist, commanded him to supply them all with clothes ;

which he did—leaf 29—30 fragment.

4.) Devanga tlshi dandacam ; the above circumstance, in poetical

measure ; and in greater detail : but incomplete.

—as if connected, with the foregoing.

Cari ccila ehola chaeraverti ordered fifteen of liis different kinds of people to go

to the borders of the sea, and to cut off the head of one Balhana, and to bring it to

him. On receiving this order, five perfcons, of three different castes, proceeded, and by

the aid of Purvati, cut off a woraan's head ; and by the same aid altered it, so as to make

it look like the head of Balhana. The head being interrogated if it was tliat of Balhana

uttered a sound ha, which was interpreted, as being the Tamil for yes ; leaf 31—47.

5.) A description of certain gold smiths : leaf 48—50.

6.) V^elU pratishflia. Praise of the Vaisyas.

Siva speaks to Parvat.i, about marriage ; briefly narrated in prose ;

leaf 54—59. [The book presents the reflection of a singular sort of mind].

It is of medium size, with bamboo boards, and recent.

36. No. 340. Various small pieces.

1.) Allama prahhu satacam, 28 stanzas, on S.leaves.

Praise of -4/^awa prahhu^ a teacher among the Vira Saiva^s ; said to

bo a form of Siva.

H.) Three istanzas on Krishna, on 1 leaf,
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3.) Siva stoi/ra and Basavci stotira, each 1 leaf; and Tatva mayam,

1 leaf.

4.) Three ethical siocas, on 1 leaf.

o.) Uttara (/npcwa pat/u, from i\\e Rdmdyanam ; on beholding the

work of Ramas bridge from the north temple tower.

G.) Rdmesvara linga dandacam, chants on the linga, placed by Rama.

7.) Kara vanchi, a curafti, or fortune teller, sj)caks with a woman
concerning the foetus in the womb, and subsequent life. Palmistry

—conclusions of an ethical kind, on the uncertainty of human life;

and on the importance! of seeking mukli, or beatitlcation.

8.) Sarnudrica lacshajiam, composite metre, on Palmistry.

9.) On the naca ratri festival to Durga ; and the procession of

children reciting panegyrics, at the houses of parents.

10.) Hanumania dandacam, 9 leaves.

By Vdsii devayya cavL

The story of Ilamimdn turned to praise.

1 1.) Vishnu stottras praise of Vishnu, in three kinds of verse

—

patam
—Idla—mangalam, o leaves.

12.) On Siva and Parvati, with miscellaneous matters : 8 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

37. No. oil. Varieties,

Various kh'tanas or songs— and other padyas cr regular stanzas.

Basava ragula a kind of measured prose, in praise of Basava. Siva

o.s/i^aca.?, octaves ia praiso of Siva: kedari vriita calpam, on the benefit of

observing a ceremony, in woods, and wild?, to asacti. A few Sanscrit s/dcas.

A mixture of Vait^hnava and Saiva, c-r vi? a Saiva m;ittcrs.

The book is long, (but the leaves all of them differing in length)

of medium thickness, recent.

38. No. 413. Twelve subjects.

1.) Niravjana satacam, 113 sisa padyas.

In the introduction a deprecatory invocation to Sica. Then Hari,

Hara^ Brahma, and sacti, or Vishnu, Siva, Brahma, and ihe common female

energy, are considered as all one ; and with a severe condemnation as a

check on the insolence of such as set the one against the other, and contend

for the supremacy of one alone ; complete.

2.) Dattdtrega satacain, 101 kanda padyas.

By Paramdnanda gati Tiidra.

A3
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Praise of Vishnu—the atma tatva dini\ siddhanta iatva— Vaishnava

in kind, complete.

3.) Satdnanda yogi safacam.

104< gita padyas—By Satdimnda yogi.

On the metaphysical tah^a system ; with the vdiragya—yofjyam, or

severest system ot" professed asceticism.

4.) Yoga dardvali, composite metre.

By Rama Krishna, 4 leaves complete.

On spirituality, and morality, according to native ideas on those iopics.

5.) Basavesvara stottravi, 4 pdtas with artlia racsha marii ashtacam.

an octave, incomplete.

6.) Rama linga stottrarn, praise of Rdma, with some matters on

the human body ; incomplete.

7.) Krishna sachi yumia satacam.

57 Jcanda stanzas. This is a refrain.

The subject, panegyric of an ethical kind.

8.) Sera hdnga linga satacam, 12 vritta padyas ; saiva in kind, in-

complete.

9.) Sarve'svara satacam, 8 vritta padyas, saiva in kind, incomplete.

10. Kala hast I isvara satacam—21 vritta padyas, saiva in kind
;

incomplete.

11.) Parana sanchya, composite metre, incomplete.

12.) Niti ethical Sanscrit slocas, in all G5 leaves, but not in regular

order ; several are missing.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

39. 1^0. 482. Two fragments.

1.) Kavya alancdram, composite metre.

By Seradd murti, 1 asvdsam only, the rest is wanting. This section

is wholly on the god in whose name the poem, or work is to be made.

2-) Nila sundari parinayam—composite metre. 1 asvdsam the 2nd

defective.

By Nimmayya.

Cumbhaca a king of Mit'hili a yadava had a daughter nimed Lila rati. A Brah-

min going to that king on business the king asked hiiii fo look out a proper husband for

his daughter. The Brahman named Knshna; and going to Krishna's court described

her person, and accomplishnf)ents— breaks ofF.

The book is long, thin, without boards.
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40. No. 511. Various tales, and other matters; a heterogeneous

collection of leaves, and parts of books—as for example—on law suits

4 leaves—amorous verses 6 leaves, sundry stanzas 4 leaves. Amba
stottra J leaf, 4 stanzas—legend of a woman who daily took milk to

Siva 7 leaves—on prosody 2 leaves. Vcinana sataca/yi 1 leaf—13 stanzas

on Siva ; 1 leaf from the Rucrnini parinayam or marriage of Bucmini

—a chant used in schools at the dasra festival—and various other small

subjects on different kinds of leaves.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, slightly

damaged in places.

41. No. 541. Five fragments—different leaves from different

books.

1.) An account of gold delivered to a goldsmith, for work to be

done.

2.) Chennamalesvara stottra; sisa stanzas, praise of a form of Siva,

in a temple at Madras : 5 leaves incomplete.

3.) Ganga stattra asUtacam, slocas praise of Gaiiga, 2 leaves

incomplete.

4.) Brahma yagnyam slocas.

(3n the ceremony of a Brahman sitting on deibha grass, in honor of

ancestors—2 leaves incomplete.

5.) Mritiyanjeya manasica piija vidhi.

Mode of mental homage to Siva 4 leaves incomplete : in all 17

ea ves.

The book is short, thin, without boards, very slightly injured.

42. No. 607. Twelve pieces.

1.) Vigndna i')radi2yica composite stanzas.

By Virayya cavi, 4 asvdsas complete.

" The lamp of recondite knowledge" Atma jaciiiam or spiritual

knowledge is exceedingly difficult to be acquired ; even by learned men.

To those who know the sense of the Vedantam—to those who practice

the eight formed-penance; to those wdio understand mantras and tantras;

to those who are devotees at the feet of Hari Hara (Vishnu and Siva);

to such only, that spiritual knowledge is patent ; not to others. The

writer proceeds to describe the tatva nydnam—the origine of the foetus,

the rule of the four castes ; the practice of eight forms of penance ; and

the grand subject of beatification.
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2.) Vislmu maya vlldsam, composite metre. i\^arec?a enquires and

Krishna replies.

Maya comes not from without, any one's ignorance is a great delusion

{maya) all existing things, the five elements, the vedas and their meaning
;

these, and the like, are maya. There is no difference between I&vara (God)

and jicam (the human soul) some matters on those who bury their dead.

All have a relation to the adcaita vedantam.

3.) Atma darisanam, prose, complete.

The order of creation—man is eight spans (4 cubits) in height, four

spans around the body, has 33 crores of hairs ; seventy large bones, eight

palams (ozs.) weight of liver

—

fouv palams of blood, and other integral parts,

which compose the 64 tatvas. These are described at length, by a sort of

spiritualized anatomy,

4.) Jivesvara nirnayam. The origin of Vishnu, Siva, and Brahma.

The mode of protection, and dcstraction by them. The correcting

the evil and protecting the good. Hence the}^ are lords, between

them there is no difference. In the end all three are one.

5.) Kirtanas—63 stanzas—these seem to be of a religious kind,

relating to the powers of the human mind ; and the wisdom need-

ful in order to know God.

6.) Sitci Rama Anjaneya samvdtam.

Composite stanzas. By the permission of Rama, his wife Sita

devi instructed Hanuman in the tatva nydnam— or true wisdom—frag-

ment of 6 leaves, without the beginning or the ending.

7.) Shadvidha linga mizrajKinam.

This is Vira saiva in kind. On the several lingas termed dcharya—
gura—siva—jangama, prasdda—maha linga. These have there typical

localities in the human body : and they relate to other worlds. The mode of

obtaining beatification : prose with some slocas, complete.

8.) Kirtanas, 28 in number.

Praise of Siva. The mode of worshipping him ; and some matters on

the tatva system.

9.) Samvdta pdtam, saiva in kind.

By Jaga cavi.

The soul asks, and the guru rcplie?, on the mode of obtaining beati-

fication.

10.) Dandacam, long chant.

A devotee praises Siva.
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11.) Divadasa marijurl^ 12 garlands, in 12 slocas, with meaning

added in Telugu.

The slocas are ascribed to San card c/idrjja.

The subject betvveen a guru and disciple

On ascetic zeal. The vairdgi must renounce the world, with its al-

lurements, and devote himself to deity.

12.) Para Bmhut, sacala vilacshana.

On all the attributes of the Supreme Being. These are stated,

in ornate language.

Para Brahvi gives beatification to his votaries— this point is

amplified.

On the whole, this book is Theological, though of a mystic cast;

yet superior. Such a book should be translated ; as tending to remove

a multitude of mistakes, and misapprehensions. It would be complete,

only for missing leaves. In 178 leaves these are wanting 66— 101 and

106—115 and 123—128.

The book is long, thick, recent.

XXIII. Music and Dancing.

1. No. 212. Sect. 2. Bliarata sastram.

By Bharata muni, slocas with a tica in Telugu.

—hasta adhyayam, hand motions.

— tdla „ measure and time.

—niritanfjn „ instruments used ; defective

In the above three sections are various minute particulars, and technical terms, on

the native modes of opera dancing, not capable of abstract; on 33 leaves. For Sect : 1

and 3 see XVI.

The entire book is long, of medium thickness, without boards,

recent.

2. 472. Bharata lacshana, or sastram; slocas with Telugu ^)«c?^as

and prose. On the art of singing, with dancing, and instrumental

music.

On the origin of time and tunes—on the (jila or song

—

vadhija or in-

struments—dancing—conduct of a 6a/ef —the ditfcrcnt measures of time, or

modulations of tune—a description of difterent kinds of instruments -various

tunes—on 108 modes of tdla, or beating time.

These, and like matters, on 5o leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness.
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3. No. 476. Sangita retnacaram, slocas, with a tica in Telugu.

Nishata—rishahha -gandhnra —sadja—madhyama ddivata—pari'

cAama these seven notes, their properties, their rising, and descending scales.

Splmritam—bhramitam—lalitam—dirg'ham— these, and soma other

modes of expression bj the eyes.

The proper times for different chants, as morninjw, noon, evenino- &c.

Chanijari— sinha tdlam—adi tdlam—eca tdlam, these and other

modes of time, marked by beating of symbals. Kunchitam—ahmchitam—
urdhva—prasaranayn—these, and other motions of hands and fino-ers.

With other matters pertaining to the sangita sastram, or opera-

art, leaf 1—38 defective, end wanting.

The book is short, thin, on narrow leaves, without boards,

recent.

4. No. 477. Abinaya derpanam, mirror of the balet ; slocas, with

tica in Telugu.

On the motions of the hands in dancing, and how the fingers arc to be moved, or

turned in the difierent parts, or subjects. The rules as to keepin;; time—the modes of

beating a drum used—and other matters connected with the Bharata lucshanam, or opera

dancp, leaf I—74 but 21 and 36 wanting. Again 1— 13 same subject; but, perhaps from

another book

This one is long, medium in thickness.

5. No. 525. Bharata sastram—slocas and tica.

By Cohaldchdrya cavi.

On singing, and instrumental music, and dancing to it— on the seven

notes— the modes of moving the hands, and fingers in dancing—the action

of the feet, here termed layam ; and other matters connected with public

exihibitions of the art : on 130 leaves.

The book is of medium size, and recent in appearance.

XXIV. Pauranical.

1. No. 5. Marcandeya purdiiam.

In 8 asvdsas, padya cdvyam.

By Marayya cavi.

Jaya muni a discriple oiVyasa, made enquiries from Marcandeya,hy questions found-

ed on parts of the Bhdratam ; as 1st why did God become incarnate ? 2nd why was Drdu-

pndi the wife of all five of the Pandnvan. 3rd How did Bala Bhadra incur the guilt of

Brahmahatya, and how was it removed ? 4th why were so many of the subordinates of the

Pandavas killed, and being so young ? Marcandeya said he had no time to reply, but

leferred the enquirer to certain birda, for an answer. Jaya mimi went, and received

answers, as detailed herein. He also received instructions on the story of Harischandra ;

and likewise heard the legend of Jadopdkydnam, or talc about an ascetic,
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The birth of Dattdfreya a form of Vishnu the son of Annsya, wife of

Atri-rishi also stated.

On the ori|»iii of the world ; its chronology as to yugas, manuvantiras

&c , On the birth of the fourteen Menus. On the mountains of the seven

dicipas, and the kings ruling there. Who is the sostainer of all creatures, or

beings on the earth, and similar matters leaf 1—256, and other 56 leaves

blank.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

2. No. 7. Cdsi hhandam of the Scanda jjurdnam; redered into

padya cm^yam. By Sri ndt'ha, in 7 asvdsas, complete.

Vyasa first delivered this to Suta, who narrated it to others.

The dispute between Nareda and the Vindhtjn mountain-—glory of

the world oi Dralima—excellence of gift of cows— description of Agastdyas

hermit-ige at Benares—homage of munisio the god—If-gends as to chaste wives

— praise by ^_9rt!5'7/a— matter generally on tirfhas or sacred pools ; descrip-

tion ofmujiis—view oi' Mahendra-loca the paradise of India(\. e. the atmos-

phere)—on the birth of rdcshasas—description of a town numed Gandavarda-

dhuna—the world of stars described— the world of saturn—and many other

similar matters.

[A fuller abstract will be given in Vol. 3. Tamil M.S.S. Mackenzie],

The book is long, very thick, and slightly injured.

3. No. 13. Parijata apaharanam, the legend of seizing the para-

dise flower ; from the Bhdgavatam ; from Sanscrit.

By Timmayya cari.

The 1st, 3rd, and 4th asvdxas complete, the 2nd wanting.

A flower of jiaradise, brought by iVrtrerfa lo Knshna was given to

Rucmini ; which she wore on her head. Satyahhd'irni saw it. and was dis-

pleased. To appease her Kruhna promised her the tree itself ; went to

/n</ra's world for it ; fought for it ; and brought it away.

The book is long, thin, without boards, slightly damaged.

4. No. 41. Fira Bhadra vijayam.

By Potana cavi, or Pot// rdz—padya caryam—a little of tl.e Snd

asvdsa, the 3rd and 4th asvasas complete. From the Vayii purdnnm,

3rd asi'dsam, Glrija (or Paivaii ) having received the gift for which

she did penance, that is mairage wiih Sica, went to Cailasn. The con-

course of persons present was so great as to incline the mountain on one side.

The mountain was again sot upright by Agastya. Parvati when seated on

the lap of iSioa observed the blueness of his throat, and en her enquiry how
it came to be so, he commenced his narrative.
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4th ascasa/iu He narraled the sacrifice of Dacsha. Siva, ami

Dacsha's daughter Sati were not invited—the ydrjain proceeded ; and after

intermediate circumstances, Viva Bhadra was born from Sioa's rage. A
dispute between Dacsha and Vira Bahdra The latter upset the sacriQce.

Dacsha wa* beheaded. Brahma and others complained to Siva. The indivi-

dual slain was restored—his body only, not his head.

The book is long, and of medium thickness.

5, No. 57. Rucmini parinayav,.

By Timmayya : paclya cavyam.

The subject taken from the BJidgavatavi, 1—5 asi'dsas, complete,

Ulshmaca was the father of Rucmini, otherwise unwillingly afBanced.

Krishna conquered all who opposed him, and was afierwards married to

Rucimni. She was properly his wife : others inferior.

The book is lon^, of niediuui thickness, very slightly injured.

6. No. 69. Brahmottara kJiandam of the scanda puranam : com-

posite metre.

By Vencata knshnayya.

1— 5 asvasas, complete. Saiva matters ; Suta, to Saimnaca, and

other rishis in 1\\q Ndirnisam vanavi.

1st osvas'un— the translator's father was named Sii-a Eama, and was

chief minister of state to a rai/n of Vi^ayawiijuri:.iii. lie derived great be-

nefit from 3'Iallicarjuna, and Camacshi ; the local god, and goddess. Legend of

Vasuddmnra a Brahman, who did many charitable actions, and was beatified.

2nd a.n-dsam. The glory of the special night of Siva—very bad

crimes are removed by observances therein. If a thousand bilva leaves arc

offered, this is meritorious ; still more so if pieceded by fasting ; and the

merit is further enhanced by wati iiing ; and if, after these observances, the

devotee looks on the symbol of Sira, the otiice is still more powerful— it

amounts to a hundred crores o? piwyam ! Deva Indra did so, and acquired

that amount ot moral merit. Legends of others.

ord osvdsam concerning the very great merit of doing homage to Siva

on the 3rd lunar day. Also on the use of the 5 lettered charm.

4th asvasam continuance of matter on the 5 lettered charm. Tales

of various kings, and of their homage, rendered by the use of this formule.

.'jth asvasam, bgerid of Vdmn deva, a ISiva yogi. He wore the^'arfa,

or matted hair (Jsazarite) and used the vibhiUi, cow dung ashes (in place of

the ashes of a oa'.f) leg<'ndary matters concerning him.

The hook is long, of medium tliiekness, without hoards; in

ome places damaged.



7. No. 7;2. Scanda piirunnm the cs/ietra khantlayn — compoHiie

metre, translated by Papayya, 1

—

4> asvdsas i\\csQ contain 52

odhydijas-, narrated by Suia to Savunaca rishi.

The Setaviahatmyamov glory of the isthmus of Ratniseram, The

sight of that isthmus will remove every sin — how, an'l wherefore stated. Sri

Ravia constructed that bridge (did he ?) Besidra there are 24 tirtlias, or

S'icreil pools therein- detailed as follows; each nam d is followed by the word

tirfha—Chacra—Betdla vara-— Pupa vimesa— Sila saras—Mangala—

•

Kapila—Amrita— I3ra/ima hvnram— Hanumat Inmrom— Agasiya—Rama
— Lacshinina--Jada— Lacshmi -Agni —Siva— Chora— Vamnna— Ganga—
Garga—Kolti—Sarva—Manasa—Dhamtsh-hotti. These nadis (rivers) re-

move great sius: then a? to eisch one ; its gh>ry ; origin of its name ; how it

came to be famous— legend illustrating these various points. This book does

not appear to contain more than the sc.fii mahatmyam-Abd haves, not regularly

numbered, the 3 last leaves of tlie 1st an-dsa are wanting : not certain if th.e

mahatmynm is comph te.

The l)ook is long, somewhat thick, very sliglitly injured.

8. No. 76. Manu vamsa purdnum., Suia to other r'lshis and trans-

lated into padyas by Viru ndmadheya, son of Viva Bhadra \—

5

asvdsam\ of the 6th only 6 leaves.

Origin of Brahma from the navel of iVara_yar/a— his lying on the sur-

face of the milk sea. The legend of the four divisions Brahman, cshetriya,

vahya, sudra proceeding from the lipad shoulders, belly thighs of Brahma
(like his own birth, hieroglyphical). From Brahma cam.o -4/r?, then Chandra

then Budha, &c., down to Cuvera.

Matters on the race of Pulast'hya, and down to Havana and his

brotluTS. A transition to the avataras of VUhnu and the birth of Rama—
the avaiaras are b'iedysiated. In the Idi asvdsam the Kartacirya Arjnna cha-

ritrani, or destruction of the cshelriyas by Pdrasu Rama. Kartaviriya coveted

the cow Cdmadlienu h'.\ongmg io Jamadagni. He slew the Manu vamsa,

and took the cow. Jamadagni sent Ins son Parasu Rama to kill Kartaviriya,

—In the 5ih asvdsam is related how the Manu vamsam obtained rule

in the world. Pitranjaya and his posterity ruled 438 years. Other names

given, for a period of 460 years. On the Cali ynga. Mixture of tribes and

people. On the rishi gotras. The foundation of the temple of MaUicarjiina,

near Vijayanagaram.

There is a mixture of subjects in this book. By the Manu
vamsa7n seems to be meant Brahmans—a separate and peculiar people;

and the gotras, or tribes, with a rishi at the bead of each, would bear

to be thoroughly well examined. The book is homogeneous; and in

appearance, recent.

It is long, and of medium thickness.

b3



8| No. 97, Marcnndcya iniranam.

By Maraijya, composite metre.

1st asvdsam, wanting 2nd to the end of it.

Jadan a bird narrated to bis father : b'gend of VihacsJun, a great

kiriof, who "went to la7/ia'.« Avorld—saw the sufferings there; by bestowal of

his great merit he delivered the sufferers.

On chaste wives. Cdsiyapa s wife. Birth of Datlatreya a minor form

of Vishnu. Legend of Karinviryan and Parasu Kama. Tale of Kuvalai/asva

who married in Patala, overcame many savages ; and then came back to his

own town : and of course much more ; leaf 41—60.

The hook is long, thin, has no boards. It must have been taken

out from some other book, to its injury.

9. No. 98. Parijata pariharana from the Bhdgavaiam
;

yeclia

ganam metre.

On the disturbance occasioned by Nareda brin'^ing a paradise flower

to Kruhna, which he gave to Rucniini; exciting the jealously of Satyabhdumi.

Krishna went to appease her anger : not more here.

Leaf 1--80 the 80th wanting.

The book is short, old, damaged.

10. No. 111. Mucmini parinayam ; to Paricsliita by Suca yogi,

composite metre. Taken from the close of the 1st part of the 10th

book of the Bhdgavatam.

A Brahman, intermediate messenger, was the instrument in bringing

about a marriage between Knshna and Rucmmi.

78 leaves. Two other leaves are added ; containing detoched stan-

zas on ethics, praise of Ganesa, kc, and there are 5 blank leaves— in all

25 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, damaged.

11. No. 118. Bdndsura yuddha)7i, in divipada metre; incomplete*

founded on the Bhdgavaiam.

Bdnasura by means of ^«j9a.s had cau-sed Siva to become warder of his

palace, and solicited the aid of Siva in the coming fight with Knshna ; conse-

quent to the confinement of Anirudha, grand son of Krishna ; because of a

clandestine amour with Usha, daughter of Bdndsura. Krishna came with a

great army; and beleaguered the town oi Bdnasura—here the book break"^

oft' abruptly ; 41 leaves.

It i£5 long, without boards.



12. No. 137. JBuc ha ^attana, iouudod on the Bhdgavatam, mixed

metre.

There are four different productions, on the subject of the

paradise-flower by four authors 1 Patla dusti ancata, 2 Nara kicri, 3

Tari konda Vencama, 4 Bucha i)attana.

When Krishna was with Rucmini, Nareda brought a flower from

Indras world, which Krishna gave to Rucmini. On his visiting Satyabhdumi

she-seemed angry, and on his aslving what she wanted, she replied the fari-

jata flower. He went to Indra's world, conquered opposers; and brought

away the tree itself. As a divertmento, the scolding match between Rucmi-

ni and Satyabhaumi is included, the work is incomplete.

The book is long, thin, much injured.

13. No. 164. Sect: 1 Carma inirdnam.

By Raja linga, composite metre.

In 6 asvdsas, complete.

The suras and asuras churned the milk sea, and Vishnu became a tor-

toise to support the churning stick, mount Mandara. Nareda told to en-

query rishis rules as to hermitages; with the origin of the world ; its support ;

and its destruction. The manuvaniaras and lists of kings, and other matters

of a saiva bearing. There is added one leaf from the Vardha puranam.

For sect: 2 See. XVIII. For Sect: 3, see. XXIX.

14. No. 169. Ahalya sancrantana vilasam.

By Sangamesvara, composite metre.

In 5 asvdsas complete.

A legendary tale founded on various puranas. Brahma specially

created a very beautiful woman, named Ahalya. Indra fell in love with her.

2?rfl/i?na gave her to Gautama who was doing penance; and thereby vitia-

ted its merit. Indra conducted an intrigue; and succeeded by stratagem ;

bringing down a heavy curse from Gautama, on hiatself, and Ahalya.

The legend is told, with variations, in different books ; and needs no detail :

70 leaves.

The book is long, and without boards.

15. No. 190. V/ra BJiadra vijayam.

By Potayya, composite metre.

In 4 asvdsas complete.

The celestials of Indra's world came to pay respects to Siva, Dacsha,

being present, took offence at being treated as insignificant ; though the

father- in-law of Slca. He made a sacrifice, omitting to invite Siva, and
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his own clauglitcr. This neghict led to the sdf immolation of Sad ; and

^ira, in anger, produced Vira JB/«ac?m, a portion of himself ; arid sent Vira

Bhadra to destroy the sacrifice. He went and upset all ; killing many per-

sons, and Z)a<?y/m among them . But Siva came and restort^J all to life;

with an admonition for the time to come. In this book the destroying the

sacrifice is made to follow AS'^tfa'A• second marriage with Parvati (as Sati redi-

viva) and her stirring him up ; but the above is the pauranical account : leaf

1—77.

At the end 10 leaves, containing a cTiant in praise of Siva and

a few Sanscrit slocas. Some stanzas on prosody. The slocas refer

to the sraddha—three hitidas or balls — the 1st ossu the 2nd rudra the

3rd aditya. If the wife of the person making the sraddha (i. e. son

or other relative of the deceased) eat the rudra, she will become preg-

nant.

The book is long, and somewhat thick, old, partially damaged.

16. No. 214. Siva mrijdt/d vllasam.

By Rangha dana, composite metre.

1 asvdsam complete : pauranical legend.

Siva whhParvati. and the celestials of his world went into a wilder-

ness, and took up their residence in a mnntapa or lodge, ihe rishis residing

in that park came, and asked Siva to destroy the beasts in it. Accordingly

he went out to hunt ; and reserved one very beautiful female deer. With

this in his hand, he was returning, when the wives of the rishis, in this the

Taruga vanam became infatuated he. Parvati coming to understand the

case (aut fallor aut ledor) threw obstacles in the way of Siva's return,* and

shut herself up. He however returned, and pacified her ; and they went on

well together ; 12 leaves.

The book is long, without boards.

17. No. 282. Casi kliandam of the scanda purdnam. By Sri_

ndfha : S asvdsas.

1st asv. The opposition of the Vindhya mountain to Nareda—his

reproof of its pride.

2nd asv. his report, and the distress of the upper world on the sub-

ject.

.3rd asv. the seeking for A(jastija, and finding him. He humbled the

pride of the mountain, made it bow at his feet, and allow him a passage at

Kolapuri ; and ho went on to Kishkinda near the Tungahhadra river.

Lacahmi shewed him favor. IIo visited many shrines ; and being seated,

explained to his wife Lbhannidri their various excellencies,
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This is merely the introductory part of the •work. See a fuller

notice of the Cdsi khanda in Vol. 3.

The hook is long, of medium-thickness, somewhat old ; and, in

the middle, damaged.

18. No. 307. Brahmottara hhandam from the scanda jpuranam

;

the somcwura rnahatmyam, composite metre.

In 3 asvdsas complete.

The subject is the great value of an observance on Mondays, and

on some special days in particular. The value arise from Si'va bearing

iioma or the moon (whence Soma-varavi) on his forehead : hence the rite is

acceptable to Siva : leal' 99—135, but 1 17 wanting.

The book is of medium length, thin, without hoards, a little

old, and injured.

19. No. 342. Brahmottra hhandam, composite metre—a fragment

of 8 old, and much damaged leaves.

The 8th asvdsa wants leaf 1—4, has the remainder, with part of the

9th both nre defective. The 8th section relates to the value of the rudrac-

sha beads (or eleocarpa seeds). The 9th section is on the excellency of the

saica puranas. Put into ths mouth of Suta ; but rendered into Telugu by

Palayya cavi.

The book is long, thin, without hoards, and very much da-

maged.

20. No. 358. Three extracts, or fragments.

1.) Vislmu purdnam, composite metre. Fardsara to Maitreya.

Leaf 1—26 but 14, 15 wanting.

Vishnu is the First cause. Rudra and Indra were created by Vis/mu

On the planets, and their rule. The Brahma calpa, and various other

measures of time. All things are Vishnu maya, or by Vishnu ij-c.

2.) Padma purdnam, composite metre, ^uta to Savunaca—Datta-

treya to Kartaviriya, and Vasishta to Dilipa.

—the uttara kandam 16 leaves.

Parvati observed the bathing in the month Mdgha for three days ;

and, returning to Cailasa bestowed the merit of that act on a Brahma-

racshasa, '^ni thereby delivered him from the demerit of his former birth.

Some young women were looking on when Parvati effected this deliverance;

and she took them with her to Cuilana. Other 3 leaves have the same subject

repeated.
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3.) VLshnupurdnam, pad/ja cdvi/ani.

Pardsara to MdUreya.

This is a confused mass of difTercnt leaves—praises of Siva^ ornate

Verses—the names of authors of the vedas, and of rishis who enhirged or

explained them—matters Vaishnava and Brahmanical.

The book is somewhat long, leaves unequal, of medium thick-

ness, the greater part, recent.

21. No. 44] . Bhdgavatam.

The 7th scandam, composite metre, leaf 1— 41, the rest wanting,

Gn the legend of Frahlada and the Narasinha avatara.

The book is of medium size, and of recent appearance,

22. No. 442. Bhdgavatam.

The 7tli scandam : composite metre.

Merely a fragment at the beginning of the 7th book : long,

thin, without boards.

23. No. 443. Bhdgavatam.

The 7tli scandam : composite metre.

This is also a fragment at the beginning. On the Narasinha avolara ;

including the legend of Prahlada.

The book is somewhat long, thin, old, without boards.

24. No. 444. Bhagavatam.

The 8th scandam complete, composite metre.

On the fourteen mentis. The gajendr^i mocsham or allegorical battle

of an elephant with a crocodile. The curmdvatdravi: the swallowing of

poison by Siva—the churning of the ocean for the production of amrjla &c.,

the dispute of devas and asuras as to its possession. The affair of Ilari and

Hara— Vishnu's assuming the deceptive form of Mohim—results. The le-

gend of Bali ckacraverti, and his adviser Sucra, regent of the planet Venus;

72 leaves ; one half, at the end, blank leaves.

The book is long, thin, recent, has no boards.

25. No. 445. Bhdgavatam, composite metre.

The 9th scandam, complete.

Suca to Paricshila and by Suta io other rishis. The surya vamsa or

solar line, down to Rama. The c/tfl?irfr« romsa or lunar line. The matter

prin ipally relates to three iiicurnations as Pdrasu llama, Rama chandra

and Krishna.

The book is long, thin, without boards, very slightly injured.

i
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26. No. 446. Bhd(javalam—composite metre.

The 10th scandam, \\\q ptirra and uttara parts nearly complete,

leaf 1

—

&.1 wanting, G?)— 196 complete.

Purva hhagain. On tlic birth and life of Krishna. Tlie marriage of

DeciJtimol\wv of Krishna with Vasudcva. An aerial voice uttered a curse

on Canisa—his anger thereupon— the prayer of Vasudeva father of Krishna.

The birth of Dola JB/iadrn elder brother of Kruhna Praii-e of Brahma by

an asura. The avalara of Krishna, sleep fell on a hostile messenger from

Camsa. Exchange of tlie two brothers for tAVO children of an asura. The

two asura children disappeared. The killirg of a female bvdaracshnsa, who
tried to kill Krislina, by putting poison on her nipples. Device of another

racshasa frustrated; he was killed by Krishna, A violtnt wind came to kill

Krishna, but it was dissipated ; sports of Krishna with the cowhcrdesses in the

Vrindavanam. Matters pertaining to the story of the bhnraiam. Various

further devices to kill Krishna. His trampling on the head of the serpent

Calinga— Garuda daily destroyed a snake—curse of a rkld—the gopis sought

to get K/ish7iaRs a husband—the episode of up-holding the G'orerddhana

mountain—the apology of /wrfra for raining fire

—

Kri'ihna a. Hute player

—

songs of the <7o;;?'s—amusements in bathing— Camsa imprisoned the father, and

mother of Krishna. Camsa sent his charioteer Akruia to fetch Krishna—the

conversation of Akrurawhh Bala Bhadra and Krishna—entry on MaVhura

—punishment of a female clothes washer—punishment of ihe conucillois of

Camsa—killing of Camsa by Krishna—release of Vasi/dcva and Deviki from

jirison— recital of a famous poet.

Ullara bhagam— Krishna's marriage with Bvcmini, as his jiroper

wife ; and seven inferior marriages with Salijahhamni, and others.

The book is long, thick, old, at the end 14 leaves rccentlj added

to complete the finish—the beginning only defective.

27. No. 447. Bhagavatam.

The 10th scandam and uttara hlidgam..

Story of the lost jewel recovered, marriage with Rucmini—war with

Bdndsura father of 'Usha—the Knchelovyahliydnam—the yagam or sacri-

fice made by Vasu deva father of Krishna leaf 1

—

55 lacune 101— 137

lacune 156—294.

The book is long, and thick.

28. No. 448. Two pieces.

1.) Bdndsura ynddham otherwise termed 'Usha iiarhiayam; from

the lOtli book of the Bltdgavatam,

The clandestine amour between Aniruddha, grandson of Krishna
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and 'f/sAa daughter of Bdndsurn ; and a consequent war in which Kri<hna

conquered Siva; who intercederl, and made peace : 14 leaves complete.

2.) Gajendra mocsham from the 8th book of the Bliciratam : com-

posite metre.

Indra d//umna, an elephant king of Drdvida, by the curse of

Agasti/a, was horn as an elephant; and going one day to a river was laid

hold otf by a crocodile, or alligator. A furious stru<:^le ensued. The ele-

phant invoked the aid of Vishnu ; who apj^eared, and took the elephant to

his own paradise ; 12 haves complete.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, and some-

what injured,

29. No. 450. Bala Bhdgavatam.

Dwipada metre ; an abridged epitome of the 12 scandas of the

Bhdgavatam, for the use of children.

The book is long, and thick, somev.'hat old ; the two first leaves

damaged.

oO. No. 451. Abridged extracts from the Bhdgavatam and Bha-

ratam.

Only the 1st book of the work ; either unfinished, or incom-

plete as to the rest.

iSavunaca is made the speaker, and in the Naimisara vanam : com-

posite stanzas, complete. Vyasa's mind. Noredd's actions. Concerning

Ndrdyana. Other matters connected with the lihd^atam ; and then are-

turn to Krishna^ end details pertaining to (he Bhayavotom

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent in appearance.

31. No. 458. Parijatapahnranam.

Some stanzas in praise of Vishnu leaf 1 — 6, leaf 7— 13. The

episode of the paradise flower given by Ndreda to Krishna, and by him

to Rucmini ; with the consequent jealousy of /Sa^/yaft/zaz^wi?.- defective.

The book is short, thin, recent.

32. No. 468. Bhdgavatam, composite metre.

The 11th and 12th scandas complete.

The 11th contains an account of the destruction of the Yddavas.

The 12th, the solar and lunar lines—the Cali ytiga—dherma and

adherma— Vasudeva— Vis^hnCs incaranations—motions of the sun and moon

—the Brahma pralaya, or great deluge— death of Paricshita. Summary

of the Purdnas, An account oi Marcandeya—the 12 adifyas, or names of

the sun, in different signs of the zodiac.

The book is loner, thin, recent,
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33. No. 4G9. Bhdgavatam, slocas, with Telugu tica leaf 1—36.

The Gajendra mocsham from the 8th book, 4 adhyayas, com-

plete.

1. The excellency of the book, 2. The elephant, seized by an alligator, appeals to

Vishnu. 3. Fjs^?m came to the rescue, and released the elephant. 4. Fis;?7i?< gave various

instructions to the people, and then returned to Vdicont'Iia.

Another copy in Telugu only, composite metre, leaf 11— 16, a

fragment beginning with the seizure of the elephant : does not finish.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

34. No. 748. Fragment without title ; from some purdnam : 3

leaves.

Yama having come to seize Marcandeya a discourse ensued

between them.

Without boards, recent.

XXV. PurAnas— local, or mahatmyas.

1. No. 3B. Two pieces.

1.) Bhoja rajeyam, composite stanzas.

By Anandayya cdvi, 7 asvdsas.

Dattatreya to Bhoja raja.

This work includes three mahatmyas.

(1.) Prayagi mahatmyam, relating to the confluence of the Ganges,

Jumna, and Sarsootee rivers, near Allahabad,

(2) Hema cuia makatmyam, supposed to relate to the Himalayas.

(3.) Cdveri matmayam, relative to the Cdverix'wcT, near Trichinopoly.

Dattdtreya bathed morning, noon and evening, Bhoja raja asked the

reason, and the benefit ; and, at the said times of bathing DaitdtreyaxQoXiQ,^

to the king one of the said mahatmyams.

Bhoja raja had incurred a curse, involving leprosy, which further

influenced the said recital. It dwells on the merit of bathing inspecial places.

Leaf 1— 114 two leaves are deficient in the 2nd asvdsam, other-

wise complete.

2.) Setu mahatmyam—composite stanzas.

By Lacslimana cavi, 5 asvdsas.

On the fixing a linga on the isthmus by Bdma, and many other

matters as to bathing pools, and their virtues. See other notices : at the end

arc 37 blank leave?.

The book is long, and tliick.

c8
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Q. No. 54. Sri saila mahatmyam.

By Sesha nafkadhdrya, composite metre.

In 6 asvdsas, complete.

Vydsa told this legead to Sanatcuindra the son o^ Brahma , as though

it bad been narra,ted by Siva to Parvati.

Various tales, in the usual style, to illustrate the glory of the place.

As for example

—

Sildmanta rishi did penance, and hence oblained two sons ;

named Nandikesvara and Parvatam. Nandikesvara, performing penance,

obtained the gift of becoming the vehicle of Siva : like legends.

The book is of medium size.

3. No. 166. Garuddchalam, mixed metre.

Narasinha murti, the lord of Veddchala speaking deceitful words to

Lacshmi devi went out to hunt, and seeing a Chenji woman or savage, he

infatuated her, and brought her over. He then returned to bis town. The

Chenji people, missing the woman, sought for her some time, in vaia. At

If-ngth they found her ; and, on learning what had happened, they brought

her to Narasinho. deva. By a device of Lacshmi devi the parties were con-

fronted ; when he gave a man's weight in gold to the people, aaJ sent them

away ; complete on 28 leaves.

A legend like this is told of the Narasinha avatara ; but the above

seems rather to refer to a yadava king, named Narasinha.

The book is of medium length, thin, recent.

4. No. 193. Bhimesvara 'puranam. •

By Sri ndtlia ; composite stanzas.

Only a little of the 3rd and 4th asvdsas, towards the end of

each one ; without beginning.

Legend of Dacha rdmapuram. Agaslya to Vyasa, description of

that town. Praise of J3histnesvara, the name of the local image. Various

narratives. Agaslya then left Vyasa, to return to his wife. Vyasa himself,

in various ways, praised Bhimesvara. These, and a few like matters, in-

complete ; leaf 45—^58.

The book is long, without boards.

5. 205. For Sect : 1, see X.

Sect. 2. Panduranga mahatmyam.

Susila caVha only complete : composite metre.

Account of Susila—her chastity her husband's bad conduct. Vishnu

assuming the shape of a Brahmdch dri, C2ime to her, and promised food;

causing a few grains of rice in a vessel to increase, and satisfy her hunger.
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He then told her that her husband's disposition would alter for the better ;

and that she would have children. Her husband returned an altered man.
She bore children ; and in the end, by Vishnu s favor, both husband and
wife obtained beatification ; 19 leaves.

The entire book is somewhat long, and of medium thickness.

6. No. 262. Sarpa pura mahatmyam.

By Timma cavi, composite metre.

In three asvdsas complete.

From Agastya to Savunaca rishi, and Vasishta to Ambariza maha
raju.

Sarpa puri is east of the Godavery river. Description of it. There

are three rivers near it. If any one bathe in them, even the sin of Brah'

mahatti will be removed. One Ananda a king of Ndgas (or snakes) doing

penance to Vishnu there, received the favor of Vishnu's reposing oo it as a

couch.

Ndreda in BrahmoLS world boasted his having escaped the guile of

Vishnu. Sometime afterwards he returned to his own town. Going to a

pool of water to perform his early morning devotions, he was changed into

a bi^autiful woman, by Vishnu's powor {maya) ; in order to quell his haughty

boasting. A king's son nara( d JSlgunda, who came out to hunt, saw her,

and married her. She bore him a hundred children. But husband, and

children were killed by enc^mies. She wandered about, in that wilderness,

half distracted. Vishnu came, in the shape of an old Brahman ; and, stating

that there was a reason for his command, bade him go and bathe in a certain

pool. On doing so the proper form of Ndreda returned. He now perceived

the effecet of Vishmis maya ; and, with contrition on his own part, he praised

Vishnu who appeared personally, acknowledging Ndreda. The gnds and

men being v/itness, an image of Vishnu was set up in that place : 23 leaves

complete, and 1 leaf added slocas with three corresponding ])adyas in

Telugu on the sports of Krishna,

The book is long, and thin, without boards, and recent in

appearance.

7, No. 483. Vaisya purdnum, a legend of Pennaconda ; compo-

site metre,

By Bhascardchdrya cavi, as if told by Sdlangaya muni

to Vaisya muni. Only the 8th asvdsam.

This is part of an account of a transaction at Pennaconda ; occa-

sioned by king Vishnu Verddhana demanding the daughter of Kumu chetti.

This portion relates to the fire-sacrifice prepared, into which the said virgiu
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leaped ; first cursing the king. Wlien he heard the news \n^ head spht

asunder. Other persons perished Avith her ; and a great many families fled

in different directions, llie former were held in honor ; ihe latter degraded.

Bhascara protected the children of the sufferers, and instructed them. A.

copious genealogy is given of those who perished, and are held in honor ;

nothing of the others. They are stated to descend from an ancient rishi

named Sllunda muni raja. The genealogy is the larger half of this book.

There are elsewhere fuller notices of the entire purdna.

This book is long, thin, recent.

8. No. 524. ChoJca nafha charitra.

A Telugu version, dwipada metre of the Madura local 2^i"d7iam, on

the 64 sports of Siva, as Sundara, or Choka naVha. In sansciit styled

Hala^ya mahatmyam, or the laughter-legend. This version is by Tiru

Vencatendra, son of one Tippa raja,.

The Look is of medium length, thick.

XXVI. Roman Catholic.

1. No. 5?}S. Two pieces.

1.) Epitome of the Satya vedam ; the symbol of the cross is pre-

fixed : 2 chapters complete.

Praise of Jesus, as the son of tlie Virgin Mary—account of his birth

—life—death ; and resurrection—with the miracles following. Praise of

his conduct, and bcneficient actions : 5 leaves,

2.) Dis'iourse betv/een a gurzc and disciple.

An exposition, in prose, of the Ten Commandments. On the need of

Christian instruction. On self examination, or soul-searching (dtma

sodhana). On repentance. If sin be not repented of, the results will be

very evil. Various other matters, relative to Christianity. See 2nd Family

MSS.
This book is of medium length, thin, without boards, looks

recent.

XXVII. Romance historical.

01. No. G. For Sect. 1 see IX. Section 2 see X.

Sect. 3. /Izrama vdsa parvam, from the Bhdratam.

Sect. 4. Mdusala parvam, from the same. The above two in

ipadyas, by Tikkana somayajin.

Sect. 5. Malta prastlianica parvam. By the same.

Sect. 6. Sverga rohana parvam, by the same. The 4 sections

are complete.
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1. No. 37. SJbadchacraverti charitram. Composite metre—in

8 asvdsas, complete. By Mala recldi son of Kdche hhwpala, but as if

narrated by Suta rishi to Savunaca.

Harischandra—Nnla— Purucucsha— Sdfjara—Kartavirya^ and two
others, universal sovereigns— their birth ; mode of ruling their kingdoms

—

their sufferings—these, and connected matters are narrated, in the eight

sections : leaf 1— 159.

The book is long, thick, old, damaged at the beginning.

2. No. 49. Nala charitram, dtvipada metre, complete.

The episode from the 'Araiiija parvam oi i[\Q Bhdratam, io\([hj

Bruhadasva muni to Dherma rdja, as affording consolatory hope, in trouble.

The book is of medium size, old, and much injured.

o. No. 52. Rangha ravu charifra, or Bopalli cat'ha : composite

metre.

By Ndrdyana cavi—o asvdsas complete. Nareda told to De-
vendra.

An account of Rangha ravu a northern chieftain—his various tran-

sactions, Avith Nizam Ali, and others, poetically narrated. The foundation is

historical. In the Mackenzie MSS- the English sprdling is i^M^/^/a-rao and

Bobili : other, and fuller notices may be consulted. Y. 2nd Family.

The book is of medium length, thick, recent in appearance; as

taken from the said manuscripts.

4. No. 60. For sections 1 and 3 see XXIX.

Sect 2. Harischandra charitram ; dwip)ada metre.

Marcandeya to Dherma rdja.

The legend of Harischandra deceived by Visvamiira, losing his

kingdom^ and anon re-gaining it, because he would not lie.

The book, as a whole, is long, thick recent.

5. No. 78. Nala charifra, dwipada metre.

The episode in the Bhdratam, but there are only 60 leaves in

irregular order.

On Nald's amour, and marriage with Damayanti—misfortune

through the enmity of Sani, 8fc.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly damaged.
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6. No. 86. Rdghava Vdsudeinyam.

By Singhardchary a, composite metre.

1—5 asvdsas, but not finished.

This work has a relation to III and being read in one sense gives

the life of the son of Raghii i. e. Rama ; and, rfad in another sens'^ of the

same words, gives the adventures of the son of Vas}i, clevu i. e. Krishia. It

occurs elsewhere in tije collection : ieaf 1— 52.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, is slightly

injured.

7. No. 93. Nala raja charitram, dtvipada metre, incomplete :

leaf 66—9J.

It comes down to DamayantVs vain search for her husband, and

JSlalas return to Vilerba puram.

The book is of medium length, thin, injured.

8. No. 94. Fijaya vilasam.

By Vencata raju, composite metre.

1st asvdsam complete, the 2nd defective.

The cause of Arjiina's (apocryphal) pilgrimage to the south country

— amour with a Ndya canya, named Uhtchi ; birth of his son, named

Ilavanta -iu.\i\\GT adventures on pilgrimage— love affair at Madura with

Chilrangi, the king's dauohter — birth of a son named Papiravahana — ^glxt

with alligators, and thereby delivering imprisoned nymphs— not further :

32 leaves, and at the ei-d 28 slocas, on 4 leaves, from the Amaram names of

goJs.

[The above romance originates with the Canarese cla?sic work the

Jaimuni Bhdratam ; and it has thence worked its way into all the langu-

ages of the south. It is wholly fiction, up to the affair with Krishna s

sister; not in the above].

The book is long, thin, without boards, a lilt'e damaged.

8. No. 101. Sringdra Naishadam.

By Sri ndfha ndmadheya cavi, composite metre, 1st and 2nd

asvdsas complete, the 3rd has only 1 leaf. Brihadasva to Dherma raja

— the episode o^ Nala from the 'Aranya parvam oi the Bhdratam:

leaf 1—23, but 10, 12, 19 are wanting.

The book is long, thin, without boards, much damaged.
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9. No. 102. Krishna saddndtliiyam.

By Vencnta nrisinha cavi : composite metre—incomplete.

Founded on the 10th book of the Bhdgavatam : 1st and Snd asvdsas

complete, the 3rd defective.

Naieda having come to Brahma's sabha, or court, told all the details

of Krishna's pi-oceedings with the (jopalas and yopis ; concluding by asking,

who he was ? Brahma in some suspense, came down with a view to make

personal observation ; and he imprisoned -several of the gopalas and gopis in

a cavern. Kruhna on learning this circumstance, created others, just hkc

them, and bid them go home, as had been usual with those imprisoned.

Many other trials of his power made : issuing in Brahma., and all tlie gods

acknowledging Krishna's divinity : leaf 1—41.

The book is long, and thin.

10. No. 106. Bajiomati parinayam.

By Rangha taju namadheya cavi,

1st asvdsam wants three leaves at the beginning, 2iid asvdsam is

defective : Vaisampayana, to Janamejaya.

Bana and Padmini had a daughter named Banomati—her youth—

-

her suffi rings inflicted by Cama's arrow. Krishna being one day with

Rucm'mi and Satyahhaumi, the joun^vfomanBanomaii came thither— Nartda

also ; and, on ascertaining Avho she was, he asked to whom could she be given

in marriage. Krishna said to Sahadeva one of the five Pdndavas, The

2)oem comes down to the preparations for marriage, and breaks off.

The book is long, thin, without boards, and sliglitly damaged.

\\. No. llo. Vijaya viidsam—divlpada metie.

A description of Indraca prestlia town. Krishna sent an ambassa-

dor to the 5 Pdndavas. The oritjin o^ Arjuna's pilgrimage to various

shrines, and the beginning of his journey— 80 far oidy. At the end a stanza,

and a money table.

The book is long, thin, without boards, a little damaged.

12. No. 123. Two Sections of the ij//ar«?'fiOT.

1.) Drona lyurvam, fragment, without beginning or end, composite

stanzas.

The fight in which Drona led, after the death of Bhishma.

2.) Stri parvam—^ leaves only—from the midst: composite

stanzas.

The gritf of women for husbands, or children slain in battle.

The book is long, very thin, injured, leaves taken from some

other book—precious mode of book making !
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13. No. 125. Prasanna Rucjhava, satacam vriilta stanzas 157.

Au epitome of the purva bhagam, or first 6 books of the Rdmuyanam

from the birth of Rama to his being crowned at Ayoddhya, after the con-

quest of Rdvana : 3-i leaves.

The book is of medium length, without boards, one leaf dama-

ged.

14. No. 142. A commentary on the Rdmdyanam. By Rdvana

dammiyam.

There is more than one version of the Sanscrit poem in Telugu
;

to which of them this comment relates is not stated. The book does

not contain the original padyas ; but word by word is explained in

prose, a verbal ilea without distinction as to sections ; and, beginning

with the sacrifice made by Da,saratlia to procure offspring, it proceeds

as far as Hanumans visit to Lanca where he discovered Sita.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards—wants

beginning and ending.

15. No. 145. Ahimanya 'parinayam, padyas.

By Lacslimi pati cavL

The 1st asvdsam complete, the 2nd wanting, the 3rd and 4th

complete.

A lengthened, and extravagant romance ; of which only incoherent

portions are here. Suhhadra thought to marry her son Abimanyu to

Svsi-rekha. daughter of Bala JJhadra ; but many obstacles intervened
;

owing to the young woman having been affianced to Duryodhana^s son :

the denouement is wanting. A fuller copy elsewhere.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness.

16. No. 151. Harischandropakkydnam.

B}' Sancara cavi, composite stanzas,

Marcandeya to DJierma raja.

The 1st asva sa7u wanting 2nd to 5th complete.

This book bas only one simple meaning. Haruchandra going out

to hunt was overseen by Visvamiira, who cheated him of his kingdom.

He asked money for sacrifice, which was promised. In the hunt Harischan'

d»-rt gave directions to avoid the hermitage of Vhvamitra ; but the latter

caused the appearance of a deceptive deer to draw him on. The ri/hi then

sent twenty deceptive para females to amuse him by their dancing, &c. He
promised them gifts : they repHed, not so, he must marry th< ra. The mantria

carac, and maltreated the woaen. Vismuuifra ^ippearcd and said, if you heat
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any woman * I'll kick tlie crown off your head, unless you marry them'. Tlie

king would not marry low outcastes ; but offered his kingdom ; which Visva-

mitra took. Thence proceeds the distress of the tale. Ilarischandra,

with his wife, went into the wilderness—their separation—and mutual re-

cognition, on the death of their son. Their return, and renewed prosperity.

Visx'dmilras craft is otherwise stated, in other poems.

The book is of medium length, thick, without boards, recent

in appearance.

17. No. 15G. Nala charitra.

Brijiadasva to Dherma rcija, dictpada.

— parva hhdgam, from the beginning down to Nala's visit in disguise

to Damayanti, to deliver a message.

—uttara bhdgam— after the marriage, the hunting matcli, and playing at

dice ; returning to tlie wilderness— separation.

The narrative is not continuous, owing to leaves M^anting in the

midst : 67 leaves remsin, or have been taken from some other book.

This one is long, of medium thickness, without boards, much
injured.

18. No. 158. ?duUi Rdmdyanam,

Composite metre leaf 1—25, the homa of Rdvana, named

pdtdla— this complete.

—Kishkinda cdndam 1 asvdaam on 5 leaves ; lliis section complete : the killing of

Vali, and crowning of Sugriva.

—Simdara candnm 1 ascnsam 31 leaves ; this section complete ; the search for

Sita. Hanumaii's success, and as far as to beginning to build a bridge over the sea.

•

—

Yuddha cdndam 2 asvdiaui, 31 leaves defective—the bridge built

—

Lanca leseig-

cd—beginning of the fight. At tlic end arc three leaves, on the beginning ceremony

of Sita s marriage.

Another specimen of book making.

This one is of medium, length, thick, old, not injured.

19. No. 171. Two pieces.

1.) Vijaya vildsam, composite stanzas.

By Vencata raja.

The 1st asvdsam wanting, the 2nd and 3id complete, to the

end of the work.

From the amour ofA rjuna with C/iitrangadd the daughter of Chitra

bdhana, king of Madura—birih of a son named Bapravdhana—B^dventurcs
thenceforward to Arjnna's elopement with Suhhadra sister of KruJina.

The coming of Bala Bhadia with an army of Vadavas ; and the amicable

arrangement made : leaf 14—66,

d3
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2.) radaiya namhi charilm.

By Nimma vdt'ha : mixed metre.

A Brahm:ni named Jadaii/nri, living in Tiru nuualur, had a son born nam«l

Namhi ; an'l at tlie same time a woman named Paramananchari was born in the house of

a pigoda prostitute. Bolli tliesc birtlis were incarnations of celestials sent down to earth,

a-3 a punishment for some fault. Wiien Nciinbl was grown up, and at the time when he

sliould assume the saorei thread S'tva as ValinHesvarn, tlie local god of the town, ap-

peared, and claimrd the young man, as his own son. He supported him in all abundance.

At length the god gi-anted the youug man's desire of being naarried to the srf&resaid

Paramannnchuri. .ifter some time Nambi with his wife, her relatives, and the king of tho

c/untry, all arrived safe at Cailasa, 17 le.ivcs complete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

J2(). No. 201. Slta vlja/fam; an extravaganza: composite metre.

llomasa maha muni to Dherma raja.

After Bdnii had conquered Rdivina and was crowned at Ayoddhya, Agastija with

others came to congratulnte him ; and repeated certain connected matters overagain. An
aerial voice then said it was a small thing to have overcome the ten-faced one, but that

in Saca dtc'.pa in the town, Mayapuri, there was a linta muc^ha or o e witli a liundred faces

if he were killed, it would relieve the devcis. Thereupon linnia, with his brother Lacshma

va, his wife Slta, and an army went in that direction. Tliey severally mounted on Hanu-

man, and went over. After some skirmishing Satd muc'lta himself came. Slta taking

rockets in hand, launched them, and so kflled him.

This feat over the party mounted once more on Ilanurnan, and came

to Cailaso, where Siva and Pfl/t'«rj sat enthroned. lidrna and Sita bowed

lo them in homage, and they returned the salutation. At the desire of Siva

and ParKcitl, Rdiaa shevved them his visva riipa, or universal fonii. In the

end, wliile flowers were showered down from heaven, they returned to Ayoddhya

and prospeied : 37 leaves complete— at the end Dasarat'ha satacam 96 to

104 vruta stanzas, praise of Rama as the son of Dasarat'ha,

21. No. 2] 5. Jdnaka rdgliavam.

By Benta inuli KrisJmayya, padyas.

In 5 asrdsas complete.

Description of Ayoddhya jnirL Dasarat'ha, ruling thfrc, had four

SOTIH, Fdma, Lacahmana, Bharata, and Saltraynd. Their mode of birth.

Rama and Lac<hmana, by means of ViavomUru, visited ^Ut'hila—some cir-

cumstances hy the way

—

Farva'i came disgttised as a C«/-rt^^/ (gipsy) and

told Sifa that Rama would be her husband. The marriage of /i'««a with

fSita. Their return towards Ayoddhya. Affair with Paroau Rama Avho

was defeated. Rama's reception at homo ; and connected matters ; leaf 168

—230.

The book is long; of nicilium Ihickncso; williout boarcly.
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22. No. 229. Prasaujia RaaJidva aaiacam, vriitla stanzas 101.

An epitome of the stoiy of ibc Rdmdyanam, from the beginning, down

to the end of the jmrva portion ; the return of Edmu after his conquest ; 17

leaves; wanting the 11th with stanza 111 to 119.

The book is long, without boards, injured.

2o. No. 238. Kirartarjuniyam,

By Krishna, composite luetre.

1st and 2nd oscdsas complete ; the 3rd defective. Vyasa to Dherma

raja, the latter directed Arjuna to go, and do penance at India kiladri (a

hill) addressed to Siva, for the life destroying weapon. Siva, being aware,

came with Parvafi, and celestial attendants. One Muc4sura was doing pe-

nance to obtain Cailasa. Siva turned him into a boar; which he appeared

to hunt. Arjuna killed the boar with an arrow— no further here : leaf 142,

199.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has one board, recent;

in appearance.

24. No. 273. Draupadi achayya valuvalu, the endless evolving of

Draupadis garments. By Fencata dasa ; verse and prose, mingled.

In a gaming match with Duryndhana^ Dherma raja lost his kingdom.

The former had envied the latter's prosperity. Draupadi was given up as a

pledge ; he ordered her clothes to be stripped off in public as a disgrace.

Krishna miraculously caused her garments to multiply, as fast as others were

6trij)ped oflf. The work comes down to the sojourn of the Pdndavas with

Drdiipadi, in a wilderness. At a later time Krnhna told Satyalhatima

that he helped Draupadi, on that occasion, because of her excellence, and

chastity : 38 leaves complete.

The book is of medium size, without boards, much injured.

25. No. 281. Sugriva vijayam, mi-s,ed metre, incomplete.

The friendship of J?aOTa with Sugrica—the killing of Vdli elder-

brother of the latter, and crowning Sugriva in his stead ^ leaf 1—21, but 4, 5,

9, 12 wanting.

The book is of medium length, old, a little damaged.

26. No. 317. Godugula vachanam : prose.

An extract from the Rdmdyanam ; when Rama paraded his army
around Lanca, Ravana ascended the north tower to look on. Rdma being
incensed, discharged an arrow, which cut the umbrella of Havana, the fans

&c., into pieces ; nine narrow leaves, medium length, a little damaged.

27. No. 318. Rdghu vamsam, the tica only of the 4th sargam

complete, the 5th defective, 28 leaves.

The ])ook is long, has no boards, looks recent.
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28. No. 355. Siia halydna, marriage of Sita—p«*ose, incomplete.

The celestials made a complaint against Rdvatia, his brother Curnhhu'

carnn, and others. Vishnu promised to become incarnate, and was born as a

son of king Dasarath'a. Visvamiira took Rama and Lacshmana to the

svayamvaiani of Sita. An account of their great beauty. Visvamiira

made a speech—and there the account breaks off.

21 leaves, medium length, no boards, damaged—many such,

bits are wanting in the E. I. H. M.SS.

2d. No. 415. Rdmdyanom, padyas.

The sundara and yiiddha cdndanis complete.

From Hanuman!s first search after Sita down to her final rescue, and

return to Ayoddhya ; leaf 1—331, but many leaves in the midst are wanting*

The book is long, very thick.

SO. No. 416. Rdmdyanam : 2^adyas.

The yuddha cdndam : a fragment.
^

The highest number is 501, but many intermediate leaves are gone,

there remain 1 86 leaves in all. This, and the foregoing ought to be one book.

This is long, thick, and has no boards.

30|. No. 417. Uttara Rdmdyanam.
By TikhJiana somayajin : composite metre.

The birth of Rdvaaa^ Cuvihhaherna and others—their penance

—

Rhemla—birth of Sita—birth of Vdli and Suyriva—birth of Hanuman : their

prowess.

After the war Ramans dismissal of Sita to a forest : her residence in

Valmikis hermitage^—birth of Cusa and Lava—Rama's horse-sacrifice—the

horse caught by Z,ava—Rama himself came—reconciliation effected by

Valmihi.

The book is long, and thick.

31. No. 418. Uttara Rdmdyanam.

By Kdukati pdpu rdju cari ; 2^(idyas.

The 1st and 2nd asvdsas the 3rd defective ; 5th and 6th com-

plete, 7th defective.

Agastya's visit to Rama at Ayoddhya and subsequent discourse.

The genealogy of Rdvana deduced from PidasVhya. Rdvanas birth

—

penance—gifts acquired thereby. His war processions, with their varied

results. The birth of Hammdn ; detail of gifts received by him—protected

from Indra's wrath—gift afterwards received— birth of Vali and Sxigriva,

and following events, inclusive of the \f?a'-~Sita sent avray to the hermitage

of Valmiki—counsel taken as to an asvamcdha ydrjam—breaks off: leaf

1—89; 71 leaves are wanting, then 160 to 188 right, without finishing.

The book is long, thick, witli an iron pin.
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o2. No. 419. Bala Rdmccyanam, slocas with a Telugu ilea, com-
plete.

Three smaller leaves are prefixed, containing slocas only, from some
other copy.

An epitome of ihe contents of the Rnmdyanam, intended for schools :

leaf 1—21,

The book is long, without boards.

32^. No. 420. Bala Rdmayananii slocas 105, with the meaning
in Telugu.

An epitome of the Bd'oiayanam for ihe use of schools.

The book is of medium length, thin, not old, yet somewhat de-

cayed.

32j. No. 421. Bala Ramdyanam, slocas, with tica in Telugu.

An epitome of the Rdmayariam, for schools : 13 leaves and 4 leaves

affixed, praise to Ganesa, no tica.

The book is lopg, without boards, a little injured.

33. No. 422. Vasishta Rdmdyanavi*

Valmiki related to Bh.aradwaja the ethical instructions crJvcn to

Rama by Vasishta—on moral deportment—and on obtaining beaiification.

This is an "accommodation"- of the Rdmdyanam—iox sectarial ob-

jects: composite metre. By Sinyhandr'ya.

1st and 2nd asvdsam complete 3rd defective—leaf oG— 118=62.

These leaves are taken out from some other book ; and the

hook so made is of medium size, much injured by worms.

34. No. 423. Miilli Rdmdyanam.

By Retna viiiUi, daughter of Jitu hiru hesama chetfi—com-

posite metre.

An abridgement of the Rdmdyanam, in 6 asvdsas, the Srd wants
leaves 81—84 ; the 6th has 3 asvdsas— in all 102 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, narrow leaves.

35. No. 424. Miilli Rdmc'iyanam.

By Reina miilli, composite metre.

Abridgement— each of the 6 cdndams reduced to an asvdsam, except

the last one, for which there are 3 asvdsams. From the birth of Rama, till

his return to Ayoddhya, and being crowned there : leaf 1—62.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.
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35^, No. 425. MilUi Rdmdijanam.

1 asvdsam for each of the five l^i cdndams : ^ asv.dsamsiox i\\e

ytiddha cdndam—22, leaves.

The book is long, has no boards, is little injured.

o5|. No. 426. Rangha ndt'/ia Rdmdyanam, dwipada metre.

The six candams, from the opening to the close of the poem, but tho

leaves are wanting in tbe midst, and the numbering of the leaves is not

always legible.

The book is long, of double thickness, old, much injured, and

especially at the beginning.

36. No. 427. Rangha ndi'ha Rdmuya7iam.

By Rangha ndt'lia : dwipada metre.

The Bdia—A yoddhya—'Aravya—Kishkinda—Siindara— YuddJia,

cdndams ; but not complete.

Birth and adventures of Rama, down to Ilanuy^iaii s going to Savjivi

mount, to bring away a rock, &c.

The numbering of the leaves cannot be made out, because the book is

injured.

It is long, thick, old, damaged.

SQ\. No. 428. Rangha ndVha Rdmdyanam ; dwipada metre.

The Bdlfi and Ayoddlnja cdndams want some leaves ; the 'Aranya,

Kishkinda, and Sandora cdndams are complete ; the Yuddha cdndam defec-

tive. Some of the leaves are numbered, some not— and there are 39 blank

leaves— 247 in all.

The book is long, very thick, near the beginning much damaged
;

the remainder looks recent.

37. No. 429. Rangha ndtlia Rdmciyayiam.

By Rangha ndilia—dwipada verses 257.

1—5 cdndams complete, the 6th or Yuddha cdndam defective.

Sometimes known as the dwipada Rdmdyanam.

The book is long, thick, with an iron pin, in some places damaged,

38. No. 430. Rangha ndtlia Rdmdyanam, dwipada metre.

The Dal i— A yoddhya—Aranya—Kishhitida— Sundara candams

are right, the Yuddha cdndam defective.

Many leaves in the midst are wanting , the deficiency at the end con-

siderable.

The book is long, thick, old, variou.'?ly injured.
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39. No. iJI. Rdmdyanam, dwipada n\e\.i-c.

The Sundara cdndam-.ihG em\)di.^^y o'l Ilanuman to tliscovor Sita, and

consequent proceedings : leaf 24—97, the 84th wanting.

The book is of medium length, without boards, injured.

40. No. 432. Bhdratcuii : 3 parvams.

By TiJfkana somayajin.

The Sduptlca parvam, 2 asvdsas,

,, Stri ,, ~ 5,

The Mdusala parvam 1 asvdsam.

Sduplica— the device of Asvadama— his kiUing the children of the

Pandavas, missing the fathers— next day Bhima and Arjana went to Krish-

na : and by Ms advice Arjuna gave his crown-jewel to Parvali ; leaf 1 42.

Slri—Mourning of the v>'oraen over relatives slain—burning the dead

bodies ; leaf 4-3—79.

Mdusala—birth of an iron pestle in place of a child owing to the

curse ofcertain Munis : account of the de.-truction of the Yudavas : by advice,

the pestle, (or mace) was filed to dust, to prevent its doing Isarm, and the

dust cast on the sea shore It sprang up in the shape of leeds, each one

deadly. On a quarrel arising, the Yudavas seized these reeds, and

v,^ith them killed each other, fulfilling the curse. Account of ^^^//^i^, his

going to burn the remains, after the slaughter. He gathered together

the wives oi Krishna—some wild, savage, people followed, and attacked the

escort, carrying offsome ot the wives— the otherBArjuna took safe to IJastind-

puri: leaf 80—102.

Written on the label.

*' The ddi, parvam was once here : but was sent to Europe.

41. No. 433. Bhdrafam—2 parvams.

By T'ikJiana somayajin.

J)r6na parvmn 5 asvdsams. MausaJa pan-ami asvasam.

Kama „ 3 „ Maha prastanica ., 1
,,

f>ali/a „ 2 ,, Sver(/a rohana „ 1 ,,

Utrt „ 2 „

The Drona, Kama, Salya, contain the battles tinder these leaders, the

Stri and Mdusala as above.

Maha prastanica the pilgrimage of the five Pandavas and Draupadi ;

and their severally dropping down dead by the way. Dherma raja left alone,

went on, followed by a black oog ; his desire to see his brethern in the other

world. 'Sccrrjarohrtna. description of two compartments, or divisions in the
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other world, (as in Virgils ^'Enekl) ; one penal and purifying ; the other one

a happy world. Dhermd raja was first shewn the purgatory (or Tartarus) and

•with surprize, saw his brothers there, in a state of suffering. Ndreda {o\y\.

him the reason. Diiryodkana and his friends had first done some good,

and the merit was first rewarded. The Pandavas had committed some

sins, these were first punished ; after a while the case would alter, and a re-

verse, in either case, occur.

The book is long, doubly thick, very slightly injured.

4^. No. 434. Bhdratam : the ctdi parvam.

8 asvdsas, complete, composite metre.

The version by Nannayya hhatt.

S'u'a to other rishis in tlie Nahnisara vanam. An outline of

the 18 piirdnams—serpent, and Garuda—death oi Paricshita—i\\G sarpa

yagam to kill snakes, by Janawejaya—Vyasa sent Vaisampoycaia to

narrate to Janamejaya the various details of the J3hdratam—birth of

Yijasa—oi decas— oi daityas And danavas—yacshas—gandharhaSf &c., birth

of various iwias or goblins—genealogical list of kings — the lunar line, and

matters relating to the parentage of the Pandavas—the devices of their ene-

mies, under Duryadhana—the deceptive house of wax—the marriage with

Drdupadi, &c.

252 leaves, 20 leaves wanting in the midst.

The book is long, very thick, old, and much damaged.

43. No. 435. Bhdratam; i^adyas.

By Nannayya hhalt : the ddi parvam, in 8 asvdsams ; see the

next No. leaf 1—203.

The book is long, very thick, with a wooden pin.

44. No. 436. Bhdratam, p)o,dyas.

By Nannayya hhatt '. the sabha pat vain - In two asvdsatns.

The building a hall of audience in IndracapresVha, by Moya—
Ndrcdds advice— the raja sivya ydgam—the killing of Jaramndha by

Bhima—and during the progress of the yugavi, the killing of Sisupala by

Krishna, with his army—Afterwards Duryadhana having been aiFrcnted,

consulted with Sacuni about killing Bhima—the gaming match Avith

dice—and i-esults—among them Draupadi publicly stripped of her gar-

ments—the departure of the /'a?iG?rtya5 for the wilderness leaf 3—61.

The book is long, without boards, two leaves arc damaged.
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43. No. 137. JiJiuralam, padtjaa.

—the Udyoya pan-am in four asvdsams.

Th3 embassy of Krishna before the war ; aud tho warhke prepara-

tions for combat.

The book is of medium length, thick, neat writing.

46. No. 438. Bhdratam ; padijas.

By Tikkana sumayajln : 3 books,

1. Karna parvam, in three asvdsas : the IGth and 17th days fights,

under Karna as leader.

2. Salya parvam, in 2 asvdsas. the 18th dny's fight, under i^dfya, who
was killed at mid-day. Thereupon Duryodhana succeeding, took refuge in

a water-pool. Bhinia went in; fought with him there; and killed him

with his mace.

3. Sduptica parvam in two asvasams. Mourning for 108 sons of

Dritarashtra : ^-l.^yat^Ma/wa made general —his plot to kill the Pandavas,

frustrated by Krishna—instead, he killed the sons of the PanfZara*. Fight

between Arjuna and Asvadhama, Vyasa advised to take blood from the

head of Asvadhama, as he was a Brahman, and chiranjici or immortal.

A rocket launche;! by Asvadhama was turned aside by Krishna : 151 leaves

in all, and 6 blank.

The book is long, and thick.

47. No. 439. Bhdralam ; padyas.

By Tikkana somayajin: two books in transposed order

—

Siri

pa)-vani and Scilya parvam.

Salya parvam as above leaf 31— 102.

Slri parvam—grief of the women over the dead bodies of the slain.

As Bhhna had killed Duryodhana, the latter's father formed a device to kill

him, by an embrace. Krishna substituted an iron image : leaf 1 —38.

The book is long, somewhat thick.

48. No. 440. Bhdratam, padyas.

The Bhishma parvam in 3 ascasas.

The Drona parvam in 5.

By Tikkana somayajin.

The battles under Bhishma and Drona leaf 1

—

^Qd.

The book is long, aud very thick.

'e3
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49. No. 4:52. Vasishta rdmdyanam.

By Singhandrija—composite metre.

In 5 avasams as if from Valmiki to Bhdradwuja,

1st asv : The birih and rearing of Edma, Visvamitra came to

Aijoddhya—Rdma asked, and Visvmitra replied; dissuading him from a

.secular life—and preferring the ascetic vairagyam. Then Vasishta spoke

concerning the three stages of beatification or via mocsham,

2nd asv. Vasishta related to Rama, by many legends and examples,

the origin of the world.

3rd asv. Vasishta to Rama the legends of Sucra— Dana—Bhima—
Ddcura—Diva desa ,• by these five examples he explained the state of this

present world.

4th asv. Vasishta to Pd^fi on virtue and vice : king Janaca^-Bali—
Prahlada— Gdti (father of Visvamitra) Udlarun—Suragu—IBhasa— Vi-

dahavya—Ahasapatya ; by these itihasas or ancient stories, be explained how
any one may serve, and please the Divine Being, even in a secular state of

life.

5th asv. Vasiihta to Rama—legends oi Basnnda—Deca piija— Ch'dva

Sildcya— Arjana— Sata rudra— Vetala —Bhagirati -Sic'hi dvaja—Kirata

~ Chintdnwfii— Gaja— Siidali—Kaja—Mitya jmrusha— Brzmji — Icshsvacu

— Vyusa— Bhumigopa— by these example, he explained the ascetic life of a

gymnosophist.

The book is long, of medium thickness, leaves new, boards old.

50. No. 453. Rdmdyanam
;
padyas.

The Bala cdndam : defective.

Description of Ayoddhya— Dasaratluis desire for a son—birth of

four brothers. Visvamitra having come, asked that Rama and Lacshmana

migiit be sent to protect their sacrifices, by driving away racshasas that

troubled them. On receiving a refusal Visvamitra was angry—so far only

here.

—2 leaves fragment—sWca*—the wife of Dilipa rdja—amorous sports

described.

—2 leaves fragment, slucas, description of Ganga.

—2 leaves fragment

—

slocas—the marriage pandal (or booth) of Dilipa,

and the crowd of guests assembled.

The book is long, thin, recent, has no boards.
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51. No. 454. Binmi/anam, jJCicli/as.

1.
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57. No. 471. Jidr/Hryanatn: Qs h'iigmcnt o{ the Yiuld/ia cdndaw,

!i few stanzas.

Some wild men [VannraaJ went, and killed Mandotari, wife oi Ha-

vana ; and destroyed the Patala homa or infernal fire-offering, that Jta-

vana was making. Afterwards Itatmna set his army army against Rama— to

the beginning of the combat ; 4 leaves only.

The book is of medium size

;

bS. No. 481, For Sect : 1 see XXX.

Sect. 2. Ramdyanam 218 citaranas of a kind usually chanted

by women, and containing an abstract of the lldmdyanam for sec. 3

see XXXI.

The entire book is somcwbat long, and thick, looks recent,

.59. No. 487. RtimdycDiam ; padyas.

By Bhascara cavi.

I Bull (andam, 1 asvd&am, 2 Aijoddhi/a c. 1 nsviisaji/, 3 'Aranya c, 2 asv:

4 Kislikinda c, 1 usv : 5 Simdara c, 1 asv i 6. Yuddlia c— defective 63 blank leave3 at

the end.

The book is long, and very thick, with a brass pin.

60. No. 488. Bharatani : padyas.

By Tikkawj, somayaj in.

The itdyoga parvam 1st asv: complete.

The 2nd defective. Embassy o( Krishna, DurT/oddhaiia' s -pvoceedings,

pi-eparations for war.

The book is long, thick, but ^ is blank leaves, recent,

61. No, 489. Bhdratam—padyas.

By Tikkana somayajin.

The Udyofja parvam 4 asvdsams.

The Pandavas, after quitting the wilderness, disguised themselves foj.

one year. Messages from them to Drilarashtra, and vice versa ; Duryoddhana

would not listen to Krishna ; and behaved treacherously to him, Assem ing

of troops on cither side—warlike preparations—battle array : leaf 1— 214.

The book is long, thick, recent.

62. No. 490. Blidratam—-padyas.

By Tikkana somaijjiji—S books.

1. Salya parvam, 2 astdsams.

2. Sdiiptica „ 2 ,,

3. S/n, „ 2 .,

}'idc 40 Nc. 438, lliis is anoilicr copy.
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1. Oil the (loath oi Kama, the command was given lo Salija— fight and

death ; great slaughter : Kripachin, Asvadliama^ Krlta verna and DurijO'

dhana remainintr, the latter hid himself in a pool of water. Fight hand

to hand with Bhima—the <7a//a of the latter pi'evai led. After the victory

Knshim and Vynsa went to Gonduri dcvi, mother of DuryodJiana to

console and appease her ; apprehensive of her curse. The three went,

and saw the hody of Duryodhava ; and Asvadhama became general.

2r The device of AsvoJ/icdio. to destroy the Pandovashy a night attack.

Krishna, knowing this device, caused the Pavdavas to move off;- their

children Avere killed, lihlmo, Arjiina and Krnhva went and took off

the croAvn-jew(-l from the head of Asvadhama ; D>-(h'padi was consoled

in her sorrow.

3, Visits to console Dritarnshira—his device to crutch Bhima frustrat-

ed. Gandari dcvi and other women uttered lamentation over the slain.

Dead bodies burnt. Dhenna raja recognizing his eider brother Kama
wept, burnt his body.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

(jo. No. 491. Blinratam : padyas.

The Udyuga ^;ari-o??(', 1—4 asvdsams, ride svpra 61, No. 489.

BJiishma made general of the Kavras ; after the rejection of all pro-

posals towards an accommodation—war prepared.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very slightly injured.

Gi". No. 492. Bhdrntam ; 'padyas.

By Nannayya hhafta.

The 'Aranya 'parvam 1—7 asvdsams.

After the gaming match, the sojourn of the Pandavas in the wilder-

ness— Bhimd's encounter wirh a racshasa, named Kimmira, and another

named Jadasura.

Arjund's penance, and procuring a deadly weapon

—

Indra\<i lessons,

and devices. Arjuna released Duryndltona from a gandharha's hands.

Many rnhis came to condole with /^>//erma ?Y//a, in his affliction— the ej)i.

sode of Nala ; events of 12 years passed in a wilderness.

The book is long, very thick, recent.

65. No. 505. Fragment of the Rdmdyanam, composite metre.

Some circumstances in the life of Rama, after the war. A few names

of kings of the solar line : leaf 110— 120— possibly some admixture from

the llaghu vamsa.

The book is long, old, without boards, damaged : many like

bits were found to be missing in the E. I. IT. MSS.
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66. No. 508. Miilli Rdmdyanam.

By Midli amma, composite metre, extracts—some stanzas from

the Yiuldha cdndam—Some others from the message by Anjada—with

the remonstrances of Mandotari against war.

The book is of medium length, thin, has no boards the num-

bers on the leaves not regular.

67. No. 518. Rdivdyanam : padyas.

It is called Bhdscara Rdmayanam ; though in part the work of

other persons.

1. Bald Cdndam, by Mallicarjuna.

2. Ayoddhya ,, by JRudra deva.

3. 'Aranya „ by Bhuscari, 2 nsvdsas.

4. Kishkinda „ by Mallicarjuna.

5. Siindara ,, by Bhascara.

From the birth of Rama, down to the return of Hanuman fiom

lionca^ with a report of the discovery of SxlcCs abode ; appeasing tiie grief

of Rama, and his associates.

The book is long, of treble thickness, quite recent In appear-

ance.

68 No. 5o2. Hari vamsam, padyas.

By Yarrayya : complete.

1. furva hhdgam 1—9 asvdsams.

2. uif.ara ,,
1— 10 " ?i% \i ixoiw Vaisampayana io

Janamejayn,

The Ma}iiiva7ita rns —soliir line of kings— tlip I'adu vamsam — avafa-

ras ; especially that of Knxhna— hi:? sports—his killing Camusa—Naraca-

sura, Shupala, Jarasavdha ; war with I3andsura ; and a great variety of

other matters ; needless to detail, as the work is translated into French ; leaf

1—249. 21 blank leaves.

The book is long, of double thickness, and in very small hand-

writing.

(j'd. No. 535. Bhdraiam : padyas.

The Virata jjarvam 1—5 asvdsams.

The Pandavas in disguise were servants fo the king of Virafa-desam

for one year. Kichaca, the kings son, coveted Drdiipadi. Bhimu took

liim to the fields, where Saha dcva was tending cattle : these cattle were

forayed by Duryodhana. Other adventures. Bhlma killed Kic/laca.

The book la Ion'', of medium thickness.
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70. No. 543. For Sect. l,seeX.

Sect. 2. Rnnidyanam—padyas.

1. Bala con(f«w leaf 239—251=12.
2. Ayoddhya „ .,, 262—272

3. Aranya ,, ,, 2^

The book is long, without boards.

71. JYo. 546. Uttara Bdmdyanam ; dioipada metre. By Gudda
Bhuvipa.

Agas(yas visit to Rdrna, and his narrating the genealogy of Havana
and a repetition of the war—with the banishment of Sita and Bd»ius return

to VaiconCha : leaf 1— 125 complete.

The book is long, and somewhat thick, damaged by insects;

though looking recent.

72. No. 609. Adiycttma Rdmdyanam, known also as Sita rdnid-

nujaneyal samvdtdm ; composite metre; by Fdrasu rdma panttda

I'lnga murti cati.

In 3 asvdsas complete ; 79 leaves.

By Parvati to /b'i'ya and by Sita to Hamandn ; the latter por-

tion stated to be from the Bralimanda purdnam.

An abstract of the Rdynayanam, and the great benefit of reading it

amplified.

Sanumun, fiu'thcr asked concerning the yoya nirnayam, or ascetic,

doctrine and Sita replies to Anjineya. By this doctrine she praises Rama.

[This book is sectarial, availing itself of the popularity of the story of ih^ Rdmdy

a

ii'im to teach Saiva matters].

It is of medium size, and has no boards.

XXVIII. Sacti, or female energy system.

[This system is mixed up with books under XXIT. There are only two distinct

palm leaf M.SS. but much more supra under the 2iid family Sauscrit JI.SS. paper

books] •

1. No. 172. Baj a ma7ien,drasyd,inaldmbasataca}7i ; 100 f^isaixidyas

on 16 leaves.

A devotee various!}' praises the Sacti, under the name Sydma (dark '

colored) or Parca^i ; and invokes the aid of this power, to nullify the fruit

of his enemies' devices : a counter-mine against malignant spells, which be-

long to this system.

The book is long, somewhat old, has no boarda^ and is

damaged.
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2. No. 464. For Sect. 1, see XVI.

Sect. 2. Another copy of the above satacam 62 sisa stanzas,

defective—as ahove, the locality refers to Eajalimundry.

The book is long, and without boards.

XXIX. Saiva.

1. No. 36. Vira mahesvardchdi'ya sangraliam. Rendered into

Telugu by Vilamparvata mantri from a Sanscrit work by Nila han-

pVlia nciga naVha : dwipada, metre, 1— 10 asvdsams, complete.

1. asv : excellence of cow-dung ashes.

2. „ ,, of eleocarpus beads

.

3. ,, ,, of the five lettered charm.

4. „ ,, o? the nttme Ilara (Sira)

.

5. ,, „ of the special night of Siva.

6. „ „ (not examinad.)

7. ,, „ the legend oi 3farcande7/a.

8. „ „ the curse of ShrUfu, on Vishnu.

9. „ „ the legend of Saroabhendra.

10. ,, au account of Vyasa munu

The whole is filled up with various tales of a Savia bearing.

The book is long, thick, recent.

2. No. 51. Ganga kalydnam ; divipada metre.

By GangidJiarya cavi, complete. Said to be from the scanda

jmranaTYiy and narrated by Bhishna to Arjuna.

Ganga was the creation of Brahma, By a curse on Brahma, Ganga

was born on earth, and found in the woods by a hunter, who reared her

as his daughter : Ndreda told Siva of her beauty. Siva saw her, and

married her, placing her on his head. Going to Cailasa, a quarrel between

Parvati 2in^Ganga ensued. It was made up by »S'^t>a. [Some hieroglyphic

of the moon's influence replenishing the Ganges, misunderstood, and turned

to low sensualities].

The book is long, thin, very slightly injured.

3. No. 53, Rudracsha mahdtmyam.

By Parvata raja lingayya cavi; dwipada metre, complete.

Bhdradwaja to Rama.

Rama going to the hermitage of Bhdradwaja found there Vasishta,

and other munis. On being asked Bhdradzvdja related the excellency of the

eleocarpus beads detailed in the Padma purdnam.
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When Siva destroyed Ihc three towns, the tears that fell from his eyr s

caused a shrub or tree to spring up ; which produced these berries, or beads.

Their excellence, and legends of various persons who by their use obtained

beatification. Compare, page 471 supra 80.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, a little

damaged.

4. No. 59. Mritavjaya vildsam, sports of Siva : varied metre.

By Sri curms ndllia cavi 1—3 asvusas.

This is a tale from the purdnas of Sivas marriage with Parvafi,

and Ganga.

The mountain hing had a daughter and when slie grew up Ndreda

spoke to her concerning Sivas excellency. She went to a wilderness where

Siva was doing penance. The celesiiiils being afflicted by Taracasit.ru

advised Manmala \o attack Sica; seeing that if he married J*rtrtY<^i then

Shan muclia would be born ; and wouhl destroy the astiras. Accordingly

3lanmaf.a launched an arrow at Siva; but Siva burnt him up by opening

his frontlet eye. On the deprecatory complaint of Bali, her husband was

restored to life ; but invisible to all but herself. Farvati disappointed re-

turned home. She again went into a wilderness to do penance ; the object

being to obtain Siva as a husband. A lirahman adopted a device, in going

near to &iva and calling him opprobrious names j by retreating, when per-

sued,he led Siva on, near to Parvati— Siva enquired who she was, and the

design of hfr penance. She told him her birth ; and that she wanted hina

as a husband. Siva assented, and took her to Cailasa. The marriage was

attended by so great a concourse, as to incline the mountain on one side ;

and Agastya set it right again— subsequently Siva became acquainted with

Ganga ; and a dispute arose between the two goddesses.

The book is long, of medium thickness, looks recent.

5. No. 60. Sect: 1. adoration by a devotee in Gl prose para-

graphs, each one ending with Bhavdni sancara, a name o{ Parcuii,

and Siva.

Sect: 3. Dtcsha hodha, dwijiada metre from the Siva jyurdnMii

delivered to an assembly of people sitting; reading to them extracts^

on Saiva instructions by Basava deva. In three asvdsas complete.

The whole book is long, thick, recent.

6. No. 73. Sdnanda charitra, legend of Sananda divipada metre
—2 asvdsas complete ; the 3rd wants one leaf.

Sufa rishi to other risJcis—a tale, and as such relative to XXX;
but it has a special Saiva bearing.

f3



Suaanda was the son of Vimalu fftipta. AhaY some intermediate

events he went to Varna pu ram (like JEneas ad infcra) and saw there fouT

gates with compartments ; and the different punishments awarded to differ-

ent sins. He asked if their sins could not be pardoned, and J oma leplied

the}' could not now ; bnt that, during life-time, a little homage rendered to

Siva would obviate such punishment. Yama himself repeated four tales with

reference to four classes of sufferers, 1 a Braliman, 2 a washerman, 3 a man

and woman, 4 a kirata hunter, or savage. As to 3 a serpent bit them both ;

but as the sacred ashes were on the woman's person, she was saved from death.

The punishment of women detailed. These were deliveied through the me-

rit of Sdnanda, and they were taken with him, on one car, to, Cailasa ; he,

ill front, repeating the 5 lettered saiva spell. [Some copies have it that Sanan-

da at the stupendous sight involuntarily exclamined namasivat/i, ; and that, by

tlie potency of this spell, all the 'condemned souls took flight, and left ilie

world of Yama'] Yama went to Siva, and complained of the loss of his prey ;

but Siva excused the matter on the ground of the great merit of Sdnanda ;

and civilly dismissed Yama to his place.

[There*is a Roman Catholic legend so much resembling- this one,, in tlie outline

as to Ciiii.se a conjecture whence it came].

The book is long, thin, has no boards,, is recent in appearance.

7. No. 8^. Sect : 1. Cdlahasti litiga saiacam, 100 sisa stanzas,

2o leaves.

Sect 2. Parvaii (jajancusham, 156 vrutla stanzas

—

Siva the only

gocl.

For other Sections see IX.

8. No. 92. Gana stdutyamana satacam.

By Peggada ndga raju cavi; 103 vriitta stanzas, complete,

A devotee of Siva pi-aiscs the several ga^ias of Siva's world ; giving

io each one a stanza : ^a?ia means a company, or host. There are 1,000

ganos, as usually reckoned, but this book reduces the number. JMutads

mutandis "the innumerable company of angels" is similar in meaning.

The book is of medium length, thin, recent.

9. No. 112. Sarvcsvara saiacam.

By Aiinagya : 123 vriitta pady as.

Special laud o'i Siva, complete; 13 leaves, 2 broken.

The book is long, without boards, damaged.

JO. No. 117. Sri c.dlaliadi saiacam. 100 A'tAfl stanzas, complete.

J" raise to Siva willi various Sairu matter.

The hook is long, tliiii (30 leaves) has no boards.



11. No. 119. Vira hhadra satacam, vriilla staiizas 1— T;? and 85

—94; leaf 1— 12, 14, 15.

A devotee praises Vira Bhadra a wai'iike emanation from Sire, in

'general terms, and not as any local god.

The book is long, old, a little damaged.

12. No. 124. Balliana charitra, dwipada metre, by Gcwgadliarya

cavi, as if told by Suta to Savunaca rishi.

By a different author, but the same subject as 19 No. 150 infra.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

13. No. 128. Rama lingesa satacam, in 98 sisa stanzas. Praise

of Sioa founded on the legend of Rama having fixed a Ibnia sym-

bol at Rdmiaeram.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

14. No. 130. Two pieces.

1.) Balhana charitra, dwipada metre, defective—legend of Bal/tnna

raja.

This king had two wives Chellama and Mellama. Ndreda reported his

not refusing any request, to Siva ; who came, as an ascetic, and asked for a

chaste woman to serve him—not more ; several leaves are left blank.

2.) Kara vdnchi : Parvati as a curatti or gipsy fortune-teller, re-

lated in a serious, or moral manner the first formation of the foetus

in the womb ; with its monthly grov/th—birth— and some matter.s

after birth—mixed metre.

15. No. 138. Balhana charitra, dwipada metre, 18 leaves. Suta

to Savunaca.

By Gangadharya cavi, see 12 No. 124.

The book is long, old, without boards, somewhat damaged.

16. No. 141. Bramata gana mala ; dwipada metre.

A string of 1,000 names of the celestials of Steals world, applicable

to himself as their lord : for recital to obtain pardon, and all other benefits ;

and, in the end, beatification ; leaf 10— 18 defective—has a probable con-

nexion with XXXIII.

The book is long, slightly injured.

17. No. 147. Three pieces.

1.) Balhana cavigam.

Nareda came to a very liberal king named Balhana, and discoursed

with him on the sacted ashes. The five lettered spell, the legend of Benares,

and origin of the Ganges, the sacred beads, and the benefit of homage to
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Siva; and, liaving set him right as to all these, went to Coihisa, aiicl re-

ported his liberality to Siva ; who, to try him, took the form of an ascetic; came

and asked him for a fauliless woman. As no one such could be found in the

town, the king gave up one of his own wives. Siia afterwards tcok both

husband and wife to Cailasa.

2.) Siva yoga sdrom—composite metre.

By Ganapaii deva—4 asvdsas complete.

Many matters on the Sxiva ascetic system of mystic oi'der,

3.) Bhimesvara pnra 2yurdnam.

By Sri natlia— composite stanzas.

In 6 asvdsas complete.

The site is on the .Godavery river, in or near the Cuttack pro-

vince.

Legendary tales of bathing pools, and the like. One is that Vyasa,

and his disciple were cursed by Siva, and in consequence born at Casi. He

met with Afjastya who condoled with, and led him to Bltimesvara-'puram ;

Avhere, in the end, the local form of Siva removed the effects of the curse.

Like tales, to amuse the lowest order of intellect.

The whole book is long, very thick, looks recent.

18. No. 149. Gulidsa linga satacam, lOG slsa stanzas.

A devotee ascribes to Siva many of the perfections of art and nature ;

founding praise thereon ; and asking for benefits and protection : some moral

matters intermingled.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

19. No. 150. Balhana charitra, legend of Balhana : composite

metre.

By Timmajia cavi, in 3 asvdsas complete.

Said within to be from the Basava purdnam; which is doubtful.

Balhana of the solar line ruled in sindhu catacam, and was very liber-

al, lie had two wives Chellamdmbd and Mellacdmhd. He was performing

a service to Siva ; Ndrcda reported thereon to Siva ; who, to try him,

assumed the form of an ascetic ; and asked for a chaste woman of

the most excellent kind. No one such being found, in the entire town,

the king gave up ClielJamdmba. When she came she embraced Siva^s feet.

He assumed the form of a child in her arms ; which the king knew to be Siva

by the frontlet eye. Siva assumed his proper form, nnd gave to both beatifi-

cation [strange taste which such a legend can please.]

The book is long, thin, has no boards.
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.-20. No. IGl. For Sect. 1 see XXIV.

For Sect. 2 see XVI II.

Sect. o. Gduri halijdnam— vculi/as.

By Naga hush ana.

The 1st and 2nd asvdsams wanting ; the ord complete.

Tlie celestials of Siva's world, putting on various appearances, danced

bofoic Siva. INIount Mamlara was desired ; and riiva witli Uma dwelt there.

The celestials thinking it would be ill for them, if Siva had a child, prayed

him, and he consented to do as tliey desired : these and other matters. The
marriage would, of course, occupy the sections wantiug : leaf 1^153 and

182—207.

The entire book is long, very thick, recent.

21. No. 189. For Sect. 1 see XII. For Sect 2 see JfXXII.

Section 3 Sdmesa sutacam. Ill sisa stanzas, on ol leaves, by Soma
cavi.

I^ various ways a devotee praises Sica. This piece has a reha-

tion to XVI.

22. No. 204. Brahmara manohara satacam, 1G2 vrvtla padyas

on 16 leaves.

A devotee in various ways praises Siva under the title of Brahmara
man6hara\ one leaf, accounts : some blank leaves at the end for hook makin"".

This one is long, thin, without boards.

23. No. 213. Soma intra maliatmijam—dwipada metre. Discourse

between Vasishia and Ndreda.

To illustrate the great benefit of the soma nriifa [a penance to Siva
on Mondays] a tale is told of a trader named Dhdnaphalam, and his wife

Chandramaca, who ^vere very avaricious, and had a child v/ithout proper

developement of features: afterwards hearing concerning this u/w/a and attend-

ing to it they had a handsome child, named A>/aIu. A Brahviacdsnrd (or

ogre) in that country, sought for the child, in order to kill, and eat it.

He seized it ; and opening his mouth to devour the child, he could not close

it, by reason of this potent vriita. He then took the child under his arm to

his den. The parents sought for a mantra siddlta or sorcerer ; hy whom
accompanied the father, the mother, and a police man, went to the place ;

hut on seeing the ogre, they were afraid. Siva appeared, and took the child,

with its parents, to Cailasa ; very kindly adding the ogre, and the king of

the town. [This piece has the appearance of a jangama legend].

The book is of medium size, recent.
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21. No. 227. Cala hasli satacam, 95 sisa ,stanzc\s on 23 leav-es.

In the midst u7 to 44th stanza wanting. A devotee in various ways,

praises Siva. At the end 4 leaves, names of years and months.

The book is of medium length, and has no boards.

25. No. 231. Fragments.

1.) One leaf multiplication table 2.) Cdla hasti satacamdo vriltla

stanzas on 12 leaves, defective, and 3 blank leaves.

A devotee variously praises Siva, and implores his protection.

S.) Four sUa stanzas on Siva, and his enjoyments, in the form of

a dream. "I saw" says the writer, but ivho not known, leaf 1.

The book is of medium length, has no boards, slightly injured.

26. No. 233. >SVfapflr/ya/.7w?; mixed metre; fi'ir«V paradise flower.

On the love pains and dejection of Parvati, when Siva was with

Ganga ; and, on the other hand, the like sufferings of Ga?iga, when Siva

had returned to Parvati. Ndreda brought a celestial flower to Siv^a which

he gave to Parvati ; a messenger from- Ganga saw this gift, and reported

it to her mistress. Gavga^s ]Qd\owB anger— no further, 26 leaves in confused

order.

The book is of medium length, old, without boards, much in

jured.

[Tlie Saicas are very jealous of the popularity of love-tales about 7i>?sA«rt ; tliis

piece is a mere imitation of a very popular episode in the last portion of the Bhngavataiit'].

27. No. 234, Sica Ula vilasam, composite stanzas the 1st asvdsam

defective.

By Timma cavi, he says Bhishma told it to Arjuna.

The birth of Gancja^ and a curse on her—hence she was reared in the

lions(5 of Sampadayya (a fisherman). Kureda went to Cuilasa to salute

Siva—so far only 15 leaves.

—Another copy 3 leaves from the beginning the rest wanting : leaf

3—18 in all.

This book is of medium length, thin, without boards, recent.

28. No. 239. Sdnanda ganesvaram.

By Cavi linga ; divijyada metre.

1, 2 asvdsas, the 3rd not finished.

Puma villas son Sananda, hearing of the sufferings in Yarnas

world, went thither ; saw them ; and received a recital from Yama. Out

of compassion he taught the sufferers the five lettered Saiva spell, and took

them av/ay with him to Cailasa. Vide supra No. 73.

The book is of medium length, thin, without board?.
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29. Vo. 2i3. MrUa7)/aya vUdsam, mixed metre, only the 3rd asvd-

sam.

On the negociation by rrslds for the marriage of Parvati, (he

daughter of Girl raya, to &\\in, and the bubscqucnt mairiage : 20 leaves.

The book is long, somewhat old, and a little damaged.

30. No. 2Q>?>. Rudracslia mahhno.

TBy Lingana; divipada metre, in 2 asrdiuis complete : leaf 1— 24.

S/'cfl under the form of a 7;i;^«i, named Sambu'bhattar, told to Rama
befoi-e Vasishta and others, the excellence of the rudracsha beads ; -which

Rama had desired to know. The legend is that Siva shed tears at the des-

truction made by himself ; and the tears that so fell to the ground siirang up

as shrubs, and produced berries, having from one to fourteen facets. Tl)o

various excelknt qualities of these dried beads ; the mode of wearing them,

with the benefit nf so doing : detailed by examples from various old legends.

The book is somewhat long, recent.

31. No. 270. For Sect. 1 see X.

Sect. 2. Cola hasti linga salacain.

99 sua stanzas, leaf 3—23 defective.

A devotee praises Siva.

The book is long, and without boards.

32. No. 275. Two pieces.

1.) JSIritanjaya vildsam, mixed metre.

By Curma 7idl'/ia~ihe 1st uldsam only.

The birtli of Parvati, as the daughter of Parrata roya, and 3[enaca

devi, Ndreda came, and said she would marry Sii'in. He went, and did

service to Siva. Indra incited Mojimata to destroy the nu-rit of Siva's

penance—the assault prepared—so far only : 12 leaves.

2.) Siva stuii: praise of Siva 4 leaves; also fiw?i« s/o/^;'« praise of

Parvati— A^ir/a^zo'^, songs —a few Sanscrit ^/ycair ; the subject that,

if any one forsake his caste he ought not to be again received.

The book is long, and thin, has no boards, is recent in appear-

ance.

So. No. 28G. Rudracsha malialmyam, on the excellence of the

sacred beads.

Siva and Parvati ilid semhlancc of homage to Sri Rdnia, and then

told liim the value of these beads ; which in different varieties, have a dif-

ferent number of facets, from two up to fourteen - the reward of v,'earin»

each kind is ak-o dilfcrcnt. Legend of a bad .-<on, named Ohdna Ida : ur.d
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of another person nameil Gana harna, who killed his elder brother — ths'

beneiit they derived from wearing the beads. Other examples of the virtues

of these beads— In dwipada metre complete.

The book is long, tliin, old, without boards, very much damaged.

34. No. 29;J. AnubJiava sdram : padyas.

On devotion, pietism, vedanta bearing ; incomplete— it may possibly

be Vira Saiva, not certain.

Book of medium length, thin, injured.

35. No. 322. Pandildrdilhana Siva ivjja Icarma—div'ipada metre

14 leaves.

A woman named Sura mamhayi asked of a man, doing penance, how

homage ought to be rendered to Sixa. He told her the mode of ritual

homage to Maliicarjana (a name of Siva at Svl sailatn, and at Hum pee).

A mere fragment.

The book is short, has no boards.

3G. No. 324. Sect. 1. Gana Sduiananyahyava saiacam. 103-

vriitta stanzas, 21 leaves. Praise of the companies of celestials,

in Sivus world. See XXII.

37. No. 32o. Four pieces.

1.) Ydganti vdri hhusha; siitras with a /zca in Telugu. Extracts

as alleged from an upanishada, and from the body of the vedas.

Each extract is explained in a favorable rcfeicnce to tlie Saiva sys-

tem, as makingr Rudra the most important agent in all things .: 26 leaves.

The writer's own name is not given ; but yarjanii varu implies one of the

family, known as ydga.

2.) Vira hhadra dandacam, 2 leaves.

Praise of Vira hhadra, grounded on his origin, at the sacrifice of

Dacslia, and actions consequent thereto.

o.) Siva kirtana 1 stanza on 1 leaf.

4.) Sringara ; two stanzas on 1 leaf, addressed to a woman in her

praise; and at the end M' leaves blank.

38. No. 329. Kedari vriita cadha : prose.

Parrali asking, Siva replied.

A tale concerning homage to >S'iva\'> emblem in a wild, or forest.

A Drahman named Prabkudara bholl had two daughters named

Punyavati and Bhayyavatt (siciit inoty and pleasure). Their state before
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marriage After marriage Blutcjyai'ati. neglected this nomhd or vriita (peni-

tential observance) and suffered in consequence. By the advice of her sis-

ter, she resumed the observance ; recovered her former position ; and pros-

pered.

Parvati hearing this tale praised the observance, and adopted it.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, damaged.

39. No. 380. Varieties.

1.) Siva (jitalii, chants reciting the homage paid to Siva by Rama,
when fixing a symbol at Rame'svaram.

On the personal appearance of Sioa, with his attendants, to Rama ;

and various matters then transacted. The 4th adhyaynm defective, on 17

leaves ; other sections not here,

2.) Siva stottra—prose, two leaves, praise of Siva.

S.) Basava stottra ; dwipada, 2 leaves.

Praise of Siva's vehicle.

4.) Siva kirtana ; 2 leaves, chants.

5.) Stanzas ethical, and amatory ; on 9 leaves.

6.) Mangala stottra, congratulatory stanzas, addressed to Sioa :

2 leaves.

The book is of medium size.

40. No. 331. Three pieces.

1.) Ga7ia mala—dwipada metre—9 leaves.

A woman enquires of Mallicarjuna how the homage to Siva should

be performed ; to which that form of Sica is made to reply : directinw a

repetition of the names o? iho ganas or companies, 1,000 in all, with various

sub-divisions. These names, if repeated, will ensure beatification.

2.) Basava stottra,—one leaf.

Praise of Siva's vehicle.

3.) Bhavdni manohara : 8 paras on 8 leaves in praise of Bhavdni
and her lover Siva ; with various homage from a devotee.

The leaves are of differing length.

41. No. 334. Three pieces.

1.) Gana stavam, 103 vrutia stanzas.

By Peggada natlia raju.

A devotee specifies the names separately of the celestials of Siva's

world, and then panegyrises each one.

g3
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2.) Acsliardnkala, alphabetical stanzas—a stanza beginning with

each one of the consonants ; the subject being the praise of Siva ,-

complete.

3.) Mangala stanzas, congratulatory
;
praise of Mahesvara. A few

various Sanscrit slocas : leaf I— 9 and 11— f21.

The book is long, and has no boards.

42. No. oS5. Two pieces.

1.) Lingaikya vachanam, 5 leaves only.

The mode of conducting the ritual liomagc by followers of the Siva

tatca njdnam, or mystics—variously stated—not complete.

2.) Keddri vriita culpa, prose 8 leaves.

Kesava hhatt a Brahman had two daughters Punyavati and Bhdgya-

vafl ; by performing this ceremony they, who were once poor, became rich.

The husband of the latter told her to take off the thread, and she put it in

a bundle. She became again poor. Punyavati continued the rite, and Avas

prosperous. By her advice, her sister resumed, and again prospered : v ;

supra 38 No. 329.

The book is of medium length, has no boards, is damaged.

43. No. 337. Gana mdlika ; divipada metre.

In order to remove all sins, and for the benefit of the world, a rc-

])et.ition of the names of the 1000 (janas, or companies of celestials in Siva^s

world, is effectual. Sucli persons as recite them will obtain beatification :

13 leaves.

The book is of medium length, and has no boards.

44. No. 338. Two pieces.

1.) Anubliava sdram, padyas.

By Pdla curiki soma ndfha.

On pure devotedness to Sica, and some matters Vedanta in kind : 6

leaves.

2), Ydganti vdri kirtanalu ; chants on the hhakti, or devotional

mode of Saiva homage : leaf 7— 14.

The book is of medium size, 1 and 2 differ, has no boards.

45. No. 343. lAlamrita sarvenvara satacam ; 48 vriltta stanzas,

8 leaves.

Praise of 5V^/•(^ founded on his sixty -four amusements; as stated in

the Madura stliala purdnam.

The book is of medium length, without boards, recent.
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4(3. No. oil. Culahaali invara satacam^ '^I'l vriilla padyas 4

leaves, a fragment.

Praise of the form of Siva at Cdslahasti.

The book is long, has no boards.

47. No. 357. Nay a naragada.

By Rangliaya cavi, peculiar stanza.

Siva is the first cause, or author of all kiuds of beings or creatures,

or things ; and of all the verses of the Vcdas, 'Ihc rudracsiha brads were

also formed by him. They who use these beads in homage do an act of

virtuous merit. They who do not use those beads arc destitute of punyam

(moral merit.)

The book is short, and thin, looks old, but is in tolerable order.

48. No. 456. Prahliu linga Ula, dwipada metre by {Pedupati)

somayya devacya, son of Basavesvara 1

—

5 asvdsam.

The gIo»'y of Siva— his excellence, he is the Supreme

—

Vishnu and

Brahma are his inferiors— the birth or incarnations of his followers on earth

— the mode of their service— their praise : the whole in ornate description.

[Such is the brief abstract taken when examined. There is another work originally

Cana,rcse, by a different author, and having 25 sections relating to an incarnation of part of

Slva'iiovin. an AUainc rrabliu^&mX o( ParvaCi as Mai/i : Vira Suivam kind, see 2nd

Family].

The book is long, of medium thickness without boards, recent,

as copied from the Mackenzie M.S.S. leaf 127— 190.

49. No. 457. Balhana raja dandacam, leaf 153—203, long chant

or measured prose; subject as in 17 No. 147 and 19 No. 150,

supra, but differing as to author, and metre. The book is of me-

dium size, and recent,

49^. No. 4G3. Mangala stuti, dandacam, metre, epithalamia ad-

dressed to Siva-

Two leaves aiipendcd on the tafva system of metaphysics, Teliigu letter, Canarese

language '• 18 leaves.

The book is short, without boards, old, and a little damaged.

50. No. ^SO. Ecamhara linga salacam.

By Lacshmandchdrya : 99 sisa stanzas.

Various laudatory topics with reference to the Saioa symbol, in the

great lemple of Conjeveram. Tliere are also a few loose lines on distinc-t

subjects : seemingly as brief extracts from other books.

The book is of medium lcnt:jth, thin, and has no boards.
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51. No. 516. Two pieces.

1.) Ragada, a kind of cliant.

By Vaishnava chacrn pctni RangJia naVlin.

Aftei" having been initiated into the Saica creed, the author joyfully

sings all that he had seen in Cailasa, the world oi Siva. Mo appears to have

been a proselyte from the Fa?"sA?mi?a creed ; leaf 106- 1 13=7 leaves, but

complete in itself.

2.) Two dandaca chants— on the sacti of Siva known by various

names.

A devotee renders his homage with praise to the feminine energy: leaf

144— 151. The numbering on the leaves implies that both these pieces must

have been taken out from some larger manuscript.

The book is of medium length, without boards.

5!2. No. 604. Satvica hrahma vidya vUdsam, prose with sJocas in-

terspersed : not complete.

A disciple asks his teacher concerning Hari—haia. As no ho-

mage, is now paid to Brahma, which of the other two claims supreme

homage ? as the votaries of Vishnn and t^iva both urge it. The book not

being complete, the bearing does not appear. It is allowed to stand here,

merely for comparative reference. See a full abstract of the book, Vol. 1

p. 181. 12 No. 2006. See also XXX No. 61.3 and 58 No. 638 infra.

This fragment is long, of medium thickness, somewhat old, not

damaged.

5o. No. 610. Yciganti vciri hhusha, a peculiar chant— On the

supremacy oi Sk-a and other Saiva matters, purely ethical, vide 37

No. 375. 1) supro: leaf 205-239.

This book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

53i, No. 615. For Sect. 1 see XL For Sect. 2 see XXXII.
Sect. 3. Alma aikya bhuda, dwipada metre ; only 5 leaves,

a fragment.

A gurzt tpaches a female disciple the recondite principles of Saiva

knowledge. On her enquiry he states the mandala-treya, or three orbits

—sassi m : the moon's orbit, area m : the sun's circle or region, agni m : the

orb of fire; also the tdraca. lacshano, or secret, open, medium—three modes

of meditations, or offering prayer. On the five elements, their nature, their

U3c or benefit - descriptive properties—the deity ruling o^f^- each one, and

other matters, relative to an isotcric sviifum.
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54. No. 616. Siva yogi dchdram.

The uttara bhdgam, or last part

—

padyas.

By Ganapati (leva cavi 1—4 asvusas.

A condemnation of the worship of images. The properties of gnnt

and sisha (teacher and disciple). On a defect, or the failure, of instruction.

On the various modes of being seated in the discipline of the yogam.

Besides such points, there is theological matter : leaf 69— 143.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, recent.

5o. No. 620. Ndndgama suddrnava Siva mayam : prose with

sldcas and tica, and srilti or vedaic matter, in proof of the main

theme, which is prose.

On the human nature, from its formation in the Vv'omb—through its

several stages, and with reference to the tatva doctrine, giving a meta-

physical bearing to members and faculties ot the body. The whole is made

a vehicle of praise to Siva, or to his glorification : leaf 1— 49-,

The book is of medium size, old, injured.

[It is not an ordinary book, and should be copied, or translated].

56. No. 628. Four pieces.

1.) Ydganti vdri patas v : supra 37 and bo, leaf 1—73, by one of

the ydga family ; chiefly on the supremacy of Siva.

2.) Nana kirtann various chants 9 leaves in praise of Siva.

3.) Siva puja kraviam, 3 leaves.

Mode of preparing the ritual of Saiva worshp, as practised by learned

men.

4 Ydganti vari patam 33 odd leaves, not in rciruiar order.

The leaves are of different lengths, but on the whole, medium,

thick : collation needed.

57. No. 633. Two sections.

1.) Manohhoda dwipada metre.

By Kandarpa.

Saiva ethics. If tlio mental intoxication, caused by various evil sins

do not depart, or is not relinquished thj n its subject cannot see the feet of

the god : when Yama^s angels seize any one, on account of faults, or crimes,

no one can release from their grasp, but Sica ; other rd<e matter. At the

end, it is stated that Brahma, with all other gods, must sr.^k for bliss at

the feet of Siva : leaf 1— 24.

2.) Kirfana, a chant on tlu- recondite system of the Saivas, the

fafra knowledge: at the end 7 blank leaves.
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58. No. 638. Salvica Brahvia vidhya vilasa, nirasanam.

By Pcrayija—slocas, jiadyas, prose.

A rejection, or condemnation of a book entitled Salvica Brahma

vilasa. See Vol. 1 p. 181 and 52 No. 604 supra.

It is stated in that book that Vislmu has the sdfvica quality (gentle-

ness) Brahma the rdjasa quality (choler, passion) and Siva tli£ tdmasa qua-

lity (laalignant) : this book objects to that view, and vituperates it. That

book states that Brahma Vishnu and Sira are a Trimurti (triple-form) this

bodk finds fault with the stati-ment, and condemns it. Th's book states

that the united Brahma, Vishnu, Sica or Para-IJrahm is Siva (that is Siva

is the Fara-Brahm of the vpanishadax). Creation, preservation, destruc-

tion belong not to tlm triple-form, but to Siva. The mild disposition of

VisJinu is herein given to Sica, and the evil quality of Siva is given to

Vishnu. Such works as ascribe the quality of gentleness to Vishnu are all

at fault ; and that excellence properly belongs to Siva. The votaries of

Siva ou^ht to hold no intercourse with such persons as bear the marks of the

shell, discus, and trident. Siva is without birth, or death. Vishnu and

Brahma were formed by Siva— Vishnu many times worshipped Siva ; Vishnu

many times said "I am Sira.^' Siva in many places did Fis/mw dishonor,

or defeated him—with similar matters. By these means he confutes, or con-

demns extracts from Vcdas, law books, and puranas, that state the excellence

of Vishnu ; and assert-i that Siva is all, and everything— filling the entire

universe—and be enlarges on the glory of Siva : leaf 1— 225.

The book is long-, very thick, looks recent.

[It is a good right-out polemic, the condemned work Iiiving made tiic author

rabid ; so that lie does not jjerceive tliat tevcral of his propositions neutralize caeii other.

It would be interesting to sec translations of the two books in juxfa position],

59. No. 639. Siva gila, slocas with a Telugu lica said to be from

the padma purdnam 1st to 16th adhyaijam : Siva to Sri Rama,

and as if told by Savunaca to other rishis.

The manner of the Saiva ascetic homage. The mode or order as to

becoming a vdirayi, or one renouncing sccularities, or Sanniydsi a strict

ascetic. The sight (including homage) of Siva, by the other gods. Sica

gave arrows to Rdma. The excellence of cow-dung ashes. Siva shewed

his visva-rnpa (universal form) to Rdma..

On the human nature, or being of man, from birlh—growth— and to

death.

Description of the human boily. A dclinition of ihc nature and

qualities of the jivatma or human t-oiil—on a iixed devolednes.s to Deity

its excellence— the matmer of tiiat steadi'aslnc.ss. J)e-crii>tion of mocahoin
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state (which must imply something short of entire absorption into Deity).

These are some points, and there are others as lo the tnlra or true isoteric

system of the Saivas : leaf 1— 1*2 1. [It wonUl seem to merit translation].

The book is li)ng, somewhat thick, bamboo boards slightly in-

jored.

XXX. TaltEs.

1. No. 15. Vasu chariira ; composite metre 1

—

C) asvasas, com-

plete.

By Riima rdju.

An ornate love tale related to IX ; in difficult language, but

popular.

Vasu 7'aju, by invitation from s^me village people, went into a

wilderness, accompanied by his mantri named Narna. The beauties of

that paradise in the spring season. When the tv/o Avere ascending a hill

they heard musical strains proceeding from some deva females. The king

sent the mantri forward, disguised as a SnnniyasL

A man formerly punished by Vasu became a mount, named Kdld
kdlmn, and sacti mati was the name of a river : from these two Girica, a

woman, was preternaturally born—by gift from Indra, The vinntri learn-

ing who the women were, by desiie of Girica called to king Vasu, who
came, and he and Girica formed a qandharba marriage. After a time the

king returned to his town, and government ; the remainder not examintnl;

laf 1—70.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

2. No. 16. Vasu chariira lyakijcinam, a comment on the 2nd
asvdsam ox\\y, and this defective : leaf 1— 5\,v: supra &\\{{ also

6. No. 23. ivfra.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

injured.

3. No. IT. Z)i-a ^rimsr/i^i ca(i/?f/, prose, and some stanzas mingled.

Some prefatory matter on Vicramarca, and on the throne given by
Indra. V,y Kdlica devis appointment he was killed by Salivd/iana- his

throne was buried, but dug up in the days of Bhoja raja. The throne had
thirty-two images. On Bhoja's attempting to ascend the throne, each image
told him a tale of Vicramarca s great liberality ; abashed by each of which
he retired. At the close, the throne ascended to Indra's world ; leaf 88
—210.

The book is short, and thick, in very small, and close writino-.
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4. No. 19. Vija./ja v'ddH'im- composite metre.

By Vencdia raya cavi.

Founded on the Jahnuni hluUatam. The adventures of Arjuna on

a pilgi'image to the south. Amour with Ullchi. The like at Madura with

Chitrangada and birth of a son. Liberation of some apsaras imprisoned

in the bodies of aliiffators. Afterwards his going to Diouraca in disguise,

and elopement with Siib/iadra the sister of Krixhna : leaf 1—20 does not

finish. At the end are seven odd leaves, various stanzas on moral, and

oiher subjects ; \ leaf, an account.

The book is long, thin, in good order.

5. No. 20. Bllhanam, composite metre.

By B'llhana cavi, complete.

King Vasantacya and queen Maudara wcUa dcci had a daughter

named Yaniini puma tilaca. The king, on her coming of age wished her

to be instructed in the art of poetry and a preceptor named Hilhana Avas

found. But the mintri apprehending a love atfair, though with a curtain

between the parties, told the young woman the tutor Avas blind, and told the

tutor the young womm was leprous. They found out the cheat, and came

together. The poet poured forth verses in her praise. The king, becom-

ing aware, ordered the tutor to be beheaded. He tlien sung the arain.

]idUu, beseeching mercy ; and it either so pleased, or terrified the king that

be reveised the sentence.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, in good

order.

6. No. 23. Fasu charitra padi/as.

Only the 2nd asvdsam, and that defective ; see 1 No. 15 supra.

The king and his minister ascending a hill, heard musical strains

from a woman and her friends—exploring visit in disguise of a rtshi ; not

more : leaf 21—29.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent as a copy.

7. No. 27. Knlasechara mahi 2^cUa charilran?, composite metre.

By Raghundt''hdclidrya, son of Vencatachdrya. 1— 4< adhydyam.

1st Adlvi/y A certain king of Kukuta cula pifam went out one day-

with his people to hunt. When alone, and greatly fatigued, a female deer

accosted him, stating the evil of killing deer. It seems this one was the

daughter of a Brahman imprisoned by the effects of a curse. At her desire

the king set her free ; that is he killed the deer, and the imprisoned spirit

returned to its place.
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2nd adhy. The king having no child advised with his minister, who

counselled him to make an image of Vuhnu, and do homage to it. H« did

so ; and a son named Kula secliaia was born. The life of this son, partly as

an ascetic, forms the main subject of the book— not requiring further abstract,

as it appears to be fictitious romance.

It is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, and is somewhat

injured.

[There was an dtuvar of this name in the Kerala-desam ;
perhaps the romance

may be founded on his life].

8. No. 29. Three pieces.

1.) Vijayavildsam\ composite metre.

By Vencatardja, \-—S asvdsas.

The pilgrimage of Arjuna, grounded on the rule that Drdupadi should

be the wife of the five Pdndavas one year each in succession ; and that the

others should not then look on her, see other notices, for Arjnna^s adventures j

closing by his elopement with the sister of Krishna. The tale rests on the

authority of the Jainiuni bhdratam leaf 1—43. leaf 7 wanting.

2.) Surd hhdndesvava
;
2^*^^dyas,

By Gattu prabhu, no sections.

A Brahman at Benares formed an illicit connexion with the wife of a

vintner ; and by mistake, was sufifocated in a liquor jar—becoming a lingam ;

broad farce : leaf 44—53.

For Sect. 3 see XXXIII.

8|. No. 34. Pati vriitti mahima, dwipada metre, value of chaste

wives.

Sivas private instruction to Parvati, overheard by a Pramata gana

who told the same to another : both came under a curse ; detailed, with its

removal.

The mantri or minister of Chandra pratapa assumed the form of a

bird, owing to a curse ; and was sold to a merchant named Dhana dhatta.

His son Cuvera dhaUa was a profligate. The bird by moral lessons, turned

him round. They went to a town called Pushpa mayuri where the king's

son, saw the wife of Cuvera dhatta when the husband was absent on trade.

An illicit amour was about to begin ; when the bird interposed by tales of

chaste wives ; and detained the loose wife at home till the morning. There

are 32 tales ; one on A rundhati -wiie of Vasishta one on Savutri. One on

Kardgre concana, &c., some tales at the end are wanting—see notice under

2nd family : leaf 1—258.

The book is somewhat long, very thick, recent.

hS
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9. No. 46. Two pieces.

l.) Dilardm cad'ha.

A daughter of a Delhi padshah was named D'dlrdm. A son of the

king of Amardvati formed a design to obtain her ; and, with that end in view,

he set out, accompanied by the son of the minister, and went to Delhi. The
book contains details—from their setting out until the return of the younw
man with bis bride—of adventures, and {.eirls. In the end, great riches came

to the king of Amardvati, and his son ; leaf 1— 103 and 43 blank leaves.

["This book was examined in 1854, and the name Amardvati was then taken by me
to be fictitious ; as it is very well adapted to be. There is something on the subject of the

marriage of a daughter of a Dellii Sidtan, with a Hindu prince, in the Carnataca rajalal.

The tale is probably mere romance : but the subject may be kept in mind].

2.) Tales of a parrot : \o tales complete, the 14lli not so.

Vicramdrca for some cause assumf d the form of a bird. It went

to a town named eca dwipa chacram, and was kept in the bouse

of Betna cava a merchant. Discipline of that town— the king—and

his son named Nandi raja. The merchant had occasion to go to sea in a

fihip. After Nandi raja became king, in a public procession he saw the

merchant's wife, and she saw him. Both became enamoured. She was

preparing at night to go to the king ; v/hen the bird interposed, with a lalo

—occupying her attention, till morning—and the like for successive nights

—

as far as 13 here ; leaf 1— 105,

The book is of medium length, thick, recent.

10. No. 50. Sdfianda charitra, divipada metre ; see notices under

XXIX, and 14 No. 67. 1) infra.

The leaves are transposed without order, and so much damaged as

not to be easily legible.

The book is of medium size, old, almost destroyed by insects.

11. No, 56. Vetdla cadha, prose.

Thirteen tales complete of Vicramdrca'' s familiar demon : the

14th defective.

The book is long, thin, without boards, injured.

12. No. 61. Vicramdrca charitra.

Composite metre, incomplete.

A discourse between Ndreda, and Nandihesvara.

The popular tales of a Vetdla, or familiar demon to Vicramarca.

At the end Mrtana in praise of Rama, with matter from the

Rdmdyanam ; and one stanza on Krishna's use of finger signs ; one stanza

in praise of Ganesa.

The book is long, and thin, bamboo-boards, the appended mat-

ter more recent.
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1L>|. No. G2. Three pieces.

1.) BaUiana raja charitram, divipada metre.

Balhana ruled in Scinde, and gave to all comers what iliey asked for.

Nareda came and taught him ; then ^yent and reported his liberality to

Siva. Who came as a mendicant, &c. see other notices, supra.

2.) The same lale, but in mixed metre ; complete.

3.) Vira chodava cadha, mixed metre.

l>y Gurdm capotayya.

In Dacs/ia rdina puram these was a temple with a litiya named

Bhime^vara. The wife of Malli nayaha named Nanma clioda was barren,

owing to the curses of some ddus ; and on that account she went near to

the procession car, and held on by it. Siva (with Parvati) looking down on

her smiled. Parvati asked why ; and Sita in evasion said because those

dasis called him son-in-law. Parvati then said she would become incarnate

and would do him homagp, as a ddsi. She accordingly became the daughter

of Nanma chodu, by the name of Vita chodu ; and having been d( voted to

the service of the idol, she attended it wilh chastity. One day the manager

of the t' mple troubled her : but, just then, Siva appeared ; taking her, with

her train aw'ay to Cailasa.

[A. little light thro\vn upon festival precessions, and into the dark interior of a Saiva
temple].

The book is of medium size, looks recent.

13. No. GS. Two pieces.

1.) Vasu charitra, composite stanzas.

By Rama rdju 1—6 asvdsas complete.

Vasu raja and his mantii Kama discovered, on a hill, a female
named Girica— the mantri first obtained an interview, and then introduced
the king

;
a gandharba marriage—and return to the kings town ; leaf

1— 136.

3.) Maim charitram, composite stanzas.

By Pedandrya 1—6 asvdsas.

A difficult poetical work, on the birth of Svarochisa manu, and
lengthened details of amorous, or other adventures— fictitious romance • leaf
137—227.

The book is long, of double thickness, recent.

14. No. 67. Three pieces.

1.) Sdnanda charitra.

Sdnanda the son of Puma vitta and Bhadra dhatta heard from
munis accounts of the pains of the wicked, and wishing to see for hiroself
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went to Yuma puri. His coming bad been annoanceil by Ndreda. Ydma
shewed the stranger the different lots of mankind in a future state, in details.

So.nadda was touched with compassion for the miseries that he witnessed
;

and, hy the use of the fivQ, and six lettered spells, he delivered these impri-

soned souls, and took them with him to Cailasa. Yama went to Siva and

complained ; but Sica civilly dismissed the appeal : leaf 1— 63, complete.

For Sect. 2 see VIII.

3.) Lacshmana prd7ia satm-acsha.

By Linya dhira ; mixed metre.

Lacshviana was struck by a weapon from Edvana, aimed at Vibishna
;

in consequence he swooned. Hamondn took up the Drona hill on

which was the sunjivi ( or immortal ) medicine. By the way he set a&ide

the opposition of savages sent by Havana ; and, by the medicine of immor-

tality, revived Lacshmava ; and then replaced the hill on its basis ; as be-

fore J with included details— wanting a little at the end : leaf 1— 17 and

19-21.

The book is of medium size, somewhat old, and slightly

damaged.

15. No. 68. For Sect. 1, see IX.

Sect. 2 Vetala cadha : prose.

It differs from \2 No. Q\, as not being in composite verse—
subject, the same see II. No. b(^.

16. No. 90. Sdrajigadhava cliaritra, divipada metre. By Samba.

Only 30 leaves, irregularly strung ; and not numbered.

Raja Nardndfa's sow Sarangadhara. was falsely accused, by his father's

younger wife Chitrangi— the falher ordered his legs, and arms to be cut off :

See notices from fuller copies.

The book is long without boards, worm eaten and broken
;

most likely taken out from the E. I. H. M.SS.

17. No. 99. Caputa vacynm.

Two copies, leaf 1— 13 and 1— 16, in composite metre.

Founded on an episode in the Jfamdi/anam. On Sugriva's enquiry

Itdma related the fable of a pigeon that burnt itself, on the loss of its

female mate.

The book is of medium length, thin, has no boards—one piece

seems a more recent copy of the other.
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18. No. 100. Sanandopdkydnavi.

By Rama linga hhattareca cavi : composite metre 1st and ^2ud

asvdsam complete 3rd defective.

Pi'inia viddha and Bhadra dhatia did penance to Siva for a child,

and a son was given, as a gift named Sdnanda. At 16 years of age he had

read all the sasira* and visited Varna s world. See foi-egoing notices : 47

leaves ; and 2 extra belong to ihe 2nd asvdsa of some other copv.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, is

damaged.

19. No. 105. Sacala nl'i cadha niddnam.

A king asked a poet, concerning good kings ; and, in reply, a detail is

given, as to Vicramdditya. Next Nureda goiii'j; to Bali (of the Vdnmnd'

vatara) the latler enquired concerning later kings on earth, and Ndieda

told him of Chandracjupia, and others ; including a notice of the tales

of the 32 statues of Vicramarca's throne. The inference would seem to im-

ply a censure oblique on later kings : leaf 1^—44 and 146—277.

The book is short, very thick, old, a little injured.

20. No. 114. Soma vara mahdtmyam : dwijKida metre. Dis-

course of Naiidikesvara and Vasislita.

Soma vara vriila-ihe merit of a fast and other observances on Mondays

directed to Sira. It hus a relation to XXIX, but is occupied with legendary

tales ; e, g. Dhanapala chetti, in Bhdvamdpuram, tlie great beni-fit he de-

rived from this observance in the month kartikeya (November, Decciiiber)

then most effective : leaf 1 - 30.

The book is long, looks recent.

21. No. 136. Cavi karna rasayanam Mandhatra charitram-—
" the tale of Mandhatra nectar to the poets ear."

By Karasinha 1st and 2nd asvdsas the remainder wanting.

Yuvanasva (young horse) a king of Ayoddhjn, going out to hunt,

frightened a rishi, who denounced on him, as a curse, that a child sliould be

born within him. The malediction taking effect, the said young horse died.

By some means the dead body was restored to life ; and when his son Mail-

d'latra came of aga he was crowned ; the father then gave him lessons on

ethics of kings, and afterwards on pilgrimage, and penance.

King Mandhatra going out on a dicvijayam, or conquest expedition

to the octave points, encountered Rdvana ; and having overcome him, plant-

ed &jaya stamhha, or pillar of victory.

The book is long, and thin, has no boards a few leaves are

damaged.
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[Whatever iniiy be the poetical merits, its value otherwise must depend on the ethi-

cal matter insinuated ; as children are sometimes taught useful truths by tales of fairies, or

of enchanters].

22. No. 140. S(!ima vara riiahcdmyam, dwipada -metre, see 20 '^o.

114.

In Casi (Benares) the obseivaiices of bathing in the month Mdgha

are detailed. Legends of Capila—Canva—Afjasty^i— Gautama —Vasishta,

and other munis. Their devotedness to iSiva. They sat down in a mantapa

or open porch, and Nandihesvnra told them tales of the past. One, of a

CJtettis son taken away by a racshasa ; and others intended to illustrate the

benefit of fasting, &c., on Mondays, and especially in the moniXi kartilicya :

leaf 1—59 and 61- G5.

The book is sliort, of medium tliickncss, lias no boards, is slight-

ly damaged.

23. No. 144. Vijaya vllam—composite metre, complete, by Ven-

cata ra.ya.

The pilgrimage of Arjnna to ths south ; adventures with Ulichi

daughter of a /?af/a king—adventure at Madura— birth o^ PapiraimJKxna—
visit in disguise to Divaraca— Suhhadrah eloping with him— wrath of Bala

blcadra—mildness of Krishna—their going together to IndrucapresVha—

marriage of Arjuna with Subhadra. (Founded on the Juimuni hhdratam.)

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, injured.

24. No. 152. KaRdavara charitra.

By PdjKtmu, in 2 asi'dsas complete.

A king, named Nandana chacraverti ru'ed in a town, named Nan-
davaram. An ascetic of distinction having come, taught him a manlra or

spell termed inanoveya saujaramana yoga veya ; and slippers corrtspiindiiio-

were givtn. By their aid he cuuld travel fast as thought He went
to Cad without his neighbours perceiving ; and, as it would seem,

taking his wife with liim. One day he held intercourse with her, wht-n she

was unclean. The rislds there removed ihut do.dtam. He promised them
an agraliaram in his town. He came back, and taught his minister royal

ethics ; and told him sundry talcs. By reason of a famine at Cdsi the

rnhis with their gods, as witnesses, came, and took possession of the said

agrahdram. After awhile Due ha Appayya disputed with them ; and, on
their refusal to take his two sous and adopt them, he, in despite, burnt him-

self alive.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.
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[A specimen of the mode in which a Hindu can falsify a series

of facts; yet preserving the outline. It is apparent that the above

Nandana \vsi& Pialdpa rudra o{y^?iXdLX\VQ\. Vide report on the Elliot

Marble^ chap. 5].

24i. No. 155. Balhana charifram.

By Ganja dhariya cavi, dwipada metre.

Siva having heard from Ndreda that Balhana raja gave to all

whatever they asked, came in disguise as a religious mendicant ; and asked

for a chaste woman. As no one such could be found in tlie town, the king

surrendereil his younger wife. Siva changed himself into an infant in her

lap ; then took herself and her husband to Cailasa : 56 leaves, complete.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, is recent.

25. No. 159. Sdrangadhara charitram.

By Samba : dtvipada metre.

Narendra king of Mahendra, in consequence of his second wife's

false accusations, ordered his son to be mutilated. &c., see other notices,

supra and passim : 68 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.

25^. No. 163. Three pieces.

1.) Yerucala cora vdnchi ; 28 leaves.

By Pusdri j'iggayya : mixed metre.

See 32. No. 203. 1) infra.

2.) Ndga paripdla salacam.

5 leaves, 88 kanda padyas defective.

Praise of Vishnu : relates to XVI, or XXXI.

3.) Yerucala cora vdnchi.

By Jaganafha : 1 asvdsam, mixed metre.

See 32. No. 203. 2) infra.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a recent

copy.

26. No. 168. Mdja sechara vilasam,

By Kuclii manchi timmayya. In composite metre, 3 asvdsas

complete.

The tale of Balhayia raja and his two wives. Composition more

labored ; but the subject as in the dwipada poem v : snpra 2A\ No 155 ct

passim.
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27. No. 176. Dhermangada charitra.

By Narasinha—dwipada metre.

Gautama rislii reproved his wife Aha! //a, by narrating this tale

of a woman faithful to a low-caste husband.

Dherma raja had aa offspring a snake {ixarja the name of a paria

race) which was kept m a box. Retnangada, another king fallaciously

affianced his daughter to this snake. On coming to age she asked for her

husband; and was told the truth. She took the box, and carried it through

various countries : feeding the snake with milk. At length shf3 came to the

Urahma-gunda river ; in which, when bathing the serpent, it assumed a

human form, and she then returned, with her husband, to her mother's

house. In the cnl he came with pomp to his fathers court, and the

marriage was celebrated : 35 leaves, defective.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, is slightly injured.

28. 'No. 184. Surahhandesvaru,

By Gattu prahliu ; composite metre.

Prefaced by 1 leaf Amha Idriana.

On Savunaca enquiring hiw Brahmans are turned into gods at

Benares. Suta replied by a tale, of an ascetic, who become enamoured of

a publican^s wife, and visited her during her huj«band's absence. One day

the husband unexpectedly returned, when the woman put her lover into a

toddy-jar, closing the top. He was suffocated ; and his body turned into a

lingam : which, in process of time, the peopL began to worship ; 28 leaves

complete. At the eno 3 leaves containing praise of Vishnu, and Siva,

mangalam chants to Siva.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, slightly

damaged.

29. No. 186. Nirancushopdkydna.

By Rudrayya : composite metre.

Pulaha muni to Dherma sila raja.

In Manica pitram a Brahman, by favor of Vishtm, obtained a son,

whom he named Nirancusha ( uncontrolled ). He taught his son all

sciences : but the son, heedh^ss of his wife and children's counsel, gave him-

self up to lewd women ; and, after wasting his wealth upon them, they

drove him away. He, going to a forest, saw an old temple in ruins, and

there {dayed at dice with the image, and conquered. Sivi appeared, and gave

him Rhemba as the pledge, or stakes. While the two were living together,

Ndreda reported Rhemba to Indra her master. The god said let her be-

come a stone : but Nirancusha skilfully obviated the evil, by a device.
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Indra appeared, and approved his skill. He enabled him to drive away a

Brahma-racshasa that troubled the king of the country ; and the king

bestowed on him wealth, with which he and Rheinba lived prosperously ;

60 leaves.

Tlio book is loDg, of medium thickness, has no boards, one leaf

is broken.

30. No. 191. Dhermangada charitra.

By Nai^asinha, dwipada metre.

Gautama rishi to his wife Ahalija.

Tale of a young woman, faithful to a snake of a husband

—

v. supra

27 No. 170 el. alibi 46 leaves complete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, worn

by use.

31. No. 195. Dhermangada charitra.

By Narasinka, dwipada metre.

Gautama in reply to Ahalyas enquiry if there were any wives more

chaste than Drdupadi, Sita, or Tdra ; ut supra, 9 leaves defective.

The book is long, old, without boards, injured.

31 1 . No. 199. Vijaija vildsam.

By Vencata raja : compordte metro.

1, 2 asvdsas complete, the 3rd defective. See other notices

supra.

48 leaves ; and 3 leaves affixed, a grant of land.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, old,

damaged.

32. No. 203. Two pieces.

1.) Ycrngala cora vdnchi—mixed metre.

By Jaggayya.

An allegory, on the principle of '•' Cupid and Psyche." The birth

o[ Jiva {{h.Q soul) its nurture—its desire of mwA^j, or liberation. On that

account its meditating on the gum (god). By his favor Jiva assumed

the from of a Curattl (gipsy), and the IMi'ila pracriti (original matter used

for) Brahma came in the from of a Gurava (unle gipsy) and both going to-

gether to Kawalyam (hand possession, or) a superior world, they were there

united together : another mode of expressing the aikyam of Saivas or mocsham

of other classes- On these outlines, various allegorical, and moral instruc-

tions are engrafted, leaf 1— 57,
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2.) Chodikan ccul/ia, mixed metre.

By JagandVliam.

One Chodihan (being a curava) went to seek his wife (a curalii) ; and

having found her, gave her various moral instructions. He afterwards

brouglit her home to his house
;
(in result similar to the above) : leaf 58— 71.

These sexual allegories may please the people form whom intend-

ed ; but the vehicle is doubtful.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, looks recent.

33. No. 206. Dhermagada charitra.

By Kwrasinha : dwipada metre,

Gautama rishl to his wife Ahalya.

Dhernuingnda a king ruled in Kanaka puram (gold town) he had a

serpent for a son. Ey contrivance of his mantri this snake was given in

marriage to the daughter of Retnangada. At the proper time she learned

the true state of the case, and took a box, which coat:uned her husband, to

vaiious fanes, and bathing pools. Coming to Brahma gunda she bathed the

snake in the river; on which it became a man. She retiu-ued with him to

her father and mother's house. After some time she proceeded with an army

to assert his rights. An aerial voice made known the truth, that this was

the king's sun. She gave her husband the name of Chitrangada, and caused

him to be crowned ; 53 leaves complete.

At the beginning aro two leaves, on the length of life in man,

and various animals.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has one leaf broken.

S3j. No. 207. Shad chacravcrti charitrani.

By Rama chandra, composite metre.

Tales of six special rulers, Harischandra not here ; the first 50 leaves

being wanting. Nala, from his going to visit Damayanti, to the end of the

tale.

Purucucsha ~\

PuTuravas • The life and acts of these rulers, given in detail

;

Sdgara )" these are complete.

Kartavirya J

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

worn by use.

34, No. 209. Dhermangada charitra.

By Narasinlm—dwipada metre.

Gautama's reproof to Ahalya by the tale of the daughter of

Retnangada, who was faithful to a snake ; as above, 01 leaves complete.

The look is of medium size, injured.
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35. No. 21(3. Krishna, Arjuna, samvdtam.

By Casturi ranyha cavi : composite metre.

In 5 asvusas complete.

Krishna, on some expedition, sat down by some water for his ablu-

tions. A gandharha named Cayyan (or Cain) passing over head, dropped

spittle into KrrshncCs hands unawares : Krishna incensed swore to take away
the bird's life. The gandharha, after various other applications, took refuge

with Arjuna. Negociation ended in a " single combat." Brahma, and other

gods came, inteifered, and reconciled the two combatants. Cayijan was pre-

served. Hari-hara came to Dherma raja, bestowed gifts, and departed ;

108 leaves complete.

The book is of medium length ; somewhat thick, has no boards,

is slightly injured.

36. No. 220. Two pieces.

1.) Manu charitra.

By Peddandrya composite metre.

In six asvdsas, complete.

Legend of >S'yaro'c/ii5a manu.

From the union of a gandharha with a female on the Ilimdlyas,

named Varutm?ii a child was born, known as Svarochisa raja ; who, by a

fjandharha woman, had a son, who came to be the above Scarochisa manu.
His life and adventures (fabulous of course) are related in the poem. See

other notices. \_Svar6clusa according to the purdnas was second after

tSvayamhhuvd manu or Adam ; coi'responding therefore with Scth or Enos
of the Hebrew chronology].

2.) Rdghra ijayidaviyam.

By Surayya, composite metre.

The tal( s of the R m yanam and the Bhdratam in double meanino-

v\?ords. bee formpt notices The leaves are not regularly strung ; some
are lost, some injured.

The book is long, thick, old, leaves broken, and others damaged
by white ants.

37. No. 223. Dhermangada charitram.

By Narasinha : dwipada metre.

See 33. No. 206. 34. No. 209 and other notices supra. Com-
plete in 38 leaves ; and one leaf, containing praise of the 9 planets.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, is slightly

injured.
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38. No. 224. Sura hhdndeivara.

By GJiattu prahhu^ as if told by Suta to nsh'm in tlie Naiminara

vanam.

Sioxy 0^ ^ Brahman who, in an illicit amour, was put into a liquor

jar ; suffocated, and turned into a lingam. See former, and fuller notices :

15 leaves,

The book is long, and without boards.

39. No. 237. Dhermangda charitravi.

By Narasinha : dwipada metre.

Ahalya having been cursed to become a stone, recovered her proper

form by homage paid to Rdma ; and Gautama, her husband lectured her

with a tale of a woman faithful to a snake. See former notices ; 28 leaves

complete.

The book is long, without boards, and slightly injured.

40. No. 245. Bhoja rdjiyam : original prose, a few stanzas in the

midst for ornament.

Bhoja asked, and Sarpa siddha replied. A long tissue of tales,

the one arising out of another, in the oriental fashion.

The value of giving food—excellence of chaste Avives. Tale of

Satya va7ita—another of Ydcja husha—another of Bet?iamandana— tale of a

tiger and a cow—tale of Madana rekhi— and various others : strung as

above indicated. The leaves are falsely numbered 1—56, as the beginning is

wanting, and also leaves 16, 17, 50.

The book is long, of medium thickness, slightly damaged.

41. No. 246. Mailrdvana charitra.

Agastya to Rdma in praise of Hanumdn dwipada metre, and

some prose.

On HanumdvLS going to Pdtdla and conquering Mailravana, bring-

ing away spoil. See other, and fuller notices, 51 leaves.

The book is of medium size, recent copy, from Mackenzie M.SS.

42. No. 261. Capota vacyam.

Prefaced by stuttras, or lauds directed to Vishnu, Sarasvati ; and

Vinayaca.

Rdma to Sugriva a tale of a pigeon that burnt itself—on losing its

mate ; in reply to a remonstrance against entertaining Vibtshina, the brother

of Rdvana ; 32 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards, recent.
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43. No. 274. Sdrangadhara charltra.

By Samha : divipada metre.

A fragment of seven leaves written ; the remainder blank leaves.

The play of Sarangadhara at tennis Avith a couipanion, and throwing

up a pigeon— not further.

The hooh is of medium length, has no boards, recent,

44. jN"o. 279. Bhdva ISJdrdyana vilasam.

By Rangdcharya : mixed metre.

A fictitioxis tale of a promise of marriage solemnly made in the man-

tapa called Bhdva Ndrdyana in Nandnra puri; from which the father of the

young woman afterwards receded, and denied the engagement. Pilgrimage

of Govinda the male party to Benares; and thence bringing gods and men, as

witnesses. In the end, the marriage was solemnized.

The book is short, of medium thickness, leaf 4—48 and the 3 first

leaves broken into small bits, no boards.

45. No. 290. G6-vdcya charitra, prose.

The popular legend of a cow fed by a Brahman at Gokerna in the

Concan. It vstrayed, and was met by a tiger. The cow pleaded an exemption

on account of its calf; and asked leave to go and return. The cow kept its

promise of returning, in order to he eaten; hut both cow and tiger were trans-

poi'ted to another world : 14 leaves.

Fonr sisa stanzas to the effect that Rama, before his exaltation,

dreamed that he was crowned. And—24 blank leaves.

The book is short, and thin.

46. No. 311. Betula panchacam, ])vose.

Five of the tales of the familiar of Vicramarca ; these are com-

plete.

The book is long, thin, without boards, recent.

47. No. 412. Kola purnodiyam.

By Surya cavi, composite stanzas, not complete.

Eeference to (he Yada race, to the genealogy of Knshia-h.\% amours

with 16,000 women—water sports—females described. Ndreda's visit, and

his surprize—Ndreda made a report to Indra, which excited the curiosity of

Bhemba—she wished to go and see Krishna—her person described j certain

conditions connected with the worship of Cali, and with human sacrifices.

Rhemba's visit—her praise of Krishna, and taking leave ; in six padalams,

leaf 1— 106 regvdar, book left unfinished.

The book is long, somewhat thick, has no boards ; in part recent,

the other part not old.
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48. No. 465. 3Idilrdvana charitram, ^adyas and divipada metre

mingled.

After the defeat of -Rayawa, the latter called ilfae7mra«a, a ruler in

Pdtdia, and gave him counsels relative to the destruction of Udma. Hanu-

mdn went as a spy to the lower world ; came hack ; and reported the state of

things. In the end, war was waged, and iV/a^7rai•owa was overcome. A fuller

abstract may appear in Vol. 3.

The book is long, thin, recent.

49. No. 481. Sect. 1, Sdrangadhara charitra.

By Ap2^ana cavi : divipada metre.

Chitrangada a yoimgcr wife of Ndrendra fell in love with his son

Sdravgadhara. On his declining her advances^ she tore her ornaments, and

then told the king, his son had done it. By his father's order the young man's

arms and legs were ciit off, and he was exposed in a forest. An aerial voice told

him all this was the result of a curse in a former birth ; hut that he was not to

grieve at it, as a muni would come, and give him relief A magician came,

and restored to him his limbs; and in the end the individual so restored, became

one of the nuva siddha, 07 nine magicians ; the horrible tales concerning them

are found elsewhere. For Sect. 2, see XXVII.

The book is somewhat long, and thick, recent.

50. No. 493. Pururuva charitra.

By Appayya ; composite metre.

1, 2 asvdsas complete, the 3rd not so.

When Pun'irutas was reigning Ndreda came to him, and gave him

various instructions. Afterwards going to Indra, the latter asked him, con-

cerning Pururutas ; when Ndreda told his history to the following purport.

Budha was the son of Chandra by Tdra wife of Vrlhaspati. Ey

J3udha and Lilavati, daughter of Vaivasvala-menu, was born Pururuvas

He conc^uered in all directions. "Wliile describing his prowess, all who heard

JSdreda were surprized ; but Urvasi became enamoured of the hero, in canse-

quence of the narrative ; and is represented as greatly oppressed by her

passion—here the thread is snapt.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards.

51. No. 529. Hanumat vijayam.

By Tirupati naraadheya,, padyas and divipadas.

This is otherwise called Mailrdvana charitram. 48. No. 465

supra. The story is one, and the same.

The book is of medium size.
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53. No. 536. Two pieces.

1.) Sdrancjadliara cJiarltrom, composite stanzas complete, except

one leaf in the middle, vide 49, No. 481, supra et aUter.

2.) Siirahhandesvaram ; composite metre: vide 28, No. 184., supra

et alihi.

The book is long, thick, old, damaged.

53. No. 537. Three sections.

I.J Sundries. One leaf on the marriage of Rucmini. One leaf

slocas, praise of Rurna. One leaf slocas to this effect—if, during

an eclipse of the sun or moon, a ring be made of a mixture of gold,

silver and copper, in equal parts, it will bring over all things (or

be a talisman to effect any object).

- 2. j Capota vacyam.

Havana having rejected VihisMnas advise the latter went over to

Rama. S^ur/riva cautioned Rama against receiviug him ; whereupon Rama

related the fable of a pigeon, which when its mate was caught in a huntei's

toils burnt itself; the moral being that he judged it expedient to hazard even

life, in the rescue of Sila.

3.) Dhermangada charitra ; dioipada metre. See various notice 3

supra.

The book is long, thin, recent.

54. No. 538. SurdhJiandesvaram.

Composite stanzas—complete.

See ^ arious notices, supra.

The book is long, thin, recent copy
;
yet much damaged.

55. No. 544. Vicramdrca^s throne.

It had steps, and 32 statues- When Bhoja-rdja attempted to ascend

it, each statue addressed him a tale of Vlcramdrca's liberality ; and Bhoja

abashed, retired ; e. g. in the -1th Section, Ficramdrca bought costly jewels

from a merchant, and gave them away to a boatmen, and a peon ; id est

liberality i'e/'s««s discretion: 1— 11 asvdsam, two leaves deficient in the oth

the lull much injured.

The book is long, thick, old, damaged by insects, and by break-

in ij.
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56. No, 545. Parijdidpahdranam.

Composite metre 1—5 asvdsams, complete

While Kruhna was amusing himself with his many concubines, and

his eight wives, Naredu one day brought the parijata flower from Indra's

world, and gave it to Krishna who bestowed it on Rucmini. Nureda then

went to Satyahhauma, and stirred np her jealousy ; so that, she would not

spealv wiih, nor look at Krishna. He promised her the tree iiself ; went, and

fought with Indra, brought away the tree; and planted it in Sati/abhauma''s

garden. [This tale wonderfully pleases grown up children.]

The book is long, thin, old, injured.

57. No. C57, Cavi Jcarna i^asayanam mdndhdtri charitra :

composite metre.

By Narasinha : asvdsas 1—3, 5, 6. The 5th defective at the

teginning.

See 21. No. 136 supra for the two first sections.

After planting the pillar of yictory Mdndhutri married a daughter of

the ruler of Kimtala desam. Anon, he was taught by his guru Vasishta

many ethical lessons, and the glory of Vishnu. He made a severe penance

to Vishnu, at the Sariya nadi tirtlia- The celestials sent opsara women,

from Indra s world, to break the penance ; but tliey did not succeed.

Vishnu came ; and granted the desired boon. The king returned to his

town, and continued bis reign : leaf 1—94 but 45—62 are wanting.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

[By this latter part it is seem to have a reference to the next

heading.]

XXXI. Vaishnava.

1. No. 11. Amukta mdlyadu.

By Allasdna feddana, hut inscribed to his patron Krishna raya;

composite metre, 1— 6 asvasas.

A highly poetical, and very difficult account of Vishnu chif, one

of the dluvar, and his polemic proceedings at VilUputtur, and Madura.

See following and fuller notices.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a little old, and damaged.

2. No. 12. Amukta mdlya vydkhydnam. A comment on the pre-

ceding poem, by Galii palli Srinivdsa cavi, 1—9 asvdsas; 93 leaves.

On the proceedings of Vishnu chit. The original is not readable,

without the aid of a comment.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent copying.
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3. No. 22. Sect. 1. VisJmu thiilijam, ov AniukLa inula : composite

metre.

By J/ki.saiia peddana—G asrusas.

Sri c'lUlputtur was the town of Fis'i/iu vhit the dluvar—the book

treats of his disputes with the Pandiyan. The subject is briefly, and

contemptuously noticed in the Madura st'hala purunam.

The book is long, thick, recent copy.

4. No. 24. Atlanta vriitopukh ijdnam.

By Tirumala raya: composite stanzas ; I

—

5 ascdsas. It refers

to an observance in honor of Vishnu, on the 14th day, bright half of the

lunation in Bhadra pada month.

It proceeds on the nirrative of the Bliaratam. The Pdndavas being

resident in a wilderness, Krishna camf, and condoled with them. He then

toll] to Dherma raja the great Value of the ananta vriita with the mode of

its performance. The greatness of Vishnu the lord of that penance. Ex-

amples of its benefits in tales e. g. a Drahviaii had two successive wives,

and a daughter by the first one. This daughter observed the penance, and

was disturbed by her hu.sband, who in consequence became reduced to

poverty. On repenting, and seeking forgiveness, from Vishnu, the god

complied with her requests, and restored her former wealth : leaf 1-99.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, is a little

damaged.

5. No. 74. ' dmukta mala; composite metre, 1—7 asvdsas ; so

far complete, but only 1 to ll asvdsas were examined.

Concerning Vishnu chit or nam dlucdr—accoMnt of a Pandiyayt

king— some disciples were instructed by nam dluvar —the mode of their

becoming Voishnava Tprvselytes—their fame, and excellence

—

Vishnu is the

only supreme—his praise.

1st oso : Vishnu chit removed secular concerns, and bco-an to <yive

food to followers of Vishnu,

2Qd asv : On the southern Madura, and its adjuncts

—

Pandiya
kings from Malaya dwaja downwards. Vishnu sent nam dluvar thither.

3rd asv: By favor of Vishnu he came to IVIadura, and instructed the

king, how to obtain beatification : so far examined.

[A great uproar was occasioned by the innovation on the

Saivas. The Vaishnava cause there has always been in a state of de-

preciation].

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, slightly injured.

k3
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6. No. lOi. Three poems.

1.) Prasannava rdghava satacam, vriUta stanzas—incomplete^

leaf 147-238.

On the birth of Rama and to the close of events in the Rainc'.ynnam,

with the asvamedha ydgam—brief epitome, with praise of Eama'ii equity as

a ruler.

2.) BJiadra girisa satacam, 102 vriltta stanzas, on 7 leaves, com-

plete.

By Krishna dasa cavi.

A devotee of Vis/mu praises Edma, his shrine bting on the Bhadra

hill.

3.) Vencatesvara satacam—6 sisa stanzas, fragment of 1 leaf.

Praise of VisJmu at Tirupati, or Tripetty.

The book is long, thin, recent.

7. No. 120. Dasavatara charitram.

By Rama mantri, composite metre.

1— 10 asvdsas, a great poem, not of the most difficult class, Lut

intermediate. It contains a poetical account of ihe ten avatdras ap-

pearances, or manifestations of Vishnu : " incarnation " though very

commonly used is not strictly correct, as for instances in a fish, tor-

toise, boar.

[The historical reference of these manifestations seems likely to be solved; though

this ii not the place. See Vaislinava in the introduction].

The book is long, of double the usual thickness, very slightly

injured,

8. No. 126. Dharojagainayaca satacam,

110 vriltta stanzas. 18 leaves.

By Ancadra cavi—complete.

Devotees praise JaganaCha as the true god, and protector of the

-ivorld ; as the goi of the Cali yuga, &c.

The book is small, without boards, a little injured.

9. No. 127. Vaijayanti vildsam, composite metre : 5 asvdsas.

By TanmaiyabJii ddjia cavi.

It rehates to Vipra Nd^dyana, or ihe Tondi reddi podi 'Jluvar—the

trick played on him by a pagoda prostitute, leading him to steal a gold

utensil—and the god appearing to set all right, as to the honesty of his

votary. See other, and fuller notices j as 12 No. 165 infra.

The book i^; of medium size, has no boards, is very slightly

injured.
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J)i. Duplicate No. 132. JdnaJci jKiti satacam.

117 stanzas, complete. On the ten avatdras of Vishnu : whom
he protected, and whom he slew ; apjolied in praise of Mama.

— 1 leaf—matters saoii in kind as to Parvati.

— ] leaf—arithmetical table, Telugu figures.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

10. No. 146. Dasdvatara charitra.

By Bdfna mardri : composite metre.

1—10 asvdsas complete.

The motsya, cicrma and other manifestations of Fishmi—from

what cause, how begun, and carried on—and with what results—stated

at length : vide supra.

The book is long, very thick.

11. No. 162. 'Awiuhtu mala ; tlca.

Only the 7tli asvdsam,

Vishnu chit visited various temples ; bathed iu pools, came to the

chola desa ; bathed in the Cdveri river ; used the aska marushana spell—

•

rendered homage to Vishnu at Sri-rangham: leaf 243— 273 j taken out,

damaoino^ some other book.

This one is long, thin, without boards, looks recent,

12. No. 165. Vlpra Ndrdyana charitra, mixed metre—leaf 1—
25 complete.

On the islet of Sri-rangham near Trichinopoly, and in an alms-house

lived a Brahman's son named Vipra Ndrdyana. As a devotee he attended to

a garden, so as to supply flowers for the image; and while he was so occupied,

Alliveni and Deva devi two dasis returning with presents, after having

visited the chola king, saw him, The two sisters spoke about him ; one say-

ing he could not be conquered. Deva deci, the younger of the two, laid a

wager that she would accomplish the feat. By assuming a disguise, and

by a variety of skilful devices, she attracted the notice of the young Brahman,

and brought him round to her object ; gaining her wager, she took him to her

dwelling; and be repeated his visits; but, after some time, the mother of

the girls, seeing he brought nothing in hand, drove him away. The god

Vishnu compassionating his distress, assumed the shape of a young cehbate

JBrahnian ; brought and gave him a golden vessel, one out of five ; which

be bestowed on his tempter. Next day the vessel was missed ; and on being

found with the ddsi, the blame of theft was laid on Vipra Nurdyana. AVhcu
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lie was just about to be punished, the god of Srl'rangham visibly appeared;

stated the whole truth, and delivered his votary. This is a prose tale ; 9

No. 127., supra is poetical, styling the ^voman tictrix, and eulogizing her

skill.

The book is long, thin, has no boards, looks recent.

[A tale akin to this is told of two belles of the French revolution ; who laid a wager

;

and one of tliem seduced an officer to leave his company, and duty, when on a march.

Being degraded, he went mad, and his seductress had to take charge of him as his keeper].

13. No. 174. Bushana vicdsa satacam : 101 sisa stanzas, on 50

leaves.

A devotee of Vishnu, from a variety of common places, praises the

man'Hon avatdra of Vishnu.

The book is of medium size, without boards, looks recent.

14. No. 183. Two poems.

1). Sita kalydnam ; mixed metre.

Birth of Dasarafha's nominal son lidma—-Kdusilya preserved from

danger

—

Vashhta finished his sacrifice—The curse on Ahalya removed.

When Sita was doubtful, as to accepting the hand of Rama, the latter

changed his shape, and assumed that of a gipsy—he went to Sita, and

told her, Rama Avas to be her husband—the combat of Rdma with Pdrasu

Rama—the crowning of Rdma : leaf 1— 51 complete.

2.) Cajpola vdcyam—mixed metre.

leaf 52—89 vide supra X\X. 42 No. 261 and 17 No. 99

et allhi.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick.

15. No. 192. ^Amulda mdla with ilea.

Part of the 5th asvdsam, not ending.

Vishnu chit one day met with a deserted female child, which he rear-

ed, and devoted to the service of Vishnu. On coming of age the girl became

enamoured of the god, composing chants to his praise. A description of the

seasons is included : 34 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, bamboo boards.

IG. No. 202. ^Amuktamdla: composite metre.

The 1st asvdsam only.

Description of iSri-villiputiur—a hrahman named Vishnu cMt, lived

there—he is j)raised. He relinquished all secular concerns—gave food and

other necessaries to votaries of Vishnu—in his house always meditated on

the wonders ascribed to Ndrdyann ; and like topics ; 42 leaves.

The book is long, and looks recent.
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17. No. 211. Three pieces.

1.) Gala vesha catlia—mixed prose, and verse—7 leaves a frag-

ment. See IX No. 2ol. 1.)

Tale of a cowherdess—a burletta—lier milk superior, and her caste

superior to other castes, because Kruhna was born in it, &c.

2.) Samudrn matanam.

On the churning the milk sea, In the Cnnndvatura—6 leaves, without

beginninof or ending.

3.) Sumzas on the sports o{ Krishna—love songs addressed to him

—and some stottrns—this seems complete.

Medium length, thin, no boards.

18. No. 225. Karasinlia safacam.

By Sesdchala : 110 sisa star.zas, on 21' leaves, complete.

Various praise of Nrtsinha deca, the manlion form, and appeals for

protection.

The book is short, without boards.

19. No. 232. Two sections.

1.) Vencatesa satacam, 28 sisa stanzas, on 12 leaves defective.

Various praises of Vixlmu at Tripetty, according to the actions as-

cribed to him.

2.) Praise of Fishmi and of his vehicle Goruda.

Six sisa stanzas on 3 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, damaged.

20. No. 211. 'Amukta mala, with a tica.

The 5t]) and Gth asvdsas, on 195 leaves.

Vishnu chit reared a foundling, which acquired the name in Tamil

of Chudi hodulta ndehtyar, or in Telugu 'Amuhta. mala. She and the god

became mutually enamoured—the god went to V'lUiputtur, and married her.

See other notices, supra.

The book is of mediu.n length, very thick, but on narrow leaves,

recent.

21. No. 218. Gola hhdna vesha catlia, mixed metre.

Gcla hhdna ( a cowherdess) when going out to sell butler-milk in-

sists that god and men are all alike of the yadu ( or cowherd ) tribe. She
praises that caste as being the highest : was not Krishna born in it ? She
begins to tell the legend of the churning the milk sea, as far as to the vomit-

ing of venom by the serpent Fasw^?— breaks oir-23 leaves are written, and

14 others are blank.

The book is long, without boards, recent, compare 17. No, 211.

supra.
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110 sisa stanzas, on 19 leaves complete.

Bj' Bala knshna dctsa.

Various praises of JIari, as Vencatesa or lord of Tripety.

At the end are t\vo leaves—a fragment, remedies for diseases of

cattle.

The book is long, thin, somewhat old, has no boards.

23. No. 259. Lacshmi ncirdyana satacam.

By Sara cavi : 103 vriitta stanzas.

In various ways Vishim is praised.

This passage occurs.

'' Low caste is nothing : if any one be a sincere, and devout

worshipper, he will obtain Kaivalyan {Vaicontlia). Therefore ! Ndrd'

yana. the chief thing required is dovotedness to thee ;" 19 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, has no boards, looks recent.

24. No. 264. Krxshna karnamr%fa : slocas, and to each slocas a

Telugu padi/a.

Prefixed one leaf praise of Roma, and one leaf praise of Vencatesa.

The chief piece has 109 slocas and as miiny padyas. The sports of

Krishna described, and praised ; very popular : leaf 1—32 not finished.

The book is rather long, without boards.

25. No. 323. Three sections.

1.) Jdnaki ndyaca satacam, 37 vriitta stanzas.

Praise of Rama as lord of the daughter of Janaca, 4 leaves. A f«;w

stanzas follow on amorous subjects, and women.

2.) Bhdgavatam—the lOth book, a fragment of 1| leaf

—

Suca yogi

to Paricshita.

3.) See X.

The book is long, thin, recent.

26. No. ?>S2. Three sections.

1.) Narasinha dandacam, 12 leaves, not complete : Praise of the

raanlion appearance of Vishna.

2.) Hamimat dandacam , 15 leaves not regular, not complete.

Praise of Hanuman.

3.) See IX.

The book is long, thin, without boards, damaged,
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27. No 348. Namsinha satacam : 106 vriltta stanzas. By Na-
rasinha cavi.

A devotee addresses the man-lion form of Vishnu, with praise ; aud,

asking for protection ; 11 leaves.

The book is long, and without boards..

28. No, 349. Rdraa dltdraca satacam.

]08 sisa stanzas
; fragment of 9 leaves.

A devotee praise Rama, asking from him protection and favor.

This book is long, without boards, 1 leaf damaged.

29. No. 350. Vencatesa satacam : 50 sisa stanzas on 16 leaves,

defective.

Praise of the god at Tripetty, and of the town wherein his consort

is supposed to reside. Appended are eight leaves dwipada, and 4 leaves

padyas ; mangala stuti, or praise by Timma cavi of the author of the

Basava purdnam.

The book is long, without boards, recent.

30. No. 353. For Sect. 1, see X.

Sect. 2. Krishna satacam.

Praise, by a devotee of Krishna.

Defective, and leaves in irregular order, no boards, damaged,

31. 354. Bhascara satacam.

22 stanzas on 7 leaves defective.

Praise of Vishnu as the sun—a sort of school book—long, with-

out boards.

32. No. 356- Chitra chitra prahhava tsatacam, 98 sisa stanzas, on

28 leaves.

On tlie 10 d/vatdras or manifestation of Vishnu and praying for

protection; even as votaries were protected ; in those appearances.

[The three first were proteclive ; in the fourth the protection is veiled ; lest ii

should discover the origin of the Brahmaus]

The book is long, without boards, recent.

33. No. 383. Five sections.

1.) Rama dandacam

:

—9 leaves.

Praise of Rama founded on the Rdmu.yanam.

2.) SeeX.
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3.) Garuddchalam, mixed metre, fragment of four leaves.

The amour of Narasimha with a gipsy (or Curatti) on the hill tenned

Ganida; the people of that tiibe followed him home, in tumult. Lacshmi

apeased them ; aud, money being given, they went away.

It is not cei'tain if this incident pertain to the man-lion avatar a, or to

a chief named Nayasinka : the latter seems prouahle.

4.) Vishnu siottram, one rnangala chant, on two leaves ; one or tvro

ethical.

5-) Bcima kirtana, 104 cliaranas or feet, on two leaves ; complete.

Panegyric on a very brief snmmary of the Udmayanam.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, without boards, par-

tially damaged.

34. No. 449. Two pieces.

1.) Hucmini parinayam, from the end of 1st part, 10th booh of the

Bhagavatam ; fragment of 8 leaves. The marriage is herein stated

(as in other copies) to have been brought about by a Brahman ; a point

on which different copies vary.

2.) Praise of Vishnu, Siva, Brahma, Parvati, Lacshmi, Sarasvati

3Ianmata, and other gods or goddesses : all on one leaf, prose.

This book is long, without boards.

o5. No, 479. Two pieces.

] .) Rdmanuja satacam ; vriltta stanzas : stanza 40—84 and 94— 1 13

on 11 leaves.

Praise of Yempramanar the dlnvdr oiSri Permatnr.

2.) Fragment : leaf 42—44, 7 stanzas.

Vishnu devotees are culpable, if they do not praise Rama.

Another book without boards.

36. No. 515. Sangirtana; prose.

By KTishnamdchdrya.

A gold-smith dying, his widow wished to burn with the body. She

paid h 31- respects to Kr islmamdclidri/a audhe gave his blesoing ; by the vir-

tue of which the body was re-aniraated ; and he superadded ail enjoyments to

both of t'lcm ; with the possession of Vaiconi'ha aftfr death.

The way of a pilgrim on the roai to Vaiconi'ha is described— soil

—

trees—the soul— a mantapa ; and description of the place after gtittinw there j

a sort of pilgrim's progress allegory.

The book is of medium leni^^th, thin, old; no boards.
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36i. No. 602. Mu-mucslia jaua caljxim, slsa stanzas, 12 irralca-

ranas complete.

The "book is long, of medium thickness, no boards.

37. No. 603. Two pieces.

1.) Mu-mticsLaja7ia calpam, stsa stanzas TO leaves 1—4 wanting

—

12 chapters, the 1st and 12th defective.

On the formation of the universe ; its state afterwards—to remove

various evils in its after state Vislmii assumed various manifestations of him-

self. In the end, that the people of the world might not forget him, he 2;ave

various instructions—and also caused the Bhdshacara (linguist i. e. Udma-
nnja) to be torn. From his birth and forwards, many wonderful things were

accomplished. Account of polemical controversies. The reasons why JRdma-

nvja taught some other dluvdrs. His beatification. For the rest, the topics ere

the modes of worship, or homage proper or peculiar to the Faishnavas : [The

numbers on the leaves are not regular ; some are left out, or were placed else-

where heretofore].

2.) Chattu slocas : 9 leaves.

Praise of the dlt/vdr of Vishnu, by a devotee. One leaf contains the

month, tind lunar day on which each of the dhivdr was born.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness 1) old and much
damaged.

38. No. 613. Sdtvica Brahma vildsam. \->yosg; defective.

A disciple asks a teacher, concerning JBrohma, Vishnu, and Sica

and on the clashing dogmas of the respective votaries of Vishnu and i^u-u

asks for guidance, Avhlch the teacher professes to give—and discoiu'ses on the

sdtvica, rujasa and tdmasa dispositions as ascribed to the Triniurti. As the

book is not complete, the full bearing does not appear. See a full outline

Vol. 1, page 181. It is likely that XXIX. 52 No. 604, and this fragment, are

parts of the same book.

The book is long, thin, has no boards, looks recent.

30. No. 621. Two pieces.

1.) Tatva treya sdram
; prose with some slocas mingled.

Nam dluvdr [Vishnu chit) taught a devotee who approached his feet

concerning tha five senses—and on other matters, by the operation of which

Tlshmc is superior—such topics variously amplified.
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2.) PancJia samascdraj)''halam ;
prose, and some slocas.

Such persons as wear on their bodies tlio marks of Vishnu, do what is

very meritorious. Eut it is wrong to converse with sucli as do not use sucli

marks. It is needfu] to praise, and worship T'ishnu. If this be not done,

and if people walk in the fashion of this world, Naraca is their portion. If

iSiva, Brahma, Indra, tj'c, are worshipped they are not able to give beatifica-

tion : various proofs of the respective positions are professedly given, from

Vedas and purdnas.

The same is ostensibly stated as being a discourse of the dluvdr among

themselves.

To such persons as obtain bcatiti;de juti hhedam (difference of caste) is

as nothing ; 84 leaves, yet not complete.

The book is of medium size, and looks recent.

40. No. 635. 3Iu-77iucsha J ana caljjam, sisa stanzas—1] j^rakara-

nas, not complete.

After the creation of the world, many evils, sorrows, and sufferings

occurred. To remove these Sri Ndrdyana assumed various avalaras or mani-

festations of deity- But as these still left much behind Rdmanvja was born

to remedy them. He proselytedm any. His actions, miracles, and conduct,

from birth to death are stated. Some notice of other dluvar : and an account

of the manner of Rdmanuja s death—and details as to Vaishnava homage :

leaf 1 92 regular. Compare 37 No. 603 supra.

The book is long, of medium thickness, somewhat old, and slight-

ly damaged.

XXXIL Vedanta.

1. No. 481. For Sect. 1 sec XXX. For Sect. 2 see XXVII.

Sect. 3. Uttara gita ; dioipada metre, 3 adhydyas : from the

latter part of the Bhagavat gita. The whole gita is classed under

ethical ; but as that looks like a later interpolation of the Bhdratavi,

so the latter part from the 12th section looks like a still later addition
;

to teach the main principles of the Vidanta system. The first 11 sec-

tions are highly poetical, and imaginative ; the remainder is abstract,

and metaphysical ; as if from a different mind : there is also another

excerpt sometimes termed uttara gita, the ethical lessons of Bhishnia

to the Fdndavas.

2. No. G05. Two pieces.

1.) Vedanta vartlcam : prose with slocas, quoted in proof.

A Brahman in return for very devout homage to the guru (here

moaning deity) asked a gift, and the nature of the gift, being demanded, the
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other replied giving instruction in the meaning of the Vedanta. Sri JSdrdyana

complied with the rpquest by copious details on the subject, herein stated ;

and, subsequently gave to his pupil beaUfication : 88 leaves.

2.) Sat guru hodha ; dwipada metre.

Discourse between a teacher and disciple. The latter asks the

teacher to remove his ignorance ; and to teach him the iatva or internal

faculties on the soul also ; and whence they proceed. The teacher gives

instruction on the five elements, five senses, and like matter, in detail. This

is not exclusively Vedantic ; but seems linked on to the former piece.

The book is of medium length, thick, recent.

3. No. 606. Four pieces.

1.) Niza arCha tatva mananam.

By Ellapa mantri : some extracts from vedas and purdnas in

proof.

The principle, or essence of all the sacred books plainly stated

in prose : not finished, 29 leaves only.

2.) Sutana chaiushlyam ; prose with slocas in exemplification.

The quadripartile knowledge is mystic, and they who possess

the knowledge of it will obtain beatification. It seems to be

—nitya, anitija vastu vivecam, a discrimination of finite, and eternal things.

—rejection and hatred of all worldly things,

—knowledge of six interior properties.

—mu mucshatvam, a desire of obtaining beatification.

He who possesses the above is tatva viveca adhicdra, lord of the

true wisdom.

This wisdom is amplified, and described ; 7 leaves 4th and 5th

wanting. [Such a piece is as remote from the vulgar idolatry, as can

well be imagined].

3.) Fragment of 6 leaves, from the uttara giia, metaphysical.

4.) Comment on the uttara gita : 13 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, without boards,

damaged.

4. No. 608. Four pieces.

1.) 'Atma hodha praJcaranam, mulam and ilea : 68 slocas with mean-

ing in Telugu.

iSancarddidrTja having examined the Vedas reduced their essence

down to the comprehension cf the unlearned, and obtuse in intellect. He
gave thQ subject of the Veda^ as the vedcmta ia 68 slocas. There are three
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ways tending to beatificalion ; that is tapas penance, mantram prayer, ijogam

ascetic renunciation of the world ;
yet gndnarn knowledge is better than they,

and especially conduceg to beatitude ; without this wisdom, the others are

comparative!}^ unavailing. Illustration ; as various common articles of food

would bo almost useless without tlie aid of fire, so are those three without

gndnam, or wisdom.

There are other illustrations; considered to be proofs: com-

plete.

2.) Uttara gita, slocas witli a tica in Telugu.

Three adliydyas, these complete.

—metaphysical part of the Bhagavat gila.

?,.) Paramdnanda hodha prakarana.

By Ddsa gosaya ; prose complete.

The nature of the soul—the nature of maya or matter. Though

soul and body are joined, yet there is no afiinity, or agreement between

them ; and various like matters of the vedanta fdiilosophy.

4.) Malia vdcya artliam prose.

Meaniri«' of the veda. A disciple asks how a family man may escape,

entanglements, and get safe to heaven. The teacher, by an explanation of

the vedas, shews that the union of the human soul, with the divine Being

is mocsham ; and proves the dogma by various authorities. The disciplo

askes further explanation on this abstruse point ; which is given with fur-

ther amplification.

The book is long, of medium thickness, somewhat old, has no

boards.

5. No. 615. For Sect. 1. see XI.

Sect 2. Vigndna 2')radipica, lamp of special wisdom, by Virayya

cari, composite metre in four asvdsas, complete.

Addressed to all learned men. The knowledge of the soul is difliicult

to be acquired. It will be known to those who are acquainted with the

vedanta. As also to those who use the ashtanga yogavi, or discipline of

eit^ht members ; and to those that know the meaning of mantras and tantras,

and to devotees of Siva and Vishnu. All these aforesaid will understand

the excellency of this wisdom.

Details of latva rjndnam, literally true knowledge ; but applied to

metaphysics of bodily faculties. Mode of formation of the foetus in utero,

and subsequent details. The rights proper to the four castes. On the

duties, or charities of life. Mode of using the above octo-form devotion.
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Kalurc or properties of bealitiule. These, and like matti-rs ampliiled : 21

leaves. [It is remote from vulgar idolatry, and might deserve translation ;

these isoteric systems arc little known].

For Sect. 3. see XXIX.
. The whole book is long, thin, and has no beards.

6. Xo. 625. Atmaikya-hodha ; dwipada metre.

A woman came to a guru and asked for instruction, in metaphysical

subjects. The teacher replies by details on the vedanta knowledge—on the

illusive nature of worldly things—on the difference between body and soul ;

and with veda extracts here and there, 7 leaves. [Seemingly an attempt to

insinuate, and gain influence for the system, among a class in creation not

usually over fond of metaphysics].

The book is long, without boards.

7. No. 626. Vasu deva manamam, prose with some slocas—

2

pralvaranas or chapters— others wanting—dialogue form.

Chap 1, Sarira treija p .* chap 2. ddiya ropdba 2^-

The unreality of all visible things, otheiwise than as an illusive per-

ception of the senses ; nominalism.

Pie who believes there is no reality in the visible world, beyond his

own self, will obtain beatification : some veda extracts quasi in proof :

117 leaves.

The book is soraew^iat long, and thick, old, partially damaged.

[Tlie abbe Raynal somewhere remarks that the ludians held abstruse meta])hysical

dogmas before Malebratiche and Descartes were born. The above may be proof. The first

principle of the Cartesian system was to doubt of every thing, save one's own existence ;

Cogito ergo suui]

.

XXXIII. Veterinary.

1. No. 29. For Sect. 1, 2, see XXX.
Sect o. Ilaya lacsjiana vildsa.

By Manu manchidhatta, padyas.

The 4th asvdsas right, the 5th defective.

—asva prasamsa, excllency of t lie horse.

—dimi vdrrta lacshanam, marks or curls.

—dasa csJietra libkdgam, curls on ten special places.

—vdiyo gndnam, knowledge of age.

—sucslietra pramdnam, rules as to good places for curls.

—varna lacshanam, colors, result from them.

—punra lacshanam, spots, or marks.
to—gatl svara lacshanam, sounds from five kinds of paces.

^prognosis of disease, the curable and incurable, distinguished,

—attama asm lacshanam, properties of an excellent horse.
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Also various notices of diseases of horses ; wilh the suitable

remedies : leaf 54—78.

The entire book is long, of medium thickness, partially di'.maged.

2. No. 494. For Sect. 1, 2, see XXI.

Sect. 3. Asva sastrain, composite metre, defective—the frag-

ment describes the qualities of Iiorses. This piece is old, and quite

different in appearance from the other two sections.

3. No. 809. Guvu sastra composite metre, incomplete.

The book treats of diseases of oxen, or cows ;—feet— swellings on neck,

rejection of food—and a variety of other maladies, incident to horned cattle ;

with the proper treatment, or remedies.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

XXXIV. ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 4. Fira Mahesvara cichdra sangraham.

B}' Lingam : divipada metre.

In 10 asoasas, but defective in the midst— glory of cow-dung ashes

—and eleocarpus beads—excellency of the five lettered spell—of the name

Hara—of the Siva rdtri or night commemorating Siva's illness, through

wine. Legend of Siva's having formed the shank and chacra—Legend of

Marcandeya—Bhr'ig-as curse on Vishnu— glory of its removal, by Siva,

When Vishnu as a manlion was lying drunk with the blood of Hiranyacasipu.

Siva assumed the form of a Sarabha and striking Vishnu's skull with beak,

or horn, took out from it the cause of intoxication. Glory of this act.

Vyasa praising Vishnu, as supreme, raised his hands over his head,

in adoration. Siva fixed them so, to teach him better ; so that he could

not let them down : hence called Vyasa hhnji stambhanant.

There are illustrations, by extracts, from other books, as itihasas

Sec.

Leaf 1—210 but 32—40 wanting, from the end of the 1st asvd-

sa, and beginning of the 2nd : 24 blank leaves at the end.

The book is long, thick, has narrow leaves, and small writing,

slightly injured.

[It is violently Saiva : but that it is of the Jangama class is not perfectly clear].

2. No. 8. Prahhu linga lila, divipada metre,

By Somayya cavi. In 5 asvasas, complete.

The adventures of AUama prahhu on earth ; from quitting Cai-

lasa, down to the exhibition of supernatural powers, when seated on a

sunya pit'ha or magic throne,

i
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In consequence of Sioa pointing out Allamaprahhu to Parvali, with

eulogy of liis continence, the tdmasa guna, or bad quality of Parvati, took a

human female form, to test the matter. When grown up, Maya tried all

allurements to win over Allama prabhu, in vain—though constantly pursued,

he always evaded—implying, by native mode of allegory, that he was possessed

of great self control.

The book is long, somewhat thick, old, very much injured.

S. No. 9. Basava purdnam, dwipada.

By Bhatsu siddha ccivi 5 asvdsas.

By permission of Siva his vehicle Nandi became incarnate under the

name of Basava Can ax). His marria^'e : he turned many people to the Vira

Saiva way—legendary stories of devotees ; details of his actions : haf 1— 171.

[Occasion will occur under 2nd Family for a full abstract from a copy in scvea

chapters dicipada, by Pnla curiki soinana'].

The above took is long, thick, old, leaves broken, damaged or

deficient.

4. No. 33. Sect. I. Basava purdnam.

By Pdla curiki soma ndtlia, du-ipada complete in seven osvdsas.

S'iva sent Nandi to earth in order to promote the spread of the Vira

iSaiva way. He came to the world by the name of Basava of the Brahman
caste— born as the son of Mdddmba—cast off the sacred thread—married

Gangdmha—i'ix\Q(\. the kingdom, as mantri with great celebrity— did miracul-

ous things herein detailed. Chenna Basava his nephew— account of him, and

of Bhavuri Brahmayya—Siddha Ramayya—and other devotees ; these and

many other matters detailed, chiefly by legendary tales : leaf 1— 211.

[It is difficult, with brevit}', to convey an idea of this singular and audacious book.

The animus is pointed against Jainas, Vai&hnavas Salcas and Brahmans in general, and,

caste altogether].

For Sect .• 2, see XIX.

5. No. S5. Sect 1. Prahhu linga lila.

By Rama son o^ Kotsala kota lingayya', composite metre.

In 5 asvdsas— dwijjada
I
copy of 2 No. 8.

In Cailasa, Parvati said that no one in the world could withstand

her maya. Siva said Allama jjrabhu would do so. Parvaii caused Maya
to become incarnate, as the daughter of Mamacara. Allama prahhu was a

partial incarnation of Siva. A variety of adventures are detiuled ; from the

continuous efforts of Maya uniformly evaded by Allaina prablm. See other

notices.

For Sect 2 sec TV.

The whole book is long, thick, recent.
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6. No. 39. 1.) Prahhu Ihiga lila ihvipada; ^Vixgmthi ot \U\t

varga, and part of 12th vvilh 35 blank leaves.

2.) Cdlahasti satacam, 120 vriUta stanzas, on 14 leaves.

3.) Fnshabha satacam, 104 sardula stanzas.

Praise o^ Basava — concexmng the Jangamas and their worship

—benefit of homage to Basava.

The whole book is long, of medium thickness, a little old.

7. No. 40. Dicsha bodlta; divipada.

By Pedda parti Basavesvarcu

In 3 asvdsas, complete.

Each section is termed dicshn—a lesson 1 ognye d : 2 uparnn d : 3 nirvana d : 4

svasHnd^'ohina d: 5 casalabishecfi d : G lingana d : 7 safya siddha d: 8 anugriha d:

'9 ni sdmsara d : 10 ecacara d: \\ samaiya d: 12 pancha rudra ai'pana d : 13 latvn d :

14 Unga nija d : 15 nuinolaya d : This sacrifice of family, solitary asceticism, sacrifice of

the five senses &c, ends very reasonably m manolaya loss of mind, insanity, ^ho. guru's

isoteric instruction to a disciple is detailed, leaf 1—73.

Compare XXIX. 5 No. 60. 3).

The book is of medium size, old, and much injured.

S. No. 45. Four pieces.

i.) Prahhu Unga lila, dwipada metre.

In 5 asvdsas complete.

By Pedda parti soma naf'ha.

Siva paid great attention to Allama prahhu, exciting Parcat'is- curi-
~

osity ; and leading on to a series of temptations, in which AUamd's conti-

nence always came off victorious ; 5 gadas to each asvdsam.

2.) Vrishaba satacam, complete.

Praise of 5a53ra, leader of the Jangamas or "moving deities."

3.) Girija satacam 25 stanzas only.

Praise of Parvati, mountain-born.

4'.) Saiva matdniara vishayam ; \5 leaves.

On the entire Saiva way, including panegyrics of Sioas amusc^

men is.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old; injured.

9. No. Q)Q. Two poems.

I.) Basava purana, dwipada metre.

Complete in 5 asvasas v : supra ct alibi.
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2.) Sdnandu charitra, dwipada metre.

Complete in 3 asvdsas. See XXIX, XXX.
The book is long, thick, old, injured; in some places the leaves

are broken.

10. No. 80. Three pieces.

1.) a fragment of 3 leaves on the linc/adhar'is : slocas with mean-

ing in Telugu. The law, or rule of the Jangamas : Qi'o families lefc

Sri Sailam.

The Dottiya tribe Avere once votaries of Vishnu—somo cut off their

hair-lock—a few others came to the south, and associated with Niyogi brak-

mans. A synod held at Madras rejected the customs, as to ceremonial un-

cleanness. The Panddrams are Jangamas. The linga and the use of the

gayairi do not consist—one of the two must be rejected, he who rejects all

old observances of the Hindus, the gayairi included, is termed a Vira Saiva.

2.) Maya devi charitra: on the trial by Parvati of Allama pra-

hhus continence. Maya when mature was asked for in marriage, by

a king, but he was rejected, because a Vaishnava. In the end AUama
prahhu, notwithstanding advances, and solicitations, rejected Maya.

3.) Two leaves genealogy, and tribes of Vaisijas or cometies ; and

Namhana charitra. Concerning a child lost in the Caveri river, and

restored by invoking Siva. It seems to be some legend of the Janga-

mas.

The book is long, of medium thickness recent, 1) is curious,

and should be translated.

11. No. %'6. Prahhu linga lila.

By Kocharla kota Ramayya.

In 5 asvdsas and 25 gadas.

Allama^s visit to Siva. Parvati's curiosity, and becoming incarnate,

as 3Iaya, the daughter of Mamakara. She saw AUama jnahhu ; sent him

messages, &c. A variety of legends. Allamai's narrative to Basava. The

result is to magnify AUama as a divinity ; though he was the probable in-

citer of Basava's conspiracy as a regicide 1—211 leaves.

A fuller abstract will probably occur under the Snd Family tjifra.

The book is long, very thick, and recent.

12. No. 122. Six pieces.

1 . Chenna malla slotlra. 3.2 sha stanzas.

On the shad stliala or six places, the hhaktl Mahcsvara—prasdda

—prdiudliiga—charana— aihyii, st'halas ; elsewhere explained, see Vol. 1,

m3
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2.) Gana mcUikci, dwipada metre.

A list of names of Siva ganas, or celestials of Cailasa : quasi '• thrones,

dominions, principalities powers ;
" or similar in reference {mut : wulandis),

?i.) Nava j)ushpa mdlikd, 9 sisa stuYi'zas,—a garland of nine ilovvers,

a devotee praises Siva,

4.) Sarvesvara stottvam, 120 vri'dta stanzas—praise of Siva, as the

universal lord.

5.) Basava stottram, peculiar verse.

Wearers of the liinja praise Basava,

6.) Basava linga satacam—6 sisa stanzas.

Praise of Basava.

Leaves 1) 6; 2) 6; 3) 2; 4) 12; 5) 2; 6) 2=30.

The book is long, has no boards.

13. No. 132. (See duplicate 132 under XXXI).

Three subjects.

1.) Balhana charitra, dwipud i metre.

By Gangadhara ; fragment of 6 leaves.

Only as far as to Ndreda's visit to Balhana. See fuller notices

supra XXX, ^o blank leaves follow.

2.) Basava purdnam divipada metre.

By Pdla curiki soma naVha.

Asvdsas 1, 2, part of 3rd wanting 4—7.

Legends of Bedsa inaha devi —Goda guchi — Dipada—Kaligur—
Nattiya nimittandi—Kanapa— Siru Tondari, and many others : see notices

supra, and especially abstract under 2nd Family, infra.

3.) Guru gita sdram— composite metre.

By Narapa—Some slucas quoted.

1—3 asvdsas complete.

Sica is represented as describing to Parvati the excellence of some

guru, not named—the mode of doing him homage—his zeal—his meritorious

actions—his command over the five senses—his sdtvica, and other good dis_

positions.

[Basava was styled the ;juru. Tlie piece may he a paraphrase on that part of the

Prnbhu, linga lUa, in which Siva is represented as telling Parvati the excellency of Allavui

jivabltu, also known as gurti].

The book is long, very thick, recent.
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14. No. 135. Siva pvja ridl/i : Ju'/pada.

By Panditayya, complete.

He describes the mode of performing ritual homage to the Saiva

symbol, according to the customs of Tambirans ; or Jarujama guides caeco-

rtiin.

The book is long, thin, without boards, a little damaged.

15. No. 143. Four subjects.

1.) Cala hasti linc/a satacam, 34 stanzas on 5 leaves : praise of the

symbol at Cdlahasti.

2.) Vrisltddipa satacam ; 8 leaves, complete.

By Soma ndCha,

Praise of the lord of bulls, i.e. Basava.

3.) Siddha Rama satacam ; 99 stanzas.

By Siddha llama, on 16 leaves.

Details of the Vira Saiva system by a distinguished devotee.

4.) Chandasu— composite metre.

By Lacshmi pati cavi,' 3 leaves.

On the art of composing composite stanzas.

The book is long, thin, recent,

16. No. 148. rnsliddipa satacam, 109 stanzas on 25 leaves.

Praise of Basavaas endued with qualities equal to those of Siva.

The book is of medium length, thin.

17. No. 154. Basava purdnam.

By Fdla Curiki soma ndt'/ia; dwipada.

1, 2 asvdsas right, 3 defective 4—7 wanting. The big book of

the Vira saivas : see other notices passim: 41 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, recent.

18. No. 189. For Sect. 1 see XII.

Sect. 2. Basava mahimdmr'ita vildsam—mixed metre.

A Brahman named Mdtaviha had a son called Basava—he rejected

the caste thread

—

Baladeca gave his daughter Ganyambd to him, in marriage.

Afterwards he took his own sister Ndgdmbd, and his wife, and went to a

town known as Kcipadi. He was upheld by Siva tundParvoti ; and he supported

many disciples. In course of time he became head minister of state at Kaly-

dna puram. He was leader of the Vira Saioas. King Bijjala. gave his sister

Nilamdmbi to him, as a second wife. He, his sister, and his two wives, were

united to the god (or beatified) at Kapadi- Sangamesvara : 55 leaves.

For Sect. 3, see XXIX.
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A fragment from the middle, such as is wanting in 17. No. 101

supra with which it corresponds in lengthi

The book is long, recent.

^0. No. 217. Nija linga chickayya charUram mixed metre, com-

plete.

Vide 25 No. 291. infra et alibi.

A thief, turned devotee, was falsely accused, beheaded, resus-

citated, beatified.

The book is long, thin, without boards.

21. No. 219. Five pieces.

1.) Basava satacam 109 vriilta stanzas.

By Pala curiki soma ndtlia.

Various praise o? Basavesvara, complete, 15 leaves.

2.) Cdlahasti linga satacam, 49 sisa stanzas.

Praise and details as to the symbol at Cdlahasti : leaf 16—2{>.

3.) Chilta sora satacam, 11 sisa stanzas. .

iStva is rcpi-esented as discoursing in a jocular manner with the " little

odultress"

—

Ganga clevi : leaf 26—29 dt-fective.

4.) Siva stuti ; praise of Siva.

Seemingly intended as a preface ; one leaf, and 7 blank leaves.

.5.) Sundries—a woman's pains— one ethical stanza—a few stanzas

on the mahanavami festival— one, on symbolic ritual.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, recent.

22. No. 226. Two poems.

1.) Cdlahasti satacam 34 vriltta stanzas, 5 leaves, various praise of

Siva.

2.) Basava satacam, 109 vriltta stanzas.

By rdli curiki soma ndfha, 9 leaves.

Ijasavesa is variously praised, and the devotee asks his protection.

The book is somewhat, long, has no boards.

23. No. 251. Four pieces.

1.) Anuhliava sdram ; composite metre.

By Pdla curiki soma; 28 leaves, blank 6.

Wholly on recondite, and quasi " experimental'' topics. It professes

to proceed on vedas a.x\(i puruna.'i. The Jaiic/amas found some arguments on

the internal happiness caused by their enthusiasm.
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'2.) xVuother copy of the same 11 leaves, detective.

3.) Jangama pdta pirja mahdtmyam, slocas.

On homage at the feet oi Jaiujnma devotees : considered to be moving
representatives of deity ; with the benefit of such homage : a few ethical

sldcas mingled.

4.) Kirtanas—songs or chants.

Praise cf Siim, or Saiva in kind.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, or of various age,

some leaves are broken.

24. No. 278. Chatur vida sdram, essence of the four Ve'das :

otherwise known as Basava linga charitravi.

In various ways Siva is stated to be supreme ; lie is to be worshipped

because he is chief. Praise of Dusava.

The book is short, and thin, without boards, slightly injured.

2-5, No. 291. Chickayya charitra.

By Nimmayya ; mixed metre.

In Kalydna puram one named (Nija) chlcknyya made away with

his father and mother's property ; and ran in debt, giving the whole as

nierces meritriciura. lie was obliged to abscond, and turn robber. One
night, penetrating within a Jangama temple, he saw the mode of their wor-

ship ; and asked to become a Ihigadhari. He was received, and one Ganga-
dhari took him to his house. Beinfr a watchman he left home at ni^ht.

His wife made advances ; which being rejected, she took a linga from her

neck, and hid it in the man's bag. On her husband's return she accused the

man. The husband complained to the sabha, or assembly. One Vira

3I?tshtalu v/?is sent to Guqmve; who hastily took the matter for granted

and cut off Chichayya's head ; carrying it to the assembly. This head then

told the tiutli of the story; and an aerial voice confirmed the same. The
people fell down as dead. But Siva appeared; and took the whole, includ-

ing Gangadhara and his impostor-wife, to Cailasa. Such Avholesale de-

portations to paradise are common in Vira Saiva legends.

The book is of medium length, thin, has no boards, a recent

copy to fill up space.

See 20 No. 217 and also under XXX.
26. No. 350. For Sect. ]. see XXXI.

Sect. 2. Basava imrdnam ; only the prefix, or mangala sluti by

Tinimn cavi : dwipada, 8 leaves j^fidyas 4 leaves.

The book is long, without boards, recent.
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27. No. 351. Two pieces.

1.) Frishahl/ddipa satacam, 52 vriltta stanzas, defective : a devotee

praises the lord of bulls, or bull-cliief ; that is Basava.

2.) Bhavdni vachaunm, prose.

Praise assumed to be offered to Siva by his consort, in her milder form.

The book is short, 9 leaves, no boards.

28. No. 4dl. Bas!;vesa liiiga satacam.

113 vriltta sianzix'^) on 5 leaves complete.

A devotee praises Siva and also Basava. Some matters on the

materio-metaphysical system, called tatva-gndnam.

The book is long, without hoards, injured.

29. No. 509. Basava purdnam.

—a fragment leaf 183

—

195 pad^as.

r. 13. No. 132. 2) supra.

The book is long, without boards.

30. No. 617. Six pieces.

1.) Punc/ticara namsala, slocas, with a iica, in Telugu.

The origin of the live elements—description of them— the three gimas

or mild, hasty, malignant dispositions. The J/termas or moral duties— the

deiiies presiding over them named. Five ganan are reckoned to each ele-

ment, in all twenty-five varieties. They who undtrstfind these matters are

tatva gndnis. The ten pulses —their places, their dliermas—Itaruna—^vc,-

siding gods. There are eight fouls in the human body— these, and like mat-

ters, 9 leaves.

2.) The same subject—.s/(>ca,<; with tica.

4 leaves not regular, but in subject, agreeing with the last four

leaves of 1).

3.) Viveca chlntdmavi—prose.

A gurus instructions on the Vira S'aiva way: 6 is a special

number, as Cartikeya has six faces.

Tliere are 6 places, 6 members, 6 hastas or mental faculties ; such as

thought, skill, sensation
,

perception, apprehension, imagination, 6 aikyas

unions, G sactis mothers, G lingas, G cailas qualities of mind, G mxiclias (faces)

as eyes, tongue, flesh, &c., 6 padarilias or ganda, riiha, rupa, sahda, srnai-isa,

parinama, 6 hhaktis, fiducial attachments. He Avho understands all these, and

has reHnquished all wordly attachments, is maha gndni, or a great sage.

Some slocas on the six places, 42 in all ; others in praise of Siva

7 leaves.
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4.) Cdsika vachanam, prose.

Brahma pdta, or mocsham, if desired to Le iindcr.stood, il may Ic

learjied by asking a (juru ; there are three modes of acquiring the said know-

ledge ; 1 savoyam ritual with prayer ; 2 tdracam meditation ; 3 ainanoiioin

mental absorption, vision, trance.

One stanza, a chant in praise of i>wa.

5.) Sidtlha Rama satacam, 14 sisa stanzas, 2 leaves, mystic, defec-

tive.

6.) Chenna mala sisal u, 32 stanzas.

By Soma nafhu carl.

On the above six places 3) to each one an unequal number of stanzas,

22 leaves in all.

The book is long, without boards, the sections are of diflerent

ages.

31. No. 618. S/iad sCkala gnd/uan, ])Yose ; knowledge of the six

places.

1 Bhahli sChala, 2 Mahesvara st'hala, 3 Prasada stliala, 4 Prana

I'inga st'hala, 5 sarana st'hala, G aikija st'hala.

These six places, if in right order, agree with the elements oi iiiva's

body, and lead to aikyam, or union with him.

[These have their representations in the human body ; and they also denote stages

of ascent through upper worlds to the quasi "seventh heaven"'].

32. No. 631. Mizra7yanam,ox shad st'hala nirnayam ;he\wg Jan-

gama specialties
;
prose.

On the five senses of the body, and then the six places

—

achdra I :

guru I : Siva I : jaiujama I : prasdda I : and maha linga. Homage to these

tends to beatification with Para Brahm ; 8 leaves, and 1 leaf at the end

praise of Siva.

The book is somewhat long, has no boards, ii damaged by

insects.

SS. No. 637. Soma ndCha hhasyam.

By Pdla curiici soma ndt'ha, author of the Basava j^urdnam,

slocas with tica.

In 26 prakaranos, or chapters. How the name of Basava was given ;

rejection of the gods of other devotees—it is needful to avoid the company,

conversation, or sight even of the votaries of any other god. The glory of

cow dung ashes— of sacred beads — of wearing the Z«n</a. Mode of ritual

homage to this symbol—excellence of that homage. Value of the water that

has washed the feet of the god. Merit of eating the prasada or food that
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has been oU'eicd to Siva. The ciuh^c on Vishnu (leiiouiiccd by lihruju ri&ki

was removed by Siva—value of that removal— the glory of the Saiva mode

of ritual; the duty of a {/Mr?<, or preceptor— o!i the sacrifice oi' Dacsha

—rejection, or destruction of that sacrifice. It is not right to worship the

sun as a symbol, or as the dwelling of Vishnu— the chank and chacra marks

on the body should not be worn. It is a duty to reject all trust in A^drdyana

as a god. The urdhva or ndmani mark on the forehead is to be rejected.

It is needful to reject all discussions as to dri murti or tri murti, or duality

or triplicity in the godhead ; and also to reject the notion of eight murtis

(^Bhairavasl) as held by some Saivas, It is needful to reject all sacrifices,

and all hetero-rituals. How the word Bhagavat was pvoduQed—Bharga (a

name of Siva) its sound defined—the like as to Pasupati—Mahadeca—
Para Brakm; implying the meaning of those terms. These, and like mat-

ters peculiar to Vira Saivas, leaf 1—273. The book is long, of medium

thickness, with a brass pin.

C. MalayaLAM language, and letter.

I. ASTIIOLOGY.

No. 1968. Mddhamyam, prose.

By Mddhava.

Influence of the several months—and of the zodiacal signs, the phala

sriid as in almanacs.

The book is of medium size, thin, on talipat leaves, without

Loards.

II. Astronomy.

No. 1967. Ganita sdstram, sutras with prose version, or tica.

On the vdcija system of Southern India, which is solar ; as distinguish-

ed from the dddhantam, or northern system, which uses lunar months.

Various tables, and astronomical calculations, llules for calculation

as to the heavenly bodies ; it does not appear to contain astrology.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves neatly written.

III. Historical.

No. 1969. Vira Pdndiya charitram.

On his birth—reign— especially on his great prowess. Also on his

horses; and occasion is taken to introduce the a.st-a sastrum, or tokens by

which to judge of horses as to colors, and c.'^pccially hair-curls, and other

marks.

The book is of medium l(Migt1i, ihin. on talipat leaves, without

boards.
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SECOND FAMILY.

Maxusckipt Paper Books.

B. Caxarese language and letter.

I. Grammar.

1. No. 341. Forgect. 1—SseelX.

Sect. 4. Chandasu sastram ; prose.

By Naga verma, or alias Appayya Cavi.

On grammatical matters, but especially concerning Prosody. On the

vri'ita metre, or rounded stanzas—the i/efi, pause or ctesura

—

ganam class let-

ters, of great consequence in Telugu and Canarese poetry ,- the special or suita-

ble places—examples of use.

A 4<to volume, on country paper.

II. Jaina.

1. No. 353. Trl shasti lacshana purdna/n.

By, Chamunda raya, prose.

Sixty-three tales, or legends.

Eeference to a work entitled 6di purdnam. An account of Ajita TirC-

hacara, of Sambhova Tiri' hacara, oi Abinandana, of Snmati hhakaraca, of

Padma prahhii Tirf hacara, of iSuparsva Tirt'hacara ; and soon, down to the

last of twenty-four, named Vartavidna svdmi.

The Jainas have no moderation in their chronology ; but, from

the paucity of Jaina books, this one becomes valuable. In transcribing

this book from the McKenzle collection the title has been altered. It

is therein termed chatur vimsati purdnam or " legend ofthe twenty-four"

that is TirVhacaras.

The former owner remarks.

"The Trishasti lacshana purdnam also called Chamunda raya

granVham. It is o. Jaina chronicle. This was transcribed from a palm

leaf volume in the McKenzie collection, a volume written on large palm

leaves. This transcript is in a clear, plain hand ; but the orginal is, in

some places, nearly illegible ; and this has caused errors ; but these have

been rectified in a careful revisal."

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in cloth and calf, lettered.

n3
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III. Historical.

1. No. 363. Mysur rajapurvahMgmn.

Detcails of kings of Mysore from A. D. 1327 to 1G51

A pencilled note inside the binding of the book.

*' Nugger Pootta Pundit's book is the title by which. Wilks cities

this volume ; but he cites only the Persian translation of it."

" In the preface of "Wilks Mysore p. XI, he mentions a Canarese

M. S. telling the succession of the kings of Mysore. It was translated

into Persian."

"The orginal Canarese book, in the two volumes there described,

in course of time was sent to the East India House, with many hundred

other volumes. There they lay for more than forty years unkuown."

" At last I effected their transmission to the College at Madras

in September 1844."

" Among them I discovered the above said record : it is in two

volumes, No. 1781 and No. 1926.

" The present volume contains a transcript of them, made at my

desire.

C. P. B. August 1847."

" Wilks shows that this record was composed in A. D. 1713."

" This volume begins at A. D. 1326 (SS. 1248) and ends at

A. D. 1653 (SS. 1575.")

The book is a largo folio, very thin, good wove paper, and with

paper boards.

It may be as well to observe that the East India House M.SS.

above adverted to as having been brought to Madras in 1844, are those

catalogued in the first volume of the present work. The examination

commenced with those M.SS. as it was understood that the Court of

Directors were desirous of gaining some knowledge of their contents-.

In addition to the Leyden M.SS. as a nucleus, they also probably con-

tain a large donation made to the Museum of the India House, by the

familyof the late Col. Peid; who preceded Sir Thos. Munro, as Com-

missioner in the Ceded districts.
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lY. Pauraxical.

1. No. 359. Linga purdnam prose, translated by Kallala naujl

raja.

Parva and uttara hhdgam or l.st and 2nd ^jart : 1st part 1—97

and lOo—108 adhydyam.

2nd 1—50 adhydyam.

A jmrdnam of the Saiva class.

Nature oi Paramesvara ; as aUngandna, or without visible form.

Origin of the Linga, or visible Siva symbol of the masculine
enerijy.

Yuga kala nimayam, description of the great, and lesser ao-es

form of the world, as to dwipas and seas.

Origin of various Rudras or forms of Siva, with destruction pf
the three towns, and other warlike acts.

Yoga siddhis modes of penance directed to Siva with various
legendary tales, in exemplification.

The book is a thick folio, good wove paper, half bound in calf,

and lettered.

Y. Peoptiettc.

I. No. 344. Two pieces.

Sect. 1. Sarvagna Jcdia gndnam,.

By Sarvagna. *' Time-wisdom" or foreknowledge of time.

Some part would appear to be written at the time of events, and some
affect to be predictive of the future : as in the close of some picrdnas

SS. 1461. A. D. 1539 is the date given for Jcashfa maslifa or a oreat

famine. Some astrological causes for the same are stated. Kings and
head men assembled, and devised means for the preservation of the

people. On dchdram or local customs, and manners. A description of

islita lingam, or the preferred symbol. Some ethical matters and
others prophetic of great calamities in the distant future.

For Sect. 2 see YITI.

YI. PiOJiANCE historical.

1. No. 358. Jaimini cavyam, padyas.

By Jaimini 1—26 .<^andhis complete.
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A free version of the An'amedha parvam of the bhdratam : in

wliich the pilgrimage of Arjuna to the south ; adventures wilh JJlichi

with Chitrangada at Madura ; and other adventures, including a fight with

his son Papira vdhana, and ether apocryphal additions, are contained : and

those have obtained currency in the South, The work, from the elegance of

the language, is a Canarese classic.

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in strong paper and sheep skin.

VII. Saiva.

1. 345. Bhairava Isvara cavijam.

1—20 sandhi, prose.

Glory of Bhairavesvura, a name, or form of Siva. Gifts by Chola

rajas, as supposed to a temple of that god.

Jangama sChala or place where Siva dwells in the living human

body. S'ifa's conquest of various osi<»a5; as Shumba, ^ishumba znd. others.

The legend of seeking for the head and feet of Siva, without finding

them—implying immensity ; and similar matters.

Pencilled note :

" Copied from a volume in the McKenzie library numbered 50j

487 ; there is another volume 53) 703."

The book is a thin quarto, very good paper, half bound in

cloth and calf.

2. No. 354. Zarana Itla amritain ; mixed metre 3—8 sandhi s

;

does not end.

Praise of Siva, and further on glory of Basava ; the general subject

is homage to Sica.

The book is a royal quarto, thin, on good French paper, a little

stained ; hoards ; the back broken.

3. No. 357. Purdtana rafale ; long stanzas.

By Bhdna or Midliana.

1—16 and 1—4 st'halas, or 20 sections.

Legends of sixty-three special votaries of Sita. The Tamil version

of this work is entitled Feriga puruna.

Note " This book is transcribed from one of the M.SS. in the

McKenzie library, lodged in the Madras College."

" Those M.SS. are chiefly written on perishable native paper,

which the worms are rapidly destroying. The binding also is wretch-

ed, and many volumes are falling to pieces,"

The book is a thin folio, on good French paper, bound in clotli,

auil li'tlfTcd.
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4. "No. S62. Three pieces.

1.) Sivadhiki/a pnrdnam, slocns and padyas 1—11 sandhis.

By Visvdchdrya.

Siva is creator and Supreme—his glory declared.

2.) BlcJh'hadana charltra, padyas.

Legend of Sicia cutting oflP one of Brahma's heads : becoming iu con-

sequence a Brahmahattl (possessed, or insane) he roamed about as a beggar

to expiate tlic crime. It is taken from the purdnas; and as a swingle legend

is complete.

3.) Faravdti gajdncusa kdrdvall.

An elephant book to opposers.

By Vali sancara : adapted to musical recitation.-

Para Brahm is one ; but he is manifested in different forms ; as in

croaiion, prt servafion, desfrucion. The pince dofs not ?eem to be peculiarly

iSaivd, as the two preceding are ; and it seems to maintain the unity of

God iu a way not usual. 2.) Is headed by pencilled note.

"Copied from McKcnzie M.S. No. 15) 505 SivadiJvya purdnam

;

to which volume this one is appended."' Both 1) and 2) arc so copied

YIU. Tale,s.

1. No. 341. Four pieces.

1.) Xala rj/aritra, padya cdvyam.

By Glienna raya, \—-9 anndlti.

A version of the entire tale.

2.) JIariscUandra raya, caVlia; padyas.

1—13 saiidhis, complete.

The integrity of Harlchnndra—his losses, and restoration to

kingly authority.

3.) tSnrangadhara charitrain, prose.

By Sambayya complete.

Sup])Osed to be a version from the Telugu, to which language the

tale properly belongs. For Sect. 4 see I.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, half

bound and lettci-ed.
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2. No. 342. Harlscliandropakyanam; padyas 1—13 sandhis,

complete.

The tale of Harlschandra, as above ; see also former, and fuller

notices.

The book is a thin folio, blue French paper, half bound in sheep,

and lettered.

3. No. 3-i3. Two pieces.

1.) Sdrangadltara charitram.

By Samhayya prose, complete.

2.) Nala cliaritram, padya cavyam.

]—9 sandJii complete.

Pencil date "30th July 1852'' which is probably that of being

copied from McKenzie M.SS.

The book is in thin folio, on good paper, half bound in calf, and

lettered.

4. No. 334. For Sect. 1. see V.

Sect. 2. Chliora caVha; padyas.

The romance of Soma secliara, and Chitra, sec'hara two brothers,

who set out on an expedition; in part predatory, in part amatory. By

the way they sung the SuhJiagird soni; seemingly an abstract from a poem of

that title. In their plunder, and love avdentures, magic is introduced as a

vehicle ; hence, in iniprobabilities, it resembles nursery tales of enchanters.

The whole book is a thin folio, good paper, half bound in calf and

lettered.

5. No. 356. Three pieces.

1.) Xcda charitram, stanzas.

By Chenna raya 1—9 sandhis complete.

The story of Ncda and Uamayanti see 341. I).

2.) Sarangadhara charitram.

By Samhayya complete, mixed metre.

3.) Bijjala charitram—stanzas.

1—12 sandhis complete.

An account of Bijjala a king of Kalaya7ia (the GaUan of Greek

writers), grnd of the elder Basava as his minister of state; strange proceed-
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ings ; treachery ; killing Bijjala by means of assassins ; and the following

overthrow of the Jaims, hy the Vira Saivas.

The book is a thin folio, on good French paper, half bound in calf

and embossed paper, lettered.

IX. ViEA Saiva.

1. No. 34G. Prahlmlingalila; padyas 1,^0^.

1—25 sandhis, complete.

Description of Cailasa mountain— details as to wcariug the lingam—
description of a Jangama—on Maya sacti. Some gods have sactis, some

not—details as to ishta lingam. A ditference between Siva and Parvati

;

which was composed by Parvati sending her tdmasa giina to earth, to ensnare

Allama prabhu ; whose continence had been lauded by Ayita. Details of the

various devices practised, and their failure : whence is educed the virtue of

Allama prabhu^ and excellence, of the Vira Saiva system.

'' The former owner remarks.

"The Prabliu liiiga Ula; being the principle work in support

of the lingadhari creed, professed by the Jaiigamas, or followers of

Basava.

Note ' various copies of this book differ widely from one another.

And the different copies, prepared for me, are transcribed from different

M.SS."

Many various readings are written between the lines of this copy.

The book is a thin folio, on French paper, cloth bound, and

lettered.

2. No. 347. Prabhu liiuja Ula 1,000 padijas.

1—25 sandhis,

" Note. —Various manuscripts of this book differ widely from one

another, and I have taken a copy of each. The present volume is trans-

cribed from a copy in the India House, No. 149 of M.SS. in the Cannadi

language."

The book is a thin folio, good paper, cloth bound, and lettered.

3. No. 348. Prabhu linga Ula, 1,000 padijas.

1—25 sandhis, complete.

" Prabhu linga Ula, in the original Canarese, received from

C. Soobarayya at Mysore, on the 24th February 1842, by bangy."

The book is a thin folio, on strong paper, half bound in cloth and

calf, lett<!red.
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4. No. 349. Two pieces.

1.) Prahliu linga Ilia, 1,000 padyas.

1—25 sandhis.

" This was transcribed for me by Nelluri Narain Rao, who also

writes English. The original in 104 palm leaves, was sent to me from

Bellary on 22 (1) 42 or 22nd January 1842."

2.) Shad linga vivaram.

The maha linga, or great symbol, was born in six different forms

;

as

—

1 achara 1 : 2 guru 1 : 3 siva 1 : 4 jangama I : b prasada I

:

6 maho.f I

:

*'This is a treaties on a ?/0(/a sr/sfra???., written in prose. It is

almost pure Sanscrit."

The entire book is a thin folio, on strong paper, half bound in

cloth and lettered.

5. No. 350. Basava lyurdnam.

By Bhima cavi, 3,618 padyas.

1— 60 sandhis complete.

This work has been collated, and printed, in Mysore ; but is not

yet translated. Occasion will occur to give a full abstract from a Telugu

version, by Palu curiki soma ndVha

.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, on superior French

paper, bound in calf, and lettered.

6. No. 351. Basava puranam.

By Bima cavi 1—60 sandhis, 3,618 padyas, complete. Another

copy ; matter the same ; the hand writing is larger, and the pages less

full.

The book is a somewhat thick foliO; good French paper, half

bound in cloth and calf.

7. No. 352. Chenna Basava puranam.

By Vim Bhadra raya, 2,891 padyas.

1—63 sandhis complete.

This "work appears to have been subsequent, and supplementary to the

foregoing, and somewhat larger puranam ; so styled, because it is customary

for every sect, and every temple to have its purdnam. It is composed

mucli iit Ihn like spirit of hostility to Vaif-hnavas, Salvas, and Jainas, and to
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all Brakmans of Tyhatever class. Arguments against the Vaishnavas, such

as natives only could conceive, are given ; treating them with little ceremony;

and much contempt. A vein, of ridicule, and ludicrous sarcasm, runs through

the different sections. The book was written after the Vira Saivas had come
to power, and had slaughtered their victims.

The late owner \Yrites :

"The Chenna basava purdnam or Jangama legend

—

Chenna

hasava was one of the earliest followers of Basava the deified teacher

of the Jangamas.

" This is a most amusing set of comic stories. There is an En-
glish summary of it in my Telugu collection Vol. 1, p. 304, and also in

the Telugu version which has been well edited by Vira Bhadraya.

" This is copied from a palm leaf, volume, in the McKenzie library,

No. 1823.

" The various readings in this book are copied from a bound

volume in the McKenzie library, marked No. 9j 12 or 44-. That copy

contains only 12 chapters.

" A third M.S. was afterwards received from Bellary."

Ej' "amusing" in the foregoing extract, mav be meant a placing ^)-ff^?«flf«.s iu places

and positions, as unsuited to their character, as Davus Fielding, the early novelist, placed

his parsons Thwackem, Supple, Adams, and TruUiber. A tendrncy so to treat the Brahmans,

runs through the lighter literature of the Hindus. Prof. Wilson, in his notes on the

Mrich'haJcati, either did not perceive this, because mild in the expression ; or else he left it

to his readers to form their own perception. The Surdhhandtsvara, of frequent occurrence

in this collection, is a gross instance of what is here indicated.

The book in question is a narrow, but thick folio, French paper,

bound in cloth and lettered, the binding worn, and damaged.

8. No. 355. Two pieces.

1.) Prahhu linga Ilia, 1,000 padyas.

1—25 sandhis, complete.

2.) Bijjala rdj'a charitram; stanzas.

1— 12 sandliis, complete.

S. W. of Meru was Kalyana pnram 12 Jcadams (120 miles) in

dimension (which is alancaram for a large town.)

Adi Bijjala ruled there, &c. See supra VIII 5, No. 356. 3.)

The former owner's note.

" This was copied from Mr. Elliot's M.S. and contains much that

is evidently interpolated."

The book is a thin folio, good French paper, boards, back broken.

03
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9. No. 360. AsJitn varna illacam.

1—13 sandliis ;
2Kidija cavyam.

Excellence of the guru or teacher (applied specially to Basava) excel-

lence of the Saiva symbol, and of the Jangama, or living exemplification of

<leitv ; legendary tales as to the linga and as to its superiority over pyrnbols of

other sects A detailed account of the Vira Saiva system. Legendary tales

of individuals ; such as Dhermaguni and Prahhadayga, and Siishila and

others.

The book is a thiu folio, good wove paper, bound in calf, and

lettered, binding worn.

10. No. 361. Bhdva chinta retnam.

By Mullandchdri ; slocas, and 'padyas, with a ilea to both

annexed.

About 11 ijraharanas, or chapters. The author states that he

gave the narration to Satyendra chola rcija, which is a fictitious name.

Jmiqama isvara mahi7nci—g\ory of the Vira Saiva god—duty of

constant meditation on him—he imparts spiritual knowledge, and bestows

beatification.

Vira Saiva dchdra ninipanam,, a description of the rites and cere-

monies, in use among this class of votaries.

Legendary tales, grossly distorted, of Chola and Pandiya kings are

interspersed.

The former owner writes.

" This was transcribed for me from a copy in the McKenzie

library at Madras. The original M.S. is on perishable native paper, and

fills three bulky volumes, containing 213 leaves or 4 >6 octavo pages."

[From an English translation of these three 3 volumes. Professor Wilson in his sketch

of the PandiyaBisiory transported Madura to Eahjana, near Goa
; because the native author

took a lef'end from the Madura Sl'hcUa purdnam, and made the site to be near Kahjaiui-

piiram.]

The book is a thin folio, good ^o\e paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.

11. No. 367. Clienna hasava purandm.

1—63 sandliis ; 2891 padyas.

Vide supra 7 No. 352.

The late owner's note.

" The present copy was sent me from Bellary, in 1847."

The book is a thin folio, good wove paper, bound in country calf

a little worn.
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C. SECOND FAMILY.

Manuscript paper books.

Teixgu language and letter.

I. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 203. For Sections 1 2 see XII.

Sect. 3. Bagada lacshanani.

Rules, and proprieties as to a kind of chant in lengthened lines,

2- No. 206. Sect. 1. Kuvalaydnanda pracdsica, a comment on a

Sanscrit work, which is a comment on the Chandra loca.

1— -3 ghattam, padya cdvyam.

Appdyya dicsliada's comment on the work of Call ddsa has

been much criticised, the present comment appears to be merely an

elucidation in a spoken language.

For Sect. 2 see XXI.

3. No. 207. Sect. 1. Cuvyalancara chuddmani.

The jewel of poetical rhetoric.

18 v.ldsams
;
padyas, complete.

Sect. 2. AjJpa caviyam ; padya cavyam.

A comment on a work by Nannaya Bhatt. This comment is in part

rhetorical, in part grammatical. Another copy will be ranged under the latter'

heading—and with a brief abstract given.

For Sect. 3 4 see YII.

The book is a broad, thin folio, China paper, sheep bound.

4. No. 252. Cdvyalancdra chuddmani.

1—8 uldsams complete : padyas.

" Copied at Guntoor July 18, 1831 by Chettu Rdmdchdrlu

Mallavaru seshayya.''

A work on the rhetoric of poetry.

The book is a medium sized quarto, half bound and lettered,

used.

5. No. 314. For Sections 1, 2, 3 see VII.

Sect. 4 Lacshana dipica.

On faults in poems
;
praise of suitable letters in proper places, and cen-

sure of bad, or wrong letters. Properties of poems—order of varnas or

classes of letters, and the like.

The book is a medium sized folio.
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II. Christian.

1. No. 327. Christian veda gi^anVlia caVha sancslte.pam, an epi-

tome of the story of the Christian Bible.

The former owner writes thus.

" Summary of the Old Testament history. This is the first

volume; and beginning with the book of Genesis, it goes as far as

1 Samuel chapter 8."

" This is somewhat abridged ; it is written in easy plain Telugu,

though not very elegant style. It appears to have been translated by

the Roman Catholic Missionaries, about the year A. D. 1190. All

mention of circumcision is excluded."

Marginal notes by the same.

" An account of the supposed method of creation— creation of the

world 2nd day, 3rd day. Gen 7, 2. Gen 3, 5. Gen 3, 12. Gen 3, 19. On

Cain and Abel. Serm. 3 from the creation to the deluge. Serm. 4 on the

Deluge."

" Tower of Babel—calling of Abraham."

[I doubt if Romau Catholic Missionaries were in the north so early as 1720 ; but the

" Lettres Edifiantes" might settle the question. They certainly followed M. Bussy; and

bv reason of his tempoi'ary successes, and influence made many nominal proselytes. Still

1 lle^itate to class this book as Koman Catholic ; because it is not customary with such to

reduce any part of scripture into a vulgar tongue. Moreover I see that the decalogue ig

given correctly, the 2nd commandment and the 10th commandment without omission, or

alteration, which is not Roman Catholic usage. The missionary UesGranges at Vizagapa-

tara had in employ a Brahman, named Ananda raya, who was born in the Tamil eoimtry,

and may have composed this book, with the 'help of the Tranquebar Tamil translation. In

that case 1807 would be a likelier date than 1727].

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, cloth

bound, lettered " Old Testament history."

2, No. 328. " A translation of the Acts of the Apostles, by C. P.

Brown 1840," prose, complete.

[The translator made versions of various part of Scripture—St. Luke's gospel especi-

ally ; for the use of the ^Tadras Auxliary Bible Society. They went into the hands of Telugu

Scholars ; and though it does not appear, that the Society printed any one such version

entire ;
yet the Reverend J. Roid of Bellary, acknowledged aid received, by hints and

models ; especially as to the use of sandhi ; on which point, other scholars have since difl'ered

fiom Mr. Reid].

This book is a thin folio, fooLfcap, half bound in country calf
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III. Correspondence.

1. Xo. 301. A miscellaneous collection of letters in Telugu for the

use of learners " collected by C. P. B., Madras 1832."

Some headings and notes, as to the subject, and quality of com-
position are -written, here and there, in the book.

It is a folio, of medium thickness, foolscap, full bound in sheep.

2. No. 301. Various letters, and other papers.

" This book contains miscellaneous papers collected as speci-

mens of the colloquial Telugu, used in business, and I propose to add a
translation."

" C. P. B. Ag. Judge of Eajahmundry.''

Various notes of official entries. A translation afterwards of some

of the early papers.

The book is a broad thin folio, country paper, bound in red

sheep.

3. No. 308. " Copies and translations of Telugu letters, petitions,

&;c., compiled by C. P. Brown, Esq., 1833, for the use of students, and to

assist native Translators into English."

Translations are on opposite pages, to the extent of ten. or twelve

pages.

Beyond is an index to the contents of the Sinhdsana dwatrimsati

in 12 books, by Gopa raja ; but only to the end of the 2nd tale. One
page with meaning defective, is filled up with flourishiugs of the Telugu

letters for sri and ye, ya, idle at the best. The natives sometimes tran-

sposed the initials into P. C. B.

The book is a broad folio, their country paper, bound in red

sheep, lettered.

4. No. 540. Telugu letters.

Tlie site to which they are refcrriblc is Masulipatam. Some

relate to the cutting a water course for irrigation, others to appeals to

the Provincial Court ; with a variety of other matters, selected, as sup-

posed, for use in examination by the College Board.

The book is a thin folio foolscap, half bound, and lettered.
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5. No. 391. A collection of letters.

" Prepared for use of students ; or, students' miscellany
; com-

menced in 1840."

At page 107 is a list of subjects, occupying 6 pages.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, foolscap, full bound in

country calf, lettered.

lY. Erotic.

1. No. 2- Aniruddha charitram.

1—5 asvdsas, padyas.

Tale of the grandson of Kr\$hnai considered to be Cnma redivivus. His

amour with ' Usha daughter oi Bdndsura—the war, and subsequent marriage

of Aniruddha and ' Usha.

The book is a small thin quarto, good paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.

2. No. 3. Two pieces.

1.) Parijata ^ariharam.

1—5 asvasams.

The legend of Krishna going to Indrd's world, and bringing away

the tree with flowers of paradize, to appease the jealous anger of Satya-

bhdunia.

2.) Sacontala parinayam.

Avadharica 1 and 3 asvdsas.

The tale of the drama, put into the form of a narrative poem.

3. No. 4. For Sect. 1 see V.

Sect. 2 Bddha Mddhava samvdtam.

X—3 asvasams—padyas.

A dispute between Rddha and Krishna. It seems to be otherwise

known as the ' Ha deviyam ; and will come under further notice infra.

The book is a small, thin, quarto
;
good paper ; bound in calf, and

lettered.

4. No. 5. Three pieces.

1.) Rdsabharanam, the jewel of the poetical rasas, sentiments or

emotions, with reference to the passion of love.

\—4 asvasams, padyas.

2.) Rasa manj'eri, the garland of passions.

1—3 guchamus or flower bunches, like in subject. It occurs

among the palm leaf M.SS, supra.
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3.) Srlngara rasdla jpdlam.

1— 3 asvdsas, padyas.

The place, or region of amorous emotions, or sentiments of yariou

kinds, experienced by lovers, painful and vengeful included.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, good paper

bound in calf, and lettered.

5. No. 6. Piddhica svdntanam.

1—4 asvdsas complete, padyas.

This is the tale of 'Ila devi, and various copies occur among these books

complete, or otherwise ; but having varying titles with some object, not at

once apparent. The subject will be noted further ou.

The book is a small, thin quarto, good paper, bound in calf, and

lettered

6. No. 8. Tw« pieces.

1 .) Su nanda paiinayam ;
padyas.

1—5 asvdsams.

A tale of betrothal, and marriage.-

2.) Sita kalyana—mixed verse.

A poem founded, on the marriage of Rdma with Sita, the daughter

of Janaca.

'• Sheets misplaced C. P. B."

The book is a small quavto, on good paper, of medium thickness,

half bound in calf, and lettered.

7. No. 9. Tdrasa sdnhliya vijayam.

By Vencata pati cavi.

Vol 1. 1—3 asvdsas, padyas.

Vol, 2, 4, 5

—

asvdsas.

This is a very free version of the pauranic legend, concerning-

the birth of Budlia and the war that was a consequence, or connected

with it.

The 1st Vol. is a small thin quarto, good paper, bound in calf

and lettered, the 2nd Vol. similar, but thicker : both volumes are worn

as to the binding.

8. No. 10. Five pieces.

1.) Lavanya satacam, a cento.

2.) Kaluvayi satacam, do,
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3.) Kantlia lama satacam do.

4.) Bhalira karivelpu satacam.

By Vaidarsci ApjJayj/a cavL

" Four sets of amorous verses, and .son^s."

5.) Cari chandappa satacam.

" Satirical, and humorous verses."

The former owner's note.—

•

" This copy contains the various readings found in several M. SS.

collated at Trichinopoly, Madras and Masulipatam. From these compared

texts, I have caused the new edition of these books to be prepared ; which was

comjdeted in 1832, and printed in 1839."

I have heard from various natives—and recently from a literary man

at Yizagapatam— that Hindu literates considered themselves indebted to

the said Editor, for his numerous reprints of Telugu works.

The book is a small thin quarto, good paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.

9, No. 15. Chandra rekha vilasam,

1—3 asvdsams complete, padyas.

A love tale, relative to a female named Chandra rehha or " moon-

line ;" if both words are Sanscrit only. It denotes a curve line on the body

of ferr.ales, and is of frequent use, as a name in love-romanees, see 42 No. 152

infra.

The book is a small quarto French paper, full bound in calf,

lettered, the binding worn.

10 No. 16. Ahalya sancrandam.

By Vencata Krishna ; padyas.

1—3 asvasas complete.

^ancranda appears here to be a name of Indra. A talc founded on

the pauran'C account of Indra and the wife of Gautama. There are vari-

ous copies, and poeras of two kinds r one givino- the pauranic tale, and another

of a different, and libertine character.

The book is a small,, and thin quarto, delicate paper, fall bound

and lettered.

n . No. 17. BUhdnyam
;
padysa,

1

—

o avaiaras.
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The Hindu Heloise and Abelard ; a talc often before abstracted :

the love tale of tlie daughter of a king, and her tutor. The latter praises,

her in person in this poem.

The book is a small, and thin quarto, good paper, bound in calf,

and lettered, the binding worn,

12, K'o. 23, Two pieces.

1.) KaniamrHdlu—melodies-

1 d'lwpacam—padijas.

2.) Krishna karriamritam.

3 sVhapacams.

The love adventures of Krishna, adapted to singing, and pub-

lic recital.

The book is a small quarto, wove paper, half bound, and lettered.

13. No. 32. Two pieces,

1.) Ahali/a cat'ha. from i\\Q pachna puranam.

By Singana son of Ayyalu hhatt.

The crafty device of Indra to deceive AhaJya, the wife of Gautama
;

and his consequent punishment : notlibertine.

2.) Nila parlnaijam.

By Cuchimanchl cavl fimrnana.

The betrothal andniarriage of Nila.

The two pieces are written in Telugu, on the left hand page, and

there is a begun translation in English, for some distance, on the right hand

page : both unfinished.

The book is an octavo volume, good paper, old date 1825, &c.

bound in sheep.

14, No, 37. Ahali/a sancranda vildsam, from the Dasavatdram

book 7.

The amour oi Indra with Ahahja, -wife of Gdntama : a medium
account.

Partly translated on the right hand pages.

The book is an octavo, good paper, old, bound in sheep, worn.

15. No. 39. Tdrasa sanc'hya vijayam.

By Kundala Vcncafapati.

In 5 volumes 1—3 asvdsas ; but only a part of the 3rd.

r3
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On the pauranical tale of Chandra, the son of Atri and Tdra the

•wife of Vrihaspati. Further on imder No. 85, occasion may occur for some

brief abstract. Wliatever may be the case in the purdnas, the tale is any-

thing but " astronomical" here.

Royal octavo volume, good paper, old date, bound in sheep, and

worn.

16. No. 41. BJuhuimati parinayam.

By Renturi Rangha raja, in 2 volumes.

Vol. 1. 1,2 asvdsas sisa padyas.

2. 1—3 „ „

A fictitious romance, on love affairs, and marriage.

The book is a royal 8vo., good paper, bound in sheep, and

lettered.

17. No. 42. Sect. 1. Rddha madhava samvatam.

1— 3 asvdsams.

A fictitious love quarrel between Krishna and his aunt Radha, &c.,

vise injra 35, 36, 43, 44.

For Section 2 see XX.

The book is royal 8vo., bound in calf, good paper, the binding

used.

18. No. 43. Three books.

1). Scirangadhara, padya cavyam.

1—3 adhyayams.

This tale is greatly multiplied. Abstracts have often been given.

2). Retnavali pari7iayam,

1—3 asvdsams-

Fictitious marriage of a woman, named " jewel-wreath."

3.) Rati rahasyam, sexual mystery.

This piece is in Sanscrit ; and it has often occurred.

The former owner remarks.

"All these are transcribed from old M.SS. that were very imper-

fect ; and the copies were taken only for the sake of comparing the text.

Of the Saravgadharam, I have a separate critical edition,"

The book is royal 8vo., country paper, half bound in country

calf and lettered : it is much injured by termites.
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19. No. 41. Bilhuna cavija, otherwise Bi/huni/jam.

1—3 asvasams.

Often ab.stractcd from preceding copies.

J'hc former owners noic:

" This is the Telugu tran.slation from a celebratcJ Sanscrit original.

The poem is rare, and docs not occur, even in the McKenzie collcciion, in

either language.

" The Telugu version is celebrated for its beauty : it is rather dilFuse.

This is still more rare than the Sanscrit The present copy was originally

made from a M.S. founJ at Cuddapah ; and completed by a eoniparisou

with other copies discovered at Tricliinopoly, and Conjevcram.

The introduction and the termination were only in a single copy. In

each M.S. whole pas.sages of 20 to 50 lines were uiissiiig ; but the uhole is,

I trust, now complete." * *'
'•'' * "' ''' '" *"

After all the verses are in a very confused order ; and a comparison

with the original shews that, both in the Sanscrit and Telugu copies, many

stanzas are spurious."

*' There is a Persian poem named the Mihr-o-Mushtiri, which exact-

ly parallels this story.''

In addition to former abstracts it may Le stated tliat on the king

discovering the amour between the tutor and his own daughter, he

ordered Bilhana to be killed ; who delivered himself by narrating

instances of kings, that had acted in like manner, to their own ultimate

destruction.

The book is a royal 8vo., good paper, bound in sheep aiul let-

tered.

'10. No. 4S. Satijabhdiwnaticanlanam.

1— 1' asvusams.

Satijahhanma was at the head o'i Kiuhiias inferlcn- wives. On her

private intercourse with him, fictitiously supposed, and made public.

The book is a quarto, Europe paper, bound in calf and lettered.

21. No. 89. Three pieces.

1.) Sringara ddninn, love-cord, or wreath.

1—2 asvdsams.

\l.) Srnifjnra suddha yamudra purnti chandrodaijam, the rising of the

full moon of the pure-sea of amourous poetry.

1— ! (Ksi'd.sioi/s.
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3.) Vuijayanti vUdsam.

1—4 asvdsams, complete.

The tale of Tonda podi redd'i, conquered by a dancing girl at Sri-

ronqhavi, and brought under suspicion of sacrilege. The tale has been more

than once abstracted.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, half

bound in calf, and lettered, somewhat injured.

22. No. 102. Jlasica jnna vianobhiramavi.

1—G asvasdins.

Description of the Chevji savagf^s—names of beasts—and of birds

—

beauty of women who attend in kin^s courts, or do them service— the splen-

dor of a king, as to garments, as to jewels, as to equipage. His amours. His

mode of hunting ; its pleasures, visits to pleasure grounds, or wil(;s. Man-

ner of a king setting out to hunt. The hounds or dogs used— on the king's

killing beasts—and like matters ; to please the tastes of native chiefs.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, half

hound in country calf, used.

23. No. 103. Rdsica jaj/.a maiiohhiramam.

I—6 asvdsams.

Another and older copy, with various readings interlined : the fore-

going is possibly the corrected copy.

24. No. 104, Two pieces.

],) Rdsica jana viajwhhiramuvK

1 — 6 asvdsams.

This is an old copy without any variations.

2.) Chamatcara manjcri.

1—3 asvdsams.

Varnam, or description of the eight wives o? Krishna 1 Rucmini, 2

KaUyidi, 3 Sati/ohhauma, 4 Bhadra, 5 Mitra dindra, 6 Jiimhuvati., 7 >S^U'

danta, 8 caret.

Krishna viJdsam : his amusements with his wives— tale by Rucmini,

concerning Krishna. A discourse o{ Krishna to his younger sister, and

herB to him.

On L'icshini devi (apparently the Sth wife.)

Praise of Krishna, by Sane ha ; conduct of the amour by a bird mes-

senger. Krtshnu's message to Lac^hmi dcvi. Other matters panegyrical

r.f firishna.
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The former owner's note :

" This poem is useless ; it is composed in a bad pedantic style
;

and is in many places nearly miintelligiblc Yet it is much admired by

some learned Telugus. The subject of the poem is the marriage of

Krishna, which is the theme of at least twenty Telugu poems."

The book is a folio of medium thickness, country paper, bound

in sheep.

25. No. 105 Padindvati parinaTjam, ov Bhanmnad vijayam.

By Valagapudi Krishnayya cavi.

1—5 asvdsas " 1075 jMdyas or 4,000 lines."

A romance on the loves of Bhanuma, and Padmdvali a female ; inclu-

ding, as it would appear, full details, in native taste, as to sexual iutereourse.

Any one who would wish to have some knowledge of this atheistic

system may gain it from the Kdricas, as translated by Prof : Wilson.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, em-

bossed paper covers, broken off.

26; No. 106. Bhanumad vijayam.

1—5 asvdsams another copy, prepared for the press. A sum-

mary in English, at the end, discreetly cut out.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, vaiious, but good paper,

boards, lettered.

27. No. 107- Bhanumad vijayam.

1—5 asvdsams with a ilea or vyakyanam ; that is comment.

The former owner remarks :

" This is a learned, and useful commentary, and sufficient as

regards the more difficult passages : but the easier pages are omitted.

The minute commentary on the transcendental philosophy (sanc^hya)

contained in the 5th canto is placed in another volume." See XIV, 11

No. 113, 2) infra.

The book is a thin folio, thin French paper, half bound in cloth,

and lettered.

28. No. 108. Sect. 1. Bhamimad vijayam,

1—5 asvasam^.
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A clear and correct copy, looking recent.

For Section 2, see XX.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness.

29. No. 109 Sect. 1, Bhanumad vij'ayam.

1—5 asvdsams with a tica or comment, another copy.

For Sect. 2 see IX. For Sect. 3 see VIII.

Sect 4. Bddha Krishna vildsam.

1— 3 asvdsams.

Another copy of a piece, elsewhere entitled Eddlta Mddhava

samvdtam.

An imitation, I believe, of the Gita Govinda by Jyai JDeva
;

translated by Sir W. Jones.

30. No. 112. Vdsu deva manamam.

1—13 varnacams, padyas.

Another poem on the amours of Krishna.

The book is a thin folio, good French paper, half bound in

cloth and lettered.

31- No. 119. Pdrtta Sdradi vij'ayam.

Subject from the Bhdgvatam and Jaimini Bharatam. The
•' triumph of the car-driver of the Parthian ;" that is to say of Krishna

who drove the " rheda" of Arjuna, when Subhadra eloped with him.

By Kuppana cavi : mixed metre.

1—26 Sections.

The former owner's note :

This is a musical version of the popular tale of Krishna : rela-

ting his various amours, in the style of the Bhdgavatam and framed as melodies.

The work is complete.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good French paper,

half bound and lettered.

32. No. 126. Three poems.

1 .) Prahhdvati Pradhyumna ,

1— 5 asvdsams, or sections.

By Pingala suri.

On an amour of Krishna's son.
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2.) Ndcjna cliitti parinayam-

By Valluri narasinha 1—3 asvdsams.

Description of Nagna chitti —and of the sudra class of people—of

vesyahu or prostitutes—of women who sell buttermilk, and chant the praises

of their tribe, as that of Krishna. Description of Vensala raja ; birth of

Nagna chitti—youth ; a parrot messenger. Description of spring, and other

seasons. Homage to Manmata (Eros) Krnhna came to the svayam varam

of Ndgna chitti—putting on the marriage bracelets : complete to the end of

marriage.

3.) Krislinabhyudayam.

1—S asvdsams, incomplete.

Parentage, brith, life, and adventures of Krishna.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound in

country calf, and lettered.

33. No. 127. Five poems.

1.) Chandra hdmc charltram.

By Tari gdpula mallana mantri Cavl.

1—5 asvdsams.

Intercourse between Krishna and Satyahhanma : they had a son named

Chandra bdnu. Ndreda came to Krishna. Pradhyumna (son of Rucmini)

and Chandra bdnu learnt singing from Ndreda. A Siddha (magician) visited

Chandra bdnu, and discovered to him the beauty of a daughter of Rucoma-
hahu, called Kumudini. Her beauty described. The tale does not seem to

finish.

2.) Cavi jana ranjanam.

By Suranna dditya surya cavi.

1—3 asvdsams.

More than one subject. On the marriage of Vijaya lokiniki, and a

daughter of Jmcvindan. Praise of Harischandra maha raja, and Chandra

mati—their pouring corn over each other's heads, at the marriage ceremony.

3.) Rdja vdhana vijayam.

By ^Aditya surya cavi.

There Avas an extensive forest, or wilderness called Kandilydm. The

hero Rdja vdhana entered therein. Various details of his amusements, with

women there. The daughter of a king named Mdnasdra was married to

Rdja vahan. He tied the hotlu or marriage token on her neck (sicut, ring

on finger.)
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4. ) GadMyopdhyanam

.

Visvamitra told a story concerning Satmnanda son of Gautama.

Narrative of the passion of JUenaca, a courtezan of Indra's world, for

Visvamitra. He bathed in a pool named cdsi k&mali. On the penance of

fisvaniitra.

5.) Tapati varnam.

1—5 asvdsams, complete.

There was a town called Adanchi. One named Sarr.varnudu was

enamoured of Tdpatia female. Tdpati paid homage to Manmata (Eros), Sam-

varmidu made professions of love towards hei'. Tdpati accepted his proposals

of marriage ; and they reciprocally poured corn over each others heads, in the

marriage ceremony.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound in

calf, and lettered.

34. No. 131, Kald imrnodayam,

1

—

1 asvdsams, sub-divided into 35 smaller portions. The full rising

of kald:, which is either a personified goddess of 16 forms, on the sacli

system, or else may mean sexual intercourse. There is much about Krishna

as usual ; but it includes a tale, with some reference to human sacrifices lo-

Call. See a former notice under the 1st family M.SS. also injra G4,

No. 333.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, 31 copy

books, unbound, and tied by a string.

35. No. 132. Rddha mddhava samvdtam.

1—3 asvdsams, padya cdvyam with a tica.

The loves of Krishna with liddha, 'Ila, Rucmini, and others.

An English title page is given ; thus :

" The Rddha Mddhava samvdtam, or the loves of Rddha and

Crishma, an original Telugu poem by Veludandi Tiruvcngalqya, a critical

dition illustrated with an ample commentary, prepared under the direction

of Charles Philip Brown, by P. Vencatnarsu, 1829."

The book is a thin folio, full bound, and lettered.

36. No. 133. Sect. 1. Rddha mddhava samvdtam.

1—3 asvdsams padya cdvyam.

This is a rough copy, taken for further use.

The former owner's note.

" This is copied from a Manuscript in the McMcnzie library

the poem is extremely rare ;" ^van rare might be written : for so many
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copies have been taken from that one, as to make the poem somewhat

common.

For other Sections, see YIII.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness.

37. No. 134. Two pieces.

1.) Satyahhdicmasvdntam. Vide 20, No. 48, supra.

1—4 asvdsams.

A tale of Krishna's amour with Satyahhduma. Krishna's going to

Indra's world for the paradise flower. Afterwards the quarrel with Band-

sura. The love pains of Krishna, on account of Salyabhduma : falling at

her feet, and the like. Praise of the Cavi rdja or poet.

2.) Bahdasya charitram.

1—5 asvdsams.

One portion relates to Krishna and his amour with Satyahhdwna, and

various sportings in water with others. Bahii-Idsi/udu (great dancer) was a

king, who hearing that Krishna was coming to his house, went out to meet

him. Mere fictitious scaffolding for love tales. Some matters concerning

Lacshmayia ; and Rama's marriage with Siia. Tale of Kaldnadi a man, and

Manahanjiri a female. Kaldnadi gave all his money to Manakavjiri. She

then drove him away. He went very sorrowfully to a temple ; and the god

returned to him the amount he had lost.

The book is a folio, thick, common paper, half bound and lettered

the binding damaged.

38. No. 135. Sect. 1. Chundrancjaada charitram.

1—6 asvdsani.

By Paidi marri Vencatapati.

It is also known as the Paidi marri prahandliam.

Chandrangnda was the son of Indrasena, and his wife Camala—his

infancy—youth—love of a forest nymph—love-pains— difficulties—marriage

—

a war and conquest ; close.

Sect. 2. 'Usha parlnayam.

1—5 asvdsams.

The clandestine amour of Aniruddha, grandson of Krishna, with

'Uidia, daughter of Bdnasura; imprisonment of .-Jwrr^^WAft—consequent

war-, other romantic adventures, ending in the public marriage of the pair.

q3
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Other sections come under various headings.

The book is a thick folio, bound in flowered paper. An English

abstract of Sect. 1, is at the end of the book, see 40, No. 150, there

inserted, as a fuller specimen of such love tales.

39. No. 136. Tdrasa sanc'ha vijayam.

1—6 asvdsams ;
padya cavyam, with cJiacora vyakydnam.

The legend of a furtive amour between Tdra the wife of Vrihaspati,

and Chandra the son of 'Ati'i, whence originated the Chandra vamsam, or

lunar line ; Budha being the offspring of the said amour. As Tdra means

the zodiac with its stars, Vrihsapati the planet Jupiter, as Chandra is the

moon, and Budha the planet Mercury, so an astronomical enigma has been,

by some supposed. This poet, however, makes his personages flesh and blood.

It is an extremely censurable detail of a middle aged woman seducing a

young man. A war ensued ; and a double claim to the parentage of Budha

occurring, the celestials adjudged him to be the son of Chandra.

This copy is ornamented with a title page by him—thus : "The adven-

tures of Tara or Stella, and the Genius, a celebrated fairy tale, written in

Telugu verse, and illustrated with a comentary, composed under the directions

of C. P. Brown, by the learned Narsima Charu, in the year A. D. 1828."

" In the present copy the voluminous dedications, prefaces, &c., are omitted

1843."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half bound

in cloth and calf, lettered, used.

40. No. 150. C/ia7i(irfl!wgfac?a c/wnirrtm, otherwise known as Pflid't

marri cavyam, 1—6 asvdsams.

By Paidi marri Vencatapati.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, bound in cloth, and lettered,

used.

An English abstract, by the late owner, is here inserted

:

Contents of the Paidi-Maeki Cavyam.

OR,

Chaxdrangada Charitra.

Caxto. I. Pkeface. The poet alludes to various stories in the Ra-

mayan, which are briefly summed up 24—48, Shashli antahi, verse 56— 57.

Here the new rekoconing begins. Pura varnanam. The army 37.

The city of Nishadha {Nala's realm) was ruled by prince Indrasena,

whiopc wife Avas Camala 62. lie was childless, and holds a consultation
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with his wile. They resolve to apply to A'isbnu for aid (• see note wriltca

below). At last Vishnu appears io visible form, and gives the prince a

garland for his wife : whicb is to grant her offspring 118 she becomes preg-

nant. She bore a son named Chundrangada.

Canto. II. Account of his infancy—children s sports 28. Description

of summer, Avinter and spring. A forester appears before the king De-

scription of his savage appearance 5(3. His speech in the savage dialect.

Description of the forest, and the wild beasts 78, The king goes to hunt 8i'.

Description of the hunt. In the forest he hears the tinkling of Avomen's

jewels, and perceives their perfumes 146. Which they trace to a grove

where they find u troop of wood nymphs dancing. Their charms. Among

these the prince perceived a bright damsel Avhose loveliness filled him with

admiration 164— 180. Description of the prince's appearance—she falls in

love Avith him—her feminine expressions 189.

Canto. III. The prince's amorous fevei-, and his eager expressions.

He asks the girls Avho they Avere, and Avhose daughter this beauty was.

They replied that her father Avas Chitrasemi : that he had many sons, but

no daughter ; till, in answer tohis prayers (ashe Avished to bestow a daughter

on a bramin) this lovely girl was born. That it Avas foretold that she

should live 10,000 years ; but her husband Avas to suffer a great affliciioa

(gandam) in the fourteenth year of hei' age. The prince was shocked at

hearing this. lie consulted an astrologer, as to the best means of averting

this curse, and was assured that it might be done away. Then, to obtain

the fulfilment of what he had predicted—he addressed his prayers to Parvali,

as usual. India Avas jealous of this, and sent Cupid to disturb his heart from

prayer \. Then Menaca, the Hebe of Olympus, Avas sent to him, accompa-

nied b}* Cupid, at the permission of Ruii. On arriving at the hermitage,

Cupid is accosted by Vertumnus, Description of the hermitage. Cupid

beholds the saint. Then Menaca begins to stroll about in the saint's presence,

and salutes him ; she grieves to find he Avill not regard her : Cupid Aveeps

Avith her. The hermit now perceived thera, and asked what they Avanted.

At last Venus (sic) and Cupid retire disappointed.

Indra was noAv much alarmed : and, as he was about to be turned out,

he went and complained to Siva and Parvati. Hereupon Parvati pays a

visit to the hermit, who offers her land : and states that Avhat he Avishes to

obtain, is the gift of predicting, and obtaining the fulfilment of his prediction.

Then Parvati took the shape of a red breast 176 and Avent to the prince, and

told him. He Avas much pleased, The bird predicted the marriage. The

prince then went home.

* This mention of childlessness and successful prayer, as prelioiinary to "the birth

of tl\c hero, is a favorite mode of commencing a Hindu poem.

t This is the usual routine in Hindu romances. The gods envy and disturb the

h;ippiaijss of mcu : aud tlrivc to b;'!ll'j tlicm iu every virtuuu;; avlion,
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Caxto, IV. The prince's amorous grief. Description of tlie rains

Jind clouds and spring. He talks about his love to his friend ^armasahha.

The heroine's grief at being separated from the prince. One of the dames of

honor asked her why she was crying. They tried to comfort her. With

them she goes on a rural jaunt, 300. The ladies came to a lake : they balhe,

and dress, They worship Cupid. The princess's mother Vimala tries to

console her, and to find out with whom she is in love. Their grief at his

absence.

Canto. Y. Chitrarckha, an ambassadress, obtains a picture of tho

hero. Evening is described, and Night, and the lising of the moon. The

grief of the heroine. Chandra dushcuia, Manmaiha dushayia—Morning.

Canto. VI. The maiTiage is determined on, The princess comes

forth as bride. Chifrarehha introduces all the lords to her : the last of all

being our hero ; over whose neck she casts her garland. He is bathed, and

adorned, She is bathed, 21. Nuptials, and the usual ceremonies. Her father

gives her good advice 58, and she goes home with her husband Chdndrangada.

Then there happens a war— and all fight in the usual style. The

prince sends his father a despatch, describing the victory. The prince and

his wife return home.

Here the poem terminates.—Throughout this poem there is manifest-

ed great vigour, and originality of poetry. It has excited the applause of

those scholars who have read it ; and, when publi-shed, will certainly become

popular. There is a dwipada version of this story called Soma vara

muhatmyam

41. No. 151. Chandra rcklia vildsam.

']^\\e purva and nttara hhdgams complete; jjadi/a cavyam : see

tlie following ; which has a tica or comment.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, bound in sheen, and worn.

42. No. 152. Chmidra rekha vildsam.

1—3 asvdsams, padyas with tica.

Niladri raja (blue-mountain king) became enamoured with Chandra

rcliha (crescent curve) ehe being a ddsi or pagoda servant, aged 36 years j

their amours satirically described.

Tlie book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, bound iii

!ilicep, and worn.

43. No. 15''3. Two volumes, 'Ila devlyam.

The 1st vol. has 1, 2 asvdsams.^ .., ,.

2nd,, y,4 „
;^vUlW^c.^

J5y Vei/i dandi turn Fcncalayija.
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This is a rough copy as taken from a McKcnzie M.S. Copies

are multiplied, under this title ; and as Eddlca mddkava samvatom
in 3 asvdsams, and as Rddhasvdntam or Badhica svantmtamu, in

4 asvadsams, and. as Rddha Krishna vilasam in 3 asvdsams ; to what
good purpose, is not clearly apparent.

Although the name of a male author is given, yet the tale seems

really to have been written by a female at Tanjore, named Mudda
p'halani, and one of the mistresses kept by a king of Tanjore, lie

appears to be indirectly designated under the name of Krishna.

Rddha the mistress of Krishna had an adopted daughter named
'Ila. This child is described as being expressly prepared for Krishna,

by Rddha ; who afterwards is painted in the extremity of rage, and

jealousy, at the success of her own work.

" This is the rough copy from Avhicli a fair copy has been

taken." See 154, 155.

44. No. 154. 'lla devlijam, ov Rddhica svanianamu.

1—4 asvdsams, padi/as without ilea : fair copy.

A thin folio, good French paper, bound in country calf and

lettered ; the binding much worn.

45, No. ]55. 'Ila deviyam.

1—1 asvdsams, j^adyas, with tica :

A fair copy, on good foolscap, neatly written. The book is a

folio, of medium thickness, half bound in cloth and calf, lettered, used,

4G. Atta hhdgavatam, or Satyahhduma vesha caVha.

A portion of the Bhdgavalam adapted to the stage ; tlie hero and

heroine being KnsJma and Satyahhauma ; dvipada verse and a mixture of

other m9asiires—songs; dc/ifdldm and dita idlam technical terms for measure

of verse ; a few rounded stanzas.

On the amour o{ Krishna and Satyahhduma.

Among other matters the koravdndd ; that is, when Krishna hid him-

self in sport, Stayahhavma went about every where seeking him, and at last

found him—their meeting represented ; with like matters ; adapted to the

taste of an Indian audience.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, bound in rough calf"
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47. No. 1G8. tScct. 3. liddliicasvantanain.

1—4 asvdsams—tale of Rddldca, or 'Ila.

" Rndhicasvantam, or the melting soul of liddhlca, adopted

daughter of liddha, the favorite mistress of Kru-hna.
" An amatory poem Avrittcn by Palani a dancing girl, mistress

to the rajah of Tanjorc, named Vira Fratdpa sln/ia,

" This poem is exceedingly rare. Three M.SS. were obtained,

all imperfect ; but, in different places, set right by Vencatanarsu. The

lady herself did not compose the Avhole
;
parts display much learning.

The names of relatives are MaJtraita, not Telugu. Tier tutor Rdghavd-

charl prol)ably aided her. Parts show a female hand. These are in

changing metres ; the easiest and lowest rhymes."

See various notices supra of preceding copies.

The piece is the third out of five, in a folio book.

For the other sections see XIA^.

48. No. IGO. Pururi'.ras ckaritram.

By Cuvl rdja 3Iandranjdnam 1— 5 asvdsas.

The tale is foundetl on pauranic legends, and the time is the earliest

antiquity, at the beginning of the chandra vamsa, or lunar line ; but it is made

a vehicle of matters, which even the filthy Yoltaire might have hesitated to

Avrite in his own name.

Ndicda was a king for performance on the ri/ia or lute. Kundini

purom a town is described. Brahmans in it arc described : the king, his

courtieis, and bis cora-tezans, and also vaisijas or merchants of the place,

described. k.cco\\r\i oi Punlruvjis chacravcrii. Ndrcda paid a visit to Pioricvas.

jS'dreda taught etbies to Pururuvas, and Fururuvas discoursed with Ndreda

on vairdrnjnvi, or renunciation of the world. Ndreda then went to Sverga,

Jndras world described. On the dancing of vezyus or courtezans. Tndra

discoursed with Ndreda. Hence Ndrcda is represented as narrating to

Jndra, in the hearing of the courtezans, concerning the birth, lineage, and

valor of Pururuvas.

Chandra loved Tdra tlie wife of Vrihaspati, and took Iier to his

town. JBudha was born to them. Eirth of 'Ila ; but as Sudhyumna a male

^udliyumna wont out to Inmt— hunters described. He trespassed on the

vana vivdha or privacy of Siva and Parvati^ and became a Avoman. A curse

rested on the wilderness that, if any man entered it, he should change his sex.

The female bore the name of ' llavati 8be and BudJia become mutually en-

funoured. As the result of their intercourse, Fi'vuruvas was born. Siva ap-

peared to Kdrrda ninnl, Siva gave to 'Jlavdli the gift of being one montli a

man. and anolber mon\\\\\ \{{)wrA\\. Sudliuniitna thus ruled, bo'h as a man
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and a wouiao, VusisJt la tdughi PnruruvMs: when he was of sufficient age,

Sudliijumna caused him to be crowned, and himself (retreated to a life of

penitential austerity. The rule of Pururnvaa. His wars with the people of

saca dvi}?a {>>cyt\niins). The ruler of that country fled away: Purfimvas

proceeding, conquered in the eight regions ; that is, in all directions. These

wars Ndredn, as a minstrel, described to Indm. The courtezans Ithemba

and Urvosi became enamoured of Punhuvas on hearing of his heroic actions.

The person of Urvasi described, ^he loved Piininivas; Ncireda returned to

his place. One named ManUu, a regent of wind, took away Urcasi—she

was comforted by her nurse, or female companion. Her abuse of Blunmata

the god of love. She entered the aforesaid Vaiia vivdlia wilderness. Infor-

mation was conveyed to Pun'truvas, he rescued her ; and thenceforward

their amours are particularly detailed. In the sequel Urvasi returned to In-

dia's world. The latter portion is the subject of C'dli ddsa's drama which is

more delicately managed ; and with other variations. The earlier portion

is pauranic. Ovid has a legend about Tiresias, whose sex had been changed.

The legend seems to be a hieroglyphic for a revolution of religious opinion

of the greatest iollov/ing consequences; continuing to the present day. Eut

poets lay hold of such figures ; and, by hunting down the metaphor, sp^il

every thing they touch.

The book is a thin folio, of medium thickness, Frencli paper, bound

in country calf, and lettered ; the binding worn.

49. No. 171. Cavl A-aniarasai/anam, or Mdndhaiac/taritni,pad//a

cavi/am.

By Navasinha cavl. 1—6 asvusams.

Yuvanesva was a king of the S'urya vawsa or solar line. He carried

an egg to the hermitage of a Tishl. It fell and broke, and the hermit cursed

him. In some mystical way the egg entered the Avorab of the king's wife.

At the dictate of Vaslshta, the king made a sacrifice, with a view to obtain a

son ; on a son being born, the king died. His wife thought on Iridra, who

said the aforesaid curse was the cause and gave the king life again. The

child was named Mdndliata. He wa.s crowned, and anointed ; and he con-

quered all kings. He ruled over the conquered countries. All kings did him

homage. Afterwards there was war between Mdndliata and Havana. Siva

appeared to them both. Siva praising the courage of Mdndhnla
, gave a gift

to him. Mdndliata conquered Ravana. Indra came to Mandhata and

praised him for his prowess. There was a king of Kontala da-snm, named

Kontalcndntdii, who had a daughter named Vimalangi. In order to get her

married, he sent her portrait in various directions. Mdndhata sent his

protrait to Vimalangi. She seeing the portrait loved him. Their marriage

took p^ace, &c., &e. Mdndliata came to Jyoddlnja. He performed penancer
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Vishnu appeared, Mdndliata \voi>sliipped him. After many praises rendered,

Vishnu said " There is no one greater than I am ;" and gave to the king

beatification, in consequence of his having ruled with great devotcdness to

Vishfiu. There is one, or more than one notice of this tale, under the 1st

JFamily, with which this one may be compared.

The late owner refers to the Vishnu purdnam, Telugu V. 1 07

BMgavatam IX, sect. G, 7—wherein the tale of Mdndhata is given.

This copy contains variations from four M.SS. ; lacunae supplied by

another M.S. from Guntoor. " Mdndhata was son of Yuvanasva a

descendant of the Suryarace of kings."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, various papers, various

readings, bound in country calf, and lettered ; worn, and the back da-

maged.

50. No. 172. Another copy.

This is a fair copy, Avritten on one page only, the other one

blank, no corrections.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good French paper

bound in sheep, used.

151. No. 173. Sect. 1. Bahuldsva charitram. 1—5 asvdsams vide

supra 37, No. 134, Sect. 2.

A tale of a king Bahuldsva or Bahuldsyudu and Krishna, and various

matters of connected bearing. For Sect. 2, see XIX.

The book is a folio, medium thickness, French paper, bound in

paper, worn and injured.

52. No. 174. Vasu charitram savyahhyanam. The tale of Vasii

with a commentary. By Bhatta murti, 1—6 asvdsas.

This piece, though considered to be a first rate classical poem

is so difficult that no one, however learned in these matters, could read

it without a glossary, or comment. The paraphrase here given, is also,

not easily intelligible. It is merely a fictitious love tale ; with abun-

dance of scenic descriptions interwoven. Brief notices have heretofore

been given, from foregoing copies.

The comment is by Soma hrita Vidvajana Ranjini ; and this

was carefully copied out for his own use, by Zalluri Appayya Pandit,

in the employ of the late owner ; who observes.—" This is the older

commentary, composed about 1750 A. D."

The book is a thick folio, foolscap, looking old, done up in

country pasteboard, and worn.
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following No.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, old foolscaj) ; half

bound, calf and marble paper, lettered, used.

f)!'. No. 17(1. Bal'x Rama cliar'ii ram. \ - G asrdsams.

Paricsliit of ILK^diiapuri cnqmrvC^ concernin<: the lives of Rolu Rama
and Revad ; and how Uei'oti came 1o be obtained in marriage. In reply, a

description is given of a flower garland— a description of Mnlijoval} a female.

Bala Rama dosciibed. Xdicda came and told him tne news of iho

country
;
^ivin^ him a description of Revatl ; Indrn came to her resilience.

A description of Rhemba, a courtczm of Ind'o's world, is introduced, witli

the usual connected indelicacies, lievafi sent a talking bird fviaina) to

UoJa Ihhna. He talked widi it, and the biid came back, and talked

with Rival} It again went to Bala Rdma, and described Recatt. A ft-male

xnesscnger came to Revati ; and told her the pains he was suffering on

her account. The result was an interview. /?6'6'fl^i was astonished. Again

f^he sent her nursa v.'ith powi^r of m infras to him. I3ala Rdrna visited Re-

vnti, who cried for joy. She put a garland on his neck, with praises. Tiie

consequent marriage described. Bala Rdnin put konkanam, on Recaii'a

forehead, and tied marriage bracelets around her wrists. The marriage

symbol was tied on tlia neck of the bride. Fraises or eplthalamium, by re-

latives Then Revati went with Bala Ratnn, yvhen he returned to Dwaraca

puii. Revati lived in ihe same house, as his wife, kc. In this way tie

enquiries by the ruler at Ilastinapuri were answered.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, common French paper,

edges u:icat, country paste l)oards, covers.

o~i. No. 1 77. Jnirudilhn vliarUram.

1—5 onrdsf/ms.

" With a eommentary written at the desire of C. P.Brown,
(Esq.) by Paid/pafi J'encatnarsu 1834. Cannpati Jppa'niya, the author

of this poem, also wrote the talc of P/irunrcas.'"

The subject, in the general outline corresponds with the ' Usha

parinayam ; only the heroine therein takes precedence.

There is an English abstract at the end of the book ; but it is

too licentious to be here c;)picd. 1'he following may sudice.

JDwaraca described. Aniruddlia was son of Pradlnjumna (s-on of

Krishna) by Rati ; he was betrothed to Rnnomaldr/iuna, whose person is

described, /^i/^o'sur'/ pleased 'ii'/»>a by means of music, liis daughter 'Usha

r3
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Avas lovely. She went on a formal gypsy purty. SLe fell asleep in the

woods, and dreamt of a line youth, On awaking, her grief was very great.

Her portrait was sent out for inspection. Poriraits of young raen were

called. At length a portrait of Aniruddha reached her, and she recognized

in him the youth she had dreamt of. A variety of poetical common places

follows. Chitra-rckhn a handmaid, was sent iu search. She found

Anirurldha and took him by stealth to ' Usha, Slie hid him in a closet.

Much indelicate matter. At length suspicions arising, Aniruddha was
caught, and was imprisoned, by Bdndsurd. JSdreda came and told the

news to Krishna, who set, out for Avar. The toAvn of Bandsura was
besieged. JG'ishna fougiit with Siva. At length Cutari the mother of

Bdndmia interposed ; but ii vain. 'Jlie battle described. Krishtia cut

off BdndHurn's thousand arn)s, tAvo excepted. He ordered the pair of lovers

to be produced. They were placed in a chariot, and he thus returned Avith them

to Dioaraca. The town ; the splendor of the i)air described. 'Usha had a

son named Vajruda (diamond <jne). He grew up. Ndreda came to a sacri-

fice made by Aniruddha and praised his son. Aniniddha's great felicity.

Singularly enough, reflections on the vanity, and folly of human kind, close

the piece.

Tlie book is a thin folio, two kinds of paper, bound in calf,

lettered, worn.

^Q. No. 178, Aniruddha charitrani.

1 — 5 asvdsains, paciija. cdvijam.

This has the original only, without any other comment, than a

few various readings, and marks of reference.

The book is a thin folio, extra foolscap, half bound, and letter,

fed, Avorn.

57. No. 217. For Sect. 1, see XV.

Sect. 2. Bhadra -parinayam.

By Peddana cavi. 1—3 asvdsanis, padija cari/am, without glos-

sary, or various readings. A fictitious poem on the ordinary common-

places of love, and marriage.

Bhadra was one of Krishna's inferior wives. The entire book

is a folio of medium thickness.

58. No. 248. Bhanumadvijayani.

1—5 asvdsams v. 27, No. 107, supra.

" The Bhanumad Fijayam, or adventures o^Bhannmad, written by

V'llagapudi Krnhnayya, is a modern poem, written about A. D. 1700.'*

The book is a royal Bvo. of medium thickness, country paper,

bound Avith floAvered paper, and lettered.
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59. No. 265. lianaca ranjita sic'/uhnanipai'lnayara—padija cavyam
By Zahllcttl Vcncafa rama.

1—6 asvdsams, the 6th defective.

A fictitious poem, similar in kind to 57.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, lialf bound in cloth and
calf, and lettered.

60. No. 266. Abhimanya vivdJia, the marriage of the son of Ar-

jUiia.

By Chenna BhaitdcJidrya.

1—5 avsdsains, dicipada—metre.

The late owner's note :

" This M.S. belonged to a Brahman named Tattacharya, who

took away the original ; in the end two other copies -were met with.

This is one of the most agreeable poems in the Telugu language. Its

plan is Braminical ; yet all the gods and gooddesses, and heroes and he-

roines, are described as ordinary folks ; behaving in an easy, natural

manner. The style of language is pure, free, and beautiful."

It has a fcAY English notes, in half margin at the end.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half bound

in calf, and lettered.

61. No. 268. Clidtn dliara padydlu : \i\,rioViii 5t2a\z?iii, J st and 3rd

asvdsams, the 2nd wanting.

" Anthology, and other short compositions in verse."

" These verses I collected, either on account of their beautv

the celebrity of composers, or their utility in illustrating the languao-e.

Many are from oral tradition alone. Such short compositions often

have more real poetical merit than those which, being larger, are tur-

gid and lifeless."

The book is a thin quarto, old, paper of peculiar fabric, bound
in rough calf, injured.

62. No. 283. Kokosaslrnm, or Kala sastrani.

1—3 asvdsams.

An ars amoris. Classification of vromcn, in four divisions. Indica-

tions as to agreement, or disagreement of sexes ; from form, features and the

like. Temperaments ofwoinen. l-^iacifui classification of the female sex •

from divine, human, &c., down to asinine, monkey-like and devilish. Modes
of feminine endearments. Dispositions of women of various conntrieB, as
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portions of India. Indications of love, indifference, or dislike ; and grosser

matters, needless to be specified.

Brief marginal notes by the late owner, here and there occur.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, half bound, damaged

G3. No. 290. Krishna lila vildsam.

1—3 asvdsams.

The sports of Krishna. Description of Matliura. Birth of Krishna,

his boyish play in stealing butter, and the like. Description of Rddhahi^

aunt. His going to her house—and details of their amour

—

Krishna a player

on the pipe. Hot winds described. Description of Rucinini his future wife, &c.

The book is a narrow thin folio, country paper, bound in rough

calf.

64. No. 333. Kald pdrrwdayam, the rising of the full lust (moon).

By Surayya (sun-squire).

1—3 wanting, 4—8 asvdsams the end.

The personal apparance of Rhemha described. Her interview with

Ndreda, who told her Krishna's sports, and actions. Certain conditions were

stated as to his bringing about an interview, as a pander. These were con-

nected with the worship oi Call ov the Sacti puja. They go to Krishna's

q^uarters and instruct Satyahhuuvia.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, one

board remains, one gone.

65. No. 334. Gopala lila suddhdla harl padydlu ; or stanzas

concerning a chief named " Harl, fully exemplifying the sports of

Krishna."

1—3 asvdsains padyas.

The name is a fiction ; but Avhether it is a lampoon of some one who

would be recognized, or straightforward, to please vicious tastes, does not

appear. The said chief saw a female named Gduri (fair one, a name of

Parimti) and fell in love with her. Their amorous intercourse is fully, and

particularly described. Besides, that chief had other women in keeping, who.

were accustomed to sport, and bathe in his Nandivanam or pleasure grounds.

The people of the neighboring town were accustomed to steal into the

gardens; and to bathe, and sport with those women. This was done by

agreement, and set contrivance ; especially on Fridays. Hence the idea of a

possible lampoon.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, without binding, the

outer paper damaged.
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G6. No. 335. Ahhimcmyu vivdham.

By Chinna Bliattaracudu ; dwipada metre, vide QO, No. 260,

su2)ra. Compare XIV 30, No. 317, 6 infra.

Sashi rehha (moon-line) a female was married to Ahhimanyu. The

marriage was celebrated with pomp, and extraordinary rejoicing ; with the

attendance of many persons. The bridegroom was Arjuna's son, by Siihadhra,

sister of Krishna. He was very skilful. From the womb he was taught a

mantra caWeH chacatayttgam, for killing enemies. He was born of full age.

He was taught the use of JJanur bdnam (rocket ?) with mantra, to "-ive it

effect. He was skilful in archery, brave clever, and the like.

The high estimate of the former owner is given above.

The book is a thin folio, foolscap, bound in flowered paper, and

lettered.

67. No. 337. Two pieces.

1.) Ahalya sancranda vildsam.

By Sangamesvara cavi, 1—5 asvdsams.

This pipce is not by the same author as in either of tAvo former

poems—the one by Vencata Krishna, the other by Singana cavi. A danseuse

and a king take the place ofGaxitamas wife, nnd Indra. Dancing perform-

ances described, &c.

2.) Ab/t imanyu parinayam.

1—4 asvdsams
; ijadya cavyam.

By Lacshmi pati.

The title, and the author, differ from the foregoing.

Ahhimanyu was of the Pdndu race of Hastinapuri. Details of hia

splendor—leading on to the marriage. The examination was only cursory.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, foolscap paper, flo\i -

ered paper binding, lettered.

V, Ethical.

1, No. Sect. 1. KncJdlo vyakdnam.

1—3 asvdsams : padyas.

Kuchil was a fellow-scholar with Krishna, or an early companion.

His lot was different, as he was in great poverty, and had many children.

His wife urged him to go, and visit Krishna, A vehicle is thus formed for
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many rerua)ks on riches, and poverty ; somewhat in the style of " (he Twii

dogs" of Burns ; only more refined.

For Sect. 2. see IV.

2. No. ]1. Siimati satacam, IbQ padyas, vfhh vycd'i/dnavi, or a

Hca to each apothegm.

" ,Su?nali" means " good sense," and it seems to have been given as an

epithet to an author unknown. Ethical stanzas adapted to schools. Many

of them are translated into English in the book.

It is a small thin quarto, good paper, bound in sheep, and let-

tered.

3. No. 24. Kuclialavopahyanam.

" The preface is mutilated ; the book begins at page 4, and is

complete-''

" Regarding this fable, see Penny Cyeloptedia in Sanscrit, page

398." C. P. B."

Vide supra 1. No. 4.

The book is a small quarto, good wove paper, half bound, and

lettered.

4. No. 27. Vemana padydlu.

X—3 asvdsas, known as Dhcrma pura, Narasinha satacam.

The former owner stg-tes :

" This is a new edition of Vemana 1842."

" A new edition enlarged and corrected by the aid of numerous

M.SS. This edition seems to contain all that is worth printing. About

2,000 verses remain, which are unworthy of publication : they are chiefly

on mystical subjects."

The book is a small quarto, good paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.

b. No. 29. Vemana; padyas.

3 asvnsams and part of 4th.

•'The verses of Vemaiia new edition 1812. In this edition the text

has been carefully revised by a learned Telugu poet. Tlic arrangement is

;dso somewhat changed : those verses which appear spurious, being placed at

the end of the volume. The volume contains 1,165 stanzas, selected out

of ."

The book is a small quarto, good paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.
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6. No. 31. Vemana in four volumes, and a fifth as a supplement.

These volumes seem to be the early copies from which the first

edition of Vema's ethics were printed at the College, Madras, in 1829 ; a

thin 8vo. volume with \ pages Tclugu, and English translation at the foot of

each page. In these M.S. volumes, the Telugu is on the left hand page, and

the English version on the right hand. The 5th vol. or supplement, appears

to contain obscene matter, which unhappily mingles with all native ethics

;

and, as such, was considered to be unfit to meet the public eye. There were

also verses styled Ganapati of like kind, probably picked out from sadi books,

which cover such things, under the name Ganapali.

Octavo volumes, old, but good paper, bound in sheep, with paper

labels.

7. No. 34. Brihana rajiyyam.

By Kotta Lanca Mritanjayan.

In three volumes.

The Sanscrit original hyBrihaiDiagudi: translation by the above.

The subjects: on duties and observances which may be deemed

religious ; similar to the Dliermottara parts of some piir&nas ; si liceat, the

practical after the legendary, or doctrinal portions. Abstract of course is

needless.

Long octavos, thick China paper, bound in sheep, a little -worn,

8. No. 35. Sulacshana sdram^ or the essence of good qualities.

An invocation to Krishna is prefixed, which is no very good

indication.

Native ethics.

The book is a long S-^o., thick China paper, bound in sheep.

9. No. 08. Six pieces.

For Sect. 1, see XX. For Sect. 2—4, see XIII.

Sect. 5. Vemana 2^adydlu-

,, 6. Vencata romana salacam.

Both on native morals.

The whole book is a thick folio, boards.

10. No. 141. Three pieces.

l,j Parama yogi vildsam.

1—5 asvdsam, dwipada metre, incomplete ; exercise, duties and

discipline, of one who separates from the world.
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2.) Samira Cumara vijayam.

1—7 asvdsams, padya cdvyam.

3.) Vtmana ^padifdlu 1—961 stanzas.

"This is transcribed from T. T. 361, being the M.S. referred to

in letter C."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half bound,

and lettered.

11. No. 179. For Sect. 1, see XX.

Sect. 2. Vemana padydlu.

Bendamuri Lanca prati, 116 padyas.

The book is a ro5^al 4to., of medium thickness, half bound, and

lettered.

12. No. 182. Bhagavat gita : padyas.

1—4 asvdsams 1—218 adliydyams.

It appears to be a complete copy of this intercalary chant of

Krishna in the Bhdratam, requiring no further notice.

Some native, it is presumed, has put into the book a sort of

genealogical tree, issuing from three roots, the sdtvica, rdjasa and

tdmasa giinas, leading to a stem formed of the five elements represented

by small circles, and these branching out to larger ovals, representing

various sactis, or mothers. There are three pages of explanation of

these symbols. Brahma, Vishnu and Siva are recognized ; but are

represented by very small circles ; the sactis are larger ovals variously

colored. It is intended possibly to give an illustration of the mystic

portion of the chant ; and is apparently of that class of sactis ; who,

without excluding the male energy, give to the female energy the

predominance.

13. No. 263. Four pieces.

For Sect. 1, 2, see XX. Sect. S, see XIX.

Sect. 4, Vemana padydlu,

1—4 asvdsams, 1,154 stanzas.

At the end is an index of metres, and words exemplifying them.

The whole book is a folio of medium thickness,

14. No. 270. Four pieces.

For Sect. 1, 3, sec VIII. Sect. 2, sec XIX.

Sect. 4. Vemana padydlu, 1,116 stanzas, with a verbal index

prefixed.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness.
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15. No. 277. Vciiiana padijdlu.

"A collation of M.SS. intended for a new edition of Vemana

2834."

" Various readings alphabetically arranged, new epigrams (sen-

tentious maxims) added.

" The 1st edition of Vemana, with English translation, Madras,

1829, was merely a selection. The 2nd edition, in 1839, only an ex-

tended selection ; the text occasionally amended.

1st edition 623 verses, 2nd edition 1,164 verses.

" A final edition to be prepared in this volume 2,300 to 3,000,

from more than 40 M.SS."

Compare 5, No. 29, supra.

The book is royal 4to. thick French paper, with many slips in

terleaved, half bound in sheep, and lettered " Vemana 1834."

16. 1^0.278. Vemana; Book 4th, " on mystic devotion."

" A supplement of extracts with an English interlined translation

of each sentiment, or distich.

The book is a long, thin folio, French paper, bound in flowered

paper, lettered.

17. No. 279. Sect. 1. Vemana padyas,

3 asvdsams : no renderings.

For Sect, 2, see VIIL

The whole book is a thick folio, boards.

18. No. 289. Two pieces.

1.) Sumati safacam, 150 stanzas with tica ; a school book,

2.) Bhascara satacam, 111 stanzas, with tica; like in subject and

in use.

The book is a narrow folio, of medium thickness, bound in

rough calf, used.

VI. Fables.

1: No. 79, FancJia tantra, five devices.

In two volumes

:

Vol, 1., contains 1 3Iltra hhedani, or the art of diyiding friends,

complete.

s3
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Vol. 2, contains 2 Sukrita Idbham, return for good done,

3. Zanti vigraha, treacherous simulation of friendship.

4. Lahda ndsam, loss of property.

5. Asamprecsham, danger of hasty, or rash proceedings.

Folios, good paper, hound in country calf, lettered, recent.

2. No. 80. Panclia tantram, 2 vols.

Vol. 1. Mitra hhedam, and Sukrita Idhham.

Vol. 2. Zanii vigram, Lahda ndsmn, Asamprecslia Imriyam,^

This seems to he a rough copy, and earlier than the preceding

one. It is in smaller handwriting.

The hook is a thin folio, good paper, hound in calf and lettered,

the hinding worn.

3. No. 81. Pancha tantram.

The live devices, as ahove : a complete, and fair copy ; corrected

edition.

Tl^e book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, hound in

calf, and lettered ; binding worn.

4. No. 82. Pancha tanfrmn.

The five devices, complete, with various readings.

The book is a thick folio, good paper, half bound and lettered,

the binding injured.

VIT. Gkammar.

1. No. 38. Bhimana chandasu.

" A treatise on Prosody, translated on opposite pages, with

various remarks by C. P. B."

The book is a long octavo, old, but good paper, bound in

sheep, worn.

2. No. 197. Three treatises.

1. Nannaijya BhatUyain,

The earliest Telugu grammar extant.

It has five divisions, following the order of Sanscrit grammar ; and it

has contributed, in a leading degree, to strain the Telugu language to a coa-

I'ormity with Sanscrit.

1. Samjnya pcoich'/icda oiiliography.

2.
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2.) Bala sarasvatlt/am, a comment on the foregoing piece, also in

five cliapters ; brief as to 1— !• ; but much fuller on the 5th or

Verbs, and their derivation.

3.) vfAo6a/a^a?z(ii^?/am, or otherwise termed Cavi siro hhushanam, a

voluminous commentary, in Sanscrit, on the Nannayija Bhatliyam.

The book is a royal folio, of medium thickness, best paper,

half bound in sheep, and marbled paper.

A page of wiiting, dated September 1827, by the late"owner, is

c opied and inserted.

" The Telugu Grammar written by Nannaya Bhatt, which stands

first in this volume, is deservedly celebrated for its 'great learning and ex-

actitucle. It is, however, extremely difficult. The acknowledged intricacy

of the language is here very much increased by the plan of the work, which

^s entirely unintelligible to such as are not already expert in the language.

A very extensive command of Sanscrit grammar is likewise requisite. Even

tho^^e who have these advantages will find the axioms given in an inverted

Older, that greatly tends to render the whole unintelligible.

Thus the changes formed by elision, &c., in the cases and tenses are

described before either of these subjects is defined ; and exceptions to rules

are placed before the rules themselves. The fundamental principle is placed

at the close of each subject rather than at the beginning ; and the whole is,

as far as possible, made to assume a resemblance to Sanscrit ; a language, the

grammar of which is utterly dissimilar, in almost every pai t, to Telugu.

It is much to be wished that a plain grammar were written in Telugu

for the use of the Natives; among whom grammar is now fallen into a

degree of undeserved neglect ; for which the cii-cumstances above stated will

account.

The present volume is in the handwriting of a very sound scholar,

who thoroughly understood bis subject ; and yet, in every page, we find

irregularities in orthography, from which his learning ought to have secured

him. He is a Bramin named Boddapati Subbanna.

The Bala Saraswatiyam, or first comment, on these Grammatical

canons is not exhibited uniformly in all the copies—some manuscripts adding

considerable details under certain heads."

3. No. 199. Aippa caviyam.

1—5 asvdsams.

A chapter, or table of contents, is prefixed, and a translation of
that table by the late owner is here given.



Appa Cavi\im Slcuica.

TkaNSLATION 01- THE ABOVK TAbl.K OP

Contexts.

Book I. verse 1— Praise of the patron god, and of the poet 1—114'
Onihe canona \siid down by Nannai/a B/iatta 115. List of grammarians 118

Object of the present treatise 125. Connection between Sanscrit andPraciit

143. Ou inauspicious syllables, and expressions which a poet ought to shun

for magical reasons 15l— 166. On vulgarities conveyed in unseemly com-

binations of words 174. On good taste 175. On double entendre or in-

nuendo. On the passions depicted in poetry 182-191. On the qualities

ascribed to the hero and heroine 210. On the nobility of true poets 211, an^

invectives against bad poets 218. The virtues of poetry 223. On modern

languages, as deviating from Sanscrit 230. On Sanscrit, and the languages

thence derived 243. On words derived from Sanscrit, and from vernacular

roots 25R. On words corrupted from Sanscrit 259. On five channels, or

languages through which words passed from Sanscrit into Tclugu 294.

On the name Trilhiga and its origin 234. On the four classes of

words denominated Tatsama, Tadbhava, Desya and Grarnya, (or Borrowed,

Altered, Local, and Vulgar 326—364.

Book II. On the aphorisms of Nannaya. On the Sanscrit alphabet

1. Limbs of the body, mystically fancied in the Yoga Sastra to be the

origins of particular letters, 17. On the obsolete forms of the antique Telugu

characters 22. On 60 Sanscrit, and Pracrlt letters, 72. On the letter R
73—94 specifying ;? s i-^ ig;^ es 94. On exceptions to the general rules of

elision 96. On diphthongs and the syllables of which they consist 111. On

the change of hard into soft consonants 129. On the difference between E
and YE as Ecada and Yeccada 191. On the difference in rhyme of j^ R

and fes R 216. List of words that use the obsolete R 217—281. On the

(?r e;)
hard and soft L 282. On the letter 5^ V 283. On the letter Y and

the laghu yacaram 286. General rules 323—329.

On inauspicious or unlucky syllables, inadmissible in verse 329—552^

Book IIL On Rhyjie.

Regarding Vati in vowels ll— and in consonants 42. On Prasa

yati 261. On inadmissible rhymes 263. On simple Prasa 380—400.

Book IV. On Prosody.

Text to prove the antiquity of the art of verse 7— 15. Rules regarding

syllables which are or are not auspicious at the commencement of a poem 26.

On the prosodial feet 38. Compound feet 41, On the terms long and short

68. The goddesses who preside over particular syllables 64.' The fruit of

commencing a poem with particular feet 85. The hours of the day wherein



tliepoel may make iHo of cettuin feet lOG. Rul :- regarding Lletlicalions 210

Tables for calculating the proper iuitial upon raagical jiiiucijjles 257-

The uniform metres 291—488. On the mixed metres 489. On
poems written in fantastic shapes, as that of a tree, u sword, or a snako,

699-790.

Book V. Ox ORTHOGEAPHy.

The rules for Elision. On errors in Elision 23. On Di-'ita words 40.

On Cala words 41. On Elision and Permutation 61— 288.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness two kinds of paper,

bound and lettered, but damaged.

4. No. 204. Sect. 1. ^ndhra caihmidi, padya cav7/am, incom\)lete.

See other notices of this work.

For sections 2, 3, see XX.
Part of a conuiient on the 'Andlira caumudl, by Buchayya, Mr.

Brown's moonshee, is appended.

The book is royal 8vo., best paper, uncut edges, boards, worn.

5. No. ,^05. Faiknta chandrica.

This work, though mixed up with Telugu books, is more pro-

perly Sanscrit. It is on the subject of genders.

It is a thin folio, country paper, half bound and lettered, worn.

6. ISo. 314. Sect. 1. Cavi sirobhushanun.

By Ahohaliya pandit.

A comment on the grammar by Nannayya hhatt, v/hich appears to be

also known as the Chintdmani. Oa varna—gnrlttam, letters

—

sandhi, vo;\'el3»

consonants, verbs.

For sect. 2, o, see XII. for sect. 4 see I.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half bounds
but damaged.

V^ill. Historical.

1. No. 109. Four pieces.

For sect. 1, 4, see IV, for sect. 2, see IX.

Sect. 3. Kutama raja charitram.

Copied from a McKenzie M.S.
An account of a war between two local chiefs; one at A^«//«r

(or Nellore) and another named Kdtama, who would seem to have been
a ruler at Amrdvati. The Nellore chief is termed a Chola. Other
notices will occur.

The entire book i.s a thin folio, half bound.



2. No. 133. For sect. 1, see IV.

Sect. 2. Bobbin catlia.

The local wars in which Monsr. Bussy Wc^s concerned, and

Vijaya. 7'dma, raja of BobhalU on the other part. Preliminary details
;

with the final and general slaughter.

" Bobbin, a little N. W. of Chicacole, mentioned by Orme."

The account by Mr. Orme is somewhat full and circumstantial

:

native accounts vary in some particulars.

For section. 8, see XX.

Sect. 4, Kdmamma caVhu.

The husband of Kdmamma, who was named Marayya, was head

servant to the Marquis Cornwallis, for six years.

Details of incidents which then occurred. The Marquis was

taken ill on the road ; went home (?) and died.

Sections 2, 3, 4, were taken down from the mouth of a travellincj

minstrel ; who sang popular ballads. He was employed for a month

to recite what he knew ; and the particulars were written down from

his dictation.

Sect. 5. Account of the Vema reddiyalu, including notices of

Chola rajas, and the Kakateyas, kings of Warankal, especially on their

gifts to different temples ; always the main point of history with

Brahmans.

It is not known whence this piece came ; Lut there are such

notices in the Mackenzie papers. The entire book is a folio of medium
thickness, good paper, half bound in cloth and calf, and lettered, worn.

3. No. 170. Ydyaii charitram,

1 —5 asvdsams, padyas.

Accoimt of Yayatis division of the earth, and great partiality in

favor of his younger son. The fable is that, in old age he induced his

youngest son (of four) to give him his capacity for sensual pleasure, in return

for the largest share of the kingdom.

The former owner's note :

"• This M.S. has been compared twice with other copies, and

proves very correct.

" The nuptials of Ydyati and Devayana. Yayati was 5th king of

the lunar race," i, e., if Budha be reckoned as the first.
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[The time assigned to the division of the earth in the Mosaic chrouo-

log5% agrees pretty well Avith the place and time given to Ydyati ; but there

is not much dependence to be placed on the list of the lunar race.]

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, injured •

half bound and lettered, the binding damaged.

4. No, 233. Hyder cliaritram.

1—4 asvdscmis.

On the wars of Hyder and Tippoo, with various people, the

•English included.

[There is a Mahratti document of this kind in the McKenzie

cellection.]

The former owner's note :

" The Memoir of Hyder and Tippoo was written in Mahratta,

from wbicli the present Telugu translation was made at my desire. I

prepared and printed an English translation, made from the Mahratta.

The present Telugu version also should be printed." C. P. B. 1855,
" This I present to the College."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, half bound in sheep

and lettered.

5. No. 270. Four pieces.

Sect. 1. Edtama raja caVha—diuipada. Yerugtctipdtti potlata

a scuffle, or blows of the people of a town called Yemgutti pdtti.

It began about cows. The word Amravati puri occurs at the

beginning, and the site of war was near that town.

" The principals are styled Nalla siddha chola malia rdzu, and

Kdtama. rdzu gdru. Details of a war between them S.S. 1081, A.D,
1157."

"See local records, vol. 18, page 16— IS, and McKenzie M.SS.
No. 40, No. 316, and No. 7." These documents pertain to vol. 3 of

the present work.

[This narative did not attract my attention when enquiring conceruin"" Amardvati
but it may be looked at, in that reference, some other time]

For sect. 2, see XIX.

Sect. 3. Simhdla divipa halfeyat.

Copied from the Mackenzie M.S. No. 910, old marks 124, CM.
328, and the late owner refers to my notice of it in the Madras Lite-

rary Journal, Vol. 8, 51, July 1838. As such it appertains to vol. 3 of

this work.
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The war of Periya Krishnapa Nai/aca, first against Tumhichi nayadu

of Parama gudi ; and then against the king of Ceylon, ending in the death

of the latter ; the abstract, so referred to, is somewhat full.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, on good paper, half

bound in calf and lettered, the binding damaged.

6. No. 273. Three pieces.

1.) Bobhili vdri cafha.

The war of Monsr, Bussy against the Zemindar of Bobhalli.

" This volume contains the Bobbili cat'ha or Eangha rao charitra

;

wherein Moosa Boose, i. e. Monsr, Bussy is described, as the murderer

of the celebrated raja of Bobhali or Boobily, as the name is spelt by

Orme."

2.) Cumdra Bdmuda cafha.

An account of two brothers, who were dreadfuDy treated by a

guardian ; and a war consequent thereon. See Vol, 8.

3.) Doti Kdmmana catlia.

Account of a servant of Lord Cornwallis: on Lis death the

widow of that servant burnt herself with his dead body.

[Sec. 2, No. 133, which is a copy on better paper than in this book].

The book is a very large quarto, of medium thickness, thin country

paper, bound in rough calf.

7. No. 279. For Sect. 1, see V.

Sect. 2. Various papers copied from the McKenzie M.SS. des-

cribed as being '' written on country paper full of worms, and rapidly

perishing."

—Tondaman palUyacara, as list of those local chieftains; the

chief town being Virdla malai, near Trichinopoly.

.

—

JamhuTiesvara hoil. Account of that temple on an island of

the Cdverl, near Trichinopoly.

—llatsya hdlalam—Betna girl isvara— Tiruvddu hotti vdru—•

Toraiyur iiallaiyam—Ariyaldr pdlliyacarer— Tiru Vclldru-^

Chitamhara—Chenjipdlliyacarer—Manar gudi—Sri rangham

—What are termed kaifeyats or accounts of those places, or

persons.

—Kffraldchdram Janmla 77iadu kyfeat.
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'—Vclhigotll vdri vamsnvnli, a genealogy of tlic race of Reddis,

who ruled near Tripety. Of this last there are two copies

in the McKenzie M.SS. and one of them on good paper, and

in good preservation. Reference to Vol. 3. of this work.

The book is a thick folio, on French paper, boards, used.

8. No. 29k Faliidlti turn charilram..

Vol. 1, o scdndaf!,—592 pages f/«;?7?r/f7(7 metre ; not complete in

this book, the remainder is found under the next number.

Reference to " Local records, Vol. 9, page 262, and Vol. 10, page

287," those records are copied fiom McKenzie M.SS. and appertain to

Vol. 3, of this work.

Old historical ballads, border minstrelsy in simple style, sicnt

" Chevy chase.'' English notes are prefixed, or put in the margin.

The book is a folio of medium thicknes.s, half bound in cloth

and sheep, and lettered, French paper.

9. No. 295. Sect. J. Fahiulii charitra, the complement of the

foregoing 1^170 pages.

Tliis is termed " the Guntoor copy" or Gurzalu M.S.

The foregoing is styled Krishna Reddis M.S.

For other sections of this folio, see XIV.

A combination of several landholders against the people of

Gurzala, and Macharla, in the district of Palndd. It originated from

a trifling cause ; but women came to be mixed up witli the fray, and
it lasted from A. D. 1080 to 1087.

10. No. 297. Sect. 1. PaJnaif i char itram.

By Bdla Rama : dwipada, complete.

The original M.S. was supplied by Krishnama reddi, and tlii.<?

copy therefrom was written by Nelluri Fencaia Subayyn. The subject,

disputes and battles of various (virani) braves; a great fire kindled by

a spark.

For sect. 2, sec XXIII.

11. No. 298. Palndtti vira chariiram ; divipada.

The latter part of the account, " but modern composition,

different from the old (M'igina!, the versification being much polished.

The story is the same. The joc t states that he copied it from a version

t3



by Sri naVha, in the McKenzie M.SS.; but he has lengthened it out

tediousl}', and added separate episodes."

The Introduction is termed " mythological rubbish."

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, foolscap paper, half

bound in cloth and calf, lettered.

12. No. 310. Palndtti chariiram, the second part or cdndam.

This is termed " the Gurzala M.S."

" This contains the second Part of the Palndtti charitram.

The pages marked in the margin refer to the McKenzie M.SS."

Some sheets on blue French paper, belonging to another book,

are bound up with this one.

The book is a very broad folio, thin, on country paper, with-

out covers, a little injured, and liable to greater injury.

13. No. 315. Bohhili caVha or liangha rdvu charitram I—

3

asvdsams.

By Pdpa rdju cavi (vide Orme, Vol 2, p. 254.)

The narrative is as to :he Zemindar; his birth, education, marriage'

bravery ; a war with the Nizam, by refusing to come when summoned. The

affrtir with Monsr. Bussy, of disastrous consequences. In the sequel, the

English interfered ; and expelled the French from the Northern Circars ; in

which the English ascendancy was established.

The late owner refers to Memoir of India, by R. G. Wallace, author

of Fifteen years in India, London 1824, with the addition, that the father

of one of the Zemindar's wives was persuaded to kill them all : he thereupon

cut his own throat. [It was a sad affair ; and it may be noted that M. Bussy,

successful up to that point, had an almost uninterrupted run of ill luck, down

to bis capture at Wandiwash, and the taking of Pondicherry.]

14. No. 318. Palndtti charitram, or otherwise Bdruni cafha.

11 sections complete.

" The Palnad chronicle. This is a new edition."

The dispute originated at a cock fight; and was carried on by

several landholders (" Barons ; hence Bdruni,'') for seven years, against

two towns of the Palnad: r. supra.

Tiie book is a thin folio, foolscap, half bound, and lettered.

15. No. 332. Palndtti charitram.

" The 2nd part received from Palnad S.S. 038 (A.D. 1015-16)

for seven years a war was carried on by Bd^di nayadu.'"
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Ancient details. Names of cliief; as Venca deva raja, page 151—
156, Amiga raja p. 245—248. Other chieftain's genealogy ; his ill conduct

p. 346, Koma raja's battle p. 473. See foregoing notices. The dispute was

silly enough; but women, and pride, became mixed up with affair, and the

war was a fierce one.

This book is copied in ink, and every page has alterations, or

corrections ; as if the result of collation with other copies. Among the

preceding is a fair copy, from a general collation.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, half bound, and lettered,

IX. Hymnology,

1. JSTo. 33. Prabandha rajiyyamu, or Sri Vencatesvara vildsam,

various metres.

In two volumes, both numbered 33.

The general subject is the praises of Vishnu, as lord of Vencata

cjiri or Tripety.

Long octavos, thick, China paper, bound in sheep, the binding

worn

.

2. No. 46. Rama stava rdjam.

By Gavi 3Ialayya, "a Smarta niyogi.'^

1—3 asvdsams.

Eoyal (or high) praise of Bdma.

A quarto copy book, half bound, good paper, the binding worn.

3. No. 109. For Sect. 1, see IV.

Sect. 2. Rama stava rdjyam, with a comment.
1—3 asvdsams, as above.

" With various readings prepared for a printed edition ; with a
comment 1842."

For Sect. 3, see VIII. Sect. 4, see IV.

4. No. 110. Ru7na stava rdjyam, with a comment.
1—3 asvdsa'^ns, complete.

This seems to be the clean, and corrected copv, prepared as above
No. 109.

" A treatise on mysticism."

"The old English poet Phineas Fletcher's "Purple island," is

similar in device to this poem."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, superior French paper,
half bound iu cloth, and lettered.
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5. No. 111. Rama slava rdjyam, with a comment,

1—3 asvdscmis.

This is a copy, with interlineations, on very tliin French paper.

The book is a thin folio, bound in cloth, and lettered.

6. No. 114. For Sect. 1, see XV.

Sect. 2. Fira Ndrdyana satacam, fragment only of a cento of

verses, by a devotee of Fishnu.

For Sect. 3, see XIX.

The book is a thick quarto, country paper, boards, these are

injured.

X. Indexes.

1. No. 30. Smnati sata chucshicam, and Bhascara sotaca chucshi-

cam, a glossary to both pieces, arranged ; 3 bhdgas or parts.

The former owner writes :

" In this volume are verbal indexes to the Sumati satacam and

Bhascara satacam, followed by the same words arranged as a glossary,

which I planned to facilitate a knowledge of these two initiatory school

books.''

The words are arranged for the glossary, and space is left for

the meanings ; but this last is not given, except in the case of a very few

words, and these few meanings are in English.

The book is a small quarto, French paper, bound in rough calf.

2. No. 137. Tdrd sucsJdca, a^ndi index to the tide oi Tdrd.

A small folio, very tliicl^, country paper, bound in sheep, a little

injured.

3. No. 138. Tdraza zdnca sucsMca; an index to the same tale.

This appears to be a fair and corrected copy, from the above

rough one, neatly written.

A thin folio, good paper, bound in country calf.

4. No. 183. An index to the Vasu cliaritram, or tale of Svaruchi-

sa manu.

This veibal index to the Manu char itram, a celebrated Telugu

poem, was compiled at Masulipatam in the year 1832, under the direc-

tions of C. P. Brown."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, old, but superior paper,

bound in country calf and lettered,



5. No. 184. Ilamsa vimzutl silcsliica.

Two volumes, both numbered 184.

" Indexes to the Hamsa vimzati ; a Tehigu peom in 5 books.

This edition was prepared, and the index compiled, under the direc-

tions of C. P. B. Anno 1832."

See 20 tales of the anser bird, under XX.
Tlie book is a folio, of medium thickness, strong paper, with

rouj^h edo-es, bound in rourrh calf.

6. No. 286. An index to the Chandra rekha vildsam an erotic

poem, 1st volume.

A thick quarto, country paper, boards, these injured.

7. No. 291. Index to the Veonana verses.

" Shewing the place each verse occupies in each of nine collated

M.S. copies. Compiled under the directions of C. P. Brown, Civil

Service, Masulipatam, November 1824."

The book is a narrow folio, thin country paper, bound in sheep,

used.

8. No. 336. " A minor Catalogue of books in the Tehigu languao-e

only (contained) in the library of C. P. Brown, 1842,"

"In the 1st part of this Catalogue the books are arranged

alphabetically; in the second under classified heads, as Grammar,

Poems, &c,"

There is a larger Catalogue ; and another like this for Sanscrit

books, V. infra.

The book is royal 8vo, thin, wove paper, half bound and let-

tered.

9. No. 401. " Alphabetical Catalogue of Telugu manuscripts in

C. P. Brown's library, up to September 1834."

It represents an incipient state of the collection
; the manu-

scripts being but few in number ; and the very great increase subse-

quently is explained under the next No. 402, in the book itself.

This book is a thin folio, country paper, the cover injured.

10. No, 402. " An alphabetical catalogue of M.SS. in the Telugu

language in the library of C. P. Brown, formerly (1834) Assistant

Judge at Masulipatam,"

" The details of this Catalogue are given in a note at the end."

" The catalogue of the Sanscrit M.SS, is given iu a separate

Yolume."
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Nearly two pages of matter, containing extracts from this manu-

script Catalogue, with a few remarks added, having been directed to he

expunged, I do not know that I can better fill up the lacune than

by inserting the General Plan of this work ; being somewhat ampli-

fied from the plan sent in to the College Board, before commencing,

and nearly the same with a fuller copy supplied to the Board of

Examiners, in March 1S57.

Volume First.

Introductory notices as to generic headings.

^ East India House Manuscripts, on palm leaves.

A. Sanscrit language.

a. Deva JSagari letter, b. Granfka letter, c. Telugu let-

ter, d. Canarese letter, e. Uriya letter. /. Malayalam letter.

B. Telugu language and letter.

C. Tamil language and letter.

D. Canarese lano-uasxe and letter.

E. Malayalam lang-uage and letter.

F. Uriya language and letter.

Generic headings under each particular. Alphabetical list of

Authors' names ; and Titles of the chief books.

Volume Second.

'f
Donative Manuscripts.

Introductory notices concluded

:

First Family, on palm leaves.

A. Sanscrit language.

a. Grant'ha letter, h. Telugu letter, c. Malayalam letter.

Second family : Manuscript paper books.

A. Sanscrit chiefly in Telugu letter.

1st. Division a Dafters, in various letter.

2nd. Division h Telugu letter.

First family, on palm leaves.

B. Telugu language and letter.

C. Malayalam language and letter.

Second Famil}^ : Manuscript paper books.

B. Canarese language and letter.

C. Telugu language and letter.

Generic headings under each paiticular, Alphabetical list 0£

Authors' names, and of titles.
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Volume Tliird.

A Mackenzie Manuscripts.

First family, on palm leaves.

A. Tamil language and letter.

B. Telugu language and letter.

C. Canarese languafje and letter.

D. Sanscrit, a. GranCha letter, h. Urij/a letter, c. Tamil

Prdcrit grant'ha letter.

Second family : Manuscript paper books.

Indices to folio manuscript volumes.

A. Tamil language and letter.

B. Telugu language and letter includins:.

Papers on the Ceded Districts, and

Local records.

C. Canarese language and letter including

Kadattams, or cloth Looks.

D. Malayalam language and letter.

E. Mahratti language and letter, including Mahratti Bakliirs.

F. Mixed languages and letter.

//. College and Literary Society ; Manuscripts on palm leaves.

A. Sanscrit language, a. Grant-ha letter, h. Telugu letter.

B. Teluo:u languafre and letter.

C. Canarese language and letter.

B. Tamil language and letter.

Generic headings under each particular.

Alphabetical list of Authors' names, and of titles.

General Index.

Note.—Generic headiugs are marked with Roman Capitals as numerals. Species, or

books, by Arabic numerals, and a variety of books or parts, by Arabic numerals witb a

bracket. A difference of type is used to convey an idea to the eye of the relative impor-

tance of the matter. Native words are, with few esceptioas, italicised.
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1 1. No. ] 03. A rouiih continuation of the same Catalocfue. with

added works; only partially filled in; and with erasures by the

pen.

The book is a thin folioj country paper, cloth back, and paper

covers.

12. No. 404<. " Two volumes." List of Telugu M.SS. in the

library of C. P. Brown, 1835."

Vol. ]., No. 1 to 689, Vol. 2. No. 630, to 841, with some interior

subdivisions ; and then a repetition of some numbers, not in regular

order. One line may explain : thus 175, 129, 160, 274. The 1st No.

is 175,the last is 328. Repetitions of the included numbers, and

much blank space.

The book is a small folio, thin country j^aper, cloth, with paper

pasted over for covers ; a little injured.

13. No. 405. An index to Sanscrit poems ; only a little matter,

very brief in oue line ; much intermediate space, and many blank

leaves.

The book is a thin folio, country paper
;
paper pasted over

cloth for covers.

Another volume No. 405, is a continuance of the brief index in

one line, only partially filled in, and with many blank intervals.

This is a small thin folio, country paper, the cover damaged.

14. No. 406. An index of subjects among the Sanscrit books—as

sacti books

—

mantra books, and other class divisions.

The pages are only partially filled.

A broad and thin folio ; country paper cover, as in No. 404.

15. No. 407.
^'

'^\\Q mantra division of Charles Philip Brown's

library of Sanscrit M.SS."

These are magical and sacti books. The first list is of palm

leaf M.SS. No. 1—165 with many internal subdivisions, in some of the

books, as made up of various pieces.

The second list is of M.S. paper books, "English form" No. 1,

1 40, with internal subdivisions.

The book is a folio, French paper, bound in rough calf.

16. No. 408. Abstract catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS.

There are several entries in English, as follows :

—

(I.) " Abstract catalogue of Sansci it M.SS. and Telugu books col-

lected by C. P. Brown, C. S-; Madkas 1834."
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" The present part contains alphabetical lists of each branch ol

learning arranged separately."

" Minuter particulars in the separate lists, out of which the

present catalouge is merely abstracted."

" This catalogue is written in the Telugu character, wherein

Sanscrit is as commonly written as in the Bengali character. But several

of the M.SS. are in the Deva ndgari, others in the Bengali, Tamil

(Grant'ha?) and Mahratti characters. All those prepared under my
direction are written in the Telugu character."

The headings of Sanscrit M.SS. are Purdnas, Vedanta, Law
Veda, Poems, Dictionaries and Grammar, Hymns, Saiva, Jyotlsh,

Pharmacy, &c.

2.) " Catalogue of M.SS. in the Telugu language collected by C. P,

Brown, C. S., Madras, 1834."

" The present part contains alphabetical lists of each branch of

learning arranged separately.

But being written in 1834, it does not include numerous books

since obtained."

3.) " Catalogue of Sanscrit books on 3Iantra and Veda."

" The present division contains that portion of the Library,

which was transcribed in the European form to be bound in volumes

like the present one ;" (that is the catalogue book.)

4.) Continuation of the same.

5.) Catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS. collected by C. P. Brown, C, S.,

1834.

** The present part contains the numerical arrangement of the

books, written in the modern form."

The book is a broad folio, thin, on a kind of country paper,

looking like the Serampore manufacture of that time, half bound in

sheep, used."

There are some difficulties arising from a comparison of dates and

places ; but not of material consequence ; and such as might possibly

admit of easy solution, or explanation.

17. No. 410. " Catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS."

These are divided into two classes.

" Ancient form, and English form
;

" and these are subdivided

into eight generic divisions."'

Y
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" Also a supplementary index to Sanscrit (Mantra) M.SS.,

1838."

" The present supplement is arranged on the plan pursued in the

general catalogue, the names being alphabetically placed, while the

numbers denote the volumes. The numbers -within the page are palm

leaf volumes ; those in the further column refer to M.SS. now prepared,

and bound like English books."

" After the former mantra catalogue was finished, there remained

numerous volumes of hymns, spells, charms and prayers (some in Sanscrit>

and others in Telugu) devoid of all arrangement. To these the present

Index will furnish a clue."

18. No. 411. Two pieces.

1.) " Catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS. in the library of C. P. Brown,

C. S., Madras, 1834."

" This volume contains only those books that are in the ancient

form, whether on palm leaves, or leaves of paper rolled up in cloth

(Dafters.")

1 161 Mantras magic, &c.

201— 395 Vedanta,

551— 582 Jyotislia.

COl— 765 Natacam, Alancdram, ^'c.

801— 878 VyaJcarana, Nigliantu, Chandasu.

001—1014 Micellaneous in deva ndgari,

More than nine hundred of these are in the Telugu character.

" Add to this, the catalogues, both ancient and modern.

2.) Catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS. collected by C. P. Brown, C. S,,

MadeAS, 1834.

This part contains the numerical arrangement of those works

that are in the ancient form. This list commences from No. 201—the

preceding numbers being occupied with mantra books.

The book is a broad fulio, thin, half bound, country calf, good

paper.

It is possible that considerable use was made of these Catalogues,

in preparing the general list Catalogue in Telugu ; occasionally adverted

to, in this work, as the Library Catalogue ; but they were not used in

drawing up this work: the plan, and mode of filling it up, being original.
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19. No. 4:L9.. " Alphabetical Ccatalogue of Sancrit M.SS. in the

Sanscrit language, in the library ol'O. P. Brown, Madras, 1834."

" The strength of this library is on Tanfras, Purcmas and

Jangama books, Poems and plays — a sufficient No. of vocabularies, but

no grammar, or law. Only one Jaina book. There are very few

Vaishnava books in this library."

Free yeksion prom: a Jaina book.

Disciple.—Sage preceptor of my youth,

Thou can'st tell me words of truth
;

"What is hliss'^'l which the way

Unerring, leading not astray.

Teacher.^-^on of Knowledge ! heed me well,

Many paths may lead to hell

;

But the one strait, narrow path,

No side-turn, or double hath.

Eevere thyself, and seek thy God,

Mark the way the wise have trod ;

Follow this, the path to heaven
;

AVisdom this, with nought of leaven.

Disciide.— Say what ornaments the lips,

Is it grammar, rhetoric, rage ?

Is it skill that logic clips,

Or to chant poetic page ?

Teacher.—Son ! not so ; and mark me, youth !

The simple ornament is tkuth.

The book No. 412, is a thin folio, French paper, cloth pasteboard,

covers injured.

20. No. 413. Like subject ; this book has the appearance of being

merely a draft or rough copy, from which other copies have been

transcribed. It is fairly written only on the left hand page ;

and on the right hand pages, mostly blank here and there, a little

annotation is given.

* 3I'd-fi or mocsham ; liberation from the trammels of Isody, aud identification

>Yith the Supreme,
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21. No. 414. " Catalogue of Sanscrit M.SS. in the library of C. T.

Brown, Madras, 1834."

This Catalogue is in eigJit volumes. It is written only on the

left hand pages, and one half at the end is left blank.

The 8 volumes are intended for all the Catalogues ; and there

are noio more than 8 vols, vide supra.

22. No. 418. Index to the 'Andhra hhdshdrnavam.

" The 'Andhra bh, is written in verse ; being and imitation of

the Amera Goslia ; every verse containing the various synonymes."

Some details as to mode of using the book in preparation of a

Dictionary; and minute details as to wrong, or vulgar orthography.

The book is a thin quarto, stout demy paper, doubled down to

quarto, bound in country calf and lettered.

XI. Law.

1. No. 303. Law trials.

The records of trials are in the Telugu language. There are many

of them ; and, of course, of varying character, two decrees in appeal cases

are recorded in the English language.

The book is a broad folio, thin country paper, half-bound, marble

paper and calf lettered, the binding injured,

2. No. 305. Decrees, &c., in the Masulipatam Court, recorded in two

languages.

At the end of the book, reversed are exercises in Telugu, and

English idiom, bearing the date 1833.

The sentences which are translated, as examples, seemed designed

to explain and illustrate a variety of details, and subterfuges, connected

with Court transactions.

Perhaps there are few axioms more valuable than one by Lord

Bacon .; which is, " I would have every man know enough of law, to be

able to keep out of it."

The book is a broad folio, thin country paper, bound in red

leather.

3. No. 300. " KirlamjKidi, Masulipatam, and other Court's trials

of cases."

" C. r. Brown --The Kirlampadi trials."
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These are in Telugu only, with questions and the answers of"

witnesses.

4. No. 309. Telugu trials, with legendary instances, 196 urzee^

or petitions on 372 pages.

At the end, letters of the alphabet are made use of to designate the

quality, or character of each complaint; as A, easy, P. private, P. P. doubly

private, X. difficult, and the like. " A. E. easy, and intelligible. A woman
by a dream diseoyered a buried idol."

The legends are all instances brought to illustrate, or confirm a plaint;

somewhat as if a plaintiff were to cite Yen. Bede, or Mathew Paris, or

Proissart.

The book is a broad folio, of medium thickness, demy paper,

half bound, in green cloth and leather back.

5. No. 311. An appeal case.

Lettered on the back " Inuganti trial 1832."

The somewhat extensive record of a suit, from the decision of

which there was an appeal to the then Provincial Court ; by which the

first decision was annulled, and the fine that had been imposed was

remitted.

Though a case of small consequence jier se it would seem to have

been magnified in importance, by the appeal and connected circumstances.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, demy paper,

bound in sheep, and lettered.

6. No. 319. Becord of three trials in the Criminal Court at Rajah-

mundry.

Petition—depositions—annotations—decisions

.

" C. P. Brown, Acting Judge."

Neatly written, but on very common country paper, towards the

end injured by book-worms.

The book is a thin folio, half bound, in sheep, worn.

7. No. 320. The three Ki7-lampadi trials, conducted by C. P. Brown,

as Judge, 1834.

" I preserve these copies of the trials ; because being of an in-

teresting nature, they will be useful to those who are learning Telugu
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The English translation has the appearance of having hcen done,

in the rough, hy some native: it is: however, sufficiently plain to' be

intelligible.

" Case No. 1. Murder of Chinni Pelligadu, and a gang robbery

to the extent of plus Eupees 5,000."

Vide supra as to the Telugu of those cases ; this book is entirely

filled with the English translation.

It is a folio of medium thickness, common country paper, half

bound in sheep, and much worn.

8. No. 368. Guntoor trials 1842.

Before Mr. Stokes, Collector and Magistrate, and Mr. Newill,

Head Assistant Acting Magistrate. Dates, September 1842, January

1843.

2nd. Trial 1847—The intention of this book seems to have

been to initiate young Civil Servants at College to usage of the language

of Mofussil Courts and practice ; and, as such, made use of by the

College Board.

The value of these official documents is doubtful : such details

must, however, occur in the practice of suits of law ; and there are many

useful purposes to which a student in common law could apply such

documents.

It is a folio, of medium thickness, foolscap, bound in sheep.

9. No, 382. Vada gittadi mokaddamdlu.

Records of trials in Courts.

Arzees (complaints) and depositions solemnly affirmed before

H. Stokes, Esquire, and like documents, relative to Mofussil practice of

common law.

The book is a thin quarto, demy paper, bound in country calf.

XII. Lexicography.

1. No. 50. Vencatesdndhram, or Andhra nigliantu, incomplete.

" The Vencatesdndhram, a vocabulary, of pure Telugu in verse."

The book is a long 8vo. thick, China paper, boards, injured.

H. No. 57. Andhra dipica.

By Mammadi Vencayya 1805.
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nal, April 1817, p. 364, as having been given to the College Board.

The book is a folio, half bound in cloth and country calf, good
paper, lettered.

2. No. 198. yl/idh7-a bhashd? 7iava7n, OY sen oi! the Ttlugu language.

1—3 cdndams.

It follows the plan and order of the Amcra co.slia. It has no fica.

Andhrandma se'sltam is a supplement of Telugu words, not in the pri-

mary portion.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in country calf;

worn, and damaged.

o. No. 200. Ameracosha—The second ca'?2i/«??^ only. The original

slocas are explained by a Telugu tica.

4. No. 201. And/ira dlidiu pa f/ia, otherw'ihe Dhdfu mala.

By Paitahhi Rama Sdstri, formerly Head blaster of the College

of Fort St. George.

A continuous list of roots, with increments, and terminations to

form words.

The former owner observes:—
" The original of this very valuable work is in the College, and

I am informed tiiat no copy, except the present one, was ever taken.

See page 4, of Mr. Ellis's note on Campbell's grammar."

The book is a royal quarto, thin, on thick paper, half bound in

country calf with marble paper.

5. No. 202. Amerduucu Aiidhra vyahlnjduavi a Telugu glossary

to tlie A)nei'a cosham.

In 3 cdndamfi,

1. Sccrgnlo vdri cerga,

2. J3]iuini to Indro.

3. Tizcfiha7iif/na to linfjadl.

It contains a tica to each word, not in the form o^ slocas, but

each word untied.

The book is a small folio, of medium thickness, country paper,

"bound in sheep and worn.

C. No. 203. Section, 1. Amernvncn r/itrn hdia hodhicu a tica to

the Ameram.

Only the Ist cdadaw, sn'rt/<i to rd/i rcrrja.
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Sect. 2. Andlira ndma sangvaham, 'padyaB, ; and Andhra ndma

sesJia Hk'hitam.

A collection of Telugu words, and a supplement of words defi-

cient in the primary.

For section o. see T.

Sect. 4. Besliijamu Telugu, a lexicon of native words, \?itliout

admixture of Sanscrit ; that is Telugu proper ; the Sanscrit having

greatly disguised the language ; v. 9. ivfra.

For section 5, see XVIII.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, country paper boards ; a little

injured.

7. No. 207. For section 1, 2, see I,

Sect. 3. 'Andhrahhasydrnavam , or sea of the Telugu language.

It follows the 1st cdndam of the Ameram, not more v. 2, No. 198 siipra;

Sect. 4. Vencatesdndhram, or Andra b/uisha slrohliuslianam,

by Vencatesa, in complete. See 1, No. 50 supra.

The book is a broad folio, thin, on good China paper, bound in

sheep, used.

8. No. 208. Sect. 5. 'Andhra hlidsho hJnis/iavnm ov'Andlirajidma

sangraham, otherwise AJakssdndhram 1 — 5 nh'isams.

A supplement of Telugu words added v. supra G, No. 203, sect. 2,

For other sections, see XIV.

9. No. 228. Desya Telugu.

The 1st and 2nd M.SS. termed Orangolu glossary. " The 1st

manuscript is in volume 203" (supra 6, No. 203, sect. 4) "and copy is

in volume 445. I obtained the 1st M.S. at Masulipatam in 18^3."

" The glossary is anonymous, and forms an appendix to the dipi-

ca noticing only such words, as that dictionary omits. It seems to be

composed either by the author of the f/?/JiCrt, or some of his assistants.

It is very learned, and correct."

"The 2nd M.S. was copied from C/</»n</?///a's M.S. discovered .in

1S19. This varies in several places from the older copy. Tl?a Nos, in the

margin refer to that older copy, Avliich is placed in volunie 415."

(This No. 445 appears to be wanting.)

The book is a thin folio, good paper, bound in slieej) and letter-

ed. ^^orll.
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10. No. 229. Deshyapatamako nighantu or Orangola nighaniu,

" This is an anonymous work : it seems intended as a supplement to

the 'Andhra diplca.

" There are three copies of the glossary in this volume ; these three

vary from each other in some places. These three are copied from three old

volumes : one was found at Masulipatara, one at Madras, and one at Conje-

verani."

The book is a thin folio 1, 2, French paper, 3, English paper,

bound in sheep, lettered, worn.

11. No. 292. 'Andhra dipica, a lexicon of Telugu, from a to csha^

the end, com])lete.

" By Maiiiiadi Vencayya."

The book is a small but thick folio, country paper, bound in

country calf, lettered.

12. No. 293. Three volumes Pada nidhi.

" Word jewels," a Sanscrit and Telugu dictionary.

The plan seems to have been to take out words, from a Telugu

and English Dictionary, and to give the meaning in Telugu only, for

the use of natives unacquainted with the English language.

Vol. 1. From a to ka brevis ; some words beginning with ffa are

intermingled ; 30 parts or sections.

Vol. 3. Prom ka to ba page 356—523 regular ; afterwards 524;—547

defective, 31— 60 parts, or sections.

Vol. 3. From da to cs/ia 61—90 parts, or sections.

This has the appearance of being a good and useful work ; but

to make it of effect it would need to be printed. As natives only

would require, or use it, the sale would probabl}?- not repay the cost

of printing ; Natives being slow to pay a remunerating price for other

works than those of the imagination; poetry o]* tales, like the Rdmd-
yanam or Bhdratam ; or like such as are noted, in abundance, ia

the present volume.

13. No. 314. For Section 1, see VII.

Sect. 2. 'Andhra hhlXshanain, from 1 to 33 sections, in-

complete.

Sect. 3. 'Andhra nama sangraham, vide 6, No. 203, Sect. 2.

This piece is not complete.

w3
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14. No. 419. Karhambati nighantii samuchayam.

According to a, prefixed note in Telugn this lexicon was com-

piled by the orders of C. P. Brown, Esq., from four authorities.

1. Andhra nama sangrahum. 8. Vencatesa nigJuoihr

.

2. Andhra nama zeshamii. 4. Samba nighanUi,

It is accordingly a lexicon, or glossary of words.

It would seem from a Memorandum, at the beginning, that the

object of this work was to make a rough copy for more careful selec-

tion and use, in preparing a Telugu and English Dictionary. The

rough labor would seem to have been to a considerable extent inju-

dicious ; e. g. writing Sanscrit mythological names in tlie ordinary'-

Telugu mode as Ramanandu, Han^unatda, for Rama, Hanuman

:

purely fictitious, and obsolete Canarese, or Hindustani words are also

stated to be found in this lexicon.

As regards obsolete words a remark may not be superfluous.

There are many old inscriptions known to exist, as yet imperfectl}^

or not at all tra,nslated. But if ever successfully, that is fully, decy-

phered, it is probable that they may be found to contain now obsolete

words ; and, in this point of view, though the lexicon would not

deserve to be printed, yet it might be useful as a book of reference
;

and therefore it is desirable that the existence of an explanation of

such words should be generally known.

XIII. Medical.

]. No. 9S. For Section 1, see XX.

Sect. 2. Ckicaisa sdra sangraha ; condensed essence of spells

against diseases, incomplete.

Sect. 8. Vaidya sdstram,, on medicine, including the drisldadh

ydyani, or section, on the quality of a messenger sent for a doctor.

Sect. 4. Vaidya Tiiadana Imna retnam.

More of Sanscrit than Telugu—"the medical jewel ofcupidi-

nous lust"—on a])hrodisuics, or medical stimulants to venery.

For Section o— 6, see V. Ethical

!

The book is a thick folio, French paper, boards whicli are

injured.
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2. No. 209. Sect. 1. Niddna yoga retnavali no ilea.

A treatise on medical diagnosis, in Sanscrit verse, out of ])iac«

in Telugu books, but bound up with four pieces.

2.) Chintdmani ; padyas, i\n(\. tlca.

On medicine. An abstract of this book was given under first

family M.SS.

For Section 3—4, see XV.

The book is royal quarto, superior paper, bound in flowered

paper, lettered, worn.

XIV. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 1. Four pieces.

1.) Legend of Garuddchalavi, a hill so called ; mixed metre. An
abstract was before given.

2.) Rdma chandra satacam, a cento of verses on lidina, mingled

with ethics.

3.) Maiiavur Krishna satacam, a cento by one named Krishna,

and concerning the greater Krishna.

4.) Kirtanalu chants, or songs.

The book is a small, 9.nd thin quarto, two kinds of paper, bound

in calf, lettered.

2. No. 18. TAvelve pieces, chiefly centos: and, as such treating of

ornate, or ethical, or miscellaneous matter ; not needing special

abstract.

1.) Jangam^svara satacam.

2 ) Yadw vamsa hhushana satacam, panegyrical of the cowherd

line of Krishna, and later kings.

3.) Rdma panchasati khanda, a, section from some book, or names

of Rdma.

. 4.) Srinivasa tdrdvali, a chain of stars by Srinivasa, and concern-

ing Vishnu.

5.) Calahasti satacam.

Written by Naranasinha svdm.i and his clerk Basava, and

copied by Mucliavala, August 1831, a Viva saiva piece ; and, according'

to a note, "printed at Madras."

6.) Sveta dhru '}iirvMsvara satacam,

7-) Ldvanya satacam.
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8.) Caul shavudappa satacam.

9.) B'hcdira cavi velpasatacavi.

The foregoing three "printed at Madras."

10.) Kaluvayi satacam.

11.) Kotanda Rdma satacam ; this also "printed at Madras."

12.) Lacshandrdyana samvatam, one asvdsani.

The book is a small, but thick quarto, French paper, full bound

and lettered " new edition," binding much damaged.

3. No. 65. Three pieces.

1.) Rdijlmva Vasud^viyam.

1—5 asvdsams.

A poem capable of being read in two senses ; one giving the

adventures of Rdma, the other those of Krishna.

2.) Balhana charitram.

By Balesvara cavi 1—5 asvdsas. Recte " Ballaha charitram."

3.) Parama Yogesvara vildsain.

On the practices, and duties of ascetics.

See also V. 10, No. 141. 1) supra.

The whole book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in paper

and lettered, the back broken.

4. No. 93. Four pieces.

1.) Harischandra U'pakhydnam.

By Cavi Sancara 1—5 asvdsams.

On the tale of Harischandra, before abstracted.

2.) Padmini i^Jtrdnam mixed metre.

Legends, and ])raise of the most excellent class of women ; somewhat pom-

pously styled a puranam.

3) Nija linga chichayya cat'ha.

A Jangama legend more than once abstracted supra. A thief turned Jan-

garn.a ; was falsely accused by the wife of a watchman ; had his head cut off ; was

publicly justified, and taken to Cailasa. An English abstract is given at the end

of the book ; the tale is stupid and absurd ; and sufficient abstracts of ii have been

given.
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4.) Uttara Rdnidyanani, dvipada, transcribed from an E. I. H.

M.SS. see vol. 1, p. G70, and other abstracts in the foregoing por-

tion of the present volume.

The book is a thick folio, good paper, bound in cloth and let-

tered, the" binding used.

5. No. 95. Five pieces.

1.) Harishandra updkhyanam.

By Nallurl Sancara cavi 1—5 asvdsams and 11 sections—com-

plete.

2
.

) Kuchaldpdkhyanam.

1—3 asvdsams.

See V. 1. No. 4, sii'pra.

3.) Sdnanda updkhyanam.

1—5 asvdsar)is, or 10 sections.

By Siva Rama cavi.

The legend of Sdnanda visiting the workl of Yama ; and releasing imprisoned

spirits ; often before abstracted.

4.) Yemana padijas, ethical epigrams.

5.) Sam/payi mana satacam, an ethical cento of verses.

The book is a thick folio, French paper, half bound, cloth and

calf, lettered, used.

6. No. 125. Two books.

1 ) Bartn har'i satacam; 3 satacams, or centos complete; sub-divided

into padadhis or decades. See vol. 1, page 141, for an outline of

the varied contents.

2.) Lacshmi vildsam, padyas.

1—5 asvdsams.

An ornamental piece, on the birth and mamage of Lacshmi, the sacll of

Vishnu ; of comparatively modern invention as produced in the Cdrmdoa tdra :

compare vol. 1 p. 647— 8, No. 1652.

The book is a thin folio, various paper, bound in calf and

lettered ; but the binding much damaged.

7. No. 128. Six poems.

1.) Jdnaki rdghavam, 1—5 asvasams.

On the marriage, and other adventures of SUa and liama.
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2.) Adi Lacshnii vildsam.

By AchcmapalU Nara&inlui cam.

1—4 vildsams v. supra 2.

3.) Ananda sundari chaturya vela v'dasam.

1—3 asvdsams, incomplete.

" The amusement of the joyful goddess with four lances." A piece of the

sactl kind ; Sundari the feminine of Sundara, or Sica.

4.) Satdnanda yogi satacam.

A canto on ethical, or ascetic topics.

5.) Cdlahasti satacam, a cento on Javgama legends, elsewhere ab-

stracted.

6.) Sambu Siva maha prahhu-ani satacam, an ascetical piece, by one

termed "a great lord."

7.) Siva muncada satacam, a cento, by a Saiva devotee on Saiva

matters.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, bound in calf and lettered,

worn.

8. No. 179. Fourteen centos.

].) Bdla fjopdla, satacam.

2.) Lacshmi Ndrdyana „

3.) Chamadaha „ or

Niranjanu „ "illiterate."

4.) Battatreya „

5.) Siddhi rdma /^or raya) „
" I printed this set of hymns in 1840. C. P. Brown."

C).) Anya vara holahalam,

7.) Soda lingana satacam.

8.) Bkairava „

9.) A llama pralku ,,

10) Jaganaya ,,

1 1 .) Calahasti linga „

12.) Umana ,,

1 3.) Matri satacam

14.) Giihala chenna ,,

The book is a thin folio, good paper, full bound, worn.

9. No. 135. Five larger, or smaller pieces.

For Sect, 1, 2, see IV.
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Sect. 3. Vedanta vanitiear)i,noHection: on the Vedanta system.

Sect. 4. Panchicaranam : no sections ; on the five elements.

Sect. 5. Prasu devara cavyam,, ascetical.

Sect. 6. Shadbuta linga vivavam, detail of the sixfold elemental

Saiva symbol.

Sect. 7. Bhascara satacann, an ethical piece for schools.

The book is a thick folio, good paper, bound in flowered paper,

lettered.

10. No. 142. Vani v'dasam, or Sarasvatis amusements.

1—4 asvasams, padyas.

Of the large-palm leaf Manuscript among the McKenzie Manu-
scripts—bearing the same title I made a brief summary; which was
printed in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science, as a part ofmy
general Analysis. I had occasion to find, some considerable time aftei'-

wards, that it had been criticised, as too brief and imperfect. In

consequence a much larger abstract in English, appended to this

book, is here inserted, for the reader's better and fuller information.

The proper place for my own shorter notice will be in the 8rd

volume ; which may be consulted : so diffuse a piece, as tJie followino-

one, would not have been in place in the Analysis, above referred to
;

which was intended to give a succinct, though sufficient notice of

books, for public information, and with a more special view to pos-

sible translation.

In a note Mr. Brown states—"This is transcribed from the

one in the McKenzie library, written on palm leaves."

It will be seen the work is a sort of Encj'^clopaedia of Native

Science ; beyond which the Native mind rarely travelled, until in-

structed through the medium of the English language. Hence it

may be useful, for time to come, as a medium of comparison e. g, such

once was the Native mind ; what is it now ?

VANI VILASAM.

This is a Telugu poem in paJi/a metre, in four Cantos ; written by

Jiunga Sai : who in the preface, asserts that he wrote the Bliagamt in the dwlpada

metre.

The present work is a general miscellany upon all branches of Ifindoo

learning. The lutroduction as usual describes the Naimisha forest, where Suta
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and other hermits abide ; and Siita is requested to read leetures on a series of

miscellaneous subjects. The Introduction extends from page 1—16. Then

comes the Sasht-yantaln, or Dedication. Then the work commences.

Chapter I. is all copied from the Third Part of the Bhagavat.

On Divinity, Nature, &c., discussed in a conversation between Varuna and

Bhrlgn. Creation is described in the usual style ; Vlshiu is named as the all-

pervading deity. On his heaven Vaiconlha : its walls, gates, &c. The usual

statements regarding the Virai Purusha or world considered as the form of the

deity. The commencement of the Krishna avataram. The usual story of the four

castes being created from Brahma's mouth, arm, thigh, and foot (page 26.) Des-

cription of Atlanta the great serpent, who supports the world. The eight ele-

phants, and eight mountains, that supports the heavens. The 25 tatmams or

essences, (page -30). Then the birth of 100 sons to S'wa, who began to devastate

the world. Brahma advised them to reform, and to employ themselves in prayer

to Vishnu. They obeyed, and departed to the solitudes of the forests. Then

from his toe, breast, thigh, navel, &c., Brahma created Bhrigv, Narada, and other

sages, seven in all. Then justice, injustice, &c., &c., were created from various

limbs, wrath from the eyebrows, ocean from the penis, (page 33.) Then Brahma

having created Saraswati, became enamoured of her, and the seven sages dissuaded

him from this impropriety. Hereupon Brahma cast away his body (an expression

for suicide) whicth became night, and assumed day as another body. Next he

created the Fedns (p. 3-4) language, metre, &c., &c. Then he created i\x&raxasas

who all attacked him. Some wanted to devour liim, others to ravish him, some

being giants, and others being sylphs.

Thereupon Brahma again cast away his body (p. 35) and assuming another

form carried on the work of creation. [The story differs a little from that

told in the Vishnu Puran, see Wilson's translation, pages 53, 54]. Then are

repeated the statements regarding the length of an hour, a day, &c., see Vish. Pur.

(p. 23.) The four ages (p. 37, see Vish. Pur. p. 43) of which the lirst equals

four days of Brahma, the second three, the third two, and the last one, 38. The

reveries, and theories about generation 40. [iVU this is extracted, as already

noticed, from the 3rd book of the Bhagavat, see the Telugu version, verse 400—

>

450]. Then are named Marlchi, Bhrigu, and other rishis, who were the patri-

archs (see Vish. Pur. p. 49\ Vasistha had by his seven wives seven sons {Viih.

83). Other details of creation, p. 47.

The poet still continues to narrate the story as given in the third and fifth

books of the Bhagavat. Description of Mount Mem and of Jamhu dicipam 49,

and of Bharata varsham 50, and of Ilavrata 50, regarding which, there is a

curse, dooming every man who goes there to become a woman.
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Description of the seven seas 54, and of the glorious island of shanda
divlpavim the centre of it. Then a description of (Hades) Patella and of

Stcarga, and the fourteen worlds. Description of the Hindu paradise 61,

with the usual attendants oi Indra. Then the arrangement of regions and
worlds one above another, with all their measurements ; copiod from the

fifth book of the Bhagavat, Description of Jtnnbu divipam, or India

which closes the chapter. Here the extracts from Bhogavat stop.

Chapter 11. Names of holy places and rivers, particularly Badraca
near Curuxetra, Here dwelt Vis/am under the name of lidraa and oi' Krishna.

p. 68. Description of Manicarnica and of Jagannath 73, this place is so

holy, that a crow one day bathing in a pond there was transformed into a

swan. Then comes the legend regarding the carpenter who made the imat'e

at Jagannaut, Ihen the description of Cdnchi—then of Sri Rangam.
Story of a gang of robbers who attempted to rob the shrine, p. 83, and as in

crossing the holy river Caveri on their way to the shrine, they actual! \- all

went to Vaicontham !! those who worship Sri Ranga Naik, never can fall

into hell. The shrine, at Covihaconum, and other holy places, are next de-

scribed. Story regarding a bramin named Caundinya 87. His wife decked in

all her ornaments adored the god. But her husband tlirevv^ her weddino-

jewel into the fire : she recovered it, but this crime ruined him. To recover

his wealth, he set out to worship Vis/mu, and on the road there, he was met

and blessed by the god himself.

These stories regarding celebrated Vishnu pagodas being finished, the

following are told regarding Siva pagodas 87. One of these is Poncha
Crosham. The legend of Canchi 22, and of the Cavery. Legend of a sacri-

legeous thief who obtained heaven, merely by bathing in this river. Various

other Siva temples are spoken of 96. Then the question is put, why Siva is

adored under the form of the lingam, Siva once annoyed the wives of he

rishis, who cursed him ; and he therefore was deprived of the linga which fell

on the ground. The other gods then interposed and appeased the hermits,

who thereupon restored the Unga, wliich from that time has been worshipp( d

97. Names of the five hills sacri d to Siva, The Frabhasa-terthom a

celebrated Siva temple near Ramesiv iram. Borrowing largely from the

(Sdnti and Anttsasanica) laws and rules given in the Alahabharut. The
author now commences a description of the Vedas, p. 102, and the divisions

appertaining to various tribes of bramins. Description of a bramin as the

most admirable of beings 103 and are ( Chara dnivamul) moving divinities.

The immense advantages derived from liberality shewn to bramins 109. The
four states of the bramin viz, childhood, boyhood, youth, and manhood. De-
scription of the Valakilya, Sec, being four classes of months p. 109.

He now idescribcs the origin, being, marriage, and commences by de-

scribing all those beauties which shew a woman to be of happy destiny, p. 112

x3
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Description of a grihast'ha hv&nVm, ov respectable houselioldcr cliintiing ; a

Particular description in the usual beastly style 113, Avith all the details ofhis

washing himself. Women are also taught all these elegancies.

He who washes or oils his head on Tuesdays, new moons, &c., &c.

shall be cursed and born in a future birth as a pariar. Other rules equally

sagacious about bathing 116. Rules regarding nyasam, or certain gesticula-

tions with the fingers during prayer 117. These rites form a perfect prottc-

tion agrtinst the power of fairies, and demons 119. The gods now ac-

knowledge to Brahma that by his aid, and the aid of the god of the sun. they

had vanquised the raxasas. Brahma himself otterd his prayers to the sun,

usino- the formulary or mantra called gaijatri 121. On the Pranava mantra

and Voni miidra. The various balis ov ofJerings made to hawks, dogs, &c. at

mornin'T and evening 128. Rules for worshipping the gods 129. Rules for

eating. Certain viands are permitted, and others forbidden 135. Rules lor

using the rosary 138. These close the rules regarding Brahmins.

Rules regarding the royal race, p. 138 'J"he Prince is bound by the

six rules, excepting ddnavi the command to receive alms. Rales for the other

castes. The Sudras are servants of all.

Rules for the guidance of an honorable life 143. Rules for widows

146. Rules regarding accidental breach of rules.

On the merits of bathing at holy places 148. To bathe in ponds is

very sinful 149. Regarding the Sraddha or obsequies 154. The three great

(carma) virtues, are agyiicaranam the holy fire, the pmda pradanam obla-

tions to ghosts of ancestors, and bestowing a dinner on bramins 150. Rules

regarding the rites to be performed when the moon is at the full 15G, and at

the new moon 157. Curses on him who neglects to perform the Srdddha 1 58.

On the Sdlagrama pebble. He who worships this blackstone shall

be blessed here, and hereafter 158. Blessings on him who presents holy

instruments, vessels, or furnitui*e to a temple. The Sdlagrama legend :

a pious woman named Qandaki prayed that Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva

might be born as her sons. Gandahi was changed into a river in the bed of

which there are found Salagrama stones, each of which is a represen-

tative of the Trlmurti. Defects in some of these stones 146, Avhich ren-

ders them useless. Minute classification of these pebbles, various species

beinf^ declared to picture various avatarams 174. Further absurd and

foolish details, regarding the sdlagramam ; as far as page 192.

On the holiness of the place where these pebbles are found ; even to

think of it will remove all sin from the mind.

The order of Avorshipping Jlshnu with the Tnlasi or sacred blossom

will form the next topic. Summary of contents of this chapter.
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All the virtues and performance of duties cannot be compared to such wor-

sliip. And the following legend shews the holiness of the tulasi p. 198.

Once upon a time Indra (Jupiter) came to visit Sii'ci (Saturn), The

doorkeepefs wished to previ nt his entering, but he disregarded them, and

entered by force. Siva arose to slay him : but his wile Parvatl interfered.

Then Sica said to her, there is one Julandhara born, who was educated by

Neptune, and is wedded to Bri/ula, he has vanquished the gods : so /nc/r«and

the other gods, turned out of house and home, roamed among the hills ; but

one day Narada questioned Indraon the subject, and on learning tlie details

be went up to heaven and spoke to Jalandhara 200. By force of flattery

Narada tempted him to try his strength against Siva and to get his wife

Parvati. Jalandhara was easily persuaded ; and now Narada went to Siva

and told him that Julandhara was about to attack him. Sita prepared for

the combat, but was beaten ; then all the gods ran away to Vishnu and in-

treated him to interfere 202. At that moment Vishnu was using many

blandishment-; with Brindi, who being the wife of Jalandliara was scanda-

lized at this : for Vishnu had secretly come to seduce her. Urinda then, by

the force of her outrageous virtue, absolutely consumed herself to ashes.

Then Laxmi blessed her and said, frc^ra these ashes shalt thou rise as a plant

named Tulasi, and all who use the Tnfasi leaves in adoration, shall obtain all

they desire. This blessing was confirmed by Vishnu 203, who declared the

blessings attending worship, with one, two, three, four and five, leaves of this

tree : with usual list of crimes which shall be pardoned to all who use this

rite. Then as her virtue had been tlie source of all her husband's super-

human might, hir death made him powerless, and he was slain by Siva 204,

ISow to pr <ve the miraculous powers of the Tulasi, listen to the

following story. There w^as a forester who continually committed the sin of

slaying animals. He one day was disappointed, and got no game for his

wife and children ; so to get bread for them, he collected some faggots of

wood for market. He took up the faggot, and was carrying it along, when a

heavy shower of rain fell 205. He put the faggot under his head, as a pillow*

and fell asleep : there was a snake in the faggot : and as he slept, it stung

h-m, and he died : the messengers of Varna (Pluto) came to seize him, but

v/cre ojiposed by the officers sent by Vishnu, who claimed him as a servant

of his : admitting that he was a great offender, there was by chance a bit of

Tulasi wood in the faggot and as he touched this, he is freed from all sin.

But the messengers of Ta/na doubted if this was wise and equitable. To

convince them, the servants of Vishnu told tbem the following story.

There was a man named Ajumy Ulu, who so detested the name of

Vishnu, that he always tinkled a bell in his hand, lest the name Narai/a?ia
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should perclumce enter his ears. Wlien he died, he, notwithstanding was

favored by Vishnu merely on this ground, that he constantly bore the name

of Vishnu in memory ; even though lie remembered it merely to hate it.

In like manner every one who use^ the sacred Tulasi shall, without

doubt, go to heaven 209.

The next story is regarding a king named Kasha, and his wife

LaUta was a perfect angel. His other wives asked her what was the parti-

cular blessing she enjoyed. She replied, there is a certain pagoda at Avanti

near the river Churumanti where the worship of Vi.sh?m is continually cele-

brated. And a very pious shopkeeper there, kept a number of lamps lighted

in honor of the god. At that time I was a mouse * *' ••' *

and sometimes I stole the wicks out of his lamps, A cat one day saw me and

rushed at me. In iny fright I accidentally, instead of drawing back the wick,

pushed it forward, so that the lamp was actually trimmed by me, and became

brighter. This was the good deed which gained me, in a futuie birth, this

virtue and happiness, 211. This shews the prodigious holiness derived from

lighting a lamp in honor of the god.

A^-ain, there was Mcindhatu a king, whose son was named Muchiconda

:

and whose son-in-law was Snuhhari : these two boys waited on him ; and

one day thu hermit Vasistha came there, and saw another monk, of whom the

kin<T and his wife asked, saying— Tell me what were my adventures in the

former birth. He replied, in a former age you two were a Sudra couple, and

the kini- was a crmd ruh r, and drove thee, O ! king out of the town. You

then took refuge at a paooda where the priest fed you, and you collected

flowers daily for him to use in worship 214. One day, you and your wife

happened to trim a lamp there : and this trifling good deed was rewarded

by your being now king and queen.

The various blessings that attend trimming the lamps with oil. To

trim them with butter will do away your sin?, but will not, like oil, acquire

blessings for you 215.

On the blessings that reward bounty to Brahmins. A legend that

represents Brahma declaring that bestowing charity on bramins, and invest-

iiiu- thetu with the thread, is the most meritorious of actions.

On the merit acquired by bestowing land on bramins 220. In old

times there was a brahmin who, with his wife, was in great poverty. His

termagant wife expressed her surprise that they were in such trouble, while

tliose inferior to them were so well off. The bramin then began to offer his

(tapass) devotions to Vishnu, and as usual Indra sent afaiiy to tempt him to

sin. He rejected her blandishments, and in consequence Tndra was forced to

grant him wealth. lie remained at his devotions, and directed his wife to

attend to the wants of strangers. She, however was of a hateful disposition,
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and considering that when in poverty she had r. ctived no kindness, she now

refused to grant so much as a cup of water to the tliirsty. After a while,

thieves broke into the house, and plundered it. Her husband declared that

her niggardliness had brought this misfortune upon them, and expelled her

from the house. He now resumed his former bountiful conduct, and went on

until he had reduced himself to poverty. He now resolved on b( stowing his

house and land on bramins, and retiring as a monk to the forest. Tliu;--, his

piety was complete.

Besides the royal Doxu (Dacsha) bestowed lands and livings on

bramins, and thus attained to (vaicontha) heaven.

But the equity exercised by a king is rewarded by (moxam) future

happiness : whereas (danam) bountifulness is rewarded with {hhogara) com-

fort in this life : being inferior in merit to the virtue of equity.

On the excellence and comparative merit of bestowing (canija) a vir-

gin, and a cow. [The author speaks of gifts in the usual mode : viz. the

gift of land, learning, a wife, a cow, gold and othi rs]. Once upon a time the

celestial cow happened to tread on Sioa's matted hair, he opened his fiery eye

and reduced her to ashes. The distress of the gods at this : for they were

now deprived of milk jnd curds, Hiid butter, and cow dung ; so Sica pleased to

sprinkle her asties with wat( r, and she was restored to lile ; and as she had

touched his locks which were of ( cupila) a dun color, she was now named

C Capita J the dun cow. Then all the cows subscribed for a bull, whom in

their gratitude they presented to Siva, who named ii Nandl, and uses it as a

nag 227.

The hermit Bhyatiana was in his reti'eat at the river Hrddini, and as

he was bathing, a fisherman cauglit him in his net, and carried him to a baron

who lived in the neighbourhood, who said he did not want this odd creature.

The fisherman however demanded to be paid the weight of the fish. This

they attempted to ascertain ; hut, when put in the scales, he outweighed all

they put in the opposite ?cale 228. At last ihey tried the cow of a bramin

who lived there; and she was heavier then the hermit, so they paid the cow
for the hermit. All which proves that the gift of a cow outweighs any other

And still further to prove this fact, we must know, that if he who at

the hour of death bestows a cow should actually sink into hell, he shall return

to heaven. Indeed if any man presents a cow to a bramin all his relations

shall attain heaven. For a bramin and a cow are precisely equal to each

other 230. The man who digs a well sufficient for ten cows in hot weather,

shall assuredly go to heaven.

As to the gift of food : life is the greatest of blessings : and as food

sustains life, he who bestows food is verily a god 236.
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There was a bramin who was very bountiful in bestowing food. To

trr his liberality Indra came to him in disiiuise, Avith some hundred goi's as

a travelling party, during a heavy shower of rain. The bramin was at. a loss

Avliat to do ; and as he had exhmsted a'l his firewood, he put his legs into the

fire by way of fuel, and burnt off his legs. Then his wife served up dinner,

but wishing to try him further they desired him to wait on them in jieison.

This led Indra to bestow his blessings on them ; and this story proves the

virtue of bestowing food.

On this subject there wps a convosation between Vishnu and Tnw.a.

For a Dharraaraz was bestowing alms. Varna came there, disguised as a

chanddlii. (or forester.) The doorkeepers refused him admission. Dham nraz

was at a loss to deciuH on giving food to 5'«fZro« before brarains were satitlied

211. Varna then declared who he was, and vatiislxi-d.

Here the story ends and the author d( clares that this shews the wcn-

drous virtue of bestowing food. The analogy is not clear.

On fast days and feast days 242. If a man ventures to eat on a fast-

ing day he ?hall in a future birth be a worasn, and a woman shall be bnrn as

man.

On the marriage of bramins. There are four kirds called JBrahijam ;

the 2nd Daivyum ; ihe 3rd Arshnn ; and 4ih Mii.Ud ; the first bestows eternal

happiness on him who giv( s his daughter in wedding to a bramin. The

others are described. There are other sorts of maniage, called Gandharca

&c. 242.

To illustrate the principles of such a wedding, the author relates the

s ory of CfturidiHo, a monk, who with his disciples went lo the foi est. A
heavy rain f'e'l ; and he heard from a pit the words '' Deliver me ! Help,

help !" He approached the pit and seeing no one, he asked who was in trou-

ble. It was replied '• we are the spirits of your fathers, who are sorrowing

fur you : and we arc in this hard plight, because of j'^our ill conduct— because

you have not offered the due rites by bathing in the Ganges, whereby we
might attain heaven. Because the great rites that gain happiness for our

forefathers are the bestowing of a virgin, or if you have no daughter then the

bestowing of ample gifts on bramins. The greatest of good deeds is the per-

forming a marriage for a bramin who is in poverty.''

Thus warned,'he obeyed the injunction, and accordingly went to jteaven

242. Further remarks on the virtue of bestowing charity, so great is the

holiness of Bndarica that the bestowing of mere water there is as meritorious

as elsewhere bestowing food.

There was a bramin at Badaraca. who dug a well, the land being dry.

From this he supplied water to all. Indra envied him, and dried up the

water. He however managed to get a little for wayfarers. Then/«t//-/
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called 00 Agni for aid, but Vishnu protected tbe bramin and at last Vishnu

sent heavy rain -which filled the pits 2-16. Then the braujin as Usual werit

to heaven.

This shrii e Bhadraca, wns named after a man who Avas a great sinrier,

who wasted all his health on prostitutes, and became a thief. Losing jiis cha-

racter ho left his country, and werit east to a country, where he lodged, arid

employed binisflf in cultivation : having a bullock and a she buffalo. He
then ran away, and returned home with tliese two animals. His neighbouis

questioned him about them and he asserted that they had been given to him.

They appointed him a stony field to plough ; tbese animals were exhausted

witb fatigue in ploughing : and at last the ox spoke to him, and remons)""*cd

with him on bis conduct. In the course of ctmversation the ox said ;
" ;>

former birth we were in debt to you three pigodas. !!^ell us and rt covi

money."— A shdra made him an offer, and bought both animals : who

(lied in consequence of his cruelty, 'I'hen a royal vehicle d( scendf-d

heaven, and carried off these two excellent creatures, who were so kind

take the Sudra along with them.

All which shews that debt is the greatest of sins 248.

Further to illustrate the criminality of running in debt we have the

story of a bramin named Causica ; ultimately he and his brother Sasila fell

into hell : the younger baving borrowed money from the other.

There was a baron who was a great vil'ain, and always took the part

of the wicked against the good : he at lust attempted plundering the temples.

A hermit was in the temple sitting in silent prayer — and his zeal Avas so

great that the robber on entering was consumed to ash( s.

Blessings on kirn who digs a tank of water 252. On him who plants

a grove. On those who are dutiful and ehaste.

On the blessings th.it reward the performance of fasting on the

clevenlb day of the moon 25 I. This shall attain henven. This being the

hari vasam. Rules for the tenth, and twelfth days of each fortnight.

The greatest of beings is God, the best of rivers is the Ganges, of

places is Cdnchi the noblest of gods is Vishnu, and the holiest of days is

tbe 'Ecadasi 255.

There was a baron named Xatra Baudhu, who being an unduiiful

reprobate, was expelled his father's house, and took refuge in the woods.

There he was found by a hermit exhausted, whom he served for a while.

And this slight virtue caused him, in the next birth, to be born as a bramin,

and to go to Olympus. That hermit gave him a^blessing saying " Thou

shall be happy, if thou observest the {Ecadon vrntam) fast on the eleventh

day of every fortnight 257."

A baron named liiicmangada was taught by his prietrt the holiness of
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this eleventli fast 258. And on the duty of fasting on the anniversaries of

the ten ovatarams. The merit of sanctifying some other anniversaries : es-

pecially the month of Kartica, Then the lejiend of baron Dilipa. The vir-

tue of vows performed in the month of Magha 2G7. lifgend of Saint Bhrigu

who in the forest met a man with a tiger's face, and tliis Iw. was relieved

from by bathing at the advice of Dhr'ujn 2G8. Story of a hermit's daughter

named Swatta who with her [day fellows used to bathe in the Caveri, pray-

ing for husbands : one day a wild eh-phant came there, and all the poor girls

fell into a pit and perished. Her father isouined over her ; but she was re-

stored to life by the Saint Mrija Sringa. Literally, decir's horn. He also

caused the elephant to resume human shape ; for this elephant was origi-

nally a man turned into an elephant, by reason of a curse 272. As the

good deed of bathing in the month of Magha had acquired the hermit

{3Iriga Sringa) di er's horn, a stock of superfluous merit, he bestowed part

of it on this Dliarmagitpta, who had been changed into an elepiiant 273 ;

thereby ho resumed the human form, and went to Swargam. The girls

being now restored to life, their father begged Dcershorn to marry all of

them,

«

Otlier stories intended to prove that it is by no means unusual to be

restored to life ; or, literally, to return from the realm of Varna 276.

The legend of Jdludhara who- was a victorious prince : he van-

quished the gods, and at last was slain. Mricanda's son, Marcandeya was

very devout in adoring Siva, : at last Yama^s messengers seized him, and

Siva interfered and saved him. This virtue was acquired solely hj his

bathing in the month Magha. List of the various crimes, such as incest

&c. which are done away by bathing in the month of Magha. Stories

of persons who by reason of bathing in this month have, repeatedly, re-

vived from death ; their souls returning after visiting the realms of Yuma
284.

On the Sivaralri feast, and the blessings attending it 285. If a

a man is too poor to celebrate the rite completely, let him merely offer

two leaves to an image of the lingam..

The daughter of Bhrigu was left a widow in childhood, and per-

formed this rile so nobly, that she was afterwaids born as the divine

7V6ltania.

He now proceeds to describe the merit of bathing in the month

of Macara. A jiious girl named Canclumu malini, returning from bath-

ing, a few drops from her clothes fell on a raxasa who bore that shape

as a punishment, and these holy drops changed him into an angel {apsara)

288, and ho went to heaven. Description of the loveliness of this pious

maiden.
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Story of a monk who saw five lovely girls (apsarastri) angels,

and as they tempted hira, he cursed them to become {2n$achis) goblins.

They were restored to their original shape by the saint Romaharshi

.

Story of a king who was metaraori)hosed into an ape : his guru

and the guriCs wife were changed into ppan'ows 290 ; they begged a

Bramin to give them some water to drink— this restored ihem to human

shape^ In like manner were the abovementioned five goblins restored to

human shape, by the virtue of bathing in the blessed month.

On the merit of celebrating the Sivarafri festival. Story of a

forester, or savage, who accidentally dropped some leaves on an image of

the lingam on this day : and this chance act of homage gained him ad-

mission into heaven 295. Also of a thief who broke into a temple, and

for a similar unintentional act gained heaven.

Now, truth and veracity being acknowledged to be the highest of

virtues 296 ; there is narrated a story of a bramin named Sumati who was

seized by a liger with whom the man remonstrated, saying, I am too lean

to suffice you for a dinner ; besides remember u y Avife andchildren : the

tiger said, " I am willing to let you go, if you will come and let me dine off

you next year : but how am I to know whether you will keep your promise."

The man replied, '* that he would scorn a lie even to save his lifie." The story

ends in Vishnu releasing the man, and carrying both him and iho tiger to

Swargflm,

Then follows the story of Sibhi, who rescued a hawk from the power

of India (who was disguised as a forester) and Sibhi redeemed him with a

slice of his own flesh. As usual, this is rewarded by his being transported to

Swarfjam 299.

The question arises whether falsehood is excusable under certain cir-

cumstances : and the opinion is given, that sometimes falsehood is decidedly

the right course ; particularly to save a cow or a bramin from hurm. Ex-

amples drawn from the stories of the gods.

Then follows the laud of purity, morality, and all virtues 302, and to

illustrate the subject, the story of Saimnda Ganesa is related 305. There is

a description of the various divisons of hell, with the crimes punished in each.

[In all this the author merely trauscribfs the statements made in the popular

book called the life of Sananda Ganesioara']. Certain crimes are in a future

birth punished with certain diseases which are specified 310—312, Then
the usual list of various crimes, and the punishment appointed in hell for each.

lie now proceeds to specify the rules regarding the six {angas) divisions on
science 317. On orthography 318, on pronunciation and prosody, ihen on
(jyotisharn) astrological rules, particularly regarding pregnancy 329, cere-

monial riti'S performed before, and after birth. Tlic good and evil destinv

YO
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attending those who are born on certain planetary days. The various auiinala

typifying the various planets. Rules regarding purification of women 344.

On the days of the month, and week which are fortunate, or unfortunate

349, for setting out on a journey, &c. list of good and evil omens.

On sound 354, and the nerves, which according to their notions pro-

duce notes. The system of nerves called Phtgala, sushamna, ida, &c. , being

the pineal gland and its dependencies. The spirit dwells for a time in one

nostril, and then in the other 356- Hulcs for finding out the good, or evil

result of an intended act.

On the calpams or rituals 359. On the various sacrifice of the bull,

the cow, the goat, &c., 360. Then follow questions regarding the vpavedas

or supplementary treatises.

Close of the chapter ; and table of contents.

Book IV. On the Vedas ar.d vpavedas : after completing creation,

Brahma created disease and death. On various diseases 364. Then at the

entreaty of the gods, Vishnu created Dha7iva7itari, the father of physicians

and gave him the Ayur Vedam or book of anatomy and physic. Death is

caused by apoplexy, produced by the excess of (5/e5/<//7a) plilegm. On the

various winds that assist digestion, and life. Names of the various nerves

367. There are 72,000 nerves, certain diseases are punishments for certain

crimes committed in a former birth. On certain medicines, and their effects

372, particularly quick-silver. On dreams : which are to be interpreted ac-

cording to certain lulcs 374.

From the br> ath was produced sound, and from sound music.il notes

377. On various times 382. On thn art of playing the lute. On archery

384. On alidha and pralyaUdha 385—6 being the modes of placing the

legs when using the bow. The names of the six sciences 38G, logic, Mimamsa
&c. The six names are Tarcnm or Logic, in two parts : viz. I, the logic

taught by Gautama ; and II, that tau;iht by Canada ; then III Danda vUi,

or politics; IV, Sanhhya, or transcendentals ; V, purva Mimamsa^ or the

ceremonial law of religion ; and VI, uttara Mimamsa or the religious system

grounded on devotion— description of the logic founded (1) by Gautama 386,

distinctions between life and spirit, between soul, and the divine spirit. The

fourteen gunus : the jdtes.

III. Danda 7iiti, Rules for government 389, and regarding theft,

fraud, gaml)ling, &c., &C. On perjury. Rules for testing evidence. On the

form of solemn adjuration. The ordeal with arrows. On inheritance and the

principles, which should guide decisions regarding heirship. On various

wrongs and crimes 405. Rules regarding pawns. On interest, and the

modes of exacting it 412. The author then proceeds to translate the various

principles laid down in the Daya blioga andother law books. Finally arc

given, the laws regarding marriage.
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Next he proceeds to the Sanllnja sas(rami20, or transcendentals, with the

usual Vor/a rules, and predictions and omens, ptirticiilarly evil omens. On the

Fot/a saslram. The Yogi is decidedly the holiest of men 43(5.

Kegarding the Mimamsa 43S, and its two divisions, lie seems to omit the

pnrvn, but regarding the nttara he gives a conversation that took place between

Edma and FasisJita 438. The Yoga sadram shines as a lamp in the chamber of

the heart.

On the Upa sastrams or supplementary sciences, such as music. On Ion"- and

short musical measures of time 4i4. On quick, slow and common tune, &c., &c.,

449. On the attitudes used in dancing 451, and the dill'erent shakes of the liead,

the body, and the limbs. The modes of expressing various passions : rules regard-

ing the eyes. Personifications of various notes : and superstitious rules 456. On

Bharata sastram or Acting, which name is fancifully stated to be compounded by

the initial syllables of the three words, Bhdvamy Rdgam, and Tdlam, or Passion,

Tune, and Time 457-

Next, he proceeds to the Cald sastram or venera 458, wherein as usual are

the definitions of various descriptions of members, and sexual minutice. On the

symptoms or demeanour betraying love 467. On the behaviour of virtuous women,

and that of the immodest. On temperament, as governed by lunar days. On tlie

peculiar beauties of each description of mistress and lover (i. e. I^ai/ika Ndt/lkl

laxanam) 470. On the learning, and temperament which constitute a })oet.

On hyperbole, and other figures of rhetoric. On the component parts of a

poem being descriptions of the sea, a city, seasons, hills, war, the lover, and the

wedding : gambling, hunting, drinking, and rm-al rambles, women, love, the o riefs

and enjoyments of lovers, the passions ; and government, or justice, with descrip-

tions of the sun and moon. To begin with the eight descriptions of gallants, and

mistresses. The Vasa SaJJlca, &c.. Sic.

473. On rhetoric the alancara luxanam ; on itpama, upamdnam and npameij-

am, Sfc, with other figures, with various rules for rhyme, for (478) hyperbole, for

puns, &c.

On beauty 4 SI, rules regarding female beauty and ugliness. On beauty in

men 483, and those characteristics which denote length of life. On the scrotum

and testes.

On the peculiarities of elephants and rules to know whether an elephant is

lucky 487, diseases to which elephants are subject 490. Regarding camels and

horses, with the fortunate and unfortunate marks on them. The diseases and

remedies, Praycro to bo offered to horses ou certaiu days 498,
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On precious stones, and their fortTUiate, and nnfortnnate qualities.

On Arithmetic 504, which is divided into ten portions or chapters. On
measures of length, capacity, time.

The next subject is farriery, or the treatment of animals 508, with a list of

the drugs used.

Eegarding dreams p. 517. Eegarding the silpi sastram or architecture and

statuary p. 521—524 with various superstitious rules.

Conclusion of the Fourth book. Here the volume ends : but whether the

work concludes here or not, is not stated.

The book is folio, ofmedium thickness, good paper, half bound,

lettered, woi'ii.

11. No. 143. Three books.

1.) Rdja SGcliara vildsam.

1—3 asvdsams.

The king seated in his court, discoursed on public affairs Nareda came to

him, and praised Siva. He went and told Siva the king's great liberality, as giving

whatever any one asked. Siva paid him a visit, in disguise ; and asked for a

chaste woman. As no other one could be found in the entire town, the king

surrendered iiis youngest wife. Siva assumed the form of a Jangama. A matronly

woman saw him, and became enamoured. It is a Vira Saiva legend : yet it is

referred to, in the Madura and Trinomalai st'Jiala purdnas.

2.) Sankhya vlcharam.

A detail of the Saiidhya system ; termed by Mr. Brown. " the

transcendental, or atheistical philosophy." See IV 27, No. ~\.07 su])ra.

The present is the piece there referred to, as placed in another volume.

Originally it stands as the 5th canto of the Bhanumad vijayam.

3.) Chandra hasya vildsam, padyas.

The purva and uttara bhdgas.

An altered title for another copy of the Tarawa smiclia.

The book is a folio, thin, good paper, full binding, marble paper

within ; lettered.

12. No. 149. Four pieces.

l.j Cham chandrodayam, or Chennarajit cavltvam, 1—5 asvdsams,

'padyas.



2.) AmharisJia charitram, padi/as.

1—5. This is taken from the Mclvenzie M.SS.
; and will he

noted in its proper place.

3.) Fapa chennopaJchydnam, mixed metre, 1— 4 asrdsams.

4.) Anuhhava sdram, stsa stanzas.

By Godagi Tripurada cavi.

On suddha bhaktl, mishara hhakti, and saugirnn hhahti, techni-

calities of Vira Saivas. The piece has been many times noticed.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half bound in cloth and
lettered.

13. No. 158. Eight pieces.

1.) HnriscJiandra catlia ; dwipada metre. By Voiced a Narasayya.

The purva hhagam.

The first part of a version of the popular tale.

2.) Valla Bliamha parinaynm ; padyas. By Jckai/apalli Xaras77i/ia

cavi.

Vallahhamha fell in love with (lanopati; much erotic matter on

female passions; the passion was reciprocated by Ga?>apati. The lady

went to Cadasa, birth of a child there. The marriage uH Lacs/imi ; and the

like.

3.) Yamundchdryadu charitram ; one section.

He was a son of Siva. A dispute between him and a purohitan of a

C/ioIa king. The Chola king gave up half his kingdom to his wife, and she

gave the same to Yamunacharya, according to the terms of the dispute,

4.) Nauka charitram, padyas.

A. Hcentious piece on the intercourse between Krnhna and the gopis,

or cowherdesses of the Jumna,

5.) Rddha Mddhava vilasam ; padyas, incomplete ; no divisions.

A fragment of the often-repeated copy, from the McKenzie
M.SS. see IV.

6.) Sri calahasti safacam, complete.

This Jangama piece has often occurred.

7.) Cdnchi pura manjeri, padyas, no sections.

An ornate description of the town of Conjeveram.

8.) Arundchala manjeri, padyas, complete.

The like as to Trinomalai, nearer to Madras. Both are places

of great resort at public festivals.
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9.) Dasaratlia satacarn, complete.

A cento in praise of Rama, the son of Dasaratlia.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, two kinds of

paper, bound in cloth, worn.

14. No. 168. Five pieces.

1.) Krisinha purdnam ; padyas.

By Trcina, 1—5 asvdsaws.

A translation of the Narasinhu upa purdnam.

2.) Krishna raya vijayam.

1—4 asvdsams, complete.

This is a copy from a palm-leaf M.SS. in the McKenzie collection, of

which an abstract was given in my " Analysis." It will be ri printed in its

proper place.

o.) See under IV.

4.) Felpa satacam, 40 sisa stanzas.

By Ballira caii.

5.) Raghava yadava p>cindaviyam..

1—4 asvdsams, padyas.

A piece capable of two readings, as the adventures of Rama, or else

oi" Krishna,

The book is a thick folio, French paper, half bound in cloth

and calf"; lettered.

15. No. 192. Eight books, or pieces.

1.) Udyoga parvam of the Bhdratam, '

1—4 asvdsaws, jjcidyas.

2.) Nirosltfhanalopakhyanam.

1st asvdsam wanting; 2nd and 3rd right, padyas.

Another re-duplication of the episode of Nala, under a raodilicd title.

3.) Amarucam ; slocas and p)adyas.

The original, and translation of an erotic work of frequent occurrence.

4.) Bhascara satacam; padyas.

An ethical book for schools. Copies of it are multiplied.

5.) Yadu vainsa hkusJianam, 100 stanzas.

The jewel of the cowherd race, in which Krishna was born.

G.) Rama panchazat kandamulu, or 50 stanzas, in praise of Rdma,
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7.) Srinivasa tdrdvaU, 54 stanzas, " star chain"—praise of Rdma,

8.) Chanda'ppa satacam.

This piece is prepared to be printed in distinct. lines on the European

method.

The book is a narrow folio, tliick country paper, inicut edges,

boards ; these are injured.

16. No. 208. Eight books.

1.) 'Ananda rangha ratcKhandam.

1—3 asvdsams, sheas and padi/as incomplete. A translation with the

original of a piece heretofore noticed.

" The theatre, or dancing stage of the god of love"—of course erotic

in kind,

2.) Rep^Jiara kara prakaranam.

3rd asvdsam, padyas ;—a chapter on people wlio do low, or vile things
;

ethical and satirical.

3.) Caviyalancdra chiddmani.

1—8 idasas, complete.

The jewel of figurative, or rhetorical poetry.

4.) JJttara grant'harn—or supplement attached to 3.

1—8 uldsas, incomplete.

5.) See under XII.

6.) AUhinai/a derpanam, composite metre.

A fictitious tale of extraordinary birth, and conquering adventures. See

Vol. 1, page 627. 18, No. 1,353.

This would seem to be a Telugu version of that book.

7.) Vastu sastram, on architecture.

1—3 sections—measures and proportion of temples, and statues
j

and rules as to foundations.

8.) Fisva hrammana pitrdnam—prose.

The J st, part wanting,

2ud „ 1—3 sections.

This appears to be a translation of part of a Canarese work, VUva guna dari^

nam. See vol. 1, p. 443—3, No. 1,52G.

The book is royal quj^rto, thick superior paper, half bound and
lettered.
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17. No. 215. Fouv pieces.

1.) Dicsha hJioda—dwijmda verse.

1—3 asvdsams.

Initiatory instruction.

2.) Mritanjaya vildsam—dicipada.

1—3 asvdsams.

Sports of Siva ; probably translated from the Ilulasya maJiatuiyam.

3.) intra Ginda parinayam, mixed metre.

1—6 asvasams vide IV supra,

4.) Bri madana lcames':ara vildsam.

" Sports of Lacshmi and the bewildered lust lord "

—

dwipada verse.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, various paper, flowered paper-

boards ; lettered, the back loose.

18. No. 221. Four subjects.

1.) B/iimesvara piirdnam, pddijas.

1—6 asvdsams, complete. ^

Local legend of a Saiva shrine in the Cuttack province.

2.) I^lranhisopa'khjanam, padyas,

1—4 asvdsams,

Nir without, anJaisa an elephant hook, upakhyanam minor paraphrase, or

tale.

Homance of one named "uncontrolled."

It has occurred in a previous part of the present volume.

3.) Undracsha maJiatmyam, dwipada,

1—5 sections complete.

On the excellence of the eleocarpus beads worn by Saivas ; it has very often

occurred.

[Many years ago a man in high employ visited the large tcmplo at Madura. He

taltecl his palanquin at some (lisi?ance, and thence walked Larcfoot, with a rosary of theso

beads a.^ a coronet on his head ; and the doing so was from policy : thus exemplifying a

phrase found iu the Tamil vei&iou ol the Pamha luairamj to wit rudracoha i>uni, cat with

a rosary. 1
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4.) BiUala j)aiic7ia vlmsati, a iica or glossary ouly ; without the

original. Copied from No. 289. 1—5 sections.

Twenty-five tales by a familiar to Vlcramdditya : of frequent

occurrence in the collection.

The book is a thick quarto, demy paper^ half bound in calf

and marble paper, lettered, used.

19. No. 247. Four books.

l.j Viveca shidhu ; in two parts.

Purvart'ham 1—7 uttarari'ham 1—3.

2.) Fira Saiva kirtanalu ; various chants of Jangamas, not capable

of abstract.

3.) Sarvesvara satacam,, 123 padi/as.

A cento of ethical, and other matter.

4.) Satvica Brahma vidya vildsani.

This is a metaphysical work of considerable merit : an abstract

of its contents will appear, in its place, in volume 3 of this Catalog-ue.

See vol. 1, p. 181 for a somewhat full abstract. It is work of

high and peculiar merit ; and, as such, elicited an indignant, and

virulent reply, from a religionist of another way of thinking. The

polemics of Natives are as verbose, and as zealous as those of other

people. They turn chiefly an abstract and metaphysical points,

respecting which certainty is difiicult, if not impossible : on the

plainer portions they remind us of a dictum ascribed to Socrates—that

a divinely inspired teacher from above, was needed in order to explain

what is the chief good, and the true foundation of morals.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half

bound, and lettered, worn.

20. No. 256. Three pieces.

1). IlarischandropaJchyanam ; padyas.

By Sancara cavi, 1—5 asvdsa?ns\

A translation from the Sanscrit original ; whicli the translator certifies

to be " an excellent poem."

2.) Mntanjaya vildsam.

By Gohda joatti Gurmana 1—3 asvdsams.

On the sports of Siva : another copy.

z 3
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S.) Sugr'iva vyayam, mixed metre.

A poetical version in Telngii of the episode concerning Bngriva

in the Rdm.di/anani.

By Kandacuri Rudrapa, aided hy liis daughter ; wlio completed

what he left unfinished at his death.

The book is a thick octavo, country paper, bound in sheep, old,

worn.

21. No. 2G7. Six subjects.

1.) Sdnandopahhynam, very long stanzas.

1—4 asvasams.

Another copy of the legend concerning Sdnandas visit to the world of

Tavia ; liis sympathy with the sufferers there ; and delivering them by the power

of the Salva five lettered spell. There is an original among the McKenzie M.SS.

2.) Surdhhandesvara with a ilea, only one section.

3.) Chaturseddclidram, ritual of the four vedus, or Basava linga

saiacam, a Vira Saiva poem.

4.) Basava Fanditdrddhya chanira7n.

The 1st chapter vi^ith 6 sections.

See No. 244 under XXIII.

5.) Vasiu sasiram sdgaram, the sea of foundation laying ; architec-

tural : deva ndgari letter.

G.) Siva p?irdnamunacu sv.cshku.

1—4 " sections."

Index to the Siva purcuiavi ; being short paras, in small hand writnig,

giving a brief notice apparently only of parts, not a regular epitome of the whole.

The book is a narrow folio, thick ;
country paper, boards, back

injured.

22. No. 271. Miscellaneous extracts, in three volumes.

Vol. 1, from page 1 to 104 and " No. 49 of the Telugu list of

those books."

At the end of the 1st vol. is an index of the contents, which

are various.

Vol. 2nd chiefly copied from the McKenzie M.SS—at the end

the tales of a parrot.
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Vol. Snl, contains the following :

—

—Chacraverti charitra tale of Nala.

—Sdrangadhara natacam.

—Nala natacam.

—Yera calpa samana vivaram, details as to ploughing and sawing,

obtained at Yanam.

—
'AUabhagavatam. Krishna cat'ha, tlie story of Krishia, from a dra-

matized form of the Bhdgavatam.

—Calinga mardanam,—legend of Knshna trampling on a serpent.

— Gala cat'ha ; from the dttalhagavatam, tale of a cowherd, bring-

ing milk &c.

— Gola resha cat'ha ; tale of one disguis.ed as a cowherd, from the

J^/id{jfavatam.

—Dddhi vesham cat'ha, tale of a female disguised as a milk maid
;

or a female of the snake catchers.

— Yagantivari vachanalu, words of a particular class, or family.

Folios, broad and short, thick ; half bound ^ajid lettered, muck worn

and damaged.

23. No. 274 Nine subjects.

1 .) Basavatara charitrain ; pad//us.

1st and 2nd asvdsams, containing an account of the raaisya ava^

tdrarti.

2.) Rdmdyanam—2 asvdsams.

]st asvdsam—The hdlacaudam.

*>nd ^ Ayoddhya.

( Aranya.

2),J
Bdla Bhdgavatam—padyas.

1st to 2nd asvdsams, epitome for schools.

4.) Bdla Rdma charitram, padjjas.

1—2 asvdsams—epitome for schools.

5.) Sdmha vildsam—padyas.

1 asvdsam incomplete.

See other notices

6.) Sdrangadhdrd charitram, divipada metre, complete.
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7.) Gurupdrampara ; slocas, with an easy fica in Telngu. A list of

^urus or heads of a monastery. It commences by explaining the

three principal viantras ; as the pranava, the gaj/atri, and Nard-

yana.

8.) Yadlya namli chantra, mixed metre.

Account of an ascetic who belonged to a Lingadhara matam, or

monastery of Yira JSivas.

9.) fStigriva vijayam—padyas.

An episode from the Bdmdyanam of frequent occurrence.

The book is a large, and somewhat thick octavo ; various paper,

with rough edges ; boards, which are injured,

24. No. 275. Eleven books.

1.) Pcmduranga maltdtmyam, padyas.

\—5 asvdsams, incomplete, legend of a local temple.

2.) iSifa Rdiiiduv.janiyam. Otherwise Samvdta Tdraca yogam.

\—2 asvdsams, the 2nd not finished.

A work on ascetical metaphysics.

3.) Mdilrdvana charltram.

\—3 asvdsams complete.

A supplementary war by Hammian going to the infernal regions, fighting

with and conquering Muilrdvana ; who had aided Kdoaua in the war of Lanca.

4.) Bdma saptava rdja, padyas.

\—3 asvdsams.

Chants in praise of Rdma, wdth a new title.

5.) Bdmmad vijayam, with a ilea.

Only the Ctli asvdsam.

Certain matters relative to acJiaram or ritual homage to various gods or

sadis, whose names arc given ; as Fis/inu, Isvara, Ganandtlia, Vigne'svara, then

Para sadi, Amha sadi, mula sadi. On Brahma, Indra, and LacsJimi. On Mayura

cankan, on Nanili gumumga gala cumara svdmi. On the rishi 'Atri, the fountain of

the lunar fmc \ and on the female energy system.



6.) 'Atmananda sarisa inavjeri.

1

—

2 praJcaranas, dwipada, complete.

Worship of the w/^to a'^ffliJa. It seems to be otherwise known

as Sri Vena (fopala svdmi dtma mavjeri.

A description of Brahma. From Para Bralim came both Bralmd and

Maya; as also Fis/atii and Rudra— [or, that from God proceeded matter, the

creative energy, with the powers of preservation and destruction : this theology is

not usual.] Para Bruhn described under the emblem of a tree (there is such a

diagram in one of the copies of the BJiagvat gita supra). From the womb of Mitkti

Jcdiita, VishiUy Brahma and Rudra were born. That Trlmurtihx Kama crodha had

six sons ; and these married six wives. The rest is assimilated to T'edanta dogmas ;

but the whole is of a peculiar kind.

7.) V'ira chodara cafha, mixed metre.

Tale of a brave.

8.) Acka maha devi cliarllram.

1—3 sections, mixed metre.

See former notice.

9.) Yadlya namhi charitram ; mixed metre for singing : see above.

10.) Vencatesvara mahatrnyarii.

Local legend ofTripeti ; only 1 asvdsam.

11 .) Vencatdchala mahdtmi/am.

1—2 asvdsam, padj/a cavi/am, said to be from the Vardliapurdnam *

legend of Tripeti.

The entire book is a thick folio, various paper, with uncut edo-es,

boards, these are injured.

25. No. 284). Seven pieces.

1.) 'Aiidhra Ihdshdrnavam—a lexicon.

1 Cdndam, vyoma verga, die v. kala v. dl v. vac v. sahda v. naitiya v.

pdldla hhogi v. naraca v. and others.

2 Cdndam, bhuverga to siidra ^7 ; 10 complete.

There are other copies under XII.

2.) Bharata sastram section 1—7.

By Kohaldchdrija.

On 4: maiiiris ov measures—tala pafa on symbeLls nsed in beating time,

and other matters ; copied from an old cavf/a pxiranam Is'o. 523, a book which has

a tica*
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3.) B?iascara satacani, "with a ilea.

1— 4f sections, 100 stanzas with ilea complete.

An ethical school book.

4.) Sumaii ''safacam, 130 sisa stanzas, with a IIccl to some of tliem,

1—3 sections.

Similar in kind : see under V.

5.) Frasanna RdrjJiava satacam.

2 sections, 200 stanzas,

6.) Hamsala citvl satacam 45 stanzas ; only one section.

7J Vemana pad^alu, 4 sections, see V.

26. No. 295. Various pieces, 13 in number.

For 1) see VIII.

2.) Fdla Vlcramarca cat'ha prose.

An epitome of the tales oiyicramarca''s demon ; intended, as it- appears-,,

for use in schools.

3 ) Chenna malla sisalii, 35 stanzas.

Of the kind termed stoitra ; mixed up with something of the

ethical.

4.) Vtmana padyalii, 295 sentences ; enigmatical, satirical, moral'

5.) Nruinha satacam, 74 stanzas.

Praise of Vishnu.

6.) Fdrasu Rama vijayam ; prose, incomplete. On the contest, of

PdrasiL Rdma with Kartavirya Arjuna, and destruction of the Cshe-

triyas.

7.) Va'ijayanil vildsam—not complete.

On the stratagem of a ddsi ; and her conquest of an aluvdr.

8.) Vijiiya vildsam, miUam with iica.

2 Sections, 129 stanzas of the millam, not complete, by Appayya

sesha.

9.) Manu vamsa purdnam, 49 stanzas in two sections, a list of the

14 ;;?aMz;5; with details.
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10.) Kald jncrnodayam, saTdala verses

On Krishna—Satyabhauma—Menaca and various sexualities.

11.) ChdriL Chaiidrddaya charitram.

By Chennaina rdzu 1, 2 sections, not complete.

Tail of a spy.

12.) Sdnanda charitram, dtvipada.

Sections 1, 2, not complete.

The legend of Sdnanda. It is said to be a Jangama book.

13.) PrahJiu Unga lUa, diulpada metre.

Sect. 1, 1—103. Sect. 2, 1—77. Sect. 3, 1—33, not finished.

The book is a think folio, various paper, boards broken off.

27. No. 296. Five pieces.

1.) Bhascara scttacam, with a tica, ethical, and a school book.

2. ) 'Alta Bhdgavatara ; not complete.

The amour of Krishna and Satijahhuiiina dramatized from the Bhagavatam,

3.) Chandra vadana satacam., stsa stanzas, or octaves of alternate

long, and short lines : miscellaneous matter.

4.) Sanipangi onanu charitram, 55 stanzas, from a portion of the

Manu charitra.

5.) Ddsarat'ha satacam, 110 stanzas, panegyrical of Rdma the son

o^ Basaratlia.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, various paper,

boards injured.

28. No. 312. Two volumes.

Vol. 1st, various pieces.

1.) Vishnu ckittiyam
;
part of the great poem by Allasana Pedda,

with prosodial marks : the chief object being the prosody.

2.) Aparavya^ni or Chintdmani, a work on grammar in Sanscrit.

So much is translated from it as relates to the origin of letters
;

their classes ; and the use of these classes ; faults in use, kc, bearing

on the art of poetry.
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3) Vdni vlldsaTri, sport o^ Sarasvatl,

By Lingayya cavi.

Extract from the j^art which relates to the birth of alphabetical

letters, and etymology v. svpra 10, No, 142.

4.) Sasslydnandam ; natural astrology.

1—3 asvdsams 'padyas.

1. Qualities of land—roots—corn—on rain—beasts— fruit of different months

Nature of the chandrayogam, a mode of dividing the moon's orbit— eclipses—wind—rising

of the planet Venus—influence of the lunar asterisma.

2. On the influence of Sanl, or Saturn ; and other planetary influences.

3. Other astrological influences. On the four yugas—i\ie era of Sdlivdhana.

The book was abstracted in vol. 1 , of this work.

Vol. 2nd, supplementary.

It contains remaining portions of the same pieces.

1.) Fishnu cMttiyam, c&c. There is a tica to some parts, but none

to others, where the Telugu is easy.

The 1st volume is a quarto ofmedium thickness, superior paper,

uncut edges, boards. The 2nd volume is a thin folio, various paper,

the boards worn.

29. No. 313. Three subjects.

1.) Achaldlmoja parinayam.

By Vencatdchdnja—padyas.

1—3 asvdsams.

It is also called Cdmdcshi dandacam. This is the name (lustful

eye) of the Sacti of a form of Siva at Conjeveram, known as EcdiniMs-

vara (the undivided garment-lord). The birth of " wanton eye" is

carried back to the time of Yemi chacraverti : her nurture ; amour with

Siva &c.

2.) Mat'hitra vdni vildsam.

In 5 asvdsanis, complete.

By Vira Rdghava acavi.

On the nppera'auce of Sarasvati as MinacsJd the sacti of Sundar a (or giva)

at Madura : the matter taken from the local purdnani. followed by a panegyric

of Mlndcshi [" fish-eye ;" if the first vowel were short, it would mean " bright

eye"].

3.) S/iadc/iacraverli charitram.

The title would imply a tale of six universal rulers ; but it relates chiefly

to Nala ; and sixth mlcr is perhaps intended.
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"We have the just rule of Nala, his preventing the killing of cows,

and caring for full supplies of butter-oil for offerings
;
guided by a

celestial voice to do so. Poetical account of a war begun by Bhimasena

king of Viderbha. Then the catching the anser bii'd, and amour with

Damaganti

:

—merely the beginning of the Naishadham.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, boards ; these worn.

30. No. 317. Eight pieces.

1.) Pandita Siva pnja vidhi ; dwlpada.

By OondejidtU Veiicatachala]Mti,

1—3 sections.

On Para Brahm—on the satvica guna.

On Vhhnu, The tliree gimas are stated to produce Sijva ; whose ritual

homage, in detail, is tlie principal part of the work.

2.) Jaiigama Rdlagndnaiiu

An indication of Banddra Basaveivm'ccs powder in Kalyana purij extending

to 12 kdtam^ i\2^ miles) of territory.

At that place two persons uttered, prophecies ; that is Virappa, and after

hirn Animjaya, These relate to the appearance of comets ; to famine ; distress
;

prevalence of injustice ; and of many direful diseases, Bherma detata revealed

these things. Various i>ersons, or kinds of governors are to rule.

3.) Yagantivari vachunam ; padijas ; productions of a particular

family : praise to Siva and Paroati with other matter. There is

another copy supra.

4) Balkanacharitra'nw jmdyas.

B}^ Sahlji pa7idita Virayya son of Vira Bhadra.

1—2 asvdsa/t:s complete, 3rd defective.

5. Sacontala ijaritioya'm, padyas.

By Krishna cavi, son Nr'isinha gitrti.

Descent— birth—qualities- amour with. Bttskmanta—sorae discussion, in

which Nureda has something to do. bounded on the drama of Cdli dasa.

6-) Sashi rel-'ha paAiiayam, 80 slocas, with a dmipada translation
;

a copy of this love-tale occurs under IV. supra 66, No. 335*

A4f
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7.) Madana mohini vllasam, padyas ; a fragment, see a notice

under IV.

8.) Chdttu stanzas, a collection of detached stanzas, in two sec-

tions ; on a variety of subjects—a sort of anthology.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, boards, used.

31.) No. 329. Six pieces.

1.) Svara chintamani.

See 1st Family Telugu language XX. 62. No. 642. Pind6t-

imiti. 63. No. 731. JSvara chintamani.

Some prefatory matter as to Para Brahm and the human sys-

tem ;

—

iatva metaphysics.

The Pindotpatti or origin of the foetus from male and female fluids ;

—

and marks if the child will be male or female—on the months of pregnancy.

On the sdivica, rdjasa, and tdmasa qualities. Towards the end, medical indications

as to health, or otherwise, from the mode of breathing ; this is the svara

chintamani.

A singular mixture of physico-religious matters, as to tempers, dis-

position &c., needful to be known in order to a just estimate of the native

mind ; which is replete with such kind of religion.

2.) Pavalur ganitam, arithmetic.

By Mallayya.

Various copies noted under 1st Family headed Arithmetic.

There is also/S'ara sangraha ganitam abridged reckonings, Trai rasa &c.,

rule of three, five, seven, &c.

The style a mixture of padyas, audsutras.

S.) Kama sastram, love science.

By Siva Piamayya.

On the classes ofwomen—their form—mental qualities—habits

—differences among men and women, suited or unsuited each to each

—those differences classed by names of animals ; and other grosser

matter 1—3 asvdsams the 4th defective.

4.) Kdla 2^UTn5dayam, 1—3 asvdsams.

The 4th has only 46 padyas. Referen«e to copies under IV.
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5.) Bhaacara satacam, with a tica.

110 i^adyas on ethics, a scliool book, see V.

6.) V^miana padyalu—564 stanzas, proverbial—ethical—mystical

;

see under V.

The book is a thick folio, French paper, boards.

32. No. 330. Four pieces.

1.) Chicatsa sdra sangraham.

On medicine—diet—qualities of different articles of food—venery

when proper, or improper—preparation of balsams—decoctions, and other

remedies.

2.) Bala Rdma charitram ;
—i~>adyas.

1, 2 asvdsams, 2nd defective, see under IV. supra.

3.) Chatur vdtica nia/idtmyam.

By Linga gunta Rdmayya a local legend : i^adyas, 5 asvdsams.

It contains matter relative to Bama cliandra, praise of risUh—and a tale

concerning such anchorites in a wilderness.

Ghlllava 'padyalu various stanzas. Some are in praise of women
;

as to their beauty of form ; their fondness for spectacles ;—on the

pleasures, or pains of love, and the like, 124 stanzas.

The book is a broad folio, thick, country paper of slight fabric,

boards.

33. No. 331. Seven pieces.

1.) Viva call camha satacam, 482 stanzas.

Glory of Cdli the saeti of Vira Bhadra. Her praise—properties-

power. She gives to votaries great wealth ; but opposes the evil, or dis-

obedient. On skilful people &he confers great advantages ; but she is terri-

ble to her adversaries, and cuts them to pieces ;—and the like. [There is a

general tradition that every Cdli-koil or fane, was attended at its foundation

with a human sacrifice]

.

2._^ Mdtru satacam—100 padyas.

On the worship of the female energy, as a mother ; with praise and

various connected matters ; such as are contained inidcr Sacti, Sanscrit,

Telugu letter supra.

2.J Soma nafha linga satacam, 250 sua stanzas.

By Soma ndt'ha lingayya.
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Panegyric of various modes of religion, especially the Vira Saivam.

4.) Sassiydnandam : 72—196 stanzas.

On natural astrology— rain and other matters ; on the lunar asterisms

and their influence ; monthly influences. On winds, and meteor. On scarce,

and plentiful years. Clouds, and their properties. Influence of the zodiacal

^igns. On public wealth, or economy : see 23, N. 312. 4, mpra.

5.J Jsva sastram : Q^ paJyas. One flTOi«07« complete.

Properties of horses ; marks, and other indications as to temper, va-

lue and the like.

6.) Nava retna iJaricsha, on examination of the nine kinds of gems,

with a specialty as to tlie pachnardffam, or ruby. It is not com-

plete, and is probably copied from the same source.

7. Nacshetra nigliantu, a fevr sldcas on the lunar mansions ; and

others, which seem to relate to other sections of the book.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, boards, which are injured.

34). No. 386. Varieties.

1.) Extract from the Sumati satacam, translated, and minutely

parsed in English, at the beginning, for a school book.

2.) Arzees, petitions or plaints ; in Canarese.

3.) The book reversed. Hindustani primer for learners—letters,

vowels, verbs in different tenses, and very short pieces : with notes

as to beginning, 6th February 1848, and progress.

Tlie book is a thin folip, foolscap paper, boui^d in rough calf.

XV. PUEANAS.

1. No. 36. Bhdgavatum

A translation of the 9th scdndam.

A long octavo, China paper, bound in sheep, and worn.

2. No. 47. Canyaca ijurdnam

By Konapdtli chinnapa, in 8 asvasams.

The former owner remarks—" The first five cantos of the book

are a mere introductioij
; the story commences at the 6th canto,"

It is a local legend relative to a virgin, who burnt herself to

avoid a Yadava king ; and was afterwards worshipped as a goddess

by the Covitis, a class of traders.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half bound in country

calf.
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3. No. 51. Bhdgavatam, 11 books ; that is, distinct volumes.

Volume 1.—The 1st scdndam, fair copy : a thin folio, good paper, Lalf bound, and
lettered.

Volume 3.—The 3rd scdndam, fair copy : folio, of medium thickness, as above.

Volume 4.—The 4th scdndam, fair copy, with many marks of various readings ;

folio, of medium thickness, as above.

Volume 5 and 6.—The 5th and 6th ncdndams, fair ; a folio of medium thickness,

French jiaper, full bound and lettered, back injured.

Volume?.—The 7th scdndam, fair copy.

The episode of Piahldda, and other matter ; a thin folio, good paper, bound and
lettered, used.

Volume 8.—The 8th acdndam, fair copy.

The fiajendra mocxham, verse .50; and legend of Vishnu as Moluni, verse 450 ; folio ;

paper various, bound in country calf, ^s'orn.

Volume 9.—The 9th scdndam, fair copy : a thin folio, French paper, bound and
lettered.

Volume 10. Part 1.—The 10th scdndam, i\\e purva hlidqam ; birth and rearing of

Krishna, marriage with Rucmhii d:c. fair copy, a thick folio, good paper, half boimd and
lettered, damaged.

Volume 10. Part 2.— Uttara hhdgani, 54th to 90th section, fair copy.

A folio of medium thickness, half bound.

It wants the 2nd scandam to be complete.

4. No. 52. Bhdgavatam in Telugu.

1, 2, 7, 11, 12, scdndams.

1 has 1—5 Sections,

•7 119' ^l^^s*^ *^^o, complete.

11 1—5
13 1—3

5. No. 53. Bhdgavatam.

The 10th scdndain defective ; 11, 12, complete.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, lialf bound in calf

and lettered, good paper.

6. No. 69. Vishnu iiurdnam, in four volumes.

Volume 1, contains 1—3 asvdsams.

1—153 pad^as. Pardsara to Maiireya.

The former owner's notes :

" Transcribed from a M.SS. in the Telugu library of the
*' Madras College. A comparison with other books is absolutely neces-
" sary

;
but I have perused the whole, and obtained the corrections of

" learned pundits. Few passages now remain in doubt.

" This book is wi'itten in a very beautiful Telugu style ; and
" many parts are worth selecting for the use of learners.
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The Vishnu Purdnam is now open to the literary world by

Professor Wilson's translation from the original Sanscrit : the mistake

that, the contents of this 'purdnatn being known, the whole of Hindu-

ism is known—must be avoided.

Volume 1, is a thin folio, good paper, half bound in calf and lettered,

worn.

Volume 2, contains the 3rd asvmam and the 4th asvdsam—from 154 to

354 padyam. Various notes, and various readings, as above.

This is a thin folio, good paper, bound in country calf, and

lettered.

Volume 3, contains the 5th and 6th asvdsams, notes &c., some old, some

recent.

Volvrae 4, contains the 7th and 8th asvSsams, complete. Very few notes

on the blank pages.

This is a somewhat thick folio, good paper, half bound in calf

and lettered, injured.

7. No. 70. Vishnu purdnam, in Telugu prose 1—6 anisas.

1 has 1

—

22 adhyayams.

2 1-16 „

)

3 1—18 „ > complete.

4 1—24 „ )

6 1—38 „

6 1- 8 „

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, bound in country

calf, lettered, damaged.

8. No. 115. Bhdgavatam.

Four volumes containing the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 9th, acdndas or

books.

Scanda 3 has 1—33 adhyayas.

6 1-19

,, 8 1-24 „

„ 9 1-24 „

The book is a folio, of nearly medium thickness, various paper,

old, has various readings, half bound and lettered.

9. No. IIG. Bhdgavatam.

The lai scdndam 1—14 adhydyams.

It lias various readings.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper,

bound in sheep, worn.
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10. No. 117. Bhdgavatam.

The 5tli scdndani 1—25 adhyayams.

It has various readings, and pairs with No. 116 as to size

paper, and binding.

11. No. 118. Bhdgavatam.

let scandamj.—5 asvdsams

3rd „ 1—9 „

11th „ 1—5 „

Two fragments of Vemana 2^ctdyalu are appended ; one piece

has four sections, and the other one, two sections.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, various paper, uncut

edges, boards, and these damaged.

12. No. 120. Bdla bhdgavatam, dwipada.

1—12 scdndams, or the whole.

The former owner states :

—

*^ This IS i\iQ bdla Bhagavatam* written by Coneri ndVha ; but Rungasai

author of the Vani vilasam, in his preface, says that, he too wrote the Bhdgavatam

duipada."

" It is believed, that Cisi Konda Vengama is the real authoress of this book

but in this copy, her name is removed, and the name is substituted of a man named

Coneri nitha. Learned men judge from the style, that this is a woman's composi-

tion ; for instance, unclassical rhymes ; rude spelling and rhvme."

The book is a thin folio, good French paper, bound with flowered

paper and lettered.

13. No. 163. Padma purdnam " new edition."

The purva Ihdgam or 1st part is JSaiva, and is not here. See

next No
Theuttara hhdgam or 2nd part ; this is Vaishnava ; 1] adhyayams,

again divided into 69 asvdsams. Suta to rishis in the i\- aimisara vanam.

The leading topic is the merit of bathing in the month Mdgha.

King 2)^Z^^m of the solar line, went out to hunt, killed beasts

—was athirst—saw a place with water of which he drank— returned
to his captial. A vidhyddhara received a heavenly form by bathinfi-.

Tale of Vricsha, a virgin—glory of the eleventh day fast. Talc of a

female named Gdnchana tndla. Iiidra inquired as to the cause of a

curse pronounced on the said female by Gdutama. A Gandharhha
woman seeing a Brahmdcharl became enamoured of him. The pair

were doomed by Gautama to assume the shape of devils (pisachatvam.)

Beginning of praise to Vishnu. Tale of Kerala Vipruni. Deliverance

of those who by a curse had impish forms. Glory of Ndrdyana. Fume
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of Lacshmi. Tale of Vishnu—description of his paradise. Cause of

the \0 avatdms. The Ciorma avdtara. Brahma told VishniCs fame
;

birth of Lacshmi from the milk sea. The Varaha avatdra. The Pdrasio

Rdma avatdra
;
his acts. The petition of Dasaratlia, that Vishnu

would condescend to be born as his son. On Camsa, the uncle of

Krishna ; childhood of Krishna ; his sports with gopis—he gave them
a town. By order of Siva to his consort, Parmtl worshipped Vishnu.

Closing matter as to Dllipd, and his attention in hearing pi(-m?ias read

to him.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound, and lettered.

14. No. 16i. Padma inird)iam.

The uttara hhdgam " translated into Telugu, by Ayyalu cavi

slngana"

The late owner states.-
—" This is a very popular work among

" the Telugus, and M.SS. are very common in the northern districts

" The piirva hhdgam. or 1st part of the P. does not seem to have been

" translated into Telugu' A Zemindar in Rajahmundri told me, that

" he had in vain tried to discover a copy of it ; and believed that it

" never has been translated."

" The present copy has been collated with four M.SS. and is

perfect. The language used in this translation is easy, and very beau-

tiful."

Contents supra, 1 1 chapters inclding 69 sections, it has marks

of collation, as a rough copy
;
preceding No. being a fair copy.

The book is a thick folio, good paper, half bound and lettered,

the back injured.

15. No. 165. Padma fntrduam, as above, asvdsas U, adhyctyas69.

New edition. This copied fair from the collected copy ; and

fully written on both pages.

The book is a medium sized folio, half bound in cloth and calf,

lettered; the paper is superior.

16. No. 166. Gmrnd piirdnam.

1—6 asvdsams ; imdyas.

Details of the linga jm.ja at pages 4, 87, 118; it is Salva in

kind : it recommends the worship of iSiva, It gives an enumeration

of the 'i)Vj-dnas; and characterises them as to kind.

The book is a thick folio, good paper, but old, half bound and

lettered.
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17. No. 167. Two books.

1.) Fai'dha purdnam.

1—i2 asvdsams ;—composite metre.

Delivered by Vishnu as Vdrahd to Bhu devi the earth goddess.

A brief abstract was given in vol. I of this work.

2.) KucJielojjakhyayiam, 1—3 asvdsas.

This has only a slight relation to /??f/tf«a* ; it is ethical; see

under V.

The late owner states
—"This book contains the Guchelopakhya-'

nam, a very popular Telugu poem. And the various readings found

in nine M. S.S. are herein recorded ; with a view to the preparation of

the new edition : since complete." It has many marks of collation.

The book is a folio, ofmedium thickness, common French paper,

bound in wavy cloth, and lettered.

18. No. 209. Sect, -i, Manu vamsa imrdnam.

1—5 asvdsMm padi/as. Sect. 1, 2, are under XIII. Sect. 3 will

follow towards the end of this article as "local."

The whole book is a royal quarto, of medium thickness, good

paper, bound in figured paper, and lettered.

19. No. 210. Scdnda purdnatn,.

Sancara sam/dia, that is ascribed to Siva.

The Siva rahasya kliandam, containing five books.

1.^ Sarnhhava candam 1, 2 asimaas.

2.) Asura „ 1, 2 „

3.^ Vira Maftcndra ,, 1, „

4J Yiuldha „ 1, 4 ,,

5.) Devi „ 1, 2 „

The 1st narrates the hirth ofKartikeya ; the 2nd the birth, and
nature of asuras ; the 3rd describes the capital oftheAssurs; the
4th is the war of Bevas, headed by Sulrahmani/a, against the asuras;

the 5th is the share taken by Devi, or the battles of the Amazons. An
abstract was published in my analysis of Mc'Kenzie M.S.S., and it

may be reprinted in vol. 3 of this work.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, and
flowered paper boards, lettered.

b4
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20. No. 211. Scanda inirdnam.

The Cdsi kUandam , and tdtara llidgam, or 2nd part 1—7 asvdsams.

The special subject of the entire khandam is tlie glory of Benares,

the primal seat of the Saioa system in India. An analysis was given

by me, in connexion with the foregoing; and it may be re-printed in

vol. 3.

Tlie former owner states:—
" The Kasl khandam (the first part has not been found in Telu-

gu). This part of the Skamla ivirdnam is stated in the preface to be

the translation made by Sri natlia who also translated the Ndishadham

into Telugu. The Telugu version is, as usual, an abridgment of the

Sanscrit.

" The present is a corrected edition, having been prepared at

my request by Narasimma Charry a pundit in my employ, who con-

sulted four M.S.S. of the Telugu, and one of the Sanscrit text. The

result however is not satisfactory, as the Telugu copies Taried from

each other, so greatly, that it is often hard to determine, in prose pas-

sages, what were the words used by Sri natlia."

The composition is stated to be called angitala spatti, a kind of

chant for common utterance.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, bound in

country calf, and lettered.

21. No. 212. Scanda jyurdnaon the Cdsi khandam and uttara bhd-

gam, 1—7 asvdsams.

This copy is full of large variations interlined, and on the

opposite blank pages, as above indicated : they are very numerous.

The foregoing is the "corrected edition."

The book is a thick folio, French paper, with rough edges, lialf

bound, calf and marble paper, lettered, used.

22. No. 213. Scanda pur diiam.

Sancara samlnta, or Sv:a raha-f^a khandam. The 1st cdndam is

here not the usual name.

1.) tlie upaddsa cdndam, 1—10 asrdsams.

2.) „ asum ,, 1,2, „ Ui pddyas.

8.) ,, vira mahendra „ 3rd ,, Hi imdyas.

4.) ,,
yuddha ,, lat asvasam only.

No. 210 and 213 seem both incomplete copies.

The liook is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, bound

hi black roan, 1841, and lettered.
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The portion termed Suta samhita, as being ascribed to Suta, the

author of most of i\\e purdnas.

1 —7 osvdsams.

There is an abstract of the Suta samhita in the foregoing part

of this vol. 1st family.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in calf and marl)le paper, lettered, used.

2A'. No. 220. Marcandeya purdnam.

1 —8 asvdsams ; padya cavyam.

Jaimini to a king, hut instrumentally by some birds. J^svamilra

asked a gift from HarUckandra—\vi(h sequel. Harishchandra's son being

bitten by a sn^ike, died ;—and was raised to life. Legends as to virtue and

vice, and the fruit or consequences of both. Garuni asked favor of Karta-

viryarjuno. On the wars hetween the devas and asuras. Birth of Lacshmi

with the production of the anirita, by means of which, instrumentally, the

racshasas were destroyed. Various other legends ; especially the birth of

the Asvini cumara from Surya and Sangnya, mother of F«ma and VamuJia.

She fled away, leaving behind her Ch'hayayi, who bore two sons. Surya

found out the cheat, by the cid iif Lis son Yama, and discovered his real

wife, disguised as a mare. The two Asvinis were born through her nostrils.

[All this hieroglyphical matter it may not be easy to solve].

There is of course much other matter. The work is said to be very

good Telugu,as to style and translation ; but defective as to incidents
;

some, it may be presumed, being left out.

The book is a thin folio, on China paper, bound in sheep injured.

25. ]^o. 287. Dasavatdra cltaritram, padyas. In five volumes.

Volume 1, the 1st asvdsam complete.

Reference to the avatara of Krishna.

Description of Hastinapi/ri, and of the four great divisions, usually

termed colors, or castes. Jonamajeya raja is described, with his throne,

and court. Narrative of Vaisampayana, given to that monarch. Account

of the Matsya avatdram. Prefixed is an account of the Drdvida desam ;

[because purdnas and ifihasas agree that the residence of Satya vriita, before

the llood, was in Dravida desa ; most likely loosely taken for the southern

hemisphere. The modern sense of Drdvida is the Dacshin or countries

south of the Vindhya ran^e].

Volume 2, the 2nd and 3rd asvdsams.

The 2nd osurtsaw narrates the Curmavatdra. From A tri muni and
Afjusya devi was born the severe Durvasa. His quarrel with Indra ; the
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celestials went to Brahma, who appeared to Vishriu, and requested his inter-

position. The l)irth of C/ta/idra (the moon,) S'iva lAaced cJiandra on his head.

The appearance of Vishnu as Mohini— the churning of the milk sea and

subsequent war of the devas (sons of gods) with the danovas (sons of men).

[The Greeks termed themselves c?a7««02, Avhich is the f-ame word as danavcs

:

according to Bryant many among them called themselves " sons of men ;"

and the early traditions, gathered up by that author, tend to shew that the

progenitors of the Greek colonists were among those worsted in the said

war : that is, their foref.:thers were danavas, or asuras'].

The ord asvdsam, contains the Vardhavatdra.

Conquests of Sri Hari (or Vishnu.) Eeference back to DilVs

pregnancy, and birth of daifyas, the same as danavas or asuras. Sanaca

interposed between hostile races, and made peace. Vurdha murii, on birth,

grew to full size in a muhurtam (one-third of an hour). He went down to

Pdtdla. Hiranyacsha went to Pdtdla, and saw Vardha scdmi, who slew

him and his hosts. Vardha murti praised Jndra and other gods ; with

other matter. [Volume 3rd, the 4th, 5th, and 6th, asvdsams'\.

The 4ih contains the Nrisinhdvatdram.

The 5th has the Vdmana, and the Glh Pdrasu Rdmdratdram.

Volume 4th, the 7th and 8th asvdsams.

Prefixed is the tale oi A/iah/a and Sancranda : but the main topic is

the Mama chandtdvatdra.

Volume 5th, the 9th and lOth (nvdsams.

On the avaldra of K'lshna. Radha is introduced ; though not

noticed in the Bhdgxvatam. The details about Krishna are full, as a main

point with the author. The composition of this work is usually regarded as

moderately easy.

The former owner wrote a note in the 4th volume as follows :

" Mulinga Papaya being in Vasi Reddi's employ at Amaravati, wrote

a poem called the Ahabja samcrajidana vi/asam : this is a modern work,

distinct from the tale under that name in the 7tli book of the

Dnsdvatdram.'' It follows, that the Reddis ruled at Amardvati ; but

posterior to the time of Praidjm Rudra.

[Compare the report on the Elliot marbles].

The five volumes are uniform, small and thin folios, French

paper, half bound in country calf, worn.

26. No. 33S. Scanda j)u^d7iam, the Brahmottara khandum 1—

6

asvdsams.

By Pullayya a Saiva who rendered the Sanscrit into Telugu

-padyas.

On the six lettered mantra of Kartikeya and a variety of Saiva

matterrs. On the Siva rdtri, and fasting thereon. Legend of a rdcshdsa
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SG. No. 114. Sect. 1. Vencafdchala moMtmyam.
\—3 asvasams stated to be from the Vardha puranam, and a

4tli asvdsam from the Bhavis/ioUara purdnam, which Ust jiurdnam no
one ever saw ; but more than one pwrdnam closes with propliccy.

37. No. 209. For section 1, 2, see XIII.

Section 3. Sarpa puri mahatmyam.

By Cachi manchi Tlmmanci ; padyds.

1—8 ctsvdsdms.

Legend of serpent town.

This singular name of an obscure town arises from a fable of a

Serpent and a Hshi : the document is foimd in more than one

language.

Section 4, supra 1 8.

38. No. 217. Section 1, Cdlahasti mahatmyrii.

By Cavi dhurjati ; padya cavyam.

1—4 ctsvdsam

Legend of Calastri.

The situation of this town is near the range commonly known
as " the Pulicat hills ;

" which may possibly have conveyed to the

native mind the idea of a " black elephant." 'J'he ordinary corruption,

has quite another meaning. The town is held by a Zemindar ; who
affects the style of a feudal chief.

For section 2, see IV.

The book is a folio, half bound and lettered.

39. No. 218. Cdlahasti mahatmyam : " less properly entitled

Yddava raya charitrct"

A new edition 1840, on a comparison of four M.SS. The fore-

going is a rough copy, with numerous various readings. An English

summary is contained in the book ; and it may be not uninteresting to

insert the same here ; as follows :

—

Contents of the Calaiiasti Mahatmtam
A TeLUGU poem written by PlIUUJATl

and newly EDITED BY THE AID OF VARIOUS MANUSCRIPTS,

IN 1840, UNDER THE DIRECTIONS OF C. P. BrOWN.

Book I.

Preface.

This work is written by a poet of the Sindrta creed. It commences

with a liymn to the Llnrjnm -. wherein he also alludes to tlie peculiar Legend

he now proposes to describe ; being the Tale of a spider which obtained

immortalitv.
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who fought with a king, then tried to deceive him by a disguise. A
curse by Vasishta. Bhu d4vi came as a handsome woman, and caused

a man who coveted her, to fall to dust, according to a curse. Account

of Jagaoi 7)iohini ; and other matters relating to celestials, Hshis,

vedantism &c., needless to be detailed, Reference may be made back

to 1st Family M.SS. and to Vol. 1, p. 578 to 581.

The book is folio, of medium thickness, French paper, boards,

the back injured.

27. No. 433. BMgavatam ; dvltima scandam the 2nd book. " The

5th book was written" (i. e. translated) by one Ga?igana."

An octavo volume, China paper, sheep.

28. No. 434. Bhdgavatam ; chcUurdya scandam, the 4th book,

size, paper, binding, as in 27.

29. No. 435. Bhdgavatam ; the 4tli book continued.

One page of the Gmnara sambhavam, then §- blank.

30. No. 436 Bhdgavata?n ; shashta scandam.

The 6th book.

" The 6th book was written by Singana."

31. No. 437. Bhdgavatam ; ashta scandam. The 8th book.

32. No. 438-1. Bhagavatum ; an imperfect copy of the dasama

scandam, or 10th book.

As before 8vo., China paper, bound in sheep, the front board

loose, and with it much from the beginning ; the pages loose, lost, or

misplaced.

S3. No. 438. No. 2. Bhdgavatam ; dasamd scandam, the 10th

book. 8vo. China ; sheep.

34. No. 438. No. 3. The dasama scandam, and uttara bhdgam, or

2nd part of the 10th book. The preceding 27,—34 are uniform

8vo. China paper, bound in sheep. The copy is not complete,

as it wants the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, and 12th, scandams.

PuRANAs local, or mahatmyams.

35. No. 113. Vencatdchala mahatmyam.

By Vencata vira rdghava]—6 asvasams, divipada metre ; copied
from a McKenzie M. S.

The legend of Vishnu with Lacslmi, coming to dwell on Tlriipati

hill. An account how the hill came from Vaicont'ha, with legend of

Vdyu and 'Adi sesha. The various bathing pools, and their great vir-

tues, described.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in cloth and calf lettered.
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Next follow a hymn to Parvati, under the name of ///««« Puslip

Ambica : to Bhairava. Then to Durga and to Ganesa. The poet proceeds

to select a patron (carta) or auditor to approve the tale. And he selects the

very deity, Sica, whom he proposes to celebrate.

He now, as usual, dpscribes the town Cdlahasti, wh' re the event hap-

pened, which he proposes to C(^lebrate. The usual description of ihe four

castes who lived there under the patronage of Siva 15. This town was

ruled by a baron named Yddava Rdzu. And to try his faith, Sha came in

the guise of a viinda jangam. Description of his garb. He wore the

lingam on his arm (observe that this town is also called Ndrdyana vanam)

A maidservant at the chief's abode saw this jangam and made a

salutation to this jangam ; and he returned the compliment, as usual, by

giving her some blessed ashes. So she desired him to come to her house to

dinner ; for she was under a vow to give food daily to a jangam. After

dinner he began to feel very amorous 26, and s^ie therefore took him into her

room, and were going to bed.

But at that moment it was the baron's dinner time, and this girl, who
was the lady of the table, was not at hand to takeaway the baron's plate. So

he sent a dozen peons to bring her before him 33. So she got out of bed, and

trimmed her hair, and ran to the hall, where the b^iron was in such a fury,

that he ordered her head to be shaved. This was done and, poor wretch, she

went away weeping, and threw herself at the feet of the ^/a/J.^flm—who laid

bis blessed hand upon her, and her tresses returned. Next day she went

again to the baron, who wa« again in fury, and ordered that th^ barber should

be punished who had failed to shave her. She said, that the barber had done

as he was ordered, but Ht jangam at her house had caused this miracle. So

the baron came to her house to see who this conjurer might be -he made a

bow to the saint {Siva) who, on being asked, said he had merely come to see

the town 50, and that he had stopped at the house of this woman on account

of her reputed vigorous faith. The baron replied by observing, that he was

ready to build a pagoda to the miraculous lingam, which Siva now point-

ed out, if the {{hejangam) would tell him, what were the miraculous legends

of the place.

iSiDa replies 54, by telling him as many fibs as might suffice. He adds
the story of Vosishta, his 100 sons died, and in grief he performed penance ;

whereupon, S!iva appeared to him as the Lingam, the Saint offered him
applause, and requested two boons—one, {bramha vidya) knowledge of the
deity—the other, that in every succeeding age, the god would appear to him
at the same place.

Hereupon the god left the form he wore (that of (he lingam) and
appeared as Daxina murti. Then gave his devotee spiiitual instruction, and
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disappeared 82. Thereupon Vasuhtha placed the Ivujavi with due honor in

its place.

Now Parvati being, as usual pining in solitude in the absence of Siva

descended from heaven in her car, bearing the name of Jndna Prasuna (the

flower of wisdom) and both the god and goddess stood before the heimit,

accompanied by all their host seated on mount Cailas. But as mount Cailas

chose to come there (and hence Cdlahasti is called the Daxina Cailas)

mount Meru likewise came ihere.

Now Swa was rambling about with his wife on this Daxina Cailas

in any i^uise that pleased their fancy at the moment. Description of this

mountain 102.

The poet now proceeds to relate the legend of Suvama inukhi. All

the gods assembled on the day when Siva was married. Then follows the

usual fable that their thus <j;athering, weighed down the hill, and Agasit/a

and his wife were desired by Siua to go and sit on the other side to trim the

boat—then the old story of the contention between mount Men/, and mount

Vindhya—io know which was noblest—then Agastya as usual made mount

Viiiclhya bow 109.

Then is described Agasfya's severe penance perfoi-med at a mountain,

•which is not named 137, description of the six seasons that fill the year.

As usual the gols w re in terrible alarm at this tapass, and flew for aid to

Bramha who cheered them up, and Siva rcconjmended them to go to him

and present hiai the acasa ganya 136, which was the one object he was

praying for. Therefore 13rnmha appeared to Agastya 140, and b stowed on

him the Gantjes, which thenceforth flows tlirough the earth. Then Agastya

placed the Liiujam on the banks of the Ganges and adored it lol, being

accompained by his wi(e Lopamndra. Then Agastya sung the following

(dandaca) chant in praise of Sioa. Then Parvati appeared to him in form

o£ Jnan atnba 165. The other hermits offer praise to Agastya; who replied

by paying them compliments—and declared, that all who would worship the

river should go to heaven. lie then set out to travel through the Peninsula.

Such was the story which thejangam related to the king, who asked

him, if he could mention any one else, who by force of worshipping the lingnm

had gone to heaven.

Canto II.

—

The Jo /igam replied as follows.

Once on a time, Bramha was sitting in heaven holding Cutcherry.

Sarascati came in to pay her respects. She was waited upon by a numerous

train, and entered the inner court and sat down by Bramha. She sent away

her attendants— and lier lord whispered in her ear that, much as he loved

her, he wished she could become a hundred women, that he might love her

a hundredfold. She complied, and the rrjoni was filled with women,, and

from his delighting in them. BramJiu acquired the name Shatananda 16.
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The poet now describes Iramlias lustful pranks among this new seraglio. After a

while, these hundred ladies bore 30,000 sons; 23 who were R^cshams, and utter

scamps, scoundrels and villains. They proposed to their papa to commit any sort

of rascality, to which he would be pleased to appoint them.

BramJia repented that he had been so foolish as to cause the birth of these

rascals. He desired them to go and inhabit mount Vindhya. They obeyed. There

they slew the (rishis) saints, and ravished the women.

The goddess Earth (Ceres) was so much afflicted at their goings on, that she

complained to Bramha. To abate the nuisance, he created a son named Ugra (Sfevus

) to whom he presented a chariot, and arms, aud sent him to

slay the fiends 40.

Ugra descended on mount Vindhya, and the giants came forth to fight him.

Description of their horses, and chariots 45. The battle is described: The giants

Avere smashed, whereupon the world became calm. Description 68-74 of the battle

field, the corpses, the jackals, Stc. Then Ugra returned to his father Bramha, and

described the slaughter. Bramha, was greatly afflicted—and in his anguish he cast

such a look at Ugra as reduced him to ashes. So he incurred the sin of slaying his

son 75, To free himself from this sin, Bramha resolved on going to worship Siva^

So he went to Cilahastl; and after bathing, he sat down to say his prayers, with

fasting. After he had been at this work ever so many years—after which Ska ap-

peared to him 88

—

Bramha offered him adoration—and let him know that this was

the holiest of places.

Therefore he declared, that even the murder of a son shall be forgiven to any

one who worships Siva at the shrine of Ca,lahasti—which is the Vaxana Cuilasa.

Blessings 93, on all who worship at Cilahasti in the month of Mdgha.

Then granting Bramha'' s prayer for offspring, Siva blessed Sarasvati, and in

two months she became pregnant. She bore a son named Rubhu, the gentlest and

most virtuous of men lOi.

The king now asked the Jangam, to explain how it happened, that Cilahasti

became so holy—he begged to know how the shrine originated.

The Jangam replied 109, it is named Sri Cila TIasti, or, the spider, the

snake and the elephant—for in three succeeding ages of gold, silver, and brass,

these three nice creatures went to heaven in consequence of worshipping at this place

•— as you shall now hear.

In the Crita yuga a (chelidi) spider 110, undertook to worship Siva and

built chambers, cells and kitchens for the god— an odd description of the web woven.

To try her faith, Sim let the lamp set her webs on fire—her anger, and grief at this

C 4
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—she resolved to extinguish the mischief-making Lamp, by casting licrself into its

flame. But as usual Siva appeared, granted her prayers and carried lier to Caila>>a.

Tliere was a very pious snake who daily adored the llmjani with offerings of

gems. But an elephant jealous of him, came, and daily offered flowers to the god.

"What one worshipper put one day on the image, vvas next day thrown away as rub-

bish by the other. Neither knew, who was doer of the mischief, and each determin-

ed to slay his adversary.

Description of evening 148, and then of sun rise 161, when the snake came

to matins, he put on a diminutive form, and lay hid to see who the rogue was. The

elephant now came, and finding that the flowers he had placed were undisturbed, he

Avas much pleased. At last the snake got into the elephant's trunk—the distress

of the elephant—who determined on suicide—which was effected by a blow which

knocked out his own life, and that of the snake ; whereupon Siva appeared, and

carried both to Cailasa together.

Which accounts for this place being called >S'/-i—CMf/«

—

Kadi.

[Note—The lexicons do not verify the assertion, that Sri signifies a spider.

Canto III.—In the land called Foltapa-nidn, is a village named Udumur.

Description of the town—the Boya-hiwow, who ruled there, was named Nadha-nadha,

whose wife was named Tande; she was pregnant. Description of the pregnancy

—

she bore a son, the usual ceremonies are detailed—he was named IVwwarfw —alias

Cumiappa—the boy's youth, and boyish sports are described 4 3. The art of archery

is depicted. Then follows certain ceremonies in the worship of Citreda (the forest

doemon.) The foresters assemble : the rites are performed. They all got drunk

55.

Next day the young squire went to the woods to hunt. Description of

^ he chase. How they distributed the game they killed. The young gentleman

describes the day's sport to his father 69. One day, the young Caunappa while

hunting was weary, and lay down to sleep under a tree.

Siva appeared to him in a dream in the guise of a (iapasioi) hermit, and

desired the boy to go to a certain spot and adore Sim 76. On awaking, he resumed

the cliase. In [lursuing a hog, he was separated from his companions—and after

runiiin:^ a ceitaiii distance, the hog disappeared, and in lieu of it he found an image

(luigai.i) 83. Then Siva appeared to the lad, who recognized him as the person

who appeared \\\ the dream ; and he worshipped him. lie requested the god to go

home with him. The Smami was silent.

Meantime his companions sought for and found the young Cannappa sitting

in prayer—'he would not speak to them awhile ; and at last said, my soul is gone

into this Image ; and without it, I cannot live.
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So sayinir, lie (lisniisjed his companions and rcmaincil at prayer in the

wiklerntss. Presently he began to reflect, that surely the deva must be

hungry. So to get something ibr the god's dinner, he went to hunt in the

forest 106—he killed some pigs, and roasted the pork for the deva, and camfe

back to him with his arrows on his shoulder and his bow under his arm

107. He laid the game before the god and desired him to eat : the god

would neitlipr ( at nor answer 110. At last driven to desperation by the

god's sullen silence, he said " if you continue silent, I will dash my brains

out."

So the deva was delighted at his faith, and ate up the pork 113.

Thus Cunnappa continued daily to feed the god on i;ojk.

But there was a Sita Dran.hi who was the god's chaplain—he came

one day and found iht^ god as dirty as a pig, with the pork fat he had eaten

122. And said he—" Only t'll me who has been greasing and insulting you

so. If you won't tell me, I will dash my brains out."

So Siva appeared to the bramin and told him he was mistaken

—

adding, that he was well pleased with the devotion paid him by the forester :

and said he, " If you wish to see him, hide behind me."

The bramin obe'yed. Presently Tinnadu (Canfiappa) came there

with his offerings of flesh in his hand 12(S.

The iiod declined to eat the flesh and remained silent. On looking at

him

—

Can?iappn saw that the god was shedding tears from one eye 128.

(The story says, that Caitnappi brought the wuter-pot between his teeth,

and wiped the god's face with his shoe.) So Ca7mapa spit on his handker-

chief and wiped the eye—and collected all the medicines he had heard of;

a:)d at last reflected that an eye was the only physic for an eye. So he

pulled out his eye, and gave it to the god—yet he only saw all the better

Then he pulled out the other eye 1-10, and at that minute Siva appeared and

stopped his hand ; and, approving his devotion, called the bramin and asked

him if this was not the summit uf devotion. Then as usual, he carried both

of them to Cai/as.

So the king asked iha jangain to tell him another storv.

At Vdlavai which is commonly called Modhura, is a god, whom
they call Cocatidtha or the god of beauty. His wife's name is Min-
axaya. Description of this town and its king, named king Pandion J 56.

At that place Parvatl appears in 10 names and shaj-ics.

Agastya lived in that town—and he was the father of the Tamil lan-

guage. He gave the prince a magic bench, which lengthened to receive all

who were sound scholars, and refused a seat to all others.
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Now there happened a famine for twelve years 173, names of the

wretched sorts of grain which the people ate. The gcnfral mortality 177,

men began to feed on human flesh l&O.

There was a bramin a priest of Siva, who was about to flee— but the

god appeared to him and gave him a verse to reciie to the king, wl.ich was to

this effect. " There is a certain queen whose tresses are fragrant by nature

—

Exphiin this."

Oil his reeiting this, a court poet named Nut'kiru laughed, and on

being desired to explain it, the reciter referred his hearers to Siva - lo whom

lie now returned. Siva was much annoyed. So he went to the king's court

and challenged NaVkiru to prove what defect there was in the description.

Nat'kirii denieil that any but goddesses had rosy hair.

In the midst of the discussion, Siva was so angry, that he betrayed

himself I'y dispUying the eye in his forehead.

Then he was again ridiculed ; and cursed Ntjfkiru to have the leprosy.

S'iva told liim he should be freed from the leprosy, whenever he could

get a sight of Cailas.

Then Siva disappeaied. So the luckless leper set out for Cailas.

Here follows a catalogue of all the Sua temples he went to, ending

with Guya and Benares. But still 218, his leprosy increased upon him, till

he resolved on drowning himself -so he came to a fine pond 222, which is

well described. Here he found the biggest tree in the world—when its leaves?

fell on the ground, they turned into birds ; when in the water, they became fish

.

22(3, But one luckless leaf fell half in the water and half on the bank,

antl turned into a bird-flsh.

But while the wind and water were struggling for this creature, a

huge bhutam came there, and caught hold of Nal'kiiu and carried him to a

den, where he had imprisoned many others. He ch sed the door with a rock ;

and went away to bathe 229. Then his companions in misery bewailed with

him as he too was come to be eaten. In his grief, he prayed to Subrarnhavyam

23.3, who appeared to him and slew the giant, and open- d the cave, and

nleased the victims, who thanked him, and went home. The god now asked

Nafkir why he had come there—he told all the story 237. Being directed

to Cailas, he now was told that the southern Cailas (i. e. Calahasti) was ihe

hill ihat Sica meant. So he came to it, and on bathing there, was cured.

So he framed a chant, in a hundred Tamil verses. Whereupon Sivo and his

spouse appeared to him ; and, at his request, carried him home to Cailas 284.

Such was the story told to the king hy ihajanyam.

Book IV". The poet again describes Madhura. In this town lived

an actress 7, named Manih/a^'alli, who being pregnant (the symptoms are as
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usual depicted 8) she bore two daughters— description of lyijg-in-woman
and treatment of the intanls. The girls were educated as dancin"- girls'

hat provedso pious and austei'e, that they bent their whole hearts on holi-

ness, and devotion to Siva, They learnt the hymns composed by Nutkiru.
The mother reproached them for this virtuous conduct. She tried to educate
them as prostitutes, 31—34. They remonstrated on the wickedness of pros-

titution 49, and expressed iheir nsolution to devolc themselves to the t^od.

The mother's arguments and lamentations 56, more arguments and quarrel-

lings—which ended in their resolving to run away, and turn nuns, if only they
could find a guide.

Meanwliile some thieves came to ihe house-side, and overheard these

lamentations and plotted to put on a jarujam garb, and seduce these girla

to Cdlahasti and then murder them.

Description of the jangam garb, which the thieves and these girls

assumed, 01—62.

They ran away with these thieves, and also brought with them two
little girls, who were in the house.

They Avere led by wrong roads till they reached Combaconum and

Chitambaram, and wandered till ihey came to the sea shore 70. And three

days after they arrived at a place which the rogues ihoupht was fitting for

robbing and murdering them ; but whenever a fitting opportunity appeared,

at that moment some one or other came in the way. ^o completely did Siva

rescue them. At last they arrived within sight of Calahosti 78. They asked

the people what place this was. Story of Vdli who brought a lingam with

him, and it here took root 81— 83. At last he rooted up a mountain, and

hurled it at the /i;i/70w— whereupon a fountain of water but st forth. Mii-acles

performed on this hill 92.

Next day they went to visit the hill of Anastya.

It now fell night 98, the night 100, the moon rose 101. They sup-

ped, and read the Siva Puran, and went to sleep.

Next morning the whole set out for Calnhasti and while the sisters

were saying their prayers in the morning 112, the murdeiers were about to

fall on them. The sisters comforted each other.

At this momenta host oi jangams approached. Their garb is de-

scribed 114.

Whereupon the murderers took to their heels ; while under this noble

escort, the maidens reached Cdlahasti.

Therefore said the hermit to the king all this proves what a holy place

Calahasd is.
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But wlien the maidens if ached Cdla/iosli, all this noble train nielteil

into thin air and they entered the town hand in hand 127.

Next morning they bathed, and sung the hymn they had learned.

They being now arrived at the husband thi'y adored were full of love.

So they arrived at the temple, and on entering, they saw a bright

flame of divine origin, whereupon they vanished.

But at the door they left the two little girls, who after Avaiting long,

w^re astonished at their not returning 160.

The sacristans searched the temple and found i,o one in it.

Then a supernatural voice declared that they had disappeared and

gone to heaven 166, adding that these two maidens also should by faith attain

to heaven.

168. This story being ended, the king now asked, how it was possible

that a Spider and an Elephant and Sn^tke could, with Caiuiajipa the savage,

attain heaven.

Thejangam answered, that s[)ider was Vulcan, who was by a curse of

Brahma s, thus metamorphosed, as a punishment for being too ingenious.

A string of stupid, childish legends follows this.

As for the snake 185, here is another nasty story in the braminical

style. Siva told him that he and the elephant should make martyrs of each

other.

Now regarding the elephant 202. Once upon a time Parvad and her

husband being in their chamber, one of the pages named Hasti came into the

room—an I as a punishment she cursed him to be an elephant (liastL) which

curse should last till he, and a snake should kill each otlur.

212, Now as to the story oi Cann ippa, (this originates in a story

found in the Mahabharat).

Once upon a time Arjuna was perfoi-ming lapass 213, when Siva

appeared to him in the shape of a savage, chasing before him a raxasa under

the shape of a wild hog. All the rishis ran in flight to Atjn?t(i, who dis-

charged an arrow at the hog. At the same moment Siva despatched an arrow

at the hi.'g, and each claimed the merit of killing him, 219—220. This dis-

pute ended in a fight.

But Siva, to try his faith, Siva (wishing to subdue him by gentle

mean,-) annihilated his arrows.

But now they set to work wrestling. And delighted at his valour>

Siva appeared to him, and ofl'ered to graiit him whatever he might request^

ylr///nrt requested as a boon, the divine weapon call(;d Pasiipaiastram unA

further requested immortality, Sica replied that the divine weapon should
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be granted : but to grant immortality to a manslayer was impossible. Therefore

in the next birth Arjuna was born as a huntsman, whose name was Camappa. And

he, as already declared, attained the highest favour of the deity.

And as he offered his prayers here, at CilaJiasti, said the jangam, I direct

you to build a temple here. Hereupon the Janr/am vanished.

End of the legend.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half bound in cloth and

calf, lettered.

40. No. 219. Miidnr-d 2ntrdnam, or Choca nafhalila; dwipada

metre 1—9 asvdsams.

*•' Sixty four tales, or legends intended to describe the miracles,

or pranks of the god Siva." Said to be translated from the Halasya
mahatmyam. " The Telugu style is low, and easy enough."

When the Halasya mahatmyam was Avivitten the Brahmans had

conquered the BandcVhas ; and could afford to be jocularly triumphant.

It is strange, nevertheless, that such suicidal tales should be narrated

of a god ; the object of religious worship.

The book is a thick folio, French paper, flowered paper boards,

the back loose.

XVI. Roman Catholic.

1. No, 321. Vedanta rasayanaini, i\\Q Q^'^ancQ of the Vedanta

;

padya cctvyctm.

By Andnddpi deyulu.

1st asvasam—creation,—flood, and down to the genend spread of idolatry,

and selection of a particular family, 481 padyas.

2nd awdsam—down to the birth of Christ, as the Messiah; disputing with

<loctors in the temple, and other details of the life of Christ, 228 padi/as.

3rd a-wdsani—on the Trinity, with connected discussions and details, down

to the resurrection, 26& padi/as.

4th asczaam,—Divine Attributes ; and other doctrinal matter, 248 padyai.
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This book attracted much notice ; consequent to a briefmention

of it by me, in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science. Some further

statements concerning it will be found in vol. 3 of this Catalogue.

It is a thin quarto, superior wove paper, bound in wavy green

clothj and lettered.

The former owner writes :
—" At the end of this volume is a

summary in English : this I printed in the Madras Journal."

2. No. 322. Two books.

1.) Veddntd Tdsdydwi-ini ; 'pddyds.

In 4 dsvctsdms as above, with a brief summary of contents in

English, at the end of the book.

2.) Tobiyd clidritrdm, 84 fdclyds.

By Pingdld yelldyyd cdvi.

In 4* dsvdsdms, or brief chapters.

On the birth and rearing of Tohiya,—mode of reigning,— apparently a versi-

fied account of Tobias, as contained in the apocryphal book of Tobit.

The volume is a small quarto, of medium thickness, French

paper, bound in sheep, and lettered.

3. No. 323. Veddntd rdsdydndm.

Another copy, 4 dsvdsdms ; pddyds.

This lias also a brief English summary.

A small, and thin quarto, foolscap paper, bound in sheep, and
lettered.

4. No. 324. Veddntd rdsdydndm—wlih a tied in part.

" In the Madras Journal Lit. No. 26, 1840, in my Essay on
the Jdngdmds, is a short account of this poem f a more detailed
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account is given in tlie same (Journal, No. 28, July 1810,) page S-i, in

notices of some Roman Catholic books, existing in the Telugu Ian'

<ruao;e.

" The commentator was desired by me to exphun only those

verses which are grounded upon scripture. The descriptions which

rest on mere tradition are tlierefore left unexplained, as being super-

fluous—see book -i, 1G9, 180, &c., which are apocryphal."

The said notices are highly panegyrical ; but restricted to the

lanfjuas:e. and versification.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, bound

in country calf, and lettered.

5. No. 325. Amrilatit anubh(tvain, feast of ambrosia. A special

epitome of the gospels was the report given to me by an assistant
;

but the account of the former owner is better.

" Am : dnub : on obtaining immortality,

" A paraphrase on the gospels, Matthew to John, v/ith occa-

sional remarks by a Roman Catholic Missionary." Again :

" This is a selection of portions from the gospels.

"This book, in some pages, seems written by a foreigner;

probably a Roman Catholic Priest. The style evidently shews that

portions at least, are the work of one who was not thoroughly acquaint-

ed with Telugu.

" The various Romish superstitious legends are mingled with

the text of the gospels : as for instance, see page 11, 12.

" The various speeches of our Lord are cut down very short,

or wholly omitted. Even the sermon on the mount is much mutilated.

This version retains many words untranslated (from the vulgate)

as sancta spirUu, spiagoga."

The book is a broad folio, of medium thickness, French paper,

half bound in sheep, lettered.

6. No. 326. Jtiina bodhacam, prose *' wise teaching" or " spiritual

instruction."

" It is a Roman Catholic treatise, or vscries of sermons, ap-

parently translated from the Tamil into very inditferent Telugu. The
d4
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style is poor and dry. There is no instruction regarding the Bible.

" C. P. B."

A Telugu opinion nearly the same, beneath six lines.

Prayer to the heart of Jesus was noticed. Michelet's explanation

of that symbol is one of the best.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in wavy cloth,

lettered.

7. No. 420. Tedanict rasai/anam, or essence of the entire T^da

(scripture). A poem by a E,oman Catholic, named Ananda, son

of Tlmmaijiia, at the desire of a patron named Bdsu.

In the introduction there is mixed matter ; much of heathen reference

;

and a genealogy of the poet's patron, and of his various employs ; one, his

having been sent as an envoy to Pondicherry. The 1st book is on creation,

with a variety of concomitant matters : with the 2nd book commences an

account of the fall, and its sequels. If we ask why God permitted sin, it was

that his {niti krlpd) righteous mercy, might be manifested. Perhaps the

author wrote {niiiymmu hripmjunmi) equity, and mercy. " He determined to be

born as man on earth, and to bear the sins of men."

The immediate subject commences with a prophecy by Abraham ; and

Knndinhd, (or Anna) is made to be the mother of Mariamhica or Mary. The 2nd

book includes the slaughter of the innocents, and the disputation in the Temple.

Book 3 opens with remarks on the Trinity. It has a florid description of the river

Jordan, and baptism by John the smpacadu or baptist, down to the crucifixion.

Book 4 contains the resurrection, the descent of the Holy Ghost, with universal

authority over all the earth given to Peter. Prayers are enjoined to be offered before

a crucifix, and to the image of Mary. On the Eucharist. The disciple thanks his

teacher, receiving baptism.

The usual benedictory salutation to the reader.

An edition of this poem, much abridged, heathenism excided,

and otherwise expurgated, might be a useful present to Telugu young

men, in some degree educated. They read if in verse, what they mil

not deign to look at, if in plain prose.

XVII. Romance historical.

1. No. 14. Molli Rdmaijanam.

The Jiala, Ai/oddhi/a, Aravija, Kislildnda, Sundara, and Yiuldha

.cdndams.



An inferior version of the Rdmaijanam. and ascribed by some to

a woman's hand.

The former owner remarks :

" The Yiiddha candam in two M.SS. is written in two different

ways. One probably is borrowed from another transh\tion ; not that

by Bhascara, however."

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, good paper,

half bound in calf and lettered.

2. No. 19. Vijaya vildmm ; jpadyas,

I —3 asvdsaJKs.

The apocryphal adventures of Arjzma on a pilgrimage to the

south : visit to Madura ; and especially his amour with Subadhra, sis-

ter of Krishna and her elopement : from the Jaimuni Bhdratam. There

are many copies in the collection. Some English notes in the margin

of this copy.

The book is a small quaito, of medium thickness, French paper,

half bound in calf and lettered, worn.

o. No. 22. Safa miiclia Rdmdyanam.

1— 4 asvdsams—padyas.

Otherwise known as Stta Vijayam, an extra hvp(>rbolical piece ; in

which Sita is made to cross the Indus, and conquer a country b.:'yond it.

There is an abstract in a foregoing part of this volume.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, French paper,

bound in embossed paper, and lettered.

4. No. 45. Nala chacraverti cufha.

By Rdghava 1—5 asvdsams, dwlpada metre " written A. D,

See other notices : the copies are numerous. It seems that an

edition was printed ; and, at the end of the book, are errata in the

said printed edition.

This book is 8vo., French paper, and flowered paper binding

the same, broken.

5. No. 54. Rdmdyanam ; dwlpada, ascribed to Rangha ndVha,

In six volumes.

Yol. 1. The Bala and Ayoddliya cdndama, with various read-

ings.
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An abstract of the opening part is given in English ; and was

intended, it seems, to be carried through ; but it is not carried far, and

extends only tq the mention of the tapas of Visvamitra with a view to

become a Brahrnarshi.

Vol. 2. The dranya, kishkinda, sundara cdndams.

Both volumes are very thick folios, French paper, half bound,

and lettered.

Vol. 3. The Yuddha cdndam part 1st.

Vol. 4'. The same part 2nd samJuirom.

Vol. 5. The same part 3rd avdntaravi.

The three volumes are folios of medium thickness, French

paper, half bound 3, 4 injured.

Vol. (). Yuddha cdndam part 4th , the end of the purva hhdyam.

This book is a thick folio, French paper, flowered paj)er bind-

ing, the back injured.

The former owner's note :

" This M.S. of the Telugu dwlpada Rdmdyanam was completed

under iny direction in 1840. It contains the various readings found in

fifteen differenc copies; some of which were very ancient."

6. No. 55. Uitani Rdmdijanari, or seventh cdndam, in two volumes

Vol. ], the 1st part. Vol. 2, the 2nd part.

A variorum edition on collation of four copies, one of them from

the India House, (received by whom ?) 12th March 1841.

The former owner notes, that the first six books are common, but

the 7th book rare. Three copies were with difficulty obtained. The
divipada Rdindyanam affords a classical standard of the Telugu ; and is

nol superseded by a modern version in padya cdvyam, full of apocry-

phal details. In collating, one entire line was sometimes found to be

omitted, except in one copy ; and in such lines there were no means of

getting at various readings. (Substance of his notes.)

Both volumes are folios, medium thickness, French paper, half

hound in flowered paper.

7. No. C^G. Rdvidyanam, dwlpada.

The three first cdndams.

Tli(> book is a folio, French p<:iper, half bound, and lettered.
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8. No. 58. Ramayaiiam dwipada.

Vol. 1. Jidla to Siindara the first 5 cdiidums.

" A new edition from collated copies ] 840.

After finishing the 8 volumes as above (5 and 6), this new edi-

tion was formed on the evidence of those copies.

" The work is usually ascribed to Rungaha nafha ; but not so in

this book."

Vol. 2. The 6tli candam, Xuddha, new edition, from collation

as in Vol. 1.

Vol. 1, a folio of medium thickness, good jnxper, cloth bound

and lettered, the back injured.

Vol. 2, a thick folio, French ]3aper—bound and lettered.

9. No. 59. TJttara llmiiayanam.

In two volumes.

Vol. 1. 1—4 ctsvdsam, Vol. 2. 5—8 asvdsams.

The translator's name is given as

—

Kdmd hdntlid pdpi rdzu.

Only one page is written ; on the other side in the 1st vol. there

are a few notes of contents—the outline very defective.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, half bound

and lettered.

10. No. GO. TJttara Mdmdyanam.

By Ticcana somai/dj'm (a very distinguished poet) 1—10

dsvdsams.

The former owner's note :

M.SS. of this poem are very rare ; but deviate greatly in the

readings, as will be seen in every page of the poem.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound in

calf and lettered.

11. No. 61. Rdmii/anam, dwipada.

1—110 sargctms.

"Translation in divipada metre of the Vttara Rdmdi/anam,

A new and correct edition, prepared under the superintendence of

C. P. Brown."

The book is a folio of medium thickness,, good paper^ half bound^

cloth and calf, and lettered.
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12. No. 62. Bhascara Rdjudi/aii'iii.

In four volumes.

Vol. 1. Bdld and Ayoddhi/a cdndam-s ; a folio of medium thick-

ness, good paper, half bound in calf and lettered.

Vol, 2. The dranya, kishhinda and stindara cdndanis.

A thick folio, good paper, half bound calf, and lettered.

Y ['
4^ (

the yuddKcL cdndctm.

Both are folios of medium thickness, good papei', half bound

and lettered.

There is a note in the 1st volume, that the work was translated

in the Cuddapah district ; considered to be an easy version. This copy-

was acquired at Rajahmundry in the Northern Circars.

13. No. G3. Mma ahliyiidayam.

By Udma bhadrayya, 8 asvdsams.

The following are notes at various times by the former owner.

" Tlu3 poera is mucli celebrated ; but extremely rare ; for many years I

never met with but one M.S. Subsequently I procured one from the McKenzie

collection, but that is deticlent : the 1st book is wanting" (in a later handwriting)

as far as the end of the Introduction."

" That manuscript was in confusion ; for the leaves were not numbered, and

had been jumbled. [Describes how he recttied the arrangement ;J
done 4th April

18-10.

*' 1 afterwards obtained four more M.SS. and they enabled my pundit to

edit the work satisfactorily.

" It is very ancient. Judging from the style of writing, I

should imagine it to be more than 200 years old. Natives say, fully

400."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half

bound, but the binding is much injured.

14. No. C4. Itdghava Fdndiyam, with a tica or glossary.

1 1 asidsams.

The former owner states ;—

t
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" This verbal commentary was composed at my request by the

very learned Narasinhachari. This volume is in his own handwritirg.

The poem is one of extraordinary refinement, and singularly difficult

—

every stanza bearing two sepnrate meanings; one giving the story of

the Pandnvas, according to the Mahahharat, and the other the adven-

tures of Rama. Thus the comment on each stanza is bipartite."

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half bound
in cloth and calf, lettered.

15. Xo. GQ. Hari vamsam race oi Krishna.

The piirva hlidgam, I—9 nsvcisams.

,, utiara ,, 1-10 ,,

From so voluminous a book, here and there a piece ; and the whole

not very coherent, can be taken out. Praise of Vislmu. Race of Kriiti na-

ynca. /^jc^ro gave gifts to the race of ^n.sVi//fl. ^oUcq o^ Chacravertis. On
king Prit'hu,—mode of his reign. Birth of the Ascini devas ; and of Baivata

raja. Story of Dundudu a racshasn,—tale of Trisamsa. Legend o? Haris-

chandra, Dasarat'ha^s son Rama. Legend of the Bhaffiraii, and Ganges,

rivers. Bhishma's command to Marcatideya. Tale of Parvati. Death of

Bhishma, Origin o^ Chandra,—he took the town of the (jurii (Vrihaspali).

Hastinapuri, and its line of kings. A variety of details as to Krishna,

Bnla Rama and Duryodhana, with back references to the Pdrosu Rdma
and Rdma chandra, avataras. The sports of Krishna, while keepino- cows
are narrated ; and bis war with some asuras. A discourse of Bala Rdma.
Such, and very much more, belongs to the 1st part only.

A translation exists in French.

The late owner writes: " A Telugu version of version of the

Hari vamsa. In his preface to the Vishnu purdnam, page Iviii.

Wilson says :

—

"The Hari vamsam professes to he part of the Mahahharat:

it may more accurately be ranked with the pauranic compilations of

least authenticity, and latest origin. It is chiefly occupied with the

adventures o^ Krishna ; but, as introductory to his era, it records

particulars of the creation of the world, and of the patriarchal, and

royal dynasties."

16. No. 90. Rdghava i^dndiyam.

1—4 asvdsaths. See 14, No. 64, supra.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in calf, and

lettered.
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17. No. 91. Rdmdijanam dtvipada.

By Conahuddha hhtijyati, son of Villala bhupatif and by the

latter's command.

Volume 1. bcUa cdndam 1—10 sections.

ayoAdhya ,,
1— 17 ,,

„ 2. armiya, kishhimla^ \^ ,„ n

and simdara cundnms. ^
"-

Volume 3. wanting 1—20 „

„ 4. i/uddJia caiidain 21— 40 „

This was the basis of a new edition.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, half

bound, worn.

18. No. 92. Adhydtma Rdindyanam.

1 Bala cmulam 1 asvdsams.

2 Ayoddhya „ 1—

2

„

3 'Aranya ,, I—

3

,,

4 Kishliinda ,. 1—

4

,,

5 Sundara ,, \—

5

„

6 YitddJia „ 1—6
,,

7 Uffara ,, complete.

The outline of the Rdmdyanam, as if narrated by Siva to

Parvati ; and with a Saiva turn, or twist, given to the work.

The former owner observes " The M.S. from which this was

copied was sent me by Sri hhupati hahadur Zemindar of Gadwal, under

the Hydrabad government.

" This poem was translated into Telugu by Vihacarana peddana

somaydgin. There is another translaiion by Cotanda rdzu ndgaya of

Repalli.'^

The book is a thick folio, good paper, half bound and lettered,

worn.

19. No. 94. Two pieces.

1.) Harisckandra upakhyavam, jjudyas.

By Cdnchi vira sarahhayya.

1—5 asvdsams complete.

" It appears to be copied from the divipada.'"

The often-recurring legend ; in this instance by an inhabitant

of Conjeveram.

2.) Sec XXIII.

The book is a folio, half bound,, and lettered,
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20. No. 9G. Nellarl cdvi/am, or Ilarhchandra upahhyanam, 1—

5

asvdsams.

By Cavi Saiicara.

The tale of Hariscliandra, various corrections as to reading.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in cloth and

lettered, the back injured.

21. No. 99. Harischandra NaUiocikhydnaTn.

3—6 asvdsams, complete.

It is capable of double rendering, both as to Harischandra and

Js'ala, the general outlines of whose adventures possess a similarity.

"H N. a poem written by Bhatta murtly but ostensibly com-

posed by his patron Bararaz"

The book is a thin folio, French paper, halfbound, and lettered.

22. No. loo. Harischandra Nalopahhydnam.

By Bhatta 7)iurti 1—6 ctscdsams, with a tlca.

The former owner states ;
" there are two commentaries on

this poem ; of these, the oldest is given in this volume; it is brief,

and far from sufficient. The larger commentary is modern, and was

composed at Masulipatam.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in calf, and

lettered) the binding injured.

23. No. J-i-t. Vijaya vildsdin, with notes, or a comment by Chdma

curd Fencata raja cctvl.

1—3 asvdsams. The ilea or comment by Ziduri Appa^ya

sastri—see foregoing notices. The genei-al subject is the apocryphal

adventures of Arjiuia in Tellingana, in the Pandiya kingdom, and at

Dwaraca, [the exact site of which last is unknown : said to have been

engulphed by the sea].

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in country calf

and lettered, the back loose.

24. No. 145. A comment on the Vijaya vildsam.

By Ziduri Appayya. A rough copy on country paper.

The former owner states :
" This commentary on the Vijdyd

vildsam, a very celebrated Telugu poem, was written by the learned
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Zahiri Appdjjyd, on a comparison of six M.SS. under the direction of

C. P. Brown, in 1831."

—

" N.B, The preface is wanting in this copy,

and must be supplied from my best M.S. when the book is copied fair."

It is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, bound in

sheep, damaged.

25. No. 185. Mdha BJidratam'mTelvign so entitled; but there

is only the ddi parvam, or Ist book in 2 volumes.

Yolume 1, ddlparvam canto 1—5.

9 K Q
}1 -I) )S )f o o.

and this does not complete that book.

The book is a narrow folio of medium thickness, country paper,

bound in country calf and lettered ; injured.

26. No. 186. 'Adi_parva}n oi the Bhdratam.

1—8 dsvasams or sections.

This seems to be a fair copy from the above one, on country

paper.

The book is a broad folio, thick, on good paper, half bound in

sheep, and lettered.

27. No. 187. Sahha parvam oi the S8im.e.

1—3 dsvdsams, complete.

The book is a broad folio, thin, various paper, rough edges

boards, with cloth back, much injured.

28. No. 189. 'Amnya 2^0Lrvam o{ the ^ome.

1—7 (tsvdsdms.

" This is the new edition, corrected, and ready for printing.**

The book is a broad folio, of medium thickness, superior paper^

bound in calf, lettered, marble paper inside.
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29. No. 190. Virata parvam.

1—5 asvdsams complete—a rough copy.

The book is a broad folio, of medium thickness, various paper,

rough edged, boards ; these are damaged.

30. No. 191. Virata parvam.

1—5 a^vasains, complete—fair copy.

The book is a thin folio, fine wove paper, half bound in calt,

and lettered.

31. 193. Udyoga ixirvUm: padyas.

1—4 asvdsams.

A fair copy seemingly from 192, 1, see XIV.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, flowered-

paper boards.

32. No. 194. Bhdratam :

1.) BhishmCL joarvdm 1—3 (tsvdsdms, pddyds.

2.) Drona „ 1—5 „ both seem to be complete.

The book is a thick folio, French paj^er, rough edged boards •

these damaged.

33. No. 195. Bhdratam.

1.) Drona parvam 1

—

o asvasamSypadyas.

2.) Kerna „ 1—3

Fair copy, both complete.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, superior paper, bound

in calf and lettered, used.

34. No. 196. Jaimini Bhdratam.

1— 8 asvdscitns.

The Jaimini Bhdratam, is properly a Canarese classic poem. This

must be a translation. The subject is an apociyphal pilgrimage of

Arjiina to the south, often abstracted heretofore. It dwells on the

asvamedha ydgam of Bherma rdja, and on the combat of Arjima with

his son—foreign to the Sanscrit B/idraiam.

The book is a super-royal quarto, thick, good paper, bound in

calf and lettered, worn.
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35. No. 253. Rdghi vanisam.

1—10 asrdsums 'padya cctvyam.

A translation of the Sanscrit work ascribed to Cdli ddsct.

The book is a royal folio, very thick, on stout ro3'al paper, half

bound, and lettered, used.

86. No. 254. Naishada cdoayam, lyadyas.

1— 8 asvdsams.

Tale of Nala and Damayantl, translated from the Sanscrit.

The book is a thick quarto, superior dem}'- paper, written on one

side only, with red lines ruled ; half bound and lettered, worn.

87. No. 276. The ddl parvMii oi the Ji/idralu7n.

The book is a large octavo, of medium thickness, thick China

paper, bound in sheep, worn.

38. No. 285. Abstracts of books.

]
.)

Ultara Ramayanam ; divipada, an epitome.

2.) Adl 'parvam, of the Bhdratavi, an epitome.

S.) Sabha pdrvam, of the same, an epitome in two sections.

4.) AroT/a parvam, of the same, an epitome in nine sections.

5.) Drona parvam, of the same, an epitome in five sections.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, various paper, rough

edged boards, these are injured.

39. No. 316. Rdrndi/anam, dwlpada ; a translation of 794 Sanscrit

slocas.

1.) The bdla cdndatn, 78 sargos complete.

2.) The Ayoddhja cdndam 24 sargas incomplete.

From the birth of Edma—residence with Visvamiira—marriage—
down to his going with Siia to a wilderness.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half bound, calf and

marble paper, lettered.
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40. No. 387. Bdmdyanam.

The dranya canclam, 56 sargas.

The feet are marked prosodially, and there is a verbal English

rendering interlined, or on the opposite page.

The book is a tliick folio, China paper, half bound, but loose

and damaged ; looks old.

41. No. 393. Sabhd parvamoithQ Blidratam.

Building a hall of audience ; sacrifice by Dherma raja ; killing

oi Sisupdla, &c.

The book is a thin folio, bound in sheep, lettered.

" Sabha of Telugu Mahabharat. Brown's (sese) edition 1830."

42. No. 395. Bhdr<xtam-~'2. volumes.

Vol. 1. Zdnti parvam 1—3 asvdsams.

Vol. 2. Ibid. 4—6
By Tikltana Somaydjin.

Bhishma to Dherma rdjct ; matters hortatory, ethical, consolatory

at the close of the great war.

Folios, thick French paper, bound in sheep, and lettered Vol,

" XX, book 12, canto 1—3 and 4—6."

43. No. 396. Bkdratam.

The Sduptica parvam.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, bound in sheep, lettered

"Vol. 17. canto 1, 2."

44. No. 39 S. Bhdratam.

The Zanti parvan?. ; fair copy.

The book is a thin folio, good wove paper, half bound, calf and

flowered paper, lettered.

45. No. 422 to 432. Telugu Bhdratam, in eleven octavo volumes.

No. 422. The ddi parvam from the 2nd a»vdsam.

The former owner's head-notes.

" The Telugu Mahabharat, vol. 2, beginning at book 1, canto 2.

verse 173.—This copy is extremely incorrect, but contains some valu-

able readings."

No. 423, The ddi parvam continued.
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No. 425. The same continued.

No. 426. Virata parvam.

No. 427. TJdydga •parvam, about one aiid half of tha book

\ATitten, on half blank.

No. 428. Zanti parvam.

No. 429. The same, 2nd part.

No. 430. The same, 3rd part.

No. 431. The same, 4th part.

No. 432. 'Azrama vdsa parvam f blank.

" Telugu Mahabharat, book l5th."

There are other volumes, as 37 and 43 supra.

The whole of the preceding are octavo, stout China paper bound

in sheep, and somewhat worn.

XVIII. Ritual.

1. No. 203. For sections 1, 2, 4, see XIL

For section 3, see I.

Section 5. Vctisya shodasa carma vidhi.

The mode of sixteen auspicious ceremonies among the Vaiayaa,

or mercantile, manufacturing, and trading class.

The sixteen are

—

pumsa vdnam on 5th month of pregnancy

simantem, 8th month jdta birth, ndma cctrdnam naming; and so on, to

uparidindm, for those who wear a thread, and vivaha?n marriage. In most

cases the 1 6 ceremonies, of very frequent occurrence, relate to Brah-

mans. A spirit of imitation has led the lower classes to follow their ex-

ample.

The book is a narrow, but thick folio ; country paper^ boards,

and these injured.

XIX. Saiva.

1, No, 7. Two pieces.

] .) Sri Farvata purdnam padya «.

1—6 aavdiartu.
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Legend of the sacred hill ; meaning j^rl Sailam in Teliugana

2.) Sdnanda gan^svara muni charitram.

1—3 asvdsam ; padyas.

Merely an altered title, for another cop)' of the legend of Sdn-

anda's visit to Yama-jiuram.

The former owner writes :
—

"The Parvata pitrdnam and the Sdnanda ganesvaram, two

sections of the JScanda purdnam, translated into Telugii.

" This volume contains two tales translated from the Scanda

puranam (?) probably that part called Sri saila khandam ; though this

is not named. It is a silly, stupid book, utterly worthless : yet written

by a man of learning, and in a good style of poetry. The name of it

is Sri parvata purdnam. The second poem is the legend of Sdnanda

who was one of the ganas or angels." \Ga'na is properly a class ; and

the Salvas divide the celestials into gctnas or hosts, of which they enu-

merate the names and the numbers, with an astonishing similarity to

the classification by schoolmen of hosts, and orders of angels. The word
gana is not unfrequently applied in legends to any one of these celes-

tials].

2. No. 28, Sdnanda cliaritram.

1—3 asvdsams.

On the visit of Sdnanda to Ydnias world. See various fore-

going notices.

The late owner remarks :

" In the chronicle of Roger de Wendover (alias Matthew Paris)

republished by Bohn 1849, page 217, are similar visions regardino-

Purgatory and Inferno."

The book is a small quarto, good paper, half bound in calf, and

lettered.

8. No. 114!. For sections 1, see XV, local 36 ; for section 2, see

IX ; section 3, Siva yoga sdram.

By Cavi Siibana, or Cohartti Bdmanayija. 1—3 sections.

On the essence of asceticism on tha Saivd model ; which is a
strict on« ta this particular topic.
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The entire book is a thick quarto, country paper, boards, these

are injured,

4. No. 173. For section 1, see IV.

Section 2, Sdnandd gdnesvaram.

1—3 asvdsams, padyas.

Here stated to be MTitten by TurusJi6ttama wliich name is

Vaishnava ; but a note in English infers the author to be a Saivite ;

since after the usual dedication the author states, that the god Vira-

bhadrct appeared to him in a dream, a^d bid him write.

See Sujpra 1, No. 17, 2)

The whole book is a folio, of medium thickness, bound in flower-

ed paper, lettered, worn.

5. No. 2G3. For section 1, 2, see XX.

Section 3. Sdmbu Siva vildsam,, padyas.

On the sports, or amusements of Siva,

For section 4, see V.

The whole book is a folio, of medium thickness.

6. No. 270. For section 1, see VIII.

Section 2. Sivdchdra saiigraham; padji/as.

1-—3 asvdsams.

A compendium of ritual homage, according to the JSalva system.

XX. Tales.

1 No. 20. Two pieces.

1.) Surdbhdndesvcirain ; fadyas with a tica or comment.

Its animus is a lampoon on BraJunans. One of that order at Benares fell

in love with a spirit-seller's wife ; and visited her, in the absence of her husband.

One day, the latter returned unexpectedly ; and the woman hid her gallant in an

empty jar, putting a cover on the top. The BraJiamn was forgotten awhile, and was

suffocated. In imitation of local legends, he is stated to have been turned into a

/w^aw, and to be worshipped under the above title, Avhich signifies " lord of the

liquor jar."

2.) Tdrdsd sank'ha vijayam.

Conquest of the ahell-Tdrd or Tdrd cat'ha.

1

—

b asvdscims ; padyas.
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The simple pauranical tale has been told by Col. Wilford, Col. Moor, aud

others ; and it is found in more than one manuscript in the library. The present

work is verbose, and ornate ; with much matter that might be deemed objectiona-

ble, in a moral point of view. The Telugu poets are sometimes redundant in such

sexualities ; and this work is an instance the seducer being a middle atjed female,

and the seduced a youth in his teens. I saw it specified in a list of native works,

printed at Madras.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, French paper

damaged, half bound in calf, and lettered.

2. No. 21. Vasu charitram ; pctdyas cdvyam.

Bj Bhatta murti, 1—6 asvdsams.

The device of a king, and his minister going into a wilderness and overhear-

ing female voices on a hill, leading to an amour between the king and the principal

female, is a more scaffolding to profuse descriptions of scenery, and sentimental

passions. The work is of extremely difficult composition.

It is here accompanied by an explanatory commentary.

The book is a small quarto, thick superior paper, bound in

embossed paper, and lettered.

3. No. 25. Hamsa vimsati ; various metre.

1—5 dsvdsams.

T-vrenty tales of a bird of the anser genus, vide infra 12, No. 38.

The book is a small, but thick quarto, common paper, bound in

country calf, the binding much damaged.

4. No. 26. Sdrangadhdra charitram ; dwifddd.

See volume 1, p. 489, and page 634, and many copies in the

present volume, supra.

It is a popular tale of a king's younger wife falling in love with his son
;

very similar to the Grecian Theseus, Phaedra and Ilippolytus. The young man
being exposed in a forest, with arms and legs cut off ; had them restored by

a mystical personage ; and afterwards became one of nine magic lords ; their doings

are narrated in another book—a detail of villanies, and atrocities, exceeding belief.

The book is a small thin quarto, bound and lettered.

5. No. 40. Suca saptati seventy tales of a parrot. In 3 volumes,

eaeh one numbered 40.

1st volumo, I asvdsam
; 2nd volume, 2nd asvdsam ; 3rd volume,

3rd asvdsam. Arranged by Zulurappayya sastri ui 1834, stated to be
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very rare ; and to be an imitation, not a ti^anslation, of a Sanscrit work

of the same title ; but not complete, as having only 30 tales

This appears to be a collated, and corrected copy. Usually

considerable discrepancy exists in various copies of popular tales.

There is a similar book of tales in the Hindustani language ; and the

Hainsd vimsatl, or twenty-tales by a swan, has in it similar passage^*

probably boiTOwed ; because that is a recent production and the pre-

sent one is older, said to have been written before Telugu literature

became am object of attention ; and of patronage. In a moral aspect

the production is objectionable.

The books are royal 8vo., good paper, bound in sheep ; the bind-

ing injured.

6. No. 42. For section 1, see IV,

Section 2. Sumhkdndesvardm—see 1. 20 1) et alibi.

The whole book is a royal 8vo., bound in calf, good paper ; the

binding used.

7. No. 74. Vdsu chdritram ; 2 volumes.

Yolume 1, from 1 to 3rd asvdsdm.

„ I, from 4 to 6th ,,

This elegant poem appears to have been printed at Madras. It

is by a celebrated author : see other notices. The tale is a mere vehicle

for descriptions of scenery and of amatory passions.

Volume 3, No- 21, supra et alibi.

Folios, the 1st volume of medium thickness, the 2nd volume

thin; superior paper, elegantly bound in green calf, embossed and

lettered, "with a new comment.

8. No 75. Mdndlia charltmm or Gavl kernara rctsayanctni : two

volumes.

Vol, 1, from 1 to Srd asvdsam.

Vol. 2 from 4 to 6th

An entry, with brief notice, occurs among the Jst Family M SS.,

sec also IV, No 171, where there is a fuller notice of this erotic tale.

Folios ofmedium thickness, various paper, elegant binding in

gvQcn calf and lettered, "with commenttiry."
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9. No. 76. Manu charltvarti ; 'padya cavyam.

1—G dsvasams.

On interleaved pages are nates in Telugu, but only philological.

The book is a thiti folio, good paper, bound in calf, and lettered.

10. No. 77. Manu charitra'm, with tica.

In two volumes, vol. ] , from 1 to 3rd dsvdsclm,.

By Feddana „ 2, from 4 to 6th „

As to contents, see a foregoing notice under the 1st Family

M.SS. 13, No. 6§. 1) and 36, No. 36.

1.) Stated herein to have been written at the request of Krishnaraya

of VijayanagCirct, who was the son of a ddsi ; and the tale relates

to an amour on the Hiriialyds of a king, with a gandharhu woman.

The works of this celebrated poet are recondite and obscure.

A Commentary accompanies these two volumes ; written as would ap-

pear by Zubluri Appayya Sastri, who is indicated in a foregoing

page.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound

in paper, and lettered.

11. No. 78, Vicramarca charUram.

By Zaccclyya cavi 1—8 asvasanis.

The adventures of Vicramddltyd with a Sanniyasl ; shewing

that human sacrifices to Ccdi were customary at Ougein. The captious

tales told by a Betala, or familiar demon, in order to regain iiis liberty.

Many copies, and notices have preceded.

The late owner remarks that the work is late date, when Te-

Ittgu literature had fallen into neglect. The tale said to be rarely met
with, and all M.SS. defective, probably left so by the author ; but com-

plete as far as it goes

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound

in paper, and lettered.

12. No, 83. Hamsa vimsciti. Twenty anser tales.

1—5 asvdsams.

Sdttanar cnt'ha, t^le of a flower gatherw.

; Nac'ha cat'ha, tale of a jackal.

ifaj/acaTn vnni eat'ha, teie of a watcUmau.
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Janra danni caCha, talc of a female weaver.

Bada vaidicam cat'ha, tale of a doctor.

Brahnanl danni cat'Jia, tale of a female Bi-ahmani.

Jangama danni cat'ha, taleof a female Jangama.

Comti danni cat'ha, tale of a female of the trader clans.

Reddi hdrya cat^ha, tale of a Reddi's wife.

Telugu vdni cafha, tale of one of cciiira caste.

Cumarivdri cat'ha, tale of & potter.

Oandla d&nni cat'ha, tale of an oilmonger's wife ; and others similar in kind.

The book is a folio, thin, good paper, bound in calf, and lettered,.

a corrected edition with variations.

13. No. 84 Hamsa vimsati ; two volumes.

Vol.1 I-3as.;asa^*,)^^^^^j^^

„ 2, 4—0 „ J

The book is a thin folio, good paper, bound ia sheep, lettered ; th©

binding injured.

14. No. 85 Tara cat'hd, or Tdrcbsa sane'ha vijayam, conquest of the

stellar-shell.

By Ve'hcata^ati namadheya—3 volumes.

Vol. 1, 1

—

2 asvCCsams containing 113 jJar/^/a*

„ 2,2—3 „ from 1 14> ^adya to 3, 4)8 jpadyas

„ 3, 3—5 „ from 3, 49 fadya to the end.

" The tale of Tdra complete, with the commentary complete 1830,

The book is a folio, of medium size, French paper, bound in

country calf, and lettered ; used.

15. No. 86. Tdrdsd sane'ha vijayam.

By Vencatapati cavi, 1—5 dsvdsams.

" This copy contains the lair transcript of the corrected text,

accompanied by the various readings."

The book is a folio, of medium thic kness, good papex', bound in

country calf ; worn.
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IG. No. 87. Tdnl cat'/ui or Tdnl sasanclta vijayani.

By Vencatdpatl, 1—5 asvdsams complete.

The book is a, folio, good ])ap('r, lialf bound, and lettered, witli

various readings ; the binding injured.

17. No. 88. Turd ctlt'ha or Tdrdsd mnch'i chacoriydm.

1—3 Asvdsams, the 4tli and 5tli are wanting.

This is an early copy, used in collation.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, boards.

18. No. 97. Two books.

1.) Hdri-schamlra catlia—dwi^acla metre, natsa malll uttdrct

hlidgdmj

2.) Bhermdrigadct charltrdm—dwlpcida : no sections.

Ahahja is represented askinj^ her husband Guidama ; who rvas the most

faithful of wives, seeing that Slta, Drdupadi T<xra, Ahahja, and Mandodhari had

not escaped blame. Gautama in reply, told her the tale of the daughter of king

Dhermavguda, who was wedded to a snake, which she carried about in a box ; till

by passing a river, the snake resumed a human form ; and this as a pattern to Altai'

ya of conjugal faithfulness. Many notices of the tale have preceded.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in country calf, and lettered ; worn.

19. No. 98. Section 1. Harischdndra cdtlid, diuipddd.

The furvd, and uttdrd bhdgds v. suprd IS, No. 97.

For section 2—4, see XIIL

For section 5—6, see V.

20. No. 101. Nala rdjd catlia, divipada.

The picri-a and uttara hhdgas, divided into 5 asvdsams or " can*

tos, C. P. B."

" This is the original of the edition printed by me at Madras in

1841. Tlie various readings of several M.SS. are preserved in the

present volume
;
prepared in 1828."

The book is a thin folio, good paper, half bound and lettered

;

used.

2J. No. 108. For section 1, see V.

Section 2. Toti ndma cat'kalu-^i^lzz of a parrot.



Jai/adUy a iiiercliaut, had a son named Mai/amm who went to a distance by

sea, on a commereial enterprise. His wife Chandra muchi had seen, and was seen

by a young prince, going oat in procession. An intrigue was in progress, but stayed

by a bird ; wiiich told her tales to occupy her attention till morning. lu the end

it is stated, she killed the bird.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, half bound

in cloth and calf, and lettered.

22. No. 121. Slmlidsana dwatrlmsatl caChalu.

By Goi:)a rdzu, son of Kcsdva rdzu.

1—12 asvdsams, iiddi/a cavydra.

Thirty-two tales by the statues of Vicraviarca s throne.

BJiattl (ox Bhatri) the brother of Vicramarca was injured by means of

craft. Vicramarca cuine to the throne. Birth of Sdlivihima, and war with Vicra-

marca, ending in the death of the latter. The throne was buried, but dug np,

many years afterw\irds, in the time of BJioja raja. It had sixteen steps, and two

rows of statues, one at each end, in all 32 ; who were imprisoned females, sent

down to earth as a punishment. On Bhoja attempting to amount the throne, each

of the statues, in turn, narrated a tale of Vicramarca and made Bhuja retire abashed.

Compare with former notices.

Various readings gathered from three or four M.SS. according

to an English note, on the inner cover.

23. No. 122. The same ; a fair copy.

1—12 asvdsams.

At the end is a brief abstract in Telugu, prose, of the whole

book.

The foregoing No. 121, has various readings ; the present book

seems to be a fair copy, from a collated, and rectified text.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound, in cloth and calf, lettered.

2\. No. 123. Tales of the throne, with a summary.

I—12 asvdsams. The following remarks are by the late owner.

" This is the new edition of the Vicramarca Tales, or tales of

the throne, in stanzas, in 12 books. This edition was duly corrected

1»j the editor Narasin/idckdri, under my dh-ections, in the year 18 i2.
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" The strle of this poem is miicli admired ; but most of the

stories are deplorably silly, and all turn upon the prodigious sanctity

of Brahmans. Many are nasty enough ; though not nearly so filthy

as the stories in the Mahahardt, and Bhdgavatam."

" In this edition, the dedication, and prefoce are omitted, they

occupy 132 stanzas.

" There are some blemishes in the style of this poem."

25. No. 124. Bhoja rajiyam, talc of Bhoja rajas kingdom. lie

built an ornamented town, and ruled there. He had a son named

Sutandm. The king lived in all sorts of pleasures ; but in the midst

of them, was smitten with leprosy. He went to a forest, and worship-

ped Dattatreya svdmi, and was cured. Besides there is a tale of the

Ganges termed a onahatmijcnn ; legend of Comala Bkascara, and

other like matters
;
prose and verse mixed together.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, countr}^ paper bound

in sheep, worn.

20. IN'o. 130. Six books, or pieces.

1.) Kira hcthattari caf'ha (new name.)

" This book is the tales of a parrot, being a series of novels, or

love stories in the usual style. The introduction (wliich fills the first

six pages) is new and more stupid, and unartful than in the Persian

version."

2.) BiUa rdma cifha, a story of a aon-in-law of a king of Delhi.

o.) Kucheyol6pdk/ii/and:ii.

1—3 asvdnams. See under V.

4.) Saraiigadhara ccUlia, dvripada.

Often before abstracted : v. 4, No. SG, snpra,

5.) Sat (juna hodha.

C.) Vartlearn.

Two ethical pieces.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper, bound in

flowered ])nper, and lettered.

27. No. 1.33. For section 1, see IV ; section 2, see VIII.

Section 3. Cumdrunl Bamadu cai'ha.
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This is a version from the- Canarese of a popular tale in that

language ; frequently noticed in volume 1, see pages 623, G27, G29, &c.

For section 4, 5, see VIII.

The entire book is a folio, of medium thickness, good paper^

half bound in cloth and calf, and lettered.

28. No. 139. Two books.

1.) Nava ndfJta charitram, 1— 5 asvdsams.

Tale of nine lords. The book is a cop}^ from a palm-leaf

M.S. p A. c.

The first is the tale of S.trangadhara who was injured before

he became a villain ; the atrocities of the other eight siddhas are

unparalleled.

It appears that the entire v.'ork was once very rare ; but that a

part of it was printed at Madras in 1842. The details are very shock-

ing ; calculated to harden bad men, and to initiate others into

mysteries worse than those of London, or Paris. How far the Native

press should, as now, be left to itself, in uncontrolled action, may merit

serious consideration.

2.) Kala chacraverfl cdflia, 3—3 cLsvdsctms.

By Thnm.ctna cavi ; a version from the NctisIiadJictin ; on Nala

Sind Da?i!a?/anfi ; their marriage, distress, separation, re-union : of fre-

quent occurrence.

The book is a somewhat thick folio, good paper, bound in cloth

and lettered.

29. No. 14G. Tlu-ee books.

1.) Faija?/aiitivildsam" &l-<idj a Wi\gev."

Otherwise, Vipra Ndjdyan,r rJiariira?)?.

By Tomctyya, 1—4 asvdscni/s.

This book was also edited by ;i Native, who likewise wrote a CoDimentavy in

1833 ; but whether it was printed on N^itive responsibility, or by other aid is no*

certainly known.

The poem partakes of the character of " a squib." The lampoon is

directed against one of the raw/iwam 'v^/miw ; usually highly venerated. It may

tlierefore be the work of some scctarial rival, in the proximate Saiva fane of Jam-

hikn:('scara.
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Frequent notices with abstracts occur svpra.

In brief, a dancing girl at Trichinopoly undertook to conquer a

famous Brahman. She succeeded ; and induced him to steal a golden

vessel from the temple, wliicli brought liim into trouble, obviated by an

express intervention of the god.

2.) Sumavdra mahatmj/cou—another name of tlie Faldl m.arri

cavyam v. supra 135. 1).

A tale to exemplify the importance of observing Monday, when
new^ moon day ; but its character may be best seen in the abstract

given above.

8.) Sdrajigadhara, charitram.

By Sdnibu.

" This is merely a portion of the navd nat'ha charltra, divij)ad(t,

Gdiirana, wherein the story is better told in a superior st^de. In the

present volume much amplitied, and less pleasing; whole lines borrowed

from the nava ndt'hct charitram."

The book is a tliin folio, French paper, bound in cloth, lettered
;

used.

30. No. Ii7. Valjayaiitl vildium ; midam and tic i, the latter by
Vira Bhaclra of Xxwqq matun ; v. sajjra l-iG, 1.) 1—4 asvdsams.

It appears to be a satirical version from a more simple Tamil

tale, entitled Tondi reddl podi Aluvar charitram.

The book is royal quarto, thin, royal paper, half bound in cloth

and calf, lettered.

31. No. 118. Three pieces.

J.) Sacuiiiariparinaj/am, pudj/as.

1—4 asvdsams.

Marriage tale of one named "good daughter. '^

2.) Sunanda parinayam—pad/jus , 1—5 asvdsams.

Marriage tale of Sunanda, ride 1st family.

3.) Lanca vijayam—po.dyas, 1—2 asvdsams.

A fragment from the Bdmdyana7n.

Tlie three books have disguised titles.

A tliick folio, country paper, bound in sheep, worn-
G 4
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32. No. 157. Three pieces.

1.) Ilarischandra uijakhyanam.

By Cdnchi v ira sarahhct ; a,nd hence termed Cdnc/d cav^am,

1—5 asvdm?ns.

2.) The uttara Ilarischandra cafha.

1—4 asvdsa?nspadyas, without Vinjtlcd or glossary.

'' The tale of Harischandra by Vira sarahhd^ya is exceedingly

popular. It is composed in a beautiful classical easy style : it is an

original Telugu poem, and is full of amusing incidents." 2,) seems to

be matter superadded to the ordinary tale.

3.) Sri parvaia iJurdnam ; p(ld}/':ts wiihont 2iny glossary. Legend of

the hill at Svl saikim. There is a foregoing copy in a book under

JSaivct : supra XIX, 1, No. 7.

The book is a folio ofmedium thickness, paper good, but various,

half bound in calf, and marble-paper, lettered.

3.3. No. 179. Section I, JSaccth cat'/ia sdra sangraham, a com-

pendious epitome of all tales : padt/a cavyam.

1—5 asvdsams.

For section 2, see V.

The book is a royal quarto, of medium thickness, French paper,

half bound in calf and marble-paper, lettered.

34'. No. 480. Two books.

1.) Rucmangada charitram.

By Ca.vi Mallayya. I—5 asvasams.

Properly a Canarese work. See volume 1, p. G2'3, and follow-

ing pfTges. This may be a translation ; it is in composite metre.

The main object is to enforce the importance of a strict fast on

the 14th lunar day.

Jliccwai/ffada a king observed this fast. Yama grieved at getting so few

subjects from the khig's donfiinions, complained to Brahma; and ethical matter is

introduced. Brahma promised to send Mohlni, who descended on mount Mandara.

Riicnunigada, went out to luiiit, rejecting his ([ueen's objections. He met with

Mohini. In their subsccpicut converse all her endeavours were, from time to time

directed against the above fast, in vain : in revenge, she tried to entrap the king's
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8011 Dhsrmavgada, and tl>e catastrophe is similar to the often recurriuir tale of

SdrungadJiura.

2.) Bhallana cliarilram, padyas, 1—3 asvdsams.

The name is variously spelt Ballana, Balliana, and as above.

It has very often occurred. It is Vira Saiva in kind.

Ndreda reported to Siva the liberality of a king. Siva went to test it, and

asked for a chaste wife. As no other one could be found, the king gave up his

youngest wife. At the moment of being introduced, the god vanished, and the

woman found a child in her arms. The late owner states this poem to be " very

popular among Telugus."

The book is a narrow folio of medium thickness, country paper

half bound in calf and marble-paper, lettered.

35. No. 181. Tatlvriitya chariiram ; tales of chaste wives: as

JPiisApa dantini cat'ha—Chandra prataimrni cat'Jia—Aruudhati devl

cat'ha—Sdlitri cat'ha— Cardgre kankanam cat'ha— Vannita cat'ha—
and many others.

These tales are assumed to have been secretly told by Siva to Parvati. An

attendant named Puslipadanta, (flower tooth) after having been repulsed by the door-

keeper, took the form of a zephyr ; and being perched on the couch, heard the tales,

antl afterwards told them to his wife. She went to Parvati s court, and narrated

the same stories. Parvati incensed, levelled a curse at Piuhpadanta ; and on this

foundation the various tales are unfolded.

The book is a folio, somewhat thick, superior paper, half bound

in cloth and calf, lettered ; worn.

36. No. 201*. For section 1, see YIL

Section 2, Sdrangadhara eharitram. Only the 1st asvdsams.

Section 3. Surahhand^svaram, see former notices—both these,

very often occur.

The book is a royal octavo, thick, rough edged paper, boards
;

worn.

3T. No. 216. Four pieces,

1.) Vira Bhadra vijayam,

1—4; asv^sams^
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The lefi-end. of the sacrifice by i)ac*/«<; Sail's self-iiniuolation— Vlra Bhadra

produced—the sacrifice upset— VacsJia killed and restored to life, &c. Tliere are

some English marginal notes, by the former owner.

2.) Surya ianaya farinayam ; also called halhula 'parinayam, 1—

5

as':o.snmSs

By Bahalda patiu I'mga rdjn, incomplete.

Book 1—The usual introduction—the town of Bwdraca described

—

Krishna reigned there. The Fdndavas sent him a present. Ndreda presented him

with a miniature ; and told him, the beauty represented the daughter of Snrya by

his subordinate wife Cl^Jiayya, named KdUiida. Description of Kdlindas person.

The 2nd book not entered heie. One too many of such legends, as regards KruTina.

The book is a thick folio, country paper, half bound in country

calf and lettered ; the binding damaged.

38. No. 223. l^ava ndfha cUaritram.

See 28, (No. 139) 1, snna.

1—5 asviUams dwipada.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, bound in cloth and

calf; lettered,

39. No. 249. Vicramarhuni cat'ha ; divl^ada.

By Kondayya, 1—5 asvdsams-

The book is a royal quarto, thick royal paper folded, bound in

country calf, used,

40. No. 250. Siica sapiaii,

1—4 asvdsams.

At the end is an index, with reference to the pages as to matter.

Tales related by a parrot to a lady, to divert her attention from an

intrigue, in the absence of her husband,
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The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound and lettered.

41. No. 251. The same, another copy.

This also has a full index of subjects at the end : marked
" C. P. B. Masulipatam IS32."

The book is a folio of medium thickness, various paper, half

bound and lettered ; used.

45. No. 267. Two pieces.

1.) ^drangadhara charitram : yadyas, I—3 asvdsams.

Note.—The date occurs vasu, ndga, anga, sassl or S7G1 reversed

Sal. Sacl6T8, A. D. 1756.

2.) Siva Ilia vildsann, padi/a x^avyam.

By Kiirchi manchi Timmana.
1—2 asvdsatns, on the sports of Siva, as supposed from tho

Hala$i/a mahaImyam .

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, but old^

bound in cloth and lettered.

43. No. 258. Sdrangadhara charitram, with a verbal tica or glossary,

padyas.

1—3 asvdsams.

The book is a royal quarto of medium thickness, superior demy
paper, half bound in calf and lettered.

44. No. 259. Sdrangadhara charitram, dioljiada.

1—5 asvdsams.

The book is a thin folio, on thin French paper, bound in cloth

and lettered.

45. No. 260. Two pieces.

1.) Sdrangadhara charitram, dwipada,

1—7 asvdsams, with verbal flea.

2.) Bhallana charitram dwipada.

1—3 asvdsams, vide supra 34, No. 180, 2

)

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, superior paper, half

bound in calf and lettered.
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46. No. 201. Two pieces.

1.) Sdrangadhara charitraw, chvi^adct with verbal iica,

1—7 asvdsams.

2.) BJiallana charitram,

1—3 asydsama.

47. No. 262. Two pieces.

1.) Canyaca ^urdnaon, divipada.

1st asvdsams, see XV, 2. No. 47, supra,

Teunaco7ida legend, concerning Vishnu Verddliand and the

dangliter of a trader : her apotheosis.

2.) Sdrangddkcira charitram.

1— 7 (Xsvdsams dwipadcl.

The book is a royaJ octavo, somewhat thick, very strong paper,

half bound, in cloth and calf ; lettered.

48. No. 263. Section 1. Toti nameh caflialu, prose.

In Ujjayini there was a Jaina merchant, wlio had a son named Mayaman

and he married Gliandra-mncld. The husband went to a distance, to trade. His

wife, and a king's son became enamoured. The wife consulted a female maina (a

bird), which dissuaded her, and she wrung ofi' the bird's neck. A parrot then told

her tales for fifty-two nights, to occupy her attention; at the end of which time, the

husband returned. On hearing wdiat had occurred, he cut off his wife's head, and

became a Saniiiydsi.

Section 2. Sdrangadhara charitram.

1—7 asvdsams, dwipdda.

For section 3, see XIX. For section 4, see V.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, half

Lound in cloth and calf; lettered.

49. No. 2G4. Sdrangadhara cleariiram, padyas with a full com-

ment, 1—3 asvdsams.

The book is a very thick quarto, country paper, boards ; the

back injured.
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50. No. 272. Two pieces.

1.) Gd?idhuri cat'hci.

Bala VAJii and Gdmlhdn were without cliildren. They went in conse-

quence on a pilgrimage to C<7i/, and got their want supplied ; with connected details.

2.) Bala ndgama citlia ; the i^urva and uttara hhdgams.

The Mahomedans in an inroad took some persons prisoners. The cliief

"Ndgama pursued and overtook them. By the force of mantras, the enemies were

reduced to stones, and the prisoners were delivered.

A very large and somewhat thick quarto, country paper, with

rough edges, bound in rough calf.

51. No. 300. Sdiungadhara charitrctm.

1, 2, 3, asvdsams.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, no boards.

52. No. S97. Harischandd naldvakhydnam, known as Kdnchu*

hdryam.

By Vira Sdmbhayct of QdncJd, and therefore often called CdnckU

haryani.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half bound and lettered.

53. No. 399. Three pieces.

1.) Surdbhctudesvaram, a lampoon on Cas^ BraJimans ; see many
foregoing notices.

2.) Goddld lila, Krishna's sports.

3.) Tatdchari tales ; these occupy about one-third at the end of the

book.

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, good paper, half

bound in cloth and country calf; lettered.

5-1. No. 400. Hdrischandra cctCha.

*^The tale of Ilarisckandra in Telugu dvjlpada (which has been

printed.) Accompanied by a comm entary, explaining easy words,*' :
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"To this poem is subjoined the 3rd canto of the Nava nrtl'ha-

chcLritram, written by the same poet Gaiirani manlri, about the year

A.D. IGOO."

The book is a thick folio, supei'ior foolscap paper, half bound in

calf and marble-paper; lettered.

XXI. Vaishnava

1. No. 67. Vishiu clutiydm, or Amucla malyadu ascribed to Krish'

ndrdycl ; but by Allasana 2)eddctna. 1—6 dscdsama, complete.

The poem is considered to be one of great elegance as to lan-

guage, but exceedingly abstruse. It is generally accompanied by a

comment, said to have been supplied by the author of the poem. Ab-

stracts have been heretofore given : the following by the late owner

is superadded.

"A Bramin finds an infant girl in his garden—he rears her, and sends

* her to present daily garlands to Vishmt. She first uses them, and then, having

'worn thera, presents them. Ultimately she prays to be wedded to him, and the

* god assents, she being amvcta maly-da the sender of worn garlands. For in truth,

* she v.'as the goddes Lacshmi in human form."

In Tamil books she is termed Chudu kodiiita nachiyar, the lady that gave

the chaplet : various poems are ascribed to her. The Brahman Vishnu chit was one

of the 'Aluvar. He strove against the Saiva system, previously established ; with

only jiartial success.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, half bound in calf and

lettered ; used.

S. No. G8. Vis/inu chitiyam or CLmucld. mdlijadn.

By AUansdiii 'peddciiia.

1, 2, 4

—

Q, ascdsams 3rd wanting.

A comment on the foregoing poem.

" This M.S, has been corrected throughout, by the very learned

critic Guluri Appayya in 1831. The 3rd book of the poem is wantino-

in this copy."

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in calf and lettered, as " ohl comment,"
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3. No. 71. Vishnu maya vildsam, or, as more commonly called

Cclvi grant'ham

By Veneatacya cctvi

1—5 asvdsams complete.

For the general subject, vide infra.

The book is a thin folio, halfbound in cloth and calf, and lettered,

good paper.

4. No. 72. Vishnu intlijCL natacam.

1—5 asvdsams (not dncas) complete,

It contains a variety of matters relative to wliicli VisJimi assumed deceptive

forms, with an intention to deceive ; and often deceiving. Pnndarica risJii, after

being taken in, said " this is Vislinus trick, is it not ?" But tlie chief incident is

on tlie deceptive form of Mohhii intended to bewilder, and entrap Siva ; and then to

take the amr'ita from the possession of tlie asuras'm favor of the decas. The details

however are various, and calculated to please such tastes as relish Voltaire's obsceni-

ties, or Moliere's Scapin. As for the idea of Vishnu, regarded as a god, being engaged

in such proceedings, it is as degrading to the object of worship as Ovid's treatment

of Jupiter or Apollo. The tendency of such popular works is too obvious lo need

any enlargement.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, bound in calf and lettei'ed.

5. No. 73. Vishnu inaya ndtacam.

1—5 asvdsams, complete.

Another copy on country paper.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, half bound in calf and

lettered.

6. No. 14-0. Paratna yoga vildsam.

1—8 asvdsams, dwipadd.

The former owner states :

—

" There is a M.S. of this in the Bodleian library at Oxford.

" Transcribed from a volume in the East India House Library

and sent to me by Prof. Wilson. The various readings found in a

M S. procured at Madras, are inserted.

" This book is intended to teach the principles of the Vishnu

creed. It is the life and adventures of Namu Alwar, who is also called

Shalta gopala, He appeared in au age preceding that of the celebrated

ii 4
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Ramaniijachari. The doctrine herein taught is not according to the

creed of Sancar Acliar ;"

See vohmie 1, p. 4S6, No. 1037, and three following numbers

to 1090.

The book is a folio of medium tliickness, superior paper, bound

in cloth and lettered.

7. No. ll'l. Section 1. Paramd yngi vlUdsam.

1—5 asvdsams, incomplete.

Section 2. Samirct cumCLra vijayam.

1—7 asmsams, padya cavyam.

For section 3, see V.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, very good paper ; half

bound in calf and grained-paper ; lettered.

8. No. 160. Dasavdtara chantram.

1—10 asvdsams.

This is a fair copy ; ihe padyas Avithout any tica. This work,

on the manifestations of Vishnu has before occurred. It includes the

tale of Tdid, but not the licentious form of that tale, the Tdrdsct

sank'ha vijayam.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, bound

in calf and lettered.

9. No. 161. Dasavatara chdritdrClm.

In four volumes :

—

Volume 1, contains the 1st and 2nd asvdsams, witli a full tica or lengthened

explanation.- on the maUya and cm-ma avatlrams. Written on one page, and the

other page blank.

A very thick folio, country paper, bound in sheep ; the binding much

injured.

Volume 2, contains the .3rd and 4-th asvisams on the Variha ovalura and

5th asvzsam on the Vdinawhaiira— the original /iff^/y^s, and a full iica as above.

A very thick folio, country and Frcncli paper, bound in sheep, the binding

damaged.

Volume 3, contains the Gth to 8th asvlsams, as above. On the Fdrasnra'

vi'^vaidra and Cutanda lldmivatdra.

A very thick folio, onc-tliird country and two-thirds French paper, bound

in sheep ; injured,
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Yolume 4. Contains the 9th and lOtb ciscasams.

On the parentage, birth, life, and actions oi Krisltna.

A thick quarto, royal wove paper, edges uncut, boards and cloth

back; used.

10. No. 162. Ddsdvatdra charitra.

In two two volumes :

Volume ], contains the 1st asavasam, the niatsya (aaidram con'pletc; the

2nd asvdsam, the Carma aoatdram, incomplete.

The book is a thick folio, coimtry paper, with rough edges ; worn and

injured.

Volume 3, contains the reniaiuder of the 2ud asvdsam ; the 3rd asvdsam

the Vardha avatdram, complete ; the 4th asvdsaut, incomplete.

A thick folio, country paper, uncut edges ; boards injured.

11. No. 206. For section, see I.

Section 2. Na/isimha vildsojn, ixidyas.

1—3 asvdscrms.

A legend of Vlnlma in the man-lion avatdra, forming an illicit connexion*

set right by LacsJimi ; but it is doubtful whether the name is not that of some

native prince.

The whole book is a medium sized folio, French paper, bound

in country calf and lettered ; worn.

12. No. 255. Two pieces.

1.) Vuhnu mayct vildsomi, padyas.

1—3 asv^dajjis v. supra 3, No. 71.

2.) Narasa rajyam—padyds.

The book is a royal octavo, thick, superior paper, lialf bound

and lettered.

XXII. Vedanta.

1. No. 135. For sections 1, 2, see IV.

Section 3. Vedanta varriicaon.

No divisions—on the Vedanta system.

For sections -1—7, see XIV.
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2. No. 228. Vdsit deva manamii.

A Ihasliantaram, or full comment on a work, entitled Viveca

sdrdm, or essence of wisdom, 1—13 varndcam

On the pantheistic system, as held by Vishnavas, which differs

from the advctUam.

A few stanzas at the end, quoted from Vemana, as applicable to

such books as this.

The book is a narrow folio of medium thickness, country paper,

bound in sheep and lettered.

XXI II. YiRA Saiva.

1. No. 94. For section 1, see XYII.

Section 2. Prahhu linga Hid—'paclyas.

1—5 asvdsdms.

By Tondu 'parii IBasavayya.

See various other notices, as volume 1, p. 613 and 6u4, and in

the present volume.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, half bound

in cloth and calf ; lettered.

2. No. 222. Vira MaMsvardchdrijd sawjidhdm.

1—JO dsvdsdms.

By Fdrvata mdntri Ungdtjya.

The former owner states :

" This is one of the drddhya, or semi Janzama books, laboring

to reconcile the creed oiJBdsava, with the various superstitions in vogue

among bramins. Such treatises seem to aim at reconciling the Smartas

and Arddkyas. No wonder that the Jaoijamas reject such books, as

heretical. Jiasava endeavoured to abolish the ver}^ customs inculcated.

Particularly spells (magic,) such as occur in p. 424."

The book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, half

bound in cloth and calf, lettered ; worn.

3. No. 224. Prdhhu linga lila—padyas.

By Kocharla Icoid liamay^a,

1—5 asvdsains.
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An extract is given from the Bhdgavdi g'Ua as a motto.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper, cloth

bound and lettered,

4. No. 225. Frah/iU llnga Ilia ; clwljyada.

1— 5 dsvdsdms.

By Pedupartl Somayya.

A rough copy with various readings.

The late owner states :

"A new edition of this poem was grounded upon the present volume,

and was prepared under my orders in 1839.

" The present copy collated from five M.SS, in my possession, A heretical

book of the Vira Saica viatam.

•' The author Tedupartl Somaya W believed to have lived about three

centuries ago ; but there are reasons to believe him more ancient.

" Tlie padya cavynm Frabhu linga Itla was by Cocherla Coti

Lingayyas son."

Vids 3, No. 224, supra.

The book is a narrov/ folio of medium thickness, country paper,

pasteboard covers ; the back damaged.

5. No. 226, Frahhu lingd lila : dwipdda.

1— 5 asvdsams subdivided into 25 adhyayas. "With various readings

found in several M.SS. and recorded under the directions of C.P.B."

"The text is here given according to the edition prepared in 1339,

by Narosimmacharya,"

The book is a narrow folio of medium thickness, superior wove

paper, cloth bound and lettered.

6. No, 227. PrahAu linga Hid.

By Pedupartl Somayya 1—5 asvdsdms, 1—25 adhyayas.

There are marginal notes in English, and at the end a table of

contents in Telugu ; which is translated into English, as an abstract o-f

the whole. This abstract was copied, and is here inserted.

"PKABHU LINGA LILA,"

The following abstract was drawn up under my directions in Telugu (C. P. B.)
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I. Salutation lo AUaraa verse 6, and to Baswaya SidJlia Eamaya ; to

Mavfi and oilier personages. Piduparii Somanna undertakes to compose a work

on the Siva creed, 1 8.

The o-od Siva assumed the garh of a mendicant, came to NcUfiri Hamaya

Lingum, and demanded bis son 22 -. who was aecordin<;ly presented to hiin.

Then Nelluri Eamaya Lingum called on Somaya to translate the poem 'Trabhu

Lin"-;i Lila" out of Cannada into Telugu 30 : Somaya undertakes the work 41, he

prays for ouccess 59.- promising to devote his talents to his god alone. Paravata

Gatcndra encourages him. Description of Siva in the semblance of Daxina Murti

73—91. Siddha Vere^wara adores him in this image. Series or order of

creation 102,

II. Description of Bramha, as creator of the world : description of

Cailas. Siva dwelling therein, in bliss with Parvati, I^rinj^i (or Nandekcsvara)

describes his adventures 44 : Parvati proposes a question to Siva as to the true

means of obtaining bliss : Siva replies that self-denial is the one mode ; that those

who believe in him shall attain to him.

Siva perceives that Parvati prides herself in the idea that the world is

subject to her : and to humble her, he suraiuons Allama (Justus) 52 and Parvati

inquires who he is, Siva replies that he is an excellent man, Parvati ilcelarcs her

belief that he will not prove able to withstand her (Maya) wiles 69. She therefore

directs Maya [who I suppose is Maia, mother of Mercury] to descend to earth and

delude Allama 77.

III. Description of (?oc3^^) Banavani a flourishing city 20, and of Mama-

c^ra (see X 56 error) who weds Mohini (Yoluptas) and they offi-r vows for oflspriiig

28. Maia (Fraus) is born as their daughter [as the visible form of the Tamasa

gunam, see VIII, 2!-, see Gita XVII]. The hermits hold a colloquy with Ddrvasa

38, who describes how this supernatural birth happened 43 ; h-s also describes the

properties of Maya. Her conduct as a child 53— 62. Her father Mamacara seeks

a husband for her 67, (Ahancara Egotistes) inquiries where a husband had been

sought 73, and declares that Siva alone will be a fit spouse for her. Mamacara

(Arrogans) asks how he can obtain Siva as a sou-in-law 77, Jlaya's heart runs

upon Siva.

IV. Allama assumes the garb of a gallant, (vitaca) with a drum 13 and

has an interview with Maia and her imdds 20 ; she falls in love with him 35, 40
;

she pines for him 44 ; her handmaid Madhum^ni [i. e. Inclinatio] 50 ; cautions

her against cursing her fate : and goes as her messenger to Allama : who declines

coming to visit Maia 74 ; but she persuades him and he comes to her 84. An
interview : wherein Allama (Justus) withstands the blandishments of Maya (Praus).

V. The grief of Praus at failing to subdue Justus—her mother Voluptas

comforts her 14.
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Sacala or Concreta being one of the handmaids, is desired by Mohini

to effect an interview between the lovers 24. Sacala complains to Allama

"^hat Mohini was displeased with her 29. He declares that he will not

abandon the pursuit of Fraus 34 ; Justus speaks to Concreta on divine

wisdom : she does not comprehend his statements ; but assures him that he

will be united to Fraus.

Part II.

VI. Viraala visits Mamacaras capital, named Banavani 5, and comes

to the house of Fraus who converses with her 10-25. This city is governed

by a king named Nirahanacara (i. e. Modestus) and his wife is Sujnani (Pia)

who are childless 25 ; they offer prayers for offsprings ; and obtain the favor

of Isvara (the Lord). Siva appears to them in the form of an infant, glorious

with rays 39, and the husband expresses his belief that this was a vision of

Isvara 45, for the child proved intanfjib'e, though visible. The parents "ive

this child the name Allama or Oolie he that is not— for in Cannada olla

signifies, He is not, 50. They njoice over him, and pray him to instruct them
in (tatvam) Truth 60. He teaches them the truth and then goes his way 62.

VII. Fraus enquires of Vimala (i. e. Pura) whether it is likely that

Allama will grant any request they may offer 5 ; Vimala replied, prayer ouo^ht

to be offered to Siva alone, as he alone grants requests 10 ; for he will not
bless prayers offered to erroneous objects: in like manner as each sense (of

smell, hearing &c.,) has its peculiar province : which is rendered useless if

misapplied. That in like manner, no worship is acceptable to the deity,

unless offered in the prescribed manner. That bloody sacrifice (tamasa

prya) ought to be laid aside : not being prescribed by the god, 20. That
worship cannot be acceptable unless offered with a pure heart 24. On
inquiry, Fraus informs her that she is enamoured of Allama, 29 ; Pura replies

that Allama, though clothid in another form, is in truth Siva. Maya ob-

serves, that this cannot be true, as the difference between them is prodigious

35. She offen* to convert Allama into Baswa (Apis, the sacred bull) by a

wink of her eye 40. Vimala offers to obtain Maya an opportunity of seeing

him.

They meet him, bearing the drum, coming out of the forest 49, (see

IV, V2, regarding the drum); Vimwla attacks him with reproaches for behaving

thus to the maid who loves him 59. Allama declares that i| '^^ w-' '

[ygg an

3,1 -va, : ..e <^.es ^^^^^2^ ^ ,,„, .„ Fraus 99-10., be refuses

.0 Usien 108. All^'"''

I ^<, accompanies her,

JIaya home U3, she resuses vo o"
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VIII. He vanishes 12*2 VIII ; her grief. Her father (Arrogans

Mamacara) comes to her 5, and prays her to return home 10. But accom-

panied by Vimala, she went to Cailas (Olympus) and left her father grieving

at her disappearance. He is comforted by (Egotistes) Ahancara 15, who

takes him home with him.

!Now Maya and Vimala seek the abode of Parvati : who inquired

whether Maya had succeeded in gaining possession of Allama [i. e. the Just

man is not subject to the sway of Fraus]. Meantime Siva enters the circle 20,

and warns Parvati that Justus will never be subdued to obey her : she re-

plied Then your assertion (vide II 52) proves correct, 25 Parvati humbly

implores Siva's aid : he replies—This time let him be tempted by (Satwica-

eala) * try a gentler method 21, 30. Parvati took his advice and sent the

(Satwica cala) " Gentle spirit'' down to earth.

Hereupon Bhringi (Nandikesvara) inquires of Siva the cause of

Parvati's anger, and also of its ceasing, Siva replied, all beings are subject to

the influence of passion 37.

Now Siva despatched all his attendants to Earth, for the purpose of

aiding (Satwica) the " Gentle spirit" in vanquishing the virtue of Allama.

IX. The Pramathas or ministering servants of Siva were according-

ly born on earth as human beings.

And at the same time the (Satwica cala) " Gentle spirit" was born

as the daughter of one Vimala (Insons) and his wife Sumati (Prudens) in the

city of Udutalu ( ) her parents bestowing upon her the name of

Maha Davi (i. e. the Bona Dea, or our Lady) 12. Nandikeswara was born

at Hinguleswaram, as the son of Mandenga Mada Mantri

16 his father named him Baswanna, or Vrishabh Eswara, each name denot-

ing the sacred bull Apis. Meantime one Madi valu max^ayya became cele-

brated at the town of Paravaliga. Siva assumed the form of Sangameswara,

and instructed him in the (Panchaxari), sacred names of syllables [i. e.

the name Namasivaya, as sacred as the holy name among the Jews) ; and

then his parents desired him to undertake the vow of (upanayanam.) Initia-

tion ; but he had no fit Initiator 23.

Now, at this time the king of the country, Bijjalu by name, wished to

find out the meaning of a certain mysterious inscripiion which was on the

the g„ver„„oo. of a district i,^:~ZZ'^Z^^^'^^^
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larly to religious men 42. Friars of tliG " Dliuli pavatla" sect flocked to

bioi, and shared his liberality 51

,

X. JVow, "Gentle spirit" (Satwicacala) grew up to her prime, and

attracted the notice cf the king of Udutadu 9, who sent women to consult

the girl's father about her 15, he refused to give her, but agreed to act as she

herself should desire, 21. The maiden desired them to summon the prince,

and she agreed to marry him, if he would grant hor a boon 3-5, he promised

compliance 40, he now commanded her presence and desired to embrace

her : she assented, on the condition that her boon was granted. This he

promised : she named the boon, that he should offer worship to Siva ; but he

refused it 50 ; she therefore leaves him : his grief 55. She withdrew to the

wilderness ; and on her parents entreating her to return ; she replied, I am no

daughter of yours, lay aside this (mamacara, see 3—21) error. " Gentle spi-

rit" now roams hill and dale in quest of Allama 68.

XL AUama set out for the city of Calyana to instruct those who

looked to him for instruction : and on the way he came to a lake 8, near

it, was a wood, in which he held a conference with Goggayya, who dwelt

there 13— 19. Allama warns him, that living by labor as a farmer would not

lead him to a happier world 25. For, said he, no man can attain salvation

(mucti) without faith in the Lord (Isvara) which therefore ought to be the

great object cf your efforts 30. Allama now rendered visible to him (mira-

culously) a samadki or tomb in the bowels of the earth ; ou the spot wherein

Goggayya was digging with a spade. It was a tomb with a gilt dome
i he

gradually dug away the earth round it ; both of them entered it, and in it

they found a hermit in solemn meditation, '^' his soul being witTpt in medita-

tion of the Principle (Lingam) and he sat passive as a figure carved of wood.

Allama pointed out to his companion that this was the sort of devotion ac-

ceptable to Siva, 37—66.

XII. Allama now proceeds to visit his disciple Muctai, who was the

elder sister of Ajaganna; she describes her brother's state IL Adding that

she was sorrowing for his death, as an omen had shewn he was dead 16. She

added that the death of her brother had deprived her of her only adviser in

truth 21. Allama in reply assures her that, she ought not to sorrow for her

brother; as in the Lord there is neither birth nor death 26. She then asks

him what resource she has now that her brother is dead. He states that a

knowledge of the truth will make her free 30. She asks, how are we to be

freed from sins that beset the body : ho said, * By setting the mind on the

divine commands'—she asks whether those who attain knowledge can attain

heaven. She now receives full instruction from Allama, and dies 49.

* Thus, iu the lay of the Last Minstrel <' Bcfors their eyes the wizard lay. As if

^e hft4 heen dead a day" &c,

j4j
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XIII. AUama now proceeds to Sdnnalapuri and observes from tlie

conduct of Sidcilia Uamaya's disciples that they are far from the truth 8. A
dispute takes place with mutual reviling. Allama desires an interview with

this preacher. They desire hira to depart from them ; they rush upon him

to seize him, but fail of touching him. They are furious, but he is calm.

Allama is now attacked by Siddha Ramaya himself with mockery: Allama

speaks peaceably to him. Siddha Eamaya (who here is evidently intended

to represent the popular idea of Siva the destroyer) now attempts to consume

Allama by casting forth flames from his supernatural eye. The fire fails of

touching Allama, but threatens to consume the town : this brings down

^he cur-ses of the people upon Siddha Ramaya. Allama extinguishes the

flames: Siddha Ramaya lauds him, and receires his blessing: 63 he now

asks how is it possible to know Allama as a supernatural beicg, if disguised

in the form of a Jangam devotee GS. Allama now counsels him to lay

aside partiality, and look upon all men as equal 73. Siddha Ramaya here-

upon i)rays his instructions 78. Allama teaches him that a thorough

command of tlie passions is the only mear.s of attaining the favor of Siva :

and Siddha Ramaya objecting that this is hard to attain 88. Allama

replies, that perfection cannot be attained until we can view the supreme

deity as one with ourselves. The other inquires whether gifts, and virtuous

deeds will not gain us heaven. They will attain us happiness (sukham) but

not (Kaiva'yam) beatitude 92. Besides those who are freed from sin have

nothing to do with alms and gifts 96, nor can a man attain to bliss, unless

lie lay aside the doctrine of works, and renounce his five senses 101. No
works are blessed that are not ordained by the deity 106, the yogi can

attain bliss only by the acts of respiration, inspiration, &c, he is bound to

py aside his passions, and thus is forbidden bodily efijoyraents 111. The

sage is not to be enslaved to works. Let him ever present an oblation

to the Lingara before commencing a meal 116. Let him be firm. in relin-

quishing the ties of blood 120.

After listening to such instructions, Siddha Ramaya embraced the

doctrines of Allama, and honored him as his guide 125, being assured that

all blessings originate in the grace of a Teacher 130.

XIV. Allama accompanied by Siddha Ramaya, sets out to visit

Baswanna (sec IX. 13,) at Sonniilica puri 5. They arrive at Calyana puram

10, which is described 15. They arrive at Baswanna's dwelling 25, he

sends out Dappanna to bring Allama in—Allama declines accompanying

him 30. Baswanna is grieved and consults Mdchayya 35—Baswanna Avor-

ships Allama 40, and Chenna Baswanna on behalf of Baswanna, lauds

Allama 45, The hosts attendant on Siva adore Allama 50. Allama bestows

on them his blessing 62,
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XV. Allama outers the house and sees the image of Maralu Sancaru

8, and declares that this god is Siva himself 13. They reply tliat tliey

are unable to make their hearts sufficiently pure for his service 18. An
inquiry by Siddha Ramaya regarding the potency of this god is answered

by AUama, that simple worship of the Lingam will lead to bliss independent

of all other acts of virtue 21. Baswanna replies that he has witnessed the

miraculous powers of this image 29. Allama and Siddha Ramaya unite to

laud Baswanna 35. Allama declares the powers of the said Image 40. All

reply by lauding iVllama 4.6.

XVI. Allama is seated on a throne made of Philosophers stone.

Baswanna begs to be instructed in tiio proper method of woi'shipping Siva.

Allama replied, ' Thou, already art well versed therein' 10. Tliere is but

one path to holiness ; which consists in our becoming one with the (Lingam)

Principle 15, lay aside all personal distinctions, and gain a perfect sway

over our passions 2(J. Lay aside the external adoration, preformed with

garlands and perfumes ; look upon the material body as a mere garb 26.

Acceptable homage is performed with a pure heart alone, not with flowers

and so fort!) 32, He alone is pure and holy, which is solemnized with the

Triple body. [Here follow various Yaugica reveries which it is difficult to

explain. The triple body is 1, the tangible body 2. The sulfering body

framed to undergo the torments of htll, and 3rd the spiritual body.]

Perfection in this art will alone raise a mortal to the beatified grade 43.

Faith in Siva will lead to freedom (mucti or salvation) 49. Freedom is

gained only by resolving the soul into the divine essence 55. Salvation is to

be gained only by layin;^ aside ostentatious worship, and adoring the Great

spirit alone 6. The disciple inquires how long a time it Avill occupy to attain

perfection in this method. Allama replies, that no period, however long, will

effect the purpose, unless we pursue the appointed (sadhanara) method 66.

The disciple says, 'I have given all I possessed to my superiors.' Allama i-e-

plies, all belongs to Siva : how canst thou say thou hast given up any thing

72. The disciple says, ' You formerly declared the worship of Siva necessary

why do you now condemn it?' AUama replies (an obscure argument), let; a

man draw holiness imperceptibly from worship : as the bee imperceptibly

draws honey from the flow( r 78. The disciple prays for further instruction 87-

XVIL Mahadcvi (see IX, 12) seeks for and discovers Allama 7, she

woiships him: he states that her faith alone has enabled her to discover

him 12. Allama asks Acca-maha-devi why she, being a woman, has come

to'him naked—she replies, that the spouse of Siva never can be considered

to be naked, 13—43.

XVIil. Allama instructs her in the path of salvation 5. Baswanna
asliii for instruction in the mode of attaining entire enlvRtion ; and ia in*
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formed that salvation cannot be attained by external homage devoid of holiness

of heart 10. Baswanna asks, whether one like Siddha Ramaya will thus

attain heaven, Siddha "Ramaya declares himself wholly unworthy 15. Allama

tells Siddha Eamaya that Baswanna is full of faith and has attained perfec-

tion 20—adding that external worship must be observed, until internal

worship is attained. (In like manner we are told that in his latter years, the

poet Milton laid aside all prayer in his family), 25, He states also that v^yu

bandhanam (see Dubois on the Hindus, book chapter or Ward

) is requisite to perfect holiness as a yogi 30, and points out

that a knowledg(i of the "six members" and " six parts" will also be neces-

sary 35, as also a knowledge of tlie elements 40. Initruclion in the ultimate

mysteries 45, and then leaves him, as he is proceeding on a pastoral tour.

XIX. Aliaraa despatches Siddha Ramaya to Sonala puram—and sets

out on a journey northwards, leaving Baswanua and the other disciples at

their abode 9. Allama passes near Sri-giri [perhaps Sri Sailam] 15, and

visits a devotee named Goraxa; who, ignorant of his being Siva, inquires

who he is 30. Allama states that the mortal body is contemptible, and must

be renounced by those who desire salvation 35. Goraxa replies, I have at-

tained (caya siddhi) a supernatural body, try to wound it with a sword if thou

canst. Allama replied that this would be a (raxasa crityam) bloody act, and

he would not attempt it 40. Goraxa presses him lo make the experiment ;

Aliaraa agreed, but on striking the blow, the body remained uawounded : it

however, uttered sound, and xlllama declared this proved that the pre tended

perfection was not attained 45—Goraxa then demanded what this "corporeal

perfection'' (caya siddhi) miwht be—and Allama replied you may try your

sword upon me ; the other offered thus to stiike him 50—on inflicting the

blow it did not take effect, and even made no sound 55. Allama explains

that this is the result of possessing a spiritual body 60. Goraxa prays to be

endowed with such corporeal perfection 65—Allama said, I, and those who
adore me, are one 70. Under whatever denomination I be adored, under that

name and form, I will bestow salvation upon my worshippers 75. If you

doubt me, put me to the proof. So saying, Allama became invisible, together

with the (lingam) emblem he bore in his hand ; and Goraxa reflected how
vain it was foi' him to j)ut the Teacher to a trial 80. Goraxa henceforth acted

on the principle taught by Allama 86.

XX, Allama departs thence, and passes on to a hermitage where were
several recluses ; who pray him to adopt them as he had adopted Goraxa,
to be his disciples 9. He replied that the instruction he bestowed was the

only pjith to salvation 15. He meets with a huntsman 20, and urges him to

desist from the slaughter of animals, 25. He instructs this man and some
others 35. Description of the forest 55. He urges the monks to desist

from fruitless austerities 60, oflering them a preferable and easier way 65.
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They lay aside the idea of attaining heaven by austerities, 70. They learn

of him and praise him.

XXI. Meantime, B aswanna seats himself in meditation according to

the ydga rules : aspiring to attain first the "qualified" (sagunatwam) and

then the "unqualified" (nirgunatwam) grade of perfection : and thus he

awaited the return of A llama 10. By force of thought or mental vision,

he now erects a magnificent palace 15. The throne therein the image of

Sada Siva (Semper Fraustus) thereupon seated 29. Various Jangams come

to him, but soon leave him, as he is now beyond their eomprthension 40.

The mystic throne baffles their understandings 44.

XXII. B aswanna informs Chenna Baswanna, that he had beheld Alla-

ma in a dream 10, and hereby knowing that Allama was about to relurn>

he causes the slate chamb;T fo be prepared for his reception 15, and pro-

ceeds with his attendants to greet AUama's approach 20. Description of the

train 25. King Bijjalu {see IX. 24) was displeased at this 30. Allama

makes his entry so disguised that no one recognizid him 35 : his remark-

able conduct in regard to various persons 40. Baswanna detects him and

worships him 45. Allama takes his seat on the throne 50, and gradually begins

to ascend with that seat 55. He receives the blesaings of the faithful 66.

He approves of Baswanna's devotion and ascends invisible into the sky 72.

XXIir. Allama approves and accepts the worship offered by Bas-

wanna. The other devotees meet to honor Baswanna ; but he is so bent

on adoring Allama, that he does not perceive them. They retire dis-

pleased, and Baswanna now begins to consider what has become of

them 15 Allama offers to clear up the doubt, on condition that Baswanna

offers him a satisfactory feast 20 Baswanna begins to prepare a feast

for his god 25, description of the dishes—and Allama partakes of them

all 35. The other inhabitants likewiscp resent dishes to Allama, but none

of these satiate him 40. All descriptions of grain proved equ-.lly unsatisfac-

tory 45, Machaya and others entieat Baswanna to try to satisfy Allama

50. Baswanna off"ers him prais'S 60, and t ffei s himself and Chenna Baswanna

to be eaten ; but Allama rej»lies that he is not hungrji, and merely came to

visit ihem 65, adding that this offer had manifested such devotion as to be

entirely satisfactory 70. Allama now washed his hands, and at his desire

Baswanna called all the Jangams to the feast 75. They were entirely satisfied,

thanks they said, to him; and to Allama as he indeed learnt fi'om the

fragrance of their belches 80, he now informed Allama that the Jangams

were satiated 85. Allama replied : There is no difference henceforth between

thee and me. Thus Baswanna continued to dwell m the service of Siva.

XXIV. Baswanna requests Allama to preach true wisdom to these

hermits, 5. Allama replied let them meditate upon the Piinciplc (lingam),

this shall grant them salvation. Baswanna replied, I am now passed
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beyond all cxtcmul observances. To gvant me salvation must be thine act

10, Heroupon AUama instructs Baswanna and his disciples in a knowledge

of the truth. AUama said, let him who aspires to perfection cut off all ex-

ternal ties, and subdue his mind : he shall bo holy in the end. For he is

the basest of men who cannot govern his inclinations 25.

Baswanna said.—If the mind is the great means of victory, how can

he be victorious who crushes the mind— is the mind to be crushed by its own

power 30. Allama replies He alone can subdue the heart, who knowelh its

guile.

Chenna Baswanna now asked Allama to state or describe the form and

semblance of the deity. Allama replied, that it is quite impracticable to

define the deity, as possessing any definite shape 35.

Macha^^a now desired Ailama to explain, or shew the form of eternal

blessedness. AUama answered : This consists in subduing the thr<.e states

(Avastha Trayam : i. e. waking, dreaming, and sleep) 40.

Machaya Devayya now asked, how are we to comprehend the Supreme

Essence—who is incomprehensible, ineffable, and untangiblc. AUama replied

By getting rid of the '1 hree Principles (Linga Trayam— i. e. Carana

deham, sthula deham, and linga dehan\) man shall behold the Great Spirit

and become immortal 44.

Baswanna and the others now yaid : If our passions were not one with

our bodies, we might indeed be told to lay them aside, as easily as we do a

garment—surely then the saint who is freed fiom the body needs not tole

taught to get rid of these passions If these passions are a mere fiction, how

is it posible that the Great Spirit (paraicatma) can be subject to them. Alla-

ma replied.—The devout receive viitue from me as the breezes receive fra-

grance from (Mount Malaya,} Ilymcttus. Thus, growing in wisdom, they

seek *o be united to me 46. Baswanna replied ; They aspired to attain

Thee Thyself. They only aspired to attain thy (Linga Sariram) visible form.

Allama said: Those hjpocrites who are pious only in their words are

enslavfd to ]Maya. Let all men in the first place, lay aside partiality and aver-

sion : and <iuard against all mental fluciuation. The truly humble is freed

from name, form, and act. I hive roamed all lands O ! Ijasvvanna, without

meeting any one holy as thyself 55. I will ever answer thy prayers CO.

Further instruction (j!).

XXV. Conversation between Siva and Parvati on the results of thus

sending the " Gentle Spirit " on earth in human form 5. Siva said: Thy

"Gentle Spirit" was born under the name of Acca-maha-devi, and she

received instruction from me, I bearing the name of Allama. And she bus de-

parted to Sri giri 10, Siva now relates, as follows;

—

Baswanna governed the city of Dimdanath, and at his vfiAi, Allama

likewise camo thero 15. Parvati replied : why shculd AUama hy aside bU the
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six Creeds and embrace the Yira Saiva doctrine [wliich resembles that of the

Qiiietists]. because, he replies, tliis leads to 'Beatitude. She asks, do tlien the

Vira Saivas olli-r thee worship? They worship me alone, said he 25. And they

who thus embrace the [lingadhcki sect] worship of the Great Principle, lay aside all

the rules of defilement and of mourning—What said she: Does embracing this creed

free men from all human feelings? 30. They, he replies, are free from the [angatra-

yam] triple-member and attain to oneness with the Principle 34.

The talc concludes, by Allama continuing to dwell on earth as a blessing to

all men.

The book is a folio, French paper, bound in calf and lettered.

7. No. 230. Pralihu linga lila ; dwipada,

B}'- Pednjmrii Somnyya,

1—5 asvdsams, 1—25 adhjdyas.

A detail, often heretofore noticed, of the temptation of Allama prahJin by

Parvati, first by an incarnation of a portion of her bad disposition, and then of a

part of her good disposition ; but he resisted to the end, and conquered. The

abstract under the foregoing number is full and sufficient.

Of course the matter must be considered as figurative and poetical ; Parvaii

being an abstract idea; but if the idea was made concrete in two instances, and

Allama prahhn conquered them, he possessed a degree of virtue very rare, by common

re|)ute, among modern Jangamas,

This copy has some various readings interlined.

" The word interlined in this capy are various readings, found in a M.S.

lately procured, October 1840.

An abstract in Telugu at the close, as in the preceding number
;

and a writer's copy of the autograph English abstract tlierein contained.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, wove paper, bound in

calf, and lettered ; worn,

S. No. 231. Frabkii linga lila, sa t'lca.

In two volumes. Volume 1;, from 1 to ISA adhgaya, Yolurae 2,

from ISA to 25 adhydycmw.
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The mulam, or original is accompanied by a tica or glossary i<^

each word.

The book is a thick quarto, country paper, boards, labelled.

0. No. 282. Prabhib lingct Ilia, sa tica.

1—5 asvdsams, 1—25 adhydyams.

" A commentary on the 'prabhu linga h'g^, written by Vira

Bhidroyya, at the desire and the charge of C. P. B,"

" The text and commentary are here given together."

The book is a thick folio, wove paper, half bound in cloth and

calf, lettered ; worn.

10. No. 234. Two books.

1.) Basava purdnam, padya cdvyam.

By Feduparti Somayya, 1—7 ccsvdsams.

Reference to the dwipada poem, infra. No. 236, 237.

2.) Vrishad'hfa sdlacctm, 199 joadyas.

" Chief of bulls" appears to be a poetical epithet of J^asava,

which word means a bull in Telugu. Chant in his praise, on the

Jangama system.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, good paper^ half

bound.

11. No. 235. Bc(savapurdna7n.

1— 7 dsvdsa'ms ; dio'vpada.

Beference to the lengthened abstract under the following num-

ber. It may only be needful to add, that this copy contains various

readings, obtained from a collation of numerous manuscripts.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, good paper, bound and

lettered ; worn.

12. No. 23G. Basava purdnam.

" Or collection of legends in honor of Basava, the founder of tha

Vira Suiva creed : })rofesscd by the Jangamas,

By Bala curiica Soma ndCha.

1—7 asvdsams, dtvipadct.

The abstract is lengthy ; but it may be left to tell it« own tale.
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Contents of the

BASAVa PURAN ; DWIPADA,

13Y Pala C'lriki Somanna.

Chapter I.

Laud of certain Saints verse 1— 8, Description of Siva and of two

preachers 19, The devout worshippers intreat the poet Somanna to undertake

this work 25. The two Teachers decLnre that they have given hira talents to

compose the 13asava puran 30. He therefore addresses the assem,bled devout 36—42.

He reflects that the divine Basava dwells in all his servant?, as the thread of a

necklace dwells in each bead. That therefore he is not superior to his hearers : but

that it will be advantageous to describe the god as though he were a separate Being,

he therefore undertakes the task 48, He declares that the three syllables Ba-sa-va

will consecrate the mouth of the devout 54. Though Siva attains Supreme deity,

still Basava remains a separate being. That Siva himself etfects the deliverance of

the faithful, he himself being one of their number. That accordingly, the god and

the adorer are one 60. That we can otTer nothing to God beyond what he hath

himself created ; as flowers. Sec. And in like manner the very praises we offer are

created by liiin. Therefore, however unworthy, I will commence the Tale 66.

(End of the Preface.)

He therefore commences as follows :

—

As Parvati and the other attendants were in tlie presence of Siva on Cailas,

Narada came there ; Siva perceived wkat his intent was, but desired him to com-

municate his story to Parvati, Narada replies, those who adore thee are few on

earth, and are not clear in their belief 72. Many know the way of faith, but more

remain ignorant.

Sira replied, Basava and I are the same person ; and to promote holiness

I will send him down to earth 78.

Parvati replied, what means this expression that thou and Basava are one ?

Is this the fact, or is this merely an expression of kindness.

Siva thereupon narrated the following legend to her and to Xarada 8-1.

There was a certain pious man named Siladu, who lived on the S. "W. of

Sri Parvatam, who had long performed penance to obtain ray blessing. At last I

appeared to him, and he requested me to bestow on him a son that should resem-

ble me. But he added, that should this son fail of attaining perfect faith, I will

behead him. And said he, either grant me such a son, or none 90. Hereupon I

granted his prayer, and ordered my favorite Bull (Xandi) to descsnd on »arth, and
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be born as iliis man's son, innUr the name of Basava. For tliou art tlic very image

of excellence and npriglitness 06.

Thus added Siva, w^as he born in a supernatural (ayonija) mode ; and has

undertaken most severe penance 102.

And then as his penance gave hira tremendous power, the gods and sages

met to appease him, and first requested my aid 108. I smiled, and acccompanied

them to the presence of Nandikeswar ; who did not fail to recognize me 114,

whereupon I desired him to name the boon he most desired ; he replied. All I beg is

faith in thee. I was pleased, and made him head over all my celestial servants 120.

Thus they were released from the terror they felt.

Siva added ; there is a sacred temple at Nandi Mandalam, south-west

of Sri Sailam, and I have blessed with eternal life all who tlierc adore me. Be as-

sured that this Nandikeiwara and I are one and the same 126.

She replied, surely he and thou must be one ; for he is thy steed, and non.

but thyself could bear a deity so tremendous.

Hereupon Siva said to Narada, I will describe to thee the divine powers of

Nandi.

These words were heard by Nandi, who burst out in the praises of Siva 132

Siva then desires him to descend on earth, and live there for the delight of

the faithful, as a second Siva, full of bliss 138.

Nandi replied— Surely thou art the great lord of earth ; but Siva replied,

Thou and I are one and the same Hi.

Legend II,—At the city of Hinguleswaram lived Mandenga Madi Eaz,

and his wife Mddiimbu ; who was barren and grieved much at this misfortune.

Iler relations told her of the potency of prayers addressed to Nandikeswara. She

accordingly addressed her vows to him. He thereupon obtained the permission of

Siva, and descended to earth 150.

Madamba received him with all homage and washed his feet ; she begged

of him a son resembling himself. lie granted her prayer, bestowing on her (maha

prasadam) holy bread, 157,

He was pleased that her prayer harmonized with the object he had in

descending on earth, he therefore became an infant. Description of her

pregnancy 163, and of the celestial glory he displayed while in the womb 1G9.

Ho indecil possessed the same passions as all men, but was not in their power.

l''or lie already was in possession of mature faculties 175. However, he,

remained in the womb three years, and his mother filled with apprehension

approached the stonc-imagc of the sacred bull, that was as usual in front
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of a temple in that village : she prayed him to relieve her ; even though heu

prayer for a son should not be granted 181.

She then fell asleep ; and in a vision beheld the same divine (bull)

Nandi in the form of a Jangam (or pilgrim) who said, Nandikeswara shall be

born of thee, and thou must name him Baswanua.

She awoke, and rejoiced that he who had appeared in this vision, was
Kandikeswara 187.

At this period, Siva visited Is'andikcswara in the v/omb, saying, hast

thou forgotten the business for which I sent thee on earth. Hereupon Nan-
dikeswara suffered half his body to be born ; whereupon Samba JMurli (Siva)

came in the form of a Jaugam (pilgrim) and adorned him with the (lingam)

image. Descri])tion of the infant 193.

Siva now informed Madamba that he himself was the god Sangames-

war, whom she adored : that he would now return to the towu which is

named after him, Sangamesv.^ar. Adding, that the boy now born was destined

to be the (guru) prophet, teacher (or confessor) of this generation. For

this boy is (Siva's) son and born for the good of all men. That accordingly,

the child must be fed with nothing that is not lawful to the worshippers

of Siva.

He then departed Glorious appearance of the infant 199.

Kis parents assembled the faithful, and named the child Basavanna.

Description of his infancy, boyhood, sports, and miracles, 205— 211.

In his eiglilh yf ar, Mandenga Madi proposed to invest the boy with

the sacred Brahminical thread : but the boy replied—The great Siva is my
teacher, I will have no other '^'217.

The boy thus declining the rite of Initiation, his father tried to per-

suade him tliat it was incumbent on all bramins 22-3, urging that the Brahraa-

chari state, into which this rite introduces children, is itselfemblematic of Siva

229. These words greatly offended Basava ; who replied, thou speakest of

ordinary Braminism and Faith, as if they were one and the same ; whereas the

yajna rites declare Braminism to be one thing, and faith another.

235. There is no specific god in visible form: he who is dead in

his works is the teacher (guru) of those who imagine the deity to dwell in

any specific form. Then he alone will gain eternal happiness, who meditates

on the (lingam) monad using the six syllabled name (Namasivaya Namah)

with adoration and the rosary, and ashes 241. Further (linga-pada saukham)

divine bliss, has not been expounded even in the Vedas. Some assert that a

religious profession '^Bramhanyam) and faith and spiritual view (darsana) are

* Tlii3 refers to the custom of appointuig a guru or confessor, to each boy, among
Bramins. und also among the Jangumas.
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all one ; but (Braminism) profession exists in homage paid to gods, &c.

And he who thus is bound to works, has not faith. There is a wide dis-

tinction between Profession and Faith, 247. Faith in Siva is the honorable

wife : whereas Profession is the adulteress (yara stri). Consider that

Bramins in installation (upanynam) are obliged to commence the rite with

adoration of Nandi, why thou should they depart from faith in Siva. Surely

faith in Siva is the great point 253.

Again, the ties between our parents and ourselves are mere delusion.

I will therefore depart from you.

After thus speaking, he left the house with his sister Nagamarabaand

lodged in the house of a messenger (padihari or phanihari). But Basava's

maternal uncle Danda Naik was so pleased with the boy, that he wished to

give his daughter to wife 260. He obtained Basava's consent, and began to

prepare for the marriage : to celebrate which, his friends assembled 267.

Basava then wiped the dust off the feet of the assembled pilgrims

(maheswaras, i. e. jangama) and putting it in water, bathed therein : Danda

Naik rejoices over him, exulting to have in him a son-in-iaw.

274. Dandcsa adorned his daughter in the bridal jewels (her name

was Gangamba) and she was wedded to Ba?ava. Then Basava took leave,

proposing to return to Sangameswar the abode of his tutelar god. He departed

with his bride, and his sister Nagamamba, 281. His arrival and honorable

reception 288.

While offering his pi-ayers at the temple of Sangamcswara, that god

appeared to him, embraced him, and stood before him with joined hands 295,

encouraged him to continue in the same faith, and directing that even an

enemy who adores the Image, is to bo regarded as a friend, and desiring him to

shun all intercourse with such as adore not the image 301. He said,, look

upon every Jangara as being verily myself. Further rules. The god now

returned into the temple and the people expressed their admiration 307.

He continues to dwell at Sangamcswara.

Book IT.

King Bijjalahad a minister as abovementioncd, Baladeva Dandcsa, who

died, and the king desired his relations to point out one who should bo

worthy to succeed him. They recommended Basawanna 5. The king ap-

proved of this and sent for him : they went to him 1 1, and he accompanied

them to the king at Calyana Patnam, bt;ing accompanied by tlie faithful wor-

shippers 17. He is received honorably by the king and installed as minister.

Description of the rejoicings 29-35-41. Conversation among the female spec-

tators who confess Basava to bo an (avatar) in human shape of (samba

raurti) the god Siva. The king introduces Basava into the palace and seats

him on the throne 47.
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Basava offers to enter on the government, on the condition that the king

will embrace the Siva creed ilinving hitherto been a Jain) addinf;, if thou

wilt do this, I will tlirough thy hands govern the kingdom. The king con-

sented 53.

Bas£.va accordingly conducted the kingdom, but clearly showed that

he was not actuated by any human passions, of love or hatred ; being perfectly

equitable GO. The applause he received from the people 65— 71. He was

resorted to by numberless disciples, who abstained from strange meats and

held the faith loyally 77. Ho proceeds in pomp to meet a procession of

these saints and adores their feet 83. Ho now instructed all who desired it

in the knowledge of (tatwam) Truth 89: he bestowed on them all that they

ffolicited and continued to mannge the kingdom 95.

Description of Chenna B^svanna, who was the son of Basava's sister

Nagamba, who wifti now growing up 101, he was at once introduced into the

creed by Ba.sava, Each of these is incomprehensible, save to the other 125.

Allama Prabhu now approaches Basava : he is described as filled with

celestial joy and bearing the image in bis hand. Basava bowed down to him

and seated bim on the throne : the usual sign3 of a god's appearing are de-

scribed, such as the trees bursting into blossom &c, 132. Basava prepares a

feast for the deity, Allama ; who, however, is not satiated, and therefore his

host offers him the viands prepared for the Jangamas ; finally Dasnra offers

himself as food 138. Allama then showers applause on Basava, declaring

him to be a son of Siva 145, "as miraculous as the budding of fruit on a

sugar cane." Basava replied, am I tluis blessed with the epithet (bhacta)

" faithful" merely because I have presented food to thee ? 156.

Basavasaid to Allama, at one time Siva and his attendnnts (pramatha^)

were on Cailasa, and as all bore one and the same image, Parvati was unable to

discern which was her husband ,• the angels then resumed their proper garb

and she perceived her husband.

162. Parvati invited these demigods to dinner ; they came, and

presenlly sent a strippling cherub (pramaiha) to see whether dinner was

ready. She desired the youth to go and call them to her lOS. The youth

said hfl would call them, if she would first give him something to stay his

hunger, she gave him, one after another, every dish that she liad prepared

fur the entire party: he swalowed all, and still was not satisfied, and ran

and told her husband. Siva laughed and said, this angel is omnipotent ; his

might is utterly ineffable 174. Adding that this angel was one and tjlie same

with his (Siva's) body 180. And be added, this angel shall at a single wish

accomplish all creation. Her astonishment. Then said Basava, if Parvati

was unable to satiate thee, how can it be possible for mc to fill tby appetite

186.
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After listening to this tale, Allama blessed Ba&ava, conveying to liim

all miraculous powers, and freeing him from the power of sin. Ec also

instructs him in the knowledge of truth.

Then Allama was resohed into the (aikja lingam) primeval Principle

192.

Thereupon Basava's faith was greatly increased and he continually

remained in meditation on the Principle : as fire and camphor unite in one

198.

Somana relates the following tale :
—

One day, as Basava was as usual tending the Jangamas, one of certain

robbers attempted to seize him: they disguised themselves as Jangamas;

because none else had access to him; and instead of images which they did

not possesj!, each of them -tied a bean in a cloth, which they suspended from

their necks. But by (he miraculous powers of Basavana these beans when

examined, were founl to have vanished ; and in lieu of each there was an

image 404.

There was a devout man named Mallaya, a carrier by trade, who,

wished to erect a temple to Siva in his village : his fellow carriers assembled

and built a temple, with their packs of hay, and therein placed a (cunsam)

cup. Hut Mallaya offered his prayers to Siva ; and then attempting to re-

move the cup, found it was metamorphosed info the shape of Siva 210.

Thei-e was a cowherd named Cata Cotaya who worshipped a bit of

goat's dung, under the imprpssion that it was an image; and oftered to it a

sacrilice, by milking a cow over it ; bis father scolded him for ihis waste, and

struck him with ;m axe ; but the boy did not move, whereupon the bit of

dung was conveited into an image 216.

Basava related these stories to the robbers to shew the power oi' faith ;

which is the main spring of haj)piness, and he thus instructed them 210.

One day, while Basava was adoring the image, one of the devout came

o him, and begged him to give him some pearls. At these words a heap of

grain was converted into pearls, and Basava desired him to take as many as

he pleased 222.

Then a devout man, namf^d Maratada Yaucaya was requested by

another (bhacl) devout person, to give him some milk and (mare dijiali) some

wocid-applc loaves 222. It was then mid-night, but Vancaya desired a log to

furnish the leaves, and commanded a buUx-k to furnish the milk. Hence

he was named (morata) from the log he used in this miracle.

Such were the etories which the by&tandeis recollected, while hailing

liasava.

l*rcsently the god Sangamcswara approached, and requested Basava

pvcBont him a third eye to wear in hi., forehead. Basava desired him to
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look in the mirror and he then perceived that lie was ah'eady ornamented

with this eye. He was abashed and expressed his willingness to bestow on

Basava whatever he choose to request. He replied, he would request nothing
;

for I subsist by feeding the Siva bhactas 234, He added, Cannappa and the

other attendants at your temple are people of mine 253. Inileed I have adored

thee from all ages ; and it is out of thy power to quit me.

As Basava was one day seated in king Bijjala's presence, he raised his

arms as if raising a jug, and exclaimed, Oh ! The king laughed and said,

what new act of faith is this ? 259.

Basavanna replied, at the village of Capileswarcm there is a bhacta,

who at this moment is about to perform riles to the honor of Siva, at a tern •

pie on »he cast of the town ; he is raising a vessel full of milk to pour over

the god, and the milk is spilt at his feet. A hercman's wife in passing along,

found her foot slipping in the milk ; and exclaimed, Basavanna. I heard this

exclamation, and when I raised my arm, I raised her from the ground. If yoa

doubt me, send for her and you will find it true.

Accordingly she -was sent for, and the story proved true. She also

told the king the following story. There was in old times a bhact, named

Jitta Baludu who was coming along with some flowers in his hand. It was

raining and he fell down -while falling he exclaimed, Jitta Bal Adasa !

(a name of Siva) whereupon Siva pulled him up again, in like manner has

Basava now saved me 271-

She further said, when I was at Scnnalica, I heard the holy men talk-

ing to Siddha Ramaya regarding Basavana, and declaring that Basava is at

all hours present, both in heaven and wiih us on earth 277.

To know whether this was true, Siddha Ramaya (added she) departed

to (cailas) heaven, and there, as she had stated, he found and worshipped

Siva 295. Siva desired him to declare that he is himself ever present, where

Basava is present. To prove this, he opened his breast and shewed that

Basava actually was in his heart 301. Farther added the woman, Siva re-

peated the same statements to his wife Parvati 307. Likewise Siva added,

Basava is superior to me in faith and all virtues. Therefore, meditating on

the name of Basava, shall at once gain me myself 313. Then Siva address-

ing Basava (who was seated in liis heart) said, are thei'e now any faithful

men on earth ? is the world dear to thee ! Basava replied, I am the chief of

thy adorers, and as all thy worshippers are forms of thee, I give myself to

honoring thee in them.

The god then addressed himself to Siddhi Hamaya and desired him

to descend to earth with this inlelligence : he oboyed, and I heard him.

This far are the words of the shepherdess to king Bijjala—who,

thereupon gave her honorable gifts 22o,
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Bijjala then lauded Basava, saying, How can I sing his praise who in

the palm of his hand holdeth all animated nature 331.

Book III.

One day the king and his ministers had as usual commenced with

Basava, to distribute wages to the establishment, a by-stander who was a

jangam expressed (a wish) to be paid likewise. Easava immediately gave

him the money : the other servants went and told the king that Basava had

wasted his money 4. The king Bijjala called Basava and said, you shall no

longer be minister, settle with me about the money. Basava replied, shall I

who am lord of the Tree of desire plunder the goods of others 9, come and

examine the cliests. The king came and found the chests even more full

than before 15,

The king was delighted and the by-stander's said, this is like the story

of the king Madhura Paudya, who gave money to his minister Chocca nainru

to buy horses with ; he was a faithful rann, and forthwith distributed all the

money among the faithful : then, as he had no funds to buy horses with ; he

procured some foxes and turned them into horses, which he broijgfit to the

king.

Bijjala bestows presents on Basava 20, and threatened to cut to pieces

any one who should hereafter say a word against him.

Then one of the devout men who lived in the house of a c&artezan and

who daily received an allowance of food from Basava, sent a servant girl to

ask for it; the girl went, but on her return she described a fine silk dress

which was worn by Basava's wife : her mistress thereupon asked the devotee

to give her this dress, saying, that surely Basava Avould not refuse it

26—33. The man obeyed, he went to Basava and begged the dress in ques-

tion. Basava called his wife and ordered her to strip, and give up her clothes

;

she obeyed ; but, as fast as she stript herself, more and more costly vestments

appeared 38, whereupon the asker got all he wanted, and still she remained

elegantly dressed. The asker took up as many of these dresses as he could

lift ; and carried them home, saying this is no great matter 43.

Here begins the legend of the Silly Saints (miidha-bhact)'who were

Saivas, but not Vira Saivas.

Description pf the evening worship 49, and of the (minda-Jangamas)

libertines, who after being duly honored by Basava, proceeded to the houses

of the (vesya) Hetairas 55.

One of these Bhactas named Mugdha Sangaya was such a (mudha)
simpleton as to haunt the Hetairas, as a religious act : indeed he plainly

told Basava I am now going to a prostitute. Basava smiled and sent

him to the house of a hctaira, who was of the true faith. He went and con-

sidering her as a (Rudra canyaca) angel, she washed his feet and adored him
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62. She tlion led him Into liei* chamber, he viewed the splendid silken bed,

and supposed it, in his folly, to be a chapel built, to worsliip the image in ; he

therefore knelt down to it, and desired her to bring the sacred vibhuti : she

gave a cunning answer, taking his word in a wrong sense 74. At her expres-

ftions he held her to be a very superior woman, and asked her to tell her

adventures ; she replied, my original instructress was saint Parvati : we live

in perpetual abstinence as recluses : for our teacher dwell( th at Sri Giri

and at every holy shrine 86. The man imagined the bed to be the throne

of Siva, and desired the girl to bring him the 'proper materials for worship:

she brought thsm 92. The moon now rising she called the other girls,

prepared the other scenes, and prepared to act a play 98, while dancini;

and acting they did not fail tc^ attend to the man thus kneeling to that

which he supposed to be an image 104. He carried on this worship

until morning, hen he returned to Basava, to whom he told what

had passed, adding, you should have accompanied mo 110. I have enjoyed

extreme delight with women in consequence of my intimacy with you, and

I have been charmed by witnessing among these women at Sri Giri, and

other holy shrines, the sublime power of their faith. At these words the

attendant Jangamas laughed 116. But Basava addressed Chenna Basava

saying,'^ This Mudha Sangaya is a saint beyond compare in the present,

and in past ages 122. For said he, in former days a certain Jangama
was reading in the Adi puran (a Jaina book) the story of churning the

sea, and of Siva drinking the poison ; which so greatly shocked him that

he fainted : afterwards he expressed his horror that neither Parvati, nor

the Pramathas had interposed to prevent so horrid an act. This ancedoto

shews that simple belief is very acceptable 128. On another time this

(Mudha bhacla) simple believer wss roaming along with his wnole mind

tixed on his god ; and was on the point of falling: into a well, when Siva

and his companions interrosed to save him ; then Siva asked him what

boon he desired ; and he replied, disgorge that poison and let me drink it 134

Siva replied, where I to discorge that poison it would destroy all na-

ture, whereas it does not inconvenience me. The simph ton replied, surely

it must disagree with you, and rather than this I would willingly die.

Parvati &c. were alarmed at the idea of this poison fl.^wing (orth to de-

stroy the world, but Siva desired the sirard' ton to mount and stand on his

lap, and look into his throat where he would see that he had not swal-

lowed the venom, thus rendered innocuous. There is a statue of Siva and
this saintlet on his lap at Ayatur, and is there at this day 140.

In the Chela country was a certain bhackta named Nila nacea nai-

naru and his wife, who were constantly engaged in the worship of Siva
;

' Hers begins the Eight Legsud* of the Silly Saiut«.

L4
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one day he saw a spider mounting on the ling-am : his wife was shocked at

this, and attempted to blow the insec taway, lest it should raise pustules on

the image. Her husband was angry at her daring to defile the god with

her bn^ath. As a punishment he expelled her. But when he looked at the

image he found it all covered with sores, excepting in the one spot his wife

blew on 146. He now went in repentance, and made it up with his, wife,

and desired her to breathe on the image again to cure its sores : she tried

this remedy but it failed ; whereupon she was about to dash her brains out,

but Paivati and Siva appeared to her 152, and offered as usual any divine

gift. She replied, the only boon I ask is, eternal dwelling in thy presence,

this they granted, and bore her, and her husband to Cailas 158.

There was a pious woman named Bezza Maha Devi who wondered

to know hovr it happened that Siva should have every relation except a

mother. She reflected on the grief she .suffered at the loss of her own mother,

and imagining that it might comfort him, she longed to be his mother. Asa
means of doing this, she adopted a boy whom she named after the god 164,

she tended the infant affectionately 171, 177, but to try her faith he abstained

from the breast : she imagined the infant to be ill, and was much distressed

182. People supposed the infant had got an inflamed palate (Angita malu)

one woman said " the boy yesterday went to such and such a house and ate

something that has disagreed with him" 188. His mother reproached the

boy for eating too much, and for eating whatever was given to him 194,

adding that, if only he would have eaten the dinner she had given him he

would not have got into this trouble. In. despair she was as usual going to

knock her head against the wall, when the boy broke forth in divine form,

and offered to bestow on her all she should ask. She demanded nothing and

he bestowed on her (sayujyam) eternal liappiness. And as she had been a

mother to Siva, she is now a saint under the name of Ammavva 200.

There was one Siva Deva, who with his xvUe quitted his home where

he left his daughter. He used hitherto to offer boiled milk to Siva, and

desirtd the girl to attend to this daily : she attended to this duty : one day

she placed the sauce pan before the god and bowed to him 207, but at that

time he was to drink the milk, she retired ; on returning, however, she found

he had not touched the milk. She begged to know what had given him

offence, whether the cup was not full; or whether she had brought it later

than usual 218 : the god mane no reply ; she thereupon was about to knock

hor head against the wall as usual, but the god took pity on her, reached to

the cup and drank the milk 224, as she was returning from the idol with the

cup in her hand, she met her parents coming home. They as^kcd if she had

any milk in the cup, she replied that Siva had drunk it. They replied, what

!

when Siva will not even eat the noblest offerings, can we believe that he has

drunk this milk? no, you have drunk it yourself or have spilt it 230, Next
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day they put the bowl of milk as usual before the god ; and as they saw he
did not drink it they were inclined to punish the girl : she bowed to the

god, v.'ho at that moment opened his breast ; the girl entered, and was
absorbed, or made one with the god 236. But her father caught her by the

hair, but the tresses came off in his hand: and that her hair continues to

grow, so that they are obliged to cut it every six months. Could you desire

more perfect proof of any miracle 242.

There was one Depada Culayar who was settii)g out from Conjeveram

on ajourney, on the road he found a ruinous temple to Siva, he whs grieved at

its lowly condition ; so he brought and sold all his goods to defray the cost of

repairing the temple 248. He built the temple, and a fort and palace to boot

254. As he was thus honoring the god, he found that liis property was now
exhausted. All the men he hired now, walked off: but he planted a line of

torches all round, and carried on the work more nobly than ever 200. -As

the guards had disappeared, he himself guarded the place at night; and, for

want of oil ho used wood and grass, the blaze of which illumed the neighbour-

liood 266: when thiy failed, he set his hair on fire to serve as a torch; the

fire now touched his head : at which moment as usual Siva appeared 272

and offered him any boon. He declined any reward, whereupon Siva took him

to heaven in a string, with the chapel tied to his tail 278.

At Conjeveram there was another pious man named Natya Nimittmidi

who went to the temple, where he saw the image of Siva thrown in human
shape (observe this worshipper is a Purva Saiva : for no Vira Saiva would

set his foot in a Siva temple), seeing the god in a dancing attitude, he asked

the chaplain why the god's hand^ and feet were in such strange positions

284. The chaplain thought the man a fool, and said, the god has got the

rheumatism, and is getting worse and worse for want of medicines. The madman

thereupon gave all he possessed to the priest to buy physic : the priest gave

liim some castor oil, and said to rub it over his limbs, and they will come

straight again 290. He tried ; but as the medicine did the god no good he

procured other applications ; but finding they did little good, he told the god

that he wished him to break his (surgeon's) head for incapacity. Thereupon

as usual the god appeared, and promised to grant him any boon 296. He
replied, if I can only make your limbs straight, I shall be satisfied. The god

answered, these are my dancing altitudes 202, whereupon he took the man into

his coach, and carried him to Cailas 314.

The Stoky op C^^nnappa.

Cannappa was a forester who lived near Sri Calahasti, ho was full of

devotion to Siva, he went a hunting with other foresters, and one night in a

dream ho beheld Siva in the form of a hermit, who said, go on a little further

and I will appear to thee ; he did so and met the god ; when in his simplicity
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he wished to invite the god to his house 320, he asked the god why he came

there 326. The god Avas silent, and Cannappa supposed he was speechless

through hunger ; he went to bi ing the god flesh for food 332 : should any one

ask how it is possible for Siva to eat flesii, let theno recollect the legends of the

giants and the Emperor Sibi and others who offered their own flesh in sacrifice,

and obtained the favor of Siva. When the god oficred Cailasa to th< m, they

said, This is no great boon, it is oar birth-right, for our fathers vanquished it.

All we request is, that you will eat up our bodies. Siva replied, if all

of you will undertake to be born near Calahasti in the form of animals, my
faithful servant Cannappa shall slay and offer you to me 342. The giants

consented ; and at last Cannappa came and slew them, and on tasting the flesh

he placed the best portions in dishes 317, which he presented to Siva, as above-

mentioned.

But there was a hermit (yogi) who was offended at this rite. He said

thou art a pariar, I am a bramin and offer fruits and milk to Siva. Siva may
indeed be one only god : but surely he will not accept the sacrifices of the

pure and impure aliko 352. This reminds me of the story of the elephant

and the spider ; this brawny forester is the eL phant, I am like the spider.

Let me, however, see if I cannot, plot bis destruction 357.

Stoey —For in old days a spider so built his web as to shield the god

from the sun ; when a proud elepiiant tore down this screen, and brought

water which he poured over the god as a much more acceptable homage.

The spider was enraged, took his opportunity, got into the elephant's trunk,

and killed him 362.

iS'ow thought he, T will in like manner contrive the death of this Can-

nappa 367, But the god wishing to (xemplify the devotion of Cannappa

assum« d a weeping guise, with tears flowing from his three eyes. On seeing

the image wet with teais, Cannappa wiped them awfiy with his shoe, and

filled his mouth with water, which he spirted over the image ; from which

the god now poured forth a river of water. Cannappa asked what made the

god shed tears 377. Art thou v.'eeping said he, because thou canst not obtain

food for thy wife and children, or are these tears on my account ? so saying

he embraced the image, saying, surely I am thy son, do not weep 382 i so

saying he wiped away the tears of the image 387, and blew with his breath,

to dry up the moisture from the poor god's eye'^' wondering how it happened

that he wept with one eye only. He said, I cannot tell why thou weepest

but thy enemies will say it is from regret at having slain Cupid 397, Surely

you, in old days pros nted an extra eye to Vishnu, and jet you are now in

distress about your eye. "Now don't cry. If you want an eye I'll give yoi-t

one— so sayino- he pulled out one of his eyes, and handed it to the god

—

* "We sometimes see a single oye painted on a lingaiu,
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this stopped his crying with that eye ; but the otlicr one coDtinued to weep

402. So the devotee now pulled out his other eye, and put it in.-

Whei'Lupou, as usual, Siva appeared and restored his left eye 407,

with which he now shed tears of joy 412. The holy man who was plotting

his death, saw these miracles, which drove him to confess his wicked design,

and to beg pardon of Cannappa.

Thus the god and his worshipper had now recovered the proper num-

ber of eyes, at which all nature rejoiced 426.

This blessed eye quite overpowered the death-doing eye in Siva's

forehead. And had he only obtained it sooner, he might have precluded the

power of death altogether 431.

The touch of Cannappa's shoes conferred holiness on the heavenly

stream that flows from the tresses of Siva. Had only Brahma been blest

with the form of that shoe, he wouhi surely have been blest with the sight

of Siva.

Had only Vishnu been so blest with a lick of this shoe, which became

an ornanoent to Siva himself, who can declare the miraculous powers of this

blessed slipper ? 426.

Siva was only too highly blessed in being permitted to taste the

leavings of Cannappa's food I

Such were the exclamations of men—at that moment Siva appeared

visibly to Cannappa and as usual oiFere<l him a boon ; while he replied, I seek

no boon save perfect knowledge of thee ! 441. All I pray is this, let ray eye

be ever fixed on thee !

This boon was granted, and accordingly at Calahasti you may see

the statue of Cannappa facing the statue of the god : where they first adore

the saint, and then give the residue to the god. They rinse the mouth of

tLe saint, and then offer that as holy water to the god 445.

Thus terminates the Calahasti legend.

END of the eight legends regarding the (Mudha bhact) eight

simpleton saints—as they were narrated by Basavanna to Chenna Basava

450.

The above eight silly saints were Saivas, but not Vlra Saivas.

Just as Caliamba Nainar, in old days, bound himself by a vow to

make every man laugh ; and hereby lie gained the favor of Siva—so your

smiling at the eight stories of the silly saints is all my object 455.

Tale of Sri Sailam.

There was one Sacal Esa Madira^ who ruled the town of Nambe 460.

He was a great musician and devoted his talent to the praise of Siva 465,—as
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follows 471, description of the musical modes 476. He one day went to visit

Mallfjrusu a saint wlio lived at Sri Sailara 481. Description of this sacred

hill 4S6, and of certain quaking or dancing mountains 491,496,502, continued

description of that sacred hill, 506, 516, 523, — and its groves 531, and of

the Munis who dwelt there 541.

Madiraz was delighted at the sight ; and to try his faith, Mallarusu

(who is in fact Mallic Arjuna, or Isvara) disguised himself in a strange

shape : so that neither his head or feet were visible : the pious Madiraz

adored him, as incomprehensible ; the god was well pleased, and brought him

to his temple 550, where he endowed bim with the image and said, as long

as thou dwellest on earth thou must be subject to the law of works. Rut

Madiraz refused to return: and the god thereupon caused a jumba tree to

spring out of the earth ; under which he desired him to dwell 555 ; while he

lodged there, the god again approached him in the guise of a herdsman 560,

and began to hew down the bough that gave him shade, while he sat at his

devotions. He was angry and forbade him, saying it is a sin. The swain

replied, thy being angry is a sin, and he who gives way to anger is a sinner

564. If this annoys you, cannot you go, and sit down elsewhere—I'lFtell

you a story.

Once on a time a flood took place and a bear carae swimming down

the stream, a man who was wading, thought it was a sheep, and was seized

by it.

Thus you sit here to conquer (Maia) the earthly temper, and are

yourself conquered by it 569.

But Madiraz persisted in reviling bim j while he replied by preaching

patience. At last he blazed forth undisguised 573, and being asked by

Madiraz how eternal happiness was to be attained, replied, you must return

down to earth—and hereafter thou shalt attain heaven. All I have done is

to increase thy faith 578.

Further, the god (Siva) said to Madiraz, there is now on earth the

great saint Basava. Go and listen to his preaching, and I will shortly summon

thee to this place 582. What further dost thou ask ? Madiraz replied, I ask

no more. To which the god replied, depart to the city of Calyana where thou

shalt find Basava. At these words the saint saluted the god, and the next

moment found himself at Calyana patnan).

Basava had been warned in a dream of his approach, and received

him with honor 587,-592.

Book Foueth.

Lege>-ds of Madirala Macayya.

This saint was the son of a washerman at Hipparige and the celebrity

of Basava's devotion induced him to visit Calyana patnam, with a view to be

Rdopted by him ; and he employed himself in washing the clothes of the
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devout 8, as lie brought the clothes home he carried a bell, which he tinkled

to warn people from touching him 13. One day he imagined some one had

touched him, and forthwith slew him. This was reported to king Ballalu 18,

adding that on a former day he was touched by a man whom he caught and

flung up into the skies and never came down again. At these words the kin or

turned to Basava, and said your saints give me more trouble than all tlie rest

of the people 123. He added bitter reproaches of Macayya and gave orders

to the police to slay him. Basava, however, assured the king that Ma?ayawas
actually Siva himself 28, 36, 40. The king answered : if he be so strong,

I will order out au elephant to slay him 44. But Masaya gave the elephant

a mere gentle toss which destroyed him 48. Basava saw this with much plea-

sure 53, and as the king was much mortified, he narrated the followino- :
—

Legand of Iravatia 57.

This prince was very religious in his youth, and studied Iiard ; one

morning an elephant of the king of Chola was passing down the street ; and

at that lioiir a friar was gathering flowers for worship in a garden, whom the

elephant slew, the poor f, iar cried out Siva I Siva ! King Iravatt overheard

this, and ran to see what Saivite wns in trouble 60. Tlic elephant rushed

madly on liim, and he slew it on the spot 71. But at hearing this the king

killed him^^elf for sorrow, the story was told to the king of Chola : and he

came to king Iravatt— full of sorrow and offered to give up bis life as a

forfeit fur that of the friar 7-5. But at this moment Jupiier (siva) appeared,

and brought the friar to life again, and also the dead king, and carried them

to heaven along willi the king of Chola 80.

Further — ht told the king the legend of Baviiri Bramhaya.

This friar planted several gardens, which he visited in the raoining to

gather flowers for Siva 84. By the foi ce of faith he converted grains of corn

into images. Xow a certain chief, returning from war, halted at this village
;

and one of his elephants broke loose and rus'ied down the street. The friar

was passing that way, and caught hold of the elephant, which he tossed into

the air like a penny—the eleph snt went flying through the air and fell down

dead at the banks of a river. Tlie king was much displeased, and came to

Bramhaya saying.—Tell what for you kill he 93. The saint on receiving the

prince's horaaofe restored the elephant to life.

This story shews that no friar ought to be opposed by violent me
thods—Let us go to the presence of Masaya 102.

So at Basavas advice the king went to visit Masaya : he saluted him
standing afar, while Basava assured Masaya that the king was ashamed of

himself. Whereupon Masaya condescended to restore both the man he first

slew, and the elephant whom he afierwards astonished. When he sat to

work to slay the elephant, be laid aside his clothes fresh from washing

:
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which he had tossed into the sky, and told to remain there, while he settled

the meddler : he now beckoned to these bundles, and they came back into

his hands 106.

A ci^'taiii friai" was reciting in the presencft of Masaya, the hymns to

Siva (linga kirtana) composed by Basava. Masaya was displeased at hearing

hymns to Basava, degraded by being composed in the vulgar tot.gue. His

expressing his annoyance pleased Basava, who came to visit him 111. In

his presence he used (atma ninda) self-debasing expressions, adding, I have

hitherto composed many books in the vulgar tongue in praise of Siva ; but

if they displease thee I will destroy them all, Macayya replied, art thou

in any respect superior to other faithful men ? 116. You imagine that you

are very bountiful to Jangamas ; but what is all thy riches ? I will sliew you

how to accumulate riches for the use of the ftiithful.

So saying, he flung a handful of water into the air, and as the drops

fell they changed into diamanls and rubies, to the great delight of the Jan-

gamas 105.

This miracle evidently shewed that Macayya was Siva; and accord-

ingly Basava offered him homage 125, Macayya was so delighted that he

embraced him fondly. He then urged on him the necessity of having a hum-

ble spirit, as pride ruins every good work 133.

Basava asked, can he obtain faith who hath (ahancaram) pride in his

heart.

It is impossible, replied Masoya. Listen to the following story 133.

There was a certain pious man named Sancara Doss who used to

make rugs and quilts for sale, devoting the profits to the use of the pious,

whom he daily fed 141, Another saint named Dcmnga Dasaya v'lsiled

him, and seeing him in much poverty, expressed some pity in talkins" to one

Duggalavva—who seems to have been his wife : she sent him a basket full ot

grain ; but at his touch all the grain vanished. At the same moment all the

wealth of the sender in like manner vanished 145. The poor woman reflected

my act of charity was mingled with pride ; and this has given him

otfence 119. Then Siva appeared to AS^ancara Z)o55 and offered to bestow

on him whatever he might demand : he declined making any request : but

said, as you insist on my making a request I beg to have such an eye that

I shall bo able to thread my needle in the dark 154. Siva accordingly

bestowed his third eye on him. But this was the destroying eye of flame, in

dread of which the other deities were so terrified that they absconded, and

lived as servants in the houses of certain Jangsmas 158.

At this time a saint named Jogod Eca Mallu entertained a doubt

whether the above story of the eye v/as true : and therefore proposed to

jSancara Do^s to remove his doubt!?, by coming into a Vishnu temple, and
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asserting the truth of the tale in the presence of the idol 153. For if the

story be true then a glance of that destructive eye would fuse the molten

image. This did so happen and the image was melted. This terrified the

worshippers of Vishnu, who made him then a bow, and fled 167. This story

was intended to humble the private pride of Devanga Doss.

Then he and his wife came to Sancaraya, and saluted him 1/2, who

jeered at them, and said go and bring me a spade ; they did so and on digging

on the spot came to a great hoard of ingots of gold. Whereupon they fell at

his feet and worshpped him 170. He said I am a poor man ; do not pray

to me—pray to Siva alone—take this wf^alth and depart home 181. Thoy

were now equally humble, and bounteous to Jangams.

Such was the legend narrated to Basava by Macayya 185.

He likewise added the following story—There was a pious woman
named Nimmavva who used to devote all her earnings to feeding the poor.

There was also a pious Beriman named Sri aludu, alias Chiri Tonda nambi
;

and to try his faith, Siva visited him disguised as a hermit 189, whom he

asked to dine with him ; be replied, I will not, unless he would feast him on

human flesh. He said, my son is an excellent boy, you shall have him for

dinner—so he went and desired his wife to get him ready 193, she had some

scruples ; but she cut the boy up and grilled him for dinner, then she seated

the hermit, and presented him this nice dish 193. He thanked her, but on
looking over the mess, missed the head—and declined trying the dish unless

the head was produced. They replied, we scrupled to put it on table, because

of the hair 201, butsaidthey, if you like it you shall have it—so they cooked

it, and served up. He now said, all is now right, come and dine with me
205. There were very properly desirous to do everything in their power to

gratify a Jangama ; so they sat down and said grace (linga aradhana). But

he now observed that it would not be proper for them to dine without callino-

their son to dinner 209. The father said, the boy is not at home, pray sit

down to table, he will be here soon : the guest said to the mother go and

call for your sou, I am sure you will find him 212. She obeyed him 216,

whereupon the boy appeared in very fine clothes, and ran up to her 224.

Such was the story told to Basava, by Macayya—adding that all three

now acknowledged their guest to be Siva 228, who took them all to Cailas

in his coach. '•'

But observed Macayya, he was infatuated with pride at having so glo-

riously sacrificed his sou to Siva 232. To humble his pride, Siva descended

'* This Chili Tondaiu Ambi M-as iu this manner carried to Cailas from the city of

Canchi, seveu tiiu?s; m^ k licvcaftcr to be ouce again thus tr^nspovtcd from Canchi to

Civilns
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above mentioned (at verse 184-8) who received him hospitably, and offered

him a good dinner—he went to sleep and she then went to get ihe things

ready for evening worship. At this time her son came back hungry from

herding cows : he called to his mother : us she was away, he ate one of the

cakes which he found ready dressed 236, whereupon his mother, at return-

ing killed him for daring to touch what was prt pared for the sacred use of

good men. Then, that the guest might not eat the boy's leavings, she threw

away this dinner, and prepared another.

Siva desired Chiri Tondan Ambi's to observe how far her devotion

was beyond his 241. The mother now came to call them for dinner, they

declined dining unless the boy sat down to dine with them 245; she replied, I

suppose you think me a mere woman. You want Chiri Tondan Ambi to

cure you of your tricks 250. I don't want your Cailas. At these words

Chiri Tondam Ambi was ashamed, and Siva perceiving that she had the gift

of faith, independent of all hope of reward, shone forth in his true form;

but she replied, you have a thousand varying shapes 254. I am not so easily

wearii d of ray love of thee. Surely your assuming these mortal shapes,

merely makes you ridiculous. I will never hold thee in despite, I beg thee

to assume the shape wherein thou didst visit Curaara Gundayya 259.

After hearing these words, Siva and Chiri Tondam Ambi sat down to

dinner. Siva mentioned to him the legend of Cata Cataya, who slew his father

because deficient in devoiiou—on which occasion said he, I appeared, and

restored him to life 263.

Macayya now began afresh story, lohich was narrated by Siva.

Narsinga Nainar was king of Chola j his wife went one day to the pagoda

to worship : and she happened to smell at one of the flowers. The priest

immediately chopped her nose off—her husband was told of this. He
applauded the priest's act, and at once cut off his wife's hands 268. Now
said Siva, I forthwith appeared, and rewarded the king for his blazing faith

272. Restoring him his wife again.

ITow said Siva to C. T A., you called your son, and he returned from

the dead ; but this woman (IS'immavva) is vastly superior to you, for you

Bee she did not even ask to have her son back again 277.

Siva now restored her son to life and carried him to heaven—but his

mother still remained on earth in the exercise of faith.

Macayya desired Basava to observe (hat the moral of these stories is^

that any pride leads to the ruin of faith 281.

Then Siva carried C. T. A. with him to the city of king Halayudha

who received them with due honors, and asked who they were. ^Siva replied
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I am he whom all adore 285, and I am now born at the wish of my \vorship-

pers 289. And I was brought up by Nimmavva and other holy women

293. I was long dwelling at Draxarama and thence came to the house of

C. T. A., where a son was born to me who is now dead 297. In former times

Samba murti wishing to try the faith of C. T. A., visited him, accompanied

by a long line of pious people, whom he feasted to the full, and Samba murti

owned himself vanquished 302.

Siva now proceeded to explain C. T. A.'s (mahatmyrtm) or glory to

Halayudha; and said, one day he did not happen to find any guests on whom
to bestow his bounties ; but Siva assumed the form of a Jangam, and visited

him, and feasted on his son, who was served up for dinner ; after which the

god brought him to life again.

The king observed what is Chiri Tondam so devoid of sense ? Surely

in older days Siva used to restore their wives and children to saints 306.

Halayudha asked Siva to explain how these events were possible. He said,

a man may sacrifice his own body, but is it possible that any one would give

his son to be slaughtered? Did not Siva object to this murder ? 315, Surely

he was not only a human being, but a brother Jangam. Besides said he, I

suppose Siva bi'ought him to life again, that he might uot be called a canni-

bal 322.

Such sinners, said the king, are unworthy to live : I therefore denounce

Siva and C. T. A. to be excluded from the caste, and let all be expelled

who even think a thought on them.

Siva and C T. A. were excessively frightened at these woi-ds and

ran away. Siva's wife and C. T. A.'s wife iiow came down stairs from

Cailas and appealed to the king 329. They applauded him excessively, so

that he promised to give them any thing they chose to ask. They replied

you have expelled our two husbands 335. At this moment these two appear-

ed and as their two wives paid them homage, the king and his court did like-

wise 341. Whereupon they all took wing to Cailas 347.

In like manner shall all who have pride in their hearts perish ; for

pride is the greatest of sins.

Macayya now told another story.

There was one Miru Mindu Nainar, who lived at Jayagonda who per-

formed the Siva ratri rites with great zeal. He went to Tiruvulliir where
he had much intercourse with the pious 351. There was another saint called

Nambi who dressed himself as a gallant, and came to the temple of the god
Valmikesa 356, 360, at the door he met this Nainar, and others. He took

no notice of them ; but went straight into the temple : they were much dis-

pleased at his insolence 345. N. has gone iu, said they, to the god very inso-
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lently ; can lie expect the god to aid him. Surely Siva can be appeased by

him who has first made friends with his attendants. But to sue the <rod

without making friends with us, (his servants,) is mere presumption. Let him

be expelled.

But a priest who was in attendance told them that Nainar was so

mighty in faith that Siva was actually become bis servant 369, and has

pimped for him. Nainar exclaimed, have we too been expelled as vinworthy ?

I denounce all of you as unworthy. Indeed he has actually become Siva's

master, as completely as if he had bought him.

Then said Nambi the god and his worshipping pet are equally in-

famous—and we will expel them both from among us.

At these words the god took his pet with him—they stole round the

idol, hid .under its projecting front, and stole out of the pagoda and ran

away 373, 382.

After the unfortunate di^rus Valmika and his worshipper had wandered

some distance, they arrived at a park—description of its rural beauty 390.

The deity saw a calpatree in the garden, and wondered whether it,

was a tree or a temple 394, on finding it was a tree he sat down nnder it

forming a throne of flowers 398. Valmiki enjoyed the scent of the blossoms

very much 402, Nandi expressed his wonder that a god should suffer such

distress : the divus replied. ' I and my followers are one, nor can I be free

from grief while they suffer' 407. I will tell you a story to prove this.

There was a devout man named Banudu, who daily bowed to Siva a

thousand times: wherefore th<^ god gifted him with a thousand arras—to

enable him to accomplish thesp 1000 salutations in a moment. Besides, to

prevent people from disturbing him, the god Siva sat at the door keeping

guard.

. There was a king of Karical who levied a man from each house to

erect an embankment across the Caveri— one man was levied from the

house of a religious woman named Pittavva : and as she could not furnish one,

Siva volunteered to be her labourer.

There was another pious man named Nambi, who had so completely

got Siva into his hands, that he employed the god as a mere slave : without

anv of his neighbours objecting to this want of homage. But Chodudu, king

of Karikal heard of this, and declared both the god and his employer to be

outcaste ; forbidding all people to relieve them or have intercourse with them.

At that time says Siva I went there, and made up matters between Nambi

and the king 420.

Now, said Siva to Nambi (continuing the conversation commenced

above), I thus became the slave of such as firmly trusted in me, it is vain to
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imagine that the good deeds of my former birth would ensure such a boon*

Nothing but thy pride has caused a difference to exist between thee and me.

These woi'ds convinced Nambi of his errors, and he humbled himself

before the god 124.

Macayya here observed to Basava, that such humbling of himself has

gained Nambi the honors of canonization 428.

Now, thus Nambi continually distributed sandal wood to the devotees,

till he had exhausted all his wealth : this he disregarded, and even contem-

plated giving his very body to bo cut up for their use 433.

As a beginning he cut otF his hand—whereupon Siva rewarded him

by carrying him to Cailas 437-

Now, I said Macayya was the disciple of this devoted Cadamala Nambi

441.

There was also one Guggula Caliar (or Thomas of the Incense) who
perpetually otFered incense to the god, till he f( 11 into poverty ; who, on one

occasion pei formed ihe great deed of raising and fixing a fallen image. I was

his disciple 445,

There was also Arivala Naiuar (John of the Sickle) who used to offe^,

daily food to Siva, and wasted all he had, and was reduced to subsist by

manual labor. One day, all the corn he had fell into a chink— at which ke

was in despair; but just as he was attempting suicide, Siva appeared and

carried hira to Cailas 454.

In the Pandya country th( re was a very pious fisherman named Adi

Bharata who knew no other trade : whenever he caught fish, he gave the

first fruit of haul as an ofi'ering to Siva, releasing the fish and then selling

the rest, he bes'owed the. money on Jangamas 458. One day he cast the

net a)id caught a gold fish. This he released, and cast his net again re-

peatedly, each timn the same fish re-appeared, each time he restored it^, re-

linquished the pursuit and fasted that day, having nothing to eat. Next

day he visited another pari of the hike : but on casting his net, the same fish

again appeared : he therefore determined if this again happens, to cast away

his «ets : it a<iain appeared—whereupon ihe god appeared and carried him to

Cailas 462. Behold he was my teacher.

There was a certain devotee named Enadi Natha a prince, who looked

upon every Lingadhari as the express imnge of Siva : he was victorious over

his foes, and levied revenue from them : but one of his foes dressed up a com-

mander of the opposing force in the gai'b of a Jangam. On seeing him, the

prince imagined him to be of the creed and humbly saluted hira—at that

moment the deceiver attempted to slay him ; but Siva rescued bim. I am
the servant of that Enadi Natha 467.
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Chedi Bhupati, king of Chendiel was a Lingadhari, and worshipped

every Jangam as an image of llie god—whereupon his foes disguised thirteen

men as Lingadharis and sent thf^m to him; he was deceived and trusted them,

but Siva appeared, and saved him. And I said Macayya, I am his disciple.

Choda Raz, king of Cariyuru was a devout worshipper : he slew his

foes, and was returning home with their heads ; but on viewing these heads,

he imagined that one was the head of a Jangam ; whereupon he was about to

slay himself ; but as usual Siva appeared and carried him to Cailas. I am his

servant 475.

There was a devout man named Caliamba Kainar, who had in his

house a boy, the son of one of the housemaids; the boy was lazy and as a

pretext, dressed himself as a Lingadhari, whereupon his master treated him

with every homage and washed his feet. His wife reproached him for being

such a fool, whereupon he cut her hands off. As a reward for this, Siva be-

stowed eternal bliss on him— and I am a disciple of his 480.

There was one Truva Tandari, w^ho constantly used the Jangama form

of worship : Siva came to him disguised as a Jangam, snd gave his modesty

piece and his blanket to keep. Then to try his faith, the god miraculously

resumed the?e valuable articles ; v.hich he now desired to have returned to

him. As they were not forthcoming, the pious man as usual was about to dash

his brains out, when Siva appeared in his own form, and carried him to Cailas

484.

Angula Macayya was equally pious—to try his faith, Siva came to him

in th(^ garb of a Jangama during a shower of raia. To warm him, the good

man first set Ids house on fire ; and then, having no other food ready, he dug

up again some corn which he had sown. To I'eward him, Siva carried him to

Cailas 483. He is my teacher 488.

GanapaluJu was another Siva worshipper, who bestowed all his goods on

the relii;ious poor, and thus attained great faith. Siva visited him ut,der the

garb of a Suilra, and refused to conform to the Lingadhara rules. But his

host forced him to assume the lingam— whereupon as usual the god carried

him to Cuilas 493.

A religious worshipper named Cumara Gundaya (Thomas the Potter)

was one night returning from the Siva temple, as he passed by the house of

a dancing girl, she was rincing her mouth and spirted the water all over him

unintentionally. Ho exclaimed, hara ! hava ! (0 lord ! lord!) at which sho

recognized him to be of the true faith - she therefore consoled him for the

mischance, and he went home 493, she had perfumed and trimmed him, and

this his wife perceived. I call to God to witness. In consequence of this

curse, he passed eighty years in separation. Siva was much j)leascd with
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him
;
and one day while he was bathing, Siva restored his juvenility. Then

he took him to Cailas 501.

There was one Vicrama Chodudii, who built a golden temple to Siva

and celebrated sacrifice. Another devotee named Pusala Nainar (^John of the

Beads) raised by foice of thought a vehicle made of gems. His servant am I

505.

Tirupaladulu was a king who renounced his kingdom and devoted

himself to Siva. I am his disciple 509.

Now said Macayya to Basava, you see that faith is of no avail if

clogged with pride. IS'ambi whom I first mentioned was uuited to the saints;

but as he was proud, he remain* d on earth, though Siva bestowed (sacaiyam)

eternal happiness on the others 513.

After hearing these lectures Basava went home— all the people and

Macayya lauded him as being verily Siva,

Book V.

Stories related hy Somana to Sanganna.

There was a certain merchant named Kinnara Bramhayya,- who had
gained much wealth which he laid out on the worshippers of Siva ; when all

his weaUh was gone, poverty drove him to subsist as a harper. Siva wiis so

much pleased, that he bestowed additional wealth on him 1, 8. Kinnara
Bramhayya heard of Basava's bounty in promoting the woiship of Siva • he
visited Basava and was respectfully received. After dwellino- with Basava
some days, he visited the temple of (Tripurantaca svami) a certain Siva, and
sat down in the porch 12. A gallant was coming along with a sheep, which
he was carrying to the house of a dancing girl; but the sheep, broke away
from him and rushed into the Siva templu : the gallant wished to take it

again, but Bramhayya objected, saying, thegoat is come to offer itself in sacri-

fice. I will give you half a rupee (mada) to let it be 16. The man refused, unless

he received 2,000 Pagodas as a remuneration 21. Accordingly, Bramhayya
paid him the money, he went away and bought two other sheep— which he
took to the courtezan. But on hearing the story, she re/used to accept these,

requesting to have the first one alone—she therefore declined having any thino-

to say to him 29. lie therefore went to the temple and attempted to wrest
the sheep from Kinnara Bramhayya: who tliereupon attempted violence, but
Bramhayya smote this man's head off and it fell outside the temple 33. This
gallant's family told all this story to king Bijjala, who said, you take greatly

uponyo'irself to slay people thus id your own pleasure 37. Now said Bijjala,

as such manslaughter will render me xery culpable, take you the kingdom
yourself 42.
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Basava replied.—I request that you will send messengers to the spot

to ascertain the precise mode of this man's death. Tlie king consented, the

messengers came to Kintiara Bramhayya 46, who replied by telling what

had happened 51, And he called on the god to bear witness.

Hereupon the king came to him .55. The gates of the temple were

closed ; but at a word he uttered, they flew open 60. At his request the god

descended in a visible form 65. The voice of ihe god made the world tremble

69, And the king and his court fell s|)eeehless with terror, Basava prayed

Bramhayya to put an end to this terrific scene 74. He consented, and the

aod disappeared, and the awful thunder ceased. The king offesed homage

to Bramhayya who was pleased thereupon to restore the dead gallant to life,

Basava returned home 83.

KaUketa Bramhayya was a devout worshipper 88, who used to behave

as a jester while collecting alms, wliich he laid out in charity 92. Another

Siva worshipper was travelling to Kinnara Bramhayya, and being weary,

halted at this man's house ; who asked him, whence he came and where he was

going. On hearing, he said you need not go to him, take what I give you.

So saying, he smote the earth with his staff and poured foVth gold and silver

102, of this he took as much as he could lift, and went to Basava's abode

and said, give me a man to assist me in carrying the wealth 106. Basava

expressed his astonishment at this miraculous bounty 111, he then went to

visit Biamhayya whom lie greatly applauded—but he leplied, I am by no

means equal, in miraculous power to Kinnara Bramhayya (see verse 1, 8) or to

Nambi (see IV, 351, 437,) 116. But still I will bestow something on thee

120. So saying, he touched a clod which turned into gold —and said, describe

this to Kinnara Bramhayya, and desire him to bring carts to transport it all^

On hearing of this, Bramhayya set out, and paid him his respects 125. Basavana

feasted them nobly 130.

There was a saint named Mollnga Maraiia who earned his bread as a

woodman, and offered the proceeds to the poor. The Jangamas who used to

dine at Basava's house went and partook of his feast ; and on returning they

said to Basava, the best of your dishes is inferior to the porridge we get at

Maraii's house 135. Hereupon Basava went disguised to Maraii's house

with 2,000 pagodas in his pocket. He saw the saints wife, made his bow

to her, received his dinner, and put the money in the empty plate 139_

Basava looked upon himself as sanctified by eating in the house of so excel-

lent a person ; and even envied the birds and beasts that were at the holy

abode 144. Soon after his departure his host came home, he perceived the

money and asked whence it was ; she replied, a stranger has come and dined

here, he suspected it to have been Basava 149, he distributed the money

^mong tho Jangamas who werQ his guests, Then he sprinkled .i faggot with
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the water in which ho had washed their feet ; and the sticks were changed

into gold.

They went and reported this to Basava 154. Basava then went to

Maiaiia and paid him homage, but Maraiia replied, all I^ive and do is by thy

grace. Basava was much shocked at hearing such language addressed to him
159. He replied, have mercy on me, a poor inferior creature, as far beneath

thee as a crow is to an eagle— I am the x^ery abode of all sin. At these words
he embraced Basava, and Basava returned home 164.

Cannada Bramhayya (St. Nicholas ?"^') was another man of devotion,

he was by trade a house breaker. If he found that a house he broke into

wag inhabited by the faithful, he begged pardon and retreated : but shewed

no false delicacy tov/ards such as were not of the true faith 173. He was
one day going to break into the house of king Bijjala, but on digging his way
in, he met Basava who invited him to walk into the king's treasury, and take

what he pleased. On hearing this, the king was much displeased 183, he

came to the treasury, found the hole made, and the money lying before it.

He asked Basava to explain the affair. Basava replied, these are the doings

of Canada Brauihayya (John the Borer) who is a great saint l88. The king-

asked how a house-breaker could be an excellent man. Basava replied

that he bestowed his plunder on people of the true rehgion 193, adding iha

he had broken into the king's treasury, with the best designs towards his

majesty. Then the thief carried a party of Jangamas home and gave them a
dinner 203.

Basava now assured the king that the said thief was a noble saint

unequalled in faith ; but there was another equally celebrated.

This saint's name was Musidi Candayya 202, because when he set

out to visH Basava he halted in a grove of musidi trees (nux. vomica, or

jjoison nut) 213, which he offered as sacrifice to Siva and gave them to the

faithful for food, who feasted on them with impunity. He then proceeded

to Calyana puram, and was honorably received by Basava 218. Cauda was
now advised by all the disciples tliat he should enter on the state of matri.

mony : he agreed, and set out for the village at which he proposed to

take a wife. But on the road he saw the corpse of one of the faithful*

and it came into his head to make the dead man give him his blessing.

So saying, he brandished his sword and saluted the dead man—who im-
mediately ro>o up and blessed him 223. They then embraced, and he
took the dead man with him to the marriage. On. the road he saw a
herdsman's I oys standing by a fig tree (marri) 228, These boys were play-

ing, and one, in asseveration called on " the Basava fig tree" to be witness

* St. Nicholas when m infant, fasted from the breast oa'Wedaesd&ys and Fridays-*
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in reply, one of them told him the following.

Stoky 233,—In old days two bulls fought on this spot, one was killed

and buried here : whence this is called the Bull fig tree. [Basava meaning a

Bull.]

After hearing this story, Canda sat down under the tree and set

his sword leaning against it, whereupon the primeval Basava made his

appearance in the 238. But this supernatural bull was worshipped by

Canda 243, who feasted the bull and invited him to the wedding.

On the road they came to the river Hedura whom they requested

to giant a passage 248. But the river would not listen to reason : so

Canda brandished his sword at it, and it then gave way 253.
V

He then went and took a wife, and after the wedding returned to

Calyana puram 258.

When entering the town a virgin met him, and saluted him : he

replied by wishing her a hundred years of life, and next morning she

died ; when she was being carried forth to be buried, Candaya restored

her to life 263. He then extend ^1 the same blessing (a century of prolonged

life) on her, and on her parents 268.

There were some geniiles (ajnulu) who hated him : and when they

heard the story of Canda, turned it into ridicule ; they made a large figure

resembling that of a man and placed it at the temple of Siva ; telling the

people who passed that this was a deceased friend 273. They then placed it

on a bier and brought it before Canda's house : he saw through the trick 278,

and went up to the bier -n ilh his sword in his hand : be took the figure by

the hand : it forthwitli became animated, and fell at his feet to worship him

282, This converted the disbelievers : and induced them to enter the Saivite

creed,

Suriya Candaia was a pioua Saivite 293, who used to pay reverence

to Jangamas first, and then to adore the image : thus reversing the usual

rule. He always kept a drawn sword before him 298, and waited on the

Jangams 303.

Now there was one Caricala Chodudu who used to feast the devout

Saivites—he meanwhile stood at the door with his drawn sword and listening

to his eating guests, imagined he heard his god eating 308. In eating his

dinner Surya placed the image before him, and fed the image and himself

alternately—and the people saw with astonishment that the image actually

ate the food 313.

Now there was another saint named Telugu Zommaya 318, who used

to worship the image at Cv^lyaua, There was {another ww'shipper named, Siva-
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nanda, W'-ho adored tlie image at Sri girl wbere a disciple used to wait no

hira, 323. Once on a time a number of fairies (gandhax'va) with their wives

325, who, at seeing hira protested they took him for a bear ; and imagined

his disciple to be a brute 328, hereupon the disciple cursed them to bo

born as brutes : the fairies begged pardon, but he refused to rescind the

curse 333.' This took effect, and they were all born as quadrupeds.

One day Zommaya came to the place for some herbs used in sacri-

fice, Avhen these quadrupeds begged him to free them from this curse, he

agreed, he wetit home and brought his bow and spear 344, with his dogs

whom he cheered on to the chase and slew them all : they thereupon re-

covered the fairy form and thanked hiin for the cure 349, Seme of the

mountaineers expressed their amazement, and he explained the mystery

354. Zommaya daily offered seven animals in sacrifice to the image 359.

Basi-va heard of this and lauded him .- declaring that he was in

truth a form of the god Siva—so that there is not a dovibt that the wild

beasts he hunts and slays, all attain release 364, 367.

Book VI.

The same narrator and listener as in the preceding book.

There Avas a devout Saivite named 'Ecanta Eamaya who was daily

in attendance on the faithful. Hearing the fame of Basava he came to

Calyanapatam : where he was one day sitting in the temple of Siva. A
certain Jaina came there with his shoes on, at seeing whom, he was wroth

and reproached him with irreverence : advising him to atone for this sin

;

11. But the Jaina replied, Ja^ina is the only god, I am myself the deity;

and I will never believe in your god unless you cut j-our own head off, and

then revive. Ecanta Ramaya was much displeased, and replied, numbers of

tlie faithful have cut their own heads off, and off'oj'ed them to Siva, and then

recovered life 16. I Avill tell you some stories about this.

Govjndu Bhattarw, and others in old times acted in this manner.

Moratada Vencaya heard of this and said— He got his head back

after the lapse of three days. If the god was in truth so mighty and the saint's

faith eo strong, why should he have waited three days ? I will try my own

luck, so sayincr, he repeatedly cut off his own head, and it continually returned

to its place 26— meantime, though he got new heads, the old one's actually

filled the temple. The god told him he could not tolerate so a n,*! a load of

heads 31.

Besides Tiruma Yacar Iswara a faithful worshipper, had the belly-

ache, and was in great pains when his sister observed that as all the common,

spells proved fruitless it would be better to use the (Siva mantram) prayer to

Siva. He resolved to take her advice 36. She therefore assembled the
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liinga woreliippers and caused them to recite the five- syllabled spell. This

process cured him. This indxiced the Jaina, his guru to embrace the

Jangama faith 41, in which he was very devout 46.

His fellov/ Jainas persecuted him for this heresy, and proposed to burn

him alive : but the fire would not burn him : this alarmed tbem, but his

preaching converted them to the lingadliari faith 51. Then he destroyed the

various Jaina images.

There was a ( Siva bhakta) worshipper of Siva, named Iruvattandu,

who lived at Trivatur, he was blind from his mother's womb ; he proposed to

prepare a tank to the honor of Siva. But as fast as he dug, the Jainas filled

the tank again. Then, by the favcr of Siva, he obtained eyesight, while

they all went blind 56.

There was a bramin a worshipper of Siva, who lived at Sri-tali, who

by the grace of Subrahmanya had a son named Pilla Nainar, he brought the

child with him to a pond, put him on the bank and bathed him. Siva and

Parvati were then passing in their (^imanam) chariot ; Parvati took up the

child, kissed him, taught him the (dixa) potent prayers, and gave him the

breast. Then put a gold cup in his hand with milk in it, and returned to her

husband 61. When the father came out of the water, he asked the boy where

he got this gold cup; the boy replied, pointing to the goddess' car just

vanishing in the sky 66. The father prostrated himself at the sight, then

took the child home 71 ; at night the boy went and adored Parvati at her

temple ; she rewarded him with a pair of gold cymbals which he used in

hymning the god Siva, who rewarded him Avith many golden chariots: at

witnessing these miracles, the king of Chola embraced the worship of Siva 76.

After conquering or converting the Jainas at Tiruppala, SiC, he went

ta visit the wife of the king of Madura, M-ho had embraced the Siva faith:

the Jainas requested the king to banish him 81, the king snid he was willing

to banish him, if the Jainas would first vanquish him in argument. For said

he, this man says he is a disciple of the king of Chola whom you must

vanquish, if you drive him away. The Jainas now used spells against him,

and evoked (Anila) the Genus of Fire, 87- But this genus was alarmed at

the youth's supernatural powers, and humbly bowed down to him. [An

allegorical'expression denoting that th(y attempted to burn him in his house,

but he escaped]. The holy man reproached the Genus for this ciime—and

desired him to atone for his offence by putting (he king in a fcvtr, lie

obeyed—The king cried out in agony, and the Jainas were unable to cure

him. The youth now used prayers and charms, which not only cured him but

relieved him from a hump which he had on his back. [This tale is gi\en in

detail in the Cocca Raza Lila]- 93. The king now invited the Jainas to
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renew the discussion. Tiiey said, they would use no criterion but lire, and

would believe him if fire failed to burn him 93.

The youth now wrote a Siva spell and delivered it to the king, who
also took a similar scroll from the Jainas. He cast both into the fire—the

latter was burnt, while the Siva spell remained unhurt. This experiment

was tried three times 28. The Jainas then proposed that both books should

DO cast into the river Caveri— in this also their books perished, while the Siva

books floated. The youth (Pilla Nainar) now set up a number of iron spikep

on which he impaled the Jainas 103.

There was a king named Nidumarudu who heard of this massacre of

the Jainas and rfjoiced at it 108, he assembled the people and counselled

them to embrace the worship of Siva ; he told them concerning the said

Pilla Nainar 113.

But Ecanta Raraaya (see beginning of this book) after telling the

Jainas the above stories, reminded him that the Jainas were saved from

impalement only by embracing the Siva faith 118.

He further added the following story :

—

There was a faithful Siva worshipper named Nami Nandi : he used

to beg about the town for ghee with which he lighted a thousand lamps

nightly in the temple of Siva. This displeased the Jainas who issued a rule

forbidding any one in the town to give him oil : he therefore went to Siva

and said thai as he could get no ghee he was ready to kill himself ; whereupon
Siva appeared in visible form, and told him to fill the lamps with water from

the well—Ue did so 123.

Then the god smote all the cattle in the village that supplied the milk

whence this oil was made. The people therefore came to Nami Nandi and

begged him to forgive them : so he restored their cattle to life, and they

embraced the Siva creed 128.

There was also a faithful worshipper of Siva who was named Sankhya
Tonda and lived in the Chola land. He was the son of a Budhist. As he
no where could find mrn who adored Siva, he prayed to Siva to destroy all

the Jainas— adding, until thou grandest this j^rayer I will daily fling three

stones at thee 133. He did accordingly, but one day the river came down
in a flood, and cut him off from approaching the temple. As he could not
fulfil his oath he fasted till the river went down. Then to keep his promise
effectually he brought a huge stone which he cast on the god's head. But
Siva stretched out his arms and caught him, asking him what he wanted 138.

On learning- it, he pacified Sankhya Tonda and grantid his prayer by
destroying all the Jainas in the town 143.

There Tva.s also one Covvuri Brahmaya a devout Saivite who held

discussions with the Jainas, and fairly. vanquished them ; they offered to
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appeal to a decisive miracle that of reviving a tree from Its asLes. He
accepted this challenge : the tree was burnt and he restored it 148.

There was a Jaina guru who was confessor to a king named Desino- a

Ballalu. The queen was named Suggalavva who had as her confessor one

Devara Dasaya who was an adorer of Siva. She desired him to destroy all

the Jainas. He then went home to his village named Pottacheruvu where

she treated him with all homage and this was reported by the Jainas to

the king. The king learnt that this was done at his wife's advice, and he

warned her never again to act in this manner. He added that it was highly

improper for a husband and a wife to have separate confessors. These words

offended her—she said, A penitent is just as strongly bound to his conftssor,

as a wife is to her husband. Recollect your marriage oath, or if you break it,

you had better separate from me. Assemble your Jainas, and let them argue

with my confessor, and let us decide our creed according as this debate

terminates 155. The king agreed. The debate was held : but the Jainas

argued unfairly ; whereas Devara Dasa asserted that the deity Siva per-

vaded all the universe. They replied, if your god fills ail space, surety it is

superfluous to assemble in temples to adore the deity 163. Dasaya replied.

The king rules the whole country ; but it does not hence follow that every

one of his subjects is king. I will now show you that there is no occasion to

attend temples, as the deity is present with us all. Consider—The moon-

stone has the lunar influence inherent, and melts at the lunar ray, so does

the heart of the pious man melt at the divine influence, for in him, the deity

is inherent. Just as we are obliged to buy the calf with the cow if we desire to

have the milk, and none but the calf has the power of causing tiie udder to

flow 173, so none but the faithful adorer can draw good from worship 173.

Besides, the pearl shell rejects all common rain, but expands to the genial

showers of (Swati) May, for these alone breed pearls : in like manner the

faithful Vira Saivas heart expands to the divine power of Siva alone.

They then asked—Was Siva the body or the soul of the world 177.

He replied, life and its properties do not appertain to the Supreme Being.

The living soul is in bondage to works : but the deity is not. The deity is

in our bodies as fire is in wood, or oil is in seed, coexistent and hidden 182.

They replied—You say that Siva fills all space and add that the divine

spirit is immortal, and the vital spark is mortal. Prove to us that the deity

is eternal and our life is temporary 187. Besides, broad as is the distinction

between brutes, and the Supreme, being still there must be some one common

principle—explain this.

He replied, you well know that oil exists in linseed, yet it is not

apparent 192. The Eternal Being shall be attained by the wise, no fool can

attain to Him. For he pervades all nature.
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If said the Jainas, the deity pervades all the earth, then it is irreverent

to urine, 195.

But Dasaya replied—The great spirit fills all nature and delivers

those who believe in him, he sustains, animates, and supports all. His com-

mands sway all creation 202. Dasaya now proceeded to prove more dis-

tinctly the existence of a Deity 207.

He said, the Deity can never be attained by such as are devoid of

faith ; he is omnipresent. If you doubt this, I will convince you by mira-

culously destroying this town of the Jainas (Pottacheruva). So saying, he put

a serpent in a vase and asked, Do you Relieve that the Deity is in this vessel

212. He verily is therein, so saying, he opened the vessel and behold the

serpent was turned into a crystal (llngam) image. This convinced them

217. Dasaya then caused the Jaina temples (vasadi) to be pulled down. He
named this crystal image ' Uttar Eswara,' and set it up for worship.

He further added a story regarding Hirija jN^acaiia who lived at

Marulige, where was a Siva temple which the Jainas demolished. He
vowed that he would vanquish them : he therefore left the town accompanied

by 12,000 faithful worshippers and returned, bringing 1,200 images (liugams)

228. He conquered the Jainas and set up fl) images in their temples 233,

There was one Scniana who lived at Huligara who perpetually adored

Siva; he lost his eyesight and the Jainas deluded him—they lead him into

one of their temples, where they assured him was an image (lingam).

Deceived, he worshipped it : whereupon the Jaina image was turned into a

lingam 238. As he thence returned home, the Jainas said our god has

heard thy prayer—and led him again into another temple ; whereupon the

Jaina idol broke to pieces, and in its stead the lingam appeared 243.

There was a woman named Vdij'divi who adored Siva at Barnolige ;

her husband was a Jaina, and desired her to dress a dinner for the Jainas : she

obeyed, but presently there arrived the god Siva, disguised as a Jangama
248. While he was eating, her husband brought the guests for whom
he had intended the dinner. Hereupon Siva vanished. The Jainas refused

to eat, as he had first eaten : hereupon the husband was enraged with his

wife, and told her to begone with the intruder. But while he was inflictino-

blows on her, they in reality fell on the Jainas who were not pleased 258.
The Jainas fled, fell into tanks and wells wherein they perished : but one of
them was a man of sense and said, what we suffer is the result of this man's
beating his pious wife : whereupon they fell at her feet, and adored her 263.

One day she erroneously made an adoration to a Jaina temple :

whereupon the figure of the Jaina deity burst to pieces, and the lingam
ajipeared in its place. Whereupon she quitted her husband, and obtained
(mucti) release from the body.
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manner quitted their husbands for the sake of heaven— such Avere Anasuya

and Narayini.

There was another pious woman named Tilacavva who left her

husband because he was not in the faiih, and when she went to the Siva

temple her husband came, and apprehended her, whereupon she suddenly was

metamorphosed into a man 273.

Besides, the name Yaijanatha was acquired by Siva on account of his

rescuing Vaijacavva 273. These stories, continued Eeanta Ramaya to show

the miraculous power possessed by suiiits in olden days. Is their power now

diminished? Certainly not. Accordingly, I am myself able to vanquish you

all.

The Jaina replied— If you wish to convince me by miracle, be it this,

cut oflf your head and then come to life again.

Eeanta Ramaya replied, rather come with me to your temj)le and see

your idols burst to pieces. The Jaina consented ; but on their entering the

temple the idol burst to pieces, aad the temple fell to the ground 283.

Behold, said Eeanta Ramaya, after this my cutting my head off is no

great mattei'. To convince you, I will walk about headless for a week. After

which I will destroy all the Jaina temples 288.

Then he cut off his head, and danced in the presence of the Jainas

and of king Ballaha, to their great satisfaction 293. In this manner he

walked for a week, and then came home and put on his head again. It was

however slightly on one side. The Jainas then wrote to king Bizzala

describing this victory, and the worshippers of Siva stamped their arms with

marks, denoting victory 299.

The Jainas were in this manner routed and all the faithful bowed

down to Ecwnfa Ramaya, who nourished them, and lived in the town of

Calyana where Basava worshipped him as a god.

There was another man named Shoddula Ba^ayya who was a Siva

worshipper, and was applauded as an absolute form of Siva 310. He declared

Siva to be the lord of all, while all other beings were mere brutes ; he

laboured to destroy all other sects, particularly that of the Vishnavites.

He was born 24, Surat (Saurashtra desam) and when the annual rite (Sivaratri)

occurred, he, if possible went to his home at Surat, though in the service of

king Bizzala 315. On one occasion he asked leave as usual of the king, but

the king refused it, as the accounts at that period required close attention.

The day before the feast, the god Siva came to his house (disguised as a

jangam) with a letter 321. He was at that moment measuring the grain

brought to hia door in 9, wagon ; in the letter there was m'itten *' Samba
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Murti (?'. e. Siva) is coming to visit thee" 327. Then Siva disappeared. On
reading this message, he desired that the street and the town should be

decorated to receive the god 332. The god now descended from the skies, the

store of grains burst open and the god was discovered seated in the middle.

Bizzala saw the faith of the said Ba^ayya, who thereupon pulled the barn

down, and erected a temple to Siva on the spot : while Bizzala full of

envy erected a Siva temple at Nai'ayanapuram, and therein placed an image

of his god Gopala, as an opposition god. [It seems that the king being a Jaina

did not honor Gopala, who is Krishna : but he merely set it up to annoy the

Saivas] 342. He then said to his courtiers,—This Ea9ayya neglects me, and

does not pay me common attention, for he neglects the image I have set up.

Hereupon Basava observed that if Ba9ayya neglect his duties he merited

punishment : but that he could not be expected to adore a new god 347-

To illustrate this, Basava told the king the story of Bhringi who was

a devout servant of Siva in Cailas : he used to encircle the god who bore the

Ardhanari form (the right side being male or Siva, and the left side female or

Parvati). In his zeal to worship Siva alone, he assumed the form of a

(bhringa) wasp, and bored a hole between the god and goddess, whom he

excluded from his homage ; this annoyed the goddess, who thereupon by a curse

abstracted all his flesh and blood. Thereupon to comfort him, Siva presented

him with a third leg. This is an instance of exclusive faith such as zeal.ous

worshippers of Siva entei'tain.

There are also some who are (ghanta earn a) bell- eared : from their

constantly ringing a bell to prevent the praises of any other god entering their

ear 352.

There was another pious Savite named Ariyama who would pay homage
to no other god save Siva : a brahmin came to his house to ask for alms.

This man was devoted to Siva : on putting the mess of food into the beggar's

wallet, Ariyama let a grain drop : the beggar inadvertently made an exclama-

tion, in which he used the name of a forbidden god (probably Govinda !)

whereupon the charitable donor slew him. This displeased the other brahmins

who complained to the king ; the king sent for him and asked why he had

filain the brahmin 357. He replied, '' Siva knows." The king was enraged,

this man tookrcfugeinthe temple where the image opened and absorbed him,

nothing remaining but the tail of his coat, which is to this day kept as a relic

in proof of this miracle 367.

Basava farther added a story regarding a devout man named Vira

Sancara, who in a dream thought he v/as touched by the hand of a Buddhist,

he therefore went to Sri-giri and relinquished life in the presence of Siva.

At Benarci was one Siva Lanca Manchaya who cut off his fingers and

Qff9i'§cl theii^ m -A sacrifice tQ 3iya : who next day re,'?toj.'ed them, This
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miracle was daily repeated. This man erected a (dhwajam) flag stafif to Siva

372. Tlie Jainas were envious of his fame, and seated themselves at the

temple and sent for Manchaya and put some queries to him. To these he

replied, asserting that Siva was the only god.

They therefore defied him to perform any miracle to prove his asser-

tions. He replied, I am ready : I will take Govindu, this god of yours and

make him bow down in the temple to my god. He now went to that stone

image, and desired him to come with him to Siva's temple : he obeyed, and

adored Siva ; and in consequence he may to this day be seen lying before the

image of Siva 388.

There was another pious man named Sancara Doss, who was so potent

that a glance of his eye broke any false god to pieces. Jagadeca Mallu

reported this to king Ballaha 389.

Bat-ava after telling these legends, assured king Bizzala that the

legends of the Saiviles were inexhaustible. He then sent word to Ba9ayya

that the king was displeased with him, he therefore attended on the king,

who asked him why he had failed to attend the feast made in ht)nor of

Govindu. He replied, he is a very secondary god, vastly inferior to Siva 394.

Bacbi Devaya then observed to the king, that Krishna and all other

gods were vastly inferior to Siva. For, said he, were they really mighty, how

does it happen that they cannot vindicate themselves when misfortunes befall

them. He added, that neither Jainas nor Bauddhas worshipped the true god

:

for if they did, why should they disown the veda 399. Again he said, Maia

(nature) and the other powers are not divinities, nor are the sun and moon

divinities. Were they omnipotent, surely they will not be bound to follow

the same undeviating path through the heavens.

Nor has the law of works (Yajna-Carmam sacrifice) any potency.

Were they potent, surely the pious Daxa Prajapati would have been saved by

Lis works 410. Surely Siva the lord is alone omnipotent : and his servants

are the gods of every town. For Brahma and all the rest are not deities :

they are merely his servants 415, 420. I will further declare to you his

supremacy. The titles (parama) supreme, &c., can be duly applied to no

deity excepting Siva. Vishnu underwent the ten Avataras in consequence

of the curse inflicted by Bhrigu. In the silver age, Vishnu appeared as

Vyasa and as Krishna, he is not a rival of Siva, being far beneath him,

whom I call on you to adore 430. Bachi Devaya further observed that at

the conclusion of the ages, Vishnu was repeatedly subjected to annihilation,

from which series of deaths Vishnu revived by adoring (Vishweswara) the

lord of all. Remember that Vishnu bears on his breast the mark of the

kick given him on the breast by the saint Durvasa. And Vishnu derives

Lia name Chacri from having been employed to draw the car of Rucmini,
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Besides the rlshi (prophet), Upamanya one day swallowed the sea of milk

wherein Vishnu was lying asleep. But Vishnu cut his way out of the rishi's

belly ; besides the giant Jalandhara vanquished Vishnu. And the giant

Jarasandha on another occasion conquered him. And the giant Gajasura

locked Vishnu up in jail—and his thunderbolts were smashed to bits by

Dadhichi. Besides, when Krishna was born a j ackass that was there, was pre-

vented from braying by Vasudeva, caught it by the leg. When Siva swal-

lowed the poison and sent the nectar to Vishnu. Vishnu lost his manhood and

appeared in the guiseof a woman (Mohini) 437. Vishnu was finally expelled

from earth for his sins, and took refuge in the midst of the sea. Again, in the

Kama avatar, for his sins he lost his wife and roamed desolate through the

earth 438. Then, great hero as he was, Krsihna is well known to have died

by the hand of a mountaineer, W by should I add further disgraceful stories

of him, it is notorious what a life of debauchery he led, among the milk

maids 439. This wretched god was a mere plaything in the hands of

Nandikesivara 440. Ultimately he would never have hail i\ son, unless at

his request Siva granted him one. In the Fishavatar he was slain by Siva

441. In the tortoise avatar he was again slain by Siva who still wears his

skull. And when Siva assumed the Sarabhava avatar, he slew Vishnu in the

form of a manlion, and to this day is clothed in the hide 442. And in his

hand he bears the boar tusk which he tore out of Vishnu's head when Vishnu

in the form of a wild boar assaulted him. In another hand Siva bears the

rib of Vishnu which he tore out of his belly when he bore the name Trivierama

(and this is called the Khatwangam). Besides, Vishnu presented Siva with

one of his eyes which he wears in his foot. Does not Siva bear the name
Hara on account of his depriving Vishnu of his glory. Siva likewise slew

Cupid the son of Vishnu. Besides, Brahma lost his head in consequence of his

criminal desire for his daughter Saraswati (Minerva) and Siva cutoff the

hands of Vyasa on account of his declaring Vishnu to be the Supreme

Being : besides Siva discomfited no small number of the worshippers ofVishnu

456. It was he who set the universe on fire. It is quite beyond my powers

to describe all the might of Siva, one of whose servants would suffice to

destroy Vishnu, and all his adorers 461. In his various avatars we always

find Vishnu adoring Siva as the deity 466. Further details are added.

After hearing all this, king Bizzala was ashamed to look the Saivas in

the face, as the god Gopala whom he had set up was now jproved to be

nothing 487. The king therefore offered his homage to BaQayya an.l returned

home 495.

Book VII.

Siva Nagamayya was a devout Saivite who was by birth a pariar

(chandala) and stayed with Basava. The bramhins went and reported this to
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king Bizzala—saying tliat Basava treated thispariar with tlic liigLest respect,

and adding, that the sin committed by the Minister attaches to the king. The

liing therefore sent for Basava who came, but brought the pariar sitting in his

carriage with him 10. Being excluded from the palace, Basava spread his

own shawl and seated the pariar upon it in the verandah 11. He asketi the

Ijing why he had sent for him. The king replied, you are now acting in

such a manner that the whole city will be in confusion as regards caste.

If you act in this manner, surely the whole land will be cursed and heaven

will withhold its rain 14.

Basava replied, at Godagara there was a bramhin who changed a

pariar woman into a bramhin woman by the rite of placing her in a cow,

made of gold 10 ; after which he as usual cut up the image of gold and dis-

tributed it to those who assembled. Now^ if you hold this image to be a cow,

those who cut it up were cow slayers [lame logic !] you ought not to listen to

those Avho talk to you of pariars !

Besides, the Vedas laid down but two castes namely (pravartica and

nivartaca) the active and contemplafive 22, what is the advantage of discus-

sion regarding castes recently instituted ? Surely faith (bacti) alone is caste.

Caste devoid of merit is as fruidess as a bar of gold that chances to be in the

hand of a beggar. Caste is nothing in comparison of faith. The bramhins

around you are wholly inferior to this pariar 2H.

For example—There was in olden days a holy man named Sri Pali

Pandita who vow^ed that a million of bramhins were not as good as a single

worshipper of Siva—and he declared that if the contrary could be proved,

he, would cut his own tongue out. In proof of his supernatural powers he

lighted some coals of juniper, and rolled them iip in his handkerchief which

remained unconsumed.

This wise man swore that the dogs at Siva's house were as good as all

the worshippers of Vishnu.

In the town of Halina Halla (Hra-pon-hully) lived on^ Calli Devia, a

devout man ; at this town travellers were incommoded by snakes, vv'hich one

day bit him ; the man recovered from the bite, the snake it was that died.

But he brought it to life again, and merely desired it to be more civil in

future.

His servant girl went to fetch water, and chanced to touch a brahmin

woman ; whereupon she threw away her pail as defiled and fetched another.

This did not please the brahmins. They asked her master what mi^ht be

the motive of this act 42. Tie replied, to touch you would be a defilement even

to a dog of a Saivite house. For tlic phrases. Supreme (Paramatma)

and Divine (Para Brahma) appertain to Siva alone. The brahmins were
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enraged and said what, are we dogs ? Can a dog read tlie vedas ? Let us try

if he can ? 52. He accepted the challenge and called liis dogs, v.ho at sight

road the verlas, quite as well as the bramhius did 57- Hereupon the priests

made a hoir.agc, the dog made a bow 62.

Basava further said to Bizzala, there arc many houses in which the

dogs read the vedas, quite as well as their masters 67.

There was a devotee named Sivachit, who held that a single devotee to

Siva outweighed any number of bramhins. So to try, he put a bundle of

bramhins in one scale, who were outweighed by his shoe 72.

Another name Bibba Ba9ayya lived at Gobbur, who to show his faith

used to feed the devotees and to live on what they left. Whenever a feast

was given to them he attended in his carriage 77- He gathered all their

leavings, brought them home in his coach, and subsisted on them. He was
reviled by the brahmins for this, and on one occasion he thus made an excursion

in his carriage 82, and the brahmins saw him return with the cold meat in his

coach. They reviled him 92, but he told them that the food left by the deity

is not to be reviled, being nectar and ambrosia in the eyes of devotees, but

burns the wicked like fire : he added, that he would have nothing to say to

them 96. They were very wroth, and took steps for Laving his gig stopped.

This was done, whereupon he uncoveicd the dishes lOG, and tossed a handful

of rice among them, whereupon their houses were all burnt up 108. This

annoyed them considerably 113, and they made their bov.'s to him. So he

Citiled Lack the flames which settled in his hand in the furm of grains of rice

Then ihc-ir houses recovered from the effects of fire 124.

Basava further said. There would be no end to the miracles performed

by our saints and indeed there is nothing extraordinary, and thouf^h this

Siva Nagamaya be a pariar, his piety to Siva makes him a dignified saint.

Besides, there was a devotee named Mandhara Dudaya 129, a brahmin
who had the leprosy chanced to pass his house and accidently stepped into

the drain of the kiiclien : on washing his feet from this filtli, he wns surprised

to find them healed. He therefore went and bathed in this water and was
completely cured. Then he went and thanked Dudaya for the cure. This

reminded the spectators of tlie legend w'lich describes the sun as having had

the leprosy, which was cured by the water wherein the Si va devotee Mandhara

had washed his feet. Hereupon seven hundred bramin.; (bhusur atma) who
were lepers came, and were cured at the same pool 135.

There was another devotee named Sivapachaya [/. e. a pariar, or dof

eater] who was cooking his dinner in the forest, when a brahmin named Sama
Veda who used to take walks in the skies, chanced to come that way. To
prevent his seeing the food, the devotee covered his kettle with his shoe.

The brahmin was incensed and said what, is impure flesh to be veiled with an
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impure shoe, as if ray eyes were yet more vile. But at the moment he used

this contemptuous language his magic boots deserted him and he came

tumbling down at the feet of Sivapachaya and after paying due honor to

Siva and obtaining his blessing, he went straight to the paradise of Siva,

carrying -with him the inhabitants of thirty six towns.

Thus you see that even a pariar who is in the true faith is in truth a

brahmin.

There was another devotee named Udbhata who was tutor (guru) to

king Bhoja 144'. The king's wife was named Tommo Avva. It was

reported to the king that an improper familiarity existed between—but the

king would not listen to the story 150. Some time after this, the tutor died

and the smoke of the funeral pile when he was burnt, ascended through the

boughs of a fig tree which was tenanted by seven hundred sprites (bhuta).

And so potent was his holiness that t'lis accident rendered thtm all sinless,

and they ascended with him to Cailas. But it seems one of these ghosts

was away, collecting food for his fellow friars. Next morning he came home

and to his great alarm found none of his companions, he began crying, and

his groans frightened the people, so that they went and told the king, Avho

came to see what the matter was. The ghost told him that he and his

compeers had assembled in this tree to await the death of Udbhata, as they

proposed to make a party with him to Cailas ; and he was now unluckily

left behind : but, said he, pray do me the favor to relume the remaining sticks

of the pyre and if there is smoke enough for me to fly on, I will follow my
companions —Don't doubt my truth, to convince you I will carry this fig tree

with me.

The king agreed : but with a due regard to his own advantage he

first mounted into the tree, seating his wife and children on different

branches ; so when the tree took flight, they all flew away to Cailas together.

There was a devotee named Cakia, who one day heard a public reader

reciting some of the legends wherein he read all the vulgar stories to the

honor of Vishnu, but omitted those Avherein Siva is the hero 157. He
objected to this partiality., and as he conld not convince the reader he killed

him 173.

There was another of these worthies named Bhogaya and he was a

favorite with Siva ; who one day came down the street disguised as a man
carrying a dead calf on his shoulder. But the worthy went and saluted him

and brought him home. The guest said, I never dine but off dead calves, so

I beg this one may be dressed for dinner. His host accordingly boiled up

the dead calf with his own dinner ; whereupon the brahmins were not a little

shocked, and rushed into tlie house, but the god had vanished. They all

reviled Bhogaya for being a pariar. He replied, if I am a pariar what
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brings you all to my house ? 185. As you revile Siva you shall certainly

fall into hell. I make you a present of my house, and lands, and shall

depart hence.

But at the moment of his departure every image (mark) in the town

whether in chaples or private houses took leave with him and the whole

place was left godless 196. The people were greatly alarmed ; they followed

him and persuaded him to return, whereupon all the various images came

home again : but at the desire of Bhogaya several ofthem changed places 207.

There was a woman named Guddavva who lived at 'Avindage, who

was leprous ; she one day went through the (agraharam) brahmin street, and

the brahmins reviled her and turned her out of the town. She wept and set out

for Surat where she heard there was a god who could cure her. She

therefore set out ; but, as she went on, the leprosy took away her feet ; then she

went on, her legs was now taken away. (This resembles the verse in Chevy

Chase. For when his legs were smitten off, he fought upon his stumps).

She then went rolling along, whereupon Siva, appeared visibly to her, he

cured her ; and her only request was that the god should for ever be with

her. So he granted this, and inflicted the leprosy on the brahmins who had

driven her out of the town.

This story shows how imprudent it is to revile those who adore Siva

218.

For, wrapping up a gem in a foul covering will not soil its brilliance.

Surely Vyasa, Valmiki, and many others were men of low birth, pariars who
notwithstanding became the prophets of the brahmins. Then let us reflect

that he who believes in Siva, however degraded he be by birth is the noblest

of men 223.

Such was the discourse of Basava which filled king Bizzala with

anger. He replied, if a man is wounded, blood flows : if a devotee is wounded,

will milk flow ? Why trouble us with stories regarding these wretched

brahmins ? give us some proofs regarding them.

Basava replied : brahmins say that killing a cow is the greatest of sins;

yet they will readily slaughter the golden image of a cow and share the limbs,

I will show you that milk can flow from the palm of Siva Nagamaya's

hand : will you produce so much as water from the hand of any brahmin.

Ifthey cannot perform this miracle let them be crucified (carta veyu) for their

revilings of the Saivites 239.

So saying, he took Siva Nagamaya by the hand : and by the force of

his supernatural touch, abundance of mUk flowed from it. Hereupon the

prince Bizzala and the people paid him homage 240.
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side, and carried him home 245, accompaiued by the devout.

(Here follows a long list of their names) 251-2.

Several other persons now began to profess the faith preached by

Basava ; whereupon king Bizzala received many complaints, that the Saivites

wei'e gradually infi-inglng on other creeds ; these complaints were made by

(boyas) herdsmen, who had now lost the dinners (prasadam), which hitherto

they (as cowherds) used to receive from such as formerly worshipped in the

temple of Siva.

The king therefore asked Basava how this happened 275. He replied,

they have a claim to the (prasada) blessed food bestowed in the Siva temples,

but have no right to enter the houses of Jangamas or even to see their food

280. The claimants observed that at (C'asi Gaya, Prayaga) all the celebrated

sacred cities they enjoyed this privilege : and they added that were it now

withheld they would voluntarily die by starvation 286. Basava replied that

this did not alarm him, offering them however the usual privilege at the

temples. We of the Viva iSaiva sect, said lie, will not even tolerate the

sight of a Saivite. But he added, I shall to-day order a dinner to be prepared

of poisoned food, you are welcome to partake of it if you chose 291. They

expressed their willingness to eat such food, if their host would eat it with

them 296. And, said they, if we see you swallow the poison with impunity

we shall relinquish our claim.

Basava consented and sat down with the king to prepare the poison,

the very scent of which drove away the (boys) foresters. Pie proceeded to

place the poison in dishes and said grace over it 308. The very gods were

terribly alarmed, but Basava desired the retreating foresters to wait and see

what Siva would now do 313. He then ate and drank the poison, along

with his fellow Avorthies 319. They then rejoiced in their impunity: he

then shared the remainder among his servants 352, and gave some to the

horses and elephants 362, all were well pleased.

Bizzala then said surely, thou art greater than Siva ; for he did not

venture to swallow the poison, he retains it in his throat, but thou has swallowed

it Avith impunity. Thus the foresters relinquished their claim, as this miracle

proved it to be of no avail 374.

Another day Basava was invited to dinner by Jagadeca Malla who was

an Aradhya. But this being the anniversary of his host's father's death, he as

usual assembled some brahmins and washed their feet. At hearing of this

Basava was much displeased : Jagadeca Malla thereupon went to him : but

he at first refused even to sec him ; saying it is a great crime in those who

adore Siya to hongr ?\ny otber gods 385,
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lie now told him this story. There was one Eleswara Ketoya wlio was one

of the worthies ; the unfaithful detested hiui and burnt down his barns : he merely

.eattered the ashes over the fields, and forthwith a large crop arose 3;J7. So his

enemies stole his cattle ; but it was quite in vain, for the cows had too much

loyalty to eat or driidc unless at the desire of their master 403. So the thieves

were much concerned, and let them go home again. But when they came back he

would not let thera be in the outer yard : the people of the village took pity on them

and gave them fodder 43 3. But the cows were two sensible to eat the grass of

vulvar people and bellowed their prayers to Ketaya, in whose house their calves

were, and heard them. Ketaya now let them in, and the moment they saw the image

they bowed down to it, and then ate their meal 414.

Thus you see, said Basava that a cow in a worthy's house has more re-

ligion than a Saivite has ; then how can you be so brutish as to wash the feet of

brahmins 416.

There was another worthy named Savarada Navayya, whose wife bore him

a son. He immediately invested the new-born babe with the image, whereupon his

wife instantly bore another son. But he had no image ready to invest the second

child with, and therefore told her to abandon it 419, and like an obedient wife

she obeyed.

Basava further asked him how can I convince you of the supremacy of Siva ?

It is as idle as trying to teach a blind man what light is 425. Your conduct is as

foobsh as using a golden plough, and then sowing thistles 437. Consider how

fruitless were the sacrifices offered to brahmins by Gautama, Dadhichi, Dacslia,

Bala, Chacravcrti, and others. No honors that you can oiler to brahmins can be

equal in merit to the worship of the image.

Jagadeca Malla w^as convinced of his folly ; and offered thanks to Basava

443, who now spoke to him kindly and said, after a short time there will happen a

dreadful crime here : and you are to slay him Avho commits it : after which Siva

will appear visibly to you.

Convinced by these arguments, Malla renounced all intercourse with brah-

mins ; whereupon Basava again became his friend 449.

There were two worthies named Allya and Madupaya who always were in

attendance on Basava: the king Bizzala caused their eyes to be put out ; but

Basava, and the other worthies restored thera their eyes : after which they

blotted out all the accounts kept in the royal treasury. They now sent for

Jagadeca Malla, and told him that the appointed time was come for him to slay

an ollcuder 455. Basava now retired from the town, which was immediately filled
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with every sort of outrage ; so much so tliat the worthies fled and were scattered

tlirough all lauds But IMalla went home without killing king Bizzala : when his

mother reproached him for failing to obey the command of Basava 4fil. She said,

surely if they wished it, the worthies were well able to do the deed themselves
;

they entrusted you with it only as a favor conferred on you 467. If you disobey

them, I wish you may become a dog and live on (prasadam) rice given in charity.

Hereupon Malla was treated as a dog and fed on rice, which his mother

cast on the floor for him 472. But this pitiful tale was told to Malla Bramhaya,

and other worthies who came and comforted him ; nay, they dined off his leavings.

They then led him to the palace of Bizzala 477, whom these three men slew. After

which they returned home : Malla paid homage to his mother. Then they all re-

flected on the sin they had committed, and proposed to kill themselves. Whereupon

Siva appeared visibly, and carried them all to Cailas 482.

After the death of Bizzala, Basava went back to the temple of Cudali

Sangameswar, where he prayed the god to take him to himself 488. Hereupon the

god came out of the temple and appeared in visible form, Basavana saluted him with

adoration, whereupon the god (aikyam chesuconniidu) took him to himself, while all

the people sung his praise 499.

Then all the worthies adored Basava, as being himself Isvara 504.

The poet concludes the volume by apologizing for the meanness of perform-

ance, in recording the History of Basava.

Translated by C. P. BROWX.
1th November 1839.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, wove paper, bound in cloth,

and lettered.

13. No. 2b7. Bcimva purd iidm.

By Fdlct-curiki somcl ndl'ha,

1— 7 asvdsams divipada.

The book is a thick folio, French paper^ the English summarj'' on

wove paper, cloth bound and kttered, worn.

It. No. 238. JSamva purdnam.

1—T asvdsams dwlpacJa.

The book is a thick folio, French paper, half bound in cloth and

calf^ lettered, injured.
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15. No. 239. Mori Basava furdndm.

By Bctchchu siddha.

1— 5, asvdsams, dioipada.

A series of legendar}' tales, ex, gr.

Nuriya cluindayya cat'ha.~\

Yoffi dwayya „ !

SwiSl'" :; f
and many others similar.

Panihan Brahmatjya,,
j

J'enca bommayya „ J

There are English marginal notes, from the beginning to about

onc-ejglith forwards.

The former owner remarks :

" Complete M. SS. of this poem are very rare, though the most
popular tales are common enough

;
being mere extracts. The present

M.S. is founded on two, each of which was defective
; but what one

omitted was found in the other.

" The Mari Basava inLrdnam is entertaining enough
; but evi-

dently the poet was, like Burns, an uneducated rustic."

Tlie book is a thin folio, wove paper, cloth bound and lettered

16. No. 240. Chcii7ia Basava jpurdnam.

By Papaj/j/a.

1—5 asvdsams, padya cav^am.

A supplementary book of legends, concerning the Jctngama

system. Ohenna Basava was nephew to the elder Basava, whose sister

Ndgammd having a son, without being married, the parentao-e of the

latter was given by some to the elder Basctvct, by his own sister. In

this case Chenna Basava would be both son and nephew.

" A set of legendary tales popular among the Jangdrnds!'

There are some Telugu marginal notes, for a part of the book

and at the end, an English abstract down to the 3rd asvdsdm.

The book is a thin folio, cloth bound and lettered, worn.

17. No. 241. Chennd Basavd purdiiam.

1—5 asvdsams, pdd^a cdvydm.

This seems to be a fair copy of the last No., it is without mai'-

ginal indices, or English abstract.

The book is a thin folio, good paper, half bound in cloth and

paper^ lettered,
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IS. No. 2-l'2. Chcnna JBasava imrdnam.

1—5 asvdsams, padyct caryam, said to liiive been written aLont

A. D. ICOO.

Ilie reader lias proLaljly had enough of the older Hasava im~

rdiiam ; lengthy enough, saucy enough and shocking enough. Whilc-

this equals the other in many points, save the catastrophe, it is more

ludicrous ;
and aims its sarcasms specially at the JBra/imans in a way too

gross, and obscene for detail. Two specimens may suffice, and of

these the abstract only could not be quoted with cojumon decency-

One relates to a very handsome young Brahman who let himself out to

hire to various persons. A middle aged wealthy man liad two wives
;

the elder of whom became madly enamoured of this Brahman, and ran

all risks. The younger wife locked the pair in ; but the husband, on his

return home, found that Slvd had inter]X)sed ; and the hu&band turned

all his rage against tlie younger wife, for f^ilsi; information. In another

case, a king had a very celebrated guru, or spiritual preceptor. It hap-

pened that Dc>?«^?'(5f mountebanks came to the to\tn ; and a woman of

the company, hearing of the fame of the gurii, determined to play him

a trick. She succeeded, in a way detailed : and the Brahman became

so infatuated, as to leave his post, after the company had quitted, and

to rejoin his temptress in the gipsy-camp. "When proposing to return,

tears and prayers were used ; and the simpleton followed the camp to

Benares, and lost his caste. It is not surprising that the Brahmans bit-

terly revile, and detest the Jangamas.

The book is a small quarto, somewiiat thick, good paper,

bound in country calf, and lettered.

ID. No. 24;3. FaiidUdrdilhi/a chariiram.

1—5 jpraharands.

The book is a long folio, of medium thickness, boards, lettered,

worn.
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20. No, 2i:i. PrtmlifdrdJJfya duxrltrain.

Til two volumes, Vol. 1, 1

—

2 prdbnunams.

Dwipada Yol. 2, 3—

5

,,

"Being a continuation of the Basdvd jmrdnrxni, \)y (the same

author) PiUu-curiki-soma-ndtha.

" This book being so voluminous I wished to have it abridged

by leaving out the verbose theological discussions, and preserving only

the legends which are very amusing."

" In 1841 this work was well edited, under my directions, by

Vira Bhadra, a learned Jangama guru who adopted the present vo-

iunics as the basis of the new edition which he has prepared."

*• This roughl}'- written volume (vol. 2nd) is of great value. It

was prepared under my directions, and the interlineations preserve

the various readings found in six manuscripts."

An Enijlish abstract of the 1st volume is contained in the book.

As already done in several instances, it is here given in full and cor-

rectly. It is perhaps desirable that sucli books slioukl be drawn out

of obscurity to the light of day ; for they illustrate a system by its own
votaries : and it is better if the abstract is rather edited, than made.

The following abstract is copied from the book.

Liiud of I3asav;uina—Praise of the saints who precedctl Basavanna.

I will sing the tale of Paiidit Aradhya. Laud of him. Laud of three Pandits,

viz., Mallicaguiiii Pandit, Manchana Pandit, Sri Pati Pandit. Description

of Sri Sailarn. Description of Sri Sailam continued. Description of the

hermits there. You have already composed the Basava Puran. The Yeniau

Aradhya is the name of the descendants of—the Poet's description of hinisulf,

Le'nk, a child— I am tlie cliiltl of a handmaid in Basavana's house. And my

name is Palcuriki Souiiuiadlia. Description of those who shall hear this tale.

The Poet selects Suri?pa Paz to be his hearer. I shall use verses and rhymes, but

let not. my book be looked on as mere poeiry. It is fact—it is veracity. Discus-

sion on verse and metre, on rhetoric and velinement. V\'henever I ijuote passages

from the Yedas, I use these signs. I use the Dwipada metre because I treat of

the dwipada, two woiids— the present and the next ! 1 ! I dedicate the book to

Basaven. End of the Preface. Dedication to. AYliy was Pandit Arddhya bonr

ou earth ,'' He was born to unite all the virtues of all the old prophets. Siva

directs the Pandit Aradhya to descend ou earth, at the village of Dracsharam,

There is Bhima Pandit who has hitherto prayed for oifspriug in vain. Be thou

born as his son. Wherefore he was accordingly conceived in the womb of

Cauramba. And when born, he was named Mallic Arjuna Pandita (he is the hcio

of this poem). Description of the Dixa Cramam or discipleship. The Brahmins,
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objected to the observances of -the Aradhya. The Aradhya proves from the Vedas

that it is proper to use Bhasmara. God placed your foreheads across tlie eyes—
not upright. Ergo, we use the cross mark ! ! More discussions to establish the

necessity of the Yibhuti. Same suiiject, " He delighteth in ashes !
!" Eeviling him

as a Sudra who wears the upright mark ! ! ! On the same topic—raanava puran ?

IVhat book is this ? Let all who wear not the Vibhuti be expelled the land by the

king—or the realm will be ruined ! ! ! Curses on all who are opposed to the creed.

Laud of the Eudraxa Dharana or Rozary. Laud of the Iludraxa—on the virtues of

the holy water— in which a confessor's feet have been -washed (padOdacam). On

holy water. Rules for drinking the dirty holy water. Lingarchana Yidhi. On

the virtues of Linga Puja—miraculous gifts gained in the older ages by those who

were then devout in worship. Blessings bestowed on those who worship an Emblem

of gold, of silver, of crystal, and so forth. Boons gained by those who worshipped

various images of the Emblem. On Prasada Mahima. Discussion on Naivedyam.

Dispute between Yyasa and Jftimini. On the texts supposed to declare such Siva

Naivedyam unlawful. The Emblem is like the father of the worshipper. That Siva

is the creator of all that we can offer to him. The entire argument tends to show

that the worship of the Emblem is binding on all Brahmins. Yaisvadeva—Eaith is

the one qualification for Siva puja. To judge from some of the rites that all

brahmins use, they are already in the Saiva faith—though they deny it. As

criminal as offering re/as in sacrifice. Let not the reninants of funeral oblations

be offered to Siva. They who profess not this faith are jackass Brahmins and

pariars. Discussion on the rites used at funerals. All these discussions tend to

prove that say what they may, all Brahmins are of the Saiva faith. Urging the

sanctity and profitableness of Prasadam—more discussion on the point whether

viands offered to Saiva are to be eaten. Citation from the Yatula Tantram.

Eable of the serpent who drank the water in which Siva had washed his feet, and

therefore became 'Adi-sesha the serpent who supports the world. More citations

from the Veda, &e., to prove that the worship of Siva is supreme. On the Siva

nirmalya grahanam. Ghanta carna, a devotee to Siva threw away the flowers

after sacrificing, and because the sun dried them up he cursed the sun. The sun

begged him to help him out of the scrape, and was told to drink the water in which

l\Ian'5hara had washed his feet. To try the faith of the boy, Siva turned one of the
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flowers lie was offering, into a worm. The boy did not tlirow it away, but put it

on his head, the worm forthwith eat up his strength and vigour. Wherefore Siva

blessed him. This was Durvasa. He went to Dwaraca and visited Krishna

and Eucmini. After he had dined, he gave tlie remnant to his host Krishna,

saying, I smear this all over your body. Krishna failed to apply it to his foot,

wherefore he was not invulnerable, and was slain by a boy's arrow. THEREFOR R

you see the blessing of eonsec-rated food ! ! The feasts of Naradu. The sun was

so frightened that lie tuiri1)led down on earth. Here begins the legend of Sura-

snnamma wife of a brahmin. Slie was a faithful worsh'pper of Siva. Her hus-

band died. The brahmins complained to the king. She lived most like a mad

woman in devotion to Janganis. And that she had a pariar man for a priest.

She is publiely given up to pariars, though living among us brahmins. The king

required them to show him the pariar actually in her house. In her house they

waited ; a miserable cobbler came there. She gave the cobbler supper. Then the

brahmins surrounded the house to catch him in it. List of the names of the

brahmins. Among them was one leading brahmin, who said arddha binclu. They

heard him eating, and drinking in the house. They attempted to enter the house.

She opposed them. She said, you little know that he who is hid in my house verily

is Siva himself. They searched the house- But he was not found. She told them

that perhaps he was gone to eat a calf, which another devotee had sacrificed to him.

They went to search there ; but he was not forthcoming. Bhogayya quitted the

town, but along with him all the various liugams disappeared. She finished this

story, and began telling another fable. Somavedi once on a time celebrated a

Yojna ; a slanting division of tiie hair, such as the English use. Whereupon Siva

and Parvati came to him disguised as pariars. Siva carrying a dead calf on his

shoulder. They came, and Somavedi and his wif'e prostrated themselves to the

disguised gods, he took the dead calf and went into the house, all the brahmins

ran away. He seated the pariar pair on the altar, and washed their feet. Three

sorts of holy water. Pad odaeam, Ling-odacam, Prasad-odaeam, So the calf was

roasted and was olfered to Siva. W^hereupon the god was pleased to lay aside his

disguise. He replied to the god thus :—You have never pleased to eat oflerings.

There was one Dasamayya who gave the god a shirt, but no dinner. Tiiere was

also one Cheru Tonda Bliaetu who offered lier son to the god. Ballahu gave you

his wife. Gundaya also. Yet you did not condescend to eat what all these saints

offered you. But you was pleased to eat what was offered to you by Here-

upon the god was pleased to partake of the saciifice. The god rewarded him by

carrying him to heaven. This is the story of the Vira Bhadra Yijayara. To honor

the pious by charity is far superior to peifonning burnt offerings. Surely as a

woman knows her husband under any disguise, so the pious man knows the god.

In the Tamil land was a certain braiimin who gained money by labour and oJIered

it to Siva. He lived at Bcnupur. One year as usual he went to the festival to sell
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grass. lie happened one niglit to be locked out of tlic fort, a flood took place, lie

was up to tiie waist in water. It rained hard. Tliis unlucky hap was spied by

Siva. The god came on his elephant, released him, took him home and vanished.

The legend of Kackayya. The legend of Madura Dudaya. Now for the story of

^ladara Dudaya. There was a fountain that cleansed the leprous. Bijala Raya to

find out which faith was right, wounded Siva Nagfiniia, whose veins proved to be

filled witli nectar or milk ; wliile those of the brahmins were full of vulgar blood.

Your foolish trust in caste is mere self-deception. The Smartas believe in 25

tatwams; the Vaislinavas believe in 28 ; the Vira Saivas believe in Sfi ; the Saclas

in 96. ]\[arvelling, they exclaimed, this beats the legend of the Ventja Cayas

turned into Lingas. And the story of the pint turned into a lingam ; and the

legend of Cota Colnya, this beats them all ! ! ! They said we have in old days

lieavd these tales—now we witness a marvel quite as great. The brahmins revile

themselves, as worse than pariars ; the homage offered by the devotees. On the

benefits of Bhiiti snanam, or bathing in ashes. Mallicarjana Pandit Aradhya begins

to prepare for Siva puja. Lin!J:a puja described, compare the Curma Puran iv, 87,

118. Mallicarjana's eyes were fixed on tlie lingam. His glances were attracted by

the idol. Titles wherewith he lauded tlie liugam. Sancara Gitalu, Ananda Gita

Basava Gitalu. Such were is hymns to Siva. A quotation from the Veda. Laud

of the unrivelled Pandit Malleswar Aradhya, After the worship terminated he was

visited by while he was worshipping they came to him, he rose to receive

them : whereupon the ]\lonad in his hand rose and stood in the air. Laud of

Jaiigams. They are verily the actual deity. Same laud of Jangams, Thus did he

laud the sect when he received his visitors. He who adores tlie lingam, devoid of

the .Tangam creed, might as well adore a corpse after decking it finely ! ! I This

signifies that beueticence to devout men is vastly superior to mere adoration of the

idol. Surely tlie worshipper to whom you give tlie sacred bread is him whom you

adore, that is, the image of god— the god has two mouths, viz., the guru being

between the god and the worshipper is like a two-headed eagle. What avails

watering a dead fence. It is profitable to give milk to snakes, but if you ivill the

snake and ofFiT milk to an image thereof, what will it avail you. You might as

well try to eat with the back of your neck. Then consider that relieving the

faithful is a sacrifice to god. All this tends to sliow^ tiiat the living jangam is infi-

jiitely superior to the mere image. Then let me he only the mere dog

of the Jangam's hoi'se, this is the highest of honor. Laud of JMallicarjana

I'andit. We have now witnessed all we formerly heard regarding thee.

Thou wjist deity before the birth of all the gods were born. Then wast thou

Vrisliabha, therefore is Nandi thy vehicle ; then was Nandikeswara born

Ayonija, as son of Silada. Then was Nandikeswara born as l'»assavanna

ill the Carnata country— at Ilingulc'swara as the son of Mandenga ]\Ta(li

Eaz and his wife Madaraba. llcasons or which he was thus born as a man.
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Thus Basavanna was born to abolish all the Purv Asrama Dhermam, or

ceremonial law. Baladeva Danda Naik, minister to Bijala, gave him
in marriage his daughter Gangamamba. And his sister Nagamba lived in

his house at Cappadi—after the death of the minister, Basavanna was put in

his room. AndChennaBasavanna was his disciple. Names of other bhacta

—

miracles. The story of the Vanga Cayas substituted for monads. More

miracles. There was a certain Sangaya who thought proper to covet and

pray for Siva's divine eye. Asa milkmaid's pail slipt down, she cried out,

O Basava! and he caught it up. Another tale a woman named Mayi

Devamma prayed Chevi acu, the leaf rolled up and inserted in the ear. Siva

Nagam Aya was a pariar. Basava took him by the head. Basavanna re-

proached them for despising him, as being low born. You are not his equal.

He held up his hand and it streamed with nectar. Wherefore they adored

him. Another story. There was another Minda Jangam whose wife made

him ask Basava to give him his wife's petticoat—the more she unrolled her

petticoat—the more there was. So he cut off as much as he wanted and gave

it to his langa. Certain Boyas offered him poison to eat as a proof that he was

a god. He did eat it with impunity. Eating the poison brought on sleepiness.

One day he became one with the monad, i. e. died. Then his disciple Chenna

Basavanna adored him and said, Thou art now like the waveless deep, or the

still breeze on the cloudless sky. The laud, or song of praise. Thou hast

sacrificed thy soul to the deity. You appear to be now in full enjoyment

of the eight blessings. Surely he hath mentally embraced the god. She sent

her heart to call her lover—but her heart never returned to her. Description

of the progress of love in ten grades. Thus is the Monad the husband,

the spouse cf my soul. Thus hath the saint Basava's soul now become

one with his divine lord. As a plantain bud is nothing but fold upon fold,

let the body be given to the monad; let our soul be given to god, and the

wealth to the poor. End of the hymn. Intelligence of Basava's death was
sent to his disciples. All these hermits (bhactis) and a few millions more

assembled—total 196,000, Jihvana 12,000 Minda Jangams ; 197,000

Jangams assembled to know why he died. The Chenna Basavanna began

to tell them the tale as follows :—Saying, he is dead because his soul is gone

on visit. Sangamesvara (the guruof Basavanna) is our witness; atthe approach

of this saint, the life returned to Basavanna just as Kinnera formerly revived

from death. How did that happen ? I will tell you. Kinnera Brahmaya's

soul was one vith Basava's, who therefore wept at his death. Lamentations.

Basava's lamentations. Thus did he grieve and lament. The message was

sent. While he thus lamented, Madivala Macayya laughed at hearing of his

grief. Thus Madivala Ma9ayya was a washerman^ and was Basava's great

instructor. Macayya reproaches Basava for wailing like a woman at the

death of a great Saint, What am I to come and weep with you. They

Q4
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reported to Basavanna this rude message. So he gave his life to the corpse,

and fell dead. The astonishment of the bystanders. Madivala Macayya

therefore came to Basavanna, and restored him to life. Basavanna recovered

his life. The assembly applaud him. Thou, O Macayya ! who didst formerly

crush the pride of king Bizzala. Tangatur Ma9ayya. Some are Linga Prani,

others are Prana Linga. Thus did the assembly laud the great Basava.

And 0! Mallicarjana Pandita ! surely thou art as mighty as Basavanna

himself—exclaimed Surasanamma and Vemanaradhya. Thus ends the chapter

on Dixa. One day when Mallic Arjuna and his disciples arose from sleep

before dawn. Description of the hour before dawn. They rose and gathered

flowers for worship. Sweta dropt a flower. Description of the garden.

There was a devotee named Vellagonda Mahadeva who performed matins.

Description of the garden. He selected such flowers as not even the beehad

tasted. Accidentally his foot touched one of the consecrated vessels—where-

fore he cut off" both his feet and put them as a gift before the god. Pandit

Aradhya was delighted at seeing this devotion. His .sppech—he who can

dispel constitutional fever. His applause of this foot.- Mallic Arjuna put

his amputated feet on his head and swore they Avere the feet of Siva. His

laud of these lopt feet, Pandita radhya embraced him. All the spectators

hailed him. His feet were restored to him by Mallic Arjuna. Here begins

the legend of Caliamba. This man was very pious, he washed the feet of the

pious and drank this as holy water. This filthy water is precious as mother's

milk. Blessings on him who drinks this nastiness. Then a slave's son

assumed a saint's garb, and came to have his feet washed. His name was

Ippanna. The wife detected him. What said she to her husband will you

gain heaven like and and by such folly—you had much

better. The husband was quite shocked at hearing his wife's common sense.

He reproached her. Surely, said he, this is no slave's brat, but the god himself.

Verily this scamp as you think him is Mahadeva himself. So he cut his

wife's hands off". The saints approved of this severity, and told several stories

to justify it. He used to make a lingam of sand, and offer milk to it. Another

named Cata Cotaya used to make a lingam of goats dung and off'er milk to it,

his father reproached him for this folly—wherefore he cut his father's legs

off. Besides there was a woman named rvlemmavva who slew her sou, for

daring to taste a dinner prepared for a Jangam who was in truth Siva—the

god therefore took her to Cailas. Another tale. There was a king of Chola

named Chodudu. His wife, in a famine, opened her granaries to the public.

The king's relations died of hunger—both M.SS. agree ? false prasa. Another

talc. There was a king, Narasinga in the Dravida. He offered a flower to

the god—as his wife smelled it he cut her nose off". The Pujari told him bis

wife's hands ought to be cut off". AH these stories justify Caliamba. ' Noav

comes \\\Q story of Pilla IN'aiAara. Pilla Nainar came to visit Ca,liamba.
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PillaNaiDar gave her his blessing— so her amputated hands came oack again.

Curaara Swami was born on earth, in the name, or form of this Pilla Nainar-

He came to Madhura, Tvhere he met veith a certain Velama. There was a man

living in this Velaraa's faraily-^but the Velama, instead of giving him a

daughter in marriage, gave them all to others. The youngest daughter eloped

with him—as they went, he died of a snake bite. As she wept, Pillanainar

came there and hearing her, restored life to him. Vagisa Nainar had a daughter

and vowed to bestow her on Pilla Nainar. She died one day—the father

reflected that, if she was dead, he could not keep his promise. So he put her

bones in an urn. Whereupon, by casting some holy ashes on her, she came

to life again. In hke manner his amputated feet were restored to him. This

Mahadevaya— this fellow jrobably is a make-believe saint. The great end

of all this talk is to prove that every Jangama is actually Siva. They all

begged his pardon. Enmity with the bad is preferable. He has blest them

who struck him, what will he do to those who bless him. Another tale.

There was one guru Bhactaya, he washed his maslcr's feet. Similar

nonsense to prove that the Jangam is the same as the Lingam. Laud of the

guru as being the same as the god. So his legs were all well again, as his

feet were restored. With a view to spreading the fame of him"who cut his

own legs off, his guru enthroned him— all were scandalized at the guru ; thus

honoring the disciple. The other disciples reviled him for obeying the guru

in seating himself on the throne. So the guru desired all of them to go, and

sit on an impaling stake. They refused—whereupon the guru desired his

favorite to go, and sit on that stake : he obeyed—the stake pierced him through.

So sitting in the air he saluted the guru. The guru reproaches his other

disciples. Behold he looks upon the crown and the cross as one. Laud of

the impaled martyr. IVow begins a new legend. There was an actress named
Praudhavati. Bhact Andari caught a glimpse of her. He sighed to find

himself smitten with the arrows of Cupid. He meditated in texts in the Siva

Puran and Suta Samhita that ^^ould authorize his love. If I consecrate my
lusts to Siva they will be sinless. He sent a chum of his to persuade her to

come to him—but slie refused. He desired her to let him love her. He
described himself to her as a perfect professor of the art of lust. She refus-

ed to have him. Her speech continued. She produces all sorts of arf»u-

inents to deter him. Saying, that she had consecrated her charms to Siva and
his Jangams. I am no cousin of yours. I won't have you for a husband.
Chastity has imperishable renown. Besides said she, you knov wluit devils

we actresses are. I suppose this is an error for Sammini. A string of abusive

phrases. Thus you see what devils, dancing girls are. A string of abusive
phrases. Crimes committed by prostitutes. This will suffice for once. Per-
sonal defects brought on by whoring. Nitocmbarn the filth of the yoni.

Calug5ta, a stone gate. Now let us consider the comforts they pretend they
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fiad in whoring. First you lose your character, then your eyes. These aenve

evils shall befall you. They never think you have any hold on them but they

stick to you like leeches. They balance like scales—and a penny v^eight more

will turn them the other way— same discourse. Let then the faithful ever

shun prostitutes. This closed her sermon. But he was not to be contradicted.

So she again resumed her homily—hear me. I will describe the interview

between Rambha or Venus, and him who desired to have her. She smiled at

Sweta—he asked her what made her laugh. Rambha reproached him for his

profligacy. One day as he was bringing some flowers for his lanja, he dropt

one. His reply. Her reply. She said, to embrace me is but a momentary

delight. I will give you perpetual delight. This she points out to be in

holiness and austerity. So he became a slave of the temple. One day Maha-

deva the god appeared to him. When Yama's messengers tried to seize him,

and carry him to hell—but were disappointed as Siva shielded him. Then

Yama himself came to catch his soul, but he caught it himself, as Siva ihrash-

ed him. Moral. Let every man listen to the counsel of the woman he likes !

She now proceeds to relate another legend about Malhaundu, He had a

bogamadi—she loved him and hated her mother—the old woman reproach-

ed her daughter—the old woman reproaches— more revilings. So she got

rid of him and gave her daughter to a Raja. Malhana grieved at losing the

girl. The lover's grief at losing his love. Everything he saw reminded

him of her. To get a peep at his love he lay hid at her house. She rinsed

her mouth and chanced to spit it over her pet Malhana. I did not see you

were there. Conarder, said she, the pleasure you wish is a mere nothing at

all. As be was sleeping with his hands on her breast he fancied it to be a

monad. Malhana began musing on the celebrated verses in Sanscrit. Thus

the lanja and her dam and her parrot all went to heaven together. Then

let every man listen to woman's consent. There was a king, Cumara Pala-

kurjara who was a Vira Saiva. He was one day playing at socatalu with

his wife. Here all the backgammon phrases are used in a divinity sense !

!

While thus playing he laughed— his wife asked the reason. She stopped

playing, and hung down her head in grief. Pray what makes you laugh ? Then

tell me what made you laugh. In reply, he again laughed and said. There

was a certain saint named Ohiludu in the land of Saurashtra or Surat.

Here begins the storyof Ohilai. This Ohilai perpetually offered Irankinsense

to Somesa. List of the perfumes he offered in his fumitory. Description

of his joy in offering his incense. All this displeased the Gaula hermits.

The hermits were all in a fume at his fumigation. There was a spider who

worshipped the god, and was hated by an elephant. The spider got into

his trunk and killed him. There was one Sankhya Tonda, a Jain who daily

offered 100 pebbles to Siva. He bullied Siva into appearing. The Gaula

hermits forbid Ohilai to go into the temple. So he was obliged to
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wait till night—tben lie got in and worshipped the monad. The monks

determined to starve him out of the town, by persuading the people to refuse

him alms. So he took leaves and grass for food, and throve very well—on such thin

diet. This word dirisi appears in all the M.SS. but one which says iie'mi : another

day, Ohilai went to the forest as usual for perfumes. A thorn pierced his foot, but

lame as he was he went on. Then the god Somesa put on the shape of a Cheiisu

or savage and approached Ohilai. Despription of the garb. The god was accom-

panied by the Vedas in the shape of four dogs. Siva's speech to Ohilai. Siva of-

fered to pull out the thorn out of his wound, when the thorn was drawn, there flowed

not blood, but ashes. Siva cured him with a leaf. So he was carried to Cailasam.

Another tale. Thus all the saints went to heaven. Then Ohilai's wife was aimoy-

ed at his going to heaven alone- Surely he was devout, and thou art not- The

Chola saints. There was a great saint named Murkha Nainaru—who used to live

by gambling and gave the proceeds to jangaras. Whereupon to try his faith, Siva

disguised himself as a gambler, and lost all to him. Then Siva let him into tlie

secret saying, I am a janu;am. Whereupon he offered to cut off his own head as a

due punishment for plundering a jangam. Whereupon the god appeared to him and

offered to give him what he pleased—he replied, pay me what you have lost, as it

is the wealth of the chui'ch.
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